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     Definitions of abbreviations 

Aats. – Aats subdialect of Bzip dialect of Apkhazian language 

Abaz. – Abaza language 

Abdz. – Abdzakh dialect of Adyghe language  

Abzh. – Abzhua dialect of Apkhazian language 

Ad. – Adyghe language 

Ang. – Angid subdialect of Tindi language 

Agu. – Agul language 

Ajar. – Ajarian dialect of Georgian language 

Akh. – Akhi dialect of Chechen language 

Akht. – Akhty dialect of Lezgian language 

Akhu. – Akhushi dialect of Dargwa language 

Akhv. – Akhvakh language 

Akn. – Aknada subdialect of Tindi language 

Alb. – Albanian (of Caucasian) language 

Al. – Alik dialect of Krits language 

Am. – Amukh dialect of Dargwa language 

Ams. –  Amsar dialect of Rutul language 

Anch. – Anchikh dialect of Karata language 

And. – Andi language 

Anda. – Andalal dialect of Avar language 

Ang. – Angid subdialect of Tindi language 

Ants. – Antsukh dialect of Avar language 

Apkh. – Apkhazian language 

Arab. – Arabic language 

Ar. – Arakul dialect of Lak language 

Arch. – Archo dialect of Karata language 

Archi. – Archib language 

Ark. – Arkab subdialect of Laz  

Arm. – Armenian language 

Ars. – Artash subdialect of Laz  

     Art. – Arsug subdialect of Agul language 

Asa. –  Asakh dialect of Dido language 

Ashkh. – Ashkhar dialect of Abaza language 

Asht. – Ashtikuli dialect of Dargwa language 

At. – Atin subdialect of Laz  

Av. – Avar language 

Bagv. – Bagval language 

Bal. – Balkhar dialect of Lak language 

Balq. –  Balqar language 

Bart. – Bartkhi dialect of Lak language 
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Basl. – Baslen dialect of Kabardian language Basq. – 

Basque language 

Batl. – Batlukh dialect of Avar language 

Bats. – Batsb (Tsova-Tushian) language 

Bech. – Becho subdialect of Svan language 

Bezh. – Bezhit language 

Botl. – Botlikh language 

Budu. – Budukh language 

Bul. – Bulep subdialect of Laz  

Burk. – Burkikhan dialect of Agul language 

Bur. – Burshag dialect of Agul language 

Bz. – Bzip dialect of Apkhazian language 

Bzd. – Bzhedug dialects of Adyghe language  

C.- Dag. – Common Dagestanian language 

C.-Nakh – Common Nakh language 

Chab. – Chabakoro subdialect of Karata language 

Chad. – Chadakolob dialect of Avar language 

Cham. –  Chamal language 

Chaml-Hemsh. – Chamli-Hemshin subdialect of Laz  

Chan – Chan (Laz) dialect of Zan language 

Cheb. – Cheberlo dialect of Chechen language 

Chech. – Chechen language 

Chemg. – Chemguy dialect of Adyghe language 

Chir. – Chirag dialect of Dargwa language 

Chkh. – Chkhal subdialect of Laz  

Chol. – Cholurian dialect of Svan language 

Cir. – Circassian language (languages) 

Colch. - Colchic (Laz-Megrelian) language 

Dag. – Dagestanian languages 

Dan. – Danish language 

Darg. – Dargwa language 

Did. – Dido language 

Dig. – Digor dialect of Ossetian language 

Dub. – Dubek dialect of Tabassaran language Ech. – 

Eched subdialect of Tindi language 

El. – Elam (Elamite) language  

Eng. – English language 

Etrusc. – Etruscan language 

Ets. – Etser subdialect of Svan language  

Fereyd. – Fereydanian dialect of Georgian language 
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Fit. – Fite dialect of Agul language 

Fr. – French language 

Gad. – Gadyri dialect of Chamal language 

Gagatl. – Gagatl subdialect of Andi language 

Gakv. – Gakvarian dialect of Chamal language 

Gal. – Galanchozh dialect of Chechen language 

Gap. – Gapshima dialect of Dargwa language 

Gem. – Gemerso subdialect of Bagval language 

Germ. – German language  

Gig. – Gigatl dialect of Chamal language 

God. –  Godobery language 

Gre. – Greek language 

Gubd. – Gubden dialect of Dargwa language 

Gur.  – Gurian dialect of Georgian language 

Hak. – Hakuch dialect of Adyghe language 

Hat. – Hattic (Hattian) language 

Her. – Hergeb dialect of Avar language 

Hin. –  Hinukh language 

Hunz. – Hunzib language 

Hurr. – Hurrian language 

Imer. – Imerian dialect of Georgian language 

Imerkh. – Imerkhevian dialect of Georgian language 

Ingil. – Ingilo dialect of Georgian language 

Ingu. – Ingush language 

Inkh. – Inkhoqwary language 

Inkhe. – Inkhelo subdialect of Karata language 

Iro. – Iron dialect of Ossetian language 

Its. – Itsar dialect of Dargwa language  

Javakh. – Javakhian dialect of Georgian language 
Kab. – Kabardian language 

Kad. – Kadar dialect of Dargwa language 

Kait. – Kaitag dialect of Dargwa language 

Kakh. – Kakhian dialect of Georgian language 

Kand. – Kandic dialect of Tabassaran language 

Kar. – Karacha language 

Kara. – Karakh dialect of Avar language 

Karat. – Karata language 

Kartl. – Kartlian dialect of Georgian language 

Kas. – Kassite language 

Kel. – Keleb dialect of Avar language 
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Khai. – Khaish subdialect of Svan language 

Khaid. – Khaidak dialect of Dargwa language 

Khan. – Khanag dialect of Tabassaran language 

Kharb. – Kharbuk dialect of Dargwa language 

Khevs. – Khevsurian dialect of Georgian language 

Khild. – Khildikharo dialect of Chechen language 

Khinal. – Khinalug language 

Khiv. – Khiv dialect of Tabassaran language 

Khop. – Khopian subdialect of Laz   

    Khor. – Khorsekh dialect of Lak language 

Khosh. – Khoshar dialect of Bezhit language 

Khud. –  Khudig dialect of Agul language 

Khund. – Khundzakh dialect of Avar language 

Khush. – Khushtada dialect of Bagwal language 

Khvarsh. – Khvarshi language 

Kist. – Kisti dialect of Chechen language 

Kiz. – Kiziq dialect of Georgian language 

Kosh. – Koshan dialect of Agul language 

Kri. – Krits language 

Ksn. – Ksani Gorge dialect of Georgian language 

Kub. – Kuba dialect of Lezgian language 

Kub. – Kubachi dialect of Dargwa language 

Kuba. – Kuban dialect of Kabardian language 

Kum. – Kumyc language 

Kum. – Kumukh dialect of Lak language 

Kur. – Kurag dialect of Agul language 

Kur. – Kurakh dialect of Lezgian language 

Kus. – Kusur dialect of Avar language 

Kvan. – Kvanada dialect of Bagval language 

Kvankh. – Kvankhidatl dialect of Andi language 

L.-Imer. – Lower-Imerian subdialect of Imerian dialect of Georgian language 

Lak. – Lak language  

Lakh. – Lakham subdialect of Svan language 

Lash. – Lashkhi dialect of Svan language 

Lat. – Latin language 

Laz – Laz (chan) dialect of Zan language  

LB. – Lower Bal dialect of Svan language 

Lech. – Lechkhum dialect of Georgian language 

Lent. – Lentekh dialect of Svan language 

Lezg. – Lezgian language 

Mart.-Bandz. – Martvili-Bandza subdialect of Megrelian  
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Masht. – Mashtada Subdialect of Karata language 

Meg. – Megrelian dialect of Zan language 

Meh. – Meheb dialect of Dargwa language 

Mek. –  Mekeg dialect of Dargwa language  

Meskh. – Meskhian dialect of Georgian language 

Miar. – Miarsu dialect of Botlikh language 

Mish. – Mishlesh dialect of Rutul language 

Mokh. – Mokhevian dialect of Georgian language 

Mozd. – Mozdok dialect of Kabardian language 

Mtiul. – Mtiulian dialect of Georgian language 

Mu. – Mugi dialect of Dargwa language 

Mui. – Muiri dialect of Dargwa language 

Mukh. – Mukhakh dialect of Tsakh language 

Mun. – Munib dialect of Andi language 

Nakh – Nakh languages 

Nidzh. – Nidzh dialect of Udi language 

Nog. – Nogaic language 

Okr. – Okrib subdialect of Imerian dialect of Georgian language 

Oss. – Ossetian (Ossian) language 

Pelasg. - Pelasgian language 

Pers. – Persian language 

Pkhar. – Pkharcho dialect of Chechen language 

Psh. – Pshavian dialect of Georgian language 

Rach. – Rachian dialect of Georgian language 

Racha. – Rachabald Subdialect of Karata language 

Ratl. – Ratlub dialect of Akhvakh language 

Rats. – Ratsitl sudialect of Karata language  

Rikv. – Rikvan dialect of Andi language 

Russ. – Russian language 

Rut – Rutul language 

Sah. – Sahad dialect of Dido language  

Sal. – Salat dialect of Avar language 

Samurz. – Samurzaqano subdialect of Megrelian  

Santl. –  Santlada dialect of Inkhoqwary language 

Scyth. – Scythian language 

Senak. – Senakian subdialect of Megrelian  

    Sha. – Sharo dialect of Chechen language  

Shap. – Shapsug dialect of Adyghe language  

Shin. – Shinaz dialect of Rutul language  

Shuk. – Shukti subdialect of Gapshima dialect of Dargwa language 

Shul. – Shulani dialect of Avar language 
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Sir. –  Sirkh dialect of Dargwa language 

Siukh. –  Siukh subdialect of Karata language 

Soul. – Souletin dialect of Basque language 

Sum. – Sumerian language 

Sv. – Svan language 

Swed. – Swedish language 

Ta. – Tat language 

Tab. – Tabassaran language 

Tan. – Tant subdialect of Tsudakh dialect of Dargwa language 

Tap. – Tapant dialect of Abaza language  

Tind. – Tindi language 

Tli. – Tlissi dialect of Bagwal language 

Tli.-Tlib. – Tlissi-Tlibisho subdialect of Bagwal language 

Tljan. – Tljanub subdialect of Akhvakh language 

Tlon. – Tlondoda subdialect of Bagwal language 

Ts.-Tush – Tsova-Tushian (Batsb) language 

Tsa. – Tsakh language 

Tseg. – Tsegob subdialect of Akhvakh language 

Tskh. – Tskhumar subdialect of Svan language 

Tsud. – Tsudakhar dialect of Dargwa language 

Tuk. – Tukita (Tokita) dialect of Karata language 

Turk. – Turkish language 

Tush. – Tushetian dialect of Georgian language 

U.-Imer. – Upper Imerian subdialect of Imerian dialect of Georgian language 

UB – Upper Bal dialect of Svan language 

Ub. – Ubykh language 

Ud – Udi language 

Ura. – Urakhi dialect of Dargwa language 

Urart. – Urartian language  

Ushg. – Ushgulian subdialect of Svan language  

Vart. – Vartashen dialect of Udi language 

Ved. – Vedeno dialect of Chechen language 

Vits. – Vits subdialect of Laz  

Vitsk. – Vitskhi dialect of Lak language 

Zak. – Zakatal dialect of Avar language 

Zi. – Zilo dialect of Andi language 

Zib. –  Zibirkhaly subdialect of Godobery language 

Zugd.-Jvar. – Zugdidian-Jvar subdialect of Megrelian  
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Transcription 

 Iberian-Caucasian Languages 

(phonological system) 

Vocals/Vowels 

Lat. Characteristics of Phonemes Geo.

a back low unrounded vowel (short or irrelevant as to the length distinction) 

á same, stressed 

 same, long 

 same, long and palatalized 

 same, palatalized 

å same, labialized 

 same, short and overt  

 same, short and  covert  

a same, short and pharyngealized 

ä same, pharyngealized and palatalized 

aŋ same, nasalized 

ŋ same, long and nasalized  

ŋ same, long nasalized and palatalized 

ŋ same, nasalized and palatalized 

ŋ same, short and nasalized  

e
front mid-low unrounded vowel (short or irrelevant as to the length 

distinction)  



 same, stressed 

 same, long 
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 same, labialized   

 same, short and  overt  

 same, short and  covert  

e same, pharyngealized 

eŋ same, nasalized 

ŋ same, long and nasalized  

ŋ same, short and nasalized  

 ჱ Old Georgian   grapheme E ჱ 

i front high unrounded vowel (short or irrelevant as to the length distinction)  

 same, stressed 

 same, long 

 same, labialized 

 same, short and  overt  

 same, short and  covert   

i same, pharyngealized 

iŋ same, nasalized 

ŋ same, nasalized and long 

ŋ same, nasalized and short 

o back mid-low rounded vowel (short or irrelevant as to the length distinction) 

 same, stressed 

 same, nonlabialized  

 same, long 

 same, long and palatalized 

 same, palatalized 

 same, short and  overt 
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 same, short and covert   

o same, pharyngealized 

oŋ same, nasalized  

ŋ same, nasalized and long 

ŋ same, long nasalized and palatalized 

ŋ same, nasalized and palatalized 

ŋ same, short nasalized and palatalized 

u back high rounded vowel (short or irrelevant as to the length distinction) 

ú same, stressed 

 same, long 

 front high rounded vowel   

 same, long and palatalized 

 same, short and  overt  

 same, short and  covert  

u same, pharyngealized  

uŋ same, nasalized 

ŋ same, nasalized and palatalized 

ŋ same, long nasalized 

ŋ same, long nasalized and palatalized 

ŋ same, short nasalized 

 mid mid-low unrounded vowel (short or irrelevant as to the length 

distinction)  



 same, stressed 

 same, long 

 same, labialized 
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 same, short and  overt  

 same, short and  covert  

e same, pharyngealized  

ŋ same, nasalized 

Consonants 

Sonants  

j palatal resonant (semivowel or glide) 

w labial resonant (semivowel or glide) 

 syllabic lateral sonant  

 syllabic bilabial sonant 

  syllabic nasal sonant  

 syllabic vibrant sonant  

 Sonorants 

l lateral resonant  

lj same, palatalized 

m labial nasal resonant  

mj same, palatalized 

m same, pharyngealized 

n dental nasal resonant   

nj same, palatalized 

r dental vibrant  

rj same, palatalized 
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 same, voiceless 

rw same, labialized 

Laterals 

Ł voiced lateral affricate 

ƛ voiceless (aspirated) lateral affricate 

ƛ: tense lateral affricate 

ƛ ̣ glottalized lateral affricate 

ƛ:̣ tense glottalized lateral affricate 

L voiced lateral fricative 

λ voiceless lateral fricative 

λ: tense voiceless lateral fricative 

λ≥ voiceless glottalized lateral fricative 

Bilabials  

b voiced bilabial stop 

bj same, palatalized 

bv same, dentolabialized 

bw same, labialized 

b same, pharyngealized 

p voiceless (aspirated) bilabial stop 

pj same, palatalized 

pv same, dentolabialized 

pw same, labialized ფ 

p same, pharyngealized 
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p: same, tense   

pv: same, tense and dentolabialized  

pw: same, tense and labialized   

p voiceless (not aspirated) bilabial stop - preruptive 

pv same, dentolabialized 

pw same, labialized 

ṗ voiceless glottalized bilabial stop 

ṗj same, palatalized  

ṗjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized  

ṗjw same, palatalized and labialized  

ṗv same, dentolabialized 

ṗw same, labialized 

 same, pharyngealized 

v voiced dentolabial fricative 

v same, pharyngealized 

 Old Georgian grapheme   

f voiceless dentolabial fricative 

 same, glottalized  

fv same, dentolabialized 

fw same, labialized 

f same, pharyngealized 

Dentals 

d voiced dental stop 

dv same, dentolabialized 
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dw same, labialized  დ 

dj same, palatalized 

δ voiced interdental fricative 

t voiceless (aspirated) dental stop 

tv same, dentolabialized 

tw same, labialized 

tj same, palatalized 

t: tense dental stop 

tv:� same, dentolabialized 

tw: same, labialized 

t voiceless (not aspirated) dental stop - preruptive 

tv� same, dentolabialized 

tw same, labialized  

ṭ glottalized dental stop 

ṭv same, dentolabialized 

ṭw same, labialized 

ṭj same, palatalized  

ṭjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized  

ṭjw same, palatalized and labialized  

ṭ: tense glottalized dental stop  

ṭv:� same, dentolabialized 

ṭw: same, labialized 
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      Pre-alveolars �

ʒ voiced pre-alveolar hissing affricate 

ʒj same, palatalized 

ʒv same, dentolabialized 

ʒw same, labialized 

ʒjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

ʒjw same, palatalized and labialized 

ʒ same, velarized 

ʒv same, dentolabialized and velarized  

ʒw same, labialized and velarized 

c voiceless pre-alveolar (aspirated) hissing affricate  

c: same, tense 

cj same, palatalized 

cv same, dentolabialized 

cw same, labialized 

cjV same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

cjw same, palatalized and labialized  

cv:� same tense and dentolabialized  

cw: same tense and labialized  

c same, velarized 

cv same, velarized and dentolabialized  

cw same, velarized and labialized  

c voiceless pre-alveolar (not aspirated) hissing affricate - preruptive  

cv same, dentolabialized 
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cw same, labialized  

c same, velarized  

 voiceless pre-alveolar glottalized hissing affricate 

j same, palatalized 

v same, dentolabialized 

w same, labialized 

jv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

jw same, palatalized and labialized 

 same, velarized 

v� same, velarized and dentolabialized  

w same, velarized and labialized  

:� same, tense 

v:� same, tense and dentolabialized 

w: same, tense and labialized  

z pre-alveolar voiced hissing fricative 

zj same, palatalized 

zv same, dentolabialized 

zw same, labialized  

zjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

zjw same, palatalized and labialized 

z same, velarized 

zv same, velarized and dentolabialized  

zw same, velarized and labialized  

s pre-alveolar voiceless hissing fricative 
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sv same, dentolabialized  

sw same, labialized  

sjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized  

sjw same, palatalized and dentolabialized  

s� same, velarized  

sv� same, velarized and dentolabialized  

sw same, velarized and labialized  

sj same, palatalized  

s:� same, tense 

sv: same, tense and dentolabialized 

 sw: same, tense and dentolabialized ს 

ṣ pre-alveolar glottalized hissing fricative 

ṣ: same, tense  

ṣv same, dentolabialized 

ṣw same, labialized 

Mid-alveolars 

ʒ v voiced mid-alveolar hissing-hushing ( = palatalized) affricate 

ʒ vv same, dentolabialized 

ʒ vw same, labialized 

cv voiceless mid-alveolar hissing-hushing ( = palatalized) affricate 

cvv same, dentolabialized 

cvw same, labialized 

v glottalized mid-alveolar hissing-hushing (= palatalized) affricate   v
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vv same, dentolabialized 

vw same, labialized 

z v� voiced mid-alveolar hissing-hushing ( = palatalized) fricative 

z vv same, dentolabialized 

z vw same, labialized  

s v voiceless mid-alveolar hissing-hushing ( = palatalized) fricative 

s vv� same, dentolabialized  

s vw same, labialized  

ṣv� glottalized mid-alveolar hissing-hushing fricative  

ṣvv� same, dentolabialized 

ṣvw same, labialized 

 

Post-alveolars  

ǯ voiced post-alveolar stop hushing affricate 

ǯv same, dentolabialized 

ǯw same, labialized  

ǯ same, lenis (weak)   

ǯv same, lenis (weak) and  dentolabialized 

ǯw same, lenis (weak) and  labialized 

ǯj same, palatalized 

ǯjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

ǯjw same, palatalized and labialized 

ǯ same, velarized 

ǯv same, velarized and dentolabialized  
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ǯw same, velarized and labialized  

č voiceless post-alveolar (aspirated) hushing affricate 

č same, lenis (weak) 

čv same, lenis (weak) and  dentolabialized 

čw same, lenis (weak) and  labialized  

čj same, palatalized 

čv same, dentolabialized 

čw same, labialized 

čjv same, palatalized and  dentolabialized  

čjw same, palatalized and  labialized 

č same, velarized 

čv same, velarized and  dentolabialized 

čw same, velarized and   labialized  

č: tense hushing affricate 

čv: same, dentolabialized 

čw: same, labialized 

č post-alveolar stop (not aspirated) hushing affricate - preruptive 

č same, velarized 

čv same, dentolabialized 

čw same, labialized  

 post-alveolar glottalized hushing affricate 

v same, dentolabialized  

w same, labialized  

: same, tense 
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v: same, tense and dentolabialized 

w: same, tense and labialized  

 post-alveolar glottalized hushing lenis (weak) affricate 

v same, dentolabialized 

w same, labialized 

j post-alveolar glottalized hushing palatalized affricate 

jv same, dentolabialized 

jw same, labialized 

 post-alveolar glottalized hushing velarized affricate 

v same, dentolabialized 

w same, labialized 

ž post-alveolar voiced hushing fricative 

žv same, dentolabialized  

žw same, labialized  

ž same, lenis (weak) 

žv� same, lenis (weak) and dentolabialized 

žw same, lenis (weak) and labialized 

žj same, palatalized  

žjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

žjw same, palatalized and labialized 

ž post-alveolar voiced hushing velarized fricative 

žv same, dentolabialized 

žw same, labialized 

š post-alveolar voiceless hushing fricative 
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šv same, dentolabialized  

šw same, labialized  

š: same, tense 

šv: same, tense and dentolabialized 

šw: same, tense and labialized 

š  post-alveolar voiceless lenis (weak) hushing fricative  

šv� same, dentolabialized 

šw same, labialized 

š: same, tense   

šv:� same, tense and dentolabialized 

šw: same, tense and labialized 

šj� post-alveolar voiceless palatalized hushing fricative 

šjv same, dentolabialized 

šjw same, labialized 

š post-alveolar voiceless velarized hushing fricative 

šv same, dentolabialized 

šw same, labialized 

 post-alveolar voiceless hushing fricative 

v� same, dentolabialized 

w same, labialized 

: same, tense 

v: same, tense and dentolabialized  

j post-alveolar voiceless palatalized hushing fricative 

 same, velarized 
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Guttural consonants

g voiced velar stop 

gv same, dentolabialized 

gw same, labialized 

g same, lenis (weak) 

gv same, lenis (weak) and dentolabialized 

gw same, lenis (weak) and labialized 

gj voiced velar stop palatalized 

gjv same, dentolabialized 

gjw same, labialized 

g voiced uvular stop 

gv same, dentolabialized 

gw same, labialized 

k voiceless (aspirated) velar stop 

k same, lenis (weak) 

kv same, dentolabialized 

kw same, labialized 

kv voiceless (aspirated) velar stop dentolabialized 

kw same, labialized 

k: same, tense 

kv: same, dentolabialized 

kw: same, labialized 

kj voiceless (aspirated) velar stop palatalized  

kjv same, dentolabialized 
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kjw same, labialized 

k voiceless (not aspirated) velar stop - preruptive 

kv same, dentolabialized 

kw same, labialized 

k voiceless (aspirated) uvular stop 

kv same, dentolabialized 

kw same, labialized 

ḳ glottalized velar stop 

ḳ same, lenis (weak) 

ḳv same, dentolabialized 

ḳw same, labialized 

ḳv glottalized velar stop dentolabialized 

ḳw same, labialized 

ḳ: glottalized tense velar stop 

ḳj glottalized velar stop palatalized  

ḳj: same, tense 

ḳjv same, dentolabialized 

ḳjw same, labialized 

ḳv: glottalized tense velar stop dentolabialized 

ḳw: same, labialized 

ḳjv: glottalized tense velar stop palatalized and dentolabialized  

ḳjw: same, labialized 

ḳ glottalized uvular stop  
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ḳv same, dentolabialized  

ḳw same, labialized  

γ voiced velar fricative 

γv same, dentolabialized 

γw same, labialized 

γj same, palatalized 

γjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

γjw same, palatalized and labialized 

γ voiced velar lenis (weak) fricative 

γv same, dentolabialized 

γw same, labialized 

 voiced pharyngealized velar fricative 

v same, dentolabialized 

w same, labialized   

γ voiced uvular fricative 

γv same, dentolabialized 

γw same, labialized 

γ medio-lingual spirant 

γv same, dentolabialized 

γw same, labialized 

x voiceless velar fricative 

xj same, palatalized 

x same, lenis (weak) 

x same, pharyngealized 
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x: same, tense 

xj: same, palatalized and tense 

xjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

xjw same, palatalized and labialized 

xjv: same, tense, palatalized and dentolabialized 

xjw: same, tense, palatalized and labialized ხ   

xv voiceless velar fricative lenis (weak) and dentolabialized 

xw same, labialized 

x: voiceless tense velar fricative lenis (weak) 

x same, pharyngealized 

xj voiceless velar fricative palatalized and pharyngealized  

xv same, dentolabialized 

xw same, labialized  

χ voiceless uvular fricative 

χv same, dentolabialized 

χw same, labialized 

x medio-lingual voiceless fricative 

xv same, dentolabialized 

xw same, labialized 

Pharyngeals 

G voiced pharyngeal stop (affricate) 

Gj same, palatalized 

Gv same, dentolabialized 

Gw same, labialized 
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q voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate  

q� same, lenis (weak) 

qj same, palatalized 

q: voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal tense affricate 

qj: voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal tense affricate palatalized 

qv voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate dentolabialized  

qw voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate labialized  

qjv voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate palatalized and dentolabialized  

qjw voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate palatalized and labialized 

qv: voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate tense and dentolabialized 

qw: voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate tense and labialized 

qv� voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate lenis (weak) and dentolabialized 

qw voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate lenis (weak) and labialized 

q voiceless (aspirated) pharyngeal affricate pharyngealized 

qv same, dentolabialized 

qw same, labialized  

q: voiceless (aspirated) tense pharyngeal affricate pharyngealized 

q voiceless (not aspirated) pharyngeal affricate - preruptive 

qv same, dentolabialized 

qw same, labialized 

 glottalized pharyngeal stop 

j same, palatalized 

: same, tense 

v same, dentolabialized 
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w same, labialized 

jv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

jw same, palatalized and labialized  

 same, glottalized pharyngeal stop lenis (weak)  

: same, lenis (weak) and tense  

v� glottalized pharyngeal  stop lenis (weak) and dentolabialized 

w same, labialized 

v: glottalized tense pharyngeal  stop dentolabialized 

w: same, labialized 

v:� glottalized tense pharyngeal stop lenis (weak) and dentolabialized 

w: same, labialized 

q glottalized pharyngeal  stop pharyngealized 

q: same, tense 

qv glottalized labial stop pharyngealized and dentolabialized 

qw same, labialized  

ω voiced pharyngeal fricative 

ωv same, dentolabialized 

ωw same, labialized 

ħ voiceless pharyngeal fricative 

ħv same, dentolabialized 

ħw same, labialized 

ɦ glottalized emphatic pharyngeal fricative 
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ɦv same, dentolabialized 

ɦw same, labialized 

� Laryngeals  

ʕ� voiced laryngeal fricative 

ʕv� same, dentolabialized 

ʕw� same, labialized 

h voiceless laryngeal fricative 

hj same, palatalized 

hv same, dentolabialized 

hw same, labialized 

hjv same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

hjw same, palatalized and labialized 

 glottalized emphatic laryngeal fricative 

j same, palatalized 

v same, dentolabialized 

w same, labialized 

jv� same, palatalized and dentolabialized 

jw same, palatalized and labialized 
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Dedicated to the memory  

of Prof. Ketevan Lomtatidze and Prof. Zeinab Kerash 

 

Introduction 
 

Historical-comparative studying of all four groups of the Iberian-Caucasian family 

languages has a long-term continuous tradition. The authors of different periods (in Georgia 

as well as abroad) have already developed all the languages in terms of phonetics-

phonology and morphology-syntax. Many monographs have been created with extensive 

linguistic reviews. Nowadays all linguistic subsystems are described, in which lexical 

studies have a special place. Thanks to the devotion of many linguist generations, rich 

scientific data has  been collected in the form of translation, comparative, branch and 

etymological dictionaries, comparative grammars and  individual scientific articles. At the 

same time, Kartvelological (resp. Caucasiological) investigations are distinguished by a 

thorough study of Apkhazian-Georgian-Circassian relations [Gvantseladze 1997; Bukia 

2013, I; Bukia 2016]. Problems were processed or are in process in historical, political, 

socio-economic, archaeological, ethnological and mythological directions [Antelava 2017]. 

A wide variety of vocabulary of the Circassian languages-dialects-subdialects was 

accumulated and grouped in comparison-semantic terms [Kvakhadze 2014]. Lexical 

foundation of the Apkhazian-Abaza languages and dialects was completely described 

[Chirikba 1996]. The same work was successfully conducted on Kartvelian materials. The 

only major disadvantage is the lack of historical and etymological dictionaries of Georgian 

language as well as imperfect  dictionaries of Georgian dialects. 

And yet, after the fundamental works of P. Charaia, N. Marr, Iv. Javakhishvili, S. Janashia, 

A. Chikobava, V. Topuria, M. Kumakhov, K. Bouda, K. Lomtatidze, G. Rogava, Z. Kerash, 

R. Lafon, G. Klimov, A. Shagirov, K. Shaqril, R. Janashia, A. Abdokov, R. Abashia, V. 

Shengelia, M. Kurdiani and others, all conditions were created in Caucasiology to establish 

a new paradigm that would summarize the outcomes  of the historical-comparative  

investigation of the Sindy-Kartvelian languages. The present work serves just this purpose. I 

suppose  that a systematic and consistent  analysis  of the results has been carried out, 

which was based to assert  the sound-correspondences  proven in linguistics and 

phonotactic  rules of verification, within  which the regular, systematic and logical sound-

correspondences  were revealed in the Sindy-Kartvelian languages and on what  basis  the 

common genetic origin and kinship of the  aforementioned  peoples was approved. 

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to my Circassian colleagues and friends, Ms. 

Gina Haboukh, Mr. Iyad Youghar and Mr. Adam Ivanoqwa, whose selfless support  made 

possible to prepare the book. I sincerely thank the book editors and reviewers, young 

colleagues: D. Kakashvili, A. Kvakhadze, N. Poniava, Circassian Culture Center staff  -  N. 

Antelava,  N. Abesadze, M. Bezhitashvili, A. Gabisonia, I. Gagua, N. Kavtaradze, K. 

Khutsishvili, A. Basilashvili,  N. Pirtskhalava,  O. Pavlenko everyone who assisted  me to 

prepare the final version of the book. 
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                                                                    * * * 
§1. Studying   the ethnic and linguistic structure of the Iberian-Caucasian family it is 

easy to see that Kartvelian and Nakh groups are represented by three members, Apkhazian-

Adyghean – by five and Dagestanian – by more than twenty (!) ones. Such a quantitative 

difference indicates that the ancient ethnic-linguistic diversity  has been totally preserved 

among Dagestanians.  Nakh-Kartvelian and Circassian (Sindy) linguistic-ethnic world 

should have been so numerous and varied that each its member should have had their own 

culture and state, as it is historically confirmed from the reality of  Georgians, when the 

ancient Kartvelian states and ethnic groups existed long after each other: Diauehi, Colchas, 

Meskhetian-Mushkis, Saspers, Byzeres, Bequires and many others. 

State formation of the Western Georgian Colcha-Diauehi  period is observed in 

Circassians the name of which is preserved in Greek written sources. The Greeks 

mentioned the existed state from the earliest period of Hellenism, from the 7th century BC 

as Sindica, where there had  already existed cities: Tiramba, Kefu, Fatrey and Gorgopia. The 

latter should be the capital of the country and located in the surrounding areas of Anapa, 

on the Black Sea coast. In Sindica, the local silver coins were minted with the inscription 

“Sindon”. Aristocracy of Sindica had close diplomatic and marital ties with the neighboring 

Bosphorus kingdom. The Sindian noble Sopay, whose name originated from the Circassian 

tribe Sobai married his daughter off to the son of the King of Bosphorus Satir I. But the 

latter's daughter was married to King Hekate of Sindica, as the Greek writer Pauline 

recounts. Finally, the Sindica state joined the one of Bosphorus. Later, the Circassian state 

continued to exist in another form. In particular, in the Middle Ages, from the early feudal 

period, the Kabardians were politically promoted who united all Circassian peoples and 

created the strongest feudal state tragic future of which has greatly determined by the 

aggressive actions of the Russian Empire in the Caucasus in the next  period. Disastrous 

nature of  Russian-Circassian war  for Circassians is evident in the results of the 17-19th 

centuries. Till the 19th  century in the Caucasus there existed Georgia-like Circassian state 

from the Black Sea to Ingushetia with about a million and a half of the population and what 

remained from it after Russia’s aggression and genocide in 1864 is easily imaginable. The 

scale of loss  of population is undoubtful  according to the data of  the Empire's State 

Representative of  the Russo-Caucasus War  historian Adolf Berge (1828-1886) who  

indicates  that of  more than a million Circassians  more than 400,000 people died  in the  

mentioned war, 497 thousand were expelled  from the country and only 80,000 Circassians 

remained in the historical homeland, i.e. according to the official data of the Russian 

Empire, the number of  dead people was  40% of the total number of the Circassian 

(Adyghean) people. 

§2. To investigate the Caucasian peoples’ prehistory it is important the classification 

according to the DNA indicator. To determine the general picture of the Caucasian 

peoples, i.e. to discuss them according to haplogroups, I use international databases. These 

studies show that basically 45 haplogroups are characteristic of humanity, the oldest 
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residents of which (A00, i.e. A Zero Zero Population) live in Africa. A0, A1, A2, A3 .... 

and the  rest  genetics of  humanity separated from each other, about  160 000 years ago. It 

is noteworthy that this African population has not   migrated  from the African continent, 

on the contrary, B and other haplogroups  have been continuing  to migrate in Africa since   

about  40 000 years ago almost to our (historical) epoch. DNA gives opportunity to prove 

that European and other populations (Homosapiens (?)) have not migrated from Africa. 

Their ancestor was not genetically African.  

As regard the Caucasus, in this case  three main haplogroups are dominants:  G2a, J2 and J1. 

The first G2a is a third of the population of the Western and Central Caucasus, while the 

remaining 25-25% that is 80% of the population of the Caucasus inherently only the male 

population is meant. The entire population of the Caucasus is divided into two core 

structural types. More precisely, in the Western and Central Caucasus the male population 

belongs to the G haplogroup, while  the J haplogroup with   its two sub-variants J1 and J2 is  

spread in the Eastern Caucasus. In the Caucasus, the G haplogroup is realized as G2a, in 

particular, its two sub-types G2a1a1 and G2a3b1. In general, separation of G2 from its G 

ancestor took place about 20 000 years ago.  G2a is observed in the Front Asia 

(Mesopotamia), Caucasus, Anatolia, and the most importantly in central and western 

Europe where it is observed in  the remains of the grave tombs. More exactly,  G2a is the 

genetics of the ancient European burial, namely, in the northeast  Spain it was discovered  

7,000 years-old grave with the G2a genetics, in  the southern part of  France 5 000 years-old  

grave  [lacan et al 2011] belongs to  G2a haplogroup. The similar picture is observable in 

human genetics of 6 200 year-old grave in Germany, in Derenburg [haak et al 2010].  

At  the Austro-Italian border, the haplogroup of  a human’s Ötzi  who was killed (or frozen) 

in the Alps turned out  G2a. The killing of Ötzi is a certain evidence that killing of  ancient 

male  population on the European continent had a  massive character, i.e. after then  when 

"Erbins"  with R1b  haplogroup appeared in Europe in III millennium BC  the male 

population of G2a haplogroup gradually disappears  together with other haplogroups R1a, 

l2 (in the British Isles), which means that radical shifting  of old European male 

haplogroups took place  about 4 000 -5 000 years ago, which ended with victory of  R1b 

haplogroup and the G2a of ancient Europe was remained only in ancient tombs and in the 

mountains.  Why? – in the soil, i.e. in ancient graves, the local genetics is preserved  as the 

remains  of the  population before killing. In the mountains there is remained that small 

part of the population who due to the wars escaped and hid themselves in the mountains 

and was survived. 

This is how the reconstructed picture of distribution of the G2a haplogroup looks: primarily 

G2a population was initially prevalent in Mesopotamia, Minor Asia,  Caucasus, Anatolia 

and Europe. The introduction of  cultivation tradition  in Europe is undoubtedly associated 

with their names.  

As aforesaid, the western and central parts of the Caucasian population is mainly 

represented by G2a haplogroup, which has two subspecies: G2a1a1 and G2a3b1. Of them  

G2a1a1 is disseminated in Georgians and Ossetians, in particular, in Georgians it contains  

36%, while in Ossetians with Digors – 55%, and Irons  – 72%. As for G2a3b1 haplogroup, it 
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is attested  in Apkhazians (24%), Circassians (38%), of them in Shapsugs (86%), in 

Georgians (12%). This means that these peoples have a common ancestor; all of them are 

fraternal peoples. It is necessary to note that the division (mutation)  into   G2a1a1 and 

G2a3b1 haplogroups   were made from  G2a ancestors 7 000 years ago, earlier than 20 000 

years ago  G2 appeared, and 50 000 years ago their  common ancestor G haplogroup 

emerged [Kliosov 2013]. 

Another noteworthy detail that will shed light on the current  issue of  Caucasian Alans   is 

that  the present  Ossetians do not have any genetic link with the Scyths-Alans, since it is 

clear that just the newest subsidiary branch  of the G2a haplogroup (in Russ. субклад) is 

confirmed in Ossetians that was separated from its ancestor  G2a 1700-2000 years ago. The 

latter's age should be  4 000-5 000 years old, on the other hand, is originated from G2a  of 

the same ancestor, the  traces  of what are visible in the European (Spain, France, Germany) 

G2a  which  age is  7,000 years. As rightly pointed out by Anatoly Klyosov [Klyosov 2013], 

the haplogroup of Scyths-Alans should have been R1a, which was confirmed in the 

Minusinsky tomb (3800-3400 years ago), which means that genetics of Ossetians are 

Caucasian and not Scyth-Alanian. Thus, the standpoints  considering the  Ossetians to be 

the only  descendants of old Alans, are  groundless.  On the contrary, the Ossetians are the 

local Caucasian autochthon population who has assimilated  the language of the Iranian 

group, whose language is full of Caucasian substrates (of Circassian, Kartvelian, and Nakh 

elements). This indicates  that the ancestors of the Ossetians who previously spoke  in local 

Iberian-Caucasian languages became Indo-Europeans   only linguistically, their genetics 

and anthropology  are  endemic, i.e. Caucasian, while the Scythian genetics of the Iranian-

Bactrian type R1a, as a non-basic genetics  is partially   preserved in  Karachays   and not in 

Ossetians [Klyosov 2013]. 

Basically J2a haplogroup occurs in the central and western Caucasus: its two branches 

(subtypes) J2a and J2a1b are evident. It includes:  Ossetians, Shapsugs, Circassians, 

Apkhazians, Georgians (20% of the male-population). Evidence   of this haplogroup in 

representatives of different nations (nationalities) indicates that these halopagroups are 

formed much earlier than the origin of the individual nation. Obviously, 7,000 years ago 

the population of the Caucasus was not yet differentiated, but the presence (the existence) 

of G2a and J2a  species into haplogroups  indicates that the national bodies of the 

indigenous peoples of the Caucasus were originated from  the population having these two 

oldest haplogroups. The similar situation is  evident in Armenia, part of which shows the 

G2 and J2a haplogroups, which means that the local Caucasian population: Urartians, 

Hurrians and Georgians who had G2a and J2a genetics, were mixed with comer Indo-

European Armenians. Of course, in Armenians, as the people of Indo-European origin, the 

R1a haplogroup is also evident  unlike Ossetians. In the latter almost the entire local / 

endemic haplogroup appears – G2a and J2a, as well as in Karachays and Balkars. Due to 

this it is correct  view that historically Karachays and Balkars, like Dagestanian Kumyks 

mastered the Turkish language at the expense of forgetting the Caucasian languages, 

genotype (haplotype) remained unchanged in the population, as there was no substantial 

changing in the population’s composition. 
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In the Eastern Caucasus population basic is J2a (more than 80% in Ingushes, 56% in 

Chechens), however G2a is still observed (less in Ingushes, more in Chechens): in 

Dagestan G2a haplogroup varies from 18-20% and J1 is basic. The latter is also  observed  

in  Jews, Arabs, Bedouins, and Mesopotamian, the ancient nations of the Near East. In 

Jews newest species of J1 is basic. Obviously, I’d say again as above, that the existence of 

these haplogroups in peoples of different origin is natural because genetics precedes the 

origin of the nations, but at the same time local/endemic population/haplogroups  create a 

body of the people that excludes migrations, i.e. the   existence of similar genetics  in the 

Caucasus and  Middle East isn’t explained only by migrations of peoples, but also by the 

fact that the local genetics originated   various national bodies of the region’s peoples. I 

repeat once more: genetics is much older than  any historical  nation on the earth. 

However, of course, I  cannot rule out the existence of migration. For instance, in India's 

highest caste (mainly in Brahmans) it is observed  G2a and J2a, which surely is the result 

of migration. A (little) dose of migration resulted R1a haplogroup in Georgians, whose 

(Georgian-Ossetian) ancestor is 5,000 years old (5000 years ago). 

So comparing  each other  the linguistic and genetic  data  of the  Caucasian peoples it  

will turn out  that the population of the ancient Caucasus was developed on the basis of  

local haplogroups (G, J with different subgroups). These haplogroups were also revealed 

in the ancient tombs of Europe and partly in the mountainous region, as one of the core  

components  of the ancient population. The same haplogroup is visible in Etruscans 

(Italy), Anatolia and  Middle East (Mesopotamia). The question arises: Why? The answer 

may be only one: In the 6th and 5th millenniums BC, there existed Iberian-Caucasian 

linguistic-ethnical unity with G and J genetics which covered the territory from Spain 

and France via Central and South Europe and Anatolia to the Caucasus-Mesopotamia. 

This is the sector   where  genetically and linguistically related peoples (along with 

Chinese and Egyptian) have created the first civilizations of the earth. These include: 

Sumer, Mitanni / Hurris / Urartu, Hatti / Hattusa, Etruria / Iberia that is clerly confirmed 

by ancient language data. 

 Today it can be doubtlessly said that live descendants (members) of this ancient 

civilization are: Georgians whose historical-genetic  link  with Sumerians is proved 

[Fähnrich 1981]. Like Georgians, the Circassian ancestors  established  the ancient states 

in Anatolia. They are:  Hatti/Hattusa which is attested    in the name of modern Circassian 

ethnic group Khatu-ka, Pakhuva (is confirmed  in modern ethnonym Pakhua "Ubykh") 

and Abeshla (is confirmed in modern   Apkhazian subethnic name Abaza). Prominent 

scholars  Jan Braun and Vyacheslav Ivanov, who had proven the kinship of Circassians 

with Hattians,  expressed their views that Hattian which   is genetically related with 

Sindy-Kartvelian linguistic world will fulfill  the same role in Caucasiology,  like  Sanskrit 

fulfilled   in  studying  the Indo-European languages and culture [Ivanov 1985; Braun 

2002, cf. Kassian 2009]. 
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At the same time it is proved and universally recognized that to confirm the kinship 

among peoples the most reliable  method is to carry out mutual comparison of   linguistic 

material. Moreover, the genetics of peoples can be changed (as the destroy/replacement 

with Indo-European population   of the Basque male population), but the linguistic facts 

based on regular and systemic correspondences, are unchangeable in time and space. 

I’d  make some explanations about the terminology I used. Namely, like  Ivane 

Javakhishvili,  I use the synonyms Sindy languages, Common Sindy language (pre-

language) to denote the Apkhazian and Adyghean languages. Also, I distinguish from 

each other Common Sindy and Proto-Sindy. The latter is considered to be the predecessor 

pre-language of the Common Hattian-Sindy linguistic unity that directly originated from 

the Paleo-Caucasian (Iberian-Caucasian) pre-language. The picture is similar between 

Common Kartvelian and proto-Kartvelian-parent-languages.  

Now let's discuss each Sindy-Kartvelian correspondence of each local zone separately. For 

illustration of each sound-correspondence, I’ll bring only three-four samples due to the 

lack of space, but the examples are much more.  

 
§3. Bilabials. Bilabial consonants originated from the Common Caucasian pre-language 

are mostly fully preserved in both groups of languages. The mentioned  groups of Iberian-

Caucasian languages family   are distinguished by a bilabial strident ṗ at a pre-language  

level; In general, the phonetic transformations of the bilabial stop-plosives b  → ω, p → 

h/ħ   which  are characteristic   pro tem phonetic processes in Nakh  and Dagestanian 

languages,  are unfamiliar in these languages. However, transformations b → dw, p → tw, ṗ 

→ ṭw in Ubykh, which have facultative character, should be considered. As expected,  

regular sound correspondences are identical. The following phonemic relations were 

revealed: C.-Kartv. b ~ C.-Sind. b (I); C.-Kartv. p ~ C.-Sind. p (II); C.-Kartv. ṗ/b ~ C.-Sind. 

ṗ/p /b (III); C.-Kartv. b/m ~ C.-Sind. b/m (IV);  C.-Kartv. m ~ C.-Sind. m (V); C.-Kartv. w 

~ C.-Sind. w (VI); See below:  

                                                           
I. C.-Kartv. b ~ C.-Sind. b 

 

(1) C.-Kartv. *bog-(ur-) “pimple; rash” (Geo. bug-r-i, bug-r-ebr-i, Col. (Laz) puk-u{r}-i 

← *bug-ur-i “smallpox”,  Sv. bog-ir // bug(w)-ir  “smallpox”) : C.-Sind.  *bagw- “skin rash” 

(Ad. bagwǝ, Kab. bagw, Ub. bagw “rash on the skin”); 

(2) C.-Kartv.  *bibil- “earlobe” (Geo. bibil-o, Col. (Laz) bibil-i, Megr. birbil-i “earlobe”) : 

C.-Sind. *bǝbǝ “downy; feather” (Ub. dwǝdwá ← *bǝbá “downy; feather”, Apkh. a-bába, 

Ab. baba “downy; feather”, cf.  Dag.: Hin. bab, Bezh. bab “big beard”);  

(3) C.-Kartv. *bw-il-/*biw- “blind, blinding; stupid” (Geo. brჳl-i//brv-il-i “blind”, 

da-brv-il-eb-a “getting blind”, briv-i, Col. (Megr.) biv-al-i “stupid, feeble-minded”): 

C.-Sind. *bγ- “bad eyesight” (Ad. na-bγa, Kab. na-bγa “bad eyesight”). 
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II. C.-Kartv. p ~ C.-Sind. p 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *pat-a “hair, wing” (Geo. pta//prta, Col. puta//buta “wool type”, purt-in- 

“flying”, Sv. pätw(-ar) “hair”) : C.-Sind. *ptw-a “sheep’s cut-off hair” (Apkh. á-ptwa, Ab. 

bčwa ← *ptwa “sheep’s cut-off hair”, cf. C.-Nakh *pat-ar “goat’s wool/hair”); 

(2) C.-Kartv. *pis-e “tar, resin” (Geo. pis-i, Col. (Laz) pis-a, Megr. pirs-a “plant adhesive 

juice", Sv. pis-e “tar, resin”) : C.-Sind. *pǝsă “spruce; fir-tree” (Ad. psă-jǝ, Kab. pse-j, Ub. 

psǝ-γwǝnǝ “spruce”, Apkh. á-psa “fir-tree”, Ab. psa-qwa “willow”); 

(3) C.-Kartv. *par-en-//*par-in- “flying” (Geo. pr-en-a, i-pr-in-a, (m)pr-in-v-el-i, Col.  

pur-in-i “flying”, ma-pur-in-al-i “bird”, ma-pur-in-ǯ-e//pur-in-ǯ-a “bird”) : C.-Sind. *păr- 
“flying” (Ub. pǝr-, sǝ-pǝr-ǝn, Apkh. a-pǝr-ra, Ab. (Ash.) pǝr-ra “flying”). 

 
III. C.-Kartv. ṗ/b ~ C.-Sind. ṗ/p/b 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *cọṗ- “navel” (Geo. cọṗ-i (Saba), Col. (Laz) cịṗ-a, Megr. čịṗ-e//čịṗ-i 

“navel”) : C.-Sind. *na-čạṗ “navel” (Apkh. a-čạṗan ← *a-načạṗ, Ad. nǝbǝč,̣ Kab. bǝnža 
“navel”);  

(2) C.-Kartv. *ṗew- “split; divide” (Old Geo. gan-ṗ-eb-a, New Geo. a-ṗ-ob-s, ga-a-ṗ-o, 

Sv. n-ṗu “piece; bite”, cf. x-e-ṗ-en-i “explodes/splits”) : C.-Sind. *ṗă- “slash/cut up” (Ad. 

(Chemg.) -ṗă- in the word ˗ wǝ-ṗă-n “slash/cut up”, Apkh. a-ṗ-r “chopped up/hacked to 

pieces”); 
(3) C.-Kartv. *bṗen- “lead” (Geo. brṗen-i → ṗrṗen-i “lead”) : C.-Sind. *mṗă- “lead”, Ub. 

mṗa “id”); 

(4) C.-Kartv. ṗec-̣ “stylishness, clearness, beauty, charm, elegance” (Geo. ṗec-̣i, ṗec-̣en-

iḳ-i “stylish, beautiful, charming”, Col. (Laz) ṗanč-̣, cf. top. Ṗanč-̣ol-i//Ṗanč-̣ol-a, Sv. ṗič ̣
“stylishness, beauty”): C.-Sind *ṗ vă “clear” (Ub. ṗ va “clear”, cf. Dag.: Lak. marc ̣“clear”, Ud. 

macị // mac:i “clear; white”). 
 

IV. C.-Kartv. b/m ~ C.-Sind. b/m 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *bokw-en- “groin, belly” (Geo. bokven-i, Col. (Laz) korba ← *borkwa 

“belly”): C.-Sind. *mǝgw-a “belly” (Ub. nǝḳwa ← *mǝgwa, Apkh. a-mgwa, Ab. mgwa “belly”); 
(2) C.-Kartv. *mt-el- “whole/complete/full” (Geo. mtel-i//mrtel-i, ǯan-mrteli, Col. 

mtin-i →//tin-i “even”, tar-i ← *mtar-i, “whole, healthy”) : C.-Sind. *bǝt-a “strong, 

sustainable” (Ad. pǝta ← *bǝta,   Kab. bǝda ← *bǝta “strong, sustainable”); 

(3) C.-Kartv. *qem-al- “sword, knife” (Geo. qmal-i →//qrmal-i//xmal-i, Col. xamǝ →// 

xam-i “knife”, cf. pl. xamu-ep-i//xamu-ep-e):  C.-Sind. *qab-a “ploughshare” (Ab. qaba 

“ploughshare”, cf. Dag.: Andic gr. :eb, Darg. γab “ploughshare”, C.-Nakh. *maq- “id”). 
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V. C.-Kartv. m ~ C.-Sind. m 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *mačw- “badger” (Geo. maču//mačw-i//mačv-i, Col. munčkv-i, Sv. 

minčkw “badger”) : C.-Sind. *mǝcvw-a “bear” (Circ. mǝs v-a ← *mǝs vw-a, Ub. mǝšwa, a-mšwa, 
Apkh. a-mšw, Ab. mšwǝ “bear”); 

(2) C.-Kartv. *meqel- “arm, hand” (Geo. meqel-n-i “arm” (Saba), Sv. mǝqär// 

meqar//mǝqer “hand (up to elbow)” : C.-Sind. maqa- “arm, breast/bosom”, (Ub. mǝqja 

“bosom”, Ab. maqa “arm, hand”); 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ma- “demonstr. pron.” (Geo. ma-n “he/she”, a-ma-n “that person”, ma-s 

“to that person”, i-ma-s “to that persom”, Col. mu “he/she/it”, mu-k 

“himself/herself/itself”, mu-n-ep-i “they”, e-mu-k “he/she/it”, Sv. a-ma-s “to him/her/it”, 

a-ma-w “until here”) : C.-Sind. *mǝ “demonstr. pron.”, (Ad. mǝ, Kab. mǝ “demonstr. 

pron.”).  

 
VI. C.-Kartv.  w ~  C.-Sind. w 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *γwit “majic jewel/stone; magician/witch” (Geo. γvta-eba, Col. xvit-o, na-

xut-a ← *na-xvit-a “magic object/talisman, magic jewel/stone”) : C.-Sind. *γwǝd- 

“magician/ witch” (Ad. wǝdǝ, Kab. wǝd, Ub. wǝdǝ “magician; witch”. For anlaut type of 

this root compare Lak x:urt:a-ma “Magician; witch”); 

(2) C.-Kartv. *šwel- “roe-deer, deer” (Geo. šwel-i//švel-i, Col. skver-i//Laz msḳver-

i//mskver-i ← *škwar-i “roe-deer, deer”) : C.-Sind. *šwă- “deer; beast” (Apkh. a-šwa-ra-xj, 
Ab. šwa-ra-xj “wild animal, beast”, Ab. šwǝ-r “deer”, Ub. λa-šwa “hunting”; cf. Ub. swa-ḳja 
← *šwa-ḳja “hunter”);  

(3) C.-Kartv. *xwir-(a) “male (carnivore)” (Geo. xvir-a “male cat”, Col. xvanǯ-a ← 

*xvinǯ-a “male pig, uncastrated”, Sv. xwir “male”) : C.-Sind. *xwa- “male”, calf” (Apkh. a-

hwǝ-s (pl. a-hwa-ra), Ab. hwǝ-s (pl. hwa-ra) “calf”, Ady. xwǝ, Kab. xwǝ, Ub. xwǝ “male”). 

 

§4. Dentals. The four-member composition should be considered as a specific feature 

of dental stop-plosives of Common-Iberian-Caucasian pre-language. Namely, in these 

consonants, like in sibilant-affricates (hissing, hushing), the phonological correlation of 

unvoiced consonants functioned in the chronological level of the pre-languages – simple 

~ long i.e. non-intensive ~ intensive: *t ~ *t:, cf. sibilant *c ~ *c:, *c ̣~ *c:̣ and *č ~ *č:, *č ̣~ *č:̣ 

correlation. The basis for such assumption is likely observed  in the dental sound-

correspondences. In this case it  is meant first of all different reflexation of the initial 

phonemes (resp. of archiphonemes): It turns out that the voiceless aspirated *t of pre-

language origin has not been historically changed in the analytical languages (see below, 

II: all the samples of C.-Kartv. *t ~ C.-Sind. *t phonemic opposition), while the reflexes of 

the initial intensive *t: archiphoneme is different like  in Kartvelian and Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages; More precisely, the pre-Kartvelian *t: is supposed to transform     in 
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the late Common-Kartvelian into st sound complex, which  developed  šd-/ šṭ- (←*št)  

allophones in Svan. In the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages, a pre-Sindian *t: phoneme is 

realized via ӡ/ӡ v (←*t:) transformation characteristic in any position of the Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages. For phonetic process of affricatization see below samples of C.-

Kartv. st ~ C.-Sind ӡ/ӡv correspondences.  

Historically for the initial position of a word of Apkhazian-Adyghean languages and 

dialects it should be considered as a special phonetic transformation the vibrantization 

process *d → r – rhotacism that typologically is equivalent with relevant data of the 

Dagestanian languages  (see below the samples of C.-Kartv. d ~ C.-Sind. d 

correspondences). 

Thus, based on  the pre-language data   described below for pre-Kartvelian  and pre-Sindy  

chronological level it is possible  to reconstruct  the quaternion system of  dental stop-

plosive  consonants *d *t *t: *ṭ: 
 

I. C.-Kartv. d ~ C.-Sind. d (→Apkh.-Abaz. r) 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *dγe - "day" (Geo. dγe, Col. dγal-(ep-e(i) “id”, Sv. la-deγ  “id”, cf. Col. go-

γa ← *go-dγa “yesterday”, lit. “last day”) : C.-Sind. *dǝγ-ă “sun” (Ad. tǝγa, Kab. dǝγa, Ub. 
ndγa “sun”, cf. Ad. tǝγwas, Kab.  dǝγ-was “yesterday”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *dab-a “arable land; filed for cereals” (Geo. daba, u-dab-n-o, u-dab-ur-i, 

Col. (Megr.) dob-er-a//dob-ir-a  “arable land”, Laz doba “land”, cf. doba-cịcị “earthworm”, 

Sv. däb “field for cereals”) : C.-Sind. *dw-ǝ “filed” (Apkh. a-dwǝ “field”, Ub. dwǝ “meadow, 

field”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *daq-al “goat” (Geo. txa, Col. txal-(ep-i/e) “id”, Sv. daqǝl “id”) : C. Sind. 

*daxw- “livestock” (Apkh. a-raxw ← *a-daxw, Ab. raxw ← *daxw “livestock”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *deša “firewood” (Geo. šeša, cf. Old Geo. m-rešw-el-i “firewood-

cutter/seller”, Col. diška//dišḳa "firewood) : C.-Sind. *raš- ← *daš “tree species” (Apkh. a-

raš “species of elm”, cf. Dag.: Andic gr.  reša /roša /ruša “forest, firewood”, Darg. dex 

“beam; large log”, C.-Nakh *dos “firewood”). 

 
II. C.-Kartv. t ~ C.-Sind. t 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *kart-a “to fence, fence; populated place” (Geo. karta “fenced Place”, Col. 

kǝrta//kǝta “densely populated place”, cf. kuta-ia, kuta-iš-i, Sv. kǝrt “fence”, lǝ-kǝrt-e 

“fenced”) : C.-Sind. *kat-a “village; pound/paddock” (Circ. čat ← *ḳjat “pound/paddock for 

sheep”, Apkh. a-kǝta, Ab. kǝt “village”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *rtw- “joining” (Geo. e-rtv-i-s, Col. a-rt-u-(n) “joins” : C.-Sind. *tw-  

“giving” (Ad. t-ǝn, Kab. t-ǝn, Ub. tw-a “giving”, Apkh. a-ta-ra, Ab. ta-ra) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *tetw- “white; silver money” (Geo. tet-r-i “brilliant white/pristine/ 

unblemished” (Saba), cf. Tush. tet-r-i “cheese, cottage cheese”, Col. (Megr.) tant-e 
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“white”, o-tant-al-aia "turns snow-white", Sv. tetw-ne//twetw-ne "white", tetw-ra  “white 

cow”) : C.-Sind. *tatw-a “silver, gold” (Ub. twatwa “silver, gold”, cf. C.-Nakh *datew “silver”) 

 
III. C.-Kartv. ṭ ~ C.-Sind. ṭ 

 
(1) C.-Kartv.  *ṭaxw-iw “bullet” (Geo. ṭwiv-a//ṭvi-a, Col. ṭvir-i; cf. toponym Ṭviri 

(Abasha), Sv. ṭwiw//ṭqẉi “bullet”) : C.-Sind. *ṭǝsa “bullet” (Apkh. a-ṭsa →//a-cṣa, Ab. ṭsa 
“bullet”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *maṭ-al- “worm” (Geo. maṭl-i, Col. munṭur-i “worn”, Sv. mǝṭ ← *maṭw 
“id”) : C.-Sind. *maṭ “snake” (Ub. anṭa ← *amṭa ← *maṭa “snake”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *laṭ-e “land; mud” (Col. (Laz) leṭa “land” Megr. leṭa “mud”) : C.-Sind. *lăṭ-
ă “clay; mud” (Ad. jaṭ-ă “clay, dirt”, jaṭ-a-γwa “clay”, Apkh. a-lǝmt ̣”dirt”. cf. Dag.: Darg. 
luṭi “soil, land”) 

 
IV. C.-Kartv. n ~ C.-Sind. n →//d 

 

(1) C.-Kartv. *nesw- “melon” (Geo. nesv-i/neswi, Sv. nesg, kwax-nesg “pumpkin”) : C.-

Sind. *nas v-a “melon, cucumber” (Ad. naš “melon”, Kab. nas va “cucumber”, Ub. našă, Apkh. 

a-naša, Ab. naša “cucumber”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *šwin-d- “dogwood/cornelian cherry” (Geo. šind-i/šwind-i, Top. Šind-is-i, 

Col. {skind-}, skind-on-a (top.) lit. “Dogwood grove”) : C.-Sind. *swan-a “grapes” (Ad. sana 

“grapes”, Kab. sană “currant”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *γon- “holiday” (Old Geo. γon-i “idol”, Col. xu ← *γun, dγa-xu “holiday”, 

Sv. γǝn "holiday", γǝn-jru “period of holidays”) : C.-Sind. *γan “season, time” (Apkh. ăn 
←*a-ωan, Ab. ωan, Circ., Ub. γa ← *γan “time, season”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *nirq- “whey” (Geo. nerγ-i//nirγ-i, Khevs. nirq-i) : C.-Sind. *dǝxw- “melted 

butter; fat” (Ad. txwǝ, Kab. txwǝ “butter”, Ub. txwǝ “fat”). 

 
§5. Hissing sibilants. Phonological systems of Modern Kartvelian and Apkhazian-

Adyghean (Sindy) languages differ from each other in terms of composition of sibilant-

consonants. As it is known, in the Kartvelian languages there is no mid-alveolar hissing-

hushing sibilants, which have been still preserved in Sindy languages. The fixed 

difference in the mentioned phonological inventory is reflected in the sounds that are 

revealed in the Kartvelian-Sindian vocabulary. In particular, three types of regular sound-

correspondences are evident: the first type combines C.-Kartv. hisssing (ӡ c c ̣ z s) : C.-

Sind. hissing-hushing (ӡ v cv c ̣v z v s v), the second one - C.-Kartv. hissing (ӡ c c ̣z s): C.-Sind. 

hissing  (ӡ c c ̣z s), and  the third one - C. Kartv. hissing (ӡ c c ̣z s): C.-Sind. hushing (ǯ č č ̣
ž š) (see below I, II and III). 
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Formulas of sibilant sound-correspondences: 

 

I. C.-Kartv.  hissing : C.-Sind. hissing-hushing 

C.-Kartv. ӡ ~ C.-Sind ӡ v 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *ӡam-al- “squirrel” (Old Geo. ӡaml-i  “rat”, Col. (Laz) ӡemur-i 

“(mountain) rat”, ӡenur-i “squirrel”, Sv. ǯinir “squirrel”) : C.-Sind. *ӡvwa “fox; jackal” (Ad. -s v 

in the word baǯja-s v “fox”, Ub. -šw “jackal” in the word bagjá-šw “jackal”, Apkh. (Bzip.) -šwa- 

“fox” in the word  á-šwa-bga “red fox”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *ӡwel- “old” (Old Geo. ӡwel-i, da-ӡvel-eb-a “ageing”, Col. (Laz) mǯve, 

mǯve-š-i, Megr. ǯve-š-i “old”, Sv. ǯwinel ← *ǯwel-in “old”) : C.-Sind. *-ӡv vwǝ “old” (Ad. z vǝ, 

Kab. z vǝ “old”, Ub. žwǝ “old”, Apkh. á-žwǝ, ab. žwǝ “old”, cf. Chech. ǯör-a-baba,  Ing. žer-

nana//žer-babij “old woman”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ӡaγw- “hating/loathing; wrath” (Old Geo. g-ӡaγw-s “you hate”) : C.-Sind. 

*ӡvaγwă- “hatred” (Ad. (Abadz.) žaγwă-n “hate/contempt”)  

 
C.-Kartv. c ~ C.-Sind. cv 

 
  (1) C.-Kartv. *cux- “pressed/squeezed honeycomb” (Geo. (Imer, Gur.) cux-i “The 

juice remaining after squeezing honeycomb from which the honey candle is prepared”, 

Col. (Megr.) cux-i “wax residue after melting”) : C.-Sind. *cvaxwǝ  “wax”; “honeycomb” 

(Ad. šaf-ǝ ← šaxjwǝ, Kab. šaxw “wax”, Ub. cwamγj-á “honeycomb with honey”, Apkh. a-cxa, 

Ab. cxa “honey”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *cik- “little; a little bit” (Col. (Laz) mci-k-a//cik-a “a little bit”, m-cik-a-m-

cik-a “a little bit “) : C.-Sind. *cvǝk- “low” (Ab. (Tap.) čjǝkj “low (about the plant)”, cf. Rut. 

ǯǝka “at the bottom”, Hurr. zugǝ “small, low, short”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *cux- “knowledge” (Sv. cǝx-, x-o-cǝx "knows", x-ä-cx-en-a-x “they knew") 

: C.-Sind. *cvwǝx- “keeping” (Ab. qa-čwax-ra, Apkh. a-cwax-ra “keeping”, cf. Lezg. čirq-un 

“knowledge”) 

 
C.-Kartv. c ̣~ C.-Sind. v 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *cẹnc-̣  “intestine” (Geo. (Ajar.) cẹnc̣-ul-i “intestine”, Col. čịnč-̣a//čịmč-̣a 

“tansy”, Sv. čịnč-̣il “intestine”) : C.-Sind. *vav-a “kidney” (Ad. z vaz vǝ-j, Kab. z vaz va-j “kidney”, 

C.-Circ. *văv- “kidney” (Ub. čạčạ, Apkh. a-jaja, Ab. jaja “kidney”, cf.  Dag. : Khin. cịcịn 
“kidney”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *cẹm “medicine; grass” (Geo. cạm-, cạm-al-i, “medicine”, Col. (Laz) čạm-i 
“medicine”, ma-nčạm-ur-e “sorcerer”) : C.-Sind. *vwam-ǝ “ivy” (Adyg. (Shaps.) ṣvwm-ǝ-j 
“ivy”, cf. Akhv. čạme “mint”, Cham. čạmara “burdock”) 
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(3) C.-Kartv. *cẉed- “rank, call; question” (Geo. cọd-, cọd-eb-a, mo-cọd-eb-a, xu-cọd-

a, Sv. čọd-//čẉed-//čẉd-, x-e-čẉd-jel-l//x-e-čẉed-iel “asks”, le-x-čọd-n-i (Lash.) “I’ll ask 

smb.”) : C.-Sind. *văda- “shouting, calling” (Apkh. a-čǝ̣t-ra “calling”; “say, pronunciation”, 

Ab. (Tap.) čṭa-ra “calling”, čǝ̣t-ra “shouting”, cf. Chech.,  Ing.  cj̣et: “name”, Tsov. cẹt: 
“name; fame/glory”) 

                                    
C.-Kartv. z ~ C-Sind. z v 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *zw- “giving birth” (Geo. zw- “birth”, “giving birth”, me-zw-eb-i “parent 

cattle”, i-zw-a “was born”, u-zv-i, zv-ev-a, Sv. zw-, li-zw-el “birth of cattle”, i-z-l ← *i-

zw-al  “giving birth") : C.-Sind. *z vw- “giving birth, descendant/offspring” (Ad. z vw- “giving 

birth”, ħă- z vw “dog’s offspring, puppy”, Kab. v- ← *z vw- “giving birth”, ă-v-šǝr “puppy”)  
(2) C.-Kartv. *zal- “straightening; drawing; to arrange” (Geo. zal-, zal-a “whetstone/ 

straight-edge of bricklayers”, Col. {žor-} o-žor-a “ruler; straight-edge”) : C.-Sind. *z vă- 
“brushing/combing” (Ad. žjǝ-n, Abdz. zvǝ-n, Kab. zvǝ-n ”brushing/combing”, Ub.  zva- 
“brushing/combing”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *zard- “little owl” (Geo. zard-ion-i “little owl”, “screech owl”) : C.-Sind. 

*z vwănd- “little owl” (Ab. žwǝnd-u “little owl”). 
 

C.-Kartv. s ~ C.-Sind. s v 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *les- “sharpening; lightning, brightness” (Geo. les-v-a “sharpening”, les-

av-s “sharpens”, les-ul-i “light, bright”, Col. (Laz) las-ir-er-i “sharpened”, o-las-ir-u 

“sharpening”, Megr. las-ir-u-a “id”, las-ir-el-i “id”, Sv. läs- “sharpening”, läs-iär 
“whetstone”) : C.-Sind. *las v- “light, bright” (Ub. was v-ǝ “light, bright”, Apkh. á-laš-a, Ab. 

laš-ǝ “light, bright”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *as-ir- “hundred” (Geo. as-i “hundred”, as-eul-i, Col. oš-i  “hundred”, vit-

oš-i “thousand”, Sv. äš-ir//aš-ir “hundred”) : C. -Sind. *s vwa “hundred” (Ad. sva,  Kab. s va 
“hundred”, Ub. šwa “hundred”, Ab. šw-ḳǝ “hundred”, Apkh. šw-ḳǝ, cf.: Rut. wäš, Lezg. wiš, 
Tsakh. waš “hundred”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *swel-a “lizard; legless lizard” (Geo. m-svl-ik-i “lizard”, Col. švela “legless 

lizard”, Sv. šwäl (Gen. šwalä-š) : C.-Sind. *s vwă  “legless lizard”,  (Ab. -šw- in the word ӡǝ-r-

la-šw-, Apkh.  -šw- in the word a-ӡǝ-r-la-šw,  Bzip. -s vw, a-ӡǝ-r-la-svw “legless lizard”, cf. 

Chech. šr-olg “earwig, multi-legged  worm”, cf. Ing. šar-ij “fish  species, trout”) 
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II. C.-Kartv. hissing ~ C.-Sind. hissing 

 
C.-Kartv. ӡ ~ C-Sind. ӡ 

 
(1) C.-Kartv.  *ӡaγwa “sea” (Geo. zγwa-j “sea”, Col. (Megr.) {zorγa-} Hidr. zorγa-t-i,  

Laz zoγa//zuγa, mzoγa//mzuγa “sea”, Sv. ӡuγwa, (LB.) zuγwa “sea”) : C.-Sind. *ӡǝωwa 
“swamp; large river” (Apkh. a-ӡǝωwa “swamp”, Ab. ӡǝωw “large river”, cf. C.-Nakh. *žaγa 
“sand, crushed rock”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *ӡax “packing; spinning” (Geo. ӡax-v-a “spinning the other thread”, da-

ӡax-ul-Ii “spinned”, Sv. ǯǝrx- "packing” lǝ-ǯǝrx-an “packed”) : C.-Sind. *ӡax- “sewing” 

(Apkh. a-ӡax-ra, Ab. ӡax-ra “sewing”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ӡwal- “bone” (Geo. ӡwal-i//ӡval-i, ӡwal-ed-i, ṗilojs-ӡwal-ed-i) : C.-Sind. 

*ӡwa- “rib” (Apkh. a-va-ra, Ab. (Ash.) va-rá, Tap. ӡa “rib”, cf: Dagest. Kar.,Tind. žwal-a, 

Botl. žol-a, Tind. žwal-a “rib, bone”). 

 
C.-Kartv. c ~ C.-Sind. c 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *ca “sky” (Geo. ca “sky”, Col. ca//ča “sky”, Laz ča-čxa “Thursday”, ie “day 

of sky”, Megr. ca-šxa//ča-šxa “id”, Sv. ca//cä “sky” in the word cä-š “of the sky or 

Thursday”) :  C.-Sind. *că “yesterday” (Ub. -ca in the word wa-ca “day-night”, Apkh. ja-cǝ 

“yesterday”) 

(2)  C.-Kartv. *cal- “single" (Geo. cal-i “one/single”, Col. (Laz) cor-i “one”) : C.-Sind. 

*cǝ- “suffix denoting one/single” (Apkh. -cǝ, Ab. -cǝ “suffix denoting one/single”, cf. C.-

Nakh. *caħ “one”, Dag.: Av. co, Lak., Darg. ca)  

(3) C.-Kartv. *cal-a “wild vine species” (Col. (Laz) mcel-a//cel-a “species of wild grape”) 

: C.-Sind. *ca- “cherry, sour cherry” (Apkh., á-ca, Ab. ca “cherry; cherry”). 

 
C.-Kartv. c ̣~  C.-Sind. c ̣

 
(1)  C.-Kartv. *cẹḳ-(ul) “torch, lamp” (Col. (Megr.) čạḳ-ul-a, Laz čạḳ-l-a “a lamp, torch”) 

: C.-Sind. *cạḳ-ă “burning log, firebrand; luminary” (Ad. *cạḳjă → cạč-̣ă in the word pxa-

cạčặ “burning log, firebrand”, Kab. *ӡaḳjă → ӡačặ in the word pxa-ӡačặ “burning log, 

firebrand”, Ub.  c ̣wanḳj “luminary”, cf.  Cham. cạka “star”)  
(2) C.-Kartv. *mc-̣er- “insect; fly” (Geo. mcẹr-i, Col. čạnd-i//čạnǯ-i//← mčạǯ-i “insect; 

fly”, Sv. mēr ← *mher ← *mčẹr “fly”) : C.-Sind. *mac-̣a “grasshopper” (Ad. măc ̣← *macạ, 
Kab. macạ, Ub. măcạ “grasshopper”, Apkh. a-macạ, Ab. macạ) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *cḅ-er- “ressing; caulking, filling” (Geo. cḅer-v-a “sqeezing with the 

pressing”, cḅer-i “squeezed (fluid) of fruit after pressing”, Sv.  a-čǝ̣ber-i “caulking, filling", 

lǝ-čǝ̣ber-e “caulked, filled”) : C.-Sind. *bc-̣ “pressing” (Ub. bǝcǝ̣ “pressing”, Apkh. a-r-bǝc-̣

ra, Ab. r-bc-̣ra “pressing”) 
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C.-Kartv. z ~ C.-Sind. z 

 

(1) C.-Kartv. *m(a)ze “sun”,  (Geo. mze “sun”,  Col. mža//bža “sun”, (b)ža-šxa  “Sunday”, 

Sv.  mǝž//miž- “sun”, miž-ladeγ “Sunday”) : C.-Sind. *m(ǝ)za “beam”, (Circ. bzǝ “beam, 

light”, Apkh. (Bzip) a-mza “light, beam; bright”, a-čjw-mza “candle”, Ab. mza “lamp”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *zir-a “caraway” (Geo.  zira “caraway”) : C.-Sind. *zǝr-ǝ “dogwood/ 

cornelian cherry” (Ad. ză-jă, Kab. ză “dogwood/cornelian cherry”, Ab. zarǝ “dogwood/ 

cornelian cherry”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *zwirt- “large wave, breaker” (Geo. zvirt-i, a-zvirt-eb-a, Col. (Megr.) 

žvirt-i “large wave, breaker; avalanche” e-žvirt-ap-a “heavy rolling of sea”) : C.-Sind. 

*zwǝnd- “hurricane” (Ub. zwand-a “hurricane”) 

 
C.-Kartv. s ~ C.-Sind. s 

 

(1) C.-Kartv. *sw- “soul; rest; breathing” (Geo. sul-i “soul”, sun-i “smel”, sven-eb-a 

“rest”, Col. (Megr.) šur-i “id”, sv-anǯ-i//mo-šv-an-d-a//mo-sv-an-ǯ-a “resting/relexing”, 

Laz šur-a “smel”, do-b-i-šv-an-a-ša “till breating out”, mo-b-i-šv-aǯ-i “I rested/relexed”) : 

C.-Sind. *ps-a “soul” (Circ. psă “soul”, Apkh. a-psǝ, Ab. psǝ “soul”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *swar- “cutting/cutting out” (Geo. svr-e//svr-el-i “trace... during mowing 

and reaping”, Sv. šwar “wound”) : C.-Sind. *swa- “cutting; shaving” (Ub. swa- “cutting; 

shaving”, a-s-swá-n “id”, Apkh. a-sa-ra, Ab. sa-ra “shaving”) 

         (3) C.-Kartv. *ṗars- “shaving” (Geo. ṗars- “shaving”, ṗars-av-s “Sb shaves sb/sth”, 

sa-ṗars-i “shaver”, Col. (Megr.) go-ṗusk-or-u-a “stripping off”, go-ṗusk-or-il-i  “stripped/ 

bare/naked”) : C.-Sind. *psa- “shaving; planing, carving”, (Kab. psǝ-, wǝ-psǝ-n “shaving”, 

pxă-ps “plane”, cf. pxă “tree; firewood”, Ab. psa-, ps:a-ra “planing, carving”, psa-rt 

“scissors”) 

 
III. C.-Kartv. hissing ~ C.-Sind. hushing 

 
C.-Kartv. ӡ ~ C.-Sind. ǯ 

 

(1) C.-Kartv. *ӡam- “salt” (Geo. ӡm-, ӡm-ar-i “vinegar”, Col. (Laz) ǯum-u//nǯum-u 

“salt”, Megr. ǯǝm-u//ǯim-u “salt”, Sv. ǯǝm//ǯim “salt”) : C.-Sind. *ǯǝ - “salt” (Ub. ǯǝ “salt”, 

cf. Darg. (Ur.)  ӡe // ӡen, Kub. c:e  (← *ӡen) “salt”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *ӡa-j “oneself” (Sv. ǯi, ǯa-j, ǯe-j “oneself”) : C.-Sin. *jaǯ- “oneself” (Ad. jažj-

, Kab. jaz-ǝ “oneself”, cf. Nakh. ša/ža, šar-iŋ, žar-š, Dag.: Kr., Rut., Tsakh. -iǯ, Arch. inž, 

Av., Akh., An. ži, Kar. že-) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ӡaγw- “tart/astringent, slightly sour-slightly bitter” (Geo. m-ӡaγ-e, Col. 

(Megr.) ӡuγ-e “rancid”, Sv. ӡiγ-, mǝ-ӡiγ “rancid”) : C.- Sind. *ǯjăγw-ǝ “salt” (Ad. (Shap.), 

čjǝγwǝ, Chem., Bzhed. šjǝγw, Abadz. šǝγw,  Kab. šǝγwǝ “salt”) 
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C.-Kartv. c ~ C.-Sind. č 

 

(1) C.-Kartv. *cirt- “growing stones (on the edge of the arable land)” (Sv. čirt “growing 

stones (on the edge of the arable land)”) : C.-Sind. *čǝt- “wall; fence” (Ub. čǝt “wall; 

fence”, Chech., Ing. čurt “column; pillar”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *cop- “rabies; turning rabid; foam” (Geo. cop-i “rabies”, ga-cop-eb-a 

“turning rabid”,  cop-moreuli “infected with rabies”) : C.-Sind. *čapa- “glueing, 

hammering/ relief working in metal” (Ab. čpa-ra, Apkh. a-čapa-ra “glueing;  hammering/ 

relief working in metal”, cf. Chech. čŭopa,  Ing. čop  “foam”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *cur- “udder” (Geo. cur-i “udder”, Col. (Laz) čur-i//ču-i, Megr. čur-i 

“vulva”) : C.-Sind. * čjǝr- “udder” (Ub. čja “milk”, Apkh. á-čjr-ǝ-gw,  Ab. čjǝ “udder”) 

                        
C.-Kartv. c ̣~ C.-Sind. č ̣

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *cạrb- “eyebrow” (Geo. cạrb-i “eyebrow”, Col. (Megr.)  *čọb-i “id”) :              

C.-Sind. *čạp- “hair cut on the forehead” (Ad. (Chem.) -jap- in the word nă-jap “hair cut 

on the forehead”, cf. Chech. č̣ba “long plait of hair; braided/plaited hair”) 
(2) C.-Kartv. *cẹd- “plate; vessel” (Old Geo. cẹd-i “plate”) : C.-Sind. *čặd-a “small 

wooden barrel” (Ad. (Shap.) čạdă “small wooden barrel”, cf. Tin. čẹt-u “plate”, Cham. čẹt-

w ← *čẹt-u  “id”, Arch. čụt- ← *čạt-u “narrow-necked flagon”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *cẉed- “drop; rennet” (Geo. cẉet-i//cṿet-i “drop”, na-cẉet-i//cṿet-s, Col. 
(Laz) čṿat- → čọt-, o-čọt-ur-a “pipette”, Megr. čṿat-i//cṿat-i “drop”, mo-čṿat-an-s → mo-

cṿat-a-ns “drips”, Sv. wid, Lash. wed ← *hwed ← čẉed  “dew; drop, rennet”) : C.-Sind. 
čặt-a  “cream” (Ad. šjată, Kab. šată “cream”, Ub. čjată “cream”, Apkh. a-x- čjat “cream”, cf.  

Av. c:̣ad, Akh. c:̣ar-i “rain”) 

 
C.-Kartv. z ~ C.-Sind. ž 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *zuw- “sound of wind” (Geo. zuv-i-s/zu-i-s, zuv-il-i/zu-il-i,  Col. (Megr.) 

žum-in-i “blowing, rustling, roaring of wind”, Sv. žul- “roaring of wind”) : C.-Sind. *žjǝw- 

“hurricane, snowstorm” (Ad. žjǝw-aj, Kab. wa-jǝ ← *žjwa-jǝ “hurricane, snowstorm”) 

(2) C.- Kartv. *zem- “time, near” (Geo. zm-, xan-da-zm-a, xan-da-zm-ul-i  “old person”,  

Col. (Megr.)  žam-i “time”, mita-žam-i “old time”, žam-o  “recently”) : C.-Sind. *žwă- 

“now” (Apkh. wa-žwǝ́, Ab. u-žwǝ “now”, cf. Dag.: Bezh. žen-sa “today”, Hun. že “now”, 

An. že “today”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *bzeḳ- “sticking up; beard” (Geo. bzeḳ-, a-bzeḳ-a “pricking up (tail, 

moustaches)”, a-bzeḳ-il-i “pricked up (tail, moustaches)”, Col. (Megr.) bžaḳ-e “beard”) : 

C.-Sind. žăḳ-a “beard” (Ad. žačặ, Kab.  z vačặ “beard”, Ub. žaḳjă “beard”, Apkh. a-žaḳja, Ab. 

žaḳja “beard”, cf. Dag.: Av. megž, Hin. bošolḳa “beard, mustache”) 
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C.-Kartv. s ~ C.-Sind. š 

 

(1) C.-Kartv *sar- “killing, slaughtering, destroying” (Old Geo. sr-, mu-sr-i “massacre”,   

Col. (Megr.) sir-, aḳo-sir-ua “destroying, wiping out”) : C.-Sind. *šă- “killing” (Apkh. a-š-

ra, Ab. š-ra “killing”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *ser- “wide; long” (Geo. ser-i “long hill (Saba)”, Sv. šär-, ma-šär-i/ma-šr-i 

“wide”) : C.-Sind. *šăr- “smooth” (Apkh. a-šar-a “smooth”,  cf. Tsov. šar-eŋ “smooth, flat”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ses- “bein sated; eating one’s fill” (Geo. (Ajar.) ses-, ga-ses-va “bein sated; 

eating one’s fill”), Col. (Megr.) šaš-, gino-šaš-u-a “bein sated; eating one’s fill”) : C.-Sind. 

*šăš-ǝ “fat” (Apkh. a-ššá//a-šǝš, Ab. (Ash.) šǝšá, Tapan. šša “fat”, cf. Dag.: And. sosi “fat”). 

In terms of in-depth reconstruction, the above-described three types of Kartvelian-Sindy 

sibilant-consonant sound correspondences do not assume the postulate of different archy-

phonemes in the Proto-Iberian-Caucasian parent-language. All three types are considered 

the subsequent transformation of initial hissing sibilants in the Common Kartvelian and 

Common Sindy.  More precisely, occurring of hissing-hushing consonants (as well as of 

hushing sibilants) does not automatically raise the issue of postulation of their  hissing-

hushing archy-phonemes  (ʒ v  cv  v  z v  sv) in Common Caucasian  parent-language since 

hissing-hushing sibilants of the Proto-Iberian-Caucasian linguistic unity are presented in 

the Common Kartvelian  only in the form of hushing reflexes   C.-Iber.-Caucas.  *ʒ v *cv *vvv *z v 
*s v → C.-Kartv. *ǯ *č *č ̣*ž *š (See below). 

§ 6. Hushing sibilants. In this case the phonological inventory is different. If ǯ č č ̣ž š 
are revealed in the Kartvelian languages, in the Sindy ones it is added by a preruptive č. 
A preruptive with affricative nature (and not secondary) originated from a parent-

language, gives different correspondences in the Common Kartvelian. In the latter a 

strident glottalized consonant (hushing sibilant) č ̣occurs. 
(1) C.-Kartv. *bčẹ “main gate, gate” (Old Geo. bčẹ-j, bčẹ-n-i ) : C.-Sind. *bčă “door” (Ad. 

(Shap., Bzhed. pčă), Kab. bž-ă “door”)   
(2) C.-Kartv. *brč-̣ “examine, law” (Old Geo. brč-̣e “judge, xaminer” (Saba), brč-̣ob-a-j 

“examining”) : C.-Sind. *bčă “valculate/count” (Ad. (Shap., Bzhed.) pčă-n),  Chem.  pčă-

n, Kab. bžǝ-n “calculate/count”).  

In other cases, the sound correspondences are identical. 

 

C.-Kartv. hushing ~ C.-Sind. hushing 
 

I.  C.-Kartv ǯ ~ C.-Sind. ǯ 
 
(1) C.-Kartv. *barǯ- “prop/crook for fruit-tree; stick” (Old Geo. barǯ-i, Col. borǯg-i// 

boǯg-i, Sv. bäǯg//beǯg “sharpened stake (to support thorn fences), pole/fence paling”) :         

C.-Sind. *bǯă “sharpened stake (to support thorn fences), pole/fence paling” (Ad. pčǝ, Kab. 
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bžǝ //bǯǝ “lance, spear”, Ad. pčă-γw, Kab. bǯă-γw//bžă-γw “sharpened stake (to support 

thorn fences), pole/fence paling”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *rǯ- “labor” (Geo. rǯ-, ga-rǯ-a) “restlessness labor” (Saba), ga-m-rǯ-e 
“worker”) : C.-Sind. *ǯa- “hard work, fatigue” (Apkh. a-ǯja “labor”, Ab. (Tap.) ǯja “fatigue”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ǯw- “caccare” (Geo. ǯv-am-s, amo-aǯv-am-s, Col. nӡgv-, Sv. sg- (← *ӡgw) 
“id”) : C.-Sind. *ǯwa- “vomiting” (Ad. q:a-žǝ-,  ža-wa-, Ub. ǯǝ-  “vomitin”, Ab. ǯwa-ra 
“vomiting”) 

 
II. C.-Kartv. č ~ C.-Sind. č 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *čwen- “we, our/ours” (Geo. čven, čven-i, Col.  čku-//čkun//čkǝ  “we”, Sv. 

-šgwe, gu-šgwe-j “our/ours (exclus.)”, ni-šgwe-j “our/ours (inclus.)”): C.-Sind. *čwǝ- “We” 
(Ub. šjǝ-γwa ← *šwǝ-γwa “we”, cf. Dag.: Lezg. čun, Tabas. u-ču, Ag. čin “we”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *čir- “bird species” (Geo. čir-i, Čir-inashvili, Col. (Laz) mčkir-i “long-

tailed big bird”): C.-Sind. *čǝr “nestling, offspring” (Ad. (Shap.) čjǝr, Chem. Bzhed. šjǝr, 
Kab. šǝr, Ub. šǝ “nestling, offspring”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *čat- “lace with iron ring” (Geo. čat-o “lace, which has the iron ring at the 

end”), Psh. čat-ua “id”) : C.-Sind. *čta- “iron hinge/catch” (Ab. čta-, Apkh. á-čta “iron 

hinge/catch”), cf.  Did., Hin., ceṭa, Inkh. ceṭo “button, hook/clasp”) 

 
III. C.-Kartv. č ̣~ C.-Sind. č ̣

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *čṛet- “cutting” (Geo. čṛet-a, sa-čṛet-el-i “carpernter’s wooden tool”) : C.-

Sind. *ṗčạta- “cutting, scoring/slashing” (Ad. wǝ-ṗčạta-n, Kab. wǝ-ṗvṣvata-n “cutting, 

scoring/slashing”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *mučẉ- “cupped hand, handful” (Geo. muč-̣i, muč-̣a Col. (Laz) mucḳ̣a 
“cupped hand”, mucḳ̣a-mucḳ̣a “by the handful”) : C.-Sind. *mǝč ̣w-ǝ “a little bit/few” (Ad. 
mǝjǝw, Kab. maṣvw, Ub. majǝ ← mǝč ̣w “a little bit/few”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *mečẉ-ed- “ring” (Col. ma(r)cḳ̣-ind-i, Sv. mǝsḳ-äd “ring”) : C.-Sind. *mǝč-̣

ǝ “precious stone” (Ad. mǝč-̣ǝ, Kab. mǝṣva “precious stone”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *mčẹl- “cupped hand, handful” (Old Geo. mčẹl-i “cupped hand, handful” 
(Saba), mčẹl-eul-i) : C.-Sind. *mač-̣ă “palm of hand" (Apkh. a-mačạ́ Ab. mačạ “palm of 

heart”) 

 
IV. C.-Kartv. š ~ C.-Sind. š 

 
(1) S.-Georgian. *šwel- “roe-deer” (Geo. švel-i, Col. mskver-i//skver-i “roe-deer, deer”) 

: C.-Sind. *šwă-r “deer; beast” (Ub. -šwa, λa-šwa “hunting”, swa-ḳja “hunter”, Apkh. a-šwa-ra-

xj “beast”, Ab.  šwǝ-r “deer”,  šwa-ra-xj “beast”) 
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(2) C.-Kartv.  *š- “milking” (Sv. šg/šḳ (Lent.), li-šg-i, li-šḳ-i, li-šg-l-i “milking”) : C.-

Sind. *šǝ- "milking" (Ad.  šjǝ-n, Kab. e-šǝ-n, Ub. šjă- “milking”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *pšwen- “crumbling” (Geo. pšvni-s, na-pšven-i, Sv. puršgwin-, a-

puršgwin-e “is crumbling”) : C.-Sind. *pšwăn- “crashing/mashing” (Ad. pšăn, Kab. ps vǝn 
”crashing/ mashing”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *puš- “blister/swelling/bulge” (Geo. puš-i “hermia”, Col. pušk-i “blister/ 

swelling/bulge”) : C.-Sind. *pǝš “large” (Ad. pšj-ar, Kab. pš-ar “large, fat”, cf. Dag.: Hunz. 
bošeru  “fat”). 

As it was seen above, the material for C.- Kartv. ž : C.-Sind. ž sound-correspondences was 

not revealed. Why? - The answer is only one: any ž in Georgian-Kartvelian reflects 

Common Kartvelian ž, which represents a reflexation of pre-Kartvelian hissing-hushing z v 

archy-phoneme. Due to it I focused on another model of sibilant sound correspondence 

confirmed in Common Kartvelian-Sindy material: C.-Kartv. Hushing ~ C.-Sind. hissing-

hushing that makes able to reconstruct on the pre-Kartvelian (and not on Common 

Kartvelian) linguistic level the sounds of special local zone – alveolar ʒ v  c v  v  z v  s v hissing-

hushing sibilants which due to the phonetic process of hushening,  merged with the 

hushing sibilants, i.e. in the prehistoric times on the Common Kartvelian parent-language 

level the phonological correlation hissing-hushing ~ hushing was collapsed in the next 

stage, in favor of hushing sibilants by what Common Kartvelian language resembles 

Abaza in which it is possible to observe  the phonetic processes of hushening (basically) 

and hissening (less). 

C.-Kartv. ž ~ C.-Sind. z vv (Pre-Kartv. *z v) 

(1) C.-Kartv. *bižin- “voice” (Geo. bižin-a “fawn’s calling/screaming” (Saba)) : C.-Sind. 
*bz vǝ “voice” (Apkh. a-bžǝ, Bzip. a-bz vǝ, Abaz. bžǝ “voice”)

(2) C.-Kartv. *žar- “slow boiling” (Geo. (Gur.) žr-ob-a “slow boiling”) : C.-Sind. *z vwa- 
“boiling, burning” (Ad. z vwa-n, Ub. zwa-, Ab. žw-ra “boiling, burning”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *mažal- “crab apple” (Geo. mažal-o) : C.-Sind. *maz vwa “crab apple” (Ub. 
mašwǝ ← maz vwǝ “crab apple”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *žan- “drying, fading” (Geo. žn-ob-a “drying, fading”) : C.-Sind. *z va- 
“dried” (Ab. za-ra ← z va-ra “dried”) 

C.-Kartv. š ~ C.-Sind. s v (Pre-Kartv. *s v) 

(1) C.-Kartv. *nuš- “cottage cheese, cheese” (Old Geo. nuš-i “cheese, wrung out/pressed 

matsoni (yogurt)”) : C.-Sind. *nǝs vw-ǝ “cheese” (Apkh. ašwǝ//as vwǝ, Ab.  ašwǝ “cheese”, cf.: 

Dag.: Avar nisu, Darg. nusi, Lez. nasu, Bud. nusu “cheese”) 
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(2) C.-Kartv. *šwin-d- “dogwood/cornelian cherry” (Geo. švind-i//šind-i, Col. (Laz) 

skind-, skind-on-a “dogwood grove”) : C.-Sind. *s vwan-a “currant, grapes” (Ad. sană 

“grapes”, Kab.  sană “currant”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *šwen- “beauty; prettiness” (Old Geo. šwen-ier-i, šwen-i-s, Col. skwan-a 

“beauty”, o-skwan-s “befits/suits sb/smth”, Sv. sgwän “charm/beauty; flair/charisma”, mu-

sgwen “beautiful/wonderful”) : C.-Sind. *nǝs vwa “beautiful” (Ub. nǝs vwa//nǝswa “beautiful”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *šew-il- “one’s own child/ son” (Geo. šwil-i, pirmš-o ← pirmšwe, Col. 

skir-i//skua “one’s own child”, Sv. sge-j “one’s own child”, ǝm-sge-j ”son”) : C.-Sind. *s vawă 

“one’s old child; son” (Ad. s vaw “son”, Kab. s vaw “young boy”) 

 
C.-Kartv. ǯ ~ C.-Sind. ʒ v  (Pre-Kartv. *ʒ v) 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *m-arǯw- “right” (Geo. marǯv-en-a, Col. marӡgv-an-i, Sv. mursgw-en 

“right”) : C.-Sind. *a-ʒ vǝ “right” (Ad. j-ǝzvǝ-ra-bγw “right side”, Kab j-ǝzv “right”, Ub. a-z v-ă 
“right hand”, cf. Dag.: Arch. orč,̣ Lez. erčị “right”) 

 
C.-Kartv. č ~ C.-Sind  cv (Pre-Kartv. *cv) 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *mačw- “badger” (Geo. mačv-i, Col. munčki//munčkvi, Sv.  minčkw 

“badger”) : C.-Sind. *măcvw “bear” (Circ. mǝs va, Ub. mǝšwa, Apkh. á-mšwǝ, Ab. mšwǝ “bear”, 

cf.: Dag. Av.  cin “id”, C.-Nakh *mčar “bear”) 
(2) C.-Kartv. *ečw “adze” (Geo. ečva-j, ečo, Sv. äckw “adze”) : C.-Sind. *cvwa 

“ploughshare/ ploughing equipment” (Ad. cvwă-bză, Ub. cvwa-bz va “ploughshare/ploughing 

equipment”), cf. cwǝ-ntá “trace of the plogh”, Apkh. a-čw-ejxa “ploughshare/ploughing 

equipment”, Ab. čwa-γwara “ploughing”)  

(3) C.-Kartv. *čir- “dried fruit”, (Geo. čir-i “dried fruit”, Col. {škiǯ-i} “oven-dried 

raisins” (Saba) : C.-Sind. *cvwǝr “fruit” (Apkh. a-šwǝr, Bzip. as vwǝr, Ab. šwǝr “fruit”, cf. Dag.: 

Ag. sur-ar “dried tongue”). 

 

C.-Kartv. č ̣ ~ C.-Sind  v (Pre-Kartv. *v) 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *m-čạx-e “sour” (Geo. mčạxe “sour(ed) wine” (Saba), Col. (Laz) mčọxa 
“sour”) : C.-Sind. *va-a “salt, too salty” (Circ. văx “salt”, Apkh. a-c̣ ← *a-cω̣a, Ab. cω̣a 
“too salty”) 

(2) C.-Kartv.  *ḳuč-̣ “stomach” (Geo. ḳuč-̣i “bird’s stomach” (Saba), Col. ḳuč-̣i, Sv. ḳwič ̣
“stomach”) : C.-Sind. *ḳwǝv “innards; intestines” (Ad. ḳwăv-ă, Kab. ḳwăv “innards; 

intestines”, cf. Dag.: Cham. cịwa  “innards; intestines”) 
(3) C.-Kartv. *γwačẉ- “worm” (Col.  (Megr.) γvencḳ̣-i//γvercḳ̣-i “worm”, Sv. γwäsḳ 

“innards worm”) : C.-Sind. *ωwǝnvw- “lizard” (Apkh. (Bzip.) a-ωwǝnvw-ǝš “lizard”). 
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§ 7. In the sound correspondences confirmed in the Iberian-Caucasian languages it is 

essential to determine the initial phonemes correctly (accurately) during the identical 

reflexations. For example, C.-Kartv. *st- complex reflects the biphonemic sound complex 

of Paleo-Caucasian origin as well as the reflex of the intensive dental stop-plosive *t: 

while in the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages the Paleo-Caucasian *st complex resulted 

hushing š spirant as a reflex and the reflex of a intensive dental t: merged with a voiced 

hissing-hushing ʒ v sibilant affricate. 
 

C.-Kartv. *st ~ C.-Sind. š (Pr.-Caucas. *st) 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *stkwen- “you” (Geo. tkven, tkven-i, Col. tkva, tkvan-i, Sv. sgäj ← *šgwaj) 

: C.-Sind. *šwa “you” (Ad. svwa, Ub. šwǝ-γwá, Apkh.-Ab. šwa-ra “you”, cf. C.-Nakh *šu, but 

Dag.: Akhv. ušti, God. b-išt-e, Kar. b-išt-i,  Cham. b-it-i “you”) 

(2) C.-Kartv.  *stix-a “navel” (Sv. šdixw//šdwix “navel”) :  C.- Sind. *šăxă “groin” (Ad. 

šjax, Kab. svăxă “groin”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. * stow- “snowing” (Geo. tov-s, Col. tu-a-s, Sv. šduw-e “is snowing”) : C.-

Sind. *šwǝ “snow, frost” (Ub.  šwǝ- “mass of snow”, Apkh. a-šwǝ-rá, Ab. šwǝ-ra “freezing, 

turning cold”) 

 
C.-Kartv. *st ~ C.-Sind. *ʒ v (Pr.-Caucas. *t:) 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *stam- “drinking, getting drunk” (Col. (Megr.) o-rtom-el-i, Sv. štǝm-, 

ašdm-e “gives sb smth to drink”, lǝ-šdm-e “drunk”) : C.-Sind. *ʒ vvwa “drinking” (Uby. ӡwa-, 

Apkh. a-žw-ra, Bzip. a-zvw-ra, Ab. žw-ra “drinking”, cf. C.-Nakh. *-et:- “milking”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *ast- “ten” (Geo. at-i, Col. vit-i, Sv. ešd//ješd “ten”) : C.-Sind. *ʒ vvwa “ten” 

(Circ. ṗṣ vǝ, Ub. žwǝ, Apkh. žwa-ba “ten”, cf. C.-Nakh. *it:- “ten”)  

(3) C.-Kartv. *d-ust-e- “moon; month” (Old Geo. tჳte//ttue, Col. tuta, Sv. došd-ul 

“moon, month”) : C.-Sind. *m-ǝʒ v-ă “moon, month”, (Ad. mază, Kab. maz vă, Ub. mǝʒ vá 

“moon, month”, Apkh. á-mza, Baz. mǝzǝ “moon”, cf. C.-Nakh. *b-ut: “moon; month”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *steb- “boiling; (dough…) rising” (Geo. tb-e, Sv. i-šdeb-i, na-šdäb 

“growing/increasing during boiling”) : C.-Sind. *ʒ vwa “baking, burning” (Circ. z van, Ub. a-ž-

žwan, Apkh. a-ӡ-ra, Bzip. a-ʒ vra, Ab. ӡ-ra “baking, burning”, cf. C.-Nakh. *b-at:- “baking, 

burning”). 

 
§ 8. Velarized sibilants. Particular diversity of sibilant-consonants preserved in the 

Iberian-Caucasian languages reflects the mosaic complex phonological system of the 

Paleo-Caucasian parent-language. In this type of consonants  it is historically  supposed  a 

relevant correlation according to the velarization of consonants in hissing ӡ c c ̣z s ~ ʒ c  
z s as well as hushing ǯ č č ̣(ž) š ~ ǯ č č̣ (ž) š sibilants. I cannot suppose the existence of 

velarization in hissing-hushing sibilants due to lack of proper linguistic material. While 

the reflexes of the velarized consonants of parent-language origin are preserved in the 
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Apkhazian and Adyghean languages sporadically, mostly in the hushing sibilants. The 

cases of secondary velarization are evident, as well at the expense of merging the 

biphonemic   complexes ǯg čk čḳ̣ into one phoneme; cf.   C.-Sind *čar “fast” (Ad. čar, 
Kab. čar “fast”), but cf. C.-Kartv. *čker- “fast” (Geo. čker-i, Col. čkar-i, e-čkar-eb-a/o-

čkar-un), C.-Nakh *čaxk-in  “fast”, Dag.: Tabas.  čik-i “fast”, i.e. on the background of 

these samples it will be easily  seen  the reality of secondary processes of  čk → č 
velarization  (accordingly,  of ǯg  → ǯ and čḳ → č̣) in the parent-Sindy. 

In the Common Kartvelian the biphonemic groups (complexes) ‒ ӡg ck cḳ̣ zg sk / ǯg čk 
čḳ̣ (žg) šk appeared  as a result of the tendency of violation of velarized phonemes ӡ c c̣ 
z s / ǯ č č̣ (ž) š. The frequency coefficient of the mentioned complexes seems to be 

directly proportional to the distribution of the “ancestor” phonemes (archiphonemes) in 

the parent-language.  

It is noteworthy that in the samples below, the velaraized hushing sibilants of the Sindy 

languages are corresponded in  the Kartvelian  languages by  hissing  (ӡg, ck…) as well as 

hushing (ǯg, čk…) sibilant  complexes that are relevant in terms of  the genesis of the  

described consonants: 

(1) C.-Sind. *ǯǝp- “hoar-frost, early morning frost” (Ad. čăp, Kab. žăp, Basl. ǯăp “hoar-

frost, early morning frost”) : C.-Kartv. *ӡg-ip “freezing” (Geo. ӡgip-i, ga-ӡgip-va, Col. (Laz) 

o-ӡgip-u “freezing”)  
(2) C.-Sind. *bǯa- “plane-tree, oak” (Ad. (Chem.) pčajǝ, Kab. bžej//bǯej  “plane-tree”, 

cf. Shap. pčajǝ “beech”, Apkh. á-ǯǝ, Ab. ǯ-č ̣wǝ “oak”) : C.-Kartv. *baӡg- “laurel-like tree” 

(Geo. baӡg-ar-i, Col. (Megr.) penǯg-ir-e “sorghum”, Sv. boǯg//boǯg-er “fescue”)  
(3) C.-Sind. *ča-n “sleep” (Ad. čǝ-ja-n,  Shap. čǝ-ja-n, Kab. žej-n, Bas.  ǯej-n “sleep”) : 

C.-Kartv. *ckan- “holding one’s breath” (Geo. ckn-ap-a “(frightened animal) flattening 

itself” (Saba))  

(4) C.-Kartv. *sk-el-i  “thick” (Geo. sk-el-i, u-skel-es-i “thickest”, Sv. sgel, sḳel (Lent.), 
x-o-nsgl-a, sgel-ra “too thick”) : C.-Sind. *šă- “fat” (Ad. šă Kab. svă “fat”, Ab. ša Apkh. a-

ša “fat”) 

 
§ 9. Harmonious-descending complexes. In the system of Sindy-Kartvelian sound 

correspondences a particular place is occupied by logical phonemic correlations of  

consonants. Basically, such consonant groups do not undergo segmentation and are seem 

to be of parent-language origin. However, sometimes the second character of 

harmonious-descending   complexes is clearly demonstrated in any parent-language, 

mostly at the next stage of reduction that is basically confirmed in A type groups. 

 
C.-Kartv. bγ ~ C.-Sind. bγ 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *bγor- “cave, hole” (Geo. (Gur.)  bγor-o, Col. (Laz) bγoǯ-i “cave”, Sv. bγer 

“big hole”) : C.-Sind. *bγwa “lair/den” (Ad. bγwă, Kab. bγwă “lair/den”) 
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(2) C.-Kartv. *bγal- “sullying, insulting” (Geo. bγal-, še-bγal-ul-i, cf. Mtiul. bγal-a 
“dirt”) : C.-Sind. *bγa- “reprimand, disgrace” (Ad. bγă, Kab. gwǝ-bγă-n “disgracing, 

shaming”) 
(3) C.-Kartv. *bγaw- “nest, hole, cleft” (Geo. (Ksan.) bγavan-i “ancestral estate; 

bottom”, Col. (Laz) o-bγe “nest”, Sv. bγeh//bγej//bγe ← *bγew “cleft”) : C.-Sind. *bγwă 
“nest” (Ad. na-bγwǝ, Kab. a-bγw-ă, Ub. a-bγja “nest”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *bγ- “attack, aggression” (Geo. (Mokh.) bγ-eṭ-a “to look at with bad-

heart”, Col. (Laz) bγ-, go-bγ-u “attack”) : C.-Sind. *bγ-aw- “attack” (Ub. bγj-aw-i) 
 

C.-Kartv. px ~ C.-Sind. px 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *pxal- “bottom of a fine sieve/(sifting/winnowing) riddle” (Geo. (Khevs.) 

pxal-a “non-solodly plaited bottom of fine sieve/(sifting/winnowing) riddle”) : C.-Sind. 

*pxa “root, lower part” (Ad. (Chem.)  pxja-č “bottom”, Ub. xa- ← *pxa “Bottom; lower 

part”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *cịpx- “thin (wickerwork) cane” (Geo. cịpx-i “thin (wickerwork) cane”, 

Col. (Laz) cẹpx-e “(wickerwork) cane”) : C.-Sind. *cặpx-a “key” (Apkh. a-cạpx-a, Ab. cạ-

px-a “key”) 
(3) C.-Kartv. *pxal- “edible greens” (Geo. pxal-i//mxal-i, Col. (Megr.) xul-i ← *pxul-i 

“kale/kohlrabi”) : C.-Sind. *pxă “carrot” (Circ. pxǝ “carrot”) 

 

C.-Kartv. dγ ~ C.-Sind. dγ 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *dγen- “-vit (“as/like”) postposition” (Col. (Laz) dγen “-vit (“as/like”) 
postposition”, Megr. dγan-, i-dγan-o “as/like”) : C.-Sind. *dγă “how” (Ad. tħa-pš “how 

many/much”, Ub. dγă “how”) 
(2) C.-Kartv. *dγe- “day” (Geo. dγe, Col. dγa//ndγa “Day”, Sv. la-deγ “id”) : C.-Sind. 

*dǝγa “sun” (Ad. tǝγa,  Kab. dǝγa, Ub. ndγa “sun”) 
(3) C.-Kartv. *dγil- “obesity/fatness” (Col. (Megr.) ndγil-in-i “obesity/fatness”, Sv. dγil-

äj “fat woman”) : C.-Sind. *dăγă “fat” (Ad. dăγă, Kab. daγă “fat”) 
 

C.-Kartv. tx ~ C.-Sind. tx 
 

(1) C.-Kartv.  *txam- “alder tree” (Geo. txemla//txmela, Col. txomu//ntxomu//txumu 

“alder tree”) : C.-Sind. *txwa “plane tree” (Ad. *tfa-jǝ   (← txja-jǝ), Kab. txwej “plane tree”) 

(2) C.- Kartv. *ditx-el “thin” (Geo. txel-i, Col. (Laz) titxu, Megr. txitxu, Sv. dǝtxel 

“thin”) : C.-Sind. *txă “thin” (Ub. txa “thin”, cf. C.-Nakh *netx-in “thin”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *txew “flowing of liquid” (Geo. txev-a, Col. (Megr.) ntx-ap-a 

“fermentation”, Sv. txu-n (← *txew-n) “vomiting” : C.-Sind.  *txwă “spilling/pouring” (Ad. 
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psǝ-txwǝ, Kab. psǝ-txw “flash flood/torrent”, cf. Tsov. tx- “crying/weeping”, tx-uš 

“weeping/ crying”) 

 

C.-Kartv. ṭ ~ C.-Sind. ṭ 
 

(1) C.-Kartv.  *ṭub- “twin, two pieces” (Geo. ṭub-i//ṭuṗ-i, Col. (Laz) ṭḳub-i//ṭub-i, 
Megr. ṭub-i, Sv. ṭub-//ṭwib- “two pieces, twin”) : C.-Sind. *ṭwǝ “two” (Ad. (Hak.) ṭwǝ, 
Kab. ṭwǝ, Ub. ṭwa “two”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *ṭwal- “mud” (Col. (Megr.) o-nṭol-eš-i “mud”, Sv. ṭwäl “mine/filth/ 

slush/dung, silt”) : C.-Sind. *ṭwa “pool/puddle” (Apkh. -ṭwa in a word a-ӡǝ-ṭwa “pool/ 

puddle”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *ṭeb- “wild, wooded place” (Col. (Megr.) ṭab-i “forest-dwelling, wild”, 
Sv. *ṭwep “baren/uncultivated/virgin lands”) : C.-Sind. *ṭwa “mountain” (Ad. (Chem.) 

*ṭwa-j ← *ṭa-ḳj “gorge between mountains”, cf. -ḳj “gorge”) 
 

C.-Kartv. ӡγ ~ C.-Sind. ʒ vγ 
 

(1)  C.-Kartv. *beӡγw- “getting angry, screaming” (Geo. bezγ-eb-a, bezγ-i, Col. (Laz) o-

beǯγ-u “getting angry, screaming”, Megr. berǯγ-el-i “furious/raging scream/shout”) : C.-

Sind. *ṗaʒ vγǝ- “nervousness” (Ad. (Abdz.) ṗaz vγǝ-ja-n “nervousness”)  
(2)  C.-Kartv. *ӡγwaml- “wild vine” (Geo. ӡγvaml-i//rӡγvaml-i “wild grape”) : C.-Sind. 

*ʒ vγǝrbǝ- “wild grape (vine); gooseberry” (Ad. (Chem.) z vγǝrbǝ “wild grape/vine”), Kab. 
z vγǝrbǝ//svxǝrbǝ “gooseberry”) 

 
C.-Kartv. cx ~ C.-Sind. cvx /cx 

 
(1) C.-Kartv. *cxow- “salvation, survival” (Geo. cxov-n-eb-a “having life 

eternal/salvation)”, Col. (Laz) o-čxun-i “Live!”, Megr. čxon-ap-a “having life 

eternal/salvation”) : C.-Sind. *cxwa- “survival" (Ab. cxa-ra “survival”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *cxr- “abating/going down/halting, ceasing, lessening/reducing” (Geo.  da-

cxr-om-a, m-cxr-al-i,  Col. ma-rčx-a//ma-čx-a “abated/reduced/calmed”) : C.-Sind. *cvx- 

“reducing/lessening” (Apkh. (Bzip.) á-cvx-ra “subtract/deduct, decline/decrease”) 

(3) C.-Kartv.  *mcxw-il- “thick, fat” (Old Geo. sxw-il-i, gan-sxw-n-a, Col. (Laz) mčxu 

“fat, thick”, Megr. šxu “thick”) : C.-Sind. *mcvxw-a “overweight/redundant, thick, big” (Ad. 

-šxwa, Kab. -šxwă “big”, Ub. šxwa “strong”, Apkh. a-mcxw “overweight/redundant”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *cxim- “fat” (Geo. cxim-i, Col. (Megr.) čxom- “fat”, čxom-č̣abu = “fat-

glue”, Sv. mǝ-čxim “fat”) : C.-Sind. *cvxǝw “cream” (Ad. šjxǝw-ǝ, Kab.  šxw-ǝ “cream”, cf. 

C.-Nakh.  *nečx- “cheese”) 
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C.-Kartv. c̣ ~ C.-Sind. v//c̣ 
 

(1) C. -Kartv. *c̣- “recalling, remembrance” (Sv. š-ed (← *č̣-ed) “remembering”, m-

a-š-id “I remember”) : C.-Sind. *va- “knowledge” (Ad. (Shap.) ṣv-n “knowledge”) 
(2) C.-Kartv.  *c̣en-/c̣in- “boredom/tedium, tiredness” (Geo. c̣en-a, mo-i-c̣in-a, Col. 

(Laz) čḳ̣in- (← *č̣in), di-čḳ̣in-d-in-u “got tired”) : C.-Sind. *c̣ă “getting tired” (Apkh. a-

c̣ja-ra “getting overtired”) 
(3) C.-Kartv. *c̣w- “breaking (off)/snapping” (Geo. ga-c̣v-a, Col. (Megr.) do-/mo-

nc̣v-i “Destroy!; Sink!; Ruin!”, Sv. li-nc̣w-e “destroying, demolishing, ruining”) : C.-

Sind. *c̣a- “demolishing/pulling down” (Apkh. a-c̣ja-ra, Ab. c̣ja-ra “miscarriaging”).  
 

C.-Kartv. zγ ~ C.-Sind. z vγ 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *m-zγil- “little; louse” (Geo. bzγil-i “insect’s egg; louse”, Sv. bžγer “wax; 

infant/baby”) : C.-Sind. *z vγǝ- “small, little” (Ad. (Chem.) z vγă-j “small, little”) 
           

C.-Kartv. sx ~ C.-Sind. s vx/šx 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *sxam- “poison” (Old Geo. sxam-i, sxam-ean-i “poisonous”, Sv. cxam 

“spite/evil”): C.-Sind. *s vxwa-”poison” (Kab. s vxwă “poison") 

(2) C.-Kartv. *sxr- “chatter/clamour" (Geo. sxr-ial-i, Col. (Megr.) ršx-iol-i 
“chatter/clamour”) : C.-Sind. *s vxǝ- “laughter” (Ad. šjxǝ-n, Kab. daħa-šxǝ-n “laughter”, cf. 

Ud. axš-um- “laughter”) 

(3) C.-Kartv. *osx- “one of deities” (Geo. (Tush.) osx-i “one of deities”, sa-osx-e “smth 

intended for this deity”) : C.-Sind. *wa-šx “God” (Ad. wašx-wa “the sky”, Kab. wašx-o // 

wašx-wa “azure sky”, Ub. wašx-wa “God”) 

(4) C.-Kartv. *m-sxil- “nit, louse’s egg” (Geo. (Rach.), psxil-i “nit, louse’s egg”) : C.-Sind. 

*s vxǝ- “little/few” (Ad. (Shap.) s vxă, Chem. s vxjă-j “little-/few”) 

 
Here I could talk more about C.-Kartv. *bz : C.-Sind. bz, C.-Kartv. *ps : C.-Sind. ps, C.-

Kartv. *st : C.-Sind.  st... Harmonious but non-descending groups, but a reader (specialist) 

will notice for him/her noteworthy illustrative material easily while reading the 

etymological dictionary, as well. 

The more difficult is to find a (rare) material for harmonic-descending complexes of A 

type, cf.:  pk-:  C.-Kartv.* apk- (apk-io “sail”) : C.-Sind. *pkjǝ “spear” (Ad. pkjǝ “spear, the 

tip of the spear”); ṭḳ-: C.-Kartv. *ṭḳwar-e “Mtkvari” (Geo. m-ṭḳvar-i, Col. (Laz) ṭḳur-a 

“Mtkvari”) : C.-Sind. *ṭḳwă- “flowing” (Ad. jaγa-ṭḳwa-n, Kab. pǝ-ṭḳwǝ-n “flowing”); ӡg ‒ C.-

Kartv. *ӡgib- “stopping up; filling” (Geo. ӡgib-v-a, Col. ӡgib-, Sv. ӡgub- “stopping up, 

filling”) : C.-Sind. *ǯgwǝ- “stopping up” (Apkh. a-ǯga-ra “stopping up”); ck ‒ C.-Kartv. 

*ckr- “vivacious/lively/gracious” (Geo. ckr-ial-a, Col. (Megr.)  ckǝ“ vivacious/li-
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vely/gracious”) : C.-Sind. *ckja- “clean” (Ab. ckja-, Apkh. a-ckja- “cleanliness, clean”), 

which undoubtedly proves and establishes the theorem that the harmonious-descending 

complexes of A-type were not characteristic for the Paleo-Caucasian parent- language. 

 
§ 10. Lateral consonants. In all groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages  there are more 

or less confirmed a series of lateral  consonants, but the laterals of Sindy-Dagestanian type  

are attested  neither in  Common Kartvelian nor  in  historically confirmed Kartvelian 

languages and dialects. Nevertheless, some researchers confirm   the existence of both 

laterals – affricate ƛ ̣and spirant λ – in the Common-Kartvelian parent language, as well. 

The basis for such reconstruction was two formulas of sound-correspondences confirmed 

in Georgian and Svan. For affricate-lateral ƛ ̣it is Geo. c ̣: Svan h, for spirant λ – Geo. s : 

Svan l [Fähnrich 2007]. I suppose that the above-mentioned phonemic opposition cannot 

be used to restore a series of lateral consonants in Common-Kartvelian parent-language.  

According to my observation, the specific lateral  consonants  were no longer 

characteristic for the Iberian-Caucasian languages in Common-Kartvelian parent-

language, but their reflexation in Common-Kartvelian is more noteworthy, which will be  

clearly visible only on the basis of comparative analysis.  For example, C.-Kartv. *r reveals 

lateral origin in a number of   roots and stems, while in Common-Sindy voiced lateral 

spirant L corresponds with Kartvelian r and Avar-Archib reveals glottalized  intensive 

affricate-lateral ƛ ̣  since the lateral  system is  relatively  fully preserved in these two 

languages,  that can be used as a control tool: 

 
C.-Kartv. r ~ C.-Sind. L ~ Av.-Ar. ƛ:̣ 

 
(1) C.-Kartv.  *mar- “cloud” (Old Geo. mar-ag-i, Col. (Laz) mur-eǯ-i “cloudy”, Sv. mēr-e 

//meri “cloud”) : C.-Sind. *maL- “ice” (Ad. mL, Kab.  mL “ice”) :  Av. marṭ ← *marƛ:̣ 
“ice”, cf. Tsov. mil-dar “getting cold” 

(2) C.-Kartv.  *burw- “gilt (female pig 3-12 months old)” (Geo. burv-aḳ-i) : C.-Sind. 

*bL- “(breeding) sow/ewe/nanny goat” (Ub. bL “female pig”): Arch. boƛ:̣ “pig” 
(3) C.-Kartv. *bar- “lung; stomach” (Geo. (Ingil.) bar “piece of lung”, Sv. bäl-e “dried 

stomach that was used for preparing of rennet”) : C.-Sind. *baL- “lung” (Circ. tħ-m-bL 
“lung”) : Av. baƛ:̣ “intestine”. 

Of the Sindy languages, an initial vibrant r is well preserved in Apkhazian-Abaza. At the 

same time it corresponds to identical r in Kartvelian material, as well. The situation is 

different in Circassian languages, in which the phonetic process of lateralization of second 

r → L is often observed. cf.: C. – Kartv. *her- “people, army” (Geo. er-i) : Ub. La “army” 

but  Apkh. a-r, Ab. r “army”; C.-Kartv. *or- “raven” (Geo. or-an-i) : Ad. va-La “crow; 

jackdaw”; C.-Kartv. *γwir- “drain of fluid” (Geo. γvir-γvili): C.-Sind. *γwaL-a “wave” (Ad. 

waL-a “wave”), cf. Ag.  ħül, Kr. ωil “sea”, Arch. ħolo-t:u “liquid, fluid”; C.-Kartv. *ӡor- 
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“tender cut of meat, boneless meat” (Geo. m-ӡor-i, Sv. ӡwer//ӡer “tender cut of meat”) : 

C.-Sind. *ӡăL “gum” (Ad. căL, Kab. ӡăl “gum”) cf. Bud.  čịl  ← *ǯil “meat”… 
The evolution of initial lateral L (voiced) and λ (unvoiced) spirants took place similarly   

in the Kartvelian-Apkhazian-Abaza languages, but  for the Common-Kartvelian the 

hissing reflexation − L→z,  λ→s, was  characteristic, while in Apkhazian-Abaza  hushing 

alomorphemes ž/š occur. 
 

C.-Kartv. z ~ C.-Circ. L ~ Apkh.-Ab. ž 
 

(1) C.-Kartv. *zwar-el-i “stupid” (Col. (Megr.) žuru “stupid, feeble-minded/imbecile”) : 

C.-Circ.  *La- “deception/cheating, making a fool (of sb)/turning silly/foolish” (Ad. γa-w-

La-n “making a fool (of sb)/turning silly/foolish”, w-La “stupid”, Ub. La- 
“deception/cheating”)  : Abkhaz. a-ža-ra, Ab. ža-ra “deception/cheating”  

 (2) C.-Kartv. *bzin- “split in two parts” (Col. (Laz) o-bžin-u “split  the bee in two 

parts”) : C.-Circ. *bLa- “middle, inner” (Ub. bLa- “middle”, Ad. bLa-γa “close/near”) : Ad. 
bLa-γă, Kab. bLa-γă, Ub. bLa “close/near”) : Apkh. a-bžja-ra, Ab. bžja-ra “between, middle, 

inner”). 
 

C.-Kartv. s ~ C.-Circ. λ ~ Apkh.-Ab. š 
 

(1) C-Kartv. *psin- “watching” (Col. (Megr.) o-psin-u-n “watches, sees”) : C.-Circ. *pλ-

a- “watching” (Circ. pλa-n, Ub. pλa “watching”) : Apkh. a-pš-ra, Ab. pš-ra “watching”) 

(2) C.-Kartv. *sal- “lower part of hoof” (Geo. (Khevs.) sal-ia “lower Part of horse’s 

hoof”) : C.-Circ. *λa- “leg” (Ad. (Abdz.)  λ “leg”,  Kab. λa-wa “leg”, Ub. λa-ṗá “leg”) : 

Apkh. a-ša-ṗ, Ab. ša-ṗ “leg”... 
 
§11.  In addition to the afore said, it is clear that many other types of  Sindy-Kartvelian 

sound correspondences were developed only after the phonetic processes had come into 

action in the Apkhazian-Abaza languages (often at the level of parent-language) – e.g.in 

the vowels o→wa, u→w, e→ă, i→ transformations, which on the one hand reduced the 

number of  vowels, and on the other hand created new species of  labialized  vowels 

[Rogava 1984a]; It is also important the sporadic processes of deglotalization ḳ→k or, on 

the contrary, of glotalization k→ḳ… that are accompanied by a noteworthy process of 

transformation of C+b/p/m  into the labialized consonants, which is one of the general 

processes of sonantization of m/b→w… and many others about what it is indicated in the 

book, but will be exclusively discussed extensively in a special work.  
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A 

C.-Kartv. *a- “deictic vowel” 

Geo. a-g-i “this sb/sth”, a-ger “over there”, a-mier “on this side/hence/hither”, a-k 

“over there” 

 Zan (Laz) a-ia “this”, a-k-on-i “local/of this place”, Megr. a-mar- “here/over there”, a-

tak- “here/over there” 

Sv. a-la “this”, a-maw “up to n this point”, a-meču “here” 

There is nothing strange that a deictic vowel didn’t undergo a → o transformation -  it is 

primarily due to its function.  

C.-Sind. *a- “deictic vowel; demonstr. pron.” 

Ad. a-, Kab. a- “pronom. root” 

Ub. a-, a-j-da “that”, a- “definite affix” 

Ab., Apkh. a-ri “this”, a-ni “that”, a- “definite affix” 

It seems odd that in the Sindy languages a- deictic vowel can simultaneously double up 

the function of Geo. a-, i- deictic vowels, although similar fact is confirmed in other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages: cf.  Ing.  o-quz “here” ~ Tsov. o “that”. 

C.-Kartv. *ab- “outward appearance/look(s)/expression; external appearance/(facial) 

color” 

Zan (Megr.) erb-i//ebr-i “outward appearance/look(s)/expression; charm/enchanment/ 

good look” 

Sv. häb//äb “outward appearance/look(s)/expression; external appearance/ (facial) color” 

There is a lack of Georgian correspondence. A r phonetic apposition is observed in 

Colchic (resp. Megrelian), which subsequently is replaced due to phonotactic restriction. 

C.-Sind. *bă- “seeing; watching” 

Ub. b-ja- “watching”  

Ab. ba-ra, Apkh. a-ba-ra “seeing sb/smth;  seeing” 

Adyghean data have not been revealed. In Ubykh -ja- verbal affix is observed. Anyway, 

compared with the Apkhazian-Abaza, it is “superfluous" [cf. Kvakhadze 2014 : 278]. 

C.-Kartv. *ab- :  C.-Sind. *bă- archetypes are  structurally different – there are an 

inversive structure. A Hattian -b- “seeing; seeing sb/smth” where a vowel does not occur, 

corresponds with the same roots; cf. Hur. abi ”face”. 

A semantic correlation seeing/watching/seiing sb/smth ~ outward appearance/look(s)/ 

expression; external appearance/ (facial) color seems to be logical; cf. Rus. вид “outward 

appearance/look(s)/expression” and видеть “seeing/seeing sb/smth”. 

C.-Kartv. *a-bed- “tinder/touchwood” 

Geo. abed-i “tinder/touchwood; calloused skin”, “mashroom on a tree” 

Zan (Megr.) obed-i “tinder/touchwood”, Laz obed-i “tumour/growth” 
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Sv. habed (UB.), abed (LB., Lash.), äbed (Lent.) “tinder/touchwood” 

Etymological unity of the Kartvelian roots is well known [Klimov 1964 : 43]. I added 

Laz obed-i “tumour/growth” which as I suppose reflects a subsequent semantic evolution 

of Georgian calloused skin. 

C.-Sind. *bad- “tree resin” 

Kab. bad “tree resin  (fragrant)” 

Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed according to Kabardian that reveals 

structural difference in relation with Kartvelian. In Kartvelian a- is superfluous. 

Incidentally, in the Dagestanian languages anlaut differences are observed, as well: cf. 

Hunz. bod-ol “wick/spill/tapel; tinder/touchwood”, Tab. bit (←*bid) “id.”, but Lak. apiṭ-a 

“mushroom”.  

All foregoing indicate that an initial a- prefix   should be marked in Kartvelian and 

Lak. 

C.-Kartv. *abiw- “breathing” 

Sv. li-jbn-e “breathing”, abn-e “is breathing”, heb “breathing” 

Length of inlaut i vowel [ī] in Svan seems to be of combined origin – abin- ← *abiwn- 

“breathing”, or ab-in- ← *hab-in-(?). 

C.-Sind. *bwa- „breathing” 

Kab. băwə-n „breathing” (verb), cf. Ad. bawa-n “kissing”  

Ub. bwa „breathing” (noun) 

In the professional literature there is expressed noteworthy viewpoint on the fact that 

the Adyghean correspondence of the described roots is preserved in the verb băwa-n 

“kissing” [Kuipers 1975 : 14]. Then it is easy to relate Svan (LB) heb “breathing” lexeme 

with Old Georgian hamb-or- “kissing” verb, cf. Ad. bawa-n “kissing”. 

It is hard to say flatly that the logical correspondences haven’t been revealed in the 

languages of Nakh and Dagestanian groups [different etymology see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 875].  

C.-Kartv. *ada “father; parent” 

Geo. (Per.) ada “father” 

Zan (Megr.) odo-, odo-ia “pagan deity of fertility” 

It is not coincidental that in Megrelian a deity’s name is represented with a diminutive 

morpheme. It is natural for Megrelian, cf. ḳaṗ-un-ia “pagan deity”; “deity of fire and 

light”. Geo. ada /Col. odo accurately reflect the picture of sound correspondences of the 

Kartvelian languages. 

C.-Sind. *ada “father” 

Kab. adă, Basl. adă “father” 

Sindy correspondence of Kartvelian *ada root is preserved only in Kabardian; Ad. tə/tə 

: Ub. twə “father” are the allomorphs of other origin. It is very unacceptable a genetic link 
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of Kabardian adă with Abaza aba, Apkhazian ab “father” roots {cf. Starostin-Nikolayev 

1994 : 217}. Such correspondence (b : d) is unknown for comparative grammar of the 

Sindy languages. 

It is obvious that in Megrelian, odo-(odo-ia) denotes goddess, but this should not 

hinder the proof of unity of ada-/odo- roots since the semantic substitution mother – 

father  often occurs in the roots of common origin –  here initial ground is etymonic 

understanding of parent –  parent → mother/father.   

Dagestanian data reflects Georgian-Kabardian isoglosses; cf. Budukh ada “father”, Tab. 

ede-j “grandfather”, also Hurr. at:aj, Urart. atə “father” voicing of  unvoiced t of which 

seems to be the result of graphic non-compliance.   

C.-Kartv. *awl-in- “yard” 

Old Geo. avlin-i “yard” 

The word is separated in Georgian. The word is attested in ancient written sources: 

“romeli idva šoris avlinsa gina ezosa” – “That was between yard” [Abuladze 1973 : 3]. Old 

Georgian avlin- is attested in Saba’s dictionary under different meaning: avlini “dustbin”, 

that is repeated by D. Chubinashvili. 

Pr.-Sind. *wal “house” 

Hat. wall/wal 

The stem was lost in all Apkhaz-Adygean languages-dialects and subdialects. At some 

time it occurred here, as well that is supported by Kartvelian data. Moreover, logical 

correspondences are also revealed in Nakh and Dagestanian languages; cf. Chech. ewla 

“village” (C.-Nakh. *awle “village”), Bagv.  awal, Tind. awal “house”. 

I suppose that the semantic correlation house ~ yard ~ village is logical.   

C.-Kartv. *al- “speaking/talking, conversation” 

Old Geo. al-a “talking of many people; conversation”; Khevs. al-a “song”  

A verbal root is attested only in Georgian. Svan *al- and   expected Zan *ol-  are not 

confirmed. Nevertheless, Georgian al- verb is considered to be originated from a parent-

language that is supported by the correspondences of the Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

Pr.-Sind. *al- “word; tongue” 

Hatt. al- “word; tongue”, al-ip “saying” 

Georgian al- should not be only one. Vainakh l-/al- “saying” [Shavkhelishvili 1998 : 

62], Dagestanian – Akhv. eƛ:̣-, Did. eƛ- “saying” and others are attributed to it, as well. 

Verbal forms are of same structure and content [for Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences 

see Trubetskoy 1922 : 241]. 

Hurrian xill- “speaking” is considered a correspondence of Nakh-Dagestanian 

allomorphs [Diakonov, Starostin 1986 : 51]. I believe that of the ancient civilization 

languages it is appropriate to bring Hur. il-mi “oath, pledge/vow/promise”; cf. Nakh il-li 

“song”. 
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C.-Kartv. *a-mal- “hunger/starvation/famine, thirst” 

Geo.  amal-i “sudden weakening due to famine” (Saba, Chubinashvili) 

It is attested in the sources of the Middle Ages: “naγvlisa ama momarčens da 

gadamigdebs amalsa” – “Eating will help me to throw hunger” [Chokhonelidze 2018 : 36]. 

In the Georgian dialects there often occurs denominative verbal forms: Khevs., Kiz. 

daiamleba “From famine sb will have no strength and weaken”; cf. da-aml-ul-i, da-aml-eb-

ul-i “too hungry, thirsty” 

C.-Sind. *mla- “hunger/starvation/famine” 

Ab. mla-, mla-šjra, Apkh. a-mla “hunger/starvation/famine”, a-mla-ra “hunger/ 

starvation/famine” 

Corresponding Circassian roots and stems haven’t been revealed; -a verbal stem of 

[mLa-] type is supposed. 

An anlaut a- (a-mal-) seems to be of Georgian. 

Dagestanian correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is likely preserved in Darg. 

(Urakh) mel-i-deš, Mekg. mel-i-ubni “thirsty” allomorphs.   

C.-Kartv. *anc ̣il- “danewort” 

Geo. anc ̣l-i “danewort” 

Zan (Laz) inč ̣ir-i, Megr. inč̣ r-ia//inč ̣ir-ia “danewort” 

Sv.  gänč ̣w, ganč ̣w (Lash.) “Danewort”  

Zan  dialects support double-root nature of a stem – an final i is lost in Georgian-Svan. 

C.-Sind. *a-mc ̣r “danewort” 

Apkh. a-mc ̣r-, in the word a-mc ̣r-bγj-ra “grove of danewort” 

Of the Sindy languages, only Apkhazian preserves a form a-mc ̣r denoting “danewort”. 

Reconstruction of a in anlaut is conditional since any initial a in Apkhazian can be 

explained as a prefix of generality a. G. Klimov indicated to the existence of a relevant root 

in Apkhazian [Klimov 1969 : 290, coll. “Etymology”, 1967/1969]. Apkh. a-mc̣r-bγj-ra is 

supposed to be of other composition (N. Machavariani). 

C.-Kartv. *aṗan- “January” 

Old Geo. aṗan-i, aṗn-is-i “January in Georgian” 

Kartvelian correspondence of Old Geo. aṗan- root hasn’t been revealed yet that cannot 

be a hindrance factor to reconstruct a Common Kartvelian archetype since too reliable 

Sindian parallels are disclosed.  

C.-Sind. *apn- “spring” 

Ab. ωapn,  Apkh. á-pn “spring” 

Apkhazian-Abaza forms are of complex structure. In both forms ωa “time” + apn 

“spring” are marked out. In all probability a word with the same structure occurs in Ubykh, 

as well where wa-fáda is segmented  into γwa and fada elements, i.e. pada (←*apadá) turns 

out to be the correspondence of Apkhazian-Abaza apn (cf. Bezh., Hunz. emeda “spring”). 
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C.-Kartv. *aṗar- “old people, ancestors” 

Geo. aṗar-i, in-aṗar-i “ancestor; the very first” 

Obviously, in Old Georgian aṗar-i denoted a representative of previous generation  

that is preserved only in composite.  

C.-Sind. *aba “father” 

Ab. aba, Apkh. ab “father”, pl. ába-cwa 

The correspondence of this root has not been revealed in the Circassian languages yet 

(cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 217). In order to see the structure of the Kartvelian data 

the data of Lezgian languages is valuable; cf. Ud. ap:er (← *aṗer) “father”, Arch. abaj 

“ancestors”. 

C.-Kartv. *aṗe “finger” 

Geo. aṗe- “finger” in the word aṗe-ur-i, aṗa-ur-i (Saba) 

One of the oldest root denoting a finger is preserved only in Georgian derivative. Just it 

is the result of loss in other Kartvelian languages that Common Kartvelian finger  

archetype has not bee reconstructed until now.  

C.-Sind. *aṗa- “general name of a finger” 

Ub. λṗá „leg”, ṗá „hand” 

Ab. na-ṗ „hand”,  Apkh. a-na-ṗ „hand”, aša-ṗ „foot” 

Due to the Ubykh data the reconstruction of an initial a- (*aṗa-) seems necessary that 

is confirmed by the length of a vowel a  at  the border of morphemes in a composite, i.e. 

an initial picture was *λa-aṗa, *a-aṗa. The Dagestanian data support this supposition; cf. 

Hin., Bezh., Hunz. aṗa “finger”. 

C.-Kartv. *ažwan- “small bell;  ringing/jingling; to be rung/jingled” 

Geo. ežvan-i “to be rung/jingled” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) oržon-i//oržven-i, Sam. oržvend-i “small bell” 

In anluat  a Kartvelian e/o opposition supposes a Common Kartvelian a sounding. For 

Zan  *oržvon-i should be an initial form, in Samurzaqanian an auslaut d seems to be an 

adjunct developed due to the neighbor n – n → nd. Intermediate type for Megrelian 

should be considered oržon-i; cf. oržon-ia “small bell, horse/sheep bell” that confirms the 

secondary character of Georgian e-.  Georgian ž :  Zan   ž  points to the existence of Proto-

Kartvelian z v hushing-hissing archyphoneme, accordingly Pr.-Kart. *az vwan- “small bell” 

will be reconstructed. 

C.-Sind. *ažwa “voice” 

Ab. žwa, Apkh. ážwa “voice; word” 

Mészáros  supposed the unity of Kab. žə-a- “saying; conversation” verbal root with 

these roots [Mészáros 1934: 308] with  what, as Starostin-Nikolayev assume, Ub. č-a 

“oath/vow’ swearing/vowing” is linked [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 488]. I believe, we 

deal with other data. Sematically the correlation small bell ~ speech implies an etymonic 
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understanding of voice that is actually approved in Nakh isoglosses, cf. Chech.  āz, Ing. 

oaz “voice”,  C.-Nakh  *azw- “voice”.  

C.-Kartv. *ar- “is” 

Geo. ar-i-s “is” 

Zan or-e(n) “is” 

Sv. är-i/ar-i „is, is present” 

Comparing the Kartvelian roots an archaic ar- verb is easily detached  that gives the 

possibility to reconstruct C.-Kartv. *ar- “is” verb [Chikobava 1938 : 307].  

C.-Sind. *ar- “yes” 

Ad. ar-ə “yes” 

The word is attested only in Adyghean, but supposedly it should be of parent-language 

origin. Semantically is ~ yes reveals logical correlation. 

The issue arises  on possibility of comparing Geo. ar-a : Zan (Megr.) or-e “no” stems 

with Kartvelian ar- root [Machavariani 2015 : 138]. 

C.-Kartv. *-ar “suffix of plurality” 

Geo. -ar : gom-ar-et-i, bučk-n-ar-i “shraberry/bushes” 

Zan  (Laz) -er-e: ent-er-e “they” 

Sv. -är: qan-är  “oxen/bulls”, ḳoǯ-är-  “rocks” 

A type -ar seems to be initial for parent-language, a correspondence of which –or 

resulted -er in umlaut in Zan (Laz). Unity of Georgian-Svan affixes was well known 

[Fänrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 83]. 

C.-Sind. *-ar “suffix of plurality” 

Apkh. -ar : aʒ-ar-kwa „goat kids”, as-ar-kwa “lambs” 

In Apkhazian, some plural forms are considered to be double and -ar is considered to 

be an archaic suffix of plurality. Svan -är and Basque -ar are the suffixes of plurality, as 

well [Chirikba 1985 : 95]. 

This standpoint is acceptable morever when Daghestanian and Nakh data also 

demonstrate   ar/-or plural suffixes of common origin. 

C.-Kartv. *arg-an- “axe” 

Old Geo. argan-i “mace/scepter”, “a r g a n –  is a thick scepter” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) argun-i “ax, axe/hatchet”, Megr. argun-i “ax”  

In the Kartvelian languages a vowel correlation in anlaut Geo. a : Col. a reflects a 

secondary situation, i.e. in Zan  an archaic o transformed into a that is supported by many 

Megrelian-Laz samples: ogapa/agapa, olage/alage… {Chukhua 2000-2003 : 51}. Here 

*orgun-i → argun-i is assumed, as well.

C.-Sind. *-gwə “ax” 

Kab. -gwə “ax”,  in the word  ṭə-gwə “back of an ax” 
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Of the Sindy languages Kabardian is the only language that preserves the ancient root 

gwə “ax”  as one of the  components  of a compound word. Historically the simplification 

of anlaut in Kabardian is not excluded. 

Logical correspondences of archetypes C.-Kartv. *arg-an- “ax” : C.-Sind. *-gwə  “ax” are 

revealed in the Dido languages, as well: Bezh., Hunz. oŋg, Khvar., Hin., Inkh. og,  C.-Dido 

*ong “ax”.

C.-Kartv. *a-reḳ- “fable/parable; fairy-tale” 

Geo. araḳ-i “fable/parable; fairy-tale”, igav-araḳ-i “fable” 

Zan (Megr.) ariḳ-i “fairy-tale” 

Sv.  haräḳ, aräḳ (Lent.) “fabulous/extraordinary” 

Voicing of a in Megrelian is unclear, but I suppose that it is originated from historical o 

that is explained by the o→//a substitution in an anlaut of a word. 

In Kartvelology the opinion is accepted on Armenian origin of Georgian araḳ- stem 

about what Saba pointed out: araḳ in Armenian denotes f a b l e.  

C.-Sind. *lăḳw- “fairy-tale” 

Ab. (Ash.) laḳw-ǝ, Tap. laḳw//loḳ//loḳw, Apkh. a-láḳw//a-lḳw “fairy-tale” 

Phonetic substitution a ~ ǝ in Apkhazian indicates to short vowel of C.-Sind. ă. 

Common origin of Kartvelian-Apkhazian-Abaza roots and stems excludes the 

Armenian origin of Kartvelian allomorphs especially when kindred verbs denoting 

speaking are confirmed in the Dagestanian languages; cf.  Botl., God., hii, Bag. hei-la, 

Cham. hii-la “saying, speaking”; for semantics cf. Rus. сказать ~ сказка.  

C.- Kartv. *arsaw- “brass” 

Sv.  (Ushg.) woršaw “brass” 

The stem is attested only in Svan. I suppose  that it has Common Kartvelian etymology 

since it has noteworthy external language isoglosses. Speaking about the parent-language 

archetype  a → wa → wo characteristic process in a Svan word’s anlaut is of crucial 

importance; cf. Svan woal : Geo. aalo. 

C.-Sind. *arxjwə “brass; gold” 

Circ. {arxjwə} “brass” 

Ab. xja-apš, Apkh. a-xj “gold” 

Circassian correspondence is preserved in Ossetian borrowed word rxwǝ “brass” that 

implies an Adyghean source {Abaev 1958, I : 186}. In Ubykh, it was expected an 

allomorph {arxjǝ} that doesn’t occur in published materials. In the Apkhazian-Abaza 

languages an initial stem has undergone some phonetical, structural and semantical 

changes – brass → gold. 

 Of the Dagestanian languages Tsakh juxw:a and Tabas. (Kand.) jirf ← *jirxjw  “brass; 

copper” are noteworthy. 
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C.-Kartv.  *arčaw-  “Alpine chamois” 

Geo. arčv-i “Alpine chamois”, arč “four-legged” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) erckem-i→//erskem-i “Alpine chamois” 

Of course, the word is originated from Common Kartvelian parent-language but it isn’t 

attested in old Georgian texts. In Megrelian, an anlaut e reflects o correspondence of C.-

Kartv. *a, i.e. o → e in Zan via umlaut, as it was assumed by K. Shmidt [Shmidt 1962 : 48; 

Fänrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 85]. 

C.-Sind. *ačwa “deer gazelle” 

Ub. žwa “deer; gazelle; roe-deer” 

Apkh. a-ča “doe/hind” 

An initial a was lost in Ubykh and Apkhazian since it was identified with a prefix of 

generality a. A Nakh (j)-at: “cow”, is noteworthy in which although a č → t: process took 

place, but an anlaut a is preserved unchanged in non-nominative. 

C.-Kartv. *arʒ-an- “heavy snow; precipitation” 

Geo. (Kartl., Kiz., Mtiul., Psh.) arzan-i “bad weather, heavy rain with thunder”, “snow 

on a tree; precipitation; heavy snow” 

The form is attested only in the eastern dialects of Georgian in the spirantized form – 

arzan-i ← *arʒan-i. 

C.-Sind. *aʒ-ǝ  “snow; (hoar)frost/early morning frost” 

Ub. -aʒǝ “snow; (hoar) frost/early morning frost”, zw-aʒǝ (← *zwa-aʒǝ) “snow”, ʒǝ 

“snowing”  

Ab. aʒ “snow; (hoar) frost/early morning frost” 

In professional literature Apkhazian    word a-ʒaʒa “(hoar) frost/early morning frost”, 

Ad. wasa-ps “id” forms are added to these words  that should not be entirely appropriate 

[Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 675].  

Etymological link with a Dagestanian anzi/anži “snow” seems more reliable; cf. Ud. ž 

“snow”.   

C.-Kartv. *a-s “I pers. demonstr. pron.” 

Geo. as-re “thus/this way”, as-et-i “like this” 

Zan  aš-i/aš-o “like this” 

Sv.  e-š-i “in any case/as things are” 

In the given  languages s- certainly is a root but its correlation with I person it was 

expressed by a-s form, cf. Gur. ag-i (opposite of igi//egi). In Svan an expected *a-š-i is not 

attested that is a secondary occurrence [Fänrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 415]. 

C.-Sind. *sa- “I/me” 

Circ. sa “I/me” 

Ub. sǝ-γwa “I/me” 

Ab. sa-ra, Apkh. sa-ra “I/me” 
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Formally C.-Kartv. *a-s – C.-Nakh *as “I/me” follows an opposite order fixed in 

Ergative case (cf. Nakh so/sa “I/me” in non-ergative), that corresponds with Urartian ješǝ 

“I/me”.  Thus, C.-Sind. *sa- “I/me” : C.-Kartv. *a-s- is logical correspondence since in the 

roots of pers. pron. an order is not fixed even today; cf. Nakh languages -so “I/me”, as 

“erg.”.  

C.-Kartv. *a-s-e “like this” 

Geo. a-s-e “like this” 

Zan (Laz) a-š-o/ha-š-o, Megr. a-š-i “like this” 

Sv. a-š-i-a-š  “like this” 

Kartvelian languages demonstrate similar picture. Along with various affixes -s-/-š- is 

singled out about what was dicussed before [Chikobava 1938 : 226]. 

C.-Sind. *a-s-ă “like this” 

Apkh. a-s-ǝ “like this”, a-s  iacạ “Do/Make like this” 

A word is separated in Apkhazian but presumably, it is of parent-language origin. It is 

clearly shown by Kartvelian isoglosses.  

Presented Apkhazian-Kartvelian roots and stems have been compared with each other 

by P.Charaia [Charaia 1912 : 38]. 

C.-Kartv. *as-e “light” 

Sv. häš-i “light” 

Final -i suffix in Svan logically reflects C.-Kartv. -e affix which is very productive in 

adjectives; cf. Geo. brge : Svan  bəgi “hard/solid”… 

Corresponding roots are lost in Georgian-Colchian subdialects. 

C.-Sind. *as-ă “quick/fast”  

Ub. as- “quick/fast” 

Likely, noteworthy Dagestanian parallels of Svan-Ubykh isoglosses should be 

preserved in Avar rus:o “to be light” word in which it is clear that an initial r- is a 

grammatical class marker which merged with a stem.   

To bring Nakh mas:a//masa “quick/fast” in this case faces insurmountable resistance [cf. 

Abdokov 1983 : 150].  

C.-Kartv. *asw-el- “shirt/nightgown; underpants/breeches” 

Geo. asal-i  “overlaid on a horse’s back” 

Zan osare “shirt/nightgown” 

Sv.  aršwil  “underpants/breeches” 

It is easily to see a weak side of this opposition but at the same time it is difficult to 

discuss the given roots and stems in singular form. Further investigations will obviously 

specify the details.  

C.-Sind. *as ve “shirt/nightgown” 

Ad. saje  “shirt/nightgown” 
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Ub. aše  “shirt/nightgown” 

Ab. asə “shirt/nightgown” 

 Kindred character of Megrelian osare stem with Circassian roots was discussed by 

G.Rogava {Rogava 1956 : 90}, that is added to by an Abaza allomorph, as well. 

Material of Nakh languages is attributed to this group, as well; cf. Tsova as “leather 

long/thick strip/lace”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ast- “ten”  
Geo. at-i “ten”, at-ian-i “number ten”, at-eul-i “in tens/set of ten”  

Zan vit-i “ten”, vit-oš-i “thousand” 

Sv. ešd//ješd//ješṭ “ten” 

G. Klimov’s reconstruction is acceptable that adequately reflects the factology of the 

Kartvelian languages.  

Megrelian-Laz vit-i is originated from older ot-; for o→vi probability cf. Megr.-Laz 

xolar-i//xvilar-i “Lizard species”. 

Georgian ati is attested in ancient written sources [Fähnrich, Sarjveldze 2000 : 80-81]. 

C.-Sind. *ʒ vwa “ten” 

Ad.  ṗṣ vǝ, Kab. ṗṣ vǝ- “ten” 

Ub. žwǝ “ten” 

Apkh., Ab. žwa-ba “ten” 

At first glance, it might have been thought that ṗ in the Circassian  languages is a  

prefix, but such access would be unjustified. In this case ṗ is a peculiar (metathezised) 

remain of   historical labialization of a stem. The similar situation occurs in the Circassian 

roots denoting soul, while the sw-complex preserves the labialization in the stems 

denoting soul. In the Circassian languages only pse/psa is observed  as a result of the 

sw→ps  process; At the same time  C.-Kartv. st : C.-Sind. ʒ v is regularly correlation, cf. C.-

Nakh *t:, *it: “ten”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *as-ir “hundred” 

Geo. as-i “hundred”, as-eul-i “set of hundred” 

Zan oš-i “hundred”, vit-oš-i “thousand” 

Sv.  ašir/äšir “hundred” 

From structural standpoint, Svan depicts a parent-language picture better. An archaic -

ir suffix is preserved here but in other languages it is lost. 

Unity of the Kartvelian stems has been well known since G. Rosen’s period [Fänrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 87-88]. 

C.-Sind. *s vwa “hundred” 

Ad. s vwa, Kab. s vwa  “hundred” 

Ab. šw-ḳǝ, Apkh., Ab. šw-ḳǝ”hundred” 

Labialization of a root is of Sindy origin that disappeared in the Adyghean languages. 
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C.-Sind. *s vwa seems to be an archetype of inversive structure; cf. Rut. wäš Lez. wiš, Tsak. 

waš “hundred”, etc. Kinship of the Iberian-Caucasian roots has been known since the Iv. 

Javakhishvili’s period [Javakhishvili 1992 : 414-423]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *asḳil- “dog rose” 

Geo. asḳil-i “wild rose” (Saba) [Roza Canina] 

Zan Ošḳ-i (top.) 

Zan correspondence of Geo. asḳil- is assumed in toponym Ošḳ-, which is located in 

ancient settlement of Lazis. Giving the name of fitonym to populated places is characteristic 

in the area where Georgian and Zan languages and dialects are widely disseminated: cṇor-i, 

cacxv-i, bia, ʒegv-i… č̣on-i, bul-ep-i, anṭama, uškur-γal-i… Thus, the logical 

correspondence of asḳil-/ošḳil-i (or ošḳir-i) turned into ošḳ- in Laz over the times.  

C.-Sind. *svaḳjǝr “ramsons/wild garlic”  

Apkh. a-saḳjǝr, Bz. a-svḳjǝr  “ramsons/wild garlic” 

Unfortunately, Circassian correspondences aren’t revealed. Otherwise, Apkhazian-

Georgian isoglosses do not imply mutual borrowings since correspondences are observable 

in the east Caucasus, as well: cf. Tab. šḳi, Lez. žiḳi//šiḳi “dog rose”. Postulating the 

Georgian-Basque data I. Braun compared Geo. asḳil-i : Basq. aspil (← *askwil) “dog rose” 

[Braun 1998 : 34].  

Thus, C.-Kartv. *asḳil-  :  C.-Sind. *svaḳjǝr  is considered to be a logical  correspondence; 

cf.  Apkh. ahasḳjǝn “grass” (K. Lomtatidze).   

 

C.-Kartv. *apk- “sail” 

Old Geo. apk-io “boat sail” 

The word is isolated in the Kartvelian languages. It is only preserved in Old Georgian 

(Saba’s dictionary). Likely, it should be of parent-language origin since reliable external 

language parallels were revealed. 

C.-Sind. *pkjə “spear” 

Ad. (Chem.) pkjə “top of a spea, spear”   

As they indicate, a root pkjə- of Common Circassian origin is attested only in Chemgua 

dialect [Kvakhadze 2014 : 183]. I can add that if we consider  the etymologic unity  of  

analyzed roots and stems than one of the rarest sound correspondence is revealed  on the  

level harmonic-descending  complexes  of A type – pk : pkj, that is valuable to  investigate 

the genesis of the complexes of this type. 

 
C.-Kartv. *aγal- “mixed up/messed up/disorder” 

Geo. aγl-i, Mtiul. aγl-i-buγl-i “confused/in utter chaos” 

The word is attested only in Georgian but is has noteworthy parallels in kindred 

Iberian-Caucasian languages and thus aγl- root is considered to be of Common Kartvelian 

origin. 
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C.-Sind. *aγwa  “crooked/uneven/curved/bent” 

Ub. aγja “crooked/uneven/curved/bent” 

Palatalization of inlaut γj- in Ubykh indicates that this consonant was labialized in 

parent-language. Correspondence of reconstructed w- is observed in Georgian l, i.e. Svan-

like l → w functioned in Common Sindy parent language.  

Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *aγal- “mixed up/messed up/disorder” ~ C.-Sind. *aγwa 

“crooked/uneven/curved/bent” archetypes should be observed in Nakh languages; cf. 

Chech. γor, Ing. oaγor “crooked/uneven/curved/bent, diagonal/indirect”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *a-γwir- „“bridle/curb, bit” 

Geo. aγir-i/aγwir-i, New Geo. aγvir-i  “bridle/curb” 

Sv. hγwir/haγwir/aγwir “bridle/curb” 

There is a lack of Zan allomophs. The word is attested in Old Georgian written 

language: „cxensa a γ  i r n i aγusxnit damorčilebad čuenda”; „ara a γ  i r - asxnes enasa 

twissa”; „brӡana a γ  i r - sxmaj ṗirta mattaj”  [Abuladze 1973 : 22]. A prefix character of 

an initial a- isn’t excluded. An anlaut h in Svan demonstrate aspiration and seems to be of 

secondary nature.   

C.-Sind. *γwər-a “bridle/curb” 

Ab. γwra, Apkh. á-γwra “bridle/curb” 

Circassian data are not revealed. Though basing on Apkhazian-Abaza a Common 

Sindian archetype will be reconstructed too precisely. 

In the condition of semantic-phonetic identity a logical issue arises on functional and 

material unity of Kartvelian a- prefix and Apkhazian-Abaza -a suffix. 

Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *aγwir-i “bridle/curb” ~ C.-Sind. *γwər-a “bridle/curb” 

archetypes are  also attested in the Dagestanian languages; cf. Bezh. joho//roγo, Hunz. 

roγo “rein” (C.-Dag. *joγor- “rein”). 

       
C.-Kartv. *a-ču-  “hourse; spinning  to a horse” 

Geo. aču “spinning  to a horse” (Saba), aču-a, “horse in a child’s language”, Kiz. ču-a 

“horse” 

Zan (Megr.) ču “spinning to a horse”, aču “id” 

Sv.  aču “Gee-up/Gee-gee” 

P. Charaia analyzed corresponding roots in the Kartvelian languages and dialects 

[Charaia 1912 : 48-49]. 

It is a root with onomatopoetic content and due to it the sound correspondences are 

inadequate.  

C.-Sind. *ču “horse” 

Ad. (Shaps.) čə, Chemg., Bzhed. Kab. šə, Abdz. Basl. s və “horse” 

Ub. čjə “horse” 

Ab. čə, Apkh. a-č “horse” 
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It is one of the widespread roots in the Iberian-Caucasian languages though there is a 

deficiency of equivalent of the Nakh languages. 

C.-Kartv. *a-ču- : C.-Sind. *ču  seems to be logical  correspondence although of 

expressive character of the roots.  The standpoint on the fact that the Kartvelian roots and 

stems are borrowed from the North Caucasian languages is wrong [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 520-521].  

In addition, Lez. šiw, Arch. noš, Khin. pši roots with different etymology are confirmed 

which probably correspond with Georgian sinib-i “strong-legged and durable horse” (Saba) 

stem.  

    
C.-Kartv. *a-ʒman- “two years old sheep” 

Geo. azman-i  “two years old sheep” (Saba) 

The word occurs only in Old Georgian and likely, the ʒ→z spirantization process 

took place in the Georgian literary language of that period – aʒman-i → azman-i, cf: 

ʒroxa→ zroxa, ʒaxil-i → zaxil-i... 

C.-Sind. *ǯman- “goat” 

Ad. pčjan-ə, Shap. pčăn-ə, Chem. pčăn-ə, Abdz. pšăn-ə, Kab. bžan “goat” 

Ab. ǯjma, Apkh. á-ǯma “goat”  

Etymological unity of the Sindy languages’ material is determined and shared [Rogava 

1956 : 75; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 334].  In Circassian allomorphes of Common Sindy 

archetype ǯm→mǯ→bǯ metathesis seems to be taken place, which was based on 

phonetic restriction (consonant + sonor is prohibited). In Apkhazian-Abaza, on the 

contrary, a root n disappeared in an absolute end of a word.  

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *a-ʒman- : C.-Sind. *-ǯman- archetypes is 

preserved in Avar dialects  in the form of  č:amá (← *ǯamá) → Arch. čama “goat under 

two-three years old”  that supports the Paleo-Caucasian origin of the mentioned roots 

and stems. 

 

C.-Kartv. *axor- “lots/numerous,  many/much” 

Geo. (Mokh.) axor-i “lots/numerous, many/much”, axor-ad “in great numbers” 

A root axor- is attested only in Mokhevian dialect so far that has rich isoglosses in 

kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

Revealing of correspondences of Geo. axor- in other Kartvelian languages and dialects 

is a matter of future.  

C.-Sind. *aħa-ra “more” 

Ad. n-ah, Kab. n-ax “more” 

Ab. aħa//ajħa, Apkh. ajħa “more”, aħara “majority”  

In the Adyghean languages n is superfluous. Its similar affix is not attested either in 

Apkhazian-Abaza or other kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages; cf. Bezh. axo 

“sufficiently”… Tab. axu “great/big/large”… Khin. ixer “many/much” [Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 511-512]. 
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C.-Kartv. *aq- “hay stack” 

Sv. aq “hay stack”, li-aq-al-i “sheaving/heaping up”, lə-jq-e “sheaved/heaped up” 

A Common Kartvelian root is preserved only in Svan. Grounding on the Iberian-

Caucasian data it is possible to consider Laz word oxin-i “domestic” but an auslaut of the 

word excludes this assumption  if -in cannot be considered to be an ancient Genetive case 

form.  

C.-Sind.*aqj-a “booth” 

Ub. xja  “booth” 

In this case, only Ubykh data is at hand. Due to absence of Apkhazian-Abaza samples, 

the reconstruction process is complicated. One of the control tools can serve the 

Dagestanian material in which the correspondences of Ubykh xja- were disclosed: Cham. 

ex:ila, Tind. ex:al, Did. hiγu, Hin. heγu “hay-barn/hayloft” (Rus. сеновал) forms.  

Semantic opposition C.-Kartv. hay stack ~ C.-Sind.  booth seems logical.  

 

 

B 

 

C.-Kartv. *b- “tying up; hanging” 

Geo. b-, a-b-ia “is tied”, v-a-b-am “I tie up”, sa-b-el-i “leash/rope” 

Zan (Laz) b-, n-o-b-u “Sb tied up sb/sth, n-o-b-u-n “Sth is hung”, n-a-b-e-n “Sth is tied 

up”, Megr. gi-m-o-b-u-n- “Sth is hung on me”, b-um-ap-a “tying up” 

Sv. li-b-em “tying up”, xw-a-b-em “I’m tying up”, lə-b-e “tied up” 

A root b- is of Common Kartvelian origin, which is attested in Georgian written 

sources [Schmidt 1962 : 89]. 

C.-Sind. *ba- “sewing” 

Ub. dwa “needle” 

Apkh. a-ba “woven/knitted fabric” 

In other Sindy languages relevant roots are lost. In Ubykh a characteristic b → dw 

transformation took place that is of regular and systemic character:  b → dw, p → tw, ṗ → 

ṭw. Thus, a dw- root in Ubykh that denoting sewing reflects a Common Sindy b-. Likely, a 

nominal dwa “needle” has been developed on the ground of to be sewn. Dargwa material 

demonstrates the similar picture in which a verbal stem ib- “sewing” was a basis for a 

noun bureba “needle”; cf. Bats. ab- “sewing”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *b- “spilling of liquid; pouring” 

Zan (Megr.) o-b-u “spilled liquid”, o-b-un-s- “is spilling”, Laz ko-g-o-b-u- “spilled” 

Sv. b- “spilling, pouring”, m-a-b-a “Sth is spilled on me” 

A corresponding root is not attested in Georgian. Professional literature arises an issue 

on Svan bib-/bb- “pouring” verb. It is unknown to what extent it is linked with 

Kartvelian roots with a single morpheme [Klimov 1964 : 47].  
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C.-Sind. *b-ar “knocking down” 

Ub. bar- “knocking down” 

Presumably, this verb of Common-Sindy origin is preserved only in Ubykh. A 

semantic correlation spilling ~ knocking down is well corresponded by one Georgian verb 

-  kcev- root that  combines the semantics of  knocking down as well as of spilling; In this 

regard Svan bid-e “spills” is noteworthy. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bagw- “lip; forehead” 

Geo. bag-e, na-bag-ev-i “former manger/crèche” (Saba) 

Sv.  bgw-, ne-bgw-a “forehead” 

According to structure, there are many parallels in Svan when in somatic nouns ne-

/ni- prefix is marked out: ne-ḳṗ-a “chin”, ne-pxwn-a “nose”, ne-k-a “eyebrow”… 

C.-Sind. *bəkw- “lip” 

Ab. pəkw “lip” 

The word is separated in Abaza but presumably, just it reflects a parent-Sindy 

situation. Phonetic process of devoicing b→p in anlaut is of Abaza innovation that cannot 

be said faltly about a final guttural k since even in Nakh correspondences alternation of  

k/g  takes place; cf. Vainakh bagje : Tsov. bak- “mouth”.  In Addition, in Dagestanian just 

voiceless k guttural is attested; cf. God. bakja “bank/shore”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bad- “knitting”, *bad-e “net” 

Geo. bad-, bad-e “net; spider’s web/cobweb” 

Zan (Laz) bod-a “net for fruit picking”, o-bod-al-e “net-like sack”, Megr. bod- in the 

toponym No-bod-en-i (=Na-bad-ev-i) in the village Sajijao. 

Sv. bd, bad “net; spider’d web/cobweb” 

A Megrelian form that was revealed in micro-toponym, is also added to the Kartvelian 

material [Schmidt 1962 : 95; Klimov 1964 : 48].  

C.-Sind. *bdə- “sewing” 

Ad. bdə-n, Kab. də-n (←*bdə-n) “sewing” 

There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data though without it an Adyghean 

data gives almost exhaustive information to reconstruct parent-Sindy picture. 

C.-Kartv. *bad- “knitting; net” : C.-Sind. *bdə- “sewing” is considered to be a reliable 

structural-semantical correlation since knitting ~ sewing are semantically similar 

semantemes. 
 
C.-Kartv. *baw- “shade-giving shelter” 

Geo. bao “slight shade; shade” (Saba) 

Sv.  baw, la-bäw (UB.), la-bāw “sheltering place” 

A prefix la- in Svan corresponds with Georgian sa-. Thus, *la-baw etymologically 

means “shade-giving (shelter)”. As it is seen, a problem of auslaut of these Kartvelian roots 
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should be explained otherwise. I suppose  that in Vw positions an initial w sonant became 

fully voiced in Georgian and transformed into o.  This  should be confirmed  by  Svan  

čew →  Geo. čeo  correlation in which Svan čew word correspondence of Geo. kav-,  after 

borrowing became double-syllabic in Georgian  [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 63].  

C.-Sind. *baw- “cattle shed” 

Kab. bow “cattle shelder” 

Apkh. a-bow-ra “cow-shed/cattle stall” 

Sindy languages’ o is positive that is   resulted via assimilation baw → bow 

(labialization of a-). It is remarkable that e.g. Apkh. a-bow-ra and a-bora are of different 

origin, namely the first is of Common Sindy and the other can be considered to be zanism 

(i.e.  entered from Zan) since Megr. bora word seems to be a logical correspondence of 

Geo. bara “house & outbuildings/yard”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *baz- “mind; messenger; to inform” 

Geo. bz-n-a, bz-n-il-ob-a “tabu day (when e.g. washing, leave a yard, using axe… are 

forbidden)” 

Zan (Megr.) bž-ou “senseless, silly, witless” 

Sv. baž “mind; sense; wit(s)/cleverness”, bäž-in “messenger”, “to inform; information” 

Megrelian-Svan forms were compared with each other by H. Fänrich [Fähnrich 2007 : 

45]. Having assented to this comparison, I bring the derivatives of a Geo. bz- root for 

which meaning of inform  seems to be basic. 

C.-Sind. *bz va- “language (colloquial)” 

Ad. bza, Kab. bza “language (colloquial)” 

Ub. bz va “language” 

Ab. bzə “language”, Apkh. á-bz “language” 

Historically in Sindy languages, a tongue as a part of body and tongue/language (of 

speaking/thinking) should have been differentiated. Speech/moment of cognition seems 

basic for Georgian forms, as well.  On the other hand, a correspondence C.-Kartv. *baz- : 

C.-Sind. *bz va- demonstrates normal (logical) correlation on archetypes level.    
 
C.-Kartv. *baz- “maturity; coming of age; fertile/fruitful/productive” 

Geo. baz- i//baz-e “mature, come of age”, baz- “coming of age” 

Zan (Megr.) boz-ə “fertile/fruitful/productive”, boz-ə dixa “fruitful/productive soil” 

Svan correspondence has not been revealed. Geo. baz- : Zan boz- demonstrate logical 

structural and semantic correlation. A final -e in Georgian (baz-e) and -ə (← -u) in Zan 

are derivative affixes of different origin, which are phonetically differ. 

C.-Sind. *bz-a “alive; life” 

Ab. bza “alive”, bza-ra “life”, Apkh. a-bzá “alive”, a-bza-rá “life”, a-bza-ṭwrá/a-bza-xa-rá 

“coming/bringing to life” 

A Common Sindy root is bz-a that is attested only in Apkhazian-Abaza. A logical 

correspondence of C.-Sind. *bz-a “alive; life” : C.-Kartv. *baz- “maturity; coming of age; 
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fertile/fruitful/productive” archetypes can be seen in Basque bizi “life; alive” stem. 

Genetically common material has not been detected in other Iberian-Caucasian 

material so far.  

 

C.-Kartv. *baz- “glass-like vessel” 

Geo. (Tush.) baz-una “small glass-like vessel in which melted butter or card-cheese 

(from pressed, salted and sun-dried buttermilk) is put”, Kakh.-Kiz. baz-ala-j “small clay 

lamp” 

It is clear that -una is a diminutive affix, baz- - root.  Logical correspondences haven’t 

been attested in other Kartvelian subsystems. Likely the same baz- root contains Geo. 

baz-ma “oil-lamp” form.   

C.-Sind. *bz va “bowl, cup” 

Ad. -bz v, s vwn-bz v “wooden vessel (for milking, drinking), bowl” 

Kab. bz v “cup, bowl”, gw-bz v “wooden vessel (for milking, drinking)” 

The form gw-bz v that had been created in the Kabardian dialect of Circassian 

language became the source for Ossetian agw-bz//agw-vz “glass” word [Abaev I, 1958 : 

37]. 

 Likely, Ubykh correspondence is disclosed in compound composition bz-ʒan. 

Of Dagestanian Bagv. bas “bowl; cup”, Lak bes-a//bis-ä “oil-lamp”  allomorphs are 

noteworthy which are voiceless reflexes of C.-Dag. *baz- “bowl; cup” archetypes.   

About the supposed correlation between Geo. baz-ma and Lak bes-a//bis-ä is indicated 

in other case, as well [Abdulaev 2015 : 140-143].  

 
C.-Kartv. *bazo “elevated place” 

Geo. (Kartl.) bazo “elevated place between beds in kitchen garden; elevated 

shore/bank” (Razikashvili). 

A baz-o derivative of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Georgian. At the 

same time, it is rarely used but it contains the oldest corresponding material that is 

repeated in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.   

C.-Sind. *bz va “deep rocky ravine; sheer (rock/cliff), rock” 

Ad. bz va-pă “deep rocky ravine; sheer (rock/cliff), rock” 

A bza- form of parent-language origin is preserved in Kabardian. All attempts to link it 

with bz va “hill” and bz va “horn” stems contradicts to real situation that is indicated in the 

professional literature [Kvakhadze 2014 : 23]. In bza-p -p must denote nose/top/tip or it 

might be a derivative affix. The given words are characterized by limited distribution in 

both groups though Paleo Caucasian etymology is clearly obvious.   

In earlier period specialists linked the Circassian roots with Dagestanian material; cf. 

Lak bizanu “pasture filed in mountain”, Cham. mizw “big stone”, Darg. muza 

“mountain/hill” [Abdokov 1983 : 91]. 
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C.-Kartv. *bazal- “flint” 

Geo. {bazal-} “flint”, Bazal-et-i “flinty place” (top.), Psh. bazal-a “a kind of gun”, “one 

type of dagger”, Tush. bazal-a-i “a kind of gun” 

Certainly, the concept of gun and dagger is of later period. Its gained the concept of 

gun then when flit guns entered in use.  

C.-Sind. *məc ̣va “flint; flintlock gun” 

Ab. (Ashkh.) šja-mcạ, Apkh. šja-ncạ, Bz. šjá-nc ̣va “flint; flintlock gun” 

In the professional literature, this Apkhazian-Abaza composite is correctly segmented: 

šja- “sharpening” and mc ̣va → // nc̣a “flint; flintlock gun” are marked out as independent 

roots [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 818].  

In this list  of words  it should be involved C.-Nakh *mažar- (Chech. mžar, Ing. mžr 

“flint gun”) which has a Georgian-like meaning, i.e. the word denoting flint becomes a 

synonym of a flint gun and afterward of a gun type;  cf. also Avar mau “flint; flintlock 

gun” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 818]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *baḳ- “place for locked up cattle” 

Geo. baḳ-i “fenced place” (Saba), Old Geo. na-baḳ-ev-i “former cattle pen” 

Notwithstanding that a baḳ- root is richly illustrated in Old Georgian literary sources 

its correspondences aren’t attested in other Kartvelian languages: “aγašena b a ḳ i, raita 

šeḳribnes cxovarni tuisni” -”Sb built fenced place for sheep”; “ṗova n a b a ḳ e v i oqeri 

mravlit žamit... “ – “Sb found former ruined fenced place” [Abuladze 1973 : 28; 316].  

C.-Sind. *ba- “stall; winter sheep-cote/shed/fold” 

Kab. băq “stall; winter sheep-cote/shed/fold; cow-shed/cattle-stall” 

Ab. ba “stall; winter sheep-cote/shed/fold” 

If we consider a  → q deglottalization process in Adyghean an initial type should be 

*ba- with which C.-Kartv. *baḳ- archetype corresponds logically  [Kuiperse 1960 : 83]. 

An Armenian word baḳ “yard” is also rightly mentioned that is supposed  to be originated 

from Georgian when an Avar baḳ “place” corresponds with Georgian baḳ- [Acharyan 

1926-I : 907].  

 
C.-Kartv. *baḳan- “large wooden bowl/bucket; saucepan/metal pot; chair” 

Geo. baḳan-i “tortoise shell back; saucepan/metal pot”, Khevs.  wooden/metal large 

bowl” 

Zan (Megr.)  boḳon-i “chair for children”, “wooden vessel for milking” 

Sv. paḳān//paḳan (Lash.)//paḳn-i (LB) “bowl” 

Devoicing mechanism of b- in Svan is unclear though the process appeared elsewhere, 

too; cf. Geo. bav-i : Sv. pew/po “side; hip” [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 240-241]. 
C.-Sind. *ṗwa “nest, scabbard/sheath, bed/place” 
Ad. ṗa//ṗwa//ṗa (Hak.), Kab. ṗa ← *ṗa “place; bed” 
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Ub. ṗja “nest, scabbard/sheath, bed/place” 

 Breaking of a pharyngeal w via labialization  explaines  the occurrence of palatalized 
j in Ubykh.  

Semantic diversity in Sindy-Kartvelian is noteworthy: chair/place/bed/nest/scabbard/ 

bucket, which have correspondences in Dagestanian; cf.: Av. baḳu “place; chair; 

armchair”, Darg. pua “net”, Rut. mu “stan”, Arch. biw “place”. Phonetic substitution 

b/p, ḳ/ according to language groups and subgroups is clearly seen.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bal- “hammock-like bed; long log” 

Geo. (Mes.) bal-ul-a “hammock-like child’s bed”, Kiz. bal-al-a “bed” 

Zan (Laz) bol-ona “wooden long log” 

 I suppose  that bal-o-j “trap” that occurs in Tushian dialect of Georgian is connected 

with Meskhian-Kiziqian bal- root, and  Geo. bal- : Zan bol- are regular correspondences.  

C.-Sind. *bla- “couch ladder” 

Ad. -bLa, in the word  pxa-bLa, Kab. -bLa, in the word  pxa-bLa “mouringcouch ladder” 

Correlation between the Sindy-Kartvelian roots is logical from form and semantic 

standpoints. Meaning of archetypes are more supported by Nakh-Dagestanian data; cf.: 

Chech. bar-am “coach ladder”, Lak bur-na “building column, pole” (cf. Laz bol-ona 

“wooden long log”). 

 

C.-Kartv. *bal- “hair; single hair” 

Geo. bal-an-i  “(animal, human body) hair, hair” 

Zan {bul-} 

Sv. bal-e  “single hair” 

Corresponding stem hasn’t been revealed in Colchian dialects. I put an issue on Zan 

origin of Geo. bul-ul-i “hay-cock/unsheaved hay on hay-cock/pitchfork’s load of hay”; cf. 

sound correspondence Geo. a : Zan u (at labial) [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 57-58]. 

C.-Sind. *br-a „mane; long thick animal, human body hair” 

Kab. bra-c, Ad. pra-c „shaggy, with long, thick/ hairy” 

Ab. qa-bra “hair”, Apkh. bra “mane” 

There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence. I suppose that -c in Adyghean is derivative 

suffix and in Abaza  qa- [qa-bra]  is independent word.  

Many diverse  correspondences of C.-Kartv. bal- “hair; single hair” ~ C.-Sind. *br-a 

„mane; long thick animal, human body hair” archetypes are attested  in kindred Nakh-

Dagestanian languges; cf. Chech. b-l-a „hairy”;  Lak p:al, Darg. bal-a „wool”... Of Avar-

Andian languages a Bagw. polon “single hair” is noteworthy which likely preserves Andi 

bol-on since C.-And. a often  sources Zan-like labialized o correspondence. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bal-e “leaf; branch” 
Sv. bale//bäle (Lakh., Lent.) “leaf” 
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Likely, bol-i “branch, shoot/sprout” in Gurian and Imeretian dialects of Georgian 

preserves a Colchic correspondence of Svan bale//bäle word.  
C.-Sind.*baL- “bush/shrub” 
Kab. baL  “bush/shrub” 

The word is separated in Kabardian, though despite this, its parent-language origin is 

not excluded. 

C.-Kartv. *bal-e “leaf; branch” ~ C.-Sind. *baL- “bush” are regular structural, semantic 

and phonetic correspondence. Isoglosses from Nakh and Dagestanian languages have not 

been yet revealed.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ban- “saying; oath/vow” 

Geo. ban-, u-bn-ob-s “saus/tells”, e-u-bn-eb-a “Sb says/tells sth to sb” 

Sv. ban-, na-bän-, na-ban “oath/vow”, i-m-ban-l, i-m-ban-äl (LB) “swearing/vowing”  

There is a lack of Zan correspondence. In Svan na- is “superfluous”, it also occurs as a 

prefix in other case; cf.: na-bur “nightfalling”, nä-boz “evening”, cf li-bz-e “getting 

evening”. As for  saying ~ oath is considered to be a  logical  semantic correlation.  

C.-Sind. *ba- “tale-telling, saying bad things” 

Ad. (Chem.) wə-b-n “tale-telling, saying bad things” 

In Chemgua wə- is singles out as a prefix {Kvakhadze 2014 : 281}; cf. Geo. u-bn-. 

Likely, a Svan na- is a functional correspondence of Circassian wə- and Georgian u- 

morphemes. A final n- that is preserved in Kartvelian unchangeably seems to be lost in 

Sindy in parent-language unity period.   

 
C.-Kartv. *bang- “hair’s breadth, long thick (animal, human body) hair” 

Geo. (Ing.) bang-l- “long thick (animal, human body) hair, think hair’s breadth”, bang-

ura “shaggy/hairy” 

In other Kartvelian languages and dialects, the correspondence roots and stems are not 

observed. Thus, the reconstruction of archetype of *bang- type is of conditional character.    

C.-Sind. *bag-ə “spider” 

Ad. bəǯ, Kab. bəǯ “spider” 

Ub. bagə-xa “spider” 

Besides the Circassian languages a similar stem is also attested in Abaza bagj form. I 

refrain from qualification its Abaza origin since I considered it an Circassian borrowing of 

earlier period.  

C.-Sind. *bag-ə “spider” : C.-Kartv. *bang- “hair’s breadth, long thick (animal, human 

body) hair” is considered normal structural correspondence.  

Nakh-Dagestanian isoglosses aren’t observed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *banʒw- “long thick (animal, human body) hair” 

Geo. banʒwera-j 
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Zan. (Megr.) bonʒor-a “shaggy/hairy” 

Sv.  banʒ-äj “shaggy/hairy” 

Result of contamination of these given forms is observable in Gurian dialect 

monʒwera-j  with the same meaning. 

C.-Sind. *bəʒ-a “hair” 

Ad. -pcă, in the word  na-pcă “eyebrow”, Kab. -bʒă,  in the word  na-bʒă “eyebrow” 

In the Circassian languages the concept eyebrow has been created descriptively on the 

comparing ground of semantemas na “eye” + bʒă “hair” : an Ubykh  bLa-msa word is of 

similar structure but its -msa segment is considered to be of other origin; cf. Geo. bus-us-i, 

še-bus-v-a. Clearly, there is a link between Apkhazian-Abaza composits with Ubykh, cf. 

Apkh. á-ǯə-mš, Ab. ǯə-msa “eyebrow”, though ǯə- should be explained; cf. Also Apkh. 

aka-msə “eyebrow”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bar- “spade; digging (with spade)” 

Geo. bar-i “spade”, bar-v-a “digging with spade” 

In the professional literature, a noteworthy standpoint on the origin of Georgian bar- 

“spade” is expressed. It is considered to be a Zan  form and the oldest form is preserved in 

the Persian word bēl “spade” as expected  Georgian  borrowing form {bel-}.  A Georgian 

source is supposed for Av.-And. bel- “spade”, Chech. bjl, Ing. bjel “iron spade” forms 

[Gigineishvili 2016 : 42]. I believe that the issue is noteworthy and needs further 

investigation. 

Pr.-Sind. *mar- “digging (with spade)” 

Hatt. mar- “digging (with spade), cutting” 

In Apkhazian-Adyghean languages, dialects and subdialects corresponding 

allomorphes are likely lost. Possibly, they disappeared in Common Sindy language unity 

period. On the other hand the word of Pre-Sindy origin is preserved in Hattic. A Hatt. m : 

Geo. b sound-correspondence attracts my  attention when the firstity is supported by 

Dagestanian  data; cf. Bud. bar, Lez. per, Khin. ber “spade”.  

Basque para “spade” word should be also brought.  

   
C.-Kartv. *bar- “lung: stomach” 

Geo. (Ing.) bar- “piece of lung” 

Sv. bal-e, bäl-e (Lent.) “Dried stomach for preparing rennet” 

A final -e in Svan seems to be a function-lost Nominative case formant that merged 

with a stem and is repeated elsewhere, as well; cf. mār-e “man”, qanär-e-š “of oxen”… As 

for r→l lateralization process its mechanism is explained: it is the influence of labial (b) 

consonants [Machavariani 1965 : 14]. 

C.-Sind. bL- “lung” 

Ad. bəL-//bə-, Chem. tħă-m-bL,  Abdz. tħ-m-bəL, Shap. tħ-bə//tə-bə, Kab. tħ-m-

bəL “lung”  
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Circassian word seems to be of compound structure. Singled out tħ- verbal root is 

linked with breathing, m- - an ergative marker but in this case with the function of 

Genetive case [Kvakhadze 2014 : 124].   

Sound-correspondence C.-Kartv. r : Circ. L is noteworthy. It is repeated elsewhere, too; 

cf. Geo. er-i “army”; people” : Ub.  La  “army”; Geo. burv-aḳ-i  : Ub. bLə “female pig”…  

Avar baƛ:̣ “intestine” and its Dagestanian correspondences correspond with C.-Kartv. 

*bar- : C.-Sind. *bL-  archetypes. 

       

C.-Kartv. *bar-a “house & yard/outbuildings” 

Geo. (Gur.) bara “locality/surrounding; housing place” 

The word is attested only in Georgian but likely it is of parent-language origin. It is 

supported by genetically common data of Sindy languages.  It could be assumed that Zan  

correspondence is preserved in Rachian dialect in which boro denotes “big mountain”. 

C.-Sind. *bL-ən “wall; corner” 

Ad.. bLən-ə, Kab. bLən “wall” 

Ub. bLən “wall” 

Phonetically as well as contextually, Georgian-Circassian opposition does not seem 

troubelsome. It is confirmed by regular r : L sound-correspondence however ən- 

segmantive function isn’t outlined – this latter isn’t repeated in Dagestanian  and, likely, 

it is of  Circassian proper  data; cf.: Cham., Tind  bela, Bezh. buƛ,̣  Akhv. baƛ:̣a “tip, point, 

edge”. 

As it is seen, Akhvakh meanings tip, point, edge make us to analyze Rach. (← Colchic) 

(?)) boro “big mountain” word. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bard- “knitted, fabric” 

Geo. bad-en-i “clothing/attire/garment” 

Zan (Megr.) bed-an-i “part of Caucasian coat chokha” 

Sv. bard-an “textiles” 

G.Klimov compared each other all Kartvelian data (Klimov 1964 : 48}, but the author 

considered bad- “net” root to be initial. I suppose that Geo. bad-en-i, Megr. bed-an-i and 

Svan bard-an are other  allomorphs  of common origin and consequently *bard- “knitted; 

fabric” is reconstructed.  

C.-Sind. *pad- “ock/stocking” 

Ad. -pad-, in the word λa-pad, Kab. -pad-, in the word  λa-pad “sock” 

Ub. -pád- in the word λa-pád “woolen sock” 

Apkhazian a-kla-pad is rightly considered to be Circassian borrowing [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 601]. In this case reflexation of unvoiced lateral spirant is noteworthy - 

λ → kl. 

Comparative studying of C.-Kartv. *bard- : C.-Sind. *pad-  archetypes confirms the 

secondary character of Sindy  anlaut  – b → p.  Such a conclusion is reinforced by 
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Dagestanian data; cf. Rut. bad-u, Tsakh bad-a “trousers”. The similar picture occurs in 

Nakh data; cf. Chech. bedar, Cheb. badir, Ing. bedr “clothing; attire”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *barḳ- “tieing, obstacle” 

Old Geo. brḳ-oma “shackling/fastening”, brḳ-ola “shackling”, brḳ-u “stammering/ 

suttering, speech defect” 

Zan (Megr.) borḳ-u-a “tieing up; shackling/fettering/hobbing”, borḳ-il-i “bound/ 

shackled/fettered”, Laz o-borḳ-u//o-broḳ-u “swiping/grabing (with paw); kicking (sb) 

/belittling/bullying”. 

The standpoint on Old Georgian borḳil-i is of Zan origin is right {Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2002 : 97} though it is unacceptable to enroll  in this list Georgian barḳ-al-//Zan borḳ-// 

Svan  barḳ- “crooked/uneven legged”. 

C.-Sind. *baḳ- “catching”  

Ub. baḳj- “catching”  

There is different standpoint on the origin of an Ubykh verb. Namely, they considered  

baḳw- labialized form to be its proto form {Kvakhadze 2014 : 247} that isn’t excluded. But 

I do not consider it necessary to assume the palatalization in Ubykh to be a result of 

dissolution of labialization.  

Opposition C.-Kartv. *barḳ- : C.-Sind. *baḳ- demonstrates regular structural and semantic 

unity. Correspondences from Nakh-Dagestanian languages haven’t been revealed.  

 
C.-Kartv. *barw-en-  “sour plum/myrobalian, plum” 

Geo. beren-a “wild pear” 

Sv. barwen-d//brwen//barwen (Lash.)  “sour plum/myrobalian”, “wild plum” 

In the Zan dialects there are lack of correspondences. Disappearing of sonant w /v  in 

Georgian seems likely  - berwen-a → beren-a {Klimov 1964 : 54}. 

C.-Sind. *bqw-a “wild plum; fruit” 

Ad. (Shap.) pxw-, in the word  pxw-svwta “plum”, pxw-ca “peach”, Kab. pxa-gwλ “wild 

plum” 

Ub. pq “big plum species; fruit” 

Apkh. a-bħwá//a-pħwá “plum” 

Common origin of Sindy-Georgian roots is beyond doubt. Corresponding of labialized 

complexes C.-Kartv. w  : C.-Sind. qw is noteworthy and logical.  Chech. γam-maγa 

“peach”, Ing.  γa-maγa “large apricot” are of similar type. They are originated from 

composit *γam-baγa archetype (cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 873}. 

The issue of Geo. xiba-xuba (Saba) compound stem needs to be investigated. 

 

C.-Kartv. *barʒ- “star; late time” 

Geo. -barʒ- in the word  age-barʒ-i = age “tail” (Arm.) + barʒ-i “star” [Machavariani 

2007, IV : 427-430]. 
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Zan (Megr.) borǯ-i “time”, borǯ-al-i “appointed time”  

Likely, an independent form Geo. -barʒ- is logically linked with Megrelian borǯ-i (→ 

Gur. borǯ-i “id”) word. Correlation star ~ time should indicate the sidereal (its 

appearancing) time.   

C.-Sind. *bǯ- “evening, twilight/dusk”  

Ad. pčj-ħa “evening” 

An initial picture is preserved in Adyghean. It is a rare case when in Adyghean the 

divoicing tendency of voiced stop-plosives and affricates is observed.  Kabardian ps v-ħa = 

sħa “evening” with the same meaning can show nothing new since it contains other root 

(see C.-Kartv. *pors-). 

 

C.-Kartv. *barcx-/*parcx- “rake” 

Geo. porcx-i//pocx-i “rake” 

Zan (Megr.) bucx-i “rake”, bucx-an-s “rakes”, do-bucx-es “They raked”, Laz bucx-a 

“rake”, bucx-up-s “rakes”, o-pucx-u “harrowing (seed into soil)”. 

It is too difficult to explain p/b substitution mechanism since voiceless allomorphs with 

p- occur in Georgian as well as in Laz. The existence of the root parcx- in Georgian-Svan  

complicates the situation [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 233].    

C.-Sind. *bʒ v-a/*pʒ v-a “ploughshare” 

Ad. cwa-bz, Kab. va-bʒ “ploughshare” 

Ab. pza, Apkh. a-pza “ploughshare” 

Like in Kartvelian, in the Sindy languages b/p substitution is observed that gives 

possibility to reconstruct double forms. 

The correspondence C.-Kartv. cx : C.-Sind. *ʒ v is noteworthy that is considered to be 

the reflexation of Paleo-Caucasian  intensive consonant c: ; cf. Av. puruc:-, Bag.  perc:, 
Tin. bec:i “metal hook; ploughshare”…   

  

C.-Kartv. *barǯ- “prop (for fruit tree); iron hooked stick” 

Old Geo. barǯ -i “crook stick: iron fishing spear” 

Zan (Laz) boǯg-i “bravched tree”, Megr. borǯg-i//boǯg-i “prop (for fruit tree); iron 

hooked stick” 

Sv. bǯg//beǯg “wooden supporter; sharpened stake (to support thorn fence); pole” 

In the professional literature a verbal stem li-bǯg-e “leaning on smth” is given as a 

Svan correspondence that is wrong. Svan bǯg- is a correspondence of Geo. bǯ-en-//bǯ-in-  

verb {cf. Klimov 1998 : 9; Fänrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 98}.  

C.-Sind. *bǯ- “pole, sharpened stake; spear”  

Ad. pč, Kab. bǯ//bž “spear”, cf. pč-γw, bž-γw “pole; sharpened stake” 

The viewpoint expressed in Circassian Studies on segmentation of γw reflects the real 

picture {Bagov 1968 : 57; Shagirov 1977, I : 85}.   
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C.-Sind. *bǯ - : C.-Kartv. *barǯ- archetypes are logical correspondences that is 

supported by word context as well as structure. 

 

C.-Kartv. *basr- “coloring, dying” 

Geo. (Psh.) basr-, ga-basr-av-s “will color, dye” 

The stem is separated in Georgian but, likely, it is of parent-language origin. This is 

supported by external-language data (isoglosses). Supposedly, Ajarian verb ga-basr-v-a 

“dirtying/soiling” contains the same root, as well. 

C.-Sind. *bs vwa- “color” 

Apkh. a-pšw- “color”, cf. a-pšṭw 

If we ascertain the origin of segmentation of labial w of Sindy languages it is essential 

to compare with Georgian r the correspondence of which a Sindy w is considered. It is 

difficult to explain labialization of the root otherwise. It is not attested in the Dagestanian 

and Nakh equivalents; cf. And. boso “color”, Ts.-Tush bos “color”…  

 
C.-Kartv. *basr- “steel” 

Geo. basr-i “steel, iron” (Saba) 

The stem is well known from Old Georgian literal sources: “Amirandarejaniani”: 

“qmalni b a s r i s a mḳvetelni”  - “The  swords that cut  steel” [“Amirandarejaniani” : 

475/8]. It is also attested in Sulkhan-Saba’s dictionary in which a given explanation of 

iron is of later period. Understanding of steel  should be characteristic of parent-language.  

My comparison excludes any kind of link of Georgian basr- with Arabian Basra (name 

of town).  

C.-Sind. *wsw- “copper” 

Ub. wsw-  “copper” 

I don’t consider to segment the word, moreover, to separate the sw  “light” form {cf. 

Mesarosh 1934 : 204}. An Ubykh form is unified and via a certain phonetical 

transformation it reflects a parent-language reflexation wsw- → wsw-  is a sample of 

regressive assimilation.  

C.-Kartv. b : C.-Sind. w bilabial correspondence in the anlaut is regular and logical.   

Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences haven’t been attested yet. 

 
C.-Kartv. *baṭḳ- “offspring of domestic live-stock” 

Geo. baṭḳ-i “baby lamb” (Saba), Gur. baṭḳ-i “domestic cattle  born in autumn; 

calf/lamb” 

Sv. bṭḳ/baṭḳ (Lash.) “round-roasted goat, sheep, bull, bullock”. 

Megr. baṭḳ-i “lamb” is likely borrowed since *boṭḳ-i or * buṭḳ-i is expected in Zan. 

C.-Sind. *baṭ - “young buffalo” 

Ub. baṭ “young buffalo” 

Apkh. a-baṭ “young buffalo”, ažw-baṭ “female buffalo” 
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Sindy samples are considered to be entered from Megrelian {Lomtatidze 1974 : 98; 

Bukia 2016 : 32}. If speaking about borrowing Megr. baṭ-i//baṭ-ia “young buffalo” seems 

to be borrowed from Apkhazian-Adyghean since it has no correspondences in kindred 

Kartvelian languages. Due to it I consider that C.-Kartv. *baṭḳ- : C.-Sind. *baṭ- 

demonstrates genetically common material and Megr. baṭ- is borrowed.  

 

C.-Kartv. *baγ- “shaving; clawing”  

Geo. baγ-v-a “face clawing” (Saba), na-baγ-v-i “piece/fragmen of sth” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) bγ-, o-bγ-u “shaving”, b-i-bγ-i “I shaved”, bγ-er-i “shaved”, u-bγ-u 

“unshaved” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Historically, reduction took place in Laz since 

at the next stage of syncope a harmonious-descending complex of bγ B type was formed. 

Semantically clawing ~ shaving is easily explained; cf. Geo. xoḳ- “clawing” ~ Megr. xoḳ- 

“shaving”. Hence, shifting of meaning in Laz is not entirely exact [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2002 : 99].  

C.-Sind. *bγ- “scratching; clawing”  

Ab. bγ-ra, bγ-ra, Apkh. a-bγ-ra “scratching; clawing; itching” 

In the Circassian languages and dialects the corresponding verbs seem to be lost 

though Apkhazian-Abaza gives possibility to reconstruct C.-Sind. archetype exactly.  

C.-Kartv. *baγ - “shaving; clawing” ~ C.-Sind. *bγ - “scratching; clawing” 

demonstrates regular and logical structural, semantic and phonetic correspondences.  

Dagestanian parallels can be observed in Hin. bγ-a, Khvarsh beγw-a “skinning” forms. 

 

C.-Kartv. *baγ- “coursing, anathematizing” 

Geo.  baγ-, baγ-v-a  “coursing, anathematizing” (Chubinashvili) 

The word is attested only in the Georgian language, but apparently it is of parent-

language origin. Perhaps, Megr. burγ-in-i//buγ-in-i “boasting, groundless talking”  forms  

would be the correspondences of Geo. baγ- verb.    

C.-Sind. *bγa- “coursing, anathematizing” 

Kab. bγ-n “coursing, anathematizing”, bγă-bz “coursing” 

Apkh. a-bγa-ra “coursing, anathematizing” 

The standpoint expressed in the professional literature on common origin of Georgian-

Sindy verbs should be shared {Shagirov 1977, I : 77-78}. 

C.-Kartv. *baγ- : C.-Sind. *bγa-  demonstrate logical structural and phonetic relation 

that is supported by semantic identity, as well.   

 

C.-Kartv. *baγal- “huge, giant; lanky” 

Geo. beγel-a “(demon’s, man’s) name”, dev-beγel-a “huge/great man” 

Zan {buγur-} “terrible/gruesome; ugly” 

Sv. (Lakh.) beγel “lanky, immense”  
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Zan (resp. Megr.) correspondence is likely preserved in Svan as a loan word; cf. Svan 

buγur “terrible/gruesome; ugly”. Kartvelian allomorphs should be distinguished (in 

Georgian) from omonymic words beγel-i and kor-beγel-a. 

C.-Sind. *baγa “strong” 

Ub. γab “strong, solid” 

Ab. baγja, Apkh. a-baγja  “strong, powerful”  

Kartvelian-Abaza roots are opposaite of Ubykh. This fact indicates that common 

metathesis took place in Ubykh - γab ← *baγ. Disappearing of final l- (without a trace) 

took place in parent-Sindy.  

Semantic correlation giant ~ strong  is  logical.  Avar boωolo  “terrible, horrible” 

lexeme is attributed to this group of words. Ossetian boγol “bogeyman” preserves a 

Vainakh correspondence.  

 

C.-Kartv. *baγar- “small forest” 

Geo. baγar-a “small forest” (Kirioni) 

The word is separated in Georgian though, likely it has a Common Kartvelian 

etymology. It is confirmed by a Sindy (and not only) correspondence of the stem baγar-.  

C.-Sind. *bγa- “mountain” 

Ad. bγ “hillock”, Kab. bγ “mountain” 

Apkh. {bγa} (in compound word) “mountain”, in the words: a-bγá-b “mountain billy-

goat”, a-bγá- ǯjma  “mountain goat”. 

It is difficult to say if the Sindy languages historically had a stem with r. The present 

material cannot allow to reconstruct it but the same r occurs in the Kartvelian languages 

and Nakh material, as well; cf. Ts.-Tush borλ “gorge” {for Nakh and Sindy see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 291}. Here a noteworthy semantic correspondence is noticeable – C.-

Kartv. forest ~ C.-Sind. mountain that is logical and can occur within one word, cf. Laz 

(← Turk.) daγ-i  “mountain, forest”  in other case. 

A Lak word murlu “rock” is considered to be a Dagestanian correspondence of the 

Sindy stems [Starostin, Nikolayev 1997 : 291]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *baγw- “child” 

Geo. (Ajar.) baγv-i “child”, Rach. baγv-in-a “child” 

Sv.  baγw “child” 

In the Zan dialects the word of buγ- type is not yet visible. A Gurian bav-i  “child” 

can be the same but Kartvelian baγana, balγ-i has different etymology.  
C.-Sind. *bγw- “calf” 

Ad. bγw “calf” 
In the professional literature an Adyghean bγw “bull” originated from Turkish buğa 

“bull” and prop. Ad. bγw “calf” is rightly demarcated. Here it is homonimia {Kvakhadze 

2014 : 78}.  
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The word moγver-a “bullock; 7-8-years old boy” that is attested in the Tushian dialect 

of Georgian semantically correspondences with Sindy-Kartvelian child ~ calf semantic 

correlation but it seems of different origin. Perhaps, in the Kartvelian mozver- → 

moγver- (z → γ (?)) can be supposed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *baw- “thigh; inner side of thigh” 

Geo. bav-i “thigh”, Khevs. “where thigh joins to belly”, ba “upper abdomen” (Saba), 

mo-bau-a “ (Saba)  

Sv. pew “side; rump/croup” 

It is essential to distinguish Svan stems po and pew since they have different 

correspondences in Georgian [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 240-241]. 

C.-Sind. *baw- “bone; skeleton” 

Ad. p:q:, Kab. p:q: “skeleton” 

Ub. ṗ (á-ṗ) “skeleton” 

Ab. bωw, Apkh. a-baωw “bone” 

In Abaza ṗ is also attested, which should have been borrowed from the Circassian 

languages. 

From structural and semantic standpoint this correlation has no problem. Moreover, 

Georgian-Sindy archetypes have noteworthy isoglosses in the Nakh and Dagestanian 

languages; for illustration cf. Tsakh barw/barḳw “bone”, etc. 

 

C.-Kartv. *baw-e “duck species” 

Geo. (Tush.) bav-i “a kind of bird”   

Zan (Megr.) bav-a/bav-a “wild duck species”  

A final a in Zan indicates that in Georgian correspondence -e affix is lost; cf. sound-

correspondence Geo. e : Zan a (C.-Kartv. *e).  

C.-Sind. *na-bγwa “quail” 

Ad. nbγw, Kab. nbγwa “quail” 

Ub. nabγja “quail” 

In the Sindy languages a prefix na-/n- is separated which is observable in comparing 

Adyg.  n-bǯ : Apkh.  a-aṗ-an  “navel”. There is an attempt to link the Sindy roots with 

Tabas. amar  “quail” word {Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 841} that is supported by C.-

Kartv. archetype *baw-e “duck species” ; cf. Av. mo:ó: “partridge”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *bal- “purulent tumor” 

Geo. bal-i “filth; pus” 

Sv.  puw (US.) “festering tumor; furuncle” 

Basing on the sound correspondence Geo. l : Svan w (ʒaγl- : žeγw...) it should have 

resulted  baw  in Svan. The latter resulted puw via labialization of a and umlaut 
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devoicing process of b → p characteristic of the language spontaneously in this position 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 243].  

C.-Sind.*bωa- “rotten” 

Ab. bωa “rotten”, bωa-ra “rottening”, Apkh. a-b ← a-bωa “rotten”, a-b-ra 

“rottening” 

In the Circassian languages the corresponding root seems to be lost. Despite this the 

word can be reconstructed on Common Sindy language level that is supported by 

Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian materials; cf. And. biγwa-n-eb, Akhv. biγwa-d-e, Kar. 

biγwa-m-kwa, Botl. biγwa-b, God. biγwa-n “pus; pimple”. 

There is groundless assumption that Apkhazian-Abaza bωa is linked with Adyghean 

na-bγa “bad (eye)sight” word that is not right [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 871]. It 

should be noted that Circassian na-bγa corresponds with other Kartvelian root; cf. brvil-

i “blind”. The given allomorphs have parallels in the Dagestanian languages, as well and 

form a separate group of words; cf.  *bal-/*bωa- : Lak puru, Tabas. bar, Ag. ṗar ← bwar 

“eye secretion, infected discharge from eye/rheum”.    

 

C.-Kartv.*bač-a “millet; broad bean” 

Geo. maša “broad bean” 

Zan  {pačka} “millet” 

Svan correspondence seems to be lost. Even a Zan equivalent was preserved only in 

Saba’s dictionary. Opposition maša/pačka speaks in favor of historical bočka type but in 

Zan due to the influence of following a resulted firstly bvačka and then simplified 

bačka/pačka.   

Correlation m/b (→ p) needs to be explained cf. Geo. marg- : Zan berg-/barg- “hoe; 

hoeing”. 
C.-Sind. *mačj- “millet; bread” 

Ad. mšj, Abdz. mš, Kab. mš “millet” 

Ab. čja-ra “feasting; eating”,  Apkh. a-čá “bread”, a-ča-rá “feasting; eating” cf. a-čá-ra-ʒ 

//a-ča-r-ʒ “wheat”  

For Adyghean languages and subdialects G. Rogava distinguishes mč//mčj archaic 

types which don’t occur in the present speech {Rogava 1956 : 34}. 

Structural root expected in Apkhazian-Abaza mčja- seems to be simplified on the 

phonetic ground - mčj → čja-.  

Common roots are attested in the kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages; cf. Nakh 

borc//borc “millet”, Av. muč, Tind. boča, Botl. buča, Akhv. miča “millet” {for more Dag. 

see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 309}. Considered substitution m/b will appear in the 

Dagestanian material, as well.  
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C.-Kartv. *bac- “patron deity of cattle” 

Geo. (Tush.) bac-, bac-uḳa “figured ritual cake” 

Zan (Megr.) [boč- i] “patron deity of cattle” 

 baciḳ-i//baciḳuḳu  attested in  Svan {Antelava 2017 : 141}  indicates to the fact that 

bac- covered  larger areal  of  dissemination in the previous period of Christianity. At the 

same time Old Georgian boč-i preserves a Zan correspondence of C.-Kartv. *bac- 

archetype and is a separate, different root from vac- that likely is an archaic form of bull.   

C.-Sind. *cvw “bull/ox” 

Ad. cw, Kab. v ← *cw “bull/ox” 

Ub. cw/a-cw “bull/ox” 

Ab. čw, Apkh. a-cvw “bull/ox” 

In the Sindy languages there are inversive roots – C.-Sind. *cvw, cf. Dag.: Av. oc, Darg. 

unc, “bull/ox”; C.-Nakh *pstu “bull/ox”, Lak bärč,  Ag. bec “bull/ox”.  Contrary, it is of 

Kartvelian *bac- structure, that is followed by Nakh-Agul-Lak types.  

 

C.-Kartv. *baʒ- “cleverness/ intelligence, mind; wisdom” 

Old Geo. brʒ-en-i “clever, intelligent, wise man/having knowledge”, brʒ-n-ob-a 

“reasonable saying”, brʒ-e-ul-eb-a-j “learning/study, philosophize “ 

Sv. baž “cleverness/ intelligence, mind”, baž-ur  “stupid, brainless” 

Suffixal function of segments -en-/-n- in Georgian is clearly visible against the 

background of Svan; -en → -n seems to be an adjectivizing affix a Svan -in 

correspondence of which is still preserved as a marker; cf. Sv. nec-in “narrow”, bž-in 

“herald/messenger” / baž “message/information”. 

C.-Sind. *baǯ- “truth; true” 

Kab. pž,  Basl. pǯ “truth” 

Ub. paǯ “true” 
Comparing with the Kartvelian data can only confirm that in Common Circassian 

dissimilative devoicing of a word anlaut took place - *baǯ →paǯ. 

Structural and phonetic unity of *baʒ-/*baǯ- archetypes demonstrates semantic 

correlation wisdom ~ truth that is logical.  Bringing the Avar-Andi material with the 

meaning faith (Russian вера) can be important; cf. Av. bož-, And. buž, Tind. bož-, Akhv. 

buž-, Cham. boz- “faith” ( i.e. there is a semnatic correlation of  Rus. вера ~ верный 

type). Meaning of Tsakh weǯ (←*beǯ) “intelligence, mind” is noteworthy, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv.  *baʒ-a “hedgehog; thorny undergrowth” 

Geo. (Im.) baʒa-ʒg-nar-i “thorny undergrowth; place covered with thorny 

undergrowth” 

Zan (Megr.) buʒga “little hedgehog”, buʒga “thorns on chesnut”, Laz buʒga “hedgehog” 

Svan correspondence isn’t attested, so the root of baʒg/bʒg/beʒg type was expected 
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since Geo. ʒ : Zan  ʒg : Svan  ʒg often occurs in common material (Chukhua 2000-2003 : 

31); buʒg-i “thorn” attested in Gurian dialect is considered to be zanism.  

C.-Sind. *pʒ v- “hedgehog; thorny undergrowth” 

Ad. (Chemg.) pz v “hedgehog”, Kab. pzv “thorny undergrowth” 

There is a lack of Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs that complicates the  

reconstruction process. Though if we consider general trend of ʒv cv v → z v s v ṣ v 
spirantization in similar position in the Adyghean languages thus it is clear the secondary 

character of allomorphs of Adyghean languages and dialects.  

Similar hedgehog  ~ thorn  substitution is noteworthy in the Sindy-Kartvelian 

languages. 
 

C.-Kartv. *baʒg- “cherry-laurel-like tree” 

Geo. baʒg-ar-i “thorny holly copse” (Saba); Aj. “cherry-laurel-like  thorny tree”; 

Lechkh. “leafy tree of pontic rhododendron-like thorn”, Gur. “thorny tree” 

Zan (Megr.) penǯg-ir-e “broom, sorghum, basket grass” (plant). Laz  penǯgire  

“sorghum of broom” 

Sv.  boǯg-er (UB.), boǯg (LB.)  “fescue” (plant) 

Voicing of o in Svan unclear then when in Georgian there is a. Such correlation is 

characterized of Zan though neighborhood of bilabial b should be considered – ba → bo. 

At the same time vocalism of Megrelian-Laz  e is originated just from archaic o.  

C.-Sind. *bǯa- “pane tree; oak” 

Ad. (Chemg.) pčja-j, Kab. bže-j “plane tree”, cf. Shaps. pča-j “beech” 

Ab. ǯ-w, Apkh. á- ǯ “oak” 

An initial bǯ complex was simplified in Apkhazian-Abaza, instead velarized voiced 

sibilant-affricate ǯ of parent-language origin was preserved. Just Proto-Kartvelian 

biphonemic reflexation is considered to be a correspondence of this latter – Pr.-Kartv. *ʒ 
→ C.-Kartv. ʒg. 

A fitonym correlation cherry-laurel ~ plane tree/oak isn’t troublesome. 
 
C.-Kartv. *baʒw- “foot” 

Sv.  bǯw/bǯw (Lashkh.) “foot” 

Before  I supposed  to link  Georgian  boʒ-i (Zan  burǯ-i(?)) roots  with Svan 

allomorphs  [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 62-63], but  I couldn’t  prove thoroughly to date,  

though at the same time I considered a Svan word to be of parent-language origin since it 

has reliable correspondences in the Circassian languages. Additionally, the issue of 
correlation with Laz ṗaa “hip” [Marr 1910 : 179] seems also perspective  – “foot”//“hip”.  

C.-Sind. *bʒ- “bottom/root, basis/foundation” 

Ad. -bz-, in the word  λa-bz “bottom/root, basis/foundation” 

λa- segment seems to be a Circassian stem denoting foot and -bz in Adyghean is 

considered to be reflexion of Common Sindy *bʒ-”bottom/root, basis/foundation” word.  
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Common Sindy *bʒ- “bottom, basis/foundation” ~ C.-Kartv. *baʒw- “foot” 

demonstrates a logical correlation from semantic and structural-phonetic standpoint.  

 
C.-Kartv. *baʒw-il- “goitre; leprosy” 

Old Geo. brʒl-i/brʒvil-i “It is the name of leprosy” (Saba) 

Svan  bǯw/bǯw (Lashkh.) “goiter; tumour/growth” 

As it was expected in Svan the stem was simplified, but a correspondence affix of 

Georgian -il suffix isn’t observed.  

C.-Sind. *bʒa-n- “furuncle/carbuncle” 

Kab. bʒan  “furuncle/carbuncle” 

The word is isolated in Kabardian. Firstly it has correspondences in the Dagestanian 
languages; cf. Lak piu, Khvar. hanu “furuncle/carbuncle” [Abdokov 1983 : 135]. I think, 

more closeness with Kartvelian allomorphs is visible that is supported by root structure 

and ʒ : ʒ sibilant correspondence. Correlation n-a : -il as suffixes is noteworthy, as well.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bax-e “spade: wooden saddle-tree”  

Geo. (Imer.) bax-ur-i “wooden saddle-tree” 

Zan (Megr.) bex-a//beh-a “spade” 

A corresponding root doesn’t occur in Svan. In Megrelian basic is the type with h- 

allophone which is alternated by x-. In this case the substitution is like as in Megrelian 

word baxē//bahe “foot threshing/flail machine”. It is clear that the allomorphs with h- are 

of later period since existing of h spirant in the inlaut of roots and stems isn’t 

characteristic of the Kartvelian languages and subdialects. Generally, a laryngeal spirant h 

doesn’t occur in the basic material, as a rule. 

C.-Sind. *baħ-a “spade” 

Apkh. a-baħa “spade” 

It can be assumed the borrowing of Apkhazian word from Megrelian. But there is no 

need to since Apkhaz-Kartvelian kindred roots have credible isoglosses in the 

Dagestanian languages; cf. Tsakh bix “hoe”, Khin. px-u “wooden spade”, C.-Nakh  

archetype *baħ-e “wooden spade”; cf. Chech. bħa “id”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *baq- “fast walking” 

 Geo. (Mokh.) baq-baq-i (redupl.) “fast walking” 

The word is separated in Mokhevian dialect but likely it is of parent-language origin, 

since it has correspondences in the Sindy (and other) languages.  

C.-Sind. *qwa- “running” 

Ub. qa “running” 

Ab. ωw-ra, Apkh. á-ωw-ra “running” 

The fact that in the labialization of a root q on a Common Sindy level b took place is 

clearly seen in ħ → ω voicing process, i.e. *qba → qwa- → qa (Ub.) // → ωwa (Apkh.-Ab.). 
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In any case a Common Sindy root should have been of inversive structure; cf. Darg. (Ub.) 

b-uqVn-, Rut b-axa- “running (away)”.   

 

C.-Kartv. *beb-er- “blister, blistering”  

Geo. beber-a “small bubble on the skin filled with water”, a-bebr-eb-a “bubbling of 

skin” (Saba) 

Kartvelian correspondences of beber- root haven’t been revealed which doesn’t mean 

that this word is borrowed. It is of parent-language origin and has noteworthy parallels in 

other Iberian-Caucasian languages. The issue of possible link with Svan bib-//bb- “to pour 

liquid” verb will be also put.  

C.-Sind. *bb- “bubble/balloon” 

Ad. ps-bb “bubble/balloon”, Kab. ps-bb “water bubble/balloon” 

Apkh. a-bb “bubble/balloon” 

As it is clear bubble/balloon ~ water rising  are those semantemes that make Georgian-

Sindy roots closer. The roots with similar meaning are attested in the Dagestanian 

languages; cf. Hunz. pob, polop “foam”, Darg. ṗarṗa “soap foam”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bebr- “a kind of edible greens” 

Geo. (Kartl.) bebr-i-ḳona “a kind of edible greens” 

bebr- should be separated as a root that seems to have the meaning “edible greens”, 

ḳona- is a suffix that corresponds with frequently fixed -ḳina in Laz dialect – Geo. -ḳona : 

Zan  ḳina ← *ḳuna.   

C.-Sind. *bb- “pumpkin” 

Ub. bb “pumpkin” 

Pharyngealization of bilabial stop-plosives are considered by researchers to be of later 

occurrence – Ub. bb ← *bb, and  bb- “pumpkin”  form is rightly reconstructed as 

Common Circassian archetype {Kvakhadze 2014 : 65}.   

  According to my observation C.-Sind. *bb- logically  corresponds with C.-Kartv. 

*bebr- root, semantically the opposition edible greens ~ pumpkin isn’t contradictory.  

 
C.-Kartv. *beg- “beating” 

Geo. beg-v-a “shelling(peas)/husking/threshing/hulling” 

Zan (Megr.) bag-u-a “beating” 

Svan bg-, li-bg-un-e “beating” 

There is a lack of Laz allomorph, which obviously should have sounded as Megrelian 

bag-. In Svan a root vowel is likely lost due to the suffixation of following -un [Fahrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 101]. 

C.-Sind. *pgj- “butting (with horns)” 

Ad. (Shaps.) pgj-n, Abdz. pǯ-n, Chemg. pǯj-n, Kab. pǯ-n,  Basl. pgj-n  

“butting (with horns)”  
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 →   ablaut seems to be Common Adyghean innovation. It is unexplained the reason 

for devoicing of anlaut b → p in the Sindy languages and subdialects that took place on 

the chronological level of a parent language.  

 On the other hand C.-Kartv. *beg- : C.-Sind. *pgj- demonstrates logical correlation. 

Semantic correlation beating ~ burring (with horns) is logical, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv. *beg-ar- “tax/fee, dues” 

Geo. begar-i “tithe/tax”, “quota/tithe/tax of maternal bequest”, “quota/tithe/tax of 

peasants”, me-begr-e, sa-begr-o (Saba), da-begr-av-s, begar-a (GED), Old Geo. begar-i   

“tax/fee, dues” 

The word is well-known from old Georgian texts:  “romelni a arian m e b e g r e n i 

sṗarstani” – “… who are now statue-labourers of Persians” [Abuladze 1973 : 30; 228].  

Though its correspondences aren’t observed  in other Kartvelian languages and dialects . 

C.-Sind. *bgj-an- “lease/rent” 

Ad. bžjn-d, Kab. bžn-d “lease/rent” 

An older Adyghean stem is attested in Abaza as a loan word; cf.  bagjan-da   “lease/ 

rent” {Shaqril 1972 : 114}.  

C.-Kartv. *beg-ar- “tax/fee, dues” : C.-Sind. *bgj-an- “lease/rent” is logical  structural 

and semantic correspondence. Av. muḳur-, Botl. muḳur-i “obeying”… and social terms  

are  of same type. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bed- “bad” 

 Geo. bed-, bed-it-i “bad” 

Zan (Laz) bad-i “bad; evil”, bad-ob-a “malice/evil” 

A correspondce root isn’t attested in Svan. Georgian bed- : Zan bad- demonstrates a 

logical correlation – e : a. 

C.-Sind. *bd- “difficult/complicated” 

Kab. bd “difficult/complicated” 

Common Sindy etymological root is preserved only in Kabardian;  →  ablaut seems 

of Kabardian innovation. As it is seen Sindy and Kartvelian roots are distinguished via 

form and semantic similarity.   

 

C.-Kartv. *bez- “wasp; gadfly” 

Zan (Megr.) baz-i “horse louse fly/forest fly; wasp; gadfly” 

Laz doesn’t demonstrate a corresponding stem of Megr. baz-i but I think that Ajarian 

baz-i “poisonous insect, looks  like a wasp”  word just indicates to the Laz source. If we 

assume baz- form as Laz grounding on Geo. e : Zan a  vowel sound correspondence  then 

the existence of the stem of bez- type should be supposed for Georgian that coincides 

with Common Kartvelian *bez- archetype.  
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C.-Sind. *bz v- “bee; gadfly” 

Ad. bz v, Kab. bžj “bee” 

Ub. bža-mă “gadfly” 

Apkhazian-Abaza correspondence forms aren’t attested. Linking of Apkh. a-bž, Abaz. 

bž “beetle” stems with Circassian allomorphs isn’t justifiable [Shagirov 1977, I : 89]. 

Ubykh -m segment in bža-m needs to be explained.  Likely, it is suffixal. On the other 

hand the unity of C.-Sind.  *bz vv : C.-Kartv. *bez- archetypes is obvious.  

Noteworthy parallels are revealed in the Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Bezh. birz-

ola, Kar. (Anch.) mižo “horse louse fly/forest fly”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *bez- “thick, fat/plump/stout” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) bez-an-i “thick”, Meskh. bez-ier-eb-a “pampering, indulging” 

Zan (Megr.) baz-ir-i “thick” 

Phonetic correlation bez-/baz- is normal. As for semantics of Georgian roots they 

outline the meaning of vitality/fattening. 

The correspondences aren’t attested in Laz and Svan. 

C.-Sind. *bz “alive; vigorous” 

Ab. bzi “alive”, Apkh. bzi “alive” 

In other Sindy languages correspondence roots aren’t revealed. Though Kartvelian-

Sindy material is sufficient to reconstruct a correspondence archetype on the basis of 

given stems for Iberian-Caucasian parent-language.  

Darg. (Tsud.) zara-ze “complete/perfect; healthy” slips out that likely is the result of  

simplification of anlaut - *bzara-ze  → zara-ze.  

 

C.-Kartv. *beter- “fishing net” 

Zan (Megr.) batar-ia “type of fishing net; basket” 

Reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype is grounded on manifested sound-

correspondences among the Kartvelian languages – in this case Geo. e : Zan a.    

C.-Sind. *mărtă “basket” 

Ad. mat “basket”; cf. bžj-mat, Kab. bz v-mat “ beehive; hive (hewn from tree-stump)” 

Ab. marta-n “basket” 

Abaza form demonstrates closeness with parent-language. Kartv. b : Sind. m 

correlation in initial position is revealed elsewhere; cf. C.-Kartv. *ṭaban- “lake; whirlpool” 

: C.-Sind. *tăm-n “marsh/swamp”. It is worth to bring Lak bart-bisu “carpet” with b- 

phoneme, as well. Place of Laz manta “net for catching falcon” is unknown.  

Semantic correlation net  ~ carpet  ~ basket  is  logical.  

 
C.-Kartv. *beḳ- “tamping, gamboling/frisking” 

Geo. beḳ-, beḳ-n-a “gamboling/frisking”, da-beḳ-n-il-i “gamboled/frisked” 

Zan (Megr.) baḳ-, baḳ-un-s “tamps”, baḳ-ir-i “sth tamped”, baḳ-il-iš-i “tamped road” 
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Common origin of Georgian and Megrelian verbs is doubtless [Fährich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 102]. And since in Georgian n is “superfluous”. The question is put: Does Laz 

baniḳ- “tamping” verb preserve more complete correspondence Zan form? - certainly on 
the supposition ground baniḳ- ← *baḳin- “tamping”.   

C.-Sind. *ṗḳ- “tamping” 

Kab. ṗ-n “tamping” 

They assume the Common Circassian origin of a Kabardian verb. They also point out 

that likely a stem was historically voiced [Kvakhadze 2014 : 289]. I suppose  that the 

voicing trace is seen just in metathesized -, i.e. Pr.-Sind.  *ṗḳ- → C.-Sind.  *ṗḳ- →  

Kab. ṗ-. Due to it, C.-Kartv. *beḳ- : C.-Sind.  *ṗḳ-   are considered to be the proto-types 

of Paleo-Caucasian etymology. Despite the character of sound of stems sound-

correspondences are disclosed.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ber- “blowing/inflating/swooling/puffing up” 

Geo. ber-, ber-v-a “blowing/inflating”, ga-ber-il-i “inflated/swollen/puffed up” 

Zan (Megr.) nbar-u-a//mbar-u-a//bar-u-a (Sen.) “inflating/blowing/inflating/swooling/ 

puffing up”, Laz  o-bar-u “blowing/inflating/swooling/puffing up”, di-bar-u “sth is 

inflated/ blown out/ swollen/puffed up” 

Sv. li-bēl-e//li-bel-e “inflating/blowing/swooling/puffing up”, i-bēl-i “is inflated/ blown 

out/swollen/puffed up” 

Sonor substitution r → // l   in Svan is explained as existence of bilabial stop-plosives in 

any root and stem [Machavariani 1965 : 14].  

C.-Sind. *b-”inflated/swollen/puffed up” 

Kab. b-rb, Basl. b-rb “inflated/swollen/puffed up” 

As it is pointed out in the professional literature in some words rb derivative 

functions as a suffix in Sindy (resp. Circassian) languages {Kvakhadze 2014 : 194).  It is 

obvious that in this case the verbal forms with b should have existed but over the times 

it disappeared.  

C.-Kartv. *ber- : C.-Sind. *b- is logical structural-semantic correspondence.   A parent-

language nature of r → Ø is confirmed once again. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ber- “lair/den” 

Geo. (Ajar.) ber-il-i “bear’s den”, Gur. ber-et-i “hole; lair/den” 

In Georgian -il, -et are derivative affixes and ber- the root denoting lair/den. Basing on 

external language data ber- seems to be of Common Kartvelian origin. 

C.-Sind. *b- “burrow” 

Ad. b “burrow” 

The word is attested only in Adyghean. Together with a Georgian ber- root it 

demonstrates common origin. Georgian-Adyghean isoglosses are formally and 

semantically close with each other – burrow ~ den belong to common semantic field. One 
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more case of disappearing of final r is observable in parent-Sindy that is confirmed by the 

comparison with Georgian ber-.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ber- “big/great, numerous/lots” 

Geo. ber-, ber-i, “big/great”, cf. ber-a titi “thumb, big finger”, ber-a-ʒarγv-a “great 

plantain” 

The stem is separated in Georgian and obviously it denotes big/great as well as 

lots/numerous. 

C.-Sind. *b- “numerous/lots; big/great” 

Ad. b-, Kab. b “numerous/lots; abundance” 

Apkh. -b “big/great” in the words a-nacwx-b “thumb, big finger”, a-šjacwx-b “big 

foot finger”  
I think that Apkhazian-Adyghean materials are well compared with each other 

[Shagirov 1977, I : 70-71]. 

C.-Kartv. *ber- : C.-Sind. *b- demonstrates the chronology of disappearing of r ;  r → 

Ø  functioned in Common Sindy parent-language.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ber- “elder; old man/woman” 

Old Geo. ber-i “old man/woman”, ber-ob-a “Elders” 

Corresponding roots of ber- aren’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects, 

or else ber- is attested in ancient Georgian manuscripts: “vitar qeleipebis šobad ḳacsa b e r 
s a ?”- “How can old man give birth to child?”; “mouoda b e r o b a s a israelisasa” – “Sb 

appealed the Elders of Israel”  [Abuladze 1973 : 31]. 

Semantics of a ber- word is noteworthy in Georgian composite xevis-ber-i that has the 

meaning of elder. 

Pr.-Sind. *br- “priest; elder” 

Hat. parai/warai  “priest; elder” 

Substantion p/w in Hattic should indicate to archaic b-. Hattic-Georgian isoglosses are 

semantically and structurally similar.  

The Krits bu “big/great” is attributed to this word group and seems to be of Paleo-

Caucasian etymology, cf. also Agul ωaban-ir “big/great”. 

The issue on relation of Geo. ber-a “big/great” with its Sindy corresponding roots is 

noteworthy [see below]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ber-a “pound/paddock; surroundings/locality” 

Geo. bera “pound/paddock; fenced place to milk sheep” 

Zan (Megr.) bara “surroundings/locality”, bar-am-i “dwelling place with large 

surroundings” 

From all standpoints, Geo. bera/Zan bara should be considered to be a logical 

correlation. Correlation at the end of the word a : a is natural, as well since it occurs in  
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the majority of words simultaneously and are of parent-Kartvelian origin: Geo. baga : Zan 
boga, Geo. deda : Zan dida, Geo. ʒma : Zan ǯuma/ǯima, Geo. zγva : Zan mzoγa / zorγa... 

C.-Sind. *bor-a “cattle stalls/cow-shed” 

Ab. bora, Apkh. a-bóra “cattle stalls/cow-shed” 

According to my observation Apkh. a-bóra should be distinguished from Apkh. a-bow-

ra word since in the second word a suffix -ra is separated  and - bow corresponds with 

Kabardian - bow lexeme.   

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ber-a : C-Sind. *bor-a archetypes is visible in 

Chech. bruol, Ing. boarl “fence; stoen wall”.  

 
C-Kartv. *ber- “forested and shrubbery area” 

Zan (Megr.) par-i “forested and shrubbery area; shrubbery” 

A nominal root is isolated in Megrelian, though a noteworthy correspondence is 

revealed in the Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *bγ- “sheet; flowering/blossom” 

Ab. bγ, Apkh. a-bγ  “leaf; sheet” 

C.-Sind. * bγ- “sheet; flowering/blossom” : C.-Kartv.  *ber-  “forested and shrubbery 

area” are logical structural and semantic opposition. Meaning of the word bučk- is a good 

sample of semantics that  undoubtedly contains  the same root on which a Georgian verb  

ga-purčkvn-a is based. 

Sindy forms are compared with Lezg. penw, Tab., Ad. parw, Tsakh panale, Bud. pe 

“burdock” roots and stems which are materially closer with Megrelian [for more 

information see Starostin, Nikolyev 1994 : 236].  

  
C.-Kartv. *bes-a “cellar/basement; barrier/ protective wall” 

Geo. (Imer., Okrib.) besa “dry place to storage  potato” 

Zan (Megr.) bars-el-i “barrier/protective wall” 

In the Megrelian word r seems to be a phonetic insertion which will be revealed in the 

borrowing material in the same position; cf. Geo. kosa → Megr. korsa “man with no facial 

hair”. 

A Svan correspondence isn’t revealed. 

 C.-Sind. *pš- “room” 

Ad. (Bzhed.) pašj, Kab. paš “room” 

It is irrelevant to compare Adyg. roots and stems with Dagestan. paǯ (Tab.), pač (Arch.) 

“hut”… and  Russ. печь words [see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 867]. 

C.-Kartv. *bes-a : C.-Sind. *paš- demonstrates logical correlation. Their Dagestanian 

and Nakh correspondences should be searched. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bek-a “wife” 

Geo. beka “feudal lord’s wife” (Saba) 
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The stem is isolated in Georgian but, likely it is of parent-language origin since reliable 

correspondences are attested in the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. Correlation with Laz 

bek-jar-i//bek-ja-i “unmarried man, widower” word is noteworthy, as well.  

C.-Sind. *bħw-a “wife” 
Ub. pxja- “woman; wife”, in the words  pxja-šw “wife”, pxja-ʒa “woman; wife” 

Ab. pħw-s “wife”, Apkh. a-pħw-s, Bz. a-pħw-sv “wife” 
Adyghean forms aren’t revealed. In Ubykh pxja- is distinguished, and -šw seems to be a 

correspondence of Apkhazian-Abaza -s/-sv segment; cf. Tabas.  šiw  “woman”. 

A sound-correspondence C.-Kartv. k : C.-Sind. ħ, that has regular character, is 

noteworthy. It is clear that in similar situations ħ → k phonetic transformation is 

supposed in Common Kartvelian parent-language.   

 
C.-Kartv. *beγ- “presence/existene, sufficiency” 
Zan (Laz) o-baγ-in-u “sufficiency”, do-baγ-in-e “sufficient/enough”, Megr. o-baγ-u-n 

“It’s enough/sufficient”, i-baγ-in-u  “Sb/Sth  sufficed sth” 

A verbal root baγ- is separated in the Colchian dialects but as it is clear it is of parent-

language origin. It is supported by Sindy parallels.  
C.-Sind. *bγ- “sufficiency” 
Ad. bγ- “sufficiency” 
The root should not be mixed with baγwa- “increasing in number/multiplication” verb 

since they have different etymology. In the professional literature  it was put an issue on 

borrowing of Zan form from Adyghean but finally  G. Rogava  prefers to speak  about 

Common Adyghean-Kartvelian root  [Rogava 1943 : 593]. 

Theoretically, certainly, I cannot exclude the possibility to compare it with Georgian 
beγel-, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv. *beγ-el- “granary/barn, storage hut for millet/maize store” 

Geo. beγel-i, Old Geo. me-beγl-en-i, Khevs. “sth for keeping beer”, Tush. “sth for 

keepimg bread”, Mtiul. “(wicker cylindrical porter’s) basket, sth for putting bread” 

Zan(Laz) no-baγul-e “storage hut for millet/maize store”, Megr. no-baγul-en-i “market-

garden product”, o-baγl-e//o-baγil-e “(wicker cylindrical porter’s) basket for putting 

fruit” 

Svan bγ “big wooden chest in legs for keeping cereals” 

The issue arises on etymological link between C.-Kartv. *beγ-o and C.-Kartv. *beγ-el- 

archetypes but to discuss Geo. beγur- and Zan  baγir- “sparrow” forms  in the same 

context (moreover  in relation with Laz o-bγ-e “nest”, oḳo-bγ-al-a “meeting” words) is 

groundless [cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 107].  

C.-Sind. *bγw “hut” 

Ub. -bγa in the word  cw-bγa “hut” 
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Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *beγ-el- archetype is preserved only in Ubykh as a 

component  of compound word. In other Apkhazian-Adyghean languages bγ or bγw 
hasn’t been attested, though its old existence along with Ubykh (together with 

Kartvelian) component is clearly supported by Dagestanian data in which Ubykh 

meaning is repeated; cf. Cham. berγwa “hut”.  

 
C.- Kartv. *beγ-o “shed for sheaves; granary/barn” 
Geo. beγo “shed for sheaves” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) baγu “granary/barn”, Laz baγu “granary/barn”, baγ-una “small granary/ 

barn” 

Sv. beγ/bγ “wooden chest for cereals” 

I suppose that Georgian beγel-i (granary/barn) is a root of different origin and 

correspondts with Zan baγil-i (o-baγil-e) allomorphs. Just the structure of Georgian beγo- 
corresponds with Svan-Zan baγu/bγ allomorphs since e → ä reverse-umlautprocess is 

attributed to historically existing and then lost w  that is a correspondence of o/u in Svan 

–  *beγw → bγw → bγ [cf. Fährich, Sarjvreladze 2000 :107]. 

C.-Sind. *bω-a “fortress” 

Apkh. a-b “fortress” 

Absence of Circassian and Abaza correspondences complicates  the reconstruction of 

Common Sindy archetypes.  Kab. baq, Ab. ba “shed, covered area for storage” are 

different roots {cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 311}. Though a comparative analysis of  

Nakh bωow   “fortress” and   Dagestanian  (Botl. beγuj “shed, covered area for storage”, 

Khvar., Inkh. beγ “horse stable”…) nouns  (along with Kartvelian) creates the impression 

on the initial picture of Apkhazian (Common Sindy) word.   

 

C.-Kartv. *beγur- “sparrow” 

Geo. beγur-a “sparrow”  

Zan  (Megr.) baγr-e//baγir-e “sparrow” 

There is a viewpoint on genetic link of Georgian-Zan allomorphs with beγ-el- {Klimov 

1964 : 51}, that needs more confirmation. In its turn a Megrelian form became a source of 

Apkhazian a-beγrej//a-baγr- forms. K.Lomtatidze discussed the borrowing direction 

{Lomtatidze 1974 : 94; Bukia 2016 : 32}.  
C.-Sind. *bγw “sparrow” 

Ub. baγj-r “sparrow” 

I suppose that Ubykh preserves an Adyghean correspondence, i.e. a final r is an 

Adyghean suffix and not of root [cf. Lomtatidze 1974 : 9]. C.-Kartv. *beγur- “sparrow” :     

C.-Sind. *bγw “sparrow” demonstrates a logical correlation from formal and semantic 

standpoint.  

Genetically common material hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 
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C.-Kartv. *be- “beating; giving sb/sth a beating” 

Geo. be-v-a “ strongly beating; thrashing” 

Zan (Megr.) ba-u-a “beating; giving sb a beating;  flailing (rice, maize, etc.)” 

A Laz allomorph is lost and a corresponding root isn’t revealed in Svan [Fährich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 108].  

C.-Sind. *b- “beating” 

Ab. ba-ra, Apkh. a-ṗa-ra “beating’ 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in the Circassian languages. Despite the 

onomatopoetic character of the roots a sound-correspondence is logical. A combinative 

phonetic process b → ṗ took place in Apkhazian that is supported by an Abaza form.  

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bec- “capacity/ability; force/power/strength” 

Sv. bac-(a) “capacity/ability, ma-bäc “id”, l-m-bec “strong/powerful” 

Common-Kartvelian stem of this type is attested only in Svan so far. It has parallels in 

kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages that confirms its parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *mč “force; power/strength” 

Ab. mč “force/power/strength”; “strong; powerful”. mč-da “powerless”,  Apkh. á-mč 

“force/power/strength”, á-mč-da “powerless”, á-mč-da-ra “weakness, lack of strength”. 

Circassian data haven’t been revealed either in Ubykh or Adyghean-Kabardian 

subsystems.  

Likely, Dagestanian languages should preserve conversive structure – Darg. (Sirkh.) 

c:uma-ci “strong; powerful”, (cf. Usish. oma-se//čoma-se “id”), Akhv. (south. dial.) čub-

dala “strong, powerful”.  

The issue needs further investigation. 

 
C.-Kartv. *beʒγ- “angering; shouting” 

Geo. bez -, da-bezγ-eb-a “informing (on sb/sth)”, ma-bezγ-ar-i “tell-tale/informer” 

Zan (Laz) beǯγ-, o-beǯγ-in-u/o-beǯγ-u  “angering; shouting”,  Megr. berǯγ-el-i “furious 

shouting” 

Etymological correlation of Kartvelian roots is well known {Klimov 1964 : 51}.  Geo. 

bezγ- raises some questions from semantic and spirantization standpoint though ʒ → z in 

Georgian occurs sporadically elsewhere as well. 

C.-Sind. *ṗʒ vγ- “nervousness” 

Ad. (Abdz.) ṗz vγ-ja-n    “nervousness”   

As they pointed out an infix -j- is likely a vebal affix {Kvakhadze 2014 : 278}. 

Occurrence of ʒ vγ → z vγ harmonious-decesive complex on a parent-language level is 

noteworthy that corresponds with ʒγ  in Kartvelian.    

Genetically common material hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages so far. 
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C.-Kartv. *bew- “a single hair” 

Old Geo. bew-i, bev-i “a single hair” 

Zan (Megr.)  pav-, do-pav-ap-a “blinking”, piv-i  “a single hair” 

The word bew- known from ancient Georgian texts  is naturally corresponded by 

verbal  pav- allomorph in Megrelian; cf. nominal piv- in which  voicing of  i  is attested 

– a → i due to the influence of final -i  marker (G. Rogava).  
C.-Sind. *p-a “beard;  mustache” 

Ad. pa, Kab. pa “beard” 

Apkh. a-paá “mustache” 

Devoicing process of   Megrelian-like b → p is evident in the Sindy languages that is 

originated from parent-Sindy.  

A labialized complex  w  that occurs in the Kartvelian languages isn’t  attested though 

labialization is considered to be an ancient process because in the Nakh languages it is 

corresponded by consonant cluster r  (cf. nesv-i  :  nars  “cucumber”), cf. C.-Nakh  *mer-  

“horse’s tail hair”.   

 

C.-Kartv. *be-e “tick; spider” 

Geo. (U.-Imer.) bee-o//baa-ua “spider” 

Zan baḳa “tick” 

A form baḳa preserved in the Georgian western dialects is considered to be zanism. 

Basing on sound-correspondences Geo. e : Zan a (C.-Kartv. *e), Geo.  :  Zan  ḳ  (C.-

Kartv. *) attested in the Kartvelian languages and dialects an archetype *be- will be 

reconstructed on  parent-language level.  

The allomorphs -o//-ua attested in Upper Imeretian as suffixes occur elsewhere.; cf. 

Geo. baba-ua (Saba). Imeretian forms was linked with Zan baḳa “tick” by L. 

Kochlamazashvili (verbal notification).  

C.-Sind. *b- “tick”  

Ab. (Ashkh.) ba, Tap. baǯ-a, Apkh. a-ṗáa, Bzip  a-ṗá “tick” 

Phonetic alternation b/ṗ, /ǯ indicates to the fact that an assimilation process towards 

both directions took place in one root. 

C.-Kartv. *be- “tick; spider : C.-Sind. *b- “tick” demonstrates  logical  structural-

semantic correlation.  
 
C.-Kartv. *bex- “dry” 

Zan (Megr.) pax-, pax-ul-a “dry, powdered, friable” 

Voicing of Megrelian a- logically raises an issue on initial e-vocalism in Common 

Kartvelian parent-language.  

C.-Sind. *bx- “dry; steam” 

Ad. pax, Kab. bax- “steam”  
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Ab. bax “dry; steam” 

Discussion on the possibility of opposition of semantemes dry  ~ steam  is  grounded 

that occurs even within one word in Abaza [Shagirov 1977, I : 69].  Also, it is obvious that 

b → p devoicing process took place in Adyghean along with voicing of p → b preruptives 

in Kabardian.  

 Unity of C.-Kartv. *bex- “dry” : C.-Sind. bx- “dry; steam” archetypes according to 

structure and semantics is doubtless. Etymological understanding of the word is linked 

with dry. 

  

C.-Kartv. *beqw-/*biqw- “chopping; splitting” 

Sv.  beqw-en-i →//beqw-n-i “is chopped, is splitted”, biqw-e “chops, splits into two 

parts” 

A verbal root distinguished by a stem ablaut {i/e} occurs only in Svan. Likely, it is of 

parent-language origin since its correspondences are revealed in the (not only) kindred   

Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *bq- “splitting into small parts” 

Ab. pq-ra // pq:-ra  “splitting into small parts” 

Correspondences of Svan-Abaza isoglosses are characterized of the Dagestanian 

languages; cf. And. biqu, Botl., God. buqu-..., Akhv. biqw-ari “(sb knows) cutting, 

splitting/chopping” 

It is obvious that b → p  devoicing process that has a combinative nature, seems to be 

of Abaza innovation that took place on the next stage of reduction of    vowel – *bq → 

*bq- → pq-//pq:-. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bzal- “box tree” 

Geo. bza (chaff/bran?) 

Zan bžol-i//bžol-a “mulberry, mulberry tree” 

Semantic correlation box tree ~ mulberry is logical when in the word that is originated 

from box tree  the understanding of silk  is evident: biz-ovan-i “silk-like hay” (Saba). In 

Georgian bza a final l is elided – bza ← bzal-, cf. Kartv. kwa, but  ča-kol-v-a, Zan. kwal-

ep-e “stones”… 

C.-Sind. *maza “pine; forest” 

Ad. maz, Kab. maz “forest” 

Ab. mza-ωw, Apkh. a-mza “pine” 

Likely, an Ubykh maʒv- “thorn” is other word. Semantic difference and occurrence of 

hissing-hushing voiced affricates in a stem make me to think this.  

Exact correspondence of C.-Kartv. *bzal- : C.-Sind. *maza is observable in the C.Nakh 

*baza “spruce” word, as well. 
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C.-Kartv. *bzar-/*bzr- “spinning-top, spinning/revolving” 

Geo. bzr-ial-i “fast spinning, revolving” bzr-ial-a “spinning-top/sth that spins round 

and round” 

Correspondence material hasn’t revealed in other Kartvelian languages yet. Likely, 

Georgian allomorphs contains historically reduced root – *bzar → *bzr-. 

C.-Sind. *bzaw- “rotating/revolving” 

Ad. bza-bzaw (← *bzaw-bzaw)” rotating/revolving” 

In the professional literature an issue on the correlation of Georgian-Adyghean forms 

arises [Bukia 2016 : 78]. I suppose, they are the roots of common origin when a sound 

correspondence occurs in harmonious complexes. It is difficult to speak about auslaut of 

roots. Likely C.-Kartv. r : C.-Sind. w is frequent correspondence. The issue needs further 

investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bzar- “frost; ice” 

Geo. bzar-i “frozen snow” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) bžr-//bžir-ap-a “freezing”, bžr-//bžir-ap-il-i “frostbitten” 

Sv. {bžn-} 
Svan correspondence isn’t attested [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 153]. bžin-, ga-bžin-eb-a 

“freezing (of a man) from cold” attested in Gurian and Lechkhumian  is noteworthy in 

which a Svan correspondence is likely preserved as a borrowing since r → n nasalization 

process functions in Svan, cf. Old Geo. qar- : Svan qan “ox/bull”… 

C.-Sind. *bz v “winter” 

Ub. bžj “winter”  

It is reasonable to speak that Apkh.  á-ʒn “winter”, Ab. ʒn “autumn”  aren’t linked 

with Circassian roots [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 327].  

C.-Sind. *bz v clearly demonstrates that a final r is lost like in the C.-Nakh *pša “ice” 

word that is genetically linked with Georgian-Circassian archetypes. 

 As for C.-Kartv. *bzar- : C.-Sind. *bz v opposition, structural-material closeness is 

revealed in semantic correspondence frost ~ winter that is possible even within one word; 

cf. Laz inva “frost; winter”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bze “chaff/bran” 

Geo. bze “threshed cereal stubble/haulm(s) straw”  

The word is separated in Georgian. But it isn’t borrowed from other languages. The 

root is  attested in  Georgian written sources [Gigineishvili 2016 : 51]. 

C.-Sind. *bz “stem/stalk of maize/straw” 

Kab. bzi-j “stem/stalk of maize/straw” 

Georgian-Kabardian isoglossa demonstrates parent-language origin of both forms. 

Occurrence of harmonious-decesive complex in common material is noteworthy that 

often occurs in Sindy-Kartvelian lexical correspondences.  
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For different correspondences of Georgian bze word in the Adyghean languages and 

dialects see Bouda 1950 : 291; Rogava, Kerasheva 1966 : 56.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bzeḳ- “sticking up; beard” 

Geo. bzeḳ-a, a-bzeḳ-a “sticking/picking up (tail, etc.)”, a-bzeḳ-il-i “sticked/picked up 

(tail, moustaches)” 

Zan (Megr.) bžaḳ-e “beard”  

Megrelian bžaḳ- root  logically  corresponds with Geo. bzeḳ- verbal root – bz : bž, e : a.  

Etymologically understanding of beard was developed from jutting up/rising (cf. Geo. 

sticking up  of tail, nose…),  i.e. beard  ←  etym. sticked up. 

C.-Sind. *žḳ-a “beard” 

Ad. ža, Kab. z va “beard”  

Ub. žaḳj “beard” 
Ab. žaḳja,  Apkh. a-žaḳja “beard” 

Borrowing of Ubykh žaḳj form from Adyghean isn’t excluded like Ossetian   

zaḳ//zeḳ likely should have entered from Nakh. 

In Kartvelian b was preserved and in Sindy it is lost. It is supported by Dagestanian 

data; cf. Av. megéž, Hin. bošolḳa “beard, mustache”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bzel- “milk” 

Zan (Laz)  bža//mža,  Megr. bža “milk”, ge-bžal-ia “cheese boiled in milk and mint” 

Affricative allomorphs are also attested in Laz – mǯa, bǯa “milk” which   along with 

other data confirm that Megrelian-Laz variants are contaminated allomorphs and are two 

different roots. On the one hand it is the correspondence of Geo. rʒe, Svan lǯe and on 

the other one – prop. Zan bža root which also denotes dairy products though it should 

have different etymology in Kartvelian. 

C.-Sind. *bz “milk” 

Ub. bz “milk” 

Transformation  →  in Ubykh is explained by a progressive assimilation. At the same 

time this separated Ubykh word is a solid foundation to reconstruct Common Sindy 

archetype. This is supported not only by Kartvelian isoglosses but by maša of the Nakh 

languages “dairy products” that has logical correspondence in the Dagestanian languages; 

cf. Lak mas/maz “boiled milk”. 

Sind.-Kartv. b : Nakh-Dag. m correspondence is  likely reflected in Geo (Khevs.) na-

mzvel-i “milk”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bzen- “shining/ glittering” 

Geo. (Psh.) bzen-a “shining/glittering, twinkling/sparkling” 

Zan stem occurs only in Georgian though is considered to be of Common Kartvelian 

origin. A Sindy parallels of bzen- root makes me to think this. 
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C.-Sind. *bz v- “burning” 

Ad. ja-bžja-n, Kab. j-bz va-n “burning” 
Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data represent other etymological roots. To bring an 

Apkhazian-Abaza single-morphemic ǯj- “frying/grilling/roasting” here is groundless.  

It is corresponded by other root in Kartvelian (see, ibid.). Correspondence on sound-

complex level C.-Kartv. bz : C.-Sind. bz v, is noteworthy  and that has regular character.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bzwir- “spray; drop” 
Geo. (Kartl.) bzvir-i “spray” 

Zan  (Megr.) žur-i/žur-u  “water from thawed snow/ice; drop” 

As it was expected in Megrelian a word anlaut simplified – bž → ž, cf. Geo. bzar- : 

Megr. zior… Transformation vi → u in Zan isn’t unexpected, as well though an inversive 

process can occur in Georgian; cf. Zan škvid- : Old Geo. šud- “suffocating/drowning”. 

C.-Sind. *bz vw- “melting” 

Ub. bžj- “melting”, s-bžj-n “id” 

As a rule, disappearing of labialization of a historical consonant the palatalization of 
preceding consonant takes place in Ubykh - Ad. gw : Ub. gj “heart”. It happened 

similarly even in this case  – C.-Sind. *bz vw- →  Ub. bžj-. 

In other Sindy languages corresponding roots aren’t attested. They don’t occur in other 

kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages either. The issue needs the further investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bzi-ar- “making a crack in smth.” 

Geo. bzar-v-a “cracking (e.g. glass)”, bzar-i “crack (in glass, wood)”  

Zan (Megr.) zior-u-a “making a crack in sth./ cracking (e.g. glass)”, zior-i “crack (in 

glass, wood)” 

Correspondences aren’t attested in the subsystems of other Kartvelian languages. 

Georgian-Megrelian data  make it perfect, namely, in Megrelian an initial bz complex  

simplified – bz → z, while in Georgian ia – correspondence of Megrelian io- simplified, as 

well – *bziar- → bzar- [Fähnrich 2007 : 66].  In Kartvelian -ar should be separated as an 

affix since vowel + vowel is forbidden here (T.Uturgaidze).   

C.-Sind. *bz- “cutting, carving” 

Ad. bz-n, Kab. bz-n “cutting, carving “ 

Ub. bz- “cutting, cutting off,  carving” 

A Circassian verb is linked with Apkhazian-Abaza sa-ra “cutting” verb [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 619] that doesn’t reflect the reality [see Abdokov 1983 : 166]. 

C.-Kartv. *bzi-ar- : C.-Sind. *bz- logically correspond with each other. Phonemic 

correlation of complex is noteworthy - C.-Kartv. bz : C.-Sind. bz. 
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C.-Kartv. *bziḳ- “wasp” 

Geo. bziḳ-i “wasp” 

A nominal bziḳ- root is singles in Georgian. The word has been active since the ancient 

times to present: “ara šamot... b z i ḳ i  da msgavsi misi” – “Do not eat a wasp and similar 

one”; “arvavlinot b z i ḳ i  u inares šensa”  [Abuladze 1973 : 31]. Likely, correspondences 

are attested in the Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *z vngw- “ant” 

Ad. (Shap.) qm-zagw, Chemg. qm-zagw “ant” 

Ub. z vngwa “ant” 

Whether the labialization of the root in the Circassian languages reflects or not a 

logical correspondence of Kartvelian b- is unknown. Isogloss of  Sindy-Kartvelian 

archetypes seems to be Chechen zing-at//zong-at, Ing. zung-at “ant”,  in which a final -at 

is again unclear  like   the essence of  qăm- in Adyghean.  Dagestanian correspondence is 

observed in Udi izak “ant” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bzin- “splitting into the middle/dividing” 

Zan (Laz) bžin-, o-bžin-u “division of bee” 

As it is obvious, in Common Kartvelian parent language there existed a *bzin- 

“splitting into middle”  form the basis of what should have been nominal  bzin- “middle”.  

Likely, in other Kartvelian languages and dialects corresponding stems are lost.  

C.-Sind. *bL- “middle, internal/inner” 

Ad. bLa-γ, Kab. bLa-γ “near”  

Ub. bLa  “middle, between, internal/inner” 

Ab. bžja-ra, Apkh. a-bžja-ra “ between, middle, internal/inner” 
Common origin of the Sindy languages data is known from professional literature 

[Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 412] but  the Kartvelian data  are brought for the first time. At 

the same time I consider it to be noteworthy (perspective) a homogeneous reflexation in 

the Apkhazian-Abaza and Kartvelian languages as a correspondence of Circassian L voiced 

spirant-lateral that is highlighted by correspondence of sound complex –  bL :  bž : bz. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bz-in- “sparkling/glittering, dazzling/shining brightly” 

Geo. bzin-v-a “slightly dazzling/shining brightly, slightly sparkling/glittering” (Saba) 

 Zan (Megr.) bžin-ap-a “airing, putting sth in the sun to air” 

Genetic link of Geo. mze/Zan bža “sun” stems can be assumed  that cannot be excluded 

but at this point I think that  Geo. bzin- : Zan bžin- are separate units. 

C.-Sind. *bz- “lighting, dazzling/shining brightly “  

Ad. qj:a-ps, Kab. te-ps-n “lighting, dazzling/shining brightly, twinkling “ 

Sindy ps- seems to be a voiceless variant of pre-Sindy *bzn- proto-type. Generally, 

alternation bz/ps is observable in the Sindy languages, as well; cf.  Ub. bz “water” : Ad., 
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Kab. ps “water”; Ub. bza  :  Apkh. á-ps “female”… that supports my viewpoint on the fact 

that bz → ps took place in the historical Circassian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bzu- “buzzing” 

Geo. bzu-, bzu-il-i “buzzing”  

Sv. bžl-, bžl-ma-bžl (UB.), bžl-ma-bžl (LB., Lent.) “buzzing”  
The described stems are of sound composition and thus difficulties in voicing is clear. 

Laz buz-al-a “buzzing” is different root – a corresponding of Geo. buz-i, Svan buz-ul “fly” 

allomorphs.  

C.-Sind. *bz v- “beetle” 

Ab. bž, in the word bž-bž “beetle” 
 It seems to be a root with onomatopoetic structure like in the Kartvelian languages. 

Despite this sound correspondence is observable as complexes that excludes random 

coincidence.  

Corresponding root of C.-Kartv. *bzu- : C.-Sind. *bz v  archetypes   is likely observable 

in Hunz. bužilo “horse louse/forest  fly”, “gadfly” [Russ. слепень]  forms.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bibil- “bird’s comb/crest” 

Geo. bibil-o “bird’s comb/crest” 

Zan (Megr.) birbil-i, Laz bibil-i “bird’s comb/crest” 

As it is characteristic of Zan even  in this case  Georgian  nouns with -o- stem causes 

zero ending in Zan; cf. Geo. γwin-o : Zan γ(w)in-i, etc. In Megrelian r was developed on 

the phonetic basis. 

 I cannot agree with the standpoint that these roots are result of stem-doubling. 

Otherwise in Georgian there would be bilbil-o that hasn’t been attested since Old 

Georgian to present one [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 110-111]. 

C.-Sind. *bb- “downy; feather” 

Ub. dwdwá ← *bbá “bird’s down, feather” 

Ab. baba,  Apkh. a-bába “downy; feather” 

In the Adyghean languages the corresponding stems aren’t observable. As it is revealed 

in this case in Ubykh a historical bilabial b → dw subjected to a phonetical process 

characteristic of this subsystem. 

C.-Sind. *bb : C.-Kartv. *bibil- is normal correspondence from phonetic and semantic 

standpoint. It was possible to bring a Geo. verb bibin-eb-s from Kartvelian though the 

Dagestanian parallels are more noteworthy: Hin. bab “beard”, Bezh. bab “big beard”, cf. 

Lezg. bub-ux, Tab. purpu “cock’s comb/crest”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bil- “eye” 

Zan (Laz) bal-a “deaf” (?) 

Sv. bl- “eye”, in the word bl-aj “squinting eye; blind”, cf. bl-j (UB.), bl-aj 

(Lashkh.), bl- (LB., Lent.) “leucoma/cataract, albugo/wall-eye” 
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Likely, the Svan semantemes  squinting eye/blind/leucoma/cataract  are based on eye, 

exactly, on eye defect or non-having of eye; in Georgian ḳud-a is derived from ḳudi that 

at the same time denotes tailless  (ḳud-a xari “tailess bull”) and  with a tail like tav-a.   

I suppose to link a Svan root bl- with Pshavian bil-an-i “gullible, naïve”. Even the 

latter is considered to be a further transformation of without eye.            

C.-Sind. *bl- “eye” 

Ub. bLa “eye” 

Ab. la,  Apkh. á-bla//á-la “eye” 

Some authors [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 250] discuss an Adyghean na “eye” along 

with these roots and stems. Such a qualification is possible if the reality of bla → la → na 

process is confirmed in Adyghean. The tendency of lateralization of l → L in Ubykh has a 

secondary character.  

Noteworthy isoglosses of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are attested in Dagestanian 

languages: Av. ber, Lezg. wil, Ud. pul, Khin. pil “eye”; cf. Krits. bil-äd “blind” that repeats 

Svan meaning.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bin- “spring; river” 

Geo. bin-ul-i, “spring; spring erupting from the earth” 

Zan (Megr.) bin-ur-i “spring; water from a rock”, bin-ur-ar-i “seepage/water sqeezed 

out/left-over water”; Bin-ur-i “river in the village Khuntsi”. 

Svan bin-ul//bin-il  “spring’ 

In all Kartvelian language subsystems bin- is separated as a root but -ul/-il suffixes are 

repeated the function of which is unclear.  

C.-Sind. *bn- “channel/canal; stream” 

Ub. bn-i “channel/canal; stream” 

Common Sindy    vowel   is a logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. i  vowel.  Kartvelian 

-ul/-il suffixes functionally (and not phonetically) corresponds with Ubykh -i segment.  

A corresponding root hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages yet.  

 

C.-Kartv. *biž- “deer’s fawn” 

Geo. biž-iḳ-i “deer’s fawn” 

An isolated biž- root is an independent root definition of what is given only in D. 

Chubinashvili’s dictionary. 

C.-Sind. *bz v- “deer; fallow deer“  

Ad. (Chemg.) bz v-b, Abdz. bzv-ħ “fallow deer”, Kab. bz v-w//bz vo “deer; fallow deer; 

elk/moose” 
There is noteworthy viewpoint on origin of  bzv-w “deer” from bz va “horn” root 

[Abdokov 1983 : 127] which is rightly denied via diving  the additional materials 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 86].  
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Comparative analysis of C.-Sind. *bz v- : C.-Kartv. *biž- archetypes sheds light on the 

fact that for Pre-Kartvelian it is conjectural *biz v- form with hissing-hushing sibilnats that 

underwent hushening in the period of Common Kartvelian language unity.  

Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 
 

C.-Kartv. *bižin- “voice (of calling of deer/gazelle fawn)” 

Geo. bižin-a “(deer/gazelle) fawn’s calling out” (Saba) 

The word is attested only in Georgian though parallels are attested in the Sindy 

languages. An issue on the genesis of hushing ž voiced sibilant-spirant arises.  Likely, 

Common Kartvelian ž archiphoneme is originated from pre-type of hissing-hushing z v that 

is characteristic of  proto-Kartvelian parent-language.  

C.-Sind. *bz v “voice” 

Ab. bž, Apkh. a-bž “voice” 

It is Georgian-Apkhazian-Abaza isogloss the common origin of which is undoubtedly 

since phonemic as well as semantic identity is evident. 

The corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages of Caucasus. 

Georgian and Apkhazian words were compared with each other by Kh. Bgazhba 

[Bgazhba 1948 : 40].  

Basque correspondence should be observed in Basq. abes [=abeš] “voice” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bis-in “ago/previously” 

Zan (Laz) biš-in “the day before yesterday” 

The word occurs only in Laz. Due to transformation of s → š the latter reflects a 

Common Kartvelian *bis-in archetype that has correspondences in the Sindy languages.   

C.-Sind. *ps-a “early” 

Ad. pas, Kab. pas  “early” 

Ab. pasa,  Apkh. a-pasa “early” 

There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence. Though the brought data of Apkhzian-

Adyghean languages is sufficient   to confirm that *ps-a “early” occurred in Common 

Sindy parent-language.  

Comparative investigation of C.-Kartv. *bis-in : C.-Sind. *ps-a  proto-types it can be 

assumed that b → p anlaut devoicing took place in Common Sindy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bi- “red (about fruit)” 

Sv.  bi-j/bi-ai (Chol.) “red apple variety” 

In Svan a large number of words  derive affiliation via a  -j   suffix:  pisr-j “accursed”, 

burγw-j “dark color bull”… The form bi-j denotes affiliation of color  that makes me to 

think that in Svan a root bi- denoted red color; cf. bi  (UB.) “navel”.  

C.-Sind. *b- “dark red/purple, red” 

Ub. b “dark red/purple, redness because of temperature (measles)” 
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Ab. b, Apkh. a-b “measles” 

From structural and semantic standpoint C.-Kartv. *bi- : C.-Sind. *b- is perfect. 

Likely, Rut b-bir “smallpox” compound word is a parallel form; cf. Rut bi “flower”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *biw- “turning (bread, etc.) to crumbs/fragmenting;   splitting/bursting” 

Old Geo. bi-, na-bi-i // na-bi-ev-i “crumb” 

Sv. biḳw-e “hits hard with smth/splits”, beḳw-en-i “is splitted/bursted”, li-biḳw-

e//li-bḳw-e “splitting/bursting” 

G. Klimov reconstructed *bi- archetype that isn’t exact since Svan data supports the 

reconstruction of *biw- archetype [Klimov 1964 : 52].   

C.-Sind. *p- “splitting” 

Ad. p-//p--, Kab. pṣ-- “splitting, breaking, crashing/mashing” 

Ub.  a-a- “splitting, breaking, crashing/mashing” 

In the Adyghean languages a stem is complicated due to doubling of a final consonant 

that is clearly obvious Adyghean alternation p-//p--. Ubykh is a result of 

simplification just of the latter, i.e. *pa-a- → a-a. 

Dagestanian data is noteworthy in which the verbs with class marker function:  Av. 
wa- “killing/murdering”, b-i- “dying”, And. b-i-/b-e- “dying. wilting/withering”, cf. 

Lak b-ai- “dividing” [Dagestanian source – Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 281]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *blagw- “blunt” 

Geo. blagv-i//blag “without a sharp” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) lug-a “blunt” 

A final -a in Zan correspondes with Georgian -e; cf. Geo. ḳvart-i : Zan ḳvart-a. Loss of 

b in Megrelian due to phonotactic restriction.  In Colchian this type of superation occurs 

in many other samples, as well; cf. Geo. bliḳv-i : Zan (Megr.) liḳv-i (via losing b-). 

blagw- root seems to be of Common Kartvelian data [cf. Klimov 1998 : 16].  

C.-Sind. *pagw- “blunt” 

Ad. pakw, Kab. pagw “blunt” 

An initial bl/pl complex was simplified in parent-Sindy like in Megrelian though in the 

latter a bilabial b disappeared instead of sonor l.  

C.-Sind. *pagw- : C.-Kartv. *blagw- reflects a logical correspondence from formal as 

well as semantic standpoints.  

 

C.-Kartv. *blanc- “male-fern; bracken” 

Geo. blenc-nara “looks like a male-fern” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) bilonc-a “forest bracken” 

A secondary character of inlaut n sonor isn’t excluded in the Kartvelian roots and 

stems. An issue on common origin of Laz-Georgian dendronyms is rightly considered 
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(A.Tandilava). At the same time an existing reconstruction should be considered 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 113]. 

C.-Sind. *bcl- “willow; sedge” 

Ad. pcaL- “willow”, Kab. ʒL- “willow, box-tree” 

l → L is a prop. Adyghean process (formation of secondary laterals). The word is 

endemic and is of parent-language origin and consequently, there is no ground to 

considered them to be entered from Turkish [cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 166]. An Ossetian ʒala 

“sedge” is borrowed  from Kabardian [Balkarov 1965 : 19-20].  

From semantic standpoint the correlation male-fern/bracken ~ willow/box-tree/sedge 

is logical. 

 

C.-Kartv. *b-lis- “time unit” 

Geo. blis-i “time unit” (Saba), “half of a second”, ½ секунды (Chubinashvili) 

A stem of liš-i   type could not be attested in Megrelian-Laz.  For development of an 

anlaut cf. Geo. bliḳv-i : Zan (Megr.) liḳv-i. 

Pr.-Sind. *lis v- “year” 

Hat. liš  “year” 

In the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages the allomorphs lis and liš denoting time aren’t 

attested. In C.-Kartv. *b-lis- archetype an initial -b- can be a grammatical class marker 

merged with a root. 

A correspondence of Hattic-Georgian isoglosses is attested in the Dagestanian 

languages, as well; cf. Tab. lis-in “midday”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *blom- “lots of/plenty of, many/much” 

Geo. blom-, blom-ad “in great/good deal of, many/much”, blom-a “great/good deal of, 

many/much” 

The word is isolated in Georgian. Zan-Svan correspondences aren’t observed. 

C.-Sind. *bLm “cattle/livestock” 

 Ad. bLm, Kab. bLm “cattle/livestock” 

Adyghean word isn’t segmented – I cannot agree -m to be a case marker though the 

same author’s standpoint on likelihood of borrowing from Turkish [Shagirov I, 1977 : 

103] should be excluded [Kvakhadze 2014 : 78] is right.  

Dagestanian and Nakh parallels of C.-Kartv. *blom- : C.-Sind. *bLm archetypes 

haven’t been observed so far.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bn-e “light; eyesight” 

Geo. (Meskh.) bne “light: eyesight” 

The word is separated in Georgian. Reduction of a root vowel due to the influence of 

an initial -e derivative affix isn’t excluded. At the same time it is difficult to reconstruct i 

vowel due to the absence of Kartvelian material.  
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C.-Sind. *pn- “lighting/kindling” 

Kab. pn-n “lighting/kindling” 

It looks an acceptable Georgian-Kabardian isogloss. Discussing according to Kabradian 

voicing, it is possible to reconstruct a voiced archetype of *bin-e type for Kartvelian. A 

regular and logical sound-correspondence C.-Kartv. i : C.-Sind.  makes me  to think so.  

A correspondence material hasn’t been revealed in the Nakh and Dagestanian 

languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *boḳel- “cake/cook” 

Geo. boḳel-i  “cake/cook”,  “boḳe l s  uqmoben ṗursa, moboḳlvit gamomcxvarsa”-  

“Boḳel was called  bread mingled with oil”  (Saba). 

 Zan [boḳer-], Boḳer-ia (anthr.). A surname Boḳeria likely contains the correspondence 

of Geo. boḳel- stem.   

C.-Sind. *mgl- “bread type; maize-bread”  

Ab. mgjal “bread type”, Apkh. a-mgjal “maize-bread” 

Only reduced allomorphs occur in the Sindy languages. A phonemic opposition initial 

C.-Kartv. b : C.-Sind. m is observable that is revealed in closely kindred languages, as well; 

cf. Did. magalu : Bezh. bogoλ “bread; cooked food”.., Av. makari : Lak burki “cake”, etc.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bol- “emitting/making sth emit smoke; smoke” 

Geo. bol-i, bol-av-s, Ing. bol-eb-a “heavy fever” 

Zan (Megr.) nbul-ap-i//mbul-ap-i “emitting/making sth emit smoke” 

Sv. bilw-a//birw-a “fire flame” 

A glottalized ṗul-a cannot be enrolled in the list of these nouns which contains cloud  

in Laz, smoke steam, fumes semantemes in Megrelian. A reason for , b → ṗ 

transformation in Zan needs investigation [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 69].   

C.-Sind. *bl- “lightening, burning” 

Ad. bL-n, Kab. bL-n “lighting, burning” 

Ab. bl-ra, Apkh. a-bl-ra “lighting, burning” 

It is one of the samples which clearly outlines the evolution of secondary L voiced 

spirant-lateral. According to voicing, structure and order of phonemes Apkhazian-Abaza 

word-forms demonstrate the most ancient character.  

C.-Kartv. *bol- “emitting/making smth emit smoke; smoke” ~ C.-Sind. *bl- “lighting; 

burning” [Charaia 1912 : 20-21] archetypes  manifest normal correspondences from 

semantic as well as phonemic standpoint.   

 
C.-Kartv. *bon- “nature; forest” 

Geo. bun-eb-a “nature” 

Sv. ben ← *bn  “open forest area that is scythed” 

A corresponding root isn’t attested in the Zan dialects. Svan shows that the coincidence 

between  Georgian bun-eb-a “feature” and bun-eb-a “nature” is historically secondary  
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occurrence since a bon- type is supposed to be a predecessor form for bun-eba “nature”; cf. 

Svan ben ← *bn. In Svan we → e is explained by unnatural character of bw cluster.     

C.-Sind. *bn-a   “forest” 

Ab. bna, Apkh. a-bna “forest” 

A correspondence root is lost in the Circassian languages. Only a Common Sindy *bn-

a archetype reconstructed on the ground of Apkhazian-Abaza data corresponds with           

C.-Kartv. *bon- “nature; forest”.   

Correspondences haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages if  it isn’t  

considered Chech. pna, Ing. pan “wild, uninhabited field”, where phonetic process of 

devoicing b → p in anlaut should be explained. 

 

C.-Kartv. *borʒ- “fighting” 

Geo. brʒ-ol-a “fighting”, me-brʒ-ol-i “fighter”, m-borʒ-al-i  

Zan (Megr.) burǯ-i/burǯ-ap-i “fighting”, i-burǯ-an-s “fights, is troubled/is in turmoil” 

Sv. burǯ-, li-burǯ-iel “butting (with horns),battles/struggles”, x-e-burǯ-iel “butts sb/sth” 

Until-now well-known Megrelian-Georgian comparison [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 
120-121] is added to by Svan data. Though I’d like to put the issue on correlation of Laz 
burǯ-, o-burǯ-u “ordering” verb which motivates to isolate brʒ- root in Geo. brʒ-an-eb-a 

“ordering” word.  

C.-Sind. *bʒ- “shooting/throwing”  

Ad. bʒ-n ”shooting/throwing”, Kab. ʒ-n ← *bʒ-n “shooting/throwing” 

There is a lack of correspondences from Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza languages. 

Semantic opposition C.-Kartv. fighting ~ C.-Sind. shooting/throwing is logical, though 

Circassian meaning is repeated in corresponding Dagestanian material, cf. Khin. biž-u-vi 

“shooting/throwing”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bor-xwen- “(a kind of ) grass” 

Geo. borxven- “grass: burdock that has thick root and large flat leaves” 

Zan-Svan correspondences of Georgian borxven- haven’t revealed though external 

language parallels are noteworthy. The segmentation ground of the archetype is the 

alleged existence of ʒir-xven-a dendronym in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *xwn “grass, field grass” 

Kab. xwn “meadow; field grass” 

Ab. ħwra “grass” 

C.-Kartv. *bor-xwen- : C.-Sind. *xwn correspondence demonstrates a serious form  

opposition. But if the data of the kindred Dagestanian languages is brought it will appear 

that a stem anlaut was simplified in the Sindy languages - *xwn ← Pr.-Sind. *bxwn, cf. 

Dagestanian: Bezh. box, Hunz. bx, Did. box “grass”… 

C.-Kartv. *bokwen- “belly, groin” 

Geo. bokven-i “below of belly till sexual organ” 
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Zan (Laz) korba ←  *borkwa “belly” 

Despite the semantic identity, Megr. kora//kvara ~ Laz korba “belly” cannot be 

considered to be correspondence. In Laz b is superfluous that could not developed 

phonetically, especially in this position (after r). Dissimilative loss of  b in Megrelian is 

more likely that is a characteristic rule of this position; cf. Geo. rbola : Megr. rula ← 

*rbula “running”.  

C.-Sind. *mgw “belly” 

Ub. nḳw ← *mḳwa “belly” 

Ab. mgwa, Apkh. a-mgwa “belly” 

It is clear that b → m → n   is prop. Sindy process.  Substitution gw ~ ḳw in the Sindy 

languages is noteworthy that is added by Kartvelian kw. In the Nakh languages there is a 

Kartvelian-like situation – Chech. bukar-aŋ-, Ing. bukar- “hunchbacke(ed)” that was 

developed from the semantics paunchy.  In the Dagestanian correspondences Ubykh-like 

glottalization of root consonant is revealed by what a Dagestanian data supports Ubykh; 

cf. Av.-And. baḳwal(i) “belly, stomach”. And still a Common Sindy initial picture is 

preserved better in Apkhazian-Abaza that is argumented by Basque magal//bagal “belly, 

paunch” forms.   

 

C.-Kartv. *boγ- “fat/plump/stout” 
Geo. (Ing.) boγ-oγ-a-j ← *boγ-boγ-a-j “fat (hen…)” 

A reduplicated boγ- root is attested only in the Ingilo dialect of Georgian. If its possible 

link with corresponding Sindy roots is considered thus its parent-language nature is 

doubtless. 

C.-Sind. *baγ- “swelling up”  

Ad. băγ-n, Kab. băγ-n “swelling up” 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to link the Adyghean roots with the 

Dagestanian material; cf. And. abax-//abah- “id.” [Balqarov 1964 : 100].  

C.-Kartve. *boγ- : C.-Sind. *baγ manifests more closeness comparatively with 

Dagestanian.  In the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages was expected the stem of bwaγ- type 

but due to a non-canonical character of bw cluster the complex was simplified: bw → b. 

Semantic correlation plump/stout ~ swelling up is  logical. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bo- “thick” 

Geo. (Jav.) bo-o “huge/large”, bo-o ḳaḳal-i “huge nut”  

Zan. (Megr.) boo-r-ia “thick”, biv-a-li “ugly  thick” 

In Megrelian -r- is superfluous that supports its affixal origin. Likely, a Megrelian   

boo-r-j “fat hen” contains Svan correspondence.  

C.-Sind. *bw “thick”  

Ub. bqw  “thick”   
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Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is grounded only on Ubykh data though 

its coincidence with Kartvelian material isn’t accidental. On the structural and semantic 

ground a common origin of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems is outlined.  

Noteworthy Dagestanian correspondence is revealed in the Dido languages:  Hunz. 
b-u, Bezh. bu-o, Khvarsh bu-u “thick”. 

 

 C.-Kartv. *bow- “spinal bone, hip” 
Geo. bov-i “backside bone” 

Zan (Megr.) bov-i//bov-i “spinal bone” 

Sv.  po “hip”, po-ra “hip-dislocated” 

As it is obvious in Svan historically two etymologically different nominal roots  were 

mixed with each other:  pew “bone; rib” and  po (← *pow) “hip” that wasn’t 

considered in my previous  book [see Chukhua 2000-2003 : 240-243]. 

C.-Sind. *baw- “space between hips”  

Ad. baqw:, Kab. baqw:  “space between hips (interval)”  
Though there are no Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences but it is clearly revealed a 

well-known deglottalization process of w → qw in the Circassian languages.  

The material of the Nakh languages confirm this, as well; cf. C.-Kartv. *bow : C.-Sind. 

*baw- : C.-Nakh *bu “waist”.    

  

C.-Kartv. *bow- “wooden utensil/vessel” 

Geo. (U Imer.) bov-i “tile wooden  mould”  

Zan  (Megr.) buun-i//buun-i//buin-i//buin-i “wooden vessel for matsoni (yogurt)”, 

“vessel for milk pressing”, “vessel for keeping cheese” 

Sv. bew/biw, bew-il (Lashkh.) “wooden vessel for wheat” 

Likely, in Megrelian -un/-in is a suffix; bu-/bu- logically reflects a corresponding 

root of C.-Kartv. archetype *bow-. 

C.-Sind. *baw- “wooden utensil/vessel” 

Ub. baw-r “wooden vessel for salting and keeping cheese” 

Ab. bw-l “cask/wooden barrel”, Apkh. a-bw-l “wooden utensil/vessel for curdling 

milk” 

Sindy allomorphs are close to the Kartvelian material, especially Lashkhian and 

Apkhazian-Abaza that caused some researchers to doubt on borrowing from Kartvelian 

[Bukia 2016 : 34].  

I suppose that if the problem of  -r /-l   suffixation  is solved in the Sindy language 

then I can speak about Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses. The issue needs further investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bow- “pole/pillar” 

Geo. bov-i “pole/pillar”, bov-ian-i “house on pillars” 
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Zan (Megr.) bu-i  “pole/pillar” 

Generally, in the roots with CVCw structure the merging tendency of final w with 

inter-consonant vowel is natural that form the stems of CuC type in the Zan dialects on 

the next stage:  bow- → bu-, dow- → du... 
C.-Sind. *b(a)w- “mast, log” 

Ad. p:q:aw, Kab. pq:ow//bq:ow “mast, log” 

Apkh. a-bw “mast, log”, Bz.  a-báw  “column” 
Apkhazian is closer to parent-language situation; b → p:,  → q:  transformations are 

natural for the Adyghean languages. Possibility on origin of Ubykh   bqw “thick” word   

from these roots cannot be hypothesized [Shagirov 1977, II : 47].  
Structural-semantic closeness in the Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is clearly seen that is 

supported by Nakh correspondence; cf. Ing. bje//pje “pole; pillar, mast”.   
Dagestanian correspondence that is attested in Avar mo “mast/pole” word is brought, 

as well. 

 
C.-Kartv. *boc- “big bottle; (wicker-work) cane” 

Geo. boc-a “wicker-work big bottle” (GED) 

The root occurs only in Georgian but it has a noteworthy semantics – when a lexical 

entry has simultaneously the meaning of vessel (big bottle) and wicker-work. Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages support this, as well. 

C.-Sind. *bcv- “basket; plaiting/weaving (basketwork)” 

Ub. bcv- “a kind of basket” 

Ab. bac-á “(wicker-work) cane”, Apkh. (Abzh.) a-bc-a, Bz. a-bcv “(wicker-work) 
cane” 

The Sindy languages represent verbal as well as nominal stems. Like Georgian boc-a an 

Ubykh bcv- denotes a noun, likely deverbative one. Semantics of weaving (basketwork) 

is obvious. The b-epc-/b-uwc- verb “weaving (basketwork)” of the Nakh languages 

corresponds with it (cf. C.-Nakh *b-ocw- “weaving (basketwork)” in which b- is a 

grammatical class marker.  

 

C.-Kartv. *bocx- “rake” 

Geo. pocx-i “rake”, pocx-av-s  “rakes” 

Zan (Laz) bucx- “rake”, bucx-up-s “rakes”, Megr. bucx-i “id.”, o-bucx-an-s//i-bucx-an-s 

“rakes;  buries” 

A corresponding root isn’t attested in Svan though it doesn’t mean that it historically 

didn’t exist [cf. Klimov 1964 : 189-190]. 

C.-Sind. *bc- “tooth; chisel” 

Ad. pc, Kab. bʒ “chisel” 

 Ab. pc “tooth”, Apkh. -pc, a-xa-pc “tooth” 
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Meaning of tooth that functions in Apkhazian-Abaza to present day, is the oldes for 

the Sindy-Kartvelian languages.  Using of tooth in labor tools is relevant; cf. Svan šdik 

“tooth “ → na-šdek//na-šdk “sickle” (etym. “tooth mark // with teeth”).  

The corresponding material isn’t revealed in the Nakh and Dagestanian languages.   

 

C.-Kartv. *boʒ- “evening” 

Sv. ne-boz, n-boz (UB.) “evening”, bz-i, bz-i (LB.), baz-i (Lent.)”this evening/ 

tonight” 

 C.-Kartv. boʒ- root underwent transformation in Svan that was reflected in the 

historical process of ʒ → z desaffricatization-spirantization.   

C.-Sind. *bʒ v- “evening, twilight” 

Ab. -bǯ-, in the word  ala-bǯ “twilight” 

An initial voiced sibilant was preserved in Abaza. An Ubykh zwa-ps- “evening” 

contains other root. 

 
C.-Kartv. *boʒ-al- “arrow; spear” 

Geo. boʒal-i “double-edged arrow” (Saba), Gudam., Gur. “lance/appear” 

According to my observation if segmentation is correct a Zan ki-borǯ- “arrow” is 

attributed to this group; a noun boʒal- as a loan word in attested in Megrelian as well – 

borzal-i  “big arrow, spear”. This loan word is noteworthy from meaning standpoint since 

it preserves one of basic semantics of a C.-Kartv. stem.  

C.-Sind. *bǯ- “spear” 

Ad. pč, Kab. bž, Basl. bǯ “spear” 

Archaic picture is preserved in Baslen dialect - comparison of bǯ-. C.-Kartv. *boʒ-al- : 

C.-Sind. *bǯ- archetypes demonstrates that -al in Kartvelian  and - in Sindy is affixal 

segment. To put them on the same level isn’t correct.  

The correspondences aren’t  revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 

C.-Kart. *braw-al “many/much, lots” 

Geo. mraval-i  “numerous/lots”, ga-mravl-eb-a “multiplying/increasing in number”  

Zan (Laz) breul-i//brewl-i, Megr. brel-i “lots; many/much” 

brewl-i “many/much” that occurs in the Gurian dialect is obviously zanizm (Laz) and  

like the Zan allomorphes it has no common with Georgian bevr- that is borrowed from 

Iranian. In Georgian a phonetic transformation br → mr is supposed. 

C.-Sind. *baωwa- “multiplying/ increasing in number” 

Kab. bγw-n “numerous bringing in harvest;  multiplying/increasing in number” 

Ab. baωwa-ra “multiplying/increasing in number” 

Genetic link of the Sindy verbs is well known [Shagirov 1977, I : 71]. Transformation 

of pharyngeal voiced spirants in Kabardian (ω → γ) and Kartvelian (ω → r) is noteworthy  
Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *braw-al- : C.-Sind. *baωwa- archetypes should be 

C.-Nakh. *bωo- “army; numerous/lots”.   
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C.-Kartv.*bragw- “bear” 

Old Geo. brangv-i//brang “bear” 

It is well-known word from Old Georgian literary language. Its brang variant is 

mentioned in Saba’s dictionary.   

The correspondences aren’t attested in the Kartvelian languages if we don’t take into 

consideration a Megrelian word margv-i “cub” that shouldn’t be a correspondence of Geo. 

brangv-. 

C.-Sind. *bagw- “jackal” 

Ad. baǯ, Kab. baž “jackal”  

Ub. bagj-šw  ‘“jackal” 

Ab. baga “fox”, Apkh. a-bga “jackal” 

In reconstruction of Common Apkhazian-Adyghean archetype a decisive role had an 

Ubykh data  in which  a palatalized gj indicates just to pre-historic gw- in a parent-

language.  

A Nakh *berg- “wolf” which via the combination with o- “colorful” (o-berg) 

denotes a snow cheetah, lit. colorful-wolf [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 2004 : 302]; cf. also 

Agul bang-iš “bear” (Ub.  bagj-šw “jackal”). 

 Formally, a Sumerian pirig “lion” is closer to Georgian brangw-.   
 
C.-Kartv. *bra- “red” 

Geo. bra-i “red-like” (Saba), da-bra-eb-a “turning red”, cf. New Geo. še-bra-v-a 
“reddening/blushing via frying/caking” (GED)  

In Zvan-Svan expected *bro-/bra- allomorphs aren’t observed.  
Nevertheless, bra- seems to be of parent-language origin since its credible 

correspondences are confirmed in the kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *b- “black” 

Kab. ṗ “black; dark” 
Like in Georgian a ṗ root is separated in Kabardian. Though in the professional 

literature it is rightly indicated to its Dagestanian correspondence; cf. Av. be- “dark”… 

[Abdokov 1983 : 142]; cf. also Darg. ber-es “baking”. 
 I suppose that Kab. ṗ “black; dark” should be analyzed along with Georgian bra- 

“red”, as well since semantic substitution red//black occurs in Georgian material; cf. Geo. 

red wine=//black wine.  

 
C.-Kartv. *brg-e “tall and broad shouldered, strong/hard” 

Geo. brge “stalwart; tall and brosd-shouldered” 

Sv.   bgi   “strong/hard”, li-bg-i “harden” 

Corresponding root isn’t revealed in Megrelian-Laz. Georgian brge is well-known from 

Saba Orbeliani’s dictionary: brge “beautifully built man”. A Svan correspondence is 

simplified – *brgi → bgi. As regard a final -i-   it often occurs in the material with 
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Georgian -e. Thus it is considered to be of parent-language origin [see Gamkrelidze, 

Machavariani 1965 : 99].   

C.-Sind. *brg- “real; complete” 

Ab. brg ”real”, Apkh. a-brg “old man”  

Apkhazian semantics seems to be secondary originated from complete // mature. On 

the other hand C.-Sind.  *brg - : C.-Kartv. *brg-e demonstrates a logical correlation.  

Dagestanian isogloss can be observed in the Khinal. word bg “young”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *breg- “hitting/striking; falling down” 

Geo. breg-a “hitting/striking”, da-e-breg-a “fell down” 

Sv. breg-, la-x-breg-e “hitting/striking 

In the professional literature a Laz o-bragval-u “rave/delirium; noise” is also discussed. 

It is a logical correspondence of Geo. bregv-a/da-bregv-eba verb and cannot be attributed 

to this group [cf. Kimov 1998 : 19]. 

C.-Sind. *bg- “falling down; breaking” 

Ab. bga-ra, Apkh. a-bga-ra “falling down; breaking” 

There is a lack of Circassian data that makes a reconstruction process less credible. 

Nevertheless, C.-Kartv. *breg- : C.-Sind. *bg – seems logical, sound-correspndence  is 

kept.  

Likely, r- can be a Kartvelian apposition since it isn’t attested even in the roots of 

inversive structure of the Dagestanian languages; cf. And. ǯabi- ← gjabi- 

“hitting/striking”… [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1018].   

  

C.-Kartv. *breṭ - “wild bee species” 

Geo. breṭ-i “wasp, that makes honey on the field” (Saba) 

The root is attested only in Georgian though it seems to be of parent-language origin 

that is supported by an Apkhazian correspondence. 

C.-Sind. *bṭ- “bedbug” 

Apkh. a-bṭ “bedbug of timber, soft fruit” 

Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. bee ~ C.-Sind. bedbug is logical especially when talking  

about a wild bee. 

Of logical correspondences of other Iberian-Caucasian languages Tab. biṭr-u-ḳar 

“insect” is noteworthy in which r-uḳ seems to be suffix. 

  
C.-Kartv. *bro- “dark red” 
Geo. bro-i “dark red”  

Likely, Georgian bro-eul-i derivative should contain a bro- root.  
Correspondences in other Kartvelian languages aren’t observed so far.  

C.-Sind. vwa “black” 

Ad. ṣv-a, Kab. -a “black” 
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Ub. gján-wa “coal” 

Ab. kwaj-wa,  Apkh. ajkwa-wa “black”  

Comparison of the Georgian-Sindy roots and stems will clearly demonstrate the 

problem of inversive structure of these entries that shouldn’t be a hindering  factor since 

the kindred roots from the Dagestanian languages demonstrate similar correlation and 

Sindy-like structure; cf. Darg. (Ur.) ab “dark”.   
Semantic correlation dark red ~ black ~ dark  is logical (cf. Georgian black =//red 

wine). 

 
C.-Kartv. *brol- “cattle; herd (of cattle)” 

Geo. mrol-e “herd (of cattle); 1-3- year-old cattle” 

Svan  bru  “barren (sheep, cow)”  

Semantic opposition cattle ~ barren is not unexpected; cf. liter. ber-i “barren” ~ Ajar. 

ber-ia “heifer/1-3 year-old cow/steer” [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 72]. 

C.-Sind. *ob- “bull/ox”  

Kab. ob “bull/ox” 

Parent-language origin of ob “bull/ox” is easily confirmed since as it was clarified it 

corresponds with Hattian šup [=ǯub] “bull/ox” [Kochlamazashvili 2015a : 52]. Moreover, 

preserved Dagestanian isoglosses with Georgian structure seem to be similar: Av. bo:i, And. 

bu:ir, Botl. bu:i, Cham. bo:, Bagv. be:ur, God. buci, Tind. bocor, Karat be:ur “cattle”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *brṗ-en- “lead/bullet” 

Old Geo. brṗen-i “lead/bullet”, brṗen-i//ṗrṗen-i “lead/bullet and tin” (Saba) Of the 

Kartvelian subsystems only in Old Georgian and in Saba’s dictionary occurs brṗen- → 

ṗrṗen- allomorphs.  

An initial brṗen- root is omitted in all etymological and comparative dictionaries, even 

in B. Gigineishvili’s historical-etymological dictionary [see Gigineishvili 2016 : 63]. 

C.-Sind. *mṗ- “lead/bullet” 

Ub. mṗa “lead/bullet” 

Correspondences of Georgian-Ubykh isogloss have been observed in none of the 

Iberian-Caucasian languages so far.  

Ubykh data is valuable for Georgian root structure. Likely, in this case a historical bṗ 

→ brṗ process should be supposed on a parent-language level.   

To attribute a Latin plumb-um “id” to this group is noteworthy (It preserves a Zan 

correspondence?!).  

 
C.-Kartv. *brwil- “blind/unlighted” 

Geo. brvil-i//brl-i “blind/unlighted”, brvil-, da-brvil-eb-a “lack of eyesight”  

It is supposed that a root brl- known from ancient Old Georgian texts is linked with 
briv-i (A. Arabuli). Before I also supposed the link of Georgian stems with Megrelian 
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vere “blind” and Svan wir-j “one-eyed/blind in one eye” words what I no longer agree 

[cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 286]. 

C.-Sind. *bγ- “bad eye-sight”  

Ad. na-bγa, Kab. na-bγa “bad eye-sight”   
In the given composites a -na segment is a root denoting “eye”, and delabialized bγa- is 

considered to be a correspondence of Kartvelian brwil- word. 
The following words of the Lezgian languages are genetically linked with Sindy-

Georgian roots: Lezg. br, Tsakh bre-na, Rut  bre-d “blind”… 
 
C.-Kartv. *br- “examining/testing; examiner/tester” 
Geo. br-e “judge; examiner” (Saba), br-ob-a-j “examining/testing” 

The correspondences aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages. Nevertheless, a 

br- root is reconstructed for a Common Kartvelian parent-language. Its reconstruction is 

supported with corresponding data of the kindred Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *bč- “counting” 

Ad. (Chemg.) pč-n, Shaps., Bzh. pč-n “counting”, Kab. bž-n “counting”  

In the example a correspondence C.-Kartv.  : C.-Sind. č, i.e. strident ~ preruptive, that 

was noticed by G.Rogava in the Geo. be : Circ. bč “door” forms [Rogava 1956 : 18].  
An initial phoneme should be  since just  is repeated in the Dagestanian 

correspondences; cf.  Cham. biī-la, Bezh. bii aq “understanding”. 

Semantic correlation examining ~ counting ~ understanding is logical. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bral- “paw, foot, heel” 

Old Geo. bral-i “paw, foot, heel” 

Basing on  Old Georgian data C.-Kartvelian archetype is reconstructed: “aγiγo čem zeda  
b r  a l i  misi” – “Sth take a paw over me”; “romelsa uṗries oveli kueanai b r  a l i t a” 

– “... that which rules the entire country with paw” [Abuladze 1976 : 37].  

Since  is a refelction of hissing-hushing v in most cases, for a pra-language *brval- is 

supposed. 

C.-Sind. *maw- “a part of a leg” 

Ab. p-maw-a, Apkh. (Bz.) a-p-maw  “a part of a front leg” 
Dagestanian correspondences are also compared with Sindy languages data; cf. Tab. 

muu, Did. mecu “paw”. In my view C.-Kartv.  : Dag.  is always equal to Common 

Kartvelian hissing-hushing v glottal that is really attested in Bzip [for more Dag. see 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 307].  

 
C.-Kartv. *bugw-ir “acne/eruption of pimples, smallpox (disease)” 

Geo. bugr-i “acne/eruption of pimples, smallpox (disease)”, bugr-ian-i “pimply/ 

spotty/scabby”  

Sv. bugwir “smallpox (disease)” 
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An initial form is preserved in Svan since in Georgian only a reduced (later) variant 

occurs. It is totally unacceptable to think that in Svan  a new (identical) u vowel appeared 

due to the  influence of a preceeding vowel, at the same time it is illogical to bring a 

parallel example Svan šuḳ → šuḳw since in Svan  šuḳw  w  isn’t a phonetic apposition  but 

it is result of  partial syncope of  a → w in the language; cf. Geo. cica : Sv. cicw “a 

cat”…[cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 122].     

C.-sind. *bagw- “skin  rash” 

Ad. bagw, Kab. bagw- “skin rash” 

Ub. bagw “skin rash” 

The issue on authenticity of an Ubykh stem naturally arises since an allomorph of bagj 

type was supposed but it is a fact that this phonetic process it isn’t always realized. 

Vainakh barg-al “dirt on the cattle’s hair” where C.-Cauc. complex gw is represented as 

rg regular and logical  correspondence is noteworthy; cf. Geo. nesw- : Nakh nars…  

 

C.-Kartv. *buz- “fist”  

Geo. (Tush.) buz-v-an-i “fist” 

Likely a Tushian word contains -ov-an suffix. If this supposition is right then it is 

assumed buz-ovan- → buz-van- transformation in Georgian. An allomorph buž- isn’t 

attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. In all cases a Tushian word contains a 

Common Kartvelian *buz- root.   

C.-Sind. *bž- “fist” 

Ad. bž-m, Ab. bz v-m, Kab. bz v, Basl. bz v “fist” 

The function of a segment -m of Adyghean forms is unknown like of Georgian -ovan 

suffix (functional correspondence (?)). Linguists cannot elucidate the origin of -m in 

Adyghean forms [Kvakhadze 2014 : 123].  

On the other hand the unity of Georgian-Circassian isoglosses isn’t troublesome. 

Structural and semantic identity is observable that is explained by common origin.  Hunz. 

bz-a, Bezh. biz-a, Hin. bes-i, Khvarsh bes-a, Inkhoqv. bus-o “fist” allomorphs can be also 

brought here.  

 

C.-Kartv. *buz- “fly; insect” 

Geo. buz-i “fly”, Old Geo. buzu-ad “fly” 

Zan (Laz) buz-ul-a “very small insect” 

Sv. buz-ul “fly” 

A Megrelian correspondence is lack. Comparison of Laz buz-al-a with Megrelian buz-

in verb is groundless [Fahrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 123]. It is logical to bring a Laz buz-ul-a 

“very little fly” that doesn’t exclude the link with Laz buz-al-a “buzzing” verb.   

C.-Sind. *bnz- “insect” 

Ad. baʒ, Kab. baʒ “insect” 

Ub. banʒv//baʒ v “insect” 
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There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondence [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 

304]. A Circasian allomorphs are troublesome, as well since they reveal hissing sibilant 

correspondence of affricative nature unlike other Iberian-Caucasian isoglosses; cf.  C.-

Nakh *moz- “insect”, Dag., Agul mz-mz, Tsakh . bz-bza, Tab. miz-miz “insect, fly” 

[Abdokov 1983 : 113], though  likely, z → ʒ is possitively  conditioned in the Circassian 

languages and dialects due to the influence of -n.   

 
C.-Kartv. *buz- “horse louse fly/forest fly” 

Geo. buz-, buz-an-ḳal-i “horse louse fly/forest fly”, buz-a-laḳ-i “gadfly”, слепень, buz-

a-mḳal-i//buz “fly”, buz-v-i  “gadfly”, овод (Chubinashvili) 

Of the named variants buz is attested in Old Georgian texts: “ara  šamnet b u z  da 
misni” – “Don’t eat its fly” [Abuladze 1973 : 37]. Nevertheless, Kartvelian correspon-

dences haven’t been observed in published texts so far.   

C.-Sind. *bz v- “beetle”  

Ad. bž-ʒa, Kab. bz v-ʒa “flea” 

Ab. bž,  Apkh. a-bž “beetle” 

There is a lack of an Ubykh correspondence that should have been of {bzv} type.  In 

the Adyghean languages -ʒa is separated; cf. Apkh. á-ʒ “flea”, i.e. bž-/bz v- allomorphs 

initially denoted beetle (like in Apkhazian-Abaza).  

C.-Kartv. *buz- “horse louse fly/forest fly” : C.-Sind. *bz v- “beetle” should be a logical 

phonetic and semantic correspondence.  

 
C.-Kartv. *buzuḳ- “pimple” 

Geo. buzuḳ-i “pimple” 

Zan (Megr.) buzuḳ-i “pimple” 

It isn’t excluded that Megrelian is borrowed from Georgian. In all cases buzuḳ- is 

considered to be of Kartvelian etymological word.  

C.-Sind. *mzḳj- “wart” 
Kab. -mzḳj-, in the word  xa-mzḳj “wart” 

Separation of a Circassian -mzḳj segment is possible via a comparative analysis; bzḳj 
“wart” preserved in Ossetian is noteworthy that is discussed along with Circassians 

[Abaev 1958, I : 184]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *buḳw- “billy goat/one-year-old goat” 

Sv. piḳw//pḳw (US., Lent.), piḳw (Lash.) “billy goat/one-year-old goat” 

Devoicing phonetic process b → p in similar position is characteristic of Svan; cf. Geo. 

baḳan-i : Sv. paḳn “bowl”, Geo. bav-i : Sv. pew//pou “hip”… 

If Svan peḳwna “puppy, cub” is linked with Svan puḳw “billy goat/one-year-old goat” 

stem then Georgian boḳver-i  “cub” (→ Laz bonḳver-i  “id”) should hasn’t been borrowed 

from Circassian [cf. Shengelia 2006 : 154].  
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C.-Sind. *bḳw- “calf” 

Ad. bḳw-r “calf” 

In Adyghean bḳw- should be separated as a stem since in bḳw-r -r is a Nominative 

case marker; cf. Erg. case bḳw-m. 

C.-Nakh archetype *boḳ- should also be linked with Adyghean bḳw  apart from with 

Kartvelian; cf. Ts.-Tush. bωoḳ “billy goat/one-year-old goat“ Dagestanian correspond-

dences aren’t observed so far.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bul-a “big creature (wild); male sheep” 

Geo. bula, Mtiul. “terrible creature name of which children are frightened” 

Zan (Megr.) bila “ugly thick/fat” 

Sv.  bil   “thus a male sheep is addressed” (Chol.: bil  bickw) 

Even though there is great semantic difference among the Kartvelian languages and 

dialects one thing is clear:  in bula//bila allomorphs hide a name of a big, animal (male 

sheep (?)); cf. Nakh. (Chech.) bula “wild cattle/bison”. 

C.-Sind. *bl- “ram; large cattle” 

Ub. bj “ram” 

Hat. mil “cattle/livestock” 

Likely, Hattian mil “cattle/livestock” form should be also discussed in this case. I sup-

pose that the root with l- sonor that was originated from Pre-Sindy parent-language is 

fully preserved in Hattian mil “cattle/livestock” word.  Due to it an Ubykh j is considered 

to be later reflexation of initial l- sonor.    

Dagestanian data is noteworthy: Av. bel “mountain antelope”, Ud. bele “large horned 

cattle” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 314].  

 
C.-Kartv. *bun- “descendant//offspring” 

Geo. (Upper Imer.) bun-i “descendants of one grandfather” 

Isolated Georgian bun- noun reveals a parent-language origin. It is supported by Sindy 

parallels where the meaning of descendant is observable.  

C.-Sind. *bn- “child; descedant”  

Ad. (Chemg.) bn, Kab. bn “child; descedant”  

It was accepted in the Circassiology on the origin of the named forms from Arabic 

[Shagirov 1977, I : 107]. But its groundlessness was proved convincingly {Kvakhadze 2014 

: 105}. Moreover, a kindred word of the same root should be in the Hattian language that 

is distinguished by the archaisms: cf. Hat. pinu “child”.   

 
C.-Kartv. *bun-a “nest, hole, foundation” 

Geo. bun-i “foundation, hole”, Jav. bun-e “nest”, bun-ag-i “bear’s den, shelter”; buna-

ur-i “ dwelling/nest”,  гнездо, жилище (Chubinashvili), “men’s dwelling” (Saba) 

The root of parent-language origin was preserved only in Georgian. Affixal nature of -e 

and -ag segments is unknown; cf. caxn-ag-i.  
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C.-Sind. *bn- “tomb/grave, hole” 

Ad. bn-, Kab. bn “tomb/grave” 

Ub. bn- “grave/tomb hole” 

In the professional literature it is rightly rejected the link of the Circassian words with 

bina “building” and Ossetian bn/bun “foundation” allomorphs [Kvakhadze 2014 : 23].  

Parent-Sindy archetype reveals   neutral allophone as a root vowel that should be the 

simplification of older w (← *u)  diphthong  since the realization of w- after a bilabial b 

should have been limited due to phonetic unsuitability; bw seems to be non-canonical in 

Common parent  Sindy.  

Nakh data also corresponds with the Georgian-Circassian one: cf. Chech. ben “nest”. 

Here I put the issue and bring the Bud. form pn  from Dagestanian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *burb- “spinning/rolling/rotating; bat” 

Geo. brb-un-v-a “blind’s staggering” (Saba) 

Zan burb-u “bat” 

An initial should be the flight of a blind bird. Due to the reduction of a root vowel in 

Georgian it is difficult to reconstruct an archaic vowel. Zan u cannot be a control basis 

since potentially in this position it can correspond with any of a-o-u- vowels [cf. 

Chukhua 2000-2003 : 71-71]. 

C.-Sind. *bb- “flying” 

Ad. bb-n “flying” 

The word occurs only in Adyghean but likely it seems to be of Common Sindy origin. 

It is supported by Kartvelian forms of genetically common origin. In Adyghean the 

existence of  vowel seems to be one more argument to confirm the fact that in Kartvelian 

u (or o) sounding is ancient occurrence.    

 

C.-Kartv. *burw- “gilt (female pig 3-12 months old)” 

Geo. burv-aḳ-i “big pig, sow (pig)” (Saba), “piglet 3-12 months old” (GED) 

The word is attested only in Georgian from which it entered Tsova-Tushian (Batsb)  in 

the form buruḳ; va → u took place on the Ts.-Tush ground due to  the unnaturalness of 

labialized complexes of Cw/Cv type; cf. Geo. sṭwir- i → Ts.-Tush. sṭiur “(shepherd’s) 

pipe”… 

C.-Sind. *bL- “sow/ewe/nanny goat; female pig” 

Ub. bL “female pig” 

Of the Sindy languages the stem is attested only in Ubykh but it is reconstructed on 

the Common Sindy level since it has noteworthy isoglosses  in the Kartvelian as well as 

Dagestanian languages; cf. C.-Sind. *bL- : C.-Kartv. *burw- “gilt (female pig 3-12 months 

old) “ : C.-Nakh  *brλ  “colorful” (Ing. brh “colorful”) : C.Dag. *boƛ-̣ “pig” (Av. boλ-on, 

Bezh. buƛ-o, Hunz. buƛ-u, Arch. boƛ ̣ “pig”).  
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C.-Kartv. rw- :  C.-Dag. ƛ ̣: C.-Sind. L : C.-Nakh. rλ  is regular and logical correlation (I 

will talk about it another time). 

 
C.-Kartv. *burs- “fighting; wrestling” 

Geo. burs-al-i “clumsy wrestling”  

Zan (Megr.) burs-ap-i “fighting; slamming/banging; chaos/mayhem” 

Notwithstanding that I agree with the unity of the burs- root of the Georgian dialects 

(Imerian, Gurian, Rachian) and Megrelian  burs- verb   though I’d like to focus on  the 

problem of similar u : u sounding and rise an issue on Zan nature of a burs- root that 

automatically implies the existence of a stem of *bars- type in the parent-language [cf. 

Fanhrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 124].  

C.-Sind. *baš- “fighting” 

Ab. aj-baš-ra,  Apkh. aj-bašj-ra “fighting” 

There is a lack of Circassian data and that’s why it is difficult to clarify the nature of an 

initial sibilant - š or sv (?).  The basis of š → šj palatalization isn’t clear, as well.  

C.-Sind.*baš- : C.-Kartv. *burs- (or *bars-) demonstrates logical structural and semantic 

correlation. 

Of the Dagestanian languages Ud. bes-besun “killing” verb is noteworthy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *burs-a “snowy fog” 

Geo. (Kartl.) bursa “snowy fog” 

Zan (Megr.) burs-i “thick fog/mist,  fog” 

In Megrelian burso is supposed to be initial form in which (-o-) regularly transfers into 

i- ; cf. Geo. γv in-o : Zan γv in-i, sur-o : suj-i //sij-i… 

Svan correspondence isn’t revealed.  

C.-Sind. *bš-a “cloud”  

Ad. (Shaps.) pšja, Abdz. pša, Kab. pša “cloud” 

In the Circassian languages b of parent-language was devoiced on the next stage due to 

the contact assimilation with  š-  – *bša → *bša → pša. Appearing of  a neutral    vowel 

as a correspondence of Kartvelian u vowel undoubtedly implies the existence of w 

allophone (diphthong) but after b bilabial w disappeared dissimilatively - *bwša → *bša. 

Semantic opposition of the analytical roots fog ~ cloud that is logical, is noteworthy.  

Dagestanian correspondence is observed in Lak bursa “hoar-frost” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bus- “raised-up hill/knoll” 

Geo. bus-n-o, bus-nar-i “raised-up hill/knoll in the field covered with fresh grass”, bus-

nar-i (Saba). 

On the Georgian ground bus- is distinguish as a root that has no correspondences in 

other Kartvelian languages and dialects. Though true isoglosses are attested in the 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
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C.-Sind. *bs v-a “hill, ridge” 

Ub. bša “hill/knoll, ridge” 

The word is isolated  in Ubykh but likely it is of parent-language origin. 

Obviously, a correspondence of Georgian u vowel a diphthong w was supposed in 

Common Sindy but due to non-canonical  of bw- cluster in the next position of b w 

disappeared -  *bws v-a → *bs v-a.  

The correspondence of C.-Kartv. *bus- : C.-Sind. *bsv-a is observed in Ingush bos-je 

“mountain slope/side, slope/hillside” form the Dagestanian correspondences  of which are 

observed  in Ud. bs-a “hillock, hill”, Bagv. pars “sheer (rock/cliff); abrupt mountain” words. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bus- “soft fur; soft covering of down/fluff” 

Geo. bus-v-a “covering of down/fluff”, še-bus-ul-i “downy/fluffy”, bus-us-i  “down (on 

skin of fruit, bird, person)” 

The correspondences of the bus- root aren’t observed in kindred Kartvelian languages, 

so far. Though external language data convincingly demonstrate Proto-Georgian nature of 

the root bus.        

C.-Sind. *ms-a “hair” 

Ub. -msá “hair”, in the word  bλa-msá “eyebrow” 
Ab. -msa “hair”, in the word  ǯ-msa “eyebrow”, Apkh. -mš “hair”, in the word  á-ǯ- 

mš “eyebrow” 

From structural standpoint the data of the Sindy languages is similar. Difference is only 

that an Ubykh bLa contains an entry while the origin of Apkhazian-Abaza - ǯ- segment 

is clear.     

The form mus “hair; eyebrow” of the Dido languages is rightly linked with C.-Kartv. 

*bus- : C.-Sind. *ms-a archetype; cf. also Ing. mos “hair” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 805].  
 
C.-Kartv. *buk- “snowstorm; wind” 

Geo. buk-i “windy snow” (Saba) 

Sv. bukw/bikw, bukw (Lashkh.) “wind” 

There is a lack of Megrelian-Laz allomorphs. A stem of Sv. bukw (Lashkh.) type is 

attested in the Khevsurian dialect, as well; cf. bukv-i “bush, snowdrift”. In both words a 

final v/w seems to be a phonetical apposition.  

 C.-Sind. *kw- “storm” 

Kab. -kw-, in the word  γwăz-kw-j  “storm” 

In a compound Kabardian word -kw- is rightly distinguished but the link of the latter 

with Ubykh  kw “rain”  lexeme isn’t right [cf. Chirikba 1996a : 200].  

I suppose  that *kw- was  an independent  root denoting storm and which due to a 

reverse structure  it was associated  (omonymic) with  the word kw “rain”. It is confirmed 

C.-Kartv. *buk- archetype and its kindred Dagestanian (Lak) bark “cloud” word.      
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C.-Kartv. *buγ- “mould/mildew; turning mouldy/mildewed” 

Zan (Laz) buγ-i “mould/mildew”, do-buγ-eren “Sth turned  mouldy/mildewed” 

Sv.  bihw →//bw (Lash.)//biw (Lent.) “mould/mildew” 

Georgian correspondence isn’t revealed. Comparison of Svan allomorphreme with Laz 
one sheds light on the fact that bihw is an umlauted stem and is originated from bγ 
archaic type. The problem of genetic correlation of Geo. (Khevs.) bov-i “mould/mildew”  
needs to be investigated [cf. Kelauridze 2016 : 32].  

C.-Sind. *bγw- “mould/mildew; turning mouldy/mildewed” 

Ad. (Chemg.)  bγw-ta “mould/mildew” 

On the basis of Chemgu noun a verbal form bγwa- “turning mouldy/mildewed” is 

reconstructed [Kvakhadze 2104 : 249]. Such approaching is justified especially then when 

an Adyghean -ta is qualified as a suffix; cf. Ad. mas-t Kab. mas-t “needle” : Geo. ne-ms-i 

“needle”…  
C.-Sind. *bγw- :  C.-Kartv. *buγ- reveals logical structural and semantic correlation. 

Vowel sound-correspondence Kartv. u : Sind. w  is also observed. 
 

C.-Kartv. *buγa- “pillar; top of a column” 

Geo. buγa-ur-i “top of a column; top of  a pillar” (Saba),  “capital/cornice (of column)” 

(Chubinashvili), Georgian “central pillar (in old halls)” 

It is clear in Georgian buγa- is distinguished as a root  and it has no common with the 

Turkish word buγa “uncastrated bullock/steer”. 

C.-Sind. *bγ- “(ceiling) rafter” 

Ad. bγ-, in the word bγ-qw, Kab. bγ-, in the word  bγ-w  “rafter; cross-beam; coat 

of arms”. 

There is a lack of Ubykh-Abaza correspondences. A logical equivalent of a reconstruc-

ted *bγ- archetype is C.-Kartv *buγ-a.  

Likely, Ing. boγa “pole/pillar; column”, Ts.-Tush boγur “stake/picket” are the 

correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian roots… 

Sematically pillar/pole ~ rafter ~ stake/picket  is logical correlation.   

 

C.-Kartv. *buš- “bastard” 

Geo. buš-i “bastard” (Saba), Gur. buš-al-ie “bastard” 

Megrelain na-burš-el-a “bastard” indicates that likely a buš- verbal root  would have 

been historically existed in Georgian, as well. 

A root of *bušk- type that was expected in Zan-Svan hasn’t been observed so far.  

C.-Sind. *bs vw- “non-aborigine” 

Kab. bfă -”non-aborigine”, неродной, bf-w “step-child (boy)”, bf-pxw “step-

child (girl)” 

Ab. psa, Apkh. a-psa “non-aborigine”, an-psa “step-mother” 
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There is a lack of  Ubykh correspondence. On the next stage of delabialization as a 

result of reduction in Apkhazian-Abaza an initial b was devoiced. For Kabardian a *bsw 

archeform is supposed [Abdakov 1983 : 141].  

The root *bus v- with hissing-hushing sibilant is supposed for a proto-Kartvelian from 

where buš- was established via s v → š transformation.   

 Semantic correlation bastard ~ non-aborigine is logical one. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bušt- “bladder/bubble; swelling” 

Geo. bušṭ-i “utrine/piss pouch” (Saba), da- bušṭ-eb-a “blistering” 

Zan (Laz) bust-i//busṭ-i “bladder”; “sheep’s testicle/egg” (Atin.) 

 The Laz data is the result of general tendency of whistlening of št/šṭ → st/sṭ but at the 

same time the semantics of a Laz word is important, as well. 

C.-Sind. *bs vt- “rising, leavening; swelling up” 

Ad. pšjt-n “rising, leavening; boiling”, Kab. ps vt-n “boiling (of milk)” 

Ub. psta “swelling up, swelling” 

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondence. Dipthonization (u → w) of an 

initial u took place in parent-Sindy that resulted the combinatorial devoicing of b at the 

next stage - *bus vt- → *bws vt- → *ps vt-. 

C.-Kartv. *bušt- “bladder; swelling” ~ C.-Sind. *bs vt- “rising, leavening; boiling” de-

monstrates  logical structural and semantic correspondence. Phonetic process of hushe-

ning of hissing-hushing sibilant Pr.-Kartv *bus vt- → C.-Kartv.  *bušt - on a parent-lan-

guage level is supposed. 

Problem of genetic correlation of C.-Nakh *b-arst- “swelled up, plump/fat/stout” 

archetypes is noteworthy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *buc-/*buc-o “becoming short-sighted; short-sighted/vacuous, stupid” 

Geo. (Kiz.) buc-o “short-sighted/vacuous” 

Zan (Megr.) poč-o “stupid, bungling/dim/naïve “, kīmša-poč-u “Sb did stupid thing”  

There is a lack of  Svan correspondence [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 325]; b → p and  u 

→ o should be of Zan innovation. In Georgian There is a lack of verbal forms that is a 

secondary occurrence.   

C.-Sind. *bc- “false; wrong” 

Apkh. pc “wrong; false”  

Common Sindy archetype can be reconstructed on the basis of Apkhazian data that 

complicates a reconstruction process. 

From semantic and structural standpoint Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes demonstrate a 

genetic identity. Their exact correspondence is observed in Botl. boc:u “blind; short-

sighted/vacuous” and its corresponding stems in Dagestanian languages [Chukhua 2000-

2003 : 325-326].   
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C.-Kartv. *buʒ-ul- “woman’s breast” 

Geo (Meskh.) buʒul-aj “woman’s breast” 

Zan (Laz) buʒu//buʒi “woman’s breast”, buʒul-on-i “with woman’s breast” 

When a Meskhian variant was fixed as a correspondence of a Laz allomorphs it can be 

said boldly that buʒ-ul word is of parent-language origin. N.Marr’s view on borrowing 

from Greek is excluded [Marr 1910 : 133]. 

C.-Sind. *bʒ “woman’s breast, (breast) nipple/teat” 

Ad. bʒ, Kab. bʒ “woman’s breast, (breast) nipple/teat” 

Ub. bʒ “woman’s breast” 

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences. It is right to discuss that Ubykh 

type excludes the borrowing from Adyghean. It is an indigenous word and of parent-

language etymology [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 305]. 

The Sindy-Kartvelian unity was focused on earlier [Rogava 1956 : 140]. Dagestanian 

material can be involved in it; cf. Ag. bizi ““woman’s breast”, cf. also Lak mazu “id”. 

N.Trubetskoy indicated a bizi allomorph for Andi, as well [Trubetskoy 1930 : 277], that 

wasn’t  confirmed by the following studies [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 306].  

 

C.-Kartv. *buxw- “fat/plump/stout, thick” 

Geo. (Gur.) buxu-a “fat/plump/stout”, buxul-a, cf. Gur. buxunxula-i “thick, too 

fat/plump/stout” 

Zan (Megr.) buxu “thick”, bux-ir-a “(fairly) thick-set” 

There is a lack of  Svan correspondence. Gurian-Megrelian allomorphs clearly outline a 

common buxw- root of fat/plump/stout/thick meaning. 

 C.-Sind. *bxw- “thick, wide/large/broad, big” 

Ad. bxw “thick”, Kab. bxw “vast, large (about a suit)”“ 

Ub. bxw “large, vast, wide/broad”  

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences, though compared Common 

Circassian allomorphs in the professional literature [Shagirov 1977, I : 104] reconstruct  

parent-Sindy archetypes with accuracy.   

Common origin of C.-Kartv. *buxw- : C.-Sind. *bxw- archetypes is supported  by their 

form as well as semantic identity.   

 

C.-Kartv. *bγ- “attacking” 

Geo. (Mokh.) bγ-eṭ-a “evil gazing” 

Zan (Laz) bγ-, go-bγ-u “attacking” 

Only Laz shows bγ- verb denoting attacking so far; bγ-eṭ-a “evil gazing” that occurs in 

the Mokhevian dialect of Georgian is noteworthy but the questions also arise. 

C.-Sind. *bγw- “attacking” 

Ub. bγjaw-i “attacking” 
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Of the Sindy languages the verb of parent-language origin is preserved only in Ubykh 

form. Compared with Kartvelian aw- is “superfluous” in Ubykh that gives rise a question 

on its affixal nature; *bγw- → Ub. bγjaw, i.e. the palatalization of γ is the result of 

influence of following  narrow vowel. 

Corresponding linguistic material hasn’t been observed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages so far. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bγ- “collecting, gathering “ 

Zan (Laz) bγ-, o-bγ-u “collecting, gathering”, o-bγ-u “Sb collected”, oḳo-bγ-al-a 

“assembling/congregating”, oḳo-bγ-er-i “collected/gathered”, oḳo-bγ-in-u “assembling/ 

congregating, gathering” 

Professional literature discusses a Laz bγ- verb along with Geo. beγ-el-i, beγ-o, Megr. 

baγ-u “granary/barn” and o-baγ-e(n) “being” forms that is absolutely  inadmissible. Laz 

bγ- is an absolutely different root. It is also of different etymology [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 107].  

C.-Sind. *bωa- “assembling/congregating” 

Ub. ba “assembling/congregating” 

Pharyngealization of bilabial b is considered to be a trace of historical pharyngeal 

voiced ω - bω → b. Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes can be reconstructed only on the basis of 

Laz-Ubykh isoglosses. 

Corresponding roots haven’t been observed in Nakhian languages. 

Of other Iberian-Caucasian languages corresponding Dagestanian verbal root should be 

observed in Cham. beγ-l-a//beγ-īl-a “throwing/hurling/shooting” word.   
 
C.-Kartv. *bγaw- “nest, hole, cleft” 
Geo. (Ksan.) bγav-an-i “ruins, foundation/basis” 

Zan (Laz) o-bγe “nest” 

 Sv. bγeh (UB.), bγej ((Lashkh.), bγe (LB., Lent.) “cleft” 

Alternation h/j fixed at the end of the stem speaks is favor of an initial w in Svan that is 

clearly seen in Geo. bγav-an-. Likely, Laz e is a following transformation of ev-, o – e is a 

result of meta-analysis - *o-bγev → o-bγ-e. 

C.-Sind. *bγw-a/*bωw-a “nest” 

Ad. na-bγw, Kab. a-bγwă “nest” 

Ub. a-bγja “nest” 
Ab. ωwa-ra “nest” 
An initial stem underwent more influence in Abaza – bilabial b is lost - bω → ω (or, 

likely, it is another root). An initial na-/a- in the Circassian languages corresponds with Laz 

o- but it couldn’t belonged the root even in this case. that is  confirmed  by an Abaza form.   

The view is supported by Ing. bωi, Chech. (Akh.) bωe, C.-Nakh  *bωin “nest”,  cf. also 

Dag. (God.) baγan//bagan “nest”.  
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C.-Kartv. *bγaw- “bleating/lowing/groaning/roaring; shouting/yelling” 

Geo. bγav-il-i “bleating/lowing/groaning/roaring”, bγav-i-s “Sb/Sth bleats/lows/groans/ 

roars” 

Zan  (Laz) bγor-in-i “bleating/lowing/groaning/roaring”, Megr. γor-ap-i →//γvar-ap-i 

“bleating/lowing/groaning/roaring”, γor-an-s “Sb/Sth bleats/lows/groans/roars; Sb/Sth 

shouts/yells” 

Sv. bγl-i, bγel-i “Sb/Sth bleats/lows/groans/roars” 

Common origin of Svan-Georgian allomorphs is well-known from  the professional 

literature [Kerkadze 1974 : 127]. Zan bγor- root is involved in it, as well since C.-Kartv. w 
→ Zan r is regular and logical. It occurs in the borrowing material, as well: vav-i → Laz 

var-i, ambav-i → Laz  ambar-i  
C.-Sind. *-bγa- “getting angry” 

Ad. ja-bγa-n, Kab. ja-bγa-n “getting angry, sb’s heart angers” 

Ub. baxa- and Abaza  baħa-ra “sb’s heart angers” cannot be discussed along with them 

since they are of different origin [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 273]. 
C.-Kartv. *bγaw- : C.-Sind. *-bγa-  is logical structural correlation that is supported by 

semantic correlation getting angry  ~ shouting. 

 

C.-Kartv. *bγal- “sullying, insulting/offending” 

Geo. bγal-v-a “sullying, insulting/offending”, še-bγal-v-a”sullying, insulting/ 

offending”, še-bγal-ul-i “sullied, insulted/offended” 

Verbal root  bγal- is attested in old Georgian  liteary texts: “vitarca gasmide ḳetrovani 

igi siṭvita, ganmide š e b γ a l u l e b a j c a ese čemi”  – “Like You cured leprous man, 

clean me, also.” [Abuladze 1973 : 472]. Despite this the correspondences from Kartvelian 

languages and dialects haven’t been observed so far.  

C.-Sind. *bγ- “reproaching/rebuking; shaming” 
Ad. -bγ, in the word  gw-bγ-n “reproaching/rebuking; shaming”, Kab. gw-bγ-n 

“reproaching/rebuking” 

In Circassian the word-forms are exactly segmented and a noun gw is separated 

[Shagirov 1977, I : 114]. Verbal bγ- logically corresponds with Georgian bγal- root from 

semantical as well as formal standpoint. 

Likely, Nakh bωal “lump of dried dirt” is attributed to the similar group; cf. Mtiul. 

bγal-a  “dung mixed in water; dirt” [Chukhua 2008 : 297]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bγar- “child, baby” 

Geo. bγar-i “infant/baby” (Chubinashvili), Im. Kiz. “child, baby” 

The word is isolated in Georgian though it manifest parent-language (Common-

Kartvelian) origin. 

C.-Sind.*bγw- “new” 

Ub. bγj “new” 
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Result of delabialization of a root vowel is observed in palatalized γj spirant in Ubykh, 

i.e.  *bγw → bγj. A supposed w in Sindy seems to be correspondence of Kartvelin r 

spirant that is confirmed by many samples. Dagestanian data also supports this; cf. Av. 

baħar-a-b, Botl. baħar-a, God. baħar-a “young”.  
Semantic opposition child ~ new ~ young is logical and implies “fresh (growth)/new/ 

growing/youthful” meaning.   
C.-Kartv. *bγor- “cave; hole” 

Geo. (Gur.) bγor-o “cave” 

Zan (Laz) bγoǯ-i “cave, grotto” → Gur. bγo-i “id” 

Sv.  bγer “big hole” 
Common origin of Georgian-Svan roots and stems is well known. For Svan *bγr   

umlauted variant is fairly justified [Fahnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 129]. To my observation 

Laz bγoǯ-i (→ Gur. bγo-i) is attributed to this group. The material with Georgian -o 

suffix disappeared in Laz-Svan.  

C.-Sind.*bγw- “lair/den” 

Ad. bγw, Kab. bγw “lair/den” 

Abaza ωwara “hurrow/den”, Ad. γw, Kab. γw “id” and Ad. γwan “hole” allomorphs  

cannot be attributed to this group [Abdakov 1983 :186], since  the phonetic (or 

phonotactic) basis for bγ → γ  simplifying is unclear.   
 Comparison of C.-Kartv. *bγor- :  C.-Sind. *bγw- archetypes again reveals the reality 

of o → wa  as well as  r → Ø phonetic processes in the parent-Sindy language. 

 
C.-Kartv. *bγuw- “owl” 
Geo. bu/buv-i “owl” 
Zan (Laz) bγu/mγu, Megr. *bγu → γu “owl” 

Sv.  γuh “owl” 

Auslaut h in Svan logically reflects the relex of a parent-language w sonant – w → h 

which is quite common: Svan ḳweh- : Geo. rḳwev-, žah : zvav-... Reflecation of bγ 

complex  is developing in an interesting way according to the Kartvelian languages and 

dialects: when an initial bγ is fully preserved only in Laz but at the same time the 

simplifying tendency was developed towards two directions:  1. bγ → b in Georgian, 2. bγ 
→ γ in Svan and Megrelian [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 270; Klimov 1964 : 56].  

C.-Sind. *bγ- “eagle; kite” 

Ad. bγ “kite; goshawk”, bγ-z v  “eagle”, Kab. bγ “eagle” 

Ub. b-ǯj “eagle” 
Pharyngealization of harmonic-descending bγ complex of B system in Ubykh likely 

reflects archaic bω pharyngeal consonant cluster [cf. Kvakhadze 2014 : 90], which is 

repeated in Ingush - bωow “owl”. Likely the suffixes -az v, -ǯj of the Circassian languages 

are the traces of the independent root denoting black [Shagirov 1977, I : 79].   
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C.-Sind. *bγ- : C.-Kartv. *bγuw- is logical structural and semantic correlation since  

the complexes are correspondences.  

 
C.-Kartv. *bʒan-/*bʒam- “plant, smallreed” 

Geo. (Psh.) brʒam-i “rock plant”, kartl. brʒan-i “smallreed”, brʒam-a (A. Maqashvili), 

lit. brʒam-i [Calamagrostis arundinacea] 

Zan {bžin-}, Bžin-ev-i  (top.) 

Imerian toponym  Bžin-ev-i [cf. vašl-ev-i] contains  bžin- (← *bǯin-) Zan root that 

likely corresponds with Georgian brʒan-/brʒam- allomorphs. Presumably Zan i vowel 

reflects historical o – o →  → i [Rogava 1962].  

C.-Sind. *bʒ van- “onion, garlic” 

Ad. bžn-, Kab. bz vn “onion” 

Ub. žwam-λ “onion” 

Ab. ǯjm-šj, Apkh. a-ǯjm-šj “onion” 

G. Rogava discussed about the unity of Apkhazian-Abaza material in other context 

[Rogava 1956 : 16-17].  It is obvious that in Apkhazian-Abaza historical bǯ complex was 

simplified - bǯ → ǯj. Trace of initial b should be observed in Ubykh žwam- root: *bžam- → 

žwam. Among suffixes Ubykh -λ : Apkh.-Ab. -šj also demonstrate common origin.  

It is noteworthy that m/n substitution is observed in the Kartvelian as well as 

Apkhazian-Abaza languages.    

Avar raží, Cham. lazi..., Hunz. niži, Bezh. niži//nezi  “garlic” supposedly is another root 

[cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 745].  

 
C.-Kartv. *ban- “weeding/hoeing; uprooting, pulling out tufts” 

Sv. n- ← *ban-, li-n-e “weeding/hoeing; uprooting, pulling out tufts (of hair, 

grass….)” 

In other Kartvelian subsystems a corresponding root isn’t observed. Even in Svan an 

historic anlaut of a stem is simplified. In initial position for compensation of the lose of b 

(or ṗ) a root a vowel was lengthened (compensation length). Common Kartvelian 

etymology of Svan verb corresponds with Sindy data.    

C.-Sind. *bva- “weeding/hoeing; scything/mowing” 

Ad. ṗja-n, Kab. ṗṣva-n “weeding/hoeing” 

Apkh. ba-ra “scything/mowing” 

For the Sindy languages a root sibilant should be a hissing-hushing strident that was 

hushened in Adyghean (in Kabardian spirantization and hissing-hushing seem to be 

secondary, exactly, tertiary occurrence – v →  → ṣv). In Apkhazian vice-versa – a hissing 

process took place that is quite common – *bva-ra → ba-ra. 

Unity of Svan-Adyghean stems was discussed by M. Sagliani [See Bukia 2016 : 133].   

 
C.-Kartv. *b-e “main gate, gate” 

Geo. be, b-is-ḳar-i  b-it-i- be-d “from gate to gate” 
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The word is attested in ancient Georgian written sources though its Zan-Svan 

correspondences is unknown to date: “dadges ševalta mat b  e t a kalakisata” – “At the 

town entrance o they put a main gate”; “ganzoma ezoj igi b  i t i-b  e d”  – “Sb measured 

a yard from a gate to gate”; “ševidodet irosa mas b  e s a” – “Let us enter through a 

narrow gate” [Abuladze 1973 : 38].  

C.-Sind. *bč “door; doors” 

Ad. (Shaps.) pč, Chemg. pč, Abdz. ps v “door” 

Kab. bž  “door; doors” 
As it is indicated an archaic picture is preserved in Shapsug-Bzhedug [Rogava 1956 : 

18-19; Kvakhadze 2014 : 167].  

Georgian-Adyghean isoglosses have been discussed by G.Rogava who also brough Avar 

nu:a “door” word [Rogava 1956 : 19]. I cannot agree with this viewpoint since logical 

Dagestanian correspondence is observed: Tab. vur “gate; main gates”, cf. Bezh. bež “yard”  

forms, and Av. nu:a  “door”  word corresponds with Geo. nal-i “back door” archaism. 

 

   

G 
 
C.-Kartv. *-g- “this/that, he/she/it/that” 

Geo. a-g-i “this”, e-g-e “that”, i-g-i “he/she/it/that”, a-g-er “over there”, e-g-re “thus/in 

this way”, i-g-i-n-i “they” 

Sv. a-ǯ-a//e-ǯ-a//e-ǯ-i “he/she/it/that”, e-ǯ-i-är “they/those” 

Correspondences aren’t observed in Zan dialects. In Georgian and Svan -g- is a 

separated root. It is obviously of parent-language origin; g → ǯ seems to be Svan 

innovation. Sometimes *g- and *e-g- reconstruct archetypes independently [klimov 1964 : 

57; 78]. 

C.-Sind. *gj-a “he/she/it/that” 

Ad. (Shaps.) gja, Chemg, Bzhed. ǯja,  Abdz. ǯa “they/those” 

As it is obvious, archaic picture is preserved in Shapsug dialect. In Kabardian a 

corresponding root is lost but it can be assumed that adverbial form under the meaning 

now (cf. Geo. a-g-er) contains the same *gj-a root:  Shaps. gw, Chemg., Bzhed. ǯj, Abdz. 

ǯ, Kab. j-ǯj, Basl. j-gj “now”. 

Sindy-Georgian pronouns have correspondences in Dagestanian languages; cf. Lak 

ga/ge “he/she/it”, ga-j “they”, Botl. go-v/go-j/go-b “he/she/it”, go-l “they”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *-ga “Georgian -ca  particle” (emphasizes word (noun, pronoun)) 

Geo. -γa-, vi- γa-ca “someone/somebody”, ra-γa-ca “someting” 

Zan (Laz) *ga → -xa, mi-t-xa ← *mi-t-γa ← *mi-t-ga “anyone who/whoever, some-

body”, mu-t-xa ← *mu-t-γa ← *mu-t-ga “something”, Megr. mi-d-ga ← *mi-t-ga “anyone 

who/whoever, somebody”, mu-d-ga ←  *mu-t-ga “that which, something”  
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Initial -ga variant that fully expresses the context and function of a Georgian -ca 

particle is preserved in Megrelian. In Georgian and Laz it (positively) underwent 

spirantization –   -ga → -γa → -xa. 

C.-Sind. *-gja “conjunction and “; “-ca particle” 

Ad. (Shaps.) -gj “conjunction and “ 

Ub. -gja “conjunction and “ 

Ab. -gja, Apkh. -gja “-ca particle”  

In the Sindy languages *-gj is characterized by more distribution and functional 

variety while in Kartvelian its correspondence *-ga is distinguished only etymologically 

with the function of -ca particle.  

Noteworthy correspondences are revealed in the Dagestanian languages where there is 

one with the function of and  conjunction; cf. Av. -gi, Lak -gu, Ag. -ka (← *-ga) 

“conjunction and “. 
 
C.-Kartv. *gab- “boiling (e.g. silk cocoons); thread boiling” 

Geo. gb-ob-a “repudiating/adjuring”, m-gb-ar-i “boiled”, u-m-gb-ar-i “unboiled/ 

undercooked” 

Zan (Laz) o-gub-u/o-gib-u “boiling”, Megr. gib-u-a “boiling of silk  thread” 

Sv. li-ǯäb “boiling”, mǝ-ǯäb “boiled” 

Function of G. Rogava’s rule is clearly observed in Zan allomorphs – C.-Kartv. *a → 

Zan o/u → ǝ/i [Rogava 1962]. The material of all Kartvelian languages were compared by 

V. Topuria [Topuria 1926 : 203].  
 C.-Sind. *gb- “reeling (thread); boiling” 

  Apkh. a-gb-ra “reeling (thread); boiling” 

If we consider the possibility of  →  transformation it is easy to see that Apkhazian 

allomorph exactly demonstrates parent-Sindy picture. 

Comparative analysis of Apkhazian-Kartvelian roots and stems was carried out by K. 

Lomtatidze, though the author based on the borrowing from Georgian [Lomtatidze 1999 : 

25], that I suppose  is not necessary to consider.  

 
C.-Kartv. *gagal- “children game” 

Geo. gangal-, a-gangal-a-ob-a “children game”; cf. refrain: a-gangal-a-gangal-a  

In the professional literature there is an attempt to link Georgian roots with Svan 

gangal “knowledge” [Fahnrich 20007 : 95] that is groundless due to semantic resistance. 

C.-Sind. *gjgw- “playing” 

Ad. (Shap.) gjgw-n, Chemg. ǯjgw-n, Abdz. ǯgw-n, Bzh. ǯjgw-n, Kab.,  ǯgw-n, 

Basl. gjgw-n “playing”             

Nominal stem ǯgw//gjgw “game; wedding” is indicated from which the verbal form  

ǯgw-n//gjgw-n  likely were  originated [Shagirov 1977, I :159]. 
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Comparison of C.-Kartv. *gagal : C.-Sind *gjgw- archetypes reveals that a source of 

labialized gw- in Sindy is a correspondence of Kartvelian l sonor w. The latter is a result of 

delateralization phonetic process of  Svan-like  l → w in parent-Sindy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gad-/*gd- “lying down/dossing down; sleeping” 

Geo. gd-eb-a “lying down/dossing down”, gd-ia “Sb/Sth is lying down/dossing down”,   

a-gd-eb-s “throws/drops down”, da-e-gd-eb-a “Sb/Sth will lie down/doss down”, ča-i-gd-o 

“Sb pushed sb/sth in front of o.s.” 

Zan (Megr.) rd- ← *gd-, i-rd-en-s “throws sth into/gets one’s hands on sb/sth” 

Sv.  ged-/gäd-/gd-, x-o-gd-ur “gets one’s hands on sb/sth, holds”, x-ä-gd-i, x-a-gd-i,  x-

ä-ged-ur (Lent.) “sleeps; feels sleepy” 

Structural-phonetic unity among the Kartvelian allomorphs is clearly seen. Facts of 

similar meaning  changing and developing is well known from Dagestanian languages (T. 

Gudava).   
C.-Sind. *gjnd- “falling down”  

Ad. (Abdz.) ǯnd-n “falling down” 

It is pointed out in the professional literature the supposition  on phonetic 

development of n nazal and the root of *gjad-  type is reconstructed (Kvakhadze 2014 : 

250] that can be arguable since in Dagestanian  correspondences of C.-Kartv. *gad-/*gd- : 

C.-Sind. *gjnd- archetypes the verbs with r- sonor equivalent of n- occur; cf. And. gird- 

“lying”, Tind. gord- “sleeping”;  cf. Lezg. gadr-un “throwing”.          

 

C.-Kartv. *gaw- “breaking” 

Sv. gaw- “breaking”, gäw „piece/fragmenat of broken object”, gäw-al “piece/fragmenst  

of broken object” 

Likely, the root of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Svan.  

C.-Sind. *gw- “crumbling/stripping, collapsing/demolishing” 

Ub. gw- “crumbling/stripping, collapsing/demolishing” 

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs. Unity of Circassian forms are 

doubtless [Dumezil 1965 : 229].  Necessity of gw → gj transformation is indicated in 

Ubykh which didn’t take place in this example for some reason else a relevant  position 

really existed (Kvakhadze 2014 : 251]. 

C.-Kartv. *gaw- : C.-Sind. *gw- demonstrate a logical structural and phonetic 

correlation that is supported by the content  identity of words. 

Dagestanian correspondence is observed in Hin. be-gwe-j “piece of broken, narrow” 

word.  

 
C.-Kartv. *gal- “singing/chanting hymns” 

Geo.gal-, gal-ob-a “singing/chanting hymns”, m-gal-ob-el-i “hymn-singer”  

Zan [gol-,], Megr. Gol-ub-ian-i (anthr.) 
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I suppose that Geo. gal-ob- stem should result gol-ub- in Zan that is preserved in 

surname Gol-ub-ian-i; cf. m-gal-ob-el-i “hymn singer”, M-gal-ob-l-i-švil-i (anthr.), Megr. 

Gal-ob-er-i = m-gal-ob-el-i “hymn singer”. 

Better corresponding allomorph of Geo. gal- verbal root cannot be confirmed. 

Correlation between Geo. gal- : Zan gor- “using foul language” (V. Shengelia) is 

problematic since it is accompanied by l : r Georgian-Zan opposition that is phonetically 

almost excluded in verbal material. Though singing/chanting hymns ~ using foul language 

semantically includes the basic seme of speaking.  

C.-Sind. *ga- “calling, listening (to voice)”   
Ad. ǯa-n, Kab. ǯa-n “hearing the voice” 

Ab. ga-ra, Apkh. a-ga-ra “calling, call”  
As it was expected l → w disappeared in the Sindy languages on the parent-language 

level. From other standpoint there is no problem between the correlation C.-Sind *ga- :    

C.-Kartv. *gal- archetypes.  

Georgian-Sindy roots have noteworthy parallels in other Iberian-Caucasian languages; 

cf. Av., Kar. gal- “saying, speaking”, Arch. lag-um “song”. Viewpoint on genetic link of 

Dagestanian roots with Hurit. kul- “saying, pronouncing” verb  is expressed, as well 

[Diakonov, Starostin 1996 : 54].   

 
C.-Kartv. *-gamo “suffix of not-having/absence” 

Geo. -gamo, ver-gamo “beardless having no beard” 

Zan (Megr.) -ga “suffix of negativeness”, ṭvin-ga- „brainless/mindless”, un-ga “deaf’ 

(etym. “earless”), xor-ga “uninhabited place” (etym. “homeless”); cf. xor-i “house”, kvaš-
xor-i “stone house”… 

I don’t exclude the stem simplification in Megrelian – gamo → ga or -gam- → ga. In 

any cases the basic function of -gam-/-ga affixes  is to denote negativeness/not-having 

that is preserved only in Megrelian and Georgian in the form of trace.  
C.-Sind. *-gw “suffix of not-having/absence” 

Ad. (Shap., Bzh.) -kw, Chem. -kw, Kab. -gwa “suffix denoting defect”    
Ub. {-gj} “suffix of not-having/absence” 

I suppose -gw → -gj characteristic phonetic process in Ubykh and borrowing of the 

suffix via this way in Shapsug and afterwards in other Circassian languages and dialects.  

C.-Kartv. *-gam-o : C.-Sind. *-gwa correspondence demonstrate structural-semantic-

functional unity of suffixes. Even in this case a source of Sindy gw labialized complex is 

gm cluster.  

 
C.-Kartv. *gamur- “spear” 

Geo. gmur-i “javelin” (Saba), gmur-i “is a flat-blade and lon-handled lance/spear” 

(Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) gumur-i “a kind of spear”; cf. gumur-i “solid/thick/firm”   
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A correspondence word should have occurred in historical Laz, as well that is 

supported by Gur. gumur-i “spear, war weapon”.  

In a Georgian (Saba) root a is lost while its correspondence u (← o) is preserved in Zan.  

C.-Sind. *gwr- “needle; fixing peg (on ox yoke); kingpin” 

Ad. gwr-γ, Kab. gwr-γ “fixing peg (on ox yoke); kingpin”, шкворень 

Ab. gwr, Apkh. a-gwr- “needle” 

Further segmentation on Sindy-Kartvelian level is impossible though Nakh data is 

valuable from the standpoint of the fact that VR doesn’t occur in it; cf.  Chech. gjema, 

Ing. gjemī “shooting spear” . C.-Kartv. -ur : Circ. -γ   affixation  seems to be functional 

that occurs in the Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Lezg. ganur “sword”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *gar- “again”  
Zan (Laz) ger-i →//ge-i “again” 

Common-Kartvelian reflexation is preserved only in Zan. Voicing reconstruction of   

archaic a is based on sound-correspondence – Geo. a : Zan e ← *o; cf. Geo. ʒarγv-i : Zan 

ǯerγv-i ← *ǯorγv-i “vein” : Geo. ǯav-i : Zan ʒeḳv-i ← *ʒoḳv-i “chain”... 

C.-Sind. *gr- “again” 

Ad. (Shaps.) gjr-i, Chemg. ǯr-i 

Colchian-Adyghean isoglosses are practically similar from structural, phonetic and 

meaning standpoint.  

Likely, in terms of further segmentation of the words Dagestanian data is noteworthy; 

cf. Ud. gena (ge-na (?)), Khin. gänä (gä-nä (?)) “again”.   

 
C.-Kartv. *gara- “wooden tub/trough; wooden tub; neck and mouth of sauce-pan” 

Geo. gara “neck and mouth of sauce-pan: plant seat at front of  sledge/coachman’s seat” 

Sv. garw ← *gara “wooden tub/trough; wooden tub” 

Imerian (Okrib) gara is older type since in Svan w at the end of the word is a result of a 

→ w reduction: garw ← gara, cf. Svan cicw : Geo. cica- “a cat”… Zan reflexes of *gara 

archetype is unknown.   

C.-Sind. *gara “nest, cradle” 

Ab. gara, Apkh. a-gra “cradle; nest” 

Data of the Circassian languages haven’ been revealed so far. C.-Sind. *gara : C.-Kartv. 

*gara is a sample of identic correspondence that is characteristic of the roots and stems of 

this type.  

 In terms of semantics  Geo. plant seat at front of  sledge/coachman’s seat is logical 

medial-chain semantics between Geo. wooden tub/trough  and  C.-Sind. nest/cradle one. 

Apkhazian-Abaza roots are linked with Dagestanian (Rut. gr, Lezg. k:ur ← *gur 

“bowl; washing basin/bowl”)  forms that is echoed  by  Urartian  ker   “bowl” [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 440].  
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C.-Kartv. *gargal- “speaking” 

Geo. (Gur.) gargal-, gargal-ob-s “A seak man speaks slowly” 

Sv. gärgal-a (Bz.), gargl-a (Lashkh.), gargal-a (Lent.) “speaking” 

Obviously, a verbal root in full form is preserved in Lentekhian dialect in which the 

reduction is weak. Of the Kartvelian languages and dialects the parallel forms are revealed 

only in Gurian dialects. In Gurian the same verb [gargal-] has the meaning of “learning by 

heart” {Tugushi 1998 : 32].    

C.-Sind. *galgal- “much speaking” 

Apkh. a-gjalgjal-a-ra “much speaking, nattering/yacking” 

It is Kartvelian-Apkhazian  isogloss that is characterized by doubling of a sound as well 

as similar semantics in both language sub-systems. 

Sindy-Kartvelian verbs are corresponded by Avar garga-d-ize, Karat. gargal-edu 

“speaking, talking” in which root reduplication also occurs.   

 
C.-Kartv. *garʒ-el- “long; lengthening” 

Geo. grʒ-el-i “long”, si-grʒ-e//si-grʒ-o “length”, gan-grʒ-ob-a “continuing/lengthening” 

Zan  (Laz) gunʒ-e/ginʒ-e “long”, o-ginʒ-an-u “lengthening”, Megr. grʒ-e/gnʒ-e/girʒ-

e/ginʒ-e “long”, top. Gurʒ-em-i 

Sv.  gʒ-/gz-, li-gʒ-n-e/li-gz-n-e “stretching, dragging out” 

Devoicing of u of the roots attested in Megrelian-Laz dialects and subdialects is 

primary and considers a vocalism for Common Kartvelian.  Bringing Svan ǯod-ia “long” in 

this case is groundless {cf. Schmidt 1962 : 102].  

C.-Sind. *gʒ-a “big” 

Ub. gjʒ- “big”, s-gjʒ-a-š-n “I’m growing, becoming big”  

Origin of palatalized gj phoneme in Ubykh is unclear. If it a reflex of labialized 

complex  gw then the issue arises on correlation of C.-Kartv. r : C.-Sind. w that indicates 

the r → w transformation in the Common Sindy parent-language. 

Genetic link of Ubykh-Kartvelian roots and stems is known earlier [Charaia 1912 : 22] 

but parallels from the  Dagestanian languages are entering in the scientific circulation for 

the first time; cf. Cham. gwanz-ab, Lak gwanz-s:a “thich, very  big”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *gaʒ-a “shin/calf (of leg), knee” 

Geo. gaza, gaz-eb-i, “shins, shin bones” 

Zan {goǯ-i} “knee” 

Sv.  ganz  ← *ganǯ “shin/calf (of leg); shin vein”  

In Zan dialect the corresponding stem is lost but not without a trace – as it seems old 

Geo. goǯ-i “knee” is zanism.  

C.-Sind. *gwac-a “shin/calf (of leg)” 

Ub. -gjaca, in the word  λa-gjca “calf (muscle)” 

Apkh. -gwacvw,  in the word a-šar-gwacvw  “shin” 
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C.-Sind. *gwac-a “shin/calf (of leg)” : C.-Kartv. *gaʒ-a “shin/calf (of leg); knee” reveals 

one inappropriateness - c : ʒ, as  a rule in similar case there is an identic opposition 

according to voicing. Devoicing (ʒ → c) took place in Sindy that is supported by Nakh 

(Ing. goaʒ// goaz “part of a leg”) and Dagestanian (Khvar. guz “elbow”) correspondences 

[See more on Dag. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 450].    

 
C.-Kartv. *gez-/gz-a “way; course/route” 

Geo. gez-i “course/route”, gz-a “road/way”, sa-gz-al-i “provision for journery/victuals”, 

gz-av-n-a “sending”, m-gz-av-r-i “passenger” 

Zan (Laz) gz-a “way”, v-i-gz-al-am “I’m leaving”, o-gz-al-on-i “litter”, Megr. z-a ← rz-a 

“way”, o-rz-ol-i “provisions for journey/victuals” 

Sv. zz-/ziz- “sending”, le-ziz (UB), le-zz (Lashkh.) “provisions for journey/victuals”, 
ot-ziz//ot-zz “sending” 

Phonetic transformation g → z in Svan language needs to be explained though it also 

occurs in another sample; cf. Old Geo. gril-i :  Svan  zis ← *gi- “flea” [Chukhua 

2000-2003 : 105].  

They suppose the etymological link with Svan -z-, l-z-i “going/leaving” verb, that as I 

suppose is groundless [cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 144-145; Klimov 1998 :  30].  

C.-Sind. *gz- “trace” 

Ub. ǯz “trace” 

In this case Ubykh preserves Adyghean word that is supported by g → ǯ palatalization-

affricatization process. In Ubykh and Shapsug it was expected allomorphs of gjz or gjz    
type.  

The fact that the word is of Common Caucasian nature is confirmed by phonetic-

semnatic correspondences in kindred Nakh and Dagestanian languages; cf. Ud. gez, Tsakh 
ǯz ← *gz “race”, Chech. gjez-dan “overstep the way, wandering/roaming”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *g-en-, *g- “perceiving; understanding/comprehending” 

Geo. gen-, še-vi-gen “I understood”, še-gn-eb-a “awareness/consciousness/under-

standing”  

Zan (Megr.) v-i-gin-an-k “I perceive/understand, feel”, ki-gin-u “Sb perceived/ 

understood”, Laz o-gn-u “Sb understood”, o-gn-ap-u “perceiving/understanding; receiving 

knowledge; feeling”. 

G. Klimov discussed about possible Svan equivalent of given Georgian-Zan roots - Svan 

mgn-, m-a-m-gn-a “I consider” [Klimov 1964 : 63] that later was denied [Fährich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 135]. According to my observation the roots with single morpheme Geo. 

g-, ga-g-eb-a : Zan g-, me-g-ap-a “perceiving/understanding” should be also discussed”.  

C.-Sind. *g(n)- “learning” 

Ad. ǯ-n, Kab. ǯ-n “learning” 
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An initial verb of gj-n type with the same meaning hasn’t been attested either in  

Shapsug dialect or in  published material. It seems to be lost, though the stem of C.-Kartv. 

*g-en- type should have resulted *g(n)- in Common Sindy via e →  characteristic 

phonetic transformation that would be substituted by gj-n in Shapsug on the next stage 

of palatalization.  

   
C.-Kartv. *gersal- “down (on fruit…), hair; skin”   

Geo. gersl-i “down (on fruit…), hair; (animal/human body) hair”   

Zan   {karš-} “falt belt knitted with thick thread”   

Sv. garwaš-a//garwāš-a “slaughter snake-skirt”  

Likely, Zan correspondence is preserved in Georgian in the form of karš-iḳ-i word. 

Correlation e : a, g → k, s : š  supports this.  
In Svan *gäršwa was expected but factually there is a metathesized stem.  
C.-Sind. *ks vw- “mane; crown on the head”  

Ad. sakw, Kab. sokw “mane” 

Apkh. a-kwšw “crown on the head” 

Substitution in structure of Sindy languages should be solved in favor of Apkhazian 

sound-order. This is clearly supported by Dagestanian ( Avar kwas “wool”, Tab. kuš  “long 

plait of hair”…) and Nakh (Ts.-Tush.  kars-aŋ   “rope made of goat wool”) data along with 

Kartvelian one [about more see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 709]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *geš- “trainig (of animals/birds); getting accustomed” 

Geo. geš-, da-geš-v-a “training (hawk, dog...)”, da-geš-il-i “trained (hawk, dog, 

observer...)” 

In other Kartvelian dialects and subdialects the expected roots and stems of *gašk-/ 

*gešgḳ type aren’t attested. Megrelian greš-u-a “trainig (of animals/birds); getting 

accustomed” should have entered from literary Georgian; r is phonetic (or sound)  

inclusion.  

C.-Sind. *γs “growing up; trainig (of animals/birds); getting accustomed” 

Ad. γs-n, Kab. γs-n “growing up; trainig (of animals/birds); getting accustomed” 

Ubykh c- with the same meaning “getting accustomed to; habituate to” imlies other 

etymology and cannot be attributed to this group [cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 127]. 

Correspondence of sibilants C.-Kartv. š  : C.-Sind. s indicates the existence of hissing-

hushing  s v sibilant in Proto Kartvelian. At first glance unusual initial phonemic opposition 

g : γ, is likely explained either by symbolic structure (phonosemantics) or by the 

postulation of ω archephones in both Proto languages.    

Corresponding material in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages haven’t been 

observed.    
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C.-Kartv.*geʒ- “small, adolescent/teenager” 

Zan (Megr.) gaʒ-i “adolescent/teenager” (A. Kobalia), cf. Megr. gaʒ-ig-ia  “one of 

deities” 

Due to the absence of other Kartvelian data I based on Kartvelian sound-

correspondences in regard with to vowel part – Geo. e : Zan a that reconstruct C.-Kartv. 

*e archy-phoneme.    

C.-Sind. *gʒ- “chicken” 

Kab. gʒ-j “chicken” 

The word is separated in Kabardian but it seems to be a property of Common Sindy 

parent-language. V. Abaev’s discussion on the fact that the words of this type are charac-

terized by sound-symbolic structure is exact, cf. Ud. kii “chicken” [Abaev 1989, IV : 528].      

Semantic correlation small ~ chicken is logical; cf. Geo. iil- “chicken” ~ Zan i-e/a 

“small” ~ Svan iw//iu “chicken”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *gwal- “cow-shed/cattle stall” 

Sv. (US., LS.) gwal  “cow-shed/cattle stall” 

Earlier I was on the view that Svan gwal “cow-shed/cattle stall” was genetically linked 

with Geo. gom-i [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 86] that wasn’t confirmed by further 

investigation. I explained it by Geo. m : Svan l sound correspondence (cf. Geo. katam- :  

Svan katal “hen”). But occurrence of gwem//gem “stall” allomorph in Svan is inexplicable.   

C.-Sind. *gwar- “fenced-in place” 

Kab. gwar-an “fenced-in place” 

Ub. gwaγ- “fenced-in place” 

Apkh. a-gwar-p “home & yard/house & outbuildings” 

Kabardian form demonstrates more closeness to parent-language; r → γ seems to be of 

later period, of prp. Ubykh phenomenon. In given samples Ub. -, Kab. -an should be  

derivative affixes.  

C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. r is noteworthy that is logical and regular occurrence. 

Ossettian goren “fence”  is supposed to be borrowed from the Nakh languages; cf. Ts. 

gor, Tab. gur “fence”…, Av. goren “fenced-in place for cattle” [cf. Abaev 1958, I : 524-

525].  

 
C.-Kartv. *gwal- “stopping” 

Sv. gww-/gwāw-/gww-, li-gww-i (Bz.), li-gww-i (LB., Lent), li-gwāw-e/i (Lash.) 

“stopping, parking” 

Likely, a final w is the result of well known characteristic phonetic process of 

labialization  in Svan that occurs sporadically. In the professional literature it is indicated 

the Georgian correspondence – gw-i-an [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 138-139], that is 

questionable; cf. Geo. a-gv-i-an-eb-s : Svan x-a-rā-gw-n-e  “Sb is late” [Chukhua 2000-

2003 : 189].  
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Pr.-Sind. *gul- “standing; stopping” 

Hat. gul “standing; stopping” 

Svan-Hattic gwal-/gul verbs can be logically corresponded by Dagestanian data, as 

well; cf. Darg. (Chirg.) elg-i, Rut. arg-n/arg-as “staying”. It is also obvious the difference 

of Dagestanian data in terms of semantics and structure.  

 
C.-Kartv. *gwal- “trachea” 

Zan (Laz) gor-i “trachea; soul (synonym)” 

Reconstruction of parent language form is possible on the ground of Georgian-Zan 

sound-correspondences; cf. Geo. va : Zan o (C.-Kartv. *wa) ; Geo. l : Zan r (C.-Kartv. *l).  

C.-Sind. *gwal- “goiter (← throat)” 

Apkh. gwal “goiter” 

It is obvious that goiter could not be an initial form. In order to clarify Sindy semantics 

Dagestanian data helps us in which the meaning of  throat  is basic: Kri. gli, Bud. golu 

“throat”. Thus,  there appears  logical  semantic correspondence: C.-Dag. throat  ~  C.-

Sind. goiter  ~ C.-Kartv. trachea.     

 
C.-Kartv. *gwanc- “(stinging) nettle(s)” 

Sv. [gwanc-] “(stinging) nettle(s)”, gwanc-w “wren” 

Like in Georgian, inraka “wren” links with inar- fitonym, i.e. this bird is 

characterized as a “nettler”; cf. Megr.-Laz ina/ura and uele “(stinging) nettle(s)” 

[Topuria 1979 : 90]. The similar picture is also confirmed in Indo-European languages; cf. 

Russ. крапива  “(stinging) nettle(s)” ~ крапивник “wren”. 
C.-Sind. *qwac-a “(stinging) nettle(s)” 

Ab. (Tapan.) qwaca, Apkh. (Bz.) -wac, Abzh. -xwac, Akhch. -waca “(stinging)   

nettle(s)” 

At the beginning of the word there occurs noteworthy phonemic opposition C.-Kartv. 

g : C.-Sind. q that repeats the sound-correspondence confirmed in C.-Kartv. *warg- 

“nobleman” ~ C.-Sind. *warq  “nobleman, prince”. Both cases can be the basis to 

reconstruct G pharyngeal voiced affricate.  

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages so far.  

C.-Kartv. *gwas- “hunger/famine/starvation” 

Geo. gwas-in- gwas-in-eb-a-j “hunger/famine/starvation” 

Zan (Megr.) gos-, gos-ia “flapping one’s hands out and back, dying”  

Correlation of stems gwas-//gos- on the formal ground is logical. Semantic correlation 

hunger/famine/starvation  ~ death, killing that  should be a result of  hunger is also 

logical. 

C.-Sind. *šga- “fasting” 

Ab. čjga-ra, Apkh. a-čjga-ra “fasting”  
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C.-Sind. *šga- undergoes affricatization in Apkhazian-Abaza: š → č. Such supposition is 

supported by Dagestanian data; cf.  Darg. gaš-i, Lezg. k:aš, Tab., Ag., Rut. gaš, Tsakh gš  

“hunger/famine/starvation”.  
In addition Sindy archetype seems to be of inversive structure, i.e.  it demonstrates 

Georgian-Dagestanian-like similar sound order while, e.g. Sumerian šágar  
“hunger/famine/starvation” is also of inversive structure like Apkhazian-Abaza čjga- verb 

[see Starostini, Nikolayev 1994 : 431]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *gwa-a „wheat species” 

Geo. (dial.) gvaa “wheat species” 

Zan {go-} 

Sv.  {gwa-} “a certain kind of plant”, gw-in-ăj (UB.), gwa-aj (Lash.), gw (Lent.)  

“wren” 

In Zan dialect a logical correspondence isn’t observed. Though Megrelian sample 

shows more full information then prop. Georgian. There gvaa is attested as a borrowing 

and denotes wheat variety that has round   grains (A. Kobalia). Prop. Megrelian form 

should be observed in Svan go “millet-like grass” word.  

Svan situation is noteworthy, as well where gwa- is probably a plant that a bird 

(wren) eats. Just from it the zoonymic meaning has been originated.  

C.-Sind. *gwac- “wheat” 

Ad. ( Shaps.) kwc,  Chemg. kwc , Kab. gwʒ “wheat” 

Ub. kwac “wheat”    

Logical correspondences haven’t been revealed in Apkhazian-Abaza laguages so              

far. Likely, in Shapsug regressive assimilation takes place, in Kabardian – progressive one. 

Issue on origination of Ubykh from Adyghea can be put [Meszarosh 1934 : 335; 

Kvakhadze 2014 : 70].  

Comparison of Dargwa q:uč: “bread’ lexeme with Circassian variants is groundless [cf. 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 895], since Dargwa q:uč: is corresponded by Shapsug of 

Circassian langugaes γč “millet species”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *gwed- “stick; thick block of wood” 

Geo. gved-o, o-gved-a-j “block of wood/stump (for sitting)”  

Zan (Megr.) o-gvad-o “bifurcated-tree stich” 

In Gurian dialects of Georgian a stem ogvado is also attested. But likely it should have 

entered from Megrelian since Geo. o-gved-a : Zan o-gvad-o is logical; cf. e : a and a : o.   
C.-Sind *kd- “log; beam; block of wood” 

Ab. kd, Apkh. a-kd “log; beam; block of wood” 
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There is no Circassian correspondence though its place is successfully occupied by 

external language factors; cf. C.-Sind. *kd-  : C.-Kartv. *gwed- and Lezg. gurd “log/beam”, 

Ag. gurd-ar “log”, Nakh (Ts.-Tush. gudur “weaver’s comb”) and others [see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 699].  

Structurally, C.-Sind. *kd-  archetype and Geo. gved-o correlation  is logical.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gwew- “grinding” 

Sv. gwew- →//gweh- →//gwej- “grinding”, i-gweh (US), i-gwej (Lashkh.), i-gwew   

(Lent.) “Smb grinds smth oneself”.  

It is one of the roots in Svan in which  full evolution of w → h//j phonetic process 

according to Svan dialects can be observed. It is obvious that Lentekhian picture is more 

archaic.  

C.-Sind. *gw- “pounding” 

Ad. gw-n “pounding; ruining” 

Ub. gw- “striking/pounding to shake out grain” 

H. Fogt explains an Ubykh verb thus:  grinding in little pieces [Fogt 1967 : 129] that 

should be considered to strengthen the opposition with Svan allomorphs [Bouda 1950 : 

293; Shagirov 1977, I : 117]. Generally, without it grinding ~ pounding is logical semantic  

correlation.  

 

C.-Kart. *gwel- “snake” 

Geo. gvel-i “snake”, gvel-tevz-a “eel” 

Zan (Laz) mgver-i//gver-i, Megr. ngver-i//gver-i “snake” 

Bringing wiǯ as Svan correspondence isn’t convincing (Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

143). Its correspondence should be seen in Georgian oʒ- (oʒ-is-i, oʒ-el-i) that is attested 

also in Armenian as a borrowing form [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 224].  

C.-Sind. *gjw- “whale”  

Ad. ǯaj-, Kab. ǯaj “whale” 

For Circassian an older option was preserved in Abaza as a borrowing form; cf. Ab. gjaj 

“whale”. An Ossetian gaj-a form confirms the same where more full (Adyghean-like) 

option is preserved.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gwems- “wild leek” 

Geo. gvems-i “wild leek” (Chubinashvili) 

The word is attested only in Georgian. But, likely it is of parent-language origin. It is 

confirmed by (not only) Circassian isoglosses.  

C.-Sind. *gns v- “bean; pea” 
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Ad. gnš, Kab. gš “bean; pea” 

There is no Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data. But it is possible to reconstruct 

Common Sindy archetype.  

 Comparative analysis of C.-Kartv. *gwems- : C.-Sind. gns v- shows that labialization of 

root voiced guttural is Georgian occurrence that is indicated by Dagestanian data; cf. Tab. 

gaš “cannabis”. Sound correspondence on an axcessive complex level – C.-Kartv. ms :           

C.-Sind. ns v, that makes Sindy-Kartvelian correlation more reliable. 
 

C.-Kartv. *gwen- “fat/plump/stout; putting on weight/fattening” 

Zan gvan-, Laz gvan-er-i “fattened”, “fat/plump/stout”, cf. mgvan-a “putting on 

weight/fattening; fertilizer”, Megr. gvan-il-i “fattened, fat/plump/stout”, gvan-ap-a  

“putting on weight/fattening”. 

Sv. gwar-, gwar-a “putting on weight/fattening”, lu-gwr “fat/plump/stout” 

Georgian correspondence is lost. Historical n → r process is characteristic of Svan; cf.  

Geo. zegan-i : Svan zagr, though in Svan the options with -r also occur with the same 

meaning – Megr. gor-o “thick”, goro-goro “into thick-set”. 

C.-Sind. *gwn- “heavy/hard”  

Ub. gjn-  in the word  gjn-ṭwa  “heavy/hard” 

 gjn-ṭwa is a composite word and is translated as “heavy-set” (cf.  Geo. “thick-set”). 

Since any gw in Ubykh results a parallel gj- via delabialization   for a parent-language 

*gwn- labialized proto-type  is reconstructed. 

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gwer- “side” 

Geo. gver-d-i “side”, gver-d-it “next to”, Imer. gver-d-i “half” in the  idiomatic 

expression  čxiri gverdad ar akcevs  “Small stick  cannot  turn sth  half” (M. Machavariani) 

Zan (Laz) gvar-d-a “side” 

  In Zan the gver- root denotes half and that’s why -d- is a derivating affix; cf. Laz 

gver-d-i, Megr. gver-d-i, but Laz gver-i “half”. 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed.  

C.-Sind. *gw- “next to; nearby” 

Ad. gw, Kab. gw (preverb) “next to; nearby” 

Apkh. aaj-gwa-ra “nearby; near” 

In case of Circassian reconstruction we should ground on the fact that historically the 

local preverbs were originated from independent word-forms that is confirmed by Da-

gestanian genetically common data; cf. Lezg. gwa “nearby; next to” [Abdokov 1983 : 75].    

The given comparison of C.-Kartv. *gwer- : C.-Sind. *gw- archetypes reveals that  a 

final vibrant r was lost  in parent-Sindy without a trace.  
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C.-Kartv. *gwert- “pile/heap of sth; tuft/handful/fistful of sth” 

Zan (Megr.) gvert-i “pile/heap of sth; tuft/handful/fistful (of grass)”, gvert-gvert-o “in   

pile/heap, in tufts/in clumps (of grass)” 

Noteworthy picture is visible in Megrelian where agvarta “group/flock of; pile/heap of 

sth” occurs that is entered from Apkhazian, on the one hand and gvert-i word of parent-

language origin is preserved, on the other hand.    

C.-Sind. *gwrt- “group; herd/flock of sheep” 

Ad. kwart, Kab. gwart “group; herd/flock of sheep” 

Ab. gwarta, Apkh. a-gwárta “group; herd/flock of sheep” 

There is no Ubykh correspondence the absence of what cannot change the situation.    

C.-Sind. *gwarta- : C.-Kartv. *gwert- archetypes are corresponded by Lak hurt:u- 

“collective”. As regard Ossetian ḳord//ḳward “group” word it should be Vainakh corres-

pondence of Georgian ḳolṭ- that is indicated by non-anlaut devoicing ṭ → d process 

[Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 476].  

 

C.-Kartv. *gwes- “(sb) sly/perfidious/treacherous” 

Geo. gwes-i “(sb) sly, perfidious/treacherous” (Saba), si-gwes-e “great   slyness/perfidy/ 

treachery” (Saba) 

The root is separated in Georgian. But since it has reliable isoglosses it is considered to 

be originated from Common Kartvelian. 

C.-Sind. *ωwšj- “magician/wizard/witch”  

Ad. (Chemg.) wšj “magician/wizard/witch” 

There is no ground for further segmentation of the stem in Circassian. Due to it the 

word is considered to be one lexeme [Kvakhadze 2014 : 116].  

An initial g is “superfluous” in Georgian that likely was developed phonetically before 

w or on the contrary an initial ω pharyngeal voiced fricative was lost in Adyghean. Pr.-

Kartv. *ω → C.-Kartv. *g is not unexpected  and due to it I support this likelihood.  

Of Dagestanian Ud. kusr “magician/wizard/witch” and, likely, Cham. goše “old 

woman” are kins to Sindy-Kartvelian roots.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gwes- “sth to be done/business/activity” 

Svan gweš “sth to be done/business/activity”, gweš-ur “idle/unemployed” 

The root is attested only in Svan dialects but since it has parallels in Sindy languages I 

consider it to be of parent-language origin. In old Georgian si-gwes-e means violence/ 

intensity, ferocity that exclude the semantical link with Svan gweš.    

C.-Sind. *ωws- “sth to be done/business/activity”  

Ab. ws, Apkh. a-ws “sth to be done/business/activity”, a-ws-da-r “idleness” 

In the Sindy languages an initial position seems to be simplified. archy-phoneme ω was 

lost that was confirmed in other case, as well (see above C.-Kartv. *gwes- “(sb) 

sly/perfidious/treacherous”). It can be supposed the phonetic development of g guttural in  
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front position of w in Svan that often happens. But like *gwes- “(sb) sly/perfidious/ 

treacherous” archetype, I considered ω → Ø  process  to be more true  in Apkhazian-Abaza.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gwil- “heart” 

Geo. gul-i “heart” 

Zan (Laz) gur-i →//gu-i, Megr. gur-i “heart” 

Sv. gwi, gu (pl. guw-ar) Lashkh “heart” 

Logical correspondence of Georgian gul- is Zan gur-. The most full Svan allomorph is 

preserved in Lashkh. plural form guw-ar, i.e. Svan *gul- → guw- → gu//gwi [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 155-156].  

C.-Sind. *gw- “heart” 

Ad. gw, Kab. gw “heart” 

Ub. gj “heart” 

Ab. gw, Apkh. a-gw “heart” 
It is a noteworthy, that just on the comparing  ground of the roots denoting heart  the 

conclusion was made of common genetic origin of the Iberian-Caucasian languages 

[Charaia 1912 : 22], But in this material Sindy-Kartvelian roots are closer to each other. 

Sindy directly repeats the way of  Svan allomorphs w (← *l) via phoneme losing, etc. 

 

C.-Kartv. *g(i)- “standing, existing, livelihood” 

Old Geo. h-gi-es “is, exits”, e-g-o-s “stands” 

Sv.  l--g  “stands; is”  

The supposition of link with Geo.-Zan dg- “standing/putting” verb should be excluded. 

Comparison of h-gi-es / l--g   is logical [Machavariani 1965 : 86].  Etymological link of g- 

verbal root in the verb a-g-eb-s/o-g-am-ap-s should be also excluded [Fährich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 130]. 

C.-Sind. *g- “standing” 

Ab. g-l-ra “standing”, g-la-rta “sth to stand/put on”, Apkh. a-g-la-ra “standing”   
Svan-Apkhaz comparison was known before but in the same context  Geo. deg-/dg- 

and Circ. tgj-/tǯ “standing up” verbs were also brought [Charaia 1956 : 39], that cannot 

be to the point. 

C.-Kartv. *g(i)- : C.-Sind. *g- are independent archetypes that as I  consider, are logically 

corresponded by Basque e-go-n “existing” and Avar -go (v-u-go  “am, are, is – a man”). 

 

C.-Kartv. *gin- “as if/as thought” 

Sv. gin “as if/as thought” 

Of the Kartvelian languages and dialects the word is attested independently only in 

Svan. Exterior language material clearly indicates the fact that Svan gin is of Common 

Kartvelian etymology.   
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C.-Sind. *g- “conjunction and” 

Ub. gja  “conjunction and” 

Apkh. gj “conjunction and” 

Of the Sindy languages the word is preserved only in Ubykh. Palatalized g is the result 

of later influence of parent-language i narrow vowel – *g → *gj → gja. Svan data 

supports the occurrence of i  vowel in initial position.   

 
C.-Kartv. *gir- “saddle” 

Geo. una-gir-i “saddle” 

Zan (Megr.) ona-nger-i//ona-ngir-i//una-ngir-i//ona-gir-u “saddle”  

Sv. hn-gir//hn-gr-il “saddle”   

The Kartvelian words are considered to have compound structure. The segments 

una/ona/hn are obviously distinguished that seems to be a trace of Old Georgian hune 

“horse” noun that have correspondences in the Dagestanian languages; cf. Av. xwan-i, 

Akhv. xvan-i, Kar. xvane//xoni, God. xvani “horse”. Remaining gir-i denotes saddle.  

C.-Sind. *-gw “saddle” 

Ub. wana-gw “saddle”   
The word is separated in Ubykh but it is of Common Sindy origin – Ub. -gw- : C.-Kartv. 

*-gir-. Dagestanian data helps to shed light on the issue. In this latter there occur the 

stems with simple structure and with similar meaning; cf. Darg. gil-i, Lak ḳil-i.., Av. ƛ:̣il-í,  
And. ƛ:̣ir-i “saddle”. I suppose that Paleo-Caucasian l sonor resulted w in Common Sindy - 

*-gw, in Andi and Kartvelian it turned into r.  

 
C. Kartv. *gi(r)- “flea” 

Geo. gr-il-i, Khevs. gir-il-i “flea” 

Zan  (Megr.) -ir-i, Laz mḳ-ir-i “flea” 

Sv. zs/zis ← *gi- “flea” 

This Kartvelian correlation well known since M. Janashvili’s period has been making  

disputable the issue of content and structure of reconstructed roots till present day 

[Klimov 1965 : 152; Klimov 1998 : 33; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 152]. On the basis of 

Georgian and Svan old data I suppose to reconstruct *gi(r)-  archetype.   

C.-Sind.  *ḳ-a “nit/louse’s egg/mite; bug”  

Ad. aa, Kab. aa ← *aḳja “nit/louse’s egg/mite” 

Ab. ḳaa, Apkh. a-ḳaá “bug” 
Inner *aḳja/*ḳaa  Apkhazian-Abaza substitution  is noteworthy that clearly manifests 

the disseminate degree of communication metathesis process in the Iberian-Caucasian 

languages, without consideration of what  etymology of  many  roots should have been 

unclear.  
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Of the external kinship C.-Nakh *gir- “itch” and Lak  ḳača “flea”  forms are 

noteworthy.    
  
C.-Kartv. *gog- “tender/soft walking; graceful galloping” 

Geo. gog-man-i “tender/soft walking”, gog-v-a “beautiful walking of birds” (Saba), gog-

av-s “walks elegantly”, m-gog-av-i, mo-gog-man-e “strutting (quail, pheasant, etc.)” 

Zan (Maegr.) gvangv-al-i “strutting (like quail)/mincing” 

In Megrelian gug- option was expected but, as it is clear, symbolic structure influenced 

on root development and gong- → gwangw- transformation took place.  
C.-Sind. *gjagw- “dancing” 

Ad. ǯjagw-n,  Kab. ǯagw-n “dancing” 

More older roots are attested in Circassian dialects; Shap. gjgw-n, Basl. gjagw-n 

“dancing and games” [Kvakhadze 2014 : 298]. 

In Georgian-Sindy correspondences the sound-correspondences are preserved as it was 

expected CoC → CaCw in parent-Sindy, cf. C.-Kartv. *gog- :  C.-Sind *gagw-.  

 

C.-Kartv. *gog- “leg” 

Geo. gog-i “outer (last) finger joint/phalanx”, gog-a//gog-i “leg; column/main house 

pillar” 

Sv. gog-/gweg- “edle walking” 

Corresponding samples aren’t observed in Zan dialects. The word is characterized by 

more distribution in Georgian and meaning of leg is outlined is such derivatives such as 

Mokh., Mtiul. sa-gog-av-i “leg of cradle”, Kiz. sa-gog-av-i “foot of spade”, Khevs. sa-gog-

an-i  “leg of cradle”.  

C.-Sind. *kwaḳj- “knee”  

Ad. (Chemg.) kwaj “knee” 

In the professional literature kwaj   form is considered to be a root and is noted that 

there is no further segmentation ground [Kvakhadze 2014 : 133]. Reconstructed  *kwaḳj-    
Sindy archetype is formally more closer to Tsova-Tushian koḳ “leg” word, while 

Kartvelian gog- corresponds with Vainakh kog//kog allomorphs. In all cases the 

analyzed roots are of common origin. Lezg. kek- “leg” can be also discussed.   

 
C.-Kartv. *gol- “uncastrated bullock/steer, bullock”  

Geo. gol-, Rach. gol-av-i “bull on a cow”, gol-iṭ-a “small bull, uncastrated bullock/steer, 

bullock” 

Corresponding allomorphs haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian subsystems . It is 

obvious that in the given words gol- is a root, -iṭ-a – diminutive affix. 

C.-Sind. *gww- “bull” 
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Kab. gww- “bull” 

In other Sindy languages the corresponding forms aren’t  attested. In the word auslaut  

Svan-like delateralization phonetic process l →  w occurs  in Circassian. An initial nature 

of l is supported by Kartvelian material. Common-Sindy-like dypthongization process w 
→ w is also outlined. 

Etymonic meaning of Common Caucasian word should be bull. Its Dagestanian and 

Nakh correspondences  haven’t been revealed so far.   

 
C.-Kartv. *gogol- “wheel, round” 

Geo. gorgol-a “cart with solid woode wheels”, gorgol-a-i “small wheel/roller”, gogor-a 

“tire wheel of plough” (Saba)  

Zan (Megr.) gorgol-ia “small wheel; disc” 

Sv. gogwer (pl. form gogor-l) “wheel of ox-cart” 

Speaking about the stem reduplication isn’t argumented since the kindred roots of 

almost all Iberian-Caucasian languages would be stem-doubled ones and if it happened, 

the question arises: When? [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 83].  

C.-Sind. *gwargwal- “round, circle” 

Ab. gjagja,  Apkh. a-gwargwal-éj “round, circle (ring)” 

In this case Apkhazian demonstrates more ancient nature from the standpoint of stem 

labialization by breaking of what the palatalization of g in Abaza gw → gj should be 

explained; cf. Nakh (Ts.-Tush. gogo “circle/ring”), Dagestanian (Arch. gurgi “round”), etc.  

 
C.-Kartv. *godna “backside” 

Geo. (Ing.) godna-j “backside of devils and others” 

Ingilo dialect preserves Common Kartvelian root that seems to be of simple (non-

segmented) structure and within one morpheme expresses the meaning of backside; cf. 

Megr. opare “id”. 

C.-Sind. *gwd “vulva” 

Ad. gwd, Kab. gwd “vulva” 

Older stem is preserved in Adyghean dialects but a nazal element of the root was lost. 

Existence of n- is confirmed by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian data; cf. Av. gwend, 

Akhv. gwandi “hole”…  

 

C.-Kartv. *gom- “cow-shed/cattle stall” 

Geo. gom-i “cow-shed; overwintering stall of cattle” 

Sv. gwem, gem (LB) “stall (for overwintering cattle); cellar; room” 

There are no Megrelian-Laz allomorphs where gum-i was expected [Fährich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 147]. 
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Common Kartvelian *gom- denotes one of domestic animals or denoted cow  like Geo 

bos-el-i contains  Kartvelian correspondence of Dagestanian (Avar) basí “bullock”(cf. 

Akhv. buša „id”...) noun.  

C.-Sind. *gwm-a “cow” 

Ub. gwma “cow” 
The word is separated in Ubykh but likely it reflects parent-language situation.  

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *gom- : C.-Sind. *gwm-a archetypes can be 

Dagestanian (Khinalug) gma “pig” stem, though great semantic difference should be 

considered cow ~ pig.  

 
C.-Kartv. *gor- “rolling about, rolling down” 

Geo. gor-av-s “Sb/Sth rolls”, old Geo. gor-v-eb-a-j “rolling” 

Zan (Laz) v-o-ngor-ap “I rolling sth down”, o-ngor-u “rolling off/down” 

Sv. gur-an “rolling down”, mu-gwr-an-e “rolled down” 

Georgian-Laz correspondence gor-/ngor- (the latter is attested in old Georgian, as well) 

is logical [Chikobava 1939 : 263-264]. Svan u makes certain problem that is also added by  

-an “superfluous” element. This can be the basis to consider Svan gur-an to be of other 

etymological root.  

C.-Sind. *gjwara- “rolling off/down; spinning/rotating” 

Ad. (Shap.) kjr-z-n, Chemg. čr-z-n, Kab. ǯara-z-n, Basl. gjara-z-n “rolling 

off/down; spinning/rotating” 

Correspondences aren’t observed in other Sindy subdialects. Due to this it is difficult to 

postulate gjw labialized phoneme. Though the comparison with Georgian data gives the 

possibility to; cf. C.-Kartv. *gor-. Comparison with Dagestanian speaks in favor of gw 

labialized archy-phoneme; cf. Kar. gur-il “rolling  off/down”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *gorgor- “ring; wheel” 

Geo. gogor-a “tire wheel of plough” (Saba), Gur. gogor-a-i “wheel” 

Zan (Megr.) gorgor-e “wheeled ox-cart”, gorgol-ia “ring; small wheel” 

Sv. gogwer (pl. gogor-äl) “ox-cart wheel” 

Complex (reduplicated) origin of Kartvelian stems isn’t excluded; cf. Geo. gor-av-s. 

C.-Sind. *gwrgwr- “ring” 

Ab. gwrgwr  “ring” 

In other languages of Sindy group a corresponding stem is lost. Though Abaza data 

shows enough information to reconstruct parent-language picture. Especially then when 

there are reliable Kartvelian correspondences. The verbs with similar structure from 

Dagestanian group should be mentioned; cf. Lak k:urk:ur ṭun “rolling off/down”. 
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The fact that Shapsug gjrgj-n “spinning/rotaining; rolling off/down” demonstrates an 

Ubykh correspondence isn’t excluded; cf. C.-Sind *gw → Ub. gj. 

 
C.-Kartv. *gop- “many/much, in plenty/in abundance/quite a lot” 

Zan (Megr.) gup-u-a “much drinking” 

Sv. kwep “many/much, in plenty/in abundance/quite a lot” kwep-d “in plenty/in 

abundance/quite a lot” 

Likely, Georgian correspondence is lost. I suppose that on the basis of Svan-Megrelian 

correspondence reconstruction of C.-Kartv. *gop- archetype is real. Assimilative 

devoicing  g → k in Svan is supposed.   

C.-Sind. *gwap- “group, pile/heap (of things)” 

Ad. kwp, Kab. gwp “group, pile/heap (of things)” 
Ub. kwp “group, pile/heap (of things)” 

Ab. gwp, Apkh. a-gwp “group, pile/heap (of things)” 
Adyghean origin of Ubykh data isn’t excluded. Additionally, during the voiced ~ 

voiceless phonemic correlation it is again obvious that Kabardian doesn’t always show the 

secondary situation. It is clearly indicated by Apkhazian-Abaza data, i.e. Ad.  kwp ← 

*gwp. 

Noteworthy Dagestanian words are linked with Sindy roots: Did. guṗ, Khv. gub, Bezh. 

ḳuṗi-jo “pile/heap (of things); hill” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 448-449].  
 
C.-Kartv. *gud- “leather shoulder bag/rucksack of sheep-/calf-/goat skin; long   wide-

topped tapering handless basket (for grape picking)” 

Old Geo. gud-a-j, New Geo. guda “leather shoulder bag/rucksack of sheep-/calf-/goat 

skin” 

Zan (Magr.) gd-el-i//gid-el-i “long, round narrow-topped basket”, Laz gid-el-i “basket 

for grape picking” 

Sv. gud-ra//gwid-ra “leather shoulder bag/rucksack of sheep-/calf-/goat skin” 

Suffixation of presented Common Kartvelian root is different – -a/-el/-ra. Before guda 

was considered to be Zan correspondence {Klimov 1964 : 66] that isn’t right. I suppose 

that  Zan guda entered from Georgian. Prop. Zan word is preserved in gd-el-i//gid-el-i  

allomorphs; cf. u//o → /i  in Zan [Rogava 1962].        
C.-Sind. *gwn- “basket”  

Ad. kwn, Kab. gwan “basket” 

Apkh. a-kwn “basket”  

Reconstruction of voiced guttural for parent-language picture is based on Kabardian 

and is of conditional character. Reconstruction of g archy-phoneme is supported by 

Kartvelian languages data though in Dagestanian languages anlaut k is stable. Devoicing 
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of d is also occurs instead of Sindy n; cf. Av. kode-x:el “hay basket”, Did. kud, Hin. kwid, 

kid. Bud. kud “basket to carry hay”.  

In Lezgian doubled stems a Sindy-like final n appeared – kwt-kun //kut-kun “basket”. 

   
C.-Kartv. *guz “fire; igniting fire”, “burning” 

Old Geo. mu-guz-i//ni-guz-al-i “burning log/firebrand”, New Geo. mu-guz-al-i 

“burning log/firebrand”, guz-guz-i “crackling/roaring of fire”, aγ-gz-eb-a, da-gz-eb-a 

“igniting fire” 
Zan (Laz) do-gz-ap-a “igniting fire”, v-i-gz-e-r “I’m burning”, Megr. do-rz-am-a “fire  

igniting”, v-o-rz-an-k “I’m igniting fire”, do-rz-am-al-i “ignited fire”.  

There is no Svan correspondence. In Zan only the allomorphs of following reduction 

stage occur. The complex resulted via this way changed more in Megrelian – gz → rz, that 

was based on phonotactic restriction.  

P.-Sind. *guz- “fireplace, stove” 

Hat. kuz-an “hearth”, tete-kuzz-an “big stove” 

In Apkhazian-Adyghean languages the correspondences are lost. Instead, logical 

correspondence of C.-Kartv. *guz- is preserved in Hattic that reflects Proto-Sindy parent-

language picture. Initial k in Hattic is equal to g, i.e. in this case similar to d/t  substitution 

- g/k  is attested  and in other cases it seems to be natural for Hattic. Occurrence of 

burning /fire semantemas is obvious in Kartvelian as well as in Hattic derivatives.   
Likely, Nakh ḳurz word contains the same root; cf. Vain. ḳurz “soot”, though a 

glottocclusive ḳ is unexpected.  
  
C.-Kartv. *gul-/*gol- “donkey” 

Zan (Laz) gur-un-i, Megr. gr-in-i//gir-in-i “donkey” 

Zan gur root shouldn’t be linked with Georgian vir-i word [cf. Topuria 1979 : 58]. In 

Georgian the lexeme of gul- and gol- type with the meaning of donkey or horse was 

expected the correspondence of what is Zan gur-; -un→ -n //-in are prop. Zan affixes. 

Javakhian gol-ug-i “donkey” could be noteworthy from this standpoint.  

C.-Sind. *gwl- “donkey” 

Kab. {gwl-} “donkey” 
This analytical word-forms aren’t attested in other Circassian languages and dialects. 

Circassian word that is lost is preserved in Balkarian in the form of borrowing gl-w 
“donkey” form. In auslaut of the word it appears Svan-like l → w process in Circassian. 

Primar character of l is supported by Dagestanian material; cf. Did. gul-u “horse”, Hin. 

gul-u “male (horse)/stallion”. Circassian source implies Ossettian (Digor.) gl-w “rat”, as 

well. 
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Etymonic meaning of Common Caucasian word should have been the meaning of 

“male (horse)/stallion”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *gur- “serf; peasant” 

Sv.  gr, gur “serf; peasant”, li-gr/li-gur “serfdom”, li-pusd-li-gr “serfdom” 

The gur- noun of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Svan. The stem gur- 

clearly indicates the existence of social differentiation on the Common Kartvelian parent 

language level.  

C.-Sind. *gwr- “slave/serf” 

Ub. gjar- “slave” 

Apkh. a-gr- “slave/serf” 

There is no Adyghean data though the existence of palatalized gj phoneme in Ubykh 

allomorph is really a solid argument to confirm a formerly  labialized nature of root 

consonant.   

C.-Sind. *gwr- “slave/serf” : C.-Kartv. *gur- “serf; peasant” demonstrates logical 

correlation from structural, phonetic and semantic standpoint.  Nakh correspondence of 

the described forms should be preserved in Ossetian in the borrowing form; cf. m-

gwr/m-gur “poor, pauper/beggar, vagrant/itinerant/tramp”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *gurdem-al- “anvil” 

Geo. grdeml-i//krdeml-i//k   irdeml-i “anvil” 

Zan (Maegr.) kulamur-i ← *gurdamur-i “anvil” 
Sv. kurmil//kuril “anvil”  

Initial form of Kartvelian root is more and less fully preserved in Georgian though g/k 

substitution is also evident. Due to it doubled *gurdemal-/*kurdemal- archetypes could be 

reconstructed for parent-language level.   

C.-Sind. *gjdw-a “axe/spear” 

Kab. ǯda “axe” 

 Ub. gjṭw “spear, javelin” 

 There is great meaning difference though semantemes of Dagestanian languages   

hammer – axe can serve as an interim ring that makes the semantic transformation more 

clearer; cf. Tind. koṭa “hammer/axe”, Av. kwarṭa “axe” ~ Hin. kwedin//kodin “blacksmith’s 

big hammer” [other Dag. roots see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 713].   
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D 

 

C.-Kartv. *da “and conjunction” 

Geo. da (conjunction) 

Zan do “conjunction and “ 

Sv. di “conjunction and” 

Svan di makes difference that is (rarely) substituted by i “conjunction and” allomorph 

[I. Chantladze 1998 : 211]. Megr.-Laz -da particle is also discussed similarly [Klimov 

1964 : 68] that implies other etymology; cf. Ajar. da. 

C.-Sind. *-da “affix of unity” 

Ad.  d-,  Kab. d-, “affix of unity”  

Ub. -da “affix of unity” 

Common Sindy *-da- conjunction logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *da archetype. 

From semantic standpoint unity logically corresponds with the function of and 

conjunction that is supported by material identity; cf Basq. edo “conjunction or/and”.  
 

C.-Kartv. *dab-a “land, village, arable land” 

Geo. daba “village, inhabited populated place”, u-dab-n-o “desert”, u-dab-ur-i 

“uninhabited wilderness”, m-dab-ur-i “village” 

Zan (Laz) doba “land”; cf. doba-ii “worm; earthworm”, Megr. dob-ira//dob-era  “land 

to be ploughed” 

Sv.  db//dab “arable land” 

It is supposed that dab- root is observed in Geo. dab-al-//m-dab-al word but Laz dobar-

čala “low” is also discussed. 

C.-Sind. *dwa “field”  

Ad. d-,  Kab.  d- “locative preverb” (“being on surface of sth”) 

Ub.  dw “field”  

Ab.  dw, Apkh. a-dw, “field, meadow” 

Sindy roots and stems were compared by V. Chirikba [Chirikba 1996a : 185, see also 

Kvakhadze 2014 : 24]. Comparison with Kartvelian archetype clarifies that labialization of 

d- historically took place via db → dw spirantization; cf. Nakh (Chechen) tup “plot of 

land”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *dad- “pretty/beautiful” 

Svan dd-īl (UB), dd-il (LB), dad-īl (Lashkh.) “pretty/beautiful” 

Likely, the following Svan composed forms dd-ix (UB), dd-ixa LB), dd-ipx (Lakh.) 
“impressive (to look at)” contain dd- root. Megrelian dod-u “little/small, low” can be 

linked with it – correlation pretty  ~ little isn’t problematic.  

C.-Sind. *dăd- “pretty/beautiful” 
Kab. dd-j  “pretty/beautiful”  
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The word is separated in Kabardian sub-system but it is of parent-language etymology 

that is confirmed by Dagestanian material along with Kartvelian one; cf. Arch. ṭid-ut 

“little”. Ossetian didi “adornment/decoration/ornament/jewels” lexeme is also discussed. 

Seems the latter implies Nakh source.  

 
C.-Kartv. *dal- “sister” 

Old Geo. da-j, New Geo. da, mami-da “aunt (father’s sister)”, dei-da  “aunt” (mother’s 

sister)” 

Zan da “sister”, dal-ep-e//dal-ep-i “sisters” 

Sv. d-j “sister-in-law (husband’s sister)”, da-čur//da-čwir “sister for brother” 

Even though the word is attested in ancient Georgian literary language its more 

ancient nature is preserved in Megrelian-Laz in plural forms. Just on the basis of Zan data 

it is possible to reconstruct root of *dal- type; [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 159-160]. 

C.-Sind. *daw-a “nurse” 

Ad. (Chemg.) dajă “nurse” 
Logical Sindy correspondence of Kartvelian *dal- root is preserved only in Chemguy; j 

reflects a secondary situation. Likely, initially w occurred that often attested  as a 

correspondence of Kartvelian l in Sindy languages – i.e. at the first stage it is supposed l → 

w (in parent-Sindy) and afterwards w → j (in Chemguy). Final a should be prop. Sindy 

innovation.    

 
C.-Kartv. *dal- “plait” 

Geo. dal-al-i “plait” 

A stem dal-al- that has been known since the Rustaveli’s period, is separated in 

Georgian. Its structure is Kartvelian and perhaps it is originated from Common-

Kartvelian parent language in which dal- is root and -al is suffix.  

C.-Sind. *da- “vein” 

Ab. da, Apkh. a-dá “vein” 

Circassian correspondences are unknown. C.-Sind. *da- “vein” ~ C.-Kartv. *dal- “plait” is 

logical phonetic-semantic correlation. Apkhazian and Dagestanian parallels are discussed; 

cf. Lak tun-nu//tun-du, Darg. tum, Tab. tab “vein” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 990].  It is 

clear that in Apkhazian-Abaza word auslaut was simplified. Likely, either auslaut l and its 

reflex w was lost. Though the same can happen in parent-Sindy. 

 
C.-Kartv. *dal- “Goddess of hunting” 

Geo. dal-i “Goddess of hunting”, Dal-i (anthrop.) 

Zan (Megr.) Do-u “mountain pass in Apkhazia”, Do-u (anthrop.) 

Sv. däl//dal “Goddess of hunting”; Dali gorge” 

As it is obvious Svan-Georgian correspondences are identic that cannot say about 

Megrelian form in which along with a → o sound-transformation a delateralization 

phonetic process l →  w takes place i.e. Zan *dol-i → *dow → dou. 
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C.-Sind. *daw- “deity” 

Circ. {daw} “deity”  

Sindy correspondence of Common Kartvelian *dal- archetype should have been of  

*daw- type that was likely lost in Apkhaz-Adyghean languages but it is preserved in 

Ossetian in the borrowing form; cf. Ossetian daw-äg “deity; general name”. 
Common nature of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is supported by Nakh languages data 

in which Chech. djla, Ingush. däla, Ts.-Tush. dale → // dali allomorphs is the only word 

that denote god/deity and which originated from Common Nakh *dal-e “god” archetype 

[Chukhua 2008 : 314].  

 

C.-Kartv. *dar- “bad” 

Old Geo. dar-e-j “bad; useless”, u-dar-es-i “useless”, New Geo. m-dar-e 

Sv. dar- / dr-, x-o-dr-a “bad”, ma-dr-en-e “worse”, x-o-dr-am-d “worsely” 

There is lack of Zan correspondence. In Svan the forms in comparative degree occur in 

the reduced form – *dar → dr [Topuria 1926 : 200]. Function of l in Lentekhian xo-l-dar-a 

allomorph is unknown (contamination with xola “bad” form(?)).   

C.-Sind. *da(w)- “bad” 

Ad. dj “bad”, Kab. dj “bad”  
Apkhazian-Abaza da-ra//da-ara “very much/too” seems to be other root. As it is clear 

Ubykh correspondence is lost. Discussing the Adyghean forms the fact is doubtable that a 

sonant j that occurs in root is an allophone of historical w – w → j. Correlation C.-Kartv. r 

: C.-Sind. w is regular and logical. 

Structural identity of the compared archetypes is supported by semantic similarity of 

discussed roots and stems. 

 
C.-Kartv. *daγ- “branding; brand/mark” 

Geo. da-daγ-v-a “branding”, daγ-i “brand/mark” 

Correspondence forms aren’t attested in Kartvelian languages; Sv. daγ-/dγ-, Megr. daγ-

u-a “branding” seems to be entered from literary Georgian. Persian nature of root daγ- (D. 

Chubinashvili) isn’t approved [cf. Dolgopolsky 2007 : 2077 (N2250)].  

C.-Sind. *drw- “wound”  

Ad. trw-, Kab. drw- “wound” 

Like in many cases Kabardian voiced voicing coincides with initial (parent-language) 

picture. 

C.-Sind. *drw- “wound” : C.-Kartv. *daγ- “branding; brand/mark” is logical structural-

semantic correlation the Dagestanian isogloss of which is fixed in Andian languages; cf. 

Akhv. diŋγ-i “wound”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *da- “hen”  
Zan (Megr.) do-ia//du-ia “hen under two-five months” 
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The word is separated in Kartvelian language world. It is preserved only in Megrelian. 

But likely it is of parent-language origin. Zan o/u within the root is a reflex of a Common 

Kartvelian *a. 

C.-Sind. *da- “cock/rooster” 

Ad. a-taq, Kab. a-da “cock/rooster” 

Ub. táq- “cock/rooster” 

Of the Circassian languages Kabardian  demonstrates the 3rd stage which  also  

coincides with  initial picture. 

C.-Kartv. *da- “hen” : C.-Sind. da-a “cock/rooster” is normal structural-phonetic 

correspondence that is supported by logical semantic correlation cock ~ hen. 

Dargwa allomorphs daγa // daγwa “cock/rooster” are genetically related with Circassian 

material [Meszarosh 1934 : 271; Abdokov 1983 : 117].   

 
C.-Kartv. *daw- “elbow” 
Old Geo.  i-daw, New Geo. i-dav-i, ni-dav-i “elbow” 

Zan (Megr.) du-i “elbow”, Laz  du-i, duu “elbow”, Artash. xen-duγ-i “elbow” 
Prefixation in Georgian seems of later [Topuria 1947 : 456]. In Laz the correspondences 

of dlav-i (durqu/duqu) and dav-i morphemes are mixed with each other; duγ-i (xen-duγ-

i) is explained by the devoicing tendency of  → γ [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 165].   
C.-Sind. *daḳw- “elbow” 

Apkh. a-raḳ “elbow” 
From reconstruction standpoint absence of Circassian data makes a certain difficult. 

Though considering a well known d → r rotation process in Apkhazian-Abaza it is 

possible to reconstruct parent-language archetype; cf. sound correspondence Circ. d : 

Apkh.-Ab. r – Apkh. (Bz.) a-rʒvn “silver” : Kab. dz v “silver” and so forth. 
Reconstruction of an initial d- seems also real on the basis of Dagestanian data; cf. 

Darg. deḳw “elbow”, that should be supported  also by C.-Nakh *dol (← Pr.-Nakh  *daωw) 
“elbow” archetype. 

 
C.-Kartv. *daqal- “goat” 

Geo. txa-j, txa “goat” 

Zan txa, pl. form txal-ep-e/i “goats”  

Sv. daql “goat” 
It is doubtless that just Svan preserves the form which is close to Common Kartvelian 

archetype though reconstruction of this root is different [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 166]. 

Arn.Chikobava’s variant *da-q-al- seems to be more real [Chikobava 1942 : 16] though 

segmentation shouldn’t be  right.  

C.-Sind. *daxw “livestock” 
Ab.  raxw, Apkh. á-raxw “livestock” 
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It isn’t excluded that in the Circassian languages there should have been the form with 

d- prefix (Circ. d : Apkh. r often occurs at the start of a word) but due to absence of a 

control fact reconstruction was carried out according to Apkh.-Abaza data.  

Semantically Kartvelian is distinguished by narrowing of meaning that is confirmed by 

Av. rexd “herd (of cattle), livestock” and the material of Nakh languages (Chech. dxni, 

Ing. doaxăn, Ts.-Tush. daxne “livestock”).  

 
C.-Kartv. *dg- “raising sb/sth; establishing” 

Geo. dg-, v-a-dg-en “I establish/determine”, aγ-v-a-dg-in-e “I reconstructed”, v-a-dg-

in-eb “I  determine” 

Zan (Laz) do-dg-in-u “standing (up)”, di-dg-in-e-n- “sth will be put/placed”, Megr. o-

dg-in-an-s “establishes; raises sb/sth”, e-dg-in-a “standing (up)”. 

It is right when discussing that the root dg- denotes a verb standing, and dg-in- - its 

causative version [Klimov 1964 : 71]. In this case for me it is more important to find the 

meaning standing up in the forms without preverb.   

C.-Sind. *tgj- “standing up”      

Ad. (Shap.) tgj-n, Chemg. tǯj-n, Kab. tǝǯǝ-n, Basl. tgj-n “standing up” 

There is a lack of Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences though Adyghean data 

can precisely reconstruct Common Sindy archetype.  

C.-Kartv. *dg- “raising sb/sth; establishing” : C.-Sind. *tgj- “standing up” demonstrates 

logical structural-semantic correlation; d → t conjectural  process in parent Sindy is also 

reflected in Nakh languages in which Ts.-Tush teg-/tag- forms are attested with the 

meaning of doing.  

 
C.-Kartv. *de- “prefix of negativeness” 

Sv. de- “not” (prefixal particle) : de-tāj, de-täj (Lent.) “neither…nor”, de-m-šw “by no 

means”, de-r “not;   no”, dē-ma, de-ma (Lent.) “no, not” 

As a prefix of negativeness de- occurs only in Svan that is of parent-language nature. It 

is clearly supported by Apkhaz-Adyghean correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *-dă “prefix of lackness” 

Ab. -da “prefix of lackness”, qa-da “headless”, Apkh. -da “suffix of lackness”, x-da 

“headless”. 

Likely, in Common Sindy parent language it should have functioned *dă- “suffix of 

lackness” that seems to be logical structural-semantic correspondence of Svan prefix of 

negativeness de-. 

Dagestanian data is also included in the same group of described affixes (particles) – 

particles of negativeness are considered: Ag. da-/da-va, Khin. di-mä, Tsa. di “no”; cf. Ud. 

tä, Arch. ṭo “id”. 
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C.-Kartv. *ded- “flower” 

Zan (Laz) dad-a//dad-al-i (Vits.) “flower on the earth and not in a tree” (N. Marr) 

Sv. (Lashkh.) dad-l “flower” 

Vowel correspondence Zan a : Svan a is unexpected. Svan a – e → a (?)  seem to be of 

secondary nature. It is clear that the absence of Georgian equivalent makes the case 

difficult. 

C.-Sind. *dăd- “flower” 
Kab. dăd-j   “flower” 
The form is preserved only in Kabardian. On the way to seek Georgian correspondence 

perhaps it is appropriate to bring Ossetian deden-ăg “flower” allomorph. [additional 

material see Abaev 1958, I : 362].  

From the kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages it is appropriate to bring Tsakh ṭeṭ 
“flower” if it is confirmed the reality of d → ṭ  glottalization in the root.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ded- “original (text…)” 

Old Geo. ded-a, New Geo. ded-an-i “original (text…)” 

An issue on genetic link with  ded-a “mother” (cf. mama “father”) word can be 

discussed. Such view is supported by direct formal coincidence in Old Georgian: „romel d 

e d a s a eera, me igi damieria”  – “I wrote  that whit was written in original” [Abuldaze 

1973 : 138]. 
C.-Sind. *dd- “real/authetic/genuine, original” 
Ad. dd, Kab. dd- “real/authetic/genuine, original” 

Correspondences haven’t been disclosed in Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza; dd- form 

that is detached as a root in Adyghean can be corresponded by Geo. ded-. If etymological 

link with deda (parent) word is confirmed it is clear that Dagestanian isoglosses (denoting 

mother) are discussed in this case; cf. Lezg. dide/dada, Khin. dd... The issue needs 

additional investigation. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ded-a “mother, grandmother” 

Old Geo. deda-j, m-ded-r-i, New Geo. deda “mother”, deda-kac-i “woman”, deda-mtil-i 

“mother-in-law (husband’s mother)” 
Zan (Laz.) dida “old woman; grandmother”, Megr. dida “mother” 

Sv. dede “mother; grandmother” (when addressing) 

There is an attempt to discuss Geo. dedal-/Zan dadul-/Svan dädw [Fährich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 169] along with these words  but it isn’t justified.  

C.-Sind. *dăd-a “father; grandfather” 
Ad. tat “father” (when addressing), Kab. dadă “grandfather” 
Ub. dad “father” (when addressing) 

It is too difficult to clarify the devoicing d → t mechanism. As regard the semantic 

correlation mother/grandmother  ~ father/grandfather seems normal. Similar picture 
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occurs in the Dagestanian languages, as well; e.g. such close-kindred languages like 

Lezgian branch the opposition mother  ~ father  ~ grandfather is clearly seen; cf. Lezg. 

dide “mother” ~ Rut. did “father” ~ Tsakh. didi “grandfather”.   

 
C.-Kartv. *ded-e “grandfather; elder/senior” 

Geo. (Ajar.) dede “grandfather” 

Zan (Megr.) dad-i “one of deities”, dad-ia “lord, elder/senior”, Samurz. (← Apkh. ?) 

dad-ra “when elder/senior addresses younger/junior” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence though without it Georgian-Zan samples give 

full information about parent-language archetype. Geo. ded-e : Zan dad- is logical 

correspondence; cf. Geo e : Zan a. 

C.-Sind. *dăd-a “grandfather” 
Ab. dáda, Apkh. dad “grandfather” 

There is no Circassian correspondence. C.-Kartv. *ded-e : C.-Sind. *dăd-a reflects 

Paleo-Caucasian reflexation. Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are equivalented by 

Dagestanian information where similar structural correspondences are revealed; Did. 

dada, Darg. (Meheb) dada…, Rut did, Tsakh didej “grandfather”…  
C.-Kartv. *ded-e “grandfather; elder/senior” ~ C.-Sind. *dăd-a “grandfather” and              

C.-Kartv. *ded-a “mother, grandmother” ~ C.-Sind. *dăd-a “father; grandfather” contain 

common *ded-/*dăd- roots but in order to make description perfect they were described 

as separated word-entries. 
 
C.-Kartv. *dew- “horned/many-headed devil; giant” 

Old Geo. dev-i “whale; horned/many-headed giant”, vir-dev-i „onocentaureus”, 

baba-dev-i “horned/many-headed devil” 

Sv.  dw (UB), däw (LB), dā (Lashkh.)  “horned/many-headed devil” 

I believe that Megrelian dem-i//ndem-i//dei//der-i is the further modification of 

Georgian dev- form via v → m, v → Ø and v → r phonetic transformation. As 

regard e →  / ä / ā transformation it follows M. Kaldani’s rule. In terms of archaic nature 

of the root Svan na-du-ra, na-dau-ra (LB., Lent.), na-dāw-ra “horned/many-headed 

devil; giant” derivatives are noteworthy.   

Of course I aware of the standpoint on Persian origin of the word dev- but at the same 

time I believe that  in the word  it is mixed with each other an endemic dev-i as 

huge/giant and borrowing dev-i or demon. 

C.-Sind. *dwă- “big; giant” 
Ab. dw//du “big”, Apkh. a-dw//a-du “big, giant” 

Paleo-Caucasian nature of C.-Kartv. *dew- and C.-Sind. *dwă- is also confirmed by 

Dagestanian material; cf. Rut. daw “lion”, also by Hat. tauwaa  “big/huge, terrible” word 

that is considered to be kindred of Kartvelian [L. Kochlamazashvili 2015 : 171]. Likely, 
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phonologically it should have been dauwa that indicates that we deal with endemic root 

the initial meaning of which should have been big.   

        
C.-Kartv. *dew- “putting” 

Geo. dev-/ dv-, i-dv-a “Sth was put”, da-v-dev “I put”, Old Geo. h/x-i-dv-a “Sth was 

put” 

Zan dv-, ko-do-dv-i “Put!”, dv-al- “putting” 

Sv. d-, li-d-esgi “putting”, mǝ-d-i “that who puts” 

It is obvious that initial is dew- stem that resulted dv- in Zan via reduction, and in 

Svan it was lost – dw- → d-, like in Georgian d-eb- ← *dv-eb- [Chikobava 1938 : 269-270; 

Schmidt 1962 : 104].  

Pr.-Sind. *di-/*de- “putting; lying” 

Hat. ti-/te- “putting, lying” 

Corresponding verbal roots aren’t observed in modern Sindy subsystem. 

Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *dew- : Pr.-Sind. *di-/*de- archetypes are preserved from 

Nakh in Ts.-Tush d-iv-ar “planting” [Chukhua 2008 : 317], from  Dagrstanian Tab. diw-ub 

“putting” verbs. 

 
C.-Kartv. *delgma “hard rain” 

Geo. delgma “great rain that stops late” (Saba), “rain that pelts down, lit. rains straight 

from the  pitcher” (GED) 

The word is isolated in Georgian. Its correspondences haven’t been revealed in other 

Kartvelian languages and dialects. Though delgma is considered to be Common Kartvelian 

stem that is of Paleo-Kartvelian etymology. 

C.-Sind. *dωw “cloud”  

Ab. tħwa, in the word  ps-tħwa “cloud” 
Devoicing of initial voicing dω complex seems to be of later period. It (dω → tħ) took 

place only after then  when the stem became compound, likely via ps- segment that 

denotes water – ps + dωwa → ps-tħwa-, on the next stage of reduction; ω : g isn’t 

unexpected either since breaking of ω - ħ pharyngeal spirants in Common Kartvelian 
resulted  ω → g, ħ → k transformation [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 13].  

In other context Abaza tħwa was bring closer to Nakh doxk/doxḳ/dork “cloud” word 

[Abdokov 1983 : 99] to that I add Dargwa jergwa “smoke” word.   

Semantic correlation rain ~ cloud ~ smoke is logical.     
 
C.-Kartv. *derg-a “one year-old goat”  

Zan (Megr.) darga “female goat after second year of birth” 

Sv. därg/darg “female goat not yet kidded” 

Corresponding Georgian root hasn’t been revealed so far. Considering the Zan-

Georgian sound-correspondence it is possible to reconstruct *derg-a archetype. Final a 
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that is preserved in Megrelian is lost in Svan but not without trace. Just it caused the 

inversive umlauting process in Svan: a → ä → a took place at expense of a: derga → 

därg//darg (M. Kaldani’s rule).  

C.-Sind.*dgj-a “one-year-old goat” 

Ad. tača-xw, Shaps. takja-xw “male goat”, Kab. daǯa-xw “one-year-old goat”, daǯža (← 
daǯa + aža) “one-year-old goat” 

Comparatively exact reconstruction of parent-language archetypes is possible only on 

the grounds of Kabardian material. The material also showed that  in t/d, k/g… opposition 

Kabardian picture reflects archaic one.  

Reality of C.-Sind. *dgj-a : C.-Kartv. *derg-a opposition is also  supported by 

Dagestanian data when the semantics characteristic of Sindy languages male goat is 

repeated in many Dagestanian languages; cf. Arch. dogo “billy-goat”, Bezh. ṭiga, Hunz. 

ṭiga “male goat”…   

 
C.-Kartv. *derq- “lord/overlord/master/landowner” 

Zan (Megr.) tarx-un-ia “male servant”, tarx-on-i “man’s name” (anthrop.) 

Ancient (archaic) type of Zan form tarq-uǯ-i is confirmed in the well-known 

inscription of Ateni Sioni Church (835) [Javakhishvili 1979, I : 176]. Here the variant 

with - uǯ   suffix is preserved (cf. Geo. –ur). Functionally –on/-un equal to Georgian -an 

suffix (denoting property). Thus, tarx-on- means of lord/overlord/master/landowner. 

C.-Sind. *dx “patron, host” 

Ub. dx “patron, host”, хозяин 

The form is isolated in Ubykh though the latter is linked with -tuḫ- root of Hattian 

waṫuḫ-kante “royal prince” word [Ivanov 1981 : 141-151] that seems acceptable; cf. Darg. 

talqan „nobleman”,  Av. tarq:-án-ab “freeman”. 

Along with above given Dagestanian words Geo. tarxn-ob-a “freeing/liberate”, tarxan-i 

“freed/liberated” forms are also brought [Abdulaev 2015 : 242]. The latter implies 

different etymology and due to it I cannot discus it in this case.  

 
C.-Kartv. *des- “not; no” 

Sv.  ds-a (UB., Lashkh.), des-a (Lent.) “no; not” 

In the Kartvelian world a Svan allomorph is isolated that is of archaic (parent-

language) origin. It is confirmed by Hattian as well as Dagestanian isoglosses. 

Pr.-Sind. *dš- “no” 

Hat.  taš (=daš) “no” 

The fact that in Hattian there actually existed voiced anlaut is confirmed by Svan as 

well as Dagestanian data; cf. Tsakh dš “no”. Svan-Tsakh e/ contrary to Hattian a is 

noteworthy. 

In the majority of Apkhazian-Adyghean, Nakh and Dagestanian languages logical 

correspondences were lost. 
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C.-Kartv. *deγ-e “day” 

Geo. dγe “day”, dγe-n-del-i “today’s/present-day”, m-dγe-v-r-i  “daily” 

Zan (Megr.) dγa “day”, o-ndγ-e “afternoon”, dγa-ur-i “diary”, (Laz) dγa//ndγa “day”,         

o-ndγ-er-i “afternoon”, ge-ndγa-n-i “day after tomorrow” 

Sv. la-deγ „day”, m-l-deγ “shepherd” 

Svan data is  noteworthy that supports two-syllabic nature of initial root. In Common 

Kartvelian the reconstruction of *dγe- archetype isn’t supported by factual material [cf. 

Klimov 1964 : 75].  

C.-Sind. *dγ- “sun” 

Ad. tγa, Kab. dγa “sun” 

Ub. ndγa “sun” 

There is an attempt to enroll Apkhazian-Abaza a-mra/mara “sun” allomorphs in this 

group of words [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1052] that is beneath criticism – simply it is 

another material [Charaia 1912 : 29; Klimov 1969 : 289].  

As it is obvious in Sindy languages *dγ- archetype denoted ‘day” that is clearly seen 

in Ad. tγ-wa-s, Kab. dγ-wa-să “yesterday” stems; cf. Laz   ge-ndγa-n-i “day after 

tomorrow”. 

Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems have parallels in C.-Nakh *daγ-u „rain” : Did. 

languages *γwed-e; cf. Did. γudi, Hin. γwede, Khvarsh. γwade, Hunz. wd ← *γwd “day, 

rain, star”. The latter is of inversive structure. 

 
C.-Kartv. *deša “firewood” 

Geo. šeša, cf. Old Geo.  m-rešw-el-i “firewood cutter/seller” 

Zan (Megr.) diška, Laz  dišḳa//diška “firewood” 

In Svan  a root  (zek) of other etymology was established with the meaning of 

firewood.  

In Georgian word’s anlaut š/s   is problematic, for which d preserved in Zan i.e.  d → 

r/š   in Georgian is initial in any case.  

Geo. šeša (like mrešweli“firewood cutter/seller”) is attested in ancient Georgian written 

sources [see Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 614]. 

C.-Sind. *dš- „tree species; elm”  

Apkh. a-raš “elm species”     

Isolated -raš root in Apkhazaian have parallel in Kartvelian as well as Nakh-

Dagestanian languages. Alternation d/r is observed that should be explained by d → r 
transformation; cf. Andi languages reša/roša/ruša “forest, firewood”, Darg. dex 

“beam/pillar, large log”…, Nakh lang. dos “firewood”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *di “mother, aunt” 

Zan (Magr.) di “mother, aunt”; “interjection of surprise” 
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Sv. di “mother”, la-di-a “mothers” 

Megrelian-Svan di is isolated word of independent origin that cannot be mixed with 

deda/dede/dida stems. It isn’t excluded that Rustaveli’s di-ac-i contains the same di- root 

(for -ac- cf. mam-ac-i) and nusa-di-a (Saba).  

C.-Sind. *di- “mother, mummy” 

Apkh. di “mother, mother dear (dim.), mummy” 

Since a stem di isn’t attested in other Sindy languages and dialects with the meaning of 

mother it can be assumed that it entered from Kartvelian. However, such a issue solution 

does not seem to be right. On the contrary, only Apkhazian preserved logical Sindy 

correspondence of Kartvelian. It is noteworthy that correspondence of Apkhazian-

Kartvelian roots are  attested in Dagestanian languages with the meaning of mother and 

father; cf.: Krits  dj “mother”, Arch.  di-ja “father”… 

Forms with  -kj- and  -ši   suffix in Lezgian languages are noteworthy, as well – Tsakh  

da-kj, Tab. da-ši   “father”; for suffixation cf.  Svan dede-š “mother” ~ Darg. dude-š 

“father”.   

 

C.-Kartv. *did- “big” 

Geo. did-i “big”, m-did-ar-i “rich”, did-ro “great” 

Zan did-i “id”, did-o “greatly/very much” 

Sv. did- “proud/arrogant”, l-did-e//l-dīd-e “turned haughty/arrogant; exaggerated” 

Since Al. Tsagareli’s period to well-known Geo.-Zan did- isogloss should be added 

Svan did-//dīd- “haughty/proud/arrogant” alloforms. 

C.-Sind. *dd-a „very/too, totaly/entirelly” 

Ad. dd, Kab. dd “very/too, total, totally/entirely” 

Correspondence root is lost in Apkhazian-Abaza. Common nature of Circassian-

Kartvelian forms was firstly discusses by P. Charaia [Charaia 1912 : 22-23]. Kartvelian 

did- root is mentioned in other context as a correspondence of Hattian tete word [Girbal 

1986].  

 
C.-Kartv. *ditx-el- “thin” 

Geo. txel-i (← *ttxel-i) “thin” 

Zan (Laz) titxu → // tutxu, Megr. txitxu//txtx//titxu “thin” 

Sv.  dtxel  “thin” 

Initial form is better preserved in Svan. Like in other roots in Georgian tt → t took 

place; cf. Old Geo. ttue → New Geo. twe/tve… 
C.-Sind. *tx “thin” 

Ub. txa  “thin” 

Of the Sindy languages only Ubykh preserved a correspondence root without a prefix 

[Klimov 1968 : 291]. Likely, a Nakh archetype should also indicates the existence of prefix 

in pre-historical (in Proto-Iberian-Caucasian) epoch; cf. Ts.-Tush. netx-iŋ “thin”, netx-iš 

“into thin (pieces…)”, netx-dar “thinning”.  
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C.-Kartv. *dim- “fabric/textile (type)”  

Geo. dim-i “precious silk fabric, silk brocade, satin”; “It looks like dyed 

calico/homespun – it is precious silk fabric” (Saba), “dyed coarse calico”, бурмет (Chu-

binashvili). 

The word is isolated in Georgian but likely it is of Common Kartvelian etymology.  

C.-Sind.*dw- “knitting” 

Kab. d-n  “knitting” 

Ub. dw-”sewing” 

Ubykh sample is noteworthy. This latter preserves parent-language picture. It is fact 

that dw → d took place in Kabardian.  

C.-Kartv. *dim- : C.-Sind. *dw- demonstrates that in many cases labialization of 

consonants in Common Sindy took place on the basis of labialization of labial ones – C + 

b/m → Cw; Ub. dwa “needle”  implies  different etymology; cf. b → dw, p → tw, ṗ → ṭw in 

Ubykh (See C.-Kartv. *b- “hanging”). 

Semantic opposition fabric/textile ~ knitting is logical.  

Budukh ṭam (←*dam) “felt wool” word can be attributed to the same group.  

 

C.-Kart. *din-a “mother, parent; their descedants” 

Geo. (Imerkh.) dine “mother” 

Zan (Megr.) dino “descedants of one grand-grandfother”; “big family” 

Sv. dna/dina, dena  (Lent.) “young girl, girl” 

Final e in Imerkhevian should have been  sourced from a-j sequence. Such supposition 

is supported by Svan final a as well as Zan correspondence; cf. a : o.   

C.-Sind. *dn- “mother” 

Ub. dn-, in the word  dn-kja “parents, family” 

In the compound word dn- denotes mother: dn-kja = mother and father.  

Due to absence of other Sindy parallels it is difficult to speak about the origin of -kja   

form. The issue on genetic correlation of Ub. -kja  and Rut. gaj “grandmother” should be 

put. Tsova-Tushian g “grandmother” is probably another root.  

     
C.-Kartv. *dir-e “hewn beam/fundamental support/basis” 

Geo. dire “hewn beam/fundamental support/basis” 

Zan (Megr.) dra//dira “hewn beam/fundamental support/basis” 

Sv.  dīr, dir (LB., Lent.) “hewn beam/fundamental support/basis” 

Length of root vowel in Svan is of compensation character – dire → dīr; i →  in 

Megrelian seems to be secondary. Auslaut of Zan root is noteworthy in which C.-Kartv. e 

→ Zan a transformation took place. 

C.-Sind. *dr- “hewn beam/fundamental support/basis” 

Ub. dr-k “hewn beam/fundamental support/basis”  
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Function of -k suffix in Ubykh is unknown (Is it borrowed?). Its equivalent 

morpheme isn’t observed in Kartvelian languages. Either Dido tiri “hewn beam/fun-

damental support/basis” gives positive information. It is clear that Ubykh sample reflects 

Common Sindy root and manifests a compound word.  

 
C.-Kartv. *dirx- “big, tall” 

Zan (Laz) dirx-in-a “big; tall (body)”; Megr. dirx-al-i “stout/fat” 

Likely, a vibrant r is of prop. Zan innovation (phonetic inclusion) but to confirm it is 

difficult due to absence of samples in other Kartvelian languages.   

C.-Sind. *dx- “pretty/beautiful;   distinctive/exceptional” 

Ad. dax, kab. dax “pretty/beautiful” 
Apkh. a-daxja “better, distinctive/exceptional; uncommon/unusual/rare (about a guest)” 

Comparison of Sindy roots and stems is well-known fact [Shaqril 1968 : 68]. Though 

some scholars consider Apkhazian form to be a Circassian borrowing (See about it 

Shagirov 1977, I : 144]. The viewpoint on common genetic nature of Apkhazian-

Adyghean allomorphs is acceptable, especially when considering the Apkhazian 

semantics that doesn’t coincide with Adyghean.   

For big ~ pretty semantic correlation cf. C.-Kartv. *did-i “big” : C.-Nakh (Chech.) dīdi 

“likeable/ charming”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *diqa “land; clay” 

Old Geo.  tiqa “clay; mud” 

Zan (Megr.) dixa//ndixa “land; soil”, Megr. dixa “land; place”  

Sv. diq, in the word n-diq, na-diq (Lashkh.) “land tax” 

Genetic link of tiqa root with Zan allomorph was noticed from then on [Tsagareli 1880 

: 35]. Svan equivalent wasn’t observed that likely is preserved in n-diq derivative 

denoting “land tax”. 

C.-Sind. *dq(w)a “valley; land; field” 

Ub. txwa “land (to be ploughed); field” 

Ab. rqa “land (to be ploughed); steppe”, Apkh. á-rxa “valley; gorge/ravine” 

Even in this case the transformation of initial d phoneme took place differently. As it 

was expected on the next stage of reduction dq → tx took place in Ubykh but in 

Apkhazian-Abaza the vibrantization process was strong and dq → rq → // rx  took place. 

Labialization of a root vowel seems to be of prop. Ubykh case. It seems to me suspicious 

the genetic link with the roots and stems of Akhv. quri “filed; valley” [cf. Abdakov 1983 

:100; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 904].    

    

C.-Kartv. *dlaw- “elbow” 

Old Geo. dlav-i “animal’s arm; middle bone of a thigh/leg is attached a belly from 

outside”  
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Zan (Laz) duru//duru//duu “elbow” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. On the modern stage of etymological 

investigation it is essential to demarcate dav-i and dlav-i forms from each other And so 

it is [Klimov 1964 : 74; Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 175]. 

Georgian and Zan data were compared by Arn.Chikobava. The scholar also brings 

Megrelian-Laz du//duγ-i “elbow” forms [Chikobava 1938 : 59].  

C.-Sind. *dγw- “elbow” 

Ad. tγw//tγw, in the word  n-tγw//-tγw “elbow”, Kab. n-dγw//-daγw  
“elbow” 

Needless to say that Apkazian baωw “bone” root is different one and Circassian dγw- is 

rightly compared with Kartvelian dlaw-/duru/duru forms [Rogava 1956 : 8]. In 

Adyghean languages - root denotes hand. It is noteworthy that even a Laz xenduγ-i 

“elbow” word contains xel- root and means: hand + elbow. Avar ruƛ:̣ “elbow” word also  

preserves a Dagestanian correspondence.  

 
C.-Kartv. *dodl- “rotten; slack/limp; idle/slack/clumsy” 

Geo. dondl-o//dondl-e “slack/limp; lazy” 

Zan (Megr.) dord-i “rotten; slack/limp;   idle/slack/clumsy” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. In the professional literature it is noted the 

difficulty of Geo. n : Zan r phonemic correlation – it should be explained [Fährich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 177]. Actually, Zan r corresponds with Geo. l and have no contact with 

n- that seems to be a phonetic inclusion in Georgian, i.e. Megr. dord-i ← *dodr-i due to 

phonetactic restriction of metathesis of r.  

C.-Sind. *dwadwa “soft” 

Ub. dwadwa “soft” 

In this given case the reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype that is based only on 

Ubykh data, doesn’t arise the difficulties. I believe that Ubykh demonstrates parent-

language picture with sufficient accuracy. It should be clarify whether the labialization of 

d is the result of Svan-like l → w   phonetic process or o → wa is prop. Sindy innovation.  

 Bringing the Dagestanian material (e.g. Hunz. todil, Bezh. tötilö “soft”) makes it clear  

that along with the first o → wa process dl → dw transformation is also  supposed (in the 

second syllable). 

 

C.-Kartv. *do- “thick shoot/sprout; post/pole/pillar” 

Geo. (Kiziq.) do-i “thick shoot/sprout of a plant”, cf. Old Geo. do-i  “horn of a baby 

deer” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) du-i//du-i “post/pole/pillar”  

Among the Kartvelian languages semantic opposition shoot/sprout//horn ~ post/pole/ 

pillar  as well as structural-phonetic correlations o : u;  : / are logical. 
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C.-Sind. *daqw-a “thick block of wood, tree stump” 

Ad. taq, Kab. daq: “thick block of wood, tree stump” 

Correlation of Georgian-Circassian roots arise question. First of all it concerns 

Adyghean t that is secondary compared to Kabardian. Gemination of q is considered to be 

a compensation of w sonant - qw → qq/q:. The problem of q is of parent-language origin – 

 → q, while Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian (Tab. du-an, Ag. du-ur “large log”) and 

Nakh (Chech. du “large log, hewn beam/fundamental support/basis”) correspondences 

support the primarity of  glottal.  

 

C.-Kartv. *doo “gawky/lanky and awkward, fat/stout/plump” 

Geo. (Im.) doo//doro “gawky/lanky and awkward” 

Zan (Megr.)  door-e “fat/stout/plump, gawky/lanky and awkward” 

Regardless of structural-semantic similarity Gurian doγr-i “fat/stout/plump” should be 

considered to be of another origin [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 93]. 

C.-Sind. *ṭwa “heavy/hard”  

 Ub. -ṭwa, in the word gjn-ṭwa “heavy/hard”  

Ubykh lexeme seems to be of compound structure; -ṭwa segment logically corresponds 

with C.-Kartv. *doo archetype; cf. o → wa in Sindy languages. Correspondence of the 

first gjn- root is supposed C.-Kartv. *gwan- (See above). If we take into account the ability 

of d → r phonetic process the noteworthy parallels will appear in Dagestanian languages, 

as well: Hin. rou, Hunz. rou “heavy/hard”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *doč- “dry” 

Geo. (Ajar.) doč-i “cow with milk dried up” 

The word is attested only in Ajarian dialect of Georgian. Its parent-language origin 

isn’t excluded that is supported by Apkhazian-Abaza parallels. 

C.-Sind.*dacvw- “empty” 

Ab. (Tap.) tačw- “empty”, tačw -rá “emptying”, Apkh. (bz.) a-tacvw- “empty”, a-tacvw-ra  

“emptying” 

Devoicing of initial d seems to be of Apkhazin-Abaza phenomenon that is the result of 

assimilative influence of following (root) cvv/č voiceless sibilant-affricate. Labialization of 

root took place only on the next stage of o → wa dipthongization – *dwacv- → *dacvw-.  

C.-Kartv. č : C.-Sind. cv correspondence  indicates general trend of  hushening of Pr.- 

Kartv. cv → C.-Kartv. č.  

Semantic correlation dry ~ empty is logical. 

         
C.-Kartv. *dum- “silence” 

Geo. dum-i-s/dum-s “is/keeps silent”, da-i-dum-a “kept one’s tongue still”, dum-il-i 

“silence/stillness”, i-dum-al/i-dum-al-i “secret/mysterious”, sa-i-dum-l-o “secret” 
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Sv. dum-, li-dum-e “to keep secret” 

Laz dur-a//dur-e “deaf” stem can be given in this context if *dum-ra  →  du-ra//du-re 

transformation is possible.   

The form dum- in Georgian is attested in ancient written sources [Fährich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 179].  

C.-Sind. *dm- “weak/feeble  voice” 

Kab. dm “weak/feeble voice” 

Semantic opposition weak/feeble voice ~ silence can be easily explained especially in 

the case when Georgian-Sindy archetypes are corresponded with Common Nakh *dub- 

“oath/vow” proto-type; oath/weak voice/silence/secret are the common semantemes and 

similar structure of compared roots will be solid evidence  to prove the common origin. 

 
C.-Kartv. *dum-a „tailless hen” 

Geo. (Ing.) dumba-j “hen without tail/end” 

The word is isolated in Ingilo but it preserves the noun of parent-language origin; b 

after m is a phonetic apposition.   

C.-Sind. *dwm-a “hen” 
Ub. dma/dma “hen” 
Delabialization of  initial dw complex is supposed in Ubykh since any Cw can be 

simplified in this case. Though there are many conversely cases, as well. 

Thus, Paleo-Caucasian origin of Georgian-Ubykh isoglosses is doubtless. Correspon-

dences haven’t been observed in Nakh-Dagestanian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *dung-ir- “fat/plump/stout” 

Geo. (Rach.) dungir-i “fat/plump/stout; girl with heavy weight” 

Zan (Megr.) dorgo//dorgu “thick and strong” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Aulaut Geo. -ir : Zan -o/-u is unclear (Are they 

different affixes?).  

C.-Sind. *dng-l “swollen up/bloated,   inflated/puffed up” 

Circ. {dngl}  “swollen up/bloated, inflated/puffed  up” 

Sindy correspondence is preserved in Ossetian. The fact that the stem is of Common 

Caucasian origin is proved by Nakh correspondence; cf. Ing. ṭangr “paunch, belly”, пузо. 

Existence of correspondence root in Sumerian language dingir “god; sky” is 

noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *dundu “poltergeist/gremlin/imp/mischievous child” 

Zan (Laz) dundu “poltergeist/gremlin/imp/mischievous child” 

The word is preserved only in Laz though it reflects the vocabulary of parent-language 

origin that has noteworthy parallels in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
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Pr.-Sind. *dundu- “bewitching/enhanting” 

Hat. tuntu  “bewitching/enhanting” 

Corresponding stems are lost in Apkhazian-Abaza languages and subdialect. The recent 

researches confirm the existence of tuntu verb in Hattiain [Kasiyan 2009 : 391]. 

Noteworthy correspondences were revealed in Dagestanina, as well; cf. Khin. drd “evil”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *durγwan- “blackberry” 

Zan (Megr.) durγen-i “blackberry bush”, Laz durγun-i//durγen-i  “blackberry” 

Zan durγun-i allomorph seems older. This latter is considered to be a direct reflex of      

C.-Kartv. *durγwan- “blackberry” archetype. 

Corresponding root isn’t attested in other Kartvelian languages.  

C.-Sind. *dγwa- “strawberry” 

Ub. -dγwa, in the word  mḳja-dγwa “strawberry”  

A compound Ubykh word preserves two roots of Parent-language origin -mḳja- (← 

*mḳwa) : Geo. maval-i and dγwa : Zan durγun-i “id”. 

Likely, C.-Sind. *dγwa- “strawberry” is originated from older Pr.-Sindy *dγwan- pre-

form.  
 
C.-Kartv. *dust-e “moon; month” 

Old Geo. ttwe//tte “month”→ New Geo. tve 

Zan (Megr.) tuta “moon, month”, tut-er-i “one month old”, Laz tuta//mtuta “moon, 

month”, tut-er-i “of one month” 

Sv. došd-ul, došṭ-ul (Lent.) “moon”, dwešd-iš, došd-iš “Monday” 

Georgian allomorph is attested in the ancient Georgian written sources. In Adishi Four 

Gospels there is also attested tute form, that seems a variant of Old Georgian tte form [cf 

Fähnrich, Sarjveldze 2000 : 178].   

C.-Sind. *mʒ-ă “moon, month” 

Ad. mază, Kab. mază “moon, month” 

Ub. mʒá “moon, month” 

Ab. mz, Apkh. á-mza “moon, month” 

Comparison of given archetypes indicate to the fact that initial d-, m- are ancient 

prefixes, grammatical class markers which are corresponded by b- in Nakh languages 

(but: “moon, month”), and in Dagestanian m (Av. mo:), b (of Andi languages bor:) and 

w (Lezg. warz “moon, month”).  

Root consonant is preserved unchanged in Nakh languages – t:, that resulted st 

phonemic cluster in Kartvelian and in Sindy (ʒ → // z) and Dagestanian (ʒ → :/c) sibilant 

allophones.  

 
C.-Kartv. *dγen- “pospostion Geo. -vit “like/as” 

Zan (Laz) ndγen-i “pospostion -vit “like/as”, Megr. dγan-, i-dγan-o  “like sb/sth” 
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There is a lack of Georgian-Svan allomorphs. Colchian type is better preserved in 

Megrelian. In Laz a → e transformation as well as adding of n nazal seems of later period. 

C.-Sind.*dγ- “how” 

Ad. tħa-pš, Kab. da-psv “how many/much”  
Ub. dγ- “how” 

More changes took place in Circassian dialects and subdialects: If Adyghean preserved  

voiceless  type  (tħ)  of  voiced complex  of initial B type  in Kabardian, on the contrary, 

voiced nature didn’t change but the complex was simplified – dγ → d. 
C.-Sindy *dγ- : C.-Kartv. *dγen- archetypes are identical structurally, phonetically and 

functionally. Occurrence of harmonic-descending complex of   dγ of B type on the 

Parent-languages chronological level.   

 

C.-Kartv. *dγil- “obesity/fatness/stoutness” 

Geo. (Mokh.) dγr-in-i “badly fattened” 

Zan (Megr.) ndγil-in-, o-ndγil-in-an-s “Sb looks ugly, fatted”, go-ndγil-in-ap-ir-i 

“badly,  very fatted” 

Sv. dγil-j//dγil-ai (Chol.) “big-bodied, fat/stout/plump (woman)” 

In Mokhevian l - n → r - n is possible – *dγl-in-i → dγr-in-i.  In terms of root voicing 

Svan-Megrelian demonstrates archaic nature.    

C.-Sind. *dγ- “fat”  

Ad. dγ, Kab. daγ “fat” 
Root voicing has an archaic nature in Adyghean, i.e. syncope of a stem *diγil- → dγil- 

took place in Kartvelian that is noteworthy in terms of genesis of harmonic-descending 

complexes of B type.  

Semantic correlation obesity/fatness/stoutness ~ fat is logical. 

Genetic correlation of Lezg. d-dγwer,  Rut. da-dγwar//da-dγwer  “butter”  forms  needs 

to be clarified.   

 

C.-Kartv. *dγr- “rotting” 

Geo. dγr-eb-, mo-dγr-eb-ul-i “weakness” (Saba) 

Sv. dγ-eb-/dγ-b-, me-dγ-b-e, me-dγ-eb-e “rotted” 

There is a lack of Zan correspondence. Person forms of a verb is observed neither in 

Svan nor in Georgian though historically their existence in both languages is beyond a 

doubt. Affixal nature of -eb- in Kartvelian languages and dialects is also indisputable. 

C.-Sind. *ħwad- “died body” 
Ad. ħad-, Kab. ħad- “died body” 

Ab. xwad-i “died body” 

It is one of compound correspondences. If Kartvelian voicing is considered to be initial 

then in Sindy languages *ωwad- should be reconstructed, the possibility of which isn’t 
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excluded even in this case but Dagestanian data fully support voiceless devoicing, even 

Dido languages, as well; cf. xwel-, Akhv. b-iq:ur-..., Khvarsh. b-ixwad-, Inkhokh. b-uxad 

“massacring/slaughtering”…, Dargwa b-ulx:- “dying, killing”. At the same time in 

Kartvelian inversive structure dominates, then when Sindy-Dagestanian data demonstrate 

similar picture. 

Semantic opposition C.-Kartv. rotting/dying ~ massacring/killing is logical.            

        
 

E 

 

C.-Kartv. *-ed-u “plural suffix” 

Sv. -ed-u “plural number marker in nominal” 

A kindred -ed suffix can be observed in Old Georgian nominal of ḳar-ed- (=ḳar-eb-) 

type though at the same time the genetic link with verbal -ed “S3 plural marker“ isn’t 

excluded; cf. Old Geo. ar-i-ed “they are”. 

Pr.-Sind. *-du ”plural suffix” 

Hat. -du “plural suffix”, zar-du “sheep” 

The correspondences of Svan-Hattian markers aren’t attested in modern Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages. But in Proto-Sindy it (-du) should have been an active suffix that is 

supported by Hattian as well as Dagestanian correspondences; cf.: Botl. -de/-di, God. -di, 

Akhv. -di/-do, Khin. -erder/-urdur “plural suffix”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *el- “Elijah, patron of weather” 

Geo. El-ia “Elijah”, cf. a-el-eb-a “harmonizing of voices” 

Zan (Megr.) al- in the word al-erṭ-i “deity and churches after its name in Samegrelo” (= 

el-ia + eṭl-i “fate”)  

Sv. Jel/el “St Elijah”, El-ja // Iel-ja “Elijah”, El-j-i-lam “Elijah’s flame”  

I don’t exclude the borrowing of some Svan allomorphs from Georgian that assures me 

the identity of -ia/-ja suffixes. In Georgian -ia functions as “awe/respect, affection” 

semantics. In the core material el-/al- logical correlation indicates the Common 

Kartvelian origin of the deity.   

Pr.-Sind. *il- “god” 

Hat. il “god” 

In Apkhazian-Adyghean languages an expected word {L} isn’t observed. Likely, it lost 

in parent language. In Iberian-Caucasian languages Hat. il : C.-Kartv. *el- isn’t isolated. 

From the Dagestanian data it is supposed the genetic link with Arch. hal- “god”, Agul el 

“soul” words.     

 

C.-Kartv. *en-el- “liverwort (plant)” 

Zan (Laz) an-el-a “liverwort (plant)”, Megr. an-el-a (anthr.) 
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In other Kartvelian dialects the corresponding roots aren’t observe that complicates the 

reconstruction process of parent-language archetype, especially in anlaut of a word.  

C.-Sind. *n-- “maple” 

Ad. (Shap.) ‘ana-j, Chemg. ana-j “maple”  

In Circassian, generally, in final position of plant names there occurs -j affix. The latter 

is considered to be a suffix denoting tree and plant [Kvakhadze 2014 : 58].  

If it will be considered the possibility of l → w → Ø transformation in a final position 

of a word in Sindy thus C.-Kartv. *en-el- : C.-Sind. *n-- should be considered to be 

logical phonetic-semantic opposition.  
 

C.-Kartv. *er- “someone/somebody” 

Sv. er-e “someone/somebody”, cf. er-xi “some” {j}-er-wale “anybody/anyone” 

I don’t exclude that the same -er root occurs in Geo. er-t-i  “one” (Gur. er- “id”), Zan 

ar-t-i “one” (Laz ar- “id”) numeral that functions as a pronoun in the Kartvelian 

languages; cf. Megr. ar-x-i-m-ar-x-i  “a certain one/person”. 

C.-Sind. *r- “this” 

Apkh. ar-i “this”, ar-t “these” 

Of the Sindy languages Apkhazian preserved a pronominal root. Likely, the same -ar is 

observed in Abaza adverbs: ar-axj “on this side/over here/this way”, ar-aa “here”, ar-asa 

“thus/like this/in this way/so”; cf. Apkh. ar-s “thus/like this/in this way/so”, ar-áxj “on this 

side/over here/this way”… 

C.-Kartv. *er- : C.-Sind. *r- archetypes are corresponded by Basque or-i “this”, or 

“there/over there” forms.  

  
C.-Kartv. *es- “above/upward” 

Zan (Megr.) eš-e “above, up(ward)”, eš-ūrs “goes upward”, Laz eš-, eš-a-čvalu “rising”, 

eš-a-xtim-a “ascending” 

To denote the semantics of above/up ward  the existence of eš- root seems real. I 

suppose that is gives possibility to reconstruct Common Kartvelian *es- “above/up(ward)” 

archetype. 

C.-Sind. *jš- “above, up(ward)” 

Ad. jǝš-haγ, Kab. jǝsv-hǝm “above up(ward)” 

Comparative analysis clearly demonstrates the Adyghean languages preserved jš- root 

of parent-language origin that logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *es- “above/up(ward)” 

archetype; cf. sound-correspondence C.-Kartv. s- : C.-Sind. š. 
Noteworthy parallels of Adyghean-Zan isoglosses are revealed in the Dido languages of 

Dagestanian group; cf. Hin. os-u “high/tall”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ečw- “adze” 

Old Geo. ečw-aj//ečw-e-j, New Geo. ečo “adze” 
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Sv. äckw//ackw “adze” 

Svan data is noteworthy. It informs that –a/-e suffixes occur in Georgian, and due to 

influence of  w- (T. Gamkrelidze’s law) č-  hissed – čkw → ckw, and also due to umlaut 

power of reverse direction of w- e → ä//a  occurs in Svan: *ečkw → äčkw → äckw/ackw 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 192]. 

C.-Sind. cvwa “ploughshare” 

Ad. cwa-bz, Kab. va-bʒ ← *cw-bʒ “ploughshare” 

Ub. cwa-bz va “ploughshare”, cwǝ-ntá “trace left by a plough” 
 Ab. čwa-γwara “ploughing”, Apkh. á-čw-matwa “plough”, a-čw-ejxa “ploughshare” (ájxa 

“iron”), a-čwa-γwa-ra “ploughing”. 

It is convincing to discuss that cwa- segment of Adyghean languages isn’t linked with 

cwa “bull/ox” lexeme in this compound word [Shagirov 1977, I : 104 -105]. On the 

contrary it is attested as a independent root denoting “plough” in one more Apkhazian 

word a-čw-m “handle of plough” in which it is clear m is the same element as Apkhzian 

a-m “handle”. 

Semantically adze ~ plough ~ ploughing correlation supposes initial meaning of 

scraping // cutting/curving/whittling // furrowing/grooving.   
  

 

W 

 

C.-Kartv. *waz- “(grape) vine” 

Geo. vaz-i  “(grape) vine” 

Sv.  γwäz/wäz “(grape) vine” 

In Lower Bal an initial γ seems to be a phonetic apposition. It is frequently attested in 

other materials as well [Topuria 1941 : 233].  

C.-Sind. *z vǝ- “grapes” 

Ab. žǝ, Apkh. a-ž “grapes”, a-žǝ-mžwa “bunch of grapes” 

There is a lack of Circassian correspondences that complicates the reconstruction 

process. It concerns to clarify zv/ž archiphoneme as well as the problem of root auslaut 

though the existing material makes it clear that C.-Kartv. *waz- : C.-Sind. *z vǝ- are the 

roots of Paleo-Caucasian origin. It isn’t accidental that Nog. banz/baz “(grape) vine, one-

year-old vine shoot;  grape grains”  implies a Georgian source [Bagaturia 1997].  

Genetically common words and forms haven’t been revealed in the kindred Iberian-

Caucasian languages insofar.   

 

C.-Kartv. *wal- “walking” 

Geo. val-, ar-val “I’ll go”, vl-a/vl-eb-a “going”, s-vl-a “walking”, na-val-i “having 

walked/travelled”, sa-val-i “to be walked/travelled; pedestrian” 
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Zan (Laz) ul-a/ul-u “walking”, no-vel-i “having walked”, Megr. ul-a “walking”, o-l-u 

“due to go/depart”, o-l-ma-l-u “going and coming/toing and froing” 

Despite the history of study of the *wal- root the question still remains insofar: Is l- 

separated as a root on C.-Kartv. level or is it a rudiment of v/w grammatical class? [Klimov 

1964 : 84], cf. Geo. ved-/v-el- (a-vel-/ved-). 

C.-Sind. *-la- “walking” 

Ad. j-ħa-, Kab. j-ħa- “entering/going in” 

Ab. naš-l-,  Apkh. a-tá-la- “entering/going in” 

Among the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages one of less spread oppositions l : ħ is 

revealed though external language information speaks in favor of Apkhazian-Abaza l-; cf. 

lak ulu “Let’s go”, Tsakh q-ale  “coming”…  

 

C.-Kartv. *war- “sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…) hammer” 

Geo. (Mokh.) var-ia-j “wooden sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…) hammer”, cf. var-ia 

“milk churn” 

Zan ur-o “sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…) hammer” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Common Kartvelian root denoting war- 

“sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…) hammer” resulted var- in Georgian, ur- - in Zan. 

Consequently, -ia in Georgian and -o in Zan seems to be derivative affixes; cf. Imer., 

Kartl. var-ian-i. 

C.-Sind. *wr- “sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…) hammer” 

Kab. wǝr “sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…) hammer” 

Apkh. a-wǝr-a “sledgehammer/(blacksmith’s…)hammer” 

It is not excluded that likely Abzhian a-wra has been borrowed from Kartvelian 

[Lomtatidze 1976 : 51]. The same cannot be said about Kabardian. This latter is 

considered to be the reflex of Common Sindy archetype. 

C.-Sind *wr - : C.-Kartv. *war- demonstrates logical structural and semantic 

correlation.   

 

C.-Kartv. *waral-e “second voice in singing” 

Geo. varal-e “second voice in singing” 

Zan (Megr.) vorir-a/vorer-a “second voice in singing” 

Despite the evident onomatopoetic structure of the stems the Kartvelian forms 

manifest logical correlation – a : o, l : r, that indicates the  common origin of the described 

word-forms. 

C.-Sind. *warad- “song” 

Ad. wrd, Kab. wrd “song” 
In auslaut of the word it is observed C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. d correspondence that is the 

Ubykh-type one, i.e. I’d like to say  that l → d is Ubykh phonetic process. Basing on 
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onomatopoetic structure of the word I’ll abstain from asserting the word to be of Ubykh 

origin.  

 

C.-Kartv. *warg- “prince, nobleman” 

Geo. varg-i “useful/worthy/usable”, ḳaci varg-i “useful/worthy man”  

Sv. warg, wärg (Lent., LB.) “prince, nobleman” 

There is a lack of Zan dialectal material. In the professional literature it is expressed 

the standpoint on borrowing of Svan allomorphs from Adyghean (Circassian) languages 

that isn’t argumented [cf. Janashia 1942 : 272]. 

C.-Sind. *warq “prince” 

Ad. wrq, Chemg. warq, Abdz. war “prince”, Kab. wr “prince” 

I suppose that q : q :   sound correlation gives a ground to reconstruct G voiced 

pharyngeal affricate as a archiphoneme. It is possible to discuss *warq/*wrG dublicate 

forms. In its turn occurrence of G phoneme makes it easy the problem of correlation with 

Kartvelian g- since *G → g was normal process in Kartvelian.   

The issue will be ultimately solved on the ground of Iberian-Caucasian languages that 

isn’t available insofar if Dido igu “noble” won’t be considered. 

 

C.-Kartv. *warwa “eight” 

Geo. rwa//rva, rv-eul-i, Old Geo. rwa-n-i “eights” 

Zan (Laz) ovro//orvo, Megr. *brvo → bruo//ruo “eight” 

Sv. ara “eight” 

An initial b in Megrelian seems old, it preserves C.-Kartv. umlaut of *warwa archetype 

and full voicing of the root is preserved in Svan and Laz [cf. Klimov 1975 : 163; Bopp 1846 

: 295; Chikobava 1938 : 217].  

C.-Sind. *w-ωw “eight” 

Ad. j, Kab. jǝ “eight” 

Ub. γwa//wǝ-γwa 

Ab. ωa,  Apkh. ωa-ba/aa-ba “eight” 

Adyghean correspondences are very much changed – if in Ubykh ωw pharyngeal 

spirant resulted velar γw complex via depharyngealization in the Adyghean languages a 

root consonant absolutely disappeared, like in Apkhazian-Abaza languages the root 

labialization is also broken – ωwa- → ωa-.  By the way the Ubykh-type form wǝ-γwa can 

be too important to qualify an initial wa complex of Kartvelian*warwa archetype; cf. C.-

Nakh *barħ ← Pr.-Nakh *baωw in which ba- is a prefix.    

Sindy-Kartvelian allomorphs were compared with each other by K.Lomtatidze who for 

the first time indicated ωw → rw possible transformation in Kartvelian. According to 

scholar basing on root and stem structure there is a full genetical unity [Lomtatidze 1955 : 

827].    
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C.-Kartv. *warc-in-(a) “weasel” 

Geo. vrcin-i “marmot, weasel” 

Sv.  uršun-a “weasel” 

It is possible to assume the influence of u- -a negative confix in Svan that was 

strengthened by meta-analysis of the fact, though in my opinion it is a logical 

correspondence: Geo. vrcin- : Sv. uršun- ← *určin-. 

C.-Sind. *jacw- “squirrel, rat” 

Ad. s vwaj, Shaps. s vaj “squirrel”, Chemg., Bzhed. s vwaja “rat” 

Apkh. á-ješ “squirrel” 

Parent-language structure is preserved in Apkhazian though labialization process was 

disrupted earlier. From standpoint of root structure and semantics Dargwa data is 

noteworthy in which Dagestanian correspondence is evident in waca “mouse” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *warʒ- “armchair, chair” 

Geo varʒ-, sa-varʒ-el-i “armchair” 

Zan (Laz) orʒ-u//orʒo  → //orz-o  “chair” 

In Svan and Megrelian the correspondence allomorphs are lost, in Georgian a varʒ- 

root is logically corresponded by Laz orʒ- variant.  A final -u → -o in Laz corresponds 

with Georgian -el suffix; possibility of *ovrʒ-u → orʒ-u transformation in Laz is the result 

of misunderstanding [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 195]. The standpoint that was 

expressed much more earlier adequately reflects the real picture − varʒ- : orʒ- [Chikobava 

1938 : 162].  

C.-Sind. *ramʒ-a “chair, bench “ 

Ab. (Tap.) rmʒa “chair”,  Apkh. a-rmʒ,  Bz. a-rmáʒ v//a-rmʒ v  “bench” 

Common Sindy archetype can be successfully reconstructed on Apkhazian-Abaza 

ground, as well. Only meta-thesis of r is observed along with w → m phonetic process. 
Common Kartvelian *warʒ- demonstrates more archaic nature that is indicated by Nakh 
allomorphs, as well; cf. Chech. hož//hoǯ, Ing. voǯ//vož “pack-saddle”,  C.-Nakh. *woǯ- 

“id”  [Chukhua 2008 : 326].   
 
C.-Kartv. *warxw- “(white) pelican; water bird” 

Old Geo.  varxu/varxwi “pelican” (Saba), New Geo. varxv-i “(white) pelican” 

Even though the word attested in Old Georgian: “vemsgavse me  v a r x u s a  mas 

udabnojsasa” [Abuladze 1973 : 154], Kartvelian correspondence aren’t revealed. The word 

isn’t attested either in middle Georgian written sources [Gigineishvili 2016 : 154].  

C.-Sind. *arxj-na “blackbird” 

Apkh. árxjna,  Bz. s-árxjna “my blackbird” 

The word is isolated in Apkhazian though it reflects a parent-language reflexation. 

Suffix nature of -na segment is supposed; cf. árcǝ-na “hen” [Chirikba 1996 : 10].  
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Logical correspondences of Apkhazian-Georgian isoglosses aren’t revealed in other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *wac- “billy goat/one-year-old goat” 

Geo. vac-i “male goat” (Saba), vac-iḳ-i “male kid goat” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) boč-i “ram”, boč-iḳa “billy kid”, boč-ob-a “being ram, bein billy kid”, Megr. 

oč-i “male goat”, oč-iš ka “horn of Caucasian ibex” 

Sv. γwaš “Caucasian ibex” 

According to meaning Megrelian reveals Svan-like one (Caucasian ibex). Some 

researchers indicate even oč-i allomorph for Svan that isn’t fact-based standpoint [Klimov 

1964 : 82]. 

C.-Sind. *wač- “male goat” 

Ad. (Chem.) ač, Bzhed. ač, Kab. až, Basl. aǯ  “male, stud goat” 

There is another way of reconstruction - *ačjw:a [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 245], that 

is unacceptable. If w is reconstructed then it should have occurred in anlaut that is 

supported by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian; cf. *ωeča “goat” Darg. (Tsud.) ωč:a, Its. 

eč:a “goat”. The point is that Kartvelian w is often corresponded by Dagestanian ω; e.g. 

C.-Kartv. *wercxil- “silver” : C.-Dag.  *ωarci  “silver”; C.-Kartv. *wašal- “apple” : C.-Dag. 

*ωenše “apple”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *werx(w)- “aspen” 

Geo. verxv-i “aspen” [Populus tremula] 

Zan (Megr.) vex-i “aspen” 

Sv. jerxw//werxw “aspen” 

I cannot exclude the secondary nature of final w in Svan and Georgian that was 

undoubtedly influenced by the anlaut of the word. Simplification of rx → x in Megrelian 

is observed like w → j in Svan [Klimov 1964 : 84].  

C.-Sind. *nx-ǝ “aspen” 

Ad. nǝxǝ “aspen” 

A wanted root occurs only in Adyghean though the existence of (not only) Kartvelian 

correspondence supports the parent-Sindy origin of nǝxǝ form. 

In initial position of the word C.-Kartv. *w : C.-Sind. *n in phonemic opposition Nakh-

Dagestanian information plays a decisive role; cf. Chech. max, Ing. mix “aspen” and 

Tabas. mux “aspen; hornbeam”, i.e. n ← *m. 

 

C.-Kartv. *wes- “filling out”, sa-ws-e “filled up/full” 

Geo. vs-eb-a “filling out”, sa-vs-e “filled up/full” 

Zan (Laz) j-opš-u “Sb filled out”, o-pš-a “full”, Megr. ei-o-pš-u “ Sb filled out”, e-pš-
a//o-pš-a//j-opš-a “full” 

Sv. gweš-i “full”, li-gwš-il-e “filling out”, o-x-gwš-il “I filled out” 
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If Svan data is given preference then *wes- should be reconstructed as C.-Kartv. 

archetype that has *ws- allomorph, as well. Consequently *wes-/ws- reconstruction is 

grounded [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 201].  

 C.-Sind. *epš- “inflating; blowing out” 

 Ad. epš-an “inflating; blowing out” 

Of the Sindy languages only Adyghean demonstrates the similar meaning. Adyghean 

data is supported by Kartvelian one. Nakh-Dagestanian material can be also brought; cf. 

Ts.-Tush. d-eps-ar /d-ops-ar “blowing out”…, God.  wuši “full”. All these makes Paleo-

Caucasian origin of ws-/pš-/ps- roots indubitable. Genetically common Basque oso (=ošo) 

“full” form should be brough, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv. *west- “goat kid” 

Geo. kosṭ-i “goat kid; returned from mountains in autumn” 

Zan (Megr.) kvašt-i “one-year-old female sheep” 

Sv. ne-γšd (UB.), ne-qšd (LB.), ni-γšṭ (Lent.), ne-γešṭ (Lashkh.), ni-γašṭw (Chol.) “goat 

kid” 

If it is supposed that in word’s anlaut before w sonant the consonants k, γ, q developed 

on phonetic ground that is characteristic of Kartvelian languages then everything will be 

easily explained. In Svan anlaut w is metathesized at the end of the stem - Chol. ni-γašṭw 

← *ni-γwašṭ. 
C.-Sind. *stw- “goat”  

Ub. sṭa “goat” 

Common-Sindy archetype should have been  of inversive structure - *staw- from 

which an Ubykh allomorph developed via losing of final w. 

In order to determine the correlation of C.-Kartv. *west- : C.-Sind. *stw- prototypes  

Nakh data is important; cf. Ing. oast, Chech. awst “one-year-old goat”. 

   
C.-Kartv. *weʒ- “mineral water” 
Geo. weʒ-a “mineral water”, Veʒ-is-i (top.) 

Zan (Megr.) menǯ-i “mineral water; salty water”, Menǯ-i (top.) 

Phonetic process w → m is secondary in Megrelian (cf. Geo. vin “who” : Zan mi(n) 

“id”). For Zan *manǯ- ← *vaǯ- should have been an archaic form [Klimov 1998 : 53; 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 202].  

C.-Sind. *ʒǝ- “water” 

Ab. ʒǝ,  Apkh. a-ʒǝ “water”  

Correspondence of Kartvelian w isn’t observed in Sindy that creates a certain 

structural difference. Nevertheless, common origin of  Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems is 

acceptable. Correlation water  ~ mineral water is semantically logical.   
Likely, Dargwa ωinʒ//ωinc://ωiniz “sourse/spring” allomorphs are related with Sindy-

Kartvelian archetypes. Occurrence of hissing ʒ affricate-sibilant makes me suppose not to 

say logical w/ω initial correlation.    
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C.-Kartv. *wi- “who; where from” 

Geo. vi-n “who”, vi-na-j “where from”, vi-na-jt-gan “since/from what time” 

Zan (Megr.) mi-, mi-n-ep-i “who” (pl. form), Laz mi-//mi-n “who” 

In Colchian dialects the phonetic process v → m took place, as well, that is often 

observed; cf. Geo. weʒa : Zan  menǯ-i “mineral water” [cf. Klimov 1964 : 135; Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 125].  

C.-Sind. *wǝ- “it/that” 

Ad. (Shaps., Bzhed.) wǝ “it/that” 
Ub. wa “it/that” 
Ab. a-wi, Apkh. wi “it/that” 

Kabardian correspondence isn’t observed. In Abaza a- seems to be deictic. Phonetic 

processes are presumed as thus: *wǝ- → w → wa in Ubykh and *wǝ → wi in Apkhazian-

Abaza.  

In Sindy languages *wǝ- root functions as “that” demonstrative pronoun while in 

Georgian vin “who” pronoun doubles up the function of time and space. By this Georgian 

(Kartvelian) resembles Dagestanian; cf. Lak wa “this”, but Khin. wa “over there”, Lezg. 

wi-nel “over there, upward/above”, Bezh. wa- “deictic article”, Khva. a-w-ed “this” [for 

more Dagest. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 222].     

 

C.-Kartv. *wi- “narrow” 

Geo. vi-ro “narrow”, vi-ro-b-i 

In Zan dialects the corresponding roots are likely lost. Georgian vi-ro word is 

considered to be a further modification of Common- Kartvelian *wi- archetype. Svan 

xu-/xw- is another root and it is evident that phonetic development of x cannot be 

assumed in this Svan word. In Svan γ was expected before w (see ibid. *xu- “narrow”).  
C.-Sind. *mǝv- “narrow” 

Ub. mǝv-ǝ “narrow” 

In Sindy an Ubykh allomorph is isolated that created the ground to consider it to be 

borrowed from Georgian [Lomtatidze 1974 : 96; Bukia 2016 : 41].   

I rule out the borrowing process, on the contrary, Ubykh reflects Common-Sindy 

condition and it is corresponded by C.-Kartrtv. *wi- “narrow”. Moreover, Ubykh-

Kartvelian materials have parallels in Dagestanian languages; cf. Darg. wra, Itsar. γwer- 

“narrow”, but  unlike Svan in this sample γ is phonetic apposition. 
 
C.-Kartv. *wi- “forgetting” 

Geo. vi-, da-vi-eb-a  “forgetting”, gul-ma-vi-i “forgetful/absent-minded”, še-u-

vi-eb-el-i “unforgettable” (Saba) 

In other Kartvelian languages and dialects the correspondences of Geo. vi- root 

aren’t evident though Iberian-Caucasian parallels should be considered that support its 

parent-language nature.   

C.-Sind. *vwx- “covering, hiding” 
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Ab. wax-ra,  Apkh. (Bzip.) a-vwax-ra “covering, hiding” 

Structural and semantic similarity between C. Sind. *vwx- ~ C.-Kartv. *wi- prototypes 

is evident. Instable nature of w in Sindy languages is obvious. The latter is corresponded by 

l in Nakh languages – C.-Nakh *lo- “hiding; stealing” (l → w in Sindy-Kartvelian); cf. also 

Dag. roots: Av. :oh- “stealing”, :oh-or “thief/burglar”, Arch. ix-di “stealing”. 
    
C.-Kartv. *wor- “soil/land” 

Sv. wor- (Lashkh.), wer (US., Lent.,) “soil/land, clay” 

Corresponding morphemes aren’t evident in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. In 

Svan variants Lashkhian wor seems archaic, wer type is an umlaut form of wor that 

historically implies the following stages – wor → *wr → *wwer → wer. 

C.-Sind *wur- “country” 

Hat. -wur, in the  word (eš)-wur “country” the function of final eš  segment is unknown. 

In the recordings of specialists –wur is isolated that will support to qualify it as an 

independent root [Kochlamazashvili 2016 : 113].  

Common origin of Svan wor- “soil/land” ~ Hattian -wur “country” roots is evident. 

Kindred roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages 

insofar. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ws- “turning blind; extinguishing” 

Old Geo. vs-, da-vs-eb-a “extinguishing; turning blind” 

Georgian vs- verbal root is attested in ancient literary texts: “ver d a a v s e b s    

(chaaqrobs) cecxlsa masa” – “Sb/Sth cannot extinguish the fire”; “giṗries šeni 

d a u v s e b e l a d  (čaukrobelad)” –  “You hold sth without extinguishing” [Abuladze 1973 

: 109; 126].  Any link of  vs-eb-a “turning blind, extinguishing” verb with omonymic vs-

eb-a “filling out” one is unreasonable [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 201]. 

C.-Sind. *-s vw- “blind; extinguished” 

Ad. -svw-, in the word  n-s vw- “blind”, Kab. n-f ← *n-šjw “blind” 

Ab. la-šw-,  Apkh. a-la-šw “blind” 

It seems to be an archaic compound word, likely, of Common-Sindy etymology. 

Specialists separate   n-/la- “eye” word as the first component, that is logical [Shagirov 

1977, I : 280]. The second *s vw- root should be the correspondence of Georgian vs- 

“extinguishing, turning blind” verb. 

The correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ws- : C.-Sind. *s vw- archetypes of inversive structure is 

likely evident  in Ts.-Tush. uš-ṭar “blind” word.   

  
 

Z 

C.-Kartv. *za “one, single” 

Zan (Megr.) zo-, in the word zo-x-o “separately” 

In Megrelian zo- that is separated as a root gives a ground to reconstruct Common-

Kartvelian *za- archetype. In zo-x-o zo- is a root, x- a suffix characteristic of adverbs 
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(kino-x “earlier/previously/before”, go-o-x “the year before last”), -o is a an adverbial 

case marker the use of what is due to a word semantics; cf. art-i “one” – art-o “together”… 

C.-Sind. *z- “one” 

Ad. z, Kab. z “one” 

Ub. za “one” 

Ab. za-ḳ “one”, Apkh. z-n “once/one single time”, žúej-za “eleven” 

Like in Megrelian, in Apkhazian the word doesn’t occur independently, it is preserved 

only in derived adverb. C.-Kartv. *za- : C.-Sind. *z- demonstrates logical 

correspondences from structural, phonetic as well as semantic standpoint [see Klimov 

1969 : 291].  

I cannot agree to the viewpoint on genetic link of z/za/z Sindy allomorphs with 

Dagestanian roots ca/co/če/ce denoting one [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 323-324].   

 

C.-Kartv. *zaden- “god of fertility and plants” 

Geo. zaden-i “god of fertility”, Zaden-i (top.) 

Correspondences of the stem zaden- aren’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and 

dialects [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 412]. Though it is attested in old Georgian historical 

sources and additionally, its correspondences were revealed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. In addition, the existence of zod- (zod-i) segment in Georgian (← Zan) 

toponyms is noteworthy, as well. 

C.-Sind. *zand “steep (mountain)” 

Ad. zand, Kab. zad “steep mountain; steep ascent” 
In Kabardian an initial nd complex is simplified - zand → zad.  As regard to the 

semantic opposition god ~ steep it seems to be averaged by the semantemes from the 

Dagestnian languages such as sky; cf.  Av. (Batl.) žodi “sky”.  Thus, god ~ sky ~ mountain 
is logical correlation.  

From structural and contextual standpoint Lak data is noteworthy in which zannu // 

← zandu (Vitskh.) “mountain” lexeme occurs [Abdulaev 2015 : 417]. Nakh 

correspondence is preserved in Ossetian zd/jzd “deity before Christianity”.   

  
C.-Kartv. *zaz- “hawthorn” (plant) 

Geo. zaz-un-a “hawthorn” Crataegus (plant)  

The fitonym of this type is attested only in Georgian. Likely, it is of parent-language 

origin since it preserves zaz- root that has correspondences in the kindred languages.   

C.-Sind. *zaz- “yew” (plant) 

Circ. [zaz] “yew” {Taxus baccata} (plant) 

In the Sindy languages the word is lost though likely a Ossetian zaz “yew” preserves an 

Adyghean form as borrowing.  

 Logical correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is evident in Dargwa zanze 

“blackthorn/sloe” {Prunus spinosa} fitonym.   
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C.-Kartv. *zal- “straightening; line-drawing; unbending” 

Geo. zal-, zal-a “straight-edge of bricklayers” (Chubinashvili) 

Zan {žor-}, o-žor-a “ruler; straight-edge” 

Georgian zal- is logically corresponded by Zan žor- form that is preserved in o-žor-a 

“ruler; straight-edge” derivative word unchanged. 

C.-Sind. *z v- “combing, brushing” 

Ad. žj-n, Abdz. z v-n, Kab. z v-n “combing/brushing” 

Ub. z va- “combing/brushing” 

Separation of verbal root in Adyghean deverbative nouns is noteworthy when ma- 

prefix is detached as a derivative affix; cf. Ad. ma-žj, Kab. ma-z vvv “a comb/brush” 

[Abdakov 1983 : 131]. A final l that is preserved in Kartvelian in the form of l/r is lost in 

parent-Sindy without a trace.  

Semantic opposition line-drawing/straightening ~ combing/brushing is logical.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zal-a “salty; salted whey (for keeping cheese)” 

Geo. (Tush.) zala “salty water; salted whey (for keeping cheese)” 

There was an attempt to link Georgian zala  with Svan žir-/žr- “wet, wetness” root 

that I consider to be  an  unsuccessful attempt today [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 183].  

C.-Sind. *zla- “bitter” 

Apkh. (Abzh.) á-zla  “bitter” 

In Sindy material an Abzhuan á-zla “bitter” word is isolated. Likely, this latter 

preserves a logical correspondence of Georgian zala.    

Genetic correlation of Georgian-Apkhazian roots and stems with Dargwa zuil “salty” 

form should be defined. 

 

C.-Kartv. *zam- “doing, making; ploughing”  

Geo. zam-, i-zam-s “will do”, zm-n-a “doing” 

 Sv. žwm-, li-žwm-i “(autumn) ploughing” 

Semantic correlation that occurs among the roots making/doing ~ ploughing is too 

noteworthy that is observed in Laz, as well; cf. laz o-xon-u/o-xen-u “ploughing, 

making/doing”. Opposition a : w needs phonetical explanation that should be a sample of 

a → w  reduction  characteristic of Svan: Geo. cica : Sv. cicw, ḳaba : ḳabw,   ba : abw, 

etc. 

C.-Sind. *zwa- “ploughing”   

Ad. zwa-n, Kab. wa-n ← zwa-n “ploughing” 

Ub. zwa- “ploughing” 

As it is seen, in Circassian the labialization of a root consonant is the result of m → w 

phonetic transformation that is valuable to clarify the evolution of the similar consonants.  

Kartvelian making/doing is equaled by Dagestanian data: Lak zu-n “working, doing”, 

And. zun-nu, Av. zun-ize “working”. 
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C.-Kartv. *zan-a “carbonated water; mineral water source” 

Geo. [zana], Zan-av-i (top.), Sa-zan-o (top.) 

Zan (Megr.) {žona}, žon-e “mineral water source” (A. Kobalia) 

Svan correspondence isn’t attested; Zan-a, Zana-t-i, O-zan-e (Lazeti) spread in 

Samegrelo and Lazeti contains Georgian (Kartvelian) zan-a stem. Logical phonetic 

correspondence of this latter is observed in Megrelian žon-e “mineral water source” word 

the trace of which is evident in West Georgian toponyms: Na-žon-ev-i, Žon-ev-i. Of 

course it doesn’t concern a žon- (ga-žon-v-a “draining/leaking”) verb.  

C.-Sind. *zan “wine; intoxicating drink” 

Ad. san “wine”, Kab. san “alcoholic drink” 

Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences haven’t been revealed insofar. In 

Circassian languages and subdialects a voiceless san allomorph occurs the older type of 

which zan  should be  observed in a compound word nar-zan ← *nart-zana “drinking of 

Narts”. 

While speaking about Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes the Dagestanian forms will be also 

slipped out; cf. Av. *žana → ža, And. žono, Tind., Bagv., Botl., God. žana “wine”.., cf. Lak  

zini “beer”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zar- “wailing/keening, calling; voice, hymn” 

Geo. zar-i, zar-is tkma “lamenting/keening”, cf. zar-zeimi “noisy-rejoining” 

Zan (Megr.) zor-i sound of trumpet” 

Sv. zr//zar “mourning hymn/wordless Svan lament”     

Genetic unity of zar-/zor- nouns is well known from professional literature [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 208]. Other correspondences of Georgian are also attributed to this 

group and naturally, Svan allomorphs, as well the Common Kartvelian origin of which is 

beyond a doubt. 

Pr.-Sind. *zar- “calling out” 

Hat. zar “calling out” 

In the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages an expected roots and stems of *zwa- and *za- 

types aren’t revealed. Bringing an Apkhazian a-car-ra “shouting; crying” as a 

correspondence of Hattian zar root as I consider is groundless [cf. Brawn 2002 : 328].  

Genetically common roots weren’t revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

  
C.-Kartv. *zar- “getting bore/dull” 

Geo. zar-eb-a “frightening/causing fear”, da-m-e-zar-a “will bore sb”, me-zar-eb-a “I 

bore”, zar-mac-i “lazy” 

Sv. li-žr “getting bore”, m-a-žr-d-a “I got bore/dull” 

There is a lack of Zan allomorph. Georgian-Svan zar-/žar- is logical from formal as well 

as semantic standpoint {Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 220].  

C.-Sind. *z va- “taking/giving offence” 
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Kab. ža-γw “taking/giving offence” 

The word is attested only in Kabardian. A segment -γw is qualified as a nominal suffix 

of abstractness {Kvakhadze 2014 : 189].  

C.-Kartv. *zar- “getting bore/dull” ~ C.-Sind *z va- “taking/giving offence” is logical 

correspondences from structural, phonetic and semantic standpoint.  

Nakh correspondence is observed in Ts.-Tushian language – zor-na “fear/scare”. Maybe 

Dagestanian correspondence is preserved in Ossetian ziv-g “lazy” word.  
  

C.-Kartv. *zar- “food cooking; bread baking” 

Old Geo. zar-, m-zar-eul-i “baker”, sa-m-zar-eul-o “kitchen” 

Only on the ground of etymological investigation it is possible to separate zar- verbal 

root in Georgian. In spite of the fact that the nominals derived from zar- root are attested 

in ancient Georgian written sources: “meṗure anu m z a r e u l  ars…” – “Sb is baker”; 

“m z a r e u l m a n  miiγo igi da šeua ṭapita”  - “A baker fried it on a frying-pan”[Abuladze 

1973 : 238] the logical correspondences haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian sub-

systems pro tem. I don’t exclude etymological link with Georgian zr-un-v-a “caring” 

stem. 

C.-Sind. *raz v- “baking”   

Ab. raz-ra “baking” 

The viewpoint expressed in the professional literature on the fact that Hattian word 

wu-laš-ne “bread” contains -laš-  root  kindred of Abaza raz- verb is acceptable {Brawn 

2002 : 328]. It is clear that -laš-  is phonologically equal of  -laž-. Then Georgian verbal 

stem zar- comes out to be an inversive root. Similar opposition is often observed in the 

roots and stems of this type.   

Dagestanian linguistic material is in accordance that of Hattian-Sindy one; cf. Tab. urž-

ub “baking”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *zard- “little owl” 

Geo. zard-ion-i “little owl”, “screech owl”, Rus. сыч  (Chubinashvili) 

In Georgian a suffix -ion is characteristic in the names of birds; cf. ḳvir-ion-i “bee-

eater”. Due to it to qualify a zard- form as an initial root isn’t problematic.  

Zan-Svan correspondences weren’t revealed. 

C.-Sind. *z vwnd- “little owl” 

Ab. žwnd-u  “little owl”   

The word is isolated in Abaza. It is viewed as Kabardian borrowing [cf. Shagirov 1977, 

I : 202]. On the contrary, Abaza confirms the stem’s nature of Common-Sindy origin via z v 

→ ž process characteristic of it that is also supported by C.-Kartv. *zard- archetype.  

Labiablization of anlaut consonant is prop. Sindy phenomenon.   
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C.-Kartv. *zardl- “spider; wasp” 

Geo. -zardl- in the word deda-zardl-i “spider” 

Zan (Laz) mzunǯ-i//mzuǯ-i “wasp”, Megr. zunǯ-i//zund-i “id” 

In Georgian zardl- doesn’t occur separately, it is a part of a compound word. Different 

picture is attested in Laz-Megrelian in which zunǯ-/zund-  is a living word.  

Geo. zardl- “spider” : Zan zunǯ- “wasp” is logical correspondence that is approved in 

other material, as well.  

C.-Sind. *žanṭ- “bedbug”  

Ub. šjnṭa “bedbug” 

The lexeme is isolated in Ubykh, though it has correspondences in Kartvelian as well 

as Dagestanian languages. It is noteworthy that in Dagestanian the voiced (Did. zedo 

“moth”) as well as voiceless (Cham. sina-lw: “spider”) allomorphs occur [for more Dagest. 

roots see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 962-963].  

 
C.-Kartv. *zas- “knitting, spinning; cobweb/spider’s web” 

Zan (Laz) m-zes-a “cobweb/spider’s web”, Megr.  Zes-a-skir-i//Zes-a-švil-i (anthr.), i.e. 

Peikr-i-švil-i, lit. “weaver’s own child” 

In Zan zes- is detached as a root that makes me suppose zas- (cf. Geo. ʒarγv-/Zan ǯerγv-

) type for Georgian (Kartvelian).  

C.-Sind. *šš “plaiting/weaving”  

Ab. šš-ra “plaiting/weaving”, Apkh. šš-ga “stall for sheep made of plaited canes” 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in Circassian languages though parallels can be 

revealed in Kartvelian and Dagestanian by what a Paleo-Caucasian origin of analytical  

verbal root is supported; cf. Dag.: Lak š:aš:a-n “knitting”, Krits. šišl- “spinning” (cf.. Lak 

(Shal.) šašl-an “spinning”), Khvarsh. žiž-a, Bezh. siz-al “plaiting/weaving”). 

 
C.-Kartv. *zako- “yard” 

Old Geo. zako-j “yard” 

The word is isolated in Old Georgian: “aha esera saxe... z a k o j  korebisaj da saunǯeta 

mat šinaganta”  – “Here is a yard for  hawks…”[Abuladze 1973 :162]. Likely, a zako- root 

is originated from Common-Kartvelian parent language.  

C.-Sind. *šagw- “yard” 

Ad. šagw “yard” 

Like in Kartvelian sub-system, only Adyghean preserves the word of Common-Sindy 

etymology; zako-/šagw- is logical correspondence. In both cases voiced phonemes are 

alternated – in Georgian z and in Adyghean - g, cf. k/š in contrast.  

Logical reflexation of C.-Dag. *gazw archetype in Avar (Kus.) goz “room; house” word 

that in all probability is logically corresponded by Basque a-zoka (=a-soka) “open-air 

(shopping) area, market” allomorph.   
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C.-Kartv. *zel- “milk” 

Zan (Laz) žal-v-a “milk”, žal-v-a-nana “wet-nurse” 

Existence of  žal-  root in Laz automatically raises the issue on the word of zel-type in 

Georgian, though I don’t exclude a correspondence of zal- type since in one-syllable roots 

and stems  identic a : a vowel correlation  often takes place.  

  C.-Sind. *z vw “(cow etc.) giving milk/in milk” 

Ad. (Chemg.) z vw-pxw “foster-young girl for wet-nurse” 

It is considered to reconstruct a Common-Circassian archetype only on the basis of 

Chemgui form [Kvakhadze 2014 : 106]. Such approach is acceptable when a Kartvelian 

correspondence appeared, as well. 

The meaning of milk is evident in the languages of both groups that is added by *zel- : 

*z vw - structural-phonetic identity. Opposition l : w makes difference that is a result of  l 

→ w Svan-like phonetic process in Sindy languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *zem- “time; near” 

Geo. zm-, xan-da-zm-a “expiry of time/prolonged stop/delay”, xan-da-zm-ul-i “too 

old/over-long/great age” 

Zan (Megr.) žam-i “time”, mita-žam-i “old time”, žam-o “recently” 

In Georgian less-spread verbal zm- root is known while in Megrelian only nominal 

forms are attested. It is clear that for parent (radical) language a vocalizm a of Zan 

requires the postulation of *zem- archetype with e- sounding. Just its correspondence is 

supposed Megrelian žam-i noun. This latter occurs in Old Georgian language as zanizm 

{Abuladze 1973 : 343-344].   

C.-Sind. *žw- “now” 

Ad. žwa-, in the word  žwa-γw, Kab. {ž}wa-, in the word  va-γw (← *žwa-γwa) “star” 

Ub. žwa “sky” 

Ab. u-žw “now”, žwa-ωwand “sky”, Apkh. wa-žw “now”, á-žw-ωwan “sky” 

Semantic correlation time  ~  sky  ~  star  is logical correlation  and is attested in such 

kindred languages like Avar and Andi; cf. And. zubu “day”  ~  Av. zob “sky” that is  

echoed by Dargwa ʒaw/zab/c:ab “rain, sky, star”. In this semantic field similar opposition 

is well-explained.  
 C.-Sind. *žw : C.-Kartv. *zem- is logical correlation. As it is obvious still in the parent 

language a C.-Sind. m a correspondence of C.-Kartv. m  is a source  for the labialization of  

root sibilant; cf. *žma → žw→ Apkh. žw. 

Credible correspondences denoting time are attested in Dagestanian languages: Bezh. 

žen-sa “today”, Hunz. že “now”, And. že “today”, etc.  

 

C.-Kartv *zen- “valley; lowland; filed” 

Geo. zen-, Zen-it-i (top.), Zeda-zen-i (top.) (mountain monastery) 
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Zan (Laz) zen-i “valley; field; level place”, Ǯgirja-zen- (top.), Megr. zen-i → // rzen-i 

“valley; lowland”, Ǯvar-zen-i, Nara-zen-i (top.) 

In Svan a corresponding root isn’t observed. Even in Georgian detaching of a zen- is 

conditional. 

C.-Sind. *zn-a “fertile fields and arable lands” 

Circ. {zn} “fertile fields and arable lands” 

Sindy correspondences of C.-Kartv. *zen- archetype can be discussed only on the 

ground of Ossetian language data. A word zna was preserved in adjacent dialect of 

Circassian – in Digor dialect.  

Dicussion on Iberian-Caucasian isoglosses is possibly only according to Lak zanu 

“pasture” form yet.  

 
C.-Kartv. *z-en “eating one’s fill/being sated” 

Geo. (Kartl.) zen-z- “eating one’s fill much/being too sated”, ga-zen-z-il-i//ga-zen-z-ul-

i “being too sated”  

Reduplicated root and stem are isolated in Georgian. In spite of this its parent-language 

origin is beyond doubt. 

C.-Sind. *z-n- “full” 

Ad. j-z, Kab. j-z “full” 

Ub. za, γa-za “full” 

Ab. a-zn-a, Apkh. á-zn-a “full” 

Root reduplication is characteristic of Adyghean languages, as well; cf. Kab. z-r--z 

“full”. 

Sindy-Kartvelian material unity is supported by semanaical corresponding - eating 
one’s fill/being sated  ~ full  that is logical.  

Of the Dagestanian languages Cham. b-izzal-i-b//b-iz-i-b “full” is noteworthy.   

 

C.-Kartv. *zent- “spotted crake” 

Zan (Megr.) zant-ia “spotted crake” (bird) 

A Colchian a that is attested within a stem automatically raises the question on C.-

Kartv. e vocalism; cf. Geo. e : Zan a-, C.-Kartv. *e. Corresponding allomorphs aren’t 

attested in Georgian and Svan and thus we can speak about parent-language nature only 

according to Zan data.  

C.-Sind. *z vnt- “owl” 

Ad. (Shaps.) z vnt-w,  Chemg. z vnt-w, Bzhed. z vnt-w, Kab. z vnd-uw owl” 

Ub. z vnt-w “owl” 

Common origin of Circassian roots and stems is known [Shagirov 1977, I : 125]. I agree 

with Al. Kvakhadze’s reconstruction [Kvakhadze 2014 : 91]. To compare with Circassian 

material a Geo. (Up. Imer.) zand-ara “big, huge” form is also given [Bukia 2016 : 125] that 
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is noteworthy, as well but  the given Georgian equivalent doesn’t  demonstrate the 

meaning bird  that complicates the situation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *zerz- “trembling/quivering, shivering” 

Geo. zrz-ol-a “trembling/quivering, shivering”, ga-a-zrz-ol-a “bell rang” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) žarž-ol-i/žarž-al-i “trembling/quivering” 

Reduction of a root vowel in a stem took place in Georgian that seems to be an old 

occurrence since zrzol-a-j occurs in ancient Georgian texts [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

222].  

C.-Sind. *zza- “shivering” 

Ad. -zaz-n, Kab. -zaz-n “shivering” 

Ub. bzabza “shivering” 

A searching verb occurs in Adyghean languages together with ḳa- prefix - ḳa-zaz-n 

that is added by Ubykh bz complex. 

Nakh (zuwz “trembling/quivering”) and Dagestanian correspondences indicate the fact 

that the root is of Common Caucasian origin; cf. Hunz. zz “trembling/quivering”, Lak 

zurzu, Darg. zerzer-biḳes “shivering, trembling/quivering” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 

1096-1097].  

 
C.-Kartv. *zek- “firewood; tree” 

Sv. zek “firewood; tree”, zek-mxir (LB) “firewood-torch/pinewood-spill”, zek-ra 

“made from logs/tree trunk” 

The word is isolated in Svan but it has parallels in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

Its possible link with Geo. šeša, Zan diška forms (Z. Chumburidze) is groundless.  
Pr.-Sind.*zik-er “building wood; tree” 

Hat. ziḫer “building wood; tree” 

It is difficult to talk about the nature of the phoneme reflected in Hattian ḫ grapheme. 

It isn’t excluded that it reflects voiceless aspirated ħ spirant from pharyngeal group. An 

extincted ħ occurs in the form of k reflex in Kartvelian - ħ → k. 

Of the Iberian-Caucasian parallels Ing. zag-al “stick” word that is isolated in Nakh is 

noteworthy. Possible from Dagestanian cf. Khvarsh zika “oak”, Darg. zex-ni “tree”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zw- “giving birth” 

Geo. zw- “giving birth”, me-zw-eb-i “parent cattle”, i-zw-a “gave birth”, u-zv-i  

“barren (sheep, cow…)”, zv-ev-a “to birth” 

Sv. zw-, li-zw-el “giving birth of cattle”, i-z-l ← *i-zw -al “gives birth”  
A Zan correspondence hasn’t been revealed insofar. It is right that Sv.  zur--j and Zan 

zur-a  “coward” are different roots [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 212].  

C.-Sind. z vw- “giving birth; offspring/descendant/posterity” 

Ad. zvw- “giving birth”, in the word  ħ-zvw “dog’s offspring, puppy”, Kab. v- ← *z vw- 

“giving birth”, in the word  ħ-v-šr “puppy” 
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In Adyghean languages and dialects only compound words are attested. If in Adyghean 

ħ is a dog then zw is born/given birth. In Kabardian subsystem the situation is more 

complicated since  šr “nestling” is added to born/given birth by a dog (ħ-v-) [Kvakhadze 

2014 : 79].  

In all cases zw- is obviously detached with the meaning giving birth (of cattle) in Sindy 

as well as Kartvelian languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zwa- “aggression, begin to rage/excitement/apset/uproar” 

Old Geo. m-zwa-ob-ar-i, zwa-ob-a, zwa-v-i “proud, haughty/arrogant” 

Svan. žw-, a-žw-e “sb/sth makes sb/sth rabid, sb/sth drives sb/sth mad” 

The word is attested in Old Georgian: “sneul xar z u a o b i t a”  “You are ill with 

proud” “z u a v i igi nabukodonosor” - “Haughty Nebuchadnezzar” [Abuladze 1973 : 169].  

C.-Sind. *zaw-a “war” 

Ad. zaw-//zaw-, Kab. zaw- “war”  

Ub. zaj-a “war; quarrel” 

It is evident that w → j sporadic process took place in Ubykh [Kvakhadze 2014 : 182]. 

Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are semantically and structurally similar.  

The words of common roots haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages insofar.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zwaw- “avalanche” 

Geo. zwav-i/zvav-i “avalanche” 

Sv. žah/žaj/žj  “avalanche” 

Laz-Megrelian correspondences are lost. In the professional literature it is pointed out, 

that “origin of  h- is unclear” in Svan [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 234].  Generally, in 

Svan j/h considers w- to be common source  (cf. C.-Kartv. *bγuw  “owl”→ Sv. γuh “owl”). 

Of them j is primary, i.e. w → j → h.  The latter is clearly evident in loan vocabulary; cf. 

Rus. ящик → Sv. jašiḳ → // hašiḳ “big box”. 

Svan-Georgian isoglosses were analyzed by V. Abaev [Avaev 1949 : 294]. 

C.-Sind.. *z vwaw- “snowstorm/blizzard” 

Ad. žjwaj, Kab. waj ← *z vwaj “snowstorm/blizzard” 

Ubykh correspondence isn’t observed. Corresponding material hasn’t been disclosed in 

Apkhazian-Abaza languages. 

Kartvelian-Adyghean isoglosses have similar structure. As regard semantic correlation 

avalanche  ~ snowstorm/blizzard  both are based on common meaning snow. This is well 

evident in great lexicographer Sulkhan-Saba’s explanation: “kariansa t o v l s a eodebis b 

u k i”  - “Snow with  storm is called snowstorm”, and  “tuca gazapxul t o v l i šeinuli 

čamoizvla mas uoden  z v a v s a” “In spring when frozen  snow comes down is called 

avalanche”. 

Just the word snow  is initial in Dagestanian correspondences; cf. Lezg. žiw “snow”.  
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C.-Kartv. *zwar- “sunny place” 

Old Geo. m-zwar-e “ sunny place” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz.) m-žor-a//b-žur-a “sun” 

Correlation of Imerian zo (← //zor?) “sunny place sloped down to the south” to C.-

Kartv. *zwar- archetype should be clarified. Georgian forms m-zwar-e//zuar-i are attested 

in ancient texts [Fänhrich, Sarjvladze 2000 : 223].  

C.-Sind. *z vaw- “shadow” 

Ad. žjaw, Kab. z vaw- “shadow” 

Ub. žjaw-a “shadow” 

Ab. žjwa -ra “shadow” 

If we compare C.-Kartv. *zwar- “sunny place” ~ C.-Sind. *z vaw- “shadow” semantically 

Ing. zω “beam/ray” root is also noteworthy that is materially belonged to this group, i.e. 

shifting of  sun beam → shade/shadow semantics  in the Apkhazian-Adyghean languages, 

that is characteristic  in these languages; cf. Zan (Megr.) oro “shadow” →  Imer. oro 

“scorching heat”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *zwar- “bullock; cow’s calf; sacrificial animal” 

Geo. zvar-a//zor-a (Mt., Mokh.) “bullock; cow’s calf; sacrificial animal” 

Zvan-Svan correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. In the professional literature 

it isn’t excluded the etymological link with Georgian-Svan zv- “giving birth”; cf. u-zv-i 

“heifer” [Javakhishvili 1937 : 193], that is difficult to prove.  

Pr.-Sind. *zar- “sheep” 

Hat. zar “sheep” 

Possible link of Georgian-Hattian isoglosses with Kab. zj “offspring/descendant, small” 

word is acceptable. More important is auslaut correlation r : r while r → j is historically 

proved in Adyghean languages.  

The words of the common roots haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages insofar. 

 

C.-Kartv. *zwar- “ploughing”  

Geo. (Tush.) zwar-, zvar-is gaṭana “ploughing” 

The root denoting ploughing is preserved only in Tushian dialects of Georgian. Its 

reconstruction on parent-language level is real since it has credible correspondences in 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. z vwa- “harrowing” 

Ab. žw-žwa-ra “harrowing” 

Corresponding Apkhazian root is lost. In Abaza it is the result of stem-reduplication 

*žwa + žwa- → žw-žwa- → žwžwa-, semantic transformation is also evident: ploughing →  

harrowing. 

 Tab., Agul uz- “ploughing” can come in useful to determine the direction of 

semasiologic deviation of C.-Kartv. *zwar- “ploughing” : C.-Sind. *z vwa- “harrowing”. 
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C.-Kartv. *zwar-el “stupid” 

Zan (Megr.) žur-u “stupid; little silly, feeble-minded/imbecile” 

The word is preserved only in Megrelian. Basing on sound-correspondences *zwar- 

should have been existed in Common Kartvelian. Suffixal nature of Zan -u supports -el, 

i.e. *zwar-el- noun derived from verbal *zwar- will be reconstructed that resulted žur-u in 

Zan.  

C.-Sind. *La- “decepting/cheating, turning silly/foolish” 

Ad. La-, γa-w-La-n “turning silly/foolish”, w-La “stupid”, Kab. La-, γa-w-La-n 

“dragging/ involving  sb into sth deceptively” 

Ub. La- “decepting/cheating”, w-Lá “stupid” 

Ab. ža-ra,  Apkh. a-ža-ra “decepting/cheating” 

Unlike Kartvelian the word is attested in all Sindy subsystems. Sound-correspondence 

C.-Sind. L : C.-Kartv. z is noteworthy that somewhat resembles inner Apkhazian-

Adyghean correlation; cf.  Circ.  L :  Apkh.-Ab ž. 

Corresponding material of Dagestanian and Nakh languages hasn’t been revealed 

insofar [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 651]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *zwel- “watery/water content, dripping” 

Geo. zwel-, cf. zol-o “dung/manure” 

Zan (Megr.) žvar-u-a “dripping; getting soaking wet”, žvar-i “dew; seepage/water 

squeezed out”; Laz žval-, o-žval-u “milking” 

A corresponding root is lost in Svan. Likely, a Svan žir-/žr- “becoming wet/damp, 

wetness/dampness”, m-žir “wet” forms link with other Georgian root; cf. Psh. zr-im-l-i 

“dew”, zr-om-l-i “pus”. 

C.-Sind. *z vw “melting” 

Ad. z vw-n, Kab. v-n ← *z vw-n “melting” 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to discuss Ubykh bž- “melting” verb 

along with it. But structural difference doesn’t allow to. Thus Ub. bž- : Ad. z vw is 

insurmountable resistance [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 627]. 

Corresponding material hasn’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *zwer- “wind blowing” 

Zan (Laz) žvar-, o-žvar-u “wind blowing” 

Considering the formulation of sound-correspondences attested in Laz žvar- verbal  

parent language makes me suppose an archetype of *zwer- type for parent language since 

Geo. l : Zan r sonor opposition isn’t observed in verbs. 

C.-Sind. z vw- “air; wind” 

Ad. žj,  Abdz. žj, Kab. z v “air; wind” 

Ub. zwa “air” 

Ab. žw-ωwand,  Apkh. a-žw-ωwan “air; sky” 
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I don’t agree with A. Abdakov’s comparison [Abdakov 1983 : 93] that indicates only 

the meaning of air  then when in Circassian dialects and subdialects meaning of wind  is 

also attested [Kvakhadze 2014 : 40].  

Corresponding material of C.-Kartv. *zwer- : C.-Sind. *z vw- archetypes hasn’t been 

revealed in Nakh and Dagestanian languages insofar.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zwezwel- “dripping, draining/seeping/leaking” 

Zan (Megr.) žvaržval-i “flowing fast, much dripping, draining/seeping/leaking”, 

žvaržval-a “sth that flows fast, sth that drains/seeps/leaks” 

Reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype on the basis of only Megrelian data 

should be carried out with cautiousness since va- cluster can  reflect C.-Kartv. *we- as 

well as C.-Kartv *o vocalism moreover when a Zan root is reduplicated.   

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed in other Kartvelian languages 

and dialects.  

C.-Sind. *z vwzv- “dripping, draining/seeping/leaking” 

Apkh. žž-, á-l-žž-ra “dripping, draining/seeping/leaking” 

It is one of the problematic links since in Apkhazian it is difficult the be identified that 

vowel that seems to be historically reduced. In addition, likely ž reflects a parent-

language ž as well as z v archiphoneme. 

The issue needs further investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zwil- “calling up together” 

Geo. (Imer.) zvil-eb-a “calling up of several persons” 

Zan (Megr.) zul-ap-i “loud sobbing” 

In spite of great semantic difference these roots cannot be separated from each other. 

Structural unity and similar suffixation of verbs is easily observed. 

Pr.-Sind. *ziw-an “ritual shouting/yelling” 

Hat. ziyan-a//zen-a “shouting/yelling during ritual process” 

Though, common semantic (noteworthy) nature is easily observed but in terms of 

phonemic structure there is a certain problem. Due to it reconstruction of Proto-Sindy 

proto-type is of more or less a conditional character. 

It is one of problematic links. The issue needs further investigation especially then 

when Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences are unknown.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zwirt- “large wave” 

Geo. zvirt-i “large wave”, a-zvirt-eb-a “heavy rolling (of sea)” 

Zan (Megr.) žvirt-i “large wave; avalanche”, e-žvirt-ap-a “heavy rolling (of sea)” 

Likely, Svan correspondence is lost. Katrtvelian zvirt-/žvirt- demonstrates logical 

correlation. In Georgian as well as in Zan verbal and nominal stems occur and sound-

correspondence Geo. z : Zan ž supports the parent-language origin of the roots and stems.  
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C.-Sind. *zwnd- “storm; snowstorm” 

Ub. zwand-a “storm, snowstorm” 

A final a is of Ubykh phenomenon; zwnd- detached as a root is considered to be a 

reflex of Common Sindy archetype. Sound-correlation C.-Kartv. r : C.-Sind. n is 

noteworthy, that is rarely revealed.  

Of other Iberian-Caucasian languages a corresponding isogloss should be attested in 

Lak šw:aṭ-i “wave” form.   

 

C.-Kartv. *ziz-in- “filling with fluid, being fed up with sth” 

Geo. (Gur.) ga-ziz-in-eb-a “filling  to the brim”, Lechkh. ga-ziz-n-a “ filling with 

liquid, fat”, cf. ga-ziz-n-il-i “soiled/dirty/wet and dirty” , ga-ziz-in-eb-ul-i  “filled to the 

brim”, 

Zan (Megr.) go-žiž-in-ap-a “being fed up with water/liquid”, go-žiž-in-ap-il-i filling 

with water/liquid” 

The meaning of filling/being fed up with fluid is basic for Kartvelian stems that is 

supported by regular and logical sound-correspondence Geo. z : Zan ž . 

C.-Sind. *z vz v- “overflowing with water” 

Ab. (Tap.) žž-ra, Apkh. a-žž-ra “overflowing with water” 

In spite of lack of Circassian data it is logical to consider *z vz v- hissing-hushing verbal 

root to be C.-Sindy archetype. Comparing with Kartvelian data in Apkhazian-Abaza  and 

n phonemes were lost that often takes place. Sibilnat sound-correspondence C.-Kartv. z ; 

C.-Sind. z v, is more noteworthy. This case is compatable with logical formula – C.-Kartv. 

hissing : C.-Sind. hissingg-hushing.   

C.-Kartv. *ziz-in- : C.-Sind. *z vzv-  is regular and logical correspondence that is 

characterized of structural-semantic  identity.   

 

C.-Kartv. *zil- “voice of crying” 

Geo. (Psh., Gur.) zil-i “shrill high voice; sound of  song”, Gur. zin-zil-i “crying with 

slow voice” 

It is evident that in Georgian zil- is detached as a root that resulted zin-zil word via 

reduplication in Gurian. Likely a sound variant of the same root is Gur. zur-zul-i “sobbing 

loud” and Megr. žur-žul-i “soobing loud”. In spite of the fact that they are clear 

phonosemantic verbs a sound-correspondence Geo. z : Zan ž is maintained. In Zan an 

expected z/ž variation isn’t attested.  

Pr.-Sind. *zil- “crying” 

Hat. zel/zil “crying, shouting, wailing/roaring” 

Corresponding roots and stems aren’t attested in Apkhazian-Adyghean. Instead, in 

Hattian an allomorph originated from Proto-Sindy parent language is preserved that is 

logically corresponded by C.-Kartv. *zil- archetype. 

A corresponding verbal root of Hattian-Kartvelian isoglosses is likely observed in 

Dagestanian, as well; cf. Khin.  lož-i “spilling of liquid”. 
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C.-Kartv.*zil- “sitting” 

Geo. zi-, zi-s “sits”, v-zi “I sit”, dial. zil-arien “They sit” 

To detach zil- as a root is supposed. Since Zan-Svan genetically common forms aren’t 

revealed it is difficult to reveal final reconstruction variant.  

Pr.-Sind. *zi- “laying; putting” 

Hat. zi- “laying; putting” 

The roots with similar structure and composition aren’t attested in Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages. Only recent researches revealed Hattian zi- allomorph as 

independent root [Kasyan 2009 : 363]. 

Paleo-Caucasian origin of Georgian-Hattic isoglosses are supported by Dagestanian 

data, as well; cf. Did.  zow-era “sitting down”. Common roots aren’t observed in Nakh 

languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zin- “taking/giving offence/ harm (to health); causing damage/harm; making 

/getting diseased/losing one’s health” 

Old Geo. zn-e “bad behaviour; behaving”, zn-ev-a “taking/giving offence/harm (to 

health); causing damage/harm”, zn-i-zn-i “bad-mannered/gross” (Chubinashvili) 

Zan (Megr.) žin-ap-a “making/getting diseased/losing one’s health; turned yellow” žin-

ap-il-i “sick, yellowed” 

There is lack of Svan correspondence. Old Georgian meanings are attested in the 

eastern dialects of Georgian: zn-ev-a (Kiziq) “taking/giving harm”; Mtiul. “taking/giving 

offence/ harm (to health)” (Al. Glonti). A root žin- preserved in Megrelian maintains 

Kartvelian i that was lost in Old Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *z vn- “tuberculosis” 

Kab. z vn  “tuberculosis” 

Due to the lose of western Adyghean parallel the professional literature indicate the 

difficulty of reconstruction of an initial sibilant. A dubletive variant *žan is also given 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 145]. In my opinion *z vn - archetype should be reconstructed that 

resulted zvn via  →  transformation in Kabardian.  

Parallels of C.-Kartv. *zin- : C.-Sind. *z vn - archetypes in Dagestanian and Nakh 

languages haven’t been revealed insofar.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zinad- “resting bed” 

Geo. zinad-i “resting bed” (“Knight in the panther’s skin”) 

The word is isolated in Georgian. I suppose  that it is of parent-language etymology 

that is supported by the correspondences of kindred languages. 

Pr.-Sindy *zilat- “sofa/throne” 

Hat. zilat “sofa/throne”, ma-zilat “sofa/throne (stands)” 

Corresponding stem of Georgian-Hattian isoglosses is attested in Etruscan language; cf. 

Etruscan zilath “high position”, that is exactly corresponded by Russian word престол       

(V. Ivanov).  
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It is not excluded the possibility that above-described words have common source and 

reflect so called cultural rank.  

The issue needs further investigation. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ziṗ- “fattening; fat” 

Geo. ziṗ-, ga-ziṗ-v-a “too fattening”, ziṗ-a “fish fat” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ziṗ-, ziṗ-al-i “thick, fatty/greasy”, ziṗ-in-ap-a “too fattening; unhealthy 

obesity”, ziṗ-i “fish fat” 

There is lack of Laz-Svan correspondences though it cannot obstruct the 

reconstruction of  *ziṗ- archetype. It is obvious that ziṗ- root functioned in parent 

language with the meaning of obesity/fat that has credible isolglosses in Sindy languages. 

Unity of Georgian-Zan stems is known (P. Charaia). 

C.-Sind. *z vwṗ-a “thick, large” 

Ab. (Tapan.) žwṗa “thich, large”, Apkh. (Abzh.) á-žwṗa, Bzip. á-z vwṗa “thick, large” 

There is a lack of Circassian allomorphs that complicates the reconstruction process. 

This is especially true to stem vocalism. If it is assumed that , was a basic vowel then 

everything is in its right place - *z vwṗ-a → *z vwṗ-a, only labialization turns to be 

“unnecessary” in relation with Georgian that can be explained on prop. Sindy ground. 

The isoglosses aren’t observed in other Iberian-caucasian languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *zir-a “caraway” 

Geo. zira “caraway” [Carum carvi] 

The word is isolated in Georgian though likely, it is of parent-language origin. It is 

supported by credible parallels in Sindy languages and dialects.  

C.-Sind. *zr- “dogwood/cornelian cherry” 

Ad. za-jv, Kab. z v “dogwood/cornelian cherry” 

Ab. zar “dogwood/cornelian cherry” [Carnus mas] 

From phonemic standpoint the structure of an initial root is almost preserved 

unchanged in Ubykh. Apkhazian a-bgʒr “dogwood/cornelian cherry” cannot be 

attributed to this case [cf.  Abdakov 1973, Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 200], since the word 

as a composite is entirely borrowed from Megrelian; cf. Megr. bg-ʒir-i//bugu-ʒir-i 

“dogwood/cornelian cherry” bugu- of which  is logically corresponded by Geo.(Lechkh.) 

bagv-i “mat-grass” and Svan bagw-ra “goat-willow”.   

C.-Kartv. *zir-a “caraway (seed)” : C.-Sind. *zr- “dogwood/cornelian cherry” is logical 

structural, phonetic and semantic correspondence.  

Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed. 

 

C.-Kartv. *zirz-a “iron lock” 

Geo. (Meskh.) zirza “iron lock” 
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A nominal root is isolated in Meskhian dialect of Georgian. Though if we discuss 

according to external language data zirza reflects C.-Kartv. *zirz-a archetype. Correlation 

of Laz zarza/zirza “noose/loop (of a door)” with Meskhian zirza is unclear (word 

borrowing?). 

C.-Sind. *zrz-a “hook” 

Apkh. a-zarza “hook” 

Form and semantic similarity of Georgian-Apkhazian roots can be explained on the 

ground of theory of word borrowing. But Dagestanian correspondences don’t support 

this; cf.: Ag. zaz, Rut. ʒirʒe-n “buckle on belt”, Darg. zanzi-bul “fastener” [For other roots 

see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1095].  

 

C.-Kartv. *zlazwan- “slow, lifeless movement” 

Geo. zlazvn-a “slouching/dawdling/sluggish movement”, i-zlazn-eb-a “slouches/ 

dawdles/sluggishes”, zlazvn-it “slowly, lazily/idly”, cf. zlazvn-ia//zlazn-ia “lazy/idle, slow/ 

sluggish/dawdling” 

Corresponding roots aren’t attested in other Kartvelian languages. though Georgian 

zlazvn- verb has noteworthy correspondences in Circassian languages which  indicates 

that these stems are of Paleo-Caucasian origin. 

C.-Sind. z vwaz vwa- “slow, unharried” 

Ad. z vaz v, Kab. z vaz v() “slow, unharried” 

Ab. žwažwa “slow, unharried” 

In spite of the fact that in Abaza the hushing sibilants are of secondary origin - z v → ž, 

the structure of initial root is better preserved in this case. Opposition of w : w and l : w is 

also revealed that confirms once more the reality of  l → w  phonetic transformation in 

Common Sindy parent-language.   

 

C.-Kartv. *znaγ-a “lamb (to first shearing), lamb (to 6 months) “ 

Sv. žinaγ, žinγ (LB.) “lamb (to first shearing), lamb (to 6 months) “ 

Reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype is possible only on the Svan data 

ground. Apparently in Svan a final a is elided since in Genetive case žinγ-š (← * žinaγa-

iš) is attested instead of žinγ-iš form. A vowel i is prothetic to overcome žn cluster.  

C.-Sind. z vaγ-a “sheep (for slaughter)” 

Ad. ( Chemg.) z vaγ, Kab. z vaγ “sheep (for slaughter)” 

There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences. Though Adyghean 

data gives a relatively full idea on Common Sindy archetype.    

Comparative analysis of C.-Sind. *z vaγ-a :  C.-Kartv. *znaγ-a archetypes  clarifies that n 

sonor should be  Kartvelian innovation.  

Isoglosses from Dagestanian and Nakh languages haven’t been revealed. 
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C.-Kartv. *zog- “part” 

Old Geo. *zog-i “part; any”, zog-ad-i “part; general”, zog-ad “generally” 

Zan (Megr.) zog-, mo-zog-mo-zog-o “part by part/piece by piece/fragmentary” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. In Zan zog- root is evident only in 

reduplicated type of Megrelian. 

C.-Sind. *zwgj- “all” 

Apkh. zegj “all” 

The word is preserved only in Apkhazian. I don’t agree with the viewpoint on its 

further segmentation. Anyway, it isn’t possible on the ground of Kartvelian material [cf. 

Chikobava 1938 : 52-53;  Dumézil  2015 : 27; Bukia 2016 : 132].   

Genetic link of C.-Kartv. *zog- : C.-Sind. *zwgj- archetypes with Avar cogi 

“other/another” word is reliable [Chikobava 1937; Bukia 2016 : 132]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *zom- „dismanting/disintegrating/disbanding/demoloshing /collapsing” 

Sv. žom-/žwm-, i-žwm-i/i-žom-i (Lent.)„Sth is dismanted/disintegrated/disbanded/ 

decomposed, sth is demoloshed/collapsed” 

Common Kartvelian archetype is reconstructed only on Svan data basis which was 

corresponded by other correspondences before [Chukhua 2002-2003 : 185]. 

C.-Sind. *mž- „dismanting/disintegrating/disbanding/ decomposing” 

Ab. mž-ra, Apkh. ái-mž-ra „dismanting/disintegrating/disbanding/ decomposing”, ei-

mž-weiṭ “Sb/Sth dismants/disintegrates/disbands/ decomposes” 

mž- is detached as a root. Its correspondences haven’t been revealed.  

Apkhazian-Abaza mž- should be of inversive structure that is allegedly supported by 

Avar correspondence; cf. Av. žun-ize “swaying/wobbling/dithering; floating/sliding/ 

slipping down”; m → n in prop. Avar occurrence; cf. emen-//emem- „father”, :an/:am  

“salt”... 

Similar verb isn’t attested in Nakh languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *zom- “smallish/on the small side, moderate” 

Old Geo. zom-i “size”, zom-it-i “moderate”, cf. zom-ier-i “moderate” 

Zan  zum-/zm-/zim- “measuring”, čkim-zum-a “of my size” 

Sv. zm-, zm-r/zm-r “smallish/on the small side, moderate”, zm-šw “slightly, a 

small amount/by a small mergin”  

As it is evident nuance of smallish  in a zom- root  is attested still in Old Georgian 

literary language to which Svan meaning is added [history of root see Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze  2000 : 216-217]. 

C.-Sind. *zm- “nothing” 

Ad. zm-i “nothing” 

zm- is detached as a root which is preserved only in Adygean. 
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Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *zom- “smallish/on the small side moderate” ~ C.-Sind. 

*zm- “nothing” is considered to be C.-Nakh *žom-en “small; a small amount” adjective; 

cf. Ts.-Tush. žom-eŋ “small,  a small amount”, žom-eŋ-ḳa “smallish/on the small side “.  

Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been disclosed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *zonar- “shoelace” 

Geo. zonar-i “leather thong/thin strip/lace” шнурок 

The word is attested in Saba’s dictionary but it has no correspondences in Kartvelian 

languages and dialects. In spite of this, I consider it possibility to be of parent-language 

etymology. 

Pr.-Sind. *zinar- “lyre, harp” 

Hat. zinar “lyre, harp”, hun-zinar “big lyre” 

Georgian-Hattian isoglosses are also reflected in Armenian data; cf. Arm. ǯnar “lyre, 

harp”. The latter is grounded on a certain Caucasian source. This may has been Georgian 

zonar-i, though ǯ in initial position arises other questions.  

The issue needs further investigation in relation with Dagestanian.  

 
C.-Kartv. *zrom- “pus” 

Geo.(Psh.). zrom-l-i “pus, filth”, cf. Psh. zrim-l-i “dew” 

In Pshavian form l determinant is of suffixal nature, zrom- - root the correspondences 

of which in other Kartvelian languages and dialects are unknown.  

C.-Sind. z vwn- “thick pus; pus” 

Ad. šn-i,  Kab. s vn “thick pus” 

Ub. m-žwn-a “thick pus; pus” 

Stem labialization is preserved in Ubykh like voicing of root sibilant-spirant, C.-Kartv. 

*zrom- “pus” : C.-Sind. zvwn- “thick pus; pus” is logical. Dagestanian data is also 

noteworthy, in particular, Arch. s:in “thick pus; pus” that is originated from parent-

language *zin- voiced type – *zin  → s:in. 

 
C.-Kartv. *zuw- “sound of wind” 

Geo. zuv-i-s/zu-i-s, zuv-il-i/zu-il-i “wind blowing, roaring” 

Zan (Megr.) žum-in-i “wind blowing, roaring” 

Sv.  žul “wind roaring” 

Occurring of l in Svan in logical. It occurs in similar position elsewhere; cf. Geo. bγav-

il-i :  Sv. li-bγul-i. Thus, likely, even in Svan an initial stem should be žuw- type.  

C.-Sind. *žjw- “storm; snowstorm” 

 Ad. žjw-aj,  Kab. wa-j ← * žjwa-j “storm, snowstorm” 

There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data though Adyghean material fully 

demonstrate a parent-language picture. 
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It is obvious, that C.-Kartv. *zuw : C.-Sind. *žjw- is logical structural, phonetic 

correlation. Form identity that is grounded on sibilant z : žj phonemic opposition, is 

supported by semantic correlation sound of wind ~ storm.  The issue of relation with 

Adyghean žj “air” arises.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zurg- “back (of human, animal…) 

Geo. zurg-i “back (of human, animal…) 

It is attested in old Georgian texts: “z u r g i  mati gare šegakcies” “They turned their 

back”; “ganiṭexa z u r g i  da moḳuda”; “It broke its back and died” “z u r g i  misi šeurvil 
ars eḳlita”  “Its back is full of thorns” [Abuladze 1973 : 170]. The issue of relation with the 

verb zurg-eb-a “rescue/save” needs clarification. 

C.-Sind. *zkw-a “back (of human, animal…)” 

Apkh. a-zkwa “back (of human, animal…)” 

The word is isolated in Apkhazian. In all probability, it is of parent-language origin.       

C.-Kartv. *zurg- and C.-Sind. *zkw-a archetypes are characteristic of structural, phonetic 

and semnatic similarity.  

Apkhzian a-zkwa “back (of human, animal…)” has been compared with Baque bi-zkar 

“back (of human, animal…)” word {Chirikba 1985 : 100] that  seems reliable. Dagestanian 

material can be given, as well; cf. Krits zig “shin/ankle bone”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zuq-a “ripe” 

Sv. žuqw, žuqw-i (Lashkh.) “ripe; juicy” 

The word is isolated in Svan though the meaning of juicy can be observed in Megrelian 

žoko “bad wine pressed out of unriped fruit” form that should be supported by Common 

Zan q → k phonetic process, cf. qwarbal-i/kobal-i… 

C.-Sind. *qz vw- “ripening” 

Ub. qžw “ripening”, a-qžw--n “is ripening” 

Common nature of Svan-Ubykh material from material as well as contextual 

standpoint is easily observed. The problem of inversive structure of roots should be 

considered that often occurs in the words with similar structure. If Ingush qč “ripe” 

form can be attributed to this case thus it should have supported Ubykh structure. 

The issue needs further investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *zγarb- “hedgehog” 

Geo. zγarb-i “hedgehog” 

The word is isolated in Georgian. It is attested in Sulkhan-Saba’s dictionary. 

D.Chubinashvili’s approach is correct when zγarb-i “hedgehog”  is translated as уж and 

gʒγarb “hedgehog” - as еж. Demarcation of zγarb- and  gʒγarb-i as different lexical unity 

and the need  to distinguish them from each other is more important in this case.  
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C.-Sind. *ωwz va “weasel” 

Ad. wž, Kab. wzva “weasel” 

Reconstruction of ω voiced pharyngeal spirant in anlaut is supported not only by 

Georgina data. Pharyngeal spirant occurs in such Dagestanian correspondences like: Av. 

ωunž-ru, And. ωonži “hedgehog”, cf. Tab. ħeržil “hamster, pine marten” [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 2994 : 540]. 

Ingush zω  “hedgehog” form would serve as a parallel of Georgian (zγ-) structure. The 

issue arises on affixal nature of b in Kartvelian - zγar-b- (?). 

 

C.-Kartv. *zγom- “causing damage/harm, illness/sickness” 

 Geo. zγom-a “daqsna, gina v n e b a” < “illness/sickness”  (Saba), “oveli suli da-u-

zγom-el ars da uxrneli“ (Saba), “zγom-is saxe”  < “kind of illness/sickness” (Saba)  

Sv. žγm-, li-žγm-e “complication of illness” 

Like in Georgian, in Svan the meaning causing damage/harm, illness/sickness is 

evident that is supported by structural similarity. Zan allomorphs haven’t been revealed. 

C.-Sind. z vaγw-a “illness/sickness, disease/ailment”“ 

Ub. z vaγwa “illness/sickness”, zvaγwa-gjʒa “bad illness/disease” 

 Ab. zωwa, Apkh. (Bzip) a-z vωwá  “infectious disease”   

There is a lack of Adyghean allomorph though it cannot be obstructing factor since all 

other data support the parent-language origin of this root.  

C.-Kartv. *zγom - : C.-Sind. *z vaγw-a  manifests m : w correlation once more  when  an 

initial m (along with b) is often a parent-language labialization source of consonants, i.e.  

Cm/b → Cw.  

Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes can likely have correspondences in Dagestanian – And. 

zigar-du “pain/ache, being ill/sick” (though cf. Sv. ma-zig “disease/ailment”). 

 
 

T 

 

C.-Kartv. *-ta “plural suffix” 

Geo. -ta “plural suffix” ver-ta “of tops”, ʒir-ta “of roots” 

Zan (Megr.) -ta “plural suffix”, va-ta vanǯ-i “tip of tips”, ǯi-ta ǯins “in bottom of 

bottoms”… 

In Svan similar plural marker isn’t attested. In Georgian and Zan -ta doubles up plural 

and Genიtive functions simultaneously. 

C.-Sind. *-t “plural suffix” 

Abaz. -t “plural suffix”, Tap. abana-t() “they”, Apkh. -t “plural suffix”, Bzip abá-t 

“these” 
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A plural formant of this type isn’t attested in Circassian languages. Even in Apkhazian-

Abaza the plural form with -t marker is preserved only in pronouns. 

C.-Kartv. *-ta “plural suffix” : C.-Sind. *-t “plural suffix” demonstrates normal  

phonetic and functional correlation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *tawr- “pus” 

Sv.  tr, tr (Lashkh.) “pus” 

Vowel length that is repeated in Upper Bal, Lashkhian and Cholurian surely implies 

the disappearance of any consonantal segment historically. Occurrence of w sonant in 

Svan root is considered to be such segment the lose of what resulted a compensation 

length of a preceding vowel. 

C.-Sind. *twa “pus” 

Kab. *-twa → ta “pus” in the word wa-ta-ps “pus” 

Ab. čwa (← *twa), Apkh. a-twá “pus” 
Of the Circassian languages there is a lack of Adyghean and Ubykh correspondences. 

The latter would clarify to determine the history of the root. Though Dagestanian data 

will serve as an additional control means. Structural and semantic information of Arch. 

twa-s “wilting/withering”, on one side, and Av. tur-, Karat tor- “rotting, getting infecting” 

isoglosses on the other side is noteworthy. Disappearing trend of w and r segments are 

clearly outlined in this case.  

 
C.-Kartv. *tal- “(wooden) wedge/spoke” 

Geo. tal-i, Mtiul. tal-a “(iron) tyre” 

Zan {tur-}, o-tur-a “wedge/spoke”, cf. Gur. (← Zan) o-tur-a “iron wedge/spoke” 

Sv. tal “wedge/spoke” 

The primary meaning is wooden wedge/spoke that is supported by Nakh languages 

data; cf. Ing. tl-g “wooden wedge/spoke” 
C.-Sind. *tal- “tree, beam” 

Hat. tal “tree, beam” 

Inspite the fact that tal- root denoting tree is repeated in Hattian-Kartvelian as well as 

in Nakh languages such kind of root {of twa type} isn’t attested in Apkhazian-Adyghean 

languages and dialects which means that it was lost still in the period of Common Sindy 

language-ethnic unity. 

I don’t exclude the unity with Dagestanian data; cf.: Lak t:ala “block of wood/tree-

stump”, Darg. t:ali “long thin wooden pole/rod/timber, post/pillar”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *tax-e “name of one of the deities” 

Geo. {txo}, top. Txo-t-i (Kartli) 

Zan (Megr.) taxa, taxa-šxa “Tuesday” (day of Takha); Laz (Chkhal.) taxa-čxa “Tuesday” 

Likely, Svan taxš “Tuesday” can be zanizm.  
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C.-Sind. *tħ-a “god” 

Ad. tħa,  Kab. tħa “god”  

Kartvelian-Circassian isoglosses are paralleled by Dagestanian (resp. Lezgian) data, as 

well: Lezg. txa “father”, s-txa “brother”; cf. also Proto-Hattian daxa “holy place”. 

Correspondences aren’t attested in Nakh languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *te- “light” 

Zan (Laz) te “light”, tuta-s-te//tuta-š-te (Arch.) “moonlight”, Megr. te “light”, ve-te 

“light of valley”, “bright  valley place  in forest” 

Sv. te “eye” 

I don’t exclude the genetic link of Geo. tev-a “staying overnight”, m-tev-ar-e → m-tov-

ar-e “spending a sleepless night” // and Sv. taw- (or -taw-e) “appearing” verbs with above 

described roots and stems [cf. Fänhrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 231]. 

C.-Sind. *t- “white” 

Kab. t-,  in the word  t-xjw “white” 

In the professional literature t- root is considered the morpheme denoting white 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 198], with what I agree.  

Kartvelian-Sindy semantic correlation light ~ white is logical and is averaged by the 

semantics of bright.  
 
C.-Kartv. *tetw- “white; silver coin” 

Geo. tet-r-i “brilliant white/pristine/unblemished” (Saba), Old Geo. tet-r-i “whitish, 

milk color”, “silver coin”, Tush. tetr-i “cheese, curds/cottage cheese” 

Zan (Megr.) tant-, o-tant-al-aia “snow-white, white”, tant-e “white, snow-white”, 

tant-ia „id” 

Sv. tetw-ne//twetw-ne (Ub., Lashkh., Lent.), tet-ne (LB.) “white”, tetw-ra “white cow;  

variety of white grape/peach” 

An initial type is preserved in Svan – tetw- which was simplified in Lower Bal – tetw-

ne → tet-ne and complicated in other dialects via assimilation – -ne and -ra derivative 

affixes in Georgian (-r-) and Svan that have never been in Zan and in certain forms of 

Svan [See Gigineishvili 2016 : 192]. 

C.-Sind. *ttw-a “silver, gold” 
Ub. twatwa “gold, silver” 

Of the Sindy languages only Ubykh preserves the correspondence of C.-Kartv. tetw- 

“white; silver coin” archetype. Like in Svan dialects, in this case the labialization of initial 

t voiceless dental took place via assimilation – *ttwa → twatwa. On the way of studying the 

proto-history of the root the structure of C.-Nakh *datew- “silver” stem is essential; cf. 

Chech. det//detiw, Ing. dotuw//dotuo, Ts.-Tush. ṭateb “silver”.  

Georgian titber-i “brass” should be of other etymology.  
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C.-Kartv. *tel- “trampling down/felting; растоптать”; fastening/tightening” 

Geo. tel-v-a “trampling (underfoot)/felting”, ga-tel-a “Sb trampled/felted smth”, tel-v-a 

“felting (wool )” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) tal-u-a//ntal-u-a “trampling down/felting”, mo-ntal-iri “felted/fulled/ 

trampled”, Laz ntal-up-s//ntal-um-s “is trampling down/felting”; is fastening/tightening”, 

o-ntal-u “trampling down/felting” 

Sv. tel-, li-tel-a // li-tel-e “fastening/tightening” 

Laz data has  hitherto been unknown [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 232], and thus the 

Svan meaning fastening/tightening would be deemed suspicious but in Laz equivalent 

occurrence of trampling down/felting/fastening/tightening  simultaneously makes the 

link with Svan beyond doubt. 

C.-Sind. *w-t- “beating” 

Ad. w-t-an, Kab. w-d-an “beating”  

In terms of reconstruction of a root vowel an initial picture is preserved in Adyghean. 

In Kabardian t → d is supposed. As for an initial w- if it is considered to be of root, then 

the stems of inversive structure wt- ~ tel- would be in focus. Though the reconstruction 

of the stem of Khinalug lat:ir- “beating, striking” structure in Paleo-Caucasian wouldn’t 

be excluded; cf. C.-Nakh *lat- “wrestling”. Semantic correlation beating ~ wrestling ~ 
striking is beyond question.  

 
C.-Kartv. *tela “elm” [Ulmus foliacea] 

Geo. tela “elm”, Tel-av-i (top.), tel-ian-i “elm copse/forest” 

In Georgian a root tela- isn’t considered to be borrowed from Greek since (beside 

Sindy correspondences below) its parallels are attested in Nakh (Chech. tall “willow”), 

Hurrian (tale “tree”), Dagestanian (Darg. tala “log”) languages.  

C.-Sind. *tw- “beech, lime” 

Ub. twa-s “beech” 

Apkh. a-twa “lime” 

Likely, Abaz.  čwa-w “lime” would be joined to this samples which clearly outlines a 

phonetic process of affricatization characteristic of the language – tw → čw. 
Phonetic l : w as well as semantic elm ~ beech/lime correlation revealed between 

described Sindy and Kartvelian roots is logical.  

 
C.-Kartv. *tem- “part of a country; south” 

Geo. tem-i “one part of a country” (Saba), mo-tem-e “member of the same 

community”, tem-an-(i) “south” (Saba) 

Correspondences aren’t revealed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. Saba’s 

tem-an-(i) “south” should be originated from Georgian tem- root.   

C.-Sind. *tm-a “district, part of an aul” 

Ad. tam//tam “district, part of an aul” 
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Investigation of Circassian tam stem has long history. N. Yakovlev considered it to be 

borrowed from Georgian [Yakovlev 1941 : 42]. M. Bukia expresses the same opinion 

[Bukia 2016 : 42]. G. Rogava links tam stem with tam/dam “side” form etymologically 

by what the scholar excluded the borrowing process.  

In any case the borrowing process is groundless since the correspondences of  C.-Kartv. 

*tem- : C.-Sind. *tm- can be attested in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. Abaza tp, 

Apkh. a-tp “place, surrounding” form will slip out, as well. Their link with above 

discussed samples needs to be clarified.  

 
C.Kartv. *terʒ- “making a border by drawing a line; border/boundary”  

Geo. *terʒ-ul-i “sown ploughed land” (Saba), Meskh. terʒ-v-a “autumn ploughing”, na-

terʒ-i “unploughed land between furrows/beds”, Up. Imer. a-terʒ-v-a “first ploughing of 

uncultivated land”, Lower Ajarian ga-terʒ-v-a “ploughing of virgin soil; ploughing” 

Zan (Magr.) tanǯ-, tanǯ-u-a “making a border”, tanǯ-un-s “makes a border”, cf. sa-tanǯ-

o (top. in Gali) 

Naturally, Geo. terʒ- should resulted tarǯ- in Zan. Even šemo-tarǯ-v-a “marking like a 

border here and there” (Saba), Imer., Lech. tarǯ-i “border in forest”  in the form of 

zanizms are preserved in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *tʒ- “wall” 

Ab. tʒ- “house”, Apkh. a-tʒ- “wall”, a-tʒ-tp “house & yard/outbuilding”, Bz. a-tʒv-a-

mc “wall” 

In Circassian languages the corresponding roots are lost. Though besides Kartvelian the 

Apkhazian-Abaza materials have noteworthy isoglosses in Dagestanian languages under 

the meaning of metal hook-plough, i.e. ploughing equipment; cf. Lezg. trez-, Tab. duruc, 

Agul duruc, Darg. durac. I suppose that just from Dagestanian languages entered in 

Azerbaijanian drz word denoting metal hook.     
C.-Kartv. *terxw- “type of wind” 

Geo. terxv-i “light north-west breeze” (Saba), Kartl. “wind” 

The word is attested in Saba’s dictionary and is explained as type  of wind. Of the 

modern Georgian dialects the word is attested only in Kartli, in the speech of village 

Tashiskari under the meaning wind [Glonti 1984 : 247].   

C.-Sind. *txw-a „snowsotrm” 

Ab. čwħwa, in the word  s-r-čwħwa “snowstorm”,  Apkh. twħwa, in the word  a-s-twħwa  

“snowstorm”, “blizzard” 

Assimilated allomorphs are attested in Apkhazian-Abaza – *tħwa → twħwa. Secondary 

nature of x → ħ pharyngealization is unclear to which mutation t → č towards the 

affricatization is added in Abaza. In any compound word s-/s- is detached as the first 

component the denotes snow.    
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Kab. stxw “hoar-frost” word implies different etymology;  see C.-Kartv. *satx- “dew”. 

  
 C.-Kartv. *teṭ- “sticking of awl” 

 Sv. teṭ-en “awl” 

 In Svan teṭ- is detached as a root, from which teṭ-en “awl” is derived via adding -en 

suffix. Borrowing of teṭ-en “awl” form from Adyghean is unacceptable for me. Such assert 

needs more argumentation [cf. Rogava 1956 : 129]. 

C.-Sind. *dd- “awl” 

Ad. dd, Kab. dd “awl” 

Etymological link of Adyghean allomorphs with Apkh. a-ʒaʒ // a-ʒʒ, Ab. ʒaʒ words is 

excluded since phonetic transformations d → ʒ  and  ʒ → d  aren’t described in 

Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. Instead, Nakh teṭ-ar “cutting, sewing” along with Svan 

clearly demonstrates structure and phonemic composition of Paleo-Caucasian roots *teṭ- 

from which Adyghean allomorphs were developed via more phonetic changes.  

Dagestanian material is manifested in Darg. ṭuṭu-j-es, Hunz. ṭṭ-a “cutting, 

chopping/hacking” verbs; cf. also Hunz. ṭeṭ-a “tearing up, ripping”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *tw- “give/make sb drink” 

Sv. tw-, a-tw-n-e “Sb gives sb/sth to dring, sb gives sb/sth a drink of water”, ot-tw-in 

“Sb gave/made sb/th  drink” 

tw-  is detached as a root since -n is a remain  of -un Svan causative suffix that was 

simplified after root w- .  

Pr.-Sind. *tw- “eating” 

Hat. tu- “eating” 

Apkhazian-Adyghean correspondences aren’t observed. Hattian-Svan isoglosses can be  

genetically linked with C.-Kartv. *twer- “drinking, getting drunk” ~ C.-Sind. *twa- “filling 

up” archetypes.  

Nakh or Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been observed.  

 
C.-Kartv. *twer- “drinking, getting drunk” 

Geo. twer-/tr-, da-v-i-twer “I got drunk”, twr-eb-a “Sb gets drunk”, m-tvr-al-i “Sb is 

drunk”, tr-ob-a “getting drunk” 

Sv. li-tr-e “drinking”, xw-i-tr-e “I drink”, le-tr-e “drink” 

Zvan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. Georgian allomorphs are attested in 

Old Georgian texts. Unity of Georgian and Svan roots was analyzed [Wardrop 1911 : 602]. 

Reconstruction of *tr- and *ter- archetypes for Common Kartvelian parent-language is 

deemed groundless [cf. Klimov 1964 : 95; Klimov 1998 : 69].    
C.-Sind. *tw- “filling up” 

Ab. čw-ra “filling”, čw “full”,  Apkh. a-twa-ra “filling”, a-tw “full” 
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Circassians correspondences aren’t observed; tw → čw in Abaza is secondary occurrence 

that is also clearly supported by Apkhazian forms.  

A final r was lost in parent-Sindy – in this case without a trace. Semantic correlation 

filling ~ drinking is logical and at the same time, content of Sindy filling is prior.   

 
C.-Kartv. *twis- “aged/elderly, disgraced/corrupted/debauched” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) tvis-an-i “disgraced, corrupted/debauched” 

Zan (Laz) tiš-in-er-i “aged/elderly”, tiš-in-er-a “maturity/adulthood” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. In Laz it was expected tviš- type root but a 

characteristic spontaneous delabialization process Cv → C took place; cf. Geo. cvil-i : Laz 

čir-i “beeswax”, Laz nčvir-//nčir- “swimming”… 

Likely, final affixation -an/-in in Kartvelian languages and dialects is also of parent-

language origin.  

C.-Sind. *tsvw- “aged woman; old woman” 

Ab. (Tap.) tažw,  Apkh. a-tážw “old woman” 
There is a lack of Circassian data. Devoicing process šw → žw seems to be prop. 

Apkhazian-Abaza occurrence. Further segmentation of the root into *ta “place, house” + 

*ažw “old” components is impossible [Chirikba 1996 : 31].  

Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *twis- :  C.-Sind. *tsw- allomorphs are attested in Nakh 

languages, as well; cf. Ts.-Tush. tiš-iŋ “old”, tiš-ar “ageing/getting old”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *tiw-a “hay” 

Geo. tiv-a “hay”, “scythed dried grass” (Saba), tiva-kasra (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) ti-, o-ti-al-e “hay-barn/hay-loft; vessel from cattle’s food” 

Sv. šdekw “big haystack of mown and scythed grass” 

An initial štew-a in Svan developed as šdekw via phonetic process (w → kw, iw → ew) 

[Rogava 1989 : 56-59].  

C.-Sind *tw-a “hay” 

Ab. čwa (← *twa), Apkh. a-twa “hay” 

From then on the possibility of word-borrowing from Georgian in Apkhazian-Abaza is 

excluded [Lomtatidze 1976]. I agree with the viewpoint on common origin of the 

described roots [Chataia 1912 : 40] since tw → čw transformation isn’t observed in 

borrowing materials in Abaza. Additionally, noteworthy parallels (correspondences) are 

revealed in Nakh languages, as well; cf. Ing. tum, Chech. tum → // tħum “maize husk” 

that is paralleled  by noteworthy Dagestanian data; cf. Tabas. urtim “fern”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *tiγ- “male sheep; lamb” 

Geo. tiγ-i “aigrette (of a cock)” 

Zan (Laz) teγ-i “lamb; sheep”, Megr. tiγ-i “lamb; uncastrated sheep” 
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Svan ne-γešd “goat kid” form can be easily enrolled in this list if -šdeγ-//-γešd- 

substitution is supposed. 

C.-Sind. *twaγ-a “billy-goat/one-year-old; ram” 

Ub. twázva “billy-goat/one-year-old goat, billy-goat” 

Ab. tγ, Apkh. a-tγ “ram; ram sheep”  
In Ubykh γ → ž/z v phonetic process of sibilantizing that is natural, is supposed. Farther 

segmentation of given roots and stems is groundless [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 749; 

Kvakhadze 2014 : 126]. On Common Sindy unity level *twγ-a archetype will be 

reconstructed that is logically corresponded by C.-Kartv. *tiγ-. 

Discussing the relation with Chechen tarγa “bull, bullock, uncastrated bullock/steer” is 

noteworthy. 

Structural identity is supported by semantic correlation sheep ~ ram/billy-goat. 
 
C.-Kartv. *tiq- “ancestry, extended family/surname” 

Geo. (Gur.) tix-i “ancestry, extended family/surname” 

The word of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Gurian dialect. Since q → 

x spirantization process in Gurian is fully realized. There is a ground to assume that in 
parent-language *tiq- archetype, i.e. q of pharyngeal-affricative type will be 

reconstructed. Such supposition is supported by Abaza material, as well. 

C.-Sind. *tq- “close relative” 

Ab. taq-,  Apkh. (Bzip) a-tax-, Abzh. a-tax-  “close relative” 

In the professional literature they discuss taq-/tax- “desire, dream, wish/will” verbal 

forms [Chirikba 1996 : 31] that is groundless. 

Structural-phonetic unity of Georgian-Sindy archetypes is supported by logical 

semantic correlation - ancestry, extended family/surname ~ close relative. 

Kindred roots and stems haven’t been revealed in Nakh-Dagestanian languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *tm- “compromising/conceding” 

Geo. tm-ob-a “renouncing/giving up/yielding/enduring (pain) “ 

Sv. tm-i “renouncing/yielding/enduring, hardship/poverty”, li-tm-in-e “enduring/ 

being patient” 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in Zan. In ancient literary works there is attested 

Georgian tm- verb  which is logically corresponded by Sv. tm- / tm-  verbal forms 

[Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 237-238]. 

C.-Sind. *tw- “being” 

Ub. t- “being” 

In Ubykh t-/t- allomorphs alternate which may indicate that verbal root with single-

morpheme was historically labialized. Reconstruction of labialized archetype is also 
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supported by the existence of Kartvelian *tm- type root. Though, likely A. Abdokov was 

right when the scholar detached - segment in Kabardian -t-n “staying 

somewhere/leaving” verb as a verb marker [Abdokov 1983 : 158]. 

Semantic opposition compromise/concede ~ being is supported by Nakh correspon-

dences in which d-i-t- verb has the meaning leaving/ staying. 

 

C.-Kartv. *tul- “steam” 

Sv. twir/twr/tr (Lashkh.) “steam, heat haze” 

Reconstruction is based on the possibility of phonetic process l → r spread in in Svan 

which frequently occurs in auslaut of a stem; cf. Geo. ʒaqwel- :  Sv. žaqer//žaqwr; Geo. 

qaml-i : Sv. qamir/qemur/qemr “leather of  cattle’s leg”; Geo. ḳuḳul-i : Sv. ḳuḳur “bud” : 

Zan ḳviḳvil-i [Chukhua 2000-2003 :16]. 

Pr.-Sind. *til- “marsh” 

Hat. til “marsh” 

In terms of semantics steam ~ marsh correlation is averaged by Arch. λat “sea” (←*taλ 
metathesis) stage that is logically relevant to the given  context of meaning development.    

It is one of complex oppositions that isn’t plausible.  

 
C.-Kartv.*tus- “household” 

Geo.  tus-i “household; smoke” 

The word is attested independently only in Georgian. To investigate genetic link of  

tus-   root with na-tes-av-  is unpromising since tes-/tes-l- is considered to be common 

root [for tes-/tes-l- see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 235]. 

C.-Sind. *tws- “parents, family”  

Ub. tws “parents, family” 

Like in Kartvelian, Ubykh tws form is isolated in Sindy languages space. 

Correspondences of Ubykh-Georgian isoglosses aren’t observed in Nakh-Dagestanian 

languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *txam- “alder tree” 

Geo. txm-el-i “alder tree”, txm-el-a//txem-l-a “alder tree” 

Zan txom-u//txum-u//ntxom-u//ntomb-u “alder tree” 

Svan corresponding stem hasn’t been revealed insofar; *txam- is detached as a parent-

language root though Geo. -el : Zan -u correspondence  subjects to the regularity in terms 

of suffix [Schmidt 1962 : 80]. Anlaut n and final b seems to be phonetical inclusion in Laz 

[Chikobava 1938 : 129].  

C.-Sind. *txwa- “plane tree” 

Ad. tfa-j ← *txjwa-j, Kab. txwej ← *txwa-j “plane tree; hornbeam” 
Ubykh correspondence is lost. There is an attempt to link it with Apkhazina-Abaza šw- 

(Bzip s vw-) “beech” stem that is groundless [Starostin, Nikolyaev 1994 ; 1064]. On other 
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hand it is important tx : tx logical and regular correspondence on the level of har-

monious-descending complex of B type, that is attested in other place, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv. *txam- “crown/head” 

Geo. txem-i “upper head” (Saba) 

Sv. txum, txwim “head” 

Svan type is formed  from initial archetype on the ground of G. Machavariani’s rule of 

influence of m [Machavariani 1956 : 365-368] on what G. Klimov’s exact reconstruction is 

based [Klimov 1964 : 97].  

C.-Sind. *dqw- “back part of throat” 

Ad. ps va-tq, Kab. ps va-dq “back part of throat” 

Ub. twq “throat”  

Ab. qwda, Apkh. a-xwda “throat”   

Possibility of devoicing of voiced consonants (in this case d → t) is once more proved 

in Adyghean, i.e. Kabardian data coincides with archaic one in a certain case.  

In Circassian languages sequence of stems is given according to initial order while in 

Apkhazian-Abaza only an inversive type is natural. 

Besides Kartvelian the Circassian order is supported by Dagestanian correspondences: 

Rut. daq “crown (of head )”, Lezg. t:exw “crown (of head )”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *txar- “liquid secreting; thick pus (from boil )” 

Geo. txr-am-l-i “thick pus (from boil )” 

Zan (Megr.) ntxor- “vomiting”, o-ntxor-u “vomited” 

Sv. le-txr-e “pimple” 

I suppose that Georgian txraml- is of contaminated origin, in particular, via the 

contamination of the stems of Sv. txr- and Zan txomur- types resulted r variant in 

Georgian – txr-am-l-  while in Zan its correspondence is attested without r – txomur-, 

also cf. Laz ntxor- : Sv. txr- - “vomiting” [see Schmidt 1962 : 115-116; Nadareisvili 1981; 

Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 244].   

C.-Sind. *txw- “hoar-frost” 

Kab. s-txw “hoar-frost” 
In Sindy subsystem the root denoting snow is detached. The second component should 

denote liquid/dew. It is obvious that C.-Kartv. *txar- : C.-Sind. *txw- arises the issue on 

etymological link with Geo. txew- verb. I’d like to bring C.-Nakh *txir “hoar-frost, dew” 

and Dagestanian (Darg. daħi//duħa “snow”) parallels. 
 
C.-Kartv. *txar- “digging up” 

Geo. txar-a “dug up”, txr-i-s “digs sth up”, txr-il-i “ditch/furrow” 

Zan (Laz) txor-um-s/ntxor-u-a “digging up”, Megr. txor-u-a//ntxor-u-a “digging up” 

Sv. li-štxr-i “digging up”, žan-štxar-e “digged up” 
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Initial š in Svan is the result of  t : št → šd/šṭ sound-correspondence in this case and 

doesn’t reflect Common Kartvelian st complex which sometimes occurs in a basic 

material; cf. Geo. astaḳv-i : Sv. hašdeḳw “lizard”… 
C.-Sind. *txwa- “digging up” 

Ad. (Abdz.) txw-n “digging up” 

Likely, the root of Common Sindy origin is attested only in Abdzakh dialect. 

Comparison of txar- : txwa- demonstrates that labialization of x in Sindy (xw) is the result 

of transformation of archaic r sonor – *txar- → *txaw- → *txwa-. 

Doubt has been cast upon borrowing of Abdzakh form from Kartvelian [Bukia 2016 : 

133], that is less-grounded. 

 

C.-Kartv. *txar- “narrating; saying” 

Old Geo. txar-/txr-, mi-u-txar, txr-ob-a-j “narrating”, New Geo. txr-ob-a “narrating”, 

u-txar-i “Tell sb!” 

Zan (Megr.) txor-, k-r-txor-en-k “Please” 

It is assumed that logical correspondence of Geo. txar- verb is preserved in Megr. txor- 

form that rarely occurs; saying ~ begging  can be attested  even within one word; cf. 

Nakh. b-ax-/j-ax- “begging; saying”.   

C.-Sind. *txj- “writing” 

Ad. txj-n,  Abdz. txj, Kab. txj-n “writing” 

Ub. txj-, s-txj-n “writing” 

In Abdzakh dialect čx-λ is attested under the meaning of book  that is supposed to be 

derived from txj- “writing” verb [Kvakhadze 2014 : 298];  writing → book is semantically 

logical but the reality of txj → čx  transformation should be confirmed.  Maybe Abdz. čx- 

“writing” is linked with Geo. čxaṗ-n-a “scrubbing/scratching out roughly”, Did. cax-

a//cax-va, Hin. cax-a, Hunz. čax-a, Bezh. čax-al//čx-l “writing allomorphs.  

C.-Kartv. *txar- : C.-Sind. *txj- archetypes are paralleled by txir “carved, etc. or-

namentation/ fretwork” of Nakh languages; narrating ~ writing ~ carved, etc. 

ornamentation/fretwork is considered to be logical correlation that is logically 

corresponded by Dag.: Did. tex-ra, Hin. tex-era “painting/dying”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *txew- “shedding, flowing of fluid/liquid” 

Geo. txev-a “flowing of fluid/liquid”, si-tx-e “fluid/liquid”, da-i-txia (← *da-i-txiv-a) 

“sth was spilled/poured”, da-s-txev-s “will spill/pour” 

Sv. txun- (← *txew-n), li-txun-e “vomiting” 

Likely, Megrelian ntx-ap-a “vomiting”, ko-i-ntx-ap-ee “Make sb vomit” forms will be 

attributed to this group. As it is obvious in any Kartvelian sub-system the basic meaning is 

shedding, flowing of fluid/liquid.  

C.-Sind. *txw- “shedding/flowing of fluid/liquid” 
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Ad. (Shap.) -txw, in the word  ps-txw “flood/torrent” 
It is clear, that in Shapsug composite ps- denotes water and txw – shedding/flowing.  

Comparison of C.-Kartv. *txew- “shedding, flowing of fluid/liquid” : C.-Sind. *txw- 

“shedding/flowing of fluid/liquid” is logical from form as well as semantic  standpoint.  

Corresponding verb of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses is observed in Nakh words denoting 

crying/weeping – cf. Ts.-Tush. tx-, tx-uš/tx-ujn “crying/weeping”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *txew- “hunting, fishing” 

Old Geo. txev-l-a “fishing, hunting”, m-txev-l-ar-i “hunter, fisherman”, sa-txev-el-i 

“net” 

Sv. txw-, me-txw-jr “hunter”, la-txw-jr “for hunting” 

It is appropriate to reconstruct *txew- archetype on the Kartvelian material ground 

compared by N. Marr [history of issue see Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 249].  

C.-Sind. *tx- “abundant and tasty feeding/eating” 

Ad. tx-n, Kab. tx-n “abundant and tasty feeding/eating” 

The same tx- root is detached in compound tx-žj-n//tx-ž-n verb under the similar 

semantics. Like Ubykh tx-žj an Apkhazian-Abaza txa-ǯj-ra is borrowed from Adyghean 

languages [Shagirov II, 1977 : 76].   

Semantic opposition hunting/fishing ~ abundant and tasty feeding/eating reflects 

prehistoric content of (much) food searching. 

 

C.-Kartv. *txew- “removing/getting rid of sb/sth” 

Geo. da-txov-na “getting rid of sb/sth, removing”, da-i-txov-a “leted sb 

go/leave/release, got rid of sb/sth” 

Zan (Mager.) do-txin-ap-a “getting rid of sb/sth, removing”, i-txin-u-an-s “lets sb 

go/leave/release”, vad-m-a-txin-u “I couldn’t let sb go/leave/release, get rid of sb/sth” 

In Georgian o voicing seems to be secondary, i.e. e → o took place via assimilation 

with a following v; cf. sitbe ← sitbo… 
C.-Sind. *tx- “removing, skinning” 

Ad. tx-n, kab. tx-n “removing, skinning” 

In Adyghean languages tx- verbal root is complicated via causative prefix γ-, cf. Ad. 

γ-tx-n “removing/skinning, peeling/plucking” [Shagirov 1977, II : 77]. 

C.-Kartv. *txew- “removing” : C.-Sind. *tx- “removing, skinning” is logical corres-

pondence from semantic as well as structural and phonetic aspect. Sound correspondence 

tx : tx is especially relevant on the level of harmonious-descending complex of B type.   

 

C.-Kartv. *txwar- “soiling/dirtying, getting dirty” 

Geo. txvr-a “staining/getting dirty/dirtying”, mo-i-txvr-eb-a “will be stained/get dirty”, 

mo-i-txvar-a “stained/got dirty/dirtied”, mo-txvr-il-i “stained/dirty” 
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Zan (Maegr.) ntxor-, mi-ntxor-u “Sb soiled/dirtied sth, sb got dirty”, mo-ntxor-il-i 

“dirty/soiled” 

Megrelian omonymic verbs – ntxor-u-a “digging up” and ntxor-u-a “getting 

dirty/dirting” should be strictly differentiated from each other since in Georgian the first 

word is corresponded by txar- and the other – by txvar-/txvr-. In Megrelian an initial n is 

a phonetic apposition that isn’t attested in Senakian sub-dialect.   

C.-Sind. *txwa- “getting dirty/dirtying” 

Ad. (Abdz.) txwa-n “getting dirty/dirtying” 

Likely, a verbal root of Common-Sindy origin is preserved only in Abdzakh dialect 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 254]. As it was expected a final r disappeared without a trace that 

should have been the occurrence of parent-language period. On other side Sindy-

Kartvelian opposition unproblematic – structural, phonetic and semantic similarity is 

evident.   

 

C.-Kartv. *txwas- “water moss” 

Sv. txwas//txwaš “water moss” 

Only Svan allomorphs are known. I suppose  that reflect a subsequent transformation 

of Common Kartvelian *txwas- archetype. For Svan an initial is hushing txwaš type that 

developed txwas allomorph via secondary hissing (š → s). 

C.-Sind. *txwsv- “field bindweed” 

Ad. (Shaps.) txjsv  “field bindweed” 

Further segmentation of the root is impossible though they discuss about *txws v → 

txjsv  transformation [Kavkhadze 2014 ; 50], that is credible. 

C.-Kartv. *txwas- : C.-Sind. *txws demonstrates logical correlation. Semantic 

opposition moss ~ field bindweed  is noteworthy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *txir- “grey” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) txir-ol-i “colorful/many-colored with white and black, white and 

brown and grey (colorful/many-colored)” 

The word is preserved only in Lechkhumian dialect but it has  parallels in kindred 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *txw- “ash; grey” 

Ad. txwa, Kab. txwa “gray (hair)”, cf. Circ. txw-n “turning grey-haired” 

Ub. txwa “ash” 

Ab. qwa,  Apkh. á-xwa “ash, grey” 

Like in Circassian languages, in Kartvelian tq → tx supperative processes of 

spirantization are supposed that is supported by Abaza as well as Avar data in which  
raq:ú ← *daq:ú is beyond doubt.  
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C.-Kartv. txow- “begging/asking” 

Geo. txov-a “begging/asking”, i-txov-s “asks/requests/begs”, ma-txov-ar-i “begger” 

Zan (Laz) txv-ap-a/txv-al-a “getting married”, txon-s/txun-s “begs/asking”, gama-b-i-txv-

ap-u-r “I’ll get married”, Megr. txu-ap-a/txual-a “begging/asking”, i-txu-ap-u-n “She  is 

getting married”, mu-na-txu-a “borrowed/gained from begging” 

Corresponding stem isn’t attested in Svan. Geo. txov- : Zan txu-/txv- demonstrates 

logical correlation; v → n in Laz present is noteworthy [Chikobava 1938 : 284; Fährich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 251]. 

C.-Sind. *xw- “begging/asking” 

Ad. xwa-, in the word  xw-psa- “envy”, Kab. xwa-, in the word  xwa-psa- “envy” 

 Ub. xwa-, s-xw-n “begging/asking” 

 Ab. ħwa-ra,  Apkh. á-ħwa-ra “begging/asking; (man) marrying” 

Occurrence of envy semanteme in Adyghean is noteworthy: envy = xwa- 

“begging/asking” + psa “soul”. In this regard semantic modification of Georgian sul-i 

“soul” and Zan šur-i in literary Georgian is similar; cf. sul-i : Zan šur- “soul” → Geo. šur-i 

“envy”. 

If Nakh correspondences are discussed along with these word-forms it’ll turn out that 

in Kartvelian an anluat t is historically a grammatical class marker which is lost in 

Common Sindy but in Nakh languages it is still an acting marker; cf. Ts. Tush. d-ex 

“begging/asking”.  

 
 

I 

 
C.-Kartv. *igr- “White Giorgi (George)” 

Geo. igr-i “master/lord/patron”, Old Geo. igr-iḳ-a “April”  
Zan erg-e “patron of weather and bad weather, deity of water”, Erg-e, Erg-eṭa (top.) 

Georgian igr- logically corresponded by Zan erg-e which is attested in mythology and 

toponymy.  Apkhazian a-ergi is zanizm like Ossetian irǯi (vast-irǯi). The latter entered 

from Zan in archaic period since it preserves an initial i voicing unchangeably.  

C.-Sind. *iger- “deity” 

Ad. (Shaps.) auš-iger,  Kab. auš-iger “Saint Giorgi (George)”   

The composite in Kabardian and Shapsug preserves the name of one of deities – Iger 

who like Colchian erge occupies a place of Saint George in Chritianity mixed with 

paganism.  

Iger-/igr- is also corresponded by Ing. arg, which is preserved arginarag →// arǯinarag 

toponym. From Dagestanian cf. Darg. harg-si “saint”, Lak. jarg-s:a “brilliant/bright”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *imaγa “raspberry; smilax/prickly ivy” 

Zan (Megr.) imγva//inγva “smilax/prickly ivy” 

Sv. inγa, inaγa (Lent.) “raspberry” 
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Final Sv. a : Zan va indicate that in Zan (resp. Megr.) o → va took place. Similar 

transformation parallel is observed in other opposition – Geo. biga “field mouse” : Megr. 

bigva ←  *bogo “common shrew”. 

C.-Sind. *maγ “thorn” 

Ub. maγ- in the word  maγ-γ-mʒ v ← * maγ-mγ-mʒv (redupl.) “species of thorny 

bush” 

Ab. mγ,  Apkh. á-mγ “thorn” 

There is a lack of Adyghean material though Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data fill this 

shortcoming. Voicing (double-syllabic nature) of Ubykh allomorph is especially 

noteworthy that coincides with Svan and is of archaic nature.  

Sindy stems data is rightly linked with Nakh-Dagestanian fitonyms: Chech. merγa-d, 

Ing. maγal-di “corn cockle”, Inkhoqv. muq “mint”, Rut. maγγul “nettle” [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 838].   

   

C.-Kartv. *in- “he/she/it” 

Zan (Megr.) in-a “he/she/it”, in-ep-i “they”, Laz en-t-ep-e “they” 

Only Zan preserves a pronoun in- of nazal structure. It is clear it implies its occurrence 

in parent-Kartvelian, as well.  

C.-Sind. *jn- “he/she/it” 

Ub. jn-a “he/she/it”, cf. w-an-a “id” 

It is easily possible that a diphthong j should be a pre-historian i reflex - i → j (via 

diphthongization). Occurrence of demonstrative pronoun with n- consonant an(a) “it” in 

Hattian is noteworthy that is likely close to Circassian-Kartvelian data; cf. also 

Dagestanian (Bezh.) hono “it”.   

 
C.-Kartv. *-in “times” 

Sv. -in “times”: sem-in “three times”, ešxw-in “once” 

Likely, -en (sum-en-eč-i = “twenty-three-times, i.e. sixty) that is attested in Zan is of 

same origin. Apparently, there is a vowel difference between -in : -en though trans-

formation i → e  in neighborhood of n- is natural in Zan.    

C.-Sind . *-n “times” 

Ab. z-n “once”, ωwa-n “twice”...,  Apkh. z-n “once”, ωw-n-ṭw “twice” 
There is a lack of Circassian correspondence. A -n suffix of Ubykh transformation can 

be also brought but it needs more argumentation.  

Correlation of C.-Kartv. *-in : C.-Sind. *-n archetypes is supported by phonemic as 

well as functional identity.  

Archib -an “times” suffix is also noteworthy, which basing on -l- creates the meaning 

of “times”; cf.  eba “four” – eba-l-an  “four-times”…  
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C.-Kartv. *i-rgwal- “around, surrounding” 

Geo. irgvl-iv “surrounding/around” 

Likely, i should be detached, cf. . i-gurd-iv, etc. 

Corresponding roots aren’t attested in other kartvelian languages and dialects though 

noteworthy Sindy-Dagestanian correspondences fill this shortcoming. 

C.-Sind. *argwa- “near/close” 

Ab. argwa-n “near/close”, Apkh. jgwa “near/close” 

Ab. ajgwa (← *argwa) “friend” word can be easily brought in this case (for semantics cf. 

Geo. axlo “near/close” → axlobeli “close relative”). In Dagestanian languages Georgian 

(Lak lagma “around”…) as well as Sindy (Did. igo, Khv. agol “near/close”…) the meanings 

are logical. Basque resembles Georgian; cf. Basq. ingurru “around”, Rus. вокруг. 

 

C.-Kartv. *irm- “diagonal/slant/slope” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) irm-ic-i “bent down/inclined”, Up. Imer. irm-ic-ul-i “diagonal/slant/ 

slope”, itm-ic-ul-ad “inclinely” 

A root irm- isn’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. It is observed only 

in western dialects that casts doubt on its Common Kartvelian nature. In the given 

languages for -c- affixation cf. Kiz. bγa-c-i // bγar-i “child”… 

C.-Sind. *arma- “left; uncouth” 

Ad. arm-w “lazy”, Kab. armu-w “uncouth, clumsy/awkward/coarse” 

Ub. arm “left”, arma-w “lazy” 

Ab. arma, Apkh. arma “left”  

A searching root is attested in all Apkhazian-Adyghean languages – moreover, it 

occurs in Karachay-Balkarian languages a borrowing word [Shagirov 1977, I : 64]; cf. 

arma-u-lu “clumsy/awkward/coarse”. 

If my segmentation of the Kartvelian word is correct then a semantic correlation 

Kartv. diagonal/slant/slope  ~  Sind. left  is easily explained.   

 
C.-Kartv. *is- “demonstrative pronoun” 

Geo. is//is-a “demonstrative pronoun” 

Zan iš- “it”, iš-o “thither/over there” 

An expected {iš} pronoun is lack in Svan, though distribution of -iš root in Megrelian 

and Laz is too limited.  

Pr.-Sind. *es v- “he/she/it” 

Hat. eš “he/she/it” 

Kartvelian-Hattian is-/eš- pronouns are logically corresponded by proto-Nakh *is 

“this/that”; cf. Ts.-Tush. is “this/that” – is-bi “they/these/those”. Dagestanian data seems to 

be similar; cf. Darg. (Tsud.-Tant.) iš “he/she/it”, Inkhoqv. iz-u “they”… 

In Apkhazian-Adyghean languages the corresponding roots and stems are lost but 

proto-Sindy picture is preserved in Hattian. 
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C.-Kartv. *išxwar- “stock (one of the species)” 

Geo. išxvar-i “black stock”, Rus. аист (Chubinashvili) 

 The word is isolated in Georgian but, likely, is of parent-language origin. It is 

supported by (not only) Sindy correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *wxš-a “hawk; peregrine falcon”  

Kab. wašx “badger”  

Apkh. á-xjšj  “hawk; peregrine falcon” 

There is great semantic difference among Sindy lexemes, though the same picture is 

attested in Dagestanian languages: cf. Hunz. bxs “hawk; peregrine falcon”, but Cham. 

mes:exu “pine marten”,; also: Darg. qaša “badger”, but Chamal  axaša “kite”…[Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 1051]. And still it is one of compound oppositions since there are more 

questions then answers.  

 
 

Ḳ 
 
C.-Kartv. *ḳ- “holding; grabbing/touching” 

Geo. ḳ-av-, da-ḳ-av-eb-a „holding” 

Zan (Megr.) do-ḳ-in-ap-a “holding”, Laz o-ḳ-n-u “grabbing/touching” 

Sv. ḳ-aw-/ḳ-w-, č-ot-ḳ-w “holding”, l-ḳ-w “held/occupied” mu-ḳ-w-en-i “holder” 

In the given examples it is possible to assume phonetic correspondence w : n as well as 

the affixal nature of  -av-/-in/-n segments. I support the second assumption [cf. Fährich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 260]. 

C.-Sind. *ḳ- “grabbing/touching” 

Apkh. a-ḳ-ra “grabbing/touching, holding” 

A single-morphemed root ḳ of parent-language origin is preserved only in Apkhazian. 

C.-Sind. ḳ  : C.-Kartv. ḳ  identic sound-correspondence is evident that is characteristic of 

the consonants of this type. 

Sindy-Kartvelian roots are identical from material and semantic aspect. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳaw- “holding up/occupying, catching/taking hold” 
Geo. ḳav-, da-ḳav-eb-a “holding up/occupying”, i-ḳav-eb-s “holds up/occupies”, še-a-

ḳav-a “Sb/Sth held back/deterrenced/fenced off” 
Sv. ḳaw-/ḳw-, l-ḳw “held up/occupied”, čot-ḳw “I held up/detained/restrained”, li-

ḳw-en-i “holding up/occupying, catching/taking hold” 
Megrelian ḳn-/ ḳin- “holding up/occupying” form can be also discussed, w : n  sound 

correlation can be obstacle; cf. Geo. vaḳe : Megr. naḳa (← *noḳa) “lowland/meadow”. 
Another meaning of  ḳav- root is also discussed [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 260]. 

C.-Sind. *ḳ- “holding up/occupying” 

Ab. ḳ-ra, Apkh. a-ḳ-ra “holding up/occupying”, cf. r-ḳ-ra/a-r-ḳ-ra “closing/shutting” 
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The word is preserved only in Apkhazian-Abaza but its extrernal language cor-

respondences  underline Common Sindy origin of  ḳ- verb. 
Lezg. ḳew-, ḳew-ir-un / ḳew-un  “closing/shutting” verb an also be brought in this 

case. Semantic correlation of Caucasian languages holding up/occupying ~ clo-

sing/shutting is logical, moreover then when in Kartvelian da-ḳav-eb-a form can occur 

under the meaning of covering. Apkhazian-Abaza data is also noteworthy in which   the 

causative forms of ḳ-  verb occur under the meaning of r-ḳ-ra/ a-r-ḳ-ra “closing/shutting”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳaw- “metal hook; long thin wooden pole/rod/timber; hook/hanger” 

Geo. ḳav-i “metal hook; long thin wooden pole/rod/timber”, “hook/hanger”, cf. ḳa-u-i 

← *ḳav-u-i “hook”, nems-ḳav-i “fish-hook” 

Sv. ḳw, ḳaw (Lashkh.) “metal hook; forked branch; hook; hanger” 

Laz ḳon-d-i “fish-catcher tool” that likely contains -d- suffix of al-d-i, švil-d-i, cul-d-i 

type, is close to Georgian needle-hook meaning. Moreover, Geo. v : Zan n (cf. da-ḳav-eb-

a : do-ḳon-ap-a/do-ḳin-ap-a) cannot hinder this. 

C.-Sind. *ḳw “sleeve, handle” 

Ad. , Shaps. ḳj, Kab. , Basl. ḳj “sleeve, handle” 

Ub. ḳw  “sleeve, handle”    
In this case Ubykh preserves an initial sonant in the form of labialization of a root 

consonant, that is repeated in Kartvelian languages, as well. 

Before scholars linked Dagestanian (Lak ḳuj “handle”…) as well as Nakh (Vain. ḳaj 

“handle”) allomorphs with Apkhaz-Adyghean allomorps what I agree with  [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 727-228].  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳaḳ- “grain” 

Geo. ḳaḳ-al-i “grain” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳiḳ-a “grain”, ḳiḳa-če “white grape variety with  narrow grains” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondences. Voicing of i in Megrelian instead of Georgian 

a should be explained. I suppose  that even in this case it is o →  → i phonetic process 

[Rogava 1962].  

C.-Sind. *ḳaḳ- “bead grain” 

Apkh. a- ḳaḳa-c  “bead grain” 

A suffix -c as a formant of entry category is evidently detached in Apkhazian. A root 

ḳaḳ- is of parent-language origin and logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *ḳaḳ- “grain” 

archetype [Machavariani 2015 : 26; 189]. 

Apkhazian bead grain allows me to compare the above-described roots and stems with 

Ts.-Tush. ḳiḳ “bead” word.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳaḳ-a “plant in flower; bud” 

Geo. ḳaḳ-, Rach. ḳaḳ-ia “camomile” (plant), Kartl. ḳaḳ-ia „lungwort” (plant), Im. ḳaḳ-ila 

„low flower with white flower”, Kakh., Kiziq. ḳaḳ-ra “fruit of mistletoe” 
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Zan (Megr.) ḳoḳo “bud” (A. Kobalia) 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. In spite of this, C.-Kartv. *ḳaḳ-a  archetype will 

be reconstructed on the basis of Georgian-Zan correspondences; cf. Geo. a : Zan o sound-

correspondences. ḳaḳ-a “flower” attested in Megrelian seems to be entered from literary 
Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *ḳaḳa- “flower” 

Apkh. ḳaḳa-, in the word  a-ḳaḳa-č “flower” 

A final -č in Apkhazian seems to be hushened variant of -c suffix.  A root ḳaḳa is 

parent-language origin that is supported by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian material; cf. 

Hin. gaga, Khv. gangi-, Did. gagali “flower”.  

gigil/gigin/gigim of Andi languages and Tabas. kk  “flower” cannot be enrolled in 

this list. They are of other etymology and are considered to be the logical 

correspondences of Kartvelian gwigwil- (Megr. gvigvil-i “bud”) [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 701-702].   
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳaḳal- “walnut” 

Geo. ḳaḳal-i “walnut” 

Sv. ḳaḳ-a, gaḳ-a (gen. ḳaḳš, gaḳš) “walnut” 

Megr.-Laz ḳaḳal-i is borrowed from Georgian, in Svan as it was expected w 

correspondence of l is lost [Klimov 1964 : 105].  

C.-Sind. *ḳaḳan “walnut; egg” 

Ad. ana, Shpas. ḳjḳja “egg” 

Ab. ḳaḳan,  Apkh. a-ḳaḳán “walnut” 
An initial picture of Sindy root is well preserved in Apkhazian-Abaza [Charaia 1912 : 

26]. Semantic correlation walnut ~ hazelnut is logical [Klimov 1969 : 292]. Meaning of 

egg is evident in all Iberian-Caucasian languages; cf. Av. ḳorḳnu “fruit of grapes”, but 

Andi ḳorḳon, Karat ḳarḳan, Botl. ḳarḳamu “egg”..., Krits ḳḳl, Tabas. ḳeḳel “small stone” 

etc. [more detail see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 730-731]. Of the Nakh languages Ts.-

Tush ḳiḳel “fruit” is noteworthy.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳal- “killing/murdering” 

Geo. ḳal-/ḳl-, mo-v-ḳal “I killed”, ḳl-av-s “Sb kills” 

Sv. aw “lethal/deadly disease”, cf. Lakh. al “id” 

It is odd that Lakhamul in which l → w labialization phonetic process is most intensive 

preserved archaic l. It is clear that Georgian eo word denoting “bee disease” implies a 

Svan source – with Sv. w → Geo. o characteristic adaptation; cf. Sv. zesxw “lime (tree)”→ 

Geo. zesxo,  Sv. čew → Geo. čeo “stretcher”...  

C.-Sind.  *ḳw- “killing/murdering” 

Ad. (Shaps.) w-ḳj-n, Abdz. w--n, Chemg, Bzhed. w-j-n, Kab. w--n, Basl.  
w-ḳj-n “killing/murdering” 
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Ub.  ḳw- “killing/murdering” 

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences. As regard Ub. ḳw- verb just it 

preserves ancient form that coincides with a parent-language picture. Auslaut 

correspondence C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. w (← Pr.-Sind. l) that is analogous to that of  Svan l 

→ w labialization is noteworthy, as well.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ḳal- “lock; key” 

Geo. ḳl-, ḳliṭ-e “key/lock” 

Zan (Laz) ḳol-a//ḳil-a, (Megr.) ḳl-a//ḳil-a “key” 

Sv. ḳil-, li-ḳl-i “locking”, a-ḳil  “Sb locked” 
It is rightly rejected the view on borrowing of these stems from other languages. 

Though in H. Fährich’s reconstruction it is attested the voicing of i with what I don’t 

agree due to Laz o which is a correspondence of C.-Kartv. a. Svan i reflects just this a – a 

→  → i in Svan is supported by many examples [cf. Fährich 2007 : 245].    

C.-Sind. *lḳw- „door bolt/bar” 

Apkh. a-lḳw  “door bolt/bar”  

A nominal root is isolated in Apkhazian but it has logical correspondences in 

Kartvelian languages which means that Apkhazian entry is of Common Sindy origin.  

Additionally, *lḳw- is of inversive structure that is secondary, cf. C.-Kartv. *ḳal- :            

C.-Sind. *lḳw-, but: Av. ḳul//ḳol, Lak ḳula “key”... 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳal- “carded wool/flock of wool, bunch of sth; tying ring” 

Geo. (Aj.) ḳal-i “wooden ring for tying (cattle)” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳl-i//ḳil-i “bunch of sth., wrapping up” 

Sv. ḳl, ḳal  (LB.) “carded wool/flock of wool” 
Armenian ḳol-ol “carded wool/flock of wool” that then became a source for Georgian 

ḳul-ul- seems to be zanism. Armenian was borrowed then when o →  // i didn’t function 

in Zan – it is old borrowing.  

C.-Sind.*ḳl-a “sheaf (of corn, etc.)” 

Apkh. a-ḳla “sheaf (of corn, etc.)” 

Of the Sindy languages only the Apkhazian form arises the issue on borrowing of a-

ḳla “sheaf (of corn, etc.)” word from Megrelian. I exclude such possibility since the 

corresponding roots are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Av. gul, And. kwol, 

Kar. kole, God. koli “sheaf (of corn, etc.)” [for more see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 690]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳal-e “a kind of furrow/ditch” 

Geo. (Kiziq.) ḳalo “a kind of furrow/ditch in order to let melted snow and water in the 

plant roots” 

Reconstruction of parent-language archetype is possible on the Kiziq dialect sample 

that is supported by parallels from (not only) Sindy languages; e → o took place in 

Georgian.  
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C.-Sind. *ḳwar-a “narrow gorge (dry or with river)/stream and its banks” 

Ab. ḳwara, Apkh. a-ḳwara  “narrow gorge (dry or with river)/stream and its banks” 

Georgian-Apkhzian-Abaza comparison clearly demonstrates C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. r 

sound-correspondence in which initial picture is preserved in Kartvelian, i.e. l → r of 

parent-language Sindy took place.  

By the way, Dargwa parallel ḳaw “hole, lake” can be enrolled in this list only due to 

averaging  of l, i.e. transformations  on one side, l → r and l → w on the other side makes 

it required to suppose l as archiphoneme in Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳamas- “thick thread” 

Old Geo. ḳamas-i “Thick thread”, Geo. ḳems-i “big sack-sewing needle”, ḳems-v-a 

“crosswise stitching up of  thread”, Imer. ḳems-a-ḳems-a “in pieces” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳumuš-i “a kind of rope” 

According to comparative phonetics of Kartvelian languages ḳamas-/ḳumuš- 

correlation is logical since Geo. s : Zan š and Geo. a  : Zan u are regularly attested  in a 

certain position (at labials) [Gudava 1960].   

C.-Sind. *ḳwamasv- “silk-brocade, thick brocade” 

Apkh. a-kwamáš “silk-brocade, thick brocade” 

C.-Kartv. ḳ : Apkh. k correlation won’t be unusual occurrence but since besides 

Kartvelian preservation of ḳ via glottalization is attested in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages (Ing. ḳuws “carpet”), but cf. Dag., Tabas. kmes “rug/door mat”. Though we 

think that Common Sindy archetype was represented in a strident type.  

Semantic opposition C.-Kartv. thick thread ~ C.-Sind. silk-brocade/thick brocade is 

logical correlation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳam-e “end part of a tail” 

Zan (Megr.)  ḳem-a “end of fat tail”,  ḳema-svasva “soft part of sheep’s fat-tail” 
The stem of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Megrelian. Likely, 

Megrelian e reflects Georgian a, cf. ʒarγv-i : ǯerγv-i ← *ǯorγv-i and ḳem-a ← *ḳom-a. 

Final -a in Megrelian is suffixal and corresponds with Common Kartvelian -e – C.-Kartv. 

*ḳam-e → Zan *ḳom-a → Megr. *ḳem-a. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwa “tail” 

Ad. ja, Shaps. ḳj, Kab. , Basl. ḳj “tail” 
In Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza languages a root is lost.  

Comparison with Kartvelian  outlines  that C.-Circ. *ḳj “tail” should be a simplified 

form of initial *ḳwa proto-form – *ḳwa ← *ḳma. Dagestanian material clearly supports this; 

cf.: Darg. (Urakh) ḳimi, Kubach ḳume, Chirg. ime ← *ḳime “tail”, also Andi languages  

ḳamu//ḳama “horn”… 
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C.-Kartv. *ḳan- “skin” 

Geo. ḳan-i  “skin” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳun-i “skin”, čxoro-ḳun-i “Tsrakana (lit. nine-skinned) (vine variety)” 

Sv. ḳan-/ḳn- “skin” 

Kartvelian allomorphs demonstrate logical correlation. Only o → u transformation 

mechanism needs to be explained in Megrelian when not one labial consonant is attested 

in the stem.  
C.-Sind. *ḳan- “freckles” 

Ad. ḳan-, in the word ḳan- “wart”  

Apkh. a-ḳan “freckles”, a-ḳan--ra “wart”   

Circassian ḳan- stem doesn’t occur isolated that is opposed by Apkhazian factor in 

which word meaning is evidently presented. 

In C.-Kartv. ḳan- “skin” : C.-Sind. ḳan- “freckles” correspondence an initial semantics 

is presented in Kartvelian since a corresponding root of Dagestanian languages supports 

the meaning of skin; cf. Akhv. eni “skin”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳaṗ- “arrow” 

Geo. ḳaṗ-, ḳaṗ-ar-i “sheath for arrow” (Saba), na-ḳaṗ-ar-i “sheath for arrow” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ḳoṗ-ul-i → // ḳomṗ-ul-i “arrow” 

Sv. ḳṗ “arrow” 
In Megrelian -ul is superfluous. It is difficult to speak about its function convincingly 

[Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 262]. 

C.-Sind. *ḳaṗ- “scales, weighing” 

Apkh. a-ḳaṗ-an “scales”, a-ḳaṗ-an-ra “weighing” 

Final -an is prop. Apkhazian occurrence that is attested in other elsewhere, as well; cf. 

Apkh. a-aṗ-án “navel”. 
Logical Nakh correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ḳaṗ- “arrow” : C.-Sind. *ḳaṗ- “scales, 

weighing” should be preserved in Ts.-Tush. ḳaṗ “metal hook” word, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳar-a “hearth; home/family” 

Old Geo. ḳer-aḳ-i “hearth; fireplace”, New Geo. ḳer-a//ḳer-ia, ḳer-a “for putting a 

burning log/firebrand” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) ḳir-a//nḳir-a “hearth” 

Sv. ḳr-l//ḳar-r//ḳr-al “hearth; slate stone” 

A noun ḳer-ie “hearth” that occurs in Megrelian dialect of Zan language likely entered 

from western dialects [Chikobava 1938 : 165; Chukhua 2000-2003  : 118-119]. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwa “family, hearth” 

Ub. ḳwa//nḳwa “family, hearth”, Rus. очаг, камин 

Development of n in initial position of the word took place in Ubykh as well as Laz. 

Secondary process r → w in parent Sindy is noteworthy.  
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Logical correspondences of C.-Kartv. *ḳar-a / C.-Sind. *ḳwa archetypes are also attested 

in Nakh languages; cf. Chech. ḳora, Ing. ḳor//ḳor, Ts.-Tush. ḳor “charcoal” [Chukhua 

2008 : 371-372].   

The root should be characterized of Dagestanian group, as well that is supported by 

Lak word ḳwara “oven/stove”; cf. also Darg. ḳvara “food storage utensils”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳard- “sauce-pan/metal pot” 

Geo. ḳard-ala “small sauce-pan/metal pot” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) {ḳord-il-}, O-ḳord-il-a (microtop.), Megr. ḳard-ila ← *ḳord-ila “big sauce-

pan/metal pot” 

It is difficult to say what o → a phonetic process was caused by in Megrelian the reality 

of what is confirmed by Laz microtoponym. 

C.-Sind. *ḳad- “cask/wooden barel” 

Kab. ḳad “ask/wooden barel” 

Of the Sindy languages only Kabardian manifests logical reflex of C.-Sind. *ḳad-  
archetype. 

Reconstructed forms C.-Kartv. *ḳard- : C.-Sind. *ḳad- should have corresponded by 

Dagestanian languages, as well. I deem Arch. ḳad-i, Krits. ḳd-r “sauce-pan/metal pot” 

allomorphs to be such ones. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳart- “trembling/quivering; frightening/getting afraid” 

Old Geo. ḳrt-om-aj “trembling/quivering”, gan-h-ḳert “You frightened/got afraid”, 

New Geo. ḳrt-eb-a “trembls/quivers”, m-ḳrt-al-i “pale”, ḳrt-om-a “rembling/quivering” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳut-u-a “to be unable to breathe”, m-a-ḳut-u(-n) “I amn’t able to breath”, 

ḳut-ap-i “anxiety/worry”, Laz e-mḳut-in-u “to frighten, startling”, e-mḳut-u “Sb/Sth 

frightened, startled”. 

Phonemic correlation C.-Kartv. a → Zan u should be easily explained if the archaic 

nature of m bilabial in  Laz is  supposed. Such qualification of Laz m sonor isn’t correct 

since it was considered to be a phonetic apposition [Chikobava 1938 : 299]; ḳut-v-a 

“moaning/groaning” that occurs in Gurian dialect entered from Zan [Fänrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 270].  

C.-Sind.*ḳt- “shame” 

Ad. (Shaps.) w-ḳjt, Chemg, Bzhed. w-jt, Abdz. w-t, Kab. w-t-, Basl. w-ḳjt 

“shame” 

In Circassian languages and dialects -ḳjt/-jt/-t allomorphs are attested at the 

models with w- verbal prefix. It is difficult to say what caused the palatalization of ḳ in 

Common Circassian (ḳ → ḳj). Perhaps, an initial  vowel, i.e. *ḳt- → *ḳjt-. The issue 

needs additional investigation. 

Comparative analysis of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes outlined noteworthy semantic 

correlation frightening/getting afraid ~ shame that is logical. The similar picture is 
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attested in Kartvelian material; cf. Laz-Megr. škur-in-i “frightening/getting afraid, 

fear/fright” ~  Sv. šgur / šḳwir “shame”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳart- “steep slope/rise; hilly place” 
Zan (Megr.) ḳont-i “steep slope/rise” 

Megrelian form seems to be secondary one. Its archaic type is preserved in Imerian 

dialect ḳort-i “steep slope/rise; hilly place” word; rt → nt, as well as  rṭ → nṭ, r → n... is 
characteristic process in Megrelian; cf. rṭina → nṭina “escaping”. 

I cannot exclude the kinship of Megrelian word with Svan ḳltx-i//ḳltx-i//ḳltx-i 
(Lent.) “high/tall” allomorphs and thus, *ḳart- archetype will be reconstructed since x is 

phonetic apposition in Svan.  

Pr.-Sind.*ḳant- “rock” 

Hat. kant-i  “rock” 

Segmentation of the word is known. At the same time Hattian form is linked with 

Kartvelian ḳlde/ḳirda “rock” nouns [Kochlamazashvili 2016 : 61] that is noteworthy. But I 

suppose  that closeness with Common Kartvelian *ḳart- archetype is more argumented 

(motivated). 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. 

Of other Iberian-Caucasian languages the Dagestanian data is noteworthy; cf. Bezh. 
t-jo, Hin. ut “mountain, hill”.   

 

C.-Kartv.*ḳarḳ-aṭ- “solid/hard, unbreakable” 
Geo. ḳerḳeṭ-i  “solid/hard, unbreakable” 

Dialectal ḳirḳiṭ-i/ḳirḳiṭ-a „solid/hard, unbreakable” can preserve Zan correspondence. 

My reconstruction is based just on this supposition. 

C.-Sind. *ḳjaḳja  “firm; solid/hard” 
Apkh. a-ḳjaḳja “firm; solid/hard” 

Final -ṭ can be suffix in Kartvelian that is supported by Apkh. a-ḳjaḳja “firm; 

solid/hard” nominal. Though stem final sound losing isn’t excluded in Apkhazian since in 

the archaic name of Circassians  ḳerḳeṭ-i  likely preserves just archaic type. It should also 

be considered that even in Tind. ḳaḳaṭ-u-b “firm; solid/hard” allomorph -ṭ occurs as a 

suffix. Correspon-dences aren’t observed in Nakh languages. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳasr-o “crown (of head) /(mountain) summit” 

Geo. ḳosr-o “upper part of human’s head, crown (of head )” 

The word is isolated in Georgian. Likely, a → o is the result of regressive assimilation 

in historical Georgian. Archaic nature of root a vowel is supported by Nakh 

correspondence, as well; cf. Nakh. saḳer/ḳaser/ḳesar “neck”. The latter is also a lender 

source of Georgian ḳiser- noun. 
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Pr.-Sind. *ḳas v- “head” 

Hat. kaš “head” 

Corresponding roots and stems are lost in Apkhazian-Adyghean though the word of 

Proto-Sindy origin is attested in Hattian. 

The stem of inversive structure (saḳer) is also attested in Andalal dialect of Avar – š:en-

ḳel “temple”, but cf. Hin. ḳes “throat”. 

Hattian-Georgian isoglosses demonstrate more closeness. Though the issue needs 

further investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳap-e “sheep’s fat tail”  

Zan (Megr.) ḳepa “sheep’s fat tail”  

Megrelian ḳepa form is considered to be a logical reflex of Common Kartvelian *ḳap-e 

archetype. For similar transformation cf. C.-Kartv. *baden-, Geo. baden-i : Zan (Megr.) 

bedan-i “a part of Caucasian coat”… 

C.-Sind. *ḳjap- “sheep’s fat tail, human’s behind”  

Ad. ḳap//ap, Kab. ap//ap “sheep’s fat tail” 

Ab. ḳjapa “sheep’s fat tail”, Apkh. a-ḳjapa “sheep’s fat tail, human’s behind”  

There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence. Moreover, some scholars consider 

Apkhazian-Abaza forms to be borrowed from Adyghean {Abdokov 1973 : 10; Klimov 

1968 : 293]. In professional literature Megrelian ḳepa “sheep’s fat tail” is considered to be 

borrowed from Apkhazian-Adughean [Bukia 2016 : 12]. For me the root is of Common 

Sindy data that is corresponded by C.-Kartv.  *ḳap-e  archetype.   

The issue needs further investigation since Nakh and Dagestanian isoglosses cannot be 

brought.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳac- “olding (up, in two)” 

Geo. ḳec-v-a “folding (up, in two)”, na-ḳec-i “folded” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳč-u-a//ḳič-u-a “folding (up, in two)” 

Correlation that is observed in vowels Geo. e : Zan /i  supposes a as an initial phoneme 

since in CVC roots and stems historical transformation a → e often takes place in 

Georgian, while in Zan dialects o → /i process is attested. Thus reconstruction of C.-

Kartv. *ḳec- type is unreasonable for me [cf. Klimov 1964 : 108; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 271]. 

C.-Sind. *ḳč- “wrinkling; face line/wrinkle” 

Apkh. a-ḳčj-ra “wrinkling”, a-ḳčj-  “wrinkled” 

The word is preserved only in Apkhazian. Due to scanty material it is difficult to speak 

about the palatalization causes of final sibilant – č → čj (?). 

From other aspect the unity of Apkhazian-Kartvelian roots is unproblematic. 
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C.-Kartv. *ḳed-a “stick; cudgel/flail/wooden lever” 

Geo. (dial.) ḳeda “thick cudgel for closing a door”, Mokh. ḳeda-j “long wooden stick” 

The old form of ḳeṭ-i that is spread today should be ḳed- (//ḳed-a) that is preserved in 

Georgian mountain dialects. Old Georgian ḳed- is attested as a borrowing in Tsova-

Tushian; cf. Ts.-Tush ḳed- “cudgel/flail/wooden lever”, Rus. дубинка. 

C.-Sind. *ḳd-a “small stick” 

Ub. ḳjarda “small stick for hitting a ball” 

The word of parent-language origin is preserved only in Ubykh. As professionals note in 

Ubykh word r vibrant should have developed phonetically later [Kvakhadze 2014 : 163].  

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ḳed-a : C.-Sind. *ḳd-a  archetypes should be 

observed in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Karat ḳaŋṭa “cudgel/flail/wooden lever”. 

Likely, this latter should be  linked with Dido ḳiṭi “stick; cudgel/flail/wooden lever” word. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳet- “kind” 

Geo. ḳet-il-i “ind”, u-ḳet-ur-i “evil-intentioned/malicious/ wicked” 

In other Kartvelian subsystems the corresponding ḳat-/ḳet- roots aren’t attested with 

the same meaning. It is ungrounded to link  Georgian  ḳet- (ḳet-il-i “kind”) root with ḳet-

eb-a “doing” verb  [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 267]; ḳet- is isolated word in Georgian 

and is of other origin, perhaps, Megrelian ḳant-i “light” corresponds with it (?).  

C.-Sind. *ḳt- “happy” 

Apkh. -ḳjat-, in the word  a-r-ḳjat-ra “becoming/turning happy” 

K. Lomtatidze discussed the unity of Georgian-Apkhazian roots but the scholar 

supposed the borrowing of Apkhazian form from Georgian [Lomtatidze 1999 : 25]. It is 

unnecessary to speak about the borrowing direction especially then when corresponding 

words are attested in kindred Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Bezh. ḳeṭ-o, Hunz. ḳoṭ-u 

“pretty/beautiful”. 

kind ~ happy ~ pretty seems to be the semantemes with common semantics.  
 

C.-Kartv.*ḳeḳw- “hammer; dogwood round-headed cudgel/shepherd’s crock”; 

“hammering in/nailing” 

Geo. ḳeḳv-el-a “thick-headed crock to crumble maize” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳveḳv-a “hammer”, ḳvaḳ-u-a “hammering in/nailing” 
It is clear that Georgian ḳeḳv- should result ḳaḳv- in Megrelian but due to one sound-

spelling rule ḳaḳv- resulted ḳvaḳv- via assimilation in Megrelian and nominal root it 

developed as ḳveḳv-. Similar processes are natural in Megrelian; cf. berg-i “hoe”, but barg-

u-a “hoeing”, ṭeb-i “skin”, but ṭab-ar-u-a “skinning”. Imerian ḳeḳ-el-a “mill hopper 

shoe” should be discussed along with them.  

C.-Sind. *ḳḳw- “anvil” 

Ub. ḳjnḳj “anvil”  
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Apkh. a-ḳwrḳ-ou “hammer” 

A given Ubykh form shows that the palatalization of anlaut guttural consonant was 

caused by following narrow  vowel and in word’s auslaut a characteristic specific 

phonetic process of delabialization took place ḳw → ḳj - C.-Sind. *ḳḳw- → Ub. ḳjnḳj. At 

the same, an inlaut n is prop. Ubykh innovation like r vibrant in Apkhazian.    

C.-Kartv.  *ḳeḳw- : C.-Sind. *ḳḳw- is logical phonetic and structural correspondence 

that has common natural semantic correlation – hummer ~ hammering in ~ anvil. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳen- “motion” 

Zan (Laz) ḳan-, o-ḳan-u  “motion, swinging” 

If basing on phonetic correlations that are revealed among Kartvelian languages thus 

Laz a indicates to the existence of parent-language e. Due to this *ḳen- form is 

reconstructed as archetype one.  

C.-Sind. *ḳw-n “walking” 

Ad. ḳw-n, Kab. ḳw-n “walking” 

Ub. ḳja-, s-ḳja-n “walking” 

Just the delabialization of a root consonant became a ground for palatalization process 

in Ubykh – ḳw → ḳj, that is regular. Unity of Ubykh and Adyghean words is well known 

[Dumézil 1932 : 98].   
An analytical material demonstrates once more those rare cases when Kartvelian 

simple consonants are corresponded by labialized types of Sindy languages – ḳ : ḳw. 

Comparing with Kartvelian data it is evident that a final n sonor is lost in parent Sindy. 

Corresponding n of Common Kartvelian is observed in Dagestanian materias; cf. Tsakh 

ha-ḳan “walking”. 

The place of Svan ḳwar-/ḳwr- “endless walking around/aimless trekking, wandering/ 

roaming” isn’t observed in the described context – it is another root.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳenʒ-a “anchor” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳanǯo “anchor”, cf. ḳanǯ-u-a “to grow a tree for a boat” (A. Kobalia) 

A nominal stem is preserved only in Megrelian. I suppose that ḳanǯ-u-a verb should be 

denominative one. Reconstruction of *ḳenʒ-a archetype for Common Kartvelian parent-

language is argumented; cf. sound correspondence Geo. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e; Geo. ʒ : 

Zan  ǯ, C.-Kartv. ʒ; Geo. a : Zan o, C.-Kartv. *a.  

C.-Sind. *ḳnʒ v-a “boat” 

Ab. (Tap.) ḳjanǯa “boat”, Apkh. a-ḳjanǯja “big boat” 

Palatal nature of initial consonant likely is a trace of existence of parent-language   

short vowel  in Tapan. From semantic standpoint correlation anchor ~ boat is logical.  

The word is lost in other Circassian languages and dialects.  

The issue of linking it with Avar (dial.) γana “anchor” form should be also no-

teworthy. 

C.-Kartv. *ḳen- “wickerwork cane; branch of family; branch” 
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Geo. (Okr.) ḳen-al-i “branch of family; small branch; wickerwork cane”, ḳin-al-i “id” 

Zan (Laz) ḳam-i “whip” 

I suppose  that meaning of Laz whip is developed from the meaning of wickerwork 

cane. At the same time the possibility of borrowing from Turkish in Laz dialect isn’t 

excluded. In similar position n → m is easily explained; cf. Laz dimḳu ← dinḳu : Geo. 

ǯinwel-i, Laz  imḳa ← inḳa... 

C.-Sind. *ḳv-a “plant’s shoot/sprout” 

Kab. jaṣv “plant’s shoot/sprout” 

An archetype *ḳjava is reconstructed on Kabardian data  basis [Kvakhadze 2014 : 75],  

that is logical since ḳj → j and v → ṣv phonetic process is widely spread in Kabardian. 

In other context J. Braun discussed the correspondences of Georgian ḳinal- stem in 

Basque; cf. Basq. gindar [Braun 1998 : 34].  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳes-an- “plant (forget-me-not)” 

Geo. ḳes-an-e “herbaceous plant”“, Psh. ḳesan-e “dim. “darling”; flower”  

Zan (Megr.) ḳašin-a “fabulous woman; demon in form of beautiful woman” 

Pshavian word’s affectionate/caressing meaning gives possibility to bring Megrelian ḳa-
šin-a, as well. Kartvelian sound correspondence – e : a, s : š, a : i (← o), e : a – would have 

been well represented in these stems. Georgian ḳes-o “woman’s name” is noteworthy in 

this context, as well.  

C.-Sind. *ḳs vw- “corn cockle” 

Ad. (Chemg.) jasvw- “corn cockle” 

Semantic opposition forget-me-not ~ corn cockle is supported by ḳsvw-/ḳes-an-  

structural identity; w sonant in Common Sindy should be a Circassian innovation –              

C.-Kartv. s : C.-Sind. s vw. 

Nakh and Dagestanian isoglosses of the roots and stems haven’t been revealed so far.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳep- “cannabis/hemp” 

Geo. ḳep-i “leaf (two pages) of parchment/book” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) ḳep-i//ḳerp-i//ep(r)-i (Atin) “cannabis/hemp”, Megr. ḳp-//ḳip-i „cannabis/ 

hemp”, top. Na-ḳip-u, ḳip-iš osare “shirt made of cannabis/hemp” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Laz vocalism is similar to of Georgian that 

arises certain questions (Is it borrowed?). Megrelian repeats the vowel correlation of Geo. 

ḳec-i : Zan  ḳic-i “earthenware maize bread-baking dish” type. 

C.-Sind. *ḳp- “cannabis/hemp” 

Ad. jp, Shaps., Bzhed. ḳjp  
Ubykh čṗ “cannabis/hemp” stem is also discussed [Kvakhadze 2014 : 66]. Such 

approach isn’t argumented since kj → č, and ḳj →  isn’t characteristic phonetic process of 

only Ubykh (see also kiṗ). 

Georgian ḳanap-i is another root and cannot be discussed in this case.  
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C.-Kartv. *ḳeps- “patch (for sewing)”  

Geo. (Rach.) ḳeps-i//ḳips-i “patch (for sewing)”  

Rachian ḳeps-i//ḳips-i “patch (for sewing)” that is considered to be borrowed from 

Ossetian by V. Abaev [Abaev 1958, I : 632] likely  reflects logical reflexation of Common 

Kartvelian *ḳeps- archetype in Georgian. Though corresponding Zan-Svan material 

cannot be revealed.   

C.-Sind. *ḳpš- “rope; whip” 

Ad. pšj, Kab. ṣvops v “whip” 

Meaning of whip in Adyghean languages seems secondary one. Initial (archaic) 

semantema should be rope;  → o in Kabardian took place due to assimilation with a 

following p-; psv → pš can be supposed for parent-Sindy picture. 

C.-Sind. *ḳpš-: C.-Kartv. *ḳeps- is considered to be logical structural and semantic 

correspondence. The assertion of common origin of roots is based on solid ground due to 

regular correspondences of three consonants.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳex- “sparrow” 

Zan (Laz) ḳax-i “sparrow” 

Speaking on the ground of vocalism, Zan a supposes e sounding for Common 

Kartvelian. In the professional literature it is expressed a standpoint on kinship of Laz 

ḳax- root with Ingiloan ḳex-v-a-i “pecking” verb [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 272], that 

is ungrounded. 
C.-Sind. *ḳwx- “little bustard” 

Kab. ḳwpx  “little bustard” [Otis tetrax] 

It should be assumed assimilation influence of initial labialized consonant on following 

(final) x consonant that resulted px complex - *ḳwx → ḳwpx. 

Semantic correlation sparrow ~ little bustard  is logical.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳex- “high (place)” 

Geo. ḳex-i “high part of  human’s nose back” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳax-u “high, naked slope places” 

Sv. ḳex, ḳeh (Ushg.) “bridge of the nose” 

In auslaut of the stem Geo. ḳex-i : Zan ḳax-u repeats well-known opposition: neḳ-i / 

naḳ-u “id” (G. Klimov). From other aspect common origin of the stems is evident. Sema of 

high place is familiar for three kartvelian linguistic entries.  

C.-Sind. *ḳjħ-a “long” 

Ad. (Shaps.) ḳjħ, Chemg. jħ, Kab. ħ, Basl. ḳjħ “long” 

The standpoint expressed in professional literature should be shared according to what 

the stem with reconstructed structure is natural for Apkhazian-Abaza and Circassian 

languages and thus the given archetype cannot be segmented [Kvakhadze 2014 : 199].  

Semantic correlation high ~ long  is easily explained.   
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C.-Kartv. *ḳwal- “trace” 

Old Geo. ḳwal-i, New Geo. ḳval-i “trace”, ḳval-da-ḳval “following closely/on sb’s steps” 

Zan ḳul-, Megr. u-ḳul-i//i-ḳul-e “afterward”, u-ḳul-ian-i “next, follower in sb’s 

footsteps”, Laz  o-ḳul-e  “then/afterward”  

Corresponding root hasn’t been revealed in Svan so far. Formally ḳval-/ḳul- is logical and 

regular and its meaning was developed from Laz meaning of following closely/on sb’s steps; 

ḳul-e/kul-e allomorphs are also observed in Laz [Chikobava 1942 : 24].  

C.-Sind. *ḳwar- “valley; bounded place” 

Ab. ḳwar “valley; bounded place” 

Parent-language reflexation is preserved only in Abaza. Auslaut correspondence             

C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind r is noteworthy, i.e. in this case l → r preceded Common Sindy  l → w 

→ // Ø phonetic transformation. 

Logical structural-semantic correspondence of  C.-Sind. *ḳwar- : C.-Kartv. *ḳwal- 

archetypes is attested in Dagestanian, as well; cf. Khin. ḳwar  “road/way”. This latter is 

similar to of Sindy – l → r. Tabas ḳwar-ar (pl.) “border” can be brought, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳwar- “endliess walking around/aimless trekking, wandering /roaming” 

Sv. ḳwr- (UB.), ḳwar- (LB., Lent.), ḳwr- (Lashkh.) “endliess walking around/aimless 

trekking, wandering/roaming”, i-ḳwr-il, i-ḳwar-el, i-ḳwr-il “Sb/Smh walks around end-

less/trekks aimless, wanders/roams”, cf. i-ḳwr-i (UB.), i-ḳwr-i (Lashkh.) i-ḳwar-i (LB., 

Lent.) “drags oneself off/along” 

The correspondences haven’t been revealed in Georgian and Zan. Despite this Svan 

allomorphs is considered to be the reflexes of C.-Kartv. *ḳwar- verb that is supported by 

Sindy isoglosses. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwar- “fast walking” 

Ab. ḳwar-ra,  Apkh. a-ḳwar-ra “fast walking” 

Possible link of Apkh.-Abaza ḳwar- verb (due to borrowing) with Circassian ḳwr- 

“palfrey/ambler” word [Shagirov 1977, I : 216-217] should be excluded (see, C.-Kartv. *ḳur- 

“thoroughbred horse/steed, fast horse” ).  

Svan-Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses are semantically, structurally and phonetically 

identical that is explained by common origin of these roots and stems.  

Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far.  

  
C.-Kartv. *ḳwart-e “clothing/attire, shirt/underpants” 

Old Geo. ḳwart-i, New Geo. ḳvart-i “clothing/attire, shirt” 

Zan  ḳurta “underpants” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. Georgian ḳvart-  should be elided stem. 

Here e correspondence of Zan a final vowel is lost. From other aspect ḳwart-/ ḳurt- is logical 

correlation [Chikobava 1938 : 178].  

C.-Sind. *ḳat-a “net” 
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Ab. ḳata, Apkh. á-ḳata, Bzip á-ḳat “net” 

Due to the absence of Circassian roots it is difficult to discuss whether labialized ḳ root 

consonant existed or not in Common Sindy. 

From other side C.-Kartv. *ḳwart-e : C.-Sind. *ḳat-a is normal correlation. Semantic 

correlation clothing/attire ~ net  is logical. 

Lezg. ḳurt “shirt” is close to Kartvelian. It has many Dagestanian correspondences. 

Comparative study of Indo-European data is noteworthy, as well [see Abaev 1958, I : 609].   

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwac- “rise/ascent/slope” 

Sv. ḳač  “rise/ascent/slope” 

Considering the data of Apkh.-Abaza roots and stems in Kartvelian the labialization of 

anlaut consonant should have occurred , i.e. Sv. ḳač ← *ḳwač. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwacw- “peak/top/summit; bulging/convexed/embossed place” 

Ab. ḳwácw “Sth embossed/raised up”, Apkh. (Bzip) a-ḳwácv “Sth embossed/raised up”, a- 
ḳwácvvw-ra  “peak, top, summit; embossed/raised up part of sth” 

Labialization of root consonants (of both consonants) is likely due to assimilation. 

Dagestanian correspondences (in the case of absence of Circassian allomorphs) should 

serve as a control means; cf. Hunz. ḳoc//ḳos “top”, though Bezh. ḳoco “top” will support 

Apkhaz.-Abaza data. 

The issue should be further investigated.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwa- “(a kind of) pot” 

Geo. (Up.-Im.) ḳva-ia “small pot” 

Zan (Laz) ḳu-u “clay pot” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence, though the allomorphs of ḳwa//ḳw type 

were expected. In Laz and Upper Imerian -u and -ia are independent affixes and core 

material ḳva- : ḳu- logically corresponds with each other that is supported by evident 

semantic identity.  

C.-Sind. *ḳwa- “(a kind of) basket” 

Ad. (Chemg.) ḳwa  “a kind of basket” 

Parent-language origin of Chemgui ḳw root is undoubtedly since its  correspondence 

is attested  in parent Kartvelian. It is noteworthy that isoglosses of C.-Sind. *ḳwa- “basket” 

~ C.-Kartv. *ḳwa- “pot” archetypes are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. 

Arch. ḳo-o “plate”, Karat ḳor-o “bowl”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwed- “dying; losing” 

Old Geo. ḳwed-, mo-ḳwed “Die!”, si-ḳud-il-i “death”, mo-ḳwd-in-eb-a “killing”, m-ḳwd-

ar-i “dead” 

Sv. ḳwd-/ḳwad- “losing, loss” 
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Before Georgian ḳwed- verb was opposed with Svan ḳwd- “taking away (due to the 

death) stem (H. Fähnrich, B. Gigineishvili), that hasn’t been proved in Svan. 

Expected ḳud-/ḳud-in- allomorphs aren’t attested in Zan dialects. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwd- “dying, losing” 

Ad. ḳwad-n “dying, losing” 

Of the Sindy languages the word is attested only in Adyghean. Just it preserved parent-

language reflexation fully. 

In the professional literature Adyghean ḳwa-d-n is considered to be derived from ḳwa- 

“walking” verb which then was borrowed by Svan [Rogava 1987 : 24; Bukia 2016 : 12]. 

Such approach is groundless. On the contrary, C.-Kartv. *ḳwed- : C.-Sind. *ḳwad- is 

logical structural and semantic correlation with identic indicators.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwet- “rennet” 

Geo. ḳvet-i “rennet” 

Zan (Laz) ḳat-, ma-ḳat-i “rennet; baker’s yeast” 

Dissimalative disappearance of root w sonant is evident in Laz. Confixal influence of 

ma- – -i format on a stem is in mind, i.e. *ma-ḳwat-i → ma-ḳat-i; cf. Laz mwima → 
mima “rain”. It should be noted that disappearing of bilabial w in Laz is possible even 

without being in this position: šḳvit-i → šḳit-i//škit-i, Megr. škvit-i “seven”… 

C.-Sind. *ḳt- “barley malt” 

Ad. ḳt, Kab. ḳt  “barley malt”   
Reconstruction of parent-language picture is possible only on the basis of Adyghean 

data since there is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza samples. Just due to this it is 

difficult to say whether labialization of root ḳ consonant took place in Common Sindy. 

Ossetian t (← *ḳjt) “bran” that entered from Circassian [Balqarov 1965 : 51] gives  no 

new information from this standpoint.  But in the same context Lak ḳut “barley malt” 

form is noteworthy that is a reflexation of Common Dagestanian *ḳwit- archetype and 

supports the existence of the root of labialized type in Common Sindy.  

Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. rennet  ~  C.-Sind. barley malt  is logical one.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳweḳwer- “round loaf (of bread)” 

Geo. ḳveḳver-a “round cake”, Kartl. “round middle-holed bread”, Khevs. “small round 

loaf”  

 Zan (Laz) ḳoḳor-i ← *ḳvaḳvar-i “round loaf of maize-bread”, Megr. ḳvaḳvar-i “small 

round loaf”   

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. Reduplication of the root on 

Kartvelian level is excluded since even in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages the stems 

with similar structure are attested. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwḳwr- “boiled round loaf” 
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Apkh. a-ḳwaḳwár “boiled round loaf”  

There is great desire to confirm that Apkhazian form entered from Megrelian. But I 

refrain from such discussion. The reason is the abundance of Dagestanian 

correspondences - the stems with similar structure are revealed in Lezgian subgroup: Rut. 

ḳiḳer-, Bud. ḳuḳ, Khin. ḳuḳu “round loaf”, cf. C.-Dag. *ḳwiḳwer- “round loaf”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwer- “hammering out, forging” 

Old Geo. ḳwer-v-a-j “hammering out”, ḳwer-i “hammer” ← et. “for hamme-

ring/forging”, New Geo. gamo-ḳver-av-s “will hammer out”, ḳver-i “blacksmith’s small 

hammer”, Tush. “hammer” 

Sv. ḳwer, ḳer (Lakh.) “hammer, blaksmith’s hammer” 

Correspondences haven’t been revealed in Laz-Megrelian. Without them Georgian-

Svan allomorphs give possibility on parent-language level to reconstruct *ḳwer- verbal 

archetype from what nominal ḳwer-i was derived.  

C.-Sind. *ḳw- “nailing/hammering” 

Ub. ḳj- “hammerin/nailing” 

Apkh. a-ḳwa-ra “putting tip/edge on sth (on hoe…), roughening/dressing sth 

(millstone)” 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to link Ubykh ḳj- with Adyghean 

ḳjšj-/jšj- “hammering” allomorphs [Dumézil 1975 : 145] that faces some obstacles. 

Disap-pearing mechanism of šj sibilant in Ubykh is inexplicable. As Apkhazian allomorph 

confirms an Ubykh ḳj reflects a logical reflexation of historically labialized ḳw complex – 
ḳw → ḳj. Reconstructed C.-Sind. *ḳw- “hammering” is exact correspondence of Kartvelian 
ḳwer- verb and Adyghean ḳjšj- stem corresponds with C.-Kartv. *ḳwes- “hammering out” 

verb (see below).  

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳwes- “hammering (out)”  

Geo. ḳves-, Old Geo. mo-ḳwes-v-a-j “embossing (icon…)”, mo-ḳwes-il-i “set/ embossed/ 

frammed (with jewels)” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳvaš-, ḳvaš-u-a “to hammer, hammering”, ḳvaš-il-i “hammered/wrought   

(by blacksmith)” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Geoegian-Zan ḳves- / ḳvaš- demonstrates 

logical structural, phonetic and semantic correlation. Parent-language origin of the roots 

is supported by e : a, s : š  sound correspondences [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 241].  
C.-Sind. *ḳšj-- “hammering” 

Ad. (Shaps.) ḳjšj-n, Bzhed, Chemg. jšj-n, Abdz. šj-n, Kab. s v-n, Basl. ḳjs v-n 

“hammering” 

Initial consonantism (guttural) is preserved in Shapsug and baslen. Unlike Kartvelian 

in Sindy languages and dialects it isn’t seen historical trace of existing of labialization 

process. 
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From other side C.-Kartv. *ḳwes- : C.-Sind. *ḳjšj- verbal roots demonstrate logical 

formal correlation that is reflected in semantic identity, as well.   

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳwes- “combat weapon” 

Geo. (Gur.) ḳves-i “type of combat weapon embellished with silver”, cf. Old Geo. ḳwes-

i “iron” 

Some Kartvelian parallels haven’t been revealed so far. Though Common Karvelian 

origin of the root is undoubtedly that is supported by Iberian-Caucasian correspondences.  

C.-Sind. *gwš- “axe/hook-bladed axe” 

Ub. gjaš-wa “axe” 

Ab. gwaš-w “small axe”,  Apkh. ai-gwš-w “hook-bladed axe” 
In Sindy languages a final -wa seems to be affixal since like in Kartvelian suffixation 

isn’t characteristic in Dagestanian material; cf. Arch. ḳos “knife”. C.-Sind. gw → Ub. gj 

characteristic phonetic process occurs here, as well.   

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳweγ-e “hammer; sledgehammer/blacksmith’s hammer” 

Geo. (Im.) ḳvežo “wooden sledgehammer/blacksmith’s hammer” 

Zan (Maegr.) ḳvaγ-a “small axe” 

It is one of the most rare cases in Kartvelian phonetics when γ : ž correspondence 

(Circassian type) is evident; Since ž phoneme is of secondary origin generally in 

Kartvelian I suppose  that Zan  γ  reflects an initial picture and in Imerian palatalization 

phonetic process γ → ž  is possible.  

C.-Sind. *ḳwω- “hammer” 

Ub. ḳjama “hammer”   

Apkh. ḳwagw-, a-xlar-ḳwagw “iron hammer”, a-tams-ḳwagw “wooden hammer” 

Pharyngealized m in Ubykh reflects the reflex of parent-language ω voiced pharyngeal 

spirant [cf. Kvakhadze 2014 : 148].  Apkh. aj-ḳwáγa, Ab. ḳwaγa “axe” entered from Zan and 

prop. Apkhazian ḳwagw- clearly shows ω → g phonetic process that historically 

functioned in the language.  

It cab be supposed that m sonor is a phonetic apposition in Sindy but it is difficult to 

confirm it due to scanty material.  

Corresponding root of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses is attested in Dagestanian, as well; 

cf. Darg. //i, Kub. u “hammer”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳwec- “spark” 

Geo. ḳves-a, na-ḳves-i “spark”, a-ḳves-eb-s “raises spark” 

Sv. ḳweš-/ḳwiš-/ḳwaš-a “breaking” 

In the professional literature semantic correlation of Svan-Georgian roots is explained 

by G. Klimov on the basis of  the meaning of Russian высечь word when one root 

combines meaning of carving/cutting and sending out/off sparks [Klimov 1964 : 111]. To 
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reconstruct C.-Kartv. archetype a Megr. ḳvec-u-a “sparking” verb is important in which 

affricative nature of the root is preserved.  

 C.-Sind. *ḳwc- “spark; glittering/sparkling” 

Ab. wec ← *ḳjwec, Apkh. á-ḳwic “spark”; á-ḳwejc-ej-ra “sparkling /glittering” 

Palatalization-affricatization of ḳ- in Abaza is unexpected due to absence of a relevant 

position. 

Only further investigation can clarify if the genetic link of Darg. c:ak  and C.-Nakh. 

stiḳ “sky” lexemes with Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is right or not. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwec-o “corner, part” 

Geo. (Rach.) ḳveco “one corner of a hoe” 

The word is isolated in Georgian but since it has Sindy correspondence it should be 

considered to be originated from parent language. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwcv-a “tail” 

Ub. ḳwačá “tail”   

Parent-language data will be reconstructed only on the basis of Ubykh data but the 

correspondences along with Kartvelian, are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. 

Darg. (Chirg.) urc “corner”, Lak q:unču “curl/lock of hair”. 

Semantic correlation corner ~ tail ~ curl/lock of hair  is logical one.  

C.-Kartv. *ḳwinṭ-”small broken fragment/shard/piece/split; tiny” 

Geo. ḳvniṭ-i “tiny crumb, broken piece/lump  (of salt, sugar…), cf. ḳwniṭ-i “salt broken 

into large pieces” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳvinṭ-i “tiny; too small/little” 

Metathesis took place in Georgian as a result of meta-analysis with ḳvneṭ-/ḳvniṭ- verb. 

In this case Megrelian is closer to parent-language data and repeats it that was supported 

by phonotactic prohibition of ḳvn cluster, as well. 

C.-Sind. *ḳnṭ- “too little (remainings)” 

Ad. ḳjanṭ-/janṭ-, Kab. anṭ- ← *ḳjanṭ- “few/little remainings” 

Apkh. a-ḳnṭ-r-šw “very few/little” 
Meaning of few/little is basic for all languages that is supported by Kartvelian as well as 

Sindy samples. It is the stem with symbolic structure and thus occurrence of ḳvni-i 

allomorph in Georgian is logical.  

 

C. Kartv. *ḳwinʒ- “faint/faded/weak” Rus. источенный 

Geo. (Imer.) ḳvinʒ-i “faint/faded/weak”, Rus. источенный 

The word is isolated in Georgian. In Zan-Svan expected allomorphs of ḳvinǯ- / ḳwinǯ- 

type haven’t been revealed.  

C.-Sind. *ḳnʒ-a “wilted/withered, dried” 

Ab. (Tap.) ḳanʒa “wilted/withered”, ḳanʒa-ra “wilting/withering, drying (of plant)”, 
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Apkh. a-ḳanʒa, Bzip a-ḳanʒ va “wilted/withered”, Apkh. a-ḳanʒa-ra, Bzip a-ḳanʒ va-ra 

“wilting, drying” 

In this case a phonetic transformation  → a due to assimilative influence of a 

following vowel though in Apkhazian-Abaza is occurs without it but via  →  → a  stage. 

In Kartvelian the labialization of an initial consonant is secondary occurrence. 

Corresponding Dagestanian and Nakh material hasn’t been revealed so far. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwirṭ- “bud” 

Geo. ḳvirṭ-i, cf. gvirṭ-i “grape-vine bud/leaf” (Saba) 

Verbal forms ḳwirṭ-v-a, gamo-ḳwirṭ-v-a with the meaning of “buding” is attested in old 

Georgian texts: „...romelni g a m o ḳ u i r ṭ i e d  ṗirvel naopisa”  – “…those which bud 

first fruit” – “ [Abuladze 1973 : 42]. I suppose that Svan ḳrṭ / ḳwerṭ / ḳvirṭ “bud” and 

Megrelian ḳvirṭ-i, ḳvirṭ-u-a “buding” are borrowed from literary Georgian. Though o 

sounding in Svan is unclear (cf. xuces-xoša). The issue needs further investigation. 

Pr.-Sind.*ḳurṭ- “leaf” 

Hat. kurt “leaf”    

In Common Sindy it was expected an archetype of *ḳwrṭ- type that likely was lost. 

Proto-Sindy proto-type u sounding will be reconstructed on the basis of Hattian kurt 

“leaf” basis.   

Hattian-Georgian isoglosses are supported by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Akhv. ḳuṭi 
“cock’s crest/wattle”, Darg. (Sirkh.) guṭi “udder”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳwic- “foal/colt” 

Old Geo. ḳicw-i, New Geo. ḳvic-i “foal/colt”  

Sv. ḳwic-ra “female Caucasian ibex” 

The named Georgian allomorphs are attested in Old Georgian written sources. 

Georgian-Svan forms have different meanings. And still, Geo. ḳwic- is corresponded by 

identical ḳwic- in Svan, -ra is prop. Svan suffix [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 283].  

C.-Sind. *gwcv- “donkey, mule” 

Ub. cgw//čjgw “donkey” 

Apkh. a-gwž “mule” 
There is a lack of Adyghean correspondence. Though Ubykh type is considered to be 

metathesizes allomorph with inversive structure that is supported by Dargwa kw:ac:a, 

Arch. gwac:i “mare/she-ass, mare/donkey jenny” forms along with Apkhazian-Kartvelian 

ones;  č → š → ž is prop. Apkhazian. 

Megr. goš-i (goš-ua) “donkey foal” is other root and inclines to Hin. šegwe, Bezh. šugo, 

Hunz. šugu “mare/she-ass” stems.  
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C.-Kartv. *ḳib- “biting”; “tooth” 

Geo. ḳb-en-/ḳb-in- “biting”, ḳb-il-i “tooth”, ḳib-o “crab” 

Zan ḳib-, (Laz) o-ḳib-in-u “biting”, ḳib-ir-i “tooth”, Megr. ḳib-ir-u-a “biting”, ḳib-ir-i 

“tooth”, ḳib-o-ia “crab” 

Common origin of the mentioned roots and stems are discussed by M.Brosset [brosse 

1849 : 74]. If common origin of ḳb-il- and ḳib-o allomorphs is acceptable it is clear that 
reconstruction of  *ḳib- archetype is real [cf. Klimov 1998 : 87].  

C.-Sind . *bḳ- “pinching” 

Ub. baḳj- “pinching” 

Ab. bḳ-ra “pinching” 

Archaic sounding type is preserved in Ubykh language though the origin of palatalized 

ḳj guttural isn’t clear.  

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is observed in ḳam- “itching” verb of  

Nakh languages since biting/pinching/itching are the members of common semantic field 

and Dagestanian isoglosses are observed  in Krits  ḳp-ǯu “biting” and Darg. ḳib-aj bares 

“cutting, chopping/splitting” verbs.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳiw- “shinning/glittering/sparkling, twinkling/flickering” 

Geo. ḳi-ap-i “twinkling/flickering” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳi-op-i “twinkling/flickering, lighting” 

Sv. ḳiw-/ḳw-, li-ḳw-e//li-ḳiw-e “shinning/glittering/sparkling” 

Archaic stem is fully preserved in Svan. In Zan-Kartvelian historical w in following 

position of an vowel is lost.  

C.-Sind. *ḳ- “shinning/glittering/sparkling” 

Ab. ḳ:a-ra “shinning/glittering/sparkling” 

Due to absence of other Sindy material it is difficult to accept whether w sonant (like 

in Svan) existed though the corresponding of *ḳiw- : *ḳ- archetypes isn’t contradictory, 

especially semantic identity is present.  

Intensifying ground of ḳ- in Abaza isn’t clear, as well – ḳ → ḳ: (?). 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳiḳin- “iron”  
Zan (Laz) ḳiḳin-a “iron”  
It shoul be supposed that in Laz a stem-doubled allomorph is attested but the existence 

of Ubykh parallel excludes this assumption. Thus, Laz ḳiḳin-a „iron” is considered to be of 

parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *ḳjnḳj- “anvil” 
Ub. ḳjnḳj “anvil” 
Perhaps, the palatalization of root consonants  is the result of assimilation influence of   

 (← i) vowel. Semantically iron ~ anvil is logical since anvil is of iron.  
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Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed so far. 

C.-Kartv. *ḳil- “pericarp of wheat” 

Geo. ḳil-i “pericarp of wheat” (Saba), where a grain is placed” 

The lexeme is attested only in Georgian but it has extra-language correspondences 

which confirm its Common-Kartvelian origin.  

C.-Sind. *ḳj- “grain; fruit  stone” 

Ad. ja, Shaps. ḳj “seed;  fruit stone, grain”, Kab. ja, Basl. ḳj “seed, fruit stone” 

Ub. j-j “fruit stone” 
Corresponding samples aren’t attested in Apkhazian-Abaza. Circassian roots have been 

compared with each other and reconstructed ḳja archetype by A. Kvakhadze [Kvakhadze 

2014 : 75].  

If  l → w → // Ø   phonetic process  is considered in Sindy languages and in parent 

language, as well the difference between  C.-Kartv. *ḳil- : C.-Sind. *ḳj- archetypes 

becomes clear. 

The stems of inversive structure in Nakh and Dagestanian languages are supported by: 

Chech. (Cheb.) laḳ “fruit stone”, Lak laḳ-ri (pl.) “wheat”.., cf. Khin. liḳe-bir “grain; 

walnut”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳir- “human shin/calf (of leg); nut/baton/stick to tighten knot in rope” 

Old Geo. ḳir-i “human shin/calf (of leg)”, ḳir-dreḳili-i “turned-legged” 

Sv. ḳr “human shin/calf (of leg)”, ḳir “cloven hoof (of cow, sheep, pig, etc.)”, ḳir (UB.) 

“wooden nut//baton/stick to tighten knot in rope” 

There is a lack of Zan correspondence. As it is evident in this case the stem is lost like 

in New Georgian. It is well known that Sv. ḳr/ḳir are corresponded only by Old 

Georgian ḳir-i [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 185].  

C.-Sind. *ḳn- “ankle/hock/rafter/joist/plank/spool; threaded bolt/nut” 

Ad. jn, Shaps. ḳjn, Kab. n, Basl. ḳjn “ankle/hock/rafter/joist /plank/spool” 

Ub. ḳjn- “threaded bolt/nut” 

From semantic aspect similar meaning deviation in Svan and Ubykh is noteworthy – 

wooden nut/baton/stick to tighten knot in rope / human shin/calf (of leg) ~ threaded 

bolt/nut /ankle/hock/rafter/joist/plank/spool  is noteworthy.   

Auslaut correlation r : n makes a kind of opposition. I  suppose  that ancient picture is 

preserved in Sindy languages. It is supported by Dagestanian language material: cf. Lezg. 

ḳunu-ḳ “ankle/hock/rafter/joist/plank/spool”, Rut ḳuni, Tsakh ḳunu “bone of leg”, Krits 

ḳwani “hip” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 735].  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳicw- “piece of meat” 

Sv. -ḳicw, na-ḳicw “small piece of meat” 
Unlike other Kartvelian languages  na-  is also used as prefix at Svan noun; cf. na-šdek 

“sickle”, in which  šdek “tooth” is a word. 
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Corresponding forms of Sv. ḳicw root haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian 

languages and dialects so far.      
C.-Sind. *ḳwc- “meat” 

Apkh. a-ḳwac “meat” 

It is one among the Svan-Apkhazian isoglosses that excludes mutual borrowing.  

Comparison with ḳwa “innards/offal/giblets, intestines” of Adyghean languages is 

unacceptable for me since the latter has other correspondences in Iberian-Caucasian 

languages [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 735].  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳn-in- “small amount/minor, few; making/becoming smaller/reduce/fewer/ 

decrease” 
Old Geo. ḳn-in-i “small amount/minor”, da-i-ḳn-in-a/da-i-ḳn-in-is “Sb lost face”, ḳn-

in-aḳ-i “smalles/minorest”, ḳn-in-ḳn-in-i “little by little” 
The word is attested in Old as well as  New Georgian. Though in Old Georgian its 

distribution areal is larger: „maradis gulmral arn sakmesa zeda ḳ n i n s a c a da didsaca” 
–  “Sb is always angered about great and minor affairs” [Abuladze 1973 : 200]; “ara tu u ḳ 
n i n e s s a   ʒalisa čuenisasa”  – “ Not with the  our minorest power”  [Abuladze  1973 : 

422]. 

C.-Sind.  *ḳan- “fragment/piece/shard  of broken object; crumb” 

Kab. ḳan-/an- “fragment/piece/shard  of broken object; crumb” 
Abaza ḳjan-a „id” entered from Kabardian since in Apkhazian it isn’t evident. Khinalug  

ḳan “fragment/piece/shard of broken object; crumb” is noteworthy  which corresponds 

with Georgian-Kabardian data in terms of meaning and at the same time it is a 

correspondence of Tsakh. ḳn-in “small” adjective.  
Comparison of Tsakh-Georgian isoglosses outlines that -in is adjective suffix in 

Kartvelian (cf. Sv.  nec-in “narrow”) and it still functions in Dagestanian; cf. Tsakh baṭra-

jn “pretty/beautiful”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳob- “pumpkin” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳoṗ-e-š-ia  “pumpkin” 
Megrelian word as a loan word is attested in Svan dialects – ḳoṗešia (LB.), ḳobešia 

(Bech.). Due to dissimilized form Bechoan preserved an older type assumed for 

Megrelian.  
C.-Sind. *wb- “pumpkin” 

Ad. b-, Kab. b “pumpkin” 

Apkh. a-mwb-a “pumpkin” 

I suppose  that in this case Apkhazian reflects older picture of the root though m in 

word’s anlaut is developed on the phonetic ground.   

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed insofar.  
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C.-Kartv. *ḳod- “poverty, destitution” 

Old Geo. ḳod-, m-ḳod-ov-i “pauper/poor, destitute/penniless” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳodor-ep-i “poor people” [Eliava 1977 : 51] 

The word isn’t attested in New Georgian. It belongs only to Old Georgian in which 

ḳod- is a root and ov- Old Georgian verbal suffix, m- – nominal prefix, i.e. m-ḳod-ov-i is a 

deverbative noun (participle): „ert vis gonebaj... mdidrisaj da m ḳ o d v i s a j ” – “Mind of 

rich-man and paupe… is similar”; „mdidarman ara šesʒinos da m ḳo d o w m a n  ara daaḳ-
los” – “A rich-man doesn’t give and a pauper gives” [Abuladze 1973 : 256]. Likely Old 

Georgian m-ḳod-ov- is linked with Megrelian ḳod-or-ep-i “poor people”  in which it is 

easily observed Geo. v : Zan r; cf. Geo. mšev-a/Zan mškir-on-, ṭev-/nṭir- “covering”... 

C.-Sind. *ḳwad-a “weak” 

Ab. ḳwada-, Apkh. a-ḳwada “weak”   
The link of Circ. ḳwad-n “spoiling, losing” verb with mentioned roots doesn’t exist. 

These two verbs are the ones of completely different origin [cf. Bouda 1940 : 239]. The 

link of Old Georgian word with Apkhazian-Abaza ḳwada- form is acceptable but not via 

borrowing. In this case there is a Paleo-Caucasian root of common origin that cannot be 

further segmented [cf. Lomtatidze 1998 : 7]. 

Of the Dagestanian languages the issue of relation with Darg. (Sirkh.)  ḳanti-ci “weak” 

form is noteworthy. The issue requires to obtain additional material. 

     
C.-Kartv. *ḳod-e “saddle pommel/cantle” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) ḳoṭe “saddle pommel/cantle” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳoṭa “saddle pommel/cantle” 
Imerian ḳoṭa seems to be zanism that is supported by final a; cf. Geo. e : Zan a, C.-

Kartv. *e. Historical process of stridenting of assimilative d → ṭ is unclear; cf. *ḳod-e → 

ḳoṭe / ḳoṭa. 
C.-Sind. *ḳwad-r- “saddle” 

Ab. (Ashkh.) ḳwdr, Tap. ḳwdr//ḳwdr, Apkh. a-ḳwadr “saddle” 

There is a lack of Circassian data though on the ground of Apkhazian-Abaza data it is 

possible to reconstruct Common Sindy archetype. Final -r is derivative (absolutely 

Apkhazian-Abaza) affix with what functionally is corresponded by Kartvelian -e. 

Semantic correlation saddle ~ saddle pommel/cantle  is easily explained.   
C.-Kartv. *ḳot- “fluid/liquid fermentation/boiling; juice” 

Geo. ḳot-i “sour plum juice, sour fruit/tomato sauce”, ḳolt- “flowing out of 

fermentation” (Saba) 

Sv. ḳošd-/ḳošṭ-, na-n-ḳošd, na-n-ḳošṭ “boiled down/welded” 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Zan dialects. Svan-Georgian allomorphs 

indicate that juice/boiled/brewed, fluid/liquid fermentation/boiling  are basic meanings. 
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C.-Sind. *ḳwat- “fluid/liquid flowing, pouring” 

Ad. j-ḳwt-n, Kab. j-ḳwt-n “fluid/liquid pouring” 

Ab. ḳačwa-ra,  Apkh. a-ḳutwa-ra “fluid/liquid pouring” 

Common origin of Sindy stems is doubtless [Shaqril 1968 : 72; cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 

185]. There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence that should have been of ḳjt- type. 

Metathesis of w is evident in Sindy languages. Initial picture is preserved in Adyghean 

languages and dialects. In Apkhazian-Abaza w has changed the place to what t → č 

characteristic affricatization process is added in Abaza.   

C.-Kartv. o : C.-Sind. wa vowel sound correspondence is also evident that is explained 

by o → wa diphthongization (G. Rogava)  trend in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳoḳ- “island” 

Zan (Maegr.) ḳoḳ-i//ḳonḳ-i “island” 

Before I tried to discuss Svan ḳwiḳw “sb/sth isolated” lexeme along with Megrelian one 

but vocalism of ḳwiḳw ← *ḳuḳw contradicts this (Sv. u : Zan o). Thus, Megrelian ḳoḳ- / 

ḳonḳ- allomorphs are still isolated word-form.  

C.-Sind. *ḳwaḳj- “corner” 

Apkh. ḳwáḳj “corner” 

Like Megrelian Apkhazian is isolated in Sindy linguistic world but beside Kartvelian 

the reliable correspondences are attested in Lezgian subgroup of Dagestanian languages: 

Lezg. ḳuḳ, Tab. ḳaḳ, Agul ḳeḳw, Rut. ḳwaḳ “edge, coast/bank”, Budukh ḳeḳ “last” [for more 

Dag. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 733].  

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳoḳo- “breast/teat; breast/teat nipple” 

Geo. ḳoḳo-b-i „breast/teat” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) ḳuḳu-l-i “cow’s teat nipple” 

At first glance b/l substitution in the Kartvelian languages is strange but similar 

derivation is possible even within one root; cf. Megr. ṭa-l-ep-i and  ṭa-b-i “forest”... 

C.-Sind. *ḳḳa “woman’s breast; breast/teat nipple” 

Ab. ḳḳa, Apkh. a-ḳḳa “woman’s breast; breast/teat; breast/teat nipple” 

There is a lack of Circassian material and thus reconstruction of the archetype is 

conditional especially then when the Nakh correspondence isn’t evident [cf. Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 695].  

And still, Cham. ḳuḳuŋ “breast/teat nipple”, Lezg. ḳwenḳ “breast/teat nipple” that are 

isolated in Dagestanian support Kartvelian and require the reconstruction of labialized 

archetype of  *ḳwḳa type.    

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳon-a “basket; fish-catching basket” 

Geo. ḳon-i “sth for fish-catching” (Saba) 
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Zan (Megr.) ḳun-o “fish-catching basket” 

Phonetic correspondence Geo. o : Zan u clearly demonstrates Common origin of 

analytical stems. A suffix -o in Megrelian is evident that corresponds with Georgian-

Kartvelian -a affixation.  
C.-Sind. *ḳwan- “basket” 

Ad. ḳwn, Kab. gwn “basket” 
Some scholars indicate the existence of Apkhazian a-ḳwna “egg-shaped funneled 

wicker fish trap, wicker cylindrical basket” in Apkhazian [Dzidzaria 1989 : 55]. According 

to other scholars Apkhazian form entered from Megrelian and basing on phonotactics the 

sound adaptation rules are exactly preserved [Bukia 2016 : 45].  

Likely, the correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is Dagestanian ḳ:eme 

(Akhvakh) “basket” form; cf. also Darg. ani “linen chest, wooden trunk”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳonḳ- “old clothes; cape/waistcoat” 

Geo. ḳonḳ-i “clothes worn out with age”, „useless stiched/sewn up/rag/scrap” (Saba), 

ḳonḳ-eb-a “stiching the old clothes” (Chubinashvili), ḳonḳ-ia “nickname of girl dressed in 

old, worn-out cloth”  

Zan (Megr.) ḳinḳ-i//ḳnḳ-i “old clothes”, Laz ḳinḳ-i//ḳirḳ-i//ḳiḳ-i “cape/waistcoat” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. In Zan dialects u →  → i phonetic process 

was equally developed but Laz preserved archaic meaning of the word.  

C.-Sind. *ḳjaḳw- “felt coat” 

Ad. jaḳw, Kab. aḳw  “felt coat” 

In the professional literature *ḳjaḳva type is reconstructed on Common Circassian level 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 174]. I suppose  that Common Sindy aCw cluster fully reflects the 

correspondence of Common Kartvelian o vowel - oC → aCw. Existence of initial o beside 

Kartvelian data is supported by kindred Nakh one; cf. Ts.-Tush. ḳoḳ, Chech. ḳog, Ing. 

ḳog “sheepskin garment; fur coat”, etc. 

Nakh-Sindy allomorphs indicate to secondary nature of n in Kartvelian.   
C.-Kartv. *ḳoṗal- “arrow” 

Geo. ḳoṗal-i “branch”, ḳoṗal-a “pre-Christian deity” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳoṗul-i//ḳomṗul-i “arrow” 

Megrelian  ḳoṗul-i “arrow” is also linked with Georgian-Svan ḳaṗ- “stick” that is 

contradicted by the Megrelian word structure [cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 262; 

Chukhua 2000-2003 : 120]. Perhaps, Laz ḳoṗal-i “stick, branch” entered from literary 

Georgian.    

Pr.-Sind. *ḳuṗal- “nail” 

Hat. kupal, in the word kur-kupal “nail; pin/peg/bolt, to be stuck/wedged/nailed  in” 

Since kur- and kupal- segments are isolated, I suppose  that the first component kur- 
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should denote sticking/knocking in and kupal- basing on structure is considered to be the 

correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ḳoṗal- “arrow” archetype [for different interpretation of the 

issue see Kochlamazashvili 2015 : 72-73].  

Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.    

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳoṗ-e  “long-handled vessel  for wine” 

Geo. ḳoṗe “long-handled wine ladle (made from guard )”, “It is for wine” (Saba) 

Zan (Maegr.) ḳoṗa “long-handled wine ladle (made from guard ), gourd-ladle for 

measuring out wine (= 65cc)”, Laz  ḳoṗa “big soup spoon” 

Sv. ḳb (UB.), ḳob (LB.), ḳṗ (Lashkh.), ḳoṗ (Lent.) “big wooden spoon; wooden/iron 

ladle” 

Vowel length that is attested in Svan is compensation. Elision of e in stem auslaut 

lengthened a root o vowel; Transformation ṗ → b seems to be the result of dissimilative 

voicing [Rogava 1984].  

C.-Sind. *ḳwṗ-i “wooden vessel (for drinking, milking…); bowl” 

Ab. ḳwṗi “wooden vessel (for drinking, milking…); bowl” 

Analytical nominal stem isn’t revealed in other Sindy languages. 

Since Abaza form has logical structural and semantic correspondence in Kartvelian 

languages it is possible to consider it to be a parent-language origin, i.e. word borrowing 

is excluded. Of the Dagestanian languages Khin. ḳba “clay pitcher/narrow-necked 

flagon” is noteworthy. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳor- “ball” 

Geo. (Mokh.) ḳor-i “wooden/stone ball”, Kakh. ḳor-a “small round stone”, cf. Kartl.-

Kakh. ḳor-a-ob-a “a kind of game” 

The stem is attested only in Georgian but external language parallels indicate that ḳor- 

root is endemic.  

 C.-Sind. *ḳwar- “rolling” 

Ad. w-ḳwara-j-n, Kab. w-ḳwr-j-n „rolling” 

Ub. ḳwr-, a-s-ḳwr-n “turning, rolling” 

Apkh. a-ḳwr-ra “rolling” 

C.-Kartv. *ḳor- “ball” ~ C.-Sind. ḳwar- “rolling” is logical phonetic and semantic cor-

respondence, especially then when Sindy roots are corresponded by the nouns denoting 

ball in Dagestanian languages: Kar. ḳaru, God. ḳari “ball, round” [Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 259-260].      

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳos- “small bird, greenfinch” 

Geo. (Kiziq.) ḳos-ala “bee-eater, small bird, greenfinch”   

In terms of structure ḳos-ala coincides with suffixation of other bird ḳod-ala- 

“woodpecker”. In both cases -ala ending is detached that makes us detach ḳos-, ḳod- roots.  
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C.-Sind. *ḳjš- “azure tit, greenfinch” 

Kab. a-msv “azure tit, greenfinch” 

Professionals detach -a fossilized prefix of definiteness-indefiniteness; m is considered 

to be a phonetic apposition. It is also indicated the possibility of double reconstruction: 

*ḳjš- or *ḳjs v- [Kvakhadze 2014 : 91]. 

Comparing C.-Kartv. *ḳos- :  C.-Sind. *ḳjš- archetypes  vocalism in Sindy arises the 

questions. The issue needs additional investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳoṭr- “rotating/revolving, spinning/rolling” 

Geo. ḳoṭr-, ḳoṭr-ial-i “turning from one side on other/turning over/tumbling, 

spinning/rolling”, ḳoṭr-ial-ob-s “turns from one side to other one”. 

A verbal root ḳoṭr- isn’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects.  

C.-Sind. *ḳṭw- “rotating/revolving, spinning/rolling” 

Ub. ḳjaṭw- “rotating/revolving, spinning/rolling” 

Like in Kartvelian languages, of the Sindy languages the reflex of parent-language 

*ḳṭw- verb is attested only in Ubykh. In this case the palatalization of guttural ḳ is the 

result of influence of historical  ←  vowel. Labialization of dental ṭ in auslaut of Ubykh 

root is secondary and is the result of diphthongization of initial o vowel into   – w 
segments.   

C.-Kartv. *ḳoš- “wooden/copper vessel/utensil” 

Geo. (Psh., Khevs) ḳoš-i “wooden vessel used during boiling of beer”, Khevs. 

“copper/wooden vessel that  is kept in sauce-pan/pot” 

Zan-Svan correspondences haven’t been revealed, but the allomorphs of ḳošk//ḳošg/ḳ 

type were expected.   

C.-Sind. *ḳwas-a “plaited basket” 

Apkh. a-ḳwasá “plaited basket” 

It is Georgian-Apkhazian isoglossa the correspondences of which haven’t been 

revealed in Nakh and Dagesatanian languages. As it was expected in Apkhazian wa was 

revealed as a correspondence of C.-Kartv. o. Sibilant š : s sound correspondence  is 

noteworthy, as well that makes us the suppose the existence of hissing-hushing s v 

archyphoneme in Proto-Kartvelian. Thus, even in this sample Pr.-Kartv *s v → C.-Kartv. š 

took place. 

    
C.-Kartv. *ḳoc- “kissing” 

Geo. ḳoc-, a-ḳoc-a, ḳoc-n-a “kissing with  lips” (Saba) 

Georgian root ḳoc- is parent-language data, even though it has no noteworthy 

Kartvelian parallels.   

C.-Sind. *gwʒ- “kissing” 
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Ub. gwʒv- “kissing” 

Ab. gwʒ v-ra, Apkh. a-gwʒ-ra “kissing” 

Vowel difference, i.e. violation of sound-correspondence between Kartvelian and 

Sindy languages is caused by root  structure. Bringing the Germanic kuss-, kiss-, kos(s)- 

“kissing” data (K. Lomtatidze) is based on random coincidence and doesn’t imply any 

borrowing direction.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳoʒ- “rock” 

Zan  {ḳonǯ-} “rock” 

Sv.  ḳoǯ “rock” 

The word is isolated in Svan. There is an attempt to link it with Georgian-Zan ḳlde / 

ḳirda allomorphs [Klimov 1964 : 113] that is justly rejected [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

287]. It can be assumed that Megrelian surname Ḳonǯ-ar-ia contains Zan correspondence 

of Svan ḳoǯ noun.     
C.-Sind. *ḳwaʒ v-a “slope” 

Ab. (Tap.) ḳaʒ va “slope” 

Common Sindy archetype can be reconstructed only on the basis of Tapant dialect that 

indicate to imperfectness of reconstruction. This mainly concerns the violation of 

labialization of a root vowel, i.e. I suppose *ḳwaʒva → ḳaʒ va transformation in Abaza; cf. 

sound-correspondence C.-Kartv. o : C.-Sind. wa.   

The issue needs additional investigation, especially then when valuable Nakh-

Dagestanian isoglosses aren’t evident.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳo- “small, little/few, short” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳu-u “small, low”, ḳu-ur-ia “small”, ḳu-u “child’s penis” 

Sv. ḳo-l (UB., Lashkh), ḳwe-ol/ḳo-ol (LB., Lent.) “small, little/few” 

In kartvelology there is an attempt to enlist Georgian da-ḳu-v-a “cutting up”, na-ḳu-i 

“strip/scrap/fragment” in this list that isn’t acceptable [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

299].  

C.-Sind. *ḳw- “short” 

Ad. aj- ← *ḳjaj-, Kab. aṣ v ← *ḳja “short” 

Apkh. a-ḳjá “short” 

In Sindy languages it was expected labialized root of *ḳw- type as a correspondence of   
*ḳo- archetype since vowel decomposition towards o → a – w direction regularly takes 

place in Common Sindy.   

Professionals compared C.-Sind. *ḳw- archetype with Dagestanian (Cham. iḳ:u-b 

“small, short”) stems but I suppose  that Cham. iḳ:u- root   corresponds with C.-Kartv. 

*iḳo- “small” (→ Zan  iḳ-u “id”) archetypes and shouldn’t be brought  in this case [cf. 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1108].  
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C.-Kartv. *ḳoi- “cementing (broken pot…)/cobbing together (sth.); pimple” 

Geo. ḳoi-i “cementing broken pottery”, še-ḳoi-eb-a “cementing (broken pot…) 

/cobbing together (sth.)”, da-ḳoi-eb-a “cementing (broken pot…)” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳvii-i “pimple”, ḳvii-u-a “bringing/coming out in pimples/spots” 

As a rule Common Kartvelian o vowel should have resulted u in Zan and just a reflex 

of this latter seems to be Megrelian vi complex that shows a palatalizing trace of a 

following i  – ḳui- → ḳvii-. 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Svan and Laz.  

C.-Sind. *ḳ-ra “wart” 

Kab. -ra, in the word  ħam-ra “wart” 

Ab. ḳanra//nḳra,  Apkh. a-ḳanra, Bziip a-ḳanvvr 

The function of ħam- segment in Kabardian is unclear. Additionally, palatalization 

phonetic process of ḳj →  is evident – *-raḳj → -ra. Apkhazian data is close to 

parent-language picture. In other case simplification as well as inversive structure of 

initial root is evident; cf. ḳanra//nḳra alternation in Abaza.  

Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. pimple ~ C.-Sind. wart is logical one.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳraz-an- “wasp” 

Geo. ḳrazan-a “wasp”, Rus. мель садовый (Chubinashvili) 

Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages and 

dialects. However, reliable isoglosses are attested in Sindy languages which means that 

ḳrazan- root is of Common Kartvelian origin. 

C.-Sind. *ḳlamz- “ant” 

Ab. -ḳlams, in the word čj-ḳlams “ant”, Apkh. -ḳams-a, in the word  a-šš-ḳams-a, Bzip 

a-svs v-ḳlamsv “ant” 
The function of čja-/šš-//s vs v- segments in the given Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs is 

unclear. Inappropriatenesses between ḳraz-/ḳlams- roots should be explained by the 

structure peculiarity of Apkhazian-Abaza root. Semantic correlation wart  ~ ant is 

observed elsewhere (see *bziḳ-). 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳruṭ- “broody hen” 

Geo. ḳruṭ-i “nestling’s mother” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ḳurṭ-i “broody hen” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed since in Megrelian allomorph r vibrant is 

considered to be shifted that is explained by non-canonical nature of ḳr complex 

(consonant + sonor) in Zan.  

C.-Sind. *wrṭ- “broody hen” 

Ad. qwrt, Kab. wrt “broody hen” 
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Ab. wart, Apkh. a-wárt “cackling (of poultry)”, cf. Apkh.-Ab. wart-ra “cackling (of 

poultry)” 

Opposition ṭ/t can be explained by onomatopoetic nature of the root but even in this 

case it is appropriate to speak about the secondary process of ṭ → t deglottalization in 

Sindy  that takes place frequently. Incidentally, C.-Nakh *urṭ- “broody hen” archetype 

also indicated to the strident nature of final dental; cf. C.-Kartv.  ḳ  : C.-Sind.  : C.-Nakh 

; But in Dagestanian both ḳ/ phonemes are attested; cf.  Lezg. urṭ, Ud. ḳurṭ “broody 

hen”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳuḳur- “drop”  

Geo (Psh.) ḳuḳur-i „drop” 

Sv (US.) ḳuḳum  “drop” 

Actually, as though  unusual r : m demonstrates the reality of phonetic transformation 

in auslaut that is a functioning process in Svan that covers a borrowing material, as well; 

cf. Geo. mazar- → Sv. zm... “exquisite /sublime; white; very dark red (Saba)” 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 130].    

Origin of the root via ḳur-ḳur- reduplication isn’t excluded.  
C.-Sind. *ḳwḳwa- “dropping” 

Ub. ḳwaḳwa- “dropping” 

Ab. ḳa-ḳḳwa-ra, Apkh. a-l-ḳwḳwa-ra “dropping” 

Labialization of the root is fully preserved in Ubykh. And if in Abaza there is a sound-

complicated stem in Apkhazian variant l- verbal prefix is added.     
  C.-Sind. *ḳwaḳwa- : C.-Kartv. *ḳuḳur- demonstrates logical correlation that is 

characterized by disappearing of characteristic r in Sindy that is supported by isolated 

Geo. ḳur-ḳur-i lexeme.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳum- “moaning/groaning” 

Old Geo. ḳum-in-, aγ-ḳum-in-v-a “moaning, groaning”, cf. ḳm-in-v-a “slow moaning/ 

groaning” (Saba)  

Zan (Megr.) ḳum-in-i “moaning, groaning”, i-ḳum-in-u(-n) “is moaning, is groaning”   

ḳm-in- that is attested in Saba’s dictionary is reduced type of Old Georgian ḳum-in- verb 

that is coincided by Megrelian ḳum-in- [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 295-296].  

C.-Sind. *ḳw- “moaning/groaning” 

Ub. ḳw- “moaning/groaning” 

A verbal root ḳw- (or ḳ-) that was expected in Adyghean languages isn’t attested;  → 

 is prop. Ubykh occurrence.  Parent-Sindy m → w is also attested and  should be 

equivalent of Kartvelian u vowel.  

The correspondences of other Iberian-Caucasian languages haven’t been revealed so 

far. 
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C.-Kartv. *ḳum- “sealing/pursing; turning mute/speechless” 

Geo. ḳum-, mo-ḳum-va “sealing/pursing”, mo-ḳum-ul-i “sealed/pursed” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳum-u-a “sealing/pursing”, Laz ḳum-er-i “sealed/pursed” 

Sv. ḳum “dumb/mute” 

The stem is preserved unchanged in all Kartvelian languages. At the same time it isn’t 

revealed either in Old Georgian or Saba’s dictionary that cannot be a hindering factor. It 

is clear that ḳum- root is of parent-language origin in these languages [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 296].  
C.-Sind. *ḳjm- “silence/stillness” 

Ad. (Shaps.) m-sm, Chemg., Bzhed. jm-sm “silence/stillness” 

In the professional literature *ḳjm- archetype is reconstructed for Common-Circassian 

language level via comparing Adyghean allomorphs [Kvakhadze 2014 : 282]. Since the 

correspondences of *ḳjm- proto-type are attested  in Common Kartvelian it should be 

reconstructed for Common Sindy language unity. 

Semantic correlation sealing/pursing/dumb/mute ~ silence/stillness is logical and 

underlines the semantics of speechless. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳunʒ- “thick block of wood/tree stump” 

Geo. ḳunʒ-i “cut of beams” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ḳvinǯ-a “thick block of wood/tree stump”, ḳvinǯ-a-ǯgua “like a thick block 

of wood/tree stump”, ḳvinǯ-al-i “id” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Occurrence of u → vi umlaut in Megrelian 

should be taken into account that sporadically occurs. Specification of meaning is possible 

only on the basis of stable correspondences.  

C.-Sind. *ḳwʒ- “splinter/chip” 

Ab. ḳwaʒ,  Apkh. (Bzip) a-ḳwáʒv  “splinter/chip” 

In spite of absence of Circassian allomorphs it isn’t difficult to reconstruct Common 

Sindy archetype. The only one that seems secondary is  →  → a     phonetic 

transformation in Apkhazian-Abaza. This process takes place quite often. 

In order to explain thick block of wood/tree stump ~ splinter/chip correlation a Saba’s 

explanation of thick block of wood/tree stump is effective – cut of beams. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳur- “thoroughbred/Arab/vaulting horse/steed, fast horse” 

Geo. (Ing.) ḳur-ia “thoroughbred/Arab/vaulting horse/steed, foal/filly/colt” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳur-, ḳu-ḳur-ia (←*ḳur-ḳur-ia) “name of a fast horse”,  Laz ḳul-un-i ← 

(*ḳur-un-i) “foal/filly/colt” 

An isolated ḳur- that is originated from Common Kartvelian, is represented with stem-

doubled form in Megrelian. Root reduplication is used to achieve expressiveness of the 

word. In Laz -un is a Zan suffix that also occurs in the word denoting donkey; cf. Laz gur-

un-i “donkey” 
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C.-Sind. *ḳwr- “palfrey” 

Ad. ḳwr, Kab.  ḳwr “palfrey” 

Ab. (Tap.) ḳwar “well-walking horse”, Apkh. a-č-ḳwar “palfrey” 

There is a lack of Ubykh data, that should have been of ḳjr- type. Though this fact 

cannot obstruct the root reconstruction. Like Circassian, the Abaza data functions 

independently while in corresponding Apkhazian word   even the root   a-č- denoting 

horse participates in the composite building.   

In both language groups the meaning fast, well-walking horse  is evident.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳurḳa “(fruit) stone” 

Geo. ḳurḳa “(fruit) stone” 
Zan (Laz) ḳurḳa “(fruit) stone” 

Correspondences are lost in Svan and Megrelian [Klimov 1964 : 117]. 

Pr.-Sind. *ḳuḳa “grain” 

Hat. kuka “grain, seed” 

Corresponding forms aren’t observed in Apkhazian-Abaza. Hattian kuka corresponds 

with C.-Kartv. *ḳurḳa archetype.  

Of  Dagestanian roots Dido data is noteworthy; cf. Bezh. ḳḳ, Hunz. ḳŋḳi “(fruit) 

stone”. Nakh correspondences aren’t observed. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳurṗ- “round” 

Sv. ḳurṗ-i “round” 

An adjective of this type (with such phonemic composition) hasn’t been revealed in 

other Kartvelian subgroup that doesn’t mean that the word is borrowed in Svan. It 

manifests Common Kartvelian reflexes. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwmṗ- “ball” 

Apkh. a-ḳwmṗ-l “ball”  

The function of -l segment in Apkhazian is unclear though the same -l occurs 

elsewhere; cf. Apkh. a-bw-l “wooden vessel for milk curdling”, Ab. bw-l “bin for 

grain/flour made of hollowed-out tree-trunk/cask/wooden barrel”. 

Correspondences of Apkhazian-Svan isoglosses haven’t been revealed in the group of 

Nakh and Dagestanian languages so far.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳurṭum- “woman’s behind/bird’s backside” 

Geo. ḳurṭum-o//ḳurṭum-i “woman’s behind/bird’s backside” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳurṭum-el-i “woman’s behind/bird’s backside”, cf. ḳurṭum-u-a “mating 

(birds, insects on wing)” 

Sv. ḳurṭum “woman’s behind/bird’s backside”  

Of the Kartvelian languages in Laz-Megrelian -el characteristic somatic affix occurs the 

functional equivalent of which should be -o in Georgian. Reduced -w (← *-o affix) in the 

following position of historically final m is lost in Svan.   
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Pr.-Sindy *ḳuṭ- “liver” 

Hat. kut “liver” 

kut that are frequently attested together are different lexemes, namely, kut should be 

liver and kut likely denotes soul [Kochlamazashvili 2016 : 106].  

An expected root of *ḳwṭ- type in Common Sindy seems to be lost.  

Noteworthy parallels are the allomorphs denoting kidney in Dagestanian: Av. ḳuṭeb, 

Darg. (Chirg.) ḳuṭum, Ag. ḳuṭum, Krits  ḳwaṭin “kidney”, cf. Tsakh ḳurṭel “temple”… 
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳus- “love/desire/passion; moaning/groaning” 

Geo. ḳus- “mixing up” (Saba), Geo. (Khevs.) ḳus-ḳus-i “a kind of love/ desire/passion”, 

(Gur.) ḳus-un-i “moaning/groaning” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳuš-in-i “moaning/groaning, faint groaning” 

Laz m-ḳus-in-er-i (← *m-ḳuš-in-er-i) derivative can be brought, as well that is linked 

with Megrelian ḳus- “moaning/groaning” verb [Chikobava 1938 : 300].  

C.-Sind. *ḳws- “coitus” 

Ub. ḳws- “coitus” 

Ab. ḳws-ra,  Apkh. a-ḳws-ra “coitus” 

Genetic unity of Sindy-Kartvelian roots is doubtless. Semantic correlation moaning/ 

groaning/love/desire/passion ~ coitus is logical.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ḳus- “playing” 

Geo. (Khevs.) ḳus-ḳus-i “playing”, Old Geo. ḳus-ol-a “warming”, m-ḳus-ol-ar-e 

The word in simple form is attested “only in Old Georgian: „dga mat tana ṗeṭreca da h i  

ḳ u s o d a “ – “Petre was standing with them and playing” [Abuladze 1973 : 206]. Despite  

this,   the verb ḳus- is considered to be originated from parent language. It is supported by 

kindred roots and stems of the Iberian-Caucasian languages.   

C.-Sind. *ḳws v-a “dancing” 

Ab. ḳwaša-ra “dancing”, Apkh. á-ḳwaša-ra “dancing” 

There is a lack of Circassian data. It existence should be firm ground for reconstruction 

hissing-hushing s v spirant.   

Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *ḳus- : C.-Sind. *ḳws v-a verbal stems are obvious in 

Dagestanian languagers, as well: cf. Khv. ḳiš-a, Hunz. ḳiš-, Bezh. ḳis-l, Did. (Moqoq) 

ḳeš-a-nada “playing”. 

The question arises on possible etymological link with C.-Kartv. *ḳus- “love/desire/ 

passion; moaning/groaning” : C.-Sind. *ḳws- “coitus” (see above). 

 

C.-Kartv. *ḳu- “narrow, small” 

Geo. ḳu-, da-ḳu-v-a “cutting sth into narrow” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ḳu-u “small” 
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Sv. ḳo-ol//ḳo-l “small, little, few” 

Vowel correlation Geo. u : Sv. o is  quite  productive (cf. Geo. xuces : Sv. xoša...) and its 

appearance here cannot create resistance. 

Svan ḳoṭol is another root with the same meaning and cannot be discussed in this case 

[cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 299].  

C.-Sind. *ḳuv- “chicken” 

Ab. kw-s (pl. kwa-ra),  Apkh. a-ḳw-s (pl. a-ḳuá-ra) “chicken” 

There is a lack of Circassian correspondence but external linguistic material is so rich 

that parent-language origin of these roots and stems is doubtless. 

Dagestanian (Khv. ḳui, Inkhoqv. ḳue, Lak ḳar “puppy”) and Nakh (Ts.-Tush. ḳa 
“puppy”) nouns are logically considered to be the correspondences of Apkhazian-Abaza 

allomorphs [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 712].  

The meaning small/paucity  is evident; cf. small/chicken/puppy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ḳu- “stomach” 

Geo. ḳu-i “stomach of birds” (Saba) 

Zan  ḳu-i “stomach” 

Sv. ḳwi, ḳu (Lashkh.) “stomach” 

Basing on sound correspondences in western-Kartvelian dialects there should have 

been ḳuḳ-/ḳwiḳ- allomorphs but when back-lingual stop-plosive occurs in a root this 

process is suspended (Th. Gamkrelidze). 

C.-Sind. *ḳw- “innards/offals/giblets, intestines” 

Ad. ḳwa-, Kab. ḳwa  “innards/offals/giblets, intestines” 

C.-Sind. *ḳw- exactly reflects the logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ḳu- archetype. 

In Adyghean languages w → wa seems to be assimilative due to influence of following a.  
In the professional literature Dagestanian correspondences are also brought as the 

parallels of Sindy forms: Cham. ṣiw:a//iwa//i:a, Tind. c:ikw:a (← *:iw:a) 

“innards/offals /giblets, intestines” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 735].   
 

 

L 
 

C.-Kartv. *la- “prefix of plurality” 

Sv. *la- “prefix of plurality”, la-di-a “mothers”, la-mu-a “fathers” 

Confixal formation of plural in nouns is unfamiliar in Georgian-Zan. In this regard 

Svan la – a is isolated is Kartvelian system. Though archaic nature (parent-language 

origin) of Svan inflexion is supported by its extra-linguistic parallel. 

Pr.-Sind. *le- “prefix of plurality” 

Hat. le- “prefix of plurality”, le-zar “sheep” (pl.) 

Apkhazian-Abaza languages either have lost the plural form of this type or like other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages it hasn’t been developed. 
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Material and functional identity of Svan-Hattian la-/le- prefixes is doubtless. 

The issue needs additional investigation.   

 

C.-Kartv. *lag- “stupid/silly” 

Geo. leng-er-i, Im. leng-er-e “useless/unfit, vacant/daft/stupid “ 

Zan (Megr.) log-o “silly/stupid; carefree/careless” log-o-ia “id” (din.) 

If Kartvelian vowel sound correspondences are considered, then likely lag- type root and 

stem was expected in Svan that hasn’t been proved so far [Sherozia 1998 : 7].  

C.-Sind. *laga “silly/stupid; crazy” 

Ab. (Tap.) lága “silly/stupid; crazy”, Apkh. (Bzip) a-lg “stupid/silly, vacant/daft” 

It is inappropriate to detach la “eye” form in the lookup root [cf. Chirikba 1996 : 117]. 

Along with Kartvelian material such segmentation is also contradicted by Dagestanian one. 

In this latter in initial position l → h spirantization phonetic process is observed; cf. Bagv. 

haga-b, Botl. haga-w, Tind haga-b “silly/stupid”… 

 vowel of Bzip a-lg  forms resembles the roots of Geo. lig- (Saba), Megr. ligv-

“carefree/careless”, C.Kartv. *lig- types [see here]. 

  

C.-Kartv. *lag- “putting” 

Geo. lag-, a-lag-eb-s “puts sth in order”, da-a-lag-a “putting  in order” 

Zan (Megr.) log-in-, log-in-an-s “pricing/fixing/setting a price”, cf. log-in-i “beddings” 

Sv. lg-on-/lag-wen-, a-lg-on-i/a-lag-wen-i “fixs/sets a price” 

lag-/log- is detached as root, -in/-on are suffixes in Zan-Sva.  

C.-Sind. *gl- “putting sth up” 

Ab. gl-a-ra.  Apkh. a-gl-a-ra “putting sth up” 

Circassian correspondence isn’t observed. Comparative analysis outlines that they are 

the roots with different structure. But basing on Dagestanian material evident secondary 

nature of phonemic order is outlined in Kartvelian; cf. Bezh. gol-al, Hin. gor-a, Hunz. gl-

a/gil-a “putting”. 

Correspondences can be preserved in deverbative nouns in Nakh: Chech. mng-a, Ing. 

mng-ij “bed”, cf. Sv. lrgim “sofa-bed” [Chukhua 2008 : 388]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *lal- “driving (cattle)” 

Geo. lal-v-a “driving (cattle)”, mi-lal-av-s “drives/herds sb/sth (livestock, prisoners…)”, 

h-lal-v-id-es  

Zan (Megr.) lol-u-a “driving (cattle)”, me-lol-un-s “will drive/herd sb/sth (livestock, 

prisoners…)”, gegno-lol-u “drove/herded sb/sth (livestock, prisoners…)” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Beginning from Old Georgian an active lal- verb 

is logically corresponded by lol- stem in Zan [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 301].  

C.-Sind. *lal-a “walking, entering”  

Apkh. a-lala-ra “entering, mixing up”, d-lala-n “passed by”, ia-lal-o-m “Sb/Sth doesn’t 

go out”. 
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It is Apkhazian-Georgian isogloss that was compared by N. Machavariani [Ma-

chavariani 2015 : 23]. Etymological link of the described roots and stems is real that is 

supported by Nakh languages data; cf. Chech.  ljel-ar “walking”, Ing. lel-o “id”, Ts.-Tush 

lal-ar “going/passing, travelling around”, lal-dar “taking sb/sth away, letting/putting  

sb/sth pass through” [Chukhua 2008 : 389].  

 

C.-Kartv. *lang-o-r- “stupid, foolish; dim” 

Geo. lenger-a-j/lenger-i “thick strong stick”, Lechkh. lengir-i “dim, incapable, useless” 

Zan (Megr.) longor-ia/rongo-ia “headed; clumsy/awkward, uncomfortable/ unsuitable/ 

uneasy”, cf. Sv. i-dog-al (←*i-dagw-al) “acts stupidly”   

Sound correspondence e/o indicates that a → e is of later period and is developed in 

historical Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *dagwa “deaf” 

Ad. dgw,  Kab. dgw “deaf” 

Ub. dagw “deaf” 

Ab. dagw, Apkh. a-dagwa “deaf” 

Some scholars detach da- segment in the Sindy forms with the meaning of ear [Klimov 

2003 : 309] that is groundless. Really, such a word {da “ear”} isn’t confirmed in the 

Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. I agree with the standpoint which proves that “there is 

no ground for further segmentation of the stem” {Kvakhadze 2014 : 195].  

As regard ng : g correlation the transformation took place in C.-Sind. parent language – 

ng → g- via simplification. It is supported by Dagestanian correspondence that is 

preserved only in Udi – dango “crazy”.       

 
C.-Kartv. *laṗr- “thin layer, skin” 

Geo. (Kartl.) laṗr-i “thin layer, skin” 

According to my observation Georgian laṗr- stem is isolated in Karvelian language 

world though it is possible to reconstruct it for parent-language situation that is possible 

via bringing Iberian-Caucasian languages data.  

C.-Sind. *λṗ- “skin, shell” 

Ad. tx-λṗ, Kab. tx-λmṗ- “paper” 

Circassian words are of compound structure and consist of the following components tx 

“writing” + λṗ- “skin, shell”. Evolution of the concept paper is obvious, as well that is 

connected with skin/shell  in this case. Similar meaning is observed in genetically common 

Dagestanian data in which within one lexeme the evolution of sheet → // paper semes is 

evident; cf. Bezh. λibo, Hunz. λibu “sheet, paper”; cf. Av. (Ants.) lab “leather, skin”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *las- “sowing” 

Sv. lš-/laš- “sowing”, a-lš-i “sows”, lš-i (UB.), lš-i (LB.), lš-i (Lashkh), laš-i (Lent.) 

“seed”, li-lš-un-e, li-laš-un-e (LB., Lent.) “holiday of sowing beginning” 
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It should be noted that Geo.-Zan tes-/tas- is another root and cannot be brought in this 

case. Svan allomorphs denoting sowing are sourced from C.-Kartv. *las- archetype.  

C.-Sind. *ra-šwa- “weeding, hoeing” 

Ab. ra-šwa-ra “weeding”, ra-šwa-n “weeding season”,  Apkh. á-ra-šwa-ra “hoeing; 

weeding” 

In Apkhzian-Abaza šwa- is detached as a root; cf.  Apkh. a-šwa-ra “weeding” which can 

mean that  even in Kartvelian la- should be detached as a prefix. In all cases the issue 

needs further investigation.  

Sindy-Kartvelian allomorphs were compared with each other by G. Rogava but the 

scholar brought Georgian-Zan tes-/tas- “sowing” forms, as well [Rogava 1954 : 51-53].    

In  structural and semantic terms Nakh languages data is close to Svan lš-/laš- 

“sowing” verb; cf.  Ts.-Tush. las-/les- “sifting”, Rus. просеять (for semantics cf. просеять   

“sifting” ~ сеять “sowing”).   
 
C.-Kartv. *las- “remaining hazelnut” 

Zan (Laz) les-id-i “remaining hazelnut” 

In Laz les- detached as a root seems to be logical correspondence of Common 

Kartvelian *las- archetype; cf. C.-Kartv. a → Zan o → e, Geo. oc-i  “twenty” : Zan eč-i 

“id”... 

C.-Sind. *rasa “hazelnut” 

Ab. (Tap.) rasá,  Apkh. a-rasá, Bzip a-ras vá “hazelnut” 

I don’t agree with the segmentation possibility of ra-sa type of Apkhazian-Abaza roots 

and stems [cf. Chirikba 1996 : 120].  On the contrary, C.-Sind. *rasa “hazelnut” is an 

united archetype that logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *las- root. In anlaut C.-Kartv. l 

:              C.-Sind. r sonor type opposition appears that indicates to Zan-like  l → r 

phonetic process in parent Sindy language.  

 
C.-Kartv. *las- “soft, thin wool” 

Geo. (Kartl.) las-a “silk thin thread; web, membrane” 

Sv.(UB.)  jnš-i “soft, thin wool” 
A corresponding root isn’t attested in Laz-Megrelian. Initial Svan correspondence of 

Georgian las-a stem should have been of *laš-i type. Trace of reduction l → j and a →   is 

observed in the latter; cf. on the one hand Geo. lurǯ-i : Sv. jrž-i “blue” and on the other 

one Geo. maṭl- : Sv. mṭ “worm”. 

C.-Sind. *las vw- “wool” 

Ub. dašw- “wool”   

Ab. las-a,  Apkh. á-las-a, Bzip a-las v  “wool” 

In this opposition Ubykh allomorph catches our attention by l → d sound replacing 

process of later period and preserving the labialization of initial sibilant voiceless spirant 

which is broken in other case. 
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Avar ras/raš (Chad.) “hair” root in which l → r historical process trace is evident in 

Avar word’s anlaut, i.e. d → r and  l → r  should be distinguished (not only) in Avar, 

demonstrates closeness with C.-Kartv. *las- : C.-Sind. *las vw- archetypes.  
 
C.-Kartv. *las- “flying type” 

Geo. las-las-i “bad flying {of birds}” (Saba) 

Complex (reduplicated) structure of the stem is clearly evident. 

Correspondences haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages so far. The link 

with New Georgian las-las-i “staggering/walking with difficulty” verb (GED) should be 

excluded if possible semantic transformation isn’t considered. 

C.-Sind. *las- “light-weight” 

Ub. was- “light-weight” 

Ab. las, Apkh.  á-las “light-weight” 
Corresponding root isn’t revealed in Adyghean language. It is difficult to give Ad. ps-

na, Kab. ps-nṣva “light-weight, fast” allomorphs (when Ubykh as exists) in this case [cf. 

Abdokov 1983 : 150]., since l → w is characteristic only for Ubykh.  

Material unity of Georgian-Circassian roots is supported by semantic correlation light-

weight  ~ flying that is logical.   
 

C.-Kartv. *last-am- “swampy/marshy place” 

Geo. (Gur.) letem-i “Muddy place” 

Zan lotom-i “deep swamp/marsh”  

Sv. lešṭer “downpour/heavy shower (of rain)” 

Etymological link of Kartvelian names is doubtless. The meaning of (great) rain  in 

Svan is sourced from flooded place one.  As regard phonetic aspect of the words 

(reconstruction) vowel sound-correspondence Geo. e : Zan o always indicates to C.-Kartv. 

a sounding.  

C.-Sind. *lmʒ v- “swamp/marsh” 

Ab. ps-lmʒ,  Apkh. a-ps-lmʒ “marsh/swamp, quagmire”  

There is a lack of Ubykh and Circassian correspondences. In case of their detection it 

will be possible to speak convincingly about st : ʒ v phonetic opposition. 

Sindy roots are logically compared with Tab. linǯi “clay”, Darg. lamʒe/lamze “dirt, 

mud” allomorphs that is supported by the structure of Kartvelian roots [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 750-751].  

 

C.-Kartv. *laṭan- “long beam without branch” 

Geo. laṭan-i “narrow and long beam” (Saba), Georgian dialects: “stick, cudgel”; “narrow 

and long stick/swithch” 

Zan (Megr.) lṭ//liṭe “tree without branch” 

As it was expected in Megrelian a final n was lost and o → //i phonetic process 

appeared. Thus, the stem of *loṭon- type should be reconstructed for old Zan. 
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C.-Sind.*janṭ- “log, support/basis” 

Kab. janṭ-r “log, support/basis” 

An initial l was lost in Circassian. It is clearly indicated by Dagestanian (Darg.) ṭal/laṭ 
“post/pillar/pole, mast”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *laṭ-e “soil/land; mud” 

Zan (Laz) leṭa “soil/land”, Megr. leṭa “mud”  

Sounding of e in Zan is considered to be originated from historical o. This latter 

corresponds with  C.-Kartv. a vowel – Geo. a : Zan o (→ e), C.-Kartv. *a; cf. Geo. ʒarγv-i :  

Zan  ǯerγv-i ← *ǯorγv-i “vein/blood vessel”… 

C.-Sind. *lṭ- “clay; mud” 

Ad jaṭ “soil; clay; dirt”, jṭa-γw “clay” 

Apkh. a-lmṭ “dirt” 

In other context G. Rogava compared Sindy-Kartvelian nouns [Rogava 1956 : 12]. 

Apkhazian a-lmṭ “dirt” was enrolled in the list of these words by K. Lomtatidze that is 

noteworthy to investigate the genesis of Adyghean j half-vowel (sonant) - jaṭ ← *laṭ, 

though the scholar considers an Apkhazian allomorph to be Zan borrowing [Lomtatidze 

1961 : 121, 191].   

C.-Kartv. *laṭ-e : C.-Sind. *lṭ- are of Paleo-Caucasian origin which, by my obser-

vation,  have correspondences in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Av.  riṭel “valley”, 

Darg. luṭi “soil, land”, Cham. jiṭi (← *liṭi) “island”... 

 

C.-Kartv. *laγw- “fig” 

Geo. leγv-i (← *laγv-i), cf. mo-laγ-ur-i//ma-laγ-ur-i “golden oriole” [Oriolus o.] 

Zan (Laz)  luγ-i  “fig”, ma-luγ-a//ma-luγ-e  “golden oriole”, Megr. luγ-i “fig”, ma-luγ-ia 

“golden oriole”  

Sv. {laγu}, ma-γlaw ← *ma-laγw  “golden oriole”  

The stem denoting fig is lost in Svan but impression about its structure  is created by 

equivalent molaγuri “golden oriole” in which metathesized γlaw  allomorph is outlined.  
C.-Sind. *laγw- “fig” 

Ub. laxj- “fig” 

Apkh. a-lah-a “fig” 

Comparison of Sindy-Kartvelian roots is well known [Rogava 1985 : 36-38].  In this 

case labialization reconstruction of γw in Common Sindy is based on the palatalization 

argument of Ubykh xj since here delabialization of Cw labialized complex is accompanied 

by required  palatalization of consonant, i.e. Cw → Cj.  

Noteworthy Iberian-Caucasian parallels are evident in Nakh languages, as well; cf.  

Ing. jirγ//lirγ “a kind of plant”. 
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 C.-Kartv. *la-e “spoiled/rotten” 

Geo. la-e “spoiled/rotten” 

Zan (Laz) lo-a “sweet” 

In the published material there is no Svan equivalents [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

73]. As it is obvious in Laz the source of semantema sweet  is the meaning overriped.  

C.-Sind. *d- “hardened/solidified; frozen; turned stiff/rigid/numb” 

Ad. d “hardened/solidified; frozen; turned stiff/rigid/numb”  

There is a lack of other Circassian correspondences. Anlaut l that is characteristic of 

Kartvelian languages likely transferred into d in Common Sindy parent-language.   

Along with Sindy-Kartvelian data the Dagestanian one creates exact picture of 

Common Iberian-Caucasian archetype; cf. Hin. ra-i (← *la-i) “corpse”. Here is Nakh 

languages material: Chech. da-a, Ing. da-, Ts.Tush. da- “dead, deceased”, C.-Nakh. 

*da-o  “dead, corpse” [Chukhua 2008 : 391; Vagapov 2011 : 238].  

Semantically the given correspondences dead/turned stiff/rigid/numb ~ spoiled/rotten 

cannot be obstacles since the similar poly-semia is possible even within one word; cf. 

Dag., And. bio, Bagv. bia, Kar. bia “died, turned spoiled/rotten” [Gudava 1964 : 131].  

 

C.-Kartv. *laʒ- “roasting (nuts, coffee, seeds), scorching (by flame)” 

Geo. lanʒ-, lanʒ-v-a “burning a surface with fire”, ga-lanʒ-ul-i “burned surface” 

Zan (Megr.) ruǯ-/runǯ-, ruǯ-u-a “putting in fire”, go-runǯ-el-i “scorched/sun-burnt” 

As the comparison with Zan outlines in Georgian n is a phonetic apposition and ruǯ- 

verb turns out to be zanism in Georgian.  
C.-Sind. *ǯ- “burning/frying/roasting” 

Ab. ǯj-ra,  Apkh. a-ǯj-rá “burning/frying/roasting” 

There is a lack of Circassian correspondences. Anlaut l that is characteristic of 

Kartvelian languages likely was lost in parent language as it often happens.  

Along with Kartvelian material the Dagestanian one creates an exact picture about 

Iberian-Caucasian archetype; cf. Lak lau- “lighting a fire”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *laxa- “mountain” 

Sv. laxw “mountain”, laxw-ni “mountainous” 

The word is isolated in Svan but as it is obvious it is of Common Kartvelian etymology. 

Stem auslaut is problematic since Svan w in the final position can denote prop. w sonant 

as well as parent-language a vowel via a → w partial reduction; cf. Geo. anča → Sv. 

ančw “heron”, Geo. cica : Sv. cicw “cat”, etc.  
C.-Sind. *Laxa “mountain” 

Ub. λaxa “mountain” 

The word of parent-language origin is preserved only in Ubykh subsystem. Phonetic 

process of devoicing L → λ that took place at the beginning of the word seems to be 

regressive-assimilative one, influencing result of following x voiceless spirant.   
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A final a in Ubykh λaxa- confirms that even in Kartvelian a was initial - *laxa → laxw. 
In this regard Dagestanian correspondence is irrelevant, as well; cf. Lak raħ “narrow 

valley/hollow, gorge”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *laxw- “river; small mountain river/ravine” 

Zan (Megr.) lexera “small mountain river/ravine” 

Sv. lxw “overflowed river” 

A Georgian correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Megrelian lexera demonstrates the 

secondary state and in this case *loxora should be considered to be an initial form. 

Function of -ra segment is unclear. 

C.-Sind. *Lħ-a “river” 

Ad. (Shaps.) λaħa “(small) river”  

Comparison of Svan allomorph with Shapsug one will likely make a correction in the 

reconstruction procedure. Maybe Sv. lxw is sourced from laxa archaic form via a → w 
reduction characteristic of Svan then C.-Kartv. should have been *laxa and by this it 

should be closer with Sindy *Lħa  proto-type. In Shapsug L → λ is assimilative like in Ub. 
λaxa “mountain” form. 

It is one of problematic links. The issue needs further investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *leg- “bad; lifeless” 

Geo. leg-, Tush. leg-a-i “lie” 

Zan (Megr.) lag-e “bad, weak, lifeless” 

Sv. leg- “bad” 

Negative tone is evident. Sound correspondence indication is preserved that supports 

unity and Common Kartvelian origin of these stems.  

C.-Sind. *lg- “slave” 

Ab. lg, Apkh. a-lg “slave” 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Circassian languages. C.-Kartv. *leg- 
“bad; lifeless” : C.-Sind. *lg- “slave” is logical phonetic and semantic opposition. 

Common-Caucasian origin of the given archetypes is supported by Nakh languages data; 

cf. Bats. lag, Vainakh laj ← *lag “slave”. Spirant nature of Avar laγ “slave” root is unclear 

(Geo. laγ-i (?) “carefree; bold”) since in Khinalug languages  there is attested lg-d “man, 

male” form.  

Basque lag-un “friend” word also corresponds; cf. Sumerian lag-ar “servant” word.   

  
C.-Kartv. *leḳw- “posterity/offspring; puppy/cub”  

Geo. leḳw-i “posterity/offspring”, leḳ//leḳv-i “offspring of animals amd dogs” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) laḳv-i “puppy”, Laz *laḳv-i → laḳ-i → *la-i “puppy”, laḳ-oṭ-i (→ Arm.) 

“puppy/cub” [Marr 1909a : 720]  
Laz laḳ-oṭ-i “puppy/cub” that is derived via -oṭ derivative affix entered in Armenian, as 

well [Fänrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 305]. Characteristic delabialization phonetic process ḳv 
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→ ḳ in Laz is evident. It occurred in the same stem in Megrelian; cf. Laḳ-ia ← *Laḳv-ia 

(?)= Geo. Leḳv-e-i-švil-i “surname”. 

C.-Sind. *Lw- “calf” 

Ub. Laj- “calf” 

As A. Kvakhadze believes a palatalized j reflects Common-Circassian w- [Kvakhadze  

2014 : 79], i.e. *Law → Laj-  took place in Ubykh.   
Semantic opposition C.-Kartv. posterity/offspring; puppy/cub  ~ C.-Sind. calf  is logical. 

Noteworthy lexical parallel can be brought from Dagestanian group; cf. Khin. lq “calf”. 

This latter confirms that  → ḳ and  → q processes took place in Kartvelian and 

Dagestanian languages. Correlation with Ts.-Tush lev “quail” in which the context of 

smallness/scarcity is evident, should be clarified.  

  
C.-Kartv. *lel-e “stupid/idiotic; heartlessness; weak” 

Geo. lele “stupid, idiotic” 

Zan (Megr.) lala “coward, weak, powerless; lazy” 

There is a lack of Laz correspondence. Anyway, in the published material an expected 

lel(e) isn’t observed and exact correspondence of lele form attested in Imerian dialect is 

revealed in Megrelian lala form [Fährich, Sarjveldaze 2000 : 306].     
C.-Sind. *LnL- “weak; lifeless” 

Ad. LanL, Kab. LanL “weak”   

Ub. LanL//LaLa “weak, wilted/withered” 
Due to the lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences it is difficult to say whether is 

initial voiced lateral spirant or a allomorph that appeared as a result of l → L secondary 

process. In professional literature inlaut n is considered to be apposition [Kvakhadze 2014 

: 200], that isn’t right. On the contrary, n is lost in Ubykh language that is confirmed by 

parallel form. 
Corresponding isoglosses haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *les- “sharpening; dazzling, shining brightly” 

Geo. les-v-a “sharpening”, les-av-s “sharpens”, les-ul-i “dazzling, brightly shining” 

Zan las-ir-, (Laz) las-ir-er-i “sharpened”, o-las-ir-u “sharpening”, Megr. las-ir-u-a “id”, 

las-ir-el-i  “id”. 

Sv. ls- “sharpeniong”, ls-ir “whetstone” 

Verbal forms were lost in Svan. In these deverbative nominal there are -ir derivative 

suffix, likely via haplology: la-ls-ir → ls-ir [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 139].  

C.-Sind. *lsv- “light, bright,  shining brightly” 

Ub. wasv- “light, shining brightly” 

 Ab. laš-,  Apkh. á-laš-a  “light, bright,  shining brightly” 

There is a lack of corresponding roots in Adyghean languages [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 963]. 
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C.-Kartv. *les- : C.-Sind. *ls v- demonstrates logical correlation. Common nature of 

stems from semantical as well as form terms is doubtless.  

 

C.-Kartv. *leγw- “meat” 

Sv. leγw “meat”, leγw-ra (UB.), leγw-r (LB.), leγw-ra (Lashkh.), leγw-ora (Lent.) 

“mortal/living creature” 

Etymological link of Svan leγw root with Geo. (Mokh.) liγw-i “skin pulped/bruised and 

injured as a result of hitting” word, which in its turn should preserve Zan correspondence 

in Megrelian  liγ-on-u-a “abrading/taking the skin off meat” verb. In Svan i → e  is the 

result of M. Kaldani’s rule (influence of w). 

C.-Sind. *γw “meat”  

Ub. γja “meat” 

Palatalization of root consonant in Ubykh is caused by breaking the labialization. 

Historical process has regular character in the language; cf. Ad. gw : Ub. gj (← *gw) 

“heart”… 

Initial l is lost in Common Sindy since in Nakh correspondence like Kartvelian it is 

preserved unchanged; cf. C.-Nakh *laħw- “meat kept for winter”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *lec- “catching; protecting” 

Sv. lč-/leč-, li-lč-e “protecting, catching”, m-lč-e “protector”, xw-e-lč-a, i-leč-e 

“protects, is on guard, is catching”  

In professional literature there is an attempt to link Sv. leč-/lč- verbal root with Geo. 

cav-/cev- “protecting” stem [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 589] that is structurally 

unreasonable. According to my observation Geo. cav- is corresponded by Svan wč- 

“fending off, protecting” of inversive structure. Prop.  leč- “protecting, catching” verb in 

Svan is another root and it has parallels in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *wc- “stealing” 

Ub. wc- “stealing” 

Semantically Ubykh stealing is sourced from taking/catching context. And these 

transitional rings are attested in corresponding roots of kindred Dagestanian languages; 

cf. Ag. f-ac “catching”, Darg. uc- “taking” and Lak aci- “stealing”, on the one hand and 

Sv. leč-, Common Nakh *lec- “protecting, catching”, on the other one. Full picture of 

semantic distribution of common roots is evident in the given context. 

 

C.-Kartv. *lig(w)- “vacant/daft/stupid, astounding/dumbfounding” 

Geo. lig-/ligv-, lig-i “stupid” (Saba), gan-lig-eb-a “calling astounding” (Saba), ga-ligv-

eb-a “astounding/dumbfounding”, ga-ligv-eb-ul-i “astounded/dumbfounded”   

Zan (Megr.) ligv-al-i “sluggish/inept, play-fool, silly/stupid”, go-ligv-in-ap-a 

“astounding /dumbfounding” 
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Final v  in Zan should be explained. If it is a phonetic apposition, then it shouldn’t have 

occurred in Georgian. And still, lig- → ligw- is acceptable in both cases.  

C.-Sind. *lgj- “dancing/playing”  

Ad. wǯ-n, Shaps. wgj-n, Kab. wǯ-n, Basl. wgj-n “dancing in the circle with the 

song accompaniment” 

Ub. wgj- “dancing” 

Initial l hasn’t been preserved in Circassian languages, though the reflexes of parent-

language l are observed in bilabial w – l → w [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 597; 

Kvakhadze 2014 : 252].  

Semantic substitution dancing/playing ~ silly/fool is clearly seen in English translation 

play-fool  that  is derived from the stem play.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ling- “grinding/milling; ground into flour” 

Geo. ling-v-a “ground into flour purely”, Gur., Upper Ajar. ling-i “purely ground 

maize” 

A root ling- has no correspondences in Zan and Svan though the existence of Iberian-

Caucasian isoglosses is doubtless. 

C.-Sind. *lgja- “grinding/milling, kibbling (maize)”  

Ad. ħaǯj-n//ħagj-n, Kab. ħaža-n “grinding/milling, kibbling (maize)” 

Ab. laga-ra, Apkh. á-laga-ra “grinding/milling, kibbling (maize)” 

Circ. ħ  : Apkh. l is Sindy innovation, l → λ → ħ in Circassian languages is likely. 

Vowel correlation i : a should be by  explained.   

 

C.-Kartv. *lips- “west wind (in winter)” 

Geo. lips-i “west wind in winter” (Saba) 

In this case parent-language data is preserved only in Georgian. Its Common-

Kartvelian nature is supported by kindred Sindy languages data. 

C.-Sind. *ṭps-a “wind” 

Ub. ṭapsa “wind”  

Of the Georgian-Ubykh isoglosses it is one of the rare examples in which anlaut l : ṭ 
correspondence is evident. It isn’t excluded that such opposition is sourced from any 

affricate-lateral in the Paleo-Caucasian parent language but at the same time there is 

reasonable suspicion on compound (composite) structure of a word in both language 

subsystems, i.e. Geo. li-ps-, Ub. ṭa-psa;  ps-/psa is easily explained [see word entry *psin-], 

but in case of supposition the function of li-/ṭa- component  is unclear. The issue needs 

further investigation.   

 

C.-Kartv. *liʒn- “copper” 

Zan (Megr.) linǯ-i, Laz liǯ-i “copper” 
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Corresponding forms haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Likely, Old Geo. ṗilenʒ-i : Zan (Laz)) ṗrinǯ-i “copper” : Sv. bereǯ//berež “iron” contain 

the same root though  we have to be careful about this issue – maybe  it has another 

etymology. 

Initial Zan linǯ-  was simplified in Laz and in Megrelian a metathesis took place - *liǯn- 

→ linǯ-//liǯ-, that was grounded on phonotactic restriction, the absence of noise + sonor 

cluster.  

C.-Sind. *rʒn- “silver” 

Ad. (Shaps., Bzhed.) tz vn, Abdz. tz vn, Chemg. tz vn-, Kab. dz vn “silver” 

Ab. rzn-a, Apkh. a-raʒn-, Bzip a-rʒvn- “silver” 

Origin of Ub. dašwan “silver” is unclear. It looks like a correspondence of Nakh 

dašuo/došuw “gold” word. If we discuss anlaut l : r : d correlation l will be initial from 

which r and later d was developed, or l → r//d.  

Archaic nature of anlaut l is supported by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Av. rez, Akhv. 

lezi “yellow copper”, Tab.  již “copper”, Lezg. lac:u “white”, Arch. lac:-ut “iron”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *loḳ- “licking” 

Geo. h-loḳ-s, loḳ-av-s “licks”, na-loḳ-i “licked clean” 

Zan (Megr.) loḳ-u-a//loṭḳ-u-a, Laz o-loḳ-u//o-losḳ-u “licking” 

Sv. li-lḳ-e//li-loḳ-e “licking”, xwa-lḳ-e “licking” 

Colchian allomorphs losḳ-/loṭḳ- is the result of acting of sound-writing while in 

Georgian-Svan loḳ-/lḳ- is stable. Verbal root is attested in Old Georgian written sources 

[see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 307-308]. 

C.-Sind. *Laḳw-- “licking; washing” 

Ad. tħj, Abdz. tħj-n, Kab. tħṣv-n “washing” 

Ub. Laḳwa- “licking" 

Anlaut L : tħ opposition in Circassian languages is noteworthy. It is obvious that Ubykh 

L, which is corresponded by Kartvelian l demonstrates archaic picture. Semantic 

correlation licking ~ washing which is based on the context removing of sth, is 

noteworthy, as well.  

It is one of reasonable links revealed by G. Klimov [Klimov 1969 : 293]. 
  
C.-Kartv. *loq- “big; heavy/hard” 

Geo. lox-i “with big body” (Saba), lox-i “heavy/hard” 

Zan (Megr.) lux-, lux-um-i “having big body” 

Suffix -um is rarely used in Megrelian but at the same time it occurs in Georgian, as 

well: ʒal-um-i “strong/powerful/mighty”, petx-um-i “sloven/slob/sbdirty”... In spite of 

absence of Svan correspondence I suppose that the archetype with q- should be 

reconstructed  on parent-language level. 

C.-Sind. *(na)-qa- “big” 

Ad. -q, in the word  ca-m-q “having big teeth”, Kab. ʒa-m-q: “id”. 
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Ab. na-qa-ra, Apkh. á-z-xa-ra “having much/many, sufficient” 

Sindy forms are visibly reduced. Maybe, in the word’s anlaut there should have been l 

in the root structure that disappeared without a tace. If it is  supposed for Sindy, the 

material of other Iberian-Caucasian languages makes undoubtless the existence of  l; cf. 

Hunz. lax-i “many/much; too/very”, Lezg. lux “to become great/big”; also: Nakh duqa “lots 

of”, Darg. daqal “lots of”. In these latters l → d transformation took place.  

 

C.-Kartv. *lub- “wet/moist, damp” 

Geo. lumṗ-, ga-lumṗ-v-a “getting wet/moist”, ga-lumṗ-ul-i “made soacking wet/dren-

ched” 

Sv. lmb-, m-lmb “wet/moist, damp” 

Initial nature of Svan variant with b phoneme is real [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 309] 

though at the same time it seems that in both samples m is phonetic apposition that, 

according to K. Lomtatidze’s rule, caused glottalization - lumb- → lumṗ-. 

C.-Sind. *Lb- “wet/moist, damp” 

Ad (Chemg.) Lb  “wet/moist, damp” 

Of the Sindy languages only in Chemg. dialect of Adyghean occurs a lookup stem 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 199]. Due to absence Apkhazian-Abaza material it is difficult to prove 

whether it is  l → L secondary lateralization process or archaic L (initial) voiced lateral 

spirant.  
Vocalism of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes u :  is noteworthy that is conditioned by 

position.  

 
 

M 
 

C.-Kartv. *ma- “he/she/it” 

Geo. ma-n “he/she/it”, ma-s “him/her/it”, ma-n-d “over there” 

Zan (Laz) mu-k “he/she/it” (cf. Geo. ma-g), Megr. mu “oneself”, mu-n-ep-i “they” 

Sv. ma-, -ma-s “him/her/it”, a-ma-w “up to this point/until now” 

There is logical correlation in Kartvelian roots since the closeness of Georgian a with m 

is corresponded o → u in Zan. Georgian ma- root is attested in ancient Georgian written 

sources [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 313-314].   

C.-Sind. *m- “demonstrative pronoun” 

Ad. m, Kab. m “demonstrative pronoun” 
In Apkhzaian-Abaza as well as in Ubykh a corresponding pronominal root isn’t 

evident [Klimov 1969 : 291]. Though Adyghean m is reconstructed on Common-Sindy 
parent language level since beside the Kartvelian correspondences noteworthy material 
with the same meaning is revealed in Dagestanian languages; cf. Tsakh man, Ag., Rut. mi, 
Krits a-m, Ud. me “demonstrative pronoun”, Lak mu “he/she/it” (person close to 
listener)”… 
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C.-Kartv. *ma- “negative article no(t)” 
Zan (Laz) mo-, mo-t “don’t…!/Let…not”  

Sv. ma-/ma-d “not, no” 

In Georgian and Megrelian ma-/mo- particle isn’t revealed though likely it can be 

merged with -ma root in one word – br-ma “blind” ← *br- “eye, watching” + -ma “not” 

that is of transparent etymology in Nakh-Dagestanian languages – understanding of blind  

is derived just this way.  

C.-Sind. *-ma- “negative article no” 

Ad. -m-, Kab. -m- “negative article not” 

Ub. -m(a)  “id” 

Ab., -m-, Apkh. -m- “negative article not” 

C.-Kartv. *ma- : C.-Sind. *-ma- isn’t isolated in Iberian-Caucasian languages, ma-/m- of 

the same structure is repeated in Dagestanian and Nakh languages.   

 

C.-Kartv. *mag- “firm/solid/hard; fastening/getting/a firm hold/fixing firmly/ toughten-

ing/making sth hard/fortifying sth/” 
Geo. mag-, mag-ar-i “firm/solid/hard”, a-mag-r-eb-s “fastens/toughtens sth/makes sth 

hard/fortify sth/fixes sth firmly”, da-mag-in-eb-a “layering (vien)” 
Zan (Megr.) nog- (← *mog), nog-r-o/norg-o “(new) shoot” 
Sv. laǯ-/lǯ- (← *lag-), a-lǯ-i “plants”, o-laǯ “Sb planted sth” 
Acting Svan process m → l  gives possibility to bring  laǯ-/lǯ- allomorphs in this case 

[Chukhua  2000-2003 : 138-139]. 
C.-Sind. *mg- “firm/solid/hard; fastening/getting/a firm hold/fixing firmly/ 

toughtening /making sth hard/fortifying sth/” 
Ad. mǯ-r “unripe/hard (fruit), firm/solid/hard, unriped” 
It is evident that inlaut ǯ in Adyghean is a result of gj → ǯ phonetic process. Primarity 

of g voiced guttural is supported by Kartvelian data, as well. Svan-Adyghean allomorphs 
demonstrate common development tendency.  

Issue of genetic link with Nakh mag-  root is noteworthy, as well; cf. Chech. mag-ar, 
Ing. mag-r “ability; hardness/firmness/solidity, equilibrium/stability/motonlessness” 
[Chukhua 2008 : 401]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mag-ar- “hard” 

Old Geo. magar-i “difficult; fortified”, “difficult to break”, si-magr-e “heard place; cf. 

cixe-si-magr-e “fortress” 

Nominal stem is attested only in Georgian. Likely, on a parent-language level -ar is 

detached as a suffix; mag-ar- is reconstructed at least on Common Kartvelian 

chronological level that is supported by isoglosses of Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *mgj- “unripe, hard/unfired” 

Ad. (Shaps.) mgj-r, Chemg. mǯj-r “unripe, hard/unfired” 
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*mgj- should be detached as a parent-language stem the basic meaning of which 

should have been an antonymic understanding of ripe  semantema, i.e. not soft/hard. 

Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *mag-ar- “hard” : C.-Sind. *mgj- “unripe/hard” 

archetypes is considered C.-Nakh *mag- “mighty”; cf. Chech. meg-er/meg-ar “mighty” 

[see above]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *magol- “hay stack” 
Geo. magol-i “hay-cock/unsheaved hay on hay-cock” (Saba), Rach. “small hay stack” 
The word is attested only in Georgian but its Iberian-Caucasian genetically common 

roots exclude the stem borrowing and support its Common Kartvelian origin.    
C.-Sind. *mgw-l “hay stack; bottom of hay” 

Circ. {mgwl}/{bgwl} “hay stack; bottom of hay” 

The word that is lost in prop. Apkhzian-Adgyghean is preserved in Ossetian in the 
Circassian borrowing form; cf. Oss. mḳwl//bḳw “hay stack; bottom of hay”. These 

allomorphs undoubtedly entered from Circassian in Ossetian that is supported by 

realization of Circassian short vowels into umlauted vowels in Ossetian:  → . 
Nakh languages data is noteworthy, as well in which indigenous lexemes are attested:  

Ing. magr, Chech. mgar “threshed of cereals, stubble”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *maz-a “honey drink” 

Geo. maza “honey drink” 

Zan (Laz) muz-er-a “a kind of drink” 

Sv. manza-w “intoxicating” 

It is obvious that maz- is detached as a root in Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Function of -er-a suffix is unclear (Is it a deverbative nouns?).  

C.-Sind. *mz “juice” 

Ad. ps, Kab. ps “juice” 
In Adyghean languages C.-Sind. mz cluster is realized by voiceless (ps) type that seems 

to be secondary, Circassian innovation. From this standpoint Dagestanian languages data 

is noteworthy; cf. Lezg. meže, Khin. miža “juice”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *maza- “sweet food/drink” 
Geo. maza “food made of honey”, Kiz., Psh. “desser, sweet food”, maza “delicious food” 

[Chubinashvili 1887 : 660]. 
Zan (Laz) moz-in-a “getting drunk, nausea from eating honey” 
Seems, Megrelian noz-u-a “poisoning” is the stem of other origin and cannot be 

brought in this case. 
C.-Sind. *mažw- “cake/bread” 

Ad. maža-ž, Kab. maža-ǯa “bread” 

Ab. mažwa-ʒa “dough”, Apkh. a-mažwa “cake” 
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In Sindy languages maža-/mažwa- is detached as a root. Initial form and likely, meaning 

of the word is preserved in Apkhazian. Any attempt to consider Sindy allomorphs to be 

borrowed from other language world is unreasonable [cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 264; Bukia 

2016 : 94]. C.-Nakh *maz- “propolis” archetype can also be brought; cf. Chech. šal-maz 

compound word in which maz corresponds with Geo. maza and šal corresponds with 

Svan šalu//šaulu “drone”, Laz žulu “worker bee” words. 
 

C.-Kartv. *maz-a “good” 

Geo. (Kartl.) maza “good”, maza kali “good woman” 

The word is isolated in Georgian but it is characterized of parent-language origin since 

its correspondences are attested in (and not only) Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *bza “good; clean” 

Ad. -bza in the word  qa-bza “clean”, Kab. -bz, in the word  qa-bz “clean” 
Ab. bzi “good”, Apkh. (a)-bzia “good” 
Analytical roots and stems are fully given in Sindy languages. There is a lack of Ubykh 

allomorph.  

The word’s anlaut rises the question when m/b substitution is observed in Georgian-

Sindy isoglosses. In similar situation Dagestanian data is noteworthy in which the variants 

with m are evident; cf. Darg. (Chirg.) marze, Arch. marz-ut “clean”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *mazw-/*bazw- “(breeding) sow/ewe/nanny goat” 

Old Geo. mezv-i “(breeding) sow/ewe/nanny goat”, cf. Geo. bz-un- “(animal’s) heat/ 

oestrus/season, (cow, etc.) in heat/rut” 

Zan (Laz) bozo/bozu “girl”, bozo-mota//bozu-mota “young girl” 

It is obvious that such a linking makes clear that Geo. nezw- “female” and mezw- are 

different stems – the first is corresponded by Sv. nezw-ra “female” [Klimov 1964 : 146-

147] and the second – by Laz bozu → // bozo.  

C.-Sind. *bza “(breeding) sow/ewe/nanny goat, female” 

Ad.  bz, Kab. bz “(breeding) sow/ewe/nanny goat” 

Ub. bza “female” 

Ab. la-ps, Apkh. á-ps “female, (breeding) sow/ewe/nanny goat” 

Status of la- in Abaza as well as devoicing mechanism of bz → ps is unclear. In 

Common Sindy bzwa type was expected though w was lost dissimilatively due to influence 

of initial bilabial b.  

Noteworthy Iberian-Caucasian parallels haven’t been revealed so far. 
 

C.-Kartv. *mat- “little dolphin” 

Zan (Megr.) mut-iḳa “little dolphin”, Laz mut-iḳa “dolphin species” 

A name is given in diminutive form that underlines small size of the animal. If we 

consider vocal correspondence of C.-Kartv. *a → Zan o → labial u it can be  appropriate 

to see Georgian correspondence in Laz mant-ar-i (←*mat-ar-i) “medusa”. 
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C.-Sind. *mat- “snake” 

Ab. mat-,  Apkh. á-mat “snake” 

Ubykh   anṭá   “snake” is another root [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 290]. It cannot be 

brought in this case since beside Com. Kartvelian (*mat-) C.-Sind. *mat- “snake” manifests 

correspondence in Nakh languages, as well; cf. Ing. mital “snail”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *matx-ir- “small wooden cask/barrel” 

Geo. matxir-i “small wooden cask/barrel”, “small cask/barrel” (Saba) 

The word is isolated in Georgian though likely, it is of parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *batx- “vessel for wine” 

Apkh. a-pátxj “wine-drinking vessel, drinking (ram’s, etc.) horn” 
The word that is preserved in Apkhazian quite exactly reflects Common Sindy 

archetype. Initial b → p seems assimilative, influence of tx complex.   

In this opposition Geo. m : Apkh. b is repeated again about what was indicated in other 

context before [Lomtatidze 1980 : 56-57].  

Sound correspondence on the level of harmonic-descending complex of B type is 

noteworthy as well - tx : tx. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mal- “hiding” 

Geo. mal, mal-v-a “hiding”, sa-mal-av-i “hiding place”, mal-ul-i “hidden/secret”, i-mal-

v-i-s/i-mal-eb-a “hids oneself”, e-mal-eb-a “hides oneself from sb/sth” 

The stem is attested only in Georgian and actually occurred in Old Georgian: romeli 

m i m a l a v s  siṭvata” - “…that who hides words from me”; “i m a l v i d a  tavsa tჳssa” - 

“Hides oneself”; “d a m a l a  vercxli igi” - “Sb hid silver” [Abuladze 1979 : 213; 113]. 

Likely, it is of parent-language origin that is supported by external-language parallels. 

C.-Sind. *bL- “hiding, covering/keeping hidden, burying” 

Ad. bL-, in the word  γ-bL-n “hiding, covering/keeping hidden, burying” 

It is the verb of causative structure and due to it γ- prefix is detached at the beginning 

of the word [Shagirov 1977, I : 124]. Further segmentation of the Circassian word is 

groundless. Genetic link with Kartvelian pl-/pul-//mpul- verbs was supposed that is 

noteworthy [Bouda 1950 : 292].  If anlaut b : p correlation  is possible thus Kartvelian par-

/por-”hiding, keeping hidden” forms have more chance since  sound correspondence C.-

Kartv. r : C.-Circ. L is logical.  
Of the Dagestanian Karat ebal-e-du “hiding, keeping hidden” verb is noteworthy. The 

same can be said about Basq. barau “fasting” but considering the semantics of Georgian 

marx-v-a “hiding/fasting” verb.  

 

C.-Kartv.*mala “poplar; elm” 

Geo. mala “big beam on which rafters are put” 

Zan (Magr.) mula “poplar”, Laz mula “elm” 
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One more root denoting the species of elm should be preserved in this word (mala). It 

is supported by Laz semantics. Correlation among Kartvelian roots is logical [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 316].  

C.-Sind. *mla “elm” 

Ub. mLa-s “elm” 

In Sindy languages Ub.  mLa- root is isolated. They try to link Kab. kw-mLa “seed of 

fruit” with it [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 828].  

Of the Dagestanian languages Avar miƛ:̣ir “peach tree, peach”, Arch. miƛ:̣or “birch 

tree”  are noteworthy; cf. Arch. x:at-moƛ:̣or “ceiling”.   
 
C.-Kartv. *mama “no” 
Zan (Laz) momo “no” 
Sv. mama “no”, mama-gweš “no business/inactivity” 

It is one of few Laz-Svan isoglosses that can be the result of root reduplication; cf. Laz 

mo-t / Sv. ma-de “no, not”.   

C.-Sind. *mama- “no” 

Ab. (Tap.) mamá-w//mam-w “no”, Apkh. mamá-w/mamou “no” 

Like in Kartvelian languages, in Apkhzian-Abaza ones it is possible to link it with ma- 

“no” particle, more precisely to consider it to be reduplicated form – ma+ma → mama, 

but since reduplication process took place on the parent-language level thus 

reconstruction of *mama- archetype is also possible. 

In kindred Nakh and Dagestanian languages negative particles of mVmV types haven’t 

been revealed so far.  

 
C.-Kartv. *mand- “over there; when” 

Geo. mand, mand-e-t “over there”, mand-ur-i “small cairn/shrine” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) mund-e-s, Megr. mund-i-s//mud-i-s “when” 

Semantic difference among Kartvelian roots and stems is great. But due to similar 

structure it is possible to consider described allomorphs to be of common genetic origin.  

C.-Sind. *mad-a “where” 

Ad. md “over there” 

Apkh. mad-, in the word  mad-ḳja “where” 

A root mad- of Parent-language origin is preserved only in Adyghean and Apkhazian 

subsystems that complicates reconstruction process. It is difficult to say whether nd 

complex that is repeated in Kartvelian was simplified in Apkhazian-Adyghean or it didn’t 

occur even in Common Sindy. The issue needs further investigation [see Charaia 1912 : 

30].   

I arise the issue and bring  possible Dagestanian equivalents: Bezh. nda-js, Ag. nand-

i//nendi(-as) “where, where from”(?).  
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C.-Kartv. *man-e “lord; servant; slave” 

Geo. mne “servant; official, lord” 

Zan (Megr.) mona “slave; bad” 

Sv. m-mn-e “nurse-maid/nanny” 

As it is seen, Megrelian sounding reflects parent-language picture and o that is attested 

in Zan automatically implies a sounding in parent language.   

Pr.-Sindy *wn- “human being” 

Hat. wun “human-being; man” 
In Hattian  → u positively took place after w. As regard semantic aspect in the 

Caucasian languages man ~ slave correlation is approved; cf. Khin. lg-d “man”, Osset. 
lg “man” ~ Nakh lag, Apkh.-Ab. -lg “slave”… 

 Laz vava “ghost/phantom, sth/sb looming in the dark” should be explained, origin of 

vava-a “toy; doll” likely should be borrowed from Hattian; cf. Megr. ʒi-vava 

“doll/puppet” in which ʒi- denotes “sting”.             
C.-Kartv. *man-e  “stake/picket, pole/fence paling” 

Old Geo. man-a, Ksan. man-e “stick on which cane and wicker cylindrical basket are 
plaited” 

In Saba’s dictionary mana occurs under the meaning of “(hand-spinning) spindle” DE 
that should be also considered. 

mana “stake/picket, pole/fence paling” is attested in Georgian written sources: 
“daasven-es otxni m a n a n i kueanasa”  “They put in four  poles” [Abuladze  1973 : 215]. 

C.-Sind. *mn- “penis”  
Ad. mn, Kab. man “penis” 
Semantics of Adyghean languages isn’t unexpected since semantic correlation 

stake/picket, pole/fence paling  ~  penis  can occur within one word; cf. Geo. mor-i “big 
log;  man’s genital organ” (Saba). 

Probably, correspondence of C.-Kartv.  *man-e  “stake/picket, pole/fence paling”  ~           
C.-Sind. *mn- “penis” archetypes in dagestanian languages, as well; cf. C.-Dag.*man-e 
“beak”, Khvarsh. mane “beak”. In this latter the pharyngealization of root a- vowel should 
be of later period, prop. Khvarsh. innovation. 

 

C.-Kartv. *manʒ- “dumb/mute” 

Zan munǯ-i “dumb/mute” 

Sv. manǯ- “dumb/mute”, in the word  ur-manǯ //ur-mnǯ “deaf-mute” 
If my analysis is right, I suppose manǯ- for Svan and munǯ is Zan. Opposition manǯ-

/munǯ- implies manʒ- archaic form for Georgian-Kartvelian; cf. Geo. ʒ : Zan-Sv. ǯ. Such 

qualification excludes Armenian nature of munǯ- [Chubinashvili 1984 : 906].   
C.-Sind. *manʒ v-a “secret” 

Ub. wanʒ vá//wanǯá  “secret” 
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Kabardian bze- (←*bʒ- ←*mʒ-) segment  in the word bz-ṣv-n “hiding, keeping” 

can be discussed along with these roots and stems as it is indicated in other context, as 

well [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1011]. 

In order to explain dumb/mute ~ secret correlation it is suitable to bring the meaning 

of Geo. dum- root: dum-il-i “stilness” / i-dum-al-i “secret”. 

Corresponding lexemes haven’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ma(n)- “stick; thigh/upper leg”  

Geo. (Kartl.) man-i “handle of plough”, Kiz. man-a “wooden part (nail) of plough”, 

Kartl. man-eb-i “parts (two sticks) of a plough”. 

Sv. mšḳ, mašḳ  (Lashkh.) “thigh/upper leg” 

An issue of n in Svan (Is it lost?) as well as semantic correlation stick  ~ thigh/upper leg 

make problem. As regard Geo.  : Sv. šḳ opposition it repeats  the practice of  well known 

ed-/šḳd- “nailing”  and is explained by ḳ → šḳ transformation in historical Svan.   

C.-Sind. *m- “firewood; charcoal of tree” 

Ad. m, in the word  ṣ vwa-m “charcoal of tree”, Kab. mṣv-, in the word a-mṣv 
“charcoal of tree” 

Ab. m, Apkh. a-m- “firewood” 
C.-Sind. *m- logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *ma(n)- archetype. Basing on the 

semantics of Svan form it will turn out that in Dagestanian material that is genetically 

common, semantic correlation stem/stalk/trunk ~ leg/foot  is possible even  within one 

word; cf. Ghod. uma “stick; stem/stalk/trunk“, Bezh. amal “stem/stalk/trunk; leg, foot”, 

Darg. mur “stick”... [see about more Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 833].   

 
C.-Kartv. *mažal- “wild apple” 

Geo. mažal-o “wild apple” (Saba) [Malus orientalis] 

mažal- detached as a root is attested only in Georgian though it reflects Common 

Kartvelian picture. Hissing-hushing type of root is supposed for Proto-Kartvelian - *maz val-

, i.e. z v → ž took place in Common Kartvelian parent language.  

C.-Sind. *maz vw “wild apple” 

Ub. mašw “crab apple” 

Pharyngealization mechanism in Ubykh is unclear. Likely, in this terms the existence 

of mωa “apple” root is of particular importance. Via contamination just with this latter 

resulted the pharyngealization of a vowel in Ubykh.  

Final w in Sindy corresponds with Georgian l – l → w; z v → ž → š phonetic 

transformation is also evident in Ubykh.  

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages so far [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 621].  
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C.-Kartv. *mar- “cloud” 

Geo. mar-, mar-ag-i “The sky was covered with thin clouds” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) mur-, mur-eǯ-i “cloudy”, di-mur-eǯ-u “clouded over” 

Sv. mr-e (UB., Lashkh.), mer-e//mer-i (Lent.) “cloud” 

Different suffixation is attested in Kartvelian languages and dialects – -ag, -eǯ, -e/-i and 

mar-/mur-/mer- is detached as a root.  And more noteworthy is that meaning of cloud  is 

basic in all cases.  
C.-Sind. *mL- “ice” 

Ad. mL, Kab. mL “ice” 
C.-Kartv. r : C.-Sind. L logical sound correspondence will appear again in Sindy-

Kartvelian isoglosses that indicates to common origin of described roots and stems. 
Semantic correlation is also logical – cloud ~ ice  that is paralleled by Nakh mil- “cold” 

(Ts.-Tush. mil-dar “getting cold”) and Dagestanian maƛ:̣- “hoar frost”; cf. Avar marṭ ← 

*marƛ:̣ “hoar frost”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mar- “getting ready” 
Sv. mr-/mar-, li-mr-e, li-mar-e “getting ready” 
Verbal root is preserved only in Svan. Its correspondences haven’t been disclosed in 

other Kartvelian languages and dialects so far. Although Svan mar- is considered to be the 
verb of Common Kartvelian etymology.  

C.-Sind. *mar- “producing/manufacturing” 
Apkh. a-mara “producer/manufacturer” 
It is Svan-Apkhazian isogloss that is characterized by formal as well as semantic 

identity. If the link of Svan mar-/mr- verb with Georgian mraval- stem is proved (that 

seems questionable) then Basq. mara-mara “affluence, abundance, in great numbers” form  

that seems stem-reduplicated type, can be also brought.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ma-ra “but” 

Geo. (dial.) mara “but” 

Zan moro “well then/alas” 

Sv. mar(e) “but”   

The link is sourced from Common Kartvelian parent language that likely is of 

compound structure. A segment ma- is detached as a root, -ra is suffix; cf. Geo. vera-ra 

“nothing/not a single (one/thing) ... can/may”, ara-ra “nothing/not a thing”… Unity of 

Georgian-Zan correspondences is well-known [Shengelia 2007].  

C.-Sind. *ma- “but, if” 

Kab. m “if” 
Ab. ma “but”, Apkh. ma “or” 

Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in other Circassian languages. In any 
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case, in the published material correspondences aren’t attested. C.-Sind. *ma- “but” is 

given unmarked while C.-Kartv. *ma-ra “but” is of compound structure.   

Dagestanian correspondence is preserved in Rut. im “or else” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *martx- “spark” 

Sv. mrtx “spark” 

Neutral vowel  that is attested in the given form likely reflects parent-language a; cf. 
Sv. mṭ : Geo. maṭl- : Zan munṭur-i, C.-Kartv. *maṭal- “worm/maggot/larva”. 

C.-Sind. *mdx- “freckle” 

Apkh. (Bzip) a-mrx “freckle” 

Svan-Apkhazian isoglosses are close to each other materially and structurally. 

Correspondence of Svan t- isn’t evident in Apkhazian - likely Apkhazian r 

correspondence not with Svan r  but   it reflects initial *dx  cluster considering d → r 

process. Proof of this has only theoretic character since control material from Circassian 

languages isn’t revealed though in other context Circ. t : Apkh. r often occurs; cf.  Circ. 

(Ub.) txwa “field” : Apkh. á-rxa “valley”… 

As regard semantic aspects of the word the understanding of warmth / heat is supposed 

in Apkhzian freckle; cf. Rus. весна → веснушки  “freckle”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *marn- “willow” 

Geo. marn-a “narrow willow” (Saba), marn-eul-i “branch of willow” (Saba), U.-Imer. 

marn-eul-i “yellow willow”; cf. Meskh. marn-i-i “marjoram” (plant) 

This kind of dendronym is attested only in Georgian. And as it is obvious other 

Kartvelian languages and dialects lost a corresponding root. 

Pr.-Sindy *barn- “a kind of plant” 

Hat. barn-ul-i “a kind of plant” 

In Apkhzian-Adyghean languages a corresponding stem is lost. Segmentation of 

Hattian word and its link with Georgian allomorphs are well known from professional 

literature [Kochlamazashvili 2016a : 61].  

The dendronyms of common etymology haven’t been disclosed in other Iberian-

Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *mars-l- “heap of threshed grass” 

Geo. (Mokh.) marsl-i “crumbled hay stack, hay” 

Sv. mašd “heap of threshed grass” 

It is obvious that in parent-language *marsl- derivative doubled up the verbal meaning 

of threshing, reaping/scything;  šl → šd is prop. Svan occurrence that is revealed 

elsewhere; cf. Geo. sloḳin-i : Sv. šdḳn “hiccupping/sobbing”.  
C.-Sind. *šw-a “sickle” 

Ad. šwa “sickle” 
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Comparison of Circassian noun with Kartvelian correspondence will demonstrate an 

inversive structure of the stem, i.e. for Adyghean *šw-a ← *wš-a transformation is 

supposed that is reasonable. Such assumption is supported by Dagerstanian data; cf. Lak 

waz “knife”, Hin. bezo, Did. bizo, Bezh. bozo “hoe”… [for additional material see 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 ; 1042].  

Nakh mars “sickle” word is very close to Kartvelian one.  

 

C.-Kartv. *m-arǯw- “right” 

Geo. marǯw-, marǯv-en-a//marǯw-en-e-j, marǯw-al “to the right” 

Zan (Laz) marʒgv-an “right”, Megr. marʒgv-an-i ← *morʒgv-an-i “right” 

Sv. mrsgw-en//mursgw-en//lersgw-en//lersḳw-en “right”, lersgw-en-j “sb/sth on the 

right/right-wing”  

Possibility to detach -arǯw-  segment as a root isn’t excluded that is  likely supported 

by m-/l- substitution attested in Svan [Klimov 1964 : 128].  

C.-Sind. *aʒ v- “right” 

Ad. j-z v-ra-bγw “right (side)”, Kab. j-zv “right” 

Ub. azv-  “right (hand)” 

There is a lack of Apkhzian-Abaza correspondences [cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 183]. 

Structure of Ubykh word is compound in which az v and - elements are clearly detached. 

The latter root denotes hand.   
Comparing with Dagestanian correspondences it turns out that still in the Common-

Sindy parent language r sonor was lost that is preserved even in Kartvelian; cf. Lak uru, 

Lezg. eri, Arch. or “right”… [Klimov 1964 : 128; Rogava 1986 : 37].  

 

C.-Kartv. *mast- “kick” 

 Sv. mašd “kick”  

The word is isolated in Svan. But basing on (not only) Sindy parallels it is 

reconstructed on parent-language level. In Svan dialects šd complex occurs not only then 

when in Common Kartvelian parent language st complex is supposed. 

C.-Sind. *mʒ va “horn; hoof” 
Ad. bz va, Kab. bz va “horn” 

Ub. bža “horn” 

Ab. ša-mza “hoof, uncloven (e.g. horse’s) hoof” 

Reconstruction of m on parent-language level, i.e. giving Abaza preference was 

conditioned by stable anlaut of Kartvelian and Dagestanian data; cf.   Cham. mu: → *muṣ 
“top, head of mountain”, Darg. muza “corner”… [for additional material see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 835-836].  

According to my observation C.-Kartv. st : C.-Sind. ʒ v is logical; cf. C.-Kartv. *lastam- : 

C.-Sind. *lmʒ v- “marsh/swamp”… 
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C.-Kartv. *masr- “deity(spirit) of sea, water” 

Geo. (Khevs.) masr-iṭ-i “spirit of water” (A.Chincharauli) 

Zan (Megr.) mes-ep-i “couple deity coming up from sea” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been disclosed. Megrelian type is given in pluralia tantum 

form since as Megrelians believe it is couple deity and doesn’t appear in the nature lonely. 

Root of the deity mars- contains one more ancient stem denoting sea/water. Georgian 

(Khevsurian) -iṭ is diminutive affix that often occurs in the names of deities.  

C.-Sind.*ms van- “sea” 

Ad. x, Kab. x “sea” 

Ub. s vwa (← *msa) “sea” 

Apkh. a-mšn “sea”  

Apkhazian form is closer to Common Sindy archetype. Its stem structure has’t 

changed. 

C.-Kartv. *masr- : C.-Sind. *ms van- is logical correspondence. Av. raλad- “sea”… are 

considered to be kindred entries of Sindy roots [Abdokov 1983 : 101] that arises a certain 

questions since  structural correlation isn’t fully clear.  

 

C.-Kartv. *maṭa- “throat” 

Geo. maṭa-, in the word  maṭa-ur-i → // maṭa-wr-i “sore throat in children”  

It becomes clear that in Geo. maṭa-ur- derivative maṭa- is root from which a new word 
was derived by adding -ur suffix. A stem maṭa- is preserved only in Georgian with the 

meaning of throat.  

C.-Sind. *naṭ “forehead” 

Ad. naṭ, Kab. naṭ “forehead” 

In other Apkhazian-Adyghean languages a kindred root is lost. C.-Kartv. m : C.-Sind. n 

is logical sonoric correlation that is repeated in Dagestanian correspondences; cf. Did., 

Hunz. maṭa “forehead” : Lak niṭa “face”. 

Semantic opposition throat ~  forehead ~ face  is easily explained.  

 
C.-Kartv. *maṭal- “worm/maggot” 

Geo. maṭl-i “worm/maggot” 

Zan  munṭur-i  “worm/maggot” 

 Sv.  mṭ “worm/maggot” 

It's totally unacceptable to link Kartvelian allomorphs with Geo. ṭl-ob-a  verb 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 438].  

C.-Sind. *naṭ “worm/maggot” 

Ub. anṭa “snake” 

The word is isolated in Ubykh [cf. Chirikba 1996a : 190].  

Dagestanian material is similar to that of Kartvelian structure; cf. Bezh. beṭela “snake”. 
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C.-Kartv. *maγ- “disease; evil; sick/ill” 

Geo. (Up.-Ajar.) maγ-a “disease”, Up. Imer. maγ-ur-i “evil” 

Secondary nature of Upper Imerian form is doubtless – it is the word derived from 

maγ- root via -ur suffix.  

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages 

though Georgian root has noteworthy parallels in Iberian-Caucasian languages that 

underlines its parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *maω “smell/odor” 

Ad. ma, Kab. ma “smell/odor” 

Some researchers add Ubykh msa “smell/odor” word to it that as I suppose is another 

root [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 592]. Semantics of smell/odor of Circassian languages 

is repeated in Avar correspondence maħ “smell/odor”, that is genetically linked with by 

Chech. moħ, Ing. muħ “moaning/groaning”, which manifests semantic closeness with 

Georgian sick. Structural similarity of described roots and stems is also noteworthy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *maγal- “high/tall” 

Geo. maγal-i “high/tall”, Maγal-a-švil-i (anthrop.) 

Zan {murγul-i} “high/tall”, Laz murγul-i, Megr. Murγul-ia (anthrop.) 

A root murγul- that is attested in Laz-Megrelian onomastics should preserve Zan 
correspondence of Georgian maγal-; r of Zan dialects seems a phonetical apposition; cf. 

Maγal-a-švil-i = Murγul-ia.  

C.-Sind. *mγa- “upper part” 

Kab. bγ “breast” 

Ub. bγj “upper part” 

In terms of word’s meaning Ubykh form demonstrates more ancient nature. In parent 

Sindy there should have been double-syllablic root and on the next reduction stage mγ → 

bγ process took place in Circassian languages due to phonotactic restriction. Archaic 

nature of m in initial position is supported by Nakh material along with Kartvelian one: 

cf. Ing. maγ-a/marγ-je “higher” that is equivalent to upper part and Kartvelian high. Of 

Dagestanian Botl. muγ-i “growing, rising in height”.   

     
C.-Kartv. *maγe “open” 

Geo. (Khevs.) mγe “open, opened” 

Zan (Megr.) moγa/moγ-ia “daybreaking, previous period of dawn” 

In Georgian historical a vowel is reduced and in Zan as a rule its correspondence is 

preserved; cf. Geo. mqare :  Zan muxura “side/part”, mipe / mona “ripe”... 

C.-Sind. *bγ(w)a- “opened, wide, unfurled” 

Ad. bγwa, Kab. bγwa “opened, wide, unfurled” 

Ub. bγ  “wide, unfurled” 
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Ab. t-bωa, Apkh. a-t-b ← *a-t-bωa  “wide, unfurled” 

It can be considered  that sonant w is a phonetic apposition (via assimilation with b) in 

Adyghean but its occurrence in Dagestanian correspondences is thought-provoking; cf. 

Dargv. baωu-si “wide”, Bagv. ωabu “wide, unfurled”.  
C.-Kartv. *maγw-a “tortoise; mole” 

Geo. baγa “tortoise, big tortoise” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) puγu “mole” 

Sv. muγl (UB.), muγul (LB.), buγl (Lashkh.) buγul (Lent.) “worms/insect pests” 

In Svan language the length of final vowel is compensation - muγl ← *muγw-ul ← 

*maγw-ul “worms/insect pests” and thus it is considered to be the type of C.-Kartv.         

*maγw-a archetype.  

C.-Sindy. *mw- “tortoise/frog” 

Ub. -mw, in the word tašj-mw  “tortoise” 

Ubykh word is of compound structure – the first tašj- segment is Ubykh adaptation of 

Turkish taǯ “iron helmet” form and the second one likely denotes frog (tortoise). For 

similar structure cf. Tsakh. ts-baγa, Ing. boga-pħid, in which Tsakh ts- corresponds 

with Ubykh tašj and Ingush boga is an equivalent to Georgian  baḳan-i stem (Ing. pħid 

“frog”). 

 

C.-Kartv. *maal- “throat” 

Sv. ml-i/ml-a “throat” 

In the professional literature there is an unsuccessful attempt to link Georgian-Zan 

el-/al-/al- “throat” with Svan  ml-i/ml-a allomorph [Schmidt 1962 : 140; Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 533]. Svan forms cannot be brought in this case since it reflects other 

Common Kartvelian roots denoting throat. Additionally it has true correspondences from 

(not only) Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *maaj “throat” 

Kab. -maaj, in the word  ur-maaj “throat” 

The root of parent-language origin -maaj is preserved only in Kabardian in compound 

word. Svan-Kabardian isoglosses have correspondences in Dagestanian languages, as well; 

cf. Akhv. maala, Tind. maala “throat”. 

l → j (*maal- → maaj) process took place in Common Sindy that is supported by 

Dagestanian word forms, as well. 

 

C.-Kartv. *maw-al- “blackberry” 

Geo. mawal-i//maval-i  “blackberry” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) mu-i “blackberry”, Megr. mu-e//mu-i “blackberry”, mu-ia “blackberry” 

Sv. muw “blackberry” 
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They are logical correspondences. Sv. u : Geo. a is explained by the specific character 

of the root, a → u due to the influence of initial m [Machavariani 1956 : 365-368].  

Except in Saba’s dictionary, a Georgian mawal- is also attested in Old Georgian 

written sources [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 320].  
C.-Sind. *marḳw-a “strawberry” 

Ad. marḳwa, Kab. mrḳwa “strawberry” 

Ub. mrḳja//mḳja  “strawberry” 

Corresponding stem isn’t revealed in Apkhazian-Abaza. Abaza maraḳwa “mulberry” is 

borrowed from Kabardian. 

I suppose that Ossetian murḳ “wayfaring tree” preserves Nakh (and not Ubykh) 

correspondence since Cw → rC is characterized of only Common Nakh parent language; 

cf. C.-kartv. *nesw- : C.-Sind. *nars “cucumber”…   

 

C.-Kartv. *mačw- “badger” 

Geo. mačw-i, mačv-i “badger” 

Zan (Laz) munčk-i//munčx-i, Megr. munčkv-i “badger” 

Sv. minčkw “badger” 

Sometimes Georgian a is corresponded by Svan i and due to it Sv. minčkw ← *mančkw 

process should be supposed.Thus, it cannot be considered to be Megrelian borrowing [cf. 

Klimov 1964 : 130].  

C.-Sind. *macvw- “bear” 

Ad. msv-a “bear” 

Ub. mšw-a, á-mšw-a “bear” 

Ab. mšw, Apkh. á-mšw “bear” 

Alternation -a/- in Sindy languages seems affixal, perhaps root sibilant underwent 

spirantization in Common Sindy. Its affricative nature is indicated by kindred Nakh          

(C.-Nakh *mčar-) and Dagestanian languages along with by Kartvelian ones; cf. Av. ci, 

Lak cu-ša “bear”... 

As it was said, C.-Kartv. č : C.-Dag. c  always implies  Common Iber.-Caucasian 

hissing-hushing *c v  archy-phoneme that is really confirmed in Sindy languages.  
 
C.-Kartv. *mac- “tempting/enticing/devil/evil spirit” 

Geo. (Psh.) mac-il-i “tempting/enticing, devil/evil spirit”, Up.-Imer. ma-ua “devil/evil 

spirit” 

It is difficult to explain c/ alternation on the Georgian ground. Such thing doesn’t 

usually happen but in Sindy languages the similar picture is observed that needs 

explanation. 

C.-Sind. *mc- “lie” 

Ad. ṗ, Kab. ṗ “lie” 
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Ub. mcvá “lie” 

Ab. mc, Apkh. á-mc, Bzip á-mcv “lie” 

Like in Georgian c/ substitution is also evident the mechanism of what is unkown. If 

they aren’t different roots, then the roots and stems with c- are considered to be initial 

ones. Likely further investigation will shed light on some issue: semantically lie ~ evil 

spirit is logical opposition.  

Sindy-Kartvelian glottalized types are corresponded by Karat ha-no-b “lie, deception”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *macil- “redcurrant” 

Geo. (Mtiul.) macil-a “redcurrant; small sweet-fruit bush” 

Zan {muču} “mountain holly fern” 

The root maci- logical correspondence of Zan muču is preserved in Lechkhumian 

dialect in the borrowing form. Auslaut of stem needs to be explained, namely, Geo. -il : 

Zan -u isn’t absolutely unique; cf. Geo. msxvil- : Zan šxu/mčxu “id”, ulil- : ulu  

“narrow”… 

C.-Sind. *mčw- “grape” 

Ub. mšw “grape” 

Comparison of Ubykh form with Kartvelian correspondences clarified the nature of 

that historical process which Ubykh underwent. Foremost, this is čw → šw spirantization 

process and final w reflects l → w delateralization archaic process that took place in 

parent Sindy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *macl- “burning log/firebrand” 

Sv. macl-and “burning log/firebrand” 

Postulation of Common Kartvelian archetype is possible according to Svan data. 

Corresponding root hasn’t been revealed in Georgian and Zan.  

C.-Sind. mca “fire” 

Ab. mca, Apkh. a-mca “fire” 
There is a lack of Circassian data – they are lost. Apkhzian-Abaza roots cannot give 

possibility to reconstruct a correspondence of Kartvelian l sonor w. Though I suppose that 

Common Sindy archetype should have been of *mcwa type. Such a supposition is 

supported by Kartvelian and Nakh data. In the later C.-Kartv. l sonor is corresponded by 

Nakh r; cf. C.-Nakh *marc- “singeing/scorching, burning”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ma- “little child” 

Geo. (U.-Imer.) ma-ua “little child”, ma-uḳ-a “id” 

Parent-Georgian ma- root isn’t revealed in other Kartvelian subsystem; Glottalized 

ṗa-ua, ṗa-uḳ-a types are also noteworthy. 

C.-Sind. *ma- “few/little, small” 

Ad. ma-w, Kab. maṣvv-w “few/little, small” 
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Ub. maj “few/little, small” 

Ab. ma, Apkh. a-ma  “few/little, small” 

Reconstruction of *mav hissing-hushing sibilant archetype can be supposed as initial 

that is supported by Kabardian data. But Ubykh and Adyghean correspondences 

contradict this supposition. 

In Chechen maza-ṗelg ←*ma-a-ṗelg “little finger” is noteworthy that is equivalented 

by Andi from Dagestanian languages mii-/miol-gu “few/little”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ma- “(animal’s) first stomach/(man’s) paunch; rennet/belly” 

Geo. ma-iḳ-i “rennet/belly” (Saba), Lechkh. “pig’s first stomach” 

Detached -iḳ seems to be a derivative affix; ma- is detached as a root that has true 

parallels in Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *vwa “liver, bile” 

Ad. ṣvw ← *vw “liver” 

Ub. wa-ca “bile”, -ca “burning, bitter” 

Ab. wa,  Apkh. -wá, in the word a-gwa-wá/a-gwa-wá “liver” 

Sindy archetype is of inversive structure that Avar correspondence also asserts itself; 

cf. Av. (Chad.) ma “liver”. 

C.-Dag.  : C.-Sind. v : C.-Kartv.  sibilant correspondence implies v →  hushing 

process in Common Kartvelian parent language. Thus, *mav- archetype is supposed for 

Proto-Kartvelian situation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *maxa “wheat variety” 

Geo. maxa “arable land/field of cereals, looks like bearded wheat” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) moxa “wheat variety” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. For Georgian-Laz maxa/moxa stems 

[Kakhadze 1960 : 191] it is appropriate to bring Megrelian moxa form that is preserved  in 

Moxa-š-i toponym (G. Chitaia). 

 C.-Sind. *mx “arable land/field of cereals, sown land” 

Ab. mx “sown land; harvest/crop”, Apkh. a-mx “arable land/field of cereals” 

Circassian correspondence is lost [cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 268]. Though without this it is 

possible to reconstruct Common Sindy archetype with ample accuracy. 

Comparison of Kartvelian-Apkhazian-Abaza word-forms is well known [Lomtatidze 

1961 : 118-119] but to bring Georgian axo in this case requires more argumentation.  

Semantic correlation wheat variety  ~ arable land/field of cereals is unproblematic 

against the background of Saba’s definition: maxa is arable land/field of cereals. 

 

C.-Kartv. *maxat- “sack-sewing needle” 

Geo. maxat-i “long and thick needle”, nems-maxat-i “big needle” (Saba) 
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Sv. maxt  “sack-sewing needle” 

A Zan correspondence isn’t evident. maxat-i is attested in Old Georgian language 

[Abuladze 1973 : 223] and supposition about the fact that Kartvelian word is entered from 

Armenian isn’t properly argumented [cf. Acharjan 1977, III : 227-228].  

C.-Sind. *maxwt-a “hoe” 

Ub. maxwta “hoe” 

Correspondences from other Circassian and Apkhazian-Abaza languages aren’t attested 

though Ubykh-Kartvelian stems which are identical formally, have parallels in the Andi 

subgroup languages, as well; cf. Akhv. mix:iƛ:i, Kar. (Tokit.) max:iƛ:u “hoe”.    
In meaning terms initial of both semantemas is supposed sack-sewing needle ~ hoe 

opposition; cf. Lezg. x:at “pearl” or vica versa -at/-ta/-iƛ:- is suffixal in Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. Indeed, a root max- denotes iron in some Iberian-Caucasian languages: Av. 

max:, Darg. mex//meh//mirh//mih “iron”… Nakh maxa “nail”; cf. Laz mux-i “nail”, C.-

Kartv. *max- “metal nail”. 

  

C.-Kartv. *maxal- “saddle-bag (heavy cloth-double bag for food on journey)” 
Geo. maxal-i “saddle-bag (heavy cloth-double bag for food on journey)” (Saba) 

The stem that is well-spread in Old Georgian [Abuladze 1973 : 223] is also attested in 

Saba’s dictionary. I suppose that it is of parent-language origin since it has logical 

correspondences in certain Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *mx-  “bundle, pack, bunch (of sth)”  

Ub. mx-, in the word mx-mq  “bundle, pack, bunch (of sth)”  

Initial mx- root should have resulted *mx-mx type from which the modern mx-

mq. was derived. It is clear that dissimilative transformation of similar consonants is 

supposed - *mx-mx → mx-mq. 

Georgin-like simple roots are attested in Dagestanian languages: Darg. max, max:..., 

Agul max/maγ, Arch. max “load/cargo/burden” as well as in Nakh: Chech. moħ, Ing. muħ, 

Bats. moħ//muħ  “pack animal’s load”.  

Semantic correlation saddle-bag ~ bundle/pack ~ load/cargo/burden can be explained. 

 
C.-Kartv. *maxar- “morning; tomorrow” 

Old Geo. mxar-, sa-mxar-i “dinner; breakfast”, sa-mxr-eb-a “dining” 

Sv. mxr, mxar (Lashkh.) “tomorrow” 

The word that has been known since the old Georgian is logically corresponded by 

Svan allomorphs. Thus, Georgian sa-mxar- etymologically should denote “dinner, of 

breakfast” [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 346].  

C.-Sind. *maxjw “day” 

Ad. maf ← *maxjw, Kab. maxw “day” 
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Adyghean allomorphs should be distinguished (detached) from Ubykh mswá and 

Apkhazian-Abaza -mš “day” [see C.-Kartv. *mis- “day”] forms since each of them has 

different etymology. 

Reconstructed *maxjw archetype seems to be the correspondence of C.-Kartv. *maxar- 

root and both demonstrate genetic link with Nakh malx- “sun” form; w of Adyghean 

languages logically corresponds with Kartvelian r and Nakh l.  

 

C.-Kartv. *maxar- “stranger/alien” 

Sv. (Ushg., LB.) meher “stranger/alien” 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in Georgian and Colchian and thus in 

reconstruction of parent-language archetype the crucial importance is given to Svan 

language. In the latter Ushgulian-like x → h phonetic process is evident; cf. Geo. ḳex-i : 

Ushg. ḳeh “wooden saddle-tree (e.g. for ass)/bridge of the nose”. 

C.-Sind. *qam- “stranger, alien “ 

Ad. x:m, Kab. x:am  “stranger, alien” 

Ubykh and Apkhazian-Adyghean correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 

Likely, equivalent material is lost.  

Corresponding isoglosses are also attested in Dagestanian languages; cf. Lak 
qamal//qamal-u “guest”. As it is evident Svan meher word preserves Common Kartvelian 

reflex of inversive structure.  

In the professional literature x:m, Kab. x:am “stranger, alien” lexemes are 

corresponded by Svan kam-e  “outer/external” root [Rogava 1987 : 24; Bukia 2016 : 25-26]  

that is compound word - ka-m-e. 

Initial meaning of stranger/alien/guest semantemas is out/outer/external. 
 

C.-Kartv. *maxe “new/fresh” 

Zan {moxa} “new/fresh” 

Sv. maxe, mxe   (LB., Lent.) “new/fresh” 

Sound correspondence demonstrates that Svan maxe adjectival root should have had 

moxa in Laz-Megrelian that isn’t attested is living speech. It (moxa) turned out to be 

borrowed from Megrelian in Svan holiday with the meaning of new.  Svan (← Megr.) zo-

mxa (← *zo-moxa) “new year” is considered to be similar word; cf. prop. Svan zaj-maxe 

“id”[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 148] that was later shared [Fährich 2007 : 283].  

C.-Sind. *maxj “weak” 

Ad. max, Kab. max “weak; fragile/brittle” 

Ub. maš “weak” 

Common origin of  Circassian roots is doubtless [Abdokov 1973 : 59]. Abaza maxa 

“weak; fragile/brittle” is entered from Kabardian [Shagirov 1977, I : 261]. 

Formally C.-Kartv. *maxe : C.-Sind. *maxj, is logical. As regard semantic correlation 

new ~ weak in this case understanding of young beans/fresh-made chees/sb 

inexperienced/ green/novice is implied. 
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C.-Kartv. *maqar- “part/side; corner” 

Old Geo. mqar-e, New Geo. mxar-e “part/side” 

Zan (Laz) muxur-i “one side/part”, Megr. muxur-i/a “part/side; corner; district” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Denying the mxar-e/muxur- correspondence 

G. Klimov offers different opposition – Old Geo. muql- : Zan muxur [Klimov 1964 : 139]. 

Researcher’s conclusion is grounded only on formal analysis and semantically is 

unacceptable. 

C.-Sind. *mxja- “hut; “somewhere to spend the nigh” 

Ad. pšj-ṗa “hut”, Kab. ps v- “hut”, x-ps-n “staying overnight”, “temporary life” 

Ub. pšj- “temporal stopping”, pšj “temporal habitation” 

Ab. pxja-ra, Apkh. a-pxja-ra “staying overnight” 

Link of Sindy roots and stems with each other is known [Abdokov 1983 : 120]. There 

are also given Dagestanian correspondences: Av. marxi, Cham. marxwa, Darg., Rut, Tsakh 

maxi, Agul maxjw “inhabited/populated area”, Rus. кутан, also Nakh mox-ḳ “country, 

side/part”. It is evident that like xj → š/s v phonetic process m → p one took place on the 

next stage of reduction in Sindy languages and dialects. 

 

C.-Kartv. *maqwar- “dog-rose” 

Sv. muqwr-i, muqwr-i “dog-rose”   

Before I linked Svan allomorph with Georgian maval- genetically on the ground of  

→ q historical deglottalization process [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 158] that wasn’t accepted 

[Fähnrich 2007].  

As it is clear Svan allomorphs have different etymology and to investigate their 

Georgian-Zan correspondences is future matter; a → u seems assimilative in Svan.   

C.-Sind. *maqr “redcurrant” 

Ab. (Ashkh.) maqr “redcurrant” 

Reconstruction of common archetype is possibly only on Abaza data that complicates 

reconstruction process. Foremost it concerns the breaking possibility of labialization in 

Abaza - *maqwr → maqr, that likely would have supported by Svan data. 

The situation is complicated by the fact that correspondences aren’t attested in known-

to-us Nakh-Dagestanian material of lookup roots and stems.  

 

C.-Kartv. *mge- “bank/shore/coast/edge” 

Zan (Megr.) mga//maga “edge (of sth)”, mag-an-a (hydron.) 

The root is isolated in Megrelian but as it is evident it is of Common-Kartvelian origin 

that is clearly supported by Sindy material; a in Zan implies Common Kartvelian e; cf. 

sound correspondence Geo. e :  Zan a (C.-Kartv. *e).   

C.-Sind. *ngj “sea shore” 

Ad. (Chemg.) nǯj “ riverside rocky bank; river bank” 

Ub. ngja “bank/shore/coast/edge” 

Apkh. a-ga “sea; sea shore” 
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Apkhzian has undergone more formal and semantic changes: a-nga → a-ga; shore/coast 

→ sea. The fact that meaning of sea is of secondary character in Apkhazian is supported 

by synonymous a-mšn “sea” word.  

Initial C.-Kartv. m : C.-Sind. n is repeated in other samples, as well that is 

characteristic of Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *m-dogw- “mustard” 

Old Geo. mdogw-i “lettuce” (plant), New Geo. mdogv-i “mustard” 

Zan (Megr.) dung-i “mustard” 

Sv. me-dgw-a “lettuce” (plant) 

The nominal root is attested in ancient Georgian written sources: “msgavs ars... 

marcwalsa m d o g  s a s a ”  < “it looks like… a grain of mustard”; “m d o g   iṗris iebn. 

sarsiḳsa mas mit da amn dileulitgan” < “… They eat mustard from morning” [Abuladze 

1973 : 227]. Though of other Kartvelian languages and dialects Svan-Megrelian preserved 

logical correspondence [Ivanishvili 2014 : 125-130]. 

C.-Sind. *dgj- “bitter” 

Ad. (Shaps.) dgj, Chemg. dǯj, Abdz. dǯ, Kab. dǯ, Basl. dgj “bitter” 

Of the Sindy languages there is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhzian-Abaza allomorphs that 

complicates the reconstruction process to some extent. Archetypes *dgj- “bitter” and C.-

Kartv. *mdogw- which are reconstructed on the Adyghean data basis demonstrated 

structural and semantic identity. Semantic opposition bitter ~ mustard needs to be 

explained that is clear considering the origin of Russian горчица “mustard” word. The 

latter is etymologically linked with the горький “bitter” word [Vasmer 1986, I : 445].  

Correlation issue of Engl. dough and its correspondences Dan. deig, Swed. deg… roots 

should be investigated.  

 
C.-Kartv. *meḳwr- “solid/firm/resilient” 

Geo. mḳvr-iv-i “solid/firm/resilient” 

Zan (Megr.) marḳv-a “solid/firm/resilient; firmed up” 

If Georgian preserves position of r unchanged then in Megrelian it is attested within a 

stem [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 296]. But in this case sounding of root is better 

preserved in Megrelian.  

C.-Sind. *ṗrḳw- “contracted/shrugged/clenched” 

Ad. (Chemg.) ṗrḳw “contracted/shrugged/clenched” 

In the professional literature an issue on phonetical development of r phoneme in a 

stem arises [Kvakhadze 2014 : 237] but that isn’t right. Kartvelian r just turns out to be a 

correspondence of Adyghean. In this latter r vibrant like Megrelian one changed the 

place. In both cases phonotactic restriction becomes the basis of metathesis.  

C.-Kartv. m : C.-Sind. ṗ bilabial opposition is noteworthy. Occasionally it occurs vice 

versa. 
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C.-Kartv. *men- “monk’s sell/hut, for inhabiting/habitat” 

Geo. men-a “monk’s sell/hut, for inhabiting/habitat dwelling place/habitation”, Ing. 

men-a-j “clay half-wine-jug (set into ground)” 

Zan man-, o-man-e “burrow, den”, O-man-e (microtop.)  

Correspondence of Georgian-Zan roots hasn’t been revealed in Svan. In Zan man- isn’t 

isolated – it is detached only o-man-e (= Geo. sa-men-e) word. The word o-man-e 

“burrow” that is attested in western dialect of Georgian is of Laz-Megrelian origin. 

C.-Sind. *wn-a “house” 

Ad. wna, Kab. wna “house” 

In comparing Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes anlaut w : m is logical correlation since m 

→ w took place in Common Sindy. Such supposition along with Kartvelian material is 

supported by Dagestanian one: Did. mina “building”, Lak mina “dwelling 

place/inhabiting”; cf. also Andi mun “pound/paddock”.  

It isn’t excluded that Georgian van-i is the root of other origin (cf. Basq. une “place”) 

and didn’t have Circassian etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 471].  

 

C.-Kartv. *mer- “cutting all around” 
Sv. mer-in-, li-mer-in-e “cutting all around”, “cutting all around/boundaring of 

sowing earth plot” 
Corresponding linguistic data isn’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Instead it has noteworthy parallels in Dagestanian and Sindy languages. 
C.-Sind. *b- “cutting” 
Ab. p-ra, Apkh. a-pa-ra “cutting” 
According to  Apkhazian-Abaza and Svan data a C.-Kartv. e : C.-Sind.  sound 

correspondence is initial. And thus, perhaps, in Dagestanian correspondence e → u is a 
assimilation result with preceeding b; cf. Cham. bu-, bu-la “cutting off”. Obtaining of 
additional data will solve the problem.   

 

C.-Kartv. *merc- “cutter; ax/hatchet” 

Zan {mač-a}, cf. Rach. (← Zan) mač-a “bricklayer’s stone cutting tool” 

Sv. merč-il “ax/hatchet” 

In Georgian the stem of merc- structure is lost. Reconstruction of Common-Kartvelian 

archetype is possible only on the ground of Svan-Zan forms. 

C.-Sind. *bč-a “cutting; sickle” 

Ad. γw-pč, Kab. γw-bža “sickle” 

Ub. pča- “cutting to the bottom” 

In Adyghean languages a γw- segment seems to denote iron. Its segmentation is caused 

by pča- verb that is attested in Ubykh. The word γwpčjá “sackle” is attested in Ubykh, as 

well. It is entered from Adyghean [Shagirov 1977, I : 136-137].    
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Comparing with Sindy languages r turns to be superfluous in Kartvelian though 

Dagestanian material supports its primary nature; cf. Cham. mirča “dagger”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *mer-o “snail” 

Geo. lor-o “mucus” 

Zan (Laz) pen-o//pen-e//pe-o//pe-e, Megr. per-o “snail” 

Corresponding root isn’t observed in Svan. Georgian-Zan correlation is problematic - 

anlaut l : p, that can be point to initial m; cf. also Laz pono “fish species”. 
C.-Sind. *m- “snail” 
Ub. m “snail” 

In other Sindy languages the root is considered to be lost and thus discussing about the 

parent-language type is possibly only according to Ubykh. 

Akhvakh form bez-e “snail” is also noteworthy that reflect Nakh (Chechen) type –           
C.-Nakh *be-e → Chech. beze//beze → Akhv. beze. Prop. Dagestanian correspondence is 

likely observed in Lak plu “pus” word.  

  
C.-Kartv.*merq- “wooden chair” 

Old Geo. merq-i “long chair” (Saba), Tush. meq-i “seat/bench/throne”, cf. New Geo. 

merx-i “desk” 

In Tushian dialect rq sound cluster was simplified - merq-i → meq-i; Instead 

pharyngeal q aspirated affricate is preserved unchanged. 

C.-Sind. *mq(w)a “tree; wooden objects” 

Ad. pxa, Kab. pxa “tree; wooden material” 

Ub. mxja-, in the word : mxj-ja “a kind of wooden paddle-oar”, mxj-w “wooden 

spoon” 

Ab. mħa-wa “wooden spoon”, Apkh. a-mħ-w “wooden spoon”, a-mħa-bsta, Bzip a-

mħa-p “wooden spoon” 

Semantics of wood  is evident in Kartvelian as well as in Sindy languages. In this latter 

ħ : x/xj sound correspondence is noteworthy that indicates the labialization of root 

consonant in Ubykh; m → p seems to be combination  devoicing  phonetic process in 

Adyghean languages.    

It should be underlined that in kindred Dagestanian languages there are attested 

Kartvelian-like (with r sonor) as well as Sindy-like (with w sonant) correspondences: 

Darg.  maq//maqw, Lak maq//maqw (Vitskh.) but Krits, Bud. merx “birch tree” [for other 

Iberian-Caucasian material see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 810].  

 

C.-Kartv. *mes- “soft shoe/ankle-high shoe” 

Geo. (dial.) mes-eb-i “soft shoes/ankle-high shoes” 

Zan (Megr.) maš-aia “soft shoe/ankle-high shoe” 
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The doubt arises  in relation with Geo. mesṭ- (← Osset. ?) but at present I refrain from 

any concrete argument; mes-/maš- opposition is more convincing  that along with identic 

semantics demonstrates e : a and s : š sound correspondence. Georgian maš-ia “long-

necked soft shoes” implies a Zan source.  

C.-Sind. *ms- “soft slipper; legging/gaiter” 

Ab. ms, Apkh. ái-ms “soft slipper; legging/gaiter” 

There is a lack of Circassian data. Though it is possible to reconstruct Common Sindy 

*ms- archetype a reduced -ms stem of which is given in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. 

Genetic link with Dagestanian correspondences isn’t excluded: cf.  And. nas:-il, Botl. 

nas:-ir, God. nas:-i “shoe”, Lezg. ms “soft slipper; legging/gaiter”, And. mas-u-j “low-

hilled, flat shoe”.  

Nakh correspondence is observed in Ossetian mes “fine goatskin soft shoe”.  
 

C.-Kartv. *mesḳ- “fire; luminary/heavenly body/light-giving” 

Old Geo. masḳ-ul-av-i//masḳ-l-av-i//varsḳ-ul-av-i  “star”, New Geo. varsḳ-vl-av-i “star” 

Zan (Megr.) masḳ-ur-i//mask-ur-i “star, luminary/heavenly body/light-giving” 

Sv. -mesḳ//-mesg, le-mesg (US.), le-mes (Lashkh.) le-mesḳ (Lent.) “fire” 

A prefix le- in Svan is considered to be a functional correspondence of Georgian-Zan -

ur/-ul suffixes; le- prefix occurs elsewhere: le-rten “left”, le-rsgw-en “right”… 

C.-Sind. *masḳj- “spark” 

Ad. masj//masḳj, Kab. mas//masḳj “spark” 

Further segmentation of Adyghean stems is groundless [cf. Kuipers 1960 : 84; Shagirov 

1977, II : 111]. Continuation of C.-Sind. *masḳj- “spark” can be Kab. mas “coal”. I 

cannot agree with the theory of borrowing of Svan -mesḳ//-mesg allomorphs from 

Circassian [Janashia 1942 : 271] since it is Paleo-Caucasian root that has correspondence 

in Nakh languages, as well; cf. Ts.-Tush sḳiv “spark” root of inversive structure.    

  

C.-Kartv. *nepxw-a “frost; ice” 

Old Geo nepxwa-j, nepxwa-v-n, nepxw-av-s“ It is frost”, sa-nepxw-av-i “stingingly 

cold” 

Zan (Laz) -mapxa “ice”, in the word a-mapxa “spring water”, cf. Megr. u-rgil-i/e = 

“cold water” 

According to O. Memishish’s view Laz a-mapxa contains a Zan correspondence 

mapxa (← *mapxwa) “cold, ice” form of Old Georgian nepxwa- “frost”. More accurately, 

according to structure a-mapxa is similar to that of Megrelian u-rgil-i/e (= cold water) 

derivative word [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 240].  
C.-Sind. *maxwa “frost” 

Ad. -maf, in the word  j-maf “winter”, Kab. -maxw, in the word  ṣv-maxw “winter” 
In Circassian compound words j-/ṣv-  is similar to that of Georgian el- “year” form 

and -maf/-maxwa contains the same root as C.-Kartv. *mepxw-a   “frost; ice” archetype, i.e.            
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C.-Sind. composite *v-maxwa = “time of ice”, i.e. “winter”. Coinciding of -maf/-maxwa 

segments with homonymous roots denoting day is accidental. These two roots should be 

strictly demarcated from each other. Nakh doħa-/daħuo “frost” verb can be enrolled in 

this list [Chukhua 2008 : 442].  
 

C.-Kartv. *mekw- “hay stack” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) mekv-i “small pile of hay; hay-cock”, Rach. nekv-i “hay gathered for 

stack”, 

Sv. mekw “stack” 

Likely, Zan correspondence is observed in Mokv-i toponym (Apkhazia). Speaking 

about m → n (mekv-i→ nekv-i) phonetic transformation reminds us Okribian peko 

“wattle/adobe building” allomorph in which m → p is assumed via b intermediate stage. 

C.-Sind. *mqw- “hay” 

Ad. mqw:-, Kab. mw “hay” 

In Kabardian q →  secondary phonetical process took place. Frequently magol-i form 

is brought as a Georgian correspondence that means hay-cock. Though this latter is of 

other origin (cf. Nakh magar “millet straw”) and cannot be brought in this case 

[additional material see Shagirov 1977, I : 265]. As it is clear k → q is too old  phonetic 

process that still functions in Adyghean language. 

It is fact that C.-Kartv. *mekw- and C.-Sind. *mqw- are the archetypes of Paleo-

Caucasian origin the correspondences of which are revealed in Dagestanian languages: 

Av. nak:ú, Cham. nikw..., Khin. nuk “chaff/bran, straw” but they should be distinguished 

from the nouns Akhv. nixo, Tind. nixw:a, Did. noxu “chaff/bran, straw”  with x/x:- 
phoneme which have different etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 847-848].  

 

C.-Kartv. *mec- “elder/senior” 

Zan (Laz) mč-an-, u-mč-an-e “elder/senior”  

Sv. neč-, meč-i “old (person)” 

Corresponding roots and stems aren’t evident in other Kartvelian languages. Laz mč- 

← *mač- and Svan  meč- are logical correspondences [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 327]; -i 

that is attested in Svan is an adjective  derivating  affix; cf. bg-i “hard”, rn-i “red”, 

gweš-i “full”… 

C.-Sind. *ncvwa “god” 

Ab. nčwa,  Apkh. a-ncwa//a-nčwa “god” 

Circassian languages material that should have given noteworthy information is lost.  

Logical sonoric correspondence nature of C.-Kartv. m : C.-Sind. n is supported by m/n 

substitution in Dagestanian and Nakh isoglosses: Darg. ucm-ij “ruler, prince’s/lord’s 

child”, Tsakh cuma “future son/brother-in-law”, Av. nuc-al/nuc--ja-w “prince, 

monarch’s/lord’s child”…, Chech. nuc, Ing. nejc, C.-Nakh *necw- “son/brother-in-law, 

future son/brother-in-law”, [more see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 854-855].   
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C.-Kartv. *meʒ- “reason/cause, excuse; rebuke/reprimand” 

Zan (Megr.) manǯ-, sa-manǯ-el-i “reason, excuse” “one’s own defence” 

Sv. meǯ-/mǯ-, x-e-mǯ-l (lo-x-meǯ-l) “will rebuke/reprimand” 

Correspondence Sv. meǯ- : Zan manǯ- makes us to suppose the stem of meʒ- type  for 

Georgian which at the same coincides with parent-language data.  

C.-Sind. *mʒ-a “secret” 

Ab. (Tap.) maʒa, Apkh. á-maʒa, Bzip á-maʒ va “secret” 

It is possible to see more semantical closeness with Sindy secret semantema. If we 

consider that reason/cause implies understanding of searching/seeking. All these are 

supported by material and structural similarity of the described roots and stems.  

Absence of Circassian, Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences complicates the 

situation and thus the issue needs additional investigation.  

C.-Kartv. *meʒ-ar- “ice; freezing” 

Sv. meǯr, meǯar (Lashkh.) “ice, frozen snow”, i-meǯr-i “is frozen”, i-mǯer-i “id” 

Similar roots and stems aren’t revealed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Georgian bzar-i is another root [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 153]. In all probability it would 

be appropriate to detach meʒ- form as a separate root. But still it is not possible to say 

something about this definitely.  

C.-Sind. *maʒ- “frost” 

Ub. maʒ “frost” 

Common Circassian stem is reflected ony in Ubykh. Pharyngealization of anlaut m 

phoneme is considered to be prop. Ubykh occurrence [Kvakhadze 2014 : 39].  

On other hand common origin of C.-Kartv. *meʒ-ar- : C.-Sind. *maʒ- archetypes is 

prevented by nothing, since the -ar and  - particles are the traces of suffixation in the 

named languages. 

 
C.-Kartv.. *mew-ed- “ring” 

Geo. be-ed-i “finger adornment” (Saba), aγ-bed-v-a “imprinting/engraving/depicting/ 

sealing”, še-bed-v-a “sealing (shut)” 

Zan (Laz) maḳ-ind-i, Megr. marḳ-ind-i “ring” 

Sv. msḳ-d, msḳ-ṭ (Lent.), msḳ-ad (Lash) ”ring” 

At a glance Geo.  : Zan-Sv. ḳ, makes problem but considering w  labialized complex  

everything is clear (Th. Gamqrelidze’s rule). In Kartvelian -ed seems to be a derivative 

affix. 

According to K. H. Schmidt, the unity of all Kartvelian subsystems is acceptable 

[Schmidt 1962 : 97].  

C.-Sind. *m- “precious stone” 

Ad. m “precious stone”, Kab. mṣva “precious stone” 

The stem is isolated in Circassian languages but its correspondences are observed in 
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Kartvelian as well as in Dagestanian languages. A labialization trace is lost in the root in 

Circassian but is evident in Dagestanian languages; cf. Lak nuwi, Rut. war “stone/iron 

plate”...  

Ossetian ma/mia “green stone, topaz” allomorphs should preserve Nakh correspon-

dence of Georgian-Sindy roots.   

M. Bukia linked Georgian beed-i “ring” and Adyghean m “precious stone” with 

each other [Bukia 2016 : 131].  

 

C.-Kartv. *mexwel- “embers/live coals; pinewood spill/wood torch” 

Zan (Laz) maxva//maxval-i “embers/live coals” 

Sv. mxir “pinewood spill/wood torch” 

Georgian correspondence hasn’t been revealed. As regard Svan form -ir ending sup-

poses -el for Georgian; cf. Sv. m-nčxir : Geo. cxel-i… Georgian (Common Kartvelian) -el 

is also supported by Laz -al- ending; cf. sound correspondence Geo. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e.  

Pr.-Sind. *muxal- “coal; fireplace” 
Hat. muḫal “coal; fireplace” 

Likely, corresponding roots and stems are lost in Apkhzian-Adyghean languages. 

Though basing on Hattian data Proto Sindy proto-type is reconstructed that logically 

corresponds with C.-Kartv. *mexwel- archetype.  

Dagestanian and Nakh isoglosses haven’t been revealed so far.  
 
C.-Kartv. *meqel- “arm” 

Old Geo. meqel-n-i “arms” (Saba) 

Sv. meqer, meqra (UB., Lent.) “arm” 

Before Svan allomorphs (meqer form is initial) were opposed by Old mqar- / Zan 

mxuǯ- words [for history see Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 347-348] that is unacceptable 

from both (semantical and formal) standpoints. I suppose that Old Geo. mqar-i “shoulder” 

word is  corresponded by phonetically simplified qar/qr (← *mqar-) “shoulder” in Svan.    
C.-Sind. *mqa “arm/hand”  

Ab. maqa “hand, arm”,  Apkh. á-maxa “thigh/upper leg/haunch” 

Correlation hand ~ thigh/upper leg/haunch is incompatible contextually since on the 

other hand -maqa/-maxa should have been logical correlation in Apkhazian-Abaza. 

Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype was carried out on the Abaza data ground 

that is supported by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian data; cf. Lak qara-lu “under one’s 

arm”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *mza “ready” 

Old Geo. mza “ready, prepared”, mza-opa “being ready”  

The word is attested in Old as well as New Georgian literary language: “m z a  ivenit”  

< “Be ready”; “ṗuri čemi m z a miopies” < “My bread was prepared” [Abuladze 1973 : 
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237]. Although its correspondences aren’t observed in Kartvelian languages and dialects 

the issue on its linking with mzad- stem arises.  

C.-Sind. *maza- “prepared, ready” 

Apkh. a-mazá-j “prepared, ready”, á-maza-j-ra “preparing/getting ready” 

A root of maza-j- type is reconstructed for Common Apkhazian-Abaza form [Chirikba 

1996 : 111], in which -j-, as I suppose,  is a historical affix.  

Georgian-Apkhzian roots and stems are structurally and semantically similar while an 

allomorph is preserved only in Apkhzian. 

Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages 

insofar. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mze “sun” 

Geo. mze “sun”, sa-mze-o “this world, this life” 

Zan (Maegr.) bža “sun”, ža-šxa “Sunday”, Laz mža//bža “sun”, mža/bža-čxa “sunday” 

Sv. mž/miž “sun”, la-mž “this world, this life”, miž-ladeγ “Sunday” 

Unity of Kartvelian material has been known since Rosen’s period [Rosen 1845 : 34]. 

C.-Sind. *mz “beam/ray, light; light bulb/lamp”  

Ad. bz-j, Kab. bzi-j “beam/ray, light” 

Ub. mʒá “lamp’light bulb; light, candle” 

Ab. mza “lamp/bulb”, Apkh. a-cw-mza “candle”, Ab. a-mza “flambeam/ torch, flare” 

A bz complex of Adyghean languages coincides with Zan reflexation (bža “sun”) and 

simultaneously rises the issue on genetic relation with Kartvelian bzin-/bžin-. 

Genetic links with murz “flame” of Lezgian languages is acceptable though to enroll 

Ing. inza “wick/spill/taper” in the list is excluded since I link it with Zan (Megr.) noz-u-a 

“night fishing in the light of pinewood spill/wood torch” lexeme; cf. Megr. noz-u/nuz-u 

“spruce”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *m-zγil- “small; louse” 

Geo. bzγil-i “insect’s egg; louse” 

Sv. bžγer “newborn/infant/baby; child/young man/lad” 

Zan-like l → r process in Svan is noteworthy which sometimes occurs in the same 

root; cf. Sv. cil//cir : Geo. cil- “white part of skin”; Old Geo. ʒaqwel-i : Sv. žaqwer  “birch 

tree”…  

Before I brought žγirṭ-i/žγirṭ-al-i “child/young; flesh and bone/the whole body” in the 

same context; cf. Geo. bzγiṭ-i “insect’s egg”, “louse” [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 71].  

C.-Sind. *z vγ- “small/little/minor” 

Ad. (Chemg.) z vγ-j “small/little/minor” 

Likely, archaic root of Common Sindy origin is preserved only in Chemgui dialect.  

Comparative analysis of C.-Kartv. *m-zγil- : C.-Sind. *z vγ- demonstrates that m- in 

Kartvelian isn’t a part of root that often occurs in adjectives: mcire “small/little/minor”, 
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mare “bitter”... Sound correspondence on harmonious-descending complex level of B 

type zγ/zvγ is more noteworthy. 

Of other Iberian-Caucasian languages Botlikh zuḳ:u “small/little” form is also 

noteworthy though it is difficult to say something definitely, cf. Megr. ʒuḳur-ia “short/ 

squat in body/petite”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *mtxw-/*txw- “collecting/gathering; removing/seperating”  

Geo. a-mtxv-ev-s “has sth ready for sb/sends sb out to meet sb”, še-mtxv-ev-a 

“meeing”, da-txov-eb-a “marrying off/expelling/dismissing” 

Zan  tx-//ntx-, Megr. mo-tx-u “kissed sth/sb’s hand, held”, Laz m-i-ntx-u “id”  

Sv. tx-, a-tx-j “has sth ready for sb/collects/gathers” 

Possible unity of the above-described roots is given differently in etymological 

dictionaries which cannot give possibility to reconstruct full picture [see Klimov 1964 : 

98; Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 330].  

C.-Sind. *txw- “collecting/gathering; removing/seperating” 

Ad. txw--n, Kab. txw--n “collecting/gathering; removing/seperating” 

Ub. txw-, ja-txw-, γa-txw- “removing/seperating” 

Like in Kartvelian languages, in this case two basic meanings dominate < collecting 

/gathering; ~ removing/seperating that is realized on noteworthy material unity (of 

complex txw) level.   

 

C.-Kartv. *midal-o “field” 

Geo. mdelo “meadow grasses”, Old Geo. mdel-ovan-i “grassy/covered in meadow 

grasses”, mdelo-js mʒovar-i “grass grazer” 

Zan (Laz) mindor-i “field”, Megr. mindor-i “valley”, mindor-o “in valley”, mindor-ia 

“land hunger/shortage/starved”, cf. Geo. (← Zan) mindor-i “field” 
As it often happens, even in this case Georgian final o is corresponded by zero in Zan; 

cf. Geo. γvin-o : Zan  γvin-i “wine”... 

 C.-Sind. *mrd-a “hillock” 

Ab. marda-ra “upland/heights, steep”, Apkh. á-marda “hillock” 

Inlaut r in Apkhzian-Abaza is considered to be logical correspondence of Kartvelian l 

sonor - l → r. Circassian data isn’t observed. Segmentation of the given root into mar-da 

type is irrelevant [cf. Chrikba 1996 : 112] since beside Kartvelian Dagestanian data 

supports the root nature of d; cf. Khin. mda “hillock, upland/heights”. Basque mendi 

“mountain” word can be also discussed. 

  
C.-Kartv. *mil- “pipe/mile” 

Geo. mil-i “pipe/mile”, mil-aḳ-i “tube/phial” 

It is attested in Saba’s dictionary though it has no Kartvelian correspondences. They 

believe that Geo. mil- has correspondence even in Minor-Asian areal (Sh. Gabeskiria).  
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C.-Sind. *mla- “stair” 

Ab. -mla in the word čw-mla “stair” 

I agree with the standpoint that Abaza čw-mla “stair” word is a compound one. The 

firs component čw- is “flying up, lifting” verb. 

C.-Kartv. *mil- “pipe/mile” ~ C.-Sind. *mla- “stair” semantically has common under-

standing of connector though to suppose pipe/mile as a part of stair is also logical.  

Avar correspondence mal//mili “stair” is also noteworthy [more about it see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 317-318].  

 
C.-Kartv. *mis- “day” 

Sv. mš “day”, am-mš “in these day”, eǯ-mš “in those day” 

A look up root is attested only in Svan though it is characterized of Common Kartvelin 

origin. Lower Bal mjš allomorph is peculiar (Is m- prefix?) 

C.-Sind. *ms v(w)- “day” 

Ad. maf ← *maxjw, Kab. maxw- “day” 

Ub. msw-a “day” 

Ab. mš-, Apkh. á-mš  “day”   

They consider to detach m- prefix in Sindy languages [Charaia 1912 : 46; Rogava 1956 

: 26; Kuipers 1960 : 111; Shagirov 1977, I : 262] in which -xw/-š  is considered to be  the 

root denoting light/bright. From this aspect Svan (Lower Bal mjš) should have supported 

though the issue needs additional investigation [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 822].  
C.-Nakh *malx “sun” and miƛ(i) “sun; day” of Andi languages are of other etymology; 

cf. Geo. sa-mxar-i “midday dinner/meal”, Sv. mxar//mxr “tomorrow”, but the Nakh-

Dagestanian correspondences of C.-Kartv. *mis- “day” : C.-Sind. *msv(w)- “day” archetypes 

are observed in the following words: Ts.-Tush. maš-a “light”;  Bezh. maš-ol-a, Hunz. maš-
un “rainbow”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *mis- “front/previous” 

Sv. mis- “ahead/in front”, mis-as “formerly/in earlier times” 

Reflex of Common Kartvelian *mis- archetype is preserved only in Svan. In any case in 

other Kartvelian languages and dialects (in published texts and dictionaries) a root mis- 

hasn’t been attested insofar.   

C.-Sind. *bs v- “leader” 

Ad. pašj “leader, head/chief/commander” 

Apkh. a-pza “head/chief/commander” 

Phonemic opposition šj : z needs to be explained that likely reflects s → z  devoicing 

tendency in Apkhzian.  

Comparison of C.-Kartv. *mis- “front ~ C.-Sind. *bsv- “leader” demonstrates that 

Sindy    is an allophone of initial i vowel and meaning of  leader  has been developed on 

the ground of  being in front (i.e. of Kartvelian front) understanding.  
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C.-Kartv. *mišer- “comb (of honey)” 

Geo. mišer-i “comb (of honey)” 

Correspondences in other Kartvelian languages and dialects haven’t been attested. 

Though n parallels in Sindy and Dagestanian languages are noteworthy. 

C.-Sind. *s vw-n “honey” 

Ad. s vww, Kab. fow “honey” 

Ub. swan “honey” 
Final Ad. -w : Ub. -n correlation makes problem [Rogava 1956 : 87] that likely is 

affixal. Correlation with prefixal m in Kartvelian should be considered. To bring 

Dagestanian žana/žono “wine” allomorphs in this case is unacceptable [see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 1104], but  genetic link with Dagestanian roots and stems denoting 

candle is appropriate; cf. And. š:ir(i)//š:iwi, Bagv. š:ir, Botl. š:iru, Cham. s:iru//s:irw 
“candle”… 

C.-Kartv. *mi-/*im- “ahead/in front” 

Zan (Megr.) mi-o-xen “sits ahead/in front” // im-o-xen “id”, cf. im-i “ahead/in 

front”, im-o-x “ahead/in front”, im-o-x-on-i “previous” 

Megrelian form is unique though its etymological link with Georgian in-, in-a- word 

with  the same meaning isn’t excluded. 

C.-Sind. *m-a “ahead/in front” 

Apkh. a-ma “ahead/in front” 

Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are given in two language entries though Udi iri 

“formerly/in earlier times” that likely corresponds with Dargwa ili 

“afterwards/thereafter” word should be also considered. 
 
C.-Kartv. *mḳal- “grasshopper” 

Old Geo. mḳal-i “glasshopper”, ḳal-ia “grasshopper” 

Zan (Laz) mḳol-i → //nḳol-i//ḳol-i, Megr. nḳol-i//ḳol-i “grasshopper” 

Initial type of the stem is preserved in Georgian in which only mḳal- type is attested in 

ancient texts [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 261]. Loss of m in New Georgian and Megrelian 

seems a secondary occurrence.    
C.-Sind. *ṗḳjaw- “dragonfly” 

Ad. ṗjaw, Shaps. ṗḳjaw, Kab. ṗaw, Basl. ṗḳjaw “dragonfly” 

In Circassian languages Svan-like l → w process is evident. C.-Sind. *ṗḳjaw- 

“dragonfly” : C.-Kartv. *mḳal - “glasshopper” demonstrates logical correlation – ṗḳj : mḳ, 

w : l, final - seems a suffix [cf. New Geo. ḳal-ia). Semantic opposition is also logical 

[Rogava 1956 : 89].  

Georgian-Circassian stems have correspondences in Dagestanian (Av. ḳ:ará, Andi 

languages ḳ:ara “mosquito, bug, horse louse fly/forest fly”…) and Nakh (Ts.-Tush. ḳel 

“wasp/gadfly/hornet, bumblebee/wasp”) languages.   
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C.-Kartv. *mozw- “bullock; one-year-old (cow’s) calf” 

Geo. mozw-er-i “is called one-year-old male ox-calf” (Saba), Ajar. mozv-i → // moz-i 

“after an year first-over-wintered cow’s calf”  
Zan (Laz) moz-ar-i//muz-ar-i//moz-a-i (← *mozv-ar-i) “female cow’s calf”, Megr. 

mozu-ḳia “little bullock” 

Ajarian and Megrelian demonstrate that mozv- should be detached in mozv-er- as a 

root [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 213].    
C.-Sind. *mzw- “heifer”“ 

Kab. mz v “interjection of yelling the cows” 

Ub. mzw-γ “heifer” 

Any link of Ubykh word with Ab. žw, Apkh. á-žw “cow” stem is excluded [cf. 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 263].  Here we can speak about r → γ phonetic process 

characteristic of Ubykh but it is appropriate to speak about suffixal nature of -γ segment.  
Noteworthy lexical parallels are also revealed in kindred Dagestanian (Lezgian) 

languages; cf. Ud. moz-i “cow’s calf”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *motal- “salted cheese” 

Geo. motal-i “salted cheese” 

The word is attested only in Georgian. Expected Zan {mutu} and Svan allomorphs (of 

{motaw}/{motw} type ) haven’t been revealed. 

To prove parent-language origin of the stem it is essential to reveal Hattian and 

Dagestanian correspondences.  
Pr.-Sind. *bitan-u “cheese” 

Hat. witanu “cheese” 

Likely, initial w in Hattian reflects sonantic reflex of Proto-Sindy b archy-phoneme or 

it equal to bilabial b voiced – w=b, though C.-Kartv. m : Hat. w phonemic  correlation 

isn’t problematic. 

Logical Dagestanian correspondences of Hattian-Georgian isoglosses are considered 

Arch.  murtila, Kar. bertin “cheese”, Lak bart, Darg. burt//birt, Kub. bt ← *burt “sour 

cream” lexemes.  

 
C.-Kart. *mor- “large log” 

Geo. mor-i “large log”, na-mor-i “log/beam” 

Zan (Megr.) mur-ua “large log”, Laz no-mur-e “log/beam” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. As it was expected it was proved that Geo. 

o is corresponded by Zan u. A suffix -ua in Megrelian is noteworthy while Laz gives no-

mur-e as a correspondence of Georgian na-mor-i derivative. In Georgian mor-iel- noun is 

derived from mor- stem.    

Pr.-Sind. *mur-u “log/beam, rafter/joist” 

Hat. muru “log/beam, rafter/joist” 
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It is easy to notice similar structure and semantics of Hattian-Kartvelian isoglosses that 

is explained by Paleo-Caucasian etymology of the root. It isn’t excluded that Ossian mr-a 

← *mwr-a “rotten tree” preserves the correspondence that was lost in Circassian. 

Correspondences from other Iberian-Caucasian languages are observed only in Nakh 

languages; cf. Ing., Chech. mur “rotten tree”. The issue needs additional investigation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *morgw- “thick block of wood/tree stump” 

Geo. morgv-i “block of wood/tree stump” 

Zan (Megr.) murg-i “block of wood in fireplace” 

In Georgian the meaning of thick block of wood/tree stump has been known since 

Saba’s period. Zan’s semantics should be considered since its value will be evident in 

discussing Dagestanian data. 

C.-Sind. *gwam- “tree gnarl/knot; branch” 

Ad. kwam, Kab. gwan “tree gnarl/knot; branch” 

As it is clear they are the stems of inversive structure and if any of them changes order 

thus it is evident that they should be compared with Dagestanian; cf. Akhv. migo, Lak 

mak, Arch. makw “pinewood spill/wood torch”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *mos- “thread” 

Geo. mos-el-i “beam/cut timber”, cf. mos-av-s “Sb clothes/dresses  sb” 

Zan (Megr.) moš-, o-moš-ir-i/o-moš-er-i “thread spun on the knitting tex in width” 

Hypothetically Megrelian o – ir- seems a correspondence of sa – il inflexion in 

Georgian; cf. Geo. sa-mos-el-i “cloth (?)”. In any case Megrelian moš- is endemic root and 

indicates to occurrence of *mos- root for parent-language level. 

C.-Sind. *bs v- “leather thong/thin strip/laces; woolen thread/ twine/cord/string” 

Ad. ps, in the word λ-ps “shoelace” (cf. λ- “foof/leg”), Kab. ps “leather thong/thin 

strip, shoelace”, λ-ps “shoelace”, λgw-ps “gaiter” 

Ub. ndwš “rope” 
Corresponding root isn’t observed in Apkhzian-Abaza. Adyghean seems compound 

word -psa in which the first component a ← ḳj likely denotes tail (?). Existence of dw 
labialized complex in Ubykh as an opposition of p bilabial indicates only to the fact that 

here characteristic b → dw (like p → tw, ṗ → ṭw) prop. Ubykh process is supposed.   
Ossetian eps/epsi “leather cloth” is borrowed from Circassian. 

The fact that in initial a root vowel o/u should have existed is proved by Nakh 

(Chech.-Ing. muš “rope; woolen thread/twine/cord/string”) and Dagestanian data (Av. 

muš: “woolen thread/twine/cord/string”). 

 

C.-Kartv. *mo- “back blunt side of blade” 

Sv. me “thick end of flat bread loaf”, pl. mo-r 
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Of the Kartvelian languages me “thick end of flat bread loaf” is preserved only in 

Svan. Though its corresapondences are attested in all groups of Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. Plural mo form should be older form in Svan; cf. C.-Nakh *mu “shaft/handle, 

back blunt side of blade/thick end of flat bread loaf’. 

C.-Sind.*mωa “handle; back blunt side of blade” 

Ab. mωa, Apkh. á-mωa “shaft; back blunt side of blade” 

C.-Kartv. *mo- “back blunt side of blade” : C.-Sind. *mωa “handle; back blunt side of 

blade” is logical correlation. Phonetic transformation  →ω seems to be prop. Sindy 

occurrence; cf. C.-Nakh *mu “handle; back blunt side of blade”, Dag., Did. moqu 

“cupped hands/handful (of sth)” [more Dag. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 830].  

 
C.-Kartv. *mocw- “bilberry/blueberry” 

Geo. mocv-i “whortleberry” [Vacciniun arctostaphylos] 

Zan {munč-i}, cf. top. Munč-ia (Khobi discrict) 

According to comparative phonetics of Kartvelian languages a literary mocv- root 

should have resulted muč- in Zan that isn’t attested as a separated word. Though likely 

munč- with n a correspondence of mocv- is observed in Samegrelo toponym Munč-ia. 

C.-Sind. *brcw- “loquat” 

Ad. (Shaps.) n-pca “loquat” 

Ub. brcw “loquat”   

Apkh. a-báčw, Bzip a-bráčw “loquat” 

There is a lack of Kabardian and Abaza data. Though I suppose that Ubykh is close to 

parent-language picture. Some (and not all) forms denoting apple from Dagestanian 

languages can be brought along with C.-Kartv. *mocw- “bilberry/blueberry” and C.-Sind. 

*brcw- “loquat” archetypes: Cham. (Gig.) mič-i, Khin. mč „apple“ [cf. Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 237-238].  
 

C.-Kartv. *mrez- /*mriz- “coitus” 

Geo. mrez-/mriz-, a-mrez-i “admirer bird” (Saba), a-mrez-a/a-mrez-ob-a “animal’s 

heat/oestrus/ season” (Saba), New Geo. a-i-mriz-a “Sb/Sth sulked/irritated”  

Zan (Megr.) raž-al-i “making/going mad/getting heated/carried away” (cf. mrez-), riž-

in-i (cf. mriz-) “glowing red”, riž-al-i “enraged, maddened/ exasperated/heated” 

C.-Sind. *maz-a “penis” 

Ub. maza “penis” 

Ubykh word is isolated in Circassian languages world. Though it has noteworthy 

parallels in Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian (Bezh. mžr “penis”) and Nakh (Chech. 

muz “penis”) languages.      

 
C.-Kartv. *mrt-el- “healthy” 

Geo. mrtel-i/mtel-i “whole/full/complete” 
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Zan (Megr.) tar-i ← *mtar-i “healthy” 

It is right to detach -el  as a suffix at Common Kartvelian level like it-el-, grʒ-el-, ʒn-

el-, vrc-el-... words [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 335].  

On the other hand Georgian mrtel- stem is logically corresponded by Zan tar- which 

was simplified on the ground of phonotactic rules functioning in Megrelian. 

C.-Sind. *bt-a “sustainable, solid/firm/resilient, strong/powerful” 

Ad. pta, Kab. bda  “sustainable, solid/firm/resilient, strong/powerful” 

In other Sindy languages a lookup stem isn’t observed. Formally, word anlaut is 

preserved unchanged in Kabardian (b → p in Adyghean), and within a word an initial t is 

preserved in Adyghean. 

 Comparison of C.-Sind. *bt-a : C.-Kartv. *mrt-el- words demonstrates that b → m 

took place in Common Kartvelian and -el/-a are affixes in both languages that also occurs 

in kindred Nakh roots: Chech. but, Ing. butuw “strong, solid”, cf. C.-Nakh. *but-aw “id”. 

 

C.-Krtv. *msexwal- “spider” 

Zan (Laz.) mšaxur-i → // mšaxu-i “spider” 

Zan correspondence was developed from Common Kartvelian *msexwal- archetype 

that is indicated by system of sound correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *psxw-a “spider” 

Ub. psáxwa  “spider”  
Ubykh-Laz language parallels is real and is supported by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. 

Darg. (Kub.)  šax:a ← *šaxwa “spider”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *msu- “a kind of soil/earth (without stones)” 

Geo. (Mtiul.) psu-i “soil/earth without stone and not rammed”, Kartl. psu-ar-i 

“soil/earth turned into grime/dross/dirt” 

Combinating devoicing process ms → ps (cf. msweni → psveni...) in Georgian is 

supposedly that often occurs in Dialectal areal. 

C.-Sind. *nšw- “soil/earth, clay” 

Ab. nšw, Apkh. a-nšw “earth, clay” 

Likely, a looking up stem is lost in Circassian languages.  

C.-Kartv. *msu- : C.-Sind. *nšw- show logical and regular phonetic correspondences. In 

all possibility Kartvelian root is reduced type - *masw- → *msu- (?). 

True paralelles are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well: And. onš:-i, Akhv. uŋs:-i, 

Cham. uŋs://uns:-i “soil/earth” [see more Dagest. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 13]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *m-sxil- “nit, louse’s egg” 

Geo. (Rach.) psxil-i “nit, louse’s egg” 

Phonetic transformation ms → ps is assimilative that took place in Georgian dialects. 

In other Kartvelian languages and dialects corresponding samples haven’t been revealed.  
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C.-Sind. *s vx- “small/little/minor” 

Ad. (Shaps.) s vx, Chemg. s vxj-j “small/little/minor” 

Common Kartvelian *m-sxil- archetype is logically corresponded by C.-Sind. *s vx- root. 

Initial m is attested in Kartvelian (m-cire “small/little/minor”, m-are “bitter”...). I 

suppose  that *m-sxil- /*s vx- isoglosses are sound-resemblance of C.-Kartv. *m-zγil- : C.-

Sind. *z vγ-  forms – they have common origin.  

 

C.-Kartv. *mu- “father” 

Sv. mu “father”, la-mu-a “fathers” 

According to the view accepted in Kartvelology Svan mu is considered to be a 

correspondence of Georgian-Zan mama/muma nouns [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

316-317]. I suppose that *mama → *mam →*mom →mu isn’t a historical process 

characteristic of Svan. On the contrary, mu root is an independend entry of Common 

Kartvelian origin that has logical correspondences in kindred Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 

Pr.-Sind. *mu- “mother” 

Hat. mu “mother”, teti-mu “great-grandmother, grandmother” 

Comparison of Svan-Hattian stems manifested semantic opposition along with formal 

identity – father  ~ mother  that isn’t unexpected since etymonic meaning should have 

been parent  though in the mentioned languages  correlation is logical in other common 

(Daghestanian) material; cf. Lak ppu (← *bu) “father” ~ Arch. bu-va “mother”; Bud. dide 

“mother” ~ Rut. did “father”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *mu-bil- “reptile” 

Sv. mebl (UB.), mebwil (LB.), mubl (Lashkh.), bbil//mubil (Lent.) “reptile” 
Reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype is possible on the ground of Svan 

rich allomorphs. I suppose  that the word is of compound structure and mu- is prefix. The 

issue on relation with Georgian muml-i “midge/gnat” form arises.  

C.-Sind. *bL-a “snake” 

Ad. bLa, Kab. bLa “snake” 

Transformation phonetic process of a simple l sonor into L voiced lateral spirant was 

sourced and developed in Common Sindy parent language. 

Link of Adyghean forms with Nakh laħ “snake” word is groundless [cf. Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 787]. The latter is a logical correspondence of Geo loko “catfish” word.   

 
C.-Kartv. *muz- “warble fly” 

Sv. muz “warble fly” 

The root is preserved only in Svan but is reconstructed at parent-language level since it 

has logical correspondences in Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *bz va- “big bumblebee, wasp” 
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Ub. bz va-mm “big bumblebee, wasp” 

C.-Kartv. *muz- “warble fly” ~ C.-Sind. *bz va- “big bumblebee, wasp” is based on Svan-

Ubykh data but Dagestanian data makes the reality of this comparison convincing; cf. 

Tind. miš-ta, Ag. murž “warble fly; bumblebee, wasp”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *muzr- “pile/heap/flock/herd” 

Geo. (Ing.) muzr-u “pile/heap/flock/herd” 

The word is preserved only in Georgian but it is reconstructed at parent-language 

level. It is proved by numerous isoglosses from Nakh and Dagestanian languages, indeed, 

along with Sindy ones. 

C.-Sind. *bz va- “hillock” 

Ad. (Shaps.) bz va-p, Chemg. bz va-p, Bzed. bz va-p, Kab. bz v-p “hillock” 

It is right to discuss that bzva “horn” is an independent root and cannot been linked 

with described forms [Kvakhadze 2014 : 23; cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 89]. Indeed, bz va-p is a 

separate word and of composite structure in which -p segment denotes nose/beard and 

bz va- logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *muzr- archetype as well as with Bezh. bizo, 

Hunz. bzu “mountain”, Ing. boarz, Chech. barz/borz-a- “hillock” allomorphs. 

Preservation of initial r vibrant in Nakh and Kartvelian languages is noteworthy.    

 
C.-Kartv. *muran- “alder tree” 

Geo. muran-i “alder tree” (Saba) 

A plant name is isolated in Kartvelian languages but it has noteworthy 

correspondences in Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *mγa- “alder tree” 

Ub. mγa-, mγa-wa “alder tree”, mγ-s “hornbeam” 

Like in Georgian, in Ubykh mγa- root is isolated. Georgian-Ubykh correspondences 

have noteworthy parallels in Nakh (Ts.-Tush. mura “alder tree”) and Dagestanian 

languages: Lezg. maq:u-n t:ar, Tab. muq:u-n har “alder tree”; Did. noqi “alder tree”, Bezh. 

naqo, Hin. noqe “alder tree”, cf. Kvarsh. muqu-rḳa, Inkhoqv. muqu-rḳa “oak”. 

C.-Kartv.  : C.-Sind. γ : C.-Dag. q  is logical phonemic correlation.  

    

C.-Kartv. *murʒ- “round block of wood” 

Geo. (Imer.) murʒ-i “round block of wood, thick block of wood” 

The word is attested only in Georgian but likely it is of parent-language origin. It is 

proved by its Sindy correspondence. Maybe Megr. bonǯ-i “large log”, go-bonǯ-u-a 

“jamming with large logs” can be linked with Geo. murʒ- noun though m  → b and u → o 

phonetic transformations in Zan should be explained which have analogies in Kartvelian 

material.  

C.-Sind. *-mǯ- “post/pillar/pole” 
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Ad. -mǯ, in the word  λ-mǯ “bridge”, Kab. -mž, in the word  λ-mž  “bridge” 
There is attempt to detach λ- “foot/leg” as the first component of the word of 

compound structure [Shagirov 1977, I : 250]. In Adyghean languages understanding of 

bridge was likely developed from leg + pole (= bridge) compound word.  

Formally, C.-Kartv. *murʒ- : C.-Sind. *-mǯ- correlation isn’t problematic. Correspon-

ding of Kartvelian u vowel w diphthong was expected but after the following position of 

m bilabial w disappeared via dissimilation; ǯ → ž is prop. Kabardian innovation.   

 

C.-Kartv. *mus-a “(a kind of) broom” 

Geo. musa “broom-like object for sweeping” (Saba) 

The noun is attested only in Saba’s dictionary. At the same time, basing on external 

language isoglosses it is considered to be of parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *msa- “sweeping” 

Ab. psa-ra, Apkh. a-ps:a-ra “sweeping”, a-hw-ms-ag “broom” 

To assume ms → ps combined phonetic process on the next stage of reduction of 

Apkhazian-Abaza  vowel is real – msa- → msa- → psa-. In all cases s → s: intensifying 

process should be explained.  

Archaic nature (structure) of Common Kartvelian archetype is also supported by 

Dagestanian data; cf. Hin. mos, Bezh. mušo.., Darg. ms ← *murs “broom”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *muṭ-el- “vulva” 

Geo. muṭel-i “vulva”, “women’s genital organ”; “woman’s pudenda” (Saba) 

It is the Georgian root of ancient origin that has noteworthy isoglosses Iberian-

Caucasian languages. In Zan dialects expected the words of muṭu and *muṭo type aren’t 

attested.  

Pr.-Sind. *muṭ- “part of a body” 

Hat. mut “part of a body” 

A *mut form of Proto Sindy origin which was lost in Common Sindy is preserved in 

Hattian. To specify the meaning semantics of Dagestanian correspondences should be 

brought; cf. Av. (dial.) muṭú, Bez., Hunz moṭo “face”, Lak miṭi, Darg. (Meheb) manṭu 

“penis”, Hin. muṭ “udder”…   

 

C.-Kartv. *muk- “dark (colour)” 

Geo. muk-i “dark (colour)” 

The word is isolated in Georgian. At the same time noteworthy parallels are attested in 

kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *kw- “dark (colour)” 

Ab. kwa “dark (colour)”, kwa-j-wa “black”, Apkh. a-j-kwa “dark (colour)”, a-j-kwa-wa 

“black” 
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There is a lack of Circassian correspondences and due to this it is difficult to 

reconstruct Common Sindy archetype. 

The fact that Georgian preserves the root of inversive structure is well demonstrated 

Dagestanian material when in the Dido subgroup languages it is attested the word with 

Sindy-like structure; cf. Hin. kab-addu “black”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *muw- “a  handfull, cupped/closed  hand” 

Geo. mu-a, mu-i “is called when fingers are tightly compressed” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) muḳ-, muḳ-a “cupped/closed hand”, muḳ-a-muḳ-a “by the handful” 
The word muḳ-a “cupped/closed hand to hold sth” that is attested in Gurian dialect 

implies a Zan source and simultaneously preserves older type [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 157]. 

The process ḳ → ḳ in Zan is explained according to T. Gamkrelidze’s rule - *muḳw- → 

*muḳw- → muḳ- [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 338-339].  

C.-Sind. *mw- “little/few” 

Ad. mjw, Kab. maṣvw “little/few” 

Ub. maj “little/few” 
Occurrence of palatalized j sibilant in the word’s final position in Ubykh indicates to 

the fact that in parent language archetype data was labialized - *mw- → *maj. 

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems are observed in Andi mii-gu 

“little/few” word.  
Semantic correlation handful ~ little is logical; cf. Geo. m-ṭḳav-el-i “hand-span” : Did. 

ṭaḳ-i “little/few”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *mu-xub-e “brother” 
Sv. muxwbe “brother (for brother)” 
Corresponding stem with the meaning of brother hasn’t been revealed in other 

Kartvelian languages so far. In Svan xwib- should be detached as a root that is proved by 

plural form la-xwb-a “brothers”. Additionally, xwib-i/xwib-d//xub-da (Lashkh.) 

“brother” allomorphs are also attested in Svan dialects.  
C.-Sind. *ma-qw- “brother/son-in-law” 

Ad. maxw-λ “brother/son-in-law”; Kab. maxw-λ “brother/son-in-law” 

Ub. mx ← *mxw “brother/son-in-law” 

Ab. mħw, Apkh. á-maħw “brother/son-in-law” 

As it is obvious in Kartvelian and Circassian languages the word was of complex 

structure – in both languages MV – V inflextion is detached.  

I suppose that derived word mox-ča of Nakh languages with the meaning of distant 

cousin (Rus. троюродный брат) can be also brought; cf. also Ud. muqu “brother/son-in-

law”. Semantic correlation brother  ~ brother/son-in-law is logical.  
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C.-Kartv. *muqel- “knee” 

Geo. muql-i “head of leg bending/joint” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) nuxu “knee” 

Totally unacceptable to link Geo.  muql- root  with Megr.-Laz muxur-i/a “side; district; 

region” stem [Klimov 1964 : 138]. Zan muxur- logically corresponds with Old Geo. mqare 

“side/region/district” lexeme that is acceptable from phonetical, structural and semantical 

standpoint.  

As regard muql-/nuxu correlation in Laz m → n is caused by the contamination with 

other nuxu “cupped hands/handful” stem. 

Georgian muql-i is attested in ancient written sources. Though its Svan corres-

pondence hasn’t been revealed so far [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 338].    

C.-Sind. *mqa “knee” 

Ab. -mqa, in the word  šja-mqa “knee”,  Apkh. -mx, in the word  a-šja-mx “knee” 

Saba’s explanation of knee  is eloquent that is supported by Apkhzian-Abaza com-

posite. It can be segmented as thus:  šja “leg” + mx “knee”; cf. Saba: “head of leg ben-

ding/joint”, i.e. knee = head of joint.  

Corresponding roots haven’t been disclosed in Circassian languages so far. Though true 

correspondences are attested in Dagestanian languages; cf. Akhv. mu:u “knee”, Tsakh  

muul-e “heel”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *mγ(i-) “scabies/mange” 

Geo. mγ-er-i “scabies/mange” (Saba), mγi-er-i “scabies/mange” (Saba), si-mγi-er-e 

“scabies/mange” 

Verbal stem denoting scabies/mange is preserved only in Georgian in the form of mγi-

/mγ- allomorphs; mγi- is considered to be older (archaic) type. Corresponding root isn’t 

attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects, also in up-to-date published texts.  

C.-Sind. *bγ- “itching” 

Apkh. a-bγ-ra “itching” 

Verbal bγ- root is attested only in Apkhzian though it has parent-language 

etymology. C.-Kartv. *mγi- : C.-Sind. *bγ- is logical phonetic-structural correspondence 

that is sup-ported by semantic correlation scabies/mange  ~ itching. 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

  

C.-Kartv. *mγul- “bent; crooked” 

Old Geo. mγul-i “sickle” ← etym. bent 

Zan (Laz) mγul-a//γul-a “crooked, bent”, Megr. γul-a “bent; crooked” 

Sv. γul-j “knee” ← etym. bent (?) 

Historical unity of Kartvelian roots and stems is undoubtless [Lomtatidze 1959 : 75; 
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Schmidt 1962 : 117] though it is fact that parent-language m sonor in anlaut is preserved 

only in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *maγwa “crooked” 

Ub. maγja “crooked” 

Palatalized nature of inlaut voiced guttural spirant directly indicates that Common 

Sindy archetype occurred in the labialized form. It is clear that labialization source of γ- 

was diphthongization process of Kartvelian-like u (or o) vowel o/u → wa/ (G. Rogava).  

Even in this case final l is lost at Common Sindy language unity without a trace.  

 
C.-Kartv. *maw- “forest dormouse” 

Geo . mav-i “looks like a weasel and is small” (Saba), Dryomys nitedula (GED) 

The word is attested only in Georgian. Its parent-language origin is supposed since it 

has noteworthy parallels in Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *qw-n- “mouse” 

Ub. xwn- “mouse” 

Ab. ħwn-ap-, Ashkh. ħwn-gw “mouse”,  Apkh. a-ħwn-ap “mouse” 

Deglottalization phonetic process  → q took place in Common Sindy parent language. 

From this latter Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs were developed via spirantization (q → ħ). 

Primarity of root - is supported by Dagestanian correspondences; cf. Arch. noon, 

Inkhoqv. aŋwa, Hinu. awe “mouse”... For Kartvelian m see Ud. mel ← *meel “mouse”.  

 

C.-Kartv.  *m-ar- “solid/firm, hard; strengthening/turning harder” 

Geo. mar-i “hard and solid/firm” (Saba), ga-mar-eb-a “strengthening/ turning 

harder” 

The word is attested in ancient Georgian texts: “šeslvad qurelebsa m a r i s a  ḳldisasa” 

< “Entering… into firm rock”; “naevari misi vitarca lodi m  a r i ”  < “… like a firm big 

stone” [Abuladze 1973 : 304]. The ancient material supports Saba’s explanation, seems 

solid/firm, hard are basic meanings.  

The word sa-mar-o “universe/firmament/world” is likely derived from firm/solid.  

C.-Sind. *ma- “solid/firm/hard; strengthening/turning harder” 

Ab. ma- “solid/firm/hard”, ma-xa-ra “strengthening/turning harder” 

A detached root ma- that is attested only in Abaza subsystem fully reflelect parent-

language picture. Comparison of C.-Sind. *ma- archetype with Kartvelian mar- likely 

gives possibility to segment -ar segment. For now I refrain from such approach.  

Structural and phonetic correlation of C.-Kartv. *m-ar- : C.-Sind. *ma- is also 

supported by semantic aspects of the archetypes. 

Dagestanian correspondence seems to be preserved in Akhvakhian :ar-eda “solid/firm, 

hard” word. 
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C.-Kartv. *mar- “mud” 
Geo. (Tush.) ṗar-i “marshy/swampy place” 
I suppose that Tushian ṗar- cannot be linked with literary mar-. Omonymic mar- 

should have denoted mud, i.e.  mar-i → ṗar-i  took place in Tushian.    
C.-Sind. *ma- “stench”  
Ad. ma-j “stench”  
ma- is detached as a root, -j suffix of negativeness [Kvakhadze  2014 : 307]. Spiran-

tization  →  phonetic process took place in Adyghean. 
Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *mar- “mud” ~ C.-Sind. *ma- “stench” haven’t been 

revealed in Nakh-Dagestanian languages for now. 

 

C.-Kartv. *m-a-e “musty/fetid/stagnant, stinking” 

Geo. a-, m-a-e “musty/fetid/stagnant/mouldy”, da-m-a-eb-a “rotting/turning 

stagnant/foul” 

Zan (Megr.) -e//i-e “tasteless” 

Corresponding stem isn’t observed in Svan. Phonemic correlation Geo. a : Zan /i that 

implies an initial o in Megrelian (i.e. o → /i) is noteworthy [Rogava 1962].  

C.-Sind. *a- “sweet” 

Ub. a “sweet” 
 There is a lack of corresponding stem in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. As regard 

Ubykh-Kartvelian structural correlation here everything is OK. Meanings of words need 

to be explained – difference is high: sweet ~ tasteless though Lezgian languages data 

should serve as a medium stage: cf. Tab. (Dub.) urul-i, Ag. ulul-f, Krits aṭul 

“bitter”; ṭ complex in Krits is an accompanying occurrence of reduplication.    
From the standpoint of root structure Dido forms are adequate: Did. i-si, Khv. o-

a, Bezh. o-oro, Hunz. -ru, Hin. e-er-iš “rotten”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *mšaw- “hunger/starvation” 

Geo. mšev-a “hunger/starvation”, mo-mšev-a “getting hungry/starving” 

Zan (Megr.) škr-//škir-, p-škir-en-s “I’m hungry”, škir-en-ul-i “hungry”, Laz o-mškor-

in-u “hunger/starvation”, m-a-mškor-in-u “I got hungry”, mškor-in-er-i “hungry” 

 Laz reflects a Zan correspondence of C.-Kartv. *mšaw- archetype. Though w → r 

process seems to be prop. Zan that is historically acting rule; cf. Geo. ṭev- / Zan nṭir-, 

vav- /var-...  {cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 339].  
C.-Sind. *mas vw-a “hunger/starvation” 

Ub.  mašwa “hunger/starvation” 

Of the Sindy languages only Ubykh preserved corresponding form of Kartvelian 

*mšaw- “hunger/starvation” form. Rightness of Ubykh-Kartvelian comparison is also 
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supported by Dagestanian data: cf. Tsakh mswa-n, mswa-lla, Bud. mz, Khinag. mzaw-l, 

Ud. busa “hunger/starvation”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *mšel- “happy” 
Zan (Laz) mškel-a//mšḳel-a “happiness” 

The word is isolated in Laz. Since here the šk/šḳ cluster occurs a hushing sibilant-spirant š 
should be reconstructed for Common Kartvelian; cf. Geo. š : Zan  šk/šḳ,  C.-Kartv. *š.  Maybe 

even in this case Laz e unchangeably repeats parent-language *e vowel that is caused by root 

structure; cf. Geo. švel-i “roe-deer” : Zan  skver-i “id”…  

C.-Sind. *mš “happy” 

Ab. (Tap.) mš, Apkh. a-mš “happy” 

Likely, the same mš- is observed in the word ubeduri “unhappy” word – Ab. mž-da, 

Apkh. á-mž-da “unhappy” in which final -da is a suffix of  negativness. Combined š + d → žd 

assimilation phonetic process is also observed.  

Likely, logical Dagestanian correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are also 

preserved in  Lak  piš-, Darg. piš- (C.-Dag. *biš-) “smile” forms.  

C.-Kartv. *mšwin-/*pšwin- “heavy breathing/snuffling; breathing” 

Old Geo. sa-mšჳn-el-i//sa-mšჳn-v-el-i “soul”, aγmo-pšჳn-v-a “breathing out” [Abuladze 

1973 : 17], sa-mšჳin-v-el-i//sa-pšჳin-v-el-i “dumb” (Saba) 

Unfortunately, other Kartvelian correspondences are unknown and thus basing on Old 

Georgian forms duplex archetypes with m/p allophones were reconstructed. By the way, 

similar substitution is also observed in kindred languages. 

Pr.-Sind. *pušan- “breathing” 

Hat. pušan “breathing” 
Hattian pašun “soul” lexeme can be discussed in this case but for now I’ll refrain from it. 

As regard m/p alternation in this regard Hattian and Kartvelian are isolated. Dagestanian 

correspondences disclose only the variants with m-; cf.  Did. muš-a, Bezh. muš-o, Hunz. muš-
e “breathing; smelling”.., Ud. muš  “wind”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *mcxal- “pear” 

Geo. msxal-i, sxal-i “pear”, Sxal-ta (top.) 

Zan (Megr.) sxul-i, Laz mcxul-i “pear” 

Sv. wicx//icx “pear” 

Similar affricate-sibilant c is observed in Svan and Laz that shown an initial picture; c 

→ s took place in Megrelian and Georgian.  In Old Georgian there is also attested a sxal- 

type. This latter is originated from older msxal form [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 336].  

C.-Sind. *qwʒ- “pear” 

Ad. qw:zv, Kab. qwz v “pear” 

Allomorphs of Common Sindy origin are preserved only in Adyghean languages and 

dialects. Apkh. a-ħá//a-ha, Ab. ħa, Ub. xja “pear” are of another origin [Trubetskoy 1930 : 

276].  
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C.-Sind. *qwʒ v- is given in inversive structure that is proved by Dagestanian material 

along with Kartvelian one; cf. Krits ǯħr, Bud. čħr, Lezg. č:xwer, Tab. žixir,  Ag. č:ixar, 

Tsakh ǯxä “pear”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *mcxw- “baking/cooking; heating up/getting hot” 

Geo. mcxv-/cxv-, na-mcxv-ar-i “cake”, gamo-v-a-cxv-e “I cooked”, cxv-eb-a “is being 

cooked”, u-mcxv-ar-i “not baked/cooked”, gamo-mxcv-ar-i “baked/cooked” 

Zan (Laz) mčxv-ap-a “hot”, v-o-mčxv-in-am “I heat up” 

It is obvious that Geo. mcxv-/cxv- in Zan (resp. in Laz) corresponds with mčxv-/nčxv- 

allomorphs. Any attempt to link them with Georgian cxel- and other stems is doomed to 

failure since they are the roots of different origin [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 603; 

Klimov 1964 : 231-233].  
C.-Sind. *caxw- “burning/roasting” 

Ub. caxj- “frying/grilling” 

Existence of palatalized xj- in Ubykh is rightly considered to be a reflex of parent-

language xj- – xw → xj that is proved by other many samples [Kvakhadze 2014 : 271]. A 

*caxw- archetype reconstructed for Common Sindy parent language logically corresponds 

with C.-Kartv. *mcxw- verbal root and semantic correlation baking/cooking ~ burning 

/roasting  seems to reflect systemic changes.  

 

C.-Kartv. *mcxw-il- “thick;, fat/stout/plump” 

Geo. sxwwil-i, gan-sxw-na “opening” 

Zan (Megr.) šxu “thick; fat/stout/plump”, si-šxu-a “thickness, fatness/stoutness”, Laz  

mčxu “fat/stout”, toli-mčxu = Megr. to-šxu “large-eyed” 

Unlike Megrelian-Georgian spirant (s/š) in this case Laz affricate č reflects archaic 

affricative nature. It is similar of that parent-language mcxwil-. 

Georgian word-forms are attested in ancient Georgian written sources [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 426].  

C.-Sind. *mcvxw-a “overweight/excessive, thick, large/big” 

Ad. -šxwa,  Kab. -šxwa “large/big” 

Ub. šxwa “strong/powerful” 

Apkh. a-mcxw “overweight, excessive” 

In reconstruction of parent-language proto-type Apkhzian correspondence presented 

by G. Klimov was paramount [Charaia 1912 : 54; Klimov 1969 : 290]. Dagestanian 

material supports my approach, as well: cf. Arch. čuħ “thick; dense, tight”, Khin. čxi 

“big/huge, massive”, Darg. čaqw-ze “tall/high”. 

 

C.-Kartv . *mʒa- “corner/region” 

Zan (Laz) mʒga “corner/region”, Megr. ʒga “edge, coas/bank, roadside” 

Postulation of *mʒa archetype in Common Kartvelian is possible only on the ground of 
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Zan data. I don’t agree with Zan mʒga : Geo. ʒgide correspondence since C.-Kartv. 

*mʒgide should have resulted mʒgida/ʒgida allomorphs in Zan without any problems that 

didn’t take place, i.e. Zan mʒga is another root, likely correspondence of C.-Kartv. *mʒa 
or  *mʒe  archetype. The latter implies Geo. ʒ :  Zan ʒg phonemic opposition that is 

approved in the mentioned languages; cf. Geo. γvarʒla : Zan γvanʒgira “ergot-infected 

rye-grass/darnel”, Geo. ʒab-v-a :  Zan  ʒgup-/ʒgip- “stretching”… 

C.-Sind. *mʒa “yard; tip/point” 

Ad. naz, Kab. naz “tip/point, edge (of sth)” 

Ab. mʒa-ḳ “tip/point, edge (of sth)”,  Apkh. a-mʒ-r-xa, Bzip a-mʒ v-r-x “yard” 

C.-Sind. *mʒa “yard; tip/point” : C.-Kartv. *mʒa- “corner/region” is logical correspon-

dence. Sindy yard ~ tip/point semantic correlation becomes more plausible by Kartvelian 

corner/region semantema on the basis of which yard ← corner/region → tip/point 

semantic deviation is easily explained. Av. mi:ir “point”, Lak mi “tip” are linked with 

C.-Sind. archetype [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 813], that needs to be specified. 

 

C.-Kartv. *m-ʒa-e “too sour” 

Geo. (Kiziq.) mʒae “too sour”, cf. mʒaγe “rancid” 

Zan (Megr.) ʒuγe “rancid” 

Sv. mʒiγ “rancid” 

It is obvious that  ʒaγ-/ʒa-  alternation   has semantic nature in Georgian-Kartvelian – 

it is the differenationation of  meaning but occurrence of - is valuable  in terns  of the 

history of a stem and it is supported by Sindy languages, as well.  

C.-Sind. *ʒwa- “sour” 

Ad. ṣvwaw-n, Kab. aw-n “souring” 

Ub. ʒwa “sour” 

Significant phonetic transformation of a word’s “shell” that began in Adyghean, 

reaches the peak in Kabardian. In similar situation Ubykh data is given priority that is 

supported by Dagestanian languages along with Kartvelian ones; cf. Lak uri- “bitter”, 

Arch. ii-naƛ ̣“pickles” (in which  naƛ ̣denotes “milk”).  

 

C.-Kartv. *mʒn- “taboo” 

Geo. mʒn-a “saying abusely” (Saba), mʒn-el-i “taboo maker”, Gur. bʒn-a “taboo”, i-

bʒn-i-s, Im. bzn-il-ob-a 

Before I considered to discuss Svan mǯl-j//mǯl-aj (Lashkh.) “clairvoyant, fortune-

teller” forms in this context [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 417]. But today such link seems 

suspicious. In all cases Georgian bʒn- verbal root is considered to be of parent-language 

origin.  

C.-Sind. *bʒa- “secret; hiding” 

Kab. bz-, in the word  bz-ṣv-n “hiding” 
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On the next stage of reduction mʒ → bʒ → bz phonetic process took place in 

Kabardian by what it resembles to Gurian (mʒ→ bʒ) and Imerian (bʒ→ bz) forms. 

Correlation with Ubykh wnʒ v “secret” word is unclear - *bʒvn→ wnʒ v (?). 
C.-Kartv. *mʒn- “taboo” : C.-Sind. *bʒa- “secret; hiding” archetypes is likely correspon-

ded by Bezh. muc-al//munc-al “hiding, covering” verb.  

 

C.-Kartv. *mer- “insect, fly” 

Geo. mer-i “insect” 

Zan (Laz) maǯ-i, Meg. anǯ-i/and-i “insect, fly” 

Sv. mr ← *mher ← *mer “insect, fly” 
In the professional literature there is a view that C.-Kartv. *mer- archetype contains 

Common Kartvelian er- root denoting writing, of course, that is groundless view 

[Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 663-664].   

C.-Sind. *maa “grasshopper/locust” 

Ad. ma, Kab. ma “grasshopper/locust” 

Ub. ma “grasshopper/locust” 

Ab. maa, Apkh. a-máa “grasshopper/locust” 

A lookinup root is attested in all Sindy-Kartvelian languages that makes C.-Sind. *maa 
: C.-Kartv. *mer opposition reliable [Charaia 1912 : 28; Rogava 1956 : 27]. Moreover the 

root is attested in Iberian-Caucasian languages groups; cf. Bats. ma, C.-Nakh. *mae 
“louse”; Avar na:, Arch. na, Khin. nim, And. no:i, Botl. na:i.., Hinukh noce “louse”,               

C.-Dag. *nae “louse”. 

Nasalization phonetic process m → n in Dagestanian languages is assumed, only 

Khinalug form is unexpected which arises a question: Does nim imply the existence of 

structure of C.-Dag. *ni-mae  “louse” archetype?.  

 

C.-Kartv. *mir- “little; few/minor; narrow” 

Geo. mir-i “little; few/minor; narrow” 

Nominal stem is isolated in Georgian. But likely it is of parent-language origin that is 

proved by Sindy languages data, as well.  

C.-Sind. *mv- “narrow” 

Ub. mv “narrow” (?) 

Apkh. m-, in the word  a-gw-a-m-ra “sadness/worry/anxiety”, a-m-ra “pulling 

off/ripping off” 

Understanding of sadness/worry/anxiety is realized interestingly in Apkhzian - -a-gw-

a-m-ra, lit.  heart narrowing.  

Comparison of C.-Kartv. *mir- : C.-Sind. *mv- archetypes demonstrates that final r is 

still lost in parent language without a trace. Additionally hissening process of v →  took 

place in Apkhzian.  
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Correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are also observed in Dagestanian 

languages; cf. Ikho. mii-ḳi, Ud. mii-ḳ “small”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mir- “stranger/wandering pauper; stranger/sojourner” 

Geo. mir-i “stranger passenger” (GED), “stranger/wandering pauper; stranger/  

sojourner, alien” (Chubinashvili), v-mir-ob (Saba) 

The word is attested only in literary Georgian though it is of parent-language origin. 

Its distribution in Old Georgian is wide [Abuladze 1973 : 310].  

C.-Sind. *m “guest” 

Ad. ħa-, Abdz. ħa-j, Kab. ħa-ṣv, Basl. ħa- “guest” 

Ub. ṗ “guest” 
Apkhzian-Abaza -sas “guest” is another word and shouldn’t be discussed in this case 

[cf. Shagirov 1977, II : 122-123]. Link of Adyghean allomorphs with Common Nakh *ħaše 

“guest” should be excluded like the groundless theory on its borrowing from Iranian 

[Trubetskoy 1921 : 248].  

Primary type of the word is well preserved in Ubykh in which only m → ṗ 

(contactive) assimilation took place while in Adyghean there is a form with complex 

structure -ħa+a, in which m was simplified. [cf. Kvakhadze 2014 : 119].   

Logical correspondence of C.-Sind. *m : C.-Kartv. *mir- archetypes are also  

observed in Dagestanian languages data; cf.  And. :e, Akhv. :ew-e, Bagv. ṣ:ew, Karat. 

:ew.., C.-Dag. *m:ew- “guest”.   
 

C.-Kartv. *mirṭ- “naked/bare” 

Geo. (Tush.) mirṭ-u “naked/bare” 

Zan (Megr.) inṭ-u/nṭ- “unripe; beardless/immature” 

Sv. inṭ “boy” 

In Svan-Megrelian understanding of naked/bare is realized in fresh/young // boy form 

which reflects age limit: naked/bare → beardless. 

C.-Sind. *ṗ “naked/bare”  

Ad. ṗa-n, Kab. ṗa-n, “naked/bare” 

Ub. -ṗ, λa-ṗ “barefoot”, ša-ṗ “bear-headed” 
In Sindy languages an initial type is simplified. It is proved by Kartvelian as well as 

Dagestanian data:  Cham. -a:ulda, Darg. anḳu-si... cf. also Ts.-Tush. darino 

“naked/bare” form of inversive structure.  

 

C.-Kartv. *m-axe “sour” 

Geo. maxe “wine turning to vinegar” 

Zan (Laz) moxa “sour” 

The same root is observed in m-ax-i “unripe grape” word that is attested only in Saba’s 
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dictionary. In Laz  → ḳ didn’t take place due to x- in stem auslaut [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 345]. 

C.-Sind. *vaħa “salty” 

Circ. {ax} “salt” 

Ab. ωa, Apkh. a- ← *a-ωa “salt; salty” 

Corresponding roots are lost in Ubykh and circassian languages but Ossetian preserved 

it in the borrowing form in which cxx (← Circ. x) stem denotes “salt” even today.  

Georgian-Sindy isoglosses are paralleled by Agul ux “whey” in which logical 

Dagestanian correspondence is observed. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mel- “cupped/closed hand; handful” 

Old Geo. mel-i “handful” (Saba), “cupped/closed hand”, mel-eul-i “bushel” 

The word is well known from ancient Georgian written sources: “m  e l  ert pkvil 

sarkuansa šina” < “A handful of flour…”;  “ara ganivsis m  e l i  twisi momḳalman”  < “A  

reaper cannot fill its hand” [Abuladze 1973 : 313]. But its correspondences haven’t been 

revealed in kindred Kartvelian languages so far. 

C.-Sind. *ma “palm of hand” 

Ab. maa, Apkh. a-maá “palm of hand”, maa-ḳ aara ijajouṗ “wigth of hand-palm” 

There is a lack of Circassian data though without it a full reconstruction of Common 

Sindy archetype is possible successfully.  

Apkhzian-Abaza allomorphs clearly indicate that historically there should have been 

two-syllabic word root, i.e. mVel- → mel- took place in Kartvelian. Instead, Georgian 

preserved final l unchanged while in Sindy languages it disappeared without a trace.  

For now Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences of Georgian-Sindy roots and stems 

haven’t been revealed. 

 

C.-Kartv. *mqar- “shoulder” 

Geo. mqar-i, mxar-i “shoulder” 

Zan (Megr.) xuǯ-i, Laz mxuǯ-i//pxuǯ-i “shoulder” 

Sv. qar//qr ← *mqar  “shoulder” 
Disappearing of initial m in Svan is caused by non-canonical nature of mq  consonant 

cluster, i.e. unnatural complex was overcome by disappearing of m  <  mq → q. Indeed, 

mq cluster isn’t attested in any position in Svan.   
Georgian mqar-i is attested in present mountanian dialects as well as ancient written 

sources [Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 347].  

C.-Sind. *mqwa “breast/bosom” 

Ub. mqja “breast/bosom” 

There was an attempt to link Ubykh mqja with Abaza maqa “hand/arm” stem but if 

Ubykh phonetic picture is considered then it will turn out that any Cw → Ub. Cj, i.e. 
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palatalized qj implies the existence of qw  labialized proto-form in parent-language. Thus, 

according to my approach they are two different roots, namely, Ubykh mqja- will be 

correlated by the allomorphs of Dagestanian Tsakh muxu, Ag., Tab. muxur, Arch. moxor 

“chest/bosom” types via sematic correlation breast/bosom ~ chest/bosom  while  Ab. maqa 
“arm” is considered to be a correspondence of C.-Kartv. *meqel- “arm” [for Nakh-

Dagestanian roots see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 829].  

 

C.-Kartv. *mqew- “girl; woman” 

Geo. mqev-al-i “girl; maidservant”, New Geo. mxev-al-i “maidservant; bought slave 

woman” 

Zan (Megr.) pxe//xe “woman”,  Laz pxe “woman”, ṭala-pxe 

Zan pxe is attested in Gurian dialect in the borrowing form -pxe - lomtati-pxe 

“Lomtatidze’s wife/daughter”; *mxev- → pxe took place in Zan simplification of which 

pxe → xe is known from Megrelian [Lomtatidze 2000 : 72-74].  

C.-Sind. *mqw “daughter/young girl/maiden/virgin” 

Ad. pxw, Kab. pxw “daughter/young girl/maiden/virgin” 

Ub. pxj “daughter/young girl/maiden/virgin” 

Ab. pħa, Apkh. a-pħá “daughter/young girl/maiden/virgin” 

Sindy languages material was compared by I. Mescarosh [Mescarosh 1934 : 222]. 

Genetic link with Kartvelian data is known though to discuss Apkh. a-pħw-s “wife” in 

this case isn’t right [Charaia 1912 : 35]. I suppose that phonemic opposition x : ħ indicates 

to initial (archaic) q pharyngeal and mq → px//pħ combined phonetic process in Sindy 

languages coincides with of that Laz-Megrelian.  

Likely qin “wife of brother-in-law” of Nakh languages is sourced from *mqin form and 

corresponds with Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes; cf. also Darg. qunul, Lak qami, Lezg. xnub 

“woman, wife”.  

 

 C.-Kartv. *-mǯa “(wheat etc.) stubble/haulm/straw” 

Geo. -mǯa, in the word na-mǯa “(wheat etc.) stubble/haulm/straw”, Rus. соломина 

(Chubinashvili) 

A prefix na- is detached in Georgian, and mǯa seems to be a root. Its correspondences 

haven’t been observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects.   

C.-Sind. *waʒ “straw” 

Ad. warz//h-warz, Kab. ha-waz “straw” 

Occurrence of r in word’s inlaut seems Adyghean innovation and ʒ → z spirantization 

phonetic process took place almost in all Adyghean languages and dialects.  

C.-Kartv. *-mǯa : C.-Sind. *waʒ demonstrates logical correlation from structural as 

well as phonemic standpoint (cf. sound correspondence m : w). In Kartvelian  pre-

historical process of hushening of  Pr.-Kartv. *ʒ v → C.-Kartv. ǯ is assumed that is quite 

often revealed.  
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N 

 
C.-Kartv. *-n- “pronominal root” 

Zan (Laz) e-n-t-ep-e “they”, Megr. e-n-ep-i “they”, e-n-a “this”, i-n-ep-i “they”, i-n-a 

“he/she/it/that” 

The root isn’t attested in Georgian and Svan, if Svan naj//nj “we” I pers. pronoun isn’t 

considered. 

C.-Sind. *-n “pronominal root” 

Ub. wa-n- “this”, cf. i-n-j “that/he/she/it” 

Apkh. a-n-i “that/he/she/it” (P. Uslar) 

There is a lack of Adyghean data though basing on Ubykh-Apkhაzian -n- pronominal 

of parent-language origin will be easily detached like in Kartvelian. 

Genetic unity of named pronouns is rightly noted [Charaia 1912 : 21; 26]; cf. C.-Kartv. 

*in- “he/she/it” : C.-Sind. *jn- “he/she/it” [see above]. Of the Dagestanian Bezh. (Khash.) 

ho-n-o and Inkh. ove-n-u / oje-n-u / ore-n-u “he/she /it; they” forms are noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *na “Good Heavens!”, lit. Oh, mother!” (interjection of astonishment/sur-

prise) 

Zan (Megr.) ne “Good Heavens!”, lit. Oh, mother!” 

The word is preserved only in Megrelian. Likely its *no is sourced from proto-form; cf. 
*oč-i → eč-i “twenty”, *γoǯ-i → γeǯ-i “pig”... ǯerγv-i ← *ǯorγv-i : Geo. ʒarγv-i “vein/blood 

vessel”... It is obvious that occurrence of *no →//ne in Zan is a ground to reconstruct 

ancient na root in Georgian (resp. in Common Kartvelian). 

C.-Sind. *na “mother”  

Ad. n “mother” 

Ub. na “mother”; á-na (def.) “mother” 

Reality of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are proved by ne- “mother” stem of Dagestanian 

languages; cf. Darg. ne-š “mother”, in which  -š is suffix, that also occurs in the dude-š // 

t:ut:e-š word denoting “father”.  

The same ne- should likely occur in Nakh languages; cf. Chech. n-ca “mother’s sister” 

 

C.-Kartv. *nan- “booth; wattle/adobe building” 

Geo. nan-, a-nan-ur-i “booth; floor”, dial. nan-ia “wattle/adobe building” 

Correspondences of the nan- root detached in literary Georgian isn’t attested in Zan-

Svan which  absolutely doesn’t mean that nan- is borrowed from foreign  languages. It 

seems of parent-language origin that is supported by true parallels in the kindred 

languages. 

C.-Sind. *nan- “shed/covered area for storage” 

Apkh. a-nan-ra  “shed/covered area for storage”  
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In the professional literature -ra is detached as a derivative suffix [Chirikba 1996 : 116], 

that is also supported by Kartvelian material. 

Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *naṭ- “dream/desire” 

Geo. naṭ-r-v-a dream/desire”, neṭ-av(i) “if only…would that”,  neṭ-ar-i “blissful/ 

blessed” 

Zan (Megr.) noṭ-e//niṭ-e “If only.... would that...” 

Sv. naṭ-iel//naṭ-il  “If only.... would that...” 

A lookup verb is fully given in Kartvelian languages and dialects, only there is a lack of 

Laz allomorph. Maybe Laz moṭ-i “Good Heavens!/God be my witness!” form is of similar 

etymology (m → n?) [for the  history of issue see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 353-354].   

C.-Sind. *maṭa- “begging, imploring” 

Apkh. á-maṭa-naj-ra, Bzip a-maṭa-nj-ra “begging, imploring; whispering, muteering 

/mumbling/murmuring”. 

Researches consider possible to detach -na-j segment in the above mentioned verb 

[Chirikba 1996 : 110].  

Discussing the Apkhazian-Kartvelian isoglosses Laz moṭ- root is too important since it 

repeats m sonor that is preserved unchanged in Sindy (resp. Apkhazian). 

Of the Dagestanian data Av. paṭ-an (→ haṭ-an) “Sunday; temple” ← etym. of God, cf. 

Laz moṭ-i “Good Heavens!/God be my witness!” is noteworthy. 

 

C.-Kartv. *naγw-el- “bile” (anat.) 

Old Geo. naγwel-i//nawγel-i, New Geo. naγvel-i “bile”  

Zan (Megr.) norγ-i “bile”  

It is true that Old Georgian allomorph chronologically precedes modern naγvel- form 

but secondary metathesis of w- is well-known phonetic process in Old Geo., cf. ḳicw-i, 

New Geo. ḳvic-i, but Sv. ḳwic-ra “colt”. 

C.-Sind. *nγw “stomach; goire” 

Ad. nγw “stomach”, Chemg. nγw “goire” 

Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only according to Adyghean 

though structure and phonemic composition of initial root is fully preserved. Phonemic 

identity of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is supported by semantic corresponding bile ~ 
stomach that is logical. 

 
C.-Kartv. *naš-e “silt; rocky riverside/river bank” 

Geo. naše “rocky riverside/river bank with tree and banch cuttings/twigs, covered in 

scrubby undergrowth” (Saba), “silt” (Kirioni) 
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Expected *noška in Zan and *našge//*našḳe in Svan aren’t revealed. Georgian naše word 
has noteworthy parallel that indicates its Common Kartvelian origin.  

C.-Sind. *nšw- “mud; soil/earth” 

Ab. nšw,  Apkh. a-nšw “mud; soil/earth” 

There is a lack of Circassian entries though Apkhazian-Abaza data gives exact picture 

of Common Sindy archetypes. 

C.-Kartv. *naš-e : C.-Sind. *nšw- demonstrates logical correlation. Before Apkhazian-

Abaza roots were rightly linked with Dagestanian material; cf. And. onš:i, Akhv. uŋs:i 

“soil/earth” [Abdokov 1983 : 99]… 

 

C.-Kartv. *naš-e “rocky riverside” 

Geo. naše “water rocky riverside/river bank with tree and banch cuttings/twigs, 

covered in scrubby undergrowth, also is called district/quarter” (R. Eristavi), naše “rocky 

riverside/river bank with tree and banch cuttings/twigs, covered in scrubby under-

growth” (Saba). 

Word’s Georgian explanations is grounded on Saba’s version, also on D. Chubina-

shvili’s one. 

Correspondences aren’t observed  in other Kartvelian subsystems so far. 

C.-Sind. *nšw- “soil/earth; clay” 

Ab. nšw,  Apkh. a-nšw “soil/earth; clay” 

Like Kartvelian correspondences, Circassian ones haven’t been disclosed so far though 

in the professional literature it is indicated Dagestanian parallels the semantics of which 

repeats that of Apkhzian-Abaza; cf. And. onš:i, Kar., Tind., Botl. unš:i, Bagv. unš: 
“soil/earth’ [Abdokov 1983 : 99; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 513].    

 
C.-Kartv. *naʒ(w)- “spruce” 

Geo. naʒv-i//naʒჳ “spruce” (Saba), naʒ-ov-an-i “spruce forest” 

Zan (Megr.) noǯ-i “spruce” (D. Pipia) 

In Kartvelian *nezw- and *neʒ(w)- allomorphs should have been distinguished.  

Corres-pondence of the first is Sv. nezw-ra “spruce” and Zan (Megr.) nuzu “id” while the 

second is corresponded by Georgian naʒv-i and Megr. noǯ-i [cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 

: 54].  

C.-Sind. *mʒv- “thorn”   

Ub. mʒv- “thorn” 

In this case only Ubykh preserves Common Sindy data. Logical correspondence of this 

latter is Dag. (Andian) hin:ir “spruce” form [Abdokov 1983 : 101]. Just Ubykh makes the 

semantic difference with Georgian-Andi though spruce  ~ thorn is motivated correlation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *na-a “chain, hanger/peg” 

Geo. na-a “chain for hanging a pot in open hearth (in center of room)” 
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Megrelian naa “id” seems to be borrowed from Georgian. In spite of the fact that naa 

is isolated in Georgian its occurrence in parent language is doubtless. It is supported by 

Sindy and other Iberian-Caucasian languages data. 

C.-Sind. *da- “chain” 

Ab. da, Apkh. a-da “chain” 

Apkhazian a-da is considred to be a borrowing type of Georgian ǯav- (P. Charaia, G. 

Rogava) that is groundless since da root has parallels in Dagestanian languages, as well; 

cf. Bezh.  r “chain”, Lezg. ri, Tab. rii-ular “string/stretched cord/plump line”… 

 
 C.-Kartv. *nd- “trust/confidence” 

Geo. nd-ob-a “entrust/have confidence”, e-nd-o “sb entrusted”, mi-nd-ob-il-i 

“entrusted”, sa-nd-o “trustworthy/reliable” 

Zan (Megr.) nd-, o-nd-u(n) “entrusts”, va-v-o-nd-u-k “I don’t entrust” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed.  

C.-Sind. *mada- “trust/confidence” 

Apkh. á-mada-ra “trust/confidence” 

Further segmentation of mada- form and detaching of ma- “hand” segment in it is 

inappropriate [cf. Chirikba 1996 : 110]. On the contrary, Apkhzian data is older and 

preserves not only Paleo Caucasian sounding, but likely on the next stage of reduction md 

→ nd nasalization process took place in Kartvelian due to influence of following d.     

The issue will become clear when Nakh or Dagestanian logical correspondences are 

revealed.  

 
C.-Kartv. *neb- “innards; palm of hand” 

Geo. neb-i “hand palm with fingers”, “inner flatness of hand; hand palm” (Saba) 

Sv. {neb-} in the word neb-r “gloves” 

The root isn’t attested in Laz-Megrelian though the word of {nob-i} type was expected. 

Georgian neb- is attested in old Georgian literary sources [Gelenidze 1974 : 74]. 

C.-Sind. *nb-a “belly, stomach; lung “ 

Ad. nb, Kab. nb “belly, stomach” 

Ub. nba “lung”  

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza data. Pharyngealization of b has secondary nature 

in Ubykh though the reason is unknown. It is noteworthy that in Chechen 

correspondence a pharyngealization of b isn’t observed – Chech. nab “fatty/greasy layer of 

belly” [Vagapov 2011 : 485].  

Semantic opposition hand palm ~ belly/stomach ~ lung ~ fatty layer of belly  clearly 

indicates to core meaning of innards.  
 
C.-Kartv. *neḳ- “ribs” 

Geo. neḳ-, neḳ-n-i “narrow arc-like bone” 
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The word is attested in literary Georgian only in the neḳ-n- pluralia tantum form 

[Shengelia 2001 : 107]. Plural nature of -n- segment is well observed in Ingilo material in 

which according to my observation -ev plural suffix is detached instead of -n-; cf. Ingilo 

neḳ-ev- “rib”. 

C.-Sind. *wḳj- “rib” 

Apkh. a-vaḳj-c, Bzip  a-va--s//a-va--c “rib, side bone” 

At a glance C.-Sind. w : C.-Kartv. n in anlaut but n → w took place in Sindy parent 

language. It is clearly seen in Dagestanian correspondences (C.-Dag. *niḳw- “rib, armpit”) 

in which n sonor occurs; cf. Akhv. unḳ “armpit”, Khin. inḳ “bone”. 

In terms of semantics rib ~ armpit  ~ bone  is logical correlation. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ne-ms- “needle” 

Geo. ne-ms-i “needle”  

Zan (Laz) le-mš-i, Megr. le-pš-i//li-pš-i//li-š-i “needle” 

Svan nse//nese is of other etymology and cannot be brought in this case. A noun 

nems- that has been known since the ancient written sources is logically corresponded by 

Laz-Megrelian allomorphs [Chikobava 1938 : 163; Klimov 1964 :163; Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 357]. 

Initial ne-/le- of Kartvelian word isn’t part of root – they are archaic derivating 

prefixes [Topuria 1938].  

C.-Sind. *ms- “needle” 

Ad. mas-t, Kab. mas-t “needle” 

Ub. mz-dwa 

Circassian words are of compound structure. In Ubykh a -dwa is detached as the second 

component under the meaning of to be sewn/sewing/piece of sewing though regressive 

type of combined phonetic process (assimilation) is also obvious – s + d → zd.   
C.-Sind. *ms- gives possibility to consider *mes- to be a proto-form for Common 

Kartvelian parent language. 
 
C.-Kartv. *nen-a “mother /grandmother” 

Geo. (Gur.) nena-j “mother”, Ajar. nana-j//nene-j “grandmother; mother” 

Zan (Megr.) nana, nana-ia “mother”, Laz. nana “mother”, nana-did-i “grandmother”  

Sv. nan-g//lan-g “mother’s native village” 

It has long been known the origin of Georgian-Zan allomorphs of this Common 

Kartvelian root [Chikobava 1938 : 17]. I suppose that Svan nan-//lan- (via dissimilation) 

will be brought in this case and detached -g  seems to be a suffix of purpose; cf. Sv. ṭiṭ-g 

“wide open field”, ǯgr-g//ǯgr-g “St George”... Also *nena → *nna → nan-//lan- 

reverse umlaut occurrence is familiar in Svan that is due to final a (M. Kaldani’s law).      

C.-Sind. *nn-a “mother / grandmother” 
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Ad. nan, Kab. nan “grandmother; old woman” 

Ub. nán(a) “mother” 

Apkh. nan “mother” (addressing form) 

The  view on Sindy languages group is expressed that given lexeme  is a reduplicated  

type of an “mother” word [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 845] that is groundless; because an 

stem of Sindy languages is corresponded by Kartvelian an-i//han-i “grandmother, father’s 

mother” (Saba).   

Before Apkhazian-Abaza words were linked with Nakh-Dagestanian nana/nen roots 

denoting mother [Abdokov 1983 : 86].  

 

C.-Kartv. *ne-rb- “breeding ewe; tupping (ewes)” 

Geo. nerb-i “female sheep” (Saba), nerb-v-a “sheep’s heat/oestrus/season” (Saba) 

There is a lack of Zan-Svan correspondences though Georgian nerb- is considered to be 

of parent-language origin that is supported by Iberian-Caucasian correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *a-b “billy-goat/one-year-old goat, male goat” 

Ab. ab “castrated male goat”, Tap. ab-ḳ “id” 

Correspondences of Kartvelian-Sindy isoglosses are attested in Nakh languages, as well; 

cf. Ts.-Tush. ɦalb “lamb”. It also be underlined that semantic correlation male goat  ~ 
female sheep is secondary and implies the occurrence of general semantics to denote both 

domestic animal (goat/sheep) that is evident in Dagestanian; cf. Lezg. lap:-ag (← *lab-ag) 

“common word denoting goat and sheep” (Av. lem-ag, Kar. leb-lab (redupl.) “sheep”).  

 

C.-Kartv. *nerγ- “whey; its residue” 

Geo. (Psh.) nerγ-i “whey of cheese, of curds; residue of curds”, Mokh. nirγ-i “residue 

fluid of boiled cheese” 

Corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and 

dialects; e/i alternation in Georgian dialects is noteworthy. I suppose  that Mokhevian i-i 

is the result of assimilation: nerγi → nirγi. 

 Part of this roots is observed in Khevsurian narq-i//nerq-i//nirγ-i “whey with curds” 

C.-Sind. *dxw- “butter; grease/fat” 

Ad. txw, Kab. txw “butter” 

Ub. txw “grease/fat”  

Absence of Abaza form complicates the reconstruction process since in case of its 

discovery a q → x process can be assumed. And then Khevsurian narq-/nerq- variants 

would have been considered to be independent material. I have to speak also about n : d 

phonemic opposition. 

Dagestanian languages data is also noteworthy, especially Dargwa allomorphs – 

nexr/nixr “(melted) butter” which are more structurally identical with of that Kartvelian 

material; cf. Av. (Chad.) naħ (← *naq?), Lak nah “butter”, Arch. inx “butter”… [for Sindy-

Dagestanian isoglosses see: Abdokov 1983 : 134; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 948].  
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C.-Kartv. *nesw- “melon; pumpkin” 

Geo. nesv-i//nesჳ “melon”, nesu-ṗumṗula (Saba), nesovan-i “kitchen garden of melon” 

Sv. nesg-, ḳwax-nesg, dimin.  ḳwax-nesg-l “pumpkin” 

Svan equivalent of parent-language *nesw- archetype is preserved in the compound 

word ḳwax-nesg.  Auslauts s : sg (←*sk) sound correspondence  subjects to law [Chukhua 

2000-2003 :  30]. 

Allomorph narš-a “cucumber” attested in Balqarian likely preserves (?) Laz-Megrelian 

correspondence of Georgian nesv- “melon. 

C.-Sind. *ns vw-a “melon; cucumber” 

Ad. naš “melon”, Bzhed. naš: “id”, Kab. nas v “cucumber” 

Ub. náš “cucumber” 

Ab. naša, Apkh. a-náša “cucumber” 

Common nature of the roots is well known [Bgazhba 1964 : 208]. Intensing of root 

hushening sibilant in Bzhedukh seems to be compensation of disappearing of historical w 

– šw → š:. 

In professional literature Common Nakh nars “cucumber”, Andi unso-ziŋw, Lak  nisw-

arti “cucumber”, Ossian nas “plump” are absolutely rightly brought in this case 

[Shagirov 1977, I; Abaev 1973, II : 161; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 858]. The latter is 

likely sourced from Adyghean.   

 

C.-Kartv. *ne-o “river-bed/river channel, river branch” 

Geo. noo “river fork” 

Zan (Megr.) nau “river fork” 
As Megrelian correspondence demonstrates the Georgian stem is an assimilated type of 

older *neo form; cf. sound correspondence Geo. e Zan a, that was broken in Georgian 

part. 

Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in Svan so far. It seems to be lost in Laz 

dialect, as well.  

C.-Sind. *mωwa “road/way” 

Ub. mγjá “road/way”  

Ab. mωwa,  Apkh. á-mωwa 
γwa-gw “road/way” of Adyghean languages cannot be enrolled in this list due to large 

structural difference [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 604].   

Deviations in correspondences is noteworthy – C.-Kartv. n : C.-Sind. m; C.-Kartv.  :        

C.-Sind. ω, though Dagestanian (ne/ni “road/way”) clearly shows common origin of 

these stems. In any case,  → γ took place in Ubykh  likely via historical Apkhazian-

Abaza voiced ω  pharyngeal spirant-like averaging.     

Semantic correlation river-bed/river fork  ~ road/way  can be easily explained.   
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C.-Kartv. *niḳel- “nose; chin” 

Geo. niḳel-i “nose, snout” 

Zan (Laz)) nuḳu//nunḳu “chin”, Megr. nḳ/niḳi “chin; snout” 

In modern Georgian niḳel- stem isn’t active but it is attested in Old Georgian written 

sources [Chikobava 1938 : 219-50; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 359].  

C.-Sind. *nḳw “cheek” 

Ad. naḳw, Kab. naḳw “cheek” 

There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data but reconstruction of Common 

Sindy word is possible on the basis of Adyghean data.  

Correlation between C.-Kartv. *niḳel- “nose; chin” : C.-Sind. *nḳw “cheek” 

archetypes is logical from structural as well as semantical standpoint. Likely, Sindy w 

corresponds with  Kartvelian l – l → w.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ninw-el- “child, baby/infant; girl/young woman” 

Geo. ninvel-i “child”, ninvel-eb-a “adolescent” (Saba), ninvel-i “elder that baby, 

younger than adolescent” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ninu-, Ninu-a “Megrelian surname” 

Sv. nnl → // nnl, nanl “girl/young woman” 

Women’s name Nanul-i that is widely spread in Georgia seems to be originated from 

Svan and Nini/Ninu is likely Zan.  

Georgian form ninvel-i is widly attested in ancient written sources [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 359].  

C.-Sind. *nnw- “child, baby/infant” 

Ad. nanw “child, baby/infant” 

Ub. nanáw “child, baby/infant” 

Lookup stem isn’t observed in other Sindy languages though its Common Sindy origin 

is doubtless. From all viewpoints the opposition C.-Sind.  *nnw- : C.-Kartv. *ninw-el- is 

logical. Sound correspondence follows the law.  

Noteworthy parallels are also attested in Dagestanian languages: Bezh., Hunz. nani 

“doll”…, Tab. nini, Ag. nenej, Krits nenaj “doll” that indicate to undoubted Common 

Caucasian nature of the root.   

 

C.-Kartv. *nisl- “fog/mist; snow” 

Geo. nisl-i “fog/mist”, nisl-is-per-i “fog-color” 

Zan (Megr.) nirs-i “fog/mist”, go-nirs-el-i “foggy/misty” 

Sv. misw, mus “snow”  

Noun nisl- that is well-known from ancient Georgian written sources is logically 

corresponded by Megrelian nirs- root [Charaia 1895, XII : 115; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 

: 360]. Svan mus “snow” word that is sourced from misw archaic form can be brought in 
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this case. Indeed, I cannot share the well-known view on borrowing Svan mus from 

Adyghean languages [Janashia 1942 : 269].   
C.-Sind. *ns-/*ms- “snow” 

Ad. wa-s, Kab. wa-s “snow”, cf.  Ad.-Kab. q:e-s-n “snowing” 

Ab. s,  Apkh. a-s, Bzip a-s v “snow”, cf. Ab. ωa-s-ra “snow” 

As a common root s is detached [Shagirov 1977, I : 227; 1977, II : 93] though 

considering the Kartvelian and Dagestanian materials it is possible to postulate *ns- or 

*ms- duplicated  proto-types; cf. Av. ωansi “cloud; fog/mist”, Tab. ams//ams:a//ams:, Ag. 

amsar “cloud; cloudy”, proto-Did. *mus: “fog/mist; thick fog/low cloud, smoke”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ni-px- “underpants” 

Geo nipx-av-i “underpants” 

Likely, a Georgian word  nipxav-i “underpants” contains a -px- root that denotes 

dressing/doing up ni- is a derivating prefix is Kartvelian [Topuria 1979 : 70-71] and -av 

seems to be originated verbal form.  

C.-Sind. *pxa- “fastening/doing up” 

Ad. px-n, Kab. z-px-n “fastening/doing up” 

Existence of harmonious-descending complex px should be considered at parent-

languages level that is evident in other groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages family; cf. 

Ts.-Tush. dopx (← *dapxu) “cloth” [Chukhua 2008 : 444].  

 

C.-Kartv. *nix-er- “house protective spirit” 

Zan (Laz) nenxar-e “house protective spirit” 

Final e in Laz seems to be old Nominative case marker that merged with a stem, and 

inlaut n is a phonetic inclusion that resulted i → e phonetic process; cf. Laz nena ~ Megr. 

nina ~ Sv. nin “tongue”… 

Corresponding linguistic material hasn’t been disclosed in other Kartvelian languages 

and dialects so far.  

C.-Sind. *nx- “icon, (place…) for prayers” 

Ab. (Tap.) nxa, Apkh. a-nxa “icon, (place…) for prayers” 

There is a view on genetic link of nxa stem with Adyghean nxa-s “council, 

gathering place” [Antelava 2017 : 487] that isn’t groundless. 

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *nix-er- ~ C.-Sind. *nx- archetypes can be also 

observed in Dagestanian languages; cf. Did. aŋq, Ag. eq, Tsakh aq//aq “false vision 

/hallucination, sign”, C.-Dag. *nq- “false vision/hallucination, sign”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *nixr- “fixed price” 

Geo. nixr-i “fixed prices”, “tariff” (GED), nixr-i DE (unexplained by Saba) 
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The word is attested only in Georgian. It is known from Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani’s 

dictionary in which it isn’t explained; nixr- is the oldest root. It has corresponding 

isoglosses in Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *xw- “price; buying; paying”“ 

Ad. ša-f-n ← *ša-xjw-n, Kab, sva-xw-n “buying” 

Ub. fa- ← *xjwa, a-s-fá-n “paying” 

Ab. xw,  Apkh. á-xw  
Like in the case of price, Common Sindy *xw- archetype is of inversive structure. 

Labialization of root consonant demonstrates a secondary feature that is clearly proved by 

Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences; cf. Av. mux, And. miši, Kar. muxu “tax/fare”, 

Nakh max “price; bargaing”. Likely, Hur. niγari  “dowry” word can be enrolled in this list 

[Diakonov, Starostin 1986 : 22].  

 

C.-Kartv. *noq-el- “cupped hands; paw” 

Zan (Laz) nuxu “cupped hands; paw” 

Lookup stem is isolated in Laz though it is assumed that it is of parent-language origin 

that is supported by Iberian-Caucasian languages samples. 

In Laz nuxu- two C.-Kartvelian archetypes correspondences merged with each other. 

Since nuxu has semantics of knee it makes me to suppose its link with Old Georgian 

muql- “knee” form.  

C.-Sind. *nq- “armpit” 

Ub. nq- “armpit” 

Of the Sindy languages only Ubykh preserves the reflexon of parent-language origin. 

Though Laz-Ubykh data has true correspondences in Dagestanian languages; cf. Darg. 

naq//naq: “hand, arm”, Hunz. niq, Bezh. nuq-uƛ “armpit”.  

I suppose  that cupped hands ~ hand/arm ~ armpit is logical semantic correlation; It is 

noteworthy that structurally C.-Kartv. *noq-el- coincides with Bezh. nuq-uƛ “armpit”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *nuš-a “curds; cheese” 

Old Geo. nuš-i/nuš-a “round of cheese” 

It is attested only in old Georgian literary languages. Corresponding forms of the root 

aren’t observed in New Georgian and its numerous dialects, Kartvelian languages and 

dialects. The root occurs in all Iberian-Caucasian languages, especially in the languages of 

Dagestanian group.  

C.-Sind. *nas vw- “cheese” 

Ab. ašw, Apkh. ašw “cheese” 

Corresponding roots are lost in Circassian languages, as well. C.-Sind. *nas vw- : C.-

Kartv. *nuš-a is logical logical correspondence [Lomtatidze 1996 : 18-19]. As it was said, in 
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Dagestanian languages similar (sometimes identic) forms are attested in all languages: Av. 

nisu//nišu, And. iso, Akhv. iŋsa “curds, cheese”.., Did. izu, Hin. ižu, Khvar. iŋzu “cheese”.., 

Lak nis, Darg. nisu, Lezg. nasu, Tab., Rut. nis, Tsa. nis:e, Krits nisi, Bud. nusu “cheese”. 

Basque parallel should be brought, as well; cf. Basq. esne [=ešne] “milk”. 

To enroll Svan taš(w) “cheese” in this list is inappropriate due to phonetic ground [cf. 

Lomtatidze 1996 : 18-19]. 

 

 

O 

 
C.-Kartv. *ob- “St Obi; name denoting good and bad weather” 

Geo. ob- “name of Qamari’s father from “Amiraniani” (Georgian historical epic about 

the hero Amirani), Mokh. ob-a “St Obi” 

Zan (Megr.) ob-i in the word ob-išxa “Friday” (lit. “Obi’s day”) 

Sv. wob “destiny, fate” 

It is expressed a standpoint that Megrelian-Laz-Svan *ob-i demonstrates the primary 

name denoting good and bad weather that is sourced from paganism period of Georgians 

(N. Marr, I. Javakhishvili). The problem arises: it is impossible to etymologize ob- root, 

exactly, to define its initial etymology. I suppose that from this standpoint it is 

noteworthy the meaning of the word wob “destiny, fate” preserved in Svan. Semantics of 

ob-a form preserved Mokhevian subdialect that is mentioned as St Oba. Some scholars 

note that the same ob- root occurs in the name of Qamari’s father from “Amiraniani” (B. 

Kilanava, K. Kilanava).   

C.-Sind. *wab- “lightning; deity of weather” 

Kab. vap-, in the words:  vap-xops “lightning”, vap-γwaγo “thunder” 

Ub. wob-oj/wob-jo “lightning” 

Of the Circassian languages the primary name denoting deity of weather is preserved 

only in Ubykh in the voboj/vobjo forms that is corresponded by vap- in Adyghean 

(Kabardian). Assimilative wa → wo has combined nature that took place in Ubykh that is 

proved by Kabardian correspondence.  

Common Circassian *wab- “lighting; deity of good and bad weather” has parallels in 

Kartvelian pagan pantheon.  

For now the corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-

Caucasian languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *o-bal- “orphan” 

Geo. obol-i “orphaned”; “left without father and mother” (Saba), cf. na-bol-ar-i 

“youngest child/last of the family line” 

Zan (Megr.) ombol-i “orphan” 

Sv. ombel “orphan”  
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Corresponding stem isn’t observed in Laz. Svan allomorph is considered to be 

borrowed from Megrelian that doesn’t reflect a real picture [see Klimov 1964 : 149-150]. 

On the contrary, Svan form fully corresponds with initial type that is clearly observed in 

Svan e sounding (cf. datw-i : dešdw “bear”, sam-i : sem-i “three”...), i.e. similarity of Zan-

Georgian correspondences is accidental since as it was expected C.-Kartv. a → o, but 

Georgian  *o-bal- → obol- is an usual sample of assimilation; m before b is a phonetic 

insertion in Megrelian - *obol-i → ombol-i.  

C.-Sind. *j-ba “orphan” 

Ad. jba, Kab. jba “orphan” 

Ub. jbá,  Apkh. a-jba “orphan”  

In C.-Kartv. *o-bal- : C.-Sind. *j-ba archetypes [Charaia 1912 : 16] initial o-/j- are 

detached as affixes (N. Marr, Starostin, Nikolayev) that isn’t fully  groundless but 

Dagestanian material contradicts it – correspondence of o u is solid : Darg. uba-j “step-

child in relatives”, Cham. uba-b “distant cousin”.   

G. Klimov observed the correspondence of Kartvelian roots and stems in Av. hobol 

“guest” word [Klimov 1964 : 150].  

 

C.-Kartv. *om- “war” 

Old Geo. hom-i//om-i “war”, me-om-ar-i “warrior”, sa-om-ar-i “war” 

Zan (Megr.) lm-a “war; struggle/fighting”, ma-lim-ur-i “warrior”, na-lm-a “having 

fought/embattled”, Laz o-lom-u “struggle/fighting; bitting”, i-lom-ṭ-es “they were fighting 

/struggling” 

A sound h seems to be a phonetic apposition in Old Georgian (cf. hav-i/av-i “evil”, 

hasaḳ-i/asaḳ-i “age”, hrom-i/rom-i “Rome”, hrul-i/rul-i “sleepy”...), like l in Laz-Megrelian 

(lisir-i/isir-i “sedge”, luba/uba/oba “breast/bosom”...). Stem anlaut o →  → i  is also 

considered to be innovation [Rogava 1962]; cf. sound correspondence Geo. o : Zan o/u.  

C.-Sind. *wajm- “war” 

Ad. (Shaps.) wajm “war” 

There is doubt that Shapsug dialect of Adyghean borrowed Georgian om-i word from 

Georgian [Bukia 2016 : 51]. I agree with previous view that the allomorph of Common 

Circassian origin is preserved only in Shapsug dialect [Kvakhadze 2014 : 183]. Though 

function (origin) of j sonant is unclear in Shapsug since Circassian wa complex at the 

beginning of the word seems to be logical modification of Kartvelian o.  

 
C.-Kartv. *or- “wooden kneading trough;  long concave wooden platter” 

Geo. or-, or-e “vessel for dogs” (Saba), Gur. “big wooden kneading trough” 

Zan (Megr.) or-om-i/or-om-e “long concave wooden platter-like vessel” 

Svan correspondences haven’t been revealed so fat. Final vowel e is contaminative in 

Megrelian, o- -e is analogous that of circumfixal formation.  
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C.-Sind. *war- “platter/tray” 

Ub. war-al “platter/tray” 

war- is detached as a root, -al is prop. Ubykh suffix like in Kartvelian -e / -om. Though 

it is evident that -al/-e/-om cannot be phonetic correspondences.  

Initial sound correlation C.-Kartv. o : C.-Sind. wa    indicates that  o → wa   process 

took place still in parent Sindy language. 

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 

 

C.-Kartv. *orb- “vulture” 

Geo. orb-i “eagle” 

Zan (Megr.) obr-i “eagle; a kind of butterfly” 

Sv. werb, worb (Lashkh.) “eagle” 
Metathesis that took place in Megrelian is caused by non-canonical nature of rb cluster 

that was overcome by br complex. For Svan orb type is private at the beginning of what w 

seems to be a phonetic apposition for Lashkhian while umlauted werb ← *rb 

demonstrates older picture in terms of the history of Svan anlaut. 

C.-Sind. *arb-a “cock” 

Ab. arba “cock; male bird”, Apkh. árba “cock”, árba-γj “male bird” 

Semantic correlation vulture ~ cock implies the meaning of bird  that is also supported 

by Dagestanian material; cf. Hin. olbo, Did. elbo, Khv. ilba “dove/pigeon”; i.e. l → r took 

place in Sindy-Kartvelian.   

 

C.-Kartv. *or-em- “stagnant water; whirlpool” 

Geo.(Im.) orem-i “whirpool” 

Zan (Laz) oram-o “stagnant water” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondences. Gurian vorapo “lake, stagnant water” should 

be zanism adapted in the dialect. 

C.-Sind. *wr- “puddle” 

Ad. (Ab.) wr-zv “puddle” 

It is correct to discuss that -z v segment is the morpheme denoting old  that implies 

sem-antic deviation old water → puddle [Kvakahdze 2014 : 30].  

Opposition C.-Kartv. *or-em- : C.-Sind. *wr-  proves that *ur-  proto-type should 

have occurred in Proto-Sindy, i.e. the fact that u → w    diphthongization process took 

place in Common Sindy is proved by this sample, as well. 

Chech. or//wor “ditch” and Av. or “ditch” forms are also noteworthy which are 

consider-ed to be Nakh and Dagestanian equivalents. Basque ur “water” will also slip out.  

 

C.-Kartv. *orḳ- “clay pitcher, narrow-necked flagon” 

Geo. orḳ-iol-e/orḳ-iol-i “pot-bellied broad-lipped clay jar” 

Zan (Megr.) orḳ-ol-i “clay pitcher” 
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I consider  that segmentation of Megrelian noun into o-r-ḳoli isn’t acceptable  [cf. 

Qipshidze 1994 : 498]. On the contrary I suppose  that orḳ- is a core part in Georgian-Zan 

and -iol-/-ol- are derivative suffixes.  

C.-Sind. *warḳj- “boat” 

Ub. warḳj “boat”  
Corresponding nominal stems aren’t observed in other Sindy languages though Ubykh 

allomorph exactly demonstrates parent-language picture. One thing that isn’t clear is the 

source of ḳj phoneme. Maybe suffixal  should be reconstructed which will easily 

palatalize in Ubykh – ḳ →ḳj. On other hand, Common Sindy wa is logically equal with 

that of o- in Kartvelian.  Likely, o → wa process should be assumed in Parent languages 

that is supported by Dagest. (Khin.) uḳur-a “wooden vessel (for drinking...)/bowl”. 

Semantic correlation clay pitcher/narrow-necked flagon ~ boat is repeated elsewhere 

and is easily explained; cf. C.-Sind. *γba “boat” ~ C.-Nakh. *qaba “pot” ~ C.-Dag. *qaba 

“vase, pot, clay pitcher”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *osx- “one of the deities” 

Geo. (Tush.) osx-i “one of the deities”, sa-osx-e, sa-osx-e-eb-i “sacrificed animal that 

was slaughtered in November and kept for four months” 

It is clear that a doubt arises about the link of Tush. osx- with liter. usx-. I refrain from 

such link since I suppose  that Geo. usx-i should be discussed in tight relation with Sv. 

wisxw (US.), usxw-aj (Lashkh.), wisxw-a (Lent.) “sacrificed bullock; livestock for 

fattening” allomorphs and likely they are of other etymology.  

C.-Sind. *wašx- “god; sky” 

Ad wašx-wa “sky”, Kab. wašx-w “azure sky; last sky” 

Ub. wašx-wa “god; thunder and lighting” 

Apkhazian wašxo seems to be entered from Adyghean but in the curse formulas it 

follows the Ubykh semantics [Machavariani 2015].  

Correlation of C.-Kartv. *osx- ~ C.-Sind. *wašx-  archetypes is logical from  semantics 

as well as phonemic standpoint; cf.  sound correspondence C.-Kartv. o : C.-Sind. wa, C.-

Kartv. sx : C.-Sind. šx. 

Hattian wašḫ-ab “god” (that is observed in the case of pluralia tantum) is closer to 

Apkhaz-Adyghean material.  

 

C.-Kartv. *o-kim-o “coach/carriage” 

Geo. okimo “coach/carriage” (Saba) 

Before I considered the word with  o-  that is attested in Saba’s dictionary  to be of Zan 

origin but as it turns out historically o – o (okimo) inflexive word-formation wasn’t 

unfamiliar even for Georgian language; cf. Georgian words: ombalo “penny-royal (plant)”, 

onǯaro “tree root/flour hopper”, osaro “fish catcher” (Saba), oksilo “big gourd-ladle for 

measuring out wine (=65cc)” (= Zan oršimo “id”), oqaro “wooden water pail”... 
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C.-Sind. *kw “horse-drawn carriage, ox-cart” 

Ad. (Shaps.) kw, Chemg. kw “horse-drawn carriage, ox-cart”, Kab. gw “ox-cart” 

Ub. kw “ox-cart” 

C.-Kartv. *o-kim-o : C.-Sind. *kw is logical correlation. Labialization of root consonant 

in Sindy reflect Kartvelian m, i.e. m : w. As regard anlaut o like in Kartvelian it is 

repeated in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Av. horko, Darg. urkura, Lezg. akur  

“coach/carriage, horse-drawn carriage, ox-cart”… 

An issue of link of Georgian sakumel-i “stretcher/coffin” (Saba) is unclear. Maybe 

okimo is Zan, and  sakumel-i - its Georgian correspondence (!).  
 

 

Ṗ 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṗars- “shaving” 

Geo. ṗars-, ṗars-av-s “shaves”, sa-ṗars-i “shaving razor/shaver” 

Zan (Megr.) ṗusk-, go-ṗusk-or-u-a “stripping off/being stripped/bare”, go-ṗusk-or-il-i 

“stripped/bared/naked, stripped off” 

The word is attested in Old Georgian texts: „a γ i ṗ a r s e tavi šeni…” – “Shave yourself 

and…” [Abuladze 1973 : 19]; -or should be detached as suffix in Zan and ṗars-/ṗusk- 

correlation is natural. In other samples the opposition C.-Kartv. s : Zan sk occurs many 

times; cf. Geo. ṗras-i “leek” : Zan  ṗrosk-ia “id”. 

C.-Sind. *psa- “shaving; planing (wood), sharpenning” 

Kab. ps-, w-ps-n “shaving”, px-ps “carpenter’s plane”, cf. px “tree, firewood” 
Ab. psa-, ps:a-ra “planing (wood), sharpenning”, psa-rt “scissors”  

Sindy roots were linked with each other in other context by A. Abdokov that is an 

successful attempt [Abdokov 1983 : 126].  

C.-Kartv. *ṗars- : C.-Sind. *psa- can be a clear sample of logical correlation, moreover  

then when if it is considered that ṗ → p deglottalization took place in Sindy languages via 

assimilation with s – *ṗsa- → *psa-. Given link excludes the assertion of Armenian origin 

of Geo. ṗars- verb. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗaγw- “belly” 

Geo. ṗaγw “big belly” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ṗuγu//ṗuxu “hump/hunchback”, ṗuxu-am-i “humped/ hunchbacked; ant” 

Laz-Svan correspondences aren’t observed. Today in Megrelian a voiceless variant 

ṗuxu is widely spread but this cannot change the fact of correlation with Georgian. 

The form that is attested in Saba’s dictionary isn’t observed in old Georgian texts 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 369]. 

C.-Sind. *bγ-a “waist” 
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Ad. bγ, Kab. bγ “waist” 
Ab. bγa, Apkh. a-bγa “back (of human), waist” 

There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence and thus it is difficult to say whether a 

labialized γw occurred in this word in Sindy languages or not, even at Proto-Sindy 

language chronology level; Darg. mu “back (of human)” and Nakh languages bu “back 

(of human)” can support its existence. 

In ṗ : b opposition  Kartvelian sample seems to be primary since ṗ → b/m phonetic 

process is characteristic of Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗa- “small” 

Geo. ṗa-ia “tiny”, ṗa-a-a, ṗa-u-a “very tiny”, ṗa-a “little/bit/minor part” (Saba) 

It is of symbolic character in structure. In Zan-Svan correspondences aren’t observed. 

C.-Sind. *ṗav- “small; short” 

Apkh. a-ṗá- “small; short” 

The word is isolated in Apkhzian but likely it is of parent-language origin. 

Georgian-Apkhzian isoglosses are similar in terms of structure, phonetics and 

semantics. Dagestanian data are also noteworthy; cf. Ag. bi-if, Tab. bi-uv//bi-ub 

“small”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗew- “chopping/cleaving; splitting” 

Old Geo. gan-ṗ-eb-a “chopping/cleaving; splitting”, gan-ṗ-eb-ul-i “chopped/cleaved; 

splited”, New Geo. a-ṗ-ob-s “chopps/cleavs; splits”,  ga-a-ṗ-o “chopped/cleaved; splitted” 

Sv. n-ṗu “piece/bit”,”morsel/bite/mouthful/snack”, cf. x-e-ṗ-en-i “cracks” 

Corresponding material isn’t observed in Zan dialects. By Georgian-Svan comparison 

*ṗu- archetype is reconstructed for parent-language picture [Klimov 1964 : 154]. I suppose  

that occurrence of u- sounding in Svan indicates to the fact that even in Georgian a verbal 

stem of  ṗev-  structure should be assumed.  

C.-Sind. *ṗ- “cutting/slashing/splitting” 

Ad. (Chemg.) -ṗ-, in the word  w-ṗ-n “cutting/slashing/splitting” 

In the professional literature Common Circassian *ṗa- “cutting/slashing/splitting” 

verbal proto-type is reconstructed on the basis of Chemgur data [Kvakahdze 2014 : 289].  

C.-Sind. *ṗ- “cutting/slashing/splitting” verb is logically corresponded by C.-Kartv. 

*ṗew- “chopping/cleaving; splitting (in two)” verb. I suppose that structural and semantic 

identity is doubtless. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗez- “plump/stout, thick, fatty/greasy” 

Geo. ṗez-an-i “plump/stout”, cf. Im. ṗoz-an-i (← *ṗez-an-i) “belly fat” 
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Zan (Laz) ṗeǯ-i “plump/stout, thick”, i-ṗeǯ-an-e-n “is getting plump/stout”, Megr. 

ṗinǯ-al-i “big/great,lanky”, o-ṗinǯ-in-an-s “looks great/big” 

Sv. ṗž-w “nightmare/horrid/loathsome”   

Affricatization process ž → ǯ in Zan dialects has clearly secondary nature; e →  in 

Svan is the result of influence of final w (← o) sonant (M. Kaldani’s law).  

C.-Sind. *ṗz v- “plump/stout”  

Apkh. (Bzip) a-ṗaz v “plump/stout, very fat/meaty/bloated, big/large/great” 

The word of Common Sindy origin is preserved only in Bzip dialect of Apkhazian. 

Reconstruction for parent-language picture that is given in the professional literature is 

acceptable [Chirikba 1996 : 28].  

For now of other Iberian-Caucasian languages the corresponding roots and stems have 

been disclosed only in Lezgian languages; cf. Khin. biš-i, Udi boč:-o (← *biž-o) “large, 

thick”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ṗenṭel- “pointless to-ing & fro-ing/pointless walking/roaming” 

Geo. ṗenṭel-, in the word  cru-ṗenṭel-a “false/unreal/lies teller” 

Zan (Megr.) ṗanṭal-i “pointless to-ing & fro-ing/pointless walking/roaming”, ko-ṗanṭal-

an-s “tells foolish things”, Laz go-ṗanṭ-ap-a “getting mad”, cf. Megr. ṗonṭ-o  

“bungling/dim, stupid” 

Corresponding root and stem hasn’t been revealed in Svan. Georgian and Zan 

correspondences indicate to the fact that in parent language the *ṗenṭel- verb occurred 

which has true isoglosses in Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *ṗṭ- “saying foolish things”  

Ab. ṗaṭa-, in the word la-r-ṗaṭa-ra “utter confusion/disorder/tangle”, Apkh. a-ṗaṭa-ra 

“saying foolish things” 

There is a lack of Circassian data though Apkhazina-Abaza data  gives fully idea about 

parent-language picture. 

Comparison of *ṗenṭel- : C.-Sind. *ṗṭ- demonstrates that n is a phonetic apposition in 

Kartvelian languages. 

Genetically common material isn’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗer- “flying; bird” 

Sv. ṗer-/ṗr-, ṗer-n-i “flies”, li-ṗer “flying”, ne-ṗr “bird” 

Verbal ṗer- occurs only in Svan. Its link with Georgian ṗeṗel- root is groundless [cf. 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 371]. 

Since Svan ṗer- root has logical correspondences in Sindy languages it is considered to 

be originated from Common Kartvelian parent language. 

C.-Sind. *-ṗra- “butterfly” 

Ad. -ṗra, in the word  ħam-ṗra-s vw “butterfly” 
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They are noteworthy Svan-Adyghean isoglosses with noteworthy semantic cor-

relation; flying/bird ~ butterfly. 

Dagestanian allomorphs can be also enrolled in this list; cf. And., Botl., God. pera, 

Chem. piŋaŋ ← *piraŋ (via assimilation), Tind pera, Akhv. hera ← *pera, Bagv., Kar. pera 

“bee”.  

Deglottalization of ṗ → p is considered to be of prop. Dagestanian innovation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗerṗel- “butterfly” 

Geo. ṗeṗel-i, ṗeṗel-a “butterfly”   

Zan (Megr.) -ṗaṗa, in the word  ckir-ṗaṗa “greenfinch” (bird). 

Final l is lost even in this Megrelian word that often takes place in Zan; cf. itel-i / ita- 

“red”... 

Georgian allomorph is attested in Old Georgian with the meaning of ornamentation/ 

fretwork. As regard Svan correspondence it should be observed in ṗerṗel “butterfly” form 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 371].  

C.-Sind. *ṗrṗ- “butterfly” 

Ad. (Abdz.) -ṗraṗ-, in the word  ħam-ṗraṗ-j “butterfly” 

It is noted that the first part of stem ħam- should denote reptile [Kvakahdze 2014 : 

101].   

C.-Kartv. *ṗerṗel- : C.-Sind. *ṗrṗ- demonstrates well that correspondence sonor of l 

(either l or r) is lost still in Common Sindy parent language.   

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗerṗer- “endless/pointless talking, endless chat/yacking” 

Zan (Laz) ṗarṗal-ap-a “without-stopping-talking during motion”, Megr. ṗarṗal-i 

„endless/pointless talking”, ṗarṗal-a “endlessly/pointlessly  chatter, chatterbox/sb gossipy” 

Zan ṗarṗal- is sourced via dissimilation from old Colchian *ṗarṗar- allomorph which 

supposes the existence of *ṗerṗer- archetype in parent language.  

C.-Sind. *ṗrṗr “endless chat/yacking” 

Ad. ṗrṗr, Kab. ṗrṗr “endless chat/yacking” 

Ab. ṗarṗar,  Apkh. a-ṗarṗar “endless chat/yacking”  

In languages of both groups these words have identic sound structure though at the 

same time the corresponding nature is kept at semantic as well as phonetic level. 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages – if not 

considering Bezh. ṗṗdl/ṗaṗadahal  “talking, speaking” verb that has absolutely  

different sound-structure then above mentioned roots and stems have.   

 
C.-Kartv.*ṗe- “stylishness, brightness, clean, beautiful” 

Geo. ṗe-i “visual brilliance, beauty, cleanliness, elegance/grace/charm” 

Sv. ṗi  “stylishness, beauty”  
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Sounding i is unclear in Svan. On other hand, Kartvelian stems demonstrate structural 

and semantics identity. 

Likely, Zan correspondence is lost. 

C.-Sind. *ṗv “clean” 

Ub. ṗva “clean” 

Sindy correspondence is preserved only in Ubykh. There is an unsuccessful attempt to 

link Ad. q:a-bza “clean”, Ab. bzi,  Apkh. a-bzia “good” words with Ubykh root [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 552].  

Sindy and Kartvelian roots have true correspondences: Lak mar, Arch. mar “clean”, 

Ud. mai//mac:i “white, clean” roots.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗin- “lighting up/growing light”, Rus. сверкать 

Zan (Laz) ṗinḳ -, ṗinḳ-u “firefly” 

Common Kartvelian root is reconstructed only on the Laz basis and thus the procedure 

cannot be perfect.  

C.-Sind.*ṗ “shining/glittering/sparkling/brilliancing” 

Ub. ṗ-ṗ-da “shining/glittering/sparkling/brilliancing” 

In Ubykh the stem is of complex structure. In this case along with duplication of 

Common-Sindy root -da- verbal suffix is also attested. 

C.-Kartv. *ṗin- “lighting up/growing light” : C.-Sind. *ṗ- “shining/glittering/ 

sparkling/brilliance” correlation is identical from semantic and phonemic standpoint. 

Opposition i :   in vocalism is logical.   

Possible Dagestanian correspondences are observed only in Dargwa language; cf. Darg. 

ba-si “clean”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗinǯ- “nostril” 

Geo. ṗinč-i “nose hole” (Saba), ṗinčv-i “nostril” 

Likely, in modern Georgian labialization took place via contamination with ničv-. 

According to my observation, history of Kartvelian root is exactly pictured kartvelism in 

Armenian in which a voiced-sibilant pinǯ “nostril” form is attested.  

C.-Sind. *pnʒ v-a “nose”  

Ad., Kab. {pinʒ v} “nose”, cf. Osset. (← Circ.) fnʒ  “nose”  

Ab. pna, Apkh. a-pn,  Bzip a-pnv “nose” 

There is an attempt to link Ubykh-Abaza fa-/p- segments with Adyghean pa “nose” 

root, that is groundless.  

Adyghean correspondence is preserved in Ossetian in borrowing form; cf. Os. fnʒ, i.e. 

in Circassian languages there should have existed Ubykh-like fna  form that resulted  

fnʒ  in Ossetian. Borrowing from Abaza is excluded since p → f in Ossetian is assumed to 

take place in pre-historical period (V. Abaev).    
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C.-Sind. *pnʒ v-a ~ C.-Kartv. *ṗinǯw- is logical correlation. Postulation of voiced 

affricate in stem auslaut is paralleled by Dagestanian data; cf. Lezg. ṗuz, Ag. p:uz, Rut., 

Tsakh, Krits ṗz, C.-Dag. *ṗiʒw  “tip/top/point”. 

The stem of Armenian pinǯ “nostril” type should have existed in Hurro-Urartian 

languages, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗir- “mouth; first” 

Geo. ṗir-i “mouth”, ṗir-v-el-i “first”, ṗir-i-el-i “first”, ṗir-mšo “first-born child” 

Zan  ṗiǯ-i “mouth” 

Sv. ṗil “mouth, lip” 

Sometimes Geo. ṗir-v-a / Megr. ṗir-u-a verbs are also discussed along with it 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveldze 2000 : 372], that is groundless.  

C.-Sind. *p-r- “first” 

Ad. a-pr-, Kab. ja-pr-j “first” 

Ab. p-w “first” 

If we assume that p- root denoting nose can be brought in this case thus the 

segmentation of p-r- type is reasonable; cf. also Ab. p-w “first”. It is clear that the words 

ṗir-i/cxvir-i and ṗirvel-i contain common ṗir-/pr- roots in Sindy-Kartvelian languages. 

Sound correspondence ṗ : p  of bilabial type is noteworthy that is logical - ṗ : p  in Sindy.   

Of the Dagestanian languages Sindy-kartvelian archetypes are corresponded by Bezh. 

por-o, Hunz. por-o “lower part of nose/face”.  
C.-Kartv. *ṗi- “navel” 

Sv. ṗi “navel” 

Likely, in Common Kartvelian beside *oṗ- archetype (see below) there existed other 

proto-type of other sounding and inversive structure exact correspondence of which is 

Svan ṗi “navel” word.  

C.-Sind. *ṗ- “navel” 

Ad. (Abdz.) -ṗ-, in the word  nb-ṗ-j “navel” 

Segmentation of dialectal form is known. Even in this case there is the nb- root 

denoting belly, and ṗ- denotes navel [Kvakhadze 2014 : 130].  

Just the correspondence of this Sindy-Kartvelian *ṗi- ~ ṗ- “navel”, arche-forms are 

the words of Lezgian languages denoting navel: Lezg. p:i, Rut. b, Krits. bi “navel” 

which have hissing variants; cf. Lezg. p:i, Rut. (Khni.) bi, Bud. b “navel”. In a word, 

some issue needs explanation and maybe, differentiated approach is relevant. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ṗixw- “swelling” 

Zan (Megr.) ṗixv-i “bulge/blister/swelling”, e-ṗixv-in-ap-a “swelling”, e-ṗixv-in-ap-il-i 

“blistered/swollen” 
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The word is isolated in Megrelian. Extra language correspondences of Zan form should 

indicate that Megrelian ṗixv- is of Common Kartvelian etymology. 

C.-Sind. *ṗxw- “tip/top/point” 

Apkh. (Abzh.) a-ṗxw, Bzip a-ṗxw “tip/top/point”, cf. a-ṗáxw “woman’s behind/bird’s 

rum”  

Unlike Megrelian, the Apkhazian allomorphs have no verbal forms. In spite of this 

Apkhazian-Megrelian isogloss demonstrates structural, phonetic and semantic identity 

that is explained by common origin. 

Dagestanian isoglosses are disclosed in Lezg. pix, Krits pex “blister” forms.   
 
C.-Kartv.*ṗḳur- “pouring/spilling into drops” 

Geo. ṗḳur-eb-a “sprinkling/spraying”, a-ṗḳur-eb-s “sprinkles sth (liquid) on sb/sth”, sa-

ṗḳur-eb-el-i “sprinkler/sprayer/liquid to be sprayed” (Saba) 

A verbal root ṗḳur- is attested only in Georgian. But its borrowing from other 

languages is excluded that is supported by Sindy correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *ḳwrm-a “drop, dew” 

Ab. ḳwarma,  Apkh. a-ḳwrma “drop, dew”  

Corresponding data isn’t observed in Circassian languages. Reconstruction of archetype 

is possible on the basis of Apkhazian-Abaza data. In this languages  → a is assimilative 

due to influence of following a: *ḳwrm-a → Apkh.-Ab. ḳwarma.  

C.-Sind. *ḳwrm-a : C.-Kartv. *ṗḳur- is logical phonetic-semantic correspondence. In 

roots m/ṗ alternates according to location that indicates their affixal nature which is 

supported by other derivatives of the same root in Georgian-Apkhazian – Geo. ḳur-ḳur-i 

“dripping” : Apkh.-Ab. ḳwar- “dripping”.   

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗosel- “bald” 

Geo. ṗosl-iḳ-a “bald” 

Zan (Megr.) ṗorsa- “bald”  

Corresponding nominal isn’t revealed in Svan. Comparison of ṗosl-/ṗorsa roots and 

stems gives possibility to reconstruct parent language *ṗos-el- archetype. In similar cases 

inlaut r vibrant often is considered to be a phonetic apposition in Megrelian; cf. Geo. kosa 

→ Megr. korsa “man with no facial hair”. 

C.-Sind. *ṗas v- “bald, completely bald/licking clean” 

Apkh. a-ṗáš “bald, completely bald/licking clean”, a-ṗáš-ra “baldness” 

As it is seen, Common-Sindy hissing-hushing s v voiceless sibilant-spirant hushened in 

Apkhazian that often happens; cf. Circas. *ms vw-a ~ Apkh. á-mšw “bear”… 

In Sindy languages a wa complex was expected as a corresponding of Kartvelian o but 

due to non-canonical cluster of ṗw in this case positional simplified a was resulted - ṗwaš 

→ ṗaš  (in Apkhazian).  
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C.-Kartv. *ṗr- “shine/glitter/glint/sparkle; sparkling/glittering/blazing” 

Geo. ṗr-ial-i prtisa “flashing of wings (Saba), a-ṗr-ial-eb-s “makes sth blaze 

up/burnishes sth”, gaa-ṗr-ial-a “polished sth (floor…) until it shines” 

Ṗr- is detached as a root the Zan-Svan correspondences of which aren’t observed for 

now. 

C.-Sind. *ṗr- “naked/nude” 

Ad. ṗr-n, Kab. ṗra-n “bare, naked” 

Ub. ṗr  “bare, naked”  

According to phonemic structure as well as semantic correlation it isn’t problematic to 

confirm the unity of Georgian-Sindy roots and stems. Ubykh sample indicates that -n in 

Adyghean languages is adjectival suffix.  

Of the Dagestanian material Hin. pe-λa “brilliance/glittering, shimmering/gleaming” is 

noteworthy. 

From semantic aspect Geo. ṗoṗl-iḳa “hairless” word is noteworthy the reduplicating 

structure of which isn’t fully clear. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṗan- “weeding/hoeing; tearing up/through; tugging/ tearing/shredding” 

Sv. n- (← *ṗan-), li-n-e//li-an-e “weeding/hoeing; tearing up/through; tugging 

/tearing/shredding”, a-n-e//a-an-e “weeds/hoes; tears up/through; tugs/tears/ shreds” 

Likely, the length of root vowel in Svan verb is a compensation of losing an initial ṗ 

bilabial – *ṗan- → n-. 

Georgian-Zan correspondences aren’t attested. 

C.-Sind. *ṗva- “weeding/hoeing; reaping” 

Ad. ṗ-n, Kab. ṗṣv-n “weeding/hoeing” 

In professional literature there is an attempt to bring Apkh. a-ba-ra “reaping” in this 

wordlist  [Klimov 1967 : 299] that is noteworthy. The view on genetic unity of Svan-

Adyghean forms has more basis that belongs to M. Sagliani [see about it Bukia 2016 : 133].  

I enroll a Dagestanian (Cham.) innila “threshing” verb in this list.   

 

 

Ž 

 

C.-Kartv. *žan- “labor; wilting/withering” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) žn-ob-a “drying; wilting/withering”, da-m-žn-ar-i “dried; wilted/ 

withered” 

Zan (Megr.) žn-ap-a//žin-ap-a “wilting/withering”, žn-ap-il-i//žin-ap-a “wilted/ 

withered; ill/sick/ailing/diseased” 

Substitution //i in Megrelian indicated that an initial vowel was o, i.e. o →  →//i 

[Rogava 1962], that implies a in Common Kartvelian; cf. Geo. a : Zan o, C.-Kartv. *a.  
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C.-Sind. *z va- “labor; turning calloused/coarse/rough” 

Ab. (Tap.) zá-ra “dried; rough” 

Verbal root of parent-language origin is preserved only in Abaza in the deverbative 

form; -ra particle in zá-ra- should be of masdar, merged with a stem. It is clear that 

correspondence of Kartvelian nasal sonor n was lost still in parent language – Pr.-Sind 

*zan- → C.-Sind. *za. 

Logical correspondence of Abaza-Kartvelian isoglosses were observed in Dagestanian 

languages, as well; cf. Tab. ižm-ib “rough, hard, coarse” 

Hushening process Pr.-Kartv. *zv → C.-Kartv. ž is assumed  for Kartvelian. Such 

assump-tion is supported by Kartv. ž : C.-Sind. z sibilant sound correlation. 

 

C.-Kartv. *žar- “slow boiling” 

Geo. (Gur.) žr-ob-a “slow boiling” 

Basing just on the possibility of root reduction reconstruction of a takes place in parent 

language - žar- → žr-. It is difficult to say more due to absence of corresponding 

allomorphs in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

C.-Sind. *z vwa- “boiling” 

Ad. z vwa-n, kab. wa-n (← *z vwa-n) “boiling; roasting/burning” 

Ub. zwa- “boiling” 

Ab. žw-ra, Apkh. á-žw-ra,  Bzip á-z vw-ra “boiling”, a-z vw “boiled” 

Verbal allomorphs are attested in all Sindy languages and dialects. This fact  supports 

the   reality of reconstructed archetype  for parent-langugae state. Comparison  of C.-

Kartv. *žar- : C. Sind. *z vwa- demonstrates again  the existence  of r → w  pre-historical 

process in parent Sindy that then usually  becomes the labialization source of root 

sibilant. In Common Kartvlain hushening phonetic process of Proto Kartvelian z v 

phoneme is unclear.  

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are also observed in Dagestanian 

(Akhv.) b-i-žur-u-la “roasting/frying, cooking” verb.   

  

 

R 

 

C.-Kartv. *ra- “pronomin. root” 

Geo. ra “what”, ra-mden-i “how many/much”, ra-gvar-i “what kind of”, ra-per “how”, 

ra-oden “how much”, ra-rig “how” 

Pronominal ra root is isolated in Georgian. Its Zan-Svan correspondences aren’t 

observed though it doesn’t mean that it is borrowed from other language. 

C.-Sind. *ra- “indefinite pronom. root” 

Apkh. á-ra-cwa “abundance of sth”, ra-cwá-ḳ “many/much/lots” 
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In the professional literature ra- is detached as an independent root, and -cwa is 

considered to be a suffix of plurality [Chirikba 1996 : 120; For other etymology see 

Machavariani 2015 : 74]. 

Likely, Apkhazian-Georgian isoglosses are corresponded by Tindi ela “what” pronoun. 

It is difficult to say something definitely in this case. Seems, the issue needs additional 

investigation. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ra- “plant suffix” 

Geo. -ra “plant suffix”, ḳenḳ-ra “berries” 

Zan -ro “plant suffix”, ḳanḳa-ro (in toponymy)  

Sv. -ra “plant suffix”, bgw-ra/bgw-ra “goat-willow”; šj-ra “red tree, yew tree”, had-

ra /ad-ra “(Pontic) azalea”, zesx-ra “lime tree” 

N. Marr detached ra- plant suffix in Svan plant names and indicated it expressed 

plurality [Marr 1915 : 770, 776, 836-837]. Afterwards Arn. Chikobava also noted that: “-ra 

is characterized of plants names in Svan and thus, functionally it differs from -el/-ur” 

[Chikobava 1938 : 127].  It is also noted that “-ra is suffix of collectivity in zesx-ra “ 

[Topuria 1979 : 262].  

C.-Sind. *-ra “plant suffix” 

Ad.-Kab. -ja “plant suffix”: da-j “walnut tree”, m-j “crab-apple tree” 

Apkh.-Ab. -ra “collectivity suffix of plant”: alaha-ra “fig copse”, axja-ra “chestnut 

copse” 

As it is indicated in terms of semantic expression Svan (also Apkhazian-Abaza) -ra and 

Adyghean-Kabardian, Apkhazian-Abazgian -j suffixes are similar. Its etymological 

identity isn’t also excluded [Khocholava-Machavariani 2018].   

  

C.-Kartv. *rab-o “hole/pit” 

Geo. rabo//roba “watery hole/pit” (Saba)   

Zan (Megr.) robu “hole/pit” 

Sv. rueb (UB.) “deepened place” 

Megrelian corresponds with  Georgian rabo type root. In Svan rueb (← *rweb) is the 

result of shifting of w within a historical *rebw- stem due to  the phonotactic restriction 

of bw group [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 192].  

Pr.-Sind. *ram- “hole/pit” 

Hat. ram “hole/pit” 

In Sindy (Hattian)-Kartvelian material (isoglosses) m/b or b/m substitution often takes 

place. The similar happens in this case, Hattian m sonor is corresponded by voiced 

bilabial stop-plosive in Kartvelian.   

I share the view on genetic link that is expressed in the professional literature 

[Kochlamazashvili 2016 : 61].  
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For now the corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *rand- “planning (boards…)” 

Geo. rand-v-a “planning (boards…)”, rand-a “long (carpenter’s) plane” 

Zan rond-i “a kind of (carpenter’s) plane”, rond-u-a “planning in thick”; cf. top. Rond-

iš-i, surname Rond-el-i 

Kartvelian rand-/rond- logically corresponds with each other. Semantic identity is 

supported by structural one. It is noteworthy root even due its initial r that is rare in 

Kartvelian.  

C.-Sind. *da- “picking” 

Ad. –da-, xa-da-n “splashing up/stringing/skewering”, Kab. -da-, xa-da-n “splashing 

up/stringing/skewering” 

Ab. az-da-ra, Apkh. a-ḳl-da-ra “picking” 

It would be difficult to link semantically C.-Kartv. planning (boards…) ~ C.-Sind. 

picking correlation if not noteworthy transitional meanings which are clearly outlined in 

Dagestanian material; cf. Did. red- “planning (boards…), shaving” ~ Krits rud- “picking; 

shearing” ~ Darg. dert:- “separating” [for Sind.-Dag. isoglosses see Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 859-860].  

 

C.-Kartv. *raqw- “dark gray” 

Geo {raqw-}, cf. Roxv-a-ʒe (surname) 
Zan rux-i “gray”, rux-uškur-i “gray apple variety”; Rux-i (top.), Rux-ar-i (hidr.) 

On the basis of regular sound correspondences in the Kartvelian languages it is logical 

to consider Georgian rux-i  to be zanism on the ground of what for Old Georgian a raqw- 

(cf. Zan tu(n)t-i : Geo. datw-i...) arch-form is assumed that was lost. 

C.-Sind. *dqwa “ash; gray” 

Ub. txwa “ash” 

Ab. qwa “ash”, Apkh. a-xwa “ash; dark gray”   

From semantic standpoint Apkhazian sample is too valuable in which two meanings 

are observed within one root: 1. ash; 2. dark grey. Just such case should result semantic 

differentiation that is observed in Kartvelian-Sindy languages even today.  

Basing on structural correlation a d → r process is possible in Kartvelian-Apkhazian 

that resulted the lose of r in the latter.   

Sindy roots are linked with Avar raq:u “ash” stem that is acceptable [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 742-743].  

 

C.-Kartv. *resw- “fairytale steed/thoroughbred horse” 

Zan (Megr.) raš-i “fairytale steed/thoroughbred horse” 

Sv. rešw//ršw  “fairytale steed/thoroughbred horse” 
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Likely, res-/resv- that was expected in Georgian is either lost or it was substituted by 

western-Kartvelian raš. 

Pr.-Sind.*riš- “horse” 

Hat. ta-riš  “horse” 

Given Hattian word is of compound  structure. Likely, the first ta- should be the same 

as in Abazian t-š “horse” word. 

Of the Dagestanian allomorphs Arch. noš “horse” form is noteworthy which is 

preserved in older form in ergative niš, i.e. initial is nišw type root.  

Noteworthy Indo-European parallels are also revealed:  Germ. ross and French rosse 

“old nag” words.  

Hurrian eššə “horse” is of different etymology. True Hurrian-Urartian equivalent is 

observed in the word denoting mule; cf. anšu “mule” that is logically corresponded by 

Chech. ans “mule” form [Bulatbiev 2017 : 8]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *rek- “elevated place” 

Zan (Megr.) rak-a “elevated place” 

According to comparative phonetics of Kartvelian languages e- is assumed for Zan a 

stem. Even in Georgian rek- type noun is expected.   

C.-Sind. *rk “field” 

Ab. rka “field” 

Of Sindy languages only Abaza preserved the reflex of parent-language origin. The 

latter is close to (repeats) it. Basing on r : d sound correspondence the existence of a stem 

of *dka type can be assumed for Circassian languages; cf. Apkh.-Ab. -rasa : Ad. da- 

“nut”…  

Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes have true parallels in Lezgian sub-group of Dagestanian 

languages: Lezg. nik, Tsakh nekj, Krits  nik, Bud. nik “field”.    

C.-Kartv. *rekw- “saying; speaking” 

Old Geo. v-a-rku “I told”, h-rkw-i-an “they called” 

Zan (Megr.) rakv-, rakv-al-i “monotonous speaking” 

Sv. rkw “said”, lekw “said”, x-o-kw-a-x “They said”, cf. li-kw-sg “say, tell” 

In Laz a Megrelina-like rakv- root isn’t observed - correspondence of Geo. rkw-/Sv. 

rekw- (G. Rogava). Kindred Georgian rkw- verb is attested in ancient written sources 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 383].  

C.-Sind. *kw- “oath/vow, calling out/summoning” 

Ad. ja-kw-n, Kab. ja-kw-n “faith; calling out/summoning” 

Ub. kwa-, a-s-kwá-n “faith; calling out/summoning” 

Ab. kw-ra, Apkh. a-kw-ra “oath/vow” 

From structural viewpoint Sindy roots are too shabby, C.-Kartv. re- type prefixation 

isn’t observed no longer. Though its existence is also indicated by Dagestanian material; 

cf. Andi languages nakwa “oath/vow” [for Dag. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 846].  
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Certainly, C.-Kartv. *tkw- “say” : C.-Nakh *d-ek- “calling” archetypes… are enrolled in 

this list.  

 

C.-Kartv. *reγw-/*rγw- “disintegrating/dismantling/demolishing/refuting/breaking 

/abolishing” 

Geo. rγw-, rγw-ev-a “demolishing/refuting/breaking/abolishing”, m-rγw-i-e, rγw-n-a 

Zan (Megr.) rγv-ap-a “tipping/throwing down/scattering; disrupting/ dismantling”, 

rγv-ap-il-i “tipped/thrown down/scattered; disrupted/ dismantled”, aḳm-rγv-an-s 

“disrupts/ dismantles  sth out” 

Sv. reγw-/riγw-, reγw-n-i “is disintegrated/ is dismantled/ decomposited, is demolished 

/refuted/broken/aboloshed”, riγw-e “disintegrates/dismantles/decomposits, demolishes/ 

refutes /breaks/abolishes” 

I agree with the reconstruction of proto-type *reγw- to be  initial one that is given in 

the material compared by Acad. V. Topuria [Topuria 1940 : 44]. Though there are less 

argumented reconstruction [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 384].   

C.-Sind. *ωw- “striking”  

Ad. wa-n, Kab. wa-n “striking” 

Ab. ωw-ra, Apkh. a-ωw-ra “striking” 

G. Dumézil discussed Ubykh ja- “id” root along with it [Dumézil 1971 : 158-159]. But 

the linking is problematic since in the case of disappearing of a pharyngeal ωj (*ωw → ωj) 

it was expected the pharyngealization of a that isn’t evident in the given sample. Perhaps 

it is another root. 

To explain Sindy-Kartvelian striking ~ disintegrating/dismantling/decomposition 

correlation the kindred Dagestanian languages manifest noteworthy material: Cham., 

Tind. γul-, Av. γur- “striking, disintegrating/dismantling/decomposition”; cf. also Tab. 

rγ-ub “breaking, demolishing/refuting/abolishing, smashing to pieces”.   

C.-Kartv. *rešw- “coarse grinding; saying” 

Geo. roš-, roš-av-s / da-roš-av-s “will say everything inconsideratly”, amo-roš-av-s 

“will say sth stupid” 

Zan (Megr.) raskv-al-i “speaking in clear voice” 

It is clear that in Georgian the shifting of a final w sonant within a stem resulted o - 

we/ew → o. As it was expected in Zan škw cluster turned into skw (T. Gamkrelidze’s 

law).  

C.-Sind. *s vw “saying, tongue”  

Ab. -šwa, bz-šwa “tongue”, Apkh. a-bz-šwá, Bzip a-bz-s vw  “tongue” 

It is acceptable that in this compound word bz- denotes tongue, anatomical body and  

šwa  - language/speech (cf. Eng. language/tongue) and this latter is linked with raša/rošo 

“word” stems of Dagestanian languages; cf. also C.-Nakh *dašw- “word” [see more Nakh.-

Dag. Abdokov 1983 : 189; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 948].  
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C.-Kartv. *rex(w)- “stony road; gorge/ravine” 

Geo. rex-i//rexv-i “stony road” 

Structural-semantic correlation is logical. Lookup root is active is onomastics though 

Zan-Svan correspondences aren’t observed even in this case. 

C.-Sind. *xw “gorge/ravine”  

Ad. ps-xw, Kab. ps-xwa “river”, cf. Ad. xwa-t/xwa-w “deep gorge/ravine” 

Ub. twa-xwa “river” 

C.-Kartv. *rexw- : C.-Sind. *xw are the archetypes with different structure. If 

Dagestanian material is brought it will turns out that stem reduction  took place in Sindy; 

cf. Ag. rux “stream”, Lak nix “river”, Khv. eŋxu, Hin. ixu, Bezh. eŋxe, Hunz. eŋxu “river” 

[see more Dag. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 683].   

    

C-Kartv. *req- “rock; mountainous place” 

Geo. rex-i “rocky slope of mountain”, Gur. “stony place” 

Zan (Megr.) rax-a “rock; stony place”; cf. Ga-raxa (top.) 

The word isn’t observed in Old Georgian, in Saba’s dictionary and in Svan so far else 

there was more chance of occurrence of old type of req-. 

C.-Sind. *rq- “edge of mountain”  

Kab. a-r “edge of mountain”  

Expected a-rq  isn’t evident in Adyghean. A share standpoint expressed in the 

professional literature on affixal nature of an initial a in Kabardian [Kvakhadze 2014 : 28]. 

Semantics as well as structure support the unity of C.-Kartv. *req- : C.-Sind. *rq- forms.  

 

C.-Kartv. *rw- “care/solicidude/guardianship; assistance/help” 

Geo. -rv-, u-rv-a “care/worry”, me-u-rv-e “guardian (e.g. of orphan)/trustee” 

Lookup root and stem has more distribution feature in Georgian: u-rv-a “care”, u-rv-

eul-i “anguished/upset”, u-rv-eul-eb-a “distressing/upsetting” [Abuladze 1973 : 429-430], 

but omonymic u-rv- “worry” root is another root. though initial u- is derivative affix in 

both cases and cannot be considered to be a part of root; cf. u-bn, u--, u-p-eb-a, u-pl-

eb-a... 
C.-Sind. *w- “making, doing” 

Ab. w-ra “making, doing” 

The word functions independently in Abaza. Issue arises on detaching of r- prefix with 

the same function in Kartvelian; cf. rekw-/tkw... 

Bezh. r-ow-, r-ow-al “labor, working” verb slips out. In Bezhit-Georgian affixal nature 

of r- is supported by Abaza data in which w-ra “making, doing” verb is presented only 

with w-, though in Hurro-Urartian  the same r  likely supports the root nature; cf. Hur. 

erwi/ewri „king”, Urart. ewri/ewre “lord/patron/overlord”. 
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C.-Kartv. *rwal- “copper” 

Old Geo. rwal-i “copper”, rval-nalev-i “combined with copper”, gan-rval-eb-a “tur-

ning into copper”  

Georgian rwal-i is well illustrated in written sources: “vitarca r v a l i dagesldis” – “Like 

coppers…”; “beni r v a l i s a n i ševmusrne” – “I annihilated copper main gates”; “cai g a 

n r v a l d a” – “The sky turned copper-color” [Abuladze : 347, 65].  

Likely, Old Armenian o-rwel-, preserves Zan correspondence. 

C.-Sind. *ωwa- “copper”  

Ad. γwa-pλa “copper (red)” 

Ab. ωwa “red copper” 

As it is evident Apkhazian a-bωwa “copper” is the root of other etymology. 

C.-Kartv. rwal- : C.-Sind. *ωwa- correlation repeats rw : ωw correspondence at 

complexes level which was determined by K. Lomtatidze. The scholar noted the genetic 

unity of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems [Lomatatidze 1955 : 827].  

For now corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *r-tw- “offering/bearing” 

Geo. rtv-, mi-a-rtv-a “offered”, e-rtv-i-s “(e.g. river…) joins sth (e.g. sea)/(e.g. suffix) is 

added to” 

Zan (Megr.) a-rt-u-n “(e.g. river…) joins sth (e.g. sea)/(e.g. suffix) is added to”, rtu-ap-a 

“postponement/infecting/flinging sth over/crossing one’s leg” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been disclosed so far. Georgina verbal root rtv- is logically 

corresponded by Megrelian  rtv- “join”. 

C.-Sind. *tw- “giving” 

Ad. t-n, ja-t-n, Kab. t-n “giving” 

Ub. tw- “giving” 

Ab. a-t-ra, Apkh. a-ta-ra “giving” 

Comparison of Georgian-Apkhazian verbs is well-known fact [Charaia 1912 : 40]. It is 

true that a root vowel /a was lost in Ubykh but root labialization is preserved 

unchangeably. In Kartvelian initial r- “is superfluous” which maybe indicates that a root 

*tw is complicated by archaic (function-lost) causative r- prefix. It is also supported by 

Dagestanian material in which r isn’t observed; cf. Hin. to-ƛa, Tab. tuw-ub “giving”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *riṭel- “goat” 

Zan (Megr.) rinṭu “goat” 

Megrelian (resp. Zan) -u siffixation implies -el correspondence for Georgian and thus 

in parent-language *riṭel- proto-form is expected.  

C.-Sind. *ṭ- “ram (uncastrated male sheep)”  

Ad. ṭ, Kab. ṭ “ram (uncastrated male sheep)”  
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Ub. ṭ “ram (uncastrated male sheep)”  

It is troublesome to bring Apkhazian-Abaza -t “ram (uncastrated male sheep)”  in this 

case since maybe it will have other correspondence in Iberian-Caucasian languages: And. 

dan, Lak t:a “sheep”. 

Noteworthy parallels of C.-Kartv. *riṭel- “goat” ~ C.-Sind. *ṭ (← Pr.-Sind. *ṭl-) “ram 

(uncastrated male sheep)” archetypes are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. 

Botl. reṭan-a, Cham. jeṭan-a, C.-Dag. *riṭan-a “lamb”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *rḳin-a “iron” 

Geo rḳin-a “iron”, Sa-rḳin-et-i (top.) 
Zan (Megr.) rḳina/ḳina “iron”, ḳina-xona “ploughshare”, Laz ḳina “id”, ḳina-xona 

“ploughshare” 

Sv. ḳir-w “piece of iron” 

Earlier a Laz correspondence  was considered to be a part of erḳina-čxa/iḳina-čxa 
“Thursday” composite that was unaccepted. Lookup word appeared in Svan, as well only 

considering characteristic  n → r denasalization phonetic process.  

Pr.-Sind. *ḳin-a-war “copper” 

Hat. kinawar “copper” [Kasiyan 2009 : 371] 

Similar metal name isn’t observed in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. In Hattian ḳin-a is 

attested as a part of composite and war is the same segment like ura word denoting iron in 

Khinalug isogloss.  

Structurally and semantically C.-Kartv. *rḳin-a archetype is corresponded by Lezg. ra, 

Tab. ruu, Ag. ru “iron” allomorphs.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ro- “filling up” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) ro-, amo-ro-v-a “filling up, blocking/bricking up”, amo-ro-av-s 

“will fill up, will block/brick up” 

Other Kartvelian correspondences haven’t been disclosed so far but noteworthy 

parallels from Sindy languages make the parent-language origin of ro- root real.  

C.-Sind. *wa- “sticking/forcing/knocking in; inserting” 

Ad. -w-, Kab. -w- “sticking/forcing/knocking in; inserting”  

Sindy roots are too perverted – likely, at the end of the root either r or d consonant 

was lost – *or- → *war- → *wa-. In relation with Georgian it is of inversive structure 

though instability is observed even in Georgian - ro-v-a//or-v-a (muclis amo-or-v-a 

“stomach gorging”). Corresponding roots are easily observed in Dagestanian (Av. r-u:- 

“sewing”, Tab. dur-ar “loom”...) and Nakh (d-u- “sticking/forcing/knocking in; 

blocking/bricking up”) languages [more Nakh-Dag. information see Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 638]. 
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C.-Kartv. *rswen- “female genital organ” 

Sv. -rswen-, la-rswen-i “female four-legged anima’s genital organ”   

Sv. rswen- root is isolated in Kartvelian languages but it has logical correspondences in 

Sindy languages.    

C.-Sind. *šw- “female genitals”  

Apkh. a-šwa-j “female genitals”  

One more noteworthy samples of Svan-Apkhazian isoglosses in which inter-borrowing 

is excluded. Sibilant s : š correlation is logical that occurs in many samples.  

Parallels in other Iberian-Caucasian languages should be obtained. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ruq- “dark gray” 

Geo. rux-i, rux-a “dark/ash dray-colorful” (Saba) 

The reconstruction will be exact in the case when it appears that rux- Zan allomorph 

(cf. anthr. Rux-aia) is zanism in Georgian and logical correspondence is preserved in 

Georgian surname Roxv-a-ʒe (see above). 

C.-Sind. *dqwa “ash; gray”  

Ad. txw “gray” 

As it is obvious d → r vibrantization process took place in Kartvelian and initial d was 

developed as tx harmonious-descending complex via assimilation at the next reduction 

stage in Circassian.  

Likely, same root material is repeated in C.-Kartv. *raqw- “dark gray” : C.-Sind. *dqwa 

“ash; gray” archetypes. 

Sindy languages data had been compared with Dagestanian one [Dumézil 1933 : 15; 

Abdokov 1983 : 100]; cf. Av. raq:ú//roq “ash”… 

Vainakh q//qa (← *rqa) “ash mixed in water” can be brought in this case.  

 

C.-Kartv. *rka- “horn” 

Geo. rka “horn”  

Zan (Laz) kra, Megr. ka “horn”, ka-škvil-i “bow and errow” 

To link it etymologicaly with Georgian rk-en-a “butting (with horns)” verb is 

grounded [Klimov 1964 : 157], though at the same time I cannot agree with the same 

scholar’s view on any link with  Indo-European *ker-/krā- “horn, head” archetypes. It is 

nothing – only accidental coincidence.    

Pr.-Sind. *ka- “horn” 

Hat. ka “horn”  

Megrelian-like rk → k process is noteworthy if initial r- isn’t a prefix in Kartvelian. On 

other side, opposition Pr.-Sind. *ka- : C.-Kartv. *rka- demonstrates logical correlation. 

I cannot exclude genetic link of above mentioned archetypes with Dagestanian – Av. 

ƛar “horn” and C.-Nakh *kur “horn” words.   
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C.-Kartv.  *rkw- “covering; cover/lid” 

Old Geo. rkw-, da-rkw-m-a “covering”, da-a-rkw-a-s “Let sb cover sth”, sa-rkw-el-i/sa-

rkw-an-i “lid/cover” 

Zan (Megr.) o-rku “stone lid/cover” 

Sv. li-rkw-i “dressing up/clothing”, i-rkw-i “dresses up/clothes” 

Still in the 19th c. it has been well-known M. Janashvili’s comparison of Georgian and 

Svan roots [Erckert 1895 : 298]. Megrelian orku//orko allomorphs will be enrolled in this 

word-list. Imer.  orgo “lid/cover” is considered  to be a devoicing variety of this latter.   

C.-Sind. *kw “lid/cover”  

Ab. kw, Apkh. a-kw “lid/cover” 

I suppose that Abaza allomorph fully demonstrates the reflexation of Common Sindy 

archetype. C.-Kartv. *rkw- : C.-Sind. *kw  is logical correlation. Difference is made by 

anlaut r in Kartvelian which perhaps is an oldest prefix r of causative.  

 

C.-Kartv. *rčw- “turning to charcoat” 

Laz mčkv-, no-mčkv-a//no-mčk-a → // no-mč-a “ash” 

Megrelian no-rcxv-a “glowing embers/coals” contains other root. As regards Laz mčkv- 

it is sourced from archaic rčkv- verb. Characteristic nasalization process rC → mC in Laz 

should be assumed; cf. Megr.  rṭin-a ~ Laz  o-mṭin-u “escaping/running away”… 

It should be noted that corresponding allomorph of C.-Kartv. *rčw-”turning to 

charcoat” verb is preserved only in Laz ex-participle  derivative.   

C.-Sind. *racvw-a “charcoal” 

Ab (Ashkh.) rácvwa, Tap. ráčwa, Apkh. a-rácwa, Bzip a-rácw “charcoal” 

Final a seems to be a derivative affix and racvw- detached as a root is of verbal origin and 

its primary meaning should likely be turning to charcoat. 

Sound correspondence C.-Kartv. č : C.-Sind. cv indicates to Proto-Kartvelian c v 

archyphone, i.e. Pr.-Kartv. cv → C.-Kartv. č is clearly evident even in this case.  

Tabasarian račin “charcoal” can be attributed to this list.  

 

C.-Kartv. *r-cxw- “shaming/disgracing; shame/disgrace” 

Geo. rcxv-en-a “shame/disgrace”, a-rcxv-en-s “brings shame on sb”, še-a-rcxv-in-a 

“brought shame on sb”, si-rcxv-il-i “shame/disgrace” 

Zan (Megr.) rcxv-an-a “shaming/disgracing” 

Only on the Georgian ground it is possible to detach rcxv- verbal root. Via comparison 

of Geo. rcxven- : Zan rcxvan- it isn’t impossible. Anlaut r- in Kartvelian seems to be an 

archaic prefix of causative, merged with a root.    

C.-Kartv. *cwħ-a- “insulting, cursing” 

Ub. cwxá-, s-cwxá-n “insulting, cursing”  

In the professional literature a *cwħa- verbal root is reconstructed on the Ubykh basis 

as a Circassian archetype [Kvakhadze 2014 : 285]. Moreover, since Kartvelian parallels 
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appeared it is possible to think about Paleo-Caucasian etymology of the roots. 

Semantically the correlation insulting ~ shaming is identical. 

 

C.-Kartv. *rix- “chirruping/twittering; swallow” 

Geo. me-rcx-al-i ← *me-rx-al-i “swallow” 

Zan (Megr.) ma-rix-ol-i/ma-irx-ol-i “swallow”, irx-ol-ia “chirruping/twittering 

(bird)”  

Quite distant Georgian variant of initial type is attested in old Georgian written 

sources which is corresponded by Megrelian allomorphs [Gudava 1964 : 144]. Among the 

reconstruction attested in the professional literature the reconstruction of *rix- structure 

seems more real [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 391].  

C.-Sind. *rxw- “swallow” 

Ad. ṗaxw-, Abdz. ṗas vxw-, Kab. ṗasvxw-a “swallow”  

Ub. rx-a//šx-a//cšx “swallow”  

In Adyghean languages an initial ṗ is considered to be a phonetic apposition and rx/x 

substitution – sound alternation [Abdakov 1973 : 65; Kvakhadze 2104 : 93].   

C.-Kartv. *irx- : C.-Sind. *rxw- is logical correspondence. Despite of the onomatopo-

etic nature systematic feature of phonemic correlation is basically kept.  

 

C.-Kartv. *rǯ- “labor, toil/heavy work” 

Geo. rǯ-, ga-rǯ-a “heavy working” (Saba), ga-m-rǯ-e, gasa-m-rǯ-el-o “remuneration 

fee” (Saba) 

Likely, isolated Georgia rǯ- verb is of parent-language origin since it has true 

correspon-dences in Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *ǯja “labor” 

Ab. (Tap.) ǯja “fatigue/tiredness”,  Apkh. a-ǯja “labor” 

Circassian correspondences aren’t observed. But despite of this Apkhazian-Abaza ǯja 

root is considered to be originated from Common Sindy.  

Paleo-Caucasian nature of C.-Kartv. *rǯ- “labor, toil/heavy work” : C.-Sind. *ǯja “labor” 

is doubtless since Dagestanian  parallels will also be enrolled in the list of discussed word; 

cf. Krits jeǯ-i//jerǯ//riǯ “doing, making”. 
 

 

S 

 
C.-Kartv. *s- “gramm. class female marker” 
Geo. s-, s-ʒal-i “daughter/sister-in-law”, s-ʒe “milk” 
Sv. l-, l-ǯe “milk”, l-q “colostrum/rennet” 
Correspondsing prefix isn’t attested in Zan.      
Pr.-Sind. *še- “gramm. class female marker” 
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Hat. še- “gramm. class female marker” 
In the professional literature it is indicated that the detached še- prefix in Hattian 

should have been grammatical class marker (of females) which was mentioned in relation 
with Apkhazian-Abaza l- prefix [Ivanov 1985 : 29; 53]. 

Earlier comparing Old Geo. s-ʒal- “sister-in-law” and ʒe “son” words G. Rogava 
concluded that “historically it was marker of category of woman” [Rogava 1952 : 12]. 

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *s- : Pr.-Sind. *še- should be Nakh-Dagestanian *j- 
second grammatical class marker.  

 
C.-Kartv. *s- “walking” 
Zan (Megr.) mi-b-š-a-t “Let’s go”, ko-mi-b-š-i “I’d come”, tkva so mi-š-i-t “Where were 

you going?” 
A verbal root š- is isolated in Megrelian but at the same time it preserved the 

reflexation of Common Kartvelian *s- “walking” verb. 
C.-Sind. *s- “walking, strolling” 
Ad. na-s-n, q:a-s-n, Kab. na-s-n, q:a-s-n “going/arrival, reaching” 
Ab. ḳl-s-ra, Apkh. ája-s-ra “walking/passing” 
Ubykh data hasn’t been revealed. In other Sindy languages s- root isn’t attested 

without a prefix. 
Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *s- : C.-Sind. *s- archetypes should be observed in Ag. 

ša-w  “coming”, Krits  ωu-ša  “Come!” allomorphs.   
Av. šw:e- “coming, reaching”, Lak r-aj-š: – “going” verbs in which labialization of root 

consonants is revealed  are other roots [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 656-657]. I suppose 
they can be appropriate correspondence for C.-Kartv. *šw- “letting go/abandoning” root. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sab- “horse foal/colt” 
Sv. sb-el (UB.), sb-el (LB.), sab-el “horse foal/colt” 
In terms of derivation to detach -el suffix in Svan as an independent affix is 

troublesome; cf. Geo. γvin-o : Sv. γwin-el “wine”. 
C.-Sind. *sab- “child” 
Ab. sab-i, Apkh. a-sab-i “child, baby/infant” 
In this case the reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype is possible only on 

Apkhazian-Abaza data ground that is justified since beside Svan the considering parallels 
are observed in Dagestanian languages; cf. Bud. sip-e “donkey foal”, Tab. saw-al//sab-al 
“horse foal”. 

Essence of descendant//posterity links foal and child  with each other.  
 
C.-Kartv. *sa-da “where” 
Geo. sa-da, sa-da-jt “from where”, sa-da-j “where from (originally)”, sa-me “any 

/somewhere”, sa-n-am-de “util where” 
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Zan (Laz) so-d “somewhere/anywhere”, so “where”, so-le “where to”, so-le-n “where 
from”, Megr. so “where”, so-t-i “there where”, so-n-i “where from (originally)”, so-le 
“where from”, so-iš-a “until where” 

I agree with the reconstruction of *sa-da type existed in the professional literature 
[Klimov 1998 : 162]. 

C.-Sind. *s-d “what” 
Ad. sd, Kab. st “what” 
Ub. sa “what” 
Dental phonemic opposition Ad. d : Kab. t that is revealed in affixal part is noteworthy. 

In Circassian languages sa- is detached as a root. Ubyk makes me to suppose this; cf. 
Kartv. sa- [Klimov 1964 : 161].  

I don’t exclude the genetic link with Dagestanian roots; cf. Bud. ši/š-ma, Krits  ši, Rut. 
ši-v//š-v “what”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *satw- “jet” 
Geo. sat-i “jet” (Saba) 
Zan  {Šot-a} (anthrop.) “name for black ox”“ 
Sv. šatw → // šwt  “slate/schist-like worked/made stone; whetstone” 
Correspondence of Common Kartvelian *satw- archetype should have been šot- 

allomorph in Zan that seems to be lost though it is possible that Zan correspondence is 
preserved in Georgian name Šot-a. If the assumption is correct šot-i  “jet” → anthrop. Šot-

a will be along with gišer-i “ jet” → Gišer-a  “name for black ox” really existed derivation.  
C.-Sind. *das vw- “gold/silver” 
Ad. ds v, Kab. dsv-a “gold” 
Ub. dašw-an “silver” 
In the professional literature it is noted the resistances characteristic of Ub. dašw-an 

“silver” : Apkh. a-raʒn comparison [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 514]. Thus, it is 
appropriate to enroll Ubykh data stems in this list. Moreover, historical stem labialization 
besides Kartvelian data will be supported by Nakh one, as well; cf. C.-Nakh *dašew “gold”.  

C.-Kartv. *satx- “dew” 
Zan (Laz) šetx-i “dew”  
Reconstruction of parent-language archetype is based on Kartvelian sound 

correspondences – Geo. a : Zan e  ←  *o (C.-Kartv. *a; cf. Kartv. ʒarγv-i : Zan  ǯerγv-i 
“blood vessel”), Geo. s : Zan š (C.-Kartv. *s).  

C.-Sind. *stxw- “hoar-frost/early morning frost” 
Kab. stxw “hoar-frost/early morning frost” 
Sindy reflexation is preserved only in Kabardian. Labialization of a consonant in stem 

auslaut seems to be prop. Kabardian occurrence. 
Likely, Dargwa šax//š:ax “dew” allomorph is of same root.  
The issue needs additional investigation. 
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 C.-Kartv. *sal- “lower part of hoof” 
Geo. sal-, Khevs. sal-ia “lower part of horse’s hoof” 
It is attested only in Georgian but likely it is of parent-language origin. It is confirmed 

by (not only) Sindy correspondences. 
C.-Sind. *λa- “leg” 
Ad. (Shaps.) λa-qw, Chemg. λa-qw, Abdz. λ, Kab. λa-w “leg” 
Ub. λa-ṗá “leg” 
Ab. ša-ṗ, Apkh. a-ša-ṗ “leg” 
The unsigned root is preserved only in Abdzakh dialect, in other cases it is complicated  

with -qw/-qw/-w “bone” and -ṗá/-ṗ “limb/extremity” forms. 
Comparative analysis of C.-Kartv. *sal- : C.-Sind. *λa- archetypes demonstrates that 

final l is lost still in Common Sindy parent language. Beside Kartvelian material, a final l 
is also attested in Dagestanian one; cf. Darg. (Muir.) šali “thigh/leg/haunch”.  

Semantic correlation leg ~ hoof  ~ thigh/leg/haunch  is logical.  
 
C.-Kartv. *sam- “three” 
Geo. sam-i “three”, sam-šabat-i “Tuesday (lit. third day after  Saturday)” 
Zan. sum-i//šum-i “three” 
Sv. sem-i “three” 
As it was expected logical roots denoting sam- are attested in all Kartvelian languages 

and dialects. In Laz-Megrelian the substitution šum-i//sum-i is observed that ended with 
predominating of the latter. 

Unity of the Kartvelian roots denoting sam- was noted by G. Rosen [history see 
Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 395-396].  

C.-Sind. *s va- “three” 
Ad. š, Kab. s v “three” 
Ub. s va/sv “three” 
Ab. x-pa, Apkh. x-pa “three”   
For parent-language picture *s vwa archetype was expected but as it is seen 

delabialization in this root took place still in Common Sindy – *s vwa → *s va. 
Unity of Kartvelian-Sindy-Dagestanian stems was supposed by Ivane Javakhishvili 

[Charaia 1912 : 38; Javakhishvili 1992 : 416], though  great scholar couldn’t obtain Nakh 
correspondence since it is preserved only in šun word denoting three-legged table, in 
other case qo “three” occurs. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sam- “dancing; striking/playing (piano…)”   
Geo. sam-a “dancing”, sam-a-ia “a kind of Georgian dancing (woman’s round-dance)” 
Zan (Megr.) šum-, šum-or-i “making sound, noise” 
Sv. šm-/šum-, x-e-šm-i, xe-šwm-i “responds to “, a-šm-un-e “plays (the  instrument)”, 

li-šwm-e, li-šm-e “playing the instrument” 
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Phonetic-structural correlation sam-/šum-/šm//šum- is logical. 
C.-Sind. *a-s vwa “song” 
Ab. ašwa, Apkh. ášwa, Bzip. ás vwa “song” 
Corresponding roots are lost in Circassian languages. C.-Kartv. *sam- : C.-Sind. *a-s vwa 

should be considered to be logical correspondence; m → w took place still in Common 
Sindy parent-language that is clearly confirmed Dagestanian material, as well: cf. Tsakh 
jušen-as “speaking, talking” and juše(n) “song”. 

Nakh ašar-/ašir- “voice, song, melody” forms are also discussed in this case [Starostin, 
Nikolayev 1994 : 683-684].  

 

C.-Kartv. *sang- “big iron hammer/mallet; sledgehammer” 
Geo. sang-i “bid (iron) hammer/mallet” (Saba), Rus. молот (Chubinashvili) 
Sv. sng “sledgehammer; big hammer” 
Borrowing of Svan equivalent from Georgian isn’t excluded. Corresponding root (also 

borrowing) isn’t observed in Laz-Megrelian. 
C.-Sind. *sgj- “anvil” 
Ad (Shaps.) sgj, Chemg. sǯ, Kab. sǯ, Basl. sgj “anvil” 
From semantic standpoint hammer ~ anvil is logical correlation. It often occurs in 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. As regard form side of the stems in this case correlation is 
identical but expected correspondence of n sonor was lost in Sindy languages. 

Basque sega [=šega] “scythe” word will be enrolled in this word list. 
 

C.-Kartv. *saneb-a “shepherd’s purse, celery” 
Geo. saneba “shepherd’s purse” 
Zan (Megr.) sona “celery” 
Megrelian equivalent is phonetically simplified type in which whole syllable (-ba) was 

lost. On other side, phonetic and semantic corresponding is preserved. 
C.-Sind. *s varm-a “a kind of grass” 
Ad. (Shaps.) s vrm “a kind of grass”   
The root denoting plan (grass) is preserved only in Shapsug dialect. Though actually 

the stem is of Common Sindy origin. It has Kartvelian, Dagestanian and Nakh 
correspondences; cf. Chech. sram “a kind of boggy meadowland plant”, Arch. sarba, Lak 
sra ← *sawra “mint”…[Dagest. roots see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 964].  

 

C.-Kartv. *sa-ṗar- “paraplegic, cripple; pitiable/pitiful” 
Old Geo. saṗar-i “paraplegic”, mo-i-saṗr-a “made oneslf paraplegic” (Saba) 
The word is attested in old Georgian literary language: “naxevari sapasisa tsisaj 

eḳlesiasa  šeiris da naxevari saṗrad miscis” – “Sb donated  half to church and half to 
parapletic  people” [Abuladze 1973 : 367], but despite of this correspondences aren’t 
observed in Kartvelian languages and dialects. 
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C.-Sind. *a-bωa “ill/sick” 
Ub. aba  “ill/sick” 
Initial sa-/a- segments seems to be not of root in Kartvelian and Sindy that is clearly 

indicated by Nakh languages data in which Chech. pjear//par, Ing. pr “poor/pitiful” 
are attested with the meaning that is close to illness/sickness. In this terms ṗar-i “sheep 
with bad teat” word that is attested in Tushian dialect of Georgian [Chukhua 2008 : 469].  

 
C.-Kartv. *sar- “destroying/wiping out, slaughtering/annihilating, killing” 
Old Geo. sar-/sr-, mu-sr-i “massacre” 
Zan (Megr.) sir-, Megr. aḳo-sir-ua “destroying/wiping out”, mo-sr-il-i “destroyed/ 

wiped out” 
Also the allomorphs with  -  in Megrelian – sr- → // sir- [Rogava 1962] that indicates 

that in Common Zan sor- should have been old form, correspondence of C.-Kartv. *sar- 
archetype.  

C.-Sind. *š- “killing/slauightering” 

Ab. š-ra, Apkh. š-ra “killing/slauightering” 
There is a lack of Circassian correspondences but despite this it is possible to speak 

about Common Sindy archetype since Apkhazian-Abaza roots have logical 
correspondences in kindred Kartvelian languages. 

C.-Sind. *š- : C.-Kartv. *sar- opposition demonstrates the auslaut reducing of Sindy  
archetype that is explained by lose of final r. 

Corresponding material (isoglosses) isn’t revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 
languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sar- “lowering/decreasing in value / using up/wearing up “ 
Geo. sar-/sr-, mo-v-sar “I lowered/decreased in value, used up/worn up”, mo-sr-v-a-j 

“dirtying” 
Zan (Megr.) šr-//šir-, p-šir-un-k “I lower/decrease sth in value/use up/wear up; kill 

/slaughter”, d-šir-u(n) “Sth is lowered/decreased in value, used up/worn up”, Laz o-šir-u 
“lowering/decreasing in value/using up/wearing up”, i-šir-e-n “is lowered/decreased in 
boiling” 

C.-Kartv. *sar- archetype should have resulted *šor- in Zan but there is šr-/šir-, i.e. a : 
/i correspondence that is explained according to G. Rogava’s rule – o →  → // i [Rogava 
1962].  In this case it is absolutely unacceptable to consider i (or -) vowel as anaptyctic 
vowel [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 416].   

C.-Sind. *swr- “old; old man/woman” 
Ad. (dial.) swr- “old; old man/woman” 
According to Adyghean swr- root the reconstruction of C.-Sind. *swr- archetype is 

grounded since it has true correspondences in Dagestanian languages (Lezg. sur “old”). It 
is legitimate to bring Basq sar “old” word in this case.  
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C.-Kartv. *sargan- “vessel/utensil; (wicker cylindrical porter’s) basket” 
Old Geo. sargan-i “(wicker cylindrical porter’s) basket”; “hard big basketwork/ 

barkwork/ basket” (Saba)  
Despite that the word is attested in ancient Georgian sources its correspondences aren’t 

observed in Svan and Zan: “sarḳumlit s a r g n i t gardamovqed zγudesa da ganveri 
qeltagan mista” – “I got out from window with basket…” [Abuladze 1973 : 367]. 

Noteworthy isoglosses are revealed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages that 
indicates to Proto-Kartvelian origin of sargan- stem.  

C.-Sind. *argjan “rush matting” 
Kab. arǯn “rush matting” 
Older form (non-affricated) in borrowing form is preserved in Abaza language; cf. Ab. 

argjan “rush matting”. 
Comparing with Sindy forms, an initial s “is superfluous” in Kartvelian (Is it a 

grammatical class marker?) the correspondence of which isn’t observed even in Nakh 
isoglosses; cf. Ing. rga, Chech. arg “rush matting”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *sarḳ-e “mirror; porcelain/china” 
Old Geo. sarḳe “mirror”, sarḳe “mirror (lit. watching/looking at)” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) šanḳo “spectator/observer, spy, sentry/guard” 
I suppose that Megrelian correspondence *šorḳa is sourced from ancient variant. The 

basis of *šorḳa → *šonḳa → šanḳo complex transformation should have been a non-

canonical nature of šo cluster in Zan. Semantically mirror → spy is easily explained. 
Megrelian sarḳ-u-a “freezing” preserves the root sarḳe which entered from Georgian with 
the meaning of ice. 

C.-Sind. *s vaḳj- “brick” 
Ub. šjḳj “brick” 
In this case the root of parent-language origin in preserved only in Ubykh. 

Correspondences of C.-Sind. s vaḳj- “brick” : C.-Kartv. *sarḳ-e “porcelain/china” archetypes 
should be observed in the nouns of Nakh languages denoting white marble/crystal: Ing. 
šaḳ “crystal, quartz, white marble”, Chech. šaga ← *šaḳa “white marble/marble”, šaga-

ṭulg “marble stone”. Semantic correlation of the roots of Paleo-Caucasian origin is also 
noteworthy:  mirror/china ~ crystal/quartz/marble  ~ brick.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sa-e “walnut-harvesting stick/long stick; stake/picket, stick” 
Geo. sa-e “pole, stake/picket, walnut-harvesting stick/long stick”, sa-e-burt-i 

“football with goal of flat stones and boards” 
Zan (Megr.) še-er-i “stem/stalk” 
Sv. s “stick; boundary stake/marker/stone” 
It is difficult to exclude the borrowing possibility of Svan allomorph from Georgian 
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though *šae → *š → sa has right to assume in Svan.  In megrelian correspondence 
trace of o → e umlaut is observed – *šoer-i → šeer-i, cf; *ǯorγv-i → ǯerγv-i : ʒarγv-i 
“vein”.  

C.-Sind. *s va-a “post/pole/pillar” 
Ab. šaa,  Apkh. a-šaa “post/pole/pillar” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only on the basis of 

Apkhazian-Abaza material though given allomorphs reflect parent-language picture in 
almost fully accuracy. Only a controlling data of sv/ š sibilant correlation is absence.  

From structural and phonetic standpoint C.-Kartv. *sa-e : C.-Sind. *s va-a is 
troublesome. As regard semantics walnut-harvesting stick/long stick, stake/picket, stick ~ 
post/pole/pillar  is logical. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sax- “a kind of disease” 
Geo.(Ach.) sax-ao “a kind of illness/sickness” 
Final -ao seems to be a derivative affix in Georgian; cf. ber-ao “caterpillar”, nid-ao “part 

of horse’s neck”… Expected allomorphs of {soxuu} or {šoxuu} type haven’t been attested 
in Zan dialects. 

C.-Sind. *sxw- “illness with vomiting” 
Ad. saf-r-an (← *saxjw-r-an), Kab. sxw-r-an “illness with vomiting” 
There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences. Abaza saxwran “id” is 

rightly considered to be Kabardian borrowing [Shagirov 1977, II : 60]. In Adyghean 
languages -r-an seems to be compound derivative affixes which probably is functional 
correspondence of Georgian -ao suffix. At the same time the labialization of final x- is 
considered to be prop. Sindy innovation though neither *saxw-ao → sax-ao dissimilative 
delabialization cannot be excluded in Kartvelian.  

 

C.-Kartv. *saxa- “male bee” 
Geo. (Javakh.) saxa “male bee” 
Zan (Laz) šoxa “male bee, idle” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Georgian saxa is logically corresponded by 

Laz šoxa. As it was expected, at the end of the stem a transformed into o.  
C.-Sind. *s vxa “bee” 
Ab. šxa, Apkh. á-šxa “bee” 
Correspondences aren’t attested in Circassian languages though Kab. šaxw,  Ad. šaf ← 

šaxjw “wax” stems  should be noted  structural closeness is clearly evident. Apkhazian-

Abaza a-cxa/cxa “honey” will slip out the kinship of which with Adyghean forms isn’t 
excluded.  

On other side, C.-Kartv. *saxa : C.-Sind. *s vxa correspondence is perfect but of the 
Dagestanian languages  the relevant material has noteworthy parallels only in Tabassaran; 
cf. Tab. sax “beehive”. 
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C.-Kartv. *saxw- “bewitching/enchanting” 
Old Geo. saxw-, m-saxw-r-al-i “sth bewitching” 
The root (its correspondences) hasn’t been observed in other Kartvelian linguistic sub-

system so far. 
C.-Sind. s vaxw- “secret” 
Ad. s vaf-, Kab. s vaxw- “secret” 
Parent-language phonemic picture is quite violated in Adyghean in which xjw → f 

phonetic transformation is evident. 
From genetic and semantic viewpoint the correlation with Ing. j-ašx-ar “secret, 

interpreting  a dream” verb is noteworthy.  
 

C.-Kartv. *saqw- “attic/loft, head” 
Geo. saqw-in-i, saqჳn-i “attic/loft” (Saba) 
In Kartvelian languages  it seems necessary to demarcate from each other saqwin-i and 

sxven-i. In Georgin sxven- is a spirantized variant of initial cxven- archephone which 
resulted cxven-i/cxvin-i even in Megrelian. I say Megrelian to demarcate sx → cx possibly 
process that is characterized of Laz-Svan, i.e. xs → cx/šx Georgian-Megrelian. And when 
in Megrelian there is cx and in Georgian spirantized sx then cx → sx spirantization is 
assumed for the latter. 

Thus, Saba’s saqwin-i is independent word. 
C.-Sind. *šq “mountain, head” 
Ad. šx, Kab. šx “head”, Circ. un-šx “roof, attic/loft” 
Ab. šqa,  Apkh. a-šxa “mountain” 
Semantic opposition mountain ~ roof is logical moreover then when within one 

(Circassian) language head/roof  is evident.  
C.-Sind. *šq : C.-Kartv. *saqw- meets all the requirements. The only problem is w final  

bilabial in Sindy languages. It existence (trace) hasn’t been proved so far in Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages.  
 

C.-Kartv. *saqiw- “shackles of neck; steering wheel/hand control/helm/mudder” 
Old Geo. saqiv-i “shackles of neck” 
Zan (Laz) orxu “yoke”, Megr. orxu//orxe “shackles of neck; steering wheel/hand 

control/helm/mudder” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed though Georgian-Zan material clearly 

indicates to parent-language origin of these words that is also supported by Sindy 
parallels. 

C.-Sind. *šxwa “bridle/curb” 
Ad. šxwa-, Kab. šxwa “bridle/curb” 
Corresponding root was lost in Apkhazian-Abaza. 
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It can be discussed about affixal nature of s-/š- segment moreover then when in 
Dagestanian languages  corresponding forms differ according to grammatical class marker; 
cf. Cham. r-aλir//b-aλi(r) “bridle/curb, rein”, Arch. d-uλ:u  “bridle/curb”… 

To detach š- as a remain of č “horse” lexeme is unacceptable for me [cf. Starostin, 
Nikolayev 1994 : 235].   

 

C.-Kartv. *sed- “bowl; vessel/utensil” 
Sv. šed, šed-il “vessel/utensil”, šed-maḳwed “bowls, jars and pots” 
Correspondences of Svan šed- root aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and 

dialects  if not considering Svan šed- form to be the correspondence of Geo. sila (Khevs. a-

sila “container made from hollowed (lime) tree trunk (for grain and dairy produce)” 
[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 303].  

C.-Sind. *s vwnd- “hand wooden/clay pot” 
Kab. fand-ra ← *šjwand-ra “hand wooden/clay pot” 

Ub. s vwand-r “hand wooden/clay pot” 
Genetic link of Kab.-Ub. roots with Apkhazian a-šwnd-wra, Ab. šwnd-wara 

“wooden trunk” lexemes isn’t excluded. Their link with Qivchag sunduq word is 
groundless [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 975] though origin of -wara/-wra segments in 
the mentioned allomorphs is unclear and that cannot be explained by assumption of 
borrowing. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sew- “blackening; darkening” 
Geo. sev-ad-i “niello/gold saddle ornament”, mo-sev-ad-eb-a “painting/coloring/dying 

in black, blackening/neilloing” 
Zan (Laz) o-šav-u “getting/turning dirty, blackening” 
Surely, I share the view on borrowing of Georgian šav- word from Ossetian (Abaev, 

Andronikasvili, Klimov) but at the same time I suppose that sev- (sev-ad) form detached 
as a root in Georgian is corresponded by Laz šav- that has nothing common with 
Georgian (← Ossetian) šav- “black” stem. 

C.-Sind. *ws-a “dark; dark color” 
Ub. wasa “dark; dark color” 
The root of inversive structure that is of parent-language origin, is preserved only in 

Ubykh. It is doubtful that Apkhazian-Abaza composite denoting blind is of same root; cf. 
Ab. la-šw, Apkh. a-la-šw “blind” [=(a)la “eye” + -šw() “dark” (?)], but Apkh. a-šwa-pšj 
(=black + red) “dawn” is too noteworthy. 

Dagestanian material can be noteworthy in this case; cf. Did. sasju, Khv., Hin. sas:u 
“dark, dark color” since in adjectives  the Dido languages often reveal reduplicated roots 
and stems.  
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C.-Kartv. *set- “freezing” 
Zan (Megr.) sant-, go-sant-il-i “frozen”, sant-un-s “It  (too) frezzes” 
Likely, the verb of parent-language origin is preserved only in Megrelian. The root of 

set- type that was expected in Georgian, isn’t observed. Inlaut n should be a phonetic 
inclusion in Megrelian. 

C.-Sind. *št- “freezing”  
Ad. šjt-n, Abdz. št-n “freezing”, Kab. s vt-n “freezing” 
Abdzakh sample coincides with that of parent-language. Just š became a source for 

Kab. s v hissing-hushing sibilant-spirant [cf. Kvakhadze 2014 : 269].  
On other side C.-Kartv. *set- : C.-Sind. *št- is usual correlation when the correspon-

dences of both consonant are preserved within one root. 
Corresponding Dagestanian root is observed in God. sat-i “cold” word.  
  

C.-Kartv. *sel- “wheeled sledge/sleigh” 
Geo. sel-i “(two-) wheeled sledge/sleigh” 
Zan (Megr.) sal-i “part of ox-cart’s wheel, stake/cart/stick” 
Sv. sw, sew (Lashkh.) “sledge/sleigh”, sw-čw, sew-čew (Lashkh.) “sledge/sleigh with 

large wicker-work pallet/basker” 
Characteristic labialization l → w process in Svan became a ground for e →  inverse-

umlaut.  
Armenian sel- “ox-cart” is sourced from Georgian.  
C.-Sind. *š- “carriage/coach/chariot”  
Ad. (Chemg.) ša-wa “coachman/charioteer” 
Common Sindy word is preserved only in Adyghean. In ša-wa “coachman/charioteer” 

form -wa  is detached as a suffix and in the mentioned languages it is considered to be  the 
marker that derives profession and handicraft [Kvakhadze 2014 : 118].  

Comparing of C.-Kartv. *sel- : C.-Sind. *š- archetypes demonstrates that in Common  
Sindy  Svan-like l →w phonetic process functioned which then ended with zero 
reflexation in this case - *šaw → *ša. 

Dagestanian correspondence is observed in Av. swer-i “saddle pommel/cantle” word.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sem- “hearig/listening; watching/looking” 
Geo. m-e-sm-is “I hear”, m-e-sm-a “I heard”, sm-en-a “hearing/listening”, Old Geo. še-

e-sem-i-n “hears/understands” 
Zan (Laz) o-sim-in-u//o-sib-in-u “hearing, listening”, v-i-sim-in-i “I heard”, Megr. ma-

sim-e-n “I hear”, i-sim-e-n “is heard/audible”, sim-a “hearing/understanding, filling”, 
kidna-sim-in-u ‘informing/denunciating” 

Sv. ǯ-e-sm-i-a “you hear” (?), la-x-sim-n-e “Sm heard” 
Zan-Svan i vowel is considered to be anaptyctic one [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 398] 
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while it was clearly shown that “transformation of e into i took place on the Zan ground”, 
cf. Old Geo. še-e-sem-i-n “heard/understood” [Chikobava 1938 : 314].  

C.-Sind. *mš- “awaking/waking up” 
Ad. w-šj-n, Abdz. w-š-n, Kab. a-w-š-n, Basl. -w-ps-n “awaking/waking up” 
In Adyghean languages šj-/ps- is correctly segmented into vebal roots [Kvakhadze 

2014 : 269]. But I cannot agree with the view that p  is phonetic inclusion in Baslan. On 
the contrary, in this case p preserves initial m sonor which was devoiced via assimilation 
of š/s voiceless sonor in the front position. C.-Sind. *mš- is of inversive structure then C.-

Kartv. *sem- archetype that is supported by comparing with Chech. sam-a-dala, Ing. som-

a-dala “awaking/waking up”. 
Semantically hearing/watching  ~ waking up is easily explained since in Apkhazian the 

understanding of awaking/waking up  is linked with looking all around/in both 
directions; cf. Apkh. a-pš-ra “looking all around/in both directions, awaking/waking up”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sem-ia “beluga” 
Geo. svia ← *smia “big fish” [Huso huso] 
Zan šamaia “Caspian shemaya” 
Zan type of the presented stems is noteworthy for Georgian. Zan creates exact picture 

about m → v process in Georgian that should have been almost in all position; cf. Geo. ve-
ʒa : Zan menǯ-i “mineral water source/spa”, Geo. arčv-i : Zan erckem-i “Alpine chamois”, 
Geo. “theme marker” -am → // -av which has no correspondence in Zan in the form of 
expected u-  due to the fact that in Georgian -av is the result of historically functioned m 
→ v process. 

C.-Sind. *ps ← *msa “fish” 
Ub. psa “fish” 
Ab. ps-lačwa, Apkh. a-ps-ʒ “fish” 
The word is presented in the simplified form in Ubykh and in Apkhazian and Abaza 

accordingly -ʒ, and -lačwa segments are detached and it is difficult to speak about their 
archaic function.    

C.-Kartv. *sem- : C.-Sind. *psa/*msa archetypes have noteworthy parallels in Dido 
languages: Bech. bisa, Did. besuro, Hunz. bs, Hin. besuro.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sen- “(monk’s) cell; niche in wall for bedding” 
Old Geo. sen-aḳ-i “(monk’s) cell”, sen-a “pantry/larder”, mo-sen-a-e “monk living in a 

separate cell”, Khevs. sen-e “special place for keeping milk”, niche in wall for bedding” 
Sv. san-j//sen-a//sen-aj “niche in wall for bedding”, “build-in- cupboard/cabinet” 
Phonetic transformation e → a (via  stage) is the result of action of inversive umlaut 

in Svan (M. Kaldani’s law), influence of following a (j) vowel. 
C.-Sind. *š- “hole; digging” 
Ad. ma-š, Kab. ma-s v “hole” 
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Ub. š- “digging” 
Apkh. a-ṭ- ša “hole” 
Abaza-Apkhazian -maša form seems to be borrowed from Adyghean languages 

[Shagirov 1997, I : 263]. Via comparing of Ubykh and Apkhazian (a-ṭ-ša) forms a 
nominal ma- prefix is easily detached in one more Adyghean word from what a nominal 
stem is derived [Lomtatidze 1961 : 120]. 

There is a lack of verbal *sen- in Kartvelian in which nominal only roots are observed. 
C.-Kartv. *sen- : C.-Sind. *š- archetypes are logically corresponded by Nakh san-/sen- 

“corner” allomorphs [Chukhua 2008 : 473].    
 

C.-Kartv. *ser- “sharpening/plastering” 
Geo. sr-, sa-sr-ev-i “whetstone” 
Sv. šr-/šer- “sharpening/plastering”, l-šr-e//l-šer-e “sharpened/plastered”, la-šr//la- 

šer “plaster’s hawk/mason’s trowel”  
In the professional literature it is rightly noted that Georgian sa-sr-ev- is of participle 

stem that contains archaic sr- root. This latter is logical correspondence of Svan šr-//šer- 
allomorphs [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 416]. 

C.-Sind. *λ- “sharpening/plastering; passing (hand…) over sth” 
Ad. λ-n, Kab. λ-n “sharpening/plastering” 
Final r was lost still in parent Sindy. Ubykh correspondence isn’t observed. 

Phonetically (and  also structurally) it is unacceptable to link genetically with Apkhazian 
verb -šš-ra  “passing (hand…) over sth” [cf. Shagirov 1977 1977, I : 255]. 

Comparison of C.-Sind. *λ- : C.-Kartv. *ser- archetypes is based on λ : s opposition that 
has regular character. 

Dagestanian and Nakh isoglosses haven’t been disclose so far.   
 

C.-Kartv. *ser- “wide/broad; long” 
Geo. ser-i “long hill” (Saba) 
Svan šr-, ma-šr-i/ma-šr-i “wide/broad” 
Likely,  with umlaut in Svan reflects Common Kartvelian e, though a → e inversive 

process isn’t excluded even for Georgian.  
C.-Sind. *šr- “smooth”  
Apkh. a-šar-a “smooth” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetypes is possible only according to Apkhazian 

data. Occurrence of r vibrant in the root is supported not only by Kartvelian information. 
It occurs in Nakh correspondence, as well: cf. Ts.-Tush. šar-eŋ “smooth, flat”. 

Semantic correlation wide/long ~ smooth/flat is logical 
I suppose that of Dagestanian languages Andi and Udi languages reflect logical 

correspondences, accordingly, in the form of ser-u “south” and Udi saja ← *sar-a “smooth” 
words which should be enrolled in this list.  
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C.-Kartv. *ser- “night; supper” 
Old Geo. ser-i “supper”, ser-ob-a “having supper”, ser-is-ḳud-i “late supper” 
Zan (Laz) ser-i “night”, Megr. ser-i “night”, cf. o-sar-e “shirt”; i-ser-u-n “is getting 

dark”, o-ser-š-e//o-ser-š-o “supper” 
A sar- allomorph detached in Colchian o-sar-e “shirt” is often discussed along with 

these roots and stems  that is unacceptable since I consider osare “shirt” to be 
correspondence of Svan aršwil “underpants” word [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 399].  

C.-Sind. *s vw- “night” 
Ub. šw-wá “night” 
The word with characteristic wa suffixation  is attested only in Ubykh. To link it with 

Adyg. -s vħ, Kabardian -s vħa allomorphs that is attested in Circassian *pcvħá-s vħa “evening”  
compound word is groundless [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 977]. The assumption 
expressed in the professional literature on etymological link of -svħ /-s vħa segments with 
Adyghean šħa “head” is acceptable [Shagirov, 1977, II : 27].   

Comparison C.-Kartv. *ser- : C.-Sind. *s vw again confirms the occurrence of r → w in 
Common Sindy.  

Also: Nakh psar- “evening”, Hur.-Urart. šer “evening”, Av. sor-do “night” should be 
brought in this case.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ser- “cutting” 
Geo. ser-av-s “scors/slashes/notches/cuts into stripes”, da-ser-il-i “scored /slashed 

/notched/cut into stripes”, ser-i “piece of cloth notched on domestic animal’s ear” 
Sv. šr, šar (LB.) “wide/broad stripe”  
Ksan. sre- “long stripe”, Psh. sr-el-a “transversed stripe” will be brought in this case. In 

Svan functional correspondence of Geo. -e/-ela suffixes a or w is lost that resulted e → 
//a inverse umlaut process in lookup word (M. Kaldani’s rule).  

C.-Sind. *šw- “scything” 
Ub. šj- “scything” 
Delabialization result of parent-language šw- labialized complex is evident in 

palatalized type of Ubykh single-morphemed root  šw-  → šj-. It is clear that in this case 
Common Sindy w is a correspondence of Common Kartvelian r sonor.   

Equal of Kartvelian r (ser-) is also observed in Dagestanian; cf. Darg. irš-es “scything”. 
Correlation cutting ~ scything is logical one.   
 

C.-Kartv. *ses- “being sated/satiated; eating one’s fill”  
Geo. (Ach.) ses-, ga-ses-v-a “being too  sated/satiated” 
Zan (Megr.) šaš-, gino-šaš-u-a “being too  sated/satiated” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Megrelian šaš- logically corresponds with Geo. 

ses- verb. 
C.-Sind. *šš- “grease, fat” 
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Ab. (Ashkh.) ššá, Tap. šša “grease, fat”, Apkh. a-ššá//a-šš “grease, fat” 
Corresponding Circassian data hasn’t been revealed. But genetic link of Kartvelian-

Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses with Dagrestanian material is easy observed: cf. And. sos-i 
“grease, fat” that reflects C.-Dag. *sas- archetype.  

Corresponding material isn’t observed in Nakh languages.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sexw- “inner thigh” 
Zan (Megr.) šaxv-ar-i “upper part of knee” 
A suffix -ar seems to be Megrelian that is rarely attested elsewhere; cf. Geo. boṭ-i : 

Megr.  beṭ-ar-i “billy male goat”. More noteworthy is that the reflexation of C.-Kartv. 
*sexw- root is attested only in Megrelian dialect. 

C.-Sind. *šjxj- “groin”, Rus. пax 
Ad. šjaxj, Kab. s vaxj- “groin; area of lower part of belly” 
In the professional literature the reconstruction of *šjaxj- type of the root is given 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 134]. I suppose that in parent language short  should be reconstructed 
that resulted the palatalization of front hushing voiceless spirant-sibilant. In other case 
(i.e. in reconstruction of simple a) a Kabardian-type stem should have been reconstructed. 

Semantic correlation inner thigh ~ groin is logical. 
 

C.-Kartv. *sw- “soul; resting/relaxing; breathing” 
Geo. sul-i “souls”, sun-i “smell/odor, sven-eb-a “resting/relaxing” 
Zan šur-i “soul”, šur-a “smell/odor”, sv-anǯ-i/mo-šv-an-d-a//mo-sv-an-ǯ-a “resting/ 

relaxing”, Laz do-b-i-šv-an-a-ša “till breating out”, mo-b-i-šv-aǯ-i “I rested/relaxed” 
Sv. šw-em-, li-šw-em “resting/relaxing” 
Analysis of Kartvelian stems demonstrates that the reconstruction of *sw- archetype as 

a Common Kartvelian root is real. 
C.-Sind. *ps-a “soul” 
Ad. ps, Kab. ps “soul” 
Ab. ps,  Apk. a-ps “soul” 
It is true that modern Sindy data supports the reconstruction of psa but deep analysis 

manifests that for Proto-Sindy *swa should have been occurred. Generally, a phonetic case 
sw → ps is known even in Nakh and Dagestanian (Khinalug) languages. 

For Sindy-Kartvelian stems unit see Charaia 1912 : 34; Klimov 1964 : 178. 
 

C.-Kartv. *sw- “seating, sitting” 
Geo. sv-am-s “Sb seats sb”, da-sv-a “Sb made sb sit down”, gada-sv-a “Sb seated sb 

elsewhere” 
Zan (Megr.) ršv-, gegn-m-a-ršv-u “I seats sb “, kt-m-a-ršv-u “I lifted out of sth” 
In Megrelian dialect r seem to be a phonetic apposition. Initial meaning of seating lacks 

static essence.   
C.-Sind. *s(w)- “sitting, lying” 
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Ad. -s-n, Kab. -s-n “sitting” 
Ub. -s- “sitting, lying” 
Due to the fact that Apkhazian-Abaza data hasn’t been revealed so far it is difficult to 

say something about the labialization nature of the root though like in Kartvelian the 
labialization trace is evident in Dagestanian languages; cf. Tab. d-us-uz “sitting down”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sw- “spreading/greasing, anointing” 
Geo. sw-, u-sw-am-s “spreads/greases”,  a-v-u-sv-i “I spreaded/greased” 
Zan (Laz) n-u-sv-i “I spreaded/greased”, v-i-sv-ap “I’ll spread/grease”, Megr. ko-m-i-sv-

i “Spread/Grease me!”, u-sv-an-s “spreads/greases to sth/sb” 
The scholars see Svan correspondence in li-cw-m-i/li-cw-em-i “spreading/greasing” 

verb  (Lent.) considering the sporadic phonetic affricatization process sw → cw 
characteristic of  the language [Kelauradze 2016 : 34].  

C.-Sind. *s vw- “painting/coloring, dyeing” 
Ab. šw-ra “dyeing/painting”, šw-ra “paint/dye”, Apkh. a-šw-ra “painting/dyeing”, a-šw-

ga “paint/dye” 
There is a lack of Circassian data that complicates the reconstruction of root 

consonant. Since there isn’t third controlling entrythus it is difficult to make choice 
between s v and š sibilants in this case.  

Semantically spreading/anointing ~ painting/dyeing is logical correlation. 
Dagestanian correspondence is observed in Lak u-šw:i-n “spreading/anointing” verb.     
 

C.-Kartv. *sw- “drinking” 
Geo. sw-, sw-am-s, “Sb drinks” še-sv-i “Drink!” 
Zan  šv-, p-šv-i “I drunk”, o-šv-ap-u “Sb made sb drink”, šv-er-i “being drunk” 
Sv. šw-, m-i-šw-a “I have drunk”, na-šw “being drunk” 
Common origin of described roots and stems has been noticed [Brosse 1849 : 78; 

Topuria 1926 : 202]. More about the history of issue see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 417.  
C.-Sind. *s vw- “drinking” 
Ad. ja-sv-an, Kab. ja-f-an “drinking” 
Corresponding samples haven’t been observed in other Apkhazian-Adyghean 

languages. To enroll Ub. ʒwa- “drinking”, Ab. žw-ra, Apkh. a-žu-ra, Bzip a-z vw-ra in this 
words list is excluded [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 262-253]. 

Dagestanian correspondings are observed in the following forms: Hin. i-šw-a, Bezh. je-

š-al, Hunz. e-š-a, Did. i-šw-a “eating”, cf. And. re-šol-lu “feeding/eating”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *swar- “cutting/cutting off/into two/carving” 
Geo. svr-e//svr-el-i “furrow… during and reaping and mowing” 
Sv. šwar “wound/cut” 
Considering the Svan sample in Georgian a vowel is lost due to influence of following     

-e/-el derivative affix; cf. Geo. svr-eṭ-a “perforating”.  
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Initial type should have been swar- verbal stem that is indicated by Georgian -e/-el. 
Historically the similar affixation should have been Svan šwar noun, in which an affix a is 
lost; cf. Gen. case šwar--š ← *šwar-a-iš. 

C.-Sind. *swa- “shaving; cutting” 
Ub. swa- “shaving; cutting”, a-s-swá-n “id” 
Ab. sa-ra, Apkh. a-sa-ra “shaving”  
In this case there is a lack of Adyghean data. Indeed, in Apkhazian-Abaza sw → s 

delabialization process is supposed that is clearly indicated by Ubykh form. 
In C.-Kartv. *swar- : C.-Sind. *swa- correlation a Kartvelian r is superfluous but even 

archaic, that is clearly evident in Hur.-Urart. šur “cutting, slicing” verb.   
 

C.-Kartv. *swe- “place; meadow” 
Geo. sve “meadow that is taken by reapers”  
Zan (Laz) sva “place” 
Kartvelian sve/sva is logical correlation. Laz created a new composite as a 

correspondence of international term toponymy – sva-ǯoxo = place name. 
C.-Sind. *s vw “place” 
Ad. s v “place”, Kab. -sv “suffix of place”, naṣva-sv “place below an aye” 
Ub. -šwa “place; suffix of place”, jaγwa-šwa “exit place” 
It is one of those cases when the root labialization is preserved in Ubykh. Archaic 

nature of Ubykh data is supported by Kartvelian one. Like Adyghean languages the 
labialization is lost in Lak; cf. Lak ša- “house”, ša-wa “at home”. 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to link Circassian roots  with 
Dagestanian  correspondences of  Av. busen- “nest/bed” stem [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 
1052-1053] that is hard to agree with.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sw-el- “wet/moist” 
Geo. sv-el-i, sov-el-i “wet/moist”, da-sov-l-eb-a “wetting/moistening” 
Zan (Laz) o-šuw-u “wetting/moistening”, v-o-šuv-um “I’m wetting/moistening”, Megr. 

š “wet/moist” 
C.-Sind. *sw- “wet/moist” 
Ad. sw- “wet/moist” 
Corresponding stem hasn’t been disclosed in other Sindy languages. 
Firstly K. Bouda pointed out the genetic link of Kartvelian-Circassian parallels [Bouda 

1950 : 295; Klimov 1964 :174]. 
C.-Kartv. *swel- “whey; wet/moist” 
Old Geo. swel-i, New Geo. svel-i “whey” 
Sv. šwel “whey; wet/moist” 
Corresponding Laz-Megrelian allomorphs haven’t been revealed so far; svel-i is 

attested in Old Georgian as well as western dialects – Imerian, Gurian, Lechkhumian 
[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 418-419].  
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C.-Sind. *swr- “buttermilk; whey”  
Ad. šja, Kab. ša “milk” 
Sindy correspondence of archaic structure should be preserved in Ossetian language in 

the form of substratum in which sr//ser “food mingled with buttermilk and wheatflour” 
variants are attested. Nakh šar “buttermilk”, Dagestanian: Av. š:ar, Tind. š:ari “whey”, 
Cham. s:ara “sourced milk”… can be enrolled in this list. 

In the professional literature the issue arises on link of Caucasian data with Latin ser-

um “buttermilk; whey” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 981].  
 

C.-Kartv. *swel- “hops” 
Geo. (Tian., Mtiul., Pshav., Kiziq., Tush., Khevs.) sve “hops”, svia “hops” (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) pšal-, ma-pšal-e “canary” (← et. me-svi-e), Megr. pšal-i “hops”, ma-pšal-ia 

“nightingale” (← et. me-svi-e). 
Svan correspondence of the root hasn’t been revealed. Allomorphs sve/svi-a in 

Georgian supports the primary nature of sve- root – *sve+a → svi-a. Existence of svel- 
form in Old Georgian should be supposed that is logically corresponded by Zan pšal- (← 
*šwal-). In Georgian pšal-a should be considered to be zanism.  

C.-Sind. *šwl- “millet” 
Ad. f-(← *xjw), in the word  f-γwa “millet”, Kab. xw “millet”, xw-gw “id” 
Ub. xwa- “millet” 
Ab. šr-ʒa, Apkh. a-š “millet”  
Labialization (its trace) is clearly seen in Circassian languages. Stem auslaut is well 

preserved in Abaza. Substitution š ~ x/xj in Sindy languages  speak in favor of š-. 

 
C.-Kartv. *swel-a “lizard; glass snake/legless lizard” 
Geo. m-svl-iḳ-i “lizard” 
Zan (Megr.) švela “glass snake/legless lizard” 
Sv. šwl (Gen. case. šwal-š) “lizard” 
Structure of parent-language archetype is confirm since in Georgian sub-system only 

reduced  allomorph of m-svl-iḳ-i type is attested [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 313-314].  
C.-Sind. *s vw “glass snake/legless lizard” 
Ab. -šw-, in the word  ʒ-r-la-šw-, Apkh. -šw-, in the word  a-ʒ-r-la-šw, Bzip  -s vw-, a-ʒ-

r-la-svw “glass snake/legless lizard” 
As it is seen, segmentation of ʒ “water” word in this composite is real [Chirikba 1996 : 

65]. In Apkhazian-Abaza s vw-/šw- is detached as a root that is logically corresponds with 
Common Kartvelian *swel-a archetype.  

Of other Iberian-Caucasian isoglosses a Chech. šr-olg “earwing, many-legged worn/ 

maggot” form is noteworthy; cf. Ing. šar-ij “fish species; trout”. 
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C.-Kartv. *swen- “fat/grease” 
Zan (Laz) šven-i “fat on cattle’s body”, Megr. šven-i “belly fat” 
The word is isolated in Laz-Megrelian but it has true correspondences in (not only) 

Sindy languages. 
C.-Sind. *λn-a “bird’s fat” 
Ad. λna, Kab. λna “bird’s fat” 
Correspondence at phonetic level is too noteworthy – C.-Kartv. sw : C.-Sind. λ that is 

supported by Dagestanian data. Like in Sindi, λ voiceless spirant lateral occurs in 
Dagestanian languages: cf. Cham. λan, Tind. λana “fat/grease”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *swen- “time, epoch, period of time” 
Zan (Megr.) švan-i “time; period of time, period” 
Sv. šwem-/šom-, šom-ri-as “at some time”, šom-a “at what time, when”, šom-a-d “till 

what time” 
Zan n : Sv. m  attested in stem auslaut implies n → m process in Svan that is 

corresponded by Geo. swen- : Zan šwan-(d-) : Sv. šwem- “resting/relaxing” 
C.-Sind. *λ- “day, year” 
Ad. -λa-, in the word  j-λa-s “year”, Kab. j-λa-s “year” 
Ab. šj- “day”, šja-ž “early in the morning”, Apkh. šj- “day”, a-šj-me “early in the 

morning”, cf. Ab. šj-bžan, Apkh. a-š-bž- “midday” 
C.-Sind. *λa- : C.-Kartv. *swen- correlation supposes the archetype of  *šwa- type for 

proto-Sindy  parent language picture. Just šjwa → λa → šj in Apkhazian-Abaza, i.e. 
Apkhazian-Abaza is the third stage in spite of the fact that it more resembles initial proto-

language proto-type.   
Svan-like root is repeated in Dagestanian, as well; cf. Did. šomoraλ “when”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *swiw- “vetchling” (plant) 
Geo. sviv-a “vetchling” [Lathurus roseus] 
sviv- that is isolated in Georgian, is detached as a root. Its parent-language origin is 

supported by Sindy languages data, as well. 
C.-Sind. *s vw- “beech” (plant) 
Ab. šw-//šw-w, Apkh. á-šw, Bzip a-sw “beech” [Fagus] 
There is an unsuccessful attempt to link Apkhazian-Abaza roots with Circassian txw-j 

“beech” word [Abdakov 1983 : 112] that is accompanied by insurmountable phonetic 
obstacles - š : tx. Additionally, Kartvelian-Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs have correspon-

dences in Dagestanian languages; cf. Rut. šu-d, Darg. (Itsar.) š:i- “beech”. Thus, C.-Kartv. 
*swiw- : C.-Sind. *s vw- correlation  looks absolutely logically. 

Nakh correspondences haven’t been disclosed for now. 
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C.-Kartv. *swin- “cleaning up” 
Sv. šwin-, a-šwn-e “cleans up”, i-šwn-e “is cleaned” 
Likely, šw- that is segmented as a root in Svan reflects Common Kartvelian *sw- verb; 

cf. sound correspondence Geo. s : Sv. š, C.-Kartv. *s. 
C.-Sind. *šw- “washing up” 
Ub. šj-, a-s-šj-n “washing up”  
Apkh. a-šw-ra “washing” 
The verb of  labialized šw- type is expected for Adyghean languages and dialects that is 

indicated by the palatalization of Ubykh hushing sibilant-spirant along with Apkhazian; 
cf. C.-Circ. šw → Ub. šj. C.-Kartv. *swin- “cleaning up” ~ C.-Sind. *šw- “washing” is logical 
structural and semantic correlation that is supported by regular sound correspondence       
C.-Kartv. s : C.-Sind. š.  

Etymologically Lak -is:u-n “washing” verb contains the same root. 
 

C.-Kartv. *swin- “whistling” 
Zan (Megr.) ršvin-, ršvin-u-a “whistling”, ma-ršvin-e “whistler; bullfinch”, o-ršvin-al-i 

“whistle”, xe-ršvin-i “hand-whistle”, “shouting and yelling”, “mocking/sarcastic clapping” 
Via unclear transformation, a Megrelian ršvin- reflects parent-language *swin- verb. It 

is supposed that an initial r is phonetic apposition, characteristic process of Megrelian.  
C.-Sind. *s vwj- “whistling” 
Ad. s vwj- “whistling”  
Ab. (Ashkh.) s vwj-s vwj, in the word d-svwj-svwj-wa “whistls”, Apkh. (Bzip) a-s vwj-s vwj 

“turkey (← et. whistler)”. It is clear that the root in Apkhazian-Abaza is the result of 
historically redublicated Common Sindy s vwj- root; cf. Ad. s vwj- “whistling”. 

Indeed, in the languages of both groups the stems are of onomatopoetic origin though 
identic sibilant sound correspondences are also preserved even in this case – C.-Kartv. sw : 
C.-Sind. s vw. 

 

C.-Kartv. *swin-a “obtained relative” 
Geo. svina “godparent of child”, svina-ob-a “being godfather (to child’s parents “, Kartl. 

svina “groom’s best man” 
If basing on Kartlian meaning then svina turns to be obtained brother of a son/brother-

in-law (groom’s best man)”  that is important to determine the initial meaning of the root. 
Correspondences of the root svina aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages. Sv. 

swinj/swina entered from Georgian.   
C.-Sind. *š- “brother” 
Ad. š “brother”, qw:a-š “one’s own brother”, Kab. qw:a-š  “brother” 
Corresponding roots are lost in Apkhazian-Abaza and Ubykh languages. Apkhazian-

Abaza  ašja “brother” is a correspondence of Ubykh -λa; cf. Ub. ǯj-λá “brother”. 
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C.-Kartv. *swin-a : C.-Sind. *š- logical correspondences should be considered to be 
kindred root of Hur. šen-i  “brother”. The latter demonstrates structural closeness with 
Kartvelian data. Of the Dagestanian languages Bud., Krits šid “brother”… is noteworthy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *st- “throwing, throwing down” 
Zan (Laz) o-st-om-il-u//o-st-ol-u “throwing, throwing away”, v-i-st-ol-a-t “Let’s 

throw”, o-st-om-il-u-š-i “for throwing” 
Verbal st- root is attested only in Laz. I suppose that it is sourced from older št- 

hushing type since any št in Laz results st complex via whistlening. Initial root is followed 
by morphemic boundary; cf. tuta-š-te → tuta-s-te “moonlight”. 

C.-Sind. *ʒ v- “throwing, throwing away” 
Ad. ʒ-n, Kab. ʒ-n “throwing, throwing away” 
Ub. ʒ va-d- “throwing” 
In Ubykh a segmented  -d- is a suffix  that often occurs in verbs [Kvakhadze 2014 : 

276]. Regular sound correspondence C.-Kartv. st : C.-Sind. ʒ v is more noteworthy. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ v- “throwing, throwing away” verb is rightly linked with Dagestanian roots; 

cf. Akhv. or:-//u:- “throwing” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 418].  
 

C.-Kartv. *stam- “drinking/getting drunk” 
Geo. stam-/rtam- “drinking” 
Zan rtom-, Megr. o-rtom-el-i “intoxicating” 
Sv. štm-, a-šdm-e/a-šṭm-e “makes sb drunk”, l-šdm-e/l-šṭm-e “drunk” 
The given roots are revealed only in one form of participle origin in Megrelian. In 

Svan šdm-/šṭm- is of rare distribution though limited root distribution cannot prevent 
the reconstruction of *stam- archetype in parent language. The zanisms which exist in 
Georgian o-rtom-el-i “drinking vessel” (Saba), Ajar. o-rtom-el-i “two-bowled wooden 
vessel” again confirm the semantic of drinking  to be a basis for C.-Kartv. *stam- root. 

C.-Sind. *ʒ vwa- “drinking” 
Ub. ʒwa- “drinking” 
Ab. žw-ra, Apkh. a-žw-ra, Bzip a-z vw-ra “drinking” 

Phonetic correlation ʒ : ž/z v  in Sindy languages indicates to the need to reconstruct  ʒ v. 
This latter often corresponds with C.-Kartv. *st complex. It seems initial for both an 
intensive archiphoneme *t: (→ st/ʒ v) which is unchanged preserved in C.-Nakh -et:- 
“milking” verb.  

To bring Ad. ja-sv-an, Kab. ja-f-an “drinking” verbs in this case is misunderstanding [cf. 
Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 252-263].  

 

C.-Kartv. *steb- “boiling; rising (dough…)” 
Geo. tb-, tb-e “bread dough/ferment” 
Sv. šdeb- “(dough) rising”, i-šdb-i “is risen (dough)”, na-šdb “increasing in boiling” 
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Laz-Megrelian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. Even in Georgian equi-

valent an initial st complex is simplified the reconstruction of what is possible only on 
Svan šdeb- basis. Verbal forms are lost in Georgian language in spite of the fact that 
deverbative tbe is attested in ancient written sources [Sukhishvili 1987 : 76-80; Fähnrich, 
Sarjveladze 2000 : 231].  

C.-Sind. *ʒ vw- “baking, roasting/frying/grilling” 
Ad. z va-n, Kab. z va-n “baking, roasting/frying/grilling” 
Ub. žwa-, a-ž-žwá-n  “baking, roasting/frying/grilling” 
Ab. ʒ-ra, Apkh. a-ʒ-rá, Bzip a-ʒ v-rá “baking, roasting/frying/grilling”  
C.-Kartv. st : C.-Sind. ʒ v sound correspondence that is evident in these roots is too 

noteworthy and for which Paleo-Caucasian t: dental seems to be an initial. This latter is 
preserved unchanged only in Nakh languages; cf. Nakh *-at:- “baking, roasting/frying/ 

grilling”. 
From genetic view Dag. (Krits) ǯir- verb that has the Kartvelian-like meaning of 

boiling is noteworthy, as well.   
 

C.-Kartv. *stew- “wool; hair” 
Geo. sṭev-i “camel wool” (Saba), sṭev-i “hair” 
The word is attested in ancient Georgian manuscripts: “amasca s ṭ e v i s a samoseli 

emosis” – “Sb was dressed in wool cloth”; “Ioane mosil io s ṭ e v i t a aklemisajta”  – “John 
was dressed in camel wool” [Abuladze 1976].   

It is unclear what the confirmation of borrowing of  Old Geo sṭev- “hair; wool” root 
from Ossetian is grounded [Andronikashvili 1966 : 65] then when Ossetian tewa “camel” 
is originated from Caucasian dev- “demon; giant”.   

Pr.-Sind. *šṭer- “leather” 
Hat. šter(aḫ) “leather, patch of fabric, fabric” 
Reality of Georgian-Hattian isogolosses is supported by Nakh material in which logical 

correspondences are evident in the roots and stems denoting felt (wool); cf. Chech. istan-

g, Ing. istin-g “felt (wool)”, C.-Nakh. *isten- “felt (wool)”. 
For now the corresponding roots haven’t been disclosed in Dagestanian languages. 
 

C.-Kartv. *stw-el- “autumn”  
Old Geo. stwel-i “October”, stuel-i “autumn” (Saba), New Geo. rtvel-i, Psh. stvel-i 

“autumn”, Mokh. stvel-ob-a “autumn, grape-picking and wine-making season/vintage” 
In Laz  Old Geo. stwel-//stvel- is corresponded by stv- “breaking off/snapping/falling 

off”, m-a-stva-s “will be broken/torn/fall off” verbal root [Chikobava 1938 : 312-313]. I 
suppose that this latter is linked with Georgian mo-stul-eb-aj “picking” verb and stvel-i is 
another noun and its basic meaning should have been autumn.  

C.-Sind. *šw- “grape-harvest”  
Apkh. a-šw-ra “grape-harvest”  
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A correspondence root of Old Georgian stwel- is preserved only in Apkhazian. 
Comparison [Lomtatidze 2000a : 127] is based on the regularity C.-Kartv. st : C.-Sind. š 
revealed by the scholar (see below). 

Georgian-Apkhazian isoglosses reminds us Nakh material, as well – Ts.-Tush. sṭab-o 
“autumn” [Chukhua 2008 : 478], cf. also Basq. usta “vintage, autumn”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *stwen- “you (pl.)” 
Geo. tkven- “you (pl.)”, tkven-i “your (pl.)” 
Zan tkva/tkvan “you (pl.)”, tkvan-i “your (pl.)” 
Sv. sgj- “you (pl.)” 
As G. Klimov indicates Svan form is originated from *štkwen arche-form [Klimov 1964 

: 176]. Indeed, in all cases the existence of w in Svan is implied since skw- should have 
been realized only via škw stage (T. Gamkrelidze’s rule) and k guttural developed 
phonetically before w like ekws- ← *ews- “six” in numeral. It isn’t also excluded that 
Svan sgj- “you (pl.)” can be a correspondence of any pronominal root of C.-Kartv. origin 
that is lost in Georgian-Zan languages. 

C.-Sind. *šw- “you (pl.)” 
Ad. s vwa, Kab. fa ← *s vwa “you (pl.)” 
Ub. šw-γwá “you (pl.)” 
Ab. šwa-ra, Apkh. šwa-ra “you (pl.)” 
As it is indicated in the professional literature (V. Shengelia) Ubykh -γwa corresponds 

with  Apkhazian-Abaza -ra suffix;  cf. r → γ in Ubykh. 
C.-Kartv. *stwen : C.-Sind. *šw- is logical correlation [Lomtatidze 1955 : 79]. 

Noteworthy correspondences are observed in Nakh (Chech., Ts.-Tush. šu, Ing. šo “you 
(pl.)” and in some Dagestanian languages; cf. Tsakh šu  “you (pl.)”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *stixa “navel” 
Sv. šdixw (UB.), šdwixw (LB.) “navel” 
The word is isolated in Svan [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 299]. The sample clearly 

demonstrates the reality of a → w reduction in Svan that is also supported by Sindy 
languages.   

C.-Sind. *s vx “groin” 
Ad. šjax, Kab. s vax “groin” 
Sound correspondence C.-Kartv. st : C.-Sind. s v that also occurs in above mentioned 

material is noteworthy. As it was said and Sindy material also demonstrates Svan w is of 
secondary formation at the end of the word – a → w, cf.  Kab. s vax. 

Firstly M. Kurdiani focused on Svan-Adyghean correspondences [Kurdiani 2007 : 633].  
C.-Kartv. *sto- “branch” 
Old Geo. sṭo//šṭo, New Geo. rṭo “branch” 
The word is attested only in Georgian. Basing on external language isoglosses it is 
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considered to be of Common Kartvelian origin. In similar position s → r transformation  
is New Georgian innovation. 

C.-Sind. *s vwt “flower; flowering/blooming” 
Ab. (Ashkh.) s vwt-ra “flowering/blooming”, Apkh. a-šwt, Bzip a-s vwt “flower”, šwt-/s vwt-ḳ 

“(indef.) “id”, á-šwt-ra/a-s vwt-ra “flowering/blooming”. 
As it is indicated in Tapant dialect of Abazian šwt- verb occurs only in derived forms 

[Chirikba 1996 : 91].  
Comparative analysis of C.-Kartv. *sto- : C.-Sind. *s vwt- archetypes clearly demonstrates  

the reality of o → wa → wCa  transformation in Common Sindy parent-language. 
Dagestanian correspondences are observed in God. seṭil, Khin. stal „finger” words. 

 

C.-Kartv. *stow- “snowing” 
Geo. tov-s, tov-a “snowing” 
Zan (Laz) mtv-as, Megr. tu-as “It will snow” 
Sv. šduw-/šṭuw- “snowing”, šduw-e “snowing” 
An initial *stow- archetype should have resulted in Svan *štow- from which 

dissimilated šduw-//šṭuw- allomorphs were developed [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 
238]. 

C.-Sind. *šw- “snow, frost” 
Ub. šw-, in the word šw-bb “snow pile”  
Ab. šw-ra, Apkh. a-šw-rá “getting cold, freezing” 
A lookup word isn’t observed in Adyghean languages. Though *šw- archetype 

reconstructed without it exactly reflects a real picture. Phonetic correspondence C.-

Kartv. st : C.-Sind. *šw is repeated in plural form of 2nd pers. pronoun.  
 

C.-Kartv. *stowl- “snow” 
Geo. tovl-i “snow”, tov-s “It snows” 
Zan (Laz) mtur-i/mtvir-i “snow”, o-mtu “snowing”, Megr. tr-i/tir-i “snow”, tu-al-a 

“snowing”, cf. Sv. šduw-/šṭuw- “snowing”, šduw-e/šṭu-e “It snows” 
There is a lack of nominal allomorphs in Svan but just on the ground of the stems with  

verbal šd-/šṭ- complex it is possible to reconstruct C.-Kartv. *stow-l- “snow” archetype [cf. 
Klimov 1964 : 175-176]. 

Pr.-Sind. *s vtum-il “rain” 
Hat. šumil/tumil “rain” 
In Hattian sample a š/t alternation doesn’t reflect the reflexation of the third, any 

hushing affricate-sibilant.  On the contrary, I consider that it is the single-phonemic (t or 
š) realization of initial Hattian št complex.  

Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *stow-l- “snow” ~ Pr.-Sind. *s vtum-il “rain” archetypes is 
observed in Nakh *tow- “fog/mist” form an initial št pre-historical complex  of which 
seems to be simplified.  
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C.-Kartv. *sib- “plaiting/weaving; fence; belt/girdle” 
Geo. sib-a “for belt/girdle’ (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) šib-i “(shoe) lace”, Megr. šib-u-a “plaiting/weaving” 
Sv. šib “silk-thread drawstring” 
For parent-language a sib- verbal root is considered to be a initial from which nominal 

forms were developed [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 304]. 
C.-Sind. *s vw- “plaiting/weaving; fencing” 
Ub. šw- “plaiting/weaving; fencing” 
Like in many cases Ubykh demonstrates  →  ablaut that is followed by hushening s v 

→ š natural process. Common Circassianian shwa [] reflects a correspondence of 
Common Kartvelian i vowel while  w (*s vw-) corresponds with Kartvelian bilabial b, i.e. 
*s vb- → *svw- in Common Sindy parent-language.  

Logical Dagestanian correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is observed in 
Khinalug šp-i (←*šb-i) “sewing” verb. 

 The issue of relation with Ab. šw, Apkh. a-šw “door” nouns should be determined. 
 

C.-Kartv. *siw- “quarreling” 
Geo. siv-, Tush. ga-siv-eb-a “quarreling, sulking “, m-siv-an-a-i “sulky person, 

quarrelsome” 

Sv. šiw- → ši-, i-ši-l (UB.), i-ši-l (Lashkh.) “quarrels”, li-ši-l/li-ši-l “quarrel” 
The root isn’t observed in Zan dialects. Laz o-šivr-u “attacking” is considered to be a 

correspondence of Georgian e-sev-a/še-e-si-a verb. 
Due to the lose of root w- the following suffixal vowels were lengthened.  
C.-Sind. *s vw- “cursing/swearing, using foul language” 
Ab. šwe-j-ra,  Apkh. á-šwi-j-ra, Bzip á-s vwi-j-ra “cursing/swearing, using foul language”    

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Circassian languages so far though 
parent-language nature of *s vw- verb is doubtless. Since beside in Kartvelian, 
correspondences of Apkhazian-Abaza verbs are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well; 
cf. Karat. šam-//xam- “cursing/swearing, using foul language” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 
1038].  

 

C.-Kartv. *siw- “swelling up” 
Geo. siv-, Old Geo. gan-siv-eb-a-j “swelling up”, New Geo. ga-siv-d-a “swollen up,           

m-siv-an-i “sweeling” 
Zan (Megr.) ši-n-ap-a “swelling up”, ši-n-ap-il-i “swollen up” 
Sv. šiw-/ši-, m-šiw//m-ši “swollen up”, i-š “is getting swollen up” 
Appearing of n in Megrelian allomorph should become hindering resistance since it a 

simplified type either of C.-Kartv. w correspondence or (vaḳe : naḳa) or historical vn (siv-

n-) complex [cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 419-421).  
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C.-Sind. *s v- “ripening, kindling/flaring/rising/proving”  
Ad. ša-n “ripening”, Kab. s va-n “softening” 
Ab. ωa-š-ra, Apkh. a-š-ra “rising (of dough), (dough) rising/leavening” 
There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence. To enroll Ubykh šja “ripe” word in this list 

is irrelevant [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1034], moreover when it is corresponded by 
Kartvelian su- “oily/fatty/rich (food, soil )”.   

Likely, C.-Kartv. *siw- : C.-Sind. *s v- roots are linked with Nakh sab-/saw- “redundant/ 

superfluous, excessive/surplus” allomorphs.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sit- “seat” 
Geo. sit-i-ḳin-i//sit-i-ḳan-i “seat/chair of chefs, patriachs” (Saba) 
In the allomorph that is attested in Saba’s dictionary, a *sit- form is detached as a 

Common Kartvelian root that has noteworthy parallels in Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
C.-Sind. *št- “chair” 
Kab. št “chair” 
Ab. šat-a, Apkh. a-šat-a “bottom/root’ 
Sindy correspondence of Kartvelian *sit- archetype isn’t attested in Adyghean and 

Ubykh. But correlation *sit-/*št- is supported by Dagestanian data; cf. Arch. š:ent “chair”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *sim- “water; watery, wet” 
Geo. sim-, sim-ur-i “water, river” 
Zan (Megr.) šim-e “wet” 
Sv. sgim/sḳim (Lent.) “carbonated water” 
Stem suffixation is different in Georgian-Zan that indicates to secondary addition of -

ur, -e formants. Svan correspondence is presented in the form if root, sound correlation is 
also different – s : š : sk → sg/sḳ [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 420]. 

C.-Sind. *šwan- “liquid/fluid, shedding” 
Kab. xwan-λ “in liquid form” 
Hisatorical šw → xw is assumed in Circassian word that is preserved only in Kabardian 

allomorph [Abdakov 1983 : 148].  
Considering a Dagestanian data it is possible to see different etymology of  Zan (resp. 

Megr.) root compared with Georgian-Svan; cf. Darg. šam-ze “wet, in liquid form”, Tab. 
šmi//šemi (Dubek.), Ag. š:umer  “in liquid form”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sim- “saying; speaking; talking” 
Zan (Megr., Samurz.) sim-ad-i “saying, speaking”, i-sim-ad-u-n “says”, Laz sim-, no-

sim-ad-e “thought over/out” 
The issue on etymological link with other Laz o-sin-ap-u “speaking, talking” verb 

arises, though m → n phonetic transformation should be explained.  
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C.-Sind. *msa- “appealing/calling; saying” 
Ub. msa- “appealing/calling”, masa “word” 
Correspondences haven’t been revealed in other Sindy sub-systems but Hattian miša- 

“appealing in rituals” verb is too noteworthy that is similar to that of semantics and 
structure of Ubykh stem (V. Ivanov). 

Kartvelian allomorphs are of inversive structure but instead a Dagestanian material 
follows Kartvelian; cf. Av. sem-i-ze, Bagv. seb-idila, Kar. (Tuk.) seb-i ledu, Lezg. seb gun 
“using foul language”. 

Semantic opposition saying ~ appealing/word ~ using foul language creates logical 
correlation in Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *sin- “tin/bronze/pewter, tray/large metal plate” 
Geo. sin-i, sin-is kva “bronze”, sin-i zarbaznisa “pewter of cannon” (Chubinashvili) 
The word isn’r borrowed in Georgian. It is confirmed by correspondences from other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. Relation of Sv. šed “tray/large metal plate” with Geo. sin- 
should be clarified (Is it common root?). 

C.-Sind. *s vn- “table” 
Ub. šen-//šan- “table” 
 šen (I. Mescarosh)) and  šan (H. Vogt) allomorphs under the meaning of table are 

dicussed  for Ubykh. I suppose that s vn type stem is initial for both – just short  gives 
the possibility to be written in two ways. Unity with Nakh material is also assumed – 
Chech. šan “tray/large metal plate, low wooden table”; cf. Hur.-Urart. šani 
“vessel/utensil”. Likely, Dag.: Akhv. šeṭo “souce-pan”, Did. šiṭu “saucer” correspond with 
Svan.  

Semantic correlation tray/large metal plate ~ table/low wooden table is logical.  
 

C.-Kartv. *siṗ- “part of a belly” 
Geo. (Gur., Imer.) siṗ-i “part of belly below a navel” 
A form siṗ- with the same meaning is given in Georgian Explanatory Dictionary but its 

dialectal origin is indicated.  
Since siṗ- noun has parallels in Iberian-Caucasian languages, its parent-language origin 

isn’t excluded. 
Pr.-Sind.*s viṗ- “part of a body” 
Hat. šip “part of a body” 
Scholars carefully (in brackets) indicate meaning of navel in Hattian that is only  

expressed at the level of suspicion (with question mark) [Kochalamazashvili 2016 : 110].  I 
suppose that šip that is originated from Proto-Sindy language is preserved only in Hattian, 
in Common Sindy language, it perhaps is lost or isn’t revealed yet in Apkhazian-

Adyghean languages, dialects and sub-dialects.  
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Dagestanian information corresponds with Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes; cf. Kub. šiṗ-a 
“penis”. Basque sabel “belly” is also noteworthy.    

 

C.-Kartv. *sir-a “woven/knitted rush matting” 
Old Geo. sira “woven/knitted rush matting” 
Sv. sgwir “hemp/cannabis piece of fabric” 
Zan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Svan sgwir is metathesized variant of *sgirw 

arche-form which proves again the reality of s : sg and a : w sound correlation.   
C.-Sind. *s v- “weaving/knitting” 
Ad. s v-n, Kab. s v-n “weaving/knitting” 
Ab. s-ra, Apkh. a-s-ra, Bzip  a-s v-ra “weaving/knitting” 
Corresponding phoneme of final r vibrant that is attested in Kartvelian isn’t observed 

in Sindy. As it is seen, it was lost still in parent language without a trace. Though in 
corresponding Dagestanian material r sonor is natural; cf. Darg. erš-/-irš- “weaving/ 

knitting”…, Bud. q:u-šr- “plaiting, weaving/(text.) beating (loom weft) tight” [see Dag. 
Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 653].  

 

C.-Kartv. *sis-e “small; narrow; midge/gnat”  
Zan (Megr.) sisa “small; tiny; narrow; midge/gnat”; cf. sisa-ṭura “small jackal”, but 

porcxal-ṭura “lynx” (A. Kobalia) 

The word is attested only in Megrelian but likely it is originated from Common 
Kartvelian parent language. Final a in Zan implies archaic e vowel in parent-language 
since in the two (multi)-syllabic stems auslaut opposition Geo. e : Zan a  is attested in 
large Kartvelian material. 

C.-Sind. *s vs- “narrow; tiny” 
Ad. s vsv “slivers/shards; tiny”, s vsv-n “crumbling, stripping” 
Ab. ssa “narrow, small”, Apkh. á-ssa “id”, Bzip á-s vs v-ʒa “narrowest” 
Ubykh correspondence hasn’t been disclosed. Whistlening s v → s  phonetic process  in 

Abaza and Abzhua dialect of Apkhazian is noteworthy. 
Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *sis-e : C.-Sind. *s vsv- archetypes is likely observed in 

Bezh. ššj//ššijo “narrow” and Hunz.  šuŋš  “thin, narrow” words.      
In professional literature the correspondence of Apkhazian-Adyghean allomorphs is 

considered to be Basque ze (=se) “small, tiny” form [Chirikba 1985 : 99].  
 

C.-Kartv. *sisw- “sword” 
Geo. (Khevs.)  sisv-i “sword” 
The word is preserved only in Georgian though basing on external language paralles, 

its parent-language origin isn’t excluded. 
C.-Sind. *s vsvw- “deity of blacksmithery” 
Apkh. šjašw “deity of blacksmithery” 
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The stem is isolated in Apkhazian. Together with Georgian sisv- form it creates 
Apkhazian-Georgian isogloss that implies the existence of corresponding archetypes in 
parent-languge of both groups. J. Güldenstädt revealed Kab. Suchoch “Lord/God” form is 
noteworthy, as well [Antelava 2017 : 710]. Additional material from Dagestanian 
material: Tab. šiš, Ag. šiš “fork”... 

Semantic correlation blacksmithery ~ sword  is grounded.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sisin- “hissing” 
Geo. sisin-i “hissing of goose” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) širšin-i “bubbling/fizzling/sputtering”, Laz o-širšil-u “glugging/burbling/ 

trilling/warbling” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence.  Basing on sound structure a s/š substitution 

can be observed. Due to it sisin-i “spurring/egging on/encouraging/saying sth venomous 
to sb/hissing sth to sb” is attested in Megrelian – u-sisin-u-an-s “spurrs/eggs 
on/encourages /says sth venomous to sb/hisses sth to sb” type. 

C.-Sind.*šjšj- “neighing/whinnying”  
Ad. (Chemg.) šjšj-n “neighing/whinnying” 
Ub. šjšj-n “neighing/whinnying” 
Palatalization of š in Circassian languages (and in Common Sindy) was caused by lose 

of narrow i (→ j) vowel – compensating palatalization. 
To explain semantically hissing ~ neighing/whinnying correlation isn’t troublesome.  
 

C.-Kartv. *siso “a kind of saw” 
Geo. (Meskh.) siso “carpenter’s saw”, siso-n-i “small bow-saw”, Imer. siso-xerx-i 

“carpenter’s saw” 
Zan (Megr.) sisu//ssu//sso “bow-saw” 
Final sso variant in Megrelian seems to be an adapted allomorph from Georgian;  siso  

: sisu//ssu demonstrates logical correlation. Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. 
C.-Sind. *ssvw “saw” 
Ub. sšj “saw” 
It is one of the roots that is attested only in all Sindy languages in Ubykh form. Like in 

other material, it is observed C.-Kartv. i  : C.-Sind.  sound correspondence. As regard 
consonants, auslaut C.-Kartv. so : C.-Sind. s vw is logical correlation and which reveals one 
more source in Sindy languages that promoted the development of labialized consonants. 
And in Ubykh, as it was expected a labialized s vw consonant resulted palatalized šj spirant 
via delabialization.  

Of other Iberian-Caucasian languages the Dagestanian material is noteworthy; cf. Lezg. 
swas//swax//sas, Rut. ss “tooth”. As regard the meaning of tooth it is logical in the given 
case; cf. šdik “tooth” and na-šdek “sickle”, i.e. semantic of  saw  was developed from 
archaic one – tooth.  
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C.-Kartv. *sib-l- “a kind of table” 
Geo. sipl-i “long low table” (Saba), cf. Kartl. sibl-i “id” 
Corresponding stem isn’t observed in other Kartvelian languages. 

C.-Sind. *šw- “table” 
Apkh. ái-šwa “narrow, long and short-legged table” 
Corresponding roots and stems aren’t attested in other Sindy languages and dialects. 

Apkhazian allomorph demostrates bilabial w sonant that corresponds with Georgian b, 
i.e. labialization source of sibilants is again revealed in Sindy languages Cb → Cw. 

Of Dagestanian correspondences Tsakh šibr-i  “tray/large metal plate” is too 
noteworthy.  
 

C.-Kartv. *siγ-in- “roe-deer” 
Zan (Laz) siγin-i “roe-deer” 
The word is isolated in Laz dialect but as it is seen the root is of Common Kartvelian 

origin that is clearly supported Sindy data. 
C.-Sind. *s vω- “deer” 
Ad. s vħ, Kab. s vħ- “deer” 
In the professional literature they  attempt to have further segmentation of  Adyghean 

allomorphs and  enroll in the list of these word-forms Ubykh La-šwa “hunting” form that 
is insurmountable structural resistance [Starostin, Nikolayev, 1994 : 1046]. Via such 
approach the function of -ħ/-ħ cannot be explained. 

From structural and phonetic view C.-Kartv. *siγ-in- : C.-Sind. *s vω-  demonstrates 
logical correlation that is supported by semantic opposition deer  ~ roe-deer. 

Of other Caucasian correspondences the Ossetian sγ “goat” is noteworthy which 
preserves Nakh correspondence. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sḳw- “tying, knotting, binding” 
Geo. sḳw-/sḳv-/sḳ-, mo-sḳw-n-a “tying, knotting, binding”, na-sḳw-i “knot”, da-na-

sḳv-i “conclusion/result of enquiry/corollary/inference”, sḳ-ul-i “sth for tying/fetters” 
Zan (Laz) sḳv-, o-sḳv-u “tying/banging”, sḳv-er-i “tied, binded, banged”, Megr. sḳu-al-a 

“tying, knotting, binding”, go-b-sḳv-i “I ties up”, sḳv-ir-i//sḳv-il-i “binded”, eḳi-sḳv-e “Tye 

/Tether/Bind!” 
Sv. sḳw-, le-sḳw-er “rope” (← etym. for tying) 
Detached sḳw- root is natural for all Kartvelian sub-systems. It is also attested in 

ancient Georgian written sources [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 406]. I don’t exclude the 
borrowing of Laz sḳul-i “whip” from Old Georgian; cf. sḳul-i “sth for tying/fetters”. 

C.-Sind. *šḳw- “tying, knotting, binding” 
Ad. (Chemg.) šḳw-n, Abdz. s vḳw-n- “knot” 
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Like Svan, an Adyghean allomorph shows only derived lexeme. In this latter -n- is a 
derivative affix, that takes part in stem-formation in Sindy languages; cf. Ad. λa-ṗ 
“barefoot”, but  ṗ-n “bare/naked” [Rogava 1956 : 81]. Complex of Sindy-Kartvelian 
regular sound correspondence is more noteworthy – sḳw - : šḳw-. 

Of Dagestanian a Khin. šiḳ-wi/šiḳ-iri “tying/binding” verb is noteworthy isogloss.  
 

C.-Kartv. *som- “bread, cooked food” 
Geo. som-in-i “big bread” (Saba) 
Sv. šm, šam (Lashkh.) “cereals; millet food” 
Semantic closeness among the Kartvelian words is easily noticeable. Geo. o : Sv. /a 

opposition should be explained as a result of šm → šemw → šm//šam reverse umlaut. A 
segment -in is prop. Georgian data.  

C.-Sind. *swb-a “bread” 
Ub. swbá “bread” 
Correspondence is preserved only in Ubykh. In word umlaut C.-Kartv. m : C.-Sind. b 

correspondence is attested that is corresponded by Udi šum “bread” form.  
It is absolutely unacceptable to consider Apkhazian a-š, Ab. šr-ʒa, Kab. xw “millet” 

(cf. Ub. xwa “id”) to be equivalents of Ub. swba form due to structure of roots and stems 
[cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 764].  

 

C.-Kartv. *som- “stone” 
Geo. som-i “arch stone” (Saba) 
Sv. šwl-/šwil-, li-šwl-iel//li-šwil-iel “stone throwing” 
Svan šl- “stone” noun that existed some time, is lost. Deverbative verbal forms are 

derived just from them in Svan, like e.g.  bč “stone” → li-bč-l “stone throwing”, gur 
“cobblestone” → li-gur-e “stone throwing”… 

Final sound correlation Geo. m : Sv. I repeats well-known katam/katal “hen” 
correlation [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 316].  

C.-Sind. *swam- “pile, heap of stones” 
Ad. sam, Kab. sam “pile, heap of stones; grave hill” 
There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs due to what the recon-

struction procedure is complicated. The point is that the sounding of C.-Kartv. o is 
regularly corresponded by Common Kartvelian wa. 

Dagestanian data speaks in favor of Kartvelian o; cf. Arch. mosol (← *somol) “grave 
stone”, Did. šem ← *šm, Bezh. šun-a “heap of stones; grave”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *soγ-o “torn-ended” 

Geo. (Kart., Ksan.) soγo “torn-ended; chicken which tail doesn’t grow” 
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In Zan (resp. Megrelian) language sorγo is attestred which is an antonym and has opposite 
meaning of tall (-bodied). 

C.-Sind. *sγ-a “low/short” 
Ab. sγa “low/short” 
The root of parent-language origin is preserved only in Abaza. C.-Kartv. *soγ-o : C.-Sind. 

*sγ-a seem to be of Paleo-Caucasian origin. Along with consonant identity s-s, γ-γ a vowel 
o :   correspondence occurs.  

Correspondences haven’t been revealed in other groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages 
for now. 

 

C.-Kartv. *soxw- “Welsh onion” 
Geo. soxv-i “Welsh onion, headless onion” 
Zan {šuxu} “id” 
I suppose to reveal in Zan dialects šuxu root that was preserved in substratum toponym 

in Guria as zanism; cf. Šuxu-t-i (name of village). 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed. 
C.-Sind. *svwx- “carrot” 
Ab. šwx “carrot” 
Corresponding allomorphs are lost in other Sindy languages and due to it the 

reconstruction of parent-language data is possible only according to Abaza material.  
Some scholars brought px “carrot” root of Adyghean languages [Shagirov 1977, II :24], 

that is practically impossible due to the absurdity of  š : p correspondence.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sub-e “loosened, weak” 
Geo. (Lechkh.) sumpe “loosened” 
Zan (Laz) šembu “slow, sluggard/dawdler/sb/th sluggish” 
Inlaut m is prop. Laz-Lechkhumian innovation that was developed on the phonetic 

ground and which oftenoccurs in Kartvelian.  
Correspondences of historically confirmed Georgian-Zan sumpe/šembu words haven’t 

been observed in Svan sub-dialects.  
C.-Sind. *svwb- “soft, weak”  
Ad. svab, Kab. svab “soft, weak”  
Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences haven’t been revealed which 

complicates the reconstruction of the root. This is especially regard to vowel correlation 
C.-Kartv. u : C.-Sind. a that is unexpected then when the labialization of preceding vowel  
isn’t attested in Adyghean languages.  

Further segmentation of  Adyghean form is groundless [Rogava 1956 : 11; Shagirov 
1977, II : 144].  

Dagestanian roots of inversive structure can be also enrolled in this list; cf. Ag. buš-

diaed, Bud. buš-ur, Rut bš-d, Tsakh boš-ena “weak”, Tab. buš-uw “soft”. Their vocalism 
is similar to that of Kartvelian, i.e. w →  took place in Adyghean languages. 
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C.-Kartv. *sutx- “ankle/hock; kick” 
Geo. (Mokh., Mtiul.) txus-i “large cattle’s ankle/hock” 
Sv. ištxw “kick” 
There is a lack of Zan correspondence. The opposition txus- ~ ištxw is logical when 

considering the Geo. msxal- : Zan (Laz) mcxul- : Sv. icx(w) “pear”. In this latter metathesis 
of i is doubtless.  Sunstitution *sutx-/*txus- isn’t excluded in Kartvelian parent-language. 

C.-Sind. *z vwtq- “hip; pelvis” 
Ab. (Ash.) z vwtqá “hip”, Tap. žwčwqa “pelvis”, Apkh. a-z vwtx-ra “hip” 

In Sindy allomorphs w and  (→á) segments occur as a correspondence of Kartvelian u 
vowel that is the result of u → w diphthongization pre-historically (G. Rogava).   

In terms of semantics the opposition anckle  ~ hip/pelivis  is logical.   
Do Svan zitq-r//ztq-r//zetq-ar “leggings” (← etym. of shin/leg, with shin/leg) 

allomorphs preserve Circassian equivalents? – The further investigation will answer to 
this question.   

 

C.-Kartv. *suḳ- “rib; hillock” 
Geo. (Up.-Imer.) suḳ-i “trimmed tree ribs” 
Zan (Megr.)  suḳ-i “long hill”, suḳ-ia “hillock” 
There is a lack of  Svan correspondence. Georgian suḳ- form is logically corresponded 

by Zan suḳ- nominal stem. It is one of samples of identic phonemic correlation.  
C.-Sind. *s vḳw- “peak/top/summit” 
Ad. s vgw-, Kab. s vgw- “peak/top/summit” 
Ub. šaḳw- “peak/top/summit” 
Correspondending roots aren’t observed in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. Ubykh 

allomorph is closer to parent-language data. Considering the Kartvelian correspondences 
the Circassian nouns can be differentiated and grouped them into different isoglosses. 

E.g.: to correspond  Zan zug-a/Sv. zug-w//zwig-w  “hillock” to Ad. svgw- 
“peak/top/summit”.  This time I refrain from this method.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sur- “throwing, spinning/revolving” 
Geo. sr-ol-a “throwing”, sr-ial-i “skidding/sliding/slithering” 
Zan (Laz) sur-, o-sur-u “spinning, throwing, rotating/turning” 
As it is seen a reduced root type is preserved in Georgian. Parent-language vowel is 

reconstructed according to Laz – sur-.  Formal and semantic coincidence with Svan šul- 
“throwing” verb cannot be discussed in this case – Svan is another root. 

C.-Sind. *rs vw- “throwing” 
Apkh. a-ršw-ra “throwing” 
The word of Common Sindy origin is attested only in Apkhazian. The question arises: 

whether anlaut r is of root (metathesis) or it reflects a verb with historically causative r- 
prefix.  
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Of the other kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages Botl. sur-d-i, Akhv. zoro- 
“skidding/sliding/slithering, throwing” which are considered to be the reflexes of Paleo-

Caucasian *sur- root.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sus- “power, strength” 
Geo. sus-, u-sus-ur-i “weak/feeble/not viable, weakness/lack of strength” 
A root sus- isnt’t attested independently in Georgian. Though its meaning strength is 

observed in u-sus-ur- derivative. In this case the same inflextion occurs like in u-ʒl-ur-i 
“powerless” word; cf. ʒal-i/a → u-ʒl-ur-i (sus-i → u-sus-ur-i). 

C.-Sind. *λs v-  “strong/powerful” 
Ad. λašj, Kab. λsv “strong/powerful” 
Ub. λaš “strong/powerful” 
Noteworthy phonetic opposition  λ : s and sv : s  is outlined. Expected šš or šs isn’t 

observed in Apkhazian-Abaza. For Proto-Sindy *sws v- is considered.   
Kabardian allomorph reflects only the third stage.  
 

C.-Kartv. *suṭel- “worm-like long  maggot” 
Zan (Megr.) šuṭu  “worm-like long  maggot” 
The word is isolated in Megrelian but likely it is of parent-language origin since it has 

true Iberian-Caucasian correspondences; *suṭel- is considered to be Common Kartvelian 
archetype since s : š and auslaut  -el : -u (nel- : inu) is natural for Georgian-Zan. 

C.-Sind. *šndr- “lizard” 
Kab. šndr-xwa “lizard” 
The root of parent-language origin is isolated in Kabardian but Kartvelian-Dagestanian 

isoglosses exactly indicate to Paleo-Caucasian nature of the described lexemes; cf. Dag.: 
Hunz. šotr-a, Did. šetr-o “lizard”, Lak šat:a ← *šwad-a “snake”, Rut  šwt “worm/maggot” 

-o/-a in Dagestanian and -xwa in Kabardian are suffixal. Sindy-Dagestanian stems are 
compared by A. Abdokov [Abdokov 1983 : 125].  

 

C.-Kartv. *su- “fatty/greasy, fat/plump” 
Geo. su-, m-su-e “It is fatty food, which makes a man sated” 
Sv. nš-, li-nš-e “getting/turning fat/plump/stout” 
Initially Geo. su- : Sv. šu should have been existed but in both cases only the 

derivates with m- -e and n affixes occur [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 424-425].  
C.-Sind. *sw-a “fat/grease” 
Ub. swa   “fat/grease” 
The word is isolated in Ubykh but it isn’t borrowed word. A *sw-a archetype that is 

reconstructed on the Ubykh basis logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *su- form.  
Semantic correlation plump-stout ~ fat/grease is logical.  
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C.-Kartv. *sux- “strong wave of air; tall and broad-shouldered” 
Geo. (Khevs.) sux-, sux-ier-i “good-looking”, Sux-i-shvili (anthrop.) 
Zan (Maegr.) šux-i “strong wave of air”, šux-u “strong/powerful, tall and broad-

shouldered”, Šux-u (anthr.) 
C.-Sind. *s vaxw- “breathing” 
Ub. ps váxw “breathing” 
Initial p is prop. Ubykh innovation. Likely, it is developed via contamination with ps    

“soul” word.  
C.-Sind. *s vaxw- : C.-Kartv. *sux- archetypes have true correspondences in Dagestanian; 

cf. Lak s:iħ-, Darg. (Tsud.-Tant.) seħ, Itsar. s:iħ-, Kub. sih- “breathing”, cf. Kar. s:uh-an 
“tiring/getting tired”. 

Urartian šux-ori, Hurrian šeγ-iri “alive” allomorphs gives us a picture on expected  
structure in Nakh languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *skal- “beehive; bee” 

Geo. sḳa “bee’s house” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) ska//pska “bee”, Laz mska//mcka “bee”, o-skal-e//o-pskal-e “apiary; for 

bee”, Megr. ma-pskal-ia “wasp; queen-bee” 
Sv. šḳer-/šger- “bees swarming”, šḳer-ob//šger-ob “bees swarming”, n-šger-w, na-šger 

(Lash.), na-šḳar (Lent.) “new brood of bees” 
Svan šg-er-/šḳ-er- verbal derivatives are considered to be the corresapondences of 

Common Kartvelian *skal- root when -er is prop. Svan suffix; cf. Sv. li-šd-er//li-šd-ab-n-e 
“entertainig/emusing”, Geo. ǯw-, Sv. sg-er “shit/faces”… In Svan hushening is stable while 
in Zan šk → sk → ck secondary process is observed [Chukhua 2000-2003 :191].  

C.-Sind. *šakw-a “wax remaining” 
Ad. šakw, Kab. šakw “wax remaining” 
In Common Sindy archetypes a final -a seems to be a derivative affix and w a part of 

the root– a correspondence of C.-Kartv. l. 
Unfortunately, Apkhzian-Abaza as well as Dasgestanian and Nakh isoglosses are 

unknown, though Basque data cannot be ignored; cf. Basq. ezko [=esko] “wax” 
Regular C.-Kartv. s : C.-Sind. š  : Basq. s correspondence is revealed that has a 

productive nature.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sk-el- “plump/stout/fat” 
Geo. skel-i “plump/stout/fat”, u-skel-es-i “plumpest/stoutest/fattest” 
Sv. sgel, sḳel (Lent.), x-o-nsgl-a, sgel-ra “plumpest/stoutest/fattest”“ 
Zan skel-i//pskel-i seems to be borrowed from Georgian, though sku type 

correspondence was expected, txel- : titxu  “thin”… 
C.-Sind. *š- “fat/grease, oil/fat” 
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Ad. š, Kab. s v “fat/grease, oil/fat” 
Ab. ša,  Apkh. a-ša “fat/grease, oil/fat” 
Parent-language archyphone š is preserved unchanged in Apkhazian-Abaza dialects. 

Its primary nature is supported by Kartvelian correspondence – š : sk, i.e. in Proto 
Kartvelian the reflexation of velarized sibilants became biphonemic: ǯ č  ž š → ǯg/ʒg 
čk/ck ḳ/ḳ žg/zg šk/sk. Comparison of previous Sindy-Kartvelian roots will confirm this.    

 

C.-Kartv. *skir- “covering” 
Sv. l-nšgir-i, li-nšḳir-i “covering” 
Opposition of dialectal šg/šḳ type speaks in favor of Common Svan šk complex [ 

Rogava : 1984]. In Georgian expected skir-/sḳir- isn’t observed. Zan correspondences 
haven’t been revealed, as well. 

C.-Sind. *šaḳwa- “covering” 
Ub. šaḳja- “covering” 
As a rule a labialized Cw complex results palatalized Cj consonant via delabialization. A 

ḳw → ḳj process is supposed in Ubykh that is based on given reconstruction. Final w 
sonant is a correspondence of Kartvelian r sonant, i.e. r → w took place in Common 
Sindy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *s-ʒe “milk” 
Old Geo. sʒe “milk”, sa-sʒe-ur-i “woman’s breast/animal’s teat”, cf. rʒe “milk” 
Sv. lǯe “milk” 
Zan  bža/mža “milk” allomorphs  can be of other origin; s- and l- in Kartvelian 

languages are detached as prefixes that are phonetically correspond with each other 
[Klimov 1964 : 172-173].  

C.-Sind. *ʒ- “pressing/filtering, drainig” 
Ad. z-n, Kab. z-n “pressing/filtering, drainig” 
Ub. z- “pressing/filtering, drainig” 
Apkh. a-ra-ʒa-ra “pressing/filtering, drainig” 
Of the Sindy languages only Apkhazian preserved the affricate nature. According to 

vowels, Ubykh  repeats parent-language state; cf.  →  (in Adyghean) and  → a (in 
Apkhazian). Kartvelian s-ʒe/l-ǯe  is considered to be a participle derivative with the 
meaning of milked  [Klimov 1964 : 173]. Before a noteworthy view has been expressed on 
the unity of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems [Bouda 1951 : 135] that is supported by 
Dagestanian data; cf. Lak t:uʒ-, Darg. -iʒ-, Ag. uz- “milking”. 

Apkhazian-Abaza verbs are given in relation with Basque arazi “pressing/filtering, 
drainig” verb [Chirikba 1985 : 98], that is questionable since the verb from Basque  is  
phonologically  given in arazi [=arasi] form.  
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C.-Kartv. *sx- “connecting” 
Zan (Megr.) sx-, o-sx-ir-i, “knuckle/swivet; joint” 
In the derivative a Kartvelian sx- “connecting” verb is preserved in an initial form  

since in case of other derivation only the forms developed with -r are attested in 
Megrelian; cf. komio-rsx- “Connect!”, me-rsx-u-ap-il-i “connected”… 

Reconstruction of Common Kartvelian *sx- verbal root is possible only on the 
Megrelian ground that is supported by Circassian data. 

C.-Sind. *šxa- “glueing” 
Ad. šxja-n “glueing”, šxja-ps “glue”, Kab. šx-n “id”, šxa-ps “id”. 
Semantic opposition C.-Kartv. connecting  ~  C.-Sind. glueing  is logical that is 

supported by regular correspondences C.-Kartv. s : C.-Sind. š. Such a correlation becomes 
more important at sound-correspondence level – sx : šx.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sx- “tying/tethering, setting (fruit…)” 
Geo. sx-, a-sx-i-a “Tree has fruit on it/There is fruit on tree”, i-sx-am-s “(tree…) sets”  
Zan (Megr.) šx-, mi-o-šx-u-n “There are a lot of fruit on a tree” 
Verbal root is attested in Old Georgian, as well: “romelsa a s x i a  purceli”  – “…which 

has a leaf on it” [Klimov 1964 : 178]. Basic meaning is tying/tethering simply with the 
necessary meaning of abundance. In this regard Georgian and Megrelina roots aren’t 
different.   

C.-Sind. *šxja- “tying” 
Ad. (Abdz.) šx-n “tying, tethering, binding” 
Parent-language proto-type is correctly reconstructed on the Abdzakh form ground. 

Since Abdzakhian š often implies an Adyghean šj palatalized hushing spirant [Kvakhadze 
2014 : 293].   

Comparing with Kartvelian, Sindy form demonstrates a- (*šxja-) which perhaps means 
that in archaic cluster *sx- archetype was sounded in Common Kartvelian parent-

language – *sax → sx- (?).  
 

C.-Kartv. *sx- “cape”, Rus. накидка 

Geo. sx-, mo-sa-sx-am-i “cape”, Rus. накидка 

Among other roots a sx- verbal root with the meaning of кидать “throwing, lancing/ 

flinging” is preserved in mo-sa-sx-am-i “cape” word. In this case the correlation between 
throwing ~ throwing on (cloack, cape…) is similar to that of Russian; cf. кидать 
“throwing, lancing/flinging” ~ накидка “cape”. 

C.-Sind. *xs- “throwing” 
Ab. aj-xs-ra, Apkh. aj-xs-ra “throwing” 
I suppose that archaic state of inversive structure of C.-Sind. *xs- : C.-Kartv. *sx- roots 

is preserved in parent-Sindy. Such supposition is supported by Nakh languages data in 
which  qos- root is attested with the meaning of “throwing”. It is supposed that the 
correspondence which is lost in Circassian is reflected in Ossetian xs-n “throwing” 
verb.  
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C.-Kartv. *sx- “fury/wrath/rage” 
Geo. ri-sx-, ri-sx-av-s “is furious with sb/reviles sb/sth”, gan-ri-sx-eb-a “raging/ 

infuriating/wrath”  
Zan (Megr.) šx-ap-a “fury/wrath/rage”, i-šx-an-s “is raging/infuriating/”, šx-el-i “cursed 

(with divine wrath)/anathematized” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Etymological link of Georgian-Zan verbs is 

based on confirmation of non-root nature of ri- segmentation that is true [Rogava 1982 : 
58-60}.  

Pr.-Sindy svax- “enraged/infuriated/wrathful, angered” 
Hat. šah “enraged/infuriated/wrathful, embittered/wicked”, Rus. “злой” 
In the professional literature a Hattian word is compared with Apkhazian-Abaza a-

cwgja//cwgja “bad, evil” allomorphs [Braun 2000 : 328] that isn’t convincing  [see C.-Kartv. 
*cwig-]. Proving the unity of C.-Kartv. *sx- “fury/wrath/rage” : Pr.-Sind. *s vax- “enraged 

/infuriated/ wrathful” is more grounded  that should be supported by phonemic structure 
as well as semantics of the word. 

Correspondences haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages for now.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sxal- “pruning” 
Geo. sxl-av-s “pruns”, na-sxl-ev-i “pruned” 
Sv. a-šxal “shoot/sprout” 
Sounding that is preserved in Svan noun [Rogava 1988b] reflects paprent-language 

localism. Thus, reconstruction of *sxal- archetype is logical. 
C.-Sind. *qsa- “cutting off” 
Ab. qsa-ra, Apkh. a-xsa-ra “cutting off” 
Reflexes of Common Sindy archetypes are preserved only in Apkhazian-Abaza 

languages. This latter gives full information to reconstruct parent-language state. 
As it was expected in Apkhazian-Abaza languages a final l sonor (or its w reflex) is lost 

without a trace. On other side C.-Kartv. *sxal- “pruning” ~ C.-Sind. *qsa- “cutting off”  
correlation is logical. 

Corresponding verbal roots aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages so 
far.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sxam- “poison/toxin” 
Old Geo. sxam-i “poison/toxin” (Saba), sxam-ean-i “poisonous/toxic” 
Sv. cxam- “spite/evil” 
In Svan an affricatization process was developed that often occurs in Svan together 

with opposite spirantization. It is difficult to say whether Geo. šxam- and Laz čxam- 
nouns can be enrolled or not in this list. For now it is better to discuss them separately.  

C.-Sind. *s vxwa “poison/toxin” 
Kab. s vxwa “poison/toxin” 
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Trace of parent-language reflexation is attested only in Kabardian. In other sub-

systems a correspondence root is lost or is borrowed from other languages. Such root is 
Apkhazian a-šham “poison/toxin” [Charaia 1912 : 16]. Kabardian allomorph is supposed 
to be borrowed from Kartvelian [Bukia 2016 : 59]. It is clear and Apkhazian entered from 
Georgian but Kabardian demonstrates logical correspondence from structural as well as 
phonemic structure view. First of all it is consonant labialization at pre-historical m- 
expense – xm → xw, also s : s v correspondence and finally place (metathesis) of a- in 
Kabardian a correspondence of which preserves inlaut position of Kartvelian stem.  

 
C.-Kartv. *sxar- “rain” 
Geo. sxar-, i-sxar-i “fast rain” (Saba) 
Georgian i-sxar-i seems to be a deverbative noun. Like i-sar-i “arrow” implies the 

etyological link with sr-ola “throwing” verb it is supposed that i-sxar- is sourced from 
extincted sxar- “rain” verbal root.  

C.-Sind. *šx- “rain” 
Ad. q:e-šjx-n, Kab. q:e-šx-n “rain”, cf. Ad. wa-šjx, Kab. wa-šx “rain”, in which 

wa=“sky” 
Ub. -šjx-, twa-šjx “hail” 
Apkhazian a-čjxw-ra “urinating” and Sv. učx-a “rain” cannot be enrolled in this list – 

they are the roots of other etymology. 
C.-Sind. *šx- “rain” : C.-Kartv. *sxar- “rain” is logical structural and semantic 

correspon-dence when r sonor disapeared still in Common Sindy parent language.   
Dasgestanian correspondences are Rut. sex-d “wet” and Lezg. šex-un “crying” forms.  
 

C.-Kartv. *sxew- “cold, snowy” 
Zan (Megr.) šxan-i “cold”, šxan-up-i “cold sweat” 
Sv. šxiw “snowy abyss” 
Vocalism of the word – Sv. i : Zan a is unclear. In non-umlaut position e → i or a → i 

took place in Svan. Basing on Megrelian sample in Common Kartvelian there should have 
existed *sxew- root.   

C.-Sind. *sxa “hoar frost/early morning frost” 
Ad. sax “hoar frost/early morning frost”, Kab. {sxa} “hail; snow together with rain” 
Kabardian form in the borrowing type is preserved in Abaza. Semantic-structural 

closeness of C.-Sind. *sxa “hoar frost/early morning frost” archetype with Kartvelian  is 
doubtless but the root labialization trace isn’t observed though labialization is evident in 
Dagestanian (like in Kartvelian); cf. Kub. šaxw “hoar frost/early morning frost”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sxwer- “breaking” 
Geo. na-m-sxvr-ev-i “sliver/shard”, m-sxvr-ev-a “breaking into many pieces” (Saba) 
The word is attested only in Georgian with high distribution coefficient. 
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Correspndings are revealed in (and not only) Sindy lnguages.   
C.-Sind. s vxw “powder; grey” 
Ad. šxwa, Kab. s vxwa “grey” 
Ub. šxwa “powder” 
Coorespondences aren’t observed in Apkhazian-Abaza vocabulary. Semantic 

correlation Ub. powder ~ Ad. grey  indicates that in Adyghean languages semantema ash 
was a basic meaning for the root.  

Correspondence of superfluous r in Kartvelian is zero in Sindy. Additionally, r isn’t 
attested either in Dagestanian material; cf. Darg. š:axwa “dust”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sxiw- “beam/ray” 
Old Geo. sxiv-i “beam/ray”, sxiv-eb-a-j “beam smth at sb”, da-sxiv-eb-ul-i : “rḳinaj d a s 

x i v e b u l i” “iron cast as bars” [Abuladze 1973 : 124].  
Since the ancient period a sxiv- form has been attested only in Georgian but although 

its correspondences aren’t observed in other Kartvelian sub-systems. Though to bring 
Svan (Chol.) sxiw-e “looks red” verb from correspondence of Geo. sxiv- should be 
considered [Kelauradze 2016 : 34]. 

C.-Sind. *s vxw-a “beam/ray”  
Apkh. a-šwaxwá, Bzip a-s vwaxwá  “beam/ray” 
It is clearly evident that Apkhazian allomorphs demonstrate the tendency towards 

double labialization that is explained by functioning of regressive assimilation in the 
language. 

C.-Kartv. *sxiw- “beam/ray” ~ C.-Sind. *s vxw-a “beam/ray” is logical opposition, but 
parallels haven’t been disclosed in other groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages. The issue 
needs additional investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *sxr- “chatter/clamour”  
Geo. (Imer.) sxr-ial-i “Children’s noise, crying” 
Zan (Megr.) ršx-iol-i “chatter/clamour”  
Svan correspondence isn’t observed. The verb described in parent-language should 

haven’t been sounded that is indicated by metathesis of r in Megrelian – šxr- → ršx-; cf. 
Geo. nisl- i : Megr. nirs-i “fog/mist”. In case of root sounding a root vowel should have 
been lost in Megrelian.  

C.-Sind. s vx- “laughing” 
Ad. šjx-n “laughing” 
The compound forms which contain the same šjx- root are observed in Adyghean 

languages and dialects; cf. Kab. dħ-šx-n, Ad. dħa-šjx-n “laughing; mocking/making 
fun (of sb)” [Shagirov 1977, II : 149].  

Logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *sxr- : C.-Sind. *s vx- archetypes can be observed in 
Udi axš-um-pesun “laughing” verb; cf. Lezg. xw:eš-i “greedy”, xw:eš- “joy/delight”. 
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C.-Kartv. *sx-un- “keeping” 
Zan (Megr.) šxun-a “land left fallow for a number of years” 
Sv. šxun- “keeping”, a-šxwn-i//a-šxun-i “will keep”, na-šxun “kept”, x-o-šxun-i//x-o-

šxwn-i “Sb kept” 
Georgian correspondence hasn’t been revealed. In Megrelian šxun-a occurs with the 

meaning of the land left fallow for a number of years. It is clear that it implies 
uncultivated/untilled land. 

Pr.-Sind.*s vux- “keeping” 
Hat. šuh “keeping; warning” 
Expected swx- / šwx- variants aren’t attested in Sindy languages which means that 

they were lost still in Common Sindy parent-language. 
Corresponding material of Hattian-Kartvelian isoglosses hasn’t been disclosed in the 

groups of Nakh and Dagrestanian languguages.   
 

C.-Kartv. *sxur- “doting, sprinkling/spraying, making colourful” 
Old Geo. sxur-eb-a “sprinkling/spraying, doting/giving a dotted pattern”, sxur-eb-ul-i 

“dotted”, ma-sxur-eb-el-i “sprinkling” 
It is isolated in Georgian and is attested in ancient written sources. Likley that root is 

originated from Common Kartvelian parent language since it has true isoglosses in Sindy 
as well as Dagestanian and Nakh languages. 

C.-Sind. s vxwa- “greasing/spraying/spreading” 
Ad. šfa-n ← *šxjwa-n, Kab. s vxwa-n “greasing/spraying/spreading” 
Georgian sxur- contains u – a correspondence of Sindy wa complex. Only the function 

of r- (-ur) is unclear since similar fact isn’t attested in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.   
Dagestanian (Cham. λila-/λuλa- “blending/seasoning/mingling”, Khin. zix- “greasing/   

spraying/spreading”) and Common Nakh *ħax- “greasing, spraying, spreading” isoglosses 
are also noteworthy. 

 

C.-Kartv. *sq-an- “colostrum/rennet” 
Old Geo. qsen-i, New Geo. xsen-i “colostrum/rennet” 
Zan (Laz) cxon-i “cheese like food made of milk” 
Sv. lq  “colostrum/rennet” 
It is clear that initial sqen-i in Georgian due to phonotactic restriction was changed 

into qsen-i inversive structure. Sound correspondence Geo. s : Sv. l is logical. 
C.-Sind. *sqw-a “melted butter, butter” 
Ub. swqa “melted butter, butter” 
Ab. xwša,  Apkh. a-xwša “melted butter, butter” 
In Sindy languages w is superfluous. It is prop. Sindy data that is clearly supported by 

Dagestanian correslondence; cf. Tsakh š “melted butter, butter”. 
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Ṭ 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭa- “(animal/human body) hair” 
Geo. (Ksan., Kiz.) ṭa-o “(animal/human body) hair; aroused (animal/human body) hair 

from cold” 

The word is attested only in Georgian dialects though true correspondences are 

outlined in Sindy and other Iberian-Caucasian languages that confirm its parent-language 

origin. Final -o is derivative affix. 

C.-Sind. *ṭa- “slight/minor, little” 
Ub. ṭa “slight/minor, little” 
Like in Kartvelian languages only Ubykh preserved the word of Sindy etymology.             

C.-Sind. *ṭa- : C.-Kartv. *ṭa- have identic structure and semantics. Opposition slight/minor, 

little ~ (animal/human body) hair remains us a basis for common origin of Geo. bevi 

“animal/a single hair” and beo/beva “tiny” stems.  

Etymological links with Dagestanian roots is reliable; cf. Arch. ṭi “small” 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭab- “root/bottom, basis/foundation” 

Geo. (Ajar.) ṭab-, ṭab-an-i “foundation of house” 
Zan (Megr.) ṭub-, ṭub-er-i “root, (onion, cyclamen) bulb/corn” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been disclosed. As it turns out in Georgian-Zan -an/-er are 

the derivative suffix with different origin. Megrelian ṭub- is root, and according to  a → o 

→ u  Zan shifting rule its corresponds with Georgian ṭab- form. 

Pr.-Sind. *ṭup- “root/bottom” 

Hat. tup  “root/bottom” 

Corresponding allomorphs aren’t observed in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. Hattian 

correspondence is became known in recent period [Kasiyan 2009 : 330]. 

Issue of Avar ƛ̣:ib-il “root/bottom” and genetically  kindred words is noteworthy. Udi 

tum “root, stem” perhaps is of different etymology. 

Nakh correspondences aren’t observed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭab- “peeling/carving/slicing/whittling” 
Geo. (Imer.) ṭap-v-a “peeling/carving/slicing/whittling, sharpening/tapering”, a-ṭap-v-a 

“whittlinh/sharpening”, Gur. mo-ṭap-v-a “destroying/annihilation, eliminating/ravaging” 

Sv. ṭb- / ṭab- “peeling/carving/slicing/whittling”, a-ṭb-e / a-ṭab-e “peels/carves/slices/ 

whittles”  

Beside Gurian-Imerian forms, also a Lechkhumian ṭab- root under the meaning of 

peels/carves/slices/whittles is known that should be explained as the borrowing from Svan 

(A. Liparteliani). 
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C.-Sind. *ṭw- “digging” 

Ad. ṭ-n, Kab. ṭ-n “digging” 

Ub. ṭw- “digging”, a-s-ṭw-n “id” 
Labialization of root consonant is preserved in Ubykh unchanged. Semantic 

correlation peeling/carving/slicing/whittling  ~ digging is unclear that is supported by 

Dagestanian data, namely, Khinalug ṭw-i verb having the meaning of cutting [Abdokov 

1983 : 181]; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 272]. 

In Sindy-Dagestanian languages a labialization source of root consonant is b that is 

clearly evident in C.-Kartv. *ṭab-. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭab-an- “lake; whirlpool” 
Geo. ṭba/ṭaba “lake“, Ṭaba-qmela, Ṭaba-ur-i, Imer. ṭaba-uro “swampy/marshy place”.  
Zan (Laz) ṭoba “lake”, Megr. ṭoba/ṭomba “lake, deep water”, Ṭoban-ier-i (top.)  

Svan  ṭub/ṭwib “ravine/small mountain river; lake” is another root and corresponds 

with Laz  ṭiba “deep water; lake” form; cf. Geo. ṭubo in al-ṭubo (top.) [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 427-428].  

C.-Sind. *tm-n “marsh/swamp” 

Ad. tmn/tmn, Kab. dmn “marsh/swamp” 
In Apkhazian-Abaza the expected allomorphs with ṭam- root were substituted by 

aʒmax/ʒbωa “marsh/swamp” composites. 

Phonemic opposition Kartv. ṭ : Sind. t is repeated in other samples; cf. Sv. ṭum 
“leather/skin” : Ad. tam-a/dam-a “wing”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭab-el- “pear species” 
Geo. ṭab-el-a “male-fern-like plant” 
Zan (Laz) ṭoṗ-i “pear species” 

In the dictionary Saba explains ṭabela word as “male-fern-like plant”. Structurally Geo. 
ṭab- and Laz ṭoṗ- roots demonstrate logical correlation; b → ṗ is explained due to Laz 

assimilation but meaning difference is great - male-fern-like plant  ~ pear species. The 

issue needs additional investigation since semantic section can become a blocking 

segment.  

C.-Sind. *ṭam-a “peach; apricot” 
Ub. ṭa “peach” 
Ab. ṭama “apricot”, Apkh. a-ṭamá “peach” 
A basis of pharyngealization of m- is unclear since neither in Kartvelian nor in Sindy 

languages the existing trace of pharyngeal consonant is observed. Moreover, it isn’t 

observed either in Dagestanian languages; cf. Bud. ṭombul “plum”, Khin. ṭumbol “Damask 

plum, damson”, Arch. ṭummul (← *ṭumbul) “grapes”. 
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Explanation of  C.-Kartv. b : C.-Sind. m correspondence is observed in Dagestanian mb 

complex, i.r. in Paleo-Caucasian there existed *ṭamb- root. 
Georgian aṭam-i “peach”, Megr.-Laz aṭam-a “id”, Ossetian  aṭami “id” are of Apkhazian 

origin. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ṭal- “spot/stain” 
Geo. ṭal-i “spot/stain” 

Sv. ṭal-/ṭl-, l-ṭl-r-e (UB.), l-ṭal-ur-e (LB., Lent.), l-ṭal-r-e (Lashkh.) “mutilated/ 

crippled/maimed, flinted” 

Megrelian ṭal-i “spot/stain” seems to be borrowed from Georgian. Stem of  ṭol-i type 

was expected that isn’t attested in Colchian published texts and dictionaries.  

C.-Sind. *ṭwa- “pimple” 
Ub. ṭwa  “pimple” 

The word is isolated in Ubykh but its correspondences in Nakh and Dagestanian 

languages are indicated. Of them a genetic link with Rut.  ṭur  “tumour/growth” is 

notewor-thy [Abdokov 1983 : 136].  

Chech. ṭjeda, Ing. ṭd “freckles, spot/stain” also correspond with Sindy-Kartvelian 

archetypes [Chukhua 2008 : 490].   
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭan- “one-year-old cow/steer” 
Geo. ṭan-a “one-year-old cow/steer” (Chubinashvili) 
The word is isolated in Georgian but likely it is of parent-language etymology. Final a- 

doesn’t belong to a root, it is affix. 

C.-Sind. ṭ- “ram” 
Ad. ṭ, Kab. ṭ “ram” 
Ub. ṭ “ram” 

In the professional literature Apkh. a-t, Ab. t “ram” allomorphs are also enrolled in 

this list [Starostin, Nikolyaev 1994 : 406]. Such an etymological link is possible only if the 

fact ṭ → t deglottalization process is confirmd in Apkhazian-Abaza.    
Logical correspondence of C.-Sind. *ṭ- : C.-Kartv. *ṭan- archetypes should be observed 

in Archib oṭi “sheep” word.  

Semantic opposition ram  ~  sheep  ~  one-year-old cow/steer  is logical. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭanṭ-al- “clean; cleaning” 

Geo. (Imer.) ṭanṭal-i, ga-ṭanṭal-eb-a “extremely cleaning” 
The word is isolated in Georgian though basing on Sindy correspondence its parent-

language origin isn’t excluded. 
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C.-Sind. *ṭaṭ-a “pretty, beautiful” 
Ab. ṭaṭa, Apkh. ṭáṭa “good, pretty, beautiful” 

Circassian correspondences haven’t been revealed. Though the exact reconstruction of 
common Sindy archetype is possible. I suppose that C.-Kartv. *ṭanṭ-al- “clean; cleaning” ~ 
C.-Sind. *ṭaṭ-a  “pretty, beautiful” demonstrates logical semantic and structural 

correlation.  

Nakh and Dagestanian isoglosses haven’t been disclosed for now. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ṭar- “hearth/fireplace stone” 

Zan (Laz) o-ṭr-eb-i “stone at the hearth/fireplace on which firewood head is put”; 
“hearth/fireplace”, cf. o-ṭr-eb-ul-e “hearth/fireplace stone”. 

In Laz ṭr- is detached as a root that reflects next stage of reduction. Postulation of a 

vocalism by me is conditional – it is based on Sindy data. 

C.-Sind.*ṭar- “hearth (place)” 
Circ. {ṭr}  
Ab. -tara, in the word šħw-tara “place at the hearth/fireplace”, Apkh. -tara, in the word  

axuš-tara “hearth/ fireplace” 

Circassian correspondence seems to be preserved in Ossetian; cf. Osset. (Dig.) ṭr  
“andiron at hearth/fireplace”. 

Ossetian-Sindy-Kartvelian materials have been compared with each other by V. Abaev 

[Abaev 1989, IV : 355].  

 

C.-Kartv. *ṭar- “walking” 

Old Geo. ṭr-v-a “walking”, aγ-ṭr-v-a “setting off/forward”, s-ṭr-ev-a “departing/setting 

off”, ar-i-ṭar-a “took sth away” 

It is true that the correspondences of ṭar-/ṭr- verb aren’t attested in kindred Kartvelian 

languages and dialects but it is attested in ancient Georgian texts: “daera moseman ṭ 
r v a n i  matni da sadgurni matni”- “Moses wrote their journeys…”;  “moikecit da a γ i  ṭ 
r e n i t  tkuen” – “Walk forward…” [Abuladze 1973 ; 413; 22]. The same ṭar- root is 

detached in       n a v i s   m-ṭar-v-al-i “boat driver” correspondence [Chokhonelidze 1999 

: 62-63].  
C.-Sind. *ṭw- “walking” 

Ub. -ṭw “walking”, in the word  bav-ṭw “coming out from underward/disclosing” 
In Ubykh -ṭw- is detached as a root since bav exists independently and denotes an 

adverb under.  

C.-Kart. *ṭar- “walking” : C.-Sind. *ṭw- “walking” proves again the reality of r → w     

labialization process in parent-language Sindy.  
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Likely, ṭar- verbal root detached in the following forms is of same origin:  And. ṭar-di, 
God. ṭar-i, Kar. ṭar-e “...went quickly, ran; was running”. 

In other context J. Braun compared Basque e-torr-i “coming” form with Old Georgian 
ṭar-/ṭr- verb [Braun 1998 : 66].  

C.-Kartv. *ṭarb- “starling-like bird” 
Geo. ṭarb-i “starling-like bird which eats insects” (Saba) [Pastor rozeus]  
Correspondences of ṭarb- aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Kindred roots and stems of Georgian lexemes are abundantly attested in Iberian-

Caucasian languages group, especially in the languages of Dagestanian group. 

C.-Sind. *ṭ- “owl” 

Ad. t-γwrγ, Kab. d- γwrγw “eagle-owl” 

Ab. ṭ,  Apkh. a-ṭ “owl”, a- ṭ-ωwarωwar 
In Sindy languages a t/d/ṭ substitution is observed but initial picture (i.e. glottal nature) 

is preserved in Apkhazian-Abaza. 

C.-Kartv. *ṭarb- : C.-Sind. *ṭ clearly shows degree of root reduction  in Sindy languages 

that is supported by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Did. ṭumi, Khvar. ṭema, Bezh. ṭimo 
“dove/pigeon”, Darg. ṭuma, Lezg. ṭib, Tab. ṭip:, Rut  ṭb, Krits ṭub “owl”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭaqa- “a kind of vessel” 

Geo. (Ing.) ṭaa-j “a kind of vessel” 
Considering the well-known q →  phonetic process of pharyngeal glottalization in 

Ingilo dialect, a *ṭaqa- archetype is reconstructed for Common Kartvelian parent 

language. Its noteworthy parallels are attested in Sindy as well as Dagestanian and Nakh 

languages.  

C.-Sind. *daqa “clay pitcher; vase, vessel” 

Ub. ndaá “clay pitcher; vase, vessel” 

Of Sindy languages a corresponding stem is attested only in Ubykh. Anlaut n is 

phonetic inclusion before d dental.  

Considering the well-known q →  phonetic process of pharyngealization in Ubykh a 

*daqa variant is reconstructed.  

Of other isoglosses the Nakh (Chech. ṭjqa, Ing. ṭq “unlidded cask/barrel for whey”) 

and Dagestanian (Darg. ṭaa, Ag., Rut ṭak, Kri. ṭk “wooden trough/tab”; “basket”) 
correspondences are noteworthy.  

C.-Kartv. *ṭew- “leaving, letting” 
Old Geo. ṭev-, da-m-i-ṭev-a, gan-ṭev-eb-a-j “leaving, letting”, cf. New Geo. da-ṭov-eb-a 

“leaving, letting” 
Zan (Megr.) go-ṭ-eb-a “letting”, do-ṭal-eb-a “leaving”, kod-ṭ “Sb left/reserved sth”,  

Laz do-m-i-ṭal-es “They left me sm/sth” 
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w/l alternation is observed  in Zan as well as in Georgian-Zan correspondences; cf. 

Geo. ev-ar-i : Zan (Megr.) ma-al-e “one of pairs, partner”… In this case a primary 

picture is likely shown in Georgian [Klimov 1964 : 80].  

C.-Sind. *ṭw- “being/stying, going out”  
Ub. ṭw- “going out” 
Ab. ṭw-”being/stying” Apkh. ṭw- “id” 

In terms of meaning development an opposition is observed between Ubykh and 

Apkhazian-Abaza going out  ~ being/staying  that is given within one word in Georgian, 

i.e. it had polysemic nature that underlines its parent-language semantics. In this regard a 

verb letting in Dagestanian languages and dialects; cf. Kab. w-ṭ-ps “letting, 

freeing/liberating”, Ad. ṭu-ps v “Let it go”, “отпусти”.  Indeed, the issue on their genetic 

unity arises. 

Of Dagestanian Did. eṭw-a [Lafon 1952 : 71], Arch. ṭal-as “letting” is noteworthy.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭew- “bunch/cluster/hand (from wrist to fingertips); (hooked) part” 

Geo. m-ṭev-an-i “bunch/cluster/hand (from wrist to fingertips)” 

Zan (Laz) ṭab-u “palm of hand; sole of foot”, ṭab-an-i “hooked part of hook”, cf. Megr. 
ṭab-an-i “bottom” 

In Kartvelian languages ṭew-/ṭab- is detached as a root and -an/-u are derivative affixes; 

cf. sound-correspondence Geo. e : Zan a. Secondary phonetic process w/v → b seems to 

be of prop. Zan innovation.  

C.-Sind. *ṭw “handle/sleeve, back, blunt side of sth”  

Kab. ṭ-, in the word  ṭ-gw “back, blunt side of axe” 
Ub. ṭwa “handle/sleeve”  
Kabardian gw detached as a separate segment likely preserves a correspondence word of 

Dagestanian (Dido) og/oŋg “axe” stem, i.e. ṭ “back, blunt side of sth” + gw “axe” 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 151]. Comparative analysis of Ubykh and Kabardian allomorphs 

demonstrates that in the given case those exceptions are repeated when Ubykh shows 

archaic picture by preserving labialized consonants.  
Semantic correlation bunch/cluster/hand (from wrist to fingertips) ~ handle/sleeve is 

logical. Also, semantics of bottom isn’t accidental in relation with handle/sleeve since the 

same meaning can occur within one stem; cf. Sv. uwa “back, blunt side of sth; bottom”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭel- “big, vast/wide” 

Geo. (Ing.) ṭel-a-j “flat” 

Zan (Megr.) ṭal-ar-i//ṭal-er-i “vast/wide/large”, ṭar-buγa “big stud bull” 
Appearing of r- instead of l in ṭar- is the result of the transformation l + consonant → r 

+ consonant characteristic of Zan that is based on well-known phonotactic restriction.  

Pr.-Sind. *ṭel-i “big” 
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Hat. telli//tili “big; long/tall/high” 
Polysemic nature of the word - big/long/high is sourced from core big semantema. I 

suppose it is also supposed the existence of teli-penu “deity Telipinu” in composed word 

in which teli denotes big and pinu should be a Hattian word denoting child, i.e. teli-

pinu=big child.  

Logical correspondences of Hattian-Kartvelian isoglosses should be observed in 

Dagestanian, as well; cf. Bezh. rṭ “bigger” that is an allomorph of inversive structure.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭen- “dew” 
Geo. ṭen-i “dew”, “N  a  m  i  is a foreign word,  in Georgian it is called ṭ e n i” (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) ṭen-i “dewy” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. In Georgian as it is seen from Saba’s 

explanation, ṭen was substituted by a borrowed word name  word that is supported by a 

correspondence Laz allomorph.  
C.-Sind. *ṭ- “light rain” 

Apkh. -ṭa, in the word  a-kva-psa-ṭa “light rain” 
Circassian (resp. Kabardian) wa-ṭ “wet” form can be brough but it is appropriate to 

discuss it along with Ubykh ṭ  “in liquid form wet” word (see *ṭiw-). 
C.-Sind. *ṭ- : C.-Kartv. *ṭen- is logical correlation. Disappearing of ausalut n is 

characteristic phonetic process for Common Sindy parent language.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ṭiw- “sluggish water” 
Sv. ṭiw “sluggish water” 
Explaining a Svan ṭiw word A. Liparteliani mentions Geo. ṭiv-, a-ṭiv-n-ar-eb-a the 

meaning of which is unclear [Liparteliani 2014 : 245].  
C.-Sind. *ṭ- “in liquid form” 

Kab. wa-ṭ “wet” 

Ub. ṭ “damp” 

Existence of *ṭw- archetype in Common Sindy parent-language isn’t excluded since 

beside in Kartvelian the bilabial segments occur in Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Inkh. 
aṭam-u, Did. aṭju “wet, moist”. 

Ad. j-ṭaṭ-n,  Ab. ṭṭa-ra,  Apkh. a-ṭṭa-ra “dripping in large drops; flow” can be another 

root [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 659].  

C.-Kartv. *ṭil- “louse” 

Geo. ṭil-i “louse” 
Zan (Laz) mṭi//mṭir-i, Megr. ṭi (but ṭir-s Dat. c., Martv. subdial.) “louse” 

Sv. ṭiš “louse” 

It is noteworthy root. Firstly, Geo. ṭil-/Sv. ṭiš should be demarcated from Geo. ṭis-n-a 
“delousing” verb since it is corresponded by  Zan-Svan ṭiš- and Sv. ṭiš  “louse” corresponds 
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with   Geo. ṭil- (l : š), like Sv. uš “son” : Geo. ul-i “son”  word, i.e. in ṭis- verb the form 

with s- is initial while l is initial for ṭil-. They are simple different roots [see Klimov 1998 : 

188; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 434].  

C.-Sind. *ṭ- “louse”   
Ub. ṭa-ḳj “louse”, ṭa-v “louse’s egg” 

Of Sindy languages only Ubykh continues a parent-language tradition, only it 

preserves Sindy reflex supposedly originated from Common Iberian-Caucasian parent 

language since in the Dagestanian roots denoting louse’s egg is clearly observed  the 

correspondences of C.-Kartv.  *ṭil- : C.-Sind. *ṭ- archetypes: And. ṭan-a, Akhv. ṭan-i.., 
Darg. (Chirg.) neṭ, Arch. naṭ, Ag. neṭ/niṭ, Tab. niṭ, Krits ṭe, Ud. ṭe “louse’s egg”, cf. Ing. ṭol-g 
: Lak ṭu “id”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ṭilip- “mountain wild sorrel;  willow (?)” 
Geo. (Javakh.) ṭilip-i “plant, willow”, Lechkh. ṭilip-ob-a “religious holiday” 
Sv. ṭelp-i (UB., Lashkh.), ṭelep-i (LB., lent.) “mountain wild sorrel” 

Dialectal ṭilip- name seems to be logical correspondence of Svan ṭelp-/ṭelep- root. 
Georgian ṭirip-i can be another root that had an impact on the meaning of Javakhian 

form.  
C.-Sind. *ṭwp- “a kind of tree” [Vibrunum Opulus] 
Ab. ṭwp-la,  Apkh. a-ṭp-la (plant) [Vibrunum Opulus] 

Circassian data hasn’t been revealed though Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs exactly 

reflect parent-language picture. Comparison of Sindy-Georgian archetypes clearly 

demonstrates structural-material identity. Logical and regular sound correspondence is 

also observed – C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. w, that should be explained  by Svan-like l → w 

trans-formation in parent Sindy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭiṭin- “filling with liquid” 

Zan (Megr.) ṭiṭin-ap-a “filling up with liquid”, go-ṭiṭin-ap-il-i “filled up with liquid” 

Sv. li-ṭṭn-e “filled up with liquid to overflow”, l-ṭṭn-e “filled to overflow” 
Corresponding Georgian root is lost since Georgian ṭen- (ṭen-ian-i) is considered to be 

another root; cf. Zan (Laz) ṭen-i “dewy”. Different scholars (sometimes same scholar) 

present mutually exclusive reconstructions of these Kartvelian roots [see Klimov 1964 : 

180; Klimov 1998 : 186; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 430].  

C.-Sind. *ṭṭ- “flowing; dripping in large drops”  
Ad. j-ṭaṭ-n, Kab. j-ṭaṭ-n “flowing; dripping in large drops” 
Ab. ṭṭa-ra, Apkh. ṭṭa-ra “flowing; dripping in large drops” 

Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ṭiṭin- : C.-Sind. *ṭṭ- archetypes should be  Hin. aṭṭu 
“wet; damp/moist” noun that is linked with Ts.-Tush. ṭaṭ-eŋ “id” noun [more Dag. see 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 659].  
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C.-Kartv. *ṭiγw- “plump/stout; without feather” 
Geo. ṭiγv-i “bird that has moulted”, ṭiγv-el-i “unfledged chick” 

Zan (Megr.) ṭiγv-al-i “plum/stout”, o-ṭiγv-in-an-s “plump; look stout/plump, adult” 
Correspondence root isn’t observed in Svan; ṭiγv- that occurs in Georgian-Zan is of 

parent-language origin. It is supported by external -language material. 

C.-Sind. *ṭγwa- “ripening” 
Ad. ṭγwa-n, Kab. ṭγwa-n “ripening” 
Ub. ṭγwa- “ripening” 
Of Sindy samples there is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza and thus parent-language state 

reconstruction is possible only on Circassian ground. 

Structurally C.-Kartv. *ṭiγw- : C.-Sind. *ṭγwa- is perfect, a is superfluous in Sindy that 

seems to be of these languages data, perhaps affixal one. 

Semantic correlation plumpness ~ ripeness is logical. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭḳaw- “hand-span” 
Old Geo. m-ṭḳav-el-i “hand-span”, m-ṭḳav-l-eul-i “one hand in length/height/width”, 

cida-m-ṭḳav-el-i “monkey” 

Zan (Megr.) ṭḳo-u//ṭḳu, Laz mṭḳo  “hand-span” 

ṭḳav-/ṭḳo- is detached as a root, m--el and m--u are inflexions[cf. Klimov 1964 : 138; 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 337].  

C.-Sind. *ṭaḳw- “small, minor, little/few” 

Ad. ṭḳw, Kab. ṭḳw “small, minor, little” 

Ub. ṭḳw “little/few” 

Ab. ṭaḳw,  Apkh. a-ṭaḳw “small, little/few”   
Nominal root is fully presented in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. Semantic 

correlation hand-span  ~ small  is easily explained if the meanings of Geo. cida: 1. tiny; 2. 

too tiny are considered.  

Of Dagestanian languages the logical correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and 

stems is shown in Did. ṭaḳ-i “small” with which Av. ṭina-b “id” noun cannot be linked [cf. 

Abdokov 1983 : 185].   

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭḳwar- “Mtkvari, river” 
Geo. mṭḳwar-i, mṭḳvar-i “river” 

Zan (Laz) ṭḳur-a “Mtkvari” 

In private conversation Prof. N.Kutelia noted the existence of ṭḳura “Mtkvari” form in 

Laz. It shouldn’t be unexpected at the background of Rus. (←Gr.) ḳura allomorphs. 
C.-Sind. *ṭḳwa- “flowing, dripping”  
Ad. jγa-ṭḳwa-n, Kab. p-ṭḳw-n “flowing, dripping”, cf. Ad. ṭḳwa-ps “drop”, ṭḳw- 

“flowing”.  
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C.-Sind. *ṭḳwa- “flowing, dropping” logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *ṭḳwar- 
“Mtkvari; river” archetype and gives a ground to etymologize a central river of Georgia 
Mtḳvar-i. Likely, Common Sindy parent-language lost r sonor even in this case.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭom- “food with melted butter” 

Zan (Laz) ṭumb-u “food with melted butter and sugar” 
Initial Laz form of ṭumbu  noun that is attested in Atin sub-dialect should have been of 

ṭumu type since m → mb  phonetic process is characteristic of this sub-dialect; cf. Laz 
ntxomu, At. ntxombu : Geo. txmel-a, Laz txomur-i, At. txombur-i/txombr-i : Old Geo 

txraml-i [Chikobava 1938 : 74; 129].  

In Georgian a stem of ṭom-/ṭom-l-/ṭom-il-/ṭom-el- type should be searched that hasn’t 

been attested in published texts so far. 

C.-Sind. *ṭwan- “bouillon/broth/stock” 
Ab. wan (← *ṭwan), Apkh. a-ṭwan “juice, bouillon/broth/stock” 

Circassian allomorphs hasn’t been revealed so far and thus, the Common Sindy 

archetype is reconstructed on Apkhazian-Abaza data ground. C.-Kartv. *ṭom- : C.-Sind. 
*ṭwan- is logical from phonemic as well as semantic opposition view. Preservation of 

auslaut n is likely the result of secondary nature of m →  n process  in parent-language.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭrib- “sitting; seat” 
Zan (Laz) ṭriṗ-i “seat” 
The word is attested in Laz. It is derived from parent-language ṭrib- voiced type via 

progressive assimilation. Since ṭriṗ-i is explained as seat [Tandilava 2013 : 759] it is clear 

there should have been existed the verb denoting ṭriṗ- sitting.  
C.-Sind. *ṭw- “sitting” 
Ad. ṭ-s-n “sitting down”, cf. γ-ṭ-λ-n “lying” 
Ub. ṭw-s “sitting” 
Ab. wa-ra,  Apkh. a-ṭwa-ra “sitting”, a-ṭwá-ra “seat; backside/behind” 
Delabialization ṭw → ṭ process is familiar for Adyghean language. Abaza reveals the 

tendency of secondary ṭw → w affricatization. Apkhazian allomorphs show well reality of 

sitting ~ seat semantic correlation.  

Correspondence of Kartvelian r (*ṭrib-) sonor is unfamiliar for Apkhazian-Adyghean 

languages. Equivalent of r isn’t observed either in Dagestanian material; cf. Av. ṭam-, 
Bagv., Tind., Cham. ṭan-, And., Botl., Kar., Akhv.  ṭam- “insert” [Abdokov 1983 : 18].  

 

C.-Kartv. *ṭum- “leather/skin, skinning” 

Sv. ṭum-/ṭwim-, x-a-ṭm-e, x-a-ṭwm-e (LB.) “skinns”, li-ṭm-e, li-ṭwm-e “skinning”, ot-

ṭum-ir “skinned”  
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A word ṭum- is isolated in Svan so far. It has true parallels that confirm its parent-

language origin.  

C.-Sind. *tm- “wing”  
Ad. tam, Kab. dam “wing” 
A root ṭam- that was expected in Apkhazian-Abaza isn’t observed. And thus I had to 

carry out the reconstruct according to Adyghean languages and dialects. Glottal nature of 

initial root is clearly confirmed by corresponding Dagestanian material; cf. Lak ṭimu 
“bird’s down, feather”… 

In terms of semantics, the opposition wing ~ skin ~ feather is logical. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭurp-a “measuring jug” 

Sv. ṭurpa (LB.) “measuring vessel” 

Since a previous form is attested only in Lower Bal there is always a theoretical 

possibility to consider it to be borrowed from Megrelian. It complicates a reconstruction 

procedure. Thus, I suppose that C.-Kartv. archetype should have been of  *ṭarp-e type. 
C.-Sind. *ṭp- “hut” 
Ab. tp, Apkh. a-tp “hut” 
There is a lack of Circassian correspondences and thus the reconstruction of Common 

Sindy root is based on ṭ → t deglottalization possibility in Apkhazian-Abaza. Likely 

Dagestanian material supports ṭ → t process since in all cases the allomorphs with ṭ- 

consonant are attested: Hunz. ṭp-i “small barel”, Tsakh  ṭap-an “beehive,  hive (hewn 

from tree-stump)”, Krits ṭṗ-n “tent”, Ud. t:ap:-an “wooden kneading trough, wooden 

bowl”. Agul ṭaw-ar “padlock” cannot be brough in this case since its correspondence is 
duw-en “padlock” form in Svan; cf. Arch. daṗ-ar “padlock”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ṭeb- “wild, forested place” 
Zan (Megr.) ṭab-i “forest-dwelling”, ṭab-txir-i “wild nut” 

Sv. ṭwep “barren/uncultivated/virgin places, lands” 

There is a lack of Georgian correspondence. Appearing of w- in Svan has secondary 

nature. It is evident that assimilation took place via influence of   p – ṭep → ṭwep. 
C.-Sind. *ṭw- “mountain” 
Ad. (Chemg.) ṭwa-j (← *ṭwa-ḳj) “gorge between mountains” 
In lookup root the experts in Circassian languages reconstruct harmonic-descending 

ṭw complex of A system “which underwent depharyngealization in all Adyghean dialects 

and subdialects (except Shapsug):  ṭw → ṭw → ṭw. As regard segmented j segment it is 

considered to be the root denoting gorge [Kvakhadze 2014 : 29, 34].  

C.-Kartv. *ṭeb- : C.-Sind. *ṭw- is logical structural-phonetic correspondence that is 
supported by forest ~ mountain semantic correlation. For semantic modification cf. Laz 
daγ-i “forest, mountain”.   
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C.-Kartv. *ṭwal- “mud (on stree…), silt/ooze” 

Zan (Megr.) nṭol-, nṭol-u-a “muddy”, o-nṭol-eš-i “mud (on stree…), pond”, Laz o-

nṭḳol-u “muddy” 

Sv. ṭwal, ṭwl (Lent.) “mire/filth/slush, silt/ooze” 

Corresponding root isn’t observed in Georgian, anyway, ṭval- isn’t observed in 

published dialectal texts. Svan ṭwal “mire/filth/slush, silt/ooze” : Zan  nṭol- “mud (on 

stree…), pond” is logical correspondence and can reconstruct  C.-Kartv. *ṭwal- 
archetype. 

C.-Sind. *ṭwa- “pond” 
Apkh. a-ʒ-ṭwa “pond” 
The word is attested only in Apkhazian in composite: a-ʒ-ṭwa = water + pond. 
C.-Sind. *ṭwa- “pond” : C.-Kartv. *ṭwal- “mud (on stree…), silt/ooze” is logical 

structural-semantic correlation. Given opposition Ad. ṭḳwa- “dripping, flowing” : Apkh. a-

ʒ-ṭwa “pond” doesn’t reflect the real correlation of stems [cf. Klimov 1967 : 303]. Of 

Dagestanian a Krits ṭiγel  “mud” word is noteworthy. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ṭwiw- ← Pr.-Kartv. *ṭaxw-iw “lead/bullet, tin” 

Old Geo. ṭჳv-i “lead (metal), lead/bullet, tin”, ṭჳv-a “lead/bullet, lead (metal)” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) ṭvir-i “lead/bullet”, cf. top.  Ṭvir-i 
Sv. ṭwi, ṭwij (Lashkh.) “lead/bullet” 

The mentioned forms have been given only in recent researches. For some reason 

these allomorphs of Common Kartvelian origin haven’t been entered in early 

etymological dictionaries. H. Fährich reconstructed C.-Kartv. *ṭwi- archetype according 

to Svan [Fähnrich 2007 : 412]. According to my observation C.-Kartv. *ṭwiw- 
“lead/bullet” archetype is reconstructed since j in Svan reflects  C.-Kartv. w – *ṭwiw- → 
ṭwij like Megrelian r – *ṭwiw- → ṭvir- “lead/bullet”, cf. Geo. ṭev- : Zan nṭir-, Geo. 
mšev- : Zan  mškir- “hunger/starvation”… 

C.-Sind. *ṭsv-a “lead/bullet” 
Ab. ṭsa,  Apkh. a-ṭsá → // a-sa “lead/bullet” 
There is a lack of Circassian languages and dialects data. Due to it, Dagestanian 

languages data is crucial. This latter shows š/x alternation according to languages – Av. ṭo-
xi//ṭuxi ~ And. ṭuši “lead/bullet”… that is too available from the standpoint of proto-

history of Kartvelian allomorphs. Namely, it implies the existence of  proto-form of 
*ṭaxw-iw- structure in parent language which like ṭex- → ṭ-d-om-a verb underwent  x → 
 transformation in the same position.  

A. Abdokov underlined Sindy-Dagestanian unity the etymology and segmentation of 

which is unacceptable [Abdakov 1983 : 12].  
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C.-Kartv. *ṭu-b- “twin; twos” 

Geo. ṭub-i/ṭuṗ-i “twin”, ṭub-n-i “twins” 

Zan (Laz) ṭub-i/ṭḳub-i/ṭub-i, Megr. ṭub-i/ṭḳub-i/ṭuṗ-i “twin”, ṭḳu-ṭḳub-ur-o “in 

twos/pairs” 

Sv. ṭub/ṭwib “twin”, na-ṭub-ar “twins” 
At parent language level  ṭu-  is detached as a root, -b- is affix that is easily confirmed 

by comparison with ṭu-- derivative attested in Georgian -  ṭu-b- ~ ṭu--.  Georgian 
ṭub-//ṭub-n-i is attested in old Georgian literary works [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

447-448]; cf.  ṭu--i  “connected twos”. 
C.-Sind. *ṭw- “two” 
Ad (dial.) ṭw, ṭw, Kab. ṭw ← *ṭw “two” 
Ub. ṭwa “two” 
According to my observation Apkhazian-Abaza ωw-bá isn’t brought in this case (for –

ba- cf. Kartv. ṭu-b- [Lomtatidze 1955 : 824]) [see ev-ar-i]. Comparison of C.-Sind. *ṭw- 
: C.-Kartv. *ṭu-, archetypes demonstrates that  u → w  took place in Sindy and one of 

roots denoting two is  preserved in ṭu-b/ṭu-- variants in Kartvelian.  
Noteworthy parallels of Georgian-Circassian forms are observed in Nakh languages; cf.  

Ing. ṭo “twenty”. 
C.-Kartv. *ṭuw- “lie, deceiving” 
Geo. ṭuv-il-i “lie”, a-ṭu(v)-eb-s “deceivs sb”, m-ṭuv-ar-i “lier” 
Zan (Megr.) ṭur-a “lie”, mo-ṭur-ap-a “deceiving” 
Sv. li-r-ṭ-l-al “lie” 
Length of root vowel [] in Svan and existing of r after u in Megrelian indicates that in 

parent language the root is characterized by w and this w  is preserved in Old Georgian 

and in Zan w → r took place and lengthened a previous o in Svan as it usually happens – 

compensation length. Thus, it is unacceptable to reconstruct *ṭu- archetype in parent 

language [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 447].  

C.-Sind. *dγw- “stealing” 
Ad. tγw-an “thieving, stealing”, tγw “thief”, Kab. dγw-an “id”, dγw- “id” 
In this sample a secondary nature of Adyghean data is implied since a reconstructed d 

should have been a grammatical class marker originally that still functions in kindred 

Dagestanian roots; cf.  Darg. d-irωw- “deceiving” ~ Av.-And. r-i:-/r-e:-/r-a:- “stealing, 

hiding” in which semantic-structural-phonetic regularity is outlined that is too valuable 

(relevant) in terms of genetic relation of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes.  

In the professional literature there is an unsuccessful attempt to enroll Abaza-

Apkhazian γčj-ra “stealing” verb in this list that is groundless [see Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 579].  
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U 

 
C.-Kartv. *uzan- “wayfaring tree” 

Geo. uzan-i “wayfaring tree, has juicy, black fruit” [Viburnum lantara] 

Although this plant root is attested in Old Georgian [see Saba] its correspondences 

haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Dendronym uzan-i is of parent-language etymology and it had noteworthy correspon-

dences in Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. zar-a “cornel” 

Ad. zj (← *zar), Kab. za ← *zar “cornel” 

Ab. zar, Apkh. a-bg-ʒara “cornel” 
The word is complicated only in Apkhazian in which as if a-bg “fox” is added unlike 

other Sindy roots. Affricatization of z also rises question then when bugu-ʒir-i/buga-ʒir-i 
“cornel species” is attested in Megrelian. 

Kartvelian *u-zan- root contains u- prefix that seems to be equivalent of Sindy -a 

suffix; cf. -o suffix in Ts.-Tush. zar-o “redcurrant” word. Kartvelian prefix is corresponded 

by Dagestanian roots in which preffixation is also natural: Av. azali, Akhv. aža-naq:e 

“strawberry” [more see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 200].  

 
C.-Kartv. *ur-an- “barren, childless” 

Geo. uran-i “barren horse” (Saba) 

In modern Georgian a uran-i word is used with the meaning of barren animal. Saba’s 

explanation has narrow semantics. Corresponding material hasn’t been observed in other 

Kartvelian languages and dialects.   

C.-Sind. *wr- “barren, that cannot give birth” 
Apkh. -wr, in the word a-žw-wr “barren, that cannot give birth”  

Apkhazian word is of compound structure. In it a-žw denotes cow  and -wr – 
childless; -wr detached  in the professional literature is linked with Georgian urv-il- 

“melted, dried” form [Lomtatidze 1999 : 26].   

According to my observation it is unnecessary to suppose borrowing  process since         

C.-Kartv. *ur-an- logically corresponds with Apkhazian -wr “barren” word.  Additiona-

lly, Dagestanian languages data clearly demonstrates the paleo-Caucasian origin of 

analyzed roots and stems; cf. Av. ωoren, And. γurin(i), Akhv. ωoino//ωorini., Lak 
wilun “mule”... 

 
C.-Kartv. *uγ-el- “yoke” 

Geo. uγel-i “yoke”, uγl-eul-i “pair (of oxen, buffalo)” 

Zan uγu “yoke” 

Sv. uγw-a “yoke”  
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  *uγ-el- archetype is reconstructed for parent language level that is indigenous word 

[see Klimov 1964 : 186;  cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 454]. 

C.-Sind. *γw- “yoke”  

Ub. γaw- “yoke” 

Ubykh form demonstrates more transformation than Kartvelian. A stem of inversive 

structure is supposed – relational metathesis, i.e. γaw ← *waγ; bžj/bz v allomorphs of 

different origin are also attested with the same meaning in Adyghean languages. 

In earlier times in professional literature  it was indicated to word  borrowing 

possibility from Kartvelian languages [Charaia 1912 ; 15]. Though according to my 

observation to speak about borrowing is  groundless since as aforesaid, Ubykh presents  

inversive structure  of Pr.-Sind. *waγw- archetype and palatalization of  γ-  emphasizes a 

labialization nature of final root. Dagestanian languages data demonstrates the paleo-

Caucasian origin of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes, cf. Ud. o, Arch. oƛ:̣ “yoke”, Tab. 

(Kand.)  uγin “cart drawn by single ox/buffalo” words; cf. also Khin. ing ← *gin “yoke”. 

Of Nakh forms Chech. urγ “pole for hanging sth/barrier-pole; roosting perch” is 

noteworthy, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *uxw- “abundant/plenty; lots/many/much” 

Geo. uxv-i “many/much”, i-uxu-a “abundant/plenty; lots/many/much” (Saba) 

The word is isolated in Georgian but likely it is of parent-language origin that is clearly 

supported by Sindy-Dagestanian samples.   

C.-Sind. *xwa- “abundant/plenty; lots/many/much” 

Ad. xw-j “in plenty, in abundance, sufficiently” 
Of Sindy languages only Adyghean preserves the allomorphs of parent-language 

etymology. In the professional literature a question also arises on the borrowing direction 

[Bukia 2016 : 138]. But I suppose  that Adyghean root demonstrates genetic link with 

Kartvelian uxv- and  it is possible that Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses may have Dagestanian 

parallels; cf. Arch. labx-an “many/much/lots, plenty”, Lezg. lux “containing many/much 

/lots/plenty, a great deal”. 

 

 

P 
  
C.-Kartv. *p- “having, existing/being” 

Zan (Megr.) p-, m-a-p-u-n “I have” 

A verbal root  -p-  that is  detached in Megrelian  likely occurs in Georgian u-p-al-    

“Lord”, me-u-p-e “God/Lord”, su-p-ev-a “reigning/existing” forms in which the meaning 

of being/existence  is evident.    

C.-Sind. *p- “existing/ being” 

Ub. tw- “existing/ being” 
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Ubykh type of transformation of initial bilabial stop-plosives in well-known fact – b → 

dw, p → tw, ṗ → ṭw. Similar (p → tw) transformation is evident in Ubykh correspondence 

of Georgian pand-ur-i “3-stringed lute” word (see C.-Kartv. *pand- “hand”). [For different 

etymology see Lomtatidze 1997c]. 

Corresponding material isn’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages so far.  

 

C.-Kartv. *paz- “dismaying; boredoming” 

Zan (Megr.) pižv-, mo-pižv-in-ap-a “boredoming; grieving”, pižv-al-i “sad /woeful” 

Sv. paž “dismayed, deeply shocked, weakened” 

Likely, Megrelian pižv- is sourced from *puž- arche-form. It is supported by Svan the 

correspondence of which should have been paz- in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *bz v- “angering” 

Ad. bž v-, in the word  gw-bž v-n, Kab. bz v-, in the word  gw-bz v-n “angering” 
Ub. bžj- “angering” 

If Georgian braz-i “anger”, ga-braz-eb-a “angering” forms are enrolled in this list then 

anlaut correlation is clear but origin of r is unclear and if r is phonetic inclusion (mrez-

/mriz-) then everything is clear.  

It is one of compound oppositions. The issue needs additional investigation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pan- “thirst” 

Sv. pn- “thirst”, pn-i “I’m thirsty”, ma-pn  “thirst” 

Parent-language a was established in Svan via reduced   neutral vowel. Corresponding  

verb isn’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects though external language 

isoglosses clearly confirm a Common Kartvelian nature of pn- root. 

C.-Sind. *pa- “suffocating/drowing” 

Ad. (Chemg.) p-n “drowing/choking” 

Like Svan pn- verb, a Chemgui form is isolated in Sindy languages. Since mutual 

borrowing is excluded Svan-Adyghean isoglosses is considered to be the reflexation of 

Paleo-Caucasian *pan- root.  
Semantic correlation thirst  ~ drowing is logical. 

 

C.-Kartv. *pand- “hand” 

Geo. pand-, pand-ur-i “3-stringed lute” 

Musical instrument that is widely spread over the world implies pand-ur-i Georgian 

etymology. In it -ur is well-known Georgian (Kartvelian) derivative suffix that is lost in 

Georgian today but it preserved historically existed pand- root, i.e. pand-ur-i  means of 

hand, to be played with hand (like in Megrelian čong- and čong-ur-i “4-stringed lute”). 

And the fact that pand- is the stem denoting hand  is well shown in Dido material in 

which Kartv. pand- root is corresponded by Hunz. pode, Bezh. pudo “wing”.  
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C.-Sind. *pan- “musical instrument” 

Ub. twan “any musical instrument” 

Of Sindy languages only Ubykh preserved twan allomorph that is sourced from *pan- 

archetype and  is the result of  p → tw phonetic process in the language. Pre-historically 

the existence of p- is proved by occurrence of proto-type with p- phoneme in Hattian 

ipni-zinar (cf. Hat. Ḫun-zinar) “harp” composite.    

Kartv. pand-, Ub. *pan- → twan roots are also corresponded by Bats. peŋ “slope, side”, 
pen-ivħ “next to” words.  

I suppose that Kartv. hand  ~ Nakh slope  ~ Dag. wing is logical semantic correlation; 

cf. Geo. (Imer.) pand-al-i “walking manner” (N. Machavariani). 

 
C.-Kartv. *par- “covering” 

Geo. par-, v-par-av “I cover”, par-i “shield”, sa-par-i “cover”, sa-par-v-el-i “cover” 

Zan (Megr.) por-, por-un-s “covers”, o-por-al-i “cover”, por-i “shield; covering”, art 

xeš por-i “covering with one hand” 

Sv. par-/pr-, li-pr-en-i “covering”, at-par-e “covered” 

Geo. par-i and Megr. por-i forms are added to well-known Kartvelian linguistic 

material [Klimov 1964 : 187].  

C.-Sind. *pa- “covering, putting on” 

Ab. ta-r-pa-ra,  Apkh. a-ta-r-pa-ra “putting on”, cf. r-pa-ra / a-r-pa-ra “covering” 

There is a lack of Circassian data. Although parent-language archetype is accuracy  

reconstructed. It is clear that the lose of final r sonor in parent language is possible that  

often happens without a trace.  

If Georgian apra “sail” word with a-pr-a segmentation is enrolled in this list thus it is 

possible to speak about genetic link with Chech. a-par-i, Ingush. a-pr “mill water 

channel”  allomorphs [Chukhua 2008 : 505].  

 
C.-Kartv. *par- “flying, twisting/swirling” 

Geo. pr-en- “flying”, pr-ial-i “twisting/swirling” 

Zan (Megr.) pur-in-i “flying, twisting/swirling” 

I cannot agree with given reconstruction in *prin- form [see Klimov 1964 : 190] since 

Zan (resp. Megrelian) u correspondence supports the reconstruction of a. 

C.-Sind. *par- “flying” 

Ub. pr-, s-pr-n “flying” 
Ab. (Ashkh.) pr-ra, Apkh. a-pr-ra “flying” 

Of Circassian languages only Ubykh preserves Common Caucasian root denoting 

flying. In  Apkhazian-Abaza [Charaia 1912 : 35} and Ubykh a →  reduction is observed. 

Reconstruction of a is supported by Dagestanian material; cf. Bezh. par-ƛ- “twisting 

/swirling”, but Bud. pr sii “flying”, etc. 
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C.-Kartv. *pareš- “servant” 

Geo. pareš-i “domestic servant”, pareš-t-uxuces-i “chief servant/butler” 

The stem is attested in Georgian. A question arises on its entering from Arabian (GED) 

though Sindy correspondences refuse this assumption. 

C.-Sind. *ps var- “servant” 

Ad. (Chemg.) ps vr--ħ, Abdz. pšr--ħ “servant” 

In Kartvelian a Abdzakh-type stem is given only s v → š hushening is supposed to Pr.-

Kartv. sv → C.-Kartv. š direction.  

In Sindy languages they indicate to compound structure of the word, namely, -ħ-  

segment is related to bringing verb [Kvakhadze 2014 : 117]. I agree with the necessity of 

detaching -ħ- particle. Only it needs more argumentation to prove its sourcing from 

bringing verb.   

 
C.-Kartv. *parcw- “skin; peeled/peelings” 

Zan (Megr.) perčv-i “skin; peeled/peelings”, perčv-el-i//perčv-el-u-a “skinning, 

peeling” 

Megrelian e seems to be a reflex of Common Zan o via umlaut o → e; cf. o-c-i : eč-i ← 

*oč-i “twenty”. Thus, a noun or verb of parcv- type is lost in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *pac-a “a single hair; wool”  
Ad. (Shaps., Bzhed.) pac “sheep wool in spring”, Kab. bac- “hair that changes a sheep 

in spring” 

Anlaut p → b is possibley fot Kabardian. At the same time in Chemgui and other 

Adyghean dialects a noteworthy process of aspiration of preruptives (p → p) is evident.  

Noteworthy parallels of C.-Kartv. *parcw- : C.-Sind. *pac-a archetypes are attested in 

Dagestanian languages; cf. Lak burču, Cham. boč “skin, leather”, Av. bača “shield”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *parx- “bosting; (idly) rattling around” 

Geo. pax-a-pux-i, pax-i-pux-i “(idly) rattling around”, pax-ur-i/pax-un-i “bosting, 

bragging” 

Zan (Megr.) purx-in-i “bombastic talk”, purx-on-i “bosting; (idly) rattling around” 

Svan correspondence isn’t observed. Seems in Georgian the simplified allomorphs are 

attested – *parx- → pax-. 

C.-Sind. *prq- “snoring” 
Ad. prq-n, Kab. prq-n “snoring” 

The roots are of onomatopoetic structure in the languages of both groups and perhaps, 

due to it there occurs x : q opposition. I don’t agree with the view on linking Adyghean 

verbs with the stems denoting snoring in  Kartvelian [Bukia 2016 : 129] since a sound 

structure contradicts this though Apkh. a-xjrxjr-ra “snoring” is correctly brought in 

Kartvelian  context. 
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Typologically (from areal standpoint) Sindy-Kartvelian material is corresponded by Tat  

(Dagestanian) px zere “snoring” verb.   
 
C.-Kartv. *pas- “price” 

Geo. pas-i “price/payment” (Saba), ʒჳr-pas-i, na-pas-eb-i “price/payment” 

Sv. ps, pas (Lashkh.) “price/payment”, pas-j “abundant, valuable horvesty”, na-ps, 
na-pas (Lashkh.) “price/payment” 

The root is reconstructed at parent-language unity level. It is attested in ancient 

Georgian written texts. Borrowing of Georgian pas- from Iranian [Andronikashvili 1966] 

is groundless. 

C. Sind.*šwa- “price; payment” 

Ub. šwa “price” 

Ab. šwa-ra, Apkh. a-šwa-ra “payment” 

w of Sindy languages that historically became a labialization of a root consonant 

reflects  a correspondence of C.-Kartv. p bilabial. C.-Sind. *šwa- is of inversive 

(metathesized) structure that is supported almost all Dagestanian roots along with 

Kartvelian ones; cf. Lak maša “trading”.., Lezg. mas “price”.., Arch. mas “price”.   

Paleo-Caucasian nature of the abovementioned roots and stems is proved by Urartian 

correspondence, as well; cf.  meš “tribute/tax; payment” [Diakonov, Starostin 1986 : 22].   
  
C.-Kartv. *pasa- “manganese” 

Geo. {pasa} “manganese”, Pas-is mta “Mountain Pasa”, Pasa-na-ur-i  “Pasanauri” (top.) 

Sv. {paša} “manganese” 

Rach. paša “manganese” preserves paša word that is lost in Svan and  logically corres-

ponds with pasa  (Pasa-na-ur-i) word of Georgian toponyms. It can be considered that 

Zan equivalent poš-oš-i (← *poš-poš-i) is hidden in reduplicated word. 

C.-Sind. *pš “red” 

Ab. -pš “red”, in the word xja-pš “gold”, a-pš “red”, Apkh. -pš // -š “red”, in the 

word  xj-š (← *xj-pš) “goldish”; a-pš “red” 
Corresponding roots aren’t attested in Circassian languages and thus, common-Sindy 

parent-language state can be reconstructed only on Apkhazian-Abaza material  ground.  

True isoglosses of Kartvelian-Sindy data  can be observed Andi languages of 

Dagestanian; Bagv. paš, Tind paxji, Kar. páxje, Botl. paxji “red cooper”, cf. Av. paxj “red 

cooper”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pasw- “root” 

Geo. pesw-i, pesv-i “root” 

Zan (Megr.) pos-i//posv-i//posv-e, Laz pos-o “root” 

The word is attested in ancient Georgian texts. Basing on Georgian-Zan correspon-

dences *pesw-/*posw-/*pasw- archetypes are reconstructed [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 
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2000 : 470]. Of them the reconstruction of root seems to be more objectives [Klimov 1964 

: 187].    

C.-Sind. *psa “root” 

Ad. -ps, in the word  λa-ps “root”, Kab. ms/bzva, in the word λa-ms/λa-bz, Basl.          

-ps, in the word λa-ps “root” 

Ub. -msa, in the word  λa-msa “root” 

A root λa- “foot/leg” is detached as the first segment of Circassian composites and of 

the rest  ms/bz/ps allomorphs initial (parent-language) variant is ps type that is 

preserved in Adyghean unchanged.  

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes should be Tsova-Tushian na-psor 

“root; foundation/base” word of complex structure.  

 
C.-Kartv. *past- “cutting” 

Geo. pet-a “cutting” (Saba), a-pt-i “sharp dagger” (Saba) 

Sv. pešdw-/pšdw-/pešṭw- “cutting, trimming/pruning/sharing off”, u-pšdw-a / u-pešṭw-

a “unshared off” 

Corresponding stem is lost in Zan. Though it doesn’t block to reconstruct *past- root 

that is linked with stockbreeding/cattle-herding  sphere.  

C.-Sind. *bʒ-a “sign/mark (in cattle’s ear)” 

Ad. tħa-bz, Kab. tħa-bza “sign/mark in cattle’s ear”; cf. Kab. λa-bz “sign/mark in bird’s 

leg” 
It is clear that *bʒ-a with the meaning of sign/mark  can be developed on the next 

stage of cutting (sharing off), i.e. cutting → sign/mark. It is also supported by Dagestanian 

(Tab. miǯi “sign/mark in ear”) and Common Nakh (Ts.-Tush. vasṭ “notch cut in cattle 

ears”) correspondences.   

 
C.-Kartv.*papa- “porridge” 

Geo. papa “porridge” 

Zan (Megr.) pap-ir-i “porridge”, pap-u “millet porridge” 

It is the root of symbolic structure, likely from child’s language. Thus, a corresponding 

is broken in vowel part.   

C.-Sind. *baba “porridge” 

Ad. (Chem.) bab, Kab. bab “porridge” 
Allomorphs of symbolic structure are attested in the languages of both groups. The 

words with similar structure and approximately meaning can be observed in kindred as 

well as non-kindred languages; cf. Chech. bep-ig “bread”.., Hunz. baba, Bezh. bb//baba, 

Khin. baba “bread”… Substitution b/p is clearly observed in all Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. Different vocalism is attested only in Chechen; cf. e – a.  
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C.-Kartv. *pačxw- “breaking, fragmenting/turning sth to crumbs” 

Zan (Laz)) o-pučx-ol-u, Megr. pučx-ol-i “crumbling, crumbfragmenting/turning sth to 

crombs”, cf. Laz punčx-a, Megr. pučx-a “crumb” 

Sv. pčxw, pačxw (Lashkh.) “sliver/shard, crumb”, pčxw-d ligne “breaking, 

fragmenting/ turning sth to crumbs” 

Corresponding Georgian root isn’t observed. Gurian-Imerian punčxa/pinčxa/pinčxal-i 

“crumb” is considered to be zanizm.  

C.-Sind. *pč- “destroying/demoloshing” 
Ab. pč-ra “destroying/demoloshing” 
Of the Sindy languages only Abaza preserves a logical correspondence. Its comparison 

with Kartvelian demonstrates unusual C.-Sind. č : C.-Kartv. čx phonemic opposition. In 

similar case intensive č: hushing voicelss sibilant affricate is supposed for Kartvelian – Pr.-

Kartv. č: → C.-Kartv. čx. It is supported by corresponding Dagestanian material in which 

č: is preserved unchanged; cf. Kar. bačw:-aλa “destroying/demolishing”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *pac- “fish” 

Geo. pac-er-i “egg/shaped funneled wicker fish trap”, “fish trap” (Saba) 

Existence of pac- root to denote fish (or any its species) is Georgian isn’t excluded (A. 

Kvakhadze). The fact that it has no Svan-Colchian correspondences it doesn’t mean that 

pac- root didn’t function in Common Kartvelian language. Its occurrence is proved by 

Circassian common material. 

C.-Sind. *pca- “fish” 

Ad. pca, Kab. bʒa “fish” 

Given roots of affricate nature should be demarcated from Ub. psa, Apkh. a-ps-ʒ 
forms since this latter is a logical correspondence of inversive structure of C.-Kartv. *sem-

ia “beluga” (Geo. sv-ia/Zan šam-aia) archetype. 

Hurrian-Urartian bacin “fish” word is also considered to be a logical correspondence of 

Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes. The latter is preserved in Armenian in substratum form.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pac- “cutting into narrow, chopping/splitting” 

Zan (Megr.) puc-, puc-ol-u-a “cutting into narrow, schopping/splitting” 

Since there is no other Kartvelian correspondences reconstruction of parent-language 

archetype is based on Georgian-Zan sound correspondence – Geo. a : Zan o → u (at 

labial).  

C.-Sind. *pča- “cutting” 

Ub. pčja “cutting, chopping, splitting” 

In the professional literature Ubykh verb is linked with Dagestanian nominal; cf. 

Cham. mirča, Bagv. miča “dagger”, Hunz. mišu (←*miču) “sickle” [Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 678]. But I cannot share this view since I link the here mentioned Dagestanian 

nouns with Svan merč- “axe” wod (see C.-Kartv. *merc-). 
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C.-Kartv. *pax- “fear; running with fear” 

Geo. (Psh.) pax-an-i “fear” 

Zan (Megr.) purx-on-i “running with fear” 

According to suffixation Georgian and Megrelian demonstrate logical correlation. Only 

difference: in Megrelian r in the front position of x appeared on phonetic ground.  

C.-Sind. *paxjw- “startling/frightening, going aeay/parting” 

Ad. pf-n (← *pxjw-n), Kab. pxjw-n “startling/frightening, going aeay/parting” 
Labialization of root auslaut consonant is prop. Sindy occurrence. Sindi-Kartvelian 

archetypes are identical structurally, phonetically and semantically. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pet- “cardling/combing (wool)” 

Geo. pet-, sa-pet-i “wool card, swingle” 

Zan (Megr.) pet, o-pet-aš-e “wool card” 

Sv. pet-/pt-, li-pt-i, li-pet-e (Lent.) “cardling/combing (wool )” 

In three Kartvelian languages pet- root is given unchanged. In Zan pat- was expected 

though e sounding can be dissimilative process – *o-pat-aš-e → o-pet-aš-e. The issue 

needs additional investigation. 

C.-Sind. *pt- “stretching, lengthening/extending” 

Ad. pt-n, Kab. pt-n “stretching, lengthening/extending” 

Structural identity of C.-Kartv. *pet- “cardling/combing (wool )” : C.-Sind. *pt- 
“stretching, lengthening/extending” is easily evident. Along with structural closeness a 

semantics one is also evident – stretching/lengthening/extending ~ cardling/combing 

(wool) is logical correlation.  
 
C.-Kartv. *pel- “opening” 

Geo. pel-, ga-pel-v-a “opening” 

Zan (Megr.) pal-, pal-u-a “thinning off out/floweing/budding”, pal-ir-i “thinned out/ 

opened bud/budded/flowered” 

A verb pel- is preserved only in Imerian dialect. Its logical correspondence is observed 

in Megrelian pal- allomorph. In terms of meaning development unity of opening / 

thinning out/bud opening  semantemes is logical. 

C.-Sind. *ṗala- “opening” 

Ub. ṗala- “opening” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only on Ubykh data basis. In 

this case C.-Kartv. p : C.-Sind. ṗ is troublesome since contrary samples are attested. 

Perhaps, in future some samples will be disclosed of p/ṗ phonemic opposition since 

structural-semantic identity is clearly evident.    

 
C.-Kartv. *pelxw- “ripping off/pulling down/demolishing” 

Old Geo. mo-polxw-eb-a “ripping off/pulling down/demolishing”, mo-polxw-eb-ul-i 

“ripped off/pulled down/demolished” 
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Zan (Megr.) porxv-i “aged, ready to fall down” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Though it is possible to reconstruct Common 

Kartvelian archetype. Georgian stem is attested in ancient Georgian written literary 

works [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 469-470].  

C.-Sind.*pqw- “destroying/demolishing” 

Ad. pqw:-tan, Kab. qw:-tan “destroying/demolishing, breaking” 

One of unique harmonious-descending complex pqw:  was simplified in Kabardian – 

pqw: → qw:. Reason for it should be search in labialization of following pharyngeal, i.e. 

superation is dissimilative. 

Consonantal group of Sindy-Kartvelian type is observed in Dagestanian languages; cf. 

Darg. b-a-bγ- “breaking”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pen- “family; household” 

Zan (Megr.) pan-ia “family; household” 

The word is isolated in Megrelian but likely it is of parent-language origin. 

Considering the vowel correspondences of Kartvelian languages it turns out that a 

correspondence of Zan a should have been e in parent-language (also in Georgian). Thus 

*pen- archetype is reconstructed.  

C.-Sind. *bn- “family” 

Ad. (Chemg.) bn, Abdz. bn “family” 
Assimilative a →   process took place in Adyghean before that when a final  was lost 

in Abdzakh dialect.  

Megrelian-Adyghean isoglosses are corresponded by Bezhit bina “house”. The latter 

has no common with Georgian bina of Semitic origin.  

 
C.-Kartv.*per- “grey; color; flame” 

Geo. per-, per-i “color”, per-o “between white and black” (Saba), per-ua “poke 

root/mealybug” 

Zan (Laz) par-, par-el-i “flame”, Megr. par-, par-on-i “green grass cover”; “dense forest/ 

thicket” 

Sv. pr-w “grey/ash color” 

Umlauted  in Svan subjects to M. Kaldani’s well-known rule [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 463]. 

Pr.Sind. *pr- “bright, brilliant/dazzling” 
Hat. paru “bright, brilliant/dazzling” 

Apkhazian-Adyghean correspondences aren’t observed. And thus Proto Sindy 

archetype was reconstructed on the Hattian data basis. Formally (and semantically, as 

well) Hattian-Kartvelian isoglosses correspond to each other.  

Probably, Nakh data can be discussed in this case; cf. Ts.-Tush. apeŋ “green”. The issue 

needs additional investigation.  
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C.-Kartv. *perpel- “butterfly; wing”  

Geo. (Kiz.) perpl-i “fish scale” 

Zan (Laz) parpal-i, Megr. parpal-ia//parpal-i “butterfly; twisting/swirling”  

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Laz-Megrelian stems indicate that 

historically the stem was of two-syllabic in Georgian, as well. 

Semantic opposition fish scale ~ butterfly / twisting/swirling is logical correlation and 

implies the meaning of wing as initial one.  

C.-Sind.*prpl- “aphid/clothes-moth” 

Apkh. a-parpal-ḳj “aphid/clothes-moth” 

Of Sindy languages the word occurs only in Apkhazian though along with Kartvelian 

correspondences the Dagestanian parallels prove that the root is sourced from Common 

Iberian-Caucasian parent-language and, of course, of symbolic structure. Thus sound 

elements are observed in Apkhazian-Dagestanian; cf. Ud. ppl-k:, Hin. papa-ṭu, Bezh. 
papa-ṭo.., And. pirinpa “butterfly”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pes- “getting tired” 

Geo. da-os-eb-a//da-vs-eb-a “getting too tired” 

Sv. peš-a “getting tired”, peš-en-i/peš-n-i“gets tired”, ma-pš//ma-paš, ma-peš (Lashkh.) 

“getting tired” 

Spirantized (b → w) stem of  wes- type is initial for Georgian language that is 

secondary occurrence. Stem anlaut is better preserved in Svan. Generally, m/b/p → w/v 

spirantization phonetic process in historical Georgian should be investigated. 

C.-Sind. *ps- “getting tired”  

Ad. ps-n “getting tired”, ps-γ “tired” 

Apkh. a-apsa-ra “tired”, a-apsa  “tired” 
Double prefixation a-a- should be prop. Apkhazin occurrence (via reinterpretation!). 

On other side genetic unity of roots and stems is doubtless. 

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pesw- “getting ill/sick; dying” 

Geo. (Imer.) ga-psv-en-a “getting ill/sick”, ga-psv-en-ul-i “thiness and paleness from 

illness” 

Zan (Megr.) go-pars-al-ap-a “dying” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Megrelian a implies e for Common-Kartvlian; 

cf. sound correspondence Geo. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e. 

C.-Sind. *ps- “dying” 

Ab. ps-ra, Apkh. a-ps-ra “dying” 

Adyghean ps-n “getting tired” is also discussed along with these roots and stems that 

is groundless since Adyghean  ps- verb is corresponded by Apkhazian apsa “tired” (see 

above,  C.-Kartv. *pes-); cf. vowel correlation in Sindy roots auslaut Ad.  : Apkh. . 
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C.-Sind.  *ps- “dying” ~ C.-Kartv. *pesw- “getting ill/sick” correlation is logical from 

semantic as well as structural standpoint.   

 
C.-Kartv. *peskal- “child, girl” 

Geo. {pesḳal-}  
Zan (Laz) pašḳur-i “small girl, young girl” 

Phonetic transformation šk → šḳ is of prop. Zan (Laz) occurrence. Basing on phonetic 

correspondence Gurian pašḳur-a-i “id” is considered to be zanism.  

C.-Sind. *pška “offspring/posterity/descendant, child” 
Ad. šḳ, Kab. šḳ “calf, offspring/posterity/descendant”  

Ab. -pška, in the word  ħw-pška “calf”, Apkh. a-pška “child” 

Noteworthy parallel is attested in Ts.-Tushian (Batsb) of Nakh languages – pešḳar 

“child, little boy”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *peṭw- “millet” 

Old Geo. peṭw-i, New Geo. peṭv-i “millet” 
Zan paṭ-i “millet”, Megr. ma-paṭ-ia “corn hunting; basket-grass” 
Sv. pṭw (UB., Lent.), peṭw (LB., Lent.) “millet”, peṭw-ra “bread mixed with cheese and 

millet” 
It is universally known and accepted Common Kartvelian material via comparison of 

which all scholars reconstruct Common Kartvelian *peṭw- archetype [Klimov 1964 : 188; 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 464]. In Laz-Megrelian losing of a final w- likely took place 

via dissimilation with a stem anlaut.  

C.-Sind. *bṭ-a “millet; porridge” 

Ub. baṭá “millet; porridge” 

It is too difficult to clarify whether the  stem has an auslaut labialization *baṭw-a → baṭ-
a (?) or not. According to Ubykh it cannot be clarified. Kartvelian unequivocally supports 

the existence of ṭw labialized complex. The same is proved by Dagestanian samples, as 

well; cf. Darg. beṭu//beṭwi “dough”, Hunz. haṭu (←*paṭu) “flour”… 

It is true that generally the labializaed complexes doesn’t exist in Nakh languages no 

long but correspondence material (root sounding) should have  supported labialized 

allomorphs; cf. Ts.-Tush. boṭ ← *beṭw “dough”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pep- “rocky shore/bank” 

Zan (Megr.) pap-al-a “rocky shore/bank; sheer (rock/cliff ),  cliff/boulder” 

Basing on vowel correspondences that are attested among the Kartvelian languages a 

parent-language sounding should have been with e; cf. Geo. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e.  

Pr.-Sind. *pip- “stone” 

Hat. pip “stone” 
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In Apkhazian –Adyghean languages a stem of *pp/*pp type was expected that didn’t 

occur. Likely, it was lost in early period (at Common Sindy level).  

Hattian-Karvelian isogloss isn’t isolated, yet though Urartian pap “rock, stone” word 

can be brought in this case.   Semantically, rocky shore  ~  stone ~  rock is well-spread 

correlation that is possible even within one root.  

 

C.-Kartv. *peγ- “splendid/majestic/noble, carefree/delightful” 
Zan (Megr.) paγ-, paγ-ur-i “splendid/majestic/noble”, paγ-u “turned carefree/become 

conceident/arrogant/insolent, imposing/impressive”, paγ-u-ob-a//paγ-u-a “living like 

noble man”, Paγ-a-va “noble surname in Samegrelo” 

The word is isolated in Megrelian but likely it is of parent-language origin. It is proved 

by Iberian-Caucasian, and first of all, by Adyghean material. 

C.-Sind. *pγ-a “proud” 
Ad. pγ, Kab. pγ “proud” 
There is an attempt to link Ab. baγa, Apkh. a-baγa “solid: miser” allomorphs  with 

Adyghean words  that is groundless. Ubykh γab “solid; hard” cannot be brought in this 

case [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 792].   

Semantic opposition majestic/carefree ~ proud  is logical correlation.  

Nakh (Chech.) bγ-la “comfortable, convenient” and Dag. (God.) beγu, Akhv. boγo 
“lots/many/much, more” words are genetically linked with Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pešw- “wiping/stroking with hand” 

Old Geo. pešw-, pešw-eb-a-j “walking with hand tapping/groping”, e-pešw-eb-od-a 

“Sb was walking with hand tapping/groping”, e-pešw-eb-i-an “Sb is walking with hand 

tapping/groping” 

Sv. pšgw-, x-a-pšgw-e “wips/stroks with hand, shows affection”, m-pšgw-i “sb who 

shows affection” 

There is a lack of Zan correspondence; e →   in Svan is based on M. Kaldani’s rule 

peškw- → pšgw- [Sukhishvili 1990 : 82-85]. Semantically  meaning wiping/stroking with 

hand is initial from which showing affection and walking with hand tapping/groping 

developed. 

C.-Sind. *ps v- “kneading” 

Ad. pš-n, Kab. ps v-n “(dough…) kneading” 
In Sindy language, dialects and subdialects a labialized archetype of ps vw- type was 

expected  which likely was simplified due to dissimilative influence of previous p bilabial 

consonant.  

Semantic correlation wiping/stroking with hand ~ kneading is noteworthy that is 

possible within one root; cf. Megr. zala “kneading; wiping/stroking with hand; crushing”. 
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Corresponding Iberian-Caucasian roots haven’t been disclosed so far. Only one is 

Dargwa baš-es “kneading” which can be useful in that case if initial b is of root.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ptil- / *pitil- “carded wool/flock of wool; a single of hair” 

Geo. ptil-a, pitil-a “cotton cane/wicker-work” (Saba) 

Sv. pitw “a single hair, crumb” 

Megrelian buta “first cut wool” is of another origin, likely, it corresponds with Sv. 

patw-(cf. Geo. pta/prta) “hair” root.    

Svan pitw exactly reflects a next stage of initial pitl- allomorph resulted via l → w 

transformation.     

C.-Sind. *ptwa “sheep cut hair”  

Ab. bčwa ← *ptwa, Apkh. á-ptwa//á-btwa “sheep cut hair”  

A lookup word isn’t attested in Circassian languages. In Apkhazian-Abaza languages an 

initial type is too defected, especially in Abaza. Length of a in Apkhazian form anlaut is 

compensating: á-ptwa ← *a-patwa. 
Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences are too noteworthy: Chech. patar, Ing. 

petr//patr “goat’s feather; bird’s down”; cf. Dag.: Lezg. put “plait”, Ag. put “horse’s tail 

hair”, Khinal. pt “hair”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *ptx- “scaring/frightening; warning” 

Geo. prtx-eb-a “scares/frightens”, da-prtx-a “scared/frightened”, prtx-il-i “be cautious”, 

ga-prtx-il-eb-a  “warning” 

Zan (Megr.) ntx-ap-a “starling”, e-ntx-u “starled, frightened”, e-ntx-ap-il-i “panicky/ 

scared/frightened” 

Sv. tx-il “coward”, tx-an-j (US.) “panicky/scared/frightened” 

Megrelian-Svan allomorphs clearly show secondary nature of r sonor, i.e. pt cluster 

was disconnected by r – pt → prt due to phonotactic restriction. 

C.-Sind. *tx- “fear, frighening” 
Ad. (Shaps.) tx-j- “fear, frighening”, m-tx-j “feared” 
The word is attested only in Shapsug dialect. Scholars detach m- a 3rd personal marker 

of intransitive verbs in m-tx-j form [Kvakhadze 2014 : 278].  

It can be considered that final p was also characteristic of Sindy parent language and 

like Megrelian-Svan it was lost on the non-canonical ground. But more important is 

sound correspondence at complex level – C.-Kartv. tx : C.-Sind. tx, that underlines the 

primary nature of similar clusters.  

Reconstruction of C.-Kartv. *ptx- archetype is perhaps supported by Tsakh matxa-na  

“surprised” participle.  
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C.-Kartv. *pirk- “wooden barrel” 

Sv. pirk “wooden barrel” 

The word is isolated in Svan but it reflects parent-language reflex that is clearly 

supported by logical correspondences from Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *pagw- “bucket”  

Kab. pagw “bucket” 

Despite the certain phonetic difference a common origin of Svan-Kabardian is 

doubtless, moreover then when noteworthy isoglosses are revealed in Nakh languages; cf. 

Chech. bga, Ing. bog “bowl, deep place”.  

Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pirxw-al- “lung” 

Geo. (Tush.) pirxvl-i (← *pirxwal-i) “(expectorated ) phlegm” 

Etymologically, pirxval-i → / pirxvl-i “(expectorated ) phlegm” is derived from *pirxw- 

root via -al determinative suffix and is equal with lung. 

C.-Sind. *parħa “lung” 

Ab. rapħa, Apkh. a-rpħa//a-rpħa “lung” 

Corresponding stem is lost in Circassian languages but it cannot be a blocking factor 

since Tushian-Apkhazian-Abaza words are sourced from Paleo-Caucasian parent 

language that is clearly proved  by kindred languages data; cf. Dagestanian: Lezg. pix, 

Krits. pex “blister”, Ag. pex-er “hesitant/dithering/dragging one’s feet/slow run/lope”, Rus. 

мошонка (anat.). Of Nakh languages Chech. (Ichk.) pax, Ing. pex-k “lung” forms are 

noteworthy. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pis-e “glutinous/sticky juice of spruce plants” 

Geo. pis-i “wood tar, pitch” 

Zan (Megr.) pirsa, Laz pisa “glutinous/sticky juice of spruce plants” 

Sv. pise “wood tar, pitch” 

Of the given forms a Svan samples is ancient, it coincides with Common Kartvelian 

archetype. Primary nature of pise type is also confirmed by Zan allomorph which reveals 

Sv. e : Zan a vowel correspondence; pis- detached as a root isn’t linked with  the roots pis-

/ps- denoting “urine” in Kartvelian languages and dialects [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 237]. 

C.-Sind. *ps- “spruce; fir-tree” 

Ad. ps-j, Kab. pse-j “spruce” 

Ub. ps-γwn “spruce” 

Ab. psa-qwa “willow” (?), Apkh. á-psa, Bzip a-psá “fir-tree” 

Of Sindy languages Abaza root has different meaning that makes to consider it to be of 

other origin. As regard C.-Kartv. *pis-e : C.-Sind. *ps- correlation a form coincidence is 

easily seen that is also supported by semantic opposition. I believe that spruce ~ pitch is 

logical semantic correlation.  
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Sounding of the stem that is attested in Kartvelian languages is ancient one that is 

proved by Bud. pas “mushroom; tinder/touchwood” of Dagestanian and also Basq. baso 

“forest”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pors- “twilight/dusk; fog/mist” 

Zan (Megr.) pors-ua “getting dark”, Laz. pus-i “fog/mist” 

I refrain from bringing Kartlian burs-a “snowy fog” form along with these words. 

Georgian bursa is of another root. Only Zan allomorphs reflect the reflex of C.-Kartv.  

*pors- archetype. 

C.-Sind. *ps v “evening” 

Kab. -ps v- in the word ps v-ħa-sħa “evening” 

Ub. zwa-ps-ǯ “evening” 

C.-Sind. *ps v- : C.-Kartv. *pors- is considered to be a logical correlation. Nakh *psar- 

root also demonstrates kinship with Kartvelian-Sindy roots; cf. Ts.-Tush. psar-lo 

“evening”; psar-eħ “yesterday”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *poson- “host; lord/master” 

Geo. posroniḳ-i (← *poson-riḳ-i) “master-woman of women’s feast/ceremonies” 

Sv. puswn → // pusn → // pusd/pusṭ “lord/master” 
Corresponding roots aren’t attested in Laz-Megrelian. Geo.  {poson-} : Sv. puswn is 

logical correlation that has rich correspondences in Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *pšn- “lord/master” 

Ad. pšj “lord/master, ruler” 
Apkh. a-pš “big, powerful/strong” 

As it was expected in Sindy languages an auslaut n sonor is lost. The meaning of 

big/powerful  is developed from Apkhazian  the meaning of lord/master.    

Link of Circassian and Svan words was firstly noticed by S. Janashia [Janashia 1942 : 

272]. G. Rogava considered a Svan form to be borrowed from Circassian [Rogava 1956 : 

21] and other scholars – from Ossetian [Klimov 1963 : 184].   

I suppose that mutual borrowing should be excluded since  they are Paleo-Caucasian 

roots. As regard Ossetian fsm/fusun “host” lexemes, it is sourced from Nakh hu-

sam/fusam “residence/housing” stem that is corresponded by another Apkhazian a-pšwm-a 

“host, lord/master” word.  

 

C.-Kartv. *poṭ- “tailoring/dressmaking; boring holes/perforating” 
Geo. (Kartl.) porṭ-n-a “bad/clumsy eating” 
Zan (Megr.) puṭ-ol-u-a “sewing badly” 
Sv. pṭ-e “bores holes/perforates”, pṭ-r-j, pṭ-r- (LB.) “driller” 
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To bring Laz o-purṭ-u “rotting of heartwood of tree/hollowing of a tree” in this case 

isn’t excluded; r is perhaps a phonetic inclusion in Laz form.  
Pr.-Sind. *puṭ-u- “cutting off” 

Hat. putu “cutting off” 

Logical correspondences haven’t been revealed in modern Sindy languages. Likely, a 

Common-Sindy correspondence of {puṭ-u-} archetype was lost previously. 

Pr.-Sind. *puṭ-u- “cutting off” ~ C.-Kartv. *poṭ- “tailoring/dressmaking; boring holes 

/perforating” is logical correlation from structural, phonetic and meaning development 

standpoint.     

 
C.-Kartv. *pox- “finger” 

Geo. (Gur.) pox-i “finger”, pox-i xelisa “two-pronged pitchfork” 

Sv. (Chol.) pox “finger”, Lashkh. pox “id” 

Corresponding root is lost in Zan dialects. Svan pox : Geo. pox-i is logical correlation. 

Correlation with Svan pxule “finger” root is unclear. Seems, they are different roots, i.e. I 

share I. Javakhishvili’s view on unity of Geo. mxolo-j and Sv. pxule “finger” stems 

[Javakhishvili 1992 : 389]. 

C.-Sind. *mx-/pxa- “finger; claw” 

Ab. naṗ-x “nail”; claw”, šja-mx “toe, nail”, Apkh. a-naṗ-x-c, Bzip a-naṗ-x-cv//a-na-

px-sv “finger nail, claw”, a-šjaṗ-x-cv/a-šja-px-cv/a-šja-mx-sv “toe/nail, claw” 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of Circassian data though Apkhazian-Abaza clearly 

indicates that for parent-language *mx /*px with the meaning of  “finger; claw” should 

be reconstructed that is corresponded by C.-Kartv. *pox- “finger”.  

Apkhazian-Abaza roots are linked with Dagestanian (Lak mix.., Ud. mux “finger nail, 

claw”) data that is acceptable [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 814-815].  

 
C.-Kartv.  *pox-al- “wooden vessel” 

Geo. (Kiz., Rach., Up.-Imer.) poxal-i “wooden vessel, measuring unit” 

Zan (Megr.) poxal-i “clay vessel for water” 

Sv. poxal//poxl “wide-mouthed short-necked single-handled large clay jar/liquid 

measure (of wine, =16 liters); box/basket holding for measure of grain/flour (=8-10kg)” 

It isn’t excluded that Zan-Svan allomorphs are borrowed from literary Georgian, 

especially it concerns Megrelian [Bukia 2013, I : 208].  

C.-Sind. *pxa-n “flat wooden bowl” 
Ad. pxa-n “flat wooden bowl” 
Common Circassian archetype is reconstructed according to Adyghean variant and 

thus, reconstruction cannot be perfect. As regard Apkh. a-phal “round-bellied narrow-

necked clay pitcher, vessel for carrying water” word due to stem phonetic adaptation it is 

rightly considered to be Kartvelian borrowing via Megrelian [Bukia 2013, I : 208].  

Correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are attested in Dagestanian languages, 
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as well: Av. buh-un, And. bex-un, Kar. beh-um, Bagw. beh-un, Botl. bex-un “wooden 

spoon; paddle/oar”; And Bezh. boxl- is entered from Georgian.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ps- “pissing; urine” 

Geo. ps-m-a “pissing”, ps-el-i “urine”, i-ps-am-s “pisses”, kveša-ps-ia “(bed)-wetter” 

Zan (Laz) o-ps-u “pissing”, m-a-ps-e-n “I want pissing”, Megr. ko-ps-i “Piss!”, na-ps-

um-a “urine”, gu-m-a-ps-e-n “I want pissing” 

Sv. ps-, me-ps-j “(bed)-wetter” 

Verbal as well as nominal (ps-el-i) roots and stems  are attested in old Georgian literary 

language [Klimov 1964 : 191; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 472].  

C.-Sind. *ps- “wetness; wetting” 

Ad. ps-, in the word  ps-sw “wet”, Kab. ps-f “wet” 
Ab. psa-ra “wetting” 
Detaching Adyghean ps- root under the meaning of wetness isn’t new occurrence 

[Abdokov 1983 : 184]. I believe that it is possible to oppose C.-Kartv. *ps- : C.-Sind. *ps- 
archetypes since correlation wet  ~ urine/pissing  is attested even within  one word; cf. 

Rus. моча “urine”, мочить  “wetting”, мочиться “pissing”… 
 
C.-Kartv. *pseḳw-/*psiḳw- “unnatural/forced complaining” 

Sv. pšeḳw-//pšiḳw-in-e “complains, cries unnaturally/forcedly” (A. Liparteliani) 

Likely, ablaut e/i reflects Common Kartvelian parent-language state though absence of 

other Kartvelian sub-system controlling material complicates reconstruction process. 

C.-Sind. *psḳ- “miser” 

Ab. psḳja  “miser” 

The word isisolated in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages but its parent-language origin 

isn’t excluded. It is proved by Svan correspondence. In my comparison semantic 

correlation unnatural/forced complaining ~ miser is argument that seems to be logical 

meaning development.     

  I’d like to arise an issue of relation of Ab. psḳja “maiser” with Ad. (Chemg.) psḳj- 
“bad” (in the expression  psḳj-xwγ) form – negative content and structural similarity 

gives this  possibility.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pswel- “wing” 

Geo. swe/sve  “wing” 

Zan (Laz) msua/psua, Megr. psua/sua “wing”, psual-ep-i “wings” 

A roots sve- that is preserved in some dialects of Georgian is a simplified form of older 

psve  noun correspondence of which is preserved in Zan in  psua   form.  Senakian sua 

and Laz msua are the allomorphs of later period. Some kartvelologists considered *swe- to 

be archetype that is unacceptable [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 401]. 

C.-Sind. *psw- “bird, wing” 
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Ad. bzw-, Kab. bzuw “bird” 

Ub. bz-pá “wing” 

Ab. ps-ωa-w “fly”, Apkh. a-ps-ṭw, Bzip a-ps v, a-ps v-ṭw “bird” 

Adyghean languages preserve root structure fully. Like in Abaza in Ubykh a root was 

simplified. Vowel length in all cases is the compensation result of losing of w. Voicing 

mechanism of ps → bz in Circassian languages isn’t observed [Lomtatidze 1945 : 309-311].     

Common origin of Apkhazian-Kartvelian roots and stems is long known [Lomtatidze 

1945 : 309-311].  

 
C.-Kartv. *pswen- “spider (species)” 

Geo. psven-i “spider”, Rus. паук (Chubinashvili) 

The word is isolated in Georgian but likely it has parent-language etymology nature. 

C.-Sind. *ps- “spider” 

Ad. ps- “spider” 

Simplifying process psw → ps is combinatorial in parent Sindy. Apkh. a-psn-ḳwa 
“wasp” is attracts the attention but due to evident semantic difference I leave the issue 

open. 

Ubykh psáxwa “spider” is an united root and I don’t agree with its further segmen-

tation. Moreover Dagestanian correspondences support Ubykh allomorphs: And. 
misq:ara..., Tab. xwašw//xašw, Tsakh xawsi “spider”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *(p)sil- “soft/fine sand” 

Geo. sil-a “soft/fine sand” 

Zan (Megr.) psil-a “soft/fine sand” 

As it is evident in Georgian ps complex was simplified since it is difficult to explain s 

→ ps transformation. Apkhazian sample should be considered in which ps is stable.  

C.-Sind.*ps- “sand” 

Apkh. ps-, in the word a-ps-lmʒ “sand” 
Abaza ps-lmʒ “marsh/swamp” is of different structure – ps “water” + lmʒ “land”, 

i.e. lmʒ has the meaning of land in both case. Apkhazian ps- denotes sand. P. Charaia 

corresponds the latter with Kartvelian psila/sila  allomorphs [Charaia 1912 : 23].   
Apkhazian-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Hin. mese, Bezh. miso “sand” 

forms an anlaut m of which can be more archaic nature, i.e. ms → ps process took place 

in Apkhazian-Kartvelian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv.. *psin- “swelling up” 

Zan (Megr.) pšin-ap-a “swelling up, filling to brim”, pšin-ap-il-i “swollen up” (A. 

Kobalia) 

Verbal stem pšin- that is attested in Megrealian has no analogous in other Kartvelian 

languages and dialects which arises additional questions. 
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C.-Sind. *ps v-n “swelling up” 

Ad. pšj-n, Kab. ps v-n “swelling up” 

Ub. ps va- “rising of small bubbles in dough” 

Circassian languages material has been compared by I. Mescarosh [Mescarosh 1934 : 

217] that was shared by future linguists [Kvakhadze 2014 : 264]. 

In Sindy-Kartvelian samples the sound correspondence at complex level is noteworthy 

– C.-Sind. ps v : C.-Kartv. ps. 

 
C.-Kartv. *psin- “watching, understanding/awaring” 

Zan (Megr.) psin-, o-psin-u-n  “understands, sees” 

A stem psin- functions only in Megrelian. It has true correspondences in all Sindy 

languages that underlines the borrowing exclusion. Vice versa Megrelian reflects a real 

allomorph of Common Kartvelian archetype.   

C.-Sind. *pλa- “watching/looking” 
Ad. pλa-n, Kab. pλa-n “watching/looking” 
Ub. pλa-, s-pλa-n “watching/looking” 
Ab. pš-ra, Apkh. a-pš-ra “watching/looking” 

Unlike the Kartvelian groups, allomorphs of C.-Sind. *pλa- verbal root occur in all 

Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. 

Lateral correspondences among Sindy languages as well as C.-Sind. λ : C.-Kartv. s, 

exactly pλ : ps, is noteworthy. 

 

C.-Kartv. *psin- “cold wind, breeze” 

Geo. psin-, a-psin-v-a “water cold frost, blowing” 

Svan kisin “pleasant, cool breeze” word  (A. Liparteliani) can be brought in this case 

and to indicate that natural  substitution p/k in Svan is evident in the following samples: 

Sv. puxw//kuxw “pimple”.., cf. Geo. (Ajar.) putxo : Sv. purtxw//ktx, i.e. p → k in Svan,  

but k → p : Sv. pakrawan//kawkan “deep rocky ravine/abyss, cliff”… 

C.-Sind.  *ps v- “wind/blowing”  
Ad. ja-pša-n, Kab. ja-psva-n “blowing”   
Ab. pša, Apkh. a-pša “wind” 

C.-Sind. *ps va- : C.-Kartv. *psin- demonstrates logical correlation. Only there arises a 

doubt: maybe in parent language there occurred *pša- hushing allomorph. Sound 

correspondence at harmonious complex level is noteworthy – ps : pš/ps v that is natural for 

mentioned languages. 

Geo. lips-i “kind of wind” word (Saba) slips out but Ub. ṭapsa : Geo. lips-i... are 

different roots (see above C.-Kartv. *lips- “western wind”). 

Sindy forms are corresponded by Lak haw “cold wind”, Chech. hu “fresh  air, breeze” 

that is unacceptable since the logical Kartvelian correspondence of  these latters is con-

sidered to be xov-i/hov-i “breathing” form that is preserved in Laz [cf. Starostin, 
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Nikolayev 1994 : 762-763]. In fact, real correspondence is preserved in Cham. bisa 

“storm” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *psr- “impetuous/impatient” 

Geo. (Tush.) psr-iṭ-i “impetuous/impatient” 
psr- is detached as a root since -iṭ is a derivative affix in Georgian. Corresponding 

material hasn’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects and thus it is 

difficult to say whether psr- root occurred in parent language or not.  

C.-Sind. *ps- “greedy/covetous, mizer” 
Ad. nj-ps-j, Kab. na-ps-j “greedy/covetous, mizer” 
Ub. ps-w “greedy/covetous” 
Abaza psḳja “greedy/covetous, mizer” word that is discussed along with these word-

forms [Abdokov 1973 : 61], is of different origin (see C.-Kartv. *pseḳw-/*psiḳw-). Indeed, 

detaching of n “eye” and ps “soul” in Adyghean forms is folk etymology [Shagirov 1977, 

I : 279]. 
Georgian-Sindy isoglosses are corresponded by Chech. pis, Ing. pis “mizer” 

allomorphs but what about Sv. piš “sadness/anxiety/worry”(?). 

 
C.-Kartv. *psuṭ- “urine” 
Geo. (Kiz.) psuṭ-i “urine”, psuṭ-ian-i “urine irrepressible” 

The word psuṭ-i “smell of stale sweat/stinking filth” that attested in Saba’s dictionary  

contains the same root but Kiziqian dialect should likely preserves more archaic (initial) 

meaning of the lexeme. 

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in kindred Kartvelian languages 

and dialects. 

C.-Sind. *pswṭ-a “dew; fine drizzle” 

Ab. psaṭa “dew”, Apkh. psaṭa “fine drizzle” 

Corresponding allomorphs haven’t been revealed in Circassian languages and dialects. 

In Apkhazian-Abaza a psw → ps dissimilative delabialization natural process is evident 

basing on root structure (dissimilative disappearing). C.-Sind.  →  → a  spontaneous 

transformation of a root vowel is also evident.   

Semantic correlation urine ~ dew; fine drizzle is logical one.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pud- “heartlessness/indifference; surplusness/excessness; emptiness” 

Old Geo. pud-ul-i, pud-ul-ob-a “excess (iveness)” (Chubinashvili), Psh. pud-ul-i “heart-

less/indifferentless” 

Zan (Megr.) pud-a “trick/ruse”, pud-a čxou “cow which has no calf and is milked 

deceptively” 

In Kartvelian pud- is detached as a root that has semantics of heartlessness/indifference 

/emptiness along with surplus/excess. 
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C.-Sind. *pwd- “cheap, inexpensive” 

Ad. pwt, Kab. pwd “cheap, inexpensive” 

Ab. pud “cheap” 

It is right to discuss that Ubykh puut “cheap” is borrowed from Adyghean [Shagirov 

1977, I : 19]. There was an attempt to discuss Kartvelian jap-i // ep-i forms along with 

these words but t this is unacceptable [cf. Trombetti 1923 : 357].  

 
C.-Kartv. *puw- “boiling” 

Geo. puv-i, aγ-puv-n-eb-a-j “leavening”, aγ-a-puv-a “leavened” 

Zan pu-n-ap-a “boiling”, pu-n-s “boils/ferments” 

Sv. puw-, puw-e “boils/ferments” 

I don’t agree with given reconstruction pu- or pu-in- since it is clearly evident that in 

Georgian and Svan a verbal stem is fully preserved (with v/w) and that time in Laz-

Megrelian v- is regularly  lost due to neighborhood position with n; cf. Geo. siv-n- 

“swelling up” : Zan ši-n-d-u(n) = siv-d-eba “is swollen up” [see Klimov 1964 : 192; 

Schmidt  1962 : 136; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 473]. 

C.-Sind. *bw-a- “breathing” 
Kab. baw-n “breathing”, cf. Ad. bawa-n “kissing” (?) 

Ub. bwa- “breathing” 
Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. boiling ~ C.-Sind. breathing is noteworthy that is also 

proved  by structural identity. 

Semantic diversity of Dagestanian languages is also noteworthy: Av. pú-, Kar. puwa- 

“blowing”.., Khin. p “air”... 
 
C.-Kartv. *puḳ- “smoke; steam; fume” 
Zan (Megr.) purḳ-i “smoke”, purḳ-u-a “smoking/emitting smoke, burning incense”, 

purḳ-megamil-i “smoked” 
Sv. puḳw-n-ir (Lakh.) “steam; heat haze”, cf. piḳw-i ( ← *pḳ-i) “dried” 
There is a lack of Georgian correspondence. Epenthesis has secondary nature in 

Megrelian and generally, r is often repeated phonetically. 

C.-Sind. *ṗḳw- “soot; fume” 
Ad. (Shaps.) ṗḳj “soot; fume” 
The word of parent-language origin is attested only in Adyghean; *pḳw → *pḳw → 

*ṗḳw from Proto-Sindy is supposed for Common Sindy state.   

Primary nature of sound structure of Common Kartvelian archetype is also clearly 

supported by Dagestanian material; cf. Lak purḳu “smoke”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *pul- “(fish…) scale” 

Zan (Laz) pul-e/pul-i, Megr. pul-i  “(fish…) scale” 
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Svan-Georgian correspondences haven’t been observed. Zan data follows Paleo-

Caucasian isoglosses and reconstruction is carried out just on its basis.  

C.-Sind. *pr- “down (on skin of fruit, bird…); mane” 

Ad. pλ-wac, Kab. bλ-waca “downy” 

Ab. pr-čw, Apkh. a-pr-cwkwa/a-pr-kwcw, Bz. a-pr-xwčw “mane” 

In all Sindy languages the word is of compound structure though root part is similar. 

Phonemic correspondence r : λ supports Apkhazian-Abaza r and thus, r → λ is supposed 

in Common Circassian.  

Nakh-Sindy parallels are also noteworthy: Chech. pl-ag//pl-ang, Kist. pul, Ing. pil-

anjk “wing”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *pulk-il- “leaf; sheet of paper” 

Zan (Laz) purkir-i “plant leaf; sheet of paper” 

The word is isolated in Laz. Likely it has no common with Laz allomorphs pukir-

i//purk-i//purḳ-i denoting flower which are linked with Georgian pakl-i//pankl-i 

“erupting/rash; mange/fish scale” forms [for the history of issue see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 461].  

Pr.-Sind. *puluk-u “leaf” 

Hat. puluku “leaf; green” 

Word-forms with similar structure aren’t attested in Apkkhazian-Adyghean languages. 

But Hattian preserved Proto-Sindy allomorph. 

Correspondences of Laz-Hattian isoglosses haven’t been observed in Dagestanian and 

Nakh languages so far. 

 

C.-Kartv. *pure-/*puri- “ripping, tearing” 
Old Geo. pre-s “rips sth”, pri-a “riped sth” 
Zan (Megr.) buri-u-a “ripping”, bura-il-i “ripped”, bura-el-i “ripped up”, bura-u-a 

“ripping up”; Laz bri-/bra- “ripping”, bri-el-i/bra-el-i “ripped up”, e-bur-u “was torn” 

Historically, it is an ablaut verb with  e/i sounding while Georgian i is corresponded by 

Zan i and – Geo. e : Zan a. In initial position G. Klimov’s reconstruction of voiceless (p) is 

acceptable [Klimov 1964 : 190].  

C.-Sind. *pw “snapping, breaking”  
Apkh. a-pwa-ra “snapping”; “breaking/breaking off”, piw-ejṭ  “snapped sth, broke 

sth”, a-pwa-xa “torn off/fragment/excerpt” 

It is one of rare cases when Geo. r : C.-Sind. w sound correspondence is evident. On 

other side, Sindy  sounding which corresponds with Common Kartvelian *pure- 
doubled form is noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *purtx- “spit; pimple” 

Geo. purtx-i “spit”, putx-o “dries pimple” 
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Sv. purtx-w (LB.), purtx-w “meat firmrd ball”  

Final -o in Upper Acharian corresponds with Svan w that is the result of reduction of o 

in Svan o → w, in both cases it has affixal nature; cf. Geo. purtx-i without an affix.  

Substitution cases of r//Ø in Georgian as well as in Svan should be explained by word 

sound structure. 

C.-Sind. *txwrb- “foam” 
Ad. txwrb, Kab. txwrmb-a “foam” 
Ub. šxwab ← *txwrb “foam” 

At first glance, an untypical sound correspondence Ad. tx : Ub. šx has regular nature 

and isn’t conditioned by the sound or symbolic  structure of any root and stem. Its 

evident sample is Ad. txw : Ub. šjx “five”. 
Inversive structure that was revealed between C.-Kartv. *purtx- : C.-Sind. *txwrb- 

archetypes indicates to the secondary nature of Kartvelian samples that is supported by 

corresponding Dagestanian material; cf. Lak.-Darg. x:urt “foam”, Krits xt-l, Lezg., Ag., 

Rut, Tsakh xurt “foam” 

Correlation foam ~ split is logical one.  

 
C.-Kartv. *purc-el- “leaf/sheaf” 

Geo. purc-el-i “leaf/sheaf” 

Zan (Megr.) purča “maize husk”, purč-um-al-e “Jupiter’s distaff (plant)”, Laz purč-um-

al-e “Jupiter’s distaff (plant)” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been disclosed so far. In Zan dialect a dendronym that 

denotes a plant (“Jupiter’s distaff (plant)”) is derived from purč- root via the same affix 

that was expected.  

C.-Sind. *wc- “grass” 
Ad. wc, Shaps., Bzhed. wc, Kab. wʒ “grass” 
Ub. wʒ-γaγ ← *wc-γaγ “flower” 
Correspondences of the root aren’t observed in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. G. Rogava 

linked Circassian forms with Kartvelian duc-, urc- dendronym [Rogava 1959 : 66-69] that 

as I believe, is groundless. 

According to my observation Kartvelian purc-el- is also corresponded by buc “grass” 

word of Nakh languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pus- “whispering” 

Geo. pus-pus-i (redupl.) “bustling/fussing/milling about”, Imer. bus-un-i “whispering/ 

murmuring” 

Substitution p/b within one language is conditioned by sound and symbolic word 

structure. Zan-Svan correspondences haven’t been disclosed. 

C.-Sind. *ps v- “legend, fairy tale” 
Ad. pš-s//šps(), Abdz. ps v-sa, Kab. ps-s “fairy tale” 
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In this case ps v- root should be detached and -s is word-derivative  affix ; cf. xj-s 

“fairy tale” [Kvakhadze 2014 : 237]. 
Segmented ps v-/pš-/ps- allomorphs in Adyghean languages should be semantic-

phonetic correspondence of C.-Kartv. *pus- “whispering” root. 

Ag. pas-, Ud. pes-un, Arch. bos “saying” verbal forms are kindred forms of Sindy-

Kartvelian archetypes. Semantic correlation whispering ~ saying ~ fairy tale is logical one; 

cf. Rus. сказать ~ сказка... 

 

C.-Kartv. *puṭ- “smoke; lightning” 
Geo. puṭ-i “bad smoke” (Saba), Gur., Imer. “smoke, fume” 
Zan (Megr.) pṭ-i//piṭ-i “lightning” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Megrelian pṭ-i//piṭ-i allomorphs clearly 

prove  reality of u →  → //i  process in Zan [Rogava 1962 : 47-48]. 
C.-Sind. *pwṭ- “cloud” 
Apkh. á-pta “cloud” 

Of  Sindy languages only Apkhazian preserved the word of parent-language origin 

which underwent more phonetic changes. First of all it is ṭ → t deglotalization 

characteristic process (maybe assimilative) – *a-pṭa → a-pta. Additionally, as it was 

expected, in parent-language *pwṭ- archetype pw was simplified – *a-pwṭ → *a-pṭ, which 

resulted Apkh. a-pta “cloud” word via metathesis and  →  → a transformation.  
Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *puṭ- “smoke; lightning” ~ C.-Sind. *pwṭ- “cloud” is 

observed in Nakh languages, as well: cf. Ts.-Tush. ṭap-laqar/leqar “lightening” in which 

only a root of inversive structure occurs.  

 
C.-Kartv. *puš- “blister/swelling/bulge/tumour” 

Geo. puš-i “superfluous ball/testicle” (Saba), “hermia” (GED) 

Zan (Megr.) pušk-i “blister/swelling/bulge/tumour, pimple” 

For both Kartvelian words an initial meaning is inflating / swollen up content. 

Semantic identity along with structural one is supported by sibilant sound 

correspondence – Geo. š : Zan šk, C.-Kartv. š 

C.-Sind. *pš- “thick, staut/plump” 
Ad. pšj-ar, Kab. pš-ar “thick, staut/plump” 

To cinsider -ar segment as a suffix in lookup Adyghean allomorphs is acceptable 

[Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1010]. Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. blister/swellingbulge/ 

tumour ~ C.-Sind. thick  is logical one and implies the meaning of tumorous nature. 

Noteworthy isoglosses are observed in kindred Dagestanian languages; cf. Bezh. bšer, 
Hunz. bošeru “staut/plump”… 
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C.-Kartv. *pučul- “staut/plump; obesity/fatness/stautness/plumpness” 

Geo. punčul-a “staut/plump” 

The word is isolated in Georgian but likely it is of parent-language origin; n should be 

a phonetic inclusion – pučul- → punčul-. 

C.-Sind.*pcvl- “fat; obesity/fatness/stautness/plumpness” 
Ab. psl-a “fatty”, psla-ra “obesity/fatness/stautness/plumpness”, Apkh. a-psl-a “staut 

/plump, fatty”,  Bzip  a-ps vl-a “id” 

At a glance, a č : s/s v  correlation seems strange, but  c v /c → s v / s desaffricatization 

process is considered to be innovation of Apkhazian-Abaza languages. It is clearly proved 

by st complex of Nakh languages which often occurs as a correspondence of c affricate-

sibilant; cf. b-arst- “turning staut/plump”. 

Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Hattian waašul “abundance” word that 

increases the meaning of described opposition.  

 
C.-Kartv. *puc- “crumb” 

Geo. puc-un-a “crumb” 

Zan (Laz) pinc-i//pic-i “smallest/tiny  part”, Megr. pic-i “crumb”, pic-ol-u-a “splitting/ 

chopping in narrow pieces” 

In the professional literature it is indicated about the unity of Georgian-Megrelian 

roots [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 476]; u/i alternation in Kartvelian languages is 

explained according to G. Rogava’s rule {rogava 1962] – puc- → pc-//pic-. I believe that 

basing on the same rule the Laz pinc-i//pic-i allomorphs can be brought in this case. 

C.-Sind. *pcv- “broken” 

Ab. pč, Apkh. j-pču “broken” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible on the Apkhazian-Abaza data 

basis. Hushening process of hissing-hushing cv sibilant affricate is prop. Apkhazian-Abaza 

occurrence. 

C.-Kartv. *puc- : C.-Sind. *pcv- correlation is identical structurally and semantically.  
Corresponding material hasn’t been observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *puc- “oath/vow” 

Old Geo. h-puc-av-s”swears/vows”, pic-i “oath/vow”, New Geo. pic-eb-a “swearing/ 

vowing”, pic-il-i “swearing an oath” 

Zan (Megr.) puč-ap-a “swearing/vowing”, puč-i “oath/vow”, puč-in-er-i “sworn”, Laz    

o-puč-u/o-purč-u “swearing/vowing”, puč-in-er-i “sworn” 

It is one of the roots in Georgian in which Zan-like u → i is attested [Rogava 1962 : 47-

48]. In Laz-Megrelian appearing of r vibrant on the phonetic ground often happens that is 

revealed in Laz dialect even in this case [Zhgenti 1953 : 70-71]. 

C.-Sind. *pc “lying/deceiving” 
Kab. pc “lying/deceiving” 
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Reflex of parent-language origin is revealed only in Kabardian. Semantics of roots and 

stems arises question – swearing/vowing ~ lying/deceiving. But similar correlation is 

familiar for the Iberian-Caucasian languages; cf. C.-Nakh. dub “oath/vow” ~ Khin. dab, 

Lezg. t:ab “lie”. 

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses should be observed in Udi apči 

“lying/deceiving, lie” word. 

C.-Kartv. *pšal- “hops” [Humulus lupulus] 

Geo. pšal-a “hops” [Humulus lupulus] 

Zan (Laz) pškvel-a “young  alder tree” 

The word isn’t explained in Saba’s dictionary but it isn’t observed in old Georgian 

texts; o → ve in Laz is explained via umlaut [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 479]. 

C.-Sind.*ps v “millet, cereals” 
Ub. pš “millet” 

Apkh. á-pš “grain  maize” 
There is a lack of Adyghean data that is filled by Ubykh. As it was expected a final l is 

elided in Apkhazian-Ubykh that is sourced from Common Sindy parent language.  

Dagestanian parallels of given roots should be observed in Khinalug pša “bread” word; 

cf. also Ts.-Tush. psa “barley”.  

 

C.-Kartv. *pšwe “river fork, narrow gorge/stream and its banks” 

Geo. (Khevs.) pše “river fork” 

Zan (Megr.) pska-, pska-ia “small river, narrow gorge/stream and its banks” 

Sound correlation Geo. š : Zan sk implies  the existence of archaic šw labialized complex 

in Common Kartvelian parent-language. Many samples of similar transformation škv → 

sk(v) is explainied by T. Gamkrelidze’s law [Gamkrelidze 1959 : 26-27]. 

C.-Sind. *ps- “water” 
Ad. ps, Kab. ps “water” 

Ub. bz “water” 
Ab. psa-ra “wetting”, Apkh. ps-, in the word  ps-l “otter” (= water-dog), a-ps-lmʒ 

“mud” (= water land) 

It is clear that before the roots with ps- complex under the meaning of water occurred 

in Apkhazian-Abaza. The latter was substituted by a-ʒ/ʒ “water” word. Existence of bz- 
with voiced-complex allomorph in Ubykh needs to be explianed: transformation 

mechanism of ps → bz is unclear. 

Correlation C.-Kartv. *pšwe : C.-Sind. *ps is logical one. Only one fact should be 

considered:  Proto Kartvelian hissing-hushing s v spirant underwent hushening process still 

in Common Kartvelian parent-language. 
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C.-Kartv. *pšwen-/*pšwin- “crumbling/stripping” 

Geo. pšwen-/pšwin-, pšvn-i-s “crumbles/strips”, da-pšven-i “crumbled/stripped”, na-

pšwen-i “crumbled/shelled” 

Sv. puršgwin-, a-puršgwn-e//a-puršgwin-e “crumbles/strips” 

A superfluous u (puršgwin-) in Svan has a consonant-separating function on phonetic 

ground and thus to confirm the unity of these stems it cannot be blocking factor 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 479]. 

C.-Sind. *pšwn- “compressing/pressing”  
Ad. pšan, Kab. ps vn “compressing/pressing”  
Initial hushing sibilant in Kabardian turned into hushing-hissing. A contrariwise 

process cannot be supposed since like in Georgian, in Dagestanian only hushing fricative 

occurs; cf. Lezg., Krits pušun “compressing”. Like Kartvelian, the latter supports the 

labialization of initial hushing sibilant (šw) the resulted the disappearing of following w 

via dissimilation with p- in Adyghean languages and dialects. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pši- “narrow/thin/young/kid” 

Old Geo. pši-ṭ-i “(widow’s) mite” 

The word is attested in old Georgian texts: “movida erti kvrivi glaxaḳi da dasxna orni 
p š i  ṭ n i ” – “One poor widow came and  seated two mites”  [Abuladze 1976 : 450]. 

Likely, a final -ṭ- is suffix.  

C.-Sind. *ps “narrow” 

Ad. (Chemg.) ps-γw, Kab. ps-γw “narrow” 
In professional literature -γw is detached as a suffix [Kvakhadze 2014 : 208]. A ps- 

root corresponds with C.-Kartv. *pši- archetype, and ps : pš indicates that in Proto 

Kartvelian the root that contains *ps vi- hushing-hissing archiphoneme should be 

reconstructed which hushened still in Common Kartvelian.  

Occurrence of -ṭ-/-γw suffixes in both groups is noteworthy.  
 
C.-Kartv. *px- “warm; sunny; summer” 

Geo. px-ul-i, in the word za-px-ul-i “warm/summer” 

Sv. px-, lu-px-w “summer” 

The issue on detaching a px- root in Laz ma-px-a “sunny, light weather/day” and in 

Svan me-px-e “good weather, cleaned sky” arises [see Charaia 1912 : 35-37; Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze  2000 : 480]. 

C.-Sind. *pxj- “warm; boiling; year/summer” 

Kab. ps v-ar-ħa- “boiling, preparing” 
Ub. ps v- “warm” 
Ab. px-a, Apkh. á-px-a “warm”, cf. Apkh. -px “last year”, a-px-n “summer” 
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In Sindy languages ps v ~ pš ~ px correspondence underlines that initial pxj complex was 

palatalized. Thus, pxj → pš → psv is doubtless. 

Georgian-Sindy [Bgazhba 1948 : 40] roots are corresponded by Ts.-Tush. da-px-en 

“hot”, da-px-n-a “heat” words to which Dagestanian material can be related, as well: cf. 

Khin. max-a “hot”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pxa “fish bone” 

Geo. pxa “fish bone”, px-ier-i//px-ian-i “fish-bony” 

Zan (Laz) mxa “fish bone”, Megr. xa “snake bone” 

Sv. pxa “fish bone” 

Georgian-Svan fully reflects an initial state; px → mx//x took place in Zan dialects 

[Klimov 1964 : 194]. 

C.-Sind. *xwa “blood-vessel/vein” 

Ad. xw, Kab. f ← *xjw “blood-vessel/vein” 
Ub. xja (← *xwa-) “blood-vessel/vein” 

Likely, for Sindy languages px → xw (along with xw → px) reverse process was 

supposed that is supported by Kartvelian-Nakh and Dagestanian languages samples in 

which px has no alternative: Nakh pxa, Darg. pxa, Arch. bux “blood-vessel/vein”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pxaw- “flickering/shimmering” 

Sv. (UB.) pxw- “flickering/shimmering”, pxw-j “flickering/shimmering” 
In kindred Kartvelian languages the corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed. 

They aren’t attested in published material. 

External language correspondences of  Svan root prove a parent-language origin of 
pxw- lexeme. 

C.-Sind. *pxa- “lighting up/growing light” 

Ab. pxa-ra “lighting up/growing light”, Apkh. a-pxa-ra “lighting up/growing light”, 

ámra-px-iṭ  “Sun shines” 

There is lack of Circassian correspondences. But Apkhazian-Abaza data gives exact 

picture of Common Sindy archetype. Formally C.-Kartv. *pxaw- : C.-Sind. *pxa- are close 

with each other that is supported by semantic  corresponding - flickering/shimmering ~ 

lighting up/growing light. 

For now Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed.   

 
C.-Kartv. *pxal- “pkhali (pesto of walnuts with beans, greens, beet, etc.)/edible grass” 

Geo. mxal-i//pxal-i “pkhali (pesto of walnuts with beans, greens, beet, etc.)/edible 

grass” 

Zan (Megr.) xul-i “kale edable grass”; “swede” 

Given Georgian-Zan correlation is logical. Lose of historically existed p bilabial in 

Megrelian is  characteristic  via  o → u phonetic transformation – *pxol-i → *pxul-i → 
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xul-i. In given opposition some scholars prefer to reconstruct *mxal- archetype 

[Gudava1960 : 122; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 346]. I don’t exclude such a supposition. 

C.-Sind. *px “carrot” 
Ad. px, Kab. px “carrot” 
 I suppose that Apkhazian (Bzip) á-pħ “maize stem/stalk”, Ub. mx “id” are different 

roots  and to bring them in this case isn’t acceptable [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 827]. 
On other side, C.-Kartv. *pxal- : C.-Sind. *px correlation demonstrates that a final l 

was lost in parent Sindy that happens systematically.    

Likely, a Ossetian px “carrot” preserves Apkhazian correspondence – word initial a 

makes me suppose this.  Svan bx “carrot” implies Circassian source [Sagliani 2013 : 41; 

Bukia 2016 : 131; cf. Chukhua  2000-2003 : 75]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *pxal- “bottom of fine sieve/riddle” 

Geo. (Khevs.) pxal-a “not-firmly plaited fine sieve/riddle bottom” 

The word is preserved only in Khevsurian dialect but its Common Kartvelian origin is 

doubtless since it has noteworthy correspondences in (not only) kindred Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *pxa- “bottom, back” 

Ad. xa ← *pxa “bottom”, pxa “back part”, Kab. pxa “bottom; back part” 

Ub. pšja ← *pxja “back part; anus” 

Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs of these forms haven’t been revealed so far. Speaking 

about parent-language state is possible on Ubykh data base that complicates the 

reconstruction procedure. Losing of l (and generally of sonors) in Sindy root auslaut is 

natural occurrence but px → šj  is really an Ubykh innovation since Chemgui variant 

shows    archaic px complex.  In this later (pxja-č “bottom”) pxja- is detached as a root 

without indicating Ubykh form [Kvakhadze 2014 : 31].  

Ubykh xa “bottom; lower part” should be of another etymology.  

Final l was lost still in Parent Sindy like in Nakh languages; cf. Ing. pxo “bottom”. 

Besides Kartvelian data, historically existence of l  is also proved by  Dagestanian one; cf. 

Darg. x:ar (← *px:ar)  “bottom”, x:ar-qil “basis, foundation”. 

In terms of archaic structure of the root, the Dagestanian parallels are noteworthy: 

Tind bex:i “bottom, basis/foundation” and And. bex:ir-il “bottom”.  

 
C.-Kartv.*pxan- “scratching” 

Old Geo. pxan-a “scabies/mange”, pxan-a “itching” (Saba), me-pxan-i “festering sore 

/psoriasis”, New Geo. pxan-a “scratching” 

Sv. xer-/xr- “scratching”, a-xr-i (o-xw-xr) “scratches”, ma-xr-a, m-xer-a (LB., 

Lent.) “scabies/mange” 

Likely Common Kartvelian px complex was simplified in Svan via disappearing of p 

that resulted compensation length of root  (← ) vowel; cf. also Geo. pxeḳ- : Sv. xḳn-

/xḳn-  “scraping/planning/grating”. 
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In word auslaut it is evident Geo.  n  : Sv. r, that is explained by n → r denasalization 

tendency in Svan and that often takes place like contrariwise n → r process.  

C.-Sind. *pq- “scratching” 

Ad. (Chemg.) px-n “scratching” 
Ub. xa- “scratching” 
Pharyngealization of guttural x spirant in Ubykh underlines the existence of q affricate 

in parent language. C.-Sind. *pq- : C.-Kartv. *pxan- clearly shows that pq → px  

spirantization process  took place in Kartvelian due to phonotactic restriction.  

Similar process of simplifying of px → x harmonious-descending complex in Ubykh 

and Svan is noteworthy, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pxaṭ- “digging/heaping” 
Sv. pxṭ- “digging/heaping”, pxṭ-n “digger/heaper” 
Zan-Georgian correspondences haven’t been revealed. One way is to derive Georgian 

pxa-n-a “scraping/scratching” from historical *pxaṭ-n-a “scratching” arche-form only in 

that case if root sound structure is supposed.  

C.-Sind. *pxṭ- “scratching, itching” 
Ab. (Tap.) pxt- “scratcher; scabious/mangy”, pxt-ra “scratching, itching”, Apkh. (Bzip) 

a-pxt- “scratcher; scabious/mangy”, á-pxt-ra “scratching, itching” 
Circassian data isn’t observed. In Apkhazian-Abaza on the next reduction stage xṭ → xt 

combined assimilation took place and due to it pxt-/pxt- occurs in named languages. 

Though basing on root sound structure t/ṭ substitution cannot be excluded (phono-

semantics); cf. Sv.  pxṭ-/Geo. pxa-... 

Corresponding isoglosses haven’t been revealed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian 

languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pxa- “slightly cutting” 
Geo. pxa-n-a “scraping/scratching”, pxa-n-i-s “slightly cuts, scraps/scratches” 
The stem is attested only in Georgian but it has correspondences in Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind.*qwa- “cutting, slashing/leaving lines/scarring” 

Ub. qj- “cutting, slashing/leaving lines/scarring”, a-s-qj- “id” 

Palatalization of pharyngeal affricate in Ubykh can be the result of breaking of 

historical labialization of q – qw- → qj-. Kartvelian  px  complex is a correspondence 

of just this qw; px  doesn’t exclude the existence of   pq harmonious-descending complex 

initially which then transferred  into  px- in Georgian due to distributive restriction.  

Corresponding isoglosses haven’t been revealed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian 

languages so far.  
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C.-Kartv. *pxw- “digging; pocking/raking; cuttng” 

Geo. (Khevs.) pxu-eb-a, gada-pxu-eb-a”hissing (of frightened cat, goose…)”, Mtiul. a-

pxu-eb-a, da-pxu-eb-a “digging; pocking/raking; cuttng” 

A lookup verbal root in attested only in Georgian dialects. Correspondences haven’t 

been revealed in Zan and Svan. Though Geo. pxw- is considered to be originated rom 

Common Kartvelian parent language. It has correspondences in (not only) Sindy 

languages. 

C.-Sind.*pxw- “cutting” 

Ad. w-pxw-n, Kab. p-pxw-n “(hair…) cutting” 
In Sindy languages  pxw- is segmented as a verbal root since w  in Adyghean  and it 

phonetic allomorph p- (←w-) in Kabardian are verbal prefixes. 
C.-Sind. *pxw- : C.-Kartv. *pxw- archetypes are corresponded by Dagestanian verbs: 

Tind. b-ux- “pouring”, Lak. b-uqa- “cuttimg off”, cf. Khv. aŋxwa, Inkh. oxo, Bezh. oŋxo, 

Hunz. ŋxu “wound/cut” [for more see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 863]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *pxw-en- “crumbling, crumbled/powder”  

Geo. pxvn-a “crumbling”, pxvn-il-i “crumbled/powder”, na-pxven-i “smalles parts of 

crumbled/crumbs” (Saba) 

The word is attested only in Georgian though Sindy (and not only) paralles confirm 

parent Georgian nature. 

C.-Sind. *pax-a “steam/fume” 

Ad. pax,  Kab. bax “steam/fume” 

Abaza bax “steam/fume” can be brought in this case, but its final b underlines its 

Kabardian origin.  

At a glance semantic correlation C.-Sind. steam/fume ~ C.-Kartv. crumbling, crum-

bled/powder seems troublesome, but basing on Dagestanian material noteworthy 

transitive semantemes are outlined within one word; cf. Hunz. px “dust; steam/fume”, 

also Bezh. pax, Darg. pah “dust”… 
 
C.-Kartv. *pxin- “twig, knitting needle, knitting tool” 

Old Geo. pxin-i “handle for rectifying a warp”, Khevs. “knitting tool”, ṗir-pxin-a 

“mouthed knitting tool” 
Zan (Laz) pxen-i →//mxen-i “(hand-spinning) spindle” 

The root isn’t attested in Svan-Megrelian. As regard Georgian, pxin- is attested in old 

Georgian written sources: “moiγo p x i n i da aγmoiarna ornive tualni misni” – “Sb 

brought a twig and took out both eyes” [Abuladaze 1973 : 450]. Saba explains it as a pxin-i 

“handle for rectifying a warp”. 

Phonetically, parallels of Laz e : Geo. i is considered to be Geo. cila : Laz cela 

opposition [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 481].  

C.-Sind. *xj- “arrow” 
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Ad. šja, Kab. ša “arrow” 

Ub. šja “arrow” 

Ab. x,  Apkh. a-x “arrow” 

At common Sindy chronological level an initial word structure was too changed. Word 

anlaut pxj → xj as well as auslaut n → Ø underwent transformation. 

Harmonious-descending px complex of B type was preserved unchanged  in Nakh 

languages; cf. Chech. pxa “arrow” which has archaic correspondence in Hurrian-Urartian  

pah “bow” word.  

 
C.-Kartv. *pxol- “finger” 

Geo. mxolo-j, mxol-o “alone” 

Sv. pxul-e “finger” 

In the 1930s Ivane Javakhishvili supposed the unity of these stems. Prominent scholar 

wrote: “Primary form and  structure of Geo. mxolo-j is preserved in Svan. There is a Svan 

word pxule, that denotes finger” [Javakhishvili 1992 : 386]. I agree with Javakhishvili’s 

standpoint and look for the correspondences of  Common Kartvelian *pxol- archetype in 

Circassian languages.  

C.-Sind. *pxwá- “finger” 
Ad. (p)xwá-mba, Kab. (p)xwa-mba “finger” 
In Circassian languages -mb/-rb segments are detached as suffixes [Kvakhadze 2014 : 

25]. I suppose that the same affix should be detached in pxwá-mba “finger” stem. A 

detached  *pxwa- corresponds with C.-Kartv. *pxol- archetype; cf. sound correspondence 

C.-Kartv. px : C.-Sind. px, C.-Kartv. o : C.-Sind. wa, C.-Kartv. l :  C.-Sind. Ø ← w. 

An issue arises on common etymology of C.-Kartv. *pxol- / C.-Sind. *pxwa and C.-

Kartv. *pox : C.-Sind. *mxa/*pxa “finger; claw” stems (see above).  

 

C.-Kartv. *pxur- “tearing/ripping/snatching (of hairs)” 

Old Geo. pxur-a, aγmo-pxur-a “uprooting/rooting out/grubbing”, pxvr-a/pxur-a 

“tearing/ripping/snatching (of hairs)” (Saba) 

The word is attested in amcient Georgian texts: “io... m o p x u r a d tmata mista da 
ṭebad “ – “And… sb began to tear hairs…”;  “vxedevd, vidremde m o u p x u r n e s 
prteni misni “ – “I saw how its wings were ripped” [Abuldaze 1973 : 280]. 

It is assumed that Megrelian xor-a ← *pxur-a   “hearless body” is linked with Old Geo. 

pxur- verb (R. Abashia). 

C.-Sind. *pxw- “(hair) cutting” 
Ad. w-pxw-, Kab. p-pxw- “hair cutting” 

A pxw- verbal form that is detached in Circassian has logical correspondences in 

Dagestanian languages; cf. Khv. aŋxwa, Inkhoqv. oxo, Bezh. oŋxo “wound, cut” [Starostin 

2004-2005 : 79]. 
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C.-Kartv. *pxur- archetype is also enrolled in this list only it demonstrates more formal 

closeness with Sindy correspondences even at px : px harmonious-descending level.   

 

 

K 

 
C.-Kartv. *kaw- “ramparts/town wall; fence” 

Geo. kav-i “castle protective wall; ramparts/town wall” 

Sv. čw, čew (Lashkh.) “plaited fence” 

Corresponding root isn’t observed in Zan dialects. Svan čew/ čw corresponds with 

Geo. kav- stem, process k → č is positive, result of palatalization by e - *kew → čew. 

Afterwards an inverse-umlaut process developed in Upper Svan - *kew → čew → čw. 
Georgian čeo entered from Svan; for characteristic w → o syllable cf. Sv. zesxw → Geo. 

zesxo... 
C.-Sind. *kjaw- “ramparts/protective wall; landed estate” 

Ad. čaw “ramparts/protective wall”, Chemg. “landed estate”, Kab. čaw//čow  “ramparts 

/protective wall” 

kaw//kaw- “ramparts/town wall, protective wall” that is attested in Ossetian clearly 

shows that word borrowing took place before functioning of kj → č process in Circassian.  

Professional literature indicates Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences, also 

Hungarian, Moldovian, Russian… paralells. The latter underlines the vocabulary from the 

Caucasus [Abdokov 1983 : 127; Starostin, Nikolayev  1994 : 688-689]. Urartian ka “gate” 

word’ confirms this. 

 

C.-Kartv. *katam- “hen” 

Geo. katam-i “cock; hen; bird” 

Zan (Laz) kotum-e, Megr. kotom-i “hen” 

Sv. katal “hen” 

Except these roots korm-e (Atin.) is attested in Laz the origin of which is unclear [see 

Klimov 1964 : 195; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 483-485]. 

C.-Sind. *katw- “hen” 

Ad. (Shaps.) kjt, Chemg. čjt, Bzhed. kjt, Kab. ǯd, Basl. gjd  “hen” 

Ab. kwṭu// ḳwṭ, Apkh. a-ḳwṭ “hen”  
Difference in consonant correspondences due to further transformation of preruptive 

k and t consonants. One direction of voicing is of Kabardian type ṭ – d and vice versa, 

glottalization of preruptives in Apkhazian ḳ – ṭ, partially in Abaza: k – ṭ. 
In fact, the same picture is observed in Dagestanian languages, as well – of Kabardian 

type Bezh. gd, Hunz. gudo, but Rut. ḳaṭ, Tsakh ḳaṭe “hen” follows an Apkhazian 

transformation [about Iberian-Caucasian roots see Javakhishvili 1937 : 613-617]. 
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C.-Kartv.*kal- “pound/paddock (for sheep...)” 

Geo. kal-ṭa “fenced place without a roof for cattle; pound/paddock (for sheep...)”; cf. 

kal-ak-i “city/town” 

Etymological link between Georgian kal-ṭa and kal-ak-i words is supposed on the basis 

of what kal- is detached as a root and -ṭa, -ak  are  suffixes. 

Correspondence of kal- form in Kartvelian languages hasn’t been revealed for now. 

C.-Sind. *kw “cane/wicker-work (chair...)” 
Ad. (Shap.) kjj, Chemg. čjj, Abdz. čj, Kab. čj, Basl. kjj “a kind of cane/wicker-work 

(chair...)” 

In the professional literature a final -j is considered to be a suffix denoting tree and 

plant [Kvakhadze 2014: 168]. But I suppose that auslaut j is a result of w → j iotization 

characteristic phonetic process that is explained by omonymic suppuration; cf. Circ. kw 
“plaited protective wall; ramparts “, i.e.  kw : kw → kj : kw. 

Of the Dagestanian isoglosses Bezh kalo “plaited fence; wattled fence” and Hunz. kare 

“plaited fence”, which have no common with Bezh kore, Hin. kore and Khv. kwere 

“fence” forms  [cf. Abdokov 1983 : 127], are noteworthy. 

Relation with Basque kale “street’ word is also noteworthy – I suppose it is of common 

data; cf. Basq. kale-tar “town-dweller”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kal-a “small building; tent” 

Geo. (Kiz.) kala “upper part of door/window frame” 

Zan (Megr.) kolo “barrel”, Laz kolo “basket made of tree skin” 

Sv. kel//kwel “tent”  

Historically in Svan there should have been kelw type stem that should be explained 

by characteristic a → w reduction process; Just kelw became a source of Lower Bal kwel 

allomorph -   kelw → kwel 

C.-Sind. *kjal-a “hut” 

Ad. čaL, Kab. čL “hut” 

Ab. kjala, Apkh. a-kjála “hut”, Bzip a-kjál “id” 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to discuss borrowing possibility of 

forms in Apkhazian-Abaza from Adyghean languages. Moreover, Svan is considered to be 

Adyghean borrowing [Klimov 1968 : 294], that is unacceptable  in  Adyghean case 

[Starostin, Nikolayev 1968 : 294]. The same can be said about Svan form. In this case 

G.Klimov supposes that is impossible, i.e. nonexistent o- vowel type in Circassian became 

a source for Svan kwel form, that is absolutely absurd.  

Dagestanian allomorphs are structurally and semantically close to Zan kolo word; cf. 

Akhv. koro, Tind. koru, Did. kuro “wooden kneading trough”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kam- “dew; plentiful  liquid” 

Geo. (Gur.) kam-i “dew; wetness”, da-kam-v-a “wetting” 
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Zan (Megr.) kum-in-i “plentiful liquid pouring” 

Georgian kam- stem corresponds with Zan (Megr.) kum- - o → u due to m- [Gudava 

1960 : 124-128]. C.-Kartv. *kam- archetype has true correspondences in Sindy as well as 

Dagestanian languages.  

C.-Sind. *kwa “rain” 

Ub. kw “rain” 
Ab. kwa “rain”, Apkh. a-kwa “rain” 

There is a lack of Adyghean allomorphs. Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza reflexes are the 

result of  simplification of bk → k complex of A type.  Together with Kartvelian material 

Dagestanian one gives valuable information to consider the structure of initial archetype; 

cf. Darg. markwa “rain”, Lak  bark “cloud”, Arch. makw “dew”. 

C.-Kartv. *kam- : C.-Sind. *kwa similarly oppose Dagestanian roots according to order - 

inversive order is also revealed in Dagestanian.  

 
C.-Kartv.  *kam- “bottom, root” 

Zan (Laz) kum-en-i “bottom, root” 

kam- that was expected in Georgian isn’t attested. In Svan semantics is too different; cf. 

Sv. km-a “increasing”. Link among the named roots isn’t clearly observed.  The issue 

needs additional investigation.  

Pr.-Sind.*kab- “sky” 

Hat. kap (=kab) “sky” 

Comparing the Laz and Hattian words a semantic opposition appears – sky  ~ bottom 

that can be explained. Moreover in that case if the link with Svan km-a “increasing” 

verb is supposed since sky ~ climbing ~ increasing  is logical correlation. And still many 

things are unclear due to absence of Nakh and Dagestanian isoglosses for now.  

 

C.-Kartv.*kan- “running, escaping” 

Geo. kan-, na-kan-d-a , ga-kan-eb-ul-i “rushed/galloping/bolted” 

Sv. kin-/kn-, i-kn-e “runs”, ad-kin-e “Sb/Sth ran away/escaped” 

Corresponding root hasn’t been revealed in Laz-Megrelian so far [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 485]. Svan i in contrast to Georgian a rises a certain questions that 

occurs is other samples, as well; cf. Geo. ʒal-i : Sv. ǯil “string”, etc.  
C.-Sind. *kn- “taking a step/stepping” 

Kab. čn- ← *kn- “taking a step/stepping” 

Of the Sindy languages the word is attested only in Kabardian [Kuiperse 1975 : 49], 

though unity with Kartvelian parallels proves its parent-language origin. There is an 

attempt to link Kabardian verb with Dagestanian (And. kab-d- “entering”...) data, that 

needs more argumentations [see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 266]. 
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C.-Kartv. *kan-a “cannabis” 

Zan (Megr.) kunu//kn “cannabis”, cf.  kun-ier-i, like  γorǯ-iel-i “walnut’s pericary” 

Sv. kan (Gen. case. kan-š) “cannabis” 
In this case Svan kana- should have been corresponded by Zan {konu}, but due to 

influence of suffix -u finally modern kunu was established *konu → kunu//kn 
“cannabis”. Megrelian stem became a borrowing source for Apkhazian a-kwn “cannabis” 

form – Megr. kunu →  Apkh. *a-kwn  → a-kwn. 
C.-Sind. *gjan-  “dress” 

Ad. (Shaps.) gjan, Chemg. ǯjan “dress”, Kab. ǯjan, Basl. gjan “dress” 

The standpoint in the professional literature on common origin of Sv. kan, Circ. gjan 
and Osset. gn//gn “cannabis” should be shared  [Abaev 1989, IV : 513], but it must  be 

underlined that Ossetian allomorphs are borrowed from Kabardian and preserve its 

archaic meaning of cannabis. Semantic correlation cannabis ~ dress is logical since 

dress/shirt is basically made of cannabis; cf. meaning in Svan: “ǯwinald n xwikwemdad k 

a n  paṭns” – “In old times we wore shirt made of cannabis” [Topuria, Kaldani 2000 : 

777]. 

Of the Dagestanian languages Andi kin “cannabis” is close to above mentioned roots 

and stems; cf. also Ag. kan-ar “cloth”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kard- “big thorn” 

Geo. (Gur.) kard-i “big thorn” 

Zan (Megr.) kurd-ia “thorny plant”, Kurd-i-on-i “microtop. in Khobi” 

Sv. krd “thorn”  

Kartvelian word has logical correspondences in Sindy languages. Sv. krd “thorn” 

cannot give possibility to reconstruct *kward - labialized archetype. 

C.-Sind. *kwand- “bush/shrub” 

Ad. kwand “bush/shrub” 

The same problems arises in Sindy languages, kwand is attested only in Adyghean. 

Though in Nakh *kold- archetype is reconstructed with the meaning of bush which via 

characteristic lose of Chechen d- in non-anlaut position resulted modern allomorphs 

kol//kol “bush”. Semantic correlation bush ~ thorn is logical one.  

Adyghean kwand form is equaled with Did. kudi, Inkhoqv. kode “hair, long hair” 

allomorphs in which semantic difficulties arise [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 705]. 

 

C.-Kartv.  *kart-(a) “fence, fencing;  settling/housing” 

Geo. kart-a “fenced place”, {Kart-i} “town/city/ Tbilisi”, Kart-l-i 

Zan (Megr.) krta//kta “densely populated place, town/city” 

Sv. i-krt-e “ Sb fences”, li-krt-e “fencing”, krt “Tbilisi”, M-Krt “From east 
Georgia” 
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Megrelian-Svan kart- root indicates that even in Georgian kart-i root denoted town 

(Tbilisi); cf. Apkh. a-kart “Tbilisi”. Just Zan correspondence kurta (cf. top. Kurta-t-i)//kuta 

of Georgian karta allomorph served as the basis for different names of town Kutaisi: kuta-

is-i (=Laz kuta-iš-i, kuta-ia (cf. also Geo. kuta-t-ur-eb-i “inhabitants of Kutaisi”)... 
C.-Sind.*kt-a “village; habitation/dwelling place; winter sheep-cote/shed/fold” 
Ad. čjt “winter sheep-cote/shed/fold”“, Shaps. kjt “building”, Kab. čjt, Basl. kjt 

“cattle stall” 

Ab. kt,  Apkh. a-kta “village” 
In order to understand the word’s meaning a Shapsug sample is valuable in which kjt    

allomorph is attested under the meaning of building, as well  [Kvakhadze 2014 : 156]. 

In Sindy languages r is lost that is supported by Dagestanian and Nakh corres-

pondences: Av. kort, Inkhoqv. kwerti “gathering/assembly place”..., Vain. kjjert//kart//kert 
“yard; fence; protective wall”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *kaš- “adult captive” 

Geo. kaš-, kaš-ag-i “adult captive” (Saba) 

Corresponding allomorphs of kaš- root aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages 

and dialects. Random similarity of kaš-ag- stem with Svan kašag  “Circassian” ethnonym  

can become a ground for incorrect discussion. In Georgian kaš-ag- a suffix -ag is detached 

like in other cases - axn-ag- “facet, surfase”... 
C.-Sind.*ḳjs- “captive” 

Ad. (Chemg.) jas, Kab. s “captive” 
It is one of those archetypes when Kartvelian stop-plosives are corresponded by Sindy 

languages’ stridants. At the same time C.-Kartv. š : C.-Sind. s proves that in Proto-

Kartvelian sv occurred along with other hushing-hissing sibilants which then hushened in 

Common Kartvelian and merged with hushing sibilants.  

In future the obtaining of Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences will allow for a 

better understanding of the situation. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kacw- “tree thorn; thorny bush” 

Geo. kacv-i “tree thorn” (Saba), Kacv-ia (anthrop.) 

Zan (Megr.) kuc-i “buckthorn; thorny bush” 

Sv. gicw-r-il “caraway, cumin” 

To Georgian-Zan opposition that is known in the professional literature is added by Sv. 

gicwr-il form in which k → g and  a → i sound-substitution phonetic process  is observed, 

that can be considered to be Svan specific process; cf. Sv. gicar : Zan (Megr.) kacar-i “goat 

kid”. In Svan -r is a remainder of –ra plant affix to that -il diminutive affix is added - 

*gicw-ra-il → gicwr-r-il [see Chukhua 2000-2003 : 82; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 487]. 

C.-Sind. *kjcw-a “thorn; bush/shrub” 
Ad. čca, Kab. čca “bush/shrub” 
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Ub. kwcwe “thorn” 
There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences. Apkhazian a-kuc “tall scrub 

/firewood from crooked branches” is entered from Megrelian. Ubykh form is also 

considered to be entered from the same source [Bukia 2016 : 56]. 

According to the brought material it is excluded the borrowing of Ubykh allomorphs 

from Megrelian; Ubykh kwcwe  : Adyghean  čca ← *kjca is logical correspondence.  

Origin of Shapsug kvcw “tree/branch cuttings with leafs” form is unclear that is isolated 

in Circassian languages and dialects [Kvakhadze 2014 : 76]. Apparently, it isn’t entered 

from Ubykh, either (see C.-Kartv. *kurc- “branch with leafs”).  Noteworthy Dagestanian 

correspondence is observed in Arch. kwici “bouquet/bunch of flowers” word.   

 
C.-Kartv. *kewx- “rich/wealth” 

Geo. (Psh.) kevx-, kevx-a “rich, wealth”, Kevx-i-švil-i (anthrop.) 

The word is isolated in Georgian, but the stem is of Common Kartvelian etymology. 

C.-Sind. *kxw- “happy, cheerful/joyful/merry” 
Ab. kjaxw  “happy, cheerful/joyful/merry” 

Like in Kartvelian the form is isolated in Abaza, but I suppose that Georgian-Abaza 

isoglosses reflect the roots of Paleo-Caucasian etymology. Palatalization k → kj process 

took place in Ubykh via influence of  vowel.  

Nakh or Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed.    

 
C.-Kartv. *kek- “pocking/raking” 

Geo. kek-av-s “pocks/raks”, gada-kek-v-a “raking/sweeping and shoveling” , i-kek-eb-a 

“scratches/raks/searches thorougly” 

Zan (Laz) o-kank-u “pocking/raking”, kank-up-s “scratches/raks/searches thorougly” 

Sv. li-knk-e “pocking/raking”, -knk-e “pocking/raking” 
As it is seen, the verb is lost in Megrelian. In Svan-Laz n is phonetical apposition. Svan 

i in relation with Georgian e is noteworthy that is unclear though there are some samples, 

as well [Klimov 1964 : 197]. 

C.-Sind.*ḳwħa- “mixing, blending/seasoning/mingling”  

Ad. -ḳwħa-, zaxaγa-ḳwħa-n “mixing” 
Ab. ḳwħa-ra, Apkh. a-ḳwaħa-ra “mixing, blending/seasoning/mingling”  
The second consonant ħ pharyngeal spirant is evident only in Sindy archetype. 

Simultaneously, it shows an initial state – Pr.-Kartv. ħ → C.-Kartv. k. the same picture is 

observed in C.-Nakh *keg- “mixing, blending/seasoning/mingling” archetype only with 

the difference that in Pr.-Nakh ω voiced pharyngeal spirant occurred -  ω → g. 
Dagestanian material is corresponded with Sindy-Nakh one though some questions 

arise [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 739].  
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C.-Kartv. *kw- “having” 

Geo. kw-, a-kv-s “has”, h-kon-d-a “had”, kon-eb-a “property”, e-kn-eb-a “will have”, i-

kn-eb-a “will be” 

Any link of Zan a-p-u-n “belongs” verb with Georgian kv- (→ p-) root isn’t convincing 

[Lomtatidze 1984]. 

Pr.-Sindy *kw- “possessing/owning” 

Hat. ku “possessing/owning” 

Correspondences haven’t been disclosed in Apkhazian-Abaza and other Sindy lan-

guages.  Hattian ku detached as root [Kasiyan 2009 : 333] logically corresponds with     C.-

Kartv. *kw- verb.  

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been disclosed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kw- “hoof” 

Geo. -kv-, in the word: plo-kv-i “hoof”, cf. bol-kv-i “(onion…) bulb/corm” 

In Georgian the word is of compound structure; plo- segment reflects a reducted type of 

Geo. polo “hoof”, form that is repeated in Zan, polo “hoof; leg”, Sv. pol “hoof” [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 469] in somatic nouns. Likely, Geo. bol-kv-i : Zan  bur-kv-i “(onion…) 

bulb/corm” contains the same kw- root. 

C.-Sind. *kw-a “(animal) thigh/leg/haunch, (human) thigh/upper leg” 

Ad. kwa, Kab. kwa “(animal)thigh/leg/haunch, (human) thigh/upper leg” 

Semantic correlation that is evident between Georgian-Circassian roots (animal) 

thigh/leg/haunch ~ hoof  is logical; cf. within one word Megr. polo “hoof” ~ Laz polo “leg”. 

Circassian roots have been linked with Dagestanian corresponding material; cf. Av. 

náku “knee; leg”, Lak nikw “knee, (human) thigh/upper leg”... [see Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 844-845]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *kwab- “sauce-pan, metal pot” 

Geo. kwab-i, kvab-i “sauce-pan, metal pot”; “cave”  

Zan (Megr.) kvib-ia “sauce-pan, metal pot” 

Sv. kwb, kwab (Lashkh.) “sauce-pan, metal pot” 

In Megrelian a kub- type root was expected but due to influence of following -ia suffix 

u → vi process took place though u → wi umlaut isn’t excluded in historical Zan.  

kwb-a allomorph is also indicated for Svan, that hasn’t been evident for me [cf. 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 491]. 

C.-Sind. *kwb-a “churn” 
Ab. (Tap.) kwba “churn” 
Structure of roots and stem is similar in Sindy and Kartvelian languages. Metathesis 

mechanism of -a in Tapan isn’t evident. Reconstruction of Common Apkhazian-Abaza 

roots is known in *kw-bá form [Chrikba 1996 : 44], but the such reconstruction ground is 

unknown.  
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Semantic correlation sauce-pan/metal pot ~ churn is logical one. 

Noteworthy structure-changed root is evident is Nakh languages; cf. Chech. bka, Ing. 
buk//bik “small clay pot”; cf. also Dag. (Rut.) kwam “cave”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kwas- “sweeping out; sweeping, cleaning” 

Zan kos-, Laz o-kos-u “sweeping, cleaning”, o-kos-al-e “broom”, Megr. kos-u-a 

“sweeping, sweeping out”, o-kos-al-i “broom” 

Sv. kwas-/kwas-i  “grass broom” 

Since Svan often coincides with Georgian according to vowel correspondencing I 

suppose that for parent-language (and for Georgian, as well) *kwas - type stem is 

supposed.  

C.-Sind. *kws- “stripe” 
Ad. (Chemg.) kws  “stripe” 
The word is isolated in Chemgui dialect of Adyghean. It should have also occurred in 

Kabardian that is proved by Abaza kwsa “stripe” word. Likely, the latter entered in Abaza 

from Kabradian. 

Semantics of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems is more noteworthy - sweeping out ~   

stripe. In this case Nakh data has key role in which kjes-/kas- forms occur under the 

meaning of scythed grass  or strip of cereal land worked by one man. Just strip of cereal 

land worked by one man should have been a mid stage for described semantics [Chukhua 

2008 : 531-532]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *kwas- “sofa” 

Geo. (Meskh.) sakv-e//kvas-i “old big sofa”, cf. Khevs. sako “wooden small barrel” 

Zan (Laz) kurs-i “low sofa”, cf. sekv-i “sofa” 

Substitution kvas-/sakv- that is attested in Georgian  is characteristic of dialects; cf. sila 

/lisa, žini/niži, čanta/tanča... Laz results a correspondence kvas- root of archaic structure. 

And still, Meskh. sakv-e and Laz sekv-i (Khevs. sako) perhaps is another root (?). 

Pr.-Sind. *kus v-im “sofa” 

Hatt. kušim “sofa” 

A lookup word is lost in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages. Hattian correspondence 

reflects the form originated from Proto Sindy. In this latter -im (kuš-im) shouldn’t be of 

root, it is an archaic  derivative affix; kwas- : kuš- is logical structural correlation that is 

supported by semantic identity. 

Hurrian-Urartian data kussu “royal throne” is noteworthy, as well that is corresponded 

by Dagestanian information; cf. Ag. kwas:i “chair”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *kwe-(w)-  “lower, below, beneath” 

Geo. kwe, kwe-re, kve-mo “lower”, kve-še “underneath”, kve-da “lower”, kve-v-it 

“below/beneath” 
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Sv. ču “below”, ču-be “lower, below/beneath”, le-kwa “down below”, le-kwa-w/le-

kw-w “below/beneath” 

Corresponding root isn’t observed in Zan; tu-do “below/beneath” is of another origin. 

Georgian-Svan material has been compared long ago [Wardrop 1911: 613]. 

C.-Sind. *kw-w  “deep”  
Ad. kww, Kab. kww() “deep” 

In Sindy as well as Kartvelian allomorphs kwe-/kw- is detached as a root. Likely, Sindy 
 is sourced from previous  variant; cf. C.-Kartv. e : C.-Sind. .  

Semantically, Circassian deep logically corresponds with lower/below semantema of 

Kartvelian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *kwes- “crumbing” 

Zan (Laz) kvas-, o-kvas-u “crumbing” 

Reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype is possible only on Laz data basis. 

And thus it isn’t perfect though (not only) Sindy data underlines the parent-language 

nature of Laz kvas- verb. 

C.-Sind. *kwsva- “destroying; breaking” 

Ab. kwaša-, r-kwaša-ra “destroying; breaking” 

Initial r- shows that Abaza verb is of causative structure.     

Exact Dagestanian correspondences of C.-Kartv. *kwes- : C.-Sind. *kwsva- archetypes 

are observed in Did. kuš-a, Bezh. k(w)es-al “destroying; breaking” allomorphs. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kwep- “lots, abundant/plentiful” 

Sv. kwep “lots”, kwep-d “in plenty/in abundance” 

The root is isolated in Svan. Likely it is originated from Common Kartvelian parent 

language. Seems, Georgian-Zan correspondences are lost. Anyway, they aren’t observed 

in published materials.  

C.-Sind. *kwp- “crowded; group”  
Ad. (Shaps.) kwp, Chemg. kwp, Kab. gwp “group” 
Ub. kwp  “group; crowded” 

Ab. gwp,  Apkh. a-gwp “group” 
Some scholars consider Ubykh allomorph to be Adyghean borrowing [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 449]. Ubykh kwp isn’t considered to be Adyghean borrowing [see 

Khvakhadze 2014 : 238]. 

An issue arises on borrowing of  Svan data from Circassian [Sagliani 2013 : 39; Bukia 

2016 : 135]. I suppose that Svan reflects Common Kartvelian natural reflexation that has 

logical correspondences even in Dagestanian languages; cf. Lezg.  ḳaṗ-al “crowded; group; 

gathering”.  
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C.-Kartv. *kwewr- “wine-jar set into ground” 

Geo. kvevr-i/kwevr-i “clay large buried wine-jar” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) kvinǯ-e “pounding mortal; vessel in which bricklayer keeps  charcoal” 
Svan  kwiǯ “pounding mortal”, like Gur., Imer. kviǯ-a/kviǯ-e “pestle (and mortal); 

stone bowl” is zanism. 

C.-Sind. *kjww-a “barrel/cask”   
Ad. (Abdz.) kwaj “barrel/cask”   
In the professional literature it is considered possibility to detach -j segment in 

Abdzakh since not any function of -j- in the word is evident [Kvakhadze 2014 : 151]. 

Vice versa, I suppose that Proto-Sindy *kwwr-a was simplified via dissimilative losing of 

w and r phonemes in Common Sindy.  Such approaching can be grounded not only due to 

comparison with Kartvelian allomorphs, but the same is proved by comparison with Nakh 

roots. In this latter many archaic forms are attested; cf. Ing. kuwra, Chech. kra “churn 

vessel”, Rus. маслобойка. 

 

C.-Kartv. *kwisel- “brother-in-law (wife’s siter’s husband)” 

Geo. kvisl-i “husbands of two sisters are brothers-in-law” (Saba), Mtiul., Mokh. kvisel-i 

“brother-in-law (wife’s siter’s husband)” 

Zan (Megr.) kvišil-i “brother-in-law (wife’s siter’s husband)” 

Sv. me-kwšel “brother-in-law (wife’s siter’s husband)” 

Auslaut of Kartvelian root is exactly reflected in Geo. kvisel- (Mtiul., Mokh.) and Svan. 

kwšel forms since literary kvisl-i reflexts a next stage of reduction, and Megr. kvišil-i 

should be assimilated allomorph [cf. Klimov 1964 : 198; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 494]. 

C.-Sind. *kwswa “mother-in-law (wife’s mother); noble woman” 

Ad. gwašja, Kab. gwas va “mother-in-law (wife’s mother); noble woman” 

Ab. ḳwažwa, Apkh. a-ḳwaža “noble woman; lady’gentlewoman” 

There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence; g : ḳ correspondence between Cirassian and 

Apkhazian-Abaza complicates situation. I suppose that in similar case an initial phoneme 

should be a preruptive k which was voicened in Adyghean and Apkhazian-Abaza it 

underwent glottalization. Final sonant w in Common Sindy is a correspondence of 

Common Kartvelian l - l → w. 

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems can be observed in C.-Dag. *kwas- 

“human being” archetype; cf. Tab., Lezg. kas “human being”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kib- “rib” 

Sv. kip “rib” 

As it is seen, an assimilated allomorph was established in Svan - *kib → kip. 

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed in other Kartvelian languages and 

dialects. Seems the allomorhs are lost. 
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C.-Sind. *kw “hip” 

Ad. kw, Kab. kw “hip” 

Ub. -kw, in the word čj-kw “backside (anat.)” 
Labialization of root consonant has secondary nature in Sindy languages though *kb 

→ kw occurred at Common Sindy level. It is proved by comparison with Kartvelian 

material.  

Of Dagestanian material a Krits kva-ni “hip, upper leg/thigh” word is noteworthy. 

 

C.-Kartv. *kiṗ- “thread ( of cannabis/hemp)” 

Sv. kiṗ “thread” 

The word is isolated in Svan, but likely it reflects Common Kartvelian stem. It is 

indicated by Sindy correspondence. 

C.-Sind. *kjṗ “cannabis/hemp” 
Ub. čṗ  “cannabis/hemp” 

In this case Ubykh reflects Adyghean form which doesn’t exist no long after *kjṗ → 
čṗ  transformation. Ubykh should have borrowed Adyghean allomorph just at the next 

stage of palatalization-affricatization.  

Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. thread ~ C.-Sind. cannabis/hemp underlines that for 

Kartvelian an initial meaning should have been cannabis/hemp thread.  
 
C.-Kartv. *kist- “cupped/closed hand/fist; fist with thumb under fingers” 

Geo. kisṭ-i “cupped/closed hand/fist” (Saba), kišṭ-i “fist with thumb under fingers” 

(Saba) 

Saba brings kišṭ-i hushing variant for Georgian. Georgian Explanatory Dictionary gives 

only kisṭ- stem: kisṭ-i “fist, clenched fist”; kisṭis ḳvra “punching sb”. 

A nominal stem kisṭ- is attested only in Georgian though it has true external language 

parallels which prove its Kartvelian origin. 

C.-Sind. *ḳs v- “finger” 
Ub. ḳjs, in the word  a(n)cwa-ḳjs “little finger” 

Ab. šjačw-ḳjs “little toe”,  Apkh. (Abzh.) a-šja-v- ḳjs, Bzip a-šja-cvv-ḳjs “id” 

Corresponding roots are lost in Adyghean languages and due to it the stem 

reconstruction is conditional. C.-Kartv. *kist- : C.-Sind. *ḳsv- is logical phonetic and 

semantic correlation; k ~ ḳ is Dagestanian-like alternation; cf. Lak ḳis:a : Ud. k:aša 
“finger”. C.-Nakh *gast- “hand end” (Chech. gst-eš//gjest-ješ) archetype in which st 

complex is repeated, is closer to C.-Kartv. one.  

 
C.-Kartv.*kot- “short man; low” 

Zan (Megr.) kut-a “short man; low” 
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Another form kota//kvata with the same meaning is also attested in Megrelian (cf. 

personal name kvata in Megrelian) which maybe means that kot-a entered from Georgian 

dialects and kut-a is its logical correspondence, i.e. Megrelian preserves a borrowing and 

own (correspondence) word simultaneously.  

C.-Sind. *gd “horness cattle” 
Ab. gdi, Apkh. a-gd “horness cattle” 
Semantically horness of Sindy languages reflects nuance of short, i.e. further 

semasiologic development;  seme of little/shortness is repeated in Dagestanian correspon-

dences, as well:  Kar. kot-o “little/minor”, Bud. goda “short”, Krits  gwd “id”.., Darg. kuṭ-
ze “short”… And more, understanding of narrowness  is familiar for Dagestanian and 

Nakh languages: Lezg. gṭ “narrow” : Vain. got-a “narrow” [for detail Nakh-Dagestanian 

data see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 690-691]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *kom- “winter sheep-cote shed/fold” 

Geo. (Ajar.) kom-i “winter sheep-cote shed/fold; cattle stall” 

The word is isolated in Georgian, but likely it is of Common Kartvelian origin that is 

proved by external language correspondences; kom- should be strictly demarcated from 

gom-i “stall for overwintering cattle” word – they have different etymology. 

C.-Sind. *kwn “granary/barn, grain store”  
Ad. kwn “(plated) grain store”, Shaps. kwn “granary/barn”, Kab. gwn “granary/barn” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy is possible only on the comparison ground of 

Adyghean allomorphs though such cases are also attested when initial is Adyghean data, 

i.e. k → g took place in Kabardian.   

C.-Kartv. *kom- : C.-Sind. *kwn  demonstrates auslaut m : n correspondence when m 

→ n is supposed for Common Sindy that is supported by Dagestanian data, as well: cf. 

Lezg. kuma, Tab. kuma, Khin. kuma “hut”, Krits  kum “village”. 

   
C.-Kartv. *kon- “fat/grease” 

Geo. kon-i “fat/grease”  

Zan (Laz) kun-i//kin-i “brain” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Geo. kon- noun is rightly corresponded by Laz 

kun-i//kin-i “brain” [Chikobava 1938 : 45]. Megrelian kin- is also brought in this case. 

The latter is preserved only in addressing form; cf. si, čkimi kini “You, my brain (soul?)!”. 

It is clear that basing on this fact a Megrelian allomorh kon-i should be considered to be 

Georgian loan word.  

Pr.Sind. *ħun- “big” 
Hat. ḫun “big” 

Some scholar expressed a standpoint on Hattian ḫun “big” word according to what it is 

a correspondence of Circassian šxw “big” word, that is absolutely groundless [cf. Braun  
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2002 : 328]. To my observation it is appropriate to link Hat.  ḫun with C.-Kartv. *kon- “fat 

/grease” archetype since fat/fatty ~ big  is natural semantemas of common semantic field.  

Hattian-Kartvelian archetypes are corresponded by Nakh languages material in which 

Chech. ħn-alla, Ing. ħoan-al “fat, fatness”, Rus. жирность demonstrates logical 

correlation. The standpoint is based on regular ħ : k sound correspondence. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kos- “one-year-old goat” 

Zan (Laz) koš-aṭ-i “one-year-old goat” 

Final -aṭ is derivative suffix, mainly koš- is detached in Laz. Basing on Kartvelian 

comparative phonetics a *kos- archetype is reconstructed for parent language, though 

supposition of *kwas- variant is excluded. 

C.-Sind. *ks vw- “one-year-old goat” 
Apkh. a-kžw “one-year-old goat” 
A š → ž voicing phonetic process is acceptable in Apkhazian-Abaza that is also proved 

in other case; cf. Circ. gwaša “noble woman” : Apkh.-Ab. -ḳwažwa “id”. It is difficult to say 

whether the metathesis of w sonant took place in Apkhazian or in parent language. Sindy 

phonetics supports both possibilities. 

On other side, Apkhazian-Abaza linking makes no problem. 

 
C.-Kartv. *krt-il- “autumn barley” 

Geo. krtil-i “autumn barley” (Saba), sa-krtil-e “of  barley” 

The word is attested in old Georgian texts under the meaning of barley: “stesis ipkli da 

k r t i l - i  (keri)” – “Sb sowed wheat and barley”; “urbeuli k r t i l i s a j  ame šen” – “Eat   

barley bread”; “... da romelime saane da saipkle da s a k r t i l e” – “And any for wheat and 

barley” [Abuladze 1973 : 456; 375]; Maybe a Megrelian kut-i “linen” is a kindred word. 

Pr.-Sind. *kait- “cereal/grain  species” 

Hat. kait “cereal/grain  species’ cereal/grain “ 

Hurrian kate “barley, cereal/grain” is rightly discussed along with Hattian 

[Gamkrelidze, Ivanov 1984, II : 883] with what I correspond Chech. kta, Ing. get 
“linen” allomorphs [Chukhua 2008 : 526]. 

In Hattian i vowel can be a remainder of any (r (?)) consonant. 

Paleo Caucasian etymology of Hattian-Georgian-Hurrian-Nakh allomorphs is 

doubtless. Though Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ks-in- “wheezing/breathing heavily; silent farting” 

Geo. ksin-v-a, Lechkh. ksen-a “panting/gasping for breath”, Rach. ksin-i “winter wind” 

Zan (Laz) m-ksin-aǯ-e “worm that has flou smell”, ksin-i//skin-i//mksin-i “silent 

farting”, Megr. rsin- ← *ksin- “id”, ma-rsin-aia “worm that has flou smell” 
Sv. kisin “cool breeze” 
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Megrelian mutation ks → rs and Laz ks → sk fit to common context of superiority of 

accesive complex. Sv. “cool breeze” and Rach. “winter wind” is similar semantics. 

C.-Sind. *kjs vw- “farting” 

Ab. kjšw-ra “farting” 

Of Sindy languages a lookup root is attested only in Abaza that is characterized of 

labialization of sibilant spirant, unlike Kartvelian. 

Dagestanian and Nakh correspondences aren’t observed.  

 
C.-Kartv. *kub-e “rye” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) kube “wheat species; rye” 

Zan (Megr.) kuba “wheat species” 

In the professional literature Geo. kub-i//kube variants are given side by side [Fähnrich 

2007 : 471]. According to my observation it is necessary to separate them the latter (kube) 

is logically corresponded with Megr. kuba. 

C.-Sind. *bagj- “oats” 

Ad. (Shaps.) bagj-na “oats” 
Ub. bagj-na “oats” 

It is rightly discussed that Sindy allomorphs are of other origin and have no common 

with bgn “beer” word [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 540]. 

Circassian forms demonstrate inversive structure. Correspondsing Dagestanian 

material deviates to Kartvelian though like Circassian back-lingual stop-plosive is voiced 

even in this case; cf. Av. ogb “rye”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kulb- “bush; stack/large pile/ bunch of straw “ 

Geo. kub-i “rye” 

Zan (Megr.) kub-a “several bunches of straw” 

Sv. kb/kolb “bush” 
Zan correspondence demonstrates -a suffix that should be explained. Discussing about 

initial type of Kartvlian vocalism a Svan o ← (*u?) is considered to be secondary 

[Fähnrich 2007 : 471]. 

C.-Sind. *kwb- “bush/shrub” 
Ab. (Tap.) kb “bushes/shrubbery; scrub/undergrowth” 

The word of parent language origin is attested only in Abaza Tapant dialect. 

Disappearing of w- has dissimilative nature, influence of following b. There is an attempt 

of different reconstruction - *kb [Chirikba 1996 : 42]. 

The word kolb that is attested in Svan should be focused on; cf. Dagestanian material: 

And. kwol, Cham. kwel “sheaf”, Chech. kow//ko “bunch of wheat” word is also 

noteworthy.  

Corresponding  Abaza-Kartvelian material hasn’t been revealed in kindred Iberian-

Caucasian languages so far. 

C.-Kartv.*kums- “spiderwort” (plant)” 
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Geo. kups-i//kums-i “spiderwort” (plant)”, Kums-ia-švil-i (anthrop.) 

A kums- root of parent language origin is preserved only in Georgian. Svan kešṗ 
“Pontic sow-thistle” is likely of another etymology. 

C.-Sind. *mrgwzvv- “plum; peach” 

Apkh. (Bzip) -mrgwzv- in the word  a-mrgwz v-pħwa “plum species”, a-mrgwzv-ṭama 
“peach species”  

Rich correspondences of Apkhazian form are attested in Dagestanian and Nakh lan-

guages; cf. Ingush. koms, Chech. kems (← *kms) “grape”; Lak k:urmuz “mirabelle 

/bullace (plant), dial. k:urmuz “damson (plum)”.., Tab. kumiš “quince”... [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 700]. 

According to my observation Av. germez “quince” of inversive structure is enrolled in 

this list compared with Apkhazian. As regard Khin. ḳinaz “grape” noun it is a logical 

correspondence of Georgian ḳomš-i “quince” word  and can be a source of Ts.-Tush. kaniz 

“grape” word.  

 
C.-Kartv. *kun- “dressing, covering” 

Geo. kun-, šṭa-kun-i/šta-kun-i “body covering, blanket” 

Zan (Laz.) dolo-kun-u “cloth”, dolo-kun-s “is dressed”, Megr. mḳa-kun-al-i “clothing”, 
d-kun-u “covered oneself”, ge-kun-al-i “covering” 

At a glance a Svan correspondence isn’t observed though Sv. li-kwem “dressing”, i-

kwem “sb dresses” rises a certain prospects. 

C.-Sind.*kw- “trousers/pants” 
Ab. (Tap.) aj-kwá, Apkh. áj-kwa  “trousers/pants” 

Initial aj- is an stem-merged affix and -kwa root logically reflects parent-language *kw-   
archetype. 

Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are corresponded by Nakh material, as well; cf. Chech.  
kd-a “hat” [Chukhua 2008 : 540]. Of Dagestanian forms And. kwanno “dress; shirt” is 

noteworthy.  
C.-Kartv. *kund- “slightly; by a small margin” 

Sv. kund-r “slightly; by a small margin” 

Other Kartvelian correspondences haven’t been observed so far even in published 

texts; -r  is detached as an affix in Svan. Similar case can be observed in other sample on 

the ground of comparative analysis; cf. Geo. m-is-e “underaged woman” (Saba) : Sv. is-r 

“minor, small”.   
C.-Sind. *kwd “lots; abundant/plentiful” 

Kab. kwd “lots; abundant/plentiful” 

In Kabardian the word is originated from parent language [Shagirov 1977, I : 213], that 

is logically corresponded by Svan kund-r form.  
Svan-Kabardian isoglosses are corresponded by Dagestanian data, as well: cf. Av. (Hid.) 

ḳuda-b “more, much more”. 
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C.-Kartv. *kur- “hand” 

Geo. kur-o “glove”, kur-o “is large fur to stick in to have both hands warm” (Saba) 

Zan {kuǯ-i} “handle” 

Zan correspondence of parent-language kur- root is preserved in Svan as a loan word; 

cf. kwǯ//kwaǯ “handle”. A solid ground of this supposition is an absence of r → ǯ 
palatalization process in Svan [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 258]. 

C.-Sind. *kw- “hand from wrist to fingertips” 

Ad. (Shaps.) kw “branch”, cf. kw-š, Kab. kw-č “bunch/cluster (of grapes)” 

Basing on thorough analysis kw- detached as a root in Adyghean languages is 

considered to be a correspondence of Av. kwer, Bezh., Hunz. kor-o “hand”… words that is 

supported by Nakh *kor- “hand” archetype [Abdokov 1983 : 75; Chukhua 2008 : 541]. 

As Kartvelian-Nakh-Dagestanian linguistic data demonstrate in Common Sindy a final 

r is lost without a trace.  

 
C.-Kartv. *kurc- “gown” 

Geo. kurc-i, cf. Osset. krc (← Geo.) “fur coat” 
Zan (Megr.) kunč-i “gown” 
A kvinč-i “gown” word that is attested in Gurian dialect is entered from Megrelian. On 

other side Geo. kurc-/Zan kunč - is logical correlation; rč → nč nasalization process is 

sound transformation characteristic of both dialects of Zan. Maybe Svan kerčw  “fur coat” 

can be brought in this case.  

C.-Sind. *ḳja-  “dress” 
Ad. (Shaps.) ḳjaj, Chemg. jaj, Kab. aṣv ← *ḳja “long dress for old women” 

Apkh. a-ḳja “shirt, dress”  
Glottal nature of comparing root is Sindy innovation. It is noteworthy that in Nakh 

languages data the picture is of Kartvelian; cf. Vain. koč “shirt”. 
In Dagestanian languages anlaut consonant undergoes glottalization; cf. Av. ḳač, Akhv. 

ḳači, Cham. ḳjači “shirt, leather skin” and in the case of Sindy parent language both root 

consonant are substituted by strident allophones. 

 
C.-Kartv. *kurc- “leafed branch, cob” 

Geo. kurc-, Old Geo. na-kurc-en-i “rind” 

Zan (Laz) kurč-, do-kurč-ol-um-an “They remove husk all around cob” 

In Old Georgian literary languages only participle kurc-en- form is attested that is 

corresponded by Laz denominative verb; cf. also Old Geo. na-txz-en-i [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 499-500]. likely Geo. kuc-i : Zan (Megr.) kuč-i “bush” words contain 

the same root.  
C.-Sind. *kjcw-  “branch, leafed branch/tree cuttings/twings” 
Ad. (Shaps.) kjcw  “branch, leafed branch/tree cuttings/twings” 

Sindy parent language is relatively fully reflected by Shapsug allomorph. The latter 
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shows that in Common Sindy a bifurcation (dipthongization) of a simple u vowel took 

place  towards w +  and only after the next stage a metathesis of w took place: *kuc- → 

*kwc- → *kjcw-.   
According to all parameters a Sindy form is closer with Kartvelian kuc-/kuč- variants. 

Of Dagestanian a Hunz. koč “bush” can be brought in this case.  
 
C.-Kartv. *kus-in- “bowl; wooden/iron ladle” 

Geo. (Ksan.) kus-ia “wooden ladle” 

Zan (Megr.) kuš-ia “ a kind of wooden bowl” 

Svan correspondence can be observed in Rachian kviš-in-i “wooden bowl” word that is 

proved by u →  → vi umlaut though in this case  a primary function of -in segment (?) 

should be explained – maybe it is a functional equivalent of Georgian-Megrelian -ia 

suffix. 

C.-Sind. *qws v-n “clay pitcher” 

Ad. qwš-n, Kab. qos v-n “clay pitcher” 
Along with Circassian nouns an Ossetian γosin- “clay pitcher” is also brought the 

anlaut γ of which is explained by contamination with Ossetian γos “ear” word [Abaev 

1989, IV : 535]. The scholar supposed a Caucasain source for Russian кувшин “clay 

pitcher” form what I share. 

Comparison of Sindy and Kartvelian archetypes will demonstrate q : k correspondence 

that is explained by secondary k → q pharyngealization phonetic process in Circassian; cf. 

Rus. капуста → qbast “cabbage”; C.-Kartv. *mekw- “hay  stack” : C.-Sind. *maqw 

“hay”… 

Of  Dagestanian Krits kurs-i “oven/stove” lexeme is noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *kuc-ur- “dog; puppy” 

Geo. (Imer., liter.) kucur-a “little dog (dim.)” 

Sv. kučir-il//kučir-i (Lashkh., Lent.) “dog’ puppy; puppy (dim.)” 

There is a lack of Zan correspondences (Maybe it is observed in Laz Kuču “dog’s 

name”, cf. Geo ʒaγliḳa “id”). Basing on Svan form then  i sounding  should be considered 

to be originated from  (→ i) umlauted allophone: kučr-//kučwir- → kučir.  
C.-Sind. *kwʒ v- “wolf” 
Ab. kwǯj-ma,  Apkh. a-kwǯj-ma “wolf” 
In Apkhazian-Abaza -ma suffix is detached as a suffix of a certain origin since the 

given allomorphs are linked with Darg. kw:ač:-a, Tsud. k:uč:a, Kub. kw:ač:e “bitch, dog” 

and other forms [see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 445]. 

Assimilative ʒ → c devoicing process in Common Kartvelian parent language isn’t 

excluded – Pr.-Kartv. *kuʒ- → C.-Kartv. *kuc-ur- and old Colch. kuǯ-i “King’s name”. 
According to meaning, correlation dog  ~  wolf  is logical one that is possible even 

within one word; cf. Basq. (Sulet.) potzo “wolf; big dog”.  
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γ 
 
C.-Kartv. *γ- “sense, wits/cleverness, consciousness” 

Geo. {-γ-} “sense, wits/cleverness, consciousness” 
Zan (Megr.) ga-γ-ier-i “clever, shrewed/astute, sharp minded” 
Sv. ga-γ-b (UB., Chbkh.) ga-γ-ab (Lent., LB.), ga-γ-eb (Lashkh.) “sense, 

wits/cleverness, consciousness” 

Megrelian and Svan preserve Georgin single-morphemed verb which isn’t observed 

either in modern Georgian, its dialects or Old Georgian. 

C.-Sind. *γa- “viewpoint, thinking/meditaing, hoping” 

Ad. gw-γa-n, Kab. gw-γa-n “thinking/meditaing, hoping, supposing” 

Labial ending of initial verb is broken in Adyghean-Kartvelian languages. On the basis 

of Dagestanian data the occurrence of labialized γw complex is assumed in initial form; cf. 

Tab. γaw-ri, Ag. γaw-ur “understanding” [Dagestanian source see in: Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 217-218]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γad- “justice; punishing” 

Geo. γd-in-i “judging, faith/confession, religion” 

Zan (Megr.) dγ-an-a (←*γd-an-a) “judging, rebuking/reprimanding/reproofing/thin-

king sth over”, go-m-i-dγan-u-n “Sb will rebuke/reprimand/reproof me” 
Sv. γed “justice”, u-γd-u  “unjust/unfair, illegal/unlawful/lawless”   

Historically Svan should have had -in/-en suffixes. 

C.-Sind. *wd- “fine/(finacial)penalty” 

Kab. wd- “fine/(finacial)penalty” 
The word is isolated in Kabardian, but basing on external language parallels is can 

reflect logical reflex of Common Sindy archetype.  

Labialization of initial consonant which is lost in Kartvelian, brings Kabardian lexeme 

close to Nakh correspondence; cf. Chech. γuda (pl. γudan-aš), Ing. γod (pl. γodam-aš) “fine 

/(financial) penalty”. 

Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed.    

 

C.-Kartv. *γaw- “walking” 
Geo. γav-, Lechkh. mo-γav-i “harvest/crop”, mo-γav-ian-i “productive land/good 

harvest year” 

The word is isolated in Georgian, but as it is clear it reflects parent-language *γaw- 

verb. It is clearly proved by Sindy isoglosses for what meaning of walking is core one - i.e. 

mo-γav-i means comer, harvest/crop, that what comes.  

C.-Sind. *ωa- “walking” 
Ub. *- “walking”, andγa a--n “The sun arises” 

Ab.(Tap.) w-ωa-la-ṭ “Welcome!”, Apkh. a-a-ra (← *a-ωa-ra) “coming, arriving” 
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In Common Sindy parent language corresponding sonant of verbal w- C.-Kartv. *γaw- 
should have been lost, i.e. in Pr.-Sindy there existed *ωaw-, from what via disappearing of  

w- a Common Sindy *ωa- allomorph developed. In Ubykh a pharyngealized -like 

allomorph is just that mid stage from which Kartvelian guttural voiced spirant [γ] 

developed at the next stage. Nakh -γ-, and Khin. γ-i “walking” verb can be brought in this 

case; cf. Sv. ka-γ-e “Come!”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *γal- “bad; magic/witchcraft” 

Geo. (Imer.) γal-v-a “putting evil eye on sb/jinxing sb/sth”, m-γal-av-i “evil, temting/ 

enticing/evil spirit” 

A lookup root is attested only in Georgian and it is of parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *γa- “enemy” 
Ab. a-γa, Apkh. a-γá “enemy” 
There is lack of Circassian correspondences. Basing on Apkhazian-Abaza data a C.-

Sind. *γa- archetype is reconstructed which logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *γal- 
root. Comparing with Kartvelian it turns out that a final l sonor is lost still in parent 

Sindy. 

Georgian-Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses are corresponded by Avar *γal- “fighting” word. 

The latter can be of inversive structure – raγ : γal- (?). 
 

C.-Kartv. *γal- “pauper/begger/coward” 

Geo. (Up.-Imer.) γal-a  “bad, pauper/begger/coward” 

The word is attested only in Georgian, but likely is implies a parent-language origin 

since it has true correspondences in Sindy languages. Word structure (final l) excludes the 

borrowing possibility from Sindy.   

C.-Sind. *γr- “captive” 

Ad. γr, Kab. γr “captive” 

Ub. γr “prisoner” 
Ubykh prisioner meaning is secondary. Initial content is captive that is attested in 

Adyghean languages and dialects. Interrelation of Circassian material is known [Dumézil 

1965 : 255; Kvakhadze  2014 : 117]. Comparison of *γal-/*γr- archetypes  clarifies  that l 

in Kartvelian is archaic that  automatically arises an issue on l → r transformation in 

Sindy languages. 

The problem will be finally solved when corresponding Nakh and Dagestanian 

material is disclosed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *γamast- “god” 
Geo. γmert-i “god” 

Zan (Megr.) γoront-i, Laz γormot-i “god” 
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In Svan γemešd//γemešṭ allomorphs were expected which are lost. I share the view on 

borrowing possibility of Svan γerbet//γermet variants from lit. Georgian [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 513]. 

C.-Sind. *ωamast- “nobleman/prince” 

Ab. ωamst-a, Apkh. á-amst-a  “nobleman/prince” 

Georgian-Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses were mentioned before, but for some reason the 

borrowing possibility of the word from Georgian into Apkhazian-Abaza was offered 

[Lomtatidze 1997 : 17].  

I cannot agree with borrowing theory. I suppose that C.-Kartv.*γamast- : C.-Sind. 
*ωamast- are common roots, that are characterized of Paleo-Caucasian origin. It is 

evidently proved by Dagestanian correspondences; cf. Tsakh ωniš, Rut. gniš /jiniš “god”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *γan- “pregnancy” 

Sv. γn-aw “pregnant” 
Final  -aw is prop. Svan suffix that occurs in other smaples, as well. 

C.-Sind. *γwm- “pregnant, hard” 

Ad. γwm- “pregnant, hard” 

Labialization of root consonant that is attested in Sindy is considered to be of later 

period that is clearly proved by correspondences of Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian 

languages data; cf. Av. in-a-j, Kar. en-ob, Bagv. in-ub, Tind en-uj, Cham. in-ub 

“pregnant”. 

Anlaut consonant opposition opposes Dagestanian one – C.-Kartv./ C.-Sind. γ : C.-Dag. 
, while Kartvelian concides with Dagestanian – C.-Kartv./C.-Dag. n : C.-Sind. m. 

Corresponding roots and stems are lost in Nakh languages though the existence trace is 

evident in Hurrian an- “giving birth” verb.  
C.-Kartv. *γand-al- “bed/plant bug” 

Geo. (Up.-Rach.) γandal-a, Imer. γandar-a “bed/plant bug” 

Sv. γadal, γandal (Lashkh.) “bed/plant bug” 
Basing on stem structure it is thought that unexpected phonetic transformation l → r 

(in Imerian), nd-//d (in Svan) took place.  

Likely, a Megrelian γandala reflects a literary form.  

C.-Sind. *γwd-a “bed/plant bug” 

Ad. γwd, Kab. γwda “bed/plant bug” 

In the professional literature there was an attempt to bring Ubykh γwnd “small bird” 

word in this list [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 481], but it has another correspondences 

in Kartvelian languages. Of other Iberian-Caucasian languages noteworthy parallel is 

observed in Khvarshi γonṭu “butterfly” word, which in C.-Kartv. *a : C.-Sind. *w sound 

correspondence deviate toward C.-Sind.  
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C.-Kartv. *γan- “jaw” 

Geo. γan-i “jaw”, γan-mokceuli “jaw-broken” 

Sv. {γanḳ-}, li-γḳ-e “nattering/yacking”, m-γḳ-e “chatterbox/gossip” 

There is a lack of Laz-Megrelian correspondence. In Svan a nominal root is lost and 
meaning developed is analogous of Geo. bedoba “chatterbox/gossip” denominative verb 

originated from ba “jaw” noun [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 504]. 

C.-Sind. *ʒamγw-a “jaw, chin” 
Ad. žaγw “chin”, Kab. z vaγw “lower jaw” 

Ub. ʒamγa “chin” 

Ab. ʒamqwa,  Apkh. a-ʒamqwa “cheek” 
Generally, there are the roots of inversive structure. Common Kartvelian sound-order 

is secondary since Dagestanian root structure repeats Sindy one; cf. Dag.: Av. čanaγ, And. 
čanaγi “jaw”. Ossetian ʒonγ “jaw” follows Sindy that should be Nakh substratum.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γar- “wrinkle/line; wrinkling/furrowing/lining” 

Geo. γar-i “face wrinkle/line”, da-γar-v-a “is furrowed/lined” 

The word is isolated in Georgian but, despite this it is considered to be a parent-

language root. The supposition is proved by external language parallels.  

C.-Sind. *γra “dots, spot/stain” 

Ab. (Tap.) γra,  Apkh. á-γra “spot/stain, dots” 

Georgian-Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses reveal semantic as well as structural and 

phonetic identity. Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in kindred Iberian-

Caucasian languages for now. 

 
C.-Kartv. *γard-a “deep rocky ravine/chasm/abyss” 
Geo. γarda “deep rocky ravine/chasm/abyss” 

Zan (Laz) γrudo, Megr. γurdo “hole made by flooded water” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Georgian γarda form is preserved only in the 

speech of ethnic Georgian in Turkey. In other dialects zanisms are attested; cf. Dag.: 

Cham., God. γada “stream”. 
C.-Sind. *γdar- “grassy hollow (between mountains)” 

Ab. γdr, Apkh. á-γdára//á-γdr-ra, Abzh. á-γdar-ra “grassy hollow (between 

mountains)” 

Despite that there is a lack of Circassian allomorphs, Apkhazian-Abaza data gives 

valuable (exact) information to reconstruct Common Sindy archetype.  

C.-Kartv. *γard-a “deep rocky ravine/chasm/abyss” ~ C.-Sind. *γdar- “grassy hollow 

(between mountains)” is logical correlation from semantic, structural and phonetic 

standpoint. 
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Of other Dagestanian correspondences Darg. ard “field/meadow” is noteworthy, that 

is corresponded by Ing. γandl  “mountain terrace” from Nakh languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *γebil- “soot” 
Old Geo. γebil- “soot” 
Zan (Laz) γvamp-o, γamp-u (Sarp.) “soot” 
In the professional literature there is an attempt to identify Laz γvamp-o  and  Sarpian 

γamp-u and correspond with Megr. γap-u-a “dying” verb [Kartozia 2005 : 214]. I suppose  

that Sarpian  γamp-u is of another root and corresponds with Old Geo. γebil- “soot” noun 

[Kartozia 2005 : 214], but to bring Megr. γap- verbal form (which is natural even in Laz) 

is unacceptable since it is logically corresponded by Geo. γeb-v-a  “dyeing” verb 

[Chikobava 1938 : 347]. 
C.-Sind. *bγw- “soot” 

Ad. n-bγw, Kab. n-bγwa “ash”  
Ub. baγwa “soot” 
If Common Sindy archetype is compared with Kartvelian material, it will turn out that  

a stem of inversive structure, i.e. secondary situation (via relationship metathesis) was 

developed in parent Sindy since corresponding Nakh data follow Kartvelian structure; cf. 

Chech. γarb, Ing. γarbuw “dark dye”. 
Final w in Sindy languages seems to be a Svan-like reflex of C.-Kartv. l (γebil-) sonor.  
 
C.-Kartv. *γel- “armpit” 
Old Geo. γl-ia, New Geo. i-γl-ia “armpit” 
Zan (Laz) γal-a-ǯiǯi, Megr. rγ-ia//γ-ia “armpit”   
Sv. n-γl-ia-š, la-γl-ia-š (Lashkh.), l-γel-ia-š (Lent.) “armpit” 
Of Svan allomorphs a Lentekhian γel- root preserves an initial picture. Just it is 

corresponded by Laz γal-; cf. Sv. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e. Thus, *γel- root is reconstructed 

[cf. Klimov 1998 : 231; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 511]. 

C.-Sind. *γr-a “sleeve” 
Ab. (Tap.) m-γra, Apkh. a-ma-γrá  “sleeve” 

I don’t’ agree with m-aγra type segmentation of given allomorphs [cf. Chirikba 1996 : 
111]; ma is a root denoting hand and *γr-a  segment logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. 

*γel- archetype; cf. C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. r, C.-Kartv. e : C.-Sind. .  
In all probability Dagestanian correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is 

preserved in Budukh el “armpit” noun.  
 
C.-Kartv. *γel- “ravine; small mountain river” 

Geo. γel-e “ravine; narrow gorge with river”, dial. γel-o (Imer., Psh.) “id” 
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Zan γal-u//γal-//γal-i “narrow gorge with river” 

Sv. γel-a “small river” 

Structurally, Georgian (dial.) γel-o form is corresponded by Megrelian γal-u, but Svan 
correspondence prove that -e,-o and -a are derivative affixes while γel-/γal- are detached 

as inseparable roots [cf. Klimov 1964 : 202]. 

C.-Sind. *γl- “chasm/abyss” 

Ab. (Tap.) γjal “chasm/abyss” 

Palatalization of initial consonant in Abaza is conditioned by influence of following    
narrow vowel - *γl- → γjal Just on the basis of this phonetic process it is supposed the 

existence of *γl- archetypes in Common Sindy. Structural similarity is  supported by 

semantic opposition chasm/abyss ~ ravine/narrow gorge with river, that is logical 

correlation. 
Of Dagestanian the corresponding roots are observed in Tind. γaja (← *γara), Tab. γar 

“stream” words.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γerγ-il- “kibbed maize/threshed corn/coarse-ground”, *γerγ- “kibbing/ 

grinding coarsely” 

Geo. γerγ-il-i “kibbed maize/threshed corn/coarse-ground”, γerγ-av-s “kibs/grinds 

coarsely”, da-γerγ-a “kibbed/grinded coarsely” 

Zan (Laz) γarγ-il-i, Megr. γarγ-il-i “kibbed maize/threshed corn/coarse-ground”, γarγ-

un-s “kibs/grinds coarsely” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. Georgian allomorphs are attested in 

ancient written sources [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 507]. For so called Georgian-Zan 

unity period *γerγ- and *γerγil- archetypes are reconstructed [Klimov 1964 : 202]. 

C.-Sind. *qrγ- “kibbed maize/threshed corn/coarse-ground” 

Apkh. (Bzip) a-rγ, Abzh. a-xrγ “kibbed maize/threshed corn/coarse-ground” 

Pharyngealization of that is attested in Bzip dialect indicates to q pharyngeal affricate 

nature [Chirikba 1996 : 56]. Anlaut sound correspondence C.-Kartv. γ : C.-Sind. q is 

noteworthy. I suppose  that it is a reflex  of G voiced pharyngeal affricate.   

Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Nakh data, as well; cf. Chech. (Cheb.) 

γrγ-i, Ing. γorγ- “thick ground”. Basque garagar “barley” and Dagestanian (Tab. gargar, 

Lezg. gerg “oats”) forms should be discussed in this case, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γeʒ-o “small bird; red-backed shrike” 
Zan (Laz) γao “red-backed shrike”, Megr. γažo “red-backed shrike; colorful” 

Sv. γzw//γezw//γeʒw “horse louse fly/forest fly, wasp” 

Georgian correspondence is preserved in Svan - {γeʒo} → γeʒw. This latter was 

established in Svan dialects via influence of literary Georgian. Georgian γažo “red-backed 
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shrike; colorful” entered from Zan (Megrelian) which should have occurred in more 

archaic γaǯo form, i.e. Geo. γeʒo : Zan γaǯo → Laz  γao (?). 
C.-Sind. *γʒ v- “jay” 

Apkh. á-xjaž//á-xjž “jay” 
Palatalization of final x is positive - x → xja and belongs to a following * vowel the 

allophone  ( → ) is attested in modern Apkhazian. 
Apkhazian-Kartvelian allomorphs are corresponded by Nakh data in which a 

correspondence denotes sparrow – Ing. ħoʒ-iljg → // ħoz-iljg, Chech. (Kist) ħʒ-ilg, Cheb. 
ħzu, cf. Ts.-Tush. ħau-ḳ ← *ħaʒu-ḳ “bird” [Chukhua 2008 : 544]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γeil- “dry gorge/ravine” 

Zan (Megr.) γair-i “dry gorge/ravine” 

The word is isolated in Megrelian, though it has noteworthy correspondences in 

Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *ωnvw-a “mud, mire/filth/slush” 
Ab. ħwn-wa, Apkh. a-ħwnv-wa “mud, mire/filth, slush” 

Final -wa seems to be affix in Apkhazian-Abaza. Its similar isn’t attested either in 

Kartvelian or Dagestanian languages; cf. Lezg. xan, Tab. xa-xan “wine lees”, Did. ec, 

Inkh. c “mud/slush”… But it isn’t also excluded that it can contain a correspondence of 

Kartvelian l sonor : Sindy w sonant, considering l → w  Svan-like process.      

 
C.-Kartv. *γw- “having” 

Zan (Laz) m-i-γ-u-n, Megr. m-i-γ-u(n) “I have”, no-b-γw-e “I have”, γv-en-a “having” 

Sv. m-u-γw-a “I have”, ma-γw-n “property”, li-γw- “has” 

Georgian correspondence isn’t observed. To suppose γu- type root as Common 

Kartvelian archetype isn’t real [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 523]. 

C.-Sind.*γ- “having” 

Ad. -γ-n “enough property”, Kab. -γ-n “holding” 

Ub. a-γ  “having” 

In Circassian languages -/a- segment is detached denoting hand [Shagirov 1977, II : 

162], and γ- is independent verbal root which is linked with Geo. γw- verbal form in the 

professional literature [Rogava 1956a : 466]. 

 

C.-Kartv.*γwar- “flood/torrent; river” 

Old Geo. γwar-i “river, narrow gorge with river/stream and its banks”, “γuar-i is called 

rain water” (Saba), γvar-cop-i “raging mountain torrent, γvar-naš-i “deluge” 

Zan (Megr.) γor-, γor-tol-i “flood/torrent, narrow gorge with river/stream and its 

banks”, γor-tol-ʒga “place name in v. Tqiri (Senaki)” 
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Sv. γwr “flood/torrent” 

Zan type which preserves a correspondence of Geo.-Sv. γwar- noun is attested in the 

compound word γor-tol-. In this case correlation with Georgian is similar like in Old Geo. 

tval - : Zan tol- “eye” opposition.    

C.-Sind. *ωwar- “fast river; wave” 

Ad. (Chemg.) wr “wave”, Kab. wr “fast mountain river” 

Apkh. a-jwar “flow” 

There is a lack of Ubykh and Abaza samples. But without them it is possible to 

reconstruct *ωwar- archetype [Kvakhadze 2014 : 29]. 

Dagestanian correspondence of C.-Kartv. *γwar- : C.-Sind. *ωwar- proto-types is 

observed in Av. ωor  “river” word.   
 

C.-Kartv. *γwac- “catching, arresting” 

Zan (Megr.) γnč-u-a//γinč-u-a “catching, arresting”, do-γinč-es “Sb was cought” 

According to G. Rogava’s law /i alternation in Zan indicates to initial o or u vowel 

which implies the occurrence of wa complex in parent language.  

C.-Sind. *γwcv- “stealing” 
Ub. wcv- “stealing” 
Ab. γč-ra, Apkh. a-γč-ra “stealing” 

 As a rule, in initial position before w- Ubykh lost γ (→ or ω) though by other features 

it is close to parent language. 

Given C.-Kartv. *γwac- “catching, arresting” : C.-Sind. *γwcvv- “stealing” is logical 

structural-semantic opposition.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γwanw- “worm” 

Zan (Megr.) γvenḳ-i//γverḳ-i “worm”, cf. γverḳ-in-i “worm-like grimacing” 
Sv. γwsḳ, γwasḳ “stomach worm” 

In all probability, n//r sonors, that occur is Megrelian, are lost in Svan allomorphs, 

aren’t phonetic inclusion. Word auslaut is simplified in Zan-Svan, final w is lost. The 

latter has a function of whistlening process of ḳw → ḳw → ḳ/sḳ in western Kartvelian 

languages [Gamkrelidze 1959]. 
C.-Sind. *ωwnvw- “lizard” 

Apkh. (Bzip) a-ωwnvw-š “lizard” 
Final -š in Apkhzian-Abaza is suffix [Chirikba 1996 : 107]. Bzip sample is valuable for 

Kartvelian languages since it preserves final w, which was lost in Svan-Megrelian.   

Of kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages a corresponding Dagestanian root should 

occurred in Lezg. γ “moth”.  
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C.-Kartv. *γwe- “turbid/muddied; having red color”  

Geo. (Imer.) γv-ia “turbid/muddied”, γჳiv-is “shining in red” (Saba) 

To detach γwe- as a nominal root is right, but on hypothesis level. Due to absence of 

other Kartvelian correspondences it is difficult to speak about C.-Kartv. archetype that 

has only Sindy parallels. 

C.-Sind. *γw “yellow, reddish” 
Ad. γwa, Kab. γwa “yellow” 

Ub. γwa “yellow, reddish” 

Core meaning of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes should have been turbid/red since in 

Kartvelian as well as Sindy material two different colors, i.e. their mix is evident.  

Correspondences of these root in Kartvelian underline that e.g. in Adyghean languages 

and dialects γwažj “liver” and γwa “yellow” have no common origin – they have different 

etymology.   

C.-Kartv. *γwelp- “burning embers, embers/live coals” 

Old Geo. γwelp-i/γvelp-i (BCDE) “much embers” (Saba), New Geo. γvelp-i “ashed 

embers” (GED) 

Zan (Laz) γerp-ul-i  “burning embers” 

Svan correspondence is lost. Zan allomorph in preserved in γerp-ul-i form. Just this 

latter is considered to be a Colchian reflex of C.-Kartv. *γwelp- archetype. Not-

transformation of e vowel into expected a is conditioned by root structure; cf. Geo. švel-i : 

Zan skver-i “roe-deer”, ʒvel-i : mǯve “old”, etc. 
C.-Sind. *prγ-a “embers” 
Ab. prγa,  Apkh. a-prγ “embers” 
There is a lack of Circassian data since the reconstruction of Common Sindy on 

Apkhazian-Abaza data basis is complicated. Ab. prγa, Apkh. a-prγ  “embers” are of 

inversive structure. 

C.-Sind. *prγ-a : C.-Kartv. *γwelp- demonstrates a valuable l : r sound correspondence. 

It is evident that in Common Sindy Zan-like l → r vibrantization phonetic process 

functioned.  
 
C.-Kartv. *γwen- “border/boundary” 

Sv. l-γwer-a (Lent.), h-γwr-a (UB.), -γwr-a (LB.), a-γwr-a (Lashkh.) “border/ 

boundary” 
Parent-language archetype is reconstructed only according to Svan material – 

considering n → r transformation (zegan/zagr), a stem of  *γwen- type is reconstructed. 

Though an issue of genetic link with Georgian zγvar-i (← *s-γvar-i) noun arises.  

C.-Sind. *γwn-a “border/boundary” 

Ad. γwn, Kab. γwn “border/boundary” 

Ub. γwna//wna “border/boundary” 
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Phonemic substitution γ//Ø in Ubykh perhaps indicates to γ//ω substitution that can 

stimulate the reconstruction of *ωwn-a-.  

Correlation C.-Kartv. *γwen- “border/boundary” : C.-Sind. *γwn-a “border/boundary” 

is logical. Though Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed for now.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γwiw- “heating red-hot/excited” 

Old Geo. m-γw-ier-i, γviv-, m-γჳv-an-i “excited young fellow” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) go-γviγv-in-ap-a “growing warm”, γwiγv-al-ia “warm” 

Sv. li-γwiw-e “flaring”, γw-e “flars”, me-γw-e “flaring; flared”  

Laz verbal root mγ- with the same meaning can be of another origin [cf. Klimov 1998 : 

227; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 510]. It is clear that Megrelian γviγv- is assimilated form.  

C.-Sind. *γw- “drying” 

Ad. γw-n, Kab. γw-n “drying” 

Ub. γ- “drying” 

Ab. ωwa-ra,  Apkh. a-ωwa-rá “drying” 

Adjective Adyghean γw-γa, Kab. γw-γ, Ub. γ-a, Ab. j-r-ωw, Apkh. a-ωwá “dried”  
forms contain the same roots. In the named nouns using of Ubykh -a suffix under the 

function of Adyghean -γa- is noteworthy. 

C.-Kartv. *γwiw- “heating red-hot” ~ C.-Sind. *γw- “drying” correlation is logical one 

from structural, phonetic as well as semantic standpoint. 

It is clear that Dagestanian (Darg.) -erγw-/-urγw- “drying” variants are genetically 

linked with Sindy-Kartvelian allomorphs.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γwim- “cave; ditch/pit, hole” 

Old Geo. m-γwim-e//m-γჳm-e//n-γwim-e “ditch of rock” (Saba) 

Georgian word is one of true samples of confixal derivation  (m--e) that is attested in 

old Georgian written sources in abundant: “vemsgavso mat, romelni štavlenan m γ ჳ m e s 

a”  – “I’d resemblance those who go into cave”; “štavardes m γ ჳ m e s a”  – “Sb fell down 

in the cave”; romeli txrides m γ ჳ m e s a, igi štavardes mas” – “That who was digging a 

cave, fell down in it” [Abuladze 1976 : 304]. Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in 

kindred Kartvelian languages so far. 
C.-Sind. *γwm- “den/burrow” 

Ad. γw-rb, Kab. γwm-b “den/burrow” 

Initial type of the root in better preserved in Kabardian. As it is evident, in Adyghean a  

m-rb cluster was simplified due to the influence of  derivative -rb affix while in 

Kabardian, on the contrary, a root final m turned more stable, i.e. *γwm-rb → //γwm-

b//γw-rb. 
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Dagestanian correspondence of C.-Kartv. *γwim- “cave; ditch, hole” ~ C.-Sind. *γwm-

”den/burrow” archetypes is preserved in Dargwa dialects; cf. Ur.,Us., Muir. γm-i “hole” 

in which labialization of root consonant is broken. 

 

C.-Kartv. γwin- “plant, its name” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) γvin-ue “a kind of eatable mushroom “, Gur. γvin-a-γvin-a “painted 

arum (plant)”   

Kinship with Svan γwaṭ “long thin stick/switch” might be supposed, but n : ṭ cannot be 

explained by Kartvelian phonetics. And thus, due to it a Svan γwaṭ root has another 

etymology; cf. Av. γweṭ “tree”, Darg. γwaṭ-a “bush”, etc.  
C.-Sind.*γwn- “tree” 

Ub. γwn- “tree” 

Like Georgian, an Ubykh γwn- is isolated in Sindy language world but Iberian-

Caucasian origin of the roots is proved  by corresponding Nakh (Ing. γn “elm”) and 

Dagestanian data; cf. Khv. γwan, Did. γun “tree”… 

Likely, Av. (Batl.) γun “one-year-old vine shoot/(cucumber, pumpkin) runner” is of 

another etymology despite the structural similarity (see C.-Kartv. *γwin- “wine”).  
 
C.-Kartv. *γwin- “wine” 

Geo. γvin-o “wine” 

Zan (Laz) γvin-i//γin-i, Megr. γvin-i “wine” 

Sv. γwin-el (Lashkh.), γwin-l (US.), γwin-al (Lent.) “wine” 

γwin- is detached as a common root that has different suffixation in Georgian-Svan. 

Today Zan is unmarked that is a secondary occurrence. Generally, Georgian -o suffix is 

often corresponded by zero in Zan - sur-o : msuǯ-i//suǯ-i (suǯ-una) “ivy”. The same is true 

in the case of wine.   

C.-Sind. *ωw- “wine; alchoholic drink” 

Ab. γwa-ʒ “strong alchoholic drink “, Apkh. a-ωw “wine” [Charaia 1912 : 21] 

Stem suffixation is secondary in Abaza; -ʒ affix intensifies a root meaning [Klichev 

1977 : 79-82]. Sindy archetype ischaracterized by disappearing of n that is parent-

language occurrence and often is evident in common material. 

Corresponding Adyghean words are lost though existence of the root in Common-

Sindy parent-language  is doubtless since beside Kartvelian, the Dagestanian languages 

confirm the existence of wine in Paleo-Caucasian parent language; cf. Av. (Ants.) ωin-u, 

Batl. γun “one-year-old vine shoot/(cucumber, pumpkin) runner”.., cf. composite from 

Khvarshi γono-bo “garden”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *γwin- “cooing/crooming/smouldering” 

Old Geo. γჳn-, m-γჳn-v-ier-i “sb/sth cooing/crooming/smouldering” 
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Verbal γvin- root is preserved only in participle m-γvin-v-ier- form: “mun gvriṭni 
udabnosa  šina mopni da m γ ჳ nv i e r n i da zapxulsa mauebeli” – “There are cooing 

turtledoves…” [Abuladze 1973 : 304].  Correspondences haven’t been revealed in other 

Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

C.-Sind. *γw- “preaching; bleating/groaning/roaring” 

Ad. γw-w “preacher”, Rus. глашатай, Kab. γwo-w “preacher”, γw-n “bleating/ 

groaning/roaring” 

The same γw- verbal root is detached  in  γw-γ-n “loud crying”, γw-qw-n “bleating/ 

groaning/roaring” composed words that is grounded [Shagirov  1977, I : 139]. 

In Georgian-Adyghean sound-structured verbs are attested, which have structural, 

material and semantic identity. In parent-Sindy as it was expected a final n sonor was lost 

that was stimulated by the occurrence of -n suffix of masdar in the verbs. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γwir- “much liquid flowing”   

Geo. (Lechkh., Rach.) γvir-γvil-i “weeping bitter tears” 

Zan (Megr.) γur-γul-i “floods of tears”, γur-γul-e “liquid  flowing, diarrhea” 

It is easy to see the doubling of γvir- segment in Georgian as well as in Megrelian. The 

detached root has no common with Geo. γvar-. they are of different origin with Iberian-

Caucasian correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *ωwλ-a “wave” 

Ad. (Chemg.) waλ “wave”  

As it is pointed out, in all possibility  an anlaut ω voiced should have been attested in 

initial form, which cannot be verified on the basis of  Circassian material [Kvakhadze  

2014 : 29], and thus Kartvelian data is valuable in which corresponding γ of C.-Sind. ω 
pharyngeal spirant is attested. Final r : λ sound correspondence is also relevant, which has 

regular character.  
Probably, Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Dagestanian ones: cf. Ag. 

ħl, Krits ωil “sea”, Arch. holo-t:u “in liquid form; liquid/fluid”.  

Semantic correlation much liquid flowing  ~ wave ~ sea  is logical one.  
 
 
C.-Kartv. *γwr- “turning boredom/tedium” 

Geo. da-γvr-em-a “turning sullen/morose”, da-γvr-em-il-i “turned sullen/morose”, da-i-

γvr-im-a “Sb/Sth turned sullen/morose”, da-i-γvr-im-eb-a “will turn sullen/morose”, da-

γr-om-a “turning sullen/morose”, “turning a little boredom/tedium” (Saba) 

Since Zan allomorph isn’t observed it is difficult to define the sounding of this 

Kartvelian root and that’s why its reduced form should be reconstructed.   

C.-Sind. *γwa- “thinking” 

Ub. γwa- “thinking, supposing” 
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Ab. ωwa-ra “viewing/vision” 
Basing on Ubykh root it is appropriate to suppose *γwar- full sounding for Kartvelian, 

i.e. Ubykh reflects a lost Common Sindy r archetype and indicates the occurrence of a in 

Kartvelian. In kindred Dagestanian correspondences urγ-type allomorphs is natural; cf. 

Av. urγ-ize, And. urγ-un-nu, Botl. urγ-i, God. urγ-iŋ “thinking”… 
Semantic correlation turning pensive  ~ boring  is noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γiw- “crying” 

Geo. γiv-il-i “low-voiced crying”, γiv-i-s “cries” 

Zan (Megr.) γi-, γi-ap-i “crying”, γi-an-s “cries (noisily)”, Laz γir-, o-γir-u “whimpering 

/miaowing” 

Final r in Laz reflects a correspondence of initial Georgian v- sound since v → r is 

characteristic phonetic process for Laz;  cf. Geo. iv-il- shrieking/screeching” : Laz  o-ir-u 

“id”... Thus, Laz γir- verb is a correspondence root of Georgian γiv- verb [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 510]. 

C.-Sind. *γ- “crying” 

Ad. γ-n, Kab. γ-n “crying” 

Final w, which is more stable in Georgian is lost in Sindy languages like in Megrelian.  

Even though it is an onomatopoetic root, in the languages of both groups sound 

correspondence data is preserved. C.-Sind.  reflects a correspondence of Geo. i vowel.  
 
C.-Kartv. *γiz- “getting iritated/inflamed/chafed” 

Geo. γiz-, ga-γiz-ian-eb-a “getting iiritated/inflamed/chafed” 

Zan (Megr.) γirz-in-i “sulking/irritating”, γirz-al-i  “sulked/irritated” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. As it is evident, r in Megrelian appeared on the 

phonetic ground.  

C.-Sind. *γz- “moaning/groaning” 

Ad. γrz-n, Kab. γz- “moaning/groaning” 
Ub. γz- “moaning/groaning” 

Development  phonetic process of similar r in Megrelian and Adyghean  is noteworthy 

though there is a opposite view that within a word Ubykh and Kabardian lost a historical 

r [Kvakhadze 2014 : 239]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γinw- “knife; metal hook/single ox light plough/plough” 

Geo. γin-i “small knife”, Gur. γin-ul-a-i “in-use-blunted knife” 

Sv. γnw-iš (UB.), γen-iš (LB.), γenw//γenw-iš (Lent.) “metal hook/single ox light 

plough/plough” 

Corresponding root isn’t attested in Zan dialects. Auslaut of Common Kartvelian 

*γinw- archyform was simplified in Georgian - *γinw- → γin-. Just due to influence of 
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this w- firstly i → e took place in Common Svan and then e →  – in Upper Bal (M. 

Kaldani’s law of reverse umlaut); -iš is independent suffix in Svan.   
C.-Sind. *γnc- “metal hook/single ox light plough” 
Ub. ánc “metal hook/single ox light plough” 

Discussing the  Common Sindy archetype is possible only according to Ubykh data. 

Likely, comparison of Ubykh-Dagestanian roots that is existed in the professional 

literature is acceptable; cf. Av. γaná “metal hook/single ox light plough”[Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 462]. Ts.-Tush. γa “scratched/scar” form can be added in which the 

primary nature of  glottocclusive  is evident, i.e.  → c took place in Sindy languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γiγ- “shoot/sprout” 

Geo. γiγ-o “shoot/sprout”, γiγ-il-o “cornflower” 

Zan (Megr.) γiγ-e “hogweed” 

Plant γiγ- root is repeated in many Georgian-Zan names. Initial meaning should be 

γivi “shoot/sprout”. 

Svan γγa (UB., Lashkh.) “a kind of grass” dendronym probably is of different 

etymology. 

C.-Sind. *γγ- “flower” 

Ad. q-γaγ, Abdz. -γaγ, Kab. -γaγ “flower” 

Ub. wʒ-γaγ “flower” 
There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences. In Adyghean derivatives q-/- 

of direction preverb is detached and in Ubykh compound word a wʒ is a morpheme 

denoting grass [Kvakhadze  2014 : 54]. 

Sindy-Kartvelian meaning correlation flower  ~ shoot/sprout is logical one.  
  
C.-Kartv. *γlaw- “catfish/sheat-fish; big fish” 

Geo. γlav-i//γlan-i “catfish/sheat-fish”... “Small catfish/sheat-fish i s  c a l l e d  γ l a v 

i”  (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) γlam-i//γilam-i//γlam-i “catfish; big fish” 

There is a lack of Svan-Laz correspondences. Likely, Megrelian is borrowed from lit. 

Georgian. 

C.-Sind. *arγ- “shark” 

Kab. arγ-j “shark” 
The word of parent-language origin is preserved only in Kabardian. 

C.-Kartv. *γlaw- : C.-Sind. *arγ- is an archetype of inversive structure. But considering 

the kindred Nakh languages data it will turn out that in both cases the initial types were 

simplified still in parent language: in Kartvelian anlaut and in Sindy – auslaut; cf. oarγuw, 

Chech. irγ//irγo “big fish”. 

Ossetian rγaj “salmon” is entered from Kabardian [cf. Abaev 1958, I : 176]. 
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C.-Kartv. *γol- “hollow in tree trunk” 

Zan (Megr.) γol-i “hollow/nook”, γol-a-š-i “hollow in tree trunk”, γol-a-ḳibiri 
“hollowed /gnawed  teeth” 

Corresponding stem (root) isn’t observed in other Kartvelian sub-system. Megrelian 

type has true isoglosses in Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *γwa- “hole, burrow/den” 

Ad. γw, Kab. γwa “hole, burrow/den” 

Ub. γwa “hole, burrow/den” 
Ab. qwa-ra,  Apkh. a-xwa-ra “hole, burrow/den” 

Final l sonor which didn’t disappear in Megrelian is lost still in Common Sindy paren 

language. This is proved also by Dagestanian languages along with Kartvelian ones; cf. 

Cham. γul, Tab. γul, Ud. γul, Ag. γul “hole, hollow”, Rut. γul “hole”, Tsakh γulj “window”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *γon- “holiday; idol” 

Old Geo. γon-i “idol” 

Sv. γn “holiday”, γn-jru, γn-jru (Lashkh.) “holiday period”, γn-ma-γn, γn-jem-

ur “religious holiday” 

Corresponding roots aren’t attested in Laz-Megrelian [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 271]. 

Svan material is full and initial semantics is easily evident. 

C.-Sind. *γwan- “time, season” 

Ad. γa, Kab. γa “time, season” 

Ub. γja “time, season” 

Ab. a-ωa (← *a-ωan),  Apkh. n ← *a-ωan “time, season” 
Palatalization of root consonant in Ubykh underlines its historical labialized nature. It 

is supported by Kartvelian root sounding, as well, i.e. o → wa in parent language. 

C.-Sind. *γwan- : C.-Kartv. *γon- is  normal structural and semantic opposition that is 

paralled by Archib oq “wedding” word. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γorγol- “owl” 

Sv. (Chol.) γorγol “owl” 

γuγun-i/γuγan-i “small wood pigeon” can be brought along with Svan noun 

[Machavariani 2007, IV : 341] but  at present I refrain from discussing it  since Sindy 

allomorphs underline the different etymology of Svan word from all standpoints. 

C.-Sind. *γwarγwal- “owl” 

Ad. t-γwrγw, Kab. d-γwrγw “owl” 

Apkh. a-ṭ-ωwarωwar “owl” 
There is a lack of Ubykh γjrγj type stem.  As regard the allomorphs that are detached 

as roots, comparing with Kartvelian isoglosses a parent-language l transferred into r in 

Apkhazian while the same l disappeared in Adyghean languages without a trace.  
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In auslaut Dagestanian correspondents reveal different l → r process; cf. Bezh. ωuωud-

o, Hunz. ωoωod-u  “owl”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *γo- “iron crock (stick)/boat-hook/harpoon” 

Geo. xo-i “iron crock (stick)/boat-hook/harpoon, fishing spear” (Saba) 

The word is isolated in Georgian. It isn’t attested in old Georgian literary language. 

Historically, basing on word’s phonetic structure it is supposed γ → x devoicing phonetic 

process in initial position as it took place in same position in other case; cf. Old Geo. γrṭil-
i → New Geo. xrṭil-i “cartilage”. Corresponding Zan-Svan correspondences haven’t been 

revealed for now. 

C.-Sind. *ωwv-a “iron”  

Ad. γw, Abdz. γwṣv “iron”, Kab. γwṣv, Basl. γw “iron” 

Ub. wwa “iron” 
Corresponding allomorphs aren’t observed in Apkhazian-Abaza. Simplification of 

Ubykh ωw in word anlaut has secondary nature like ωw → γw in Adyghean languages and 

dialects [Kvakhadze 2014 : 48]. It is fact that hushing-hissing v sibilant hushened in 

Adyghean (v → ) and in Ubykh – whistlened (v → ). The third stage (v →  → ṣv) is 

revealed in Abdzakh and Kabardian. 

Sound correspondence C.-Kartv. * : C.-Sind. v supposes hissing-hushing v affricate for 

Proto-Kartvelian, i.e. Pr.-Kartv. v → C.-Kartv. , that is often evident. 

Likely, Hattian ḫuza-ša “blacksmith” form can enrolled in this word list -ša is suffix 

and ḫuza- denotes iron. Of Dagestanian languages Kar. ħu:e “spear”, Akhv. ħaa “copper”, 

Hunz. iγu, Did. iγo “smithy/forge”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γra- “lower jaw” 
Geo. γra-i//γran-i “lower jaw” 

γra-a that is attested in Saba’s dictionary, probably contains the same root. 

Corresponding allomorphs aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects.  

C.-Sind. *γwa “throat, gullet/maw” 

Ab. (Tap.) qwa,  Apkh. a-xwa “throat, gullet/maw” 

Although there is a lack of Circassian data it is possible to speak about Georgian-

Circassian isoglosses. It is supported by Kartv. γ : Apkh.-Ab. q (when γ → q is natural in 

these languages; cf. Ad. γw, Kab. γwa “hole, burrow/den”, Ub. γwa “hole, burrow/den”, but 

Ab. qwa-ra, Apkh. a-xwa-ra “hole, burrow/den”), like  r : w phonemic correspondences.  

Correspondences from kindred other Iberian-Caucasian languages haven’t been 

revealed for now. 

 
C.-Kartv. *γred- “sea goose” 

Geo. γred-i “bird”,  “sea goose” (Ioane (Joan) Bagrationi) 
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Phonetic Zan-Svan parallels of the Georgian word γred- denoting bird haven’t been 

disclosed to date. 

C.-Sind. *γwnd- “fish-eater bird”  

Ub. psa-f-γwnd- “fish-eater bird”  
It is possible that Sindy w corresponds with Georgian r vibrant –Ub. γwnd- : Geo γred-

, thus,  r  → w is real in parent Sindy. 

It is true that Ubykh γwnd- stem is linked with Hin. γwand(e) // Bagv. γandw forms 

denoting flower, but it should be underlined that semantically Georgian-Ubykh forms 

demonstrate more closeness.  

 
C.-Kartv. *γrub- “clouding over; cloud” 

Geo. γrub-el-i “cloud”, mo-γrub-v-la “clouding over”, Gur. γub-l-i “cloud”, me-i-γub-l-

a “it clouded over” 

The word is attested in old Georgian written sources: “γ r u b e l m a n natlisaman 

daagrila mat” – “Light cloud appeared”; “aγv ide zeda  γ r u b e l t a” – “I ascend on the 

clouds”; “qmaj io γ r u b  l i t gamo”- “It was voice from cloud” [Abuladze 1973 : 463]. 

Correspondences from Kartvelian languages and dialects haven’t been disclosed so far. 

C.-Sind. *ωwb- “foam; foaming” 

Ab. ωwba-ra “foaming” 

Semantic correlation cloud ~ foam is logical that is also supported by structural and 

phonetic identity. According to vowels C.-Kartv. u is represented with w → wC 

correspondence at the next diphthongization stage that is characteristic of Common Sindy 

parent language.  

Corresponding material hasn’t been disclosed from other Iberian-Caucasian languages.   

 
C.-Kartv. *γub- “plump/stout; big” 

Zan (Megr.) γvibal-i//γvib-a “fatted/plump”, γveb-e//γveb-ere “id” 

Sv. (Chol.) γub-ab “ big (snowball) “  

How surprisingly it could be in this case u → vi umlaut took place just in Megrelian. 

Corresponding γub- noun is lost in Georgian. 

C.-Sind. *γwm- “thick” 
Ad. γwm- “thick”, Kab. γwm “thick” 
Correspondences haven’t been revealed in Apkhazian-Abaza and Ubykh so far. 

C.-Kartv. *γub- “plump/staut; big” ~ C.-Sind. *γwm- “thick” is logical structural and 

semantic correlation that is supported by Dagestanian data, as well: Av. γun-k-, Kar. 

γwam-ob “thick; tight” [source for Dagestanian: Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 469]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γuw- “glowing red, yellow” 

Geo. γuv-i-s/γu-i-s “glows  red, yellow/has red/yellow sheen”, γuv-il-i/γu-il-i, “glowing 

red, yellow”, m-γuv-ar-i/m-γu-ar-i” glowing red, yellow” 
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Zan (Megr.) γp-in-i//γip-in-i “glowing red”, γp-al-i/γip-al-i “glowing red” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. In Megrelian an initial w transformed firstly 

into b and then is devoiced. Historical u → /i phonetic process is also observed in 

Megrelian [Rogava 1962]. 

C.-Sind. *γw- “red, yellow” 
Ad. (Chemg.) γwa “reddish”, Abdz. γw “yellow” 

Ub. γwa “yellow” 

Prominent scholar G. Dumézil linked Ubykh γwa- with Adyghean γwžj/γwazv “yellow” 

[Dumézil 1932 : 209], that is groundless. I suppose that Ubykh γwa  is of other origin and 

is linked with Chemg. γwa “reddish” and Abdz. γw “yellow” allomorphs. Rightness of such 

approach is supported by comparison with Kartvelian data when Georgian sample has 

two meanings of red  and yellow.  
 

C.-Kartv. *γuz- “anchor; grappling, grabbing/touching” 

Geo. γuz-a “ship hook” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) o-γuz-u-(n) “grappls, grabbs/touchws” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Semantics of holding/grabbing/grapping is 

evident in Saba’s explanation, as well that is shown to be a core meaning in Megrelian 

verb. 

C.-Sind. *γwrz- “anchor” 

Ad. γwrz, Kab. xwrz- “anchor” 
Ub. γwrz-a “anchor” 

Devoicing mechanism of γ- is unclear in Kabardian. Mutual borrowing of Sindy and 

Kartvelian roots  is excluded. Such approach is supported by Nakh data; cf. Ing. γoz 

//γoʒ//γoc “ring, arc”. 

Ossetian xz “hook’ is entered from Kabardian.  
 
C.-Kartv. *γut-a “deity; magican/witch/wizard” 

Geo. γvtv-, γvta-eb-a “deity”, γvt-is “of Lord/God” 

Zan (Megr.) xvit-o “magic/tilisman, magical bird”, xvit-or-i “fertile place” 

Existence of Geo. γvta- root as an independent unity is possible. Its link with Geo. 

γmert- form, i.e. γmert-is → γvt-is “of Lord/God” is excluded – they are different roots. 

Moreover, if Zan (Megr.) xvito lexeme is considered to be its logical correspondence – 

Geo. γvta : Zan  xvito ← *γuto. 

C.-Sind. *γwd- “magican/witch/wizard” 

Ad. wd, Kab. wd “magican/witch/wizard” 
Ub. wd “magican/witch/wizard” 

Parent-language initial γ is lost in Circassian languages that is proved by Kartvelian as 

well as Dagestanian forms; cf. Akhv. qw:ati “magican/witch/wizard”, Did. qudi “mythical, 

fabulous creature”... 
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Lezg. qwarc “protective house spirit” is another root [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 

890], that is linked with Geo. xuc- / Zan xurc- allomorphs; cf. also Lezg. γuc, Khin. γucar 

“god”, Oss. (← Circ./Geo.) xvcau “god”, xvcau-bon “Sunday”… 
 

C.-Kartv. *γul- “ritual bread” 

Geo. (Kiz.) γul-i “New Year ritual bread baked for all family male members” 

Correspondences of γul- “bread” root aren’t attested in other Kartvelian sub-systems.  

Although, I suppose that γul- noun is of Common Kartvelian etymology. Its Sindy and 

Dagestanian isoglosses are also noteworthy. 

C.-Sind. *γw- “bread, pie”  

Ad. -γw, in the word  ħaL-γw ← *ħaL-γwa “bread, pie”  

The root isn’t observed in Ubykh. In Adyghean it is attested in composite word ħaL- 
γwa, in which ħaL- denotes “(wood-splitting) edge/(cart-wheel) spoke” and -γwa - “bread, 

pie”. Final l that is preserved unchanged in Kartvelian is lost in Parent Sindy. It is proved 

by Dagestanian material in which e.g. in Agul (Kosh., Bursh.) ωl  “bread” form is 

attested. From Nakh seems Ts-Tush.  ul “a kind of bread” has same origin. 
 
C.-Kartv. *γum- “howling/yowling/wailing, roaring” 

Geo. γmu-i-s “howls/yowls/wails”, γmu-il-i “howling/yowling/wailing” 

Zan (Laz) o-γum-in-u/γum-in-i “roaring”, Megr. γum-in-i “roaring; humming/singing 

quietly to o.s.”, o-γum-in-aia “humming/singing quietly to o.s.; roaring” 

Root structure is changed in Georgian - γmu- ← *γum-, that is chacateristic for similar 

words; cf. zmu-il-i “lowing/groaning/moaning”, zmu-i-s “lows/groans/moans” : Zan zum-

in- “id”. Thus, I share the new attempt of reconstruction of *γum- archetype [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 524] instead of *γmu- [cf. Klimov 1998 : 231]. 

C.-Sind. *γw- “howling/yowling/wailing, roaring” 

Ad. γw-n “bleating/roaring/groaning” 
Ub. γj- “howling/yowling/wailing, roaring” 
I don’t agree with the view on linking an Apkhazian a-bωwωw-ra “howling/yowling/ 

wailing” with Circassian allomorph [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 481] since a-bωwωw-ra is 

a correspondence of Kartvelian bγaw-/bγor- verb. 

Despite the onomatopoetic nature the C.-Kartv. *γum- : C.-Sind. *γw archetypes 

demonstrates logical correlation. Additionally, true isoglosses of these roots are attested in 

Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Ud. γurum  “roaring/groaning”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *γum-el- “oven/stove” 

Geo. γumel-i “bread-oven/bread bakery” (Saba) 

The word is attested only in Georgian. Likley, it is of parent-language origin. 

Obviously, in parent language there existed γum-  root (verb?)  from which  γum-el- 
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noun was derived via adding -el suffix. If  γum- in γumel- denoted soot/sooting thus it 

isn’t excluded that Svan γwem-l, γom-el (Lashkh.) “raven” (← et. black)  demonstrate the 

same etymology. 

C.-Sind. *γw- “smoke” 

Ub. γw  “smoke” 

Of Sindy languages only Ubykh preserved the word γw denoting smoke. To detach 

γw//γw- roots in Adyghean pša-γw//pša-γw  “fog” allomorphs as correspondences of 

Ubykh needs more argumentation [cf. Shagirov  1977, II : 161]. 

Comparison of γum-/γw roots clearly demonstrates firstly m → w, and then the 

secondary nature of labialization of a root consonant in parent Sindy.  

Correspondence of Georgian-Sindy archetype is likely observed in Darg. γen-a “oven 

/stove” word of Dagestanian languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *γun- “wild bee hive/bee swarm” 

Zan (Laz) γun-i “wild bee hive/bee swarm, beehive” 

It is isolated in Laz which likely preserves parent-language picture. In Laz a γurn-i 

allomorph is attested, which then is borrowed by Ajarian dialect. 
C.-Sind. *γwn- “large log/felled & brashed tree” 

Ad. -γw, in the word  pča-γw, Kab. bža-γw “pole/pillar” 

Ub. γw “large log/felled & brashed tree” 

Ab. -ωwŋ, in the word  w-ωwaŋ “sharpened stake (to support thorn fences)”     
Initial root type is fully preserved in Abaza in which position of final n nazal is stable.   

Abdokov brough Avar qwer “dog-wood round-headed cudgel/shepherd’s crook” lexeme 

along with these words [Abdokov 1983 : 127]. Akhvakh γani “beehive” is more 

noteworthy since it arises an issue on existence of γwan- type root in Kartvelian.   

 
C.-Kartv. *γurγul- “making a sound/noise” 

Geo. (Psh.) γurγur-i “sound of whirlpool” 

Zan (Laz) γurγul-, γurγul-am-s “sth makes noise in stomach/belly” 

Pshavian sample corresponds with Laz meaning while in Megrelian and Svan the 

phonetic correspondences aren’t observed.  

C.-Sind. *γwγw- “thundering/booming”  
Ad. γwaγwa-n, Kab. γwaγwa-n “thundering/booming, claps of thunder”  

The stem is of onomatopoetic structure and meaning which have correspondences in 

other groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages; Chech. γuγ- “thundering/booming, claps of 

thunder”, Av. γuγáj, Kar. γurγur-i “thundering/booming, claps of thunder”… 

 

C.-Kartv. *γuš- “scowling/clouding over; scowled/clouded over” 

Geo. γuš-, mo-γuš-ul-i “scowled/clouded over”, mo-γuš-v-a “scowling/clouding over” 
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Zan (Megr.) γvišk-, γvišk-al-i “scowled/clouded over; swarthy/very tanned” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been observed. The root isn’t attested either in Laz dialect. 

In Megrelian  u → vi occurs, probably, after  umlauted vowel.  

C.-Sind. *γwš- “turning sad; clouding over” 

Ab. (Tap.) qwašj- “saddened; cloudy”, Apkh. (Bzip) á-xwašj() “sad”; “cloudy”, cf. Abzh. 
á-xwašj-ra “turning sad; clouding over” 

There is a lack of Circassian data that complicates the reconstruction of parent-

language archetype. Though *γwš-  archetype that was reconstructed on Apkhazian-

Abaza data basis is exact. 

In anlaut γ : q  sound correspondence is repeated [see C.-Kartv. *γerγ-il-, γerγ- : C.-

Sind. *qrγ-], may be that underlines the existence of  archaic G pharyngeal voiced 

affricate in proto language.   
 

C.-Kartv. *γuc- “goitre” 

Sv. (Chol.) γuč “goitre” 

The word is isolated in Svan. Sound correspondence Geo. c : Sv. č, C.-Kartv. *c gives 
possibility to reconstruct *γuc- archetype for C.-Kartv. parent language.  

C.-Sind. *qwcw-a “larynx/throat, gullet/maw”  

Apkh. (Bzip) a-wcvw- (with the function of preverb), Abzh. a-xwčw “larynx/throat 

back/inside of throat, gullet/maw” 

In terms of semantics, opposition goitre  ~ larynx/throat, gullet/maw is absolutely 

logical even within one word; cf. Av. (Herg.) šeer “larynx/throat; goiter”, and phonetic 

correspondence C.-Kartv. γ : C.-Sind. q is regular. 

Correspondence of Svan-Apkhazian isoglosses can be observed in kindred Dagestanian 

languages, as well; cf. Kar. γwar:-a “goiter”.  
 

 

 
 

C.-Kartv. *ab- “ageing/getting old fading/discoloring” 

Geo. (Ksan.) da-ap-ul-i “aged/worn out/got old” 
Sv. me-wep-e “faded/discolored” 

Kartvelian nominal ab-l- derivative should have been along with a verbal ab- root. 

Modern me-wep-e (← *me-epw-e) Svan allomorph is the result of just its transformation 

(l → w). Georgian ap-, which should have been of *ab- initially,  is close to Common 

Kartvelian archetype; ab- → ap- devoicing process ended still in Common Kartvelian 

parent language and thus ap-  allomorphs has logical correspondences  [Chukhua 2000-

2003 : 282-283]. 
C.-Sind.*ma-a “getting on in years/aged/old” 
Apkh. a-maa “getting on in years/aged/old” 
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C.-Sind. archetype is reconstructed only according to Apkhazian data. At the same 

time C.-Kartv. *ab- : C.-Sind. *ma-a opposition repeats the picture that is attested in 

Dagestanian languages – when Dargwa (Akhush) bura  is similar to of Apkhazian  and 

Tabassaran reveales Georgian-like inversive ab-i/aw-i  “old” type; cf. also an- of Nakh 

languages, Ts.-Tush. an-ol “oldness/antiwuity/ageness” 
 
C.-Kartv. *ab- “jaw; beard” 
Geo. b-a “jaw”, b-ed-i “chatterbox/gossip”, ni-b-er-i “jaw”, Khevs. b-a “beard” 
Sv. ha-b-a “jaw”, ab- “beard” 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Zan dialects, but an issue arises on origin 

of Megrelian wab-ur-a//vab-r-a//vab-ur-ia “large-foreheaded” allomorphs from 

Common Kartvelian *ab- root.   
Georgian ni-b-er-i derivative demonstrates ni-/ne- prefix characteristic of Svan 

somatic nouns; cf. Sv. ni-bga (Lashkh.), ne-bgwa (US.) “forehead”, ni-ka (Lashkh.), ne-ka 
(US.) “eyebrow”. Georgian b- root reflects a next reduction stage [Schmidt 1962 : 140]. 

C.-Sind . *wa- “mouth /lips” 
Ab. wa-, Apkh. wa- “preverb denoting mouth, lips” 
Circassian correspondences aren’t observed. Like in other cases, even in this case a root 

consonant labialization took place on the b → w transformation base. Likely, the process 

took place still in parent language.    

Dagestanian correspondence of C.-Sind.  *wa- and C.-Kartv. *ab- is evident in Darg. 
ab  “throat, neck” word,  which prove the primary nature of b in root.   

 
C.-Kartv. *ad- “long seat” 
Geo. (Mokh.) ad-e “long stone seat” 
The same ad- root is evident in Geo. d-a word; cf. da-n-i “carved long trees” and 

Imer. (Okrib) da “chestnut tree round pole”. Thus, even in Mokhevian an initial 

meaning should have been long wooden seat. 

Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed n Zan and Svan so far. 

C.-Sind. *wardw “low chair carved from tree trunk” 
Apkh. a-wardw “low chair carved from tree trunk” 

Labialization source of root consonants in Apkhazian is unexplained. Like Nakh 

correspondences the Kartvelian data doesn’t give the ground of such assumption; cf. Ing. 
γand, Chech. γant “chair”, though Dagestanian information supports Apkhazian one; cf. 

Darg. ωuta//guta//uta “chair”. At this research stage it is difficult to assign a due place to 

noteworthy Tsakh aṭ, Darg. ad “beam/fundamental support/basis, rafter” lexemes.  

I cannot share the view on origin possibility of Apkhazian a-wardw word from 

Georgian gvedo “low chair carved from tree trunk” form [Lomtatidze 1998 : 36-37]. 
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C.-Kartv. *aw- “doing/making; having, being” 
Geo. m-av-s “I have”, v-av “I did” 
Zan (Laz) u-ov-u-n//u-o-u-n “has”, o-v-op-um-e “doing/making”, i-v-e-n “will 

be”, Megr. i-u-ap-u(n) “will be”, m-i-o-un-s//m-i--un-s “I have” 

Sv. a-, m-a-a “I have” 
It is clear that C.-Kartv. *aw- root was  poly-functional.  But it is unacceptable to 

detach the same root in other case in which segmentation is unrealistic – e.g. in vel- 
“cheese” noun (?), which according to some scholars is considered to be participle 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 526-528]. 

C.-Sind.*a- “being, having” 
Ad. a- “being”, Kab. a- “being, having” 
Ub. a-γ “having” 
Ab. a-a-z-la-ra, Apkh. á-a-la-ra “being” 

K. Lomtatidze underlined the common origin of Kartvelian-Sindy languages 

[Lomtatidze 1997g : 72-75].  

Unlike Kartvelian langauges, the meaning of doing/making isn’t attested in Sindy 

languages. Though there is nothing unexpected in this. The same opposition is evident in 

kindred Dagestanian languages; cf. Darg. -ar-/ir- “making, doing”, but Khin. i “being”.  
 

C.-Kartv. *aw- “deviding” 
Geo. av-, ga-v-av-i “I devided” 
Zan (Megr.) go-v-i//go-v-i “Devide!” 

If even there existed *naevar- form in Kartvelian language word [cf. Javakhishvili 

1992 : 403], it should have been originated just from av- root.  
C.-Sind. *n-qw-a “half” 
Ad. nqw:a, Kab. nqw:a “half” 
It is difficult to dicuss about n--a confix in C.-Sindy. But external language material 

gives the possibility to suppose qw- verb in parent language under meaning of dividing. It 

is supported by Dagestanian samples in which the etymological link between verbal and 

nominal derivatives in kindred roots is evident; cf. Kar. r-e:- “dividing” and re:-ema 

“half”, Arch. a- “dividing”. 

Kartvelian-Dagestanian correspondences support the primary nature of -. Hence the 
conclusion: C.-Sind. *n-qw-a ← Pr.-Sind. *n-w-a. 

 
C.-Kartv. *aw-e “goat leader of goats” 
Zan (Megr.) eve “goat that leads the goats” 
In Megrelian verse “iši goruns eve txas” – “Shepherd looks for a goat that leads the 

goats” – sometime eve is explained as lost, way-lost goat. In fact it denotes a leader goat 
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that leads other goats, i.e. other goats follow it and, if shepherd finds a leader goat, all 

other goats are found.  

Correspondence haven’t been evident is other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

C.-Sind. *wa- “goat” 

Kab. wa-j “word-form to drive cattle” 
Ub. wa//wan “goat” 
Etymological link of Circassian stems and roots is known and shared [Chirikba 1996a : 

208; Kvakhadze 2014 : 81]. Structurally there was an attempt to link Georgian vara 
“horse” with Common Sindy *wa- archetype. But due great semantic difference [horse 

~ goat] I refrain from this. 

C.-Sind. *wa- : C.-Kartv. *aw-e is an archetype if inversive structure. Of them 

Dagestanian data supports Sindy structure; cf. Tsakh waa → // woa “sheep”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *awn- “power, vital horse/strength capability” 
Geo. (Fereydan.) ov-a “capacity/ability” 
Zan (Megr.) on-ia “powerful, strong”, on-e “physical power”, on-ier-i “strong” 

Sv. er “power” 
In stem auslaut Zan-Svan was simplified – wn → n → //r, and in Georgian – vice versa, 

it preserved reflex [v] of initial w sonant. 

C.-Sind. *ωwa “strength, physical power” 
Ub. qwa “strong, poweful”, a-qwá-n “strengthening” 

Apkh. á-γw-γwa (redupl.) “strong/powerful” 
In parent Sindy ωw/Gw substitution isn’t excluded that was correlated a different 

reflexation at next stage according to Apkhazian-Abaza languages. Noteworthy parallels 

of inversive structure are attested in kindred Lezgian languages of Dagestanian group; cf. 

Tab. wa-i “strong/powerful”. 
C.-Kartv. *al- “dividing” 
Sv. l-, i-l-ur-al-x//i-l-wr-al-x “are divided” 

The word is isolated in Svan, but likely, it is of parent language origin. It is supported 

by external language correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *- “cutting” 
Ad. w-a-, Kab. w-a- “wounding/cutting” 
Ub. - “cutting”  
Apkh. -, in the word a-t--ra “cutting out” 
In the professional literature Ub. - “cutting”, Kab.-Ad. w-a- “wounding/cutting”, 

Apkh. a-t--ra “cutting out” verbs are linked with Ab. p-ra, Apkh. a-pa-ra “cutting” 

allomorphs, that is groundless, since they are the stems and roots of different origin and 

consequently, they imply different etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1019]. 
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C.-Kartv. *al- “dividing” : C.-Sind. *-”cutting” reveals l → w → zero delateralization 

process in Common parent language, that is natural in the stems and roots of similar 

structure. 

Semantic correlation cutting ~ dividing  is logical one.  

 
C.-Kartv. *am-a “young boy/girl; youth/lad’ child” 
Geo. ma/rma “young boy/girl/lad” 

Zan -va/-va/-va “one’s own child, youth/lad”, in surnames: γele-va, guda-va → // 

guda-va... 
Sv. law “child, boy” 

Geo. a : Sv. w that is attested in stem final position is considered to be of Svan type 

reduction  – a → w, cf. Geo. anča → Sv. ančw//anǯw “heron”. Supposed ma → va → 

va → va  in Zan is well evident in surnames; cf. Geo. Ḳea-ma-ʒe, Vaša-ma-ʒe, Mala-

ma-ʒe, Osi-ma-švil-i and Megrelian-Laz anu-va-ʒe, Ingoro-va, γele-va, Guda-va 

→ Guda-va → Guda-va (top.)/Guda-va (anthrop.) 

C.-Sind. *wa “one’s own child” 
Ad. (Shaps.) qw, Chemg., Bzhed. qw, Abdz. w, Kab. w “one’s own child” 
Ub. w “one’s own child” 
In this case when Kabardian follows Ubykh a qw → w glottalization process isn’t 

supposed. Vice versa,  Kabardian-Ubykh wa manifests archaic picture; w → qw  took 

place  in Adyghean and in Abdzakh the third stage (variant) developed – w → qw → w. 

Thus an initial and final reflexation (allomorph) coincided with each other. 

G. Dumézil brought Apkh. *ωw “man, human being” stem in this case which is 

considered to be of another etymology by other scholars [cf. Dumézil 1932 : 124-125; 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 577]. 

Sindy and Kartvelian roots and stems are paralleled by  Common Nakh on- “son”, cf. 

Ing. on-g-iš “sons”…    
 

C.-Kartv. *and-a “fence type” 
Geo. and-a “fence type”, Psh. ond-ur-a “wren” 

 In Pshavian as it is indicated in the word “γobemʒvrala” – “bird that climbs the fence” 

the name is based on the word fence. But *and-ur-a (→ ond-ur-a) should have been an 

archaic form. Up.-Imer. ud-ul-i “fence type” is likely zanism. 

C.-Sind. *ωwnd-a “fence” 

Ub. wdwa “fence” 

Apkh. nda ← *a-ωanda “fence” 

Phonetic transformations are evident in both languages, namely, in Apkhazian the 

labialization of pharyngeal voiced spirant is broken and in Ubykh initial ω- and root n are  
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lost. In Ubykh secondary labialization of d- due to assimilation influence of initial -w- is 

also observed. 

Numerous correspondences of C.-Kartv. *and-a : C.-Sind. *ωwnd-a archetypes are 

observed in Dagestanian languages, as well: Av. :ed, Akhv. :eŋda, Botl. :iŋda “wall”… 
 
C.-Kartv. *ar-an- “big nightingale” 

Geo. aran-a “goldfinch” (Saba), “fat nightingale” (Chubinashvili) 
The word is attested only in Georgian. Its history has been  investigated  [Lomtatidze 

1944 : 121-124]. I suppose that aran-a has true correspondences in Sindy languages and 

dialects, that underlines its parent-language etymology. Likely, the same ar- root is 

attested duplicated Geo. araṭ : Sv.  garand “stork” words. 

C.-Sind. *ar-aw “swan; crane” 

Ad. q:araw, Kab. q:ruw ← *q:raw “crane” 

Ub. qaráw “swan” 
Ab. (Ashkhar) ru, Apkh. a-ṗa “crane” 

Problem of Apkhazian ṗa noun is complicated. Metathesis of historical -w- at the 

beginning of the word can be supposed; cf. *raw → Ab. ru / Apkh. *wra → ṗa (?). In 

any cases ar- should be detached as a common root of Sindy languages, that is logically 

corresponded by ar-an- in Georgian.  

Kindred Dagestanian languages data is also noteworthy in which genetically common 

roots and stems are repeated; cf. And. :urru ← *:urnu, Kar. :urun…, Tab. arni, Arch. 
wer-ṭi “crane”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *arṭel- “dirt/filth” 
Geo. arṭl-i (Saba), si-arṭl-e (Saba), Psh., Ing. arṭl-ian-i “dirty/filthy” 
Reflexation of Common Kartvelian archetypes is attested only in Georgian. Parent-

language etymology of the root is supported by Abaza isoglosses. 

C.-Sind. *jaṭa “mire/slush/watery dung” 
Ab. jaṭa “mire/slush/watery dung” 
Like in Kartvelian, in this case reconstruction of Sindy archetype is possible only 

according to one (Abaza) language data. 

C.-Kartv. *arṭel- “dirt/filth” : C.-Sind. *jaṭa “mire/slush/watery dung” opposition 

manifests a superfluous l in Kartvelian which indicates that transformation l → w → Ø 

took place still in Common Sindy language.  

Corresponding material of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses haven’t been disclosed in other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages so far.  

  
C.-Kartv. *arγ- “crane-like bird”, “demoiselle crane” 
Geo. arx-ila “demoiselle crane”, “looks like a crane” (Saba) 
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It is one of the words, which often occurs in Georgian.  It is attested only in Saba’s 

dictionary, but it has true correspondences in Sindy and Dagestanian languages that 

proves its parent-language origin. A detached -ila is suffixal part in arx-ila lexeme. 

Historical devoicing γ → x phonetic process took place in Georgian.  
C.-Sind. *qwarγ- “crow” 

Kab. qw:arγ//qwγ “crow” 

Ub. qaγ “crow” 

Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences are lost;  → q took place in Common Circassian or 

in radical Sindy. Initial variant is changed in Ubykh – there is a lack of r as well as w 

consonants. Common Sindy w isn’t of root. Likely, it is a correspondence of Georgian -il 

suffix. Lak q:aγu “rook” and Darg. a “jackdaw” lexemes are also noteworthy; cf. Cham. 
w:aha “crow”, Arch. ḳehu (← *ehu (?)) “hawk; falcon”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *asar- “adult cattle” 
Sv. sr “adult cattle” 

For parent-language state reconstruction of a-a sounding is based on regularity of a →    
phonetic process in Svan; cf. Geo. maṭl-i : Sv. mṭ “worm”… 

C.-Sind. *aša “goat”  

Ad. (Abdz.) asv “goat” 
Well-known š → s v  process, that is characteristic of Kabardian and Abdzakh 

subsystems is real even in this root. 

Seems final r was lost still in parent Sindy. As regard semantic correlation adult cattle ~ 

goat  is logical one. 

Corresponding material of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses isn’t observed in other Iberian-

Caucasian languages.  

 
C.-Kartv. *asr- “small house; tower; royal house” 
Geo. ḳasr-i “small royal house” (Saba), Old Geo. ḳasr-i “castle; tower” 
Zan (Megr.) orš-i/orš-i/oš-i/oš-i “fortress’ tower” 
Sv. arš  (top. in Svaneti) 
Before š/oš “small house in mountain; hut” allomorphs were  considered to be Svan 

form (correspondence) which turned out to be zanisms [Fähnrich 2007 : 509]. Initial ḳ in 

Georgian complicates the situation though  → ḳ depharyngealization should be prop. 

Georgian innovation, cf. reḳ- : Zan ra- “driving (cattle)”… 
C.-Sind. *ašj- “pound/paddock (for sheep, etc.)” 
Ad. (Chemg.) ašj “pound/paddock (for sheep, etc.)” 

Reflexation of Common Sindy archetype is attested only in Chemguy dialect which 

exactly reflects archaic picture, though r sonor is lost (without trace). 

C.-Kartv. *asr- : C.-Sind. *ašj  isogloss manifests s : š sibilant sound correspondence 

that is regular. 
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Genetic link with kindred Dagestanian roots is also noteworthy; cf. Cham. išw “hut”, 

Darg. uš “tent”. 

 
C.-Kartv.  *a-a- “dirt/filth” 

Geo. a-i “dirt/filth”, Psh., Imer. aa “bad” 
Reduplicated root of a look up roots and stems aren’t observed in Zan-Svan. 

C.-Sind. *- “dung/manure, excrement” 
Ab. j, Apkh. a-j “dung/manure, excrement” 

Of Circassian an Ubykh jw- “dirtying” verb is brought that cannot serve as a parallel 

of Apkhazian-Abaza [cf. Starostin 2005 : 179]. 

Root structure problem is more important – when reduplicated Kartvelian word is 

corresponded by simple allomorphs in Apkhazian-Abaza. Kindred Dagestanian material 

supports both structure; cf. Tab. irina- “sediment; dirt; silt”, but Krits iri “diarrhea” 

[Starostin  2005 : 179]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ew- “two” 
Geo. ew-ar-i “two yoke  oxen” (Saba), sa-ev-ar-i “yoke-rope/chain of front pair of 

ox” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) al-, ma-al-e “partner/one of a pair’ friend” 
Iv. Javakhishvili’s view should be considered: in Georgian there were two stems 

denoting two among them Geo. evar-i is also supposed [Javakhishvili 1992 : 389, 394, 

396, 399, 403]. I suppose that formally Geo. ev- root is corresponded by Megr. al- like 

Geo. ṭev- verb – by Megr. ṭal- “letting” (i.e. w : l). 

C.-Sind. *ωw- “two” 
Ab. ωw-ba, Apkh. ωw-ba(-ǯa) “two” 

In Apkhazian-Abaza ωw-ba isn’t linked with Circassian ṭwa numeral denoting two 

since this latter corresponds with Kartvelian ṭu-b. Adyghean correspondences can be 

preserved in Ad. γw-bǯ, Kab. γw-bž  “Tuesday” compound word (cf. Tind. γoj  
“Tuesday”). In this latter γw- is a root denoting two; cf. Apkh. a-ωw a-ša “Tuesday”, Rus.  

вторник “Tuesday” – второй “second”. 

Kartv. ew-, Apkh.-Abaza. ωw- should be linked with other Dagestanian roots 

denoting two, namely of  Arch. we  type roots; cf. Khv. we-ne, Hin. o-no, Tab. u, Krits  
wa-d-, Arch. we-d-.., Darg. (Ur.) ḳwi, Kub. ḳwe .., i.e. it is possible to demarcate two roots 

and stems denoting two from each other in Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *el- “branch; fork (of river, family, rail...)” 

Zan (Laz) a//a//a “branch/fork (of river, family, rail...)”, pl. form. al-ep-e, Megr. a 
“branch; fork (of river, family, rail...)”, al-ep-, al-er-i “branched” 
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Dialectal material within Zan is similar. For Georgian a supposed el- form can be 

evident in Gurian dialect; cf. Gur. el-i  “wooden house’s outer corner purlims”. 

C.-Sind. *- “hand”  
Ad. (Shaps.) , Chemg. , Kab.  “hand” 

Ub. a-, in the word a-ṗa “hand” 
Initial picture is preserved in Ubykh and Shapsug. Zan-like  →  took place in other 

dialects. As it is noted -ṗá in Ubykh should denote limb [Shagirov 1977, I : 154; 

Kvakahdze 2014 : 154]. Final l which is attested in Kartvelian was lost still in parent-

language.  
Semantic correlation branch ~ hand is logical; cf. Geo. ṭoṭ-i : Sv. ṭweṭ “hand” : Zan 

(Megr.) ṭoṭ-i “hand” in the expression ṭoṭ-š-a meurs“ goes to the hand, goes to strike with 

a hand”. 

Sindy-Kartvelian roots are corresponded by Hin. ilu, Khv. e, Bezh. ejo, Hunz. eru 
“shoulder” [more Dag. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 934], cf. Darg. ali “branch/fork (of 

river, family, rail...)” 

 
C.-Kartv. *el- “saying” 
Zan al-, sa-al-e “ereproch/rebuke/reprimand” 

Sv. l-e “says”, li-l-e “saying” 
Georgian correspondence isn’t observed and thus vowel reconstruction is based on 

Geo. e : Zan a sound correspondence.  

C.-Sind. *wa- “saying” 
Ub. á- “saying”, cf. č-á- “swearing/vowing” 
If Kabardian ž--n “saying; speaking” and Ad. w-n “id” is brought in this case, it is 

clear that given reconstruction is right since C.-Sind. w in this case is correspondence of 

C.-Kartv. l (*el-) lateral.  

Proto-Caucasian nature of final l is proved by Dagestanian data when Mishlesh dialect 

of Rut preserves la “learning, teaching, understanding” form; cf. Lezg. ḳel-(←*el-) “id”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *el-a “bad-tempered/vicious/masty/evil, rabid” 
Zan (Megr.) al-a “bad-tempered/vicious/masty/evil”, go-al-ap-a “become rabid”, al-a-

nger-i “rabid wolf” 

Kartvelian comparative grammar manifests that Zan a in word inlaut reflects a 

Common Kartvelian e. Thus, for parent-language picture a *el-a archetype is 

reconstructed, which has correspondences in Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *l- “wild; crazy”  
Kab. aL  “wild” 
Ub. aL “crazy” 
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I suppose that  →  and l → L phonetic transformations in Ubykh and Kabardian (or 

in Circassian) took place later. The named processes should haven’t occurred in Common 

Sindy, that is proved by Apkhazian-Abaza languages in many cases. 
C.-Kartv. *el-a “bad-tempered/vicious/masty/evil, rabid” : C.-Sind. *l- “wild; crazy” 

is logical structural and semantic correlation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *em-a “serf, slave” 

Geo. ma “servant, traded” (Saba), m-ob-a “serfdom”, ṗaṭron-m-ob-a “serfdom”, i-

m-o “made sb a servant/vassal” 

The word is attested only in Georgian, though likely it is of Common Kartvelian origin 

that is proved by (not only) Sindy isoglosses.  

C.-Sind. *wm- “representative of low rank” 
Circs. {wm-} “representative of low social rank” 
Sindy archetype can be discussed on the basis of wm-iag “id” word preserved in 

Ossetian since I suppose that Ossetian preserved the social term that entered from 

Circassian languages and dialects. 

Discussing the sounding of C.-Kartv. *em-a archetype the kindred languages data has 

been taken into acoount; cf. Ts.-Tush. eŋ “poor, pauper/beggar”. In Sindy form 

labialization of root consonant is “superfluous” (w), that is innovation.  
Of Dagestanian the genetic link with Bezh. ema “pauper/beggar, poor” is acceptable 

[Chukhua 2008 : 564]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *e- “much eating/drinking” 
Geo. e-, Gur., Imer. e-va “eating one’s fill/being too sated”, ga-e-il-i “being too 

sated” 

Zan (Megr.) a-u-a/a-u-a “much drinking”, a-il-i “(too) fed and drunk” 
Corresponding root isn’t observed in Svan but since *e- archetype has 

correspondences in Iberian-Caucasian. Stem should be reconstructed at Common 

Kartvelian level [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 534]. 

C.-Sind. *- “chewing/ruminating”  
Ub. a- “ruminating, chewing” 

Ab. a-ra, Apkh. á-a:-ra “chewing, ruminating”  
The given form and structural similarity in Sindy-Kartvelian verbs is supported by 

semantic correspondence “much eating/drinking” that is logical meaning correlation.   

Iberian-Caucasian parallels haven’t been observed so far. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ew- “ageing/getting old; old man/woman” 
Geo. iv-i “very old man/woman”, da-iv-eb-a “ageing/getting too old”, Ingil.  

“very old man/woman” 
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Zan (Megr.) av-i “very old man” 

Geo. i : Zan a is a violation of sound correspondence. Assimilation took place in 

Georgian – e → i. Gurian av-i “id” is considered to be zanism.  
C.-Sind. *γw- “dry” 
Ad. γwγa “dry” 
Ub. γa “dry” 

Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. ageing ~ C.-Sind. dryness isn’t unexpected. Initial 

should have been the semantics of dryness as of the detections of life extinguishing 

(drying up). 

Dagestanian material prove the same; cf. Lak a- “dry”, Arch. ura:a- “drying”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *wa- “fur/single hair, feather” 

Zan (Megr.) ua//ua “fur/single hair, feather, poor plumage/down” 

The word is isolated in Megrelian though it has true correspondences in (not only) 

Sindy languages. 

C.-Sind. *w “wool, hair” 
Ad. qw:-j, Kab. qw:i-j  “hairless” 
Ub. we  “wool, hair” 
A -j suffix of Adyghean languages denotes negativness. In terms of word meaning 

development cf. Geo. ḳud-i “tail”, but ḳud-a “without a tail; with a tail”. Additionally, in 

Adyghean languages w → qw took place, that has regular character.  
 
C.-Kartv. *wew- “crow” 

Geo. vav-i “crow”, vav-a-ʒe (anthrop.), il-vav-i “rook” 
Zan (Laz) var-oǯ-i, Megr. var-ia “crow” 
Etymological link of Georgian and Zan allomorphs with Svan wer “crow” is excluded 

since the latter is a logical correspondence of Georgian ḳvir-ion-i [cf. Klimov 1964 : 209]. 

In Zan a- sounding needs to be explained instead of Geo. a, though cf. also Geo. ḳaṭ-a : 

Zan ḳaṭ-u “cat”, that underlines e → a process in Georgian, i.e. Zan reflects a 

correspondence of parent-language e.  

C.-Sind. *ww- “crow”  

Ub. jaj “crow” 

Comparison of Geo. vav- and Ub. jaj “crow” [Mescarosh 1934 : 351] forms is 

acceptable and genetic link of Ubykh allomorph with Georgian wav- “crow” word isn’t 

excluded. But a characteristic w → j delabialization-palatalization phonetic process is 

supposed for Ubykh.  

Supposition on Paleo-Caucasian origin of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is supported by 

Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Akhv. w:aj-, in the word  w:aj-γandi “crow”… 
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C.-Kartv. *wan- “bringing/over”, Rus. вести 
Geo. wan-/van-, ar-wan-a “taking away”, mo-wan-a-j “bringing” 
Zan (Laz) on-ap-a/on-ap-a, Megr. on-ap-a//un-ap-a “dysentery” 

Although, a correspondence roots isn’t revealed in Svan. A wan- verb is reconstructed 

at Common Kartvelian level; The verb wan- is also attested in old Georgian written 

sources [Klimov 1964 : 210]. 

C.-Sind. *nwa- “walking” 
Ab. nwa-ra, Apkh. a-nwa-ra “walking” 
Corresponding verbs aren’t observed in Circassian languages. In this case the 

reconstruction of parent-language archetype is possibly on Apkhazian-Abaza data basis. It 

should be noted that the latter samples are absolutely full and repeat an initial picture. 

Opposition of archetype *wan- ~ *nawa- in Sindy demonstrates the secondary nature 

of inversive structure that is also proved by Dagestanian data: Akhv. uŋ- “entering/going 

in”, Bezh. -oŋ-, Hunz. -aŋ- “walking, coming”… Nasalization trace is also observed in 

Akhv., Bezh. and Hunz. languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *wanc-al- “whorled clary” 

Geo. vancal-a “hedge woundwort” (Saba) 

Sv. {wančal-} “whorled clary” 

Corresponding stem isn’t observed in Zan dialects. Svan correspondence is preserved 

only in Rachian dialect – vančal-i “whorled clary”. In Saba’s dictionary the word isn’t 

explained.  
C.-Sind. *qwc-a “peach” 
Ad. q:ca, Kab. q:ca “peach” 
Gemination of initial consonant reflects the compensation of initial qw labialized 

complex in Adyghean languages. It is clear that depharyngealization of  → q took place 

in parent Sindy. Primary nature of - is clearly proved by Dagestanian data, as well: cf. 

And. urči “large apricot”, Akhv. uče//orčo “peach”.., Darg. urči  “peach”. 
If structurally Kartvelian roots are perfect, in terms of semantics the correlation 

whorled clary ~ peach/large apricot arises the questions. The issue needs additional 

investigation. 
 
C.-Kartv. *war- “loving, love” 
Geo. var-eb-a “loving”, si-var-ul-i “love”, mo-var-e “close friend/kin/in-

law/beloved” 

Zan (Laz) m-a-or-op-e-n “I love”, or-op-er-i/or-op-er-i “beloved”, Megr. or-op-a 
“love”, or-op-il-i “in love/enamoured”, u-or-s “loves” 

Sv. r-, m-a-r-a “Sb loves me (very much)”, ǯ-a-r-a “Sb loves you very much”. 
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Genetic link of Old Georgian war- verb with Zan or- was mentioned still in the 19th 

c [Brosse 1849 : 75]. Svan enteres into the scientific circulation for the first time. 

C.-Sind. *w- “love” 

Ub. j- “love”, wá-j-n “I love you” 
Reflex of parent-language origin is preserved only in Ubykh. Word auslaut was 

simplified in parent language that was followed by breaking of labialization of root 

consonant characteristic in Ubykh – *w- → j-. 
Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian roots is logical in Nakh languages; cf. Chech. lar-

am “love”. Corresponding Dagestanian equivalent is observed only in Botl. or-o “trust, 

love” form.  
 
C.-Kartv. *wars-a-b- “black vulture” 
Zan (Megr.) uršup-i “black vulture” 

The word is isolated in Megrelian. Basing on true external language parallels it is 

considered to be of parent-language origin. Since a final -b- is repeated as an affix in other 

Kartvelian bird names: ḳaḳa-b-i “partridge”, qoqo-b-i “pheasant”, ṭar-b-i “rose-colored 

starling”..., Zan -p- is considered to be a reflex of archaic -b- suffix.  

C.-Sind. *wars-a “turtledove” 

Apkh. a-warasá, Bzip a-warsva “turtledove” 
Sindy-Kartvelian reflexation is evident only in Megrelian and Apkhazian, which 

exactly manifest thewreflexation of parent languages. Apparently, Bzip variant is closer to 

initial type of Common Sindy root. 

Correspondences aren’t observed in Circassian (and in other Iberian-Caucasian) 

languages.   

 
C.-Kartv. *was- “close friend/kin/in-law/beloved” 

Geo. was-, mo-vas-i “friend, close friend” 

Sv. wsg-/wsḳ-, m-wasg-i, mu-wsḳ-i “uninvited guest” 

Historically the understanding of close friend/kin/in-law should be for Svan. In this 

case close friend/kin/in-law/beloved combined the meaning of uninvited guest. From 

comparative phonetics standpoint a sound correspondence Geo. s : Sv. sg/sḳ is noteworthy 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : $ 25]. 

C.-Sind. *was va- “relative” 

Ad. qwš-, Kab. wasv “brother”, Ad. wn-qwš- “descendant/offspring”, Kab. wn-

was “relative, close friend/kin/in-law/beloved” 

In Kartvelian as well as in Circassian languages *was-/*was v- are detached. They are 

identic structurally and semantically;  → q developed in Adyghean, that is attested in 

many other words, as well.   
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C.-Kartv. *warṭ- “hoof hurt” (anat.) 

Geo. (Tush.) warṭ-i “horse’s hoof hurt” 
It is a somatic noun in Georgian. Its correspondence isn’t observed in other Kartvelian 

languages and dialects. Though Kartvelian parallels can give a necessary nuance to specify 
the word’s initial meaning, etymon. 

C.-Sind. *warṭw- “joint” (anat.) 

Apkh. a-warṭw-ra “joint” (anat.) 

Lack of Sindy material blocks the meaning specification like in Kartvelian. At the same 

time it isn’t excluded that in Dagestanian languages manifest noteworthy nuance; cf. 

Lezg. ḳwaṭ-un “joining”. Indeed, Apkhazian joint ~ Lezg. joining demonstrates closeness.  

And still the issue needs additional investigation. 

 
C.-Kartv. *wel- “cheese” 

Geo. vel-i “cheese” 
Zan (Megr.) val-i, Laz val-i//ḳval-i//val-i “cheese” 

Sv. l- ← *wel-, li-l-e “cheese making/extracting” 
Vowel length is due to compensation disappearing of w [Klimov 1964 : 210]. It is 

absolutely unacceptable to etymologize the root (Fähnrich, Sarjveladze) since C.-Kartv. 

*wel- has correspondences not only in Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *qw- “cheese” 
Ad. qwa-ja, Abdz. wa-ja, Kab. qw-j “cheese” 
Correspondences are lost in Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza. Abdzakh state (existing of 

- pharyngeal) reflects the third stage, though it coincides with Proto-Sindy, i.e. Proto-

language state: *wa- → *qwa- → wa-. 
Assertion of unity of Georgian-Circassian stems has a long history [Charaia 1912], 

which then appeared in K. Bouda’s work [Bouda 1950, II : 294]. 

 Dagestanian correspondences can be also brought; cf. Did. ur-u “sour cream”. 

Relation with Kvarsh ḳiro//ḳora “cheese” allomorphs should be clarified.    

 

C.-Kartv. *wim- “fog” 
Geo. (Gur.) viṗ-i “foggy drizzle” 

Zan (Megr.) viṗ-i/viṗ-i “foggy rain” 

Ajar. vim-i “air full of smoke” can be brought in this case if not Gurian viṗ-i “foggy 

drizzle”. This latter corresponds with Megrelian allomorphs. Assimilative m → b/ṗ took 

place in historical Kartvelian languages.  

C.-Sind. *nw-a “fog, mist”  

Apkh. á-nawa “fog, mist, haze” 

Reflex of Common Sindy noun is attested only in Apkhazian, but its borrowing  from 

any language isn’t confirmed since it has true correspondences in Kartvelian as well as 
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Dagestanian languages; cf. C.-Dag. *wima- “cloud, rain” → Did., Hin. qema “rain”, Khv. 
qema, Bezh. qimaro [more Dagestanian see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 737]. 

C.-Sind. *nw-a “fog, mist” is of inversive structure and opposes Kartvelian-

Dagestanian; m → n in Common Sindy is also supposed.  

 
C.-Kartv. *wiz-(in)- “fatness/obesity; fattening “ 
Geo. vizin-i “bird fattening” (Saba), ga-viniz-eb-a “fattening” 

Sv. wiž  “sacrificial animal/fattened calf” 

Corresponding forms aren’t attested in Zan dialects. As regard Georgian-Svan 

allomorphs Georgian allomorph is a metathesized type of historical viz-in- proto-form; 

cf. Geo. ḳvnes- ← *ḳus-en- : Zan (Laz) ḳusin- “moaning/groaning”. Svan semantics should 

be explained. I suppose  that for Svan sacrificial animal the meaning of fattened up is 

initial. For analogousness cf. Megr. čix-u-a “fattening” → čix-u  “fattened Easter gilt”. 

C.-Sind. *wz v- “thick” 
Ub. wzw//wžw “thick” 
Apkh. a-waz “thick” 

Adyghean forms haven’t been observed so far. Ubykh stem underwent changes. 

Besides z/ž  alternation that reflects z v hissing-hushing sibilant the disappearing of anlaut 
- probably via ω stage, is evident – *wzv → *ω wz v → *wzvw. 

Semantics of fatness is core in the languages of both groups. They are identic struc-

turally and phonetically, as well. Apparently, parent-language  neutral vowel transferred 

into simple a in Apkhazian.  

Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *wiz-(in)- “fatteness, fattening” : C.-Sind. *wzvv- 

“fattened” can be observed in Ud. q:uzi “lamb” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *wil- “single” 
Sv. wil “single, one of pair” 

Before I supposed the etymological unity of Svan wil- and Megr. ma-al-e “friend”   

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 285], that wasn’t confirmed. Apparently, Svan form is of different 

origin since true correspondences are observed in Iberian-Caucasian languages, first of all 

in Ubykh. 
C.-Sind. *ḳw “friend” 
Ub. nḳja “friend” 
Palatalization of root consonant underlines the fact that in Ubykh ḳw → ḳj process took 

place in archaic period. Initial n is phonetic apposition, which is proved by comparison 

with Kartvelian. The same is true about Dagestanian languages; cf. Khin. ḳil-i “friend”. 
Anlaut  : ḳ phonemic opposition makes problem in which Kartvelian correspondence 

likely reflects the secondary process of ḳ →  pharyngealization.  
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C.-Kartv. *wil- “bone” 
Geo. ul-, ul-iv-i “upper arm bone” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) vil-i//il-e “bone; arm”, Laz vil-i/il-i/il-i “bone”, vil-on-i “bonny”  

There is a lack of Svan material. Root structure is well preserved in Megrelian. In 

terms of reconstruction a *wil- archetype is acceptable and not *wliw- one [history see 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 539]. 

C.-Sind. *w- “bone” 
Ad. (Chemg.) qw-p-svħa, Abdz. w-m-s vħa “bone” 
There is a lack of Ubykh correspondence. Abdzakh picture is noteworthy, which is 

very new, but coincides with old one, i.e. *w- → C.-Ad. *qw-. To bring Geo. bav- and 

Apkh. a-baωw “bone” roots  in this case isn’t acceptable [Lomtatidze 1955 : 824]. 

Final l was lost still in parent Sindy that often happens. 

Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is observed in Dagestanian material, as 

well: cf. Tab. ḳur-ab, Rut. r-b “bone”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *w im- “smoke” 

Geo. (Ajar.) vim-i “air full of smoke” 

The word is isolated in Georgian, but likely it has of Common kartvelian origin, that is 

supported by Sindy correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *w- “smoke” 
Ad. w-γw, Kab. w-γw “smoke” 

w- form segmented as a root is a reflaxation of parent-language *w- in Adyghean 

languages. In all probability γwa/γw reflects a remainder of the γwa “yellow” word  

[Shagirov 1977, II : 161]. Perhaps, Ubykh w-γwa word can be brought in this case if it 

isn’t borrowed from Adyghean [Abdokov 1983 : 10]. 

Comparative analysis of C.-Kartv. *wim- : C.-Sind. *w- archetypes demonstrates  the 

secondary nature of auslaut in Common Sindy: Pr.-Sind. *wm- → C.-Sind. *w-, that is 

explained by general simplification tendency. 

 
C.-Kartv. *win- “forehead; temple” 
Geo. vin-i “forehead”, Rach. vin-ia “forehead-distended” 

Zan (Megr.) vin-g-i//vin-g-i “temple; nape; back of neck; neck” 

Superfluousness of -g- in Megrelian is unclear. There are two explanations: g appeared 

neither on phonetic ground – vin-i → ving-i/ving-i, or it is affix. Both suppositions 

have the right to exit [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 272]. More noteworthy in this opposition 

is that fact that Georgian-Zan allomorphs reflect a further reflexation of C.-Kartv. *win- 

archetype and they are of common origin. 

C.-Sind. *w- “mouth” 

Ad. w, Kab. w “mouth” 
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Apparently, in the root a final n was lost still in parent-language that is characteristic 

phonetic occurrence;   →  process is considered to be Common Circassian innovation 

but in the professional literature its chronology is supposed for following stage of 

Adyghean differentiation [Kvakhadze 2014 : 134]. 

Semantic opposition mouth ~ forehead  is logical one, if semantema  face is supposed to 

be initial.  

 

C.-Kartv. *winč- “raised chick” 

Geo. vinč-il-i “young cockerel” (Saba), New Geo. vinč-il-a “young cockerel” 
Zan (Megr.) vinč-a “young cockerel” 

In Zan a č → čk process was blocked by the existence of  - in stem.  
C.-Sind. * wča- “quail” 

Circ. {vrč-} “quail” 

Ab. ača,  Apkh. áča-ḳ “quail” 
Semantic opposition hen/hen not yet in lay/pullet ~ quail is logical moreover when in 

Dagestanian languages there are observed kindred root; cf. And. eenc-u, God. ooča 

“hen”. 
Circassian root is preserved in Ossetian in borrowing form; cf. Osset. vrcc “quail”. 

 
C.-Kart. *wVr- “ruining/demolishing” 
Geo. (Mtiul.) wr-, na-vr-i “ruin” 
In Georgian there should have been at least wr- verbal stem that is proved by 

Mtiulian noun na-vr-i. A question arises: whether either Proto-Kartvelian *or- or 

*war- occurred since in case of reduction both could originate a wr- allomorph. 

Reconstruction of wr- root type is excluded in Kartvelian due to non-canonical structure 

of a stem.  

C.-Sind. *qwa- “drilling/perforating” 
Ab. ωa-l-ħwa-ra “boring/perforating” 
Deglottalization-spirantization of (not only) strident pharyngeal affricate is charac-

teristic process in parent-Sindy. Pre-historically primary nature of Kartvelian - is 

supported by Dagestanian data in which Tsakh ha-war- “breaking” a noteworthy 

structure [other Dag. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 652-653]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *wep- “separating; pulling off/ripping off” 

Sv. wep-/wip-, x--wp-e (a-x-wip) US., Lent. x-a-wp-e (a-x-wip) Lashkh. “pulls 

off/ripps off, separates”, x-e-wp-en-i, x-e-wep-en-i (Lent.) “(skin, tail…) is removed” 

The word is isolated in Svan, but likely it is of parent-language origin that is proved by 

external language correspondences. 

C.-Sind. *p-  “cutting” 
Ab. p-ra,  Apkh. a-pa-ra “cutting” 
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Professional literature brings Ubykh - “cutting”, Kab.-Ad. w-a- “cutting”  that is 

probably linked with Apkh. a-t--ra “cutting off” verb and, accordingly, implies 

different etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1019]. 

Common Kartvelian *wep- is of inversive structure, that is proved by Dgaestanian 

material; cf. Cham. bu-la “cutting off”. 
Semantic correlation cutting ~ separating/removing is logical one.  

 
C.-Kartv. *in- “frost; ice; winter” 
Geo. in-, in-v-a “frost”, in-el-i, New Geo. in-ul-i “ice” 

Zan (Laz) in-i/in-i “cold, ice”, in-v-a “frost; winter”, Megr. in-u//in-i “cold, ice” 
Sv. gn- “frost” 
Linking of root gn-  with Zan-Georgian by G. Klimov faces the phonetic problems 

[cf. Klimov 1964 : 212]. 

C.-Sind. *γn- “winter” 
Ab. γn “winter” 

Reflexation of Proto-SIndy nature is preserved only in Abaza. 

In terms of variant of initial phoneme Dagestanian data is valuable, especially Dargva 

allomorphs when Urakh ini stem is corresponded by Chirag γa(ne) (cf. Ab. γn) variant. 

Qartvelian-like reflexes are observed in kindred Lezgian languages: Rut. d, Lezg. d, 

Tsakh d-im “winter”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *inč- “coarse/rough/unruly; severe/harsh/stringent; rude/insolent” 

Geo. inč-i “fine/proud”, ga-inč-ul-i “prouded/bolded” 

Zan (Megr.) inč-al-i “rude, cold, corse/gruff/stubborn”, o-inč-in-an-s “is rude, is 

defiant /hold one’s head high”, inč-in-i “corseness/gruffness/stubbornness, arrogance/de-

fiance, hardness” 

In Zan č → čk transformation didn’t take place due to influence of anlaut  (←) 

spirant. Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. 

C.-Sind. *cw- “strictness/ severeness/harshness” 

Apkh. cw-, a-r-cw-ra “strictness/ severeness/harshness, brutality” 

Verbal stem is isolated in Apkhazian, but likely it is of Common Sindy origin. 

C.-Kartv. *inč- : C.-Sind. *cw- manifests the superfluousness of n and w consonants, 

that is natural for  Sindy-Kartvelian sound correspondences.  

Correspondence of Apkhazian-Kartvelian isoglosses are observed in Av. qa-a “coarse/ 

rough/unruly; severe/harsh/stringent; rude/insolent” word. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ir- “tedium/boredom/being fed up” 

Geo. ir-, mo-ir-eb-a “being fed up/bored”, Rus. “наскучать, надоедать”, mo-ir-

eb-ul-i “fed up/bored” (Chubinashvili)  
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Verbal root is isolated in Georgian, but, likely, it is of parent-language origin that is 

proved by Sindy parallels.  

C.-Sind. *w- “tedium/boredom/being fed up” 

Ab. ála-r-w-ra, Apkh. a-ba-w-ra “tedium/boredom/being fed up; pressing/crushing 

in” 

Root sounding is fully preserved in Apkhazian. Generally, w in Apkhazian-Abaza and r 

in Kartvelian looks like to be “superfluous” that arises the question on their interrelation. I 

suppose that r → w took place in parent Sindy that resulted the labialization of  consonant 

in word anlaut. Thus, r/w is equivalent.  

In all probability a semantema tedium/boredom/being fed up is based on the content of 

pressing/crushing in (the latter seems to be primary).  

 
C.-Kartv. *is- “woolen cape (to be put on over shoulders)” 
Geo. (Mokh., Ksan.) is-in-a “woolen cape (to be put on over shoulders)”, Ksan. “goat-

fur fabric/cloth” 
Mokhevian-Ksanian word is isolated among the numerous dialects of Georgian, but 

likely it is of parent-language origin. In this sample is- is detached as a root, and -in-a is 

a derivative affix.   

C.-Sind. *ḳs- “woolen shaw, headscarf” 
Ab. (Tap.) ḳas-, Apkh. a-ḳas- “head-cover, woolen shaw, headscarf” 

Circassian data hasn’t been revealed. Though the allomorphs with -neutral vowel was 

expected since  →  → a often takes place in Apkhazian-Abaza as well as in Ubykh.  

Initial  : ḳ is possible even within one language (word). Thus, it cannot create any  

resistance. 
Of Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences Av. ḳaz, Akhv. ḳaŋzi, Cham. ḳanz, Kar. ḳaze 

“headscarf” allomorphs are noteworthy. Though s : z sibilant opposition is evident within 

the stem. It should be explained.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ow- “delaying/hinderig/being late” 
Geo. ov-n-i-s “lingers/loiters/delays sb/sth/is late with sth/hold sb up”, da-ov-n-eb-a 

“delaying/hinderig/being late”, m-ov-ar “for a long time”, m-ov-ar-i “prolon-

ged/delayed” 

Zan (Laz) o-on-d-in-u “delaying/hinderig/being late”, do-m-i-on-d-i “Wait me!”, 

Megr. on-, di-on-u “sb/sth stopped/nested/settled (down)”, e-on-u “Sb delayed/was 

late/hindered, stunned/amazed” 

 Svan correspondence isn’t observed. Zan on-/on- is a correspondence of Georgian 
ov- verb; cf. v : n – Geo. vaḳe : Zan (Megr.) naḳa (← *noḳa) “valley”…; d in Laz is 

phonetic inclusion after n [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 541-542]. 

C.-Sind. wa- “being late, staying long” 
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Ab. (Tap.) wa-ra “being late, staying long” 

The word is attested only in Tapant dialect of Abaza. The latter (wa-) exactly reflects  

parent-language picture and corresponds with C.-Kartv. *ow- ”delaying/hinderig/being 

late” archetype. Formal as well as semantic identity is evident. 

It is appropriate to bring Dagestanian data in this case: cf. Akh. on-uƛ:a, Darg. an-

ne/an-le, Ag. an-a, Tab. an-di “late”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *on- “lying down” 
Zan (Megr.) on-, di-on-u “Sb/Sth lied down”, o-on-u “hens’ laying 

box/nest/dwelling” 
Sv. un-, li-wn-e “lying down”, cf. la-wr-a “bed” 
Basing on similar semantics, it isn’t excluded that Svan un- “lying down” is linked 

with mentioned Megrelian lexemes [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 279], Megrelian on-, di-b-on-

a-t “Let’s lie down/go to bed” gives this possibility. 
C.-Sind. *n- “staying/remained” 
Ad. n-n, Kab. n-n “Sb stayed” 
There is a lack of Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences, but although recon-

struction of Common Sindy archetype is real. 
C.-Kartv. *on- “lying down” : C.-Sind . *n- “staying/remained” is logical structural 

and semantic correlation. 
Genetically common material hasn’t been observed in other Iberian-Caucasian lan-

guages though the issue arises on interrelation of C.-Kartv. *ow- “delaying/hinderig/being 
late” : C.-Sind. wa- “being late, staying long” archetypes. 

 
C.-Kartv. *or- “aged/grown old” 
Geo. (Meskh.-Jav.) or-ad-aj “old animal” 
In Georgian or- is detached as a root, -ad-a-j is a suffix, that is attested in ǯav-ed-aj 

type. The issue of relation with Zan or-ad-u-a “rotting” is also noteworthy. 
C.-Sind. *γwr- “dried” 
Kab. γwr “dried” 
Semantic opposition aged/grown old ~ dried is repeated in  C.-Kartv. *or- “aged/grown 

old” : C.-Sind. *γwr- “dried” correspondences. Georgian picture should be of later period 
since in kindred Dagestanian roots content of drying dominates; cf. Av. ba-war-ab.., 
Hunz. qor- “dried”, Bud. ur-u “dried up”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *or- “raven” 
Geo. or-an-i “raven”  
Zan (Laz) ur-i//ur-i//ur-i (←ur-i) “raven” 
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Final -an is prop. Georgian derivative suffix, which is also attested in Apkhazian 
borrowing word a-waran “raven”. 

A segment or- detached as a root in Georgian is corresponded by Laz ur-/ur-/ur- 
allomorphs. 

C.-Sind. *waL-  “crow, jackdaw” 
Ad. waL // oL, Kab. waL “crow, jackdaw” 
Evident phonetic transformations are observed in Adyghean languages in which along 

with characteristic o → wa process and r → L lateralization took place.  
To bring Georgian vav-i and Ubykh jaj “crow” in this case is unacceptable [cf. 

Mescarosh 1934 : 351]. 
 
C.-Kartv. *or- “(animal’s) gullet” 
Geo. or-i “throat” 
Zan (Megr.) or-el-i//or-el-i “throat, (animal’s) gullet” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence. In Zan -el suffix is superfluous. Derivation with 

-el suffication in the core part of somatic nouns should be considered to be prop. Colchian 
occurrence; cf. Geo. ḳud-i : Zan ḳud-el-i “tail”, Geo. ḳurṭum-o : Zan ḳurṭum-el-i “(anat.) 
behind”...  

For history of roots and stems see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 543. 
C.-Sind. *r- “larynx/ back/inside of throat” 
Ab. r, Apkh. a-r “larynx/ back/inside of throat” 
In Sindy languages the labialization of pharyngeal consonants *wrw was expected as 

a correspondence of C.-Kartv. or- archetype though apparently, stem symbolic structure 
played a decisive role in its  formation as *r- type. 

For the history of Sindy-Kartvelian stems the Dagestanian data is valuable; cf. Ag. ur, 
Ud. o//q:oq: “larynx”... 

 
C.-Kartv. *rd-el- “edible greens, prickly letuce” (plant) 
Geo. rdel-i “prickly letuce”, Rus. латук, velis-rdel-i “edible greens” (Saba) 
Saba’s dictionary gives extensive and varied definition: “ r d e l i  eodebis mxalsa, 

romel ars xasi” – “Letuce is a edible green”.., “xolo veluri mas mihgavs da venaqis γisaca 
hgavs da marea” – “And wild one looks like it and is bitter” [CD]. 

C.-Sind. *wd-  “kidney/haricot beans” (plant) 
Ab. wd-, Apkh. a-wd “kidney/haricot beans” (plant) 
I base on the reconstruction given in professional literature [Chirikba 1996 : 64], only 

there is a difference in auslaut. I suppose that a final vowel was  and not - and besides - 
is suffix. 
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In Kartvelian a problem on a root vowel arises. If Apkhazian-Abaza is considered an 
initial vowel should have been u, though C.-Kartv. r : C.-Sind. w opposition isn’t excluded 
as well.  

The issue needs additional investigation. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ud- “cozy; quiet/still” 
Old Geo. ud-, ud-r-o “cozy; quiet/still”, da-ud-eb-a “calming, calming down; peace” 
Sv. wed-i “cozy; quiet/still” 
Linking of Georgian-Svan allomorphs with Megrelian ud-e “house” word should be 

excluded (cf. Geo. sa-ud-ar-i “residence/resting place”). It is appropriate to speak about 
common origin of Old Georgian ud- root and Svan wed- (← *od-) form [Chantladze 
1974 : 169];  u → o took place in Svan; cf. Geo. xuces- : Sv. xoša “priest”... 

C.-Sind. *wd- “calm, quiet/still” 
Apkh. a-wjt “calm, quiet/still; upset/sad”  
Reflexon Common Sindy root is preserved only in Apkhazian. Nothing can be said 

about the origin of j half-vowel in Apkhazian. Perhaps, it is a phonetic variant of any 
reflexive particle (- (?)).  

From all (phonetic as well as semantic) aspects C.-Sind. *wd- : C.-Kartv. *ud- is 
logical correlation. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ud- “house” 
Geo. ud-, sa-ud-el-i “residence/resting place”, sa-ud-ar-i/sa-d-ar-i “church/temp-

le”, Kva-ud-e (top.), da-ud-eb-a “balancing on sth/ceasing/calming/turning silent” 

Zan (Megr.) ud-e “house” 
From other standpoint Geo. ud-r-o “cozy; quiet/still”, ud-r-o-eb-a-j “calmness, 

quietness/stillness”, Sv. wed-i “calm, quiet/still” stems are enrolled in this list [Fähnrich, 
Sarjveladze 2000 : 535; Chantladze  1974 : 169]. I share the unity of  ud-r- / wed- roots 
and stems  [Chantladze  1974 : 169], but I suppose  they are of independent etymology and 
cannot be discussed in this case. 

C.-Sind. *ωwn-a “house” 
Ab. ωwna, Apkh. a-ωwn “house” 
Comparison of C.-Kartv. *ud- : C.-Sind. *ωwn-a archetypes excludes to discuss 

Circassian wna “house” in this case since it links with C.-Kartv. *men- “cell, inhabitant” 
[see C.-Kartv. *men-). 

Kartvelian and Apkhazian-Abaza roots were compared by K. Lomtatidze who discussed 
Av. ru: “house” form in this case [Lomtatidze 1955], though of Dagestanian an Akhv. 
od-a  “floor” word can be noteworthy; cf. Geo. sa-d-ar-i “church/temple”. 
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C.-Kartv. *uw-a “back/blunt side/thick end of bread loaf/rind” 
Geo. ua/uva “back of sword” (Saba), Khevs. uv-i “back/blunt side/thick end of bread 

loaf/rind” 
Zan (Laz) ḳva/va/va “forehead”, Megr. va “forehead” 
Sv. uwa/wa “back/blunt side/thick end of bread loaf/rind” 
In these foms the semantic difference cannot be hindering barrier for linking since 

semantic deviation back/blunt side/thick end of bread loaf/rind  ~ forehead  tool place in 
Zan  {Chikobava 1938 : 49]. Postulation of *ua form as a Common Kartvelian archetype  
isn’t real [cf. Klimov 1964 : 213]. 

C.-Sind. *w  “handle” 
Kab. w “handle” 
Generally, existing of root with pharyngeal - phoneme in Kabardian and Abdzakh 

automatically arises the possibility of  q →   glottalization [Kvakhadze 2014 : 153], but it 
isn’t possible in all roots and stems. In some cases initial  in Kabardian remained again; cf. 
Ub. wa : Kab.  wa : Ad. qwa “one’s own child”… 

Semantic correlation back/blunt side/thick end of bread loaf/rind ~ handle  is logical 
one. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ul- “tower; upland/heights”    
Zan (Laz) ḳul-e//ul-e, Megr. ul-i “tower”; “upland/heights”, cf. toponyms: ul-ev-i, 

ul-iš-ḳar-i and hydron. ul--ar-i 
Common Kartvlian *ul- is reconstructed only according to Zan data that is acceptable 

in this case since Zan has true parallels in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
C.-Sind. *w- “hillock; rocky bank” 
Ad. wa-s vħa “hillock” 
Apkh. a-wa-ra “rocky riverbank”  
Maybe Apkhazian -wa  root can be  given  in correspondence of Sokhumi (Old Geo. 

Cxum-) Apkhazian name a-wa “Sokhumi”  though without it C.-Kartv. *ul- : C.-Sind. 
*w- is logical. Moreover, when Dagestanian material corresponds with the given data; cf. 
Dag.: Lezg. wal, Rut. ul, Bud. ol, Arch. wil, Tsakh  uw, Ud. ḳur “sheer rock, slope” 
[Abdokov 1983 : 95]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *un “button and button-hole/toggle of twisted silk; hook” 
Zan (Megr.) un-i “button and button-hole/toggle of twisted silk; hook” 
A un- root of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Megrelian. If we base on 

the fact that  →  didn’t take place in Megrelian, its Georgian origin can be supposed. In 
Georgian similar picture isn’t observed. 

C.-Sind. *nw- “nail” 

Ub. nj “nail” 
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Although the word is attested only in Ubykh it is possible to reconstruct parent-

language     *nw-  archetype exactly. Such approach is based on  w → j delabialization-

palatalization process in Ubykh in which generally parent-language Cw → Cj type 
palatalization functioned. 

 C.-Sind. *nw- : C.-Kartv. *un- is inversive structure archetype. Dagestanian data is 
noteworthy, as well in which basically the roots of Ubykh-like structure  are spread: Bezh. 
muo, Akhv. mie, Arch. marw, but Tab. um “nail”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *un- “pole/fence paling, stake; boundary” 
Geo. (Mokh.) un-i “pole/fence paling, stake thrown as boundary” 
In the given languages an isolated Mokh. un- root is of parent-language origin since it 

has true correspondences in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
C.-Sind. *wn- “pole/fence paling, stake; nail” 

Ad.  wn, Kab.  wn-a “nail” 

Ab. - wan, in the word  w- wan, Apkh. - wán, in the word a-w- wán “pole/fence paling, 
stake” 

As above given Georgian-Sindy nouns show a nj “nail” word of inversive structure 
that is attested  in Ubykh implies a different origin and accordingly it cannot be discusses 
in this case. 

The issue arises on Dagestanian correspondences in Ag. win.., Darg. γum-ul “nail” 
word-forms. Avar qanḳwa, And. an-hanḳwa/anḳw “nail” and other forms are of different 
origin [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev, 1994 : 527]. 

C.-Kartv. *unṭ- “bending down” 
Sv. unṭ-j, unṭ-aj (Lashkh.) “bended down” 
Nominal unṭ- root is isolated in Svan, though although it is considered to be originated 

from parent language. It is proved by numerous parallels of Sindy languages and dialects. 
C.-Sind. *wnṭa-//*wnṭ- “bowing/inclining/bending” 
Ad. ωwanṭa-, Shaps. ωwarṭa-, Kab. ωwanṭa- “bowing/inclining, bending” 

Ub. warṭa-, s-warṭá-n “bowing/inclining, bending” 
Substitution of sonor n/r in Sindy languages is of parent-language origin and thus it is 

attested in different language subsystems. 
Semantics of bowing/inclining  characteristic of C.-Sind. archetype logically cor-

responds with C.-Kartv. bending down one; bending down ~ bowing/inclining  are the 
semantemes of  common semantic field.   

C.-Kartv. *unc- “pile/heap/folk/herd; sheaf (of corn…)/stack of mown corn”       
Geo. unc-ul-i “three-yoke sheaf (of corn…)/stack of mown corn” (Saba) 
The word is attested only in Saba’s dictionary. Meaning needs clarification. But tied-to-

each -other three-yoke sheaf (of corn…)/stack of mown corn  creates a kind of height. 
C.-Sind. *wrcv- “tower” 
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Apkh. a-wárčj “tower” 
Borrowing of Apkhazian form from Megrelian can be supposed; cf. Megr. orš-i//orš-i 

“tower”. But occurrence of  čj affricate in Apkhazian sample blocks this supposition. In this 
case I prefer to discuss about the archetypes of genetically common origin – *unc- 
“pile/heap/folk/herd; sheaf (of corn…)/stack of mown corn” ~ *wrcvv- “tower”. 

The issue needs additional investigation.  
 

C.-Kartv. *un- “stem” 
Geo. un-i “stem of fruit” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) ur-i, Laz ur-i “stem” 
Geo. n : Zan r correspondence is somehow unexpected since r → n nasalization 

process is basically spread in Zan.  
Correspondence hasn’t been disclosed in Svan. 
C.-Sind. *qw-a “tail” 
Ab. qwa, Apkh. a-xwa “tail” 
Sindy correspondence of inversive structure that is clearly proved by Dagestanian 

parallels; cf. Tab. u-u “goat’s tail”, Khin. (Erg. case) a-i “tail”. Semantically Av. ωu 
“stem” word is closer to *un-.   

As it is evident from Kartvelian-Dagestanian material  → q deglottalization phonetic 
process also took place in parent Sindy.  

 

C.-Kartv. *ur- “ear; sense of hearing; watching” 
Geo. ur-i “ear”, m-i-ur-e “Look at me!”, u-ur-eb-s “looks at sb/sth”, e-ur-eb-a 

“hears”, mo-ur-iad-e “spy/eavesdropper, watcher/listener”, mi-ur-ad-eb-a “listening/ 

eavesdropping”  

Zan (Laz) uǯ-i/juǯ-i/uǯ-i, uǯ-i “ear”, m-i-uǯ-i “Listen to me!”“, me-b-u-uǯ-am “I 
listen”, ko-n-i-uǯ-u “learnt; heard “, Megr. uǯ-i “ear”, to-uǯ-i “attention”, veli-uǯ-ur-o 
“Sb didn’t heed/receive” 

Svan equivalent hasn’t been revealed so far. An attempt to discuss Svan r/or “door, 
hiuse & its surrounding” isn’t  convincing. 

C.-Sind. *w- “sense of hearing, listening; hearing” 
Ad. w-, Kab. w- “sense of hearing, listening” 
Ub. w- “sense of hearing, listening” 
Ab. a-ωa-ra (← *a-ωwa-ra), Apkh. á-ωw-ra “sense of hearing, listening”, ʒr-ωw-ra 

“listening” 
The root is attested in all sub-systems the auslaut of which took place still in parent 

language – r → Ø [Bouda 1950 : 294; Lomtatidze 1955 : 824-825]. 
The stem of inversive structure is attested in Avar and Akhvakh; cf. ráωi, rei 

“heard/listened, spoken/said”, Av. raω-/ri- “sense of hearing, listening” [Abdokov 1983 : 
179]. 
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To discuss Nakh xa- “knowing” verb in this case is groundless [Starostin, Nikolayev 
1994 : 646]. Indeed, Nakh lar- nous denoting ear can be brought in this case via  w → l  
historical transformation; cf. Geo. *war- : Nakh *lar- “love” and C.-Basq. *lera “loving/close 
friendship/ kinship”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ur- “(grape) vine”   
Geo. {ur-}, in the word  ur-ʒen-i “grape(s)” 
Zan (Megr.) ur-ʒen-i//ur-zen-i, Laz ur-ʒen-i//ur-ʒen-i//ur-ʒen-i “grapes(s)”, ur-

ʒen-ep-un-a “vineyard”, ǯoγor-ur-ʒen-i = ʒaγl-ur-ʒen-a “black nightshade” 
Sv. ur-zel “grape(s)”, le-ur-zel-a “vineyard” 
Common Kartvelian composite has been sourced in parent language like: *za-mtar- 

“winter”, *wen-aq “(grape) vine”, *za-maxe “new year” and others. Detached C.-Kartv. 
*ur- probably should have denoted (grape) vine and ʒen-i – juice; cf. vine verity ǯan-i 

(=ʒen-i) (dark blue grapes) that is spread in Guria-Samegrelo.  
C.-Sind. *rw-a “(grape) vine” 
Ub. rawa “(grape) vine” 
Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed only on the basis of Ubykh data. A 

reconstructed stem is of inversive (metathesized) type. The fact that configuration is 
changed in Sindy is clearly proved by Dagestanian (together with Kartvelian) data; cf. Bud. 
ura “grape(s)”. The latter is closer to Ubykh – ura : rawa ← *wara according to 
simplicity.  

 

C.-Kartv. *urwat- “curds/cottage cheese” 
Geo. (Kartl.) urut-i “ball of dried buttermilk” 
Zan (Laz) ḳurut-i//urut-i “filtred/drained matsoni/yogurt”, “curds mixed in maize 

flour” 
Sv. uršd “curds/cottage cheese” 
Relation of Georgian-Zan u vowel with Svan sounding is troublesome. In the 

professional literature *urwešd variant is considered to be an archaic stage for Svan 
[Sagliani 2016 : 431]. In my opinion,  Laz allomorph should be brought since on the basis 
of its analysis  the existence of urat- or *urwat- arche-form can be supposed from which 
even Kartlian urut- stem should be originated.  

C.-Sind. *wrt- “cheese variety “ 
Kab. wrt  “a kind of cheese, cheese variety” 
Common Circassian proto type is reconstructed on the Kabardian data basis when the 

possibility of  → q →   is considered in Kabardian [Kvakhadze 2014 : 181]. In any case, 
Sindy-Kartvelian forms cannot be separated from each other. They are the roots of 
common etymology that is also proved by evident structural and semantic identity. 

For now, of the Dagestanian linguistic correspondences only Cham. uṭun “cheese” 
form is  observed.  
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C.-Kartv. *urs- “soothsayer; understander” 
Geo. urs-el-a “soothsayer; clairvoyant/prodigy/mastermind” (Chubinashvili) 
The word is attested only in Georgian in which urs- is detached as a root and -el-a is a 

derivative affix.  
C.-Sind. *ws-  “sharp-minded; experienced/proficient” 
Ad. wš, Kab. ws v “sharp-minded; intelligence” 
Ab. (Tap.) j-asa-w, Apkh. a-ása “sharp-minded; experienced/proficient” 
If Abaza r-asa-ra “obeying” verb is enrolled in this list, as it is noted in the professional 

literature [Chirikba 1996 : 60], thus etymological link with Georgian urs-al-i “pirate; 
lying in wait/ambush” isn’t excluded.  

In Tapant variant the meaning of calmness (silence) is evident that is natural for Geo.  
urs- : Zan (Megr.) urs- “silencing/falling silence, being calm/quite/still” verbs.  

It is clear that urs-al-i “lying in wait/ambush” is close to the content of being 
calm/quite/ still in Megrelian.  

 
C.-Kartv. *uš- “flour ladle” 
Geo. oš-i “flour ladle” 
Zan-Svan correspondences haven’t bee revealed, though ošg-/ošk-/ošḳ- allomorphs 

were expected. 
C.-Sind. *was vw- “spade, oar” 
Ad. was vw-  “boat”, was vw--bšj “spade, oar” 
Indeed, the meaning of boat  is secondary in Circassian, but it is noteworthy that the 

form denoting boat has simple character while spade/oar  is compound word.  
Of Dagestanian correspondences Av. (Chad.) ωwes//ωers (pl.form ωus-bi) “oar”, Darg. 

(Tsud.) us:a “spoon”, Lezg. usu, Tab. asu “spade/oar”. 
C.-Kartv. š : C.-Sind. sv : C.-Sind. s underlines the initial nature of *sv hissing-hushing 

voiceless spirant, i.e. Pr.-Kartv. *osv- → C.-Kartv. *oš-. 
 
C.-Kartv. *uč- “turning silent, holding one’s breath, silencing” 
Geo. uč-, uč-eb-a, ga-uč-eb-a “turning silent; “standing not saying a word/silently” 

(Saba) 
The root is isolated in Georgian. Likely, it is of parent-language etymology since it has 

true parallels in Apkhazian. 
C.-Sind. *cv- “calming down” 
Apkh. a-č-ra “calming down”  
Vowel opposition C.-Kartv. u : C.-Sind.  creates a certain problem that due to lack of 

similar material since w  diphthong was expected as a correspondence of Kartvelian u 
vowel.    

The issue needs additional investigation.   
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C.-Kartv. *uc- “shoot/sprout of grain, seedling/sapling” 
Sv. uč-i “shoot/sprout of grain, seedling/sapling” 
The word is attested only in Svan. Basing on sound correspondence Geo. c : Sv. č  *uc- 

archetype is reconstructed for Common Kartvelian, that has correspondences in different 
groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *γcv-a “millet variety” 
Ad. (Shaps.) γč  “millet variety” 
Reconstruction of archetype is conditional since it is possible that  → γ 

deglottalization process took place in Adyghean and *cv-a should have been in parent 
language. Comparison of Sv.-Circ. variants with Dargwa q:uč:  “bread” lexeme is 
grounded; cf. also Did. qiči, Inkho. qeče “grain bread”  

 

C.-Kartv.  *uǯ-ur- “corner” 
Geo.(Kiz.) uǯur-i “corner; nook” 
The word is isolated in Georgian but Sindy parallels underline its Common Kartvelian 

nature. 
C.-Sind. *wǯ- “village” 
Ad. waǯ, Kab. wž- “village” 
Likely, Ubykh qasv “village” is of other origin. Formal and material unity of Sindy-

Kartvelian words is doubtless. As regard semantic aspect of archetypes a corner ~ village  
opposition is well corresponded by  poly-semantic  nature of Georgian corner word: 1. 
corner; nook; 2. part of country. 

Corresponding roots haven’t been observed in kindred Dagestanian and Nakh languages 
so far. 
 

Š 

 
C.-Kartv. *š- “milking” 

Sv. šg-/šḳ-, li-šg-i, li-šḳ-i, li-šg-l-i “milking” 
Correspondences of the root aren’t observed in Georgian and Zan language systems. 

Substitution šg/ šg  in Svan indicates to the fact that šk, was initial  that is likely corres-

ponded by single-morphemed š  root  in Georgian. 

C.-Sind. *š- “milking” 

Ad. šj-n, Kab. e-š-n “milking” 
Ub. šj- “milking” 
There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza verbal forms. In Ubykh  →  transformation is 

clearly evident that often happens.   

C.-Kartv. *š- “milking” : C.-Sind. *š- “milking” demonstrates identical sound 

corresponding. Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed so far. 
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C.-Kartv. *šal- “erring/interfering; making a mistake; misleading/seducing” 

Geo. šal-/šl-, e-šl-eb-a “Sb erres with/in sth/meets obstacles/makes mistake”, še-e-šal-a  

“Sb erred with/in sth/met obstacles/made mistake”, še-šl-is “Sb/Sth will drive sb mad”, še-

šl-il-i “mad/insane” 

It is isolated in Georgian, but it should be of Common Kartvelian origin that is 

supported by external language parallels (Circassian).  

C.-Sind. *šwa- “making a mistake” 

Ad. (Chemg.) šjwa-n making a mistake” 

It is one of those roots which preserves C.-Kartv. hushing : C.-Sind. hushing sound 

corresponding. Svan-type C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. w  is also evident. The latter implies a l → 

w labialization phonetic process  in Common Sindy. Structural and phonetic identity of 

Sindy-Kartvelian roots is supported by semantics, as well. 

Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been disclosed so far. 

 
C.-Kartv. *šew-il- “one’s own child; son” 

Geo. švil-i “one’s own child”, ṗir-mšo ← *ṗir-mšwe  “first-born child” 

Zan (Laz) sḳir-i//skir-i, Megr. skir-i “one’s own child”, skua “id” 

Sv. sg-e-j “one’s own child”, -m-sg-e “son” 

It is seen that the ground of all Kartvelian root is  šew-/šw- “giving birth” verb; cf. Zan 

skw-/sku- [Gamkrelidze  1959 : 59]. 

C.-Sind. *s vw- “one’s own child; son” 

Ad. s vw “one’s own child; son”, Kab. s vw “young boy; one’s own child” 
Of Sindy languages there is lack of Ubykh and Abaza-Apkhazian correspondences. The 

given names in Kartvelian as well as in Circassian languages is historically sourced from 

šva “born” verbal root.  Thus, any attempt to bring Dagestanian stems of  j-as “young girl” 

type will fail since they are of different etymology; cf. Geo. asul-i “young girl”.   

Zan (Megr.)  ški “son” is also of different etymology; cf. Khin. ši “son”, Tab. šu-bar (← 

*šwi-bar)  “sons”, Arch. wiš-du “new-born son”, Ag. ši-bar „sons”, Krits ši-bi “id”, C.-Lezg. 

*šwi- “son”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *šw- “letting go” 

Geo. šw-, mi-šw-eb-a “giving sb/sth freedom in sth/letting sb/sth go close (to sb/sth)”, 

da-šw-eb-a “admitting/permitting” 

Zan (Laz) me-škv-in-u “letting go”, Megr. o-škv-an-s “Lets” , “Lets sb/sth go down” 

Sv. šgw-, li-šgw-an “letting go”, x-u-šgw “Let it go!” 

In parent-language reconstruction Megrelian semantics is important, that is proved by 

Apkhazian-Adyghean correspondences, as well. 

Illustrating šv-/šu-/šw- allomorphs are attested in Old Georgian written sources 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 550]. 

C.-Sind. *šwa- “walking; dropping” 
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Ad. da-fa-n ← *da-xjwa-n, Kab. te-xwa-n “entering” 

Ub. xja- (← *xwa-) “dropping” 

Ab. šw-, a-kw-šwa-ra, Apkh. á-kw-šwa-ra (Bzip -kw-s vwa-ra) “entering, meeting” 
Ancient type of analyzing root is probably preserved in Bzip with hissing-hushing 

allomorphs. 

Noteworthy Iberian-Caucasian parallel of C.-Kartv. *šw- „letting go” : C.-Sind. *šwa-

”walking; dropping” is observed  in Lak -i-ši “lying”, C.-Nakh -iš- “lying” (?); cf. Did. išw-a 

“coming”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *šw- “descending/landing” 

Geo. e-šw-eb-a “goes down/descends” 

Zan (Megr.) o-škv-an-s, i-škv-an-s “Sb lets sb/sth go down, pierces/shooting sth into 

ground, Megr. o-škv-an-s “Sb lets sb/smth go down”; “Horse gives birth to foal (puts it on 

ground)” 

Georgian-Zan verbs have the meaning of descending/landing. By this they differ from 

Laz me-škv-in-u “letting go” and Svan li-šgw-an “letting go” verbs. I suppose that they are 

the verbs of different origin. Such supposition is strengthened by Megrelian va-ša-škv-an-

s “Sb wont’ let sb/sth go on  ground (within)” form. 

C.-Sind.*šwa- “going down” 

Ub. šwa-n, s-šwa-n “going down” 

Ab. šw-, a-kw-šwa-ra,  Apkh. á-kw-šwa-ra (Bzip -kw-s vwa-ra) “dropping” 
In this case Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza verbs preserve parent-language reflexation. No 

matter how unexpected it is but an Ubykh preserved root sibilant labialization unchanged 

together with archaic semantics.  

Indeed, genetic link possibility of C.-Sind. *šwa- : C.-Kartv. *šw- verbal archetypes with 

Georgian-Zan-Svan šw-/škv-/šgw- “letting” verbs is also excluded.  

 
C.-Kartv. *šw- “calmness/quiet; calming down” 

Geo. šw-/šv-, Old Geo. m-šw-id-i “calm”, m-šw-id-ob-a-j “calmness/quiet”, m-šw-id-ad 

“Calmly! Silently!”, cf. mo-e-šv-a “Sb/Sth calmed down” 

Corresponding material of detached šv- root isn’t observed  in Kartvelian languages 

and dialects. Even in Georgian it (šv-) is preserved only in composed nouns. 

C.-Sind. *šwa- “calming/calming down” 

Apkh. a-n-šwa-ra “calming/calming down” 

The word is isolated in Apkhazian in which -šwa- segment is detached as a root 

material. [Chirikba 1996 : 116]. 

In Apkhazian-Georgian šw complex is corresponded by Nakh rš, cf. Ts.-Tush. ma-rš-ol 

“peace”, that is logical if well-known law in parent Nakh is considered – Cw → rC, cf.     

C.-Kartv. *nesw- : C.-Nakh nars- “cucumber”… 
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C.-Kartv. *šwar- “drying” 

Geo. šr-ob-a “drying”, m-šr-al-i “dried” 

Zan (Laz) skur-/skir-/sḳur-/sḳir -, me-skur-u “It is dried”, sḳir-u-r “It is being drying”, 

Megr. skr-/skir-, skr-u-d-u “It was being dried”, skir-u “dried” 

The view is grounded that Old Geo. šwer-/šwr- verbal root is linked etymologically 

above described roots and stems [Gamkrelidze 1959 : 60-64]. 

C.-Sind. *šwar- “drying” 

Apkh. -šwar-, in the verb  a-šwar--la-ra “dry cow” 
In Apkhazian -la is verbal suffix that indicates “thither” direction. Roots and stems 

were compared by K. Lomtatidze, but the scholar supposes the borrowing from Georgian 

[Lomtatidze 1999 : 26]. 

I suppose  they are the verbs of common origin, that is proved by similar structure, 

sound content and identical semantics.  

 
C.-Kartv. *šwel- “roe” 

Geo. šwel-i, švel-i “roe” 

Zan (Laz) mskver-i/msḳver-i “deer”, Megr. skver-i “roe” 

Function of  T. Gamkrelidze’s law is attested in Zan allomorphs that is due to influence 

of following w – škw → skw. In Laz an anluat m is phonetic apposition. 

Corresponding Svan roots hasn’t been revealed so far [scient. lit. see Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 552-553]. 

C.-Sind. *šw- “deer, wild animal” 

Ub. šwa-/swa-, in the word  λa-šwá “hunting”, sw-ḳja “hunter” 

Ab. šw-r “deer”, šwa-ra-x “animal”, Apkh. á-šwa-ra-x “wild animal, beast” 

It is should be noted that still in 1923 A. Trombetti noted about the unity of 

Kartvelian-Sindy, and generally, of Caucasian roots [Trombetti 1923 : 370]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *šwen- “beauty/loveliness; beautiful/pretty” 

Old Geo. šwen-ier-i “beautiful/pretty”, šwen-i-s sth enhances “sb/sth/befits/suits 

sb/sth”, New Geo. m-šven-ier-i “beautiful/pretty”, u-šn-o “ugly/unlovely”, šn-o 

“charm/beauty/ flair/youthful energy” 

Zan (Laz) skvan-a “beauty/loveliness”, m-skvan-er-i “adormed/hedecked/decorated”, 

go-m-skvan-er-i “turned more beautiful”, Megr. skvam-i “beautiful/pretty”, o-skvan-s 

“suits/fits”, ko-d-skvam-u “Sb got accustomed/befitted” 

Sv. mu-sgwen “beautiful/pretty”, sgwn “charm/beauty/flair/youthful energy” 

Correlation Geo. šw- : Zan sku-/sḳv- : Sv. sgw-/sḳw- is logical that is explained by 

Gamkrelidze’s rule of positive hissening [Gamkrelidze 1959 : 26-27]. There is a view that 

-en is a suffix and šw- – a root [Klimov 1998 : 248].  I agree the existence of *šwen- united 

root, as a nominal stem. 

C.-Sind. *ns vwa “beautiful/pretty” 
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Ub. ns vwa//nswa “beautiful/pretty” 

Of Sindy languages only Ubykh preserved an adjective of parent-language origin with 

the meaning of beautiful/pretty , that is of inversive structure. 

Phonemic correspondence in sibilants is noteworthy – C.-Sind. s v : C.-Kartv. š, which  

manifests the transformation once again – Pr.-Kartv. [s v] → C.-Kartv. hushing [š]. 

 

C.-Kartv.*šwer- “verse/rhyme/poem” 

Geo. (Fereyd.) šwer-i “verse/rhyme/poem” 

In Fereydan dialects šwer-i is isolated. In all probability, it preserves prop. Georgian 

reflex of Common Kartvelian *šwer- “verse/rhyme/poem” archetype. 

C.-Sind. *s vw “word; voice” 

Ab. -šwá, in the word bz-šwá “tongue”, Apkh. -šwá, Bzip -s vwá, in the word  a-bz-šwá, 

Bzip a-bz-s vwá “tongue” 
In this case in Apkhazian-Abaza a bz- composite denotes tongue, anatomical part, and 

- šwá /-s vwá – word/voice. 
In my opinion, the comparison of  Sindy - šwá/-s vwá  segments with rož-i “word” of Dido 

languages is fruitless; cf. also And. roš-o, God. raš-a “id” [Abdokov 1994 : 948]. Likely, 

these Dagestanian forms are corresponded by Georgian roš-v-a / Megr. raskv-al-i verb.  

 
C.-Kartv.*šw-er- “labor”, *šw- “making/doing” 

Geo. šw-eb-a “freeing/liberation/rest/relieve”, švr-om-a “working”, da-v-šwer “I got 

tired”, ma-šwr-al-i, m-šr-om-el-i “worker/hard-worker”, na-šr-om-i “product/fruit of 

labor/piece of work” 

In the professional literature there is standpoint on the fact that Georgian šwer- verb is 

genetically linked by šr-ob-a / Zan skwer-/skir- “labor” verbal roots [Gamkrelidze 1959 : 

60-64], that is groundless. I suppose that Geo. šv-er-/šv- with the meaning of 

making/doing/ labor  are independent verbs. 

C.-Sind.*šw- “building” 

Ub. šj- “building” 

The reconstruction is based on Cw → Cj phonetic process that is spread in Ubykh. The 

process should have taken place even in analytical root – šw- → šj-. 

C.-Kartv. *šw-(er-) “labor, making” : C.-Sind. *šw- “building” is logical structural and 

semantic correlation. 

In terms of meaning development evolution content of Udi isogloss is valuable when 

Udi ser- (← *swer-(?)) form combines the meaning of making/doing as well as of building.  

 
C.-Kartv. *šwin-d- “cornel” 

Geo. šind-i/šwind-i “cornel” 

Zan (Laz) {skind-i}, top. Skind-ona “dogwood grove” 
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In the given substitution šind-i/švind-i initial is šwind- proto-type while even in Saba’s 

dictionary šind-i is attested since only  škw  cluster can result hissing skv → sk allomorphs 

in Laz (T. Gamkrelidze’s law).  

Neither sgwind nor sḳwind which is expected in Svan isn’t observed [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 555]. 

C.-Sind. *swn- “redcurrant; grapes”   

Ad. sn “grapes”, Kab. sn “redcurrant” 
Length of root vowel in Adyghean itself contains disappearing trace of historical w – 

compensation length: sna ← *swan-a. 
Like Sindy correspondences the Dagestanian ones confirm only hissing variants. Only 

is Tabasaran švum-zan “pomegranate” word in which hushing š is attested though 

equivalent of Kartvelian -d affix isn’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  In 

this regard Sumerian language data is noteworthy. Sumerian šennur “medlar”  is of 

Georgian-like hushing sounding and contains nn cluster contrary of Geo. nd, that is one 

more argument to conform close kinship of Georgian and Sumerian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *šib- “mouth” 

Geo. (Tush.) šib-i “mouth” 

The word is isolated in Georgian, but basing on external language parallels it can 

reflect Common Kartvelian lexical stock.  

C.-Sind. *s vw “door” 

Ab. šw,  Apkh. a-šw “door” 

Final  vowel is lost in Abaza – while just it reflects root vowel that corresponds with 

Georgian i.   

Semantically Dagestanian correspondences manifest more closness to Georgian; cf. Ag. 

sib/siw, Arch. s:ob, Lezg. siw “mouth”… 

Nakh correspondences aren’t observed.    

 

C.-Kartv. *šib-u “mountain ramsons/wild garlic”  

Geo. (Khevs.) šibu “mountain ramsons/wild garlic”  

Sv. šgwib, šḳwib (Lent.) “acorn” 

Stem is lost in Zan dialects. In Svan characteristic u → w reduction in stem final and 

after this a metathesis of w- in the depth of stem is supposed: *škibu → *škibw → 

šgwib//šḳwib. 
C.-Sind. *šba- “a kind of grass” 

Kab. (Basl.) šb-r “a kind of grass” 

In Baslen fitonyms final -r appears in some frequency; cf. Basl. žum-r/žuma “a kind of 

plant” [Kvakhadze 2014 : 55]. 

C.-Kartv. *šib-u : C.-Sind. *šba- archetypes have noteworthy isoglosses in Dagestanian 
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and Nakh languages; cf. Ing. šup/šip, Av. sob, Bezh. sobo, Arch. s:ap „ramson” [more see 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 970]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *šig-an- “inside, within/inner part” 

Geo. šig-an “inner part/inside”, šign-it “within/inner part”, šig ← *šign, šig-a “situating 

inside” (Saba), Old Geo. šigan “inside”, šign-oan (← *šign-ovan) “inside” 

Adverb šig-an (→ šig-a/šig-) is attested only in Georgian. Its confusing with ši-/šo-ris, 

etc. particles is the result of folk etymology (or meta-analysis). The same is proved by 

Circassian isoglosses, as well. 

C.-Sind. *šgj-a “middle”  
Ad. šjaǯa-γw, Kab. šjǯ-γw “midday” 

The word is of compound structure; šjaǯa- denotes middl/mide and γw is a nominal 

affix denoting time/period [Kvakhadze 2014 : 45]. 

In all terms C.-Sind. *šgj-a : C.-Kartv. *šig-an- is logical correlation. Structural and 

phonetic identity is  supported also by semantic correlation – middle ~ inside. 

And still, if in Kartvelian it is possible to detach ši-, thus an issue arises on further 

segmentation of Adyghean root that is difficult to. 

 
C.-Kartv. *šil- “husband’s brother’s wife”  

Geo. šil-i “wife of husband’s brother” ZAB. “wives of two brothers” (Saba) 

The stem is isolated in Georgian, but likely it has correspondences in Apkhazian-Abaza 

languages. 

C.-Sind.*s vw “wife, woman” 

Ub. šw, in the word  pxja-šw “wife”  

Ab. -s, pħw-s “wife”, Apkh. -s//-s v, in the word a-pħw-s, Bzip a-pħw-s v “wife” 
There is a lack of Adyghean forms. In Ubykh pxja- is detached as a root and -šw in 

Apkhazian-Abaza is a correspondence of -s//-s segments and is logically corresponds with 

Georgian  šil- root. Genetically common material is observed in Dagestanian languages; 

cf. Tab.  šiw “woman”. Similar  l → w delateralization process  in Sindy-Dagestanian 

languages is also noteworthy; cf. also Lak š:ar  “woman” (kuru-š:ar “widow”). 
 

C.-Kartv. *šin- “fear/scare, frightening/scaring” 

Geo. šin-, a-šin-eb-s “frightens/scars”, sa-šin-el-i “terrifying/terrible/awful”, Gur. šin-

ob-s “fears/scares” 

Zan (Megr.) rskin-i “frightening/scaring”, o-rskin-an-s “frightens/scars”, do-rskin-el-i  

“threatened/menaced/vaunted”  

Vibrant r in Zan is old apposition. Just it caused šk → sk hissing secondary process in 

Megrelian-Laz (V. Topuria); cf. Geo. γr-ial-i : Zan γirḳ-in-i, Geo. qleč- : Zan xarck-…, 

also – šin- : rskin-. Thus, to bring T. Gamkrelidze’s law in this opposition and to 
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reconstruct  C.-Kartv. *šwin- archetype is inappropriate [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

555]. 

C.-Sind. *šn- “fear/scare, frightening/scaring” 

Ad. šn-n, Kab. šn-n “frightening/scaring,fear/scare” 

Identical structure and semantic closeness of Sindy-Kartvelian stems are clearly 

evident. 

Stems were compared by G. Rogava [Rogava 1956 : 83]. 

Basque izu [=isu] “fear/scare” is also noteworthy.   

 

C.-Kartv. *šleg- “crazy/mad” 

Geo. šleg-i “crazy/mad” 

Likely, it is of Common Kartvelian origin, that is preserved only in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *s vmgj- “ill/sick” 

Ad. (Shaps.) s vmgj-, Chemg. smaǯj-, Kab. smaǯ “ill/sick” 

Adyghean allomorphs are linked with Georgian šmag- noun [Bouda 1950 : 295],  

which, in its turn is Iranian loan word [Bukia 2016 : 59]. I suppose that it is appropriate to 

link     C.-Sind. *s vmgj- with Georgian šleg-, if Georgian-Circassian sound correlation l : 

m is explained. 

The issue needs additional investigation.  

 

C.-Kartv. *šub- “forehead” 

Geo. . šub-l-i “forehead; front part” 

Sv. sgweb-in//sgob-in//sgeb-in “ahead/forward” 

Corresponding allomorphs haven’t been disclosed in Zan dialects so far. In studying 

the semantic correlation of Georgian-Svan correspondences  the content of front shoulder 

that is attested in middle Georgian is valuable [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 556]. 

C.-Sind. *bšw- “lip” 

Ab. pšw “beak”, Apkh. a-pšw “lip” 

There is a lack of Circassian correspondence though without it the Apkhazian-Abaza 

languages material gives exact information. In this case an only innovation is the 

devoicing (maybe assimilation) of  initial b.   

-w reflex of Sindy languages corresponds with C.-Kartv. u labial vowel, i.e. Cu→ w 
→ Cw took place in Common Sindy. 

Root inversive structure took place in Kartvelian; cf. Tsakh pšnj “lip”.  

C.-Kartv. *šur- “fear/scare” 

Zan (Megr.) škur-in-i “fear/scare”, a-škur-in-e(n) “fears/scares”, škur-inǯa “coward”, 

Laz o-škur-u “fear/scare”, a-škur-in-e-n “fears/scares”, m-škur-in-aǯe “coward” 
Sv. šgur, šgwir//šḳwir “shame”, šgwir-i-žaxe “ashamed/disgraced” 
Corresponding root is lost is Georgian, though šur- or švir-should have been existed. 

C.-Sind. *šw- “fear/scare” 
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 Ab. šwa-ra, Apkh. šwa-ra “fear/scare” 

Corresponding verbal root isn’t observed in Circassian languages. G. Rogava linked it 

with Ad. šn- [Rogava  1956 : 83], but  it is acceptable approach since if this view is 

shared the lose of n in Apkhazian-Abaza as well as the difference in labialization of š- 

cannot be explained. Thus I suppose that C.-Kartv. *šur- : C.-Sind. *šw- archetypes are 

independent correspondences. 

Dagestanian linguistic material can be brought in this case as well; cf. And. sir-u//sir-

du “frightening/scaring”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *šu-a “part of written text” 
Geo. šua “one fourth/a quarter of parchment”, “one fourth/a quarter of sheet of paper” 

(Saba) 

Along with š u  a great lexicographer mentioned ḳabadoni  “page of written text”. The 

latter is explained in Saba’s dictionary as thus: “erilta purcelsa eodebis  ḳ e p i, xolo 
purclisa calsa ṗirsa ḳabadoni “ – “Sheet of paper is called ḳ e p i ( l e a f  ( t w o  p a g e s )  

o f  p a r c h m e n t , and a single copy – ḳabadoni “.  It is fact that šua is the word of 

ancient cultural stock that is linked with literary traditions.  

C.-Sind. *šw-a “letter, document, book” 

Ub. šwa “book, letter” 

Ab. šwa, Apkh. a- šw “letter, document, book” 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to link Sindy form with the roots 

denoting ink/gumfis: Darg. šinqa, Lak š:ii “ink”..., Av. s:an: “gumfis” [Starostin, 

Nikolayev  1994 : 976], that is too noteworthy. Though I suppose that ink/gumis are of 

another etymology and  should be discussed along with Zan (Megr.) ša/šea “black ink”, 

Chech. šja, Ing. š „ink”, Kab. šaq:, Av. ša:i “black ink” forms.  
 
C.-Kartv. *šxep- “splash” 

Geo. šxep-i “splash”, šxep-s “splashes” 

Zan (Megr.) šxap-al-i “heavy downpour”, šxip-i “splash” 

It is the root of sound structure, but although sound corresponding is preserved – Geo. 

e : Zan a. There is a lack of Svan-Laz material, that complicates to describe Common 

archetype perfectly. 

C.-Sind. *s vwq “foam”  

Ab. (Tap.) šwaq “foam”, Apkh. a- šwáx, Bzip a-s vwáx “foam”  
Circassian samples aren’t observed, though Bzip-Tapant material fills this gap in terms 

of reconstruction of hissing-hushing and pharyngeal archephonemes.  

Due to absence of  šq cluster in Common Kartvelian  I refrain from reconstruction of  

archetype of *šqep-  type. Like in Sindy, in this case a Common Kartvelian š  should be 

considered to be the reflex of hissing-hushing s vv  phoneme, that has regular character.       
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Č 

 

C.-Kartv. *čad- “liquorice, bracken/fern” 

Geo. čad-una “bracken/ferns” (Saba), Ingil., Kiz. čad-i “bracken/ferns”, Tush. čad-a 

“bracken/fern”, Kakh. čad-ḳoḳo “mountainous liquorice” (plant) 
The word is isolated in Georgian, though it has diverse distribution; čad-                        

is detached as a root [Rogava  1956 : 12]. 

C.-Sind. *j-čd- “bracken/ferns” 
Ad. (Hak.) j-čd “bracken/ferns” 
As it was noted in the professional literature j- is a fossilized prefix  and -čd  is 

detached independently that is corresponded by Kartvelian čd- root [Rogava 1956 : 12]. 

If the semantics of Kakhetian “liquorice” it becomes easy to explian the meaning of 

Dagestanian isoglosses; cf. čad-ur//čad-ura “blackberry” in which -ur//-ura  should be a 

functional correspondence of Geo. -una. 
Vainakh correspondences  are preserved in Ossetian ʒedr-ag//ʒdur- “blackberry” 

loan allomorph.  

 
C.-Kartv. *čat- “iron ringed strip/lace” 

Geo. čat-o “lace that has an iron ring at the end” (GED), Psh. čat-ua “id” 

Before I supposed to link etymologically Geo. čat- root with  Sv. šišdg  “buttom, iron 

hook/clasp”, which should have had čkašt  as an arche-phone. Though from today’s 

standpoint due to the absence of proper argumentation this supposition cannot be 

acceptable [see Chukhua 2000-2003 : 305]. 

C.-Sind. *čta “iron  hinge, door/window latch catch” 

Ab. čta,  Apkh. á-čta “iron  hinge,  door/window latch catch” 

Although there is a lack of Circassian correspondences I suppose the common origin of  

Geo. čat-o : Apkh.-Abaza. -čta roots. 

Correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian allomorphs are observed in Dagestanian 

languages, as well: Hin. ceṭa, Khv., Inkh. ceṭo, Did. ceṭwa. 
 
C.-Kartv. *čb- “holding one’s breath” 

Geo. čb-un-v-a “frightened animal flattering itself” (Saba), mo-čb-un-av-i “one that 

hold’s its breathing” (Saab) 

It is verbal root that is isolated in Georgian [cf. Sukhishvili 1996]. Though Georgian 

root čb- has  true correspondences in Sindy languages.  

C.-Sind. *cvwa- “sleep; asleep/going to sleep” 

Ub. cwa “sleep”, a-cwá “id” (Def.), s-cwá-n “asleep/sleeping” 
Ab. čwa “sleep”, čwa-ra “asleeping/going to sleep”, Apkh. á-čwa “sleep”, á-čwa-ra 

“asleeping /going to sleep” 
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Phonetic correspondence c : č underlines the initial  cv hissing-hushing sibilant. 

Georgian-Sindy comparison clarifies the origin of labialization of root consonant – it is 

Common Sindy reflex of Proto-Sindy  *cvba- – *cvba- → *cvwa.  

Secondary nature of  hushing affricate in  C.-Kartv. *čb- is  known – it is phonetic 

variant of Proto-Kartvelian *cvv  hissing-hushing arch-phoneme –  cv → č. 

Adyghean čj-, Kab. žej- “sleep” are of another origin.  
 
C.-Kartv. *čwal- “fang/tusk” 

Old Geo. šwan-i “Big and large pointed teeth of animals and dogs” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) čkva (pl. form čkval-ep-i), Laz mškva//mčkva (pl. form mčkval-ep-e) 

“fang/tusk” 

Sv. čkwa- (pl. form čkwar-r) “fang/tusk” 

Stem auslaut is partially preserved in Zan – čkval-; l → r took place in Svan. As regard 

Georgian allophone a final n can be the case of pluralia tantum. A rare case č → š 

spirantization is outlined  in Georgian. 

C.-Sind. *ca- “tooth; fang/tusk” 

Ad. (Shaps., Bzhed.) c, Chemg., Abdz. c, Kab. ʒ “tooth” 
Apkh. á-c “fang/tusk” 
Ubykh caḳj “tooth” is of another etymology [cf. Shagirov 1977, I : 165; Kvakhadze  

2014 : 134]. l → w → Ø took place still in Common  parent Sindy-Language. Unlike 

Kartvelian reconstruction of cw labialized sibilant isn’t supposed in this case (even its 

existing trace isn’t observed). 

Inter-vocal u vowel in one  part of Dagestanian group of languages indicates the 

existence of labialization; e.g. cf. Darg. cula, Khin. culoz, Ud. ul-ux ←*cul-ux “teeth”. 

In terms of semantics, correlation of tooth ~ fang/tusk in parent Sindy is the parallel of 

Georgian fang/tusk. 

 
C.-Kartv.*čwar-  “diarrhœa, dung/excrement” 

Geo. čor-, m-čor-e “dog and animal dung/excrement” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) ckr-/ckir-, ckr-an-s//ckir-an-s “Bird has  diarrhœa” 

Sv. ckr  “undigested food in the first stomach of cattle”, Ub., Lashkh. “diarrhœa”   

The result of labialization of č- in Common Kartvelian is observed in Zan-Svan 

reflexes, since only on the ground of T. Gamkrelidze’s law it is possible to explain a 

hissing trend of čkw → ck... in western Georgian.   

C.-Sind. *cvwa- “bird dung” 

Ad. cvw-j, Shaps. cvw-ja, Kab. ve-j ← *cvw-j “bird dung” 

Labialization of root sibilant in Common Kartvelian is supported by Circassian 

languages data, as well. Though in Dagestanian languages the labialization process should 

have been broken before; cf. And. čil, Kar. čil-a  “dung (of sheep)”… 
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C.-Kartv. *čw-ew- “getting accostomed/getting used to, habiting” 

Old Geo. čwev-a “habit”, čwe-ul-i “accustomed/customary”, čwe-ul-eb-aj “custom/ 

tradition/habit” 

Zan (Megr.) rčkvan-a „habit”, do-rčkvan-a “habiting/getting accostomed”, ge-/me-

rčkvan-a “getting accostomed/getting used to, habiting” 

Sv. čkwn-, li-čkwn-e “getting accostomed/getting used to, habiting” 

Final sound correspondence Geo. w : Zan/Svan n is logical; cf. Geo. vaḳe: Zan (Megr.) 
naḳa ← *noḳa : Sv. nḳa “lowland/valley”… 

In Megrelina r is a phonetic apposition that is supported by Old Georgian forms 

[Dumézil 1933 : 88; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 563]. 
C.-Sind. *cw- “getting accostomed /getting used to” 

Ub. c- “getting accostomed/getting used to” 

Ab. šj-ca-ra, Apkh. a-šj-c-la-ra “getting accostomed/getting used to”. 

Initial   šj- seems to be historically merged grammatical inventory and isn’t considered 

to be a constituent part of root. Unity of c- / ca- / c- verbal roots is doubtless [Shagirov 

1977, I : 127]. Delabialization ground of parent -language cw → c in Apkhazian-Abaza 

languages isn’t observed. 

 C.-Sind. c : C.-Kartv. č sibilant sound correspondence underlines that C.-Kartv. č is 

originated from Pr.-Kartv. cv  hissing-hushing affricate.  

 
C.-Kartv. *čwen- “we/us” 

Geo. čven “we/us”, čven-i “our/ours” 

Zan (Megr.) čk/čki “we”, čkn-i/čkin-i “our/ours”,  Laz čkun/čku/čkin “we”, čkun-i 

/čkin-i “our/ours” 

Sv. šgwe: gu-šgwe-j “we” (excl.), ni-šgwe-j “our/ours” (inxcl.) 

Genetic unity of Kartvelian roots and stems is doubtless and is investigated  long time 

(G. Rosen, F. Bopp…) though  characteristic features are  evident in Svan [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 563-564]. 

C.-Sind. *čw- “we/us”  
Ub. šj-γwa “we/us”  
Of Sindy languages only Ubykh preserves plural form of 1st personal pronoun in which 

Cw → Cj characteristic of Ubykh, i.e. delabialization of labialized complexes via 

palatalization of preceding consonant took place regularly - *šw- → šj. 
Indeed, initial Proto Sindy *čw- archetype was of affricative nature. The supposition is 

supported by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian languages data; cf. Lezg. čun, Tab. u-ču, 

Ag. čin “we” and mayby, C.-Nakh *txo “we” (excl.) ← *t:o ← *čon (?). 

 

C.-Kartv. *čiw- “complaining, saying” 

Geo. čiv-i-s “complains”, čiv-il-i “complaining” 

Sv. x-e-šgw-em “beggs/asks”, mu-šgwem “begger/asker/requester” 
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Of Zan dialects Megr. či-ul-i “complaining” and či-eb-a “conversation/talking” are 

noteworthy, which preserve archaic meaning in Georgian. 

C.-Sind. *čw- “speaking”   
Ab. čwa-žwa-ra, Apkh. a-čwá-žwa-ra “speaking”   
Corresponding verbs aren’t observed in Circassian languages. 

C.-Kartv. *čiw- “complaining, saying” : C.-Sind. *čw- “speaking” archetypes are of 

Paleo-Caucasian etymology, although the Nakh and Dagestanian isoglosses haven’t been 

revealed for now. 

 

C.-Kartv. *čir- “dried fruit” 

Geo. čir-i “dried fruit” (Saba) 

Zan  {škiǯ-i} “oven-dried raisins” (Saba) 

I suppose that historically Geo. čir-i word was corresponded by čkiǯ-i in Zan, which 

entered in Georgian in non-adequatic form šḳiǯ-i. Saba explains šḳiǯ-i “dried fruit, raisin” 

as fruit species and semantic identity  is  clearly observed – raisin  ~ dried fruit.  
C.-Sind. cvwr- “fruit” 
Ab. šwr, Apkh. a-šwr, Bzip  a-s vwr “fruit” 

Reconstruction is conditional since it isn’t based either on Adyghean or Ubykh data 

(due to absence). 

In Bzip a hissing-hushing s v is valuable argument from all standpoints. Instantly                  

C.-Kartv. hushing : C.-Sind. hissing will slip out which automatically implies Paleo-

Caucasian hissing-hushing sibilant. 

Of Dagestanian languages Ag. sur-ar “dried fruit” word is noteworthy [for Sindy-

Dagestanian roots see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 331]. 

 

C.-Kartv.*čir- “bird species” 

Geo. čir-i “a kind of bird”, Čir-in-a-švil-i (surname), cf. Čiṭ-i-švil-i (surname) 

Zan (Laz) mčkir-i, Atin mšḳir-i “big long-tailed bird” 
Svan šgin-il, šgn-l (US.) is another root correspondence of Geo. čin-i (Saba). In Laz an 

initial m is a phonetic apposition. In Atin subdialect is noteworthy Svan-like čk → šḳ 
spirantization sporadic process. 

C.-Sind. *čj-r “nestling; offspring” 
Ad. (Shaps.) čjr, Abdz. šr, Chemg., Bzhed. šjr, Kab. šr “nestling; offspring” 

Ub. š “nestling; offspring” 

Common origin of Circassian data is doubtless [Abdokov 1973 : 76]. In Ubykh an 

initial r sonor is lost, i.e. trend of ausluat simplification continued.  

C.-Kartv.*čir- “bird species” : *čj-r “nestling; offspring” is logical structural, semantic 

correlation that creates no problem.  
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C.-Kartv. *čiṭ- “bird” 

Geo. čiṭ-i “narrow bird” (Saba), mer-čiṭ-a “pipit”, nar-čiṭ-a “goldfinch”, čiṭ-vašla 
“pyracantha”, čiṭ-bade “bird-catching net (on two sticks)” 

Expected  noun of  čkiṭ- type isn’t attested in Zan-Svan,  which  doesn’t  mean that  
Geo. čiṭ-i is borrowed word. On the contrary, it has valuable correspondences in kindred 
Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

Pr.-Sind. *a-čiṭ- “bird” 

Hat. ašti „bird” 

Likely, an initial a- in Hattian is the same affix that is attested in Gapshim dialect of 

Dargwa; cf. ωar-čiṭu “swallow”, but Urakh čuṭa “id”. 

Of other Dagestanian isoglosses Lak čiṭ-u “swallow” and Tsakh  šiṭ “bird” are 

noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *čl-a “rag/duster; cotton spun/yarn” 

Geo. čla “sth rag/duster” (Saba), Kiz. rag/duster; weaver’s reed”, Up.-Imer. “cotton 

spun/ yarn” 

Since Georgian noun has external correspondences it is possible to reconstruct parent-

language archetype on its ground. 

C.-Sind. *caw- “Caucassian coat/outer tunic” 

Ad. cj, Kab. cj “Caucassian coat outer tunic”, Rus. “черкеска” 

Apkhazian-Abaza and Ubykh data isn’t observed even in this case. Apparently, reflexes 

of Common Caucasian roots are preserved only in Georgian-Adyghean languages; j of 

Adyghean languages is likely a trace of initial w sonant.  

Of Nakh languages a noteworthy correspondence is observed in Chechen; cf. čoa 

“Caucassian coat”, Rus. черкеска.  

 

C.-Kartv. *člig- “blunt/unsharpened/edgeless” 

Geo. čling-i “blunt/unsharpened/edgeless” (Chubinashvili), člig-i (Saba) 

I suppose that člung-i type is an allomorph (symbolical variant) of historical čling-. 

Archaic  člig- form, that coincides with parent-language archetype, is attested in Saba’s 

dictionary. 

Corresponding stems and roots aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and 

dailects. Megrelian  čvig-al- “pointless/senseless” stem is of different etymology. 

C.-Sind. *cvgw- “turning blunt; blunt/unsharpened/edgeless”      
Apkh. cagw-, á-cagw-ra “turning blunt/unsharpened/edgeless”, á-cagw “blunt/edgeless/ 

unsharpened” 

Reconstruction of parent-language state is possibly only on Apkhazian data ground, 

but is risky since it is difficult to identify the nature of sibilant affricate. The reason is that 

Apkhazian c is represented a reflexation simultaneously of  *cv hissing-hushing or *c 

hissing affricate-sibilant: *cv → c; *c → c. Though in this case it is appropriate to 
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reconstruct *cv hissing-hushing arch-phoneme against the background of Kartvelian 

hushing č affricate correspondence; cf. C.-Kartv. č ← *Pr.-Kartv. *cv. 

Dagestanian (Akhv.) ičwik-abe “blunt/unsharpened/edgeless” form is also enrolled in 

this kindred word-list.     

 

C.-Kartv. *čk-er- “fast/quick” 

Geo. čk-er-i “fast/quick”, čk-er-a “fast flowing of river”, i-čk-it-i “immediately” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) čkar-i “fast/quick”, o-čkar-u-n “Sb is in a hurry/hurries” 

Indeed, the given Geo. čkar-i is considered to be zanism - čker-/ čkar-. 

C.-Sind. *čr- “fast/quick” 

 Ad. čar, Kab. čar “fast/quick” 

Reconstruction of root sibilant is based on čk → č, i.e. possibility of secondary 

velarization in Common Sindy parent language. Nakh  čaxk-in “fast/quick”, Tab. čik-i 

“fast/quick” and Lezg.  čukur-un “running” isoglosses support the initial  čk complex.  
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C.-Kartv. *c- “more, more quantity,” 
Geo. c-, x-u-c-e-js-i/x-u-c-e-s-i “elder” 
Zan (Laz) u-nč-a-š-i, Megr. u-č-a-š-i//u-nč-a-š-i “elder”, m-i-nč-an-s “Sb is elder that I” 
Sv. š-, x-o-š-a “big; elder” 
c is detached as a root. Its primary correspondence in preserved only in Megrelian that 

indicates its archaic nature. Still in old Georgian texts xuc- form is attested in de-

nominative verbs in fossilized form: “uḳuetu ios šensa u x u c e, anu tu mohasaḳe”  < 

“There is anybody older than you” [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 588]. 
In the professional literature a single-morphemed roots was reconstructed for parent-

language state [Klimov 1998 : 269], without indicating nč-an- verbal form that is attested 

in Megrelian. 
C.-Sind. *cv-a “more” 
Ub. cva “more” 
There is a lack of other Apkhazian-Abaza and Circassian correspondences. Though 

only Ubykh-Kartvelian isoglosses clearly confirm that in Sindy and Kartvelian parent 

languages corresponding roots denoting more are attested numerously.  
Corresponding Nakh and Dagestanian isoglosses haven’t been observed so far. 
C.-Kartv.*ca- “sky” 

Geo. ca “sky” 
Zan ca//ča “sky”, cf. Laz ča-čxa “Thursday”, i.e. sky’s day, Megr. ca-šxa//ča-šxa “id” 
Sv. ca//c “sky”, in the word c- š “of sky, i.e.  Thursday” 
Unity of Kartvelian roots and stems is doubtless; č → c hissening phonetic process in 

observed in Zan-Svan [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 574]. 
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C.-Sind. *c- “yesterday; tonight” 
Ub. -ca, in the word  wa-ca “tonight” 
Apkh. ja-c  “yesterday” 
For Sindy languages c- short-voweled archetype is initial from which    developed in 

Apkhazian and simple a – in Ubykh. Apkhazian-Ubykh forms is linked with Basque atso 

(ačo) “yesterday” word, that is acceptable [Chirikba 1985 : 98]. 
Semantic correlation yesterday/tonight  ~ sky is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cad- “lake; lowland/valley” 
Geo. Cd-o (top. in Khevi) 
Zan (Megr.) čod-ol-i//čod-o//čod-i “lowland/valley, open area” 
Likely, initial cad- root in Georgian denoting damming up/lake of mountain and then 

it lost. It preserved as the name of dried-up lake in gorge/ravine. Ossetian cad “lake” word 

underlines to be Georgian borrowing. Geo. cad- is corresponded by Zan (Megr.) čod- 

form; cf. sound correspondence Geo. c : Zan č, Geo. a : Zan o.  

C.-Sind. *čd- “lake” 
Kab. šd “lake” 
Reflex of parent-language origin is preserved only in Kabardian. Transformation of 

initial phonemes č → š and  →  is of prop. Kabardian characteristic occurrence.  
Dagestanian correspondence of C.-Kartv. *cad- “lake; lowland” : C.-Sind. *čd- “lake” 

archetypes is observed in Tsudakhar-Tant subdialects of Dargwas in čurt word denoting 

marsh/swamp – C.-Dag.  *čwrd-  “marsh/swamp”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cal- “single/one from pair” 
Geo. cal-i “one” 
Zan (Laz) cor-i  “one” 
In the Laz dictionary of late period (A. Tandilava) there is given cor-i “single/one from 

pair” word that is a logical correspondence of Georgian cal- noun; cf. sound 

correspondence Geo. a Zan o; Geo. l : Zan r.  
C.-Sind. *c “suffix denoting entityness” 
Ab. -c, Apkh. -c  “suffix denoting entityness” 
Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *cal- archetype -c is preserved only in Apkhazian-Abaza 

as an affix denoting unit/entity. Though numerals with c- root denoting one/single is 

attested in whole Iberian-Caucasian language system: C.-Nakh *caħ “one”, Dag.: Av. co, 

Lak ca, Darg. ca “one”… Their common origin is undoubted for a long time [Javakhishvili 

1992 : 386-394]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cal- “going/avoiding, going away” 
Geo. cal-, e-cl-eb-a “(bark) comes/peels of sth/separates/removes”, ga-e-cal-a “stripped 

off sth/separated avoided”, ga-m-e-cal-e “leave me!” 
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Correspondences of cal- verbal root that is attested in literary Georgian haven’t been 

revealed in kindred languages and dialects so far though true parallels are observed in 

Iberian-Caucasian language groups. 
C.-Sind. *ca- “walking” 
Ab. ca-ra “walking”, Apkh. a-ca-ra “id” 
Although ca- verb is attested only in Apkhazian-Abaza, but its parent-language nature 

is proved by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian material in which semantics of going is 

basic one while in Apkhazian-Abaza semantics of generally walking is natural. Obviously, 

in Sindy languages semantics of ca- verb increased, i.e. initially its core  meaning was 

going away; cf. Lak ač-i “going”, Av. ač-in-e “accompanying” and Geo. cal- “going away”. 
Correlation ca-/cal- also clarifies, that final l sonor is lost in Common Sindy, as it 

customary happens.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cal- “emptying, finishing/ending” 
Geo. v-cl-i “I empt sth”, da-v-cal-e “I emptied sth”, mo-cal-e “having free time/idle” 
Zan (Megr.) čol-u-a “emptying”, čol-am-a, having time (for sb/sth), b-čod-un “I have 

time/am free”,  Laz o-čod-u “emptying, finishing/ending”, o-čod-in-ap-u “finishing/en-

ding” 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed; cal-/čol- demonstrates logical correlation though 

in Laz –Megrelian l/d is considered to be secondary process and is due to formation of 

passiveness – Geo. m-cal-ia : Zan b-čod-u-n “I have time/am free”,  that is observed in 

other samples, as well - gril-d-eb-a : Megr. rgid-u-n “gets cool”… According to my 

observation l → d was more intensive in Laz [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 590]. 
C.-Sind. *čwa- “finishing/ending” 
Ub. čja- “finishing/ending” 
Like in many cases, even in this case delabialization of root consonant causes the 

palatalization of Ubykh consonant - čw → čj. As regard w sonant it is a logical cor-

respondence of Kartvelian l sourced from parent-language. 
Archetype opposition C.-Kartv. *cal- : C.-Sind. *čwa- is logical structural and semnatic 

correlation. 
Corresponding material hasn’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cal-a “wild (grape) vine species” 
Zan (Laz) mcel-a//cel-a “wild grape (vine) species” 
The word is attested only in Laz. Initial m is a phonetic apposition. likely, Zan (resp.) 

Laz e- should indicate a Common kartvelian a in word inlaut, i.e. Laz cel-a ← *col-a, cf. 

Geo. ʒarγv-i : Zan  ǯerγv-i (← *ǯorγv-i) “id”... 
C.-Sind. *ca- “cherry, sour cherry” 
Ab. ca, Apkh. á-ca “cherry, sour cherry” 
As it was expected l sonor in the word end was lost in parent Sindy without a trace. 
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Given semantic correlation wild grape (vine) ~ cherry/sour cherry  is logical in 

Iberian-Caucasian languages; cf. Sv. heb (← *eb) “cherry” : Kar. :eb-il-a “grape(s)”. 
Noteworthuy Dagestanian isoglosses are observed in Botl. :eli, God. :elli, Tind. c:ela  

“(grape) vine” forms.  
 
C.-Kartv. *calk- “bending/bowing; lameless” 
Geo. (Lechkh.) calk-ia “bended/bowed” 
Zan (Megr.) cork-in-i ”curve,cranky/cranky/warped”, de-cork-u “turned weird/cranky 

/warped” 
Sv. čalg- “lame” 
Of the given forms a Svan voiced g sounding is troublesome in relation with Georgian-

Zan k, though k → g process is familiar in Svan dialects: kaṭo ‒ gṭ “bran”, Zan kacar-i – 

Sv. gicar “ram”… Svan č also indicates secondary nature of č → c process in Zan 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 322]. 
C.-Sind. *crk-” was lame/limped, lame “ 
Apkh. á-crḳj-ra “lameless”, á-crḳj “lame” 
Since the stem is attested only in Apkhazian the reconstruction of Common Sindy 

archetype is conditional. I suppose that the case is similar that of in Apkhazian a-ḳwṭ 

“hen” : Kartv. katam- stems correlation when in Abaza ḳwṭ, and in Shapsug kjt 

allomorphs are attested, i.e. reconstruction of preruptived proto-type *crk- [k] would be 

appropriate.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cam-a “heron; (white) pelican” 
Zan (Laz) nčoma “heron”, Megr. čoma → // čvama “heron; (white) pelican” 
The  expected word  {cama}  in Georgian (and Svan {čama}) isn’t attested. Common 

Kartvelian archetype is reconstructed only on the Zan allomorph ground. Possibility of 

Geo. ana : Zan ona → // vana “arable/cereal land” is also considered, i.e. C.-Kartv. a → 

Zan o → // va that is often attested in similar position.  
C.-Sind. *cvwa “heron; swam” 
Ab. (Tap.) ʒ-čwa “heron”,  Apkh. a-ʒ-cwa, Bzip a-ʒ-cvw(a) “heron; swam” 
a-ʒ/ʒ “water” should be detached as the first component. But I don’t agree with any 

link of -čwa/-cvwa segment with *c vwa “sleep” word [Chirikba 1996 : 65]. I suppose that 

situation is similar that of Megrelian composed word denoting swam; cf. ar-sinǯ-i 

(water + bird) “swam”, i.e. in Apkhazian-Abaza - čwa/-cvwa allomorph is a root denoting a 

certain  bird (swam, heron).  
Comparison of C.-Kartv. *cam-a : C.-Sind. *cvwa  archetypes demonstrates once more a 

labialization source in Common Sindy – cm → cw. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cam-e “large cattle” 
Zan  {čoma} “large cattle, beast” 
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I suppose that Zan correspondence is preserved in Imerian čoma “large cattle” word 

and also in toponym O-nčom-et-i. 
In Common Kartvelian *cam-e archetype is reconstructed on the ground of sound 

correspondences, which are revealed among Kartvelian language systems - Geo. c : Zan č, 

a : o, e : a, when Georgian picture greatly coincides with parent-language characters. 
C.-Sind. *čam- “cow” 
Ad. (Shaps.) čm, Chemg. čm, Abdz. šm, Kab. žam,  Basl. ǯm “cow” 
It's totally unacceptable to link Ubykh gwm “cow” form with Adyghean allomorphs 

(see *gom-) that is opposed by comparative phonetics of Circassian languages and dialects, 

first of all, due to absence of  formula of sound correspondences of Ub. g : Ad. č/č/š :  Kab. 

ǯ/ž type [cf. Shagirov  1977, I : 192-193]. 
Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *cam-e : C.-Sind. *čam- archetypes are observed only in 

Dagestanian languages: And. čon “animal”, Darg. (Kahid.) čuma “sheep”, C.-Dag. *čwam-a 

“domestic animal”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *can- “knowing; knowledge” 
Geo. v-can “I understood/heard”, cn-ob-a “knowing”, me-cn-ier-i “scientist”, cn-ob-il-i 

“famous/well-known”  
Zan (Laz) o-čin-u “knowing; knowledge”, b-i-čin-am “I know, I know sb/sth”, Megr. 

čin-eb-a “recognition”, ma-čin-e “expert/learned/knowlegable”, i-čin-u “Sb recognized” 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed. Unity of Georgian-Zan allomorphs is known still 

from A. Tsagareli’s works [Tsagareli 1880 : 63]. Geo. a : Zan i is troublesome though to 

suppose o →  → i phonetic mutation in Zan everything is in its place. 
C.-Sind. *cva- “knowledge” 
Ub. cva-, s-cva-n “knowledge” 
Final n  was lost still in parent Sindy - *cvan- → *cva-, that is clearly reflected in Ubykh 

form. On the other hand C.-Kartv. *can- : C.-Sind. *cva- correlation is perfect. 
Corresponding isoglosses haven’t been observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.  
 
C.-Kartv. *car-e “empty” 
Geo. car-iel-i “empty”, mo-car-ul-i lack of success/failure” (?) 
Zan (Megr.) čvar-a “empty”, čvar-a neʒi “empty nut” 
Sv. har-i “empty” 
Zan -a and Svan -i suffixation support the reconstruction of final -e in stem auslaut; c 

→ h in Svan and o → va  in Zan are those transformations which are supposed to be inner 

innovation of following period. 
C.-Sind. *cwr- “empty” 
Ab. j-m-cir-u, Apkh. a-ta-cw  “empty” 
Indeed, an issue arises on labialization of root c sibilant in Sindy parent language. And 

still, Apkhazian data is considered and due to absence of Circassian correspondence the 

reconstruction is carried out in favor of Apkhazian.  
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C.-Kartv. *ced- “horse; cow” 
Geo. ced-, mo-ced-i “heifer cow” (Saba) 
Zan {čaǯ-i} “horse” 
Correspondence of ced- morpheme that is detached as a root (for mo- cf. Geo. zv-ob-a, 

u-zv-i, mo-zv-er-i) should have been čaǯ- in Zan since word’s final d→ ǯ is a historically 

functioning phonetic process in Colchian - qid-i : xinǯ-i, ṭred-i : ṭoroǯ-i... also  ced-i : čaǯ-i 

“horse”. Just Zan čaǯ-i “horse” correspondence is preserved in Svan via minimal ǯ → ž 

changing; cf.  Sv.  čž, čž (Lashkh.) “horse”. 
C.-Sind.*čd- “donkey” 
Ad. (Shaps.) čjd, Chemg. šjd, Bzh. šjd, Kab. šd “donkey” 
Ub. čd “donkey” 
Apkh. a-čadá “donkey”, a-čád-ħws „mule” 
Common Sindy *čd- archetype logically corresponds with C.-Kartv. *ced- form. 

Semantic correlation horse  ~ donkey  is logical. 
Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cew- “small fish, European smelt” 
Zan (Megr.) cam-i//rcam-i//cam-u-ia “small fish species, European smelt” 
Sv. cew “(fish) fry” 
Corresponding root is lost in Georgian. Though Svan can serve as controlling tool since 

w → m process is prop. Megrelian; cf. Geo. veʒ-a : Megr. menǯ-i. 
C.-Sind. *cvw “fish” 
Ab. -čwa, in the word  psla-čwa  “fish” 
Though branch vocabulary denoting fish is less studied (and preserved) in the 

mentioned languages, but beside Kartvelian it occurs in Dasgestanian languages, as well: cf. 

Bagv. šw:aŋ-š:ḳwa, Khvarsh. čwaŋ, Lak  čawa-q,  Ud čali ← *čawal-i “fish” [for Ab. psla- 

segment see  C.-Kartv. *pučul-]. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ceḳ- “dancing; staggering/tottering/reeling, waddling (gait)/todding” 
Geo. ceḳ-, ceḳ-v-a “(improvized) dancing owith toes”, ceḳ-v-a-na “running of many 

worms on the water surface” (Saba)  
Zan (Megr.) čaḳ-, čaḳ-al-i “waddling (gait)/todding, walking stumbling/tripping”, čaḳ-

ap-i “vigorousness, energetic walking” 
It is clear that core meaning of  *ceḳ- archetype underlined a certain type of walking  

that gain the meaning of dancing in Georgian. In the professional literature čaḳ-ap-i form 

is given along with Megrelian čaḳ-al- stem [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 592]. 
C.-Sind. *ḳcv- “extraordinary walking” 
Ub. ḳjačja-, s-ḳjačja-n “extraordinary walking” 
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The root is isolated in Ubykh though apparently, it is of parent-language origin. In the 

professional literature there is an unsuccessful attempt of further segmentation Ubykh 

ḳjačja- : ḳja + čja- verb that is tendencious [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 491]. 
Semantic correlation C.-Sind. extraordinary walking ~ C.-Kartv. dancing  is  

noteworthy. Additionally, against the background of the invsersive structure *ḳcv- : 

*ceḳ- it is noteworthy to bring  Geo. ḳvec-a  verb ‒ ḳvec-a ~ ceḳv-a (A. Chincharauli). 
 
C.-Kartv. *cel- “scything; reaping” 
Geo. cel-v-a “scything”, cel-av-s “scythes” 
Zan (Laz) o-nčal-u//o-ncal-u “reaping; scything”, Megr. cal-u-a//čal-u-a “scything”, na-

čal-u/-i “scythed; reaped” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Secondary  č → // c hissening process is 

evident in Svan dialects;  cf.  Geo. (← Zan.) čal-a [Rogava 1960 : 163]. 
C.-Sind. *cv-  “weeding, hoeing” 
Ab. (Tap.) ča-ra “hoeing”, Apkh. a-ča-ra “weeding” 
Tap. ča-ga, Abzh. a-čá-ga “hoe” contains the same ča- root in which -ga is derivative 

affix; cf. a-ž-ra “digging”, a-ž-ga “spade” (← digger)... 
Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is observed in Nakh *can-o “to be 

sown” noun; cf. Chech. cana, Cheb. cano//cono, Ing. con- “id”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cel- “scythe” 
Geo. cel-i “scythe” 
Zan (Megr.) cal-i “scythe” 
The link of nominal roots with verbal cel-v-a “scything” form is doubtless [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 576]. As regard Svan merčil “hatchet” word it is of different etymology 

and cannot be discussed in this case.  
C.-Sind. *cv-n “sword” 
Ub. can “sword” 
The word isolated in Ubykh, but likely, it contains a parent-language origin *cv- root 

that is of common etymology along with C.-Kartv. *cel- “scything” : C.-Sind. *cv- 

“hoeing” archetypes; cf. Dag.: Ud. ca-pesun “scything”. 
For n/l correlation compare Kartv. cel-av-s/cel-i, but Nakh *can-o “to be sown”/ *cel- 

“hoe”, on one hand and Ub. can “sword” : Lezg. čin, Kri. čin, khin, Bud. čin “scythe” on 

the other one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cer- “thumb” 
Geo. cer-i “thick finger” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) čanǯ-i “thumb”, Laz {čanǯ-}, cf. Zan ǯanǯ-uxa ← *čanǯ-uxa “churchkhela 

(string of walnuts/hazel-nuts…dipped into thickerned boiled grape-juice)” 
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Sv. čer-šdol “(hand-spinning) spindle” 
In some scholars’ works a Svan correspondence isn’t observed [Klimov 1964 : 228], 

and otherwise, exact equivalent of Georgian cer- should have been čer in Svan that is 

observed in  čer-šdol word [Fähnrich 2007 : 575]. 
C.-Sind. *cw “finger” 
Ub. -cw “finger” 
Apkh. -cw   “finger” 
The fact that Common Sindy archetype contains w sonant is explained by reflexation 

of pre-historical r-. This latter is stable in Kartvelian. Thus, C.-Sind. *cw : C.-Kartv. *cer- 

correlation is considered to be  logical structural, phonetic and semantic one. 
Apkhazian-Abaza roots are linked with Basque be-atz “finger” word [Chirikba 1985 : 

100], that should be considered.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cep- “bast shoe/mocassin/sandal; shoe/footwear” 
Zan (Laz) čap-ul-a “soft shoe/ankle-high shoe”, Megr. čap-l-a/čap-ul-a/čap-l-a “bast 

shoe/mocassin/sandal” 
Sv. čp “shoe/footwear” 
Corresponding cep- type root is lost in Georgian. Svan stem auslaut was historically 

simplified that is proved by e →  (čep → čp) reverse umlaut process; -w suffix a 

correspondence of Zan -ul is likely lost in Svan.   
Pr.-Sind. *cvep- “shoe/footwear” 
Hat. šep “shoe/footwear” 
As it is noted in the professional literature in all probability Hattian preserves a   

correspondence  Kartvelian noun in which suffixation of historical č - is presented by 

initial š spirantized type, or  it is a graphical mixing of č- since in cuneiform script has no 

[č] consonant as an independent grapheme [Kochlamazashvili 2015 : 168]. 
Corresponding root sand stems haven’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cewa “wodden vessel/utensil” 
Zan (Megr.) čava “wooden vessel/utensil for matsoni/yogurt” 
Correspondences aren’t observed in other Kartvelian subsystems but instead, borrowed 

vocabulary from Megrelian is observed richly in Georgian dialects; cf. Imer. čava/čaḳva 

“wooden wide-bottomed narrow-headed handled vessel for matsoni/yougurt” 

[Gachechiladze  1976 : 157]. 
C.-Sind. *črγw “oar”  
Ub. čwrγw “spade/oar” 
Ubykh čaw “washing bow/basin” with similar structure [Kvakhadze 2014 : 170] and 

Apkhazian a-čawa  “big wooden handled  jug/mug  for drinking matsoni/yougurt and 
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milk” [Janashia 1954 : 344]  are considered to be borrowed from Megrelian [cf. Klimov, 

1986 : 182; Bukia  2016 : 136].  
Correspondence of Megrelian-Ubykh forms is observed only in one Dagestanian 

language, as well - Arch. aw “spade/oar” word. Corresponding roots from Nakh 

languages are unknown.  
 

C.-Kartv. *cwar- “precious stone” 
Geo. (Rach.) cvar-i “precious stone”, cf. old Geo. zar- “a kind of gold” 
Sv.  lu-ncrow-e “framed  with  precious stones” 
Zan dialectal correspondence is lost. Phonetic changes are evident in Svan - cwar- → 

*crow → ncrow-. 
C.-Sind. *čr- “steel”  
Ad. (Shaps.) čr, Chemg. čr/šr, Abdz. žr, Kab. žr, Basl. ǯr “steel” 
Ab. ǯr,  Apkh. a-ǯr  “steel” 
For parent-language picture a Shapsug type is considered to be initial. Apparently, 

labialization of root sibilant was broken Common Sindy level, but at the same time root 

ausluat is unchanged. Though r → Ø process was expected at ancient stage that is proved 

by Dag. (Darg.) žarma “bronze” form. In Dagestanian a Lezg. cur, Rut cr “copper”  forms 

are noteworthy. 
Semantic correlation steel ~ precious stone is logical.  
 
C.-Kartv.*cwar-el- “(two-month) hen “ 
Zan (Megr.) cur-u//cur-u-ia “(two-month) hen” 
The word is attested only in Megrelian. On the basis of sound correspondences 

revealed among the Kartvelian languages and subdialects a parent-language *cwar-el- 

archetype is reconstructed ; cf. C.-Kartv. wa → Zan  u,  C.-Kartv. -el “suff.” → Zan -u 

“suff.”. 
C.-Sind. *rac-na “hen; female bird” 
Ab. arc-na “hen; female bird”,  Apkh. árc-na “female bird” 
There is a lack of Circassian data that complicates reconstruction procedure. Although 

kinship of C.-Kartv. *cwar-el- : C.-Sind. *rac-na archetypes is doubtless. Moreover, it can 

be said that Dargwa urc-es “flying” and urc-an//arc-an “bird” derivatives demonstrate 

common origin nature with them basing on Sindy-Kartvelian-Dagestanian genetic 

interrelation.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cwet-/*cwit- “cutting” 
Old Geo. cwet-s, da-i-cwit-a “was cut/wounded”, ina-da-cwet-a “circumcision” 
Zan (Laz) čit-, o-čit-u “cutting, choping”, do-p-čit-i “I cut, I choped” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. Laz čit- (← *čvit-) as Zan allomorph 

corresponds with Old Geo. cwet-/cwit- variants [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 595]. 
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C.-Sind. *cvt- “cutting”, *cvt- “piece/slice/bit”  
Ab. čt,  Apkh. a-čt “piece/slice/bit; broken fragment/shard”  
Corresponding roots are considered to be lost in Circassian. In Apkhazian-Abaza only 

nominal forms are attested. Like in Laz, in this latter likely a  čwt- → čt-  delabialization  

process of root sibilant took place. 
Etymological link with C.-Nakh *cest-/*cast- “cutting, carving” ablaut verbs isn’t 

excluded [Chukhua 2008 : 585]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cwec- “flailing(rice, maize…); threshing”  
Old Geo. cwec-, na-m-cwec-i, New Geo. na-m-cec-i “crumb” 
Zan (Megr.) čač-u-a “flailing(rice, maize…)”, do-p-čač-i “I flailed”, no-čeč-i “threshed” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. As it is noted originally a Old Georgian 

namcwec-i is participle; cf. na-ṭexi, na-er-i... a cwec- root of which corresponds with 

Megr. čač- (← čvač-) verb [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 595]. Structural correspondence 

of namcwec-/namcec- a Megr. no-čeč-i is discussed in this case in which  one of samples 

of a → e ablaut derivative is evident; cf. ṭax-u-a “breaking”, but no-ṭex-i 

“piece/slice/broken fragment”… 
C.-Sind. *cvcv- “threshing”  
Apkh. a-čjačja-ra “threshing”  
Reflex of Common Sindy archetype is preserved only in Apkhazian. Megrelian-like  

*čjwačja- → čjačja- delabialization process isn’t excluded in Apkhazian, but in Dagestanian 

non-labialized verb is observed; cf. Lak ččar-dan “threshing” and thus the postulation of 

labialized roots isn’t essential. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cwig- “nonsense/meaningless/ pointless/senseless” 
Zan (Megr.) čvig-al-i “stupefied/dazed”, čvig-in-i “meaningless/pointless/senseless 

(glance, look…)   
Basing on sound correspondences formula revealed among the Kartvelian languages, 

the existence of  čvig- type root in Zan  underlines the postulation possibility of  *cwig-  

type archetype for parent-language state. 
C.-Sind. *cvwg- “ineffectuality/unproductiveness/useless; evilness” 
Ab. čwgja-zla-ra “turning evil”, čwgja “evil”, Apkh. a-cwgja-xa-ra “ineffectuality/ 

unproductiveness/useless, bading; evilness”, a-cwgja “evil” 
c : č correspondence  that is evident is likely the reflexation of initial cv phoneme. It 

should be emphasize that before transferred into a a parent-language  narrow vowel 

palatalized g- in Apkhazian-Abaza.    
C.-Kartv. *cwig- : C.-Sind. *cvwg- is logical structural and phonetic correlation that is 

also supported by semantic correlation < nonsense/meaningless/pointless/senseless ~ 

useless/ ineffectuality/unproductiveness. 
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C.-Kartv. *cwil-/*cwin- “wax” 
Geo. cwil-i “beeswax candle” (Saba), Ing. cvin-i “wax” 
Zan (Laz) mčir-i//čir-i, Megr. čir-i ← *čvir-i “wax” 
Sv. ǯwid “beeswax  candle” 
Certain phonetic changes are observed in Zan - *čvir-i → čir-i. In Svan a characteristic 

l → d process took place, that was followed a č → ǯ  <  č - d → ǯ - d  regressive-

assimilative process developed. Part of scholars try to ignore Svan data [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 596], but G. Klimov basing on Svan data postulates C.-Kartv. *ʒ vwid- 

archetype [Klimov 1964 : 229]. 
C.-Sind. *cw- “wax; honeycomb”   
Ub. cwa-mγja  “honeycomb”   
Ab. čwa-ba,  Apkh. a-čwá//a-cwá “wax” 
Disappearing of final l of Sindy material with out a trace is easily evident. In this case, 

the existence of l is proved by Kartvelian as well as Nakh languages in which Zan-Svan-

like l → r/č → ǯ transformations are observed; cf. Chech. ǯr-g//žr-g “honeycomb”. 
Kartvelian-like l/n (Ing. cvin-i “wax”) substitution is evident in Dagestanian languages 

if, these form weren’t borrowed from Georgian language; cf. Hin. ceni,  Bezh. čeni, Hunz. 

cini “beeswax candle”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ci- “flickering; twinkling, dazzling” 
Geo. ci-, ci-aṭ-i “flickering”, ci-al-i  “dazzling, twinkling”  
At a glance the existence of CV type verbal root in Georgian is somehow  unnatural, but 

its detaching is essential fact. Though the verb is isolated in Georgian; ci- form isn’t attested 

in Old Georgian written sources, but Saba explains it as ciali “slight dazzling of sth”. 
C.-Sind. *c- “lighting up; dazzling” 
Ab. (Tap.) a-c, indef. c-ḳ “lighting up, dazzling”, Apkh. a-cej-ra “glistening/shining 

brightly” 
Abaza-Georgian isoglosses are of similar structure; c : c sibilant identity   is followed by 

logical corresponding in vowels < C.-Kartv. i : C.-Sind. , that is regularly revealed. Unity 

of Georgian-Apkhazian roots is accepted [Bgazhba 1948 : 42]. 
 Maybe, a Dagestanian correspondence is observed in Akhvakh čir-de “lighting” verb 

which proves the existence of *cir- hissing arch-phone for other Andi languages.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cib-/*cab- “high wall, side” 
Geo. ci-cab-i “raised slope side” (Saba), ci-cab-o “steep (cliff…)” (GED) 
Sv. cib “high fence; town wall” 
If basing on Svan it turns out that corresponding word in Georgian was formed via 

stem-duplication - cicab- ← *cib-cab-. 
C.-Sind. *mc- “wall”  
Apkh. -mc- in the word a-tʒá-mc “wall”  
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Though an Apkhazian word is isolated, its Kartvelian correspondences indicate that 

this Apkhazian root is of parent-Sindy origin. It is clearly proved by Dagesyanian data, as 

well in which Lezg. mac, Av. buc-ur “wall” words are  noteworthy  in many terms, 

namely, in terms of  root sounding (mac, Apkh. -mc) and b - correspondence of m in Avar 

that is similar that of Kartvelian.   
C.-Sind. *mc- : C.-Kartv. *cib- are the roots of inversive structure that is customary 

fact   in the forms with similar structure. And if they are of Lezgian-Avar-Apkhazian type 

then Bezhit cum-ri “bank/coast” is similar that of Kartvelian.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ciw- “cold” 
Geo. civ-i “cold”, ga-civ-d-a “turned cold/got cold”, si-civ-e “cold” 
Zan (Laz) če-, in the word  če-čxur-i “malaria/feverish activity” 
As regard the Zan equivalent, it is preserved in če-čxur- compound word that means 

malaria/feverish activity, cf. Laz če-/Geo. civ-i “cold”. 

Corresponding Svan roots isn’t observed so far. 
C.-Sind. *cvw “cold” 
Ub. čj “cold” 
In this case the palatalization of root consonant is the remainder of labialization of 

labialized sibilant - *čw → čj. As it was evident in many samples Cw → Cj is regularly 

revealed in Ubykh.  
 Sindy-Kartvlian archetypes are paralleled by C.-Nakh *čiw- “coldest season” archetype 

[Chukhua 2008 : 586], and Dagestanian allomorphs; cf. Tsakh cw-l, Khin. cuw-az 

“autumn”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ciz- “drizzling, slight raining” 
Zan (Megr.) ciz-ap-i “drizzling”, ciz-an-s “It drizzles” 
A ciz- verb of parent-language origin is preserved only in Megrelian. This latter has 

true correspondences in all groups of Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vs v “rain” 
Apkh. (Bzip) a-ʒ vs v-aamta “rainy season” 
Like in Kartvelian languages, reconstruction of Sindy archetype is possible only on the 

basis of Bzip dialect of Apkhazian. This latter is given with hissing-hushing sibilants. In 

Kartvelian-Sindy languages the substitution of voiced sibilants is evident, in Apkhazian 

an initial sibilant is voiced while final spirant of Megrelian word demonstrates voicing 

nature. 
Only assimilated allomorphs are observed in the groups if other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages; cf. Nakh čiš- “pissing”, Dag. (Udi) čiš- “id”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cil- “skin; bark/crust” 
Geo. (Up.-Imer.) cil-i “white part of skin of pumpkin, watermelon, etc.” 
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Zan (Laz) cel-a “bark/crust, scale” 
Auslaut of Laz stem can make a certain correction in reconstruction issue of C.-Kartv. 

archetype - *cil-e (?). 
C.-Sind. *cvw- “skin” 
Ad. šwa-, Kab. fa ← šjwa “skin; color” 
Ub. cwa “skin” 
Ab. čwa, Apkh. a-cwa / a-čwa “skin” 
According to Sindy languages, the phonetic processes development is evident 

especially in Kabardian - cvw → čw → šw → šjw → f. 

Comparison of C.-Kartv.  *cil- and C.-Sind. *cvw- clarifies that l → w and  i →  → a 

took place in parent Sindy. 
Dagestanian material can be also discussed; cf. Arch. cal “wing”.    

 
C.-Kartv. *cil- “lie, fib” 
Old Geo. cil-i “lie, fib”, cil-eb-a “lying/deceiving”, cil-is šeameba “slandering”, na-cil-i 

“lyed/deceived” 
Corresponding roots aren’t observed in Kartvelian languages and dialects although cil- 

form is basically attested in ancient Georgian literary sources: “ara c i l i  hpuco”  – “Thou 

shalt not bear false witness”; “bi boroṭ ars ḳacisatvis c i l i s a siṭvaj” – “It is evil for man  

to slander”; “ara gamovides n a c i l i ṗirisagan monisa šenisa” – “Your slave shouldn’t 
slander”[Abuladze 973 : 516; 324]. 

C.-Sind. *cvw- “bad” 
Ub. a-cvw “bad; evil” 
Initial a is considered to be prop. Ubykh occurrence [Kvakhadze 2014 : 214]. Perhaps, 

it a- is prefix of generality. Ubykh data exactly reflects parent-language picture. Com-

parison of C.-Kartv. *cil- : C.-Sind. *cvw- archetypes clarifies that l → w, like i →  took 

place in Common Sindy parent  language.  
Semantic correlation lie  ~ bad   is logical one. 
Dagestanian correspondence is observed in Rut ada-rc-un “lying/deceiving” form.  
 
C.-Kartv, *cimcim- “twinkling/dazzling” 
Geo. cimcim-i “twinkling/dazzling of sunlight” (Chubinasvili), cimcim-ian-i  “twinkled 

/dazzled”, Rus. струистый 

The word is attested only in Georgian. It is attested in “The knight in panther's skin”, 

“Visramiani” and “Rusudaniani”.  
Apparently, it is sourced from Common Kartvelian parent language. 
C.-Sind. *cmcm- “shining brightly, glittering/lighting up” 
Apkh. a-camcám-ra “shining brightly, glittering/lighting up” 
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It is Georgian-Apkhazian isogloss that has similar structure and semantics. The word is 

reduplicated in both languages and is of symbolic structure. Opposition C.-Kartv. i : C.-

Sind.  is logical one, likely  i →  → a. 
Of other Iberian-Caucasian corresponding roots Tab. circir-aj “oil lamp” is noteworthy.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cin- “serving” 
Zan (Megr.) čin-, čin-or-i “hired shepherd” 
čin- is detached as a root, -or is affix that occurs in other samples, as well; cf. čil-i  

“wife” – čil-or-i “wife’s relatives”. Reconstructed C.-Kartv. *cin- should have been a social 

term that is proved by kindred languages.  
C.-Kartv. *čr- “serving” 
Ab. čjr-n “servant” 
Palatalization of initial č hushing voiceless affricate underlines the influence trace of  

following, already disappeared  vowel.  
Root final substitution n ~ r speaks in favor of the latter since in Dagestanian material 

just r variant is revealed; cf. Bud.  čar “ruler/chief; elder”, Ud. čara-x “doctor”. Of the 

ancient languages a Hurrian arra “chief/leader” under the same meaning is noteworthy. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cir-e “small, tiny/a small amount” 
Geo. mcire “tiny/a small amount”, u-mcr-o-js-i “younger”, še-mcir-eb-a “decreasing” 
Zan (Megr.) cira “young girl”, ma-cir-ia “adult girl”  
It isn’t excluded that initial m developed in Georgian  due to influence of the nouns 

with circumflex; cf. m-ar-e “bitter”, m-laš-e  “salted”,  m-ʒaγ-e “rancid”, m-čaṭ-e 

“lightweight”... 
Noun mcire that is attested in Old Georgian is logically corresponded by Megrelian 

cira word [Brosse 1849 : 70-73]. 
C.-Sind. *cr-  “tiny part; grain” 
Ab. (Tap.) cra “grain”, Apkh. a-cra//a-cra “small portion/particle; grain” 
Any link with -c-  root denoting one/a small amount  is excluded [cf. Chirikba 1996 : 

66]. On the contrary, Apkhazian-Abaza cra directly continues C.-Sind. *cr- archetype. 

Its Circassian reflexes haven’t been observed so far.   
 
C.-Kartv. *cirt- “heap/pile of stones (near arable land)” 
Sv. čirt “heap/pile of stones (near arable land)” 
Corresponding nominal stem isn’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

Parent-language proto-type reconstructed according to Svan should have been of *cirt- 

type; cf. Geo. c : Sv. č-, C.-Kartv. *c.  
 Likely, Ossetian cirt “grave stone” preserves Georgian equivalent. 
C.-Sind. *čt- “wall; fence” 
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Ub. čt “wall; fence” 
Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed according to Ubykh samples which 

preserved parent-language picture perfectly. One thing that isn/t observed in Ubykh is 

Kartvelian r sonor. But occurrence of r in Svan is old since is attested in correspondence 

of Nakh languages čurt “stale” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cip-o “thin/slender/skinny” 
Geo. (Imer.) cipo “thin/slender/skinny, ugly/unlovely” 
Sv. čwip-e “melt “, čwep-en-i “is melted” 
Zan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Apparently, Georgian cipo was 

corresponded by  čipw stem in Svan from which a denominative verb was established in 

metathezised  čwip- type in Svan dialects; melting /slandering are synonyms in Georgian; 

cf. Geo. melted = thin/slender.  

Pr.-Sind. *cip- “small” 
Hat. cip “small” 
In the professional literature there is attested standpoint on the fact that Hattian cip 

“small” word is corresponded by Abaza  ḳn “small” [Braun 2002 : 328]. 
Such approach is beyond the phonetic limits. Assertion of common origin of Hattian-

Kartvelian words are more argumented.  
Corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed in other kindred Iberian-Caucasian 

languages so far. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cik- “small; a small amount/little” 
Zan (Laz) m-cik-a//cik-a “little”, m-cik-a-m-cik-a “little by little” 
Nominal cik- root is attested only in Laz; in m-cik-a form m- -a is confix that is 

corresponded by m- -e in Georgian (m-cir-e, m-ʒim-e...). 
C.-Sind. *cvk- “low” 
Ab. (Tap.) čjkj  “low” (plant) 
Noteworthy parallels of Laz-Abaza isoglosses are revealed in Dagestanian languages, as 

well; cf.  Rut. ǯka “down” though voicing mechanism č → ǯ in Rutul word anlaut isn’t 
fully clear. I suppose that anlaut voicing is paralleled by Hurrian zug “small, low, short” 

voiced form. 
The issue on relation with Basq. txiki [=čiki] “small” word naturally arises.  
C.-Kartv. *cik- „hunger/starvation/famine” 

Zan (Laz) cik-, cik-ob-a „hunger/starvation/famine” 

The word is attested only in Zan, but likely its noteworthy correspondences are 

observed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages.  

C.-Sind. *čga- „hunger/starvation/famine” 

Ab. čjga-ra, Apkh. a-čjga-ra „hunger/starvation/famine” 
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Trace of a lost  vowel is observed in  palatalization of anlaut sibilant in Apkhazian-

Abaza. Of Dagestanian data only Akhvakh ma-kwač-e „hunger/starvation/famine” form is 

acceptable other gaš-/k:aš- „hunger/starvation/famine” are the forms of different 

etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 431]. 

Sumerian form šágar „hunger/starvation/famine” manifest more closeness to 

Apkhazian-Abaza.  

 
C.-Kartv. *cikw- “bush/shrub” 
Zan (Megr.) čikv-i “small bush/shrub”, Megr. čikv-i “bush/shrub” 
Ajarian čikv-i is Laz layer. If Geo. c : Zan  č sound correspondence is considered, it is 

clear that *cikw- archetype is reconstructed for parent language. 
C.-Sind. *cwkw- “bunch, bundle; hair on crown of head/crest/maize male spickelet, tall 

scrub/bush” 
Ub. cwkw-a “bunch, bundle” 
Apkh. a-kúc  “tall scrub/bush”, a-kúc-ra “grove of bushes/shrubs” 
Ubykh variant is close to parent-language variant. In Apkhazian the word is of 

inversive structure that is prop. Apkhazian occurrence; cf. functioning substitution in 

Apkhazian - á-cwku//a-kucw “peak, top”. 
Correlation with Georgian kuč- stem should be clarified.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ciγw- “knife” 
Geo.  ciγჳ//ciγw-i “folding knife” (Saba) 
The word is isolated in Georgian. I supposed its genetic link with Svan c//ca “stick” 

word [Chukhua  2000-2003 : 344], that isn’t well argumented. 
C.-Sind. *c- “adze, axe” 
Apkh. a-caja “adze; axe, hatchet” 

 Reflex of Common Sindy archetype is preserved only in Apkhazian. 
Labialization of Georgian root is paralleld by Dagestanian data. I suppose logical 

correspondence of a-caja/ciγw- allomorphs is observed in Tabassar čau “knife” word. 
Semantic correlation knife ~ adze/axe is logical, moreover then when structural and 

phonemic similarity is clearly evident.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ciw- “squirrel” 
Geo. civ-i “squirrel”, mciv-i//mci//ci (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) civ-i “squirrel” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been disclosed. Geo. civ- : Zan civ- is logical correlation 

that isn’t mentioned in etymological studies. For some reason common material hasn’t 
been attested in H.Fähnrich’s Etymological dictionary [Fähnrich 2007 : 561]. 

C.-Sind. *cγw-a “pine marten; mouse” 
Ad. cγwa, Kab. ʒγw-a “mouse” 
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Apkh. a-cγ “pine marten” 
Corresponding Ubykh root isn’t observed. Abaza γ and Bzip a-γ should have been 

contaminated with another root and thus, it cannot be brought in this case (cf. Bezh. 

(Tlad) ei “squirrel”, Ud. c:iq://i) “weasel”. 

Lakely, Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are corresponded by C.-Nakh *cwaḳ-al “fox”, cf. 

Ts.-Tush. coḳal “fox”. 
G.Klimov underlined the common origin of Iberian-Caucasian linguistic material 

[Klimov 1968 : 229]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cic- “insect, moth” 
Geo. cic-i-natela “firefly” (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) čič-i  “moth” 
In Georgian an ancient composed word cic-i-natela is evident which is attested in 

Latin as a Georgian loan word; cf. Lat. (← Geo.) cicindēla “firefly” [Klimov 1998 : 272]. 
C.-Sind. *cc- “midge/gnat” 
Ab. cc, Apkh. á-cc, Bzip á-cvcv “midge/gnat” 
Corresponding nominal stem is lost in Circassian languages. Though external language 

data confirm that it was characterized of Iberian-Caucasian parent language. In this 

regard Nakh (Ts.-Tush.) cic-ao “insect” and Dag. (Ud.) cec “moth”, Bud. cc “moth” 

forms are noteworthy; cf. also Akhv. c:oc:olo “beetle” word.   
 
C.-Kartv. *cic- “breast” 
Zan (Laz) cic-il-i (N. Marr), cic-i “breast”  
The forms of cic-i/cic-il-i type are also attested in Megrelian dialect of Colchian 

language, but they denote only small-narrow (A. Kobalia). 
C.-Sind. *cwcw “woman’s breast” 
Kab. cwcw “woman’s breast”, cwcw-w “infant” 
Detached -w is well-known derivative suffix in Adyghean languages - cwcw 

“woman’s breast” + -w (suf.) → cwcw-w “infant/new-born, breast-suckling child”. 
Common Paleo-Caucasian origin of Sindy-Kartvelian roots is doubtless and thus the 

assertion of Armenian origin of Laz allomorphs (N. Marr, A. Tandilava) should be 

reviewed.  
C.-Kartv. *cic- “crumbling” 
Zan (Megr.) činč-u-a//činč-ol-u-a “crumbling; braking into fragments”, do-b-činč-ol-i 

“I crumbled; I broke into fragments”, činč-i “tiny, a small amount” 
Inlaut n in Megrelian is phonetic inclusion - čič- → činč-, that is acceptable phonetic 

process [Zhgenti 1953 : 588]. Expected cic- and čič- aren’t attested either in Old Georgian 

or New Georgian and Svan texts.  
C.-Sind. *čč-a- “crumbling” 
Apkh. a-čača “bread crumbs”, Bzip a-čjčj “bread, etc. crumb”  
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There is a lack of Adyghean data though Apkhazian allomorph gives unequivocal 

indication about initial stem;  → a  is an assimilation result in Apkhazian that is 

supported by Bzip dialect data. 
Sindy-Kartvelian data meets the requires of sound correspondences formula - C.-Kartv. 

hissing : C.-Sind. hushing.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cica- “young girl” 
Geo. (Gur.) cica-i “young girl, woman”, Aj. cic-a-i “girl”, Ing. cic-a-j “coward” 
The word is isolated in Georgian. Though its parent-language origin is doubtless since 

it has noteworthy external language isoglosses. Ingilo coward, perhaps is a further 

develop-ment of semantics girl; cf. Megr.  zura “coward “ : Sv. zural//zurl “woman”. 
C.-Sind. *cca “daughter/sister-in-law; person/individual” 
Ub. cvcv  “persons, individuals” 
Ab. taca,  Apkh. a-taca “daughter/sister-in-law” 
There is a lack of Adyghean correspondences. Hitorically dissimilative dezaffrica-

tization took place in Apkhazian-Abaza - *caca → *taca, that is proved by Ubykh form. In 

terms of meaning Apkhazian-Abaza demonstrates closeness to Georgian. 
Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian roots and stems is probably observed in Darg. 

(Meheb) čašari “young girl” word, and Nakh isoglosses are likely preserved in Ossetian  

čz-g (← * čc-g) “young girl” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cic-a “(species of ) cat” 
Geo. cica “ḳaṭa  is Franch word and in Georgian it is called cica” (Saba), Pereidan. cica 

“cat” 
Zan  cico “one of names of cat”, cf. Megr. ccx- “word  for frightening cat” 
Sv. cicw → // cwic “cat” 
Final a in Svan transferred into w- sonorant via reduction that often happens 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 88]. 
C.-Sind. *cc “beaver” 
 Ub. cvcv “beaver” 
Corresponding roots aren’t attested in other Apkhazian-Abaza languages [cf. Abdokov 

1973 : 50]; c → cv secondary process is observed in Ubykh that is important for evolution 

of hissing-hushing phonemes in separate cases.  
 Semantially cat  ~ beaver  is logical correlation that is proved by correspondences of  

Nakh languages cisk/cic, cic-ig (Chech.) “cat” [Chukhua  2008 : 587]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *col- “woman, wife” 
Geo. col-i “wife”, col-eb-a-j, col-ier-i “married man”, bi-col-a “aunt (uncle’s wife)” 
Zan (Laz) čil-i “wife”, o-čil-u “marrying a wife”, čil-er-i “married (having  wife)”, Megr. 

čil-i “wife”, čil-am-i “married (having  wife)”,  čil-or-i/čil-ort-i “wife’s relatives” 
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Sv. čur-, da-čwir, da-čur (Lashkh.) “sister for brother” 
If Svan form is segmented da- denotes sister and čur-/čwir- woman, i.e. Sv. da-čur = 

sister-woman (brother for sister). 
Georgian col- nominal stem, is attested in ancient Georgian written sources [Klimov 

1964 : 230; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 601]. 
C.-Sind. *cal-”daughter/sister-in-law” 
Ab. aj-cal-a,  Apkh. á-ca, Bzip  á-cva “daughter/sister-in-law” 
There is a lack of Circassian correspondence though Apkhazian-Abaza 

correspondences clearly demonstrate that in Common Sindy there was cal- type 

archephone which is a logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *col- stem. Preservation of 

parent-language l in Abaza is due to affixal a in the word end.  
Genetic link with Dagestanian – Av. či, Lak čuw “man” isn’t excluded.   
 
C.-Kartv. *com-a “a kind of fish” 
Zan (Megr.) čvama “fish species” 
Reconstruction of parent-language data is possible only on the ground of Megrelian 

allomorph, that is cautious even though that it is based on only Geo. o : Zan o →//va   

transformation possibility. 
C.-Sind. *cwma “worn/maggot” 
Apkh. a-cwama//a-cvwama “worn/maggot (of stomach)” 
To detach a final derivative affix -ma in Apkhazian-Abaza isn’t impossible; cf. e.g. a-

kwǯj-ma, kwǯj-ma “wolf”, but as regard this case, to detach cwa-  segment as a root and -

ma as a suffix  [Chirikba 1996 : 72], isn’t linguistically fully argumented. 
Semantic correlation – fish ~ worm is logical one.    

 
C.-Kartv. *cop- “foam; rabies/rabit fury, turning rabit/enraging/getting into fury”  
Geo. cop-i “rabies/rabit fury”, ga-cop-eb-a “turning rabit/enraging/getting into fury”, 

ṗiridan cop-s ris “foams at the mouth”, cop-moreuli “infected with rabies” 
Of the named contexts the last two clearly indicate the initial meaning of cop- stem; 

cop-is ra, cop-moreuli (=duž-moreuli) means initial semantics – foam that unfortunately 

isn’t reflected in Georgian dictionaries. It is fact that rabies as a disease develops after 

exposing rabies, i.e. liquid (of foam) and never vice versa.  
C.-Sind. *čapa- “plastering/honing, sticking/gluing; nailing/ hammering”  
Ab. čpa-ra,  Apkh. a-čapa-ra “sticking/gluing; nailing/ hammering”  
If from formal standpoint there is no problem in cop-/čapa- correlation thus semantic 

aspect of stems needs special explanation sticking/gluing/nailing ~ foam. Deep link 

between semantemes is clearly observed in semantic field of Russian накип word: 

1.foam; 2. welded. 
Of other Iberian-Caucasian parallels čopa/čop “foam” of Nakh languages is note-

worthy that is semantically close to Georgian [cf. Chukhua 2008 : 590]. 
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C.-Kartv. *coco- “fat/grease;  hen’s fat” 
Zan (Megr.) coco-b-e “fatty/greasy”, “hen’s fat” 
The word is preserved only in Megrelian. Its Common Kartvelian origin is supported 

by external language data (isoglosses). 
C.-Sind. *cvwcwa- “turning plump/fat/fattening” 
Apkh. a-čwčw-ra “turning plump/fat/fattening” 
Parent-language etymology of Apkhazian-Megrelian isoglosses is clearly outlined; -b 

suffixation functions only in ancient (indigenous) Megrelian vocabulary; cf. ṭa “forest”, 

but ṭa-b-i “wild”, ṭa-b-txir-i “wild nut”. 
Logical correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses is observed in Dagestanian 

languages, as well; cf. Bezh. coco, Hunz. ccu “fat”... 

 
C.-Kartv.  *cox- “grazing, chewing,/ruminating, putting on weight/fattening” 
Geo. cox-n-a “chewing,/ruminating”, m-cox-n-el-i “ruminant/cud-chewing” 
Zan (Megr.) čx-u-a//čix-u-a “eating with appetite, in big mouthful”, čx-//čix-u “gilt 

(female pig 3-12 months old), fattened, fed” 
Sv. čexw-//čxw- ← *čx- “grazing”, i-čxw “grazes”, la-čxw “grass; pasture” 
In terms of vocalism, an initial type of stem is preserved in Georgian. Its cox-n- type is 

attested in old literary Georgian. In Zan and Svan *u → /i  and o → we phonetic 

processes are evident [see Kaldani 1969 : 78; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 599-600]. 
C.-Sind. *caqa- “biting through/off” 
Ad. ja-caq:a-n, Kab. (ja)-ʒaq:a-n “biting through/off” 
Ab. cħa-ra,  Apkh. -á-cħ-ra “biting through/off” 
Gemination of pharyngeal consonant in Adyghean languages can be a compensation of 

disappearing of historical w sonant. Kartvelian o- sounding should support it but till 

corresponding material from Nakh and Dagestanian languages of kindred Iberian-

Caucasian languages  isn’t observed, I’ll refrain from reconstruction of *caqwa-.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cug-a “little dog” 
Geo. cuga “little dog”, cug-r-ia/cug-r-iḳ-a “little dog” 
The word is attested only in Georgian, but it has valuable external language 

correspondences. 
C.-Sind. *cgw-a “cat” 
Ab. cgw,  Apkh. a-cgw “cat” 
There is a lack of Circassian correspondence; cg unusual complex that is attested in 

Apkhazian-Abaza reflects a next stage of reduction.  
Avar correspondence of described roots ic:iko “cat, pussy(-cat)” that is noted by A. 

Abdokov [Abdokov 1983 : 123], clearly proves the sounding of initial root.  
Relation with Geo.  ciba “cat” form should be clarified - *cigwa → ciba (?). 
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C.-Kartv. *cud- “bad” 
Geo. cud-i “bad”, Old Geo. cud-ad-i, Kartl. cud-a-ob-a “bad weather” 
Zan (Laz) mcud-i “lie”, m-cud-el-aǯ-e “liar, bad-doer”, Megr. cud-, gom-cud-u “Sb/Sth 

disapproved/disappointed me” 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed; cud- root is attested in Old Georgian texts. If its 

link with Georgian cod- (cod-v-a “sinning”, cod-v-il-i “sinful”) is confirmed thus it can be 

speak about o/u alternation in Common Kartvelian. 
Comparison of Kartvelian roots and stems is well known [Chikobava 1938 : 241]. 
C.-Sind. *cwd-a- “pollution/dirtying” 
Ad. (Chemg.) cd-n “pollution/dirtying” 
Apparently cwd- → cd- delabialization historic process took place  in Chemguy 

that is proved by comparison of Kartvelian cod-/cud- allomorphs. In this regard 

Dagestanian data is noteworthy in which the forms with u vowel are attested; cf. Did. 

cud-i “dead”. 
Semantic bad ~ dirty ~ dead correlation is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cuw- “pedere” 
Geo. cuv-a “doing harm/evil thing” (Saba), cu-il-i “silent fart” (Saba)  
Zan (Laz) cur-, o-cur-u “pedere” 
As if a Laz r as a correspondence of Georgian w is unexpected, but many samples  - 

own as well as borrowing vocabulary prove that  w → r is well spread phonetic process in 

Laz; cf. Geo. iv-il-i : Laz o-ir-u “screeching/shrieking”, Geo. iv-il-i : Laz o-ir-u 

“crowing/yelling”, Geo. ambav-i → Laz ambar-i “story”, Geo. vav-i → laz var-i “rye”... 
C.-Sind. *cvw- “secreting faeces/sewage/manure”  
Ub. cv-, s-cv-n “secreting faeces/sewage/manure”  
Ubykh sample should be considered to be next stage of simplifying of initial labialized 

cvw- root. Thus, the attempt to reconstruct single-morphemed *cv- root at parent-language 

level isn’t acceptable [see Kvakhadze 2014 : 271].  
Correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes in Dagestanian languages are also 

characterized of expected labialization; cf. And. c:u-du, Akhv. cwa-j, Kar. cw:-λa “pedere”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cur- “udder” 
Geo. cur-i “breast edge” (Saba), “udder” 
Zan (Megr.) čur-i, Laz čur-i//ču-i “vulva” 
More complicated forms  with the same meaning are also attested in Georgian dialects; 

cf. Imerkh. curne → Laz curne [cf Fähnrich 2007 : 563], which can denote plural  with      

-n-: cur-n-e = cur-eb-i “udders”. 
C.-Sind. *čjr- “udder; milk” 
Ub. čja “milk” 
Ab. čj, Apkh. á-čjr--gw “udder” 
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Corresponding root is lost in Adyghean. In Ubykh a palatalized čj can be considered to 

be the result of  čwa → čja transformation basing on Ubykh Cw → Cj transformation, but 

since non-labialized forms appeared in Dagestanian correspondences (cf. Cham cor-a 

“penis”), in reconstruction of this case a root labialization wasn’t reflected. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cux- “ honeycomb juice” 
Geo. (Imer., Gur.) cux-i “juice after squeezing honeycomb from which beeswax candle 

is made “ 
Zan (Megr.) cux-i “wax remainders after melting” 
It isn’t excluded that the form that is preserved in Georgian is zanism and in parent 

language a *caxw- type archetype occurred: from *caxw- a cux-  developed in Zan. 
C.-Sind. *cvxw “wax”; “honeycomb”  
Ad. šaf- ← šaxjw, Kab. šaxw “wax” 
Ab. cxa, Apkh. a-cxa “honey” 
cwamγja “honeycomb” is compound stem in Ubyth and which became a ground to 

discuss about composite  structure of Ubykh noun [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 589; see 

*cwil-].  
I suppose that allomorphs of Sindy languages cannot be further segmented. And on the 

basis of C.-Sind. archetype *cvxw  a root of *caxw-  structure is reconstructed.   
 
C.-Kartv. *cux- “knowing/awaring/knowledge” 
Sv. cx-, x-o-cx “knows”, x--cx-en-a-x “They knew” 
The word is isolated in Svan, but likely it is of parent-language origin. I suppose that in 

this case  neutral vowel of Svan is a reflex of historical u - u → . 
C.-Sind. *cvwx - “keeping” 
Ab. qa-čwax-ra, Apkh.  a-cwax-ra “keeping” 
There is a lack of Circassian data, but although reconstruction of archetype creates no 

problem. 
Semantic corresponding is also important – C.-Kartv. knowledge  ~ C.-Sind. keeping. 

To some extent knowledge implies the keeping of information. Thus, correlation is 

logical. 
Of Dagestanian languages a corresponding verb of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes should 

be preserved in Lezg. čirq-un “knowledge” form.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ckan- “holding one’s breath” 
Geo. ckn-ap-a “(frightened animal) flattening itself” (Saba) 
Although, a Saba’s ckn-ap-a verb has no Kartvelian parallels, but its parent-language 

origin is real. This is supported by Circassian languages data. 
C.-Sind. *ča-n “sleeping” 
Ad. č-j-n, Shaps. č-j-n, Kab. žej-n, Basl. ǯej-n  “sleeping” 
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Apkh. (Bzip) a-cv  “sleeping” 
As it was  evident  [see C.-Kartv. *čb- “holding one’s breath”], different roots under the 

same meaning are presented in Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza. In this particular case C.-

Sind. č : C.-Kartv. ck correspondence is essential when veralized consonant is cor-

responded by bi-phonemic harmonious-descending group in Kartvelian, then it is clear 

Pr.-Kartv. ʒ c  z s → C.-Kartv. ʒg ck ḳ zg sk  transformation is supposed like Pr.-

Kartv. ǯ č  ž š → C.-Kartv. čk ḳ žg šk  one. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ckr- “dazzling/twinkling” 
Geo. ckr-ial-i “shimmering/glimmering”, ckr-ial-a “vivacious/lively/gracious (girl)” 
It is easily possible that ckr- is a sound–type of ḳr- root: ga-ḳr-ial-eb-a “jingling 

/tinkling”, ḳr-ial-a “makes jingling/tinkling sound”. Of Kartvelian parallels Megr. ck-

šon-ur-i “vine grape species” is noteworthy, cf. ckr-/ck “vivacious”. 
C.-Sind. *ckja- “clean, pure; cleaning” 
Ab. ckja-ra “cleanliness”, ckja “clean, pure”, Apkh. a-ckja-ra “cleanliness”, a-ckja “clean, 

pure; saint” 
Analysis of Sindy-Kartvelian roots demonstrates ck/ḳ harmonious-descending 

complex at parent-language level that is logically proved by corresponding Dagestanian 

data, as well; cf. Ud. oḳ-sun “washing”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cx- “increasing, growing” 
Sv. cx-, i-cx-em “increases, grows”, li-cx-em “increasing, growing” 
Verbal cx- root is isolated in Svan, and likely it has parent-language etymology. 

Assertion of genetic link with Geo. sx-, i-sx-am-s verb needs more arguments (E. Osidze). 
C.-Sind. *cvaxw- “more” 
Ub. cvaxw “more” 
It is Svan-Ubykh isoglosses in which Ubykh form is preserved more fully form. 

Mechanism of vowel reduction and delabialization of root consonant [xw] in Kartvelian 

languages should be detrmined. 
Corresponding roots aren’t observed in Dagestanian and Nakh languages for now. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cxar- “white stripe” 
Sv. čxr//šxr “cattle with white blaze on forehead” 
If basing on Svan data for Georgian a cxar-type stem was expected that isn’t observed 

so far. Correlation of Megr. čxor- “beam/ray” word with Svan čxr form (V.Abaev)  is 

unclear. According to my observation they are different roots. The issue needs additional 

investigation.  
C.-Sind.*cvwaγr-a “spotted” 
Ab. čwaγra,  Apkh. a-čwγra “spotted” 
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Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed on the Apkhazian-Abaza languages data-

base since in the named languages γ voiced spirant appeared. Maybe it is possible to 

discuss Georgian saγar-a (←*caγar-a(?)) “horse/ox, etc. with white brow” stem in this case. 

Such approach will result the re-examination of Georgian (*cxar-) archetype. The issue 

needs additional investigation.    
Genetic link of Chechen čuħara “cattle with white blaze on forehead” lexeme with 

Sindy-Kartvelia roots shouldn’t be disputable.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cxar- “hot, bitter, burning/heating” 
Geo. cxar-e “bitter”, cxar-i “bitter” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) čxor-ia “beam/ray” 
Linking these roots with non-labialized cx- types is acceptable. Although semantic 

difference they shouldn’t be demarcated from each other as the entries with different 

etymology. On the contrary, semantically Geo. bitter and Zan beam/ray are based on 

semantics of burning, heating; cf. top. čxor-ia (etym. “sunny”) Samegrelo.  
C.-Sind. *ca- “hot, bearning/heating” 
Ad. st-n, Kab. s-n “bearning/heating” 
Ub. ca “bearning/heating, hot” 
Apkh. a-ca, Bzip. a-ca “bearning/heating” 
Of Circassian languages Ubykh demonstrates more ancient nature that is close to 

Apkhazian-Abaza. Though at the next stage of breaking of a root c hissing affricate-

sibilant is corresponded by bi-phonemic st complex in Adyghean languages.  
Exact correspondences of the analytical root are attested in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. Intensive nature of initial consonant is supported by Dargwa of Dagestanian 

languages – uc:- “roasting/frying”, i.e. C.-Cauc. *c: → C.-Kartv cx /C.-Sind. c. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cxem- “arrow; stick” 
Geo. cxem-l-i “knitting needle”, cxem-l-a “wooden small knitting stick” 
Sv. cxwi, Lashkh. cxu “arrow” 
Analogous stem simplification is characteristic of Svan; cf. Geo. tapl- : Sv. twi, tu 

“honey” [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 343]. 
C.-Sind.*xc- “arrow” 
Ab. (Ashkh.) xca “arrow”, xr-xc “bow and arrow”,  Apkh. a-xc “bow” 
Corresponding root is lost in Circassian languages. Reconstruction of Common Sindy 

archetype is possible only on Apkhazian-Abaza languages data, which doesn’t coincide 

with sound structure of Kartvelian archetype, it is of inversive structure. 
Corresponding roots haven’t been revealed in Dagerstanian and Nakh languages so far. 
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C.-Kartv. *cxemal- “hornbeam” 
Geo. cxeml-a “hornbeam” 
Zan  čxamur-, in toponym  o-čxamur-i 
Since N. Marr a Geo. cxeml- root has been compared with Megr.-Laz cxemur-/cximur 

“hornbeam” allomorphs [see Fähnrich, Sarjveldaze 2000 : 585]. Such an approach is 

irrelevant since in this case Laz-Megrelian represents the further adaptation of the word 

which entered from Georgian. Factually, a logical correspondence is preserved in 

western-Georgian toponym (hydronym) o-čxamur-i, that corresponds with sa-creml-e/o - 

cxeml-/ čxamur-. 

C.-Sind. *cvxwa “chestnut” 
Ad.(Chemg.) šxw-mč “hestnut” 
In the professional literature there is noted the necessity of -mč suffix detaching 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 62];  šxw- detached as a root is preserved  only in Chemguy dialect, it 

is a sprantized variant of archaic čxw- arche-form.  
In Common Sindy archetype the labialization of x is considered to be a correspondence 

of Kartvelian m; cx : čx logical sound correspondence at harmonious-descending level is 

too important, as well. 
Correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is observed in C.-Nakh. načx-i “wild, 

field cow parsley” word [Chukhua  2008 : 593]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *cxwa “another; differnce” 
Geo. sxva “another/other”, gan-sxv-av-eb-a “differnce” 
Zan (Laz) čkva “another/other”, ar čkva “once again”, Megr. šxva “another/other”, šxva-

do “elsewhere”, šxva-š-o “for anyone” 
Sv. ešxu “one”, ušxw-r-s “each other” 
Affricate nature of Laz is supported by dialectal cxo “another” allomorph that likely 

indicates that c/s substitution was observed still in parent language. Semantics of Svan 

equivalent is seconadary [Ertelishvili 1950 : 203; Klimov 1964 : 178]. 
C.-Sind. *xwaǯ- “changing” 
Ad. xwažj-n, Kab. xwaž-n “changing” 
Ub. xwážj-, a-s-xwážj-n “changing” 
Ab. ħwaǯj-ra “changing” 
Voicing of root sibilant-affricateis prop. Sindy innovation since in groups of other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages only voiceless sibilants are attested; cf. Nakh xc-/xuwc- 

“changing” Av.-And. xis-/xic- “changing”… 
Semantic correlation changing ~ another  is averaged by Geo. difference semantics, 

that is attested even in Nakh languages.   
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C.-Kartv. *cxwenṭ- “worm; maggot” 
Zan (Megr.) cxvanṭ-i “narrow worm; maggot of meat, cheese and wheat” 
Lookup stem is observed only in Megrelian dialect. If a sounding in Zan root inlaut is 

considered it is clear that for Georgian-Kartvelian e should be reconstructed; cf. Geo. e : 

Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e. 
C.-Sind. *čnd-- “lizard” 
Kab. čnd-r-xwa → // šnd-r-xo “lizard” 
It is a compound word which is preserved only in Kabardian. Labialization that is 

characteristic of Kartvelian, is lost in this case. C.-Kartv. cx : C.-Sind. č, is important that 

is acceptable only in the case of  postulation of Paleo-Caucassian c: intensive affricate-

sibilant. Hypothetical c: is attested in Avar; cf. Ants. c:uṭ, Lit. (Khundz.) č:uṭ “lizard”. 
Semantic correlation worm/maggot ~ lizard  is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cxim- “fat/grease” 
Geo. cxim-i “…General name of all kind of fat” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) čxom-, in the word  čxom-abu “fat-glue” 
Sv. m-čxim “fat, grease”, m-čxm-r//m-čxm-r “fatty/greasy” 
o sounding creates a certain difficulty as a correspondence of Svan-Georgian i in Zan, 

that is should be caused by contamination of  čxom-i “fish” word.  
Georgian variant isn’t observed in old Georgian written sources so far [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 605]. 
C.-Sind. *čxw- “cream” 
Ad. šjxw-, Kab. šxw- “cream” 
Characteristic čx → šx spirantization process took place in Common Circassian 

languages, and m → w - in Common Sindy.  
The issue arises on interrelation of Nakh načx//nečx//nexč “cheese” roots. 

  
C.-Kartv. *cx-ow- “saving/rescueing; surviving” 
Geo. cxov-n-eb-a “saving/rescueing”,  “surviving”, ma-cxov-ar-i “Saviour (Christ),           

m-cxov-an-i “id”, cxov-r-eb-a “saving/rescueing/ surviving” 
Zan (Megr.) čxon-ap-a “saving/rescueing”, v-o-čxon-e “I saved/rescued” 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed. Megrelian correspondence is stable, it is used 

frequently. I suppose  that Laz equivalent is preserved in  o-čxun-i “Let you be blessed!”, 

Rus. будь form [for Georgian-Megrelian see Rogava 1946 : 12]. 
C.-Sind. *cx(w)a- “saving/surviving” 
Ab. cxa-ra “saving/surviving” 
Speaking about Sindy archetype is possible only on the basis of Abaza form though on 

the ground of Kartvelian data it is real to postulate *cx(w)a- type archetype. 
In above described opposition a sound correspondence cx : cx at harmonious-

descending complex level of B type is important.    
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Issue of relation with Dagestanian (Dargwa) bur-caq-es/ver-caq-es/u-caq-es “rescuing 

/saving” word is noteworthy, as well. 
 
C.-Kartv. *cxor-(o) “malaria; cold” 
Old Geo. cxr-o “malaria/feveriosh activity”, cxr-o “smell of malaria/fevere” 
Zan (Laz) čxur-, če-čxur-i “malaria/fevere”, Megr. čxur-i//čxur-u “cold”, kom-čxur- “It 

got cold” 
In parent-language a *cxor- root should have been more distribution, more than it is 

characteristic of Megrelian [for another reconstruction see Klimov 1964 : 231; Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze  2000 : 607]. 
C.-Sind. *cħa- “cold, ice” 
Ab. cħa-, in the word  cħa-šw “ice” 
Compound word that preserves parent-language cħa- root consists of cold  + ice  in 

order to strengthen the meaning since in Abaza dialects šw- is a verb denoting frost; cf. aʒ 
šw-ṭ “The water is frozen”.   

Apkhazian a-á “ice” word is of another origin – it is sourced from C.-Sind. *ωa. Instead 

Dagestanian correspondence is preserved in Akhv. c:oro (←*cxoro) “autumn” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cxr- “calming down/(pain)adating/(swelling), going down, fading/waning, 

reducing/dicreasing” 
Geo. cxr-om-a “going down”, da-cxr-om-a “calming down/(pain) adating/(swelling) 

going down, fading/waning, reducing/dicreasing”, m-cxr-al-i “calmed down/abated/ 

waning” 
Zan (Megr.) rčx-, ma-rčx-a “calmed down/abated/waning, less, scarce/sparce” 
Linking of Svan čx-ep-, čx-ep-en-i “gets  slander, loses weight”  verb with Georgian-Zan 

cxr-/rčx- roots isn’t excluded [Chukhua  2000-2003 : 333]. 
C.-Sind.  *cvx- “losing weight/decreasing” 
Apkh.(Bzip.) á-cvx-ra “subtracting/deducting” 
Some scholars observed the same root in Abzhua a-cx-ṭw “left to rack and 

ruin/devastated/ruins” compound word [Chirikba 1996 : 71], that is noteworthy. 
Comparison of C.-Kartv. *cxr- : C.-Sind. *cvx- archetypes manifests the correspondence at 

harmonious-descending level. Similar correlation often occurs in Sindy-Kartvelian 

linguistic material.  
 
C.-Kartv. *cxren- “garbage” 
Old Geo. cxren-, na-cxren-i “garbage” 
Correspondences of cxren- root aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages. Only a 

participle na-cxren- type stem is attested in Old Georgian literary language: “rasa cxrilisasa 
daštis n a c x r e n i”  < “After sieving there is left garbages” [Abuladze  1973 : 324], though 

at the same time etymological link of cxren- root with mʒγren-/ʒγren- allomorphs isn’t 
excluded.  
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C.-Sind. *cxw- “diarrhœa; excrement” 
Ub. cvx “excrement” 
Apkh. a-cxwa-r “diarrhœa” 
As it was expected the labialization of root consonant was broken in Ubykh xw → x. 

Instead reflex of initial short vowel [] – * → ,  is preserved; cf. Apkh. a.  
Comparative analysis of C.-Sind. *cxw- : C.-Kartv. *cxren- demonstrates that even in 

this case pre-historical process of r → w labialization took place in parent-Sindy.  
Noteworthy correspondences of above described roots and stems are attested in 

Dagerstanian languages, as well; cf. Lak c:ix, Tab. cix “diarrhœa” [for more inf. see 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 325]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *cxur- “urinating” 
Sv. čxur-/čxr- “urinating,  sound of urinating” 
Megrelian čxr-u-a/čxur-u-a “liquid pouring” verb can be discussed in this case. Basing 

on genetically common roots of Iberian-Caucasian languages its parent-language origin 

isn’t excluded. Reconstruction of C.-Kartv. archetype is based phonemic sound 

correspondences which are attested among Georgian and Zan-Svan; cf. Geo. cx : Zan/Sv. 

čx, C.-Kartv. *cx. 
C.-Sind. *cvxw- “urinating” 
Apkh. a-čjxw-ra “urinating” 
It is Svan-Apkhazian isogloss which has noteworthy (considering) parallels inkindred  

Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Lezg. čux, Tab čux “urine”... 
Assertion of genetic link with Ad. q:e-šjx-n, Kab. q:e-šx-n “raining” verb needs more 

arguments [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev  1994 : 340]. 
 

 

Ʒ 
 
C.-Kartv. *-ʒa-  “all/everyone/everything” 
Zan -ʒo- “all/everyone/everything”, Laz (Art.) ar-o, ar-o-i, ar-ʒo//ar-ʒo-i, Megr. 

(Sam.) ar-o, ar-ʒo//ar-ʒa “all/everyone/everything”, ar-ʒo-per-i//ar-ʒa-per-i “everything” 
If basing on vowel sound correspondence that is evident among Kartvelian languages 

and dialects a Zan o implies a vowel for Common Kartvelian; o → a, like ʒ →  is of later 

period in laz-Megrelian. Detached ar- segment is the same root as in ar-t-i//ar-(i) “one” 

word, i.e ar-ʒo means utterly all.  
C.-Sind. *-ʒa “all/everyone/everything” 
Ab. -ʒa, Apkh. -ʒa, in the word z-n-ʒa  “all/everyone/everything”  
As it is evident, in the languages of both groups the composed word with similar 

structure is attested: one + all = z-n-/ar- + -ʒa//-ʒo, that is essential to determine the 

language type. 
P.Charaia discussed Zan-Apkhazian isoglosses for the first time [Charaia 1912 : 38]. 
In terms of external language correlation Ag. ǯal-la “all” word can be considered.  
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C.-Kartv. *ʒab- “tension” 
Geo. ʒab-, da-ʒab-v-a  “tensing”, ʒab-un-i  “weaking/cowering/turning burren, da-ʒab-

un-eb-a  “enfeebling/weakening” 
Zan  ʒgup-/ʒgip-  “stretching” 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed. Zan equivalent is preserved in Gurian dialect in 

which borrowing ʒgup-/ʒgip- “stretching” type roots are attested [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 

345]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vb- “misfortune” 
Ab.  ǯjaba-ra,  Apkh. a-ǯjaba-ra “mourning misfortune” 
There is a lack of Circassian data. Apkhazian-Abaza ǯj is probably a logical reflex of 

parent-Sindy hissing-hushing ʒ v voiced sibilant-affricate. Similar structure CVC/CVCV of 

Georgian-Sindy roots and semantics tension ~ misfortune indicate that they are 

genetically common roots. 
Corresponding material hasn’t been revealed in Dagestanian and Nakh languages so 

far. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒag- “loath; dirt/filth” 
Geo. ʒag-, m-ʒag-s “I hate”, sa-ʒag-el-i “vile/loathsome/aborminable”, ʒag-eb-a 

“loathing /vilificating/disparaging”, mo-ʒag-e “loathing” 
Zan (Laz) nǯog-, go-nǯog-u “boring, hating/revolting/loathing, Megr. ǯog-, b- ǯog- “I 

hate”, go-ǯog-ap-a “hating” 
Sv. žag-/žg-, l-žg, l-žag (Lashkh.) “filthy/foul/untidy, polluted/defiled/dirtied” 
Unity of Zan-Georgian roots is well-known fact [see Klimov 1964 : 236]. Svan 

correspondence was iobtained by me and I suppose that it logically reflects a Svan reflex 

of C.-Kartv. *ʒag- archetype, though there is an attempt to link it with another Svan žag-  

“poisoning” verb that isn’t acceptable [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 619]. 
C.-Sind. *ǯagj- “trouble/unpleasantness” 
Apkh. a-žágj-ra “trouble/unpleasantness, unpleasant occasion/incident” 
As it turns out in Apkhazian a Svan-like ǯ → ž desaffricatization-spirantization process 

took place - *ǯagj- → žagj-. 
Semantic correlation loath ~ unpleasantness is logical that is also supported by 

structural and material identities.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒaḳ- “mentally retarded/feeble-minded/imbecile” 
Geo. (Kartl.) ʒeḳ-i “dim-witted/moron, mentally retarded/ feeble-minded/imbecile” 
Zan (Megr.) ʒoḳ-o “less developed, weak” 
Stem auslaut is troublesome since opposing cases are more - cf. γvin-o/γvin-i “wine”, 

though structural and semantic unity is doubtless. Symbolic structure of roots should be 

perhaps considered. 
C.-Sind. *gaʒ-a “stupid, foolish/silly” 
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Apkh. a-gaʒa “stupid, foolish/silly” 
Of Sindy languages only Apkhazian preserves the genetically common-with-Kartvelian 

root which is of inversive structure, that is often observed in the words of similar type. 
Sindy and Kartvelian order is also attested in kindred Dagestanian languages, sometimes 

within one word; cf. Lezg.: Ag. gužal/žigal, Rut. ǯugal, Tsakh gžwa ← *gžla “silly; 

foolish/stupid”… 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒal- “power/strength/force; overcoming/victory” 
Geo. ʒal-i “power/strength/force”, ʒal-a “power/force”, ʒal-um-i “strong/powerful 

/mighty”, ʒl-ier-i “strong/powerful/mighty”, ʒl-iv-s “with difficulty/hardly/barely”, ʒal-

ovan-i “sb strong/mighty/powerful”, mo-ʒal-ad-e “sb bullying/coercing/using violence”, m-

ʒl-e “victorious/mighty”, ʒl-ev-a “overcoming/victory”, ʒal-uʒ-s “is possible for sb/sb is 

capable” 
Zan (Megr.) nǯol- “overcoming/victory”, mo-nǯol-un-s “overcomes”, mo-nǯol-ir-i  

“overcame/defeated”, ǯolo-ḳeṭ-i = ʒala-in-i “crowbar” (V. Shengelia) 
Svan  nažar- “enduring” lexeme is probably linked with Laz menǯel-i “power/ 

strength/force” form. 
C.-Sind. *ʒa “army” 
Ad. ʒa, Kab. ʒa “army” 
In the professional literature there is an attempt to discuss Apkh. á-r, Ab. r “army” 

forms along with these words [Diakonov, Starostin 1986 : 63-64], that is absolutely 

unacceptable. This contradicts by Sindy phonetics as well as kindred languages data in 

which voiced hissing sibilants are attested as correspondences: Ts.-Tush. zora-ajš  
“strongly”, zor-an  “brave, courageous/valiant”.., cf. Dagest.: Khv. ezw, Inkh. ez, Did. oz, 

Hunz. haz “army”... 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒal-/*ʒil- “intestine” 
Old Geo. ʒal-i “intestine, string”, ʒil-i “string” 
Zan (Laz) ǯil-, in the word o-ǯil-aš-e “net for gathering fruit” 
Sv. ǯil-, ǯil-aj “string” 
The meaning of intestine is initial for Kartvelian languages and dialects.  Just from a 

dried intestine a string  is made [Abuladze 1960 : 219; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 527; 

Chukhua 2008 : 596]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒa- “bile” 
Ad. za-z, Kab. za-z ← *za-za (redupl.) “bile” 
Ub. za-za (redupl.) “bile” 
Ab. az, Apkh. á-z, Bzip á-zvv  “bile” 
Specialists are in the same opinion that Circassian languages and dialects data reflects the 

next stage of Common Sindy root reduplication [Trubetskoy 1930 : 86; Shaqril 1968 : 25; 

Abdokov 1973 : 52].  
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Comparison with ǯim/žim/žiŋ/ǯin of Nakh languages  “kidney” and Av. žan “spleen” (→ 

Arch. žan  “id”) words is noteworthy [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1106].   
Ubykh wa-cá “bile” is a compound word and cannot be discussed in this case. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒam- “salt” 
Zan (Laz) ǯum-u//ǯim-u//nǯim-u “salt”, Megr. ǯm-u//ǯim-u “salt” 
Sv. ǯm//ǯim “salt”, m-ǯim “salted” 
In the professional literature there is an attempt to discuss Georgian ʒm-ar-i “vinegar” 

noun in this case, but I refrain from it, since Geo. ʒmar- “vinegar” : Zan  ǯumor-/ǯimor- 

“id” is another root and, seems, is an independent lexical entry [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 631-632]. 
C.-Sind. *ǯw- “salt” 
Ub. ǯj  “salt” 
Analytical Ubykh root is discussed in relation with Ad. čjγw/šjγw/šγw “salt” 

allomorphs [Mescarosh 1934 : 289; Kvakhadze 2014 : 180]. Such approach is groundless 

since γw segment remains without function in Adyghean languages. Additionally ǯj was 

expected in Ubykh (čj → ǯj isn’t familiar for Ubykh). And thus, I suppose that in the 

mentioned case it is appropriate to speak about the genesis of ǯj phoneme, which is 

considered to be next reflex of ǯw labialized voiced hushing affricate-sibilant - ǯw → ǯj. 

And C.-Kartv. *ʒam- : C.-Sind. *ǯw-  correlation meets all the requirements is a logical 

one [Charaia 1912 : 23]. 
Some kindred Dagestanian languages data is noteworthy; cf. Darg. (Ur.) ʒe//ʒen, Kub. 

c:e (← *ʒen) “salt”. 
  
C.-Kartv. *ʒam-al- “squirrel” 
Old Geo. ʒaml-i “rat” 
Zan (Laz) ʒemur-i “rat”(mountain), ʒenur-i “squirrel” 
Sv. ǯinir  “squirrel” 
m/n substitution in Laz is noteworthy, that became a differentiating tool in terms of 

semantics. Just allomorph with just n- is basic, additionally ǯ, which whistlened in Laz (ǯ 

→ ʒ) doesn’t shift in Svan [cf. Gigineishvili 1982 : 122]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vwa  “fox; jackal” 
Ad. -sv  “jackal”, in the word baǯja-s v  “fox” 
Ub. -šw  “jackal”, in the word bagjá-šw “jackal” 
Apkh. (Bzip) -šwa-  “fox”, in the word á-šwa-bga “red fox”  
Discussion about the fact that -s v/-šwa - segments are sourced from independent root 

and aren’t a remainders of diminutive suffix is persuasive [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 325, 

cf. Shagirov 1977 : 72]. Apkh. a-pš-ʒá “weasel” slips out. 
Comparison with Avar cur  and Khvarsh zaru allomorphs clarifies that parent-language 

arche-phone is of Kartvelian, i.e. of ʒ voiced type the labialization source of which 

became m in Common Sindy - ʒm → ʒw, cf. C.-Kartv. *ʒam-al-. 
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C.-Kartv. *ʒam-ar- “vinegar” 
Geo. ʒmar-i “vinegar” 
Zan (Laz) ǯumor-i//nǯumor-i, Megr. ǯumor-i  “vinegar” 
Sv. ǯmar-, l-ǯmar-e “cheeses boiled in milk and kneaded” 
On the comparison ground of Kartvelian material the reconstruction of  *ʒ vmar- 

[Klimov 1964 : 240], or *ʒ vum- [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 631] archetype is groundless. 

Relation with Zan ǯim-/ǯum- and Svan ǯim/ǯm “salt” roots is noteworthy. Though, they 

can be the archetypes of different origin.  
Pr.-Sind. *ʒib-in- “sour” 
Hat. zibina  “sour” 
Initial z in Hattian perhaps indicates to the affricate nature of voiced hissing sibilant. 

As it is evident, Hattian-Kartvelian isoglosses are characterized of similar structure and 

semantics – vinegar ~ sour. 
Some Dagestanian languages data is noteworthy; cf. Darg. (Chirg.) miž-ze, Bud. emzir, 

Krits mzur- “sour”, but due to their inversive structure it is appropriate to speak about 

genetic link possibility with Georgian mžav-e word. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒan-  “worm/maggot, death-watch beetle” 
Sv. (LB.) ʒn “death-watch beetle, worm/maggot” 
Neutral  vowel in Svan is a reflex of historical a, that is often evident in common 

material; cf. Geo. maṭl-i : Sv. mṭ “worm/ maggot”... 
Corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed in Georgian and Zan languages. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ- “flea” 
Ad. -ʒ, in the word bž-ʒ, Kab. -ʒ, in the word  bzv-ʒ  “flea” 
Ab. -ʒ, in the word  -ʒ  “flea”, Apkh a-ʒ  “flea”, cf. a--ʒ  “nit/louse’s egg/mite” 

Ubykh ʒ vʒv “bee” is also discussed along these words [Rogava 1956 : 13; Sarostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 232],  that needs more arguments. 
Comparative analysis of C.-Kartv. *ʒan- : C.-Sind. *ʒ- archetypes clarifies that final n 

sonor was lost still in parent Sindy language. 
Correspondences aren’t observed in Dagestanian and Nakh languages so far [cf. 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 231-232]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒa-j “oneslf” 
Sv. ǯi, ǯa-j, ǯe-j “oneslf” 
Of Kartvelian languages Svan is the only language in which independent pronominal 

root reflects a reflexive nature. Origin of ǯa-j//ǯe-j//ǯi Svan allomorphs from eǯi/eǯa/aǯa 

pronominal root is groundless [cf. Klimov 1964 : 221]. 
C.-Sind. *jaǯ- “oneslf” 
Ad. jažj, Kab. jaz-  “oneslf” 
On the basis of Circassian linguistic material there was an attempt to origin C.-Sind. 

*jaǯ- from -z “one” numeral that would be failed since Georgian-Circassian roots have 
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true correspondences in Nakh and Dagestanian languages in which, by the way, C.-Kartv. 

*ʒa-j : C.-Sind. *jaǯ  type structural shifting in the cluster is also evident; cf. Nakh ša/ža, 

šar-iŋ, žar-š; Dag.: Rut. -iǯ, Tsakh -iǯ, Arch. inž, Krits iǯ, but Av. ži, Akhv. ži, And ži, Kar. 

že-, Cham zi-, etc. 

 

C.-Sind. *ʒarγa “front shoulder bone” 
Sv. ǯurγw “front shoulder bone” 
The word is attested only in Svan. many phonetic transformations took place - first of 

all final a → w, at the next stage of which assimilative types was formed - *ǯarγa → *ǯarγw 

→ ǯurγw. 
C.-Sind. ʒ vaγj  “rib” 
Ad. (Shaps.) caγj, Chemg. caγj, Kab. ʒaž  “rib” 
Ub. ǯjγj “hip, upper leg” 
Apkhazian-Abaza za-/ʒa “side” is another word.  Unity of Circassian roots and stems is 

doubtless [see Shagirov 1977, I : 164]; γj → ž in Kabardian is secondary process that is 

supported by Dagestanian, as well: Did. iγu, Hin. iγi  “shoulder/upper part of human’s 

back”, Khv. aγa  “shoulder”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒarγw-  “vein/blood vessel” 
Geo.  ʒarγw-i/ʒarγv-i vein/blood vessel” 
Zan (Megr.) ǯerγv-i vein/blood vessel” 
Sv. ǯrγw “vein/blood vessel”  
Megrelian e sounding instead of Georgian-Svan a should be explained. For Megrelian   

ǯorγv-i should have been initial, but via o → e (cf. γor-i : γeǯ-i) transformation 

characteristic of it ǯerγv-i is originated. Svan represents prop. Svan allomorphs without 

any phonetic shiftings and thus, speaking abour Megrelian borrowing is groundless [see 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 620-621]. 
C.-Sind. *varγw-a  “spiral; line” 
Ad. rγ “spiral” 
Apkh. a-waγwa “line” 
As it is evident labialization is broken in Adyghean and in Apkhazian, vice versa, 

assimilative labialization of initial consonant took place.  
C.-Sind. *varγw-a “spiral; line” ~ C.-Kartv. *ʒarγw- “vein/blood vessel” is logical 

structural and semantic correlation. 
In all probability, Nakh ʒorγ//ʒorx “stomach” is linked with these roots. It is obvious 

that meaning of stomach developed from spiral one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒarcw- “removing; separating”  
Old Geo. gan-ʒarcw-a//gan-ʒwarcw-a “removing; separating, turning naked/bare/ 

stripping off”, gan-ʒarc-ul-i  “stripped off/robbed” 
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Zan (Megr.) rču-al-a  “robbing”, go-rčv-il-i “robbed”, Laz go-čv-es  “Sb was roobed”, go-

čv-er-i  “robbed” 
It can be supposed that basing on Old Georgian ʒwarcw- allomorph a *ʒwarcw- 

duplicated allomorph also existed in parent-language. 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed so far [Chikobava 1938 : 372]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vwaʒ vwa-  “washing” 
Ab. ǯwǯwa-ra,  Apkh. á-ǯwǯwa-ra  “washing” 
There is a lack of Adyghean-Ubykh correspondences [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 

553]. On the ground of  Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs a reconstructed archetype is 

assimilated variant since, besides Kartvelian correspondences, Dagestanian ones also 

support voiceless sibilant sounding of the root; cf. Lak šuši-, Arch. čuč-bos “washing”. I 

suppose that progressive assimilation took place in Apkhazian-Adyghean and regressive 

one – in Dagestanian languages.  
In terms of semantics, the correlation removing ~ washing  is logical. Perhaps, 

semantics of washing developed from removing one. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒarxw- “framed/set (with jewels)/crammed full” 
Old Geo. zarxw-, zarxw-d  “a type of metal” 
Since a well spread ʒ → z phonetic process is observed in Old Georgian, the existence 

of archaic ʒarxw- form is also supposed. The word is attested only one in old texts: “xaṭi… 

tetroanad daxaṭuli, z a r x u d” <  “Icon… painted in white and framed with metal” 

[Abuladze  1973 : 162]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vaxw- “metal; tin; zinc” 
Ad. cf ← cxjw, Kab. ʒaxjw “tin, zinc” 
Ab. (Ahkh.) žaħwa//ǯjaħwa, Tap. žjaħwa, Apkh. (Abzh.) a-ǯjaħwa, Bzip a-žjaħwa “iron 

hammer” 
Adyghean languages are those ones in Iberian-Caucasian languages in which endemic 

root denoting tin  is observed. Now it gains the semantics of Georgian hammering. 
Correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ʒarxw- “framed/set (with jewels)/crammed full” :  C.-

Sind. *ʒ vaxw- “metal; tin; zinc” should be observed in Ts.-Tush. sṭaħ “chain” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒaγw- “tart/astringent, slightly sour and slightly bitter” 
Old Geo. m-ʒaγ-e “rancid”, si-m-ʒaγ-e “rancidness”  
Zan (Megr.) ʒuγ-e “rancid”  
Sv. ʒiγ-, m-ʒiγ “rancid”  
The reconstruction which is given in “Etymological Dictionary of Kartvelian 

Languages” is exact [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 609], since it explains the vocalism of 

Zan  *ʒoγw- → ʒuγ-, as well as  Sv. ʒiγ- ← *ʒγ ← *ʒaγw (cf. Geo. tagw- : Sv. šdug ← 

*štagw “mouth”). 
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C.-Sind. *ǯjγw- “salt”  
Ad. (Shaps.) čjγw, Chemg., Bzhed. šjγw, Abdz. šγw, Kab. šγw “salt”  
It is difficult to speak about ǯj → čj devoicing mechanism in Adyghean root anlaut (Is it 

dissimilative voicing?). Non-spirantized allomorph is preserved in Shapsug that often 

happens due to sub-dialectal archaism.  
C.-Kartv. *ʒaγw- : C.-Sind. *ǯjγw- demonstrates structural, phonetic and semantic 

correspondences. Of Dagestanian cf. only And. c:onγol “salted”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒaγw- “little; small bodied” 
Zan (Megr.) ʒuγ-u//ʒuγ-ul-a//ʒuγ-l-a  “little (about child)” 
Sv. (Chol.) ʒaγw-iṭ “short but cunning man” 
There is a lack of Georgian correspondence. Svan ʒaγw root is logically corresponded 

by Megrelian ʒuγ- form. Like Svan -iṭ, a final -u/ul-a are diminutive suffixes; ʒaγw-/ʒuγ- is 

of similar type as in datw-/tunt- “bear” type correlation.  
C.-Sind. *ʒωa- “smallening/decreasing/reducing” 
Ab. ʒωa-, in the word  l-ʒωa-ra “smallening/decreasing/reducing” 
ʒωa- form is isolated in Abaza, but it likely is of parent-language origin. It is supported 

by C.-Kartv. *ʒaγw-. Indeed ω → γ took place in Kartvelian since pharyngeal fricatives 

disappeared still in Common Kartvelian parent-language.   
Corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒaγw- “hating; wrath/anger” 
Old Geo. g-ʒaγw-s “You hate” 
Verbal ʒaγw- root is attested only in Old Georgian literary language. It is of parent-

language origin that is supported by external language data. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vaγw- “hate” 
Ad. (Abdz.) žaγw-n “hate”  
Old Georgian isogloss demonstrates regular phonemic opposition – C.-Kartv. ʒ : C.-

Sind. * ʒv; ʒ v → ǯ firstly took place in Adyghean that was followed by ǯ → ž spirantization 

prop. Abdzakh process.   
 Semantic correlation hating/anger ~ hate is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒaγwa “sea” 
Geo. zγwa-j, zγva “sea” 
Zan (Megr.){zorγa-}, hydr. zorγa-t-i, Laz zoγa//zuγa, mzoγa//mzuγa “sea” 
Sv. ʒuγwa, zuγwa (LB.) “sea” 
Labialization of inter-consonant a vowel via assimilation ʒaγwa → ʒuγwa  is of later 

period in Svan. The root that is lost in Megrelian has been revealed in hydronym zorγa-t-

i. Zorγat-i is a river near the boundary of Gali and Zugdidi where the place is often 
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flooded and due to this it was given the name zorγa-t-i (=zγvet-i) and the stem was 

survived. 
C.-Sind. *ʒωwa “marsh/swamp; large river”  
 Ab. ʒωw “large river”, Apkh. a-ʒωwa “marsh/swamp” 
There is an unsuccessful attempt of further segmenation of these roots [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 683], when ʒ “water” is separated. But what ωwa is? Similar root isn’t 

observed in Akhazian-Abaza. Thus, such approach is based only on folk etymology.  
As regards semantic aspect, sea ~ marsh/swamp is logical for Megrelian while many 

places are called zγvaia; e.g. Zγvaia is the name of marsh/swamp at Zugdidi-Tsalenjikha 

boundary from which river Jumi is sourced.  

Linking with C.-Nakh  ǯaγa  “sand, crushed rock” root is noteworthy. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒa- “furuncle/carbuncle; goat’s beard/agrimony”  
Sv. ž “root of furuncle/carbuncle; goat’s beard/agrimony”  
Before I supposed about the genetic link of Georgian (Khevsurian) zaṭ-i „twisted 

veins” word with Svan ž root [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 187], but it wasn’t entered in the 

next published Etymological Dictionary of Kartvelian Languages [Fähnrich 2007]. 
Desaffricatization-spirantization ǯ → ž process is supposed in Svan like in žeγ(w) : ʒaγl-   

“dog” and others lexemes.  
C.-Sind. *ʒaγ-a “blister, furuncle/carbuncle” 
Ab. (Tap.) cáγja “blister, furuncle/carbuncle”, Apkh. a-ʒáγja, Bzip a-ʒáγj “blister, 

swelling /bulge/pimple/tumour”  
Devoicing ʒ → c phonetic process mechanism is unclear in Tapant. 
I don’t agree with the detaching possibility of ʒ “water” word [Chirikba 1996 : 65]. On 

the contrary, Svan-Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses manifest common root. Their correspon-

dences can be observed in Dagestanian forms with inversive structure; cf. Av. ωuž, And. 

(Rikv.) ωanǯi, Kar. (Tuk.) ωanži “wound”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒaʒ- “rat” 
Geo. zaz-un-a “hamster” [Mesocricetus auratus], zaz-un-i “hamster”, Rus. сурок 

(Chubinashvili) 
The word is attested only in Georgian via ʒaʒ- → zaz- spirantization; -un-a/-un- is 

prop. Georgian suffix.   
C.-Sind. *ʒʒ- “weasel;  pine marten” 
Ad. cz/cz, Kab. ʒʒ “squarrel, pine marten” 
Ab. ʒʒ-c “weasel” 
Ubykh cza “pine marten” is indeed Adyghean borrowing [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 

360], and Apkh. a-pš-ʒá “weasel” is of different etymology; cf. Apkh. a-pš- “red”. Of 

course,   historic ʒ → c → //c devoicing process took place in Ayghean, that is proved by 

Abaza as well as Kabardian allomorphs. 
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In terms of semantics (and structure) Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes are corresponded by 

Av. zaz-ωunḳ:, Kar. žwanžwa “squarrel, weasel”, Bezh. ǯaǯu  “hedgehog”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒax- “spinning/twinning (thread)” 
Geo. ʒax-av-s “spins/twins (thread)”, sa-ʒax-av-i “(yarn) to be spun/twisted/for 

twisting”, na-ʒax-i, Old Geo. ʒax-v-a  “spinning/twinning (thread)”, ʒax-il-i 

“spun/twisted”  
Sv. ǯrx- “tying/bounding/bundled up/together”, l-ǯrx-an “tied/bounded/bubdled up 

/together” 
ʒax- verb that is attested in ancient Georgian literary texts  cannot be further 

segmented that is proved by Svan correspondence;  sounding of Svan reflects historical a; 

cf. Geo. maṭl : Sv. mṭ  “worm/maggot”. There is a lack of Zan correspondence, which 

should have been of {ǯorx-/ǯox-} type.  
C.-Sind. *ʒax- “sewing” 
Ab. ʒax-ra,  Apkh. a-ʒax-ra “sewing” 
Correspondences aren’t observed in Circassian languages. In other context, in Apkh.-

Ab. ʒax- a x is detached and for-no-reason segmented a- is linked with Ubykh -dw- and 

Ad. da- “sewing” roots [see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 648]. Though in C.-Kartv. *ʒax- : 

C.-Sind. *ʒax- correlation a  structural-phonetic identity  is supported by semantic one. 

The verb of inversive structure is observed in Dagestanian, as well; cf. Arch. qenz-bos 

“spinning/twinning (thread)”. In Common Nakh *ħoʒw- “spinning/twinning (thread)” of 

inversive structure is reconstructed [Chukhua 2008 : 599]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒax-el- “name”, *ʒax- “calling” 
Geo. sax-el-i ← *ʒax-el-i  “name”, cf. m-ʒax-al-i  “spouses’ parents”, ʒax-il-i  “calling”, 

ʒax-eb-a “calling” 
Zan (Laz) ǯox-o “name”, v-u-ǯox-i “I called, named”, ǯox-in-i “calling”, Megr. ǯox-o  

“name”, ǯox-o-n “Sb’s/Sth’s name is” 
Sv. žaxe  “name”, x-a- žx-a “Sb’s/Sth’s name is” 
Still in Old Georgian ʒ → z → s spirantization process is observed; cf. zax-il-i, sax-el-i. 

There is only one type of spirantization in Svan - ǯ → ž. 
Investigation of Kartvelian roots and stems are fruitful [Brosse 1849 : 76; Charaia 1912 : 

43; Chikobava 1942 : 32; Deeterce 1930 : 96; Klimov 1964 : 236-34]. 
C.-Sind. *xjʒ-  “name” 
Ab. (Ashkh.) xjz, Tap. xjz, Apkh. a-xjʒ  “name” 
Circassian correspondences aren’t observed. Likely in Kartvelian a spirantization ʒ → z 

process is evident in Apkhazian-Abaza, as well [Charaia 1912 : 43].  
Kartvelian equivalents are of inversive structure, that is supported by Nakh material, as 

well; cf. C.-Nakh *ʒax- “listening, hearing/understanding”. Hushing correspondence of 

this later is attested in Hurrian – Hur. xaž- “hearing”. 
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C.-Kartv. *ʒaqwel- “guelded-rose; birch tree” 
Old Geo. ʒaqwel-i//ʒaqvel-i (Saba),  New Geo. ʒaxvel-i “guelded-rose” 
Sv. žaqwr, žaqwr-a (LB.), žaqwr (Lashkh.) “birch tree” 
Initial meaning of Kartvelian archetype should have been of g u e l d e d-r o s e [see 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 622-23]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vaqw-a “(grape) vine; couch-grass” 
Ad. zf, Kab. ʒxw  “couch-grass” 
Apkh. a-ʒaxwa “(grape) vine”  
In terms of structure and semantics an Apkhazian one is closer to Kartvelian, but in 

Sindy no reconstruction way of q- isn’t evident [Shagirov 1977, I : 167]. Different 

etymology see Machavariani 2015 : 85. 
Apkhazian-Kartvelian isoglosses are logically corresponded by Common Nakh ǯax-ar 

“ramsons/wild garlic” form [Chukhua 2008 : 600].  
 

C.-Kartv.*ʒgib- “stopping up; filling up” 
Geo. ʒgib-v-a “filling up”, mo-ʒgip-ul-i “fastened/tightened, tight-fitting (clothes)” 
Zan (Laz) o-ngip-u “filling up”, b-ʒgib-um “I fill up”, Megr. ʒgib-un-s “fill up”, o-ʒgib-

al-i, ʒgib-il-i “filled up, crammed full” 
Sv. ʒgub- (←*ʒgib-), li-ʒgub-e “filling up”, x-e-ʒgub-en-i “is filled up” 
u- in Svan is unclear, perhaps via combined assimilation with b resulted the 

labialization of i [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 346; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 611]. 
C.-Sind. *ǯgw- “stopping up” 
Apkh. a-ǯgwa-ra “stopping up” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only on Apkhazian data basis. 

Thus the existence possibility of reduplicated *ʒ vgw- form isn’t excluded. Semantic 

identity is supported by sound correspondences correlation at harmonious-descending 

complex level of A type ʒg : ǯg/ʒ vg, and by b : w bilabial opposition.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒgip-  “freezing” 
Geo. ʒgip-i “slightly frozen” (Saba), ga-ʒgip-v-a “slightly freezing” 
Zan (Laz.) o-ʒgip-u “freezing”, ʒgip-er-i “frozen” 
Corresponding material isn’t attested in other Kartvelian languages and dialects; ga-

ʒgib-v-a “cooling/caught cold” of Meskhian dialect is noteworthy that is the result via 

progressive assimilation - ʒgip- → Meskh. ʒgib-, though cf. also Svan biʒg-, a-bʒg-e  “It is 

slightly frost”. 
C.-Sind. *ǯp- “early morning frost; hoar-frost” 
Ad. čp, Kab. žp, Basl. ǯp “early morning frost; hoar-frost” 
It is one of the stems in which a trace of old velarized sibilants is observed. Just via the 

reflexation of these consonants bi-phonemic complexes of ʒg/ǯg, ck/čk, ḳ/ḳ were 

established in Kartvelian languages. C.-Sind. *ǯp- : C.-Kartv.*ʒgip- is one of unique 

samples of similar transformation (ǯ →ʒg/ǯg).  
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C.-Kartv. *ʒe “son, heir/successor” 
Geo. ʒe “son” (Saba), ʒe “heir/successor” 
Correspondences of Georgian ʒe aren’t observed in Kartvelian languages so far; nʒe 

that is attested in Megrelian denotes only heir/successor, u-nʒe-o “non-

heired/successored”; cf. mo-nʒe “only son”. At the same time it is borrowed from literary 

Georgian in Rustaveli’s epoch (“sxva  ʒe  ar esva mepesa...”  < “The king had no 

heir/successor”…). 
C.-Sind. *ǯ-  “brother”  
Ub. ǯ-, in the word ǯ-λa “brother” 
Other Sindy roots - Apkh.-Ab. aša, Ad. š “brother” aren’t discussed in this case – they 

correspond the second part of Ubykh compound word -λa segment via λ → š phonetic 

transformation.  
Indeed, the issue arises on interalation of C.-Kartv. *ʒe “son” and C.-Kartv. *s-ʒal-  

“daughter/sister-in-law, sister” roots [Rogava 1952 : 12]. They contain common root 

which differ from each other only by grammatical call marker (II gram. cl. marker s-). C.-

Nakh *wa-ǯal “brother” ~ *ja-ǯal “sister” (C.-Kartv. s-ʒal- “daughter/sister-in-law”), etc. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒeg-el- “blunt/pointless” 
Zan (Laz) ǯang-ar-a “blunt/pointless” 
Reconstruction of parent-language archetype is based on Kartvelian sound correspon-

dences data. Inlaut n in Laz in phonetic apposition.  
C.-Sind. *ʒag-w “blunt/pointless” 
Kab. ʒagw “blunt/pointless” 
Indeed, ʒagwa “blunt/pointless” that is preserved in Abaza is entered from Kabardian, 

that is proved by prop. Abaza cagw “blunt/pointless” (cf. Apkh. a-cagw)  form.  
Nakh or Dagestanian corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed for now.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒegw- “thorny bush; Jerusalem thorn” 
Geo. ʒegv-i  “thorny bush”, Imer. ʒegv-e  “thorn” 
Zan (Megr) ǯag-i (← *ǯagv-i) “bush, Jerusalem thorn” 
The standpoint that Geo. ǯag-i//ǯagv-i “narrow bush” (Saba) preserves a Zan 

correspon-dence of ʒegw- root [Danelia 1984 : 86], is accepted in the professional 

literature [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 623]. But I suppose that Svan žag “medicine/drug” 

and ot-žag-ar “poisoning”  stems should be enrolled in this word list since like in 

Georgian (amal-i “grass” → u-aml-eb-s “will treat/cure sb/sth”, amal-i “medi-

cine/drug”), in other languages (Rus. трава → отрава, травить) as well grass and 

medicine/drug are the words with common root.   
C.-Sind.*ʒargj- “guelder-rose; middle-sized bush” 
Ad. (Shaps.) zrgj, Chemg. zrǯj “guelder-rose” 
Like in Svan, in Adyghean the spirantization of root affricate sibilant took place - ʒ → 

z, and thus ʒargj is reconstructed for parent-language picture.    
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It is difficult to say whether gj was labialized in Common Sindy or not. Prop. Adyghean 

material doesn’t give any possibility to reconstruct gw. Dagetanian allomorphs are 

represented without labialization, as well; cf. Av. žaga “cherry”, And. žoga//žaga “cherry, 

sour cherry”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒegw- “milling/grinding;  flailing (rice,maize…) 
Old Geo. ʒegv-, gamo-ʒegv-a-j  “threshing (millet….), ʒeg-v-a “slightly pounding” (Saba) 
Sv. ʒg-, xw-a-l-ʒg-n-e  “mill/grind, I pound” 
Zan correspondences haven’t been observed so far. Georgian allomorphs are attested in 

Old Georgian texts which are logically corresponded by Svan reduced ʒg- (←*ʒegw-) verb 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 611]. 
C.-Sind.*ʒvgw- “milling/grinding” 
Ub. čgw-//ǯgw- “milling/grinding” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy root faces a certain of difficulties due to the absence of 

controlling Adyghean and Apkhazian-Abaza languages data. Devoicing ǯ → // č phonetic 

process is acceptable, it supposed in Ubykh word anlaut. Just basing on this supposition it is 

possible to reconstruct parent-language archetype. Strutural and semantic identity of 

Sindy-Kartvelian proto-types is doubtless. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒew- “lying down/dossing down; putting/placing/laying” 
Old Geo. ʒe-s, s-ʒe- “You are lying/dossing down”, New Geo. ʒev-s “Sth is put/placed” 
Zan ʒu-n “is put/placed”, ge-ʒu-n “Sth is put on sb/sth”, mo-ʒu-n “Sth is put on me” 
Sv. zi/z “is, is put/placed”, x-o-z “is put on sb/sth”, x-a-z “Sth is put on sb/sth” 
Unity of Kartvelian roots and stems is doubtless [Chikobava 1938 : 387-388]. Though G. 

Klimov’s reconstruction is more acceptable *ʒew- [Klimov  1998 : 279]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ- “lying down/dossing down” 
Ad. ʒ-, Kab. ʒ- “lying down/dossing down” 
Ub. ʒa-, in the word  ʒa-da- “throwing/chucking” 
Circassian languages data were compared by J. Mészáros [Mészáros 1934 : 262]. Detached -

da- suffix often occurs in Ubykh language though its core function is unclear so far 

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 272]. 
C.-Kartv. *ʒew- : C.-Sind. *ʒ- is logical correlation. Final sonant was lost still in parent 

Sindy by what it resembles Georgian.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒewal- “decoy egg (to encourage laying hen); bridle ring” 
Geo. m-ʒeval-i//ʒeval-i  “decoy egg (to encourage laying hen)” 
Zan (Megr.) ǯal-i  “hostage” 
Sv. ǯl-g / ǯil-ag “bridle ring” 

Unity of Georgian-Zan stems is known [Qipshidze 1914 : 411]. 
It isn’t excluded that Svan correspondence is preserved in ǯil-ag word in which -ag is 

Svan suffix and ǯl-/ǯil- reflects natural reflexation of C.-Kartv. *ʒewal-. Consequently, an 

Ossetian ʒilag is svanism.  
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C.-Sind.*ǯwl-a “seed; family; people”  
Ad. čLa, Kab. žLa “seed; family; people” 
Ub. ǯj ← *ǯL “seed” 
Ab. žwla, Apkh. á-žwla “family, clan” 
Structural and semantic identity is doubtless. This sample conforms once again that in 

some cases Adyghean č is secondary in relation with Kabardian ǯ/ž voiced. 
Urartian zilib “seed; decedent” word also supports external kinship. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒewal- “hostag;  seed” 
Geo. m-ʒeval-i//ʒeval-i “hostage” 
Sv. ǯw, ǯaw (LB.) “root/bottom, roots and foundations/ descent/origin”, cf. ǯaw-š 

(Rel. case) 
In mʒeval- word m is phonetic apposition - ʒeval- → m-ʒeval. The existence of 

*mǯavol- type is supposed in Zan that is acceptable but without in anlaut [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 342]. By linking of Sv. ǯawa with ʒeval- it is possible  to overcome the 

ʒeval-/ʒeval- omonymia. 
C.-Sind. *ǯwla “seed”  
Kab. žLa “seed” 
Ub. ǯjj (← *ǯw) “seed” 
Ab. žwla, Apkh. á -žwla “seed” 
Corresponding root is lost in Adyghean. C.-Kart. *ʒewal- : C.-Sind. *ǯwla is logical 

correlation in terms of structure, phonetics an semantics. Opposition meaning root ~ seed 

is logical. 
Dagestanian correspondences of Sindy-Kartvelian archetype is observed in Tabas. 

č:iw/ǯup  (Dub.) “root” allomorphs. This later coincides with Georgian meaning. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒel- “tree” 
Geo. ʒel-i  “tree” 
Zan (Laz) ǯa//nǯa, ǯal-ep-e “trees”, Megr. ǯa//nǯa, ǯal-ona “tree-lined avenue”, o-ǯal-

eš-i = sa-ʒel-is-i  “grape variety” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far though unity of Georgian-Zan stems 

has been known since N. Marr’s epoch [Klimov 1965 : 237]. 
C.-Sind. *ǯw  “tree: ash tree,  asp, willow”  
Ub. žwa “willow” 
Ab. ža-w “ash tree”, Apkh. á-ža  “asp” 
Semantic variation (asp, willow) in Sindy underlines that in parent language *ǯw   

archetype should have denoted generally tree.  C.-Kartv. l : C.-Sind. w opposition is  

noteworthy that is explained by  l → w transformation. 
Of Dagestanian a Khin. ʒl  “tree” form is also enrolled in this word list. 
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C.-Kartv. *ʒerʒ- “rolling” 
Zan (Megr.) ǯarǯ-, markvališ ǯarǯ-u-a “egg rolling” (ritual) 
Likely, verbal root of Common Kartvelian origin is preserved only in Megrelian. 
C.-Sind. *ʒvʒv- “rolling” 
Ad. (Shaps.) ǯǯ-, -ǯǯ-γ “was rolling” 
It is Megrelian-Shapsug isoglosses. In Shapsug dialect a verbal root is attested only in past 

3rd person form. 
 “Superfluous” r in Kartvelian languages can be a phonetic apposition. The issue needs 

additional investigation.     
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒerʒ- “pointed object”  
Zan (Laz) o-ʒarʒ-u “sticking in, inserting a pointed object”, “piercing/transfixing” 
Zan ʒarʒ- root originated from parent language  is preserved in Laz; ʒarʒ- “sticking in, 

inserting pointed object” word  should have been natural in this case, but the existence 

trace of this latter is preserved only in denominal  verb. 
C.-Sind. *ʒc-a “spit/skewer (for grilled meat)”   
Ad. cac, Kab. ʒas “spit/skewer (for grilled meat)”   
Ub. caca “spit/skewer (for grilled meat)”   
Stem anlaut voicing nature is preserved in Kabardian though c → s spirantization in 

similar position is unexpected. C.-Kartv. *ʒerʒ- “pointed object” : C.-Sind. *ʒac-a  

“spit/skewer (for grilled meat)” opposition demonstrates pre-historical process of pro-

gressive assimilation in Kartvelian parent language - *ʒerc- → *ʒerʒ-. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒeʒw- “thorny bush” 
Geo. ʒeʒv-i  “thorny bush”, ʒeʒv-nar-i “grove of Jerusalem thorn” 
Zan (Laz) daʒ-i//danʒ-i ← *ʒaʒv-i “Jerusalem thorn; blackthorn/sloe”, danʒ-ep-un-a    

“grove of Jerusalem thorn” 
Dissimilative dezaffricatization in Laz dialect occurs sporadically (T. Gudava). Frequent 

process of elision of w- is added to it [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 615]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒʒ- “awl”    
Apkh. a-ʒaʒ//a-ʒʒ “awl”    
In terms of semantics the correlation is logical – thorn ~ awl . Initial picture is preserved 

in Kartvelian that is supported by Dagestanian material, as well; cf. Darg. ʒanʒi, Tab. ʒaʒ, 

Lezg. c:aʒ “thorn”. Nakh languages data is also noteworthy, cf. ʒeʒ “spruce”. 
Discussing the C.-Kartv. *ʒeʒw- archetype G. Klimov brough Dagestanian linguistic 

parallels, but the scholar indicated Ad. z root as well. But basing on the fact, it is not 

acceptable for me [Klimov 1964 : 234-235]. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒwal- “bone” 
Geo. ʒwal-i/ʒval-i  “bone”, ʒwal-ed-i, ṗilojs-ʒwal-ed-i “ivory” 

ʒwal- stem is linked on one hand with Svan ǯiǯw  “bone” and  Megrelian ǯiǯgw-  “thick-

boned” form on the other one [see Klimov 1964 : 241].  I suppose that Geo. ʒwal-i/ʒval-i 
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“bone” allomorphs are of parent-language origin. But its correspondences haven’t been 

disclosed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. It isn’t accidental that in recent 

etymological dictionaries of Kartvelian languages a ʒwal-/ǯiǯw opposition hasn’t been 

entered [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000; Fähnrich, 2007]. 
C.-Sind. *ʒwa- “rib” 
Ab. (Ashkh.) va-rá, Tap. ʒa, Apkh. a-va-ra  “rib”, cf. Apkhaz.-Abaza za-/ʒa- “side” 
Even in the absence of Circassian data it is possible to reconstruct *ʒwa- as a parent-

language archetype. Common Kartvelian *ʒwal- form clearly manofests that final l was 

lost in parent Sindy [Klimov 1969 : 289]. Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by 

Dagestanian data in which logical correspondences are revealed: Kar. žwal-a, Botl. žol-a, 

Tind. žwal-a  “rib, bone”… 
Semantic opposition bone ~ rib is logical that is supported by the meanings of 

Dagestanian languages.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒwaʒ- “rough, rude” 
Zan (Laz) ǯunǯ-ur-i “rough, rude” 
Reconstruction of parent-language archetype is conditional since it is based only on 

Laz data. Inlaut n in Laz allomorph is phonetic inclusion.  
C.-Sind. *ǯaǯ-a “rough, rude” 
Apkh. a-ǯjaǯa “rough, rude” 
Along with structural-semantic identic nature an absolutely different root sounding is 

evident in kindred form that cannot be explained due to material scareness. 
Dagestanian correspondence of Laz-Apkhazian isoglosse is likely observed in Bagv. 

im-id-ib “rough, rude”, Rus. грубый word.  
C.-Kartv. *ʒwel- “old” 
Geo. ʒwel-i, da-ʒvel-eb-a “turning old” 
Zan (Laz) mǯve, mǯve-š-i, Megr. ǯve-š-i “old” 
Sv. ǯwinel ← *ǯwel-in “old” 
Georgian ʒvel- type stem is initial. Its logical correspondence in Zan is preserved in Laz 

mǯve form (with elusion of l). Megr.-Laz ǯve-š-i contains the same root only -š (← -iš) in  

comparative degree form; cf. ipe  “narrow” and  ipe-š-i  “more narrow” 
Svan preserves metathesized stem that took place due to influence of ǯwin-/ǯwn- 

olding/turning old  root. The latter is corresponded by Laz o-mǯven-u//o-mǯvin-u “id” 

verb and is another stem.  
C.-Sind. *ʒ vw- “old”  
Ad. z v, Kab. z v “old” 
Ub. žw “old” 
Ab. a-žw,  Apkh. á-žw “old” 
Like in Laz-Megrelian (ǯvel- → mǯve) lateral l disappeared still in parent Sindy, but in 

this case without trace (in other case  l → w). 
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Noteworthy  correspondence  of C.-Kartv. *ʒwel- “old” :  C.-Sind. *ʒ vw- “old” arche-

types [Charaia 1912 : 24]  is attested in compound words of Nakh languages: Chech. ǯr-

a-baba, Ing. žer-nana//žer-babij “old woman” [for different correspondences see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 968-969]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ʒwel- “sack” 
Geo. ʒvel-, in the word ʒvel-man-i “worn clothes” 
Zan (Laz) ǯval-o “sack” 
ǯval-o that is attested in Ajarian dialect is zanism. Old Georgian root is preserved in 

ʒvel-man- (cf. kala-man-i) form, which has no common with Georgian (omonym) ʒvel- 

root. This latter is corresponded by mǯve/ǯve-š-i allomorph in Zan.  
C.-Sind. *ʒwa- “sack” 
Ad. ʒw “sack” 
As it is rightly noted Adyghean stem cannot be borrowed from Turkish. Turkish čuval 

“sack” entered in Adyghean, but was established in the  šjawa  from [Kvakhadze 2014 : 

152]. The same can be said about Kartvelian allomorph. The form which entered from 

Turkish the Kartvelian phono-system reflected adequately and it should have been čuval-

i, but ʒvel-man-i/ǯval-o “worn-out cloth/sack” shows another picture.   
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒil- “sleep” 
Old Geo. ʒil-i “sleep”, mo-ʒil-i “sleeping/slumbering”, mo-ʒil-ob-a-j “sleeping/ slum-

bering” 
Zan (Megr.) nǯir-i “sleep”, nǯir-a “lying; sleep”, Laz ǯir-i “sleep”, ǯir-om-a “going/ 

sending to sleep; lying” 
Svan už-  “going/sending to sleep” can be of another origin [see Chikobava 1938 : 435] 

and Geo. ʒin- : Laz ǯin-//nǯin- “going/sending to sleep” allomorphs should be discussed 

separately [cf. Klimov 1964 : 238; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 627-628]. 
C.-Sind. *ǯw-  “sleep; going/sending to sleep”    
Ad. čj-a “sleep”, čj-an “going/sending to sleep”, Kab. žej “sleep”, žej-n  “going/sending 

to sleep” 
j that occurs in the end of Adyghean word  reflects third stage -  *l → w → j, though l → 

w  took place still in parent Sindy.  
Apkhazian-Abaza čwa- “sleep, going/sending to sleep” is linked with Geo. čb-un-v-a   

“(frightened animal) flattening itself” verb and cannot be discussed in this case; cf. also Ub. 
cwa “id”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ʒil-il- “small river” 
Geo. (Fereyd.) ʒil-il-a “small river between two hills” 
The word is attested only in Fereydan dialect, but it is borrowed and likely should 

have been the reflex of C.-Kartv. *ʒil-il- archetype. 
Pr.-Sind. *ʒul-i “water” 
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Hat. zuli  “water” 
*ʒwl- or *zwl- type roots and stems which were expected in Apkhazian-Abaza 

languages aren’t observed. I suppose that Common Sindy reflex of Pr.-Sind. *ʒul-i  “water” 

proto-type was lost due to influence of synonymous roots and stems. 
Vowel correspondence u : i creates a certain difficulties. In this case a ʒw → ʒ dela-

bialization phonetic process isn’t excluded. If this assumption is exact thus it is 

appropriate to reconstruct C.-Kartv. *ʒwil-il- “small river” archetype for parent-language 

picture that is supported by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Arch. zul-u, Lak zil-u “spring”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒin- “morning” 
Sv. ʒin-ar (Lashkh.), ʒin-r “morning” 
The word is isolated in Svan, but likely it is of Common Kartvelian origin. Adyghean 

isoglosses support this. As regard -ar/-r segment it should be prop. Svan occurrence.    
C.-Sind. *ʒ v- “early” 
Ad. žj, Kab. z v “early” 
In similar position ʒ v → žj/zv spirantization phonetic process is an inevitable one for 

Adyghean languages. Final n which is a part of root in Svan was lost in Common Sindy 

parent language. Partial i →  reduction process sourced and developed.  
Semantically the correspondence morning ~ early is logical. 
Likely, Dargwa (Urakh) ǯaw-le//č:aw-le “early” and Kubach č:aw-alla “morning” 

allomorphs demonstrates  genetically common Dagestanian roots. 
C.-Kartv. *ʒikwe “trouser” 
Zan (Megr.) ʒikva, Laz. ʒikva//ʒiḳva “trouser” 
Final a in Zan should indicated Common Kartvelian e; ʒikva that is attested in Ajarian 

is originated from Laz. Corresponding roots and stems aren’t observed in Georgian-Svan. 
C.-Sind. *ʒḳ “dress” 
Apkh. a-ḳ, Bzip  a-cḳ  “dress” 
Circassian languages data hasn’t been revealed; c that is attested in Bzip form anluat 

underlines that cḳ→ ḳ glottalization took place in Abzhua.  
Semantic correlation trouser ~ dress is logical. In this terms Dagestanian data is also 

noteworthy; cf. Khin. ǯugar  “dress”. 
Nakh correspondence is preserved in Ossian in ʒḳl/ʒḳol “sack” (Rus. котомка) 

forms. 
In the professional literature there is noteworthy standpoint on etymological link of 

Hattian zuḫ- root denoting dress with Kartvelian ʒirkva//ʒikva//ʒiḳva [Kochlamazashvili 

2017 : 51-57]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒic- “smiling” 
Geo. (dial.) da-sic-il-i  “mocking/making fun (of sb)”  
Zan  ʒic-a → // dic-a  “smiling” 
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ʒ → s took place is Georgian that is sporadious process and is revealed elsewhere; cf. 

Geo. saxel-i and ʒax-il-i/m-ʒax-al-i, Zan  ǯoxo, Sv. žaxe “name” 
C.-Sind. *ǯwč-a-  “smiling” 
 Ub. šwača-  “smiling” 
Ab. q-čča-ra,  Apkh. a-čča-ra  “smiling” 
I suppose that primary form should have been of *ǯwča- type, but regressive-

assimilative ǯ – č → č – č took place still in parent language.   
Labialization source is unclear in Sindy that is blocked, buy the absence of C.-Nakh-

Dag. correspondences. In some cases root reconstruction is peculiar [Klimov 1969 : 253]. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒiʒil-  “meat”   
Sv. ʒiʒil “meat” 
The stem is isolated in Svan, but likely it is originated from parent language. 

Correspondence of Svan ʒiʒil noun is observed in Lak č:ič:i ← *ǯiǯi “meat” word.  
C.-Sind. *ʒʒwa “wedding”  
Ub. ʒwaʒwa “wedding” 
Secondary nature of wedding semantema in Ubykh is supposed since I consider that  

like in Georgian ṗuroba  “wedding” is linked with ṗur-  “bread”  (cf. Megr. diara 

“wedding, feasting”) wedding  is secondary in Ubykh and is linked with meat eating.  
*C.-Kartv. ʒiʒil- : C.-Sind. *ʒʒwa manifests logical correlation with regular l : w 

correspondence.  Naturally, Chech. ǯiǯ-ig, Ts.-Tush. ǯiǯ- “meat” words are also discussed 

in this case. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒi- “fear, shivering” 
Old Geo. ʒ-ol-a//ʒr-ol-a “fear/scare, sshivering/trembling”, ʒ-ol-eb-a//ʒr-ol-eb-a, 

ʒr-un-eba-a, še-ʒr-un-eb-a “frighening, shivering/trembling” 
Zan (Megr.) i-ol-i “loud noise/howling/hue and cry”, i-i-ol-u-n-an “They make 

loud noise/howl/hue and cry, squabb over nothing” 
Sv. n-  “discussing, disputting”, i-n-l “They debate/dispute, squabb over 

nothing” 
Old Georgian ʒ sounding in anlaut is ancient and ǯ →  took place in Megrelian-Svan 

in later period though the same glottalized is attested in old written sources: “nu i  i  v i” 

(šesʒrundebi)” < “Don’t tremble”; “vin ars mošiši da  i  n e u l i” –”Who is fearful and 

timorous” [Abuladze1973 : 549]. 
C.-Sind.  *ʒʒa- “trembling, shivering/quivering” 
Apkh. a-ʒʒa-ra, Bzip a-ʒʒ-ra “trembling, shivering/quivering” 
The verb of Common Sindy origin is attested in Apkhazian dialects. Comparison with 

Georgian allomorphs outlines ʒ → ʒʒ progressive assimilation at parent-language level 

while regressive direction is evident in Kartvelian languages and dialects - ʒi- → // i-, 

*ǯi- → i-//n-. 
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It is of inversive structure but the verb of archaic structure (like Old Georgian) is 

attested in Dagestanian, as well; cf. Khin. iza-kiri “trembling, shivering, 

quivering/twitching”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒiqw- “Persian gazelle” 
Geo. ǯiqw-i/ǯiqv-i/ǯiqჳ “Caucasian ibex” (Saba) 
Zan  ǯik-i ← *ǯikv-i “leopard/panther” [Leopardus pardus] 
Sv. {ʒip-ra} “wild cattle/bison” 
It isn’t excluded that for Indo-European nouns of Chekhian zubr “bison” type a Svan 

correspondence is initial with it -ra ending [see Chukhua 2000-2003 : 347]. 
C.-Sind. *qwa    “Persian gazelle” 
Kab. aq:  “Persian gazelle; antelope” 
Kabardian aq: noun that is revealed by Sh. Nogma [Nogma 1956 : 217] is valuable 

since just in it a logical correspondence of C.-Kartv. *ʒiqw- archetype is evident. Indeed, 

gemination of q- in Kabaradian form is a compensation of lose of  parent-language w-. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒih-  “oak” 
Sv. ǯih-ra, ǯ-ra  (Lashkh.)  “oak” 
It is one of the roots in which h laryngeal voicled spirant is preserved. In Svan ǯih- 

type morpheme is archaic. Due to disapearing of its h, became a source of vowel length in 

Lashkhian: ǯih-ra → ǯ-ra. Correspondences of this root aren’t observed in other 

Kartvelian languages and dialects [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 416]. 
C.-Sind. *čγj-  “tree; oak” 
Ad. (Shaps.) čγj, Chemg. čγj, Abdz. s vγj, Kab. žγj  “tree” 
There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza and Ubykh correspondences. Additionally, it is 

clear that Adyghean words denoting oak contain the same čγj root, as well; cf. Ad. čγj-

aj, Kab. žγ-j “oak”. 
Alternation of voicingness  in the Sindy-Kartvelian forms is noteworthy. In anlaut is 

voiced in Kartvelian archetypes, in Sindy vice versa, word auslaut preserved voiced 

nature. 
Voicing of both root consonants in Hurrian ažuγ “spruse” correspondence is also 

noteworthy [Diakonov, Starostin 1986 : 41]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒod- “long; far” 
Sv. ǯd-i (UB,.Lashkh), ǯwed-i (LB.), ʒod-i (Lent.) “long”, ǯd-i-š, ǯdi-š (Lashkh.)  

“distant”, ǯd-i-s “far”, ǯod-il “longer” 
The word is isolated in Svan, but likely it is of parent-language etymology. It is clearly 

indicated by Sindy as well as Dagestanian correspondences. 
C.-Sind. *ǯwd-   “distant” 
Ad. čžj, Kab. žz v//žž, Basl. ǯž 
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Botl. idu, Tind. idu, Kar. :ida “far; distance” allomorphs are rightly brough as the 

correspondences of Adyghean forms, but  for some reason a -žj/-ž element is separated 

[Abdokov 1983 : 151]. According to my observation Kartvelian-Dagestanian -d- is a 

correspondence of just Sindy ž/z v/žj, allophones, that gives a legitimate ground to assume 

historically d → ǯ/ž affricatization Zan-like phonetic process in Adyghean languages and 

dialects. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ʒor- “tender cut of meat, boneless meat” 
Geo. mʒor-i “carrion/carcase/corpuse” 
Sv. ʒwer, ʒer (LB.), ʒor (Lashkh.) “tender cut of  meat, boneless meat” 
Initial m is Georgian innovation and thus the reconstruction that is given in the 

professional literature is exact [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 617-618] and acceptable. The 

origin of Megrelian ʒel-i “tender cut of meat, boneless meat” is unclear. This latter 

formally is near to Lower Bal ʒer allomorph.  
C.-Sind. *ʒL-   “gum” 
Ad. cL, Kab. ʒl  “gum”  
Further segmentation of Adyghean forms are given: ʒ-/c- “soft” + L “meat” 

[Shagirov 1977, I : 166], that looks like folk etymology. According to my observation C.-

Kartv. *ʒor- “tender cut of meat, boneless meat” ~ C.-Sind. *ʒL- “gum” demonstrates 

logical correlation in terms of structure and semantics. Sound correspondence C.-Kartv. r             

: C.-Sind. L  is valuable and has regular character.  
Probabaly, Dagestanian correspondence of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is preserved in 

Budukh il (← * ǯil?) “meat” word.   
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒuwe “female carnivore (vixen, she-wolf…)” 
Old Geo. ʒuw-i, New Geo. ʒu “female carnivore (vixen, she-wolf…)” 
Zan (Megr.) ǯua “female carnivore (vixen, she-wolf…)” 
Sv. ǯuwa “female carnivore (vixen, she-wolf…)/bitch (female dog, disliked woman)” 
Some scholars consider the Svan allomorph to be entered from Zan [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 630]. I share G. Zhgenti’s view that excludes borrowing [Zhgenti 1949: 

130]. Moreover, ǯu  allomoroph  is attested in Svan and this latter is equalthat of New 

Georgian ʒu noun.  
C.-Sind. *ʒ vw “cow”  
Ab. žw, Apkh. á-žw, Bzip. á-z vw “cow”  
Ubykh mzwγa “heifer/1-3-year old cow/steer” cannot be discussed along with these 

roots and stems [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 263], since semantic as well as structural 

difference is great. 
Dag.: And. ziwu, Akhv. žinwu.., Krits. ʒar  “cow”,  and Nakh.:  Ts.-Tush. žab- (coll.)  

“cow”… allomorphs prove that the root with ʒ v- affricate was attested  in Common Sindy, 

that is supported by Kartvelian isoglosses.   
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C.-Kartv. *ʒulʒwem- “innards/offal of livestock” 
Zan (Megr.) ǯurǯan-i “innards (of slaughtered animal, bird)” 
Sv. ǯurǯwm-a “innards/offal of livestock; innards (of slaughtered animal, bird)” 
Due to the absence of corresponding Kartvelian stem the reconstruction is conditional. I 

suppose that this gap is filled by Sindy data.  
C.-Sind. *ʒwnʒ-a “spleen; rennet” 
Ad. ǯjanazv “rennet” 
Ab. ʒanza, Apkh. a-vanza “spleen” 
Via dissimilative influence an anlaut ʒ is lost in Apkhazian though it preserved a 

historical labialization trace that is repeated in Kartvelian material. 
Sindy roots are linked with Dagestanian data that is real; cf. Tab. žweleržw, Tsakh zlzam, 

Ud. zizam “spleen” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1099]. 
Formal correlation of Kab. zvanfan “innards of livestock” word isn’t fully clear - ʒvanzwan 

→ ʒvanfan is less supposed. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒumel- “spinach; red bugloss edible greens” 
Geo. ʒumel-a “red grass” 
Zan (Laz) ǯumen-i  “spinach”, Megr. ǯumen-e//ǯumen-ia “pigweed, African spinach” 
Affix nature of -el/-en segments isn’t excluded in Kartvelian languages. They cannot be 

correspondences. 
C.-Sind. *ʒvwm- “a kind of plant” 
Kab. (Basl.) žum-r//žum  “a kind of plant” 
It is one of compound correlations basing on the fact that only on the Baslen data basis it 

is possible to reconstruct Common Sindy archetype. Indeed, u is of secondary formation, 

but at the same time it implies the existence of archaic w dipthong in parent languagr.  
In terms of structure and phonetics C.-Kartv. *ʒumel- : C.-Sind. *ʒvwm- demonstrates 

excellent correlation, but due to imperfect description of the plant some questions arise – 

whether the plant is red or not in Kabardian. Though redness is core sema in Dagestanian, 

as well; cf. Khin. ʒma “red”, that is paralled by phytonyms  denoting cornel: Krits ǯimel, 

Lezg. čumal-ar, Tab. čimil/čemel, Ag. žunaw,  Av. žulam “cornel”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒuʒ-u “woman’s breast” 
Old Geo. ʒuʒu-j, ʒuʒu-js-mṭe “foster-sibling (fed by same breast), mama-m-ʒuʒ-e-j  

“(child’s) gevornor/nurse’s husband”, deda- m-ʒuʒ-e-j “wet-nurse”  
Zan (Megr.) ʒuʒu  “woman’s breats”, ʒiʒ-a//ʒiʒ-e “wet-nurse” 
Zan ʒiʒ-a is a logical correspondence of Old Geo. m-ʒuʒ-e; cf. sound correspondence 

Geo. e : Zan a to what inter-consonant  u →  → i  phonetic process is added. Indeed, ʒiʒa 

in Georgian is considered to be zanism. 
The word is also attested in Old Georgian written sources. The view on reduplication 

of Kartvelian ʒuʒu isn’t right [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 618]. 
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C.-Sind. *ʒʒ “woman’s breast” 
Kab. ʒaʒ  “woman’s breast” 
Apkh. a-ʒʒ-kwa “woman’s breast” 
Labialization of root consonants  as correspondence of Kartvelian ʒuʒu was expected in 

Sindy languages, i.e. the existence of ʒwʒw type stem [Shaqril 1968 : 70]. 
Of Caucasian isoglosses Av. (dial.) zizi ← *ʒiʒi “woman’s breast” is noteworthy. Ossetian  

ʒiʒi “woman’s breast” preserved Vainakh correspondence; cf. Ts.-Tush. ʒiʒ “id”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ʒγa- “little girl” 
Zan (Megr.) ʒγa-b-i “girl”, addressing form ʒγa “girl” 
As it is obvious, a final -b- in Zan is ofrten detached as derivative affix, i.e. ʒγa-b-i 

segmentation is real (cf. ṭa “forest” - ṭa-b-i “wild”). Though the correspondences of 

Megrelian ʒγa-b- stem aren’t revealed in Kartvelian languages and dialects.  
C.-Sind.*ʒ “newborn/infant/baby (child)” 
Apkh. a-ʒ “newborn/infant/baby (child)” 
The word is isolated in Apkhazian, but it absolutely exactly reflects Common Sindy 

parent-language picture. 
As it is seen, a root vowel is reduced in Megrelian-Apkhazian: *ʒaγa- → ʒγa-, *ʒa → 

ʒ. Dagestanian correspondences, the Lezgian types of which are of two-sillabic, make me 

to suppose this; cf. Bud. ǯaγa, Tsakh čaγa//aγa (← *ǯaγa) “newborn/infant/baby (child)”. 
Sindy , that is preserved unchanged in Apkhazian manifests more ancient natute;  → γ 

in Kartvelian and Dagestanian (Lezgian) languages should have been the result of 

progressive assimilation. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ʒγwaml- “wild (grape) vine” 
Geo. ʒγvaml-i/ʒγwaml-i “wild grape” (Saba), New Geo. ʒγvaml-i//rʒγvaml-i “wild grape, 

wild vine” 
Spirantized types are also attested in westen Georgian dialects; cf. L.-Imer. zγvaml-i 

“wild grape (vine)”.  Likely, Zan o-mcxvar-o “a kind of wild grape” contains another root, 

though its meaning is close. 
C.-Sind. *ʒvγrb- “wild grape (vine); gooseberry” 
Ad. (Chemg.) zvγrb- wild grape (vine)”, Kab. ʒvγrb-//zγrb//svxrb “gooseberry” 
In the professional literature -rb is detached as a stem suffix [Kvakhadze 2014 : 59], that 

is unacceptable in this case. On the contrary, a Sindy rb exactly reflects the order of 

Kartvelian ml via l → r transformation and not via preceding at next stage. 
In Circassian languages ʒγ → zγ spirantization coincides with phonetic process, that took 

place in western dialect of Georgian.  
 In all probability, Rut. zuγ and Tsakh zoγ “grape vine; one-year old vine shoot” manifest 

logical reflexes of Common Dagestanian *ʒwaγ- archetypes.  
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C.-Kartv. *ʒγwen- “gift; present” 
Old Geo. ʒγwen-i “present; donation”, ʒγwn-/ʒγwen-, mo-ʒγun-eb-a  “gifting; 

donating”, New Geo. ʒγven-i  “gift” 
The word is isolated in Georgian, but basing on Iberian-Caucasian correspondences, it 

is of Common Kartvelian origin.  
C.-Sind. *z vaγ “sacrifying, donating (sheep)” 
Kab. žaγ  “sheep that is either slaughtered for guest or is gifted” 
Corresponding allomorphs aren’t observed in other Sindy sub-systems. Though in the 

professional literature a noteworthy view is given on Nakh correspondences; cf. Chech. 

ʒaγa/zaγa, Ing. zaγ “present” [Vagapov 2011 : 296]. 
Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed.    

 

C.-Kartv. *ʒγu- “too/very; big” 
Sv. ʒγ-d//ʒγ-d//ʒγu-d “too/very; big” 
Detached -d is a Adverbial case marker, that often occurs in Svan adverbs; ʒγu- noun 

(form) that was expected in Georgia dialects and Laz-Megrelian isn’t observed.  
C.-Sind. *ʒ vwxj- “too/very” 
Ad. {z vwxj}, Kab. vxj “too/very” 
In the professional literature the existence possibility of {z vwxj} type root in westen 

Adyghean  is rightly supposed basing on Kabardian z vw → v phonetic process, that has 

regular character [Kvakhadze 2014 : 224]. Diphtongization u → w process has been 

activated and  → , like ʒ v → z v spirantization took place at Common Circassian level.    
C.-Kartv. *ʒγu- : C.-Sind. *ʒ vwxj- is logical phonetic and semantic correlation. Its Nakh 

and Dagestanian parallels aren’t observed so far. 
 

 

 
 
C.-Kartv. *abal- “cherry; chestnut” 
Geo. abl-i “chestnut”, mo-abl-e//abl-a “chestnut-colored” 
Zan ubur-i “chestnut”, Megr. ubur-o “chestnut-colored” 
Sv. heb “cherry”, heb-ra “cherry tree” 
Corresponding stem underwent more changes in Svan due to  → h and l → w → Ø 

phonetic process operation in this language.  
C.-Sind. *vwa “apple” 
Ab. wa,  Apkh. a-wa, Bzip a-vwa “apple” 
Correspondence isn’t observed in Circassian languages though on the Dagestanian data 

basis it is possible to suppose Apkhazian-Abaza proto-type to be of Common Sindy origin; 

cf. Dag.: Av. :ibil, Kar. :ebil-a “grape”, Lezg. p:az ← *baz “blackberry”, Rut. b, 

Tsakh ib “juniper”. 
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C.-Kartv. *aw-(l) “learning” 
Geo. s-av-, s-av-l-a “learning”, mo-s-av-l-e “pupil” 
Zan (Laz) o-ur-u, Megr. ur-ap-a “teaching”, me-ur-ap-a “teaching sth to sb”, gi-o-

ur-u-an-s “will teach sth to sb” 
In this case Laz-Megrelian ur- reflects Zan correspondence of  *aw-l- type, i.e. aw → 

ow → u and l → r – ur- ← *owr- ← *aw-l-. 
C.-Sind. *va- “learning, knowledge” 
Ub. va-, a-s-vá-n “knowledge” 
Apkh. a-a-rá “learning” 
Analytical verbal root hasn’t been revealed in Abaza, likely, it is lost. Comparison             

C.-Kartv. *aw-(l) : C.-Sind. *va-  [Charaia 1912 : 46; Bgazhba  1948 : 41] confirms that 

final root is simplified in Sindy languages. At least w is disappeared without a trace, not 

say nothing about l; cf. Dagestanian: Av. al-ize, Cham. al-dila “learning, studying”… 
 
C.-Kartv. *at- “curse” 
Sv. at-, x-a-t-e, x-a-t-e “curses”, m-t-e/l-t-e “cursed” 
The word is isolated in Svan. Hustling at- root supposes *at- type archetype for 

Common Kartvelian; cf. sound correspondence Geo.  : Sv. , C.-Kartv. *. 
C.-Sind. *vata- “swearing/vowing” 
Apkh. a-ata-ra “swearing/vowing” 
In analytical form to detach  a  “mouth” noun is troublesome [cf. Chirikba 1996 : 83]. 

I suppose that Apkhazian verb cannot be further segmented; ata- is united root that is 

logically corresponded by Svan at- allomorph. Semantic correlation cursing ~ 

swearing/vowing  is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *aḳ-a “salted, soured, over-salted/too salty” 
Geo. aḳ-a, aḳ-i “over-salted/too salty”, m-aḳ-e “salted, over-salted/too salty” 
Sv. aḳ “too soured; name if unrippen”, aḳa-r-aj  “bitter, sour (fruit)” 
There is a lack of Zan correspondence. Svan  a ḳ a r a j word manifests logical 

corresponding nature with Georgian allomorphs [Fähnrich 2007 : 614]. Svan aḳ variant 

can be discussed in this case. This latter is originated from *aḳa archaic type.  
C.-Sind. *ʒ vḳ-a “salt” 
Ab. (Tap.) ǯjḳa//ǯjḳa, Apkh. a-ǯjḳa “salt” 
Dissimilative v → ʒ v voicing possibility isn’t excluded in Apkhazian-Abaza, but due to 

absence of Circassian correspondence it is difficult to say anything more.  Dagestanian 

data support the reconstruction of Kartvelian type archetype; cf. Av. :ḳa-b, And. :iḳu, 

Akhv. :iḳ:u-da, Cham. ṣiḳu-b “sour”.., Darg. (Akhu.) iḳ-si, Kharb. aḳ-se “sour”, Arch. 

eḳw “bitterness, bitter”. 
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C.-Kartv. *al- “mouth” 
Zan (Laz) el-i “mouth” 
The word isolated in Laz.; e- sounding reflects historical o vowel, i.e. *ol- → *el-i, cf. 

Geo. ǯav-i “chain” : Zan ʒeḳv-i (←*ʒoḳv-i) “id”, ʒarγv-i “vein” : ǯerγv-i (←*ǯorγv-i) 

“id”... 
C.-Sind. *a “mouth; face” 
Ub. ja “mouth” 
Ab. a, Apkh. a-//a-:a “mouth; face” 
In the professional literature Ad. ža, Kab. zva “mouth” allomorphs are also discussed 

along with them, though unique nature of deglottalization  → ž/z is also noted in this 

sample [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 396]. Indeed, there is no ground for such a 

transformation and thus, I suppose that it is appropriate not to discuss the issue for now. 
Of Dagestanian parallels Ud. č:o ← *o “face” form is more relevant; cf. Lak . aw 

“cheek”, Lezg. wel, Tab. wal “temple”.  
 

C.-Kartv. *al- “pus” 
Geo. al-a “pus” 
Sv. al “pus; bile” 
Corresponding stem isn’t observed in Zan dialects. Final a in Georgian that is attested 

in Old Georgian texts, is likely a suffix; cf. Svan al [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 634]. 
C.-Sind. *a “pus” 
Apkh. a-a “pus; filth” 
Of Sindy languages a parent-language reflexation is evident only in Apkhazian. As it 

was expected correspondence of l is represented only in zero remainder. Basing on the 

same context, they indicate Ossetian j “pus” form, as well [Abaev 1958, I : 331], seems, 

it comes from Georgian ala “pus”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *al- “niche in wallfor bedding; built-in-cupboard” 
Geo. al-o “kind of ditch/hole/pit” (Saba), Psh., Kiz. “built-in-cupboard” 
Zan  a, in-a “well” 
Unlike Georgian, final l is lost in Zan. And the fact that Zan root auslaut contained l 

(→ r) sonor is clearly supported by  the form which entered from Zan in Svan; cf. Sv. 

(LB.) ar-r “wells” that is absolutely zanism, i.e. Geo. al- : Zan  ar-. In Zan a → o didn’t 

take place due to single-syllabic nature of the root like in ca “sky”, da “sister”... words. 
C.-Sind. *wa “house, room” 
Ub. cw-ja “house, room”  
Apkh. (Bzip) á-cvu // á-cvw “village” 
There is a lack of Adyghean correspondences, that blocks the perfect reconstruction of 

the stem though  → c/cv deglottalization process is real in historical Sindy languages. 
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Reconstruction of initial  is supported by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian (Lak a 

“house”, Darg. a “hut”...) and Nakh (a “house, room”) isoglosses. 
Semantically, meaning of Kartvelian built-in-cupboard  is proved by room in Ubykh, 

Dagestanian and Nakh languages. 
 
C.-Kartv. *al-am- “vine pruning(for fire); bur-reed” 
Geo. alam-i “vine prunings” 
Sv. alam//ilm (LB.) “bur-reed” (plant) 
Zan correspondences aren’t observed. In Svan a →  → i is revealed, that is evident in 

many samples; *-am can be detached as Common Kartvelian suffix.  
C.-Sind. *la “tree” 
Ab. la, Apkh. á-la “tree” 
Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed only on Apkhazian-Abaza data basis. Real 

nature of the archetype is doubtless. Besides Kartvelian correspondences, numerous 

correspondences from Dagestanian languages are evident: Av. :al “cane/switch/riding 

crop”.., Krits ili, Bud. ile “branch; shoot/sprout” [more Dag. see Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 362].  Kabardian or Nakh correspondence is likely preserved in Ossetian 

ln//ilin “broom” allomorhs. 
Hurrian arme “firewood, timber/forest” is close to Kartvelian archetype; cf. also 

Chech. žωolam “small bush/shrub, shrubbery/grove of bushes”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *am- “commandment/information” 
Geo. am-eb-a “commandment/information, informing” 
Zan (Laz) um-, do-u-um-u “passing on/leaving a word for sb” 
In Georgian dialects (Ajarian, Gurian) da-mo-m-eb-a verb denotes passing on 

(information…) in Megrelian še-am-ap-a “informing” implies the historical existence of 

še-am-eb-a form in Georgian. 
Geo. am- root is attested in ancient written texts. Its Svan correspondence is unclear 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 635]. 
C.-Sind. *ma “name” 
Ad. a, Kab. a “name” 
Ub. ṗa ← *ma “name” 
Reconstruction of parent-language archetype is possible on the Ubykh data basis in 

which Sindy archetype’s structure is preserved. Indeed, C.-Sind. *ma- : C.-Kartv. *am-  

roots are of common origin that is proved by noteworthy semantic opposition name ~  

information/commandment. 
Noteworthy correspondences with Kartvelian-like structure are attested in Nakh (Ts.-

Tush. e, Ing. i, C.-Nakh. *ar-”name”) and Dagestanian languages: cf. Av. :er, Andi 

languages  :er-i/:er, Lak a-, Khin. w, Arch. or ”name”... 
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C.-Kartv. *am- “tomorrow, morning” 
Geo. am-, ra-am-s “when/as (soon as)/the moment that” 
Zan (Laz) um-e/um-en “tomorrow”, Megr. um-e//um-an-i “tomorrow”, o-um-ar-e 

/o-m-ar-e “morning”, Laz o-um-e “id” 
Sv. ham “morning”, ham-s “in the morning” 
Kartvelian roots were linked with each other by G. Rogava [Rogava 1977 : 90]. Some 

researchers reconstruct *ṭam- type as Common Kartvelian archetype, that is groundless 

[cf. Fährich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 739]. 
C.-Sind.  *vw- “tomorrow, morning” 
Ub. vw, in the word ma-vw  “morning” 
Ab. wa-w, Apkh. wa-w “tomorrow” 
There is a lack of Adyghean data though without it is clearly evident that ma- in 

Ubykh and wa- in Apkhazian-Abaza are prefixes and vw-/w-/w- roots.  
C.-Kartv. *am- : C.-Sind. *vw- comparison [Charaia 1912 : 48] clearly manifests once 

more the secondary labialization of consonants in Sindy languages - vm → vw. As it is 

evident, the process took place still in parent language. 
 
C.-Kartv. am- “dirt; placenta” 
Sv. am “cow’s placenta; dirt” 
The word is isolated in Svan, but it is of parent-language origin. It has noteworthy 

isoglosses in (not only) Sindy languages. 
C.-Sind. *wa- “excrement; dirt” 
Ad. ṣwa-j, Kab. fe-j “excrement; dirt” 
Correlation ṣw : f supposes w- as initial phoneme. Labialization source of consonant is 

more important in parent language. Comparison with Kartvelian outlines that such 

consonant should have been bilabial m. By the way, primarity of m sonor is supported by 

Dagestanian material, as well; cf. Lezg. im-il,  Ag. im-il-ar “dung/manure (of sheep)”, 

Tab. am-a “sperm” [for more Dag mater. see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 353]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *am- “sending,  accompanying” 
Sv. m-, li-m-n-e “sending”, et-am//ed-am “Sb accompanied” 
Since Svan stem has external language correspondences it is possible to reconstruct 

parent-language archetype on its basis. 
C.-Sind. *aw- “sending” 
Ub. aw-- “sending”  

Like in Kartvelian other Apkhazian-Adyghean languages data isn’t attested in Sindy. 

Apparently, reflexes of Common Caucasian roots are preserved only in Svan-Ubykh.  
The issue needs additional investigation.  
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C.-Kartv. *amas-a “rope; leather strap”   
Zan {embešo} “strap plaited with buffalo’s skin” 
Sv. mšw (Ushg.), emašw (LB., Lent.) “rope” 
embešo that is preserved in Lechkhum dialect of Georgian is zanism [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2007 : 620]. By comparing Zan-Svan allomorphs it is possible to reconstruct 

Common Kartvelian archetype, which should have been of *amas-a type. Zan e is a 

formation like e.g. in ǯerγv-i “vein” word (ǯerγv- : ʒarγv-i), i.e. o → e is supposed in Zan; b 

is simple a phonetic apposition after m.  
C.-Sind. *vamsv- “rope” 
Ad. japš, Kab. apš “rope” 
Sindy equivalent is reduced. Just the type that was formed at next reduction stage 

developed Adyghean allomorph via msv → pš and v →  phonetic transformation.  
Semantically leather strap ~ rope is logical correlation. Only a question arises: Is 

Abdzakh apš (← *japš) “whip” the further development of belt  meaning?  – seems,  belt 

→  whip is logical. 
 

C.-Kartv. *an-d- “pure, clean” 
Geo. (Erts.-Tian.) nd-, da-nd-ob-a → / da-ḳnd-ob-a “running clear/freeing of 

sediment”, da-nd-eb-a/da-ḳnd-eb-a “run clear/is freed of sediment/is cleaned “, da-ḳnd-a 

“turned clear/pure”  
Zan (Laz) ḳond-, do-ṗ-ḳond-i “I perfected; I cleaned”, Megr. ḳond-a “pure, clean”, do-

ḳond-u/do-ḳond-in-u “cleaned/is free of sediment” 
Arn. Chikobava who compared Kartvelian roots detached -d- as affix [Chikobava 1938 : 

399],  which as I suppose  should be passive voice -d- marker merged with stem. As Ertso-

Tianetian shows n → ḳn took place in Georgian in late period that is natural in similar 

position; cf.  nel-i → // ḳn el-i “(wickerwork) cane/oisier”. 
C.-Sind.*va- “new/fresh, clean” 
Ad. a Kab. ṣva “new/fresh, clean” 
Ub. va “young” 
Ab. -s,  Apkh. a--s, a--c, Bzip a-v-s “new/fresh” 
Adyghean ḳw//ḳw “minor/little, small” allomorphs are of another etymology. Their 

further etymology and enroll in this list isn’t acceptable [cf. Starostin, Nikolaev 1994 : 358]. 
Noteworthy correspondences are attested in Nakh (Ts.-Tush. in “new/fresh”) and 

Dagestanian languages (Andi languages  ino//inu- “new/fresh”). In some cases d/n appears 

simultaneously like in Kartvelian: Rut.  in-d, Tsakh  ed-n “new/fresh”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ar- “cracking; crack; chopping/ splitting” 
Geo. (Mokh.) er-, ga-i-er-a “Sth cracked” 
Zan (Megr.) nḳr-/ḳir- “cracking; chpping/splitting”, no-ḳer-ia “splinter/chip”, Laz 

ela-ḳir-u “cutting off”,  no-ḳir-e “cut-off piece/offcut”  
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Sv. ḳr-a//ḳer-a (LS.) “cracking” 

Reconstruction of initial a is based on sound correspondences e : /i : e/, that is attested 

among Kartvelian languages.  
C.-Sind. *a- “splitting/chopping” 
Apkh. a-a-ra “splitting/chopping” 
The word is isolated in Apkhazian, but besides Kartvelian it has true correspondences in 

Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Kar. ir-aλa, Ag. a-ar-ħas “splitting/chopping”.., Rus. 

раскалываться. 
Indeed, final r vibrant that is preserved unhanged in Kartvelian-Dagestanian languages 

was lost still in parent Sindy.  
 
 
C.-Kartv. *ar- “outdistancing/outruning; fast/quick/swift” 
Geo. s-r-ap-a “fast/quick/swift”, ga-a-s-ar “Outdistance/Outrun!”, i-s-r-ap-e “Be 

quick/fast/swift”, mo-s-r-ap-e “Sb is quick/fast/swift”, s-r-ap-i “fast/quick/swift”, m-s-r-

ap-l “fast/quickly/swiftly/suddenly/at once” 

Zan (Megr.) or-ap-a “outdistance/outrun”, v-u-or-e “I outdistanced/outran”, ma-or-

ap-al-i “fast/quick/swift, outrunner” 
Corresponding roots aren’t observed in other Kartvelian sub-system. In Georgian forms 

s- is superfluous and likely it is a function-lost affix or developed phonetically, that is less 

supposed [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 636]. Georgian-Zan materials have been linked 

by G. Rogava [Rogava 1943 : 838]. 
C.-Sind. *ar- “quickness/fstness/swiftness; fast/quick/swift” 
Ab. ar-á “fast/quick/swift”, Apkh. a-ar- “quick/rapid/fast/swift, nimble/lively” 
There is a lack of Circassian data. Though reconstruction of parent-language archetype 

is possibly on the Apkhazian-Abaza data basis. 
Cham. ar- “running” vern is of Sindy-Kartvelian structure; cf. Kar. w:ar- “running; 

running away”.  
 
C.-Kartv.*arb- “dragonfly” 
Zan (Megr.) eb-i (Sen.), er-i (Zugd., Samurz.) “dragonfly” 
Sub-dialectal difference (substitution) in Megrelian is due to phonetic restriction: since 

rb sound cluster is non-canonical in Megrelian and it can be overcome towards two 

directions: 1. rb → b, 2. rb → r.  Rightness of such qualification is well proved by 

adaptation of the word borrowed from Georgian in Megrelian; cf. Geo. ǯavr-i → Megr. 

*ǯabr-i → ǯab-/ǯar-i “anger/wrath”. 
C.-Sind. *aw- “dragonfly” 
Ad. (Chemg.) aw “dragonfly” 
It is Megrelian-Chemguy isogloss. Their comparison can make some corrections in 

reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype. Namely, the existence of  *arw- type 
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root in Kartvelian parent language isn’t excluded instead above-given *arb- archetype. 

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been disclosed for now.  
 
C.-Kartv.*arb- “eyebrow” 
Geo. arb-i  “eyebrow” 
Zan (Megr.) ob-i “eyebrow” 
arb- noun that has been known since Old Georgian  is corresponded by ob- in Zan 

(resp. Megrelian) [Brosse 1849 : 74]. Likley, Megrelian ob-i is of Senakian occurrence 

since in Zugdidian and Samorzaqano or-i was expected in similar position; cf. Geo. ǯavr-i 

→ Megr. ǯarb-i → Sen. ǯab-i / Zugd., Samurz. ǯar-i. 
C.-Sind.*ap- “hair cut on the forehead“ 
Ad. (Chemg.) -jap, in the word n-jap “hair  cut on the forehead“ 
Nominal jap is attested only as a part of composite when separated n- segment is 

considered to be the word denoting eye [Kvakhadze 2014 : 127]. 
Correspondences of *arb- : C.-Sind. *ap- archetypes should be observed in Nakh 

languages, as well; cf. Chech. ba “long plat of hair; plaited/braided hair/plait”  
 

C.-Kartv. *ar-e “skin, cover” 

Geo. ar-, ze-ar-i “sheet”, Im. er-i “nut skin” 
Zan (Megr.) l-a//il-a “nut (walnut) skin” 
Under the influence of a vowel – a correspondence of Common Kartvelian e suffix 

(which was lost in Georgian) r → l took place in Megrelian, that is spread process in 

vowel preciding position; cf. Geo. gare : Zan gale “outer”... 
C.-Sind.*ar-a “skin, rind/crust” 
Circ. {ar//ar} “skin, rind/crust” 
Postulation of Sindy correspondence is possible only on the Ossetian data basis in 

which Circassian allomorphs ar//ar “skin, rind/crust” of Paleo-Caucasian root are 

preserved as borrowing form.   
The fact that the root in Ossetian entered from CIrcassian is proved by comparative 

analysis of corresponding Nakh and Dagestanian materaials; cf. Nakh. ar/or “skin; shell” 

and Dag.: Av. iri, Krits  er,  Arch. ar “id”... 
 

C.-Kartv. *ap- “a kind of vessel/utensil” 
Geo. ap-ia “a kind of vessel/utensil”, Kartl. ap-ur-i “wooden bowl; wine drinking 

vessel”  
There is a lack of Zan-Svan correspondences though it is evident that Georgian ap-   

isn’t borrowed from any language and is the reflex of Common Kartvelian root. 
C.-Sind. *wap-a “cradle” 
Ub. cwapá “cradle” 
Deglottalization  → c phonetic process should be prop. Ubykh innovation. Glottal 

nature of analytical root is proved by Dagestanian languages data along with Kartvelian 
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one. Dagestanian information is also noteworthy that seme occurs along with basket 

content; cf. Darg. (Akhush) ap “basket”. Labialization of Ubykh stem is paralleled by 

Karat :ope “basket” form [other Dag. roots see Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 380]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ak- “whey; salted whey” 
Geo. ak-i “whey”, ak-a “salted whey” 
Zan. uk-i “liquid left after skimmed-off curds” 
Sv. x--ek-wn-e “drains/drops”, ikw/akw “drop” 
Svan auslaut w creates difference, but considering a → w process and basing on Svan 

reduction nature a ak-a type noun should be supposed to be in initial.  
C.-Sind. *vaxwa “ash-colored, grey” 
Kab. ṣvxo “ash-colored, grey”, Rus. серый 
Semantics of Georgian root is based on the different color nature of aki “whey” liquid 

(серая жидкость) [Abaev 1958, I : 391]. 
As regard guttular phonemic opposition C.-Kartv. k : C.-Sind. x  in this case ħ  

pharyngeal spirant should be supposed to be initial that is attested in Dagestanian  

languages; cf. Avar :aħil “grey; sky-blue”, but Tab. ux “ash-colored, grey”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *aγ-a “low-heeled shoe/sandal;  shoe/foorwear” 
Geo. aγa “long-necked, heeled shoe/footwear” 
Zan (Laz.) uγa “low-heeled shoe, un-necked shoe/footwear “, Megr. uγa “low-necked 

shoe/footwear” 
Sv. aγar-l “soft shoe/ankle-high shoe/footwear” 
In Svan r is superfluous that can be considered to be prop. Svan occurrence; cf.  Geo. 

kada “filled pastry” : Sv. kadar “id” [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 355-356]. In any cases aγar-

l pluralia tantum should be in Svan. 
C.-Sind. *vwa- “shoe” 
Ad. (Shaps; Bzhed.) cvvwaq, Chemg. cwaq, Kab. va ← *cvwa  “shoe/footwear” 
Ub. cwáa “shoe/footwear” 
Phonetic correlation q :  between Adyghean and Ubykh indicates that Ubykh  is 

archaic that is repeated in Kabardian, i.e. sometimes Kabardian  presents as if old picture.  
Correspondence of C.-Kartv.*aγ-a : C.-Sind. *vwa- archetypes is observed in Bagw. 

:iḳula, Kar. eḳwa-dela “shoe”, cf. And. iḳa-dami “id”. 
 
C.-Kartv.*a- “gnawing” 
Sv. a-, li-a-al “gnawing”, m-a-i “burrowing (insect)” 
Verbal root a- that was expected in Georgian  isn’t observed. Also o- type stem in 

Zan dialects is unknown. But endemic nature of Svan a- is considered the 

reconstruction of *a- archetype is possible in Common Kartvelian on its basis.  
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C.-Sind.*aa- “gnawing” 
Ad. -n “crumbling up/creasing” 
Ab. (Tap.) a-ωwa “eating sound”, Ashkh. - “gnawing” 
Initial for Sindy languages is considered to be Abaza (resp. Ashkhar) semantics. Along 

with Kartvelian data such qualification is supported by Nakh languages one, as well in 

which a- → //aǯ-//až- allomorphs are attested under the meaning of gnawing. 
 

 

C.-Kartv.*ax- “formarly/ago/in previous” 
Geo.(Gur.) ax-an-ai/ax-an-e “recently/just now” 
Zan (Megr.) ox-ole//ox-le “before, formarly/ago/in previous”, Laz ox-le “ahead/in 

front of “, ox-le-n-do “ahead/in front of “  
ax-/ox- allomorphs are detached as a root in Kartvelian languages, that is a part of 

Common Kartvelian *ax  logical archetype. 
C.-Sind.*vaxjw- “ahead/in front” 
Ub. af-a ← *axjw-a “ahead/in front” 
Ubykh voiceless fricative f spirant is secondary even in this case. Its source should be 

xjw complex. C.-Kartv. *ax- : C.-Sind. *vaxjw is logical structural and semantic corres-

pondence. 
Of Dagestanian languages a Lak xw:i “ahead” adverb of inversive structure is also  

noteworthy.  
 
C.-Kartv.*axw- “bitter, sour” 
Zan (Laz) mux-, ela-mux-er-i “bitter” 
Sv. m-axw-i “sweet” 
Adequate qualification of Laz u sounding is due to Svan data, namely, moxw-   

transformed into mux- as it customary happens in Zan. Semantic opposition sweet ~ sour 

is logical and is attested elsewhere ; cf. Dag.: Av.  mi:a “sweet”, but Khin. mi “sour”. 
C.-Sind.*waqa “sour” 
Ab. wqá “sour” 
Sindy correspondence of C.-Kartv. *axw- archetype is attested in Abaza so far. Thus, 

the exact reconstruction of root is complicated. 
Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences haven’t been revealed for now.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ber- “pressing, caulking up/filling/sealing/securing” 
Geo. (Lech., Rach.) ber-, sa-ber-i “presser”, ber-v-a//ṗer-v-a “squeezing with 

pressing: wine pressing”, ber-i “grape skins and pips… after pressing/grappa (spirit from 
grape skins) wringer, wine  distiller”    

Sv. uber-/weber- “pressing, caulking up/sealing/securing”, lu-uber-e/l-ber-e 

“pres-sed, caulked up/filled/sealed/secured” 
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Zan correspondence of these stems isn’t observed so far. 
Svan non-canonical consonant cluster b likely was primary broken by vowel which 

then transformed into u (→ w) via assimilation with b.  
C.-Sind. *b- “fastening/tightening, pressing, pushing/compressing” 
Ub. b- “fastening/tightening, pressing, pushing/compressing” 
Ab. r-b-ra, Apkh. a-r-b-ra “ pushing, compressing”  
Comparative analysis outlines that in Apkhazian-Abaza initial r- is a causative marker. 

In spite of material unity some differences are evident among archetypes caused by 

invetsive structure. Dagestanian data can serve as controlling tool, when Ubykh meaning 

of fastening/tightening  is directly repeated, but some follow Kartvelian; cf.  Bagw. :ab-

ajla, Cham. ṣ:ab-la, Tind c:ab-diλa “fastening/tightening. 
 

C.-Kartv. *e- “low, lower, below” 
Geo. e-, in the word  e-γan “recently/just now” 
Zan (Laz) a-, a-le “below”, a-le-n-i “lower”, Megr. a-le-n, in the word  a-le-n-ǯixa 

(top.) “lower castle” 
As it is known, a-, a-le, a-le-n-i are attested only in laz (Arn.Chikobava). Likely, its 

logical correspondence is preserved in Geo. e-γan form.  
C.-Sind. *v- “lower, under”  
Ad. a-, Kab. ṣva- “bottom, lower part”  
Ub. va-, in the word  ba-va “lower part”, ša-va, ša- “head” + va “under, lower” 
Ab. -ωwa,  Apkh. á-a “bottom” 
In this case an initial v phoneme hushened in Adyghean and in Apkhazian-Abaza it 

hissened. C.-Kartv. *e- : C.-Sind. *v- well-known correlation (G.Rogava, K. Lomtatidze) 

though the correspondences aren’t observed in the groups of other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 
Disclosing of Nakh or Dagestanian correspondences is the matter of future. 

 
C.-Kartv. *eb- “glueing “, *eb-o “glue” 
Geo. eb-av-s “sticks/glues”, eb-eb-a “sticking/glueing, eb-o “glue” 
Zan ab-, Laz me-ab-u “sticking up/glueing up”, ab-u “glue”, Megr. ab-u-a “sticking 

/glueing; trampling/felting”, go-ab-u “Sb sticked/posted up sth” 
Sv. b-, i-b-i “blazes a trail (in snow)”, i-b-un-e “will wrap one’s sth/will wrap sth 

(scarf…) round oneself”  
In this case the unity of Georgian-Zan roots and stems has been known for long time 

and is accepted [Chikobava 1938 : 406; Klimov  1964 : 248]. Svan equivalent needs to be 

explained, but occurrence of felting/sticking/posting up semantemes in Megrelian within 

one root positively solve the Svan verbs problem; cf. Megr. ab-aḳ-an-s “Sb is tamping/ 

pressing” [Chukhua  2000-2003 : 374].  
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C.-Sind. *b-a “glue” 
Ad. (Abdz.) ṗ “glue” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only on the Abdzakh data 

basis. In the professional literature Common Circassian *ṗa “glue” nominal root is 

reconstructed [Kvakhadze 2014 : 166]. I suppose that at early stage at Circassian 

chronological level reduction of inter-vocal  neutral vowel took place. 
Comparison of C.-Kartv. *eb- : C.-Sind. *b-a manifests the root of inversive structure 

in Kartvelian. It is noteworthy that the root of Common Sindy structure is evident in 

Dagestanian languages, as well: cf. Darg. (Gafsh.-Shukt.) pen “glue”, And. bo-i-du   

“sticking/glueing”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *eb-ar- “rough corn bedstraw” 
Geo. (Gur.) ebar-i “rough corn bedstraw” [Dalium tricorhe] 
Zan (Megr.) apur-ia “sweet mountain grass”, Laz apur-ia “sweet, sugar-sweet” 
Svan apr-/apr (Ushg.), apxwir (LB.) “goatsbeard” [Tragopogon] is borrowed from 

Megrelian [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 372]. Inlaut  b → p took place in Zan.  
C.-Sind. *b-r “savory” 
Apkh. a-b-ra, Bzip a-vb-r “savory” [Satureja hortensis]  
Reconstruction of *vbra type is groundless that is given in the professional literature 

[Chirikba 1996 : 79]. The archetype of this length should haven’t been characteristic of 

Common Sindy parent language. 
C.-Kartv. *eb-ar- : C.-Sind. *b-r  correlation is logical one. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ed- “plate; vessel/utensil” 
Old Geo. ed-i “plate”, ed-a “wine drinking vessel/wine chalice” (Saba) 
Old Georgian sa-d-e “wine-pourer/cup-bearer/drinking cup”, d-ev-a “tasting/ 

pouring out (wine)”, m-d-e “wine-pourer” can be brought at this stage ed- roots is 

dicussed in this case. 
Corresponding material isn’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 
C.-Sind. *d-a “wooden small barrel”   
Ad. (Shaps.) ad “wooden small barrel”   
Shapsug dialect sample is exact and gives full information about parent-language 

archetype. Final a in Sindy language is suffix. It isn’t proved not only by Kartvelian, but 

also by Dagestanian linguistic material, as well in which independent u suffix is evident as 

correspondence of Adyghean a; cf. Tind. et-u “plate”, Cham. et-w ← *et-u “id”, Arch. 

ut ← *at-u “narrow-necked flagon”... Origin of Akhv. :ad-aḳe “plate” form is unclear. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ew- “shifting/hauling, pulling sth towards o.s; will lie down on sb/sth/put 

one’s weight on sth” 
Geo. a-ev-s “will lift”, ga-ev-s “will pull sth towards o.s”, da-a-v-a “lied down on 

sb/sth/put one’s weight on sth”, a-s-i-a “lifted”, da-s-i-a “lowered” 
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Zan (Megr.) n-, do-u-n-i “Pull! Pull down!”, o-n-u-n  “pulls/pushes” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Distribution of ev- verb in Georgian is wider 

then in Megrelian. Initial n is phonetic apposition in Megrelian.  
C.-Sind. *- “shifting/hauling/pulling; lying down on sb/sth/putting one’s weight on 

sth; crooking, bending” 
Ad. -, in the word ztγ--n “lie down on sb/sth/put one’s weight on sth, pushing”, 

Kab. ṣv-, in the word ztγ-ṣv-n “lie down on sb/sth/put one’s weight on sth, pushing”, 

cf. Ad. zγ--n, Kab. zeγ-ṣv-n “lie down on sb/sth/put one’s weight on sth, 

relying/leaning”, Rus. прислониться 
Ub. - “flexing, bending, crooking” 
Apkh. a-a-ra “flexing, bending, crooking” 
Etymological inter-link of Sindy roots and stems is known [Shagirov 1977, I : 130]. 

Etymonic content is equal that of Georgian shifting sth to and fro/lieing down on 

sb/sth/putting one’s weight on sth” semantemes that are also basic in kindred Sindy 

languages and dialects.  
Sibilant sound correspondence C.-Kartv.  : C.-Sind.  is logical and regular and  is 

appropriate to phonemic systemic changes of this type. Final w was lost still in Common 

Sindy parent language.  
 
C.-Kartv.*eḳ-(ul-) “oil lamp” 
Zan (Megr.) aḳ-ul-a, Laz  aḳ-l-a “oil lamp, flambea/torch/flare” 
The stem is attested only in Zan dialects. Likely, there should have been the derivation 

with -ul- suffix in past. In any case Zan aḳ-ul- supposes *eḳ-ul- type root and stem for 

parent language (and Georgian).  
C.-Sind. *ḳ- “burning log/firebrand; luminary/light-giving” 
Ad. *aḳj → a, in the word  pxa-a “burning log/firebrand”, Kab. ʒaḳj → ʒa, in 

the word pxa-ʒa “burning log/firebrand” 
Ub. wanḳj   “luminary/light-giving” 
In Adyghean languages pxa segment denotes tree and detached - *aḳja - sparkle, 

luminary/light-giving, from which the meaning of burning log/firebrand  developed. 
In Ubykh w and n are phonetic apposition that is supported by Chamal aka “star” 

word.  
C.-Kartv. *eḳ-(ul-) : C.-Sind. *ḳ- is logical correlation from material and semantics 

standpoint. 
 

C.-Kartv.*el- “year” 
Geo. el-i “year”, el-s “in this year” 
Zan o//i, Megr. /i “this year”, go-o//go-o-s “last year”, Laz  ham-o “this year”, 

go-o/go-o-s “last year” 
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There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Georgian el- noun is logically corresponded 

by Zan i//o allomorphs [Chikobava 1938 : 205]. 
C.-Sind.*v- “time, season” 
Ad. j- in the word  j-maf, Kab. ṣv- in the word ṣv-maxw “winter” 
Circassian compound words preserve two different roots which don’t occur in the 

language independently. Namely, -//ṣv- stem denotes time/season, that is logically 

corresponded by C.-Kartv. *el- “year” archetype. As regard the second -maf//-maxw     

segment it has no common with omonym word denoting day, it is considered to be 

logical correspondence of Old Geo. nepxw-a “frost” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *el- “intestine” 
Old Geo. el-i “intestine”, na-l-ev-i “id”, New Geo. na-l-av-i “intestine” 
Zan (Laz) u//mu “intestine”, Megr. //i “intestine” 
Svan   inil is of another etymology [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 379] and indeed it cannot 

be discussed in this case [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 662]. 
C.-Sind.*w- “bile” 
Ub. wa-cá “bile” 
It is a compound word that is isolated in Unykh. In the first component wa- is 

detached which reflects parent-language picture with Svan-like l → w transformation; cf. 

C.-Kartv. *el- : C.-Sind. *w-. Likely, the second -cá segment preserves a structural and 

semantic correspondence of Dagestanian languages; cf. Av. c:in “bile”…  
 
C.-Kartv.*em- “sending” 
Sv. em-/m-, li-em-in-e/li-m-n-e “sending” 
Apparently, an isolated em-/m- verbal allomorph in Svan reflects Common 

Kartvelian *em- archetype; em-, that was expected in Georgian and am- in Zan, 

haven’t been revealed so far.   
C.-Sind. *vw- “letting sb/sth go”  
Ub. aw- “sending, letting sb/sth go”  
Even in this case Svan in based on Ubykh data. Correspondence m : w is noteworthy, 

that basically occurs in labialization of consonants in Sindy languages, i.e.  Cm→ Cw. In 

this case it is attested after vowel.  
Corresponding roots aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *em- “younger/junior” 
Old Geo. m-em-  → // m-rem-i “younger”, u-m-rem-es-i “youngest”  
In Georgian mrem- stem r is phonetic apposition. 
Corresponding stem isn’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 
C.Sind. *b- “younger/junior” 
Apkh. ai-b “younger/junior” 
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Researchers linked em- root with Apkhazian -b [Charaia 1912 : 26; Lomtatidze 1980 

: 56-58]. I suppose that the stem is of Paleo-Caucasian origin and thus Dagestanian 

parallels are also brought: Tab. ib, Rut. am “minor/small amount, few”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *em- “medicine; grass” 
Geo. am-, am-al-i “medicine” 
Zan (Laz) am-i “medicine”, ma-nam-ur-e “sorcerer/witch” 
The same am- root can observed in Georgian, lel-am, Megr. lar-em forms [Rogava 

1945 : 231-232]. 
C.-Sind. *vwm- “ivy” 
Ad.(Shaps.) ṣvwm--j “ivy” 
In Shapsug ṣvwm--j form a -j segmented is rightly detached, that is considered to be a 

suffix denoting tree and plant [Kvakhadze 2014 : 56]. 
Correspondence material of C.-Kartv. *em- : C.-Sind. *vwm- can be observed in 

Common Nakh *im “cow parsley” (Rus. купир) and Dagestanian (Akhv. ame “mint”, 

Cham. amara “mint”…) words. 
 
C.-Kartv. *en-”year; last year” 
Geo. (Ajar.) en-i “year”, cf. en-i (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) an-a “year”, an-er-i “one-year old”, Megr. an-a “year”, an-as “in next 

year”, an-er-i “one-year-old” 
Sv. hn-, le-hn-a (US.), ne-hn-a (LB.) “last year”, “year before last” 
Comparative analysis  of Kartvelian languages ne- -a confix  is realy detached in Svan 

like in other derivative nouns: ne-sg-a/ne-sḳ-a “middle”, ne-šḳ-a “attic”, ne-pxwn-a  

“nose”…; hn- root is originated from archaic n- via  → h spirantization. 
C.-Sind.*- “time passing” 
Ad. ṣv-n, Kab. ṣv-n “time passing”, cf. Ad. γa-ṣv “life” 
Ub. - “time passing” 
Ab. -ra, Apkh. a--rá “time passing”, -px “last year” 
Circassian data simplify the reconstruction procedure since any (a//) vowel isn’t 

observed  in Apkhazian-Abaza verbs and cannot be reconstructed for parent language. 

Final n that is a part of the root in Kartvelian is reconstructed hypothetically in parent 

Sindy since it is deverbative suffix, i.e. is irrelevant for reconstruction [see Bgazhba 1948 : 

40; Lomtatidze 1953 : 96]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *en- “intestine” 
Geo. (Ajar.) en-ul-i “intestine” 
Zan  in-a//im-a “ruminant’s third stomach” 
Sv. in-il “intestine” 
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In the professional literature Sv. inil “intestine” form is considered to be reduplicated 

correspondence of Geo. el- [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 662], but basing on Svan root 

structure it is appropriate to link it with Ajarian enul- “intestine” word. The latter is 

corresponded by Zan in-a//im-a “ruminant’s third stomach” word.   
C.-Sind. *vv-a “kidney”   
Ad. z vaz v-j, Kab. z vaz va-j “kidney”, C.-Ad. *ʒ vaʒv- “kidney” 
Ub. a “kidney” 
Ab. jaja,  Apkh. a-jaja “kidney” 
aa of Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza origin is borrowed in Megrelian, Svan, Gurian and 

Imerian dialects under the same meaning and Kartvelian correspondence of C.-Sind. *vv-
a archetype is preserved  in the stems denoting intestine. 

Correspondence of described Sindy-Kartvelian roots is observed in Dagestanian 

languages, as well; cf. Khin. iin “kidney”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *w-  “burning” 
Geo. w-/v-, w-a//v-a “burning”, m-w-el-i “heating/burning”, še-m-v-ar-i “roasted 

/fried/ grilled” 
Zan (Laz) b-v-i “I burnt/fried”, ge-v-er-i “roasted/fried/grilled”, Megr. b-v-i “I burnt 

/fried”, ge-v-il-i “burnt”, u-al-a “burning”, o-u-al-i “to be roasted/fried/grilled” 
Sv. m-- “baker”, li-- “baking, burning/frying/drilling/roasting” 
In Svan forms the vowel length is a compensation of lost w sonant - *w- →  

[Machavariani 1965 : 29]. 
C.-Sind. *-vwa “burning” 
Ad. ma-ṣvw, Kab. ma- ← *ma-ṣvw “fire” 
Ub. m-ǯja “fire” 
Expressed viewpoint on the fact that initial ma-/m- in Circassian languages is a 

historical affix that merged with a root {Bouda 1948 : 185]. Prefix m- derives nominal 

forms from verb; cf. Ad. žj-n, Kab. z-n “combing” → Ad. ma-žj, Kab. ma-z “comb”… 
-vwa that is detached a root is logically corresponded by C.-Kartv. *w- “burning” verb 

that was compared with Dagestanian nouns before; cf. Lak u, Arch. o “fire”... [Klimov  

1964 : 250];   *vw → w → ǯj  is unexpected in Ubykh, in any case, deglottalization-voicing 

mechanism is unclear for me.  
 
C.-Kartv. *w- “glittering/shining, sparkling” 
Zan v-, (Megr.) v-iap-i “sun appearing after clouds/mist cleans/glimming, glittering/ 

shining, sparkling”, ge-v-ian-s “shines brightly, glitters” 
Existence of v- in Megrelian automatically implies the occurrence of *w- hissing type 

root in parent language. Indeed, discussion is based on possible corresponding of Geo.  : 

Zan , C.-Kartv. *. 
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C.-Sind. *vw - “glittering, shining, sparkling” 
Ad. (Chemg.) w-n, Kab. w-n “glittering, shining, sparkling”, u-n “glitterin/ 

shining brightly/brilliancing”  
Vowel u is secondary in Kabardian – w → u [cf. Kvakhadze 2014 : 272]. 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy v hissing-hushing sibilant is based on etymological 

linking possibility of Adyghean-Kabardian allomorphs with Apkh. a-ja-wa,  Ab. ja-wa 

“star”. I don’t soppose, but if this conclusion is right, thus Dagestanian lexemes denoting 

star can be brought in this case: Av.  wa, Bagv. wara... 
Semantic correlation glittering/twinkling  ~ star  is logical that is supported by 

structural an phonemic composition of described roots and stems. 
 
C.-Kartv. *wan- “green, greeness” 
Geo. van-, m-van-e “grass-colored/green” (Saba), m-van-v-il-i//m-van-il-i/m-uan-

v-il-i “grass/greens” (Saba) 
Zan ven-, (Megr.) ven-ur-ob-a//ven-ier-oba “ritual/period of kindled, greening of 

seed in soil” 
I suppose that correspondence of Geo. van- root is preserved just in this Megrelian 

word in which an indicator process of really existence of umlaut *von- → ven- took 

place in Zan language.  
C.-Sind. *aj-vwa- “green” 
Ab. ja-wa, Apkh. a-ja-wa, Bzip a-ja-vwa “green” 
ja- prefix is prop. Apkhazian-Abaza languages data. Likely, final n of these languages 

was lost still in parent language [Charaia 1912 : 23]. 
Nakh correspondence is observed in Ing. moaž-a (←*maun) “yellow” for and of 

Dagestanian a Hunz. maab “yellow’” word is also noteworthy.   

 

C.-Kartv. *wed- “drop; rennet” 
Geo. wet-i//vet-i “drop”, na-wet-i “dropprd”, vet-av-s “drops/drains” 
Zan (Laz) vat- → ot-, o-ot-ur-a “pipette”, (Megr.) vat-i//vat-i “drop”, mo-vat-an-s 

→ mo-vat-an-s “drops/drains” 
Sv. wid, wed (Lashkh.) “dew; drop; rennet” 
Semantically drop/rennet is possible within one root (word). It is well seen in Svan. 

There are other cases when Sv. akw “drop” corresponds with Geo.  aka “whey” 

meaning.   
C.-Sind.*t-a “cream”  
Ad. šjat, Kab. šat “cream” 
Ub. čjat “cream” 
Ap. a-x-jat “cream” 
In Circassian languages  → č → š deglottalization facultative process is evident. 

Delabialization of root consonant w →  took place at parent-language level.  
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If semantic correlation drop ~ rennet is true, thus it is possible to discuss about 

Dagestanian isoglosses: Av. :ad, Akhv. :ari “rain”.., Krits ad-d “in liquid form”. 
 
C.-Kartv.*wed- “naming/rank/title, appealing/calling; reading” 
Geo. od-, od-eb-a “rank/title”, mo-od-eb-a appealing/calling”, Old geo. x-u-od-a 

“named/called” 
Sv. od-//wed-//wd-, x-e-wd-jel-l//x-e-wed-iel “asks”, le-x-od-n-i (Lashk.) “I’ll ask” 
Corresponding root is lost in Zan; wed- sounding in Svan dialects likely preserves initial 

state [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 672]. 
C.-Sind. *vda- “calling, yelling/calling/shouting” 
Ab. (Tap.) ta-ra “calling”, t-ra “yelling/calling/shouting”, Apkh. a-t-ra “calling”, 

“saying, expressing/uttering/enunciating” 
Labialization of Paleo-Caucasian root is secondary in Kartvelian since also non-

labializaed allomorphs are attested in Nakh languages; cf. Chech., Ing. jet: “name, 

glory/fame”, Rus. слава, Ts.-Tush. et: “name, glory/fame” [Chukhua 2008 : 624]. Instead 

initial voiced d consonant is preserved in Kartvelian while devoicing d → t:/t process is real 

in Nakh and Sindy.   
I cannot share the view on the fact that  further segmentation of Apkhazian-Abaza verbs 

is possible - a- “mouth” + ta- “giving” [Chirikba 1996 : 84]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *wel- “stem/stalk/trunk; (giant) reed/cane” 
Old Geo. wel-i “stem/stalk/trunk; (giant) reed/cane”, New Geo. vel-i “shoot/brade of 

cereal (without ear of grain)” 
Zan val-o “shoot/brade of cereal (without ear of grain)” 
Laz-Megrelian correspondences are preserved in Imerian dialect in borrowing form 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 367]. If an auslaut of Zan data is considered a final -o in Georgian 

supposes -a suffix - vel-a. The word is attested in ancient written sources: “daštis mas šina  
w e l i (lelami pb)” –”There remained reed”; “vitarca  w e l a j ese čalisaj šeuracxies” < “Like 

a reed of staw…” [Abuldaze  1973 : 551]. 
C.-Sind. *vw- “stake/pole/fence paling, picket” 
Ab. w-ωwan, Apkh. a-w-ωwan,  Bzip a-vw-ωwan “stake/pole/fence paling, picket, 

sharpened stake (to support thorn fence)” 
To bring the Dagestanian nouns is grounded. According to professionals’ view Av.        

ul, Botl., God. uli, Akhv. uli  “stick” correspond with Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs 

[Abdokov 1983 : 133], that is acceptable for me and I suppose that C.-Kartv. *wel- and its 

Kartvelian reflexes are of same root.  

 
C.-Kartv. *wel- “milking” 

Geo vel-a “milking”, me-vel-i “milker (cow…)” 
Zan (Laz) val-um-s “milks”, i-nval-s “is milker (cow…)”, ma-nval-u “is milker (cow…)”, 

Megr. val-u-a “milking”, i-val-s “is milker (cow…)”, ma-val-i/-u “is milker (cow…)”. 
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Richly illustrated Old Georgian vel- verb is corresponded by val-//nval- in Colchian 

dialects [Javakhishvili 1913 : 6]. Svan correspondence isn’t observed so far. 
C.-Sind. *w- “crying” 
Ub. wa- “crying” 
wa- verb of parent-language origin is attested only in Ubykh. Reality of l → w//Ø   

phonetic process in parent language is clearly evident even in this case. Structural relation 

with Apkh. a-wua-ra “crying” verb is unclear.  
C.-Sind. *w- “crying” ~ C.-Kartv. *wel- “milking” archetypes have common identical 

phonemic structure and semantic correlation that is averaged by drainig/dropping  content.   
 
C.Kartv. *wen- “juice; boiled/brewed/concentrate after boiling/curds” 
Old Geo. wen-i “juice; boiled/stewed/stock/broth”, sa-wn-e “juice vessel”, ven-i 

//uen-i “Lenten boiled/brewed/curds” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) on-u-a “squeezing”, skas b-on-n-k “I take honey from beehive; filter it” 
In all probability other Georgian un-ux-i “stinking mud/filth/liquid manure/ 

cattleurine” word contains the same wen- root. In any case, common genetic origin of 

Georgian-Megrelian roots is doubtless. 
C.-Sind. *n- “soup/juicy, frash; wet” 
Ad. n “wet”, Kab. n  “soup/juicy, frash; damp/humid, raw” 
Ub. n “soup/juicy, frash” 
In the professional literature there is a view on the fact that Ubykh type is borrowed 

from Adyghean [Shagirov 1977, II : 126], that can be acceptable. 
G. Rogava dicussed Lezg.  i:i  “wet” form from Dagestanian languages to be  kindred of 

Circassian roots [Rogava 1983 : 151]. 
Breaking of labialization of sibilant  is supposed at Common Sindy chronological level. 

Compensation trace of its existence is observed in intensity of Lezg. - w →:. 
 

C.-Kartv. *wer- “tip/point”, Rus. “кончик” 
Geo. wer-i//ver-i “tip/point”, m-ver-v-al-i “peak/apex/summit” 
Zan (Megr.) vanǯ-i//vand-i (←*vanǯ-i) “tip/point”,” 
Sv. wr-e (← *hwer-e ← *wer-e) “tip/point” 
Old Georgian form is near to parent-language picture. More changes took place in Svan, 

that is stimulated by  → h → Ø historical process. 
C.-Sind. *wr- “sharp”, Rus. “острый” 
Ad. ṣvwa-, Kab - (←f-) “locative prefix denoting being on the tip/summit of sth” 
Ab. ar-a, Apkh. a-ar, Bzip a-var “sharp” 
Semantics of point/tip is evident in Adyghean languages and dialects. Comparison with 

Kartvelian archetypes manifests that final r was lost like in other cases, but it is preserved 

unchanged in Apkhazian-Abaza.  
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On the basis of  Circasian data  it isn’t difficult to confirm labialization of  - was 

charac-teristic of C.-Sindy languages, that is supported by Dagestanian data along with 

Kartvelian one: cf. Bezh. an:o, Tab. uru “sharp”.  

The issue on genetic link with an- “chin” form of Nakh languages arises.  
 

C.-Kartv. *wer- “beam/ray” 
Geo. wer-i “beam/ray” 
In literary Georgian a ver- noun as an independent word denotes beam/ray (N. 

Natadze). Though in other Kartvelian idioms a similar picture isn’t evident. 
C.-Sind. *w- “star” 
Ab. aja-wa,  Apkh.  aja-wa “star” 
Apparently, correspondence material is lost in other Sindy languages. Initial aja- in Ab. 

aja-wa, Apkh. aja-wa “star” allomorphs is well spread prefix. Its correspondences aren’t 

observed either in genetically common Dagestanian data; cf. Av. w:a “star”, And. :a, 

Akhv. w:ar-i, Bagw. w:ar-a, Botl. :aj, Kar. w:aj, Tind. c:aru “star”, Bezh. caŋ, Did. ca, 

Inkh. caŋ, Khv. ca, Hin. cwa, Hunz. ca “star”. Dargwa zur-i/zur-e “star” allomorphs are also 

discussed along with them, that is groundless [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1099], since 

zubar-i is full form in Dargwa and is of different etymology.  
 

C.-Kartv. *win- “pain” 
Zan (Laz.) vin-a “pain” 
Occurrence of Laz vin- root then when the word isn’t borrowed naturally implies the 

existence of *win- archetype in Common Kartvelian parent language; cf. sound 

correspondence Geo.  : Zan  ,  C.-Kartv. *. 
C.-Sind. *w- “crying” 
Apkh. a-w-wa-ra “crying; mourning”, a-w-wa-ṭw “mourning” 
It is one of Laz-Apkhazian isoglosses that cannot be corresponded, i.e. borrowing to 

any direction is excluded. Function of -wa- segment that is detached in Apkhazain is 

unknown. Laz n : Apkh. w correspondence can be supposed. The issue need additional 

investigation. Semantic correlation crying ~ pain is logical one.  
 

C.-Kartv. *wir- “land/soil; manure/dung” 
Geo. vir-e//m-vir-e “stinking mud” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) ver-e “manure/dung” 
Sv. wer → // wor (Lashkh.) “land, clay” 
*wer → *hwer ← wer process is supposed for Svan; cf. in similar position Geo. ver-i : 

Sv. wer-e “tip/point/summit”, in which   → h → Ø took place. 
C.Sind. *vwr- “land/soil; manure/dung” 
Ad. -r “land/soil” 
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Apkh. a-r-wr-a “dung, manure” 
Semantic substitution dung  ~ land  is observed in the languages of both groups, that is 

natural; cf. Geo. mia “land” ~ Megr. mina “dung, manure”.  
Noteworthy allomorphs are observed in kindred Dagestanian languages; cf. Tsakh ire 

→ // ije “land”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *wir- “longish” 
Zan (Megr.) vir-al-i “longish”, vir-aia “longish”  
The word is attested only in Megrelian but it is the root with Kartvalian structure that 

excludes its borrowing nature. 
C.-Sind. *vwr “long” 
Ab. wr,  Apkh. a-wr “long”  
It isn’t excluded that auslaut  shwa of Apkhazian-Abaza can be a correspondence of 

root i vowel in Zan.  
 It is Megrelian-Apkhazian isogloss. May be, their correspondences are observed in 

kindred Dagestanian languages; cf.  And. hiri, Akhv. here-daba, Kar. (Tuk.) her:-b, 

Tind, Cham. heu-b “long”... Meaning of length is evident (basic) in all cases.  
 

C.-Kartv. *wis- “growing up;  ripening/raised;  grown-up/raised/biggish” 
Old Geo. m-wis-i “big, biggish”, si-m-wis-e “maturity, growing up”, gan-m-wis-eb-a 

“growing up” 
Zan (Megr.) iš- “reaching; catching up”, mo-iš-e “matured, ripeness/coming of age/ 

reaching maturity”, Laz me-iš-u “catching up” 
Comparison of Zan-Georgian allomorphs manifests that root w (or v) is lost in Laz-

Megrelian [Gigineishvili 1972 : 150-151]. In this case an issue can arise on relation with 

Svan uš (Lashkh.), š/wiš (UB.) “son” word. Correlation wis- : wiš- has no perspective.   
C.-Sind. *vs- “young (animals)” 
Ub. vs v- “small” 
Ab. -s, Apkh. a-s “young (animals)” 
In Ashkhar-Tapant -s form is attested only in composed nouns [Chirikba 1996 : 84]. 
It is difficult to say whether the labialization of Old Georgian-like root consonant is 

sourced from Paleo-Caucasian or not. If it occurred in parent language thus w was lost in 

Apkhazian-Abaza languages, like in Laz-Megrelian ones.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ib- “edge; side” 
Geo. ib-o “side”, na-ib-ur-i “edge of sth” 
The root is attested in Georgian yet. It’s correspondences aren’t observed in published 

Kartvelian materials. But Common Kartvelian nature of ib- root is doubtless since it has 

external language parallels.   
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C.-Sind. *bv-a “tip/point, edge; sharp” 
Ad. ṗ-, in the word pa-ṗ “sharp”,  Kab. ṗ-, in the word pa-ṗ “sharp” 
Ub. fa-va ← *fa-bva “tip/point, edge; nose” 
To add Apkhazian-Abaza ar- “sharp” root to these word isn’t acceptable, since as it 

was seen, it has different etymology (see C.-Kartv.  *wer- “point/tip”). 
Correspondences with Kartvelian-like structure are attested in Dagestanian languages, 

as well; cf. Akhv. :eber, Kar. :ebir//:iber “tip/point, edge”... 
 

C.-Kartv. *ig- “many-coloured, coloured”   
Geo. ig-, ig-ura “many-coloured, coloured”   
The word is isolated in Georgian, but likely it is of parent-language etymology. It is 

supported by external language correspondences. 
C.-Sind. *vwg- “spotted” 
Ab. wag-ra “spotted” 

Like in Kartvelian, only Abaza data is available in this case, though v →  hushening 

tendency is regularly revealed in this language. Dagestanian material is also brought along 

with these words; cf. Tab. ǯigri “pockmarked” [Abaev 1958, I : 402]. 
 
C.-Kartv. *iw- “screeching/uproaring screeching/uproaring” 
Geo. iv-i-s, iv-il-i “low sound/voice of sth” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) v-, ge-v-i-an-s “shrieks” 
There is a lack of Svan data. Reduction of i was unexpected in Megrealin, but 

disappearing of vowel caused by reduction position - namely, since  canonical v- 

complex is formed at the next reduction stage syncope took place; cf. in similar 

surrounding Geo. cikv- : Zan čkv-ap-a ← * čikv-ap-a “lettings sb/sth go”. 
C.-Sind. *vw- “screeching/uproaring” 
Ad. (Chem.) ṣvw-j-n “screeching/uproaring” 
Corresponding verb in Adyghean is complicated by j- verbal suffix. Instead sounding 

has more archaic nature in this case. 
C.-Sind. *vw-“screeching/uproaring” : C.-Kartv. *iw- “screeching/uproaring, 

screeching /uproaring” archetypes are logical structural and phonetic correlation that is 

supported by identical semantics.  
 

C.-Kartv. *it- “ being in red”; *it-el- “red” 
Old Geo. it-, it-s “is red”, it-el-i “red”, gan-it-n-i-s “turned red/reddened”, m-it-

ur-i “reddish” 
Zan (Laz) it-a “red”, go-i-m-it-an-u “turned red/reddening”, Megr. it-a “red”, it-on-

d-u-n “turning red/reddens” 
Firstly Arn.Chikobava paid attention to common origin of verbal and nominal stems  

[Chikobava 2013 : 37, 121]. 
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C.-Sind. *vt- “shining brightly”  
Ad. (Chemg.) ṣvat-n “shining brightly” 
Chemguy dialectal data is noteworthy since Common Sindy verbal root ṣvat-n is 

preserved only in it. 
Comparison of C.-Sind. vt- : C.-Kartv. *it-/*it-el- archetypes outlines vowel 

opposition a : i. Apparently, in this case Kartvelian i sounding is secondary. In this regard 

Dagestanian data is valuable, in which Sindy-like a vowel appears; cf. And. at-oralo, God. 

at-i “burning”... 
Semantic correlation redness ~ shining brightly  ~ burning  is logical one. 
 
C.-Kartv. *iḳ- “goat kid” 
Geo. (Ing.) iḳ-o-j “goat kid” 
Zan (Laz) iḳ-an-i “goat kid” 
Megrelian and Svan correspondences haven’t been revealed. 
In spite of different suffixation (that was expected) and since Georgian -o is regularly 

corresponded by zero in Zan (i.e. iḳ-o/*iḳ-i), affixation of the root took place differently 

In Laz dialect.  
  Any attempt to link Ingilo-Laz isoglosses with tiḳan-/ciḳan- will fail – allomorphs 

come from different roots.  
C.-Sind. *kj- “goat kid” 
Ad. čja-, Kab. č “goat kid” 
Sindy archetype is of inversive structure, that is supported by Kartvelian as well as 

Dagestanian data: And. :eḳ-ir, Akhv. eḳ-e, God. eḳ-ir.., Did. ceḳ-i, Hin. ceḳ-e “goat 

kid”,  Lak aku “goat kid”, cf. Dar. iḳa “chicken”. 
Of Iberian-Caucasian languages a ḳ → k deglottalization phonetic process took place 

only in Lak and Circassian languages [see more Dag. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1094; 

Comry, Khalilov  2010 : 132-133]. 
 
C.-Kartv. *iḳw- “dirt/filth; straining/dirtying” 
Old Geo. m-iḳw-l-i “filth/dirtiness”, še-iḳ(w)-eb-a “besmirching/reviling”  
Zan (Megr.) iḳv-il-i “dirty”, koni-iḳv-a-s “Let sb strain”, Laz iḳv-er-i “dirty”, komo-i-

iḳvv-eren “Sth turned dirty” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence. The stem is well illustrated in Old Georgian 

language as well as in Megrelian and Laz dialects [Klimov 1998 : 296; Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze  2000 : 643]. 
C.-Sind. *w- “dung/manure (of cattle)” 
Ub. aw “cattle dung/manure” 
Ab. w “cattle dung/manure”“ 
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Old picture is preserved in Ubykh, but initial sounding is preserved in Abaza 

metathesized stem.  
Sindy roots and stems are linked with Dagestanian correspondences; cf. Rut. uw 

“dirthon cloth”, Krits , Bud. u “rheum, infected dischraged from eyes”... [Starostin  

2000-2004 : 37]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *iḳu- “small,  narrow, tiny; boy” 
Geo.(Tush.) iḳu-j “minor, tiny” 
Zan (Megr.) iḳu//irḳu “small, narrow”, irḳu-irḳu “narrow”, iḳo “little boy” 
iḳu- stem that is attested in Tushian logically corresponds with iḳu//irḳu allomorphs 

in Zan [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 670]. 
C.-Sind. *vḳw- “minor” 
Ad. ḳw, Kab. ḳw “small, minor” 
Ab. ḳw-n “small; boy”, Apkh. a-ḳw-n “boy” 
It isn’t excluded that like in Kartvelian languages, in Sindy ones different roots 

denoting little /minor  and boy are  mixed with each other, though in all cases they 

should have common etymology; cf. Megr.  iḳo “little boy”, iḳu “little/small, narrow” 

and others. Of Dagestanian a Cham. iḳu-b “minor/little, tiny” form is noteworthy.  
 

C.-Kartv. *il- “louse’s egg” 

Geo. il-i “louse’s egg” 
Zan {il-i} 
In the professional literature Geo. il-i / ← il-i substitution is supposed due to 

symbolic root structure. My view is different: Geo. il- stem isn’t sourced from il-, but 

il- as well as il- types existed in parent language. From it il-i is given in Saba’s Cb 

edition: “iq-i “nits/head louse-egg”... “louse” (il-i Cb) CD”., i.e.  il- is corresponded by 

il-i  in Zan  and Geo. il- - by ḳir-i/mḳir-i “louse’s egg” [see Chukhua 2000-2003 : 377; 

cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 685]. 
C.-Sind. *- “louse,  louse’s egg” 
Ad. a, Kab. a “louse” 
Ub -v-, in the word ṭa-v “louse’s egg”, cf. dma-v “egg” 
Ab. a, Apkh. a “louse’s egg” 
Reconstruction of Ubykh v hissing-hushing sibilant-like archephones for parent 

language is groundless. On the contraty,  secondary transformation of hushening of   →  v    
is supposed for Ubykh.  

C.-Kartv. *il- : C.-Sind. *- [Charaia 1912 : 46] correlation is logical one. 
Likely, correspondence can be observed in Vainakh merg ← *ir-em-g (?) “bug” 

word. 
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C.-Kartv. *il- “hatching” 
Zan (Laz) il-, gama-il-u “hatching”, gama-ṗ-il-up “I’ll hatch”, gama-il-up-s “It’ll 

hatch”, gama-il-er-i “hatched”, gama-il-ap-a “hatching” 
il- verb of Common Kartvelian etymology is preserved only in Laz under the meaning 

of hatching; il- is also attested in Georgian and Megrelian, but it has semantics of picking  

since the same il- is also attested in Laz under the same picking meaning.  
C.Sind. *- “laying an egg” 
Ad. -, ja--n, Kab. -, a--n “laying an egg” 
Ab. a-ra, Apkh. a-a-rá “laying an egg” 
Corresponding root isn’t attested in Ubykh. If Kartvelian data is considered an issue of 

vocalism in Adyghean should be solved in favor of  neutral vowel which resulted a in 

Apkhazian-Abaza.  
If Agul a- “giving” verb is enrolled in this word list that it can speak about  common 

origin of Laz  il-, oḳo-u-il-u “Sb shared sth with sb/distributed sth to sb” (cf. Geo. il-i 

Share/portion”, na-il-i “part”, u-il-ad-a “Sb shared sth with sb/distributed sth to sb”) and 

Laz il- “laying an egg” verbs that is acceptable. 
 
C.-Kartv. *im- “clean” 
Geo. im-ar-o “clean, pure”, Psh. im-ar-o al-i “clean, pure water” 
The word is attested only in Pshavian dialect of Georgian. In the word im-ar-o -ar-o 

element is suffix, im-  - root. This latter likely reveals the kinship with Svan m-in- ver-

bal stem in the word li-m-in-e “cleaning, brooming”, me-m-in-l “astronomer” 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 385]. 
C.-Sind. *vw- “kind, good” 
Ad. ṣvw, Abdz. ṣw-, Kab.  (← *ṣvw) “kind” 
Ub.  “good” 
There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences even the kinship with Ubykh 

form is somehow conditional [Shagirov 1977, II : 102]. 
C.-Kartv. *im- “clean” : C.-Sind. *vw- “kind, good” reveals logical semantic, phonetic 

correlation. Labialization m → w process is once again proved in Common Sindy not 

saying about logical i :  vowel correlation.    
 
C.-Kartv. *ind-a “knitted footwear/shoe” 
Geo. inda “knitted footwear” (Saba) 
The word is attested only in Georgian. Its Zan and Svan correspondences haven’t been 

revealed so far. Although its parent-language origin isn’t excluded. 
C.-Sind. *d-a “lace; braid; string” 
Ab. (Tap.) da “lace;  rope; braid; string”, Apkh. -ád, in the word  a-xw-ád “tail-

strap (horse tack), saddle-strap” 
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Although there is a lack of Circassian data, but neutral  vowel is reconstructed in 

parent language. The latter resulted full a in Apkhazian-Abaza probabaly via assimilation 

with suffix a, though  → a (or  →  → a) often occurs without in the mentioned 

languages.  
C.-Kartv. *ind-a “knitted footwear” ~ C.-Sind. *d-a “lace; braid; string” demonstrates 

a logical correlation from semantic, structural and phonetic standpoint. Avar cindi/indi 

“pure” can be borrowed from Georgian.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ino- “seagull (species)” 
Zan (Laz) ino “seagull” 
Laz ino indicates to suppose *in-o archetype to be parent-language one.  
C.-Sind. *n “seagull” 
Apkh. a-n-š “seagull” 
Like in Kartvelian languages,  in this case  Sindy stem is preserved only in Apkhazian   

-   a-n-š, in which final -š (← -s) is affix; cf.  a--s “bird” (pl. form  a-á-ra). 
The root of inversive structure can be observed in Arch. no- “heron” form of 

Dagestanian languages. Semantic correlation heron ~ seagull  is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *iṗ- “lean/thin” 
Geo. riṗ-a/riṗ-i “lean/thin”, ga-riṗ-ul-i “lean/thin” 
Zan (Megr.) iṗ-e “small” 
Existence of r sonor in Georgian is secondary occurrence. It is of latter inclusion due to 

influence of rip- “thin/skinny” word [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 672]. Svan corres-

pondence can be observed in riṗ-i “(girl or old person) with small face” form in which -i 
adjective suffix in Svan. Though the it is supposed that Kartvelian stems are of symbolic 

structure and thus the substitution with Georgian riṗ-i/a, ga-riṗ-ul-i, Megrelian  iṗ-a/e 

“tiny” stems is evident.  
C.-Sind. *ṗv-a “thin” 
Ad. ṗa, Kab. ṗaṣv “thin” 
Ub. ṗa “thin” 
Ab. a, Apkh. a-ṗá “thin” 
The analytical roots is more or less fully preserved in all language sub-systems. Abaza  

in contrast of Apkhazian ṗ- indicates that in this case an initial form should have been of 

Ubykh ṗa type whichdue to phonotactic restriction was simplified towards various 

directions - ṗa → a/ṗa, cf. C.-Sind. *ṗav- “thin”. 
Stem metathesis, realization via inversive structure is easily evident in parent Sindy 

that is proved by Dagestanian and Nakh data, as well: cf. Botl.  ab-ṭi “flat”, Chech. ap-

a//p-aŋ “flat”, p-dan “flattening”. 
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C.-Kartv. *ir- “cudgel/wooden lever; tree” 
Geo. (Gur.) ir-i-tav-i “hooked tree for wheat pounding”, U.-Aj. ir-is-tav-i “part of 

millet thresher” 
Sv. ir “cudgel/wooden lever; big hammer” 
There is a lack of Zan material. Although, unity of Georgian and Svan roots is 

doubtless [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 644]. 
C.-Sind. *vwr- “long thin wooden pole/rod/timber” 
Ab. (Tap.) wr- “long thin wooden pole/rod/timber”, cf. Apkh. vwr-, in the word  vwr-

máps-(ʒa) “unpleasantly long” 
Indeed, Apkhazian semantics can be explained if Georgian long like thin stick/swithch 

stable correspondence can be brought in this context.  
Comparison of C.-Sind. *vwr- : C.-Kartv. *ir- archetypes demonstrates the reality of 

delabialization process in Kartvelian root anlaut. 
 
C.-Kartv. *irx- “lambwool felt; felt/felt cloack” 
Zan (Megr.) irx-//rix-, ma-rix-ol-i//ma-irx-ol-i “like flying parachute made from 

felt” 
irx-//rix- that is detached as a root in Megrelian supposes *irx- archetype for 

Common Kartvelian. Its Georgian-Svan reflexes aren’t observed for now. The word is of 

proto-Kartvelian origin that is proved by Iberian-Caucasian isoglosses.  
C.-Sind. *rx- “rare cloth/fabric” 
Kab. rx “rare cloth/fabric” 
To determine the exact meaning of the word of parent language origin is proved by 

Dagestanian as well as Kartvelian data; cf. Lezg. irx “swatch, patch of fabric”, Av. :ax-a 

“type of rag”, Lak iq-a “rag for foot cleaning”, Rus. половик, i.e. *irq-(a) archetype is 

reconstructed for Common Dagestanian.  

Nakh correspondences  haven’t been revealed for now.  
 

C.-Kartv. *is- “underage(d), minor (woman)” 
Geo. is-, m-is-e “underage(d), minor woman” (Saba) 
Sv. is-r “minor, small” 
Function of -r in Svan is unkown. Maybe it is a remainder of -ra suffix (cf. ḳwic-ra 

“calf”). Laz-Megrelian correspondences haven’t been revealed. 
C.-Sind. *vs v- “one’s own child; descendant/offspring” 
Ub. vs v-w “nestling, one’s own child; descendant/offspring” 
Ubykh-Kartvelian isogloss reveals i :   correlation, that speak in favor of  i →   

phonetic process in parent language.  Svan r : Ub. w in word’s  final position  coincides 

with each other (Is it affixal?).  
Parent-language nature of hissing-hushing sibilants isn’t fully clear. The issue needs 

additional investigation.  
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C.-Kartv. *ip- “sincere, pure” 
Geo. rp-el-i “sincere”, si-rp-o-eb-a-j, “sincerity”, gul-rp-el-i “sincere” 
Zan (Laz) m-ip-a “pure; clean” 
Vibrant r in Georgian developed at next reduction stage due to phono-tactic restriction 

< ip- → p- → rp - [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 672]. 
C.-Sind. *vp- “imp/impish”   
Apkh. a-jap “imp/impish”  
Semantic correlation pure ~ imp reflects succeeding faith of pagan period, i.e. pure  → 

imp meaning shifting took place in Apkhazian, that is proved  clearly by Nakh data, as 

well; cf. Ts.-Tush. ijb “god; idol”.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ipx- “narrow (wickerwork ) cane/osier” 
Geo. ipx-i “narrow”(wickerwork) cane/osier”, “narror and long shoot/sprout” (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) epx-e “(wickerwork) cane/osier “ 
Laz auslaut differs that is due to historically existence of the allomorph with e- 

Nominative case marker. Just via assimilation with this e a phonetic transformation i → e 

developed < *ipx-e → epx-e. 
Svan correspondence isn’t observed so far [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 355]. 
C.-Sind. *px-a “key”  
Ab.(Tap.) apxa,  Apkh. a-apxa “key” 
There is a lack of Circassian correspondence that complicates the reconstruction 

procedure from semantics as well as structural standpoint. Indeed, meaning of key in of 

later period and perhaps, was developed from stick-/(wickerwork), cane/osier etymonic 

semantics. 
From other aspects C.-Kartv. *ipx- : C.-Sind. *px-a demonstrates logical correlation. 

Corresponding at harmonious-descending complexes level is noteworthy, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ika “glass; cup” 
Geo. {ika} “glass” 
Zan (Laz) ika “cup”, Megr. irka “glass” 
Sv. ik “glass”, ik-ld “small glass” 
It is supposed that prop. Georgian correspondence is preserved in Bezhit language in 

borrowing form; cf. Bezh. ika “mirror”. Generally, Bezhit is distinguished by abundance 

of borrowing vocabulary from Georgian. If my observation is right Zan is a logical 

correspondence of ika / irka together with Svan - Geo.  :  Zan   :  Sv. . As it was 

expected final a in Svan elided - ik ← *ika. 
C.-Sind. *kw “clay pitcher” 
Ab. kw “clay pitcher” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only on Abaza data basis. In 

this case the labialization of root guttural k is prop. Sindy innovation – C.-Kartv. k : C.-
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Sind. kw, and Sindy-like sounding  logically reflects the correspondenc of C.-Kartv. i 

vowel – i : , that regularly happens.  
Dagestanian correspondence is considered to be Darg. kia “saucer” word of inversive 

structure.  
 
C.-Kartv. *iem- “garden cress; bitter” 
Geo. im-aṭ-i “garden cress”, Lech. im-ar-aṭ-i, Gur. im-ar-iṭ-a “garden cress”, ga-

im-aṭ-d-a “turning angry/heated” 
Zan (Laz) iam-i “ parsley, leek”,cf. ii-ḳver-i “too salted  rounf loaf (of bread...)” 
Exitence of -em segment (cf. Laz -am) in Georgian is unclear. It is of root, but the 

occurrence of i-aḳ- “capsicum” in Georgian and ii-ḳvar-i “salted rounf loaf (of 

bread...)” in Laz composites arises a ground to detach it.   
C.-Sind. *(w) w- “sour” 
Ab. aw-ra,  Apkh. a-ww “sour” 
Indeed, the labialization of  should be considered to be secondary in Apkhazian-

Abaza, i.e. m→ w. Such approach is proved by Dagestanian data, as well in which initial 

m is stable: Rut. rm-d, Tsakh  rm-an//urum-an//irim-an “source; salted”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *iil- “small; chicken” 
Geo. iil-i “hen’s offspring” (Saba), Gur. iil-i “narrow”, iil-a “chicken” 

(Chubinashvili) 
Zan (Laz) ia “small”, i-iṭa “too/very small”, Megr. ie “small”, but va-ia (= small-

forehead) “frog”, cf. Megr. ii-b-i “cricket” 
Sv. iw//iu “chicken” 
Etymonic meaning of little/small is initial in Kartvelian languages, chicken should 

have been developed from it. It is proved by Gurian as well as Megrelian one. 
C.-Sind. *ʒ vwa “beetle; louse’s egg; flea” 
Ad. zw-, Kab. v ← *zvw “beetle”, cf. Ab. (← Kab.) žwa “gadfly” 
Ab. ʒ “flea”, Apkh. a-ʒ, Bzip. a-vʒ v “louse’s egg” 
There is a lack of Ubykh correspondences that could give more information to 

determine the origin of voiced ʒ/ʒ v/ž allomphones. Though it is clearly evident that VV 

→ Vʒv disiimilative voicing phonetic process acted still in Common Sindy parent 

language. It is also proved by Dagestanian correspondences; cf. Darg. er  “long-tailed 

bush cricket”, And. ora “butterfly”, Lezg., Tab. i,  Rut. , Ag. irir, Khin. iin 

“long-tailed bush cricket”, Krits (dial.) nal “grasshopper”, in which voiced sibilants 

aren’t attested like in Kartvelian languages.  
Etymonic semantics should be of little/small  in Proto-Caucasian, from which louse’s 

egg, flea, beetle, chicken, grasshopper, long-tailed bush cricket  semantemes developed.  
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C.-Kartv. *ḳa(l-)  “(fruit...) stone; seed” 
Geo. ḳa “unthreashed rice “ 
Zan (Megr.) ḳa (pl. form ḳal-ep-i) “(fruit...) stone” 
Sv. ḳa “seed (of  pumpkin, melon, watermelon...)” 
It isn’t excluded that Kartvelian root auslaut is better preserved in Megrelian plural 

form. There is an view that Svan allomorph is borrowrd from Megrelian that cannot be 

proved – different Svan semantics doen’t prove this [see Nadareishvili 1974 : 144; 

Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 645]. 
C.-Sind. *vḳw- “(fruit...) stone” 
Ub. vḳj “(fruit...) stone” 
Although there is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza data the exact reconstruction of Common 

Sindy archetype is possible only on Ubykh data basis.  Ubykh word auslaut gives this 

possibility in which the palatalization of ḳ- indicates only to historical labialization of 

consonant – Ub. vḳj ← *vḳw. And this Proto Sindy w is logical correspondence of   

Megrelian plural (resp. parent-language - l sosnor, i.e. l → w is prop. parent-language 

process even in this case.    
  
C.-Kartv. *ḳwan- “spark” 
Sv. ḳwm, ḳwam (Lashkh.) “spark” 
If Megrelian rḳin- “sparkling”, ma-rḳin-aia “firefly” are somehow linked with Svan 

allomorphs, thus n → m is likely Svan occurrence. Though n → m phonetic 

transformation is attested in Svan variants γošgin-/γošgim “behind”, login-i- : Sv. lrgim 

“long chair; sofa” [Chukhua  2000-2003: 21-22]. 
C.-Sind. *vwanḳj- “star” 
Ub. vwanḳj//vwaḳj “star” 
Exact reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is possible only on Ubykh data basis.  

Sindy data on formation of ḳ complex in Kartvelian languages is important that is of 

secondary formation in the given samples. This is proved by Dagestanian languages, as 

well in which inner correlation – star ~ sparke is noteworthy; cf. Krits uḳ, Tind. akw-a 

“sparkle” ~ Lak uku, Cham. aka//akwa “star”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ḳwar-am- “darkness” 
Geo. ḳvaram-i “darkness; chasm/abyss/depth” 
Zan (Megr.) ḳurum-i//ḳurum-ia “darkness; chasm/abyss/depth” 
There is a lack of Svan correspondence; ḳvaram-/ḳurum- is logical correspondence in 

which *ḳwar- is detached as  root. Meaning of chasm/abyss/depth is secondary.  
Georgian and Zan roots and stems were compared by G. Klimov [Klimov 1998 : 299]. 
C.-Sind. *vwnḳj - “dark” 
Ad. (Chemg., Bzhed.) ṣvwnj, Abdz. ṣvwnč “dark”  
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The view on the fact that nj → nč in Abdzakh is inner-dialectal innovation is accep-

table, that is a rare sample of deglottalization [Kvakhadze 2014 : 216]; {wnḳj} that was 

expected in Ubykh isn’t observed.  
Sindy languages data is noteworthy in terms of formation possibility of Common 

Kartvelian ḳ complex. 
Described comparison reveales logical structural and phonetic correlation, that is 

supported by semantic identity.   
 

C.-Kartv. *ow- “sucking” 
Geo. ov-a “sucking”, ov-s “sucks”, ov-n-a “sucking”, m-ov-ar-i “sucker”, m-ov-el-i 

“sucking” 
Zan (Laz) v-ap-er-i “sucked”, o-v-ap-am-s ““sucks sb/sth”, Megr. u-al-a “sucking”, o-

u-ap-u-an-s “sucks sb/sth” 
Sv. b-, en-b-e “sucking in; sipping” 
Svan data is a slightly different or perhaps, it is a correspondence of ruṗ-a root or the 

influence result. That is indicated by semantic of the root [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

649-650]. 
C.-Sind. *wa- “sucking” 
Ab. wa-ra,  Apkh. a-wa-ra “sucking” 
There is a lack of Circassian data. I suppose that Apkhazian-Abaza wa- fully reflects 

Common Sindy data. The latter is paralled by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian samples; 

cf. Av. u-ze//:u-zi, Kar. w:aŋ-..., Krits  uw-, Tab. vuw- “sucking”… 
Apkhazian-Abaza correspondences were paid attention before [Charaia 1912 : 46]. 
Correspondences of  the verbs ov- “sucking” and ruṗ- “sipping” should be 

distinguished in Dagestanian languages and dialects.  

 

C.-Kartv. *on- “remembering/keeping in mind; seeing” 
Zan (Laz) on-, o-on-u “halutinating/seeing, mind”, m-a-on-e-n “Sth halutinates to 

me”, Megr. gina-on-u “looking through/above; panoram”, miḳi-on-u “Sb kept in mind”, 

cf. Laz o-xo-on-u “understanding” 
Sv. li-wen-e “seeng/showing, demonstrating” 
If Geo. mo-on-eb-a “like” verb is supposed in this list, thus it is clear that  on- → 

wen- type umlaut is assumed in Svan.  
C.-Sind. *vn- “knowledge/knowing” 
Ad. ṣvn, Kab. ṣvn “knowledge/knowing” 

There is a lack of Ubykh-Apkhazian-Abaza data. Reconstruction of Common Sindy 

archetype is possible on the ground of v → ṣv  spirantiazation phonetic process in 

Adyghean languages.   
Corresponding Nakh data isn’t observed. Of Dagestanian languages Andi in-nu and 

Rutul ha-n “knowledge/knowing” are of similar verbal forms. 
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C.-Kartv. *oṗ- “point/tip, edge” 
Geo. oṗ-i “point/tip” 
Zan (Megr.) ḳoṗ-i “point/tip, edge” 
 Svan ʒgeb (←*ʒgb) “faced/sided” and Megrelian ʒgoṗ-i “faced/sided, point/tip”      

allomorphs can be added to this word list. Only ḳ → ʒg transformation mechanism is 

unclear [see Chukhua 2000-2003 : 363]. 
C.-Sind. *vb- “(human’s…) back; point/tip, edge” 
Ad. b, Kab. ṣvb “(human’s…) back” 
Ub. fa-vá ←*fa-vbá “point/tip, edge” (?) 
If generally an Ubykh data is brought in this case thus it is more reduced word that is 

perhaps due to stem structure. Semantic correlation among Circassian languages creates a 

certain difficulty – back ~ point/tip ~ edge.  
 Nakh or Dagestanian isoglosses aren’t observed for now.  
 

C.-Kartv. *oṗ-e “navel” 
Geo. oṗ-i “is called woman’s inner genital organ” (Saba) 
Zan (Laz) iṗa, Megr. iṗ-i “navel” 
When Saba’s  oṗ-i  is given in this list thus Georgian iṗ-i should be qualificated to be 

zanism and Laz iṗa ← *iṗa  supposes secondary hushening phonetic process. Seems, 

Svan bi “navel” root is of another origin.   
C.-Sind. *aṗw- “navel” 

Ad. n-bǯ, Kab. bnža ← *na-bǯ “navel” 
Apkh. a-aṗ-an “navel” 
In Sindy languages aṗ- is detached as a root material which lost w after ṗ- due to 

distributive incompatibility - aṗw- → aṗ-. And this w is a result of segmenatation of 

historically o : o → wCa/aCw. 
Of other Iberian-Caucasian paralles C.-Nakh  *om-g “navel” is noteworthy; cf. Dag. 

um, Krits um-ur “navel”. Others correspond with Geo. (Khevs.) n-e “bull’s genital 

organ” : Av. :in-o, And. :un-o, Lak un, Arch. an, Ud. an “navel”, cf. Tab. ul “navel; 

bull’s genital organ”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ut-ul- “snowberry” 
Geo. (L.-Rach.) utul-i “seed of yew” 
Zan (Megr.) otir-a “snowberry” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been disclosed. Vowel component in Megrelian 

underwent more changes – u → o and u →  → i, that is natural in the roots and stems of 

this type, and in Zan both dialects, as well [Rogava 1962].  
C.-Sind. *tw- “kind of grass; moss” 
Apkh. a-twa, Bzip  a-vtw “kind of grass; “moss” 
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There is a lack of Circassian data that complicates to determine the semantics of 

reconstructing archetype and to identify plant type. 
Formal aspect of analytical words reveals logical correlation, but word meanings are 

greatly differ from each other. 
The issue needs additional investigation.     
 
C.-Kartv. *uḳ- “saucepan/pot” 
Geo. uḳ-, uḳ-al-a “metal small saucepan/pot”   
Zan (Laz) uḳ-i//urḳ-i “saucepan/pot”, uḳ-an-i “big saucepan/pot”... 
In Kartvelian languages and dialects uḳ-/uḳ- is detached as root, -al and -an are 

indepenedent suffixes [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 673]. 
C.-Sind. *ḳw “wooden kneading trough” 
Ab. ḳw, Apkh. a-ḳw “wooden kneading trough” 
 Corresponding roots are lost in Circassian languages. 
C.-Sind. *ḳw : C.-Kartv. *uḳ- is a clear  model of logical correspondence. Breaking of 

initial u resulted  and w phonemes in Apkhazian-Abaza languages. Primarity of 

Kartvelian u is supported by Nakh languages data; cf. Ts.-Tush. uḳ, Chech. ug, Ing. ug 

“drinking (ram’s….) horn” [Chukhua  2008 : 627-628].  
Of Dagestanian roots and stems only Dargwa ḳuul ← *uḳ-ul “spoon” word can be 

enrolled in the words list so far.  
 

C.-Kartv. *ul- “(wife’s) parent”  
Geo. ul-, ul-ebriv-i “man/male” 
Sv. ul-, in the word  na-ul-aš “duty/fee for wife’s parents” 
ul- root  in Svan is a reflex of  C.-Kartv. *ul- “parent” archetype. Correspondence of 

Svan  ul- is likely observed in Old Geo. ul-ebriv-i “man/male” word [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze  2000 : 674]. Thus, I suppose that ul- isn’t an allomorph of  uš- “son” word, 

vice versa Sv. uš is a correspondence of Geo. ul- and is of different etymology [Rogava 

1951 : 636]; for  l : š correlation cf. Geo. ṭil-i : Sv. ṭiš “louse”. 
C.-Sind. *w- “(wife’s) parents” 
Ad. ṣw- (←*w-), in the words: ṣw-gwaš “wife’s mother”, ṣw-pšj “wife’s father” 
Parent-language refelxation is evident only in Adyghean. Comparative analysis of            

C.-Sind. *w- : C.-Kartv. *ul- archetypes once more clarifies that in parent Sindy a 

correspondence of C.-Kartv. l sonor w (←*l)  was lost in earlier period. 
There is a view on the fact that C.-Sind. *w- is genetically linked with  And. ƛ̣eru, 

Akhv. ƛ̣e “father-in-law (wife’s father), mother-in-law (wife’s mother)” words [Abdokov 

1983 : 88]. This noteworthy  standpoint needs additional arguments. 
 

C.-Kartv. *uṗ- “mongrel(dog, pig…)/sb base/ignoble, greedy/vocaciou” 
Geo. uṗ-aḳ-i “low breeding/badly bred/bad/useless, vile/base/debased/reviled” 
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The word is attested only in Georgian. Basing on the fact that it has external language 

correspondences it can be considered to be parent-language reflex. 
C.-Sind. *ṗ-a “loathsome, evil”  
Ad. (Shaps.) aṗ, Chemg. aṗ, Kab. aṗ  “loathsome, evil” 
There is a lack of Ubykh and Apkhazian-Abaza data. This fact complicates the 

reconstruction procedure. It cannot be said surely whether  sibilant was labialized in 

parent language or not. According to Georgian data it is possible, but in Adyghean such 

assumption is groundless.  
The issue needs additional investigation.   
 

C.-Kartv. *uṗ-e “slimy stagmant water/mud; marsh/swamp” 
Geo. umṗe “slimy stagmant water” 
Sv. ub “marsh/swamp” 
Corresponding noun is lost in Zan dialects. In Georgian m is phonetic inclusion – *uṗe 

→ umṗe. As regard Svan correspondence a final b is a result of chacarteristic disimilative 

voicing process – *uṗ-e → ub.   
C.-Sind. *p-a “dung/excerment” 
Kab. pa “dung/excerment” 
Ub. p “dung/excerment” 
Transitional stage of semantic difference slimy stagmant water ~ dung/excerment is 

considered to be Ossetian if “mud, dirt/filth” that is entered from Circassian [Abaev 

1958, I : 338]. Semantically and structurally Svan marsh/swamp is corresponded by 

Urartian opa   “sea” (→ Arm. cọv- “sea”) word with the same root. Dagestanian 

corresponds with Georgian semantics; cf. Bagw. :ob “mud”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ur- “dripping”, cf. *u-a “juice” 
Geo. u-a “juice” 
Laz (Zan) o-ur-u “fluid flowing/shelding”, me-ur-u “id” 
Sv. ur-, x-o-ur “(tear, blood) flows”, ,x-o-wr-e/x-o-ur-e “(blood, tears) shedding” 
The picture is colorful in Kartvelian material. Especially, Georgian noun differs from 

Laz-Svan one. On thing is clear:  w- root denotes liquid/fluid  and the others can be stem 

building problem. 
C.-Sind. *vw- “crying/pouring/shedding; mouring” 
Ab. wu-ra //w-wa-ra, Apkh. a-w-wa-ra “mouring/sobbing, pouring/shedding” 

Like in Kartvelian languages, the root is complicated with wa segement which 

function isn’t observed. Apkh.-Abaza  supposes initial v hissing-hushing arch-phoneme.  
Sindy allomorphs are linked with Av. r-e:- “puring/shedding, crying” verb [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 864]. I suppose that Av.  r-e:- corresponds with  Georgian rev-a/rv-

a derivates and other Dagestanian correspondences of C.-Kartv. *u-a “juice” archetype  
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are preserved in Avar :o “colostrum”, Lak  , Arch. no “id” allomorphs; cf. also C.-

Kartv. *wen- “juice”. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ux- “closing/shutting; closing one’s/sb’s eyes/going to sleep” 
Old Geo. ux-, da-ux-v-a “closing (eyes)”, da-m-ux-v-el-i “sb who closes sb’e eye” 
The word is isolated in Georgian; ux- root is attested in ancient Georgian written 

sources: “d a g i  u x n e s twalni tkwenni”–” Your eyes are closed”; “numca xart… 

locvasa t w a l d a  u x v i l”   - ”Don’d be have eyes closed in prying” [Abuldaze 1973 : 

135; 183]. 
C.-Sind. *vwx - “covering, hidding” 
Apkh. (Bzip) a-vwx-rá “covering, keeping”, a-vwax- “(sth) covered, kept” 
Georgian-Apkhazian isoglosses are identical formally and semantically. Apkhazian a 

reflects parent-language  archiphoneme –   →  → a. 
Dagestanian or Nakh correspondences haven’t been revealed so far. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ux- “fast/quick/swift/rapid; instant/speedy” 
Geo. ux-, sul-ux-i “fast/quick/swift/rapid”, mu-ux-i “instant/speedy (sth), hurried; 

necessary/essential/need” 
Sv. x-i “necessity/need”, ma-x, m-x (Ksan.) “necessity/need” 
Kartv. ma-/mu- prefix is attested in many samples, that proves its Common Kartvelian 

origin (cf. mu-sr-i). In the present data  root has the swift/fast/necessary/instant  

meanings. 
C.-Sind. *vx- “soon; quickly/instantly/ promptly” 
Kab. ṣvx-w “soon; quickly/instantly/promptly” 
Spirantization is prop. Kabardian innovation. Unlike Kartvelian it turns out that in 

Kabardian ṣvx- is detached as root and -w is derivative suffix. 
Correlation of C.-Kartv. *ux- : C.-Sind. *vx- archetypes demonstrate semantic, 

structural and phonetic identity. 
Isoglosses from other Iberian-Caucasian languages haven’t been revealed so far. 
 

C-Kartv. *ux- “sucking” 
Sv. ux- -/wx-, li-wx-an/li-ux-an “sucking” 
The root of Common Kartvelian etymology is preserved only in Svan. Parent-language 

nature of ux- root is proved by Sindy (and Dagestanian) isoglosses.  
C.-Sind. *vxjw- “sucking” 
Ad. svwa-n, Kab. ṣvf-n “sucking” 
Two types of transformation of labialized xjw complex are attested in Adyghean 

languages – s vw ← *xjw → f. C.-Kartv. u : C.-Sind. Cw vowel correspondence is repeated in 

the given opposition.   
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Primarity of Common Kartvelian u sounding is supported by dagestanian data, as well; 

cf. Hin. čux-ƛa, Bezh. coƛ-ƛal.., Ag. ux-as “sucking”. 
 

C.-Kartv. *ux- “evening” 
Old Geo. m-ux-r-i “evening”, mi-m-ux-r-ad “in the evening”, ux-el-is “yesreday in 

the evening” 
On the comparative ground of Old Georgian forms ux- root is easily observed that has 

the meaning of evening: “ u x e l i s vtkut mcurvaltats” – “We said last night”; “m  u x r i  

io žami igi” – “It was  evening” [Abuladze 1973 : 552; 311]. 
C.-Sind. *wx “night” 
Ab. x,  Apkh. a-x//a-x “night” 
There is a lack of Circassian data and thus it is difficult to speak about that basis on 

which the delabialization of w consonant took place in Apkhazian-Abaza. Correspondence 

of    C.-Kartv. u a w complex (dipthong) was expected.  
S. Janashia discussed the common genetic nature of Georgian-Apkhazian roots and stems 

[Janashia  1959 : 15]. 
Of Dagestanian allomorphs a Hinukh žuha “morning” can be noteworthy.  
 
C.-Kartv. *- “seeing, knowing” 
Geo. -, u--i-s “knows” 
Zan -, Laz o-ḳ-e-n, Megr. r- (← *-) o-r-e-n “Sb/sth sees”, i-r-eb-e-n “is seen/ 

appears/can be seen” 
Sv. s-ir-, x-o-ms-ir-i “sees, knows” 
D. Machavariani’s comparison is accepted in Kartvelian linguistics [see Klimov  1964 : 

186-187]. Svan allomorph is also added which is complicated by -ir suffix.  
Unlike the other researchers, to detach u-/o- prefixes in verbal stem doesn’t create any 

problem since in Megrelian different prefixation is natural; cf. i-r-eb-e-n “Sth can be 

seen/appears, looks” [cf. Klimov 1964 : 186]. 
C.-Sind. *ωa- “asking/questioning to know sth” 
Ub. ʒγa- “asking/questioning” 
Ab. ωa-ra, Apkh. a--ra ← *a-ωa-ra “asking/questioning” 
There is a lack of Adyghean data. Apparently, in Ubykh language regressive 

assimilation took place – ʒγa- ← *γa. 
Semantic correlation C.-Kartv. knowldege ~ C.-Sind. asking is supported by meaning 

of   Dagestanian languages investigating/inquiring; cf. Av. ex:-e, Kar. ex:- “investigating, 

explorating scurpulously; asking/questioning”. 
Dagestanian languages data is also valuable to determine the genesis of  complex in 

Kartvelian languages.  
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C.-Kartv. *- “recalling/reminding, memory” 
Sv. š- (←*-), š-ed- “recalling/reminding”, x-e-š-ed-en-i “Sb reminds/recalls”, m-a-

š-id “I rememeber” 
Existence of š complex arosed question in Svan, but via the analysis of Common 

Kartvelian data made clear, that Sv. š comlex is sourced from  initial type i.e. 

deglottalization  → š process took place in Svan; cf. Geo. ed- : Zan ḳad- : Sv. šḳid- 

“hammering/nailig”... Thus, in similar opposition cases a parent-language - strident 

complex should be reconstructed. 
C.-Sind. *va- “knowledge/knowing” 
Ad. (Shaps.) ṣv-n “knowledge/knowing” 
In the professional literature there are frequent cases when Shapsug form is mixed with 

Ad. ṣva-, Ub. v- “knowldege/knowing” roots  with different etymology [see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 262; Kvakhadze 2014 : 380]. C.-Kartv. *- “recalling/reminding, memory” 

: C.-Sind. *va- “knowledge/knowing” is the correspondence which can be discussed  as 

independent lexical entry [cf. Lomtatidze 1972 : 130-133]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *- “order/arrangement/structure/construct; ordering/arranging/setting up/ 

constructing” 
Geo. da--ob-a “ordering/arranging/setting up/constructing/laying out”, a--ob-s “Sb 

orders/arranges/sets up/constructs/lays out”, da-a--o “Sb ordered/arranged/set up/con-

structed/layed out” 
Zan (Megr.) o-n-un-s “Sb orders/arranges/sets up/constructs, decorates”, mo-n-il-i 

“ordered/arranged/set up/constructed/layed out”, e-n-u-al-a “ordering/arranging/ 

setting up/constructing/laying out”, Laz mo-v-en-u “harmonizing/adapting/arranging, 

becoming frirnds/comrades”, i-v-en-an “They arrange” 
Svan lu-m-d--ol-on-x “they arranged” can be discudded in this case. It is a Georgian 

form in Svan that is proved by da- preverb [cf. Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 656]. 
C.-Sind. *v- “doing, buislding” 
Ad. (Shaps.) ṣv-n, Chemg. ṣv-n, Kab. ṣv-n “doing, building” 
In the professional literature it is rightly pointed out that Apkh.-abaz. verb -a-a-ra 

“doing/making” [history of the issue see Shagirov 1977, II : 153]. Instead, assertion of 

genetic common origin of C.-Sind. *v- “doing/making” : C.-Kartv. *- “arranging; 

contructing” is grounded. 
Structural-phonetic identity is supported by logical natural semantic correlation 

arranging  ~ building/making. 
 
C.-Kartv. *-at- “salt; salty” 
Geo. (Imer.) at-i “sallted water for keeping cheese”, Laechkh. na-m-at-o “id” 
Zan (Laz) t-e//it-e “salty, brine”, cf. t--ar-i “salty water” 
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In historical Zan  C.-Kartv. *at-  stem should have been resulted a ot-. Just from it 

comes Megrelian allomorph o → /i via phonetic process [see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 

343]. The issue arises on suffixal nature of -at- segment in the Kartvelian languages. 
C.-Sind. *ωa- “salty” 
Ab. ωa,  Apkh, a- // Bzip a-v ← *avωá “salty” 

The root is lost in Circassian languages since Ossetian cxx/cnx “salt” allomorphs 

cannot be considered to be similar ones. They are of different origin.  
Superflous nature of t- in the correlation C.-Sind. *ωa : C.-Kartv. *-at- stems in 

Kartvelian languagers. In this terms Bag., Botl. :aŋi ← *:ani  is noteworthy parallel. 

Maybe C.-Kartv. t corresponds with Dagestanian n. 
 
C.-Kartv. *ar- “angering/getting angry” 
Geo. r-om-a “anger”, gan-r-a “got angry/angried”, gan-v-er “I got angry/ 

angried” 
Zan (Megr.) or-in-i/go-nor-u-a “getting angry/angrying”, gu-m-a-nor-u “Sb got 

angry with me”, or-inǯa “angered/furious”  
Sv. li-r “getting ill”, x-a-r-n-e “gets ill” 
C.-Kartv. *a vowel  is reconstructed according to Megrelian-Svan (o : a) vocalism, *a → 

e is prop. Georgian innovation [Tsagareli 1880 : 25]. Svan verb is considered to be of same 

type and origin. 
C.-Sind. *- “threatening” 
Ab.  ja-, a-z-ja-ra “threatening” 
Palatalization mechanism of - in Abaza is unknown. Perhaps, it is due to the 

existence of  (-) root narrow vowel in parent language which left assimilative trace in 

the form of softening of  – C.-Sind. *- → Ab. ja-. 
Correlation of C.-Kartv. *ar- : C.-Sind. *- archetypes in noteworthy that is logical 

from phonetic, structural standpoint and is stable due to occurrence of harmonious-

descending complexes [C.-Kartv.  : C.-Sind. ]. This is supported by semantic 

correspondence – engering ~ threatening, which is logical.   
 

C.-Kartv. *en- “growing/breeding/propagating, increasing in number/multiplying; 

seed” 

Zan (Laz) ḳem-i “seed”, Megr. an-, gmna-an-i “person, plant, or animal that is 

descended from a particular “ancestor/seed, offspring/bred/children”, do-an-ap-a 

“growing/breeding/propagating”, “using of first seed for increasing in number/multiplying; 

seeding “ 
Only a nominal root is attested in Laz and verbal forms are revealed in Megrelian. I 

suppose that in this case Zan ṭḳeb-i “leather”, / Megr. *ṭab-ar-ua- type (ḳem -/an) 

correlation is evident when  → ḳ and n → m  phonetic process  made etomological 
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links between Laz and Megrelian roots unclear, though the meaning seed is evident in 

both words. 
C.-Sind. *jn- “offspring/descendant” 
Ad. (Chemg.) jn “offspring/descendant” 
Short   of  *n- root made it possible a palatalization   → j  phonetic process  

in  Adyghean; jn  allomorph that was expected in Shapsug dialect isn’t observed.     
 C.-Sind. j : C.-Kartv.  indicates that harmpnious-descending complex was 

characteristic of Paleo-Caucasian languages. It can be clarified on the ground of corres-

ponding Nakh-Dagestanian data. 
 
C.-Kartv. *en-/*in- “boring; getting tired” 
Geo. en-/in-, mo-en-a “boring”, mo-i-in-a “Sb got bored” 
Zan (Laz.) ḳin- (← *in-), do-i-ḳin-d-in-u “Sb got tired”, dono-ḳin-d-er-i “tired”,      

u-do-ḳin-d-in-u “tireless“ 
There is a lack of Svan-Megrelian forms though Georgian-Laz samples gives possibility 

to reconstruct  the archetype with - complex. Indeed,  →  → ḳ took place in Laz 

[Chikobava 1938 : 414]. 
C.-Sind. *- “getting bored, over-tiring” 
Apkh. a-ja-ra “over-tiring” 
Verbal root that is originated from Common Sindy is preserved only in Apkhzian. If it 

is possible to speak about the suffix nature of -en/-in segments (at any stage), thus in 

Apkhazian a (ja-) is an integral part of root in Apkhazian, which supposes the existence 

of C.-Sind.  *  : C.-Kartv. e sound correspondence. 
Semantically the structural and phonetic identity is supported  by archetype 

correspondence – getting tired  ~ boring/getting tired.   
 
C.-Kartv. *er- “landslide” 
Geo. er-, me-er-i “landslide” 
I agree with the view, which asserts that Zan ar-i “water” corresponds with Georgian 

er- root [Abashia  2014 : 55], which excludes the borowiing supposition  of Geo. al-i 

“water” → Zan ar-i. Thus everything is all right - al- : Zan u “water”, Geo. er- 

“landslide” : Zan ar- “water” (systemic changing).    
C.-Sind. *ω “ice” 
Apkh. a- ← *a-ωa “ice” 
Due to the absence of Circassioan correspondences I had to bring Nakh and 

Dagestanian data. Of Nakh languages Ts.-Tush. data in which lam-ωer (= mountain + 

ice) “glacier” demonstrates initial picture since in Vainakh languages root pharynx-

gealization is lost; cf. Ing. er-ḳga “ice melting”. But Vainakh meaning of melting (ice 

mealting) is noteworthy to understand Geo. me-er-i “landslide” : Zan  ar-i “water” 

semantic opposition. 
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Along with Nakh data an Avar :er “ice” well demonstrates  a root nature of r, which is 

lost in Andi i “early morning frost, hoar-frost (on tree, beard…)” word.  
 
C.-Kartv. *w- “perishing/demolishing, devastating/destroying, eliminating” 
Geo. v-, ga-v-a “destroying”, ga-m-v-ar-i “destroyed/ annihilated/eliminated” 
Zan (Megr.) nu-al-a “annihilating/eliminating; devastating/destroying”, d-nv-i 

“Sink!/Drown”, do-b-nv-i “I devastated/destroyed, annihilated/eliminated sb/sth; sinked 

sb/sth/sent sb/sth to the bottom”, muḳo-nv-il-i “smashed down” 
Sv. n-, li-nw-e “destroying; annihilating”, x-a-nw-e “destroys” 
Semantically an initial picture is preserved in Megrelian, but formaly an Imerian data 

is more archaic. Anlaut n nazal sonorant in Megrelian-Svan is phonetic apposition 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 658]. 
C.-Sind. *a- “miscarrying” 
Ab. ja-ra, Apkh. a-ja-ra “miscarrying” 
There is a lack of Circassian data. Etymological meaning of devastating/breaking/ 

destroying, annihilating/eliminating that is reconstructed according to Apkhazian-Abaza 

is close to Kartvelian miscarrying/destroying/annihilating semantemes that is supported 

by sound correspondence C.-Kartv.   : C.-Sind. . The latter has regular charachter. 
Corresponding allomorphs haven’t been attested in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 
 
C.-Kartv. *on- “oak” 
Geo. {on-}, n-et-i (top.), n-or-i (top.)  
Zan (Laz) ḳon-i, Megr. on-i “oak” 
Sv. {or-} “oak”, la-or-a “for oak/oak grove; oak” 
Common origin of Georgian and Zan words denoting oak has been accepted for a long 

time [Chikobava 1938 : 128]. Svan correspondence should be preserved in Rachian la-or  

“oak stake/pole” word. Final sonor correlation Geo.-Zan n : Svan r  is due to  operation of  

n → r  historical  phonetic process in Svan [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 390]. 
C.-Sind. *- “yew” 
Ad (Shaps.)   “yew” 
Ab. (Tap.) ω “pine” 
Parent-language *- root is reconstructed with the meaning of “yew” on the 

Circassian languages data basis [Kvakhadze 2014 : 63]. I suppose that besides (Tap.) ω 

“pine” form its correspondence is observed in C.-Kartv. *on- “oak” archetype. 
Semantic opposition oak ~ yew  is logical. Root reducing in Sindy in maximal – any 

determinant (or its existence trace) isn’t observed.  
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C.-Kartv. *al- “lean” 

Old Geo. m-l-e “lean”, da-m-l-eb-a “becoming lean” 

Zan (Megr.) ḳol-a “lean” 
Indeed, l- is detached as a root in Georgian. Its Megrelian correspondence o (ḳol-a) 

sounding indicates Common Kartvelian a. Thus, postulation of *al- archetype in parent 

language is acceptable [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 680]. 

C.-Sind. *wa- “thin” 
Ab. (Tap.) a-á, Apkh. a-ṗá “thin” 

Given  : ṗ correspondence is really a next modification of  labialized  *wa- archetype 

in Apkhazian-Abaza languages [Chirikba 1996 : 86]. Proto-language l → w process 

becames a  labialization source in Common Sindy. 

Semantic correlation lean ~ thin is logical. 

Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Dagestanian linguistic data; cf. Tab. 
il-uw, il-ib “thin”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *ar- “a kind of clay pitcher” 

Geo. (Gur.) ar-il-a “big  clay pitcher”, Achar. ar-iḳ-a “wide-mouthed short-necked 

single-handled large clay jar” 

Nominal ar- root is attested only in western dialects of Georgia that indicates that it 

can be zanism. If this supposition is right *er- archetype will be reconstructed as parent-

language form. 

C.-Sind. *a- “bowl” 
Ab. a, Apkh. á-a “bowl” 
Corresponding root of Circassian languages is lost. By comparing *a- archetype that is 

reconstructed according to Apkhazian-Abaza data, with Kartvelian isoglosses clarifies that 

supposed final sonor r (cf. Kartv. *ar-) disappeared still in Common Sindy parent 

language without a trace. 

Corresponding isoglosses haven’t been revealed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ar- “cutting; splitting; mowing/scything” 

Old Geo. da-ar “cut!”, da-v-er “I cut”, v-r-i “I’m  cutting”, na-er-i “piece/slice” 

Zan (Laz) o-ḳor-u//o-ḳir-u “cutting’ mowing/scything”, Megr. ḳr-//ḳir- “cutting”, 

no-ḳer-i ← *no-ḳor-i “piece/slice” 

Svan r- “cutting” (la-r-e “to be mown/for moving/hay meadow”)  is a different root and 

cannot be discussed  in this case [cf. Klimov 1964 : 256; Klimov  1998 : 321]; a → e  has 

secondary nature in Georgian like  o → //i and o → e in Zan [Gamkrelidze, Machavariani  

1965 : 160-169]. 
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C.-Sind. *a- “cutting; chopping” 

Apkh. a-a-rá “cutting; splitting; chopping” 
Verbal root is attested only in Apkhazian, also it is distinguished by    →  

velarization secondary process. Sibilant sound correspondence C.-Kartv.   : C.-Sind.  has 

low frequency feature; r → Ø functioned in parent Sindy, as well and thus, in this sample 

reflexation is zero.  

C.-Sind. *a- : C.-Kartv. *ar- is structurally, phonetically and semantically almost 

identical opposition. 

From Dagestanian Did. re--a//re-w-a, Khv. li--a, Hin. ro--a, Bezh. ju--l, Hunz. bu-

-a “cutting” allomorphs are enrolled in this word-forms list. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ečk- “pounding/crashing/tenderizing; slight injury” 
Geo. čečk-v-a “pounding/crashing/tenderizing”, eḳ-v-a “slight injury” 
Zan (Megr.) čkančk-u-a, ḳaḳ-u-a “cutting into narrow”, Laz o-ḳaḳ-u “cutting sth 

into narrow” 

Comparison of Kartvelian roots clarifies that there are two assimilated allomorphs. In 

the first case regressive (*ečk- → čečk-) and in the other one – progressive (*ečk- → 

eḳ-) assimilation took place in Kartvelian [history of stems see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 562-563; 683-684]. 

C.-Sind. *č- “breaking” 
Ub. č- “breaking” 

Ab. a-ra, Apkh. a-a-ra “splitting, bursting” 

Adyghean correspondences haven’t been revealed [cf. Shagirov 1977, II : 127]. 

Interralation of Ubykh and Apkhazian allomorphs is doubtless [Abdokov 1973 : 74]. 

Similar č →  assimilative processes are noteworthy in Kartvelian and Apkhazian-Abaza 

that is due to root  sound structure. Sound correspondence C.-Sind. *č : C.-Kartv. *čk 
which has systemic character and indicates to č → čk pre-historical transformation in 

Common Kartvelian is noteworthy.  

 
C.-Kartv. *wal- “nail, splinter/sliver/metal pine/peg/spike, (wood splitting) 

wedge/(cart-wheel) spoke” 

Geo. wal-, ma-n-wal-i//ma-n-val-i “pocket-in nail” (Saba), sa-m-s-wal-i “nail”, m-s-

val-//m-š-val-//m-r-val-//m-val-v-a, “hamerring/nailing”, cf. m-val-i//val-i  “stabbing 

pain” 

Zan (Laz) m-ḳul-i → // m-ḳil-i “pointed, sharpened; (wood splitting) wedge/(cart-

wheel) spoke “ 

There is a lack of Megrelian-Svan allomorphs. Considering T. Gamkrelidze’s law, a 

Geo. w : Zan ḳu correlation is easily explained, i.e. existing of  ḳwol- ← *ḳwol- archaic 

forms are supposed in Zan [Kartozia 2005 : 194-194]. 
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C.-Sind. *w- “cork/stopper/cap/hairpin; spit/skewer for grilled meat; spear” 

Ab. w “cork/stopper/cap/hairpin; spear”, Apkh. a-w “spit/skewer for grilled meat” 
Circassian correspondences haven’t been revealed so far.  

Considering riu of Dido languages that is corresponded by Tab. ur, surely, the type of 

initial phoneme (archphoneme) is clear: it should have been Paleo-Caucasian hissing-

hushing *v sibilant. Such supposition is argumented by uw////uj “spit/skewer for grilled 

meat, bayonet/long-tipped spear on wooden haft; knitting needle” allomorphs of Nakh 

languages since it is well known that Kartv.   :  C.-Nakh.  is always sourced from 

hissing-hushing v phoneme [Chukhua 2008 : 469]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *iḳ- “cutting; chopping (slightly)” 

Geo. iḳ-n-a: Gur. “cutting with blunt knife”, Imer. “slightly chopping, leaving a slight 

trace” 

Verbal iḳ- root is attested only in western dialects (Gur., Imer.) that can underline 

that a hushing form entered from Zan. But iḳ- (iḳ-on-) isn’t disclosed in Zan dialects. 
C.-Sind. *ḳwa- “cutting; clawing/scratching” 
Ab. (Ashkh.) aḳwa-ra, “clawing, scratching”, Tap. ḳwa-ra “cutting; sharpening, 

scratching”,  Apkh. a-ḳwa-rá “cutting; clawing” 

Comparing with Sindy data, it is clarified that root auslaut was simplified in Common 

Kartvelian. Additionally, if iḳ- isn’t zanism thus the hushening of Proto-Kartvelian *v 
hissing-hushing sibilant in Common Kartvelian parent language is supposed –  v → . 

 

C.-Kartv. *il- “rush sedge/papyrus; parchment” 

Old Geo. il-i “parchment”, il-i “stalked / stemmed plant”, il-i “straw”, New Geo. il-

ob-i “rush matting” 

ḳil- or ḳiw- allomorphs which were expected in Zan and Svan languages haven’t 

been revealed so far. 
C.-Sind. *l- “broom” 

Kab. l-k → // šl-k “broom” 
Georgian-Circassian comparison is based on well known  →  spirantization phonetic 

process; -k  is a suffix in Circassian languages; cf. Ub. dr-k : Geo. dir-e “hewn beam 

(used for wall, door, pillar…)/fundamental support/basis”  

Dagestanian correspondences are observed in Avar :il-i://il-i “broom” word. Its 

fully form il-ii “broom” is preserved in Andian language. Maybe -i(i) is neither suffix 

or it is  reduplication of *il-. 
 
C.-Kartv. *inal- “wren”  
Geo. (Gur.) inal-a “wren, little bird” 

Allomorph that is originated from Common Kartvelian parent language is preserved 
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only in Gurian dialect. To link a segmented inal- root with inar- stem is groundless 

[Lomtatidze 1974 : 97], since the issue arises on r/l substitution that is difficult to explain 

on Georgian ground. 

C.-Sind. *nar- “lark (bird)” 
Ub. náγj “lark” 
To speak about Sindy archetype is possible only on Ubykh ground. Ubykh γj in word 

auslaut implies an initial r in parent language, since r → γj in Ubykh is natural; cf. Kab. 

gwaran : Ub. gwáγj “fenced place” (Av. goren „id”...). 

Speaking about Georgian-Ubykh nouns it isn’t acceptable to suppose word borrowing 

towards any direction [cf. Bukia 2016 : 62]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *irxl- “hoar-frost”  
Old Geo. irxl-i “frost on the tree”, New Geo. irxl-i “frozen steam” 

The word is isolated in Georgian, but likely it is of Common Kartvelian origin. It is 

proved  by its Apkhazian correspondence, which is preserved only in one language sub-

system in Sindy. 

C.-Sind. *jxj- “cold weather” 

Apkh. a-jxj “cold weather” 
Comparison of Georgian-Apkhazian isoglosses clarifies that stem reduction is evident 

in Apkhazian. Correspondences of Georgian r and l aren’t observed – perhaps, they are 

lost. It should be clarified at what stage r, l sonors disappeared. The issue needs additional 

investigation.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ret- “cutting” 
Geo. ret-a “leather holing/perforating” (Saba), sa-ret-el-i “carpenter’s tool for 

carving/cutting out wood” 

In Georgian a verbal ret- root is isolated, that has true external language isoglosses. 

C.-Sind. *ṗta- “cutting, lining/notching/slashing” 

Ad. w-ṗata-n, Kab. w-ṗṣvata-n “cutting, lining/notching/slashing” 

As a core  material a C.-Sind. *ṗata- is easily segmented, which has reflaxation only in 

Adyghean languages and dialects. Ubykh qj- “cutting” is considered to be the root of 

another origin [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 629]. 

Of kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages a root of similar structure is observed in 

Dagestanian group, cf. And. eṭ-un-nu “carving/working (wood, stone)/cutting (diamond) 

/peeling (fruit…)” 

 
C.-Kartv. *(w)eṗ- “pressing/crushing/mashing, squeezing” 
Geo. eṗ-a “spaying sb/sth”, sa-na-eṗ-o//sa-na-(v)eṗ-o “priest dues annuelled by 

the law” (Saba), na-(w)eṗ-i “cheese juice” (Saba) 
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Zan o-iṗ-u/iṗ-u-a “pressing/ crushing/mashing” 

Sv. li-ṗ-e “pressing/crushing/mashing” 

I suppose that Geo. l-eṭ-a/l-em-a : Zan (Megr.) il-iṭ-/il-aṭ- allomorphs are of 

another root and likely reflect a sound variants of Geo. al- “water” root [cf. Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 689]. 

C.-Sind. *wa- “pressing/ mashing, crushing” 

Ub. wa-á “pressing/mashing, crushing” 

Ab. w-ra,  Apkh. a-w-ra “pressing, crushing, kneading/mashing” 

In terms of sound correspondence there is no problem though Sindy stems are of 

inversive (metathesized) structure. 

Kartvelian-like  order   is preserved in Dagestanian langugages (Lezg. čuwe-, Tab. u- 
“grasping/gripping with hand/finger, crushing, pressing/mashing”) in which  a correspon-

dence of Sindy w opposite to Geo. ṗ, is preserved only in Lezgian; cf. also Nakh *ħač- 

“pressing/ mashing, squeezing”.  

 

 

X 
 

C.-Kartv. *x- “knowing; seeing/looking” 

Geo. x-il-v-a “looking/delousing/hallucinating”, v-a-x-el “I open my eye” 

Sv. x-al-, ma-x-al “knowing” 

In Kartvelian languages x- root is known under the meaning of seeing/hallucinating/ 

knowing [Tsertsvadze 1956 : 339-343]. The issue on relation with Megrelian verb x-al-a 

“giving birth” arises.  

C.-Sind. *xja- “giving birth” 

Ab. xja-ra, Apkh. a-xja-ra “giving birth” 

Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed only on the Apkhazian-Abaza data basis. 

In Kartvelian knowing/seeing ~ giving birth semantic correlation is acceptable. Such 

possibility is well observed in common origin of Geo. tew- “spending a night/spending 

overnight/holding a night’s vigil” : Sv. taw- “giving birth” verbs  [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 

2000 : 231]. 

Kabardian L-xw-n “childbirth/delivering/giving birth” verb is of another etymology 

and cannot be discussed in this case [cf. Bukia 2016 : 138]. Correspondence of Sindy-

Kartvelian  archetypes  is observed in Nakh *xa- “knowing” verb. Dagestanian verbs 

denoting giving birth manifest kinship, as well; cf. Botl. na-x-i, God. b-a-x-iŋ, Cham. b-a-

xn-a, Ag. x-as/ru-x-as, Tsakh i-x-z... 

 

C.-Kartv. *xa- “tissue-like connector” 

Geo. xa-o “(carpet, rug) pile/nap” (Saba) 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in other Kartvelian subsystems though although, 

*xa- that is detached in *xa-o stem is considered to be of Common Kartvelian origin. It has 
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true Iberian-Caucasian correspondences. To specify the word meaning it is relevant 

medical and biological terminology in modern Georgian in which meaning of tissue is 

evident; cf. xa-o “bile capillaries”.   

C.-Sind. *xa- “knitting, plaiting/weaving” 

Ad. xa-n, Kab. xa-n “knitting” 

Ub. xa-, a-s-xa-n “knitting” 

Ab. ħa-ra, Apkh. a-ħa-rá “knitting” 

Stem auslaut of Sindy languages isn’t formed. It is parent-language occurrence. Likely 

that same picture is evident in Hinukh language in which final sonor isn’t attested in xe 

“manteaux, cape” word like in Kartvelian, but the same cannot say about Tsakh xana 

“loom” form [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 645-646]. 

Likely, Chechenian xal “piece of threat” also can be brought in this case [cf. Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 645-646].  

 

C.-Kartv. *xad- “calling on/summoning (sb/sth), calling; inviting” 

Geo. xad-a “calling out”, xad-il-i “calling out/invitation”, xad-il-ob-a “cosy chatting/ 

calling/inviting” 

The word is well illustrated in old literary texts: “elias h x a d i s (uqmobs)”  Sb calls 

Elijah”; “irsa čemsa v x a d e upalsa” – “In my difficult times I called God”; “x a d i l s a 

čemsa esma čem γmertsa” - “God heard my calling” [Abuladze 1973 : 559]. Though its 

Kartvelian parallels are unknown to present. 

C.-Sind. *daq- “desiring, wishing, begginng/asking” 

Ab. taq-ra, Apkh. a-tax-ra “desiring, wishing, begginng/asking” 

Circassian correspondences aren’t observed. But on the basis of Apkhazian-Abaza 

allomorphs can determine initial root structure, which is of inversive structure, then of 

Kartvelian one. 

Comparative analysis of Dagestanian isoglosses demonstrates that pre-historic process 

of interacting metathesis took place in Common Sindy; cf. Cham. xad-i-la, Bagv. had-il-a, 

Botl., God. xad-i, Khv. hod-a “begging/asking”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xal- “switch, long thin stick” 

Geo. xal-i “walnut-beating stick”, xal-a “switch, long thin stick” 

Zan {xol-i} “walnut-beating stick” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 399]; xol-i type that 

was expected  in Laz-Megrelian dialects  is attested only in Rachian dialect in borrowing 

form; cf. Geo. a : Zan o.  

C.-Sind. *xa- “branch-cut high vine stake” 

Ab. xa, Apkh. a-xa “branch-cut high vine stake” 

In Apkhazian a-x-ra “tree” is also attested, but I refrain from enrolling it in this word 

list. Perhaps, it is of different etymology see C.-Kartv. *xe-). 
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Comparison of C.-Kartv. *xal- : C.-Sind. *xa- archetypes clarifies that final l sonor 

disappeared still in parent Sindy unity period without a trace.  

 

C.-Kartv. *xal- “housing” 

Geo. xal- in the word *sa-xal-i → sa-xl-i “house” 

Zan (Laz) o-xor-u “living place/accommodation, settling/housing”, o-xor-am-ṭ-u “Sb 

settled/housed”, Megr. xor-u-a “family/household”, i-xor-u(n) “settles/houses”, ma-xor-

ob-a “family member/family”, o-xor-u-an-s “Sb settles/houses sb” 

In Georgian to detach xal- segment as a root needs more arguments. Though the 

existence of xor- verbal root independently in Laz-Megrelian is real.  

C.-Sind. *xar- “family/household, remaining” 

Ab. nxa-ra “remaining”, Apkh. a-nxar-ra//a-nxar-a “family/household; remaining; 

keeping/sustaining” 

Circassian data hasn’t been revealed. Of Apkhazian-Abaza forms an Apkhazian nxar- 

(P. Charaia) is more perfect though n- is detached as an affix like in other many verbs. 

C.-Kartv. *xal- : C.-Sind. *xar- is logical correlation from structural and phonetic 

component standpoint; l → r→ // Ø is prop. Sindy innovation. 

Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses were discussed before [Charaia 1912 : 30]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xal- “accompanying/attaching to sb; being side by side” 

Old Geo. xel-/xl-, mo-a-xl-e “servant”, v-e-a-xel, “I attached to sb/visited sb”, a-xl-o(s) 

“near/close” 

Zan xol-o-s “near/close”, o-xol-u-n “Sm accompanies sb”, me-v-o-xol-um /v-a-xol-u-k 

“I’m coming nearer” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been observed to present. Kartvelian languages data was 

compared by K. Schmidt [Schmidt 1962 : 94]. 

C.-Sind. *xw- “accompanying/attaching  to sb/visiting sb” 
Ad. xw- (intrans. verb), Kab. γa-xw- “accompanying/attaching to sb/visiting sb” 

(trans.) 
Ub. xe- “accompanying/attaching to sb/visiting sb” (intrans.) 

Ab. ħw-ra, Apkh. a-ħw-ra “accompanying/attaching  to sb/visiting sb” 
It is obvious that Common Sindy w reflects Kartvelian l sonor, which is a result of l → 

w Svan-like transformation in parent-Sindy. 

Apkhazian-Abaza verbs are linked with Lezgian x- root “protecting, keeping”, seems, 

that is real [Starostin 2004-2005 : 80]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *xam-e “thick thread, cloth made of it” 

Geo.(Kiz.) xam-i “cotton textile  made from thick thread”; xam-i “thick cloth” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) xoma “thick rope” 

xam- noun denoting thick thread/cloth/fabric was isolated in Georgian though Laz 
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correspondence logically reflects the reflexation of  Common Kartvelian *xam- root  and 

on its ground it is possible to reconstruct parent-language -e suffix that is lost in Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *xwa- “thread; piece of thread” 

Ab. xa-c, Apkh. a-xá “thread; piece of thread” 
For some reason in Apkhazian-Abaza languages an Ubykh-like delabialized 

correspondences occurred. In all cases *xwa- → xa transformation is supposed. It is proved 

by Dagestanian (Lak xum “woolen thread/string/thin rope”) and Nakh allomorphs of 

inversive structure; cf.  Chech. mjxa “saddlery thread”.   
 
C.-Kartv. *xam-a “pig” 

Sv. xm, xam (Lashkh.) “pig”, xam-ra, xam-ra (Lashkh.), xam-ora (Lent.) “pork” 

The root (xam-) under this meaning of pig  isn’t observed in other Kartvelian languages 

and dialects. Apparently, Svan allomorphs, which have true isoglosses in Iberian-

Caucasian languages, are continuation of ancient Common Kartvelian archetype. 

C.-Sind. *qwa “pig” 

Ad. qw:a, Kab. qwa “pig” 

Ub. wa “pig” 
Ab. ħwa, Apkh. a-ħwá “pig” 
Spirantization process, which is of later period in Ubykh, Shapsug (Shaps. xw) and 

Apkhazian-Abaza languages, took place in Common Kartvelian, as well and thus, 
xm/xam and not qm/qam is attested in Svan. Svan has been preserved a correspondence 

of Common Kartvelian q pharyngeal to present.  

Nakh, Ts.-Tush qa “pig” word is discussed in this case. Function of ħa- prefix in 

Vainakh allomorph ħa-qa “pig” is unclear. Its corresponding root in Dagerstanian an 

Akhv. axwa-ƛ:i “wild pig/boar” is considered [Abdokov 1983 : 118]. 

Svan-Circassian links was firstly mentioned by S. Janashia [Janashia 1959, III : 110]. 
 

C.-Kartv. *xan-/*xen- “doing, making” 

Zan (Laz) o-xen-u “doing”, o-xen-ap-u “doing/making”, o-xen-on-i “to be done/to be 

made”, xen-er-i “maden” 

Verbal xen- root is isolated in Laz, but basing on the fact it has true correspondences in 

Sindy and Dagestanian languages, its parent-language origin is doubtless; The xven- 

allomorph implies xen- → xven- secondary labialization phonetic process, that is 

characteristic of Laz phonetics; cf. Laz mger-i → // mgver-i “wolf”... 

C.-Sind. *nx- “doing/making; fulfilling/implementing” 

Ad. -x-, in the word γ-x-n “doing/making; fulfilling/implementing” 
Ab. nxa-ra, Apkh. a-nxa-ra “farming/agriculture”, cf. Apkh. a-nxa-ωw “peasant” 
Comparison of C.-Kartv. *xan-/*xen- double archetypes with C.-Sind. *nx- root 

manifests inversive structure. In this case a Kartvelian picture has secondary character 

since the correspondences of Dagestanian languages are identical that of Sindy; cf. Cham. 

mixi, Botl., God. muxu “labor”, Rus. работа [Abdokov 1983 : 177]. 
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C.-Kartv. *xar-e “wooden grain bin; storage hut for millet/maize store “ 

Geo. xar-o “grain storage”; “storage hut for millet/maize store”; “pantry pit for cereal” 

Zan (Megr.) xul-a “granary/barn”, me-xul-e “storeman’ (R. Eristavi), Laz xul-a “hole”, 

xul-a “Khulo” (top.) 

In terms of formal relation the picture between xaro- and xula- is similar like between 

Geo. rabo : Zan (Laz) ruba “gorge” samples. I suppose that Laz toponym xula/xulo 

contains the same root. 

C.-Sind. *xar- “cage” 

Ad. (Chemg.) xr “cage” 
According to semantics grain storage ~ cage are the members of similar semantic field. 

Nakh languages data is close to Sindy-Kartvelian meaning; cf. Ing. xara “shed/covered 

storage area in the ground”, Chech. xara “open-air barrel for cereals”. Their Dagestanian 

correspondences should be observed in Tab., Ag. xar “cave” word.   

 
C.-Kartv.*xas- “bold/free conversation” 

Geo. xas-ob-a “acting boldly”, v-h-xas-ob “I tell sb boldly” (Chubinashvili) 

Verbal xas- root is attested in “The knight in the panther’s skin”. It isn’t attested in 

other Kartvlian languages and dialects, but likely, it is of Common Kartvelian etymology.  

C.-Sind. *xas- “gathering place” 
Ad. xas, Kab. xas “gathering place” 

On the ground of Georgian xas- verb it is possible to identify a primary meaning of 

Adyghean xas- form. If linking is correct thus initially it denoted conversational that is 

unexpected basing on Adyghe-Khasa’s function.  

In Ossetian ni-xas “gathering/talking place” derivative a trace of Circassian xas- 

“speaking” root is observed. In its turn, later an Ossetian nixas- became a borrowing 

source for Georgian (Rachian) naxš-ob-a “speaking, talking” verb.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xakol- “alpine knotweed” 

Geo.(Psh.) xakol-i “alpine knotweed” [Rolygonum alpinum] 

Only a xakol- noun that is preserved in Pshavian dialect is considered to be originated 

from Common Kartvelian parent language. In all probability its archaic type should have 

been *qakol-; cf. Nakh ħak “plum” [Chukhua 2008 : 640]. 
C.-Sind. *xarkw- “a kind of greens” 
Ad. (Shaps.) xarkw “a kind of greens” 
According to semantics as well as structure the archetype reveals more closeness with 

Kartvelian since in Dagestanian languages (like in Nakh ones) meaning of plum/sour 

cherry-plum is core; cf. Av. kokan//kokam, And. kokom, Lak kwkwn, Darg. kkn “sour 

cherry-plum/plum”. Initial ħ in Nakh languages is archaic and just x developed from it in 

Sindy-Kartvelian languages - ħ → x and k in Dagestanian ones via assimilation: ħ → k. 
In Sindy stem auslaut a correspondence of Kartvelian l sonor is lost (without a trace). 
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C.-Kartv. *xaš-ar- “stake/pole/fence paling” 

Geo. xašar-i “stake/pole/fence paling”, Lechkh. “bean stake/pole/paling” 
Zan (Laz) xošḳa “stake/pole/fence paling, prop (for fruit-tree)/crook (stick)” 

As it is obvious final sonorant r  was lost in Laz dialect. From other aspects xaš-/xošḳ- 

correlation is perfect.  
C.-Sind. *qjaš- “spade/oar, large wooden spoon/steel casting/pouring ladle” 
Kab. ħanš//ħaš “large wooden spoon/steel casting/pouring ladle; wooden/iron ladle, 

spoon” 

Ub. xašj  “spade/oar” 
Initial ħ that is revealed in Kabardian and pharyngealization of a in Ubykh indicate to 

reconstruction necessity of qj palatalized pharyngeal affricate in parent language. Such 

qualification naturally arises the question on q → x spirantization possibility still in 

Common Kartvelian, i.e. *qaš-ar- should be considered to be Pr.-Kartv. archetype that is 

supported by  pharyngeal affricate in Dagestanian languages; cf. Tab. urš “hay-fork, 

two-pronged pitch/fork”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xac- “tooth” 

Zan (Megr.) xoč-i “long front tooth” 
Correspondene of  Zan xoč- should have been xac- in Georgian that isn’t observed 

though its existence in parent language is supposed since it has stable parallels in other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *xac- “arrow” 

Ab. xri-xc “bow and arrow”, Ashkh. xc “arrow”, Apkh. a-xc “arrow” 
Corresponding root is lost in Circassian languages in which xc type root should have 

existed since besides Kartvelian data, Dagerstanian one support it; cf. Khin. xac-al/qac-ol     

“toothed wheel/cog, rake”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xa- “hook” 

Zan (Megr.) xo-i “hook” 
Nominal stem is isolated in Megrelian, but likely it is of Common Kartvelian reflex;  

xo-i “hook” that is attested in Rachian dialect of Georgian should be originally zanism.  

C.-Sind. *-xa “hook” 
Apkh. aj-xa, Bzip  aj-xav “hook” 
Of Sindy languages I based only on Apkhazian data  in which -xa//-xa allomorphs are 

detached as roots. Prefix aj- is prop. Apkhazian data.  

Correspondence roots and stems aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages.   

 

C.-Kartv. xa-a “long stick”  
Geo. (Ajar.) xaa “throwing stick to knock down walnuts…” 
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Zan nature of xaa form isn’t excluded. Then *xe-a type archetype is reconstructed for 

parent language picture. Since xaa form isn’t attested in Laz-Megrelian a *xa-a root 

should be reconstructed as an archaic root.   

C.-Sind. *xv- “metal hook” 
Apkh. aj-x “metal hook” 
It is Georgian-Apkhazian isogloss. Its Iberian-Caucasian parallels of likely Vainakh 

(Chechen-Ingush) origin are preserved in Ossetian and Balqar languages in which 

accordingly, xʒ “crossed metal hook”, xǯ//xž “hook-ended stick” allomorphs are 

attested [Abaev IV, 1989 : 159]. In auslaut of the mentioned Ossetian-Balqar forms / → 

ǯ/ʒ devoicing phonetic process is observed that has systemic character just in Chechen-

Ingush languages.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xao “curds” 
Geo. xao “curds”, xa-a-ṗur-i “pastry with cheese/curds filling”, Rach. xava “curds” 
The word is attested in old Georgian written sources: “gansrulebuli igi... msgavsi x a  o 

j s a j” –”…Like curds”; “welda matgan sʒesa da gamosurvida x a  o s a”  – “And squeezed 

curds from it” [Abuladze  1973 : 561]. Although, xuḳ-/xaḳw- type allomorphs which 

were expected in Kartvelian languages haven’t been disclosed to present.  

C.-Sind. *xarw “matsoni/yogurt” 
Ab. (Tap.) xrw, Apkh. a-xrw, Bzip a-xrvw “matsoni/yogurt” 

In the professional literature there is an attempt to further segment of Apkhazian-

Abaza forms [Chirikba 1996 : 101], that is groundless. Vice versa Apkhazian-Abaza 

allomorphs manifest Paleo-Caucasian origin along with Kartvelian ones. 

Likely, correspondences of C.-Kartv. *xao : C.-Sind. *xarw archetypes is observed in 

Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Bud. ħaraǯ “butter”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xe- “tree; beam (from tree-trunk)/felled tree-trunk” 

Geo. xe  “tree; beam (from tree-trunk)/felled tree-trunk” 

Zan (Megr.) xa-ia “woodrush”, -xa, in the word  dada-xa “low tree” (dada “small”) 

It isn’t excluded correspondence of Georgian xe word that is attested in old Georgian is 

observed in Megrelian xa-ia “woodrush” allomorph. Meaning narrowing of this later is 

easily observed, cf. Megr. xa “tree” in dada-xa “low tree”.   

C.-Sind. *x- “tree” 
Apkh. a-x-ra “tree” 

Final a in Apkhazian is often considered to be a logical reflex of Common Sindy  
vowel.  It is supported by C.-Kartv. e  since  e :  is regularly evident in  Sindy-Kartvelian 

languages. 

I cannot share the view on origin of Georgian xe “tree” from Nakh languages [Chiko-

bava 1938 : 120]. Vice versa Georgian-Apkhazian xe/xa allomorphs are logically cor-

responded by x//xen//xeŋ “tree” forms of Nakh languages.   
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C.-Kartv. *xed-a “which” 

Zan (Megr.) xat-e “immediately/instantly/at once” 

Sv. xed-a/i “which”, xed-ra “any” 

Like Georgian mašin ← *mas-šin, Megrelian xat-e adverb is of pronominal origin that 

is logically corresponds with Svan xed-a/i “which” pronoun; cf. Sv. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e. 

As regard d → t devoicing process in Megrelian it is stronger in word non-anlaut than in 

Georgian; cf. Sv. išgwid : Zan  škvit-i : Geo. švid-i “seven”... 

C.-Sind. *x-d “who” 
Ad. xt “who” 

xd type pronoun was expected in Kabardian since  t/d  is usually attested in pronouns; 

cf. st/sd (Kab.) “what”... But it isn’t attested is published material so far.  

On the ground of above given comparison borrowing of Svan xeda pronoun from 

Circassian should be excluded [cf. S. Janashia III, 1959 : 111]. Moreover then when 

genetically common roots are observed in kindred Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. Did. 

(Sahad) hedo “which”.    

 
C.-Kartv. *xew- “half” 

Geo. na-xev-ar-i “half” 

Sv. xn-, xn-sga, xn-sḳa (Lent.) “half” 

At a glance, stem auslaut is characteristic of extraordinary nature of Geo. v : Sv. n 

correspondence though other facts support the secondary nasalization (v → n) in Svan; cf. 

Geo. vaḳ-e : Sv. nḳ//naḳ “lowland/valley”. 

C.-Sind.*aqw- “part” 

Ab. aqw-, Apkh. axw-t “part” 
Nakh languages data supports Common Sindy a while ax “half” type is attested in three 

languages. Instead, in terms of root consonant labialization Georgian-Sindy similarity is 

easily observed. Indeed, q → x took place in parent Nakh and Kartvelian languages.  

Abaza qw “part” is of different origin.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xew-/*xiw- “tearing’ cutting (in two)” 

Geo. xev-s “tears”, ga-xi-a//ga-xiv-a “tore” 

Zan (Megr.) xar-u-a “disembowelling, gutting”, Laz o-xar-u “disembowelling, tearing” 

Sv. xw-/xiw-, a-xw-r-e (ot-xiw-r, ad-xiw-r-e) “tears in length”, li-xi(w)-or-e 

“tearing, cutting in length” 

Occurrence of Zan r as a correspondence of initial w phoneme should be troublesome. 

In this case w/v → r sporadic process acted that is characteristic of Laz as well as 

Megrelian dialect; cf. Geo. mšew-a : Zan mškor-in-i/škir-en-i, ṭew-a/nṭir... 
C.-Sind. *xw- “cutting; wound/cut” 
Ab. xw-, in the word xw-r-ta “wound/cut”, Apkh. á-xw-ra “wound/cut”, cf. a-xw-ta 

“share/part” (other root) 
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Circassian data hasn’t been revealed though Apkhazian-Abaza data gives perfect 

picture about Common Sindy archetype. Kinship of this latter with above described roots 

is doubtless. Structural correlation *xew-/*xiw- : *xw- is attested in many common roots.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xe- “scraping/planing/grating” 

Geo. xe- “scraping/planing/grating”  a-xe-il-i  “scraped/planed/grated” (Saba) 
Zan (Megr.) xa-, xa-ar-u-a “scraping/planing/grating” 

In Megrelian -ar is superfluous, but it evident in other word – Geo. pxeḳ-a : Megr. xaḳ-

ar-u-a “scraping/planing/grating” and is Zan affix. From other aspect xe-/xa- demon-

strates logical correlation.  

C.-Sind. *x- “marking/branding, cutting” 
Ab. (Tap.) xa-ra “branding”, xa-rá “mark”,  Apkh. a-xá-ra “branding an animal’s ear, 

cutting” 

There is a lack of Circassian data in spite, it is possible to reconstruct Common Sindy 

archetype on the Apkhazian-Abaza data basis. 

Logical Dagestanian correspondences of C.-Kartv.  *xe- : C.-Sind. *x- archetypes are 

preserved in Did. qeri, Inkh., Khv. qiri “scissors” nouns (etym. “sharp”). 
 
C.-Kartv. *xex- “foolish/stupid, silly/dim-witted/careless” 

Geo. (Jav.) xex-uṭ-i “foolosh, pointless/senseless  person” 

Zan (Megr.) xax-ar-ia//xax-a-ia “silly/dim-witted/careless “ 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Final -uṭ- and -ar-ia in Georgian-Zan is non-

root (is suffixal); cf. Geo. šuš-uṭ-i “pointless/senseless”  
C.-Sind. *xx- “wasting/misleading, misdemeanor/minor infringement/transgression” 
Apkh. xx-ra “misleading/making a mistake/seducing, misdemeanor/minor infringe-

ment/transgression” 

In relation with the here-brought Apkhazian verb in the professional literature 

Ossetian xaxwr//xaxur “gossip/rumor, lie” allomorphs are brought [Abaev  IV, 1989 : 149], 

that likely preserves Nakh and Dagestanian correspondences. 

C.-Kartv. *xex- “foolish/stupid, silly/dim-witted/careless” ~ C.-Sind. *xx-  “wasting/-

misleading, misdemeanor/minor infringement/transgression” reveals genetic link with 

Cham. quq-la (C.-Dag. *qaqw-) “cheating/lying/deceiving” verb.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xw- “opening” 

Geo. xw-, gan-i-xw-n-a “Sth opened “, gan-a-xw-n-a “Sb opened (door)” 

Correspondences of Old Georgian xw- “opening” root haven’t been revealed so far. 

Only Megrelian xu-al-a “violating/infringing, disbanding/dismantling” form can be 

brought, but I abstain from it.  

C.-Sind. *qw- “opening (widely)” 
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Ad. w-q:-n, Kab. w-q:-n “opening widely” 
Even in this case qw → q: is evident, i.e. germination-intensifying of following w 

sonant has compensation nature in Circassian languages.  

In C.-Kartv. *xw- : C.-Sind. *qw- opposition a x/q substitution creates no problem since 

q → x  desaffricatizaion  pre-historic process in Common Kartvelian is supposed.  

Labialization of root pharyngeal in corresponding Dagestanian allomorphs is broken 

like in Adygean: Ag. -aq- / Arch. -ax- “opening”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xw- “enraging/infuriating, angering/getting angry, enmity” 

Geo. xw-eb-a “angering”, xw-ob-s “angers/gets andry” 

Zan (Megr.) xv-, xv-i-eb-a “angering/getting angry” 

Sv. xw-, ama-xw “enemy”, li-ama-x  (Lent.) “enmity” 

If ama- is detached as prefix in Svan, that is real (cf. ama-šwam “resting/relxaing” and 

li-šwem “resting/relxaing”) then Svan allomorph can be enrolled in this word list 

[Chukhua 2000-2003 : 399]. 

C.-Sind. *xwa- “using foul word, cursing” 

Ad. xwa-n-, Kab. ja-xwa-n- “using foul word, cursing” 
Ub. xa-, in the word cw-xa- “using foul word, cursin, reviling/berating” 

Apkhazian-Abaza -čw-ħa  is similar that of Ubykh data and thus it is supposed to be  

result of language contact (borrowing) that is supported by strong argument of xw → x 

regularly functioning delabialization process in Ubykh. 

Noteworthy parallel of Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses is considered Dagestanian data, as 

well; cf. Darg. (Urakh) -irħw- “fighting”, Arch. anx “fighting, war” (cf. Sv. amaxw). 

 

C.-Kartv. *xw- “seizing/profiting; taking out” 

Old Geo. xw-, xw-m-a, mi-xw-m-a “taking away (by force)” (Saba) 

Likely, the root is attested only in Old Georgian though it has true correspondences in 

Sindy languages and dialects. And this is the prerequisite that xw- verb is originated from 

parent language and it is of Paleo-Caucasian etymology. 

C.-Sind. *pxj- “taking sth from sb, taking away (by force)” 

Ad. pxj-n, Kab. pxj-n “taking away (by force)” 

Apkh. a-axwa-ra “taking, receiving/getting” (?) 

It is one of cases when C.-Kartv. Cw labialized complex is corresponded by C.-Sind. pC 

harmonious complex; cf. C.-Kartv. sul- : C.-Sind. *ps “soul”… In similar cases sw → ps    

transformation is supposed in parent Sindy. Basing on structural difference an Apkhazian 

sample seems suspicious [cf. Charaia 1912 : 41]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *xwaw- “good harvest/surpluses, abundance/plenty/generosity/munificence” 

Geo. xwav-i, xwav-r-el-i “good harvest/surpluses, abundance/plenty/generosity/ mu-

nificence “ 
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Zan (Megr.) xve “good harvest/surpluses, abundance/plenty/generosity/munificence” 

Sv. xwj/xwaj “plenty/lots” 

Final j in Svan language is a further transformation of C.-Kartv.  w: w → j [cf. Klimov 

1964 : 258; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 697]. 

C.Sind. *qw- “sufficiency, fullness/completeness” 

Ad. ja-qw:-, Kab. j-ri-qw:- “sufficiency”, cf. Ad.-Kab. j-qw:-a “too/very full” 

It is natural, that for Kartvelian parent language q → x spirantization process is 

supposed. Issue of relation of Did. xom-i “plenty/lots” with other Dagestanian roots and 

stems  should be studied. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xwal- “tomorrow” 

Geo. xval, xval-e “tomorrow”, da-xval-ieb-a “delying/procrastinating” (Saba) 

Zan xol-o “again; once again” 

Semantically toworrow ~ again is clearly evident in Nakh data in which similar 

semantics is attested within one root; cf. Chech. qn-j  “tomorrow” ~ qn- “after-

wards”. 

C.-Sind. *xwl “evening” 
Apkh. xwl, in the word  xwl-bzia “good evening” 
Apparently, Apkhazian -xwl- root preserves a logical Sindy correspondence of C.-

Kartv. *xwal- archetype. Apkhazian word is that rarest case sonor l is preserved in root 

unchanged.    

Apkhazian-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Ag. 

qani “afterwards”.., Nakh qano “tomorrow“ and others [see Chukhua  2008 : 664]. 

 

C.-Kartv.*xwal- “lizard” 

Geo. xvl-iḳ-i “lizard” 
Zan (Megr.) xol-ar-i → // xvel-ar-i → // xvil-ar-i, Laz xol-ur-a “lizard” 

Svan pxl “baby snake; lizard” : Laz  pxor-u-e “lizard” can reflect the other Common 

Kartvelian root [cf. Chukhua  2000-2003 : 247]. 

C.-Sind. *xwa- “worm” 

Ab. (Tap.) xwa, Apkh. á-xwa “worm” 
Circassian data hasn’t been revealed – perhaps it is lost. On the Apkhazian-Abaza data 

basis C.-Sind. *xwa- “worm” archetype is reconstructed, which auslaut was simplified still 

in parent language, i.e. *xwal- → *xwa- is Common Sindy process, that is confirmed by 

many materials.    

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed in kindred Iberian-Caucasian 

languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xwan- “big stone; large rock” 

Zan (Megr.) xun-i “big stone; rock; large rock” 
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Sv. xwan  “big stone; lifted huge stone” 

Georgian correspondence is likely preserved in geographical name Xvan-a like a trace 

of Zan xun-root is observed in toponym Xun-ev-i.  

C.-Sind. *xw- “mountain; hill” 
Ab. xwa “mountain, hillock”, Apkh. a-xw “hill, hillock” 
Final n that is of root in Kartvelian was lost still in Common Sindy. That is supported 

by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian data; cf. Av. xon-λi “slope”, Hin. xw “mountain”, 

Arch. xw:an “mountain north slope”. 

ħun//ħu “forest” of Nakh languages is of different etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 

1994 : 425]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *xwar- “holy, sacrificial animal” 

Geo. xvar-, Gur. xvar-ad-i “sacrificial animal for  deceaseds” 

xvar-ad-i is the only word which manifest xvar- root with -ad suffixal derivation. 

Correspondences aren’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 

C.-Sind. *xwar- “thoroughbred horse” 

Ad. far ← *xjwar, Kab. xwar “thoroughbred horse” 
The content of thoroughbred animal (horse) is clearly evident in Kartvelian-Circassian 

correspondences, that brings close together these similar-structured roots. There is an 

attempt to discuss Ab. fr, Apkh. a-fr-xaa “hero” word in this case, that strengthens and 

metaphorizes the meaning [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 426]. 

Perhaps, xar-am “foal, donkey foal” stem, that is attested in Khvarsh, can be also 

discussed in this case [Khaidakov 1973 : 25].  

 

C.-Kartv. *xwar-e “bodily member; body” 

Geo. xvar-i “bodily member” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) xur-a//xu-a “body” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Existence of final a in Laz allomorph 

indicates that the word with -e suffix also functioned in parent language. Another sample 

of analogous correlation is also attested; cf. Geo. ḳwart-i : Zan ḳurt-a “under-

pants/breeches”. Semantic opposition bodily member  ~ body  is logical one. 

Pr.-Sind. *xur- “part of body” 

Hat. ḫur “part of body” 

Corresponding Apkhazian-Abaza roots and stems aren’t observed. Although, *xur- 

proto-type is reconstructed for Proto Sindy language picture that is logically corresponds 

with C.-Kartv. *xwar-e root. In terms of semantics Hattian part of body  is closer to 

Georgian bodily member  meaning.  

Corresponding allomorphs of Laz semantics are attested in Dagestanian languages; cf. 

Hin. xu, Hunz. xo, Bezh. xo “body, meat”.   
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C.-Kartv. *xwaʒ- “broad bean” 
Geo. (Ajar.) xvanʒ-a “vetch” 

Zan (Megr.) xaǯ-i “broad bean” 

In Ajarian xvanʒ-a n is phonetic inclusion. Initial *xwaʒ- in Zan should have resulted  

*xoǯ- or *xuǯ-, but to avoid homonimia with other words (xoǯ- “bull/ox”, xuǯ- “part/side”) 

the language used alternative possibility: va → a; cf. Geo.(Kiz.)  psval-i : Zan (Megr.) psal-

i//sal-i “wood-splitting wedge/cart-wheel spoke”. 

C.-Sind. *qwʒv- “Italian millet”  

Ab. qwʒ-, Apkh. a-xwʒ, Bzip  a-xwʒ v “Italian millet”  
Due to absence of Circassian correspondences reconstruction of Common sindy 

archetype is suppositional.  I don’t know whether Darg.  q:uč: “bread” word is relevant in 

this case or not – Darg. q:uč: ← C.-Dag. *qwǯ- “bread” (?),  but, seems, to discuss Ag. ǯarx 

“barley” word in this case is logical.   

 
C.-Kartv. *xwew- “wrapping, bandaning” 

Old Geo. mo-xwev-a, sa-xwev-el-i, New Geo. še-xvev-a “wrapping” 

Zan (Megr/) go-xu-ap-a “wrapping”, xe go-u-xv- “Put arm round sb”, cf. go-xva-xv-

ap-a “specially/preciously wrapping” 

To present Geo. xw-ev- root has been corresponded by Megr. kimš-a-xu “Sb wrapped” 

[Chikobava 1938 : 423], that has a certain omonym nature. I suppose that  xw- root in 

Kartvelian was attested in two ways xw- and xwew-. The second resulted xvaxv- in 

Megrelian. For similar process cf. Geo. γwew- : Zan (Megr.) γviγv- “kindling/flaring 

/intensifying/ rising/proving”. 

C.-Sind. *xw- “plaiting” 
Ad. f-n ← *xjw-n, Kab. xw-n “plaiting” 

Ub. šw- “plaiting” 

Sometimes the given Ab. á-šš-ra, Apkh.  šš-ra “plaiting” implies different etymology 

[cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1021]. 

In historical Sindy languages and dialects  →  phonetic process is familiar. Archaic 

nature of - is supported by Kartvelian e (*xwew-) vocalism that has regular nature.  

Substitution of root x/š consonant is repeated in Dagestanian languages, as well: Av.         

r-uxn- / And. r-ošin- “binding, tying up” [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1021], but initial 

form should have been the one with x-; cf. Tsakh i-xwa- “sewing”.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xwew- “begging, praying, swearing an oath” 

Geo. (Khevs.) xvev-n-a “praying”, i-xvev-s “makes sb pray, beg”, xvev-n-a-xvena 
“praying and begging” 

Sv. γwen-/γwn-, i-γwen-e/i-γwn-e (US.) “swears an oath”, cf. x-e-γwr-en-i/x-e-γwr-i/x-

e-γwer-i (Lent.) “swears to sb on/by smth” 

Attested -n/-r sonorants are non-root. Zan correspondences haven’t been revealed. 
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C.-Sind. *xw- “praying” 
Ub. xw- “praying” 
Common Sindy reflexes are preserved only in Ubykh. For some reason delabialization 

process that is characteristic of Ubykh didn’t take place in this sample. 

Noteworthy isoglosses of C.-Kartv. *xwew- : C.-Sind. *xw- archetypes are observed in 

Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. And. xo-du, Tin. xaw-i-λa “begging”. Semantic 

correlation praying ~  pleading  ~ begging  is logical one.  
 
C.-Kartv. *xwen- “giving birth” 

Zan (Megr.) u-xen-e “who hasn’t given birth/heifer (2-3-year old); pregnant”, Laz             

u-xwen-i//u-xwen-e/u-xven-e “pregnant; heifer (2-3-year old)” 

Verbal roots under the meaning of giving birth are attested only in Zan dialects, but 

xwen- - x- (x-al-a “giving birth”) allomorphs should be demarcated from each other as the 

roots of different etymology.Apparently, initial xwen- should be existed in other 

Kartvelian sub-system, but over the time it was lost. To discuss Sv. γan-aw//γn-aw 

“pregnant” forms along with these roots and stems should be excluded.  

C.-Sind. *xjw- “giving birth, birthing, increasing”  
Ad. λ-fa-n ← *λ-xjwa-n, Kab. λ-xwa-n “giving birth, birthing increasing” 
Ab. q-ša-ra/ωan-ša-ra, Apkh. a-ša-ra/a-x-ša-ra “creating, giving birth, birthing” 

In Sindy languages λ-/x-/q-/ωan- are detached as prefixes and xjw- + ša - as root that is 

corresponded by Kartvelian xwen- ; cf. C.-Kartv. e : C.-Sind.  that has regular character.  
Dagestanian samples manifests doubtless kinship with Sindy-Kartvelian verbal roots; 

cf. Lezg. xu-n “giving birth”.  
 

C.-Kartv. *xwerc-in- “big spoon” 

Zan (Megr.) xvarčin-i “big spoon, small skimmer/draining spoon” 

Inlaut r can be phonetic inclusion in Megrelian dialect. Considering the sound 

correspondences in Kartvelian languages it is possible to reconstruct *xwerc-in- archetype 

for parent language state; cf. Geo. c : Zan č, C.-Kartv. *c; Geo. e : Zan a, C.-Kartv. *e. 

C.-Sind. *xwcv- “flat wooden bowl” 

Apkh. a-xwáčj “small flat wooden bowl” 
Similarity of Svan γwarčin “wooden kneading trough” is accidental since initial γ is 

phonetic inclusion - *warčin → γwarčin, cf. Geo. varcl-i “wooden kneading trough” 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 194-195]. Megrelian-Apkhazian isoglosses have logical 

correspondences in Dagestanian languages; cf. Lak harč: “jar”… 
 

C.-Kartv. *xwe- “peeling/carving/whittling” 

Old Geo. xwe-, xwe-a, mo-xwe-il-i, gamo-xwe-a “peeling/whittling” 

Zan (Megr.) xva- “peeling/carving/whittling”, na-xva-a “skin that is left on the 

saucepan bottom after taking millet”, xva-i “scraper/grater/two-handled paring knife”, 

xva-u-a “peeling off, scraping off” 
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Kiziq xve-a “removing hair from spun (yarn)” is also discussed in this case; xva- 
verbal root that is attested in western dialects of Georgian is entered from Megrelian 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 699]. 

C.-Sind. *qw- “cutting all round, cutting off/trimming off” 
Ub. qj- “cutting”  
Apkh. a-xwa-ra “cutting all round, cutting off/trimming off” 

Apkhazian a-xwa-ra “cutting all round, cutting off/trimming off” of Common Sindy 

etymology reflects a correspondences of Kartvelian *xwe- archetype. Ubykh qj- 
“cutting” needed to be explained, but qj- ← * qw- is logical in this case. 

 C.-Sind. *qw- “cutting all round, cutting off/trimming off” : C.-Kartv. *xwe- 
“peeling /carving/whittling” is logical structural and semantic opposition. Difference 

between archetypes is absolutely minimal.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xwe- “pleading/imploring” 

Geo. xve-, e-xve-eb-a “pleads/implors”, sa-xve-ar-i “plea/entreaty/prayer offering” 

Correspondences of this stem isn’t observed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects, 

but likely it has noteworthy parallels is Sindy as well as Dagestanian languges. 

C.-Sind. *xwv- “complaining, oathing/swearing/vowing” 

Ad. xwṣv-an, Kab. xwṣv-an “complaining, oathing/swearing/vowing” 

Ub. xwv-a/xw-a “exciting, agitating” 

Georgian-Circassian structural similarity is a prerequisite of common origin of this root 

that is made by semantic correlation pleading/imploring ~ complaining/swearing. 
Correspondences are attested in Dagestanian languages: Av., Lak ux:/ux-, Arch. ix:- 

which meaning is only asking (Rus. спрашивать); asking ~ pleading/imploring reminds 

English to ask  with both meanings.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xwe-e “crooked iron with which a spoon, plate is whittled”... 
Geo. (Khevs.) xve-i “crooked iron with which a plate, tray  is elaborated”... 

Zan. {xva-a} cf. Rach (←Megr.) xva-a “whittling knife for wooden spoon” 

Kartvelian correlation xve-/xva- is logical one [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 698-699], 

Zan -a indicates a parent-language e.  

C.-Sind. *xw- “iron spit/skewer (for grilled meat)”  

Apkh. ai-xaw “iron spit/skewer (for grilled meat)”  

Of Sindy languages a corresponding material is preserved only in Apkhazian. Parent-

language origin of this latter is supported by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian parallels; 

cf. Bagv. heu, Hin. xaru, Hunz. xa “tongs/pincers, hammer claw/nail pliers”… 

The issue on deep etymological link with C.-Kartv. *xwe- “peeling/carving/whittling” 

: C.-Sind. *xw-  “cutting all round, cutting off/trimming off“ arises. 
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C.-Kartv.*xwi- “meeting; destiny; portion/share” 

Zan (Laz) xv-, kodo-m-o-xv-i “Meet me!”, mo-xv-er-i “ending up  (somewhere)” 

Sv. xwi-, li-xwi-e “meeting”, l-xwi-e “portion/share, alloting”; “sb have met”, i-xwi-e 

“claims/gets/keeps a part/share of sth”  

There is a lack of Georgian correspondence though to detach xv- segment as a root in 

xv-ed- verb isn’t excluded. In this regard G. Klimov’s reconstruction is acceptable which 

is based Svan xwi- type [Klimov 1964 : 258]. 

C.-Sind *qw- “share/portion; destiny; part” 
Ab. qw “share/portion; destiny; part”, Apkh. a-xw “share/portion; destiny” 

Circassian correspondences haven’t been revealed. Georgian word xwedr- was linked 

with Apkh. a-xw  noun [Charaia 1912 : 40]. 

Anlaut C.-Kartv. x : C.-Sind. q illustrates that q → x (resp. qw → xw) spirantization 

phonetic process took place still in parent language partially. 

Of Dagestanian languages only a Lak quna bain “meeting” verbal root reveals q 

pharyngeal affricate.  

 

C.-Kartv. *xwir- “big/large and round” 

Zan (Megr.) xvir-al-i “big/large and round” 

Adjectival xvir- root is isolated in Megrelian. Likely, it is a reflex of Common 

Kartvelian *xwir- archetype. This supposition is supported by corresponding roots of 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

C.-Sind. *xwra- “round” 

Ad. xwra-j, Kab. xwr-j “round” 

Ubykh xwraj “round” is borrowed from Adyghean. But just this latter preserves 

parent-language picture fully; -j/-j markers of Adyghean languages have adjective affix 

function.  

Correspondences of C.-Kartv. *xwir- : C.-Sind. *xwra- adjectives are observed in Avar 

x:ara-d-da “round” word. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xwir- “male” 

Geo. (Lechkh.) xvir-a “male (cat)” 

Zan (Megr.) xvanǯ-a “uncastrated male pig” 

Sv. xwir “male” 

Due to analyzing stem distribution restriction an expected xvinǯ- was lost in Laz. Final 

-a is of later period in Georgian-Megrelian. Just on it basis a xvinǯ-a → xvanǯa  
assimilative process took place in Megrelian.   

C.-Sind. *xw- “male” 

Ad. xw, Kab. xw “male” 
Ub. xw “male” 
Ab. ħw-s (pl. form ħwa-ra),  Apkh. a-ħw-s “bullock” (pl. form a-ħwa-ra) 
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According to sound correspondences in Sindy languages a xj allomorph was expected 

in Ubykh that isn’t attested. Thus, it should be supposed that it is borrowed from 

Adyghean language and dialects. This supposition has great chance.  

From Dagestanian data Akhvakh xw:e (pl. form xw:er-ar) “husband” word is 

noteworthy, that confirms the existence of final r in stem. 

C.-Kartv. *xwiriḳ-  “wild duck” 

Geo. xviriḳ-a “wigeon” 

Zan-Svan correspondences haven’t been  revealed for now,  but isolated nature of 

Georgian word doesn’t  assume  the borrowing process. Noteworthy isoglosses are 

observed in Circassian and Lezgian languages. 

C.-Sind. *xrḳw- „dove/pigeon” 

Kab. t-hrḳw „dove/pigeon” 

The issue on historical prefixal nature of t- segment can be arisen, which could be 

sourced from d- via assimilation (cf. Ub. t-xam ← *d-qam “leather / single of hair” : Old 

Geo. qam-l-i “footwear”). Prefixal nature of t- is supported by Dagestanian material, as 

well, in which like in Kartvelian languages, grammatical class markers (and their existing 

trace) aren’t observed; cf. Arch. x:urḳ, Tsakh  qenek-e  „dove/pigeon”. 

C.-Kartv. *xwirḳil- “fruit (of plant)” 

Geo. xvirḳl-i “unripe hazel-nut” 

Zan (Megr.) xvirḳil-i/a “fruit of alder-tree” 

xvirḳil-a/ḳvirxil-a which are attested in Imerian and Gurian demonstrates Zan 

allomorphs.  Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed so far. 

C.-Sind. *xwnḳw “grain” 
Ub. xwanḳj  “grain”  
Stem auslaut (palatalized ḳj) in Ubykh confirms that Common Sindy archetype 

consisted of double labialized stem xw, ḳw. In the professional literature n- is considered to 

be phonetic apposition [Kvakhadze 2014 : 76], that is groundless in present case. Vice 

versa I suppose that Ubykh n is a nasalized correspondence of Kartvelian r vibrant.  

 

C.-Kartv. *xwica /*qwica  “sofa with carpet” 

Zan (Megr. ) xvica “sofa with carpet (in wedding)” 

Since Common Kartvelian archetype is reconstructed according to Megrelian data 

(reflex) the reconstruction procedure is problematic. It is known that q ~ x correlation 

was broken in Zan at early stage and reflexes of q/x phonemes coincide with each other. 

Though Sindy and Dagestanian data supports the reconstruction of proto-type with q-.  

C.-Sind. *qča “pillow” 

Ab. qč, Apkh. a-xčj “pillow” 
Comparison of Sindy and Kartvelian parent languages turns out that v (labialization) 
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“is superfluous” in Megrelian. Basing on Dagestanian data labialization of root consonant 

is evident; cf. Lezg. qc-gan “pillow” that supports Kartvelian data. But in other 

languages the same stem is attested without labialization; cf. Hin. qic:a.., Khin. xiči-ḳan 
“pillow”. 

In any case, it is fact that the root of Paleo-Caucasin origin and C.-Kartv. c : C.-Sind. č 
demonstrates regular and logical correlation.  

 
C.-Kartv. *-xi “a certain/some/one, someone/anybody” 

Zan (Megr.) -xi, in the word ar-xi “a certain/some/one”, mar-xi “one/several/a certain”, 

ar-xi-mar-xi “certain (one)” 

Sv. er-xi, jer-xi , jere-xi (Lent.) “a certain/some/one, certain (one)/several” 

In Georgian -xi segment isn’t observed, it is lost. 

Correspondences of detached Zan-Svan ar-/er- particles should be preserved in Geo. 

er-t-i “one”/ er-g-as-i “two score and ten/fifty” words. In other case K. Lomtatidze should 

have detached er- root in Georgian [Lomtatidze 1952 : 69-80]. 

C.-Sind. *xj- “who” 
Ub. šj “who” 
N. Trubetskoy linked Ubykh šj “who” pronoun with Shapsug s v-d “what” one that was 

rightly disproved in the works of next research generation [see Trubetskoy 1930 : 80; 

Abdokov  1973 : 23; Shagirov  1977, II : 104; Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1063].  Phonetic 

process xj → šj   is evident in Ubykh. 

C.-Kartv. *-xi “someone/anybody” : C.-Sind. *xj- “who” pronouns are corresponded by 

Nakh (Chech.) m-xa “which” pronoun.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xims-el- “tree splinter” 

Geo. (Rach.) ximsl-i “narrow part of tree, splinter” 

Zan (Megr.) ximsa “tree skin/rind, moss” 

Final  -l : -a correspondence supports Common Kartvelian *xims-el- archetype.  

Perhaps, Megrelian xvica- “furnace/tinder” that  looks like Geo. xems-i − Megr. xec-a 

opposition by ms → c positive transformation can be discussed in this case. 

C.-Sind. *xws v-w “hay; medicine” 

Circ. {xwsv-} “hay” 
Ab. a-xwšw,  Apkh. a-xwšw “medicine” 
Apparently, Circassian allomorph is preserved in Ossetian languages with a certain 

differences. Characteristic s v → s or š → s phonetic process took place in this latter. 

Labialization of x in C.-Sind. *xws v-w archetype is corresponded by Kartvelian bilabial 

m and final w corresponds with Common Kartvelian l.  

Genetically common linguistic material hasn’t been revealed in other Iberian-

Caucasian languages. 
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C.-Kartv. *xin- “winnowing of sifted corn” 
Geo. (Imer.) ga-xin-v-a “winnowing of threshened millet” 

Zan (Laz) o-xin-u “winnowing, sifting of rice”, xin-er-i “sifted rice”, Megr. xin-u-a 
“winnowing of sifted grain/corn”, xin-i “siftings (in sieve)”  

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Root distribution coefficient is high in Laz-

Megrelian that is corresponded by Imer. xin- root [Chikobava 1938 : 427;  Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze  2000 : 700]. 

C.-Sind. *xwnv- “sifting” 

Kab. w-xwanṣv-n “sifting” 

The verbal stem is isolated in Kabardian, but its Common Sindy nature is doubtless. It 

is proved by Kartvelian correspondences. Spirantization of initial v hissing-hushing 

affricate is characteristic phonetic process in Kabardian.  

It should be emphasized that Ubykh xa- and Apkhazian-Abaza xw -”sifting” are the 

verbs of different origin.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xop- “spade/oar” 

Geo. xop-i “to row or steer a boat through the water” (GED), “boar oar” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) xvip-ia “a king of oar; deepening” 

Apparently, in Megrelian there should have been xup-ia, but due to assimilation 

influence of following -ia suffix a xvip-ia allomorph was formed, cf. kub-ia/kvib-ia 

“sauce-pan/metal pot”. 

C.-Sind. *xwp- “wooden spoon” 
Kab. xwp “a kind of spoon” 

Nominal root is isolated in Kabardian, but likely it is of Common Sindy etymology. 

Additionally, it is noteworthy that analytical isoglosses haven’t been disclosed in other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages if a xupa “spoon” word in Khvarsh can be considered. Its 

borrowing supposition from Georgian is excluded. The issue needs additional 

investigation. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xox- “(riverside) stone” 

Geo. xox-i “riverside stone”, Tush., Mokh., Khevs. “whetstone” 

Zan (Megr.) xox-ul-ia “stony earth” 

In Megrelian C.-Kartv. xox- root is complicated with -ul saffix, that corresponds with 

Georgian -eul suffix. Probable the existence of xoxula “barren, arid land” in Imerian due 

to borrowing from Megrelian. 

C.-Sind. *ħaqw- “stone” 

Ab. ħaqw, Apkh. a-xáħw “stone” 
Comparison with Kartvelian roots manifests that initial Sindy o is segmented via 

diphthongization (G. Rogava) of which w segment labializes the second consonant in the 

stem. C.-Kartv. *xox- is s sprantized-assimilated variant of Pr.-Kartv. *ħoq- root.    
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The similar word xox- “mountain”, that is attested in Ossetian, can be a substrat of 

Nakh; cf. Arch. xonx “big stone”. 

Apparently, Geo. (Tush.) qeq-i “stone, crushed rock” : Zan (Laz) xix-i “type of stone” is 

of different etymology, it is different word.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xox- “crawling” 

Geo. xox-, xox-av-s “crawls”, m-xox-av-i “sth clawling” 

Zan (Megr.) xox-u-a “crawling”, xox- “sth crawling”, Laz o-xox-u “crawling”, xox-

um-s//xox-up-s “crawls”, o-xox-al-i “to be crawled” 

Corresponding roots aren’t observed in Svan. u (xux-) was expected in Zan though due 

to its absence the borrowing possibility of xox- verb is excluded.  

C.-Sind. *xwxw- “crawling” 

Ub. *xwxw-da- “crawling” 

Of Sindy languages only Ubykh preserves the verb of parent-language origin. Perhaps, 

due to stem symbolic structure palatalization regular process xw → xj characterized of 

Ubykh didn’t take place. Professionals consider -da segment to be verbal;  ending in 

Ubykh,  cf. Ad. ʒ-, Kab. ʒ- “throwing/dropping down” : Ub. ʒ-da- “throwing/dropping 

down” [Kvakhadze 2014: 272]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xox-e “tall/high” 

Geo. (Jav.) xoxe-i “unpleasantly/ugly tall/high” 

Correspondences of xoxe adjective haven’t been revealed so far though its parent-

language origin is acceptable. Such supposition is supported by Circassian languages data. 

C.-Sind. *xaxw- “long, tall/high; growing up” 
Ad. xaxw-, Kab. xaxw- “growing up” 

Ub. xjaxj-”growing up” 
Ab. xwxwa, Apkh. a-xwxwa “long, tall/high” 

Labialization of root consonant in Sindy reflects C.-Kartv o which, perhaps, resulted 

wa complex on the reflexation basis and afterwards a labialized element merged with 

second consonant. In Ubykh language *xaxw- → xaxj- took place as it was expected and 

finaly xjaxj- via assimilation.  

Noteworthy parallel is observed in Dagestanian (Rut.) haxa- “being up/at the high” 

verb.  
 

C.-Kartv. *xram- “deep ravine/small mountain river” 

Geo. xram-i “deep rocky  ravine” (Saba) 

The word is attested only in Georgian. Laz xram-i “bed/furrow in ploughed/sown land” 

is borrowed from Geo.; cf. Megr. xwemur-i “non-penetrating hole”. xram- is considered 

to be of parent-language data due to its semantics and Apkhazian-Adyghean isoglosses. 

C.-Sind. *xw- “deep ravine/small mountain river” 
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Ad.(Chemg.) xw-w “deep ravine/small mountain river” 

Ub. -xwa, in the word  twa-xwa “river” 

There is a lack of Apkhazian-Abaza data. In Ubykh twa- is detached under the meaning 

of liquid/fluid and -xwa denotes ravine [Kvakhadze 2014 : 34]. In Chemguy a -w segment 

should be detached, which can be derivative affix.  

From other aspect, correlation of Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes is perfect, that is 

supported by semantic similarity, as well. Core meaning is deep ravine. Even in this case 

m → w took place in parent language. Initial form is shown in Kartvelian form.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xuz-al- “awnless bread” 
Geo. (Rach.) xuzal-a “awnless/boneless” 

Zan (Megr.) xozo- “thick-grained awnless bread” 
Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. As regard sound correlation Geo. u : Zan o 

(cf. Geo. xup-i : Zan (Megr.) o-xup-an-i “cover/lid”) is often attested. Megrelian ausalut o 

is explained - u → o took place via progressive assimilation, i.e. initial Zan type *xozu 

stem should have been occurred. Seems, Lower-Imerian noun xozo that repeats 

Megrelian semantics is zanism.    

C.-Sind. *xz vw- “cereal (bread)” 

Ad. (Shaps.) γzvw “bread cereal”, Kab. γw ← *γzvw “cereal harvest” 

Further segmentation of Adyghean allomorphs γ “year” + z vw-n “ploughing” [Shagirov 

1977, I : 129] is similar that of folk etymology. Vice versa, I suppose that in anlaut x → γ 

phonetic process took place via regressive assimilation. Correspondence of Kartvelian u 

vowel should have been w in Circassian, it realy is, but w sonant underwent metathesis 

process at the end of the stem - *xwz v-a → γzvw.  
Isoglosses from other Iberian-Caucasian languages haven’t been revealed for now. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xut- “shortage of breath, suffocating” 

Geo. xut-v-a “shortage of breath/stiffering”, i-xut-eb-a “It hard to breathing/air 

becomes hard to breath” 

Attempt that verbal xut- contains a numeral nominal xut- “five” (A. Chincharauli) 

needs more argumentations; cf. Megr. xunt-i/xunt-u-a “shortage of breath” 

C.-Sind. *tħa- “suffocating” 
Ad. tħa-L “suffocating” 
Georgian-Circassian roots demonstrate inversive structure, that likely took place in 

Kartvelian parent language. The issue needs additional investigation.  
 

C.-Kartv. *xul- “sheep (species)” 

Geo. (Khevs.) xul-ia “hornless sheep”, xul-a “short-eared or earless sheep” (GED) 

Nominal xul- root is detached only on Georgian ground. It is one of archaic forms that 

denoted sheep.    
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C.-Sind. *xw- “sheep” 
Ad. xw-, in the word  xw-rsvw, Kab. xw- in the word xw-rfa “sheep skin”, cf. Kab. 

xw-reṭ “call of driving out the sheep” 
 Adyghean root xw- that is preserved only in composites is archaic word denoting 

sheep that reflects parent-language picture. It is fact that final l was lost still in Proto-

Sindy without trace. 

Andi ixo “sheep” and its Dagestanian correspondences are likely of different etymology 

[cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 248]. Moreover, additional Dagestanian material is 

revealed which structurally and semantically corresponds with Sindy-Kartvelian 

isoglosses; cf. And. xor-ol “female sheep (pl.)”, Hunz. xor, Bezh. xoj//xor “sheep”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *xumar- “joking; joker/witty, sb funny; game” 

Geo. xumar-i “joker/wag/clown” (Saba), xumr-ob-a “joking [Abuladze 1973 : 564], 

Meskh. xumar-i “game” 

Sv. xumar-/xwmar-, li-xwmar-l “joking” 
There is a lack of {xumur-} type Zan correspondence. Perhaps it is lost. Some 

researchers explain xumr-ob-a as “joking, funny thing” [Chubinashvili 1887 : 1759], that 

is associated with game/playing. According to GED a Georgian xumar-stem is considered 

to be borrowed from Arabic. 

C.-Sind. *qwamaL- “playing, dancing, entertaining” 

Ub. qwmaL-a “playing, dancing” 

Ab. qwmar-ra “playing”, qwmar-ga “toy/to be played”, Apkh. a-xwmar-ra “playing”, a-

jčr-xwmar-ra “horse-racing” 

There is a lack of Adyghean correspondence. Sindy-Kartvelian material was collected 

by M. Bukia, but the author supports the borrowing from Kartvelian [Bukia 2016 : 66-67]. 

I don’t agree with this view, because Sindy material demonstrates logical and regular Ub. 

L :  Apkh.-Ab. r (cf. Ub. La : Apkh. á-r, Ab. r “army” ~ C.-Kartv. *er-, Geo er-i  “army”) 

sound corresponding. Additionally, borrowing supposition cannot explain the occurrence 

of q affricate in Abaza and Ubykh.  

 
C.-Kartv. *xuṗ- “picking, collecting/pilling up; slurping/sipping” 

Geo. (Im.) xuṗ-, mo-xuṗ-v-a “pickin up of fishnet by fisherman” 

Zan (Megr.) xuṗ-u-a “slurping/sipping”, p-xuṗ-un-k “I drink greedly” 

Sv. xṗ-/xuṗ-, a-xṗ-e/a-xuṗ-e “collect, pills up” 

Svan word is characterized of general meaning, namely:  in Megrelian liquid sipping 

greedly, in Geo. net picking up and in Svan collecting/pilling up.  

C.-Sind. *xwṗ- “mouthfullness, swallowing/gulping/gulp/mouthful” 

Ad. ja-xwmṗ-a-γw “gulp/mouthfull”, Kab. xwp-n “swallowing/gulping” 

Phonetic difference mṗ/p within one root indicates that these roots are based on sound 

structure basis. In Kartvelian languages and dialects xuṗ- is stable in any position. 
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Dagestanian correspondences are more stable; cf. Lak x:uṗ, Tab. xumṗ, Lezg. xuṗ, 
Khin. xob, Rut. xuṗ “mouthful/filled up”; collecting/pilling up/mouthfullness/swallowing 

are segments with common order [see more Dag. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 1082]. 

 
C.-Kartv.*xurs-a “soured whey” 

Geo. (Mokh.) xursa “soured whey” (S. Makalatia) 

The word is attested only in Mokhevian, but in all probability it preserves Common 

Kartvelian stem that was lost in other Kartvelian languages and dialects.  

C.-Sind. *xš- “milk” 
Ab. xš,  Apkh. á-xš “milk” 
Corresponding stem is lost in Circassian languages. It isn’t excluded that Ossetian -

xs-r “milk” was borrowed from Adyghean languages. This supposition is supported by 

root auslaut [-r]. 

C.Kartv. *xurs-a : C.-Sind. *xš- is logical structural and semantic correlation. 

Genetically common material hasn’t been disclosed in other Iberian-Caucasian 

languages.  

 

C.-Kartv. *xust- “five”  

Geo. xut- “five”, me-xut-e “fifth” 

Zan  xut-i “five”, ma-xut-a “fifth” 

Sv. wo-xušd/wo-xwišd “five”  
The nouns denoting five  are identical in Kartvelian languages. Only wo- order in Svan 

allomorph anlaut and šd complex in Svan instead of Georgian-Zan t create difference. To 

reconstruct *xust- archetype on the Svan data basis is acceptable [Klimov 1964 : 262]. 

C.-Sind. *štxw “five” 
Ad. tf ← *txjw, Kab. txw “five” 
Ub. šx “five” 
Ab. xw-ba, Apkh. xw-ba “five” 
In discussing C.-Sindy archetype Ubykh š instead of Adyghean t is noteworthy. I 

suppose that in some cases it corresponds with Geo.-Zan t : Sv. št → šd/ṭ, i.e. even in 

Ubykh št should have been occurred instead of Adyghean t- like in Svan via simplifying 

of which t : š type opposition was formed. Thus, I preferred *štxw- type reconstruction as 

C.-Sind proto-type that is logical correspondence of inversive structure of C.-Kartv. *xust- 

archetype [Charaia  1912 : 40]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *xuš- “spit/gob” 
Geo. (Mokh.) xuš-i “spit/gob” 
Zan (Laz) xušḳ-i “cattle fecals/dung/manure” 

Svan correspondence isn’t observed. Laz xušḳ- (← *xušk-) noun corresponds with Geo.  
xuš- root; cf. Geo. š : Zan  šk → // šḳ. 
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C.-Sind. *xwš- “thick glob(s) of mucus/snot” 
Ab. (Tap.) xwaš “thick glob(s) of mucus/snot” 
Absence of Circassian data complicates the reconstruction process of Common Sindy 

archetype. I suppose that parent-language  vowel should have resulted  as transitional 

variant from which Apkhazian-Abaza a simple vowel often develops:  →  → a. 
 

C.-Kartv. *xuc- “shrine prist” 

Geo. xuc-i “priest performing prayer rituals at shrine”, sulis xuc-i, xaṭis xuc-i “priest 

performing prayer rituals at shrine”, xuc-ob-a  “shrine prist”, xuc-ur-i “medieval Georgian 

script” 

Zan (Megr.) xurc-i, Xurc-ia, Xurc-il-a-va, Laz xunc-i, Ma-xunc-et-i 

Corresponding forms aren’t observed in Svan. Below I’ll detail review the history of 

xuc- word.  

C.-Sind. *xwc-a “deity” 
Circ. {xwca} “one of main deities” 

Apparently the form that was lost in Circassian is preserved in Ossetian (see below). 

In other context V. Abaev rightly investigated the correspondences of xuc- stem in 

Iberian-Caucasian languages and pointed out Lezgian xuc-ar “god” form which, according 

to researcher, is in plural form like Persian yazdān. The scholar considered xuc-a-dat 

noun that is one of tribe names in Eastern Dagestanian to be a  correspondence  of 

Dagestanian xuc-a  stem [Abaev 1989, IV : 255-256]. Additionally, the same Lezgian form 

is repeated in Khinalug languages with minor phonetic changes - γucar “god”. The latter 

probably, is Lezgian borrowing, but correspondences are observed in other Lezgian 

languages: Tab. qwarc, Rut. qwarc-alj “(protective) house spirit”; these  words are 

considered to be the such correspondences. 

As regard Ossetian xwca form it can be a Circassian (Kabardian) type of Paleo-

Caucasian archetype, which is preserved in Ossetian form denoting Sunday. The word is 

of compound structure, but it has clear etymology - xwc--w bon “God’s day”. Circassian 

nature of the word is proved by derivation with -w suffix characteristic of Adyghean; cf. 
š “horse” - š-w “rider”, also, xwca - xwca-w... 

 

C.-Kartv. *xu- “narrow” 
Zan (Laz) xun-, o-xun-u “narrowing”, xun-er-i “narrow”, cf. Megr. Xun-i (top.) 

Sv. xu-, na-xw-i “narrow”, x-o-n-xu-a “narrowes”, na-xw-m-ara “id” 
Geo. viro  (Old Geo. iro)  and Sv. na-xu-i “narrow” should be demarcated from each 

other. They have nothing common (besides semantics). Thus, xu- root that is of 

Common Kartvelian etymology is independent unit. Correspondence of Laz-Svan 

isoglosse hasn’t been revealed in Georgian so far.  

C.-Sind. *xwv- “small, minor, small amount” 
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Apkh. a-xu//a-xw “small, minor, small amount”, a-xw--m “lots of small/petty 

detail/things”, a-xw-xa-ra “getting/turning small” 
Reconstruction of Common Sindy archetype is complicated by the fact that there is a 

lack of other Apkhazian-Adyghean correspondences. Abaza xwc- “small”, perhaps, is of 

different origin.  

In terms of semantics, a middle ring (etymony) of opposition narrow ~ small  is  thin  

that is attested in Apkhazian.  

Of Dagestanian languages the correspondences of Svan-Apkhazian isoglosses are likely 

observed in Lezg. γwe-i “small/minor” word.    

q 

C.-Kartv. *qab-o “back/inside of throat/maw/gullet, mouth cavity”  

Sv. qp(w), qap (Lashkh.) “back/inside of throat/maw/gullet, mouth cavity; mouth”  

Older type of Svan root should be preserved in qbw//qabw adverb “face-up/on one’s 

back”. Apparently, just o → w is reflected in this word auslaut otherwise pw/bw 

complexes shouldn’t occured in Kartvelian prent languages. 

Etymological link of Svan allomorphs with Geo. (dial.) aṗo “jowl/double chin/wattle” 

word is also supposed (N. Machavariani).  

C.-Sind. *qab-r “throat” 

Ub. qmbr “throat”, Rus. горло 

Of Apkhazian-Abaza languages the word of parent-language origin is attested only in 

Ubykh. In this latter a real trace of a →  reduction-assimilation is observed like b → mb 

is prop. Ubykh innovation.  

Mutual borrowing among Sindy and Kartvelian languages is excluded since 

considering correspondences are attested in Dagestanian languages, as well: Kvarsh irb-

aj “throat”. 

C.-Kartv. *qad-e “mountain; sheer/steep rock” 

Geo. qde “mountain in Stepandtsminda”, cf. qado 

Zan (Megr.) xnda “sheer/steep rock” 

Svan correspondence hasn’t been revealed. Inlaut  in Megrelian is phonetic apposition 

and neutral  vowel is supposed to be a reflex of historical o - i → . Final Geo. e : Zan a 

sound correspondence is noteworthy.  

C.-Sind. *qad- “rock; bank/coast/edge” 

Ab. (Tap.) qata “rock; bank/coast/edge” 

The word is preserved only in Tapant dialect of Abaza though is reflects parent-

language reflex. Inlaut d → t devoicing phonetic process is prop. Abaza innovation.  
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Correspondence of Abaza-Kartvelian isoglosses is likely observed in Dagestanian 

languages, as well; cf. Kar. eda “mountain”. 

 

C.-Kartv. *qalt-a “leather sack, shoulder-bag/rucksack of quarted sheep-/calf-/goat-

skin” 

Geo. xalta “satchel/sack” (Saba) 

Sv. xalt//xalta “shoulder-bag/rucksack of quarted sheep-/calf-/goat-skin” 

Megrelian xarta “shoulder-bag/rucksack of quarted sheep-/calf-/goat-skin” is borrowed 

from Georgian via lt → rt characteristic phonetic transformation. A q → x spirantization 

process in Common Kartvelian is acceptable which implies q/x substitution at the process 

initial stage; cf. qaro/xaro in Old Georgian, etc.  

C.-Sind. *qat- “leather sack, shoulder-bag/rucksack of quarted sheep-/calf-/goat-skin” 

Ub. qat “leather  sack” 

Ab. xjat “leather sack”, Apkh. a-xjat-ra “shoulder-bag/rucksack of quarted sheep-/calf-

/goat-skin” 

There is a lack of Adyghean allomorphs. A a-hata “leather bag/leather case (for gun, 

flag...)” lexeme is attested in Apkhazian that is rightly considered to be kartvelism 

[Charaia 1912 : 15]. Additionally, Apkhazian a-xjat-ra and all other Sindy data are linked 

with Georgian xalta via borrowing [Bukia 2016 : 63]. I cannot agree with this standpoint 

since they are Georgian-Circassian isoglosses. A x → q adaptation process should be 

explained in Ubykh that cannot be explained on the borrowing theory ground.   

 
C.-Kartv. *qam- “leather” 

Old Geo. qam-l-i “footwear” (Saba), qam-ier-i “with footwear”, u-qam-ur-i “without 

footwear, barefoot”, me-qam-l-e “cobbler/boot-maker”, sa-qam-r-ob-el-i “sock and 

legging/gaiter” (Saba) 

Sv. qam-ir (UB.), qem-ur/qem-r (Lashkh.) “cattle’s foot skin” 

G. Klimov brought Zan (Megr.) xwemur-i “non-penetrating hole” form which 

semantics cannot appropriate with the meaning of discussed stems [Klimov 1964 : 263]. 

Stem auslaut correlation Geo. l : Svan r was troublesome, but in Georgian the 

occurrence of  sa-qam-r-ob-el-i derivative reveals that -l-/Vr- can be non-root segment.  

C.-Sind. *qam- “leather / single of hair” 

Ub. t-xam ← *d-qam “leather / single of hair”  

Ab. qam, Apkh. a-xam “fur-coat” 
Apparently, in Circassian languages a root was complicated with d- class marker in 

anlaut, that resulted desaffricatization of q- in Ubykh form. Common origin of Common 

Kartvelian stems was underlined before [Klimov 1964 : 263].  

Spirantized correspondences are observed in Dagestanian language, as well; cf. Lezg., 

Tab., Ag. xam “leather, skin”.  
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C.-Kartv. *qan- “power/force, capability/ability” 

Geo. qn-, m-qn-e “mighty/capable/powerful” (Saba), si-m-qn-e “power and ability” 

Sv. qam-, qam-ša, qam-aš-a “power, strength, ability/capability” 

If -aš-a is detached as a suffix in Svan [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 402], thus it is clear that 

Svan   qam- turns out to be a correspondence of reduced Georgian  *m-qan-e → m-qn-e 

allomorph since n → m bilabialization phonetic process is natural in Svan: Sv. lrgim - 

Geo. (← Zan ) login-i “bed”, Sv. γošgin → // γošgim  “back/behind”… 

C.-Sind. *qar- “(gathering) strength/might/power” 

Ad. qar-n “(gathering) strength/might/power, capacity/strength/power/force (of 

sb/sth)” 

In the professional literature an issue is put on borrowing direction [Bukia 2016 : 138]. 

But I suppose that Adyghean qar-n contains a corresponding root of C.-Kartv. *qan- 

archetype; *qan-/*qar- manifests Paleo-Caucasian etymological material.   

Further investigation should be carried out to reveal Dagestanian and Nakh 

correspondences of these archetypes. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qaṗ- “pumpkin” 

Geo. xaṗ-i “bitter pumpkin” (Chubinashvili), xaṗ-er-i “pumpkin species”, xaṗ-er-a-j 

“id” 

Zan (Megr.) xoṗ-or-o “round ribbed pumpkin; pumpkin species” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Megrelian allomorph reflects a correspondence 

only of Geo. xaṗ-er- derivative. Corresponding xoṗ- variant of root xaṗ- form isn’t 

observed in Laz, as well.   

C.-Sind. *qab- “pumpkin” 

Ad. (Chemg.) qb, Abdz. ab “water-melon”, Bzhed. qb “pumpkin” 

Meaning shifting pumpkin → water-melon took place in Abdzakh. Perhaps, it 

happened then when water-melon  had appeared in the region. 

C.-Sind. *qab- : C.-Kartv. *qaṗ- is logical correlation; ṗ → b should be Sindy 

innovation that is logical. Due to absence of Old Georgian and Svan data on analytical 

root the reconstruction of Common Kartvelian archetype is based on Sindy forms data in 

which q/q    allomorphs are stable and don’t undergo spirantization like Georgian and 

Zan ones.  

 

C.-Kartv. *qaṗ-a “pimple’s crust; descaling (of fish…)/peeling (human’s kin)” 

Zan (Megr.) xoṗ-o “crust of wound, pimple”, Laz je-xoṗ-u “skin peeling, scaling” 

Since the root is attested only in Laz-Megrelian the picture about Common Kartvelian 

archetype cannot be perfect basing on the fact that Zan hasn’t preserved pharyngeal 

voiceless q affricate. Kindred Sindy languages data can be auxiliary mean in which q 

pharyngeal is more stable.  

C.-Sind. *qaṗ-a “dandruff/skin flake” 
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Ad. (Chemg.) qamṗ, Kab. qaṗ “dandruff/skin flake” 

It is rightly noted that in Adyghean bilabial m is phonetically developed before ṗ-   

[Kvakhadze 2014 : 143]. In Adyghean (resp. Chemguy) a final a vowel is also lost and 

thus, Kabardian data is more archaic. 

C.-Kartv. *qaṗ-a : C.-Sind. *qaṗ-a demonstrates logical correlation that is also 

supported by semantics – crust ~ scale ~ dandruff/skin flake are the semantemes of 

common series.   

 

C.-Kartv.*qap- “scabbard/sheath” 

Geo. (Meskh.) xap-i “scabbard/sheath” 

Since q arch-phoneme merged with x spirant in Meskhian dialect, i.e. q – x → x – x ( q 

~ x correlation is broken) it is natural to suppose q affricate-pharyngeal for parent-

language picture.  
Likely, the word of parent-language origin is preserved only in Meskhian dialect of 

Georgian language. 

C.-Sind. *qarp-a “covering, cover” 

Ab. (Tap.) qarpa “covering”, qarpa-ra “covering” 

Semantically covering//cover ~ scabbard/sheath segments are close to each other that is 

supported by similar structural and phonemic composition.  

To confirm the genetic link with Hin. ep-e kura “covering” verb is perspective. 

Though it is difficult to say if Darg.  aṗ-//ḳaṗ-bires “covering” roots and stems can be 

brought in this case. The issue needs additional investigation. 
 
C.-Kartv. *qapr- “lungwort” 

Geo. (Gur.) xapr-an-a “lungwort” (plant) 

Since correlation q ~ x was broken in Gurian dialect the existence of *qapr- archetype 

is supposed in Common Kartvelian. Apparently, in reconstruction procedure the data of 

Sindy languages and dialects is considered.   

C.-Sind. *q(w)arp- “mushroom; dandelion” 

Ad. (Chemg.) qarab “dandelion”, Kab. (Basl.) qwarp “mushroom” 

Common origin of these stems is supposed [Kvakhadze 2014 : 57], that is acceptable. 

Moreover, parent-Sindy origin of Circassian allomorphs is also supposed that is 

corresponded by C.-Kartv. *qapr-. 

 Parallels aren’t observed in Nakh and Dagestanian languages. The issue needs 

additional investigation. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qew- “ravine; gorge/valley” 

Old Geo. qev-i “ravine”, qev-n-eb-i “tree-lined road”, qev-is-ber-i “chieftain”, qev-is-

upal-i “district chief (in medieval Georgia)”, New Geo. xev-i “ravine” 

Zan (Megr.) xab-o “ravine”; “collapsed (riverbank) earth” 

Sv. qew “ravine; gorge/valley”, Čube-qew (top.) 
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It is acceptable that Imer. xabo “riverbank” is considered to be zanism [Fähnrich, 

Sarjveladze 2000 : 712]. And still the functions of n (Old Geo. qev-n-eb-i) and o in 

Kartvelian material (Megr. xab-o) is unclear. 

C.-Sind. *qw “gorge/valley; field/meadow”  

Ad. qw:a, Kab. qw:a “ravine; gorge/valley; field/meadow” 

Ub. qwa “field/meadow” 

Common origin of Kartvelian-Sindy stems is doubtless. Structural and semantic 

identity is evident. 

An issue on genetic link with Dagestanian roots can be put, cf. Arch. qar “deep 

gorge/valley; narrow ravine”, but probability of v → r phonetic process in Archib should 

be verified. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qem-al- “knife; sword” 

Old Geo. qrmal-i//qmal-i, New Geo. xmal-i “sword” 

Zan (Megr.) xamu, Laz xam-i//xamu (Atin.) “knife” 

Svan correspondence isn’t observed. In Georgian-Zan correspondence a -al-/-u final 

correlation is demonstrated which repeats the practice of Geo. al-i : Zan u “water” 

opposition. 

C.-Sind. *qb-a “ploughshare” 

Ab. qjaba “ploughshare” 

Corresponding allomorph isn’t observed in Sindy sub-system, that cannot be obstacle 

since Abaza-Kartvelian isoglosses have parallels in Nakh languages; cf. Ts.-Tush. maq 

(← C.-Nakh *maqu) “razor”. 

Revealed semantic opposition knife/sword ~ ploughshare ~ razor implies the meaning 

of cutter/sharp.  

 
C.-Kartv. *qer- “being dumbfounded/dounbfounding, numbing” 

Geo. (Mokh., Tush.) ga-qer-eb-a-j “being dumbfounded/dounbfounding, numbing”, 

Psh. ga-xer-eb-a “numbing” 

The word is attested only in Georgian dialects. Although, its reconstruction in parent 

language is possible that is supported by external language material. 

C.-Sind. *q- “being dumbfounded/dounbfounding, stunning/turning to stone” 

Ad. (Shaps.) q:-n “hardening, stunning/turning to stone”, Chemg., Bzhed. q:-n “being 

dumbfounded/dounbfounding”, Kab. q:-n “being dumbfounded/dounbfounding, turning 

giddy/making/becoming confused” 

Ub. q-, s-q-n “being dumbfounded/dounbfounding” 

Like in other many cases, even in this case final r is lost still in Sindy parent language.  

In other context the Dagestanian roots and stems denoting cold  are considered to be 

the   correspondences of C.-Sind. *q-  archetype; cf. Khin. q:i, Darg. darq:u “cold”... [Ab-

dokov  1983 : 175], that can be disputable. 
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C.-Kartv. *qer- “branch/fork/bough, sth stretched out/extended/jutting out” 

Geo. qer-i “branch/fork/bough”, švid-qer-i “seven-branched” (Saba)  

Sv. qr/qer “handle”   

Among Kartvelian languages the semantic correlation branch ~ handle is noteworthy 

for which meaning of  stretched out  is etymonic [Chukhua  2000-2003 : 406]. 

C.-Sindy. *qw- “horn”  
Ad. bz va-qw:, Kab. bz va-qw: “horn” 
Ub. qja ← *qwa “horn”  

I suppose that Ab. wωwa, Apkh. á-ṭwωwa “horn” are different roots and cannot be 

dicussed in this case [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 903]. 

Of external language data the Av. (Chad.) hwar “cock’s comb/crest”, Lak qi, Darg. qe 

“horn” lexemes are close.  

 
C.-Kartv. *qerc- “long-shafted tool, hoe” 

Geo. (Tush.) qerco “long-shafted tool with what tree-hurt is taken for cask” 

Zan (Megr.) karč-i “tool for cultivating stony earth”, karč-u-a “type of hoeing” 

Correspondence of historical o in Megrelian is lost. It regularly disappeared; cf. Geo. 
γvin-o : Zan γvin-i “wine”... Phonemic correlation q/k is logical in Kartvelian – Geo. mqce 
: Zan (Laz) kče “white”… 

C.-Sind. *ħnc- “wooden spade/oar”  

Ad. ħanc, Kab. ħanc “wooden spade/oar”  

In Proto Sindy perhaps *qanc- archetype should have occurred which underwent 

spirantiazation in Common Sindy, cf. Av. x:eč “spear”, but Lak q:usa (← *q:uca) “spoon”. 

Meaning difference in Sindy-Kartvelian is evident. In this case Dagestanian 

information helped since Adyghean nouns were linked with Lezg.  usu  “spade/oar”, on 

one hand and on the other one Krits äsu “hatchet/axe” is also brought [Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 941], that supports the comparison reality. 
C.-Kartv. *qep- “biting” 

Sv. qep- “biting”, qep-i “bites”, x-e-qep-i “bites”, m-qep-ia (Lent.)//m-qp-ia “biting 

(dog, horse…)” 

Etymological link with Georgian ep-a “barking” was supposed and is still supposed, 

but comparison with other Caucasian material supports Svan sounding. Dagestanian and 

Sindy correspondences reveal q/ħ pharyngeal sounds like Svan. Thus,  → q is less-

supposed [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 406]. 

C.-Sind. *qw- “barking, howling”  
Ad. qw-, ħa-qw-n “barking” 

Ub. qwe-γ “barking of dog”  

Ab. qwa-ωω-ra, Apkh. á-xwa-a-ra (← á-xwa-ωa-ra) “howling, shouting” 

In Common Sindy parent language p/b became a labialization source of root consonant 
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- qp/qb → qw. This is proved by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian material; cf. Av. ħap-, 

Kar., Tind., Bagv. ħab-, Darg. amp- “barking”… 
And still, if Georgian ep- glottalized variant is genetically close to above-described 

verbal roots then  Megrelian  ḳap-ur-i (← *ap-ur-i) “hueing/howling of dogs” cannot be 

separated from Geo. ep- “barking” root.  
 
C.-Kartv. *qwab-a “bush/shrub; fenced round” 

Zan (Megr.) xiba “fenced round with reed and azalea” 

Sv. qwam(a) “bush; shrub”, gen. case. qwam-š 
Georgian correspondence hasn’t been revealed [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 409]. In Zan 

there should have been xuba type allomorph that resulted xiba variant via u →  → i 
phonetic transformation. In Zan b : Sv. m opposition the Megrelian data was advantaged 

that is supported by other Iberian-Caucasian languages data.  

C.-Sind. *qab-a “earth embankment of sheafs and bunches” 

Ub. qaba “earth embankment of sheafs and bunches, pile/heap” 

The word is isolated in Ubykh, but likely it has correspondences in (not only) 

Kartvelian languages. 

It is difficult to suppose that Common Sindy archetype was given without labialization 

of root consonant, moreover then when in Dagestanian material labialization is 

characteristic; cf. Arch. qwab “sheaf; bunch”. 

Av. (Chad.) γob “hay stack” cannot be discussed in this case – it is of different 

etymology [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 470]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qwam- “praying; voice” 

Geo. qm-a “voice”, qm-ob-a “calling”, qm-ev-a “helping”, sa-qm-ar-i “donation/aid” 

(Saba) 

Zan xom-a/xum-a “voice”, Laz o-xom-in-u “calling”, o-xvam-e “praying house, 

church”, Laz o-xom-al-a “praying house” 

Sv. qwam-/qwm-/qwm- “praying”, la-qwm/la-qwam “praying house, church” 

It is evident that praying/blessing, praying house = church semantemes are based on 

voice/calling sema; cf. Lat. ōrāre “begging, saying, praying” → ōrāculum  “place of gods”, 

Rus. орать “calling, shouting”. 

In the professional literature they ignore the xom- → xvam- (o → va) possibility 

transformation and discuss about borrowing of Laz-Megrelian xvam- root from Georgian 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze  2000 : 716], that is groundless. 

C.-Sind. *maqw-a “voice, sound” 
Ad. mq:a, Kab. mq: “voice, sound” 

Like in many other cases, even in this case in the qw complex gemination of q is 

resulted via labialization breaking in Adyghean languages and dialects – qw → q:. On the 

other hand C.-Sind. *maqw-a : C.-Kartv. *qwam- is archetype of inversive structure. 
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Structure of Kartvelian archetype is secondary that is proved by Nakh correspondence (cf. 

Ts.-Tush. moq “song, fairytale”).       

 
C.-Kartv. *qwam- “guarding, protecting” 

Old Geo. qum-il-v-a “guarding, defencing, watching/guarding”, sa-qum-il-av-i “night 

watch”, m-qm-il-av-i “guard” (Saba) 

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages 

and dialects so far, though it is doubtless that Georgian qumil- is of parent-language 

origin.  

C.-Sind. *xwm- “protecting, keeping/preserving” 

Ad. xwm-, w-xwm-n “protecting”, w-xwm-n “keeping/preserving”, Kab. xwm-

n “protecting” 

Detached root xwm- is of parent-language origin. Though comparison with Common 

Kartvelian archetype q : x   opposition is outlined that can be explained by q → x  spiran-

tization    rare process in parent Sindy.  

On the other side, C.-Kartv. *qwam- and C.-Sind. *xwm- isoglosses demonstrate 

structural and semantic identity.  
 

C.-Kartv. *qwanc-e “string (of dried fruit), bunch (of keys), bunch/posy (of flowers)” 

Zan (Laz) xunča “string (of dried fruit), bunch (of keys), bunch/posy (of flowers)” 

Due to the absence of Georgian-Svan correspondence to reconstruct Common 

Kartvelian archetype is possible only on the basis of sound correspondences of the 

mentioned languages. Indeed, Meskhian xunča “id” is of  Zan origin.  

C. Sind. *qacvw- “braided/plaited (hair….)” 
Ab. qčw “bird’s comb/crest”, Apkh. (Bzip) a-xcvw “braided/plaited (hair….)” 

Semantic difference between Abaza and Apkhazian is great, but it is only at a glance 

since Laz correspondence contains two meanings; cf. q:unču “hair on crown of 

hair/forelock; tuft of hair on the forehead”, cf. Bagw. amča “mane”…    

Kartvelian meaning is repeated in Chechenian qanča “bunch of grass” word. 
 
C.-Kartv. *qward- “hardened meat” 

Geo. (Psh.) xord-i “hardened and rounded meat under skin” 

Pshavian form reflects Common Kartvelian on the basis of a certain transformation.  

Corresponding nominal forms aren’t observed in Zan-Svan.   

C.-Sind. *qwad- “corpse, deceased” 

Ad. ħad-, Kab. ħd- “corpse, deceased” 
Ab. qwad-i “corpse, deceased” 

Abaza allomorph is closer to Common Sindy archetype. Structural identity of C.-Sind. 

*qwad- : C.-Kartv. *qward- is supported by semantic opposition – hardened meat  ~ 

deceased.    
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Corresponding isoglosses aren’t observed in other Iberian-Caucasian languages [cf. 

Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 635-636]. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qwez-a “round loaf of bread; pie” 

Old Geo.  qweza-j “round loaf of bread”, qweza “round bread” (Saba) 

Zan (Megr.) xvaža//xvaž-ia “cone-shaped ritual round loaf of bread” 

In the professional literature an Old Georgian  qweza-j  form is linked with Megrelian  

xozo “boiled  round loaf of  bread” word [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 714-715], with 

which I don’t agree. Firstly, Georgian ve order should have resulted va in Zan, and 

secondarily, it is appropriate to link Megrelian xozo with Georgian γwezel- stem.  
C.-Sind. *qwzv-a “cheesed cake” 
Ub. qaz va “cheesed cake” 
The word of parent-language origin is preserved only in Ubykh via characteristic 

delabialization process – *qwz v-a → qazva. Apkhazian a-xwažwa “cone-shaped ritual round 

loaf of  bread” is rightly qualified to be megrelism  [Charaia 1912 : 15]. It is appropriate to 

enroll  Ubykh qaz va  variant  in this words list, but I don’t share the view on its Kartvelian 

nature [Bukia 2016 : 65] since I consider it to be reflex of Common Sindy origin, which 

has correspondences in Kartvelian as well as kindred Nakh languages; cf. Ts.-Tush. qač 
“provisions for journey/vioctuals”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qwel- “cough, coughing” 

Old Geo. i-qwel-d-a,  qwel-a-j “cough, coughing” 

Zan (Laz) xval-i “(expectorated) phlegm”, o-xval-u, Megr. xval-i “cough, (expectorated) 

phlegm”, pirṭ-xval-i “tuberculosis”, xval-u-a “coughing” 

Sv. qweš-a//qwš-a “cough” 

Old Georgian repeats ancient language picture; l → š   is prop. Svan process (G. 

Rogava). 

C.-Sind. *qw- “cough” 

Ub. qja “cough” 
Ab. a-mħwa-ra, Apkh. aj-mħwa-ra “cough” 
Initial m is phonetic apposition in Apkhazian; qw → ħw  spirantization historical process 

is evident, in Ubykh labialization breaking took place along with palatalization - *qw → 

qja.; From kindred languages cf. C.-Nakh *qħ- ← Pr.-Nakh *qwal- “cough (of anim.)”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qwerc-a “scabies/eczema; mange” 

Zan (Megr.) xvarc-a “scabies/eczema; mange”, cf. Sv. (← Zan) xwars “scabies/eczema” 

Reflex of parent-language origin is preserved only in Megrelian. If basing on Megrelian 

sounding and Geo. e : Zan a sound correspondence is considered thus it is possible to 

reconstruct Common Kartvelian archetype.  
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Sv. xwarc → // xwars “id” allomorphs are borrowed from Megrelian.  

C.-Sind. *ćwq- “scabies/eczema; mange” 

Ab. čwaq-ra “scabies/eczema; mange” 

If ć → č  hushening regular tendency in Abaz is considered thus *ćwq- verb of hissing-

hushing type should be reconstructed for parent language. 

Sindy-Kartvelian archetypes demonstrate inversive structure. Of Dagestanian 

langauges a Hin. xos-λa (← *xoc-λa) “scratching/scraping” is noteworthy. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qir- “stone” 

Geo. xir-, in the word xir-aṭ-i “rocky ground” (Saba) 

Basing on Iberian-Caucasian data, the existence of qir- archetype is supposed in parent 

language; cf. Nakh qer “stone; rock”. Unfortunately there is a lack of Svan cor-

respondence. Though it should be said that voiceless pharyngeal affricate q is well 

preserved in Svan. 

C.-Sind. *qr- “rock” 
Kab. r “rock” 
Common Sindy archetype is reconstructed on the Kabardian root data ground; q →  

secondary phonetic process in Kabardian is considered that gives possibility to obtain 

Sindy correspondence of Nakh qer- “stone; rock” and Kartvelian *qir- “stone” roots and 

stems.  

Likely, Dagestanian (Godob.) qeru “sandstone”, Rus. песчаник,  from can be enrolled 

in this words list.  

 
C.-Kartv. *qir- “stealing” 

Zan (Laz) xir-, o-xir-u “stealing”, m-xir-aǯ-e/ma-m-xir-e “stealer, thief/burglar”, Megr. 

xir-u-a “steal”, ma-xir-ǯ-i/ma-xir-al-i “stealer, thief/burglar” 

Similar verbs (and nouns) aren’t observed in Svan-Georgian. Maybe that's why the 

issue was raised on borrowing of Zan xir- root from Greek (G. Rogava).  

C.-Sind. *qr- “hiding”  
Ub. qar-da- “hiding, covering” 

Corresponding roots aren’t attested in other Circassian languages, but the existence of 

the verb under the same meaning in Hattian is noteworthy; cf. Hat. her “hiding, 

covering” [Kasiyan 2009 : 333]. 

   *qir- was reconstructed for  Common Kartvelian only on Ubykh data basis since in 

Zan  q often changed  into x-.  

Nakh-Dagestanian correspondences aren’t observed. 

 
C.-Kartv. *qip- “skein (of yarn); spinning (wool, cotton…)”  

Geo. qip-i “thread skein”, “shortly set-up thread” (Saba), New Geo . xip-i “skein/hank 

of yearn/twisted threads/twist of yarn” 
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Zan (Megr.) xip-i “skein (of yarn)”, xip-u-a “spinning of skein” 

The word isn’t attested in Old Georgian, but it is attested in Saba’s dictionary. 

Megrelian xip- nominal and verbal root logically corresponds with Georgian qip- stem. 

Spirantization q → x similar process in Megrelian and Georgian should be underlined.   

C.-Sind. *qp-a- “plaiting” 

Ab. (Tap.) qapa-ra “plaiting”,  Apkh. a-xjápa “knitted shoe-sock” 

There is a lack of Circassian correspondence though Tapant data fills this drawback. 

The latter exactly reflects parent-language picture. Existence of palatalized xj allomorph 

in Apkhazian should be explained.   

C.-Sind. *qp-a- : C.-Kartv. *qip- demonstrates logical correlation from the standpoint 

of phonemic structure as well as  semantics; spinning ~ plaiting correlation is logical one  

and   →  → a  transformation is assimilative in Apkhazian-Abaza.  
 
C.-Kartv. *qic- “dough” 

Sv. qic “dough” 

It is less possible to link Svan qic- root with Laz kc-al-a//xc-al-a “rotting” (kc-ap-er-

i//xc-ap-er-i “rotten”) verb. At the same time it is hard to suppose reduction of i in Zan 

not to say anything about semantic difference of words. 

C.-Sind. *qćw-   “dough” 

Ad. tħćw, Bzed. tħaćw,  Kab. tħv “dough” 

As it is evident in Kabardian a secondary v is given that is explained by ćw → v 
simplification trend. Earlier at Common Circassian language level a parent-language d+q 

order transformed into tħ harmonious-descending complex of B type by acting of 

combined phonetic of  regressive assimiliation and spirantization processes. 

Nakh correspondence of described roots is likely preserved in Iron dialect of Ossetian 
xs: “dough” spirantized form.   

 
C.-Kartv. *qmar- “helping, granting/offering (assistance, aid)” 

Old Geo. qmar-eb-a “helping”, sa-qmar-i “to be used”, u-qmar-i “unused”, New Geo. 

xmar-eb-a “using” 

Verbal root is attested in old Georgian language though correspondences aren’t 

observed in kindred Kartvelian languages and dialects. Laz-Megrelian xvar-/xmar- 

allomorps are borrowed from literary Georgian.  

C.-Sind. *qwa- “helping/assisting/aiding” 

Ab. qwa-ra “helping/assisting/aiding”, Apkh. a-xwa-ra “helping/assisting/aiding” 

There is a lack of Circassian data though Apkhazian and Abaza fills this drawback 

[Charaia 1912 : 41]. In this latter an initial pharyngeal voiceless affricate is preserved 

unchanged. In Apkhazian and New Georgian a q → x spirantization is evident that due to 

breaking trend of q phoneme.   
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Similar Cm → Cw transformation in Megrelian and Abaza-Apkhazian is noteworthy. 

Its basis is different: in Megrelian labialization of Cm → Cw consonant took place due to 

phonotactic restriction, any consonant + m sonor  is prohibited. In Sindy languages m b p 

is generally one of sources on in the development way of labialized consonants along with 

bifurcation of o and u vowels.  

Correspondence of Kartvelian r vibrant in auslaut was lost still in parent Sindy period.  

 
C.-Kartv. *qor-e “bald” 

Zan (Megr.) xora//xvara “bald” 

xvara allomorph in Megrelian is the result of Zugdidian-Jvarian and Samurzaqanian 

subdialect and reflects secondary picture. Senakian xora (cf. surname Xora-va) is archaic 

form; cf. Geo. gora : Zan gola → // gvala - is assimilative process; q → x  spirantization 

process is supposed in Zan that is hypothetical.   

C.-Sind. *qw- “bald” 
Ad. qw-j, Kab. wi-j (← *w-j) “bald” 
In the professional literature there is an attempt to enroll Ab. qw and Apkh. a-xw 

“hair; single hair” allomorphs in this words list [Shagirov 1977, I : 232], but it is 

unacceptable from structural as well as semantic standpoint.  

C.-Kartv. *qor-e “bald” : C.-Sind. *qw- “bald” demonstrates phonetic and semantic 

correlation; glottalization q →  is of prop. Kabardian innovation. 

In terms of genetic correlation, Karat. ħulo “bald” form can be noteworthy.   
 
C.-Kartv. *qorc- “furtively watching/looking/contemplating/perceiving/foreseeing” 

Zan (Laz) xorc-ar-/xors-ar-/xos-ar- “furtivelywatching/looking/contemplating/perceiv- 

ing/foreseeing”, n-o-xors-ar-s “watches/looks at sb/sth furtively”, meš-i-xors-ar-s 

“watches /observes sb/sth/keeps eye on sb/sth” 

In similar position a c → s spirantization phonetic process is natural for Laz; cf. Geo. 

qoc- “wiping clean” – Zan (Laz) xos- (← *xoc-) “cleaning (of fruit)”, Geo. qorc-meṭ-
i“tumour/growth“ - Laz xusu-meṭ-i “id”. In these samples c → s as well as q → x processes 

are simultaneously revealed. And just basing on this the reconstruction of Kartv. *qorc-  

archetype was tested since -ar (xor-ar-) is verbal suffix in Laz-Megrelian.   

C.-Sind. *qwc- “thinking” 
Ab. (Tap.) qwc-ra, Apkh. a-xwc-ra, Bzip a-wć-ra “thinking” 
Circassian data hasn’t been revealed. Although I cannot share the further segmentation 

of Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs; qwc-/xwć- is united root [Chirikba 1996 : 59], that 

corresponds with C.-Kartv. *qorc- verb. In terms of semantic correlation   

contemplating/perceiving/foreseeing ~ thinking opposition is logical; cf.  Geo. ganvreṭa 

“perceiving/foreseeing” ~ vreṭa “furtively watching/looking/contemplating”. 

Sindy-Kartvelian isoglosses are corresponded by Dagestanian data, as well; cf. Lak ħuč:-

a “thinking; idea; understanding”.    
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C.-Kartv. *qoqo- “pheasant” 

Geo. qoqo-b-i “pheasant” (Saba) 

In the birds names -b- segment  is often repeated, that should indicates to its affixal 

nature: ḳaḳa-b-i “partridge”, karka-b-i “snowcock”, ṭar-b-i “rose-colored starling” (Saba); 

cf.  zγar-b-i “hedgehog”…        

C.-Sind. *ħwarqwa “pigeon/dove” 
Ad. t-ħarqw:a, Kab. t-ħarqw:a “pigeon/dove” 

Ab. ħwħw, Apkh. a-ħwħw “pigeon/dove” 

In historical Circassian languages initial t- should be originally a grammar class marker 

(d → t) [Rogava 1956]. 

Kindred stems are attested in Dagestanian (Rut.) q:uqwaj “cushat, ringdove” as well as 

Nakh languages: Chech. qoq-a, Ing. qoq “pigeon/dove”, but γuγu//γunγu allomorps of 

Andi languages is of different origin and cannot be discussed in this case [cf. Starostin, 

Nikolayev  1994 : 471].   

 

C.-Kartv.*qul- “ear of wheat” 

Old Geo. quwil-i “flowering (millet) head/ear of grain”, “ear of corn” (Saba) 

Sv. qul “diseased maize stalk” 

Zan correspondence isn’t observed [cf. Chukhua 2000-2003 : 408]. Svan allomorph 

demonstrates archaic picture. I suppose that in Old Georgian initial variant was *qul-iw-i     

type stem. In this latter -iw- is the same as in Old Geo. ul-iv-i “shoulder bone” word.  

C.-Sind. *qw “barley; millet” 
Ad. ħa, Kab. ħa “millet” 
Ub. xwa  “barley” 

ħ : x   opposition that is  evident in Circassian languages indicates that initial phoneme 

was pharyngeal q of affricative nature. The latter resulted ħ/x allophones via spiran-

tization.  
Apkhazian a-xwʒ and Abaza qwʒ “barley” are of different etymology and thus they 

aren’t discussed in this case [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 503]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *qunč- “thick block of wood/tree stump (with root and all )” 
Geo. (Kiz.) qunč-i “thick block of wood/tree stump  taken off with root and all” 

The word is attested only in Kiziq dialect of Georgian language. Likely, basing on 

external languages correspondence, it is of Common Kartvelian origin. 

C.-Sind. *qmǯ- “thick block of wood/tree stump, block of wood” 

Ab. (Tap.) qǯ (← *qmǯ), Apkh. (Bzip) a-ǯ/a-xmǯ “thick block of wood/tree stump, 

block of wood” 

Circassian correspondences haven’t been disclosed. Apkhazian a-xmǯ allomorph 

manifests that in Tapant and Bzip a corresponding phoneme of m is lost; i.e. in Kartvelian 

n is of root and isn’t a phonetic apposition. 

Nakh or Dagestanian isoglosses haven’t been revealed for now.  
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C.-Kartv. *qup- “lid (of pot…)/(chimney) cowl; cover, lid/top/roof” 

Geo. xup-i “lid/cover”, Rus. крыша (котлов, мисок) (Chubinashvili), sa-xup-i  “lid (of 

pot…) /(chimney) cowl” 

Zan (Megr.) xop-, o-xop-an-i “tightly plaited lidded basket” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Geo. u : Zan o rarely occurs in common 

etymological material; cf. Geo. u-i-s “knows” : Zan  or-e-n, oḳ-e-n “sees”. Since 
illustrating material isn’t observed either in Old Geogian language or Saba’s dictionary the   

reconstruction of q archyphone is supposed. 

C.-Sind. *qbw- “lid/cover/roof” 

Ab. qb, Apkh. a-xb “lid/cover/roof” 

Circassian data isn’t observed though the root reconstruction is possible on the ground 

of Apkhazian-Abaza allomorphs. Correspondence w segment of Kartvelian u isn’t 

observed; cf. sound correspondence C.-Kartv. u : C.-Sind. w. Reconstruction of *qbw- 

type archetype is supposed. Since bw is non-canonical in Apkhazian-Abaza languages it 

simplified – bw → b. 

I don’t agree with the detaching possibility of qa “head” word in xb- root, moreover, 

its link with Georgian txem- “crown of head” [cf. Lomtatidze 1980 : 571]. 

 

C.-Kartv. *qčol- “smoking (of oil lamp...)” 

Geo. xčol-v-a “smoking (of oil lamp...)”, Khevs. qčol-v-a “smoking (of oil lamp...)”, cf. 

Khevs. qčol-i “smoke, fume” 

Historical root full-sounding qVč isn’t excluded, but due to absence of Zan-Svan 

correspondences it is difficult to speak about vowel type (o(?)).   

C.-Sind. *qwač- “smoking (of oil lamp...)” 

Ab. (Tap.) qwač-ra, Apkh. (Bzip) á-wač-ra, Abzh. á-xwač-ra “smoking (of oil lamp...)” 

Circassian correspondences aren’t evident; *qwač type stem is reconstructed as archaic 

form for Apkhazian-Abaza [Chirikba 1996 : 58], though  such reconstruction ground isn’t 

quite clear.  

Georgian-Sindy roots and stems are corresponded by Dagestanian data: And. xwarč:in     
“curry-comb” word; cf. also: Darg. xws:a//xwca, Kub. xwis:a “ash”.  

 
C.-Kartv. *qc- “rotting; decomposing” 

Zan (Laz) kc-al-a//xc-al-a “rotting”, kc-ap-er-i//xc-ap-er-i “rotten”, o-kc-in-u/o-xc-in-u 

“rotting”, Megr. rc-i-eb-a “enfeebling/becoming decrepit; eroding/making baren” 

Phonetic opposition kc/xc/rc repeats k/x/r substitution that is attested in kče/xče/rče   
“white” adjectives that supposes Old-Georgian-like qc- complex, which is attested in qc-e 

/m-qc-ov-an- words. 

Corresponding roots and stems haven’t been disclosed in Georgian and Svan. 

C.-Sind. *qwarč- “rotten” 
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Apkh. a-xwárč, Bzip a-wárč “rotten (trees)” 

It is Laz-Apkhazian-Abaza isogloss that has similar semantics and structure. 

Corresponding in sibilant-affricates is noteworthy – C.-Kartv. c : C.-Sind. č. 
In terms of root sounding, it is difficult to suppose reduction of *qoc- or *quc- type 

archetype in Zan, moreover, then when at next reduction stage non-canonical complex of 

accessive type formed.  

Dagestanian correspondence is preserved in Tsakh qči-jn “rotten” word.  
 

 

Ǯ 
 
C.-Kartv. *ǯar- “being narrowly; stacking/packing close together” 

Geo. ǯr-a “being of many people close together” (saba), New Geo. mi-ǯr-a “stacking 

/packing close together”, mi-ǯr-it “tight packet”, u-ǯr-a “drawer” 
Zan (Megr.) ǯgor-, ǯgor-u-a “gathering in group” 

There is a lack of Svan correspondence. Megrelian ǯgor- reflects a Colchian reflexation 

of parent-language *ǯar- archetype [Kelauridze 2016 : 39]. 

C.-Sind. *ǯ- “shrugging/clenching”  

Ab. (Tap.) aj-ǯj “shrugged/clenched”, č-r-aj-ǯj-ra “shrugging/clenching”, Apkh. (Abzh., 

Bzip) a- č-r-aj-ǯj-ra “shrugging/clenching”  

Circassian correspondences haven’t been  observed. Though *ǯ- archetype which is 

reconstructed on Apkhazian-Abaza ground reflects a correspondence of Common 

Kartvelian *ǯar- root. In this sample a final r was elided still in parent Sindy.  

Noteworthy roots and stems haven’t been revealed in published materials on other 

Iberian-Caucasian languages. 

 
C.-Kartv. *ǯgar-o “group, team/chorus” 

Geo. ǯgr-o “team/chorus, group” 

Zan (Megr.) ǯorg-u-(n) “in groups”, aḳi-ǯorg-es “grouped”, i-ǯorg-u-n-an “are grou-

ped”, ǯorg-u-a  “in groups” 
Sounding of Megrelian o supposes a for Georgian. Maybe historically Zan-like *ǯgor- 

root should have functioned that had no common with omonymic *ǯgor- verbal root. Just 

due to it a metathesis took place – omonymic suppuration. In all cases Geo. ǯgr-o and Zan 
ǯorg- are considered to be the roots of common origin.    

C.-Sind. *ǯwr-a “people, family clan, village” 

Ad. čLa//ǯLa “village, people, family clan/society” 

Ab. žwla-ra “people, village, society”, Apkh. a-žwla “race/breed, family clan”  

One of unique roots that gives possibility to reconstruct velarized ǯ phoneme in 

Common Sindy parent language. Abaza allomorph is valuable since in it can see the trace 

of initial r, i.e. Ab. žwla-ra ← *žwrala.    Structural transformation of Sindy stems and 

modern form is due to strong influence of the word denoting seed.   
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C.-Kartv. ǯg : C.-Sind. ǯ sound correspondence  well demonstrates  the origin  source 

of  ǯg čk ḳ  harmonious-descending complex  in parent Kartvelian language – ǯ  č  ǯ:  → 

ǯg čk ḳ  phonetic pre-historical process is supposed.  
 
C.-Kartv. *ǯer- “several times”, Rus. раз 

Geo. ǯer, or-ǯer “twice”, sam-ǯer “three times”, as-ǯer “hundred times”... 
In Zan-Svan formation of times is different; cf. accordingly: -iš-a, -in. Although, -ǯer 

“times” affix is considered to be of parent-language origin. 

C.-Sind. *ǯr-a “in one place” 
Apkh. ǯar-á “in one place”; “one time”, ǯar-á-ǯar-a “in some places, here and there”, 

ǯar-gj “nowhere” 

The word is isolated in Apkhazian language. P. Charaia indicated the meaning of times 

in Apkhazian, that is acceptable. According to scholar Geo. ǯer- and Apkh. ǯar-á have 

common origin [Charaia 1912 : 23]. 

If correspondences are obtained from kindred Iberian-Caucassian languages thus no 

additional argumentation is required. 

 

C.-Kartv. *ǯer- “from the beginning; from the start” 

Geo. ǯer-, ǯer-e “still/yet” 

Ǯer- root is isolated in Georgian, but it can be of parent-language origin that is 

supported by (not only) Sindy isoglosses. 

C.-Sind. *ʒ v- “early, morning” 
Ab. ž-, šja-ž “early”, Apkh. ž-, a-š-ž “morning” 

The issue arises on genetic link with Apkhazian a-š-ž//a-še-ž “morning” word 

though the function and origin of -š-/-še- segments is unclear.  

In the professional literature Chech. ǯjer-aħ → // žjer-aħ, Ing. ǯjer-aħ “early (morning, 

evening)” allomorphs are brought in this context that is real [Vagapov 2011 : 289]. 

Corresponding allomorph of Geo.-Nakh r was lost still in parent Sindy without a trace. 

C.-Kartv. ǯ : C.-Sind. ʒ v underlines (once again) a  ʒ v → ǯ  hushening  phonetic  process 

from Proto Kartvelian to Common Kartvelian.   
 
C.-Kartv. *ǯw- “caccare”, “shit/faces” 

Geo. ǯw-am-s “shits”, mo-ǯv-a “Sb shitted”, amo-a-ǯv-am-s “will shit out/womit” 

Zan ʒgv-/nʒgv-, (Laz) b-ʒgv-i “I shitted”, ʒgv-er-i, “shit”, Megr. b-nʒgv-i “I shitted”, 

eša-nʒgv-i “Shit out”, na-nʒgv-ia “shitted” 

Sv. sg-, x-a-sg-en-i “Sb wants shitting”, la-sg-ar “toilet/lavatory” 

Hissening process of C.-Kartv. ǯw- → Zan ʒgw- → Sv. sgw-//sg- follows the T. 

Gamkrelidze’s law [Gamkrelidze 1959 : 27]. Kartvelian stems were compared by Arn. 

Chikobava [Chikobava 1938 : 388]. There is an attempt the enroll in the stem list (cf. Sv. 

sg-en) Old Geo. ǯmn-a [Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 726-727]. 
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C.-Sind. *ǯwa- “womiting”  

Ad. q:a-ž-, ža-wa, Kab. q:a-z v “womiting”  
Ub. ǯ-, s-ǯ-n “womiting”  
Ab. (Tap.) ǯwa-ra, Ash. ʒ vwa-ra, Apkh. (Bzip) a-ʒ vwa-ra “womiting”  
Verbal roots are fully given in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages and dialects. On the 

basis of  their comparison *ǯwa- archetype is reconstructed. Meaning of womiting is 

characteristic in Georgian as well; cf. amo-a-ǯvam-s “will womit out, belch/burp”. 

In terms of semantics, caccare, going out ~ womitting ~ spilling should be developed 

later. Dagestanian languages clearly show this; cf. Did. eč-n- “womiting; splitting”. 

In terms of sound corresponding  ǯ:ǯ correlation is perfect. It is proved by Nakh t:.  C.-

Kartv. *ǯw- : C.-Sind. *ǯwa- are also corresponded by Nakh  ɦe-t:- “womiting” verb. In this 

latter ǯw → t: is observed that is regularly revealed in common material – Geo. m-arǯw-           
: Nakh *at:- “right”… 

 
C.-Kartv. *ǯimqwa “red-backed shrike” 
Geo. ǯimqwa//ǯinqva “red-backed shrike” 

Both allomorphs are attested in Saba’s dictionary. Great lexicographer explains γ a ž o 

(bird) word: ǯinqva, ǯinqva Ca “red-backed shrike”. Genetically common roots and stems 

haven’t been revealed in other Kartvelian languages and dialects. 
C.-Sind. *mʒ vq “quail, corncrake” 

Apkh. a-mǯjaxja “quail, corncrake” 
Georgian-Apkhazian isoglosses have similar structure. Metathesis mechanism of m 

sonorant is unclear in mentioned languages. Due to absence of other control means it is 

difficult to say something definitely. Indeed, m → n  is prop. Georgian process. 

Apkhazian ǯ → ǯj and x → xj palatalization phonetic transformation is positive as a result 

of assimilative influence of following / vowels.   
 

 

H 
 
C.-Kartv. *han-e “grandmother” 

Geo. han-i “father’s/mother’s parent, grandmother” (Saba) 

Zan (Laz) on-a, in the word on-a-dida “big-winged ant”, cf. Ona-švil-i (antrop.) 
Correspondence of Saba’s han-i “grandmother” should be on-a form in the compound 

word on-a-dida = on-a-didi in Zan (Laz). In this case on-a denotes parent/mother, i.e. 

grand-mother correlates with great ant. 

C.-Sind. *an- “mother” 
Kab. an “mother” 
Ab. an, Apkh. á-n ← *a-an “mother” 
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Reconstruction of Common Sindy two-syllabic root is real, moreover it is supported by 

Kabardian and Abaza data. Additionally, if Laz on-a is enrolled in this list thus an issue 

arises on reconstruction of *han-e (cf. Geo. e : Zan a) archetype for Common Kartvelian. 

Semantic correlation of archetypes mother ~ grandmother is noteworthy. Similar 

semantic correlation is observed in the roots of the one of groups of kindred Dagestanian 

languages  –  Tab. ana “mother” : Tsakh ana-j “grandmother”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *harḳw- “flair/intuition” 
Sv. hrḳw/harḳw (LB.) “flair/intuition; suspicion/doubt” 

The word is isolated in Svan though it has noteworthy correspondences in kindred 

Ibero-Caucasian languages. And thus it is considered to be of Common Kartvelian origin.  

Pr.-Sind.*huḳur- “vision” 
Hat. hukur “vision” 

Although the corresponding roots aren’t attested in Apkhazian-Adyghean languages, I 

believe that Svan-Hattian isoglosses are of Paleo-Caucasian origin since etymologically 

kindred allomorphs were revealed in Dagestanian languages, as well; cf. And. harḳu, 

Bagw. haḳa, Kar. harḳa “eye”… which have no common with Av. ber “eye” as well as 

with the linked  forms (Khin. pil, Ud. pul “id”) [cf. Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 250]. 

Semantic correlation  eye ~ vision ~ flair/intuition is logical one.  

      

C.-Kartv. *has-e “light”  

Sv. hš-i “light” 
Common Kartvelian reflex is preserved only in Svan. 

Pr.-Sind. *haša “lightning and thunder” 

Hat. Haša, in the word  Haša-mil “God of lightning and thunder” 

Of Dagestanian languages the Hattian-Svan isoglosses are corresponded by Ud. xaš 

“moon” word. cf. also Kassite Sah/Šah “Sun”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *hawal- “stack” 

Zan (Megr.) una “rubbish/dirt; maize husk thrown down on the ground”  
Sv. hawal//hanwal (US.), awal (Lashkh.), aol (Lent.) “stack put on the tree” 

Anala “narrow sheaf (cereal)” that is attested in Saba’s dictionary and Megrelian 

anala//anola are svanisms. Firstly it entered in Megrelian and then it was brought in 

Saba’s dictionary; cf. Laz o-val-e “wattle”. 
Correspondence of Svan hawal form is observed in Megrelian una-. 

C.-Sind. *ħancvw “stack” 

Ad. (Shaps.) ħaw (G. Rogava), Chmeg. ħanʒ vw, Bzed. ħa(n)ʒ vw “stack” 
It is too contrastive opposition even on the Adyghean material ground that is due to 

scarcity of material. Incorrect record can explain ʒ v hissing-hushing in contrast of  Shapsug 
   hissing sibilant. At least a cv glottalized hissing-hushing affricate was expected.  
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In the professional literature the Kartvelian forms (anala, anola, aval/hawal) are 

considered to be borrowed from Adyghean {Rogava 1956 : 129]. It is hard to agree with 

this view since I suppose that a Svan hawal cannot be sourced  from Circassian. What 

sonorant l is in Svan, where from a superfluous l appeared in the language in which it is 

often lost in auslaut.  
 
C.-Kartv. *hew- “barking” 

Sv. hew- “barking”, i-hew “barks” 

The root is isolated in Svan. Since it has numerous correspondences in Sindy and 

Dagestanian languages, I suppose that hew- verb is of Common Kartvelian origin.  

C.-Sind. *ħw “dog” 
Ad. ħ, Kab. ħ “dog” 
Ub. ua “dog” 
Apkhazian-Abaza a-lá//la “dog” is the root of another etymology. As regard C.-Sind.   

*ħw its exact correspondence is preserved in Avar dialects in which hoj//hwe//hwej  “dog” 

allomorphs are attested.  

Semantic correlation dog  ~ barking  is logical and implies barker  as an intermediate 

ring  – barker → dog.   

 

C.-Kartv. *henw- “dung, (horse…) manure”  
Sv. hn (US.), n (Lent.), jen (Lashkh.) “dung, (horse…) manure”  

Word auslaut is simplified in Svan. Bilabial w sonant is lost. Just its assimilative 

influence caused e →  combined phonetic process in Svan (M. Kaldan’s law).  

C.-Sind. *ωwnvw- “dirt, mud”  

Ab. (Tap.) ωwnw, Apkh. (Bzip) a-ωwnvw “dirt, mud”  
Discussing the Apkhazian-Abaza isoglosses, complex sound corresponding is 

noteworthy – Sv. n : Apkh.-Ab. ncv/n, that makes the given opposition more convincing. 

Anlaut phonemic opposition ω : h is also noteworthy in terms of evolution of Common 

Kartvelian phonological inventory. 

For now the correspondences from kindred Iberian-Caucasian languages are observed 

only in Ts.-Tushian language; cf. Ts.-Tush. ħaor-na “stench”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *her- “nation; army” 

Geo. er-i “nation”, her-i (ethn.), Her-et-i (top.) 

Zan (Megr.) er-eb-i “large family”; “nation” 

Sv. her, jer (Lashkh.) “nation” 

Common origin of Kartvelian roots and stems is doubtless. In literary language er-/her- 

is attested in ancient sources in which nation and army are given together. 

C.-Sind. *r “army”  

Ub. La “army” 
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Ab. r, Apkh. á-r “army”  
Common origin of Georgian-Apkhazian words is well known [Charaia 1912 : 37]. 

Phonetically an Ubykh La “army” should be discussed in this word-list. Importance of 

Ubykh data greatly increases, moreover when in Dagestanian languages the roots with r 

vibrant are attested: Lak ar-al pluralia tantum, Arch. ari “army”.  

Pharyngealization of these latters is equal with of laryngeal of C.-Kartv. *her-; cf. also 

Chech.-Ing. wr “family clan”. 

 
C.-Kartv. *hwel- “lightning” 

Geo. el-, el-av-s “There is lightning”, el-v-a “lightning”, el-v-a-n-i, mo-el-v-ar-e 

“flashing/sparkling” 

Zan val-, Laz val-um-s “There is lightning”, o-val-u “lightning”, Megr. val-un-s “There 

is lightning”, val-i “lightning”, val-er-i “struck by lightning/lighning-struck”, go-val-  
“flash of lightning/bursting out/flashing past like lightning”  

Sv. hel “lightning”, li-hl-al-i  “flash of lightning/bursting out/flashing past like 

lightning”  

Problematic nature of initial Ø : v : h correspondence is well known in Kartvelology 

[Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 198]. I suppose that in anlaut there should have been an 

initial hw cluster that is lost in Georgian language without a trace, and in Zan-Svan it is 

simplified – hw → h, hw → v. 

C.-Sind. *lhw “smoke, fume” 

Ab. lωwa, Apkh. a-lωwa “smoke, fume” 

There is a lack of Circassian correspondence. It is fruitless attempt  to discuss 

Adyghean tħ “god” word in this case [Starostin, Nikolayev 1994 : 485], since it is 

corresponded by another roots and stems in Iberian-Caucasian languages; cf. Zan taxa-

(šxa) “Monday”.., Lezg. txa “father”, s-txa “elder brother”, Tab. daxa- “father”, daxa-adaš 

“id”... 

Apparently, in Apkhazian-Abaza devoicing h → ω process took place due to influence 

of previous l sonor. It is proved by Kartvelian as well as Dagestanian correspondences; cf. 

Av. hal-i/hwal-i “boiling”, Arch. hil “steam; souls; breathing”… 

Genetic link with Ubykh wγwa “smoke” will be clarified in future – lγwa → wγwa (?). 
 
C.-Kartv. *hi- “it/he/she” 

Old Geo. i-s-i “it/he/she”, i-g-i “it/he/she”; i-k-i “over there” 

Zan (Laz) hi- “it/he/she”, hi-n-i “they” 

 Sv. i-ša “whose”, i-me-š “of what” 

Pronoun is attested in old Georgian literary language. Archaic picture is well preserved 

in Laz, in which hi → //i substitution is fact, but hi pronoun is fully preserved [Klimov 

1998 : 80; Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 732]. 

C.-Sind. *h- “it/he/she” 
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Ad. h//, Kab. h// “it/he/she” 

Ub. a- “it/he/she” 

Ab. a, Apkh. a “it/he/she” 

Like Kartvelian languages, Sindy material clearly demonstrates h/Ø substitution. It is 

absolutely logical to bring Dagestanian allomorphs along with Sindy-Kartvelian data: Av., 

Botl., God., ha, And. ho, Akhv., Khin. hu “it/he/she”... [Klimov 1964 : 41]. 

  

 

G 

C.-Kartv. *Gwanc- “(stinging) nettle” 

Sv. gwanc (US.), gwanc-w (Lakh.) “wren” 

As V. Topuria convincingly showed Geo. word inr-aka “wren” (bird) contains a in-

ar- “nettle” stem. I suppose that in this case the picture is analogous, i.e. Sv. gwanc-w 

consists of gwanc- “nettle” root and -w derivative affix.  
C.-Sind.*qwanc-a “(stinging) nettle” 

Ub. can-cáxwa ← *cwanx-canxwa (redupl.) “(stinging) nettle” 
Ab. xwaca, Apkh. á-xwac “(stinging) nettle” 

Anlaut qw : Gw unique correlation creates obstacle in comparison of C.-Sind. *qwanc-a : 

C.-  Kartv. *Gwanc- opposition. 

The question arises: Can Zan (Megr.) xvica “awl” word be enrolled in this word list? – 

Semantically (stinging) nettle ~ awl  is logical, as well.  

 
C.-Kartv. *Gwib- “wooden kneading trough; vessel/utensil” 

Geo. qwim-ir-i//qჳm-ir-i “wooden hopper in flour mill” 

Zan (Megr.) kop-e “beehive; hive (hewn from tree-stump)” 

Sv. (US.) γweb “flat wooden bowl”,  γob-ra (Lashkh.) “wooden kneading trough; 

wooden trough/tub/wild bee hive/bee swarm” 

Comparative analysis of Kartvelian roots manifests Geo. q : Zan k : Sv. γ sound 

correspondence that, to my observation, due to the existence of pharyngeal G voiced 

affricate in Common Kartvelian parent language [Chukhua 2000-2003 : 12]. 

C.-Sind. *γb-a “boat, ship” 
Ub. γbá, á-γba “boat, ship” 
Ab. γba, Apkh. á-γba “boat, ship” 
Content of ship and boat  is of later period. Initial meaning should have been Svan-like 

“wooden kneading trough; wooden trough/tub/wild bee hive/bee swarm”. Such approach 

is based on semantics of Dagestanian (Av. q:aba, Bagv. q:apa “pot”) and Nakh (Chech. 

qba, Ing. qaba “clay pot”) correspondences [for Iberian-Caucasian roots see Starostin, 

Nikolayev 1994 : 899]. 
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C.-Kartv. *Gwiʒel- “liver; black-red” 

Zan (Megr.) γvinǯa “fruit ripped in black-yellow” 
Sv. wiže “liver” 
History and structure of the stem is detailed analyzed by G. Rogava. I share it and 

follow it that is semantically adequate, i.e. reflection of Megrelian picture is essential in 

semantic definition of etymony [Rogava 1979 : 170-171]. In some dictionaries the 

reconstruction isn’t  carried out on the basis of adequate procedures and additionally, 

even the fact is given inaccurately; e.g. non-existence form uže (sic!) is given for Svan 

[see Fähnrich, Sarjveladze 2000 : 538-39]. 

C.-Sind. *ωwǯ “yellow” 
Ad. γwažj, Kab. γwazv “yellow” 
Ab. ωwažj, Apkh. a-ωwažj “yellow” 

Ubykh γwa “reddish, yellow” is another word.  As regard C.-Kartv. *Gwiʒel- ~ C.-Sind. 

*ωwǯ correlation is logical semantically and structurally, sound correspondence is kept. 

True parallels are observed in Nakh languages; cf. Ing. ɦinǯar-ilg, Chech. ɦonžar // ɦonǯar 
“spleen” [Chukhua 2008 : 550]. 
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Index of Roots and Stems 

 

Common-Kartvelian 

 

A 

*a- “deictic vowel” 58 

*ab- “outward appearance/ 

look(s)/expression; 

external 

appearance/(facial) 

color” 58 

*a-bed- tinder/touchwood” 

58 

*abiw- “breathing” 59  

*ada “father; parent” 59 

*awl-in- “yard” 60 

*al-  “speaking/talking, 

conversation” 60 

*a-mal  “hunger/starvation/ 

famine, thirst” 61 

*anil-  “danewort” 61 

*aṗan-  “January” 61 

*aṗar-  “old people, 

ancestors” 62 

*aṗe- “finger” 62 

*ažwan- “small bell;  

ringing/jingling; to 

be rung/jingled” 62 

*ar- “is” 63 

*-ar “suffix of plurality” 63 

*arg-an  “axe” 63 

*a-reḳ  “fable/parable; 

fairy-tale” 64 

*arsaw- “brass” 64 

*arčaw- “Alpine chamois” 

65 

*arʒ-an- “heavy snow; 

precipitation” 65 

*a-s- “I pers. demonstr. 

pron.” 65 

*a-s-e  “like this” 66 

*as-e   “light” 66 

*asw-el- “shirt/nightgown; 

underpants/breeche

s” 66  

*ast- “ten” 67   

*as-ir- “hundred” 67 

*asḳil- “dog rose” 68  

*apk-   “sail” 68 

*aγal- “mixed up/messed 

up/disorder” 68 

*a-γwir- “bridle/curb, bit” 

69 

*a-ču- “hourse; spinning  to 

a horse” 69 

*a-ʒman- “two years old 

sheep” 70 

*axor- “lots/numerous,  

many/much” 70     

*aq- “hay stack” 71 

 

B 

*b- “tying up; hanging” 71 

*b- “spilling of liquid; 

pouring” 71   

*bagw- “lip; forehead” 72 

*bad- “knitting” 72 

*bad-e  “net” 72 

*baw- “shade-giving 

shelter” 72 

*baz- “mind; messenger; to 

inform” 73 

*baz- “maturity; coming of 

age; fertile/fruitful/ 

productive” 73  

*baz- “glass-like vessel” 74  

*bazal- “flint” 75 

*bazo “elevated place” 74 

*baḳ- “place for locked up 

cattle” 75 

*baḳan- “large wooden 

bowl/bucket; 

saucepan/metal 

pot; chair” 75  

*bal- “hammock-like bed; 

long log” 76 

*bal- “hair; single hair” 76 

*bal-e “leaf; branch” 76  

*ban- “saying; oath/vow” 

77  

*bang- “hair’s breadth, long 

thick (animal, 

human body) hair” 

77  

*banʒw- “long thick 

(animal, human 

body) hair” 77 

*bar- “spade; digging (with 

spade)” 78 

*bar- “lung: stomach” 78 

*bar-a “house & yard/ 

outbuildings” 79 

*bard- “knitted, fabric” 79 

*barḳ- “tieing, obstacle” 80 

*barw-en- “sour plum/ 

myrobalian, plum” 

80  

*barcx-/*parcx- “rake” 81 

*barʒ- “star; late time” 80  

*barǯ- “prop (for fruit tree); 

iron hooked stick” 

81   

*basr- “coloring, dying” 82 

*basr- “steel” 82 

*baṭḳ- “offspring of 

domestic live-stock” 

82 

*baγ- “shaving; clawing” 83 

*baγ- “coursing, 

anathematizing” 83 

*baγal- “huge, giant; lanky” 
83 

*baγar- “small forest” 84 
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*baγw- “child” 84 

*baw- “thigh; inner side of 

thigh” 85 

*baw-e “duck species” 85 

*bal- “purulent tumor” 85 

*bač-a “millet; broad bean” 

86 

*bac- “patron deity of 

cattle” 87    

*baʒ- “cleverness/ 

intelligence, mind; 

wisdom” 87  

*baʒ-a “hedgehog; thorny 

undergrowth” 87 

*baʒg- “cherry-laurel-like 

tree” 88 

*baʒw- “foot” 88 

*baʒw-il “goitre; leprosy” 

89 

*bax-e “spade; wooden 

saddle-tree” 89   

*baq- “fast walking” 89  

*beb-er “blister, blistering” 

90  

*bebr- “a kind of edible 

greens” 90  

*beg- “beating” 90 

*beg-ar “tax/fee, dues” 91  

*bed- “bad” 91 

*bez- “wasp; gadfly” 91 

*bez- “thick, fat/plump 

/stout” 92 

*beter- “fishing net” 92  

*beḳ- “tamping, gamboling/ 

frisking” 92 

*ber- “blowing/inflating/ 

swooling/puffing 

up” 93 

*ber- “lair/den” 93 

*ber- “big/great, numerous/ 

lots” 94 

*ber- “elder; old man/ 

woman” 94 

*ber-a “pound/paddock; 

surroundings/locality” 

94 

*ber- “forested and 

shrubbery area” 95 

*bes-a “cellar/basement; 

barrier/protective 

wall” 95 

*bek-a “wife” 95 

*beγ- “presence/existene, 

sufficiency” 96 

*beγ-el- “granary/barn, 

storage hut for 

millet/maize store” 

96 

*beγ-o “shed for sheaves; 

granary/barn” 97 

*beγur- “sparrow” 97 

*be- “beating; giving 

sb/sth a beating” 98  

*bec- “capacity/ability; 

force/power/ 

strength” 98 

*beʒγ- “angering; shouting” 

98 

*bew- “a single hair” 99 

*be-e “tick; spider” 99 

*bex- “dry” 99  

*beqw-/*biqw- “chopping; 

splitting” 100 

*bzal- “box tree” 100 

*bzar-/*bzr “spinning-top, 

spinning/revolving

” 101 

*bzar- “frost; ice” 101 

*bze “chaff/bran” 101  

*bzeḳ- “sticking up; beard” 

102 

*bzel- “milk” 102 

*bzen- “shining/glittering” 

102 

*bzwir- “spray; drop” 103 

*bzi-ar- “making a crack in 

smth.” 103 

*bziḳ- “wasp” 104 

*bzin- “splitting into the 

middle/dividing” 

104 

*bz-in “sparkling/glittering, 

dazzling/shining 

brightly” 104  

*bzu- “buzzing” 105 

*bibil- “bird’s comb/crest” 

105 

*bil- “eye” 105 

*bin- “spring; river” 106 

*biž- “deer’s fawn” 106 

*bižin- “voice (of calling of 

deer/gazelle fawn)” 107 

*bis-in “ago/previously” 

107 

*bi- “red (about fruit)” 107 

*biw- “turning (bread, 

etc.) to crumbs/ 

fragmenting;   

splitting/bursting” 

108 

*blagw- “blunt” 108 

*blanc- “male-fern; 

bracken” 108   

*b-lis- “time unit” 109 

*blom- “lots of/plenty of, 

many/much” 109  

*bn-e “light; eyesight” 109 

*boḳel- “cake/cook” 110 

*bol- “emitting/making sth 

emit smoke; 

smoke” 110  

*bon- “nature; forest” 110 

*borʒ- “fighting” 111 

*bor-xwen- “(a kind of ) 

grass” 111 

*bokwen- “belly, groin” 

111 

*boγ- “fat/plump/stout” 112 

*bo- “thick” 112 
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*bow- “spinal bone, hip” 

113 

*bow- “wooden utensil/ 

vessel” 113 

*bow- “pole/pillar” 113 

*boc- “big bottle; (wicker-

work) cane” 114 

*bocx- “rake” 114 

*boʒ- “evening” 115 

*boʒ-al- “arrow; spear” 115 

*braw-al- “many/much, 

lots” 115 

*bragw- “bear” 116 

*bra- “red” 116 

*brg-e “tall and broad 

shouldered, 

strong/hard” 116 

*breg- “hitting/striking; 

falling down” 117 

*breṭ- “wild bee species” 

117 

*bro- “dark red” 117 

*brol- “cattle; herd (of 

cattle)” 118 

*brṗ-en- “lead/bullet” 118 

*brwil- “blind/unlighted” 

118 

*br- “examining/testing; 

examiner/tester” 119 

*bral- “paw, foot, heel” 

119 

*bugw-ir- “acne/eruption 

of  pimples, smallpox   

              (disease)” 119   

*buz- “fist” 120  

*buz- “fly; insect” 120 

*buz- “horse louse   

          fly/forest fly” 121 

*buzuḳ- “pimple” 121 

*buḳw- “billy goat/one- 

           year-old goat” 121 

*bul-a “big creature (wild);  

           male sheep” 122 

*bun- “descendant/ 

offspring” 122 

*bun-a “nest, hole, 

foundation” 122 

*burb “spinning/rolling/  

         rotating; bat” 123 

*burw- (female pig 3-12  

          months old )” 123 

*burs- “fighting; wrestling” 

124  

*burs-a “snowy fog” 124 

*bus- “raised-up hill/knoll” 

124   

*bus- “soft fur; soft 

covering of 

down/fluff” 125 

*buk- “snowstorm; wind” 

125  

*buγ- “mould/mildew; 

turning mouldy/ 

mildewed” 126 

*buγa- “pillar; top of a  

           column” 126 

*buš- “bastard” 126  

*bušt- “bladder/bubble;  

          swelling” 127 

*buc-/*buc-o “becoming 

short-sighted; 

short-sighted/ 

vacuous, stupid” 

127 

*buʒ-ul “woman’s breast” 

128 

*buxw- “fat/plump/stout, 

thick” 128 

*bγ- “attacking” 128 

*bγ- “collecting, gathering” 

129 

*bγaw- “nest, hole, cleft” 

129  

*bγaw “bleating/lowing/ 

groaning/roaring; 

shouting/yelling” 

130  

*bγal- “sullying, insulting/ 

offending” 130 

*bγar- “child, baby” 130 

*bγor- “cave; hole” 131   

*bγuw- “owl” 131 

*bʒan-/*bʒam- “plant, 

smallreed” 132  

*ban- “weeding/hoeing; 

uprooting, pulling 

out tufts” 132 

*b-e “main gate, gate” 132 

 

g 
*-g- “this/that, he/ 

she/it/that” 133 

*-ga “-ca  particle” 133  

*gab- “boiling (e.g. silk 

cocoons); thread 

boiling” 134 

*gagal- “children game” 

134  

*gad-/*gd- “lying down/ 

dossing down; 

sleeping” 135 

*gaw- “breaking” 135 

*gal- “singing/chanting 

hymns” 135 

*-gamo- “suffix of not 

having/absence” 

136 

*gamur- “spear” 136 

*gar- “again” 137 

*gara “wooden tub/trough; 

wooden tub; neckand 

mouth of sauce-pan” 

137 

*gargal- “speaking” 138 

*garʒ-el- “long; 

lengthening” 138 

*gaʒ-a “shin/calf (of leg), 

knee” 138 

*gez-/gz-a “way; course/ 

route” 139 
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*g-en- “perceiving; 

understanding/comp

rehending” 139 

*gersal- “down (on fruit…), 

hair; skin” 140 

*geš- “trainig (of animals/ 

birds); getting 

accustomed” 140 

*geʒ- “small, adolescent/ 

teenager” 141  

*gwal- “cow-shed/cattle 

stall” 141  

*gwal- “stopping” 141  

*gwal- “trachea” 142 

*gwanc- “(stinging) 

nettle(s)” 142 

*gwas- “hunger/famine/ 

starvation” 142  

*gwa-a “wheat species”143  

*gwed- “stick; thick block 

of wood” 143  

*gwew- “grinding” 144 

*gwel- “snake” 144 

*gwems- “wild leek” 144 

*gwen- “fat/plump/stout; 

putting on weight/ 

fattening” 145 

*gwer- “side” 145 

*gwert- “pile/heap of sth; 

tuft/handful/fistful 

of sth” 146 

*gwes- “(sb) sly/perfidious/ 

treacherous” 146 

*gwes- “sth to be done/ 

business/activity” 

146   

*gwil- “heart” 147 

*g(i)- “standing, existing, 

livelihood” 147 

*gin- “as if/as thought” 147 

*gir- “saddle” 148 

*gi(r)- “flea” 148  

*gog- “tender/soft walking; 

graceful galloping” 

149 

*gog- “leg” 149  

*gogol- “wheel, round” 150  

*godna “backside” 150 

*gol- “uncastrated bullock/ 

steer, bullock” 149  

*gom- “cow-shed/cattle 

stall” 150   

*gor- “rolling about, rolling 

down” 151  

*gorgor- “ring; wheel” 151  

*gop- “many/much, in 

plenty/in abundance 

/quite a lot” 152   

*gud- “leather shoulder 

bag/rucksack of 

sheep-/calf-/goat 

skin; long   wide-

topped tapering 

handless basket (for 

grape picking)” 152 

*guz- “fire; igniting fire”, 

“burning” 153  

*gul-/*gol- “donkey” 153  

*gur- “serf; peasant” 154 

*gurdem-al- “anvil” 154  

 

D 

*da “and conjunction” 155 

*dab-a “land, village, arable 

land” 155  

*dad- “pretty/beautiful” 

155 

*dal- “sister” 156   

*dal- “plait” 156 

*dal- “Goddess of hunting” 

156 

*dar- “bad” 157 

*daγ- “branding; brand/ 

mark” 157  

*da- “hen” 157  

*daw- “elbow” 158  

*daqal- “goat” 158  

*dg- “raising sb/sth; 

establishing” 159  

*de- “prefix of 

negativeness” 159  

*ded- “flower” 160 

*ded- “original (text…)” 

160 

*ded-a “mother, 

grandmother” 160 

*ded-e  “grandfather; 

elder/senior” 161 

*dew- “horned/many-

headed devil; giant” 

161  

*dew- “putting” 162 

*delgma “hard rain” 162 

*derg-a “one year-old goat” 

162 

*derq “lord/overlord/ 

master/landowner” 

163 

*des- “not; no” 163  

*deγ-e “day” 164   

*deša “firewood” 164  

*di “mother, aunt” 164  

*did- “big” 165  

*ditx-el “thin” 165 

*dim- “fabric/textile (type)” 

166   

*din-a “mother, parent; 

their descedants” 

166 

*dir-e “hewn beam/ 

fundamental 

support/ basis” 166 

*dirx- “big, tall” 167  

*diqa “land; clay” 167 

*dlaw- “elbow” 167   

*dodl- “rotten; slack/limp; 

idle/slack/clumsy” 

168 

*do- “thick shoot/sprout; 

post/pole/pillar” 168  
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*doo “gawky/lanky and 

awkward, fat/stout/ 

plump” 169 

*doč- “dry” 169  

*dum- “silence” 169 

*dum-a “tailless hen” 170 

*dung-ir “fat/plump/stout” 

170 

*dundu “poltergeist/ 

gremlin/imp/misc

hievous child” 170 

*durγwan- “blackberry”171 

*dust-e “moon; month” 171 

*dγen- “pospostion -vit 

“like/as” 171 

*dγil- “obesity/fatness/ 

stoutness” 172   

*dγr- “rotting” 172 

 

E 

*-ed-u “plural suffix” 173 

*el- “Elijah, patron of 

weather” 173 

*en-el “liverwort (plant)” 

173 

*er- “someone/somebody” 

174  

*es- “above/upward” 174   

*ečw- “adze” 174 

 

W 

*waz- “(grape) vine” 175    

*wal- “walking” 175 

*war- “sledgehammer/ 

(blacksmith’s…) 

hammer” 176 

*waral-e  “second voice in 

singing” 176 

*warg- “prince, nobleman” 

177 

*warwa “eight” 177 

*warc-in-(a) “weasel” 178 

*warʒ- “armchair, chair” 

178  

*warxw- “(white) pelican; 

water bird” 178 

*wašal- “apple” 179 

*wac- “billy goat/one-year-

old goat” 179 

*wercxil- “silver” 179 

*werx(w)- “aspen” 179 

*wes- “filling out” 179 

*west- “goat kid” 180 

*weʒ- “mineral water” 180 

*wi- “who; where from” 

181 

*wi- “narrow” 181 

*wi- “forgetting” 181  

*wor- “soil/land” 182 

*ws- “turning blind; 

extinguishing” 182  

 

Z 

*za- “one, single” 182 

*zaden- “god of fertility 

and plants” 183 

*zaz- “hawthorn” (plant) 

183 

*zal- “straightening; line-

drawing; unbending” 

184  

*zal-a “salty; salted whey 

(for keeping cheese)” 

184 

*zam- “doing, making; 

ploughing” 184  

*zan-a “carbonated water; 

mineral water 

source” 185   

*zar- “wailing/keening, 

calling; voice, hymn” 

185  

*zar- “getting bore/dull” 

185  

*zar- “food cooking; bread 

baking” 186 

*zard- “little owl” 186 

*zardl- “spider; wasp” 187 

*zas- “knitting, spinning; 

cobweb/spider’s web” 

187 

*zako- “yard” 187 

*zel- “milk” 188  

*zem- “time; near” 188  

*zen- “valley; lowland; 

filed” 188 

*z-en- “eating one’s fill/ 

being sated” 189 

*zent- “spotted crake” 189  

*zerz “trembling/ 

quivering, shivering” 

190   

*zek- “firewood; tree” 190  

*zw- “giving birth” 190 

*zwa- “aggression, begin to 

rage/excitement/upset

/uproar” 191 

*zwaw- “avalanche” 191 

*zwar- “sunny place” 192  

*zwar- “bullock; cow’s calf; 

sacrificial animal” 

192 

*zwar- “ploughing” 192 

*zwar-el “stupid” 193 

*zwel- “watery/water 

content, dripping” 

193 

*zwer- “wind blowing” 193 

*zwerzwel- “dripping, 

draining/seeping/le

aking” 194 

*zwil- “calling up together” 

194  

*zwirt- “large wave” 194 

*ziz-in- “filling with fluid, 

being fed up with 

sth” 195 

*zil- “voice of crying” 195 

*zil “sitting” 196 

*zin- “taking/giving 

offence/ harm (to 

health); causing 
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damage/harm; 

making/getting 

diseased /losing 

one’s health” 196 

*zinad- “resting bed” 196 

*ziṗ- “fattening; fat” 197 
*zir-a “caraway” 197 

*zirz-a “iron lock” 197 

*zlazwan- “slow, lifeless 

movement” 198 

*znaγ-a “lamb (to first 

shearing), lamb (to 

6 months)” 198 
*zog- “part” 199 

*zom-“dismanting/ 

disintegrating/disban

ding/decomposing, 

demoloshing/collapsi

ng“ 199 

*zom- “smallish/on the 

small side, 

moderate” 199 

*zonar- “shoelace” 200 

*zrom- “pus” 200 

*zuw- “sound of voice” 200 

*zurg- “back (of human, 

animal…) 201 

*zuq-a “ripe” 201 

*zγarb- “hedgehog” 201 

*zγom- “causing damage 

/harm, illness/ 

sickness” 202 

 

T 

*-ta “plural suffix” 202 

*tawr- “pus” 203 

*tal- “(wooden) wedge/ 

spoke” 203 

*tax-e “name of one of the 

deities” 203  

*te- “light” 204  

*tetw- “white; silver coin” 

204 

*tel- “trampling down/ 

felting; fastening/ 

tightening” 205 

*tela “elm” [Ulmus foliacea] 

205 

*tem- “part of a country; 

south” 205 

*terʒ- “making a border by 

drawing a line; 

border/boundary” 

206 

*terxw- “type of wind” 206 

*teṭ- “sticking of awl” 207 

*tw- “give/make sb drink” 

207 

*twer- “drinking, getting 

drunk” 207 

*twis- “aged/elderly, 

disgraced/corrupted/

debauched” 208 

*tiw-a “hay” 208 

*tiγ- “male sheep; lamb” 

208 

*tiq- ancestry, extended 

family/surname” 209   

*tm- “compromising/ 

conceding” 209 

*tul- “steam” 210 

*tus- “household” 210 

*txam- “alder tree” 210 

*txam- “crown/head” 211  

*txar- “liquid secreting; 

thick pus (from boil )” 

211 

*txar- “digging up” 212  

*txar- “narrating; saying” 

212  

*txew- “shedding, flowing 

of fluid/liquid” 212  

*txew- “hunting, fishing” 

213  

*txew- “removing/getting 

rid of sb/sth” 213  

*txwar- “soiling/dirtying, 

getting dirty” 213 

*txwas- “water moss” 214   

*txir- “grey” 214   

*txow- “begging/asking” 

215 

 

I 

*igr- “White Giorgi 

(George)” 215 

*imaγa “raspberry; smilax/ 

prickly ivy” 215 

*in- “he/she/it” 216  

*-in “times” 216 

*i-rgwal “around, 

surrounding” 217  

*irm- “diagonal/slant/ 

slope” 217  

*is- “demonstrative 

pronoun” 217  

*išxwar- “stock (one of the 

species)” 218 

 

Ḳ 
*ḳ- “holding; grabbing/ 

touching” 218 

*ḳaw- “holding up/ 

occupying, catching/ 

taking hold” 218  

*ḳaw- “metal hook; long 

thin wooden pole/ 

rod/ timber; hook/ 

hanger” 219 

*ḳaḳ- “grain” 219 

*ḳaḳ-a “plant in flower; 

bud” 219  

*ḳaḳal- “walnut” 220 

*ḳal- “killing/murdering” 

220 

*ḳal- “lock; key” 221   

*ḳal- “carded wool/flock of 

wool, bunch of sth; 

tying ring” 221 
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*ḳal-e “a kind of furrow/ 

ditch” 221 

*ḳamas- “thick thread” 222 

*ḳam-e “end part of a tail” 

222 

*ḳan- “skin” 223 

*ḳaṗ- “arrow” 223 

*ḳar-a “hearth; home/ 

family” 223  

*ḳard- “sauce-pan/metal 

pot” 224 

*ḳart- “trembling/ 

quivering; 

frightening/getting 

afraid” 224   

*ḳart- “steep slope/rise; 

hilly place” 225  

*ḳarḳ-aṭ- “solid/hard, 

unbreakable” 225 

*ḳasr-o “crown (of head) 

/(mountain) summit” 

225   

*ḳap-e “sheep’s fat tail” 226  

*ḳac- “olding (up, in two)” 

226 

*ḳed-a “stick; cudgel/flail/ 

wooden lever” 227 

*ḳet- “kind” 227  

*ḳeḳw- “hammer; dogwood 

round-headed 

cudgel/shepherd’s 

crock”; “hammering 

in/nailing” 227  

*ḳen- “motion” 228 

*ḳenʒ-a “anchor” 228  

*ḳen- “wickerwork cane; 

branch of family; 

branch” 228   

*ḳes-an- “plant (forget-me-

not)” 229 

*ḳep- “cannabis/hemp” 229 

*ḳeps- “patch (for sewing)” 

230  

*ḳex- “sparrow” 230  

*ḳex- “high (place)” 230 

*ḳwal- “trace” 231  

*ḳwar- “endliess walking 

around/aimless 

trekking, wandering/ 

roaming” 231   

*ḳwart-e “clothing/attire, 

shirt/underpants” 

231 

*ḳwac- “rise/ascent/slope” 

232  

*ḳwa- “(a kind of ) pot” 

232 

*ḳwed- “dying; losing” 232  

*ḳwet- “rennet” 233  

*ḳweḳwer- “round loaf (of 

bread)” 233 

*ḳwer- “hammering out, 

forging” 234  

*ḳwes- “hammering (out)” 

234  

*ḳwes- “combat weapon” 

235 

*ḳweγ-e “hammer; 

sledgehammer/blac

ksmith’s hammer” 

235 

*ḳwec- “spark” 235 

*ḳwec-o “corner, part” 236 

*ḳwinṭ- “small broken 

fragment/shard/piec

e/split; tiny” 236 

*ḳwinʒ- “faint/faded/weak” 

236 

*ḳwirṭ- “bud” 237 

*ḳwic- “foal/colt” 237 

*ḳib- “biting”; “tooth” 238   

*ḳiw- “shinning/ 

glittering/sparkling, 

twinkling/flickering” 

238 

*ḳiḳin- “iron” 238 

*ḳil- “pericarp of wheat” 

239 

*ḳir- “human shin/calf (of 

leg); nut/baton/stick 

to tighten knot in 

rope” 239  

*ḳicw- “piece of meat” 239 

*ḳn-in- “small amount/ 

minor, few; making/ 

becoming smaller 

/reduce/decrease” 

240 

*ḳob- “pumpkin” 240 

*ḳod- “poverty, 

destitution” 241 

*ḳod-e “saddle pommel/ 

cantle” 241 

*ḳot- “fluid/liquid 

fermentation/boiling; 

juice” 241 

*ḳoḳ- “island” 242 

*ḳoḳo- “breast/teat; breast/ 

teat nipple” 243 

*ḳon-a “basket; fish-

catching basket” 

242 

*ḳonḳ- “old clothes; cape/ 

waistcoat” 243 

*ḳoṗal- “arrow” 243 

*ḳoṗ-e “long-handled 

vessel for wine” 244 

*ḳor- “ball” 244 

*ḳos- “small bird, 

greenfinch” 244  

*ḳoṭr- “rotating/revolving, 

spinning/rolling” 

245 

*ḳoš- “wooden/copper 

vessel/utensil” 245 

*ḳoc- “kissing” 245 

*ḳoʒ- “rock” 246 
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*ḳo- “small, little/few, 

short” 246 

*ḳoi- “cementing (broken 

pot…) /cobbing 

together (sth.); 

pimple” 247 

*ḳraz-an- “wasp” 247 

*ḳruṭ- “broody hen” 247 

*ḳuḳur- “drop” 248 

*ḳum- “moaning/ 

groaning” 248  

*ḳum- “sealing/pursing; 

turning mute/ 

speechless” 249 

*ḳunʒ- “thick block of 

wood/tree stump” 

249 

*ḳur- “thoroughbred/ 

Arab/vaulting 

horse/steed, fast 

horse” 249 

*ḳurḳa “(fruit) stone” 250 

*ḳurṗ- “round” 250  

*ḳurṭum- “woman’s behind 

/bird’s backside” 250 

*ḳus- love/desire/passion; 

moaning/groaning” 

251  

*ḳus- “playing” 251 

*ḳu- “narrow, small” 251  

*ḳu- “stomach” 252  

 

L 

*la- “prefix of plurality” 

252 

*lag- “stupid/silly” 253 

*lag- “putting, standing sth 

up” 253 

*lal- “driving (cattle)” 253  

*lang-o-r- “stupid, foolish; 

dim” 254 

*laṗr- “thin layer, skin” 254  

*la-s- “sowing” 254 

*las- “remaining hazelnut” 

255 

*las- “soft, thin wool” 255 

*las- “flying type” 256 

*last-am- “swampy/marshy 

place” 256  

*laṭan- “long beam without 

branch” 256 

*laṭ-e “soil/land; mud” 257 

*laγw- “fig” 257 

*la-e “spoiled/rotten” 258  

*laʒ- “roasting (nuts, coffee, 

seeds), scorching (by 

flame)” 258 

*laxa- “mountain” 258 

*laxw- “river; small 

mountain river/ 

ravine” 259 

*leg- “bad; lifeless” 259 

*leḳw- “posterity/offspring; 

puppy/cub” 259  

*lel-e “stupid/idiotic; 

heartlessness; weak” 

260 

*les- “sharpening; dazzling, 

shining brightly” 260 

*leγw- “meat” 261 

*lec- “catching; protecting” 

261  

*lig(w)- “vacant/daft / 

stupid, astounding 

/dumbfounding” 261  

*ling- “grinding/milling; 

ground into flour” 

262  

*lips- “west wind (in 

winter)” 262 

*linʒ- “copper” 262  

*loḳ- “licking” 263 

*loq- “big; heavy/hard” 263 

*lub- “wet/moist, damp” 

264 

 

M 

*ma- “he/she/it” 264 

*ma- “negative article 

no(t)” 265 

*mag- “firm/solid/hard; 
fastening/getting/a 
firm hold/fixing 
firmly/toughtening 

/making sth hard/ 

fortifying sth” 265 

*magar- “hard” 265 

*magol- “hay stack” 266 

*maz-a “honey drink” 266 

*maza- “sweet food/drink” 

266 

*maz-a “good” 267 

*mazw- “(breeding) sow/ 

ewe/nanny goat” 

267 

*mat- “little dolphin” 267    

*matx-ir “small wooden 

cask/barrel” 268  

*mal- “hiding” 268 

*mala “poplar; elm” 268 

*mama “no” 269 

*mand- “over there; when” 

269  

*man-e “lord; servant; 

slave”  270 

*man-e “stake/picket, pole/ 

fence paling” 270 

*manʒ- “dumb/mute” 270  

*ma(n)- “stick; 

thigh/upper leg” 

271    

*mažal- “wild apple” 271 

*mar- “cloud” 272  

*mar- “getting ready” 272  

*ma-ra “but” 272 

*martx- “spark” 273 

*marn- “willow” 273  

*mars-l- “heap of threshed 

grass” 273   

*m-arǯw- “right” 274 

*mast- “kick” 274 
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*masr- “deity(spirit)  of sea, 

water” 275 

*maṭa- “throat” 275  

*maṭal- “worm/maggot” 

275 

*maγ- “disease; evil; sick/ 

ill” 276   

*maγal- “high/tall” 276  

*maγe “open” 276 

*maγw-a “tortoise; mole” 

277 

*maal- “throat” 277 

*maw-al “blackberry” 277  

*mačw- “badger” 278 

*mac- “tempting/enticing/ 

devil/evil spirit” 278  

*macil- “redcurrant” 279 

*macl- “burning log/ 

firebrand” 279 

*ma- “little child” 279 

*ma- “(animal’s) first 

stomach/(man’s) 

paunch; rennet/ 

belly” 280  

*maxa “wheat variety” 280 

*maxat- “sack-sewing 

needle” 280  

*maxal- “saddle-bag (heavy 

cloth- double bag for 

food on journey)” 

281 

*maxar- “morning; 

tomorrow” 281  

*maxar- “stranger/alien” 

282 

*maxe “new/fresh” 282 

*maqar- “part/side; corner” 

283 

*maqwar- “dog-rose” 283 

*mge- “bank/shore/coast/ 

edge” 283  

*mdogw- “mustard” 284 

*meḳwr- “solid/firm/ 

resilient” 284  

*men- “monk’s sell/hut, for 

inhabiting/ habitat” 

285 

*mer- “cutting all around” 

285 

*merc- “cutter; ax/hatchet” 

285 

*mer-o “snail” 286 

*merq- “wooden chair” 286  

*mes- “soft shoe/ankle-

high shoe” 286 

*mesḳ- “fire; luminary/ 

heavenly body/ 

light-giving” 287 

*mepxw-a “frost; ice” 287 

*mekw- “hay stack” 288  

*mec- “elder/senior” 288 

*meʒ- “reason/cause, 

excuse; rebuke/ 

reprimand” 289 

*meʒ-ar- “ice; freezing” 289 

*mew-ed- “ring” 289 

*mexwel- “embers/live 

coals; pinewood 

spill/ wood torch” 

290  

*meqel- “arm” 290 

*mza “ready” 290  

*mze “sun” 291  

*m-zγil- “small; louse” 291  

*mtxw-/*txw- “collecting/ 

gathering; removing/ 

seperating” 292  

*midal-o “field” 292 

*mil- “pipe/mile” 292 

*mis- “day” 293 

*mis- “front/previous” 293 

*mišer- “comb (of honey)” 

294   

*mi-/*im- “ahead/in 

front” 294  

*mḳal- “grasshopper” 294 

*mozw- “bullock; one-

year-old (cow’s) calf” 

295  

*motal- “salted cheese” 295 

*mor- “large log” 295  

*morgw- “thick block of 

wood/tree stump” 

296 

*mos- “thread” 296 

*mo- “back blunt side of 

blade” 296 

*mocw- “bilberry/ 

blueberry” 297 

*mrez-/*mriz- “coitus” 297  

*mrt-el- “healthy” 297  

*msexwal- “spider” 298 

*msu- “a kind of soil/earth 

(without stones)” 

298 

*m-sxil- “nit, louse’s egg” 

298  

*mu- “father” 299 

*mu-bil- “reptile” 299 

*muz- “warble fly” 299 

*muzr- “pile/heap/flock/ 

herd” 300 

*muran- “alder tree” 300 

*murʒ- “round block of 

wood” 300 

*mus-a “(a kind of) broom” 

301 

*muṭ-el- “vulva” 301 

*muk- “dark (colour)” 301 

*muw- “a  handfull, 

cupped/closed  

hand” 302 

*mu-xub-e “brother” 302 

*muqel- “knee” 303  

*mγ(i-) “scabies/mange” 

303 

*mγul- “bent; crooked” 303 

*maw- “forest dormouse” 

304 
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*m-ar- “solid/firm, hard; 

strengthening/turning 

harder” 304 

*mar- “mud” 305 

*m-a-e “musty/fetid/ 

stagnant, stinking” 

305 

*mšaw- “hunger/ 

starvation” 305 

*mšel- “happy” 306 

*mšwin-/*pšwin- “heavy 

breathing/snuffling; 

breathing” 306 

*mcxal- “pear” 306 

*mcxw- “baking/cooking; 

heating up/getting 

hot” 307 

*mcxw-il- “thick;, fat/stout 

/plump” 307  

*mʒa- “corner/region” 307 

*m-ʒa-e “too sour” 308 

*mʒn- “taboo” 308 

*mer- “insect, fly” 309  

*mir- “little; few/minor; 

narrow” 309 

*mir- “stranger/ 

wandering pauper; 

stranger/ sojourner” 

310  

*mirṭ- “naked/bare” 310 

*m-axe “sour” 310 

*mel- “cupped/closed 

hand; handful” 311 

*mqar- “shoulder” 311 

*mqew- “girl; woman” 312 

*-mǯa “(wheat etc.) 

stubble/haulm/ 

straw” 312 

 

N 

*-n- “pronominal root” 313  

*na “Good Heavens!”, lit. 

Oh, mother!” 

(interjection of 

astonishment/surpri) 

313 

*nan- “booth; wattle/ adobe 

building” 313 

*naṭ- “dream/desire” 314 

*naγw-el- “bile” (anat.) 314 

*naš-e “silt; rocky riverside 

/river bank” 314 

*naš-e “rocky riverside” 

315 

*naʒ(w)- “spruce” 315 

*na-a  “chain, hanger/peg” 

315 

*nd- “trust/confidence” 316 

*neb- “innards; palm of 

hand” 316 

*neḳ- “ribs” 316 

*ne-ms- “needle” 317 

*nen-a “mother 

/grandmother” 317 

*ne-rb- “breeding ewe; 

tupping (ewes)” 318 

*nerγ- “whey; its residue” 

318 

*nesw- “melon; pumpkin” 

319 

*ne-o “river-bed/river 

channel, river 

branch” 319 

*niḳel- “nose; chin” 320 

*ninw-el “child, baby/ 

infant; girl/young 

woman” 320 

*nisl- “fog/mist; snow” 320 

*ni-px- “underpants” 321 

*nix-er- “house protective 

spirit” 321 

*nixr- “fixed price” 321 

*noq-el- “cupped hands; 

paw” 322 

*nuš-a “curds; cheese” 322 

 

 

O 

*ob- “St Obi; name 

denoting good and 

bad weather” 323 

*o-bal- “orphan” 323 

*om- “war” 324  

*or- “wooden kneading 

trough;  long 

concave wooden 

platter” 324 

*orb- “vulture” 325 

*or-em- “stagnant water; 

whirlpool” 325 

*orḳ- “clay pitcher, 

narrow-necked 

flagon” 325 

*osx- “one of the deities” 

326 

*o-kim-o “coach/carriage” 

326 

 

Ṗ 

*ṗars- “shaving” 327 

*ṗaγw- “belly” 327 

*ṗa- “small” 328 

*ṗew- “chopping/cleaving; 

splitting” 328 

*ṗez- “plump/stout, thick, 

fatty/greasy” 328 

*ṗenṭel- “pointless to-ing & 

fro-ing/pointless 

walking/roaming” 

329  

*ṗer- “flying; bird” 329 

*ṗerṗel- “butterfly” 330 

*ṗerṗer- “endless/pointless 

talking, endless 

chat/yacking” 330 

*ṗe- “stylishness, 

brightness, clean, 

beautiful” 330 

*ṗin- “lighting up/ 

growing light” 331 

*ṗinǯ- “nostril” 331 
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*ṗir- “mouth; first” 332 

*ṗi- “navel” 332 

*ṗixw- “swelling” 332 

*ṗḳur- “pouring/spilling 

into drops” 333 

*ṗosel- “bald” 333 

*ṗr- “shine/glitter/glint/ 

sparkle; sparkling/ 

glittering/blazing” 334 

*ṗan- “weeding/hoeing; 

tearing up/through; 

tugging/tearing/ 

shredding” 334 

 

Ž 

*žan- “labor; wilting/ 

withering” 334 

*žar- “slow boiling” 335 

 

R 

*ra “pronomin. root” 335 

*-ra “plant suffix” 336 

*rab-o “hole/pit” 336  

*rand- “planning 

(boards…)” 337  

*raqw- “dark gray” 337 

*resw- “fairytale steed/ 

thoroughbred horse” 

337  

*rek- “elevated place” 338 

*rekw- “saying; speaking” 

338 

*reγw-/*rγw- 

“disintegrating 

/dismantling/ 

          decomposition, 

demolishing/ 

            refuting/breaking/ 

abolishing” 339  

*rešw- “coarse grinding; 

saying” 339 

*rex(w)- “stony road; 

gorge/ravine” 340 

*req- “rock; mountainous 

place” 340  

*rw- “care/solicidude/ 

guardianship; 

assistance/help” 340 

*rwal- “copper” 341 

*r-tw- “offering/bearing” 

341 

*riṭel- “goat” 341 

*rḳin-a “iron” 342 

*ro- “filling up” 342 
*rswen- “female genital 

organ” 343 
*ruq- “dark gray” 343 
*rka- “horn” 343 

*rkw- “covering; cover/lid” 

344 

*rčw- “turning to charcoat” 

344 
*r-cxw- “shaming/ 

disgracing; shame/ 

disgrace” 344 
*rix-  “chirruping/ 

twittering; swallow” 

345 
*rǯ- “labor, toil/heavy 

work” 345 

 

S 

*s- “gramm. class female 
marker” 345 

*s- “walking” 346 

*sab- “horse foal/colt” 346  

*sa-da “where” 346    

*sa-ws-e “filled up/full”  

179 

*satw- “jet” 347 

*satx- “dew” 347 

*sal- “lower part of hoof” 

348 

*sam- “three” 348 

*sam- “dancing; striking/ 

playing (piano…)” 

348 

*sang- “big iron hammer/ 

mallet; 
sledgehammer” 349  

*saneb-a “shepherd’s purse, 
celery” 349 

*sa-ṗar- “paraplegic, 
cripple; pitiable/ 

pitiful” 349 

*sar- “destroying/wiping 
out, slaughtering/ 

annihilating, killing” 

350    

*sar- “lowering/decreasing 
in value/using up/ 

wearing up” 350 

*sargan- “vessel/utensil; 
(wicker cylindrical 
porter’s) basket” 351  

*sarḳ-e “mirror; porcelain/ 

china” 351  

*sa-e “walnut-harvesting 
stick/long stick; 
stake/picket, stick” 

351  

*sax- “a kind of disease” 

352 

*saxa “male bee” 352  

*saxw- bewitching/ 

enchanting” 353  

*saqw- “attic/loft, head” 

353  

*saqiw- “shackles of neck; 
steering wheel/ 

hand control/helm/ 

mudder” 353  

*sed- “bowl; vessel/utensil” 

354 

*sew- “blackening; 
darkening” 354 

*set- “freezing” 355 

*sel- “wheeled sledge/ 

sleigh” 355 
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*sem- “hearig/listening; 
watching/looking” 

355  

*sem-ia “beluga” 356 

*sen- “(monk’s) cell; niche 
in wall for bedding” 

356  

*ser- “sharpening/ 

plastering” 357 

*ser- “wide/broad; long” 

357 

*ser- “night; supper” 358 

*ser- “cutting” 358 

*ses- “being sated/satiated; 
eating one’s fill” 358  

*sexw- “inner thigh” 359 

*sw- “soul; resting/relaxing; 
breathing” 359  

*sw- “seating, sitting” 359 

*sw- “spreading/greasing, 
anointing” 360  

*sw- “drinking” 360   

*swar- “cutting/cutting 
off/into two/ 

carving” 360  

*swe “place; meadow” 361 

*sw-el “wet/moist” 361 

*swel- “whey; wet/moist” 

361    

*swel- “hops” 362 

*swel-a “lizard; glass snake/ 

legless lizard” 362 

*swen- “fat/grease” 363 

*swen- “time, epoch, 
period of time” 363 

*swiw- “vetchling” (plant) 

363 

*swin- “cleaning up” 364 

*swin- “whistling” 364 

*swin-a “obtained relative” 

364 

*st- “throwing, throwing 
down” 365 

*stam- “drinking/getting 
drunk” 365 

*steb- “boiling; rising 
(dough…)” 365  

*stew- “wool; hair” 366 

*stw-el “autumn” 366 

*stwen- “you (pl.)” 367 

*stixa “navel” 367 

*sto- “branch” 367  

*stow- “snowing” 368 

*stowl- “snow” 368 

*sib- “plaiting/weaving; 
fence; belt/girdle” 369 

*sib-l “a kind of table” 374 

*siw- “quarreling” 369 

*siw- “swelling up” 369 

*sit- “seat” 370 

*sim- “water; watery, wet” 

370   

*sim- “saying; speaking; 
talking” 371 

*sin- “tin/bronze/pewter, 
tray/large metal 
plate” 371  

*siṗ- “part of a belly” 371 

*sir-a “woven/knitted rush 
matting” 372 

*sis-e “small; narrow; 
midge/gnat” 372  

*sisw- “sword” 372 

*sisin- “hissing” 373  

*siso “a kind of saw” 373 

*siγ-in- “roe-deer” 374 

*sḳw- “tying, knotting, 
binding” 374 

*som- “bread, cooked food” 

375 

*som- “stone” 375 

*soγ-o “torn-ended” 375 

*soxw- “Welsh onion” 376  

*sub-e “loosened, weak” 

376 

*sutx- “ankle/hock; kick” 

377   

*suḳ- “rib; hillock” 377  

*sur- “throwing, spinning/ 

revolving” 377  

*sus- “power, strength” 378 

*suṭel- “worm-like long  
maggot” 378  

*su- “fatty/greasy, fat/ 

plump” 378 

*sux- “strong wave of air; 
tall and broad-

shouldered” 379 

*skal- “beehive; bee” 379  

*sk-el- “plump/stout/fat” 

379  

*skir- “covering” 380 

*s-ʒal- “daughter/sister-in-

law, sister” 548  

*s-ʒe “milk” 380 

*sx- “connecting” 381 

*sx- “tying/tethering, 
setting (fruit…)” 381 

*sx- “cape” 381 

*sx- “fury/wrath/rage” 382 

*sxal- “pruning” 382  

*sxam- “poison/toxin” 382 

*sxar- “rain” 383  

*sxew- “cold, snowy” 383 

*sxwer- “breaking” 383 

*sxiw- “beam/ray” 384 

*sxr- “chatter/clamour” 384 

*sx-un- “keeping” 385 

*sxur- “doting, sprinkling/ 

spraying, making 
colourful” 385 

*sq-an- “colostrum/rennet” 

385 

 

Ṭ 
*ṭa- “(animal/human body) 

hair” 386 

*ṭab- “root/bottom, basis/ 

foundation” 386 
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*ṭab- “peeling/carving/ 

slicing/whittling” 

386 

*ṭab-an- “lake; whirlpool” 

387 

*ṭab-el- “pear species” 387 

*ṭal- “spot/stain” 388  

*ṭan- “one-year-old cow/ 

steer” 388 

*ṭanṭ-al- “clean; cleaning” 

388 

*ṭar- “hearth/fireplace 

stone” 389 

*ṭar- “walking” 389 

*ṭarb- “starling-like bird” 

390 

*ṭaqa- “a kind of vessel” 390  

*ṭew- “leaving, letting” 390 

*ṭew- “bunch/cluster/hand 

(from wrist to 

fingertips); (hooked) 

part” 391 

*ṭel- “big, vast/wide” 391 

*ṭen- “dew” 392 

*ṭiw- “sluggish water” 392  

*ṭil- “louse” 392 

*ṭilip- “mountain wild 

sorrel; willow (?)” 

393 

*ṭiṭin- “filling with liquid” 

393 

*ṭiγw- “plump/stout; 

without feather” 394 

*ṭḳaw- “hand-span” 394 

*ṭḳwar- “Mtkvari, river” 

394 

*ṭom- “food with melted 

butter” 395  

*ṭrib- “sitting; seat” 395 

*ṭum- “leather/skin, 

skinning” 395 

*ṭurp-a “measuring jug” 396 

*ṭeb- “wild, forested 

place” 396 

*ṭwal- “mud (on stree…), 

silt/ooze” 397 

*ṭwiw- “lead/bullet, tin” 

397 

*ṭu-b- “twin; twos” 398 

*ṭuw- “lie, deceiving” 398 

 

U 

*uzan- “wayfaring tree” 

399 

*ur-an- “barren, childless” 

399 

*uγ-el- “yoke” 399 

*uxw- “abundant/plenty; 

lots/many/much” 

400 

 

P 

*p- “having, existing/being” 

400   

*paz- “dismaying; 

boredoming” 401  

*pan- “thirst” 401 

*pand- “hand” 401 

*par- “covering” 402  

*par- “flying, twisting/ 

swirling” 402 

*pareš- “servant” 403 

*parcw- “skin; peeled/ 

peelings” 403 

*parx- “bosting; (idly) 

rattling around” 403 

*pas- “price” 404 

*pasa- “manganese” 404 

*pasw- “root” 404 

*past- “cutting” 405 

*papa- “porridge” 405 

*pačxw- “breaking, 

fragmenting/turning 

sth to crumbs” 406 

*pac- “fish” 406 

*pac- “cutting into narrow, 

chopping/splitting” 

406 

*pax- “fear; running with 

fear” 407 

*pet- “cardling/combing 

(wool )” 407  

*pel- “opening” 407 

*pelxw- “ripping off/ 

pulling down/ 

demolishing” 407 

*pen- “family; household” 

408 

*per- “grey; color; flame” 

408 

*perpel- “butterfly; wing” 

409  

*pes- “getting tired” 409 

*pesw- “getting ill/sick; 

dying” 409 

*peskal- “child, girl” 410 

*peṭw- “millet” 410 

*pep- “rocky shore/bank” 

410 

*peγ- “splendid/majestic/ 

noble, carefree/ 

delightful” 411 

*pešw- “wiping/stroking 

with hand” 411 

*ptil-/*pitil- “carded wool/ 

flock of wool; a 

single of hair” 412  

*ptx- “scaring/frightening; 

warning” 412 

*pirk- “wooden barrel” 413 

*pirxw-al “lung” 413 

*pis-e “glutinous/sticky 

juice of spruce 

plants” 413 

*polxw- “ripping off/ 

pulling down/ 

demolishing” 408 

*pors- “twilight/dusk; fog/ 

mist” 414 
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*poson- “host; lord/master” 

414 

*poṭ- “tailoring/ 

dressmaking; boring 

holes/perforating” 

414 

*pox- “finger” 415  

*pox-al- “wooden vessel” 

415 

*ps- “pissing; urine” 416 

*pseḳw-/*psiḳw- “unnatural 

/forced 

complaining” 416 

*pswel- “wing” 416  

*pswen- “spider (species)” 

417 

*(p)sil- “soft/fine sand” 417 

*psin- “swelling up” 417  

*psin- “watching, 

understanding/awaring” 

418 

*psin- “cold wind, breeze” 

418 

*psr- “impetuous/ 

impatient” 419 

*psuṭ- “urine” 419 

*pud- “heartlessness/ 

indifference; 

surplusness/ 

excessness; 

emptiness” 419 

*puw- “boiling” 420  

*puḳ- “smoke; steam; 

fume” 420  

*pul- “(fish…) scale” 420 

*pulk-il- “leaf” 421 

*pure-/*puri- “ripping, 

tearing” 421 

*purtx- “spit; pimple” 421 

*purc-el- “leaf/sheaf” 422 

*pus- “whispering” 422 

*puṭ- “smoke; lightning” 

423 

*puš- “blister/swelling/ 

bulge/tumour” 423 

*pučul- “staut/plump; 

obesity/fatness/stau

tness/plumpness” 

424 

*puc- “crumb” 424 

*puc- “oath/vow” 424 

*pšal- “hops” [Humulus 

lupulus] 425 

*pšwe “river fork, narrow 

gorge/stream and its 

banks” 425 

*pšwen-/*pšwin- 

“crumbling/ 

stripping” 426 

*pši- “narrow/thin/ 

young/kid” 426 

*px- “warm; sunny; 

summer” 426 

*pxa “fish bone” 427 

*pxaw- “flickering/ 

shimmering” 427 

*pxal- “pkhali (pesto of 

walnuts with beans, 

greens, beet, etc.)/ 

edible grass” 427 

*pxal- “bottom of fine 

sieve/riddle” 428 

*pxan- “scratching” 428 

*pxaṭ- “digging/heaping” 

429 

*pxa- “slightly cutting” 

429  

*pxw- “digging; pocking/ 

raking; cuttng” 430 

*pxw-en- “crumbling, 

crumbled/powder” 

430  

*pxin- “twig, knitting 

needle , knitting 

tool” 430 

*pxol- “finger” 431 

*pxur- “tearing/ripping/ 

snatching (of hairs)” 

431 

 

K 

*kaw- “ramparts/town 

wall; fence” 432 

*katam- “hen” 432 

*kal- “pound/paddock (for 

sheep...)” 433 

*kal-a “small building; 

tent” 433 

*kam- “dew; plentiful  

liquid” 433 

*kam- “bottom, root” 434 

*kan- “running, escaping” 

434  

*kan-a “cannabis” 435 

*kard- “big thorn” 435 

*kart-(a) “fence, fencing;  

settling/housing” 

435 

*kaš- “adult captive” 436 

*kacw- “tree thorn; thorny 

bush” 436 

*kewx- “rich/wealth” 437 

*kek- “pocking/raking” 437 

*kw- “having” 438 

*kw- “hoof” 438 

*kwab- “sauce-pan, metal 

pot” 438 

*kwas- “sweeping out; 

sweeping, cleaning” 

439 

*kwas- “sofa” 439 

*kwe-(w)- “lower, below, 

beneath” 439 

*kwewr- “wine-jar set into 

ground” 441 

*kwes- “crumbing” 440 

*kwep- “lots, abundant/ 

plentiful” 440 
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*kwisel- “brother-in-law 

(wife’s siter’s 

husband)” 441 

*kib- “rib” 441 

*kiṗ- “thread (of 

cannabis/hemp)” 442 

*kist- “cupped/closed 

hand/fist; fist with 

thumb under 

fingers” 442 

*kot- “short man; low” 442 

*kom- “winter sheep-cote 

shed/fold” 443 

*kon- “fat/grease” 443 

*kos- “one-year-old goat” 

444 

*krt-il- “autumn barley” 

444 

*ks-in- “wheezing/ 

breathing heavily; 

silent farting” 444 

*kub-e “rye” 445 

*kulb- “bush; stack/large 

pile/bunch of straw” 

445 

*kums- “spiderwort” 

(plant)” 445 

*kun- “dressing, covering” 

446 

*kund- “slightly; by a small 

margin” 446 

*kur- “hand” 447 

*kurc- “gown” 447 

*kurc- “leafed branch, cob” 

447 

*kus-in- “bowl; wooden/ 

iron ladle” 447 

*kuc-ur- “dog; puppy” 448 

 
γ  
*γ- “sense, wits/cleverness, 

consciousness” 449 

*γad- “justice; punishing” 

449 

*γaw- “walking” 449 

*γal- “bad; magic/ 

witchcraft” 450 

*γal- “pauper/begger/ 

coward” 450 

*γamast- “god” 450 

*γan- “pregnancy” 451 

*γand-al- “bed/plant bug” 

451 

*γan- “jaw” 452 

*γar- “wrinkle/line; 

wrinkling/furrowing/

lining” 452 

*γard-a “deep rocky 

ravine/chasm/abyss” 

452 

*γebil- “soot” 453 

*γel- “armpit” 453  

*γel- “ravine; small 

mountain river” 453 

*γerγ- “kibbing/grinding 

coarsely” 454 

*γerγ-il- “kibbed maize/ 

threshed corn/ 

coarse-ground” 454 

*γeʒ-o “small bird; red-

backed shrike” 454 

*γeil- “dry gorge/ravine” 

455 

*γw- “having” 455  

*γwar- “flood/torrent; 

river” 455 

*γwac- “catching, arresting” 

456 

*γwaw- “worm” 456 

*γwe- “turbid/muddied; 

having red color” 457 

*γwelp- “burning embers, 

embers/live coals” 

457 

*γwen- “border/boundary” 

457 

*γwiw- “heating red-

hot/excited” 458  

*γwim- “cave; ditch/pit, 

hole” 458 

*γwin- “plant, its name” 

459 

*γwin- “wine” 459 

*γwin- “cooing/crooming/ 

smouldering” 459 

*γwir- “much liquid 

flowing” 460 

*γwr- “turning boredom/ 

tedium” 460 

*γiw- “crying” 461  

*γiz- “getting iritated/ 

inflamed/chafed” 461  

*γinw- “knife; metal hook/ 

single ox light 

plough/plough” 461 

*γiγ- “shoot/sprout” 462 

*γlaw- “catfish/sheat-fish; 

big fish” 462 

*γol- “hollow in tree trunk” 

463 

*γon- “holiday; idol” 463  

*γorγol- “owl” 463 

*γo- “iron crock (stick)/ 

boat-hook/harpoon” 

464 

*γra- “lower jaw” 464 

*γred- “sea goose” 464 

*γrub- “clouding over; 

cloud” 465 

*γub- “plump/stout; big” 

465 

*γuw- “glowing red, 

yellow” 465 

*γuz- “anchor; grappling, 

grabbing/touching” 

466 

*γut-a “deity; magican/ 

witch/wizard” 466 
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*γul- “ritual bread” 467 

*γum- “howling/yowling/ 

wailing, roaring” 

467 

*γum-el- “oven/stove” 467 

*γun- “wild bee hive/bee 

swarm” 468 

*γurγul- “making a sound/ 

noise” 468 

*γuš- “scowling/clouding 

over; scowled/ 

clouded over” 468 

*γuc- “goitre” 469 

 

 

 
*ab- “ageing/getting old 

fading/discoloring” 

469 

*ab- “jaw; beard” 470 

*ad- “long seat” 470 

*aw- “doing/making; 

having, being” 471 

*aw- “deviding” 471 

*aw-e “goat leader of 

goats” 471 

*awn- “power, vital 

horse/strength 

capability” 472 

*al- “dividing” 472 

*am-a “young boy/girl; 

youth/lad/child” 

473 

*and-a “fence type” 473 

*ar-an- “big nightingale” 

474  

*aṭel- “dirt/filth” 474 

*arγ- “crane-like bird”, 

“demoiselle crane” 

474 

*asar- “adult cattle” 475 

*asr- “small house; tower; 

royal house” 475 

*a-a- “dirt/filth” 476  

*ew- “two” 476 

*el- “branch; fork (of 

river, family, rail...)” 

476 

*el- “saying” 477 

*el-a “bad-tempered/ 

vicious/masty/evil, 

rabid” 477 

*em-a “serf, slave” 478 

*e- “much eating/ 

drinking” 478  

*ew- “ageing/getting old; 

old old man/ 

woman” 478 

*wa- “fur/single hair, 

feather” 479 

*wan- “bringing/over” 480 

*wanc-al- “whorled clary” 

480 

*war- “loving, love” 480  

*wars-a-b- “black vulture” 

481 

*warṭ- “hoof hurt” (anat.) 

482 

*was- “close friend/kin/in-

law/beloved” 481 

*wew- “crow” 479 

*wel- “cheese” 482 

*wep- “separating; pulling 

off/ripping off” 485 

*wiz-(in)- “fatness/obesity; 

fattening” 483 

*wil- “single” 483 

*wil- “bone” 484 

*wim- “fog” 482 

*wim- “smoke” 484 

*win- “forehead; temple” 

484 

*winč- “raised chick” 485 

*wVr- “ruining/ 

demolishing” 485 

*in- “frost; ice; winter” 

486  

*inč- “coarse/rough/ 

unruly; severe/ 

harsh/stringent; 

rude/insolent” 486 

*ir- “tedium/boredom/ 

being fed up” 486  

*is- “woolen cape (to be 

put on over 

shoulders)” 487 

*ow- “delaying/hinderig/ 

being late” 487 

*on- “lying down” 488 

*or- “aged/grown old” 488 

*or- “raven” 488  

*or- “(animal’s) gullet” 

489 

*oš- “flour ladle” 495  

*rd-el- “edible greens, 

prickly letuce” 

(plant) 489 

*ud- “cozy; quiet/still” 490 

*ud- “house” 490 

*uw-a “back/blunt side/ 

thick end of bread 

loaf/rind” 491 

*ul- “tower; upland/ 

heights” 491 

*un- “button and button-

hole/toggle of 

twisted silk; hook” 

491 

*un- “pole/fence paling, 

stake; boundary” 492 

*unṭ- “bending down” 492 

*unc- “pile/heap/folk/ 

herd; sheaf (of 

corn…)/ stack of 

mown corn” 492 

*un- “stem” 493 
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*ur- “ear; sense of 

hearing; watching” 

493 

*ur- “(grape) vine” 494  

*urwat- “curds/cottage 

cheese” 494 

*urs- “soothsayer; 

understander” 495 

*uč- “turning silent, 

holding one’s breath, 

silencing” 495 

*uc- “shoot/sprout of 

grain, seedling/ 

sapling” 496 

*uǯ-ur- “corner” 496 

 

Š 

*š- “milking” 496 

*šal- “erring/interfering; 

making a mistake; 

misleading/seducing” 

497 

*šew-il- “one’s own child; 

son” 497 

*šw- “letting go” 497 

*šw- “descending/landing” 

498 

*šw- “calmness/quiet; 

calming down” 498 

*šw- “making/doing” 500 

*šwar- “drying” 498 

*šwel- “roe” 499 

*šwen- “beauty/loveliness; 

beautiful/pretty” 

499 

*šwer- “verse/rhyme/ 

poem” 500 

*šw-er- “labor” 500 

*šwin-d- “cornel” 500 

*šib- “mouth” 501 

*šib-u “mountain 

ramsons/wild garlic” 

501 

*šig-an- “inside, within/ 

inner part” 502 

*šil- “husband’s brother’s 

wife” 502 

*šin- “fear/scare, 

frightening/scaring” 

502 

*šleg- “crazy/mad” 503 

*šub- “forehead” 503 

*šur- “fear/scare” 503  

*šu-a “part of written 

text” 504 

*šxep- “splash” 504 

 

Č 

*čad- “liquorice, bracken/ 

fern” 505 

*čat- “iron ringed 

strip/lace” 505 

*čb- “holding one’s breath” 

505 

*čwal- “fang/tusk” 506 

*čwar- “diarrhœa, dung/ 

excrement” 506 

*čw-ew- “getting 

accostomed/getting 

used to, habiting” 

507 

*čwen- “we/us” 507 

*čiw- “complaining, 

saying” 507 

*čir- “dried fruit” 508 

*čir- “bird species” 508 

*čiṭ- “bird” 509 

*čl-a “rag/duster; cotton 

spun/yarn” 509 

*člig- “blunt/unsharpened/ 

edgeless” 509 

*čk-er- “fast/quick” 510 

 

C 

*c- “more, more quantity” 

510 

*ca “sky” 510 

*cad- “lake; lowland/ 

valley” 511 

*cal- “single/one from pair” 

511 

*cal- “going/avoiding, 

going away” 511 

*cal- “emptying, 

finishing/ending” 512 

*cal-a “wild (grape) vine 

species” 512 

*calk- “bending/bowing; 

lameless” 513 

*cam-a “heron; (white) 

pelican” 513 

*cam-e “large cattle” 513 

*can- “knowing; 

knowledge” 514 

*car-e “empty” 514 

*ced- “horse; cow” 515 

*cew- “small fish, European 

smelt” 515 

*ceḳ- “dancing; staggering/ 

tottering/reeling, 

waddling (gait)/ 

todding” 515 

*cel- “scything; reaping” 

516 

*cel- “scythe” 516 

*cer- “thumb” 516 

*cep- “bast shoe/mocassin/ 

sandal; shoe/ 

footwear” 517 

*cewa “wodden vessel/ 

utensil” 517 

*cwar- “precious stone” 518 

*cwar-el- “(two-month) 

hen” 518 

*cwet-/*cwit- “cutting” 518 

*cwec- “flailing(rice, 

maize…); threshing” 

519 

*cwig- “nonsense/ 

meaningless/pointless/

senseless” 519 
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*cwil-/*cwin- “wax” 520 

*ci- “flickering; twinkling, 

dazzling” 520 

*cib-/*cab- “high wall, side” 

520 

*ciw- “cold” 521 

*ciz- “drizzling, slight 

raining” 521 

*cil- “skin; bark/crust” 521 

*cil- “lie, fib” 522 

*cimcim- “twinkling/ 

dazzling” 522 

*cin- “serving” 523 

*cir-e “small, tiny/a small 

amount” 523 

*cirt- “heap/pile of stones 

(near arable land )” 

523 

*cip-o “thin/slender/ 

skinny” 524 

*cik- “small; a small 

amount/little” 524 

*cik- “hunger/starvation/ 

famine” 524 

*cikw- “bush/shrub” 525 

*ciγw- “knife” 525 

*ciw- “squirrel” 525 

*cic- “insect, moth” 526 

*cic- “breast” 526 

*cic- “crumbling” 526 

*cica- “young girl” 527 

*cic-a “(species of ) cat” 527 

*col- “woman, wife” 527 

*com-a “a kind of fish” 528 

*cop- “foam; rabies/rabit 

fury, turning rabit/ 

enraging/getting into 

fury” 528 

*coco- “fat/grease; hen’s 
fat” 529 

*cox- “grazing, chewing/ 

ruminating, putting 

on weight/fattening” 

529 

*cug-a “little dog” 529 

*cud- “bad” 530 

*cuw- “pedere” 530 

*cur- “udder” 530 

*cux- “honeycomb juice” 

531 

*cux- “knowing/awaring/ 

knowledge” 531 

*ckan- “holding one’s 
breath” 531 

*ckr- “dazzling/twinkling” 

532 

*cx- “increasing, growing” 

532 

*cxar- “white stripe” 532 

*cxar- “hot, bitter, burning 

/heating” 533 

*cxem- “arrow; stick” 533 

*cxemal- “hornbeam” 534 

*cxwa “another; differnce” 

534 

*cxwenṭ- “worm; maggot” 

535 

*cxim- “fat/grease” 535 

*cx-ow- “saving/rescueing; 

surviving” 535 

*cxor-(o) “malaria; cold” 

536 

*cxr- “calming down/ 

(pain)adating/(swelli

ng) going down, 

fading/waning, 

reducing/dicreasing” 

536 

*cxren- “garbage” 536 

*cxur- “urinating” 537 

 

Ʒ 

*-ʒa- “all/everyone/ 

everything” 537 

*ʒab- “tension” 538 

*ʒag- “loath; dirt/filth” 538 

*ʒaḳ- mentally retarded/ 

feeble-minded/ 

imbecile” 538 

*ʒal- “power/strength/ 

force; overcoming/ 

victory” 539 

*ʒal-/*ʒil- “intestine” 539 

*ʒam- “salt” 540 

*ʒam-al- “squirrel” 540 

*ʒam-ar- “vinegar” 541 

*ʒan- “worm/maggot, 

death-watch beetle” 

541 

*ʒa-j “oneslf” 541 

*ʒarγa “front shoulder 

bone” 542 

*ʒarγw- “vein/blood vessel” 

542 

*ʒarcw- “removing; 

separating” 542 

*ʒarxw- “framed/set (with 

jewels)/crammed 

full” 543 

*ʒaγw- “tart/astringent, 

slightly sour and 

slightly bitter” 543 

*ʒaγw- “little; small bodied” 

544 

*ʒaγw- “hating; wrath/ 

anger” 544 

*ʒaγwa “sea” 544 

*ʒa- “furuncle/carbuncle; 

goat’s beard/  

agrimony” 545 

*ʒaʒ- “rat” 545 

*ʒax- “spinning/twinning 

(thread )” 546 

*ʒax- “calling” 546 

*ʒax-el- “name” 546 

*ʒaqwel- “guelded-rose; 

birch tree” 547 

*ʒgib- “stopping up; filling 

up” 547 

*ʒgip- “freezing” 547 
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*ʒe “son, heir/successor” 

547 

*ʒeg-el- “blunt/pointless” 

548 

*ʒegw- “thorny bush; 

Jerusalem thorn” 

548 

*ʒegw- “milling/grinding;  

flailing (rice, 

maize…) 549 

*ʒew- “lying down/dossing 

down; putting/ 

placing/laying” 459 

*ʒewal- “decoy egg (to 

encourage laying 

hen); bridle ring” 

549 

*ʒewal- “hostag;  seed” 550 

*ʒel- “tree” 550 

*ʒerʒ- “rolling” 551 

*ʒerʒ- “pointed object” 551 

*ʒeʒw- “thorny bush” 551 

*ʒwal- “bone” 551 

*ʒwaʒ- “rough, rude” 552 

*ʒwel- “old” 552 

*ʒwel- “sack” 553 

*ʒil- “sleep” 553 

*ʒil-il- “small river” 553 

*ʒin- “morning” 554 

*ʒikwe “trouser” 554 

*ʒic- “smiling” 554 

*ʒiʒil- “meat” 555 

*ʒi- “fear, shivering” 555 

*ʒiqw- “Persian gazelle” 

556 

*ʒih- “oak” 556 

*ʒod- “long; far” 556 

*ʒor- “tender cut of meat, 

boneless meat” 557 

*ʒuwe “female carnivore 

(vixen, she-wolf…)” 

557 

*ʒulʒwem- “innards/offal of 

livestock” 558 

*ʒumel- “spinach; red 

bugloss edible 

greens” 558 

*ʒuʒ-u- “woman’s breast” 

558 

*ʒγa- “little girl” 559 

*ʒγwaml- “wild (grape) 

vine” 559 

*ʒγwen- “gift; present” 560 

*ʒγu- “too/very; big” 560 

 

 
*abal- “cherry, chestnut” 

560 

*aw-(l) “learning” 561 

*at- “curse” 561 

*aḳ-a “salted, soured, 

over-salted/too salty” 

561 

*al- “mouth” 562 

*al- “pus” 562 

*al- “niche in wallfor 

bedding; built-in-

cupboard” 562 

*al-am- “vine pruning(for 

fire); bur-reed” 563 

*am- “commandment/ 

information” 563 

*am- “tomorrow, 

morning” 564 

*am- “dirt; placenta” 564 

*am- “sending,  

accompanying” 564 

*amas-a “rope; leather 

strap” 565 

*an-d- “pure, clean” 565 

*ar- “cracking; crack; 

chopping/splitting” 

565 

*ar- “outdistancing/ 

outruning; fast/quick/ 

swift” 566 

*arb- “dragonfly” 566 

*arb- “eyebrow” 567 

*ar-e “skin, cover” 567 

*ap- “a kind of vessel/ 

utensil” 567 

*ak- “whey; salted whey” 

568 

*aγ-a “low-heeled shoe/ 

sandal; shoe/ 

foorwear” 568 

*a- “gnawing” 568 

*ax- “formarly/ago/in 

previous” 569 

*axw- “bitter, sour” 569 

*ber- “pressing, caulking 

up/filling/sealing/sec

uring” 569 

*e- “low, lower, below” 

570 

*eb- “glueing” 570 

*eb-ar- “rough corn 

bedstraw” 571 

*eb-o “glue” 570 

*ed- “plate; vessel/ utensil” 

571 

*ew- “shifting/hauling, 

pulling sth towards 

o.s; will lie down on 

sb/sth/put one’s 

weight on sth” 571 

*eḳ-(ul-) “oil lamp” 572 

*el- “year” 572 

*el- “intestine” 573 

*em- “sending” 573 

*em- “younger/junior” 573 

*em- “medicine; grass” 

574 

*en- “year; last year” 574 

*en- “intestine” 574 

*w- “burning” 575 

*w- “glitterin/shining, 

sparkling” 575 
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*wan- “green, greeness” 

576 

*wed- “drop; rennet” 576 

*wed- “naming/rank/title, 

appealing/calling; 

reading” 577 

*wel- “stem/stalk/trunk; 

(giant) reed/cane” 

577 

*wel- “milking” 577 

*wen- “juice; boiled/ 

brewed/concentrate 

after boiling/curds” 

578 

*wer- “tip/point” 578 

*wer- “beam/ray” 579 

*win- “pain” 579 

*wir- “land/soil; manure/ 

dung” 579 

*wir- “longish” 580 

*wis- “growing up;  

ripening/raised; 

grown-up/raised/ 

biggish” 580 

*ib- “edge; side” 580 

*ig- “many-coloured, 

coloured” 581 

*iw- “screeching/ 

uproaring screeching/ 

uproaring” 581 

*it- “being in red” 581 

*it-el- “red” 581 

*iḳ- “goat kid” 582 

*iḳw- “dirt/filth; straining/ 

dirtying” 582 

*iḳu- “small,  narrow, tiny; 

boy” 583 

*il- “louse’s egg” 583 

*il- “hatching” 584 

*im- “clean” 584 

*ind-a “knitted footwear/ 

shoe” 584 

*ino- “seagull (species)” 

585 

*iṗ- “lean/thin” 585 

*ir- “cudgel/wooden lever; 

tree” 586 

*irx- “lambwool felt; felt/ 

felt cloack” 586 

*is- “underage(d), minor 

(woman)” 587 

*ip- “sincere, pure” 587 

*ipx- “narrow 

(wickerwork) 

cane/osier” 587 

*ika “glass; cup” 587 

*iem- “garden cress; 

bitter” 588 

*iil- “small; chicken” 588 

*ḳa(l-) “(fruit...) stone; 

seed” 589 

*ḳwan- “spark” 589 

*ḳwar-am “darkness” 589 

*ow- “sucking” 590 

*on- “remembering/ 

keeping in mind; 

seeing” 590 

*oṗ- “point/tip, edge” 591 

*oṗ-e “navel” 591 

*u-a “juice” 593 

*ut-ul- “snow berry” 591 

*uḳ- “saucepan/pot” 592 

*ul- “(wife’s) parent” 593 

*uṗ- “mongrel(dog, 

pig…)/sb base/ 

ignoble, greedy/ 

vocaciou” 592 

*uṗ-e “slimy stagmant 

water/mud; marsh/ 

swamp” 593 

*ur- “dripping” 593 

*ux- “closing/shutting; 

closing one’s/sb’s 

eyes/going to sleep” 

594 

*ux- “fast/quick/swift/ 

rapid; instant/ 

speedy” 594 

*ux- “sucking” 594 

*ux- “evening” 595 

*- “seeing, knowing” 595 

*- “recalling/reminding, 

memory” 596 
*- “order/arrangement/ 

structure/construct; 

ordering/arranging/set

ting up/ constructing” 

596 
*-at- “salt; salty” 596 

*ar- “angering/getting 

angry” 597 

*en- “growing/breeding/ 

propagating, 

increasing in 

number/multiplying; 

seed” 597 

*en-/*in- “boring; 

getting tired” 598 

*er- “landslide” 598 

*w- “perishing/ 

demolishing, 

devastating/ 

destroying, 

annihilating/ 

eliminating” 599 

*on- “oak” 599 

 

 
*al- “lean” 600 

*ar- “a kind of clay 

pitcher” 600 

*ar- “cutting; splitting; 

mowing/scything” 

600 
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*ečk- “pounding/ 

crashing/tenderizing; 

slight injury” 601 

*wal- “nail, splinter/sliver/ 

metal pine/peg/spike, 

(wood splitting) 

wedge/(cart-wheel) 

spoke” 601 
*iḳ- “cutting; chopping 

(slightly)” 602 

*il- “rush sedge/papyrus; 

parchment” 602 

*inal- “wren” 602 

*irxl- “hoar-frost” 603 

*ret- “cutting” 603 

*u(w)eṗ- “pressing/ 

crushing/mashing, 

squeezing” 603 

 

X 

*x- “knowing; seeing/ 

looking” 604 

*xa- “tissue-like connector” 

604 

*xad- “calling on/ 

summoning (sb/sth), 

calling; inviting” 605 

*xal- “switch, long thin 

stick” 605 

*xal- “housing” 606 

*xal- “accompanying/ 

attaching to sb; 

being side by side” 

606 

*xam-e “thick thread, cloth 

made of it” 606 

*xam-a “pig” 607 

*xan-/*xen- “doing, 

making” 607 

*xar-e “wooden grain bin; 

storage hut for 

millet/maize store” 

608 

*xas- “bold/free 

conversation” 608 

*xakol- “alpine knotweed” 

608 

*xaš-ar- “stake/pole/fence 

paling” 609 

*xac- “tooth” 609 

*xa- “hook” 609 

*xa-a “long stick” 609 

*xao “curds” 610 

*xe- “tree; beam (from 

tree-trunk)/felled 

tree-trunk” 610 

*xed-a “which” 611 

*xew- “half” 611 

*xew-/*xiw- “tearing’ 

cutting (in two)” 611 

*xe- “scraping/planing/ 

grating” 612 

*xex- “foolish/stupid, 

silly/dim-witted/ 

careless” 612 

*xw- “opening” 612 

*xw- “enraging/infuriating, 

angering/getting 

angry, enmity” 613 

*xw- “seizing/profiting; 

taking out” 613 

*xwaw- “good harvest/ 

surpluses, 

abundance/ 

plenty/generosity/

munificence” 613 

*xwal- “tomorrow” 614 

*xwal- “lizard” 614 

*xwan- “big stone; large 

rock” 614 

*xwar- “holy, sacrificial 

animal” 615 

*xwar-e “bodily member; 

body” 616 

*xwaʒ- “broad bean” 616 

*xwew- “wrapping, 

bandaning” 616 

*xwew- “begging, praying, 

swearing an oath” 

616 

*xwen- “giving birth” 617 

*xwerc-in- “big spoon” 617 

*xwe- “peeling/carving/ 

whittling” 617 

*xwe- “pleading/ 

imploring” 618 

*xwe-e “crooked iron with 

which a spoon, plate 

is whittled” 618 

*xwi- “meeting; destiny; 

portion/share” 619 

*xwir- “big/large and 

round” 619 

*xwir- “male” 619 

*xwiriḳ-  “wild duck” 620 

*xwirḳil- “fruit (of plant )” 

620 

*xwica /*qwica “sofa with 

carpet” 620 

*-xi “a certain/some/one, 

someone/anybody” 

621 

*xims-el- “tree splinter” 

621 

*xin- “winnowing of sifted 

corn” 622 

*xop- “spade/oar” 622 

*xox- “(riverside) stone” 

622 

*xox- “crawling” 623 

*xox-e “tall/high” 623 

*xram- “deep ravine/small 

mountain river” 623 

*xuz-al- “awnless bread” 

624 

*xut- “shortage of breath, 

suffocating” 624 

*xul- “sheep (species)” 624 

*xumar- “joking; joker/ 

witty, sb funny; 

game” 625 
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*xuṗ- “picking, collecting/

pilling up; slurping/ 

sipping” 625 

*xurs-a “soured whey” 626

*xust- “five” 626

*xuš- “spit/gob” 626

*xuc- “shrine prist” 627

*xu- “narrow” 627

Q 
*qab-o “back/inside of

throat/maw/gullet, 

mouth cavity” 628 

*qad-e “mountain; sheer/

steep rock” 628 

*qalt-a “leather sack,

shoulder-bag/ 

rucksack of quarted 

sheep-/calf-/goat-

skin” 629 

*qam- “leather” 629

*qan- “power/force,

capability/ability” 

630 

*qaṗ- “pumpkin” 630

*qaṗ-a “pimple’s crust;

descaling (of 

fish…)/peeling 

(human’s kin)” 630 

*qap- “scabbard/sheath”

631 

*qapr- “lungwort” 631

*qew- “ravine; gorge/

valley” 631 

*qem-al- “knife; sword”

632 

*qer- “being dumbfounded

/dounbfounding, 

numbing” 632 

*qer- “branch/fork/bough,

sth stretched out/ 

extended/jutting 

out” 633 

*qerc- “long-shafted tool,

hoe” 633 

*qep- “biting” 633

*qwab-a “bush/shrub;

fenced round” 634 

*qwam- “praying; voice”

634 

*qwam- “guarding,

protecting” 635 

*qwanc-e “string (of dried 

fruit), bunch (of 

keys), bunch/ 

posy (of flowers)” 

635 

*qward- “hardened meat”

635 

*qwez-a “round loaf of

bread; pie” 636 

*qwel- “cough, coughing”

636 

*qwerc-a “scabies/eczema;

mange” 636 

*qir- “stone” 637

*qir- “stealing” 637

*qip- “skein (of yarn);

spinning (wool, 

cotton…)” 637 

*qic- “dough” 638

*qmar- “helping,

granting/offering 

(assistance, aid)” 

638 

*qor-e “bald” 639

*qorc- “furtively watching

/looking/contempla

ting/perceiving/fore

seeing” 639 

*qoqo- “pheasant” 640

*qul- “ear of  wheat” 640

*qunč- “thick block of

wood/tree stump 

(with root and all )” 

640 

*qup- “lid (of pot…)/

(chimney) cowl; 

cover, lid/top/roof” 

641 

*qčol- “smoking (of oil 

lamp...)” 641 

*qc- “rotting;

decomposing” 641 

Ǯ 

*ǯar- “being narrowly;

stacking/packing 

close together” 642 

*ǯgar-o “group, team/

chorus” 642 

*ǯer- “several times” 643

*ǯer- “from the beginning;

from the start” 643 

*ǯw- “caccare”, “shit/faces”

643 

*ǯimqwa “red-backed

shrike” 644 

H 

*han-e “grandmother” 644

*harḳw- “flair/intuition”

645 

*has-e “light” 645

*hawal- “stack” 645

*hew- “barking” 646

*henw- “dung, (horse…)

manure” 646 

*her- “nation; army” 646

*hwel- “lightning” 647

*hi- “it/he/she” 647

G 

*Gwanc- “(stinging) nettle”

648 

*Gwib- “wooden kneading

trough; vessel/ 

utensil” 648 

*Gwiʒel- “liver; black-red”

649 
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Common-Sindy 

 

A 

*a- “deictic vowel; 

demonstr. pron.” 58 

*aba “father” 62 

*a-bωa “ill/sick” 350 

*a-b “billy-goat/one-year-

old goat, male goat” 

318 

*ada “father” 59 

*a-mr “danewort” 61 

*an- “mother” 644 

*aj-vwa “green” 576 

*aṗa “general name of a 

finger” 62 

*ažwa “voice” 62 

*ar- “yes” 63 

*-ar “suffix of plurality” 63 

*arb-a “cock” 325 

*argwa- “near/close” 217 

*argjan “rush matting” 351 

*arma- “left; uncouth” 217 

*arγ- “shark” 462 

*arxjw “brass; gold” 64 

*arxj-na “blackbird” 178 
*a-s- “like this” 66 
*as- “quick/fast” 66 

*as ve “shirt/nightgown” 66 

*a-s vwa “song” 349 

*apn “spring” 61 

*aγwa “crooked/uneven/ 

curved/bent” 69 

*ačwa “deer gazelle” 65 

*aʒ v- “right” 274 

*aʒ- “snow; (hoar)frost/ 

early morning frost” 

65 

*aqj-a “booth” 71 

*aqw- “part” 611 

*aħa-ra “more” 70 

*n-- “maple” 174 

*r- “this” 174 

B 

*ba- “sewing” 71 

*ba- “tale-telling, saying 

bad things” 77 

*baba “porridge” 405 

*bagw- “jackal” 116 

*bagw- “skin  rash” 120 

*bag- “spider” 77 

*bagj- “oats” 445 

*bad- “tree resin” 59 

*baw- “cattle shed” 72 

*batx- “vessel for wine” 

268 

*baḳ- “catching” 80 

*baL- “bush/shrub” 77 

*b-ar- “knocking down” 72 

*baṭ- “young buffalo” 82 

*baγa “strong” 84 

*baγw- “soot” 453 

*baγ- “swelling up” 112 

*ba- “stall; winter sheep-

cote/shed/fold” 75 

*baw- “space between 

hips” 113 

*baw- “wooden utensil/ 

vessel” 113 

*baw- “bone; skeleton” 85 

*baš- “fighting” 124 

*baǯ- “truth; true” 87 

*baħ-a “spade” 89 

*baωwa- “multiplying/ 

increasing in 

number” 115 

*b- “inflated/swollen/ 

puffed up” 93 

*b- “burrow” 93 

*b- “numerous/lots; big/ 

great” 94 

*bb- “bubble/balloon” 90 

*bb- “pumpkin” 90 

*bgj-an- “lease/rent” 91 

*bd- “difficult/ 

complicated” 91 

*bz “milk” 102 

*bḳ- “pinching” 238 

*bL- “lung” 78 

*bL “hiding, covering/ 

keeping hidden, 

burying” 268 

*bn- “family” 408 
*br-a “mane; long thick 

animal, human 

body hair” 76 

*bṭ-a “millet; porridge” 

410 

*bṭ- “bedbug” 117 

*bγ- “scratching; clawing” 

83 

*bγ- “sufficiency” 96 

*bγw- “calf” 84 

*bγw “sparrow” 97 
*b- “black” 116 

*b- “tick” 99 

*bx- “dry; steam” 99 

*bħw-a “wife” 96 

*bω-a “fortress” 97 

*bg- “falling down; 

breaking” 117 

*bd- “sewing” 72 

*bza “good; clean” 267 

*bza “(breeding) sow/ 

ewe/nanny goat, 

female” 267 

*bzaw- “rotating/ 

revolving” 101 

*bz “alive; vigorous” 92 

*bz “stem/stalk of 

maize/straw” 101 

*bz “cutting, carving” 103 

*bz “lighting, dazzling/ 

shining brightly 104 
*bzva “language (colloquial)” 

73 

*bzva “bowl, cup” 74 
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*bzva “deep rocky ravine;

sheer (rock/cliff), 

rock” 74 

*bzva “big bumblebee, wasp”

299 

*bzva “hillock” 300

*bzv “bee; gadfly” 92

*bzv “winter” 101

*bzv “burning” 103

*bzvw “melting” 103

*bzv “beetle” 105

*bzv- “deer; fallow deer”

106 
*bzv- “voice” 107

*bla- “couch ladder” 76

*bl- “eye” 106

*bL- “middle, internal/

inner” 104 

*bL- “sow/ewe/nanny

goat; female pig” 123 
*bL-n “wall; corner” 79

*bor-a “cattle stalls/cow-

shed” 95 

*brcw- “loquat” 297

*bs vwa- “color” 82

*bs vt- “rising, leavening;

swelling up” 127 

*bγa- “coursing,

anathematizing” 83 

*bγa- “mountain” 84

*-bγa- “getting angry” 130 

*bγ- “sheet; flowering/

blossom” 96 

*bγ- “bad eye-sight” 119

*bγ- reproaching/

rebuking; shaming” 

130 

*bγw- “attacking” 128

*bγw-a/bωw-a “nest” 129

*bγ(w)a- “opened, wide,

unfurled” 276 

*bγw “hut” 96

*bγw- “new” 130

*bγw- “lair/den” 131

*bγw- “mould/mildew;

turning mouldy/ 

mildewed” 126 

*bγ- “(ceiling) rafter” 126

*bγ- “eagle; kite” 131

*b- “beating” 98

*b- “cutting” 285

*bč- “counting” 119

*bč “door; doors” 133

*bʒ- “shooting/throwing”

111 

*bʒa- “secret; hiding” 308

*bʒa-n- “furuncle/

carbuncle” 89 

*bʒ- “bottom/root,

basis/foundation” 88 

*bʒ van “onion, garlic” 132

*bva- “weeding/hoeing;

scything/mowing” 

132 

*bǯ- “pole, sharpened

stake; spear” 81 

*bǯ- “spear” 115

*bǯa- “pane tree; oak” 88

*bωa- “assembling/

congregating” 129 

*bb- “downy; feather”

105 

*bb- “flying” 123

*bwa- “breathing” 59

*bt-a “sustainable,

solid/firm/resilient, 

strong/powerful” 298 

*bḳw- “calf” 122

*bl- “lightening, burning”

110 

*bl- “ram; large cattle”

122 

*bL-a “snake” 299

*bLm “cattle/livestock”

109 

*bn- “channel/canal;

stream” 106 

*bn- “tomb/grave, hole”

123 

*bn-a “forest” 111

*bnz- “insect” 120

*bn- “child; descedant”

122 

*bž- “fist” 120

*brg- “real; complete” 117

*bs v-a “hill, ridge” 125

*bs v- “leader” 293

*bs vw- “non-aborigine”

126 
*bs v- “leather thong/thin

strip/laces; woolen 

thread/twine/cord/string” 

296 

*bkw- “lip” 72

*bγ- “itching” 303

*bγ-a “waist” 327

*b(a)w- “mast, log” 114

*bw “thick” 112

*bš-a “cloud” 124

*bšw- “lip” 503

*bč-a “cutting; sickle” 285

*bc- “tooth; chisel” 114

*bcl- “willow; sedge 109

*bc- “false; wrong” 127

*bc v- “basket; plaiting/

weaving 

(basketwork)” 114 

*bʒ-a “sign/mark (in 

cattle’s ear)” 405 

*bʒ “woman’s breast,

(breast) nipple/teat” 

128 

*bʒ v-a/*pʒ v-a

“ploughshare” 81 
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*bʒ v- “evening, twilight” 

115 
*b- “fastening/ 

tightening, pressing, 

pushing/compressing” 

570 

*bv-a “tip/point, edge; 

sharp” 581 

*b-a “glue 571 

*b- “dark red/purple, 

red” 107 

*bq- “splitting into small 

parts” 100 

*bqw-a “wild plum; fruit” 

80 

*bǯ- “evening, twilight/ 

dusk” 81 

 

G 

*ga- “calling, listening (to 

voice)” 136 

*galgal- “much speaking” 

138 

*gara “nest, cradle” 137 

*gaʒ-a “stupid, foolish/ 

silly” 538 

*gz- “trace” 139 

*g(n)- “learning” 139 

*gr- “again” 137 

*gj-a “he/she/it/that” 133 

*-gja “conjunction and ”; “-

ca particle” 134 

*gjagw- “dancing” 149 

*gjan- “dress” 435 

*gb- “reeling (thread); 

boiling” 134 

*gjgw- “playing” 134 

*gjw- “whale” 144 

*gjnd “falling down” 135 

*gnsv- “bean; pea” 144 

*gʒ- “chicken” 141 

*gd “horness cattle” 443 

*gwal- “goiter (← throat)” 

142 

*gwam- “tree gnarl/knot; 

branch” 296 

*gwar- “fenced-in place” 

141 

*gwargwal- “round, circle” 

150 

*gwap- “group, pile/heap (of 

things)” 152 

*gwac-a “shin/calf (of leg)” 

138 

*gwac- “wheat” 143 

*gw- “crumbling/stripping, 

collapsing/demolishing” 

135 

*gw- “pounding” 144 

*gw- “next to; nearby” 145 

*-gw “suffix of not-

having/absence” 136 

*gwn- “heavy/hard” 145 

*gwrt- “group; herd/flock 

of sheep” 146 

*gwš- “axe/hook-bladed 

axe” 235 

*gwʒ- “kissing” 245 

*-gw “ax” 63 

*gw- “heart” 147 

*gwd “vulva” 150 

*gww “bull” 149 

*gwl “donkey” 153 

*gwm-a “cow” 151 

*gwn- “basket” 152 

*gwr- “slave/serf” 154 

*gwr- “needle; fixing peg 

(on ox yoke); kingpin” 

137 

*gwrgwr “ring” 151 

*gwc v- “donkey, mule” 237 

*g- “standing” 147 

*g- “conjunction and” 148 

*-gw “saddle” 148 

*gʒ-a “big” 138 

*gjwara- “rolling off/down; 

spinning/rotating” 151 

*gjdw-a “axe/spear” 154 

 

D 

*-da “affix of unity” 155 

*da- “vein” 156 

*da- “picking” 337 

*dagwa “deaf” 254 

*daw- “deity” 157 

*daw-a “nurse” 156 

*da(w)- “bad” 157 

*daḳw- “elbow” 158 

*darw- “wound” 157 

*das vw- “gold/silver” 347 

*da- “cock/rooster” 158 

*dac vw- “empty” 169 

*da- “chain” 316 

*daxw “livestock” 158 

*daq- “desiring, wishing, 

begginng/asking” 605 

*daqa “clay pitcher; vase, 

vessel” 390 

*daqw-a “thick block of 

wood, tree stump” 169 

*-d “prefix of lackness” 

159 

*dgj-a “one-year-old goat” 

163 

*dd- “real/authetic/ 

genuine, original” 160 

*dd- “awl” 207 

*dγw- “elbow” 168 

*dš- “tree species; elm” 

164 

*dxw- “butter; grease/fat” 

318 

*dx “patron, host” 163 

*dωw “cloud” 162 

*dwa “field” 155 

*dwadwa “soft” 168 

*dw- “big; giant” 161 
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*dw- “knitting” 166 

*dwm-a “hen” 170 

*dγ- “how” 172 

*dgj- “bitter” 284 

*dd-a “very/too, totaly/ 

entirely” 165 

*dm “weak/feeble voice” 

170 

*dn “mother” 166 

*dng-l “swollen up/ 

bloated, inflated/ 

puffed up” 170 

*dr- “hewn beam/ 

fundamental 

support/basis” 166 

*dγ- “sun” 164 

*dγ- “fat” 172 

*dγw- “stealing” 398 

*dγwa- “strawberry” 171 

*d- “hardened/ 

solidified; frozen; 

turned stiff/rigid/ 

numb” 258 

*dx- “pretty/beautiful;   

distinctive/exce-

ptiona” 167 

*dqw- “back part of throat” 

211 

*dq(w)a “valley; land; field” 

167 

*dqwa “ash; gray” 343 

 

E 

*epš- “inflating; blowing 

out” 180 

 

W 

*wab- “lightning; deity of 

weather” 323 

*wajm- “war” 324 

*warad- “song” 176 

*warḳj- “boat” 326 

*warq	“prince” 177 

*wa- “goat” 472 

*wašx- “god; sky” 326 

*wač- “male goat” 179 

*waʒ “straw” 312 

*wḳj- “rib” 317 

*wr- “sledgehammer/ 

(blacksmith’s…)hammer” 

176 

*ws-a “dark; dark color” 

354 

*wsw- “copper” 82 

*wr- “puddle” 325 

*wc- “stealing” 261 

*w-ωw “eight” 177 

*w- “it/that” 181 

*w-t- “beating” 205 

*wn-a “house” 285 

*wc- “grass” 422 

*wxš-a “hawk; peregrine 

falcon” 218 

 

Z 

*zaw-a “war” 191 

*zaz- “yew” (plant) 183 

*zan “wine; intoxicating 

drink” 185 

*zand “steep (mountain)” 

183 

*z- “one” 183 

*zza- “shivering” 190 

*z-n- “full” 189 

*zn-a “fertile fields and 

arable lands” 189 

*zvnt- “owl” 189 

*zwa- “ploughing” 184 

*zwgj- “all” 199 
*zwnd- “storm; 

snowstorm” 195 

*zla- “bitter” 184 

*zrz-a “hook” 198 

*zr- “dogwood/cornelian 

cherry” 197 

*zkw-a “back (of human, 

animal…)” 201 

*zva- “taking/giving offence” 

185 

*zva- “labor; turning 

calloused/coarse/rough” 

335 

*zvaw- “shadow” 192 

*zvaγ-a “sheep (for 

slaughter)” 198 

*zvaγw-a “illness/sickness, 

disease/ailment” 202 

*zv- “combing, brushing” 

184 

*zvw- “giving birth; 

offspring/ 

descendant/posterity” 

190 

*zvwa- “harrowing” 192 

*zvwa- “boiling” 335 

*zvwazvwa- “slow, unharried” 

198 

*zvw- “(cow etc.) giving 

milk/in milk” 188 

*zvw- “melting” 193 

*zvw “air; wind” 193 

*zvwzv “dripping, draining/ 

seeping/leaking” 194 

*zvwnd- “little owl” 186 

*zvwtq- “hip; pelvis” 377 

*zvwṗ-a “thick, large” 197 

*zvγ- “small/little/minor” 

291 

*zv- “grapes” 175 

*zvwaw- “snowstorm/ 

blizzard” 191 

*zvzv- “overflowing with 

water” 195 

*zvn- “tuberculosis” 196 

*zvngw- “ant” 104 

 

T 

*-t “plural suffix” 202 
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*t- “white” 204 

*tgj- “standing up” 159 

*ttw-a “silver, gold” 204 

*tm-a “district, part of an 

aul” 205 

*tʒ- “wall” 206 

*twa “pus” 203 

*tw-a “hay” 208 

*twaγ-a “billy-goat/one-

year-old; ram” 209 

*tw- “beech, lime” 205 

*tw- “filling up” 207 

*tw- “being” 209 

*tw- “giving” 341 

*tx “thin” 165 

*tx- “abundant and tasty 

feeding/eating” 213 

*tx- “removing, skinning” 

213 

*txw- “hoar-frost” 211 

*txw- “collecting/gathering; 

removing/seperating” 

292 

*txwa- “plane tree” 210 

*txwa- “digging up” 212 

*txwa- “getting dirty/ 

dirtying” 214 

*txw- “shedding/flowing of 

fluid/liquid” 212 

*txwsv- “field bindweed” 

214 

*txwrb- “foam” 422 

*tx- “fear, frighening” 412 

*txj- “writing” 212 

*tqw- “ash; grey” 214 

*tħ-a “god” 204 

*tħa- “suffocating” 624 

*ts vw- “aged woman; old 

woman” 208 

*txw-a “snowsotrm” 206 

*tq- “close relative” 209 

*tam- “wing” 396 

*tm-n “marsh/swamp” 

387 

 

I 

*iger “deity” 215 

 

Ḳ 

*ḳ- “grabbing/touching” 

218 

*ḳ- “holding up/occupying” 

218 

*ḳad- “cask/wooden barel” 

224 

*ḳat-a “net” 231 

*ḳaḳ- “bead garin” 219 

*ḳaḳa- “flower” 220 

*ḳaḳan “walnut; egg” 220 

*ḳan- “freckles” 223 

*ḳan- “fragment/piece/ 

shard  of broken 

object; crumb” 240 

*ḳaṗ- “scales, weighing” 

223 

*ḳ- “shinning/glittering/ 

sparkling” 238 

*ḳd-a “small stick” 227 

*ḳt- “shame” 224 

*ḳt- “happy” 227 

*ḳḳw- “anvil” 227 

*ḳnʒv-a “boat” 228 

*ḳsvw- “corn cockle” 229 

*ḳṭw- “rotating/revolving, 

spinning/rolling” 245 

*ḳp- “cannabis/hemp” 229 

*ḳpš- “rope; whip” 230 

*ḳšj-- “hammering” 234 

*ḳč- “wrinkling; face 

line/wrinkle” 226 

*ḳcv- “extraordinary 

walking” 515 

*ḳw- “short” 246 

*ḳ-ra “wart” 247 

*ḳv-a “plant’s shoot/ 

sprout” 229 

*ḳwa “tail” 222 

*ḳwa “family, hearth” 223 

*ḳwad-a “weak” 241 

*ḳwad-r- “saddle” 241 

*ḳwat- “fluid/liquid 

flowing, pouring” 242 

*ḳwaḳwar- “boiled round 

loaf” 233 

*ḳwaḳj- “corner” 242 

*ḳwamas v- “silk-brocade, 

thick brocade” 222 

*ḳwan- “basket” 243 

*ḳwar- “valley;  bounded 

place” 231 

*ḳwar- “fast walking” 231 

*ḳwar- “rolling” 244 

*ḳwar-a “narrow gorge (dry 

or with river)/ stream 

and its banks” 222 

*ḳwas-a “plaited basket” 245 

*ḳwacw- “peak/top/summit; 

bulging/convexed/

embossed place” 

232 

*ḳwaʒ v-a “slope” 246 

*ḳwa- “(a kind of ) basket” 

232 

*ḳwd- “dying, losing” 233 

*ḳw-n “walking” 228 

*ḳwc- “spark; glittering/ 

sparkling” 236 

*ḳwc- “meat” 240 

*ḳwc v-a “tail” 236 

*ḳwx- “little bustard” 230 

*ḳwħa- “mixing, blending/ 

seasoning/mingling” 

437 

*ḳwω- “hammer” 235 

*ḳw- “sleeve, handle” 219 
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*ḳw- “killing/murdering” 

220 
*ḳw- “moaning/groaning” 

248 

*ḳw- “friend” 483 
*ḳwḳwa- “dropping” 248 

*ḳwmṗ- “ball” 250 

*ḳwṗ-i “wooden vessel (for 

drinking, milking…); 

bowl” 244 

*ḳwr- “palfrey” 250 

*ḳwrm-a “drop, dew” 333 

*ḳws- “coitus” 251 

*ḳws v-a “dancing” 251 

*ḳw- “innards/offals/ 

giblets, intestines” 252 

*ḳlamz- “ant” 247 

*ḳuv- “chicken” 252 

*ḳḳa “woman’s breast; 

breast/teat nipple” 242 

*ḳn- “ankle/hock/rafter/ 

joist/plank/spool; 

threaded bolt/nut” 239 

*ḳnṭ- “too little 

(remainings)” 236 

*ḳnʒ-a “wilted/withered, 

dried” 236 

*ḳs- “woolen shaw, 

headscarf” 487 

*ḳ-a “nit/louse’s egg/mite; 

bug” 148 

*ḳsv- “finger” 442 

*ḳt- “barley malt” 233 

*ḳl-a “sheaf (of corn, etc.)” 

221 

*ḳjaḳw- “felt cloak” 243 

*ḳjap- “sheep’s fat tail, 

human’s behind” 226 

*ḳja- “dress” 447 

*ḳjs- “captive” 436 

*ḳjħ-a “long” 230 

*ḳj “grain; fruit  stone” 239 

*ḳjm- “silence/stillness” 

249 

*ḳjš- “azure tit, 

greenfinch” 245 

 

L 

*-la- “walking” 176 

*laga “silly/stupid; crazy” 

253 

*lal-a “walking, entering” 

253 

*las- “light-weight” 256 

*las vw- “wool” 255 

*laγw- “fig” 257 

*lg- “slave” 259 

*lḳw- “fairy-tale” 64 

*lmʒ v- “swamp/marsh” 256 

*lsv- “light, bright, shining 

brightly” 260 

*lṭ- “clay; mud” 257 

*lhw “smoke, fume” 647 

*lgj- “dancing/playing” 

262 

*lgja- “grinding/milling, 

kibbling (maize)” 262 

*lḳw- “door bolt/bar” 221 

*λa- “leg” 348 

*λ- “sharpening/plaste-

ring; passing (hand…) 
over sth” 357 

*λ- “day, year” 363 

*λn-a “bird’s fat” 363 

*λsv- “strong/powerful” 

378 

*λṗ- “skin, shell” 254 

*La- “decepting/cheating, 

turning silly/foolish” 

56, 193 

*Laḳw-- “licking; washing” 

263 

*Laxa “mountain” 258 

*LnL-  “weak; lifeless” 

260 

*Lw- “calf” 260 

*Lħ-a “river” 259 

*Lb- “wet/moist, damp” 

264 

 

M 

*-ma- “negative article no” 

265 

*ma- “but, if” 272 

*mad-a “where” 269 

*mada- “trust/confidence” 

316 

*maza- “prepared, ready” 

291 

*maz-a “penis” 297 

*maz vw “wild apple” 271 

*mat- “snake” 268 

*mama- “no” 269 

*manʒ v-a “secret” 270 

*mažw- “cake/bread” 266 

*mar- “producing/ 

manufacturing” 272 

*marḳw-a “strawberry” 278 

*mas vw-a “hunger/ 

                starvation” 305 

*masḳj- “spark” 287 

*maṭa- “begging, 

imploring” 314 

*maγwa “crooked” 304 

*maγ “thorn” 216 

*ma- “solid/firm/hard; 

strengthening/turning 

harder” 304 

*ma-a “getting on in 

years/aged/old” 469 

*maaj “throat” 277 

*mačj- “millet; bread” 86 

*mac vw- “bear” 278 

*maʒ- “frost” 289 

*maa “grasshopper/locust” 

309 

*maw- “a part of a leg” 119 
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*ma- “few/little, small” 

279 

*ma “palm of hand” 311 

*maxwa “frost” 287 

*maxwt-a “hoe” 281 

*maxj “weak” 282 

*maxjw “day” 281 
*maqr “redcurrant” 283 

*maqw-a “voice, sound” 634 

*ma-qw- “brother/son-in-

law” 302 
*maω “smell/odor” 276 

*m “demonstrative 

pronoun” 264 

*mgw-l “hay stack; 

bottom of hay” 266 

*mdx- “freckle” 273 
*mL- “ice” 272 

*mrt “basket” 92 

*ms “needle” 317 

*ms- “soft slipper; 

legging/gaiter” 287 

*mš- “happy” 306 

*mc- “lie” 278 

*mʒ-a “secret” 289 

*mʒ v “thorn” 315 

*m- “snail” 286 

*m- “firewood; charcoal 

of tree” 271 

*mxja- “hut; “somewhere 

to spend the nigh” 283 

*mqa “arm/hand” 290 

*mqw- “hay” 288 

*mz “beam/ray, light; light 

bulb/lamp” 291 

*mz “juice” 266 

*mla- “hunger/starvation/ 

famine” 61 

*mla- “stair” 293 

*mṗ- “lead/bullet” 118 

*ms van- “sea” 275 

*mš- “awaking/waking 
up” 356 

*mč “force; power/ 

strength” 98 

*mc vxw-a “overweight/ 

excessive, thick, 

large/big” 307 

*mʒa “yard; tip/point” 308 

*mʒ va “horn; hoof” 274 

*mʒ vq “quail, corncrake” 

644 

*m-a “ahead/in front” 294 

*ma “name” 563 

*m “guest” 310 

*mx “arable land/field of 

cereals, sown land” 

280 

*mx-/pxa- “finger; claw” 

415 

*mqw “daughter/young 

girl/maiden/virgin” 

312 

*mgl “bread type; maize-

bread” 110 

*mgw “belly” 112 
*mgj- “unripe, hard/ 

unfired” 265 

*mzw- “heifer” 295 

*mzḳj- “wart” 121 

*mla “elm” 269 

*mrgwzv- “plum; peach” 

446 

*mrd-a “hillock” 292 

*ms-a “hair” 125 

*msa- “sweeping” 301 

*msa- “appealing/calling; 
saying” 371 

*ms v(w)- “day” 293 

*mγa- “upper part” 276 

*mγa- “alder tree” 300 

*mw  “tortoise/frog” 277 

*mčw- “grape” 279 

*mc- “wall” 520 

*mca “fire” 279 

*mʒ v- “moon, month” 171 

*mv- “narrow” 181 

*mva “flint; flintlock gun” 

75 

*mv- “narrow” 309 

*mw- “little/few” 302 

*m- “precious stone” 289 

*mx- “bundle, pack, 

bunch (of sth)” 281 

*mqa “knee” 303 

*mq(w)a “tree; wooden 

objects” 286 

*mqwa “breast/bosom” 311 

*-mǯ- “post/pillar/pole” 

300 

*mωwa “road/way” 319 

*mωa “handle; back blunt 

side of blade” 297 

 

 

N 

*-n- “pronominal root” 313 

*na “mother” 313 

*na-bγwa “quail” 85 

*nḳw “cheek” 320 

*nan- “shed/covered area 

for storage” 313 

*naṭ “forehead” 275 

*naṭ “worm/maggot” 275 

*(na)-qa- “big” 263 

*nb-a “belly, stomach; 

lung” 316 

*nn-a “mother/ 

grandmother” 317 

*ns vw-a “melon; cucumber” 

319 

*nγw  “stomach; goire” 314 

*nšw- “mud; soil/earth” 

315 
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*nšw- “soil/earth; clay”

315 

*nx- “aspen” 179

*ns-/*ms- “snow” 321

*nc vwa “god” 288

*nx- “doing/making;

fulfilling/implement-

ting” 607 

*-n “times” 216 

*ngj “sea shore” 283

*nnw- “child,

baby/infant” 320 

*nsvwa “beautiful/pretty”

499 

*nwa- “walking” 480

*nw-a “fog, mist” 482

*nw- “nail” 491

*nšw- “soil/earth, clay” 298

*nx- “icon, (place…) for

prayers” 321 

*nq- “armpit” 322

*n-qw-a “half” 471

J 

*janṭ- “log, support/basis”

257 

*jacw- “squirrel, rat” 178

*jaǯ- “oneslf” 541

*jš- “above, up(ward)” 174

*j-čd “bracken/ferns” 505

*j-ba “orphan” 324

*jn- “he/she/it” 216

Ṗ 

*ṗala- “opening” 407

*ṗas v- “bald, completely

bald/licking clean” 

333 

*ṗav- “small; short” 328

*ṗ- “cutting/slashing/

splitting” 328 

*ṗzv- “plump/stout” 328

*ṗrṗ- “butterfly” 330

*ṗrṗr- “endless chat/

yacking” 330 
*ṗrḳw- “contracted/

shrugged/clenched 284 
*ṗṭ- “saying foolish

things” 329 
*ṗʒvγ- “nervousness” 98

*ṗḳ- “tamping” 93

*ṗḳw- “soot; fume” 420

*ṗḳjaw- “dragonfly” 294

*ṗr- “naked/nude” 334

*ṗwa “nest, scabbard/

sheath, bed/place” 75 

*ṗ “naked/bare” 310

*ṗva- “weeding/hoeing;

reaping” 334 

*ṗv “clean” 331

*ṗta- “cutting, lining/

notching/slashing” 603 

*ṗ- “shining/glittering/

sparkling/brilliancing” 

331 

*ṗ- “navel” 332

*-ṗra- “butterfly” 329

*-ṗva “thin” 585 

*ṗxw- “tip/top/point” 333

Ž 

*žanṭ- “bedbug” 187

*žḳ-a “beard” 102

*žw- “now” 188

*žjw- “storm; snowstorm”

200 

R 

*ra- “indefinite pronom.

root” 335 

*-ra “plant suffix” 336 

*razv- “baking” 186

*ramʒ-a “chair, bench” 178

*rasa “hazelnut” 255

*ra-šwa- “weeding, hoeing”

255 

*rac-na “hen; female bird”

518 

*rac vw-a “charcoal” 344

*r “army” 646

*rq- “edge of mountain”

340 

*rs vw- “throwing” 377

*rk “field” 338

*rw-a “(grape) vine” 494

*rʒn- “silver” 263

S 

*sa- “I/me” 65

*sab- “child” 346

*s-d “what” 347

*sxa “hoar frost/early

morning frost” 383 

*sw- “wet/moist” 361

*swa- “shaving; cutting” 361

*swam- “pile, heap of

stones” 375 

*swr- “old; old man/

woman” 350 

*swr- “buttermilk; whey”

362 

*s(w)- “sitting, lying” 359

*swb-a “bread” 375

*swn- “redcurrant;

grapes” 501 

*sw-a “fat/grease” 378

*stw- “goat” 180

*s- “walking, strolling”

346 

*sgj- “anvil” 349

*ss vw “saw” 373

*sγ-a “low/short” 376

*sqw-a “melted butter,

butter” 385 

*s va- “three” 348

*s vaḳj- “brick” 351

*s vaḳjr “ramsons/wild

garlic” 68 
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*s varm-a “a kind of grass” 

349 

*s va-a “post/pole/pillar” 352 

*s vaxw- “illness with 
vomiting” 352 

*s vaxw- “breathing” 379 

*s vw- “one’s own child; 

son” 497 

*s vtxw- “hoar-frost/early 
morning frost” 347 

*s vx “groin” 367 

*-s vw- “blind; extinguished” 

182 

*s vw- “painting/coloring, 
dyeing” 360 

*s vw- “drinking” 360 

*s vwa “hundred” 67 

*s vw “saying, tongue” 339 
*s vw “night” 358 

*s vw “place” 361 

*s vw “glass snake/legless 
lizard” 362 

*s vw “word; voice” 500 

*s vwnd- “hand wooden/ 

clay pot” 354 

*s vw-n “honey” 294 

*s vwq “foam” 504 

*s vwx- “carrot” 376 

*s vwt “flower; flowering/ 

blooming” 368 

*s vw- “beech” (plant) 363 

*s vw- “plaiting/weaving; 
fencing” 369 

*s vw- “cursing/swearing, 
using foul language” 

369 

*s vw “door” 501 

*s vwb- “soft, weak” 376 

*s vwj- “whistling” 364 

*s vxa “bee” 352 

*s vx- “small/little/minor” 

299 

*s vxwa “poison/toxin” 382 

*s vxw “powder; grey” 384 
*s vx- “laughing” 384 

*s v- “ripening, kindling/ 

flaring/rising/proving” 

370 

*s v- “weaving/knitting” 372 

*s vḳw- “peak/top/summit” 

377 

*s vmgj- “ill/sick” 503 

*s vs- “narrow; tiny” 372 

*s vs vw- “deity of 
blacksmithery” 372 

*s vxw-a “beam/ray” 384 

*s vxwa- “greasing/spraying/ 

spreading” 385 

*s vω- “deer” 374 

 

Ṭ 

*ṭa- “slight/minor, little” 

386 

*ṭaḳw- “small, minor, little/ 

few” 394 

*ṭam-a “peach; apricot” 387 

*ṭar- “hearth (place)” 389 

*ṭaṭ-a “pretty, beautiful” 

389 

*ṭaps-a “wind” 262 

*ṭ- “ram (uncastrated male 

sheep)” 341 

*ṭ- “light rain” 392 

*ṭwa- “pimple” 388 

*ṭwan- “bouillon/broth/ 

stock” 395 

*ṭw- “walking” 389 

*ṭw- “being/stying, going 

out” 391 

*ṭw- “handle/sleeve, back, 

blunt side of sth” 391 

*ṭw- “digging” 387 

*ṭw- “sitting” 395 

*ṭḳwa- “flowing, dripping” 

394 

*ṭwa “heavy/hard” 169 

*ṭwa- “pond” 397 

*ṭw- “mountain” 396 

*ṭw- “two” 398 

*ṭ- “owl” 390 

*ṭ- “in liquid form” 392 

*ṭ- “louse” 393 

*ṭwp- “a kind of tree” 

[Vibrunum Opulus] 

393 

*ṭṭ- “flowing; dripping in 

large drops” 393 

*ṭs v-a “lead/bullet” 397 

*ṭp- “hut” 396 

*ṭγwa- “ripening” 394 

 

P 

*pa- “suffocating/drowing” 

401 

*pa- “covering, putting on” 

402 

*pagw  “bucket” 413 

*pagw- “blunt” 108 

*pad- “ock/stocking” 79 

*pan- “musical instrument” 

401 

*par- “flying” 402 

*parħa “lung” 413 

*pax-a “steam/fume” 430 

*paxjw- “startling/ 

frightening, going 

aeay/parting” 407 
*pgj- “butting (with 

horns)” 90 

*pt- “stretching, 

lengthening/extending” 

407 

*prpl- “aphid/clothes-

moth” 409 

*prq- “snoring” 403 

*ps-a “early” 107 

*pγ-a “proud” 411 

*pš- “room” 95 
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*pč- “destroying/ 

demoloshing” 406 

*pʒ v- “hedgehog; thorny 

undergrowth” 88 

*p-a “beard;  mustache” 

99 

*pwṭ- “cloud” 423 

*pλa- “watching/looking” 

418 

*ps- “dying” 409 

*psa- “shaving; planing 

(wood ), sharpenning” 

327 

*ps-a “soul” 359 

*psa “root” 405 

*ps “getting tired” 409 

*ps ←*msa “fish” 356 

*ps- “wetness; wetting” 

416 

*ps- “spider” 417 

*ps- “greedy/covetous, 

mizer” 419 

*ps- “water” 425 

*psw- “bird, wing” 416 

*psxw-a “spider” 298 

*pswṭ -a “dew; fine drizzle” 

419 

*psḳ- “miser” 416 

*ps- “sand” 417 

*ps- “narrow” 426 

*ps var- “servant” 403 

*ps v- “kneading” 411 

*ps v- “evening” 414 

*ps v “wind/blowing” 418 

*ps v- “legend, fairy tale” 

422 

*ps v “millet, cereals” 425 

*ps v-n “swelling up” 418 

*pkj “spear” 68 

*p- “cutting” 485 

*pšwn- “compressing/ 

pressing” 426 

*pška “offspring/posterity 

/descendant, child” 

410 

*pš “red” 404 

*pšn- “lord/master” 414 

*pča- “cutting” 406 

*pca- “fish” 406 

*pc “lying/deceiving” 424 

*pxa- “fastening/doing up” 

321 

*pxa- “lighting up/growing 

light” 427 

*pxa- “bottom, back” 428 

*pxa-n “flat wooden bowl” 

415 

*pxṭ- “scratching, itching” 

429 

*pxw- “cutting” 430 

*pxwá- “finger” 431 

*pxw- “(hair) cutting” 431 

*px “carrot” 428 

*pxj- “warm; boiling; 

year/summer” 426 

*pxj- “taking sth from sb, 

taking away (by 

force)” 613 

*pq- “scratching” 429 

*pqw- “destroying/ 

demolishing” 408 

*p- “existing/being” 400 

*pwd- “cheap, 

inexpensive” 420 

*ptwa “sheep cut hair” 412 

*pn- “lighting/kindling” 

110 

*pnʒv-a “nose” 331 

*p-r- “first” 332 

*prγ-a “embers” 457 

*ps-a “spruce; fir-tree” 413 

*pš- “thick, staut/plump” 

423 

*pcv - “broken” 424 

*pcvl- “fat; obesity/ 

fatness/stautness/

plumpness” 424 

*pw “snapping, breaking” 

421 

*p- “splitting” 108 

*pac-a “a single hair; wool” 

403 

 

K 

*kw “cane/wicker-work 

(chair...)” 433 

*kt-a “village; habitation/ 

dwelling place; 

winter sheep-cote/ 

shed/fold” 436 

*ksvw- “mane; crown on 

the head” 140 

*ksvw- “one-year-old goat” 

444 

*kd- “log; beam; block of 

wood” 143 

*kwa “rain” 434 

*kw-a “(animal)thigh/ 

leg/haunch, (human) 

thigh/upper leg” 438 

*kwaḳj- “knee” 149 

*kwand- “bush/shrub” 435 

*kw- “oath/vow, calling 

out/summoning” 338 

*kwb-a “churn” 438 

*kw-w “deep” 440 

*kws va- “destroying; 

breaking” 440 

*kws- “stripe” 439 

*kw- “storm” 125 

*kw “dark (colour)” 301 
*kw “lid/cover” 344 

*kw “hip” 442 

*kw “trousers/pants” 446 

*kw- “hand from wrist to 

fingertips” 447 

*kwb- “bush/shrub” 445 
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*kwd “lots; abundant/ 

plentiful” 446 

*kwʒ v- “wolf” 448 

*kn- “taking a step/ 

stepping” 434 

*kjaw “ramparts/protective 

wall; landed estate” 

432 

*kjal-a “hut” 433 

*kjcw-a “thorn; bush/ 

shrub” 436 

*kjww-a “barrel/cask” 441 

*kjs vw- “farting” 445 

*kjṗ “cannabis/hemp” 442 

*kjcw- “branch, leafed 

branch/tree cuttings 

/twings” 447 

*kj- “goat kid” 582 

*kwn “granary/barn, grain 

store” 443 

*kwp- “crowded; group” 

440 

*kw “horse-drawn 

carriage, ox-cart” 

327 

*kws vwa “mother-in-law 

(wife’s mother); 

noble woman” 441 

*katw- “hen” 432 

 

γ 
*γa- “viewpoint, thinking/ 

meditaing, hoping” 

449 

*γa- “enemy” 450 

*γl- “chasm/abyss” 454 

*γr- “captive” 450 

*γr-a “sleeve” 453 

*γs “growing up; trainig 

(of animals/birds); 

getting accustomed” 

140 

*γw- “dry” 479 

*γʒv- “jay” 455 

*γdar- “grassy hollow 

(between 

mountains)” 452 

*γwa- “thinking” 460 

*γwa- “hole, burrow/den” 

463 

*γwan- “time, season” 463 

*γwarγwal- “owl” 463 

*γw “meat” 261 

*γw “yellow, reddish” 457 

*γwn-a “border/boundary” 

457 

*γwnd- “fish-eater bird” 

465 

*γwr- “dried” 488 

*γwcv- “stealing” 456 

*γwa “throat, gullet/maw” 

464 

*γw- “drying” 458 

*γw- “preaching; bleating/ 

groaning/roaring” 

460 

*γw- “red, yellow” 466 

*γw- “bread, pie” 467 

*γw- “howling/yowling/ 

wailing, roaring” 467 

*γw- “smoke” 468 

*γwd-a “bed/plant bug” 

451 

*γwd- “magican/witch/ 

wizard” 466 

*γwm- “pregnant, hard” 

451 

*γwm- “den/burrow” 458 

*γwm- “thick” 465 

*γwn- “tree” 459 

*γwn- “large log/felled & 

brashed tree” 468 

*γwr-a “bridle/curb” 69 

*γwrz- “anchor” 466 

*γwγw- “thundering/ 

booming” 468 

*γwš- “turning sad; 

clouding over” 469 

*γra “dots, spot/stain” 452 

*γ- “having” 455 

*γ- “crying” 461 

*γb-a “boat, ship” 648 

*γw- “yoke” 400 

*γz- “moaning/groaning” 

461 

*γn “winter” 486 

*γnc- “metal hook/single 

ox light plough” 462 
*γγ “flower” 462 
 
  
*a- “being, having” 471 

*ar-aw “swan; crane” 474 

*aša “goat” 475 

*ašj- “pound/paddock (for 

sheep, etc.)” 475 

*a- “sweet” 305 

*- “cutting” 472 

*- “dung/manure, 

excrement” 476 

*- “hand” 477 

*l- “wild; crazy” 477 

*- “chewing/ 

ruminating” 478 

*wa- “sticking/forcing/ 

knocking in; 

inserting” 342 

*wa- “mouth/lips” 470 

*wa “one’s own child” 473 

*wa- “saying” 477 

*wa- “fur/single hair, 

feather” 479 

*waL- “crow, jackdaw” 

489 
*wardw  “low chair carved 

from tree trunk” 470 
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*wars-a “turtledove” 481 

*warṭw- “joint” (anat.) 482 

*was va- “relative” 481 

*was vw- “spade, oar” 495 

*wa- “pressing/mashing, 

crushing” 604 

*w- “love” 481 

*wb- “pumpkin” 240 

*ww- “crow” 479 

*wm- “representative of 

low rank” 478 

*w “wool, hair” 479 
*w- “bone” 484 
*w- “smoke” 484 
*w- “mouth” 484 
*w “handle” 491 
*w- “hillock; rocky bank” 

491 
*w- “sense of hearing, 

listening; hearing” 493 

*wd- “fine/(finacial) 

penalty” 449 
*wd- “calm, quiet/still” 

490 

*wd- “kidney/haricot 

beans” (plant) 489 
*wzv- “thick” 483 

*wn- “pole/fence paling, 

stake; nail” 492 

*wnṭa-//*wnṭ- “bowing/ 

inclining/bending” 

492 
*wrt- “cheese variety” 494 

*wrṭ- “broody hen” 247 

*wcv- “tower” 492 

*ws- “sharp-minded; 

experienced/proficient” 

495 
*w- “tedium/boredom/ 

being fed up” 487 
*wǯ- “village” 496 

*n- “staying/remained” 

488 

*r- “larynx/ back/inside 

of throat” 489 

*cv- “calming down” 495 

*cw- “strictness/ 

severeness/harshness” 

486 

*jaṭa “mire/slush/watery 

dung” 474 

 

Š 

*šagw  “yard” 187 

*šaḳwa- “covering” 380 

*šakw-a “wax remaining” 

379 

*š- “carriage/coach/ 

chariot” 355 

*š- “hole; digging” 356 

*šwa- “making a mistake” 

497 

*šr- “smooth” 357 

*šš- “grease, fat” 358 

*šga- “fasting” 142 

*šw- “scything” 358 

*šw- “grape-harvest” 366 

*šw- “building” 500 

*šwa- “price; payment” 404 

*šwa- “walking; dropping” 

497 

*šwa- “going down” 498 

*šwa- “calming/calming 

down” 498 

*šwan- “liquid/fluid, 
shedding” 370 

*šwar- “drying” 499 

*šw- “female genitals” 343 

*šw- “you (pl.)” 367 

*šw- “deer, wild animal” 

499 

*šwl- “millet” 362 

*šw- “washing up” 364 

*šw- “snow, frost” 368 

*šw- “table” 374 

*šw- “fear/scare” 503 

*šw-a “letter, document, 

book” 504 

*št- “freezing” 355 

*štxw “five” 626 

*šḳw- “tying, knotting, 
binding” 374 

*šš “plaiting/weaving” 187 

*šxa- “glueing” 381 

*šx “rain” 383 

*šxwa “bridle/curb” 353 

*šq “mountain, head” 353 

*š- “killing/slauightering” 

350 

*š- “brother” 364 

*š- “milking” 496 

*šba- “a kind of grass” 501 

*šgj-a “middle” 502 

*št- “chair” 370 

*šn- “fear/scare, 

frightening/scaring” 

503 

*šndr- “lizard” 378 

*šw-a “sickle” 273 

*šjxj- “groin” 359 

*šjxa- “tying” 381 

*šjšj- “neighing/ 

whinnying” 373 

*š- “fat/grease, oil/fat” 379 

 

Č 

*čapa- “plastering/honing, 

sticking/gluing; 

nailing/hammering

” 528 

*čd- “lake” 511 

*čd- “donkey” 515 

*čnd-- “lizard” 535 

*črγw “oar” 517 

*čwa- “finishing/ending” 

512 
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*čw- “we/us” 507 

*čw- “speaking” 508 

*čta “iron  hinge, door/ 

window latch catch” 

505 

*ču “horse” 69 

*čxw- “cream” 535 

*čt- “wall; fence” 523 

*čr- “serving” 523 

*čč-a- “crumbling” 526 

*čj-r “nestling; offspring” 

508 

*čjr- “udder; milk” 530 

*čam- “cow” 514 

*ča-n “sleeping” 531 

*čr- “fast/quick” 510 

*čr- “steel” 518 

*čjγj- “tree; oak” 556 

 

C 

*ca- “tooth; fang/tusk” 506 

*ca- “walking” 512 

*ca- “cherry, sour cherry” 

512 

*ca- “hot, bearning/ 

heating” 533 

*cal- “daughter/sister-in-

law” 528 

*caw- “Caucassian 

coat/outer tunic” 509 

*caxw- “burning/roasting” 

307 

*caqa- “biting through/off” 

529 

*c “yesterday; tonight” 

511 

*-c- “suffix denoting 

entityness” 511 

*crk- “was lame/limped, 

lame” 513 

*cw- “getting accostomed 

/getting used to” 507 

*cw “finger” 517 

*cwma “worn/maggot” 528 

*cwr- “empty” 514 

*cw- “wax; honeycomb” 

520 

*cwd-a- “pollution/ 

dirtying” 530 

*cwħ-a- “insulting, 

cursing” 344 

*cwkw- “bunch, bundle; 

hair on crown of 

head/ crest/maize 

male spickelet, tall 

scrub/bush” 525 
*cwcw “woman’s breast” 

526 

*ckja- “clean, pure; 

cleaning” 532 

*cx(w)a- “saving/surviving” 

535 

*cxw- “diarrhœa; 

excrement” 537 

*cħa- “cold, ice” 536 

*c- “lighting up; dazzling” 

520 

*cgw-a “cat” 529 

*cmcm- “shining 

brightly, glittering/ 

lighting up” 522 

*cr-- “tiny part; grain” 

523 

*cγw-a “pine marten; 

mouse” 525 

*c- “adze, axe” 525 

*cc- “midge/gnat” 526 

*cca “daughter/sister-in-

law; person/ 

individual” 527 

*cc “beaver” 527 

*c va- “knowledge” 514 

*c v-a “more” 510 

*c vaxw- “more” 532 

*c v- “weeding, hoeing” 516 

*c vt- “cutting” 519 

*c vt- “piece/slice/bit” 519 

*c v-n “sword” 516 

*c vcv- “threshing” 519 

*c vw- “secreting faeces/ 

sewage/manure” 530 

*c vwa “ploughshare” 175 

*c vwa- “sleep; asleep/going to 

sleep” 505 

*c vwa “heron; swam” 513 

*c vwaγr-a “spotted” 532 

*c vw “fish” 515 
*c vwq- “scabies/eczema; 

mange” 637 

*c vwg- “ineffectuality/ 

unproductiveness/us

eless; evilness” 519 

*c vwc vwa- “turning plump/ 

fat/fattening” 529 

*c vw “bull/ox” 87 

*c vw- “cold” 521 

*c vw- “skin” 522 

*c vw “bad” 522 

*c vwr- “fruit” 508 

*c vwx- “keeping” 531 

*c vwa- “bird dung” 506 

*c vx- “losing weight/ 

decreasing” 536 

*c vxwa “chestnut” 534 

*c vxw- “urinating” 537 

*c vgw- “turning blunt; 

blunt/unsharpened/

edgeless” 509 

*c vk- “low” 524 

*c vxw “wax”; “honeycomb” 

531 

 

Ʒ 

*-ʒa “all/everyone/ 

everything” 537 

*ʒa “army” 539 

*ʒa- “bile” 539 

*ʒag-w “blunt/pointless” 

548 
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*ʒamγw-a “jaw, chin” 452

*ʒargj- “guelder-rose;

middle-sized bush” 

548 

*ʒaγ-a “blister, furuncle/

carbuncle” 545 

*ʒax- “sewing” 546

*ʒ- “pressing/filtering,

drainig” 380 

*ʒ- “flea” 541

*ʒ- “lying down/dossing

down” 549 

*ʒg-w- “blunt/pointless”

548 

*ʒL- “gum” 557

*ʒc-a “spit/skewer (for 

grilled meat)” 551 

*ʒʒ- “awl” 551

*ʒʒ- “weasel;  pine

marten” 545 

*ʒωwa “marsh/swamp;

large river” 545 

*ʒwa- “rib” 552

*ʒwa- “sour” 308

*ʒwnʒ-a “spleen; rennet”

558 

*ʒ “newborn/infant/baby

(child)” 559 

*ʒωa- “smallening/

decreasing/reducing” 

544 

*ʒ- “water” 180

*ʒwa- “sack” 553

*ʒḳ “dress” 554

*ʒʒa- “trembling,

shivering/ 

quivering” 555 

*ʒʒwa “wedding” 555

*ʒʒ “woman’s breast” 559

*ʒ vaγw- “hate” 544

*ʒ vaγja “rib” 542

*ʒ vaxw- “metal; tin; zinc”

543 

*ʒ vaqw-a “(grape) vine;

couch-grass” 547 

*ʒ v- “throwing, throwing

away” 365 

*ʒ v- “early, morning” 643

*ʒ vb- “misfortune” 538

*ʒ vḳ-a “salt” 561

*ʒ vʒ v- “rolling” 551

*ʒ vwa “ten” 67

*ʒ vwa- “drinking” 365

*ʒ vwa- “fox; jackal” 540

*ʒ vwaʒ vwa- “washing” 543

*ʒ vw- “baking, roasting/

frying/grilling” 366 

*ʒ vw- “old” 552

*ʒ vw “cow” 557

*ʒ vwm- “a kind of plant”

558 

*ʒ vwxj- “too/very” 560

*ʒ vγrb- “wild grape (vine);

gooseberry” 559 

*ʒ v- “early” 554

*ʒ vs v- “rain” 521

 
*a “pus” 562

*aw- “dragonfly” 566

*ar-a “skin, rind/crust”

567 

*aa- “gnawing” 569

*- “time passing” 574

*b-r “savory” 571

*ḳ- “burning log/

firebrand; 

luminary/light-

giving” 572 

*b- “younger/junior” 573

*wa “house, room” 562

*wa- “excrement; dirt” 564

*wa- “sucking” 590

*w- “bile” 573

*w- “crying” 578

*w- “star” “star” 579

*wap-a “cradle” 567

*wr- “sharp” 578

*wr- “barren, that cannot

give birth” 399 
*wx “night” 595

*w- “crying” 579

*w- “(wife’s) parents” 592

*la “tree” 563

*ob- “bull/ox” 118

*a- “miscarrying” 599

*- “threatening” 597

*- “getting bored, over-

tiring” 598 

*ωa- “asking/questioning

to know sth” 595 

*ωa- “salty” 597

*ω “ice” 598

*- “louse,  louse’s egg”

583 

*- “laying an egg” 584

*d-a “lace; braid; string”

584 

*tw- “kind of grass;

moss” 591 

*ḳwa- “cutting; clawing/

scratching” 602 

*n- “soup/juicy, frash;

wet” 578 

*ṗ-a “loathsome, evil”

593 

*rx- “rare cloth/fabric”

586 

*rxw- “swallow” 345

*p-a “dung/excerment”

593 

*px-a “key” 587

*kw “clay pitcher” 587

*- “yew” 599
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*w- “dung/manure (of 

cattle)” 582 

*ʒvwa “beetle; louse’s egg; 

flea” 588 

*qwa “Persian gazelle” 

556 

*va- “learning, knowledge” 

561 

*va- “new/fresh, clean” 565 

*vata- “swearing/vowing” 

561 

*vams v- “rope” 565 

*varγw-a “spiral; line” 542 

*vaxwa “ash-colored, grey” 

568 

*vaxjw- “ahead/in front” 569 

*vaħa “salty” 311 

*v- “lower, under” 570 

*v- “time, season” 573 

*vda- “calling, yelling/ 

calling/shouting” 577 

*vw- “letting sb/sth go” 

573 

*vv-a “kidney” 575 

*vwa “liver, bile” 280 

*vwa “apple” 560 

*-vwa “burning” 575 

*vwanḳj- “star” 589 

*vwa- “shoe” 568 

*vw- “stake/pole/fence 

paling, picket” 577 

*vwm- “ivy” 574 

*vwnḳj “dark” 589 

*vwx- “covering, hiding” 

181 

*vwr “long” 580 

*vw- “tomorrow, morning” 

564 

*vw- “screeching/ 

uproaring” 581 

*vw- “kind, good” 584 

*vw- “crying/pouring/ 

shedding; mouring” 

593 

*vwg- “spotted” 581 

*vwr “land/soil; manure/ 

dung” 579 

*vwr- “long thin wooden 

pole/rod/timber” 586 

*vwx- “covering, hidding” 

594 

*va- “knowledge/ 

knowing” 596 

*v- “doing, building” 596 

*vb- “(human’s…) back; 

point/tip, edge” 591 

*vw- “glittering, shining, 

sparkling” 576 

*vt- “shining brightly” 

582 

*vḳw- “minor” 583 

*vḳw- “(fruit...) stone” 589 

*vn- “knowledge/ 

           knowing” 590 

*vs- “young (animals)” 580 

*vsv “one’s own child; 

descendant/ 

offspring” 586 

*vp- “imp/impish” 587 

*vx- “soon; quickly/ 

instantly/promptly” 

594 

*vxjw- “sucking” 594 

 

 

*a “mouth; face” 562 

*a- “splitting/chopping” 

566 

*a- “bowl” 600 

*a- “cutting; chopping” 

601 

*aṗw- “navel” 591 

*ap- “hair cut on the 

forehead” 567 

*- “shifting/hauling/ 

pulling/pushing; 

lying down on sb/ 

sth/putting one’s 

weight on sth; 

crooking, bending” 

572 

*d-a “wooden small 

barrel” 571 

*t-a “cream” 576 

*č- “breaking” 601 

*wa- “thin” 600 

*w- “cork/stopper/cap/ 

hairpin; spit/skewer 

for grilled meat; 

spear” 602 

*waqa “sour” 569 

*(w)w- “sour” 588 

*n “seagull” 585 

*ḳw “wooden kneading 

trough” 592 

*l- “broom” 602 

*nar- “lark (bird )” 603 

*jn- “offspring/ 

descendant” 598 

*jxj- “cold weather” 603 

 

X 

*xa- “knitting, plaiting/ 

weaving” 605 

*xa- “branch-cut high vine 

stake” 605 

*xar- “family/household, 

remaining” 606 

*xar- “cage” 608 

*xarkw- “a kind of greens” 

608  

*xarw “matsoni/yogurt” 

610 

*xas- “gathering place” 

608 

*xac- “arrow” 609 

*-xa “hook” 609 
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*xaxw- “long, tall/high; 

growing up” 623 

*x- “tree” 610 

*x-d “who” 611 

*xw- “iron spit/skewer 

(for grilled meat)” 

618 

*xv- “metal hook” 610 

*xx- “wasting/misleading, 

misdemeanor/minor 

infringement/ 

          transgression” 612 

*xwa- “male calf” 39 

*xwa- “abundant/plenty; 

lots/many/much” 

400 

*xwa “thread; piece of 

thread” 607 

*xwa- “using foul word, 

cursing” 613 

*xwa- “worm” 614 

*xwar- “thoroughbred 

horse” 615 

*xwaǯ- “changing” 534 

*xw “gorge/ravine” 340 

*xw- “cutting; wound/cut” 

611 

*xw- “mountain; hill” 615 

*xw- “plaiting” 616 

*xw- “praying” 617 

*xw- “deep ravine/small 

mountain river” 623 

*xwc v- “flat wooden bowl” 

617 

*xwv- “complaining, 

oathing/swearing/

vowing” 618 

*xwl “evening” 614 

*xw- “begging/asking” 215 

*xw- “price; buying; 

paying” 322 

*xw- “accompanying/ 

attaching  to sb/ 

visiting sb” 606 

*xw- “male” 619 

*xw- “sheep” 625 

*xwm- “protecting, 

keeping/preserving” 

635 

*xwn “grass, field grass” 

111 

*xwnḳw “grain” 620 

*xwṗ- “mouthfullness, 

swallowing/gulping/

gulp/mouthful” 625 

*xwra- “round” 619 

*xws v-w “hay; medicine” 

621 

*xwp- “wooden spoon” 622 

*xwš- “thick glob(s) of 

mucus/snot” 627 

*xwc-a “deity” 627 

*xwv- “small, minor, small 

amount” 627 

*xwnv- “sifting” 622 

*xwxw- “crawling” 623 

*x- “marking/branding, 

cutting” 612 

*xzvw- “cereal (bread)” 624 

*xs- “throwing” 381 

*xš- “milk” 626 

*xc- “arrow” 533 

*xja- “giving birth” 604 

*xjʒ- “name” 546 

*xjw- “giving birth, 

birthing, increasing” 

617 

*xj- “arrow” 430 

*xj- “who” 621 

 
 
Q 
*qab-a “earth embankment 

of sheafs and 

bunches” 634 

*qab-r “throat” 628 

*qad-- “rock; bank/coast/ 

edge” 628 

*qat- “leather sack, 

shoulder-bag/ 

rucksack of quarted 

sheep-/calf-/goat-

skin” 629 

*qam- “stranger, alien” 282 

*qam- “leather/single of 

hair” 629 

*qaṗ-a “dandruff/skin 

flake” 630 

*qar- “(gathering) strength/ 

might/power” 630 

*qarp-a “covering, cover” 

631 

*qac vw- “braided/plaited 

(hair….)” 635 

*q- “being dumbfounded/ 

dounbfounding, 

stunning/turning to 

stone” 632 

*qb-a “ploughshare” 632 

*qrγ- “kibbed maize/ 

threshed corn/ 

coarse-ground” 454 

*qw- “opening (widely)” 

612 

*qwa- “running” 89 

*qwa- “drilling/perforating” 

485 

*qwa “pig” 607 

*qwa- “helping/assisting/ 

aiding” 638 

*qwad- “corpse, deceased” 

635 

*qwamaL- “playing, 

dancing, 

entertaining” 625 

*qwanc-a “(stinging) nettle” 

648 

*q(w)arp- “mushroom; 

dandelion” 631 
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*qwarγ- “crow” 475 

*qwarč- “rotten” 641 

*qwač- “smoking (of oil 

lamp...)” 641 

*qwac-a “(stinging) 
nettle(s)” 142 

*qwa- “cutting, slashing/ 

leaving lines/ 

scarring” 429 

*qw- “cheese” 482 

*qw- “gorge/valley; field/ 

meadow” 632 

*qw- “horn” 633 

*qw- “barking, howling” 

633 

*qw- “cough” 636 

*qw- “bald” 639 

*qwzv-a “cheesed cake” 636 

*qwc- “thinking” 639 

*qwʒ v- “Italian millet” 616 

*qw- “cutting all round, 

cutting off/trimming 

off” 618 

*qw- “bone” 484 

*qw- “sufficiency, fullness/ 

completeness” 614 

*qw “share/portion; 

destiny; part” 619 

*qw-n- “mouse” 304 

*qws v-n “clay pitcher” 448 

*qwc-a “peach” 480 

*qwcw-a “larynx/throat, 

gullet/maw” 469 

*qwʒ v- “pear” 306 

*qsa- “cutting off” 382 

*qbw- “lid/cover/roof” 641 

*qzvw- “ripening” 201 

*qmǯ- “thick block of 

wood/tree stump, 

block of wood” 640 

*qr- “rock” 637 

*qr- “hiding” 637 

*qp-a- “plaiting” 638 

*qča “pillow” 620 

*qc vw- “dough” 638 

*qjaš- “spade/oar, large 

wooden spoon/steel 

casting/pouring 

ladle” 609 

*qab- “pumpkin” 630 

 

 

Ǯ 

 

*ǯ- “burning/frying/ 

roasting” 258 

*ǯagj- “trouble/ 

unpleasantness” 538 

*ǯaǯ-a “rough, rude” 552 

*ǯ- “brother” 547 

*ǯ- “shrugging/clenching” 

642 

*ǯwl-a “seed; family; 

people” 550 

*ǯr-a “in one place” 643 

*ǯgw- “stopping up” 547 

*ǯwa- “womiting” 644 

*ǯw “tree: ash tree,  asp, 

willow” 550 

*ǯwd- “distant” 556 

*ǯw- “salt” 540 

*ǯwč-a- “smiling” 555 

*ǯman- “goat” 70 

*ǯw- “sleep; going/sending 

to sleep” 553 

*ǯja “labor” 345 

*ǯjγw- “salt” 544 

*ǯwr-a “people, family 

clan, village” 642 

*ǯp- “early morning frost; 

hoar-frost” 547 

 

H 

*h- “it/he/she” 647 

*ħanvw “stack” 645 

*ħaqw- “stone” 622 

*ħnc- “wooden spade/  

oar” 633 

*ħw “dog” 646 

*ħwad- “died body” 172 

*ħwarqwa “pigeon/dove” 640 

 

ω 

*ωa- “walking” 449 

*ωamast- “nobleman/ 

prince” 451 

*ωnvw-a “mud, mire/ 

filth/slush” 455 

*ωwa “copper” 341 

*ωwa- “strength, physical 

power” 472 

*ωwnvw “lizard” 456 

*ωwnvw- “dirt, mud” 646 

*ωwr- “fast river; wave” 

456 

*ωws- “sth to be done/ 

business/activity” 

146 

*ωwšj- “magician/wizard/ 

witch” 146 

*ωwv-a “iron” 464 

*ωwb- “foam; foaming” 

465 

*ωw “wine; alchoholic 

drink” 459 

*ωwzva “weasel” 202 

*ωwλ-a “wave” 460 

*ωwn-a “house” 490 

*ωwnd-a “fence” 473 

*ωwǯ “yellow” 649 
 
 
 
*wča- “quail” 485 
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Proto-Kartvelian 

*azvwan- “small bell” 62

*bus v- “bastard” 127

*bus vt- “bladder/bubble;

swelling” 127 

*maz val- “wild apple” 271

*mav- “(animal’s) first

stomach/(man’s) 

paunch; 

rennet/belly” 280 

*ṭaxw-iw- “lead/bullet, tin”

397 

*ps vi- “narrow/thin/young/

kid” 426 

*kuʒ- “dog; puppy” 448

*osv- “flour ladle” 495

*qaš-ar- “stake/pole/fence

paling” 609 

*ħoq- “(riverside) stone”

622 

Proto-Sindy 

*al- “word; tongue” 60

*a-čiṭ- “bird” 509

*barn- “a kind of plant” 273

*br- “priest; elder” 94

*bzn- 104

*bitan-u “cheese” 295

*bxwn 111

*gul- “standing; stopping”

142 

*guz- “fireplace, stove” 153

*dš- “no” 163

*di-/*de- “putting; lying”

162 

*-du “plural suffix” 173 

*dundu- “bewitching/

enhanting” 171 

*dγwan- 171

*es v- “he/she/it” 217

*wal “house” 60

*wur- “country” 182

*wn- “human being” 270

*zan- 335

*zar- “calling out” 185

*zar- “sheep” 192

*zi- “laying; putting” 196

*ziw-an- “ritual shouting/

yelling” 194 

*zil- “crying” 195

*zilat- “sofa/throne” 196

*zinar- “lyre, harp” 200

*zik-er “building wood;

tree” 190 

*tal- “tree, beam” 203

*tw- “eating” 207

*til- “marsh” 210

*il- “god” 173

*ḳant- “rock” 225

*ḳas v- “head” 226

*ḳuḳa “grain” 250

*ḳuṗal- “nail” 243

*ḳurṭ- “leaf” 237

*ḳuṭ- “liver” 251

*le- “prefix of plurality”

252 

*lis v- “year” 109

*mar- “digging (with 

spade)” 78 

*mu- “mother” 299

*mur-u “log/beam, rafter/

joist” 295 

*muṭ- “part of a body” 301

*muxal- “coal; fireplace”

290 

*n-w-a 471

*ṗḳ- 94

*ram- “hole/pit” 336

*riš- “horse” 338

*swa 359

*s vax- “enraged/infuriated/

wrathful, angered” 

382 

*s vtum-il “rain” 368

*s viṗ- “part of a body” 371

*s vux- “keeping” 385

*ṭel-i “big” 391

*ṭup- “root/bottom” 386

*ṭl- “ram (uncastrated 

male sheep)” 342 

*ur- 325

*pr- “bright, brilliant/

dazzling” 408 

*pip- “stone” 410

*puluk-u “leaf” 421

*puṭ-u- “cutting off” 415

*pušan- “breathing” 306

*ka- “horn” 343

*kab- “sky” 434

*kait- “cereal/grain

species” 444 

*kw- “possessing/owning”

438 

*kwwr-a 441

*kus v-im “sofa” 439

*wm- 484

*še- “gramm. class female

marker” 345 

*šwa- 363

*šṭer- “leather” 366

*čw- 507

*cip- “small” 524

*c vba- 506

*c vep- “shoe/footwear” 517

*ʒib-in- “sour” 541

*ʒul-i “water” 553

*xur- “part of body” 615

*haša “lightning and

thunder” 645 

*huḳur- “vision” 645

*ħun- “big” 443

*ωaw- 450
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Georgian 

*arʒan-i 65 

*br- 265 

*da-i-txiv-a 212 

*dγl-in-i 172 

*ttxel-i 165 

*ḳav-u-i 219 

*ḳus-en- 483 

*laγv-i 257 

*mas-šin 611 

*me-rx-al-i 345 

*ṗir-mšwe 497 

*sa-xal-i 606 

*smia 356 

*pirxwal-i 413 

*poson-riḳ-i 414 

*pxaṭ-n-a 429 

*and-ur-a 473 

*šign 502 

*šign-ovan 502 

*caγar-a 533 

{bazal-} 75 

{bel-} 78 

{zana} 185 

{txo} 203 

{poson-} 414 

{kart-i} 435 

{-γ-} 449 

{ur-} 494 

{ika} 587 

{on-} 599 

a-bebr-eb-a 90 

abed-i 58 

a-bzeḳ-a 45, 102 

a-bzeḳ-il-i 45, 102 

a-b-ia 71 

a-gangal-a-ob-a 134 

 

 

 

a-gd-eb-s 135 

age-barʒ-i 80 

a-g-eb-s 147 

a-ger 58 

a-g-er 133 

a-gv-i-an-eb-s 141 

a-g-i 58, 133 

ada 59 

a-el-eb-a 173 

av-i 324 

avlin-i 60 

a-zvirt-eb-a 44, 194 

azman-i 70 

a-terʒ-v-a 206 

at-eul-i 67 

at-i 67 

at-ian-i 67 

a-i-mriz-a 297 

a-ḳves-eb-s 235 

a-ḳoc-a 245 

al-a 60 

a-lag-eb-s 253 

a-mag-r-eb-s 265 

amal-i 61 

ambav-i 130, 530 

a-mtxv-ev-s 292 

a-mier 58 

amo-a-ǯv-am-s 643 

amo-ro-av-s 342 

amo-ro-v-a 342 

a-mrez-a 297 

a-mrez-i 297 

a-mrez-ob-a 297 

a-nan-ur-i 313 

anala 645 

anl-i 61 

aṗan-i 61 

 

 

 

aṗar-i 62 

aṗa-ur-i 62 

aṗe-ur-i 62 

a-ṗḳur-eb-s 333 

aṗn-is-i 61 

a-ṗ-ob-s 37, 328 

a-ṗr-ial-eb-s 334 

-ar 63 

araḳ-i 64 

ara-ra 272 

argan-i 63 

arzan-i 65 

ar-i-ed 173 

ar-i-s 63 

arčv-i 65, 356 

arč 65 
a-rcxv-en-s 344 

asaḳ-i 324 

asal-i 66 

a-s-e 66 

as-et-i 65 

as-eul-i 42, 67 

astaḳv-i 212 

as-i 42, 67 

a-sila 354 

asḳil-i 68 

as-re 65 

asul-i 497 

a-s-i-a 571 

a-sx-i-a 381 

aṭam-i 388 

a-ṭiv-n-ar-eb-a 392 

a-ṭu(v)-eb-s 398 

a-pt-i 405 

apra 402 

a-psin-v-a 418 

apk-io 54, 68 

Iberian-Caucasian Languages 

Kartvelian 
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a-pxu-eb-a 430 

a-k 58 

a-kv-s 438 

aγ-a-puv-a 420 

aγ-bed-v-a 289 

aγ-gz-eb-a 153 

aγwir-i 69 

aγ-v-a-dg-in-e 159 

aγvir-i 69 

aγ-ḳum-in-v-a 248 

aγl-i 68 

aγl-i-buγl-i 68 

aγmo-pšn-v-a 306 

aγmo-pxur-a 431 

aγ-ṭr-v-a 389 

aγir-i 69 

aγ-puv-n-eb-a-j 420 

aalo 64 

a-šin-eb-s 502 

aču 69 

aču-a 69 

aʒman-i 70 

a-ev-s 571 

a--ob-s 596 

a-xe-il-i 612 

a-xl-o(s) 606 

axo 280 

axor-ad 70 

axor-i 70 

baba-ua 99 

baga 95 

bag-e 72 

bagv-i 197 

bad- 72 

bad-e 72 

bad-en-i 79 

baz- 74 

bazal-a 75 

baz-ala-j 75 

bazal-a-i 75 

Bazal-et-i 75 

baz-e 73 

baz-i 73 

baz-ma 74 

bazo 74 

baz-una 74 

baḳan-i 75, 121 

baḳ-i 75 

bal-al-a 76 

bal-an-i 76 

bal-o-j 76 

bal-ul-a 76 

balγ-i 84 

ban- 77 

bang-l 77 

bang-ura 77 

banʒvera-j 77 

bao 72 

bar- 78 

bara 79 

bar-v-a 78 

bar-i 78 

barḳ-al- 80 

-barʒ- 80 

barǯ-i 46 

basr-i 82 

baṭḳ-i 82 

baγ- 83 

baγa 277 

baγana 84 

baγar-a 84 

baγ-v-a 83 

baγv-i 84 

baγv-in-a 84 

baba-dev-i 161 

bav-i 76, 122 

bav-i 84 

bav-i 85 

bav-i 85 

bal-i 85 

ba 85 
bac- 87 

bac-uḳa 87 

baʒa-ʒg-nar-i 87 

baʒg-ar-i 88 

baa-ua 99 

baḳa 99 

bax-ur-i 89 

baq-baq-i 89 

beber- 90 

beber-a 90 

bebr-i-ḳona 90 

begar-a 91 

begar-i 91 

beg-v-a 90 

bed- 91 

bed-it-i 91 

bevr- 115 

bez- 91 

bez-an-i 92 

bez-ier-eb-a 92 

bezγ- 98 

beḳ- 92 

beḳ-n-a 92 

ber- 93 

ber- 93 

ber- 94 

ber- 94 

bera 94 

ber-ao 352 

ber-a-ʒarγv-a 94 

ber-et-i 93 

ber-v-a 93 

ber-i 94 

ber-i 94 

ber-il-i 93 

ber-ob-a 94 

beren-a 80 
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ber-i 118 

ber-ia 118 

besa 95 

beka 95 

beγel- 96 

beγel-a 83 

beγel-i 84 

beγel-i 96, 97 

beγo 97 

beγur-a 97 

be-v-a 98 

bev-i 99 

bew-i 99 

be-ed-i 289 

bee-o 99 

bza 100 

bzal- 100 

bzar- 103 

bzar-v-a 103 

bzar-i 103 

bzar-i 101, 289 

bze 101 

bzeḳ- 45, 102 

bzen-a 102 

bzvir-i 103 

bziḳ-i 104 

bzin- 104 

bzin-v-a 104 

bz-n-a 73 

bz-n-il-ob-a 73 

bzr-ial-a 101 

bzr-ial-i 101 

bzu- 105 

bzu-il-i 105 

bzγil-i 291 

bzγiṭ-i 291 

bia 68 

bibil-o 36, 105 

bibin-eb-s 105 

biga 216 

biz-ovan-i 100 

bil-an-i 106 

bilbil-o 105 

bina 408 

bin-ul-i 106 

biž-iḳ-i 106 

bižin-a 48, 107 

bi-col-a 527 

bi- 108 

blagv-i 108 

blag 108 
blenc-nara 108 

bliḳv-i 108, 109 

blis-i 109 

blom- 109 

blom-a 109 

blom-ad 109 

bne 109 

boḳel-i 110 

boḳver-i 121 

bol-av-s 110 

bol-eb-a 110 

bol-i 110 

bol-i 77 

bonʒvera-j 78 

borḳil-i 80 

boro 79 

borxven-a 111 

borǯ-i 81 

bos-el-i 151 

boṭ-i 359 

bokven-i 37, 111 

boγ-oγ-a-j 112 

bov-i 113 

bov-i 113 

bov-i 113 

bov-i 126 

bov-ian-i 113 

bo-o 112 

boč-i 87 

boc-a 114 

boʒal-i 115 

boʒ-i 88 

bžin- 101 

Bžin-ev-i 132 

bragv- 116 

braz-i 401 

brangv-i 116 

brang 116 
brangw 116 

bra-i 116 

brb-un-v-a 123 

brge 66, 116 

breg-a 117 

breṭ-i 117 

briv-i 36, 118 

brḳ-ol-a 80 

brḳ-om-a 80 

br-ma 265 

bro-eul-i 117 

bro-i 117 

brṗen-i 37, 118 

brvil-i 86, 118 

bril-i 118 

brʒam-a 132 

brʒam-i 132 

brʒan-i 132 

brʒ-en-i 87 

brʒ-e-ul-eb-a-j 87 

brʒvil-i 89 

brʒ-n-ob-a 87 

brʒ-ol-a 111 

brʒl-i 89 

br-e 119 

br-ob-a-j 119 

bral-i 119 

bugr-i 119 

bugr-ian-i 119 

bu 131 

buv-i 131 
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buz- 121 

buz-a-laḳ-i 121 

buz-a-mḳal-i 121 

buz-an-ḳal-i 121 

buz-v-an-i 120 

buz-v-i 121 

buz-i 120 

buz-ovan- 120 

buzu-ad 120 

buzuḳ-i 121 

buz 121 

bula 122 

bul-ul-i 76 

bun-ag-i 122 

buna-ur-i 122 

bun-e 122 

bun-eb-a 110 

bun-i 122 

burv-aḳ-i 55, 79, 123 

burs- 124 

burs-a 124 

burs-al-i 124 

bus-nar-i 124 

bus-n-o 124 

bus-un-i 422 

bus-us-i 78, 125 

bukv-i 125 

buk-i 125 

buγa- 126 

buγa-ur-i 126 

buš-al-ie 126 

buš-i 126 

bušṭ-i 127 

bučk- 95 

bučk-n-ar-i 63 

buc-o 127 

buʒg-i 88 

buʒul-aj 128 

buxu-a 128 

buxunxula-i 128 

bγav-an-i 129 

bγav-il-i 130, 200 

bγav-i-s 130 

bγal-v-a 130 

bγar-i 130, 217 

bγa-c-i 217 

bγ-eṭ-a 52, 128 

bγor-o 51, 131 

bγo-i 131 

bʒn-a 308 

be 119, 132 

b-it-i-be-d 132 

b-is-ḳar-i 132 

bǯ-en- 81 

bǯ-in- 81 

ga-a-zrz-ol-a 190 

ga-a-ṗ-o 37, 328 

ga-a-ṗr-ial-a 334 

ga-a-s-ar 566 

ga-basr-av-s 82 

ga-basr-v-a 82 

ga-ber-il-i 93 

ga-bžin-eb-a 101 

ga-braz-eb-a 401 

ga-g-eb-a 139 

gada-sv-a 359 

gada-pxu-eb-a 430 

gada-kek-v-a 437 

ga-e-cal-a 511 

ga-v-av-i 471 

gaza 138 

gaz-eb-i 138 

ga-zen-z-il-i 189 

ga-zen-z-ul-i 189 

ga-ziz-in-eb-a 195 

ga-ziz-in-eb-ul-i 195 

ga-ziz-n-a 195 

ga-ziz-n-il-i 195 

ga-ziṗ-v-a 197 

ga-tel-a 205 

ga-terʒ-v-a 206 

ga-i-er-a 565 

gal- 135 

ga-lanʒ-ul-i 258 

ga-ligv-eb-a 261 

ga-ligv-eb-ul-i 261 

gal-ob-a 135 

ga-lumṗ-v-a 264 

ga-lumṗ-ul-i 264 

ga-m-e-cal-e 511 

-gamo 136 

gamo-v-a-cxv-e 307 

gamo-ḳver-av-s 234 

gamo-ḳwirṭ-v-a 237 

gamo-mcxv-ar-i 307 

gamo-ʒegv-a-j 549 

gamo-xwe-a 617 

ga-mravl-eb-a 115 

ga-m-rǯ-e 47, 345 

ga-mar-eb-a 304 

ga-m-v-ar-i 599 

gan-a-xw-n-a 612 

gangal- 134 

gan-grʒ-ob-a 138 

gan-v-er 597 

gan-i-xw-n-a 612 

gan-lig-eb-a 261 

gan-m-wis-eb-a 580 

gan-ṗ-eb-a 37, 328 

gan-ṗ-eb-ul-i 328 

ga-žon-v-a 185 

gan-rval-eb-a 341 

gan-ri-sx-eb-a 382 

gan-siv-eb-a-j 369 

gan-sxv-av-eb-a 534 

gan-sxw-na 307 

gan-ṭev-eb-a-j 390 

gan-ʒarc-ul-i 542 

gan-ʒarcw-a 542 

gan-it-n-i-s 581 
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gan-r-a 597 

gan-h-ḳert 224 

gara 137 

gargal- 138 

gargal-ob-s 138 

gare 567 

ga-rǯ-a 47, 345 

ga-sa-m-rǯ-el-o 345 

ga-ses-v-a 358 

ga-siv-d-a 369 

ga-siv-eb-a 369 

gan-siv-eb-a-j 369 

ga-ṭanṭal-eb-a 388 

ga-pel-v-a 407 

ga-prtx-il-eb-a 412 

ga-psv-en-a 409 

ga-psv-en-ul-i 409 

ga-purčkvn-a 95 

ga-kan-eb-ul-i 434 

ga-γiz-ian-eb-a 461 

ga-e-il-i 478 

ga-viniz-eb-a 483 

ga-inč-ul-i 486 

ga-uč-eb-a 495 

ga-civ-d-a 521 

ga-cop-eb-a 45, 528 

ga-ʒgib-v-a 547 

ga-ʒgip-v-a 547 

ga-ev-s 571 

ga-im-aṭ-d-a 588 

ga-ḳr-ial-eb-a 532 

ga-riṗ-ul-i 585 

ga-v-a 599 

ga-xer-eb-a 632 

ga-xi-a 611 

ga-xiv-a 611 

ga-xin-v-a 622 

ga-qer-eb-a-j 632 

gb-ob-a 134 

gd-eb-a 135 

gd-ia 135 

gez-i 139 

gen- 139 

gersl-i 140 

geš- 140 

gwas- 142 

gwas-in-eb-a-j 142 

gwes-i 146 

gw-i-an 141 

gvaa 143 

gved-o 143, 144 

gvedo 470 

gvel-tevz-a 144 

gvel-i 144 

gvems-i 144 

gver-d-i 145 

gver-d-it 145 

gvirṭ-i 237 

gz-a 139 

gz-av-n-a 139 

gir-il-i 148 

gmur-i 136 

gog-a 149 

gog-av-s 149 

gog-v-a 149 

gog-i 149 

gog-man-i 149 

gogor-a 150, 151 

gogor-a-i 151 

godna-j 150 

gol- 149 

gol-av-i 149 

gol-iṭ-a 149 

gol-ug-i 153 

gom-ar-et-i 63 

gom-i 141, 150, 443 

gor- 151 

gora 639 

gor-av-s 151 

gorgol-a 150 

gorgol-a-i 150 

gor-v-eb-a-j 151 

goǯ-i 139 

grdeml-i 154 

gril-d-eb-a 512 

grʒ-el- 298 

grʒ-el-i 138 

gr-il-i 148 

guda 152 

gud-a-j 152 

guz-guz-i 153 

gul-i 147 

gul-ma-vi-i 181 

gul-rp-el-i 587 

gumur-i 136 

gʒγarb-i 201 

g-ʒaγw-s 544 

da 155 

da 156 

da-a-lag-a 253 

da-aml-eb-ul-i 61 

da-aml-ul-i 61 

da-a-rkw-a-s 344 

da-a-v-a 571 

da-a--o 596 

dab- 155 

daba 155 

dab-al- 155 

da-begr-av-s 91 

da-bezγ-eb-a 98 

da-beḳ-n-il-i 92 

da-bra-eb-a 116 

da-bregv-eb-a 117 

da-brvil-eb-a 118 

da-bušṭ-eb-a 127 

da-geš-v-a 140 

da-geš-il-i 140 

da-gz-eb-a 153 
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da-daγ-v-a 157 

da-e-breg-a 117 

da-e-gd-eb-a 135 

da-v-dev 162 

da-v-i-twer 207 

da-vi-eb-a 181 

da-vs-eb-a 182 

da-vs-eb-a 409 

da-v-šwer 500 

da-v-er 600 

datw-i 324, 337 

da-txov-eb-a 292 

da-txov-n-a 213 

daiamleba 61 

da-i-dum-a 169 

da-i-txi-a 212 

da-i-txov-a 213 

da-i-ḳn-in-a 240 

da-i-ḳn-in-is 240 

da-i-γvr-im-a 460 

da-i-γvr-im-eb-a 460 

da-i-cwit-a 518 

da-ḳ-av-eb-a 218 

da-ḳav-eb-a 218 

da-ḳoi-eb-a 247 

da-ḳu-v-a 246, 251 

dal-i 156 

dal-al-i 156 

da-mag-in-eb-a 265 

da-m-e-zar-a 185 

da-m-i-ṭev-a 390 

da-mo-m-eb-a 563 

da-m-žn-ar-i 334 

da-m-a-eb-a 305 

da-m-ux-v-el-i 594 

da-m-l-eb-a 600 

da-na-sḳv-i 374 

da-j 156 

dar-e-j 157 

da-roš-av-s 339 

da-rkw-m-a 344 

da-ser-il-i 358 

da-sv-a 359 

da-s-txev-s 212 

da-sic-il-i 554 

da-sov-l-eb-a 361 

da-s-i-a 571 

da-sxiv-eb-ul-i 384 

da-ṭov-eb-a 390 

da-u-zγom-el 202 

da-prtx-a 412 

da-pšven-i 426 

da-pxu-eb-a 430 

da-kam-v-a 433 

da-γar-v-a 452 

da-γerγ-a 454 

da-γvr-em-il-i 460 

daγ-i 157 

da-γr-om-a 460 

da-ap-ul-i 469 

dav-i 158, 168 

da-iv-eb-a 478 

da-ov-n-eb-a 487 

da-ud-eb-a 490 

da-ud-eb-a 490 

da-šw-eb-a 497 

da-cxr-om-a 53, 536 

da-ʒab-v-a 538 

da-ʒab-un-eb-a 538 

da-ʒvel-eb-a 552 

da-ḳnd-a 565 

da-ḳnd-eb-a 565 

da-ḳnd-ob-a 565 

da-nd-eb-a 565 

da-ux-v-a 594 

da--ob-a 596 

da-er 600 

da-xval-ieb-a 614 

dg- 147, 159  

deg- 147  

deda 95, 160, 165 

deda-zardl-i 187 

deda-ḳac-i 160 

dedal- 160 

deda-mtil-i 160 

deda-mʒuʒ-e-j 558 

deda-j 160 

dede 161 

dev-beγel-a 83 

dev-i 161 

dei-da 156 

delgma 162 

di-ac-i 165 

did-i 165 

did-r-o 165 

dim-i 166 

dine 166 

dire 166 

dlav-i 158, 167 

dondl-e 168 

dondl-o 168 

doγr-i 169 

do-i 168 

doo 169 

doro 169 

doč-i 169 

dum- 169 

dumba-j 170 

dum-il-i 169 

dum-i-s 169 

dum-s 169 

dungir-i 170 

dγe 39, 52, 164 

dγe-n-del-i 164 

dγr-eb 172 

dγr-in-i 172 

e-g-e 133 

e-g-o-s 147 
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e-g-re 133 

el-av-s 647 

el-v-a 647 

el-v-a-n-i 647 

El-ia 173 

e-mal-eb-a 268 

e-nd-o 316 

ežvan-i 62 

e-rtv-i-s 41, 341 

er-t-i 174, 621 

er-i 646 

e-sev-a 369 

e-u-bn-eb-a 77 

e-pešw-eb-i-an 411 

e-pešw-eb-od-a 411 

e-kn-eb-a 438 

e-ur-eb-a 493 

e-šw-eb-a 498 

e-šl-eb-a 497 

ečo 49, 174 

ečw-aj 49, 174 

ečw-e-i 174 

e-cl-eb-a 511 

e-xve-eb-a 618 

v-a-b-am 71 

v-a-dg-en 159 

v-a-dg-in-eb 159 

vaz-i 175 

vaḳe 218, 369, 487, 507 

val- 175 

van-i 285 

varal-e 176 

varg-i 177 

var-ia 176 

var-ian-i 176 

var-ia-j 176 

varsḳ-vl-av-i 287 

varsḳ-ul-av-i 287 

v-a-rku 338 

vara 472 

varcl-i 617 

varʒ- 178 

varxv-i 178 

varxu 178 

varx 178 
Vaša-ma-ʒe 473 

vašl-ev-i 132 

vac-i 179 

vac-iḳ-i 179 

v-e-a-xel 606 

ved- 176 

v-el 176 

velis-rdel-i 489 

vera-ra 272 

verxv-i 179 

veʒ-a 515 

veʒa 356 

Veʒ-is-i 180 

v-zi 196 

vi-n 181 

vi-na-j 181 

vi-na-jt-gan 181 

vir-dev-i 161 

vir-i 153 

vi-γa-ca 133 

vi-ro 181 

vi-r-ob-i 181 

vi- 181 

vl-a 175 

vl-eb-a 175 

v-mir-ob 310 

vorapo 325 

vrc-el- 298 

vrcin-i 178 

vs-eb-a 179 

v-par-av 402 

v-av 471 

v-can 514 

v-cl-i 512 

v-r-i 600 

v-h-xas-ob 608 

weʒ-a 180 

weʒa 181 

zaden-i 183 

Zaden-i 183 

zaz- 183 

zaz-un-a 183 

zaz-un-a 545 

zal- 42, 184 

zal-a 42, 184 

zala 184 

zam- 184 

Zan-av-i 185 

zand-ara 189 

zar- 185 

zar- 186 

zard-ion-i 42, 186 

-zardl- 187 

zar-eb-a 185 

zar-zeimi 185 

zar-i 185 

zar-is tkma 185 

zarxw- 543 

zarxw-d 543 

zaṭ-i 545 

za-px-ul-i 426 

zako-j 187 

zaxil-i 70 

zegan-i 145 

Zeda-zen-i 188 

zen- 189 

zen-z- 189 

zesxo 220, 432 

ze-ar-i 567 

zwav-i/zvav-i 191 

zvav- 131 

zvar-a 192 

zvar-is gaṭana 192 

zv-ev-a 42, 190 

zvil-eb-a 194 
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zvirt-i 44, 194 

zw- 42, 190 

zwa-ob-a 191 

zwa-v-i 191 

zwel- 193 

zil-arien 196 

zil-i 195 

zinad-i 196 

zin-zil-i 195 

ziṗ- 197 

ziṗ-a 197 

zira 44, 197 

zirza 197 

zi-s 196 

zlazvn-a 198 

zlazvn-ia 198 

zlazvn-it 198 

zlazn-ia 198 

zm- 45, 188 

zm-n-a 184 

zn-e 196 

zn-ev-a 196 

zn-ian-i 196 

zog-ad 199 

zog-ad-i 199 

zol-o 193 

zom-i 199 

zom-ier-i 199 

zom-it-i 199 

zonar-i 200 

zor-a 192 

zrz-ol-a 190 

zrim-l-i 200 

zr-im-l-i 193 

zrom-l-i 200 

zr-om-l-i 193 

zroxa 70 

zr-un-v-a 186 

zuar-i 192 

zuv-il-i 45, 200 

zuv-i-s 45, 200 

zu-il-i 45, 200 

zu-i-s 45, 200 

zurg-eb-a 201 

zurg-i 201 

zur-zul-i 195 

zγarb-i 201 

zγwa-j 43, 544 

zγva 95, 544 

zγvaml-i 559 

zγom-a 202 

zγom-is saxe 202 

-ta 202 

tagw- 543 

tav-a 106 

tal-a 203 

tal-i 203 

tanča 439 

tarxan-i 163 

tarxn-ob-a 163 

tarǯ-i 206 

tapl- 533 

tb- 365 

tb-e 50, 365 

tev-a 204 

tet-r-i 39, 204 

tela 205 

Tel-av-i 205 

tel-v-a 205 

tel-ian-i 205 

tem-an-(i) 205 

tem-i 205 

terʒ- 206 

terʒ-v-a 206 

terʒ-ul-i 206 

terxv-i 206 

tes- 210, 255 

tes-l 210 

tew- 604 

tve 171 

tvis-an-i 208 

twer- 207 

twr-eb-a 207 

ttue 50, 165 

ttwe 171 

tiv-a 208 

tiva-kasra 208 

titber-i 204 

tiγ-i 208 

tixi-i 209 

tiqa 167 

tm- 209 

tm-ob-a 209 

tov-a 368 

tovl-i 368 

tov-s 368 

tr- 207 

tr-ob-a 207 

tute 171 

tus-i 210 

tte 171 

tkven- 367 

tkven-i 367 

txa 158 

txa-j 158 

txar- 211 

txar- 211 

txar- 212 

txar-a 211 

txev-a 52, 212 

txev-l-a 213 

txel-i 52, 165 

txem-i 211 

txem-l-a 210 

txvr-a 213 

txir-ol-i 214 

txmel-a 395 

txm-el-a 210 

txm-el-i 210 

txov- 215 

txov-a 215 

Txo-t-i 203 
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txr- 212 

txraml-i 395 

txr-am-l-i 211 

txr-il-i 211 

txr-i-s 211 

txr-ob-a 212 

txr-ob-a-j 212 

txus-i 377 

i-bʒn-i-s 308 

igav-araḳ-i 64 

i-g-i 133 

i-g-i-n-i 133 

igr-i 215 

igr-iḳa 215 

i-gurd-iv 217 

i-dav-i 158 

i-dv-a 162 

i-dum-al 169 

i-dum-al-i 169, 271 

i-zam-s 184 

i-zlazn-eb-a 198 

i-zw-a 42, 190 

i-txov-s 215 

i-ḳav-eb-s 218 

i-mal-eb-a 268 

i-mal-v-i-s 268 

irgvl-iv 217 

irm-ic-i 217 

irm-ic-ul-ad 217 

irm-ic-ul-i 217 

is 217 

is-a 217 

i-sar-i 383 

i-s-i 647 

i-sr-ap-e 566 

i-sx-am-s 381, 532 

i-sxar-i 383 

i-ps-am-s 416 

i-kek-eb-a 437 

i-k-i 647 

i-kn-eb-a 438 

i-γl-ia 453 

i-m-o 478 

išxvar-i 218 

i-čk-it-i 510 

iro 627 

i-xvev-s 616 

i-xut-eb-a 624 

i-qwel-d-a 636 

ḳaba 184 

ḳ-av- 218 

ḳav- 218 

ḳav-i 218 

ḳaḳa-b-i 481, 640 

ḳaḳ-al-i 219 

ḳaḳal-i 220 

ḳaḳ- 219 

ḳaḳ-ia 219 

ḳaḳ-ila 219 

ḳaḳ-ra 219 

ḳal- 220 

ḳal- 221 

ḳal-ia 294 

ḳalo 221 

ḳamas-i 222 

ḳanap-i 229 

ḳan-i 223 

ḳaṗ- 223 

ḳaṗ-ar-i 223 

ḳard-ala 224 

ḳar-eb- 173 

ḳar-ed- 173 

ḳasr-i 475 

ḳa-u-i 219 

ḳaci varg-i 177 

ḳb-en- 238 

ḳb-in- 238 

ḳb-il-i 238 

ḳed- 227 

ḳeda 227 

ḳeda-j 227 

ḳet-eb-a 227 

ḳet-il-i 227 

ḳeḳv- 227 

ḳeḳv-el-a 227 

ḳems-a-ḳems-a 222 

ḳems-v-a 222 

ḳems-i 222 

ḳen-al-i 229 

ḳer-a 223 

ḳer-aḳ-i 223 

ḳerḳeṭ-i 225 

ḳer-ia 223 

ḳes-an-e 229 

Ḳes-o 229 

ḳeṭ-i 227 

ḳep-i 229 

ḳeps-i 230 

ḳec-v-a 226 

ḳec-i 229 

Ḳea-ma-ʒe 473 

ḳex-v-a-i 230 

ḳex-i 230 

ḳval-da-ḳval 231 

ḳval-i 231 

ḳvart-i 231 

ḳva-ia 232 

ḳvet-i 233 

ḳveḳver-a 233 

ḳvežo 235 

ḳver-i 234 

ḳves- 234 

ḳves-a 235 

ḳves-i 235 

ḳveco 236 

ḳvinʒ-i 236 
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ḳvir-ion-i 186, 479 

ḳvirṭ-i 237 

ḳvni-i 236 

ḳwal-i 231 

ḳwart-i 231, 615 

ḳwed- 232 

ḳwer-v-a-j 234 

ḳwer-i 234 

ḳwes-i 235 

ḳwniṭ-i 236 

ḳi-ap-i 238 

ḳib-o 238 

ḳil-i 239 

ḳin-al-i 229 

ḳir-dreḳil-i 239 

ḳir-i 239 

ḳirḳiṭ-a 225 

ḳirḳiṭ-i 225 

ḳips-i 230 

ḳicw-i 237, 314  

ḳl- 220 

ḳl-av-s 220 

ḳlde 225 

ḳliṭ-e 221 

ḳm-in-v-a 248 

ḳn-in-aḳ-i 240 

ḳn-in-i 240 

ḳn-in-ḳn-in-i 240 

ḳod- 241 

ḳod-ala 244 

ḳot-i 241 

ḳoḳo-b-i 242 

ḳolt- 241 

ḳolṭ- 146 
ḳomš-i 446 

ḳonḳ-eb-a 243 

ḳonḳ-i 243 

ḳonḳ-ia 243 

ḳoṗal-a 243 

ḳoṗal-i 243 

ḳoṗe 244 

ḳor-a 244 

ḳor-a-ob-a 244 

ḳort-i 225 

ḳor-i 244 

ḳos-ala 244 

ḳosr-o 225 

ḳoṭa 241 

ḳoṭe 241 

ḳoṭr- 245 

ḳoṭr-ial-i 245 

ḳoṭr-ial-ob-s 245 

ḳoš-i 245 

ḳoc- 245 

ḳoc-n-a 245 

ḳoi-i 247 

ḳrazan-a 247 

ḳrt-eb-a 224 

ḳrt-om-a 224 

ḳrt-om-a-j 224 

ḳruṭ-i 247 

ḳud-a 106, 479 

ḳud-i 479, 489 

ḳut-v-a 224 

ḳuḳul-i 210 

ḳuḳur-i 248 

ḳum- 248 

ḳum-in- 248 

ḳunʒ-i 249 

ḳur-ia 249 

ḳurḳa 250 

ḳur-ḳur-i 248, 333 

ḳurṭum-i 250 

ḳurṭum-o 250 

ḳus- 251 

ḳus-ol-a 251 

ḳus-ḳus-i 251 

ḳus-un-i 251 

ḳu- 251 

ḳu-i 252 

lag- 253 

lal-v-a 253 

lanʒ- 258 

lanʒ-v-a 258 

laṗr-i 254 

las-a 255 

las-las-i 256 

laṭan-i 256 

laγ-i 259 

la-e 258 

la-or 599 

leg- 259 

leg-a-j 259 

leḳw-i 259 

Leḳv-e-i-švil-i 260 

leḳv-i 259 

leḳ 259 
lele 260 

lel-am 574 

lenger-a-j 254 

lenger-i 254 

lengir-i 254 

les-av-s 42, 260 

les-ul-i 42, 260 

les-v-a 42, 260 

leγv-i 257 

lig- 253 

lig-i 261 

ling-v-a 262 

ling-i 262 

lips-i 262, 418 

liγw-i 261 

login-i 589, 630 

loḳ-av-s 263 

lor-o 286 
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loko 299 

lox-i 263 

lumṗ- 264 

lurǯ-i 255 

ma-bezγ-ar-i 98 

ma-g 264 

mag- 265 

magar-i 265 

mag-ar-i 265 

magol-i 266 

maza 266 

maza 266 

maza 267 

maza kali 267 

matxir-i 268 

ma-txov-ar-i 215 

mal 268 

mala 268 

ma-laγ-ur-i 257 

Mala-ma-ʒe 473 

mal-v-a 268 

mal-ul-i 268 

mama 299 

mama-m-mʒuʒ-e-j 558 

mam-ac-i 165 

mami-da 156 

ma-n 264 

man-a 270 

man-e 270 

mand 269 

ma-n-d 264 

mand-e-t 269 

mand-ur-i 269 

man-a 271 

man-eb-i 271 

man-i 271 

mažal-o 48, 271 

mar- 272 

mara 272 

mar-ag-i 272 

marg- 86 

marn-a 273 

marn-eul-i 273 

marn-i-i 273 

marsl-i 273 

marǯw- 274 

marǯw-al 274 

marǯw-en-e-j 274 

marǯv-en-a 274 

ma-s 38, 264 

masḳ-l-av-i 287 

masḳ-ul-av-i 287 

masr-iṭ-i 275 

ma-sxur-eb-el-i 385 

maṭa- 275 

maṭa-wr-i 275 

maṭa-ur-i 275 

maṭl- 275 

maṭl-i 40, 275, 475, 541 

maγ-a 276 

Maγal-a-švil-i 276 

maγal-i 276 

maγ-ur-i 276 

mawal-i 277 

maval-i 277 

maša 86 

maš-ia 287 

mašin 611 

ma-šwr-al-i 500 

mač-a 285 

mačw-i 38, 278 

mačv-i 38, 278 

macil-a 279 

mac-il-i 278 

ma-cxov-ar-i 535 

ma- 279 

ma-ua 279 

ma-uḳ-a 279 

ma-iḳ-i 280 

maxa 280 

maxat-i 280 

maxal-i 281 

m-borʒ-al-i 111 

m-gal-ob-el-i 135, 136 

M-gal-ob-l-i-švili 136 

m-gb-ar-i 134 

m-gz-av-r-i 139 

m-gog-av-i 149 

m-dab-al- 155 

m-dab-ur-i 155 

m-dar-e 157 

m-ded-r-i 160 

mdelo 292 

mdel-ovan-i 292 

mdelo-js mʒovar-i 292 

m-did-ar-i 165 

mdogv-i 284 

mdogw-i 284 

m-dγe-v-r-i 164 

me-begr-e 91 

me-beγl-en-i 96 

me-brʒ-ol-i 111 

me-zar-eb-a 185 

mezv-i 267 

me-zw-eb-i 42, 190 

me-i-γub-l-a 265 

men-a 285 

men-a-j 285 

me-om-ar-i 324 

me-rcx-al-i 345 

merx-i 286 

merq-i 286 

mes-eb-i 286 

m-e-sm-a 355 

m-e-sm-i-s 355 

mesṭ- 287 

me-u-rv-e 340 

me-u-p-e 400 

me-pxan-i 428 
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mekv-i 288 

me-cn-ier-i 514 

me-vel-i 577 

me-er-i 598 

me-qam-l-e 629 

meqel-n-i 38, 290 

meq-i 286 

mza 290 

m-zar-eul-i 186 

mza-opa 290 

mze 44, 104, 291 

m-zwa-ob-ar-i 191 

m-zwar-e 192 

m-tev-ar-e 204 

mtel-i 37, 297 

m-tov-ar-e 204 

m-txev-l-ar-i 213 

mi-a-rtv-a 341 

mil-aḳ-i 292 

mi-lal-av-s 253 

mil-i 292 

mi-m-ux-r-ad 595 

mi-nd-ob-il-i 316 

mi-u-txar 212 

mi-ur-ad-eb-a 493 

m-i-ur-e 493 

mišer-i 294 

mi-šw-eb-a 497 

mia 580 

mi-xw-m-a 613 

mi-ǯr-a 642 

mi-ǯr-it 642 

mḳal-i 294 

mḳvr-iv-i 284 

m-ḳod-ov-i 241 

m-ḳrt-al-i 224 

m-ḳus-ol-ar-e 251 

m-ḳwd-ar-i 232 

m-laš-e 523 

mne 270 

mo-a-xl-e 606 

mo-bau-a 85 

mo-gog-man-e 149 

mo-dγr-eb-ul-i 172 

mo-el-v-ar-e 647 

mo-e-šv-a 498 

mo-v-ḳal 220 

mo-v-sar 350 

mozw-er-i 295 

mozver 85 

mozv-i 295 

moz-i 295 

motal-i 295 

mo-tem-e 205 

mo-txvr-il-i 213 

mo-i-txvar-a 213 

mo-i-txvr-eb-a 213 

mo-i-saṗr-a 349 

mo-i-in-a 598 

mo-ḳwd-in-eb-a 232 

mo-ḳwed 232 

mo-ḳwes-v-a-j 234 

mo-ḳwes-il-i 234 

mo-ḳum-v-a 249 

mo-ḳum-ul-i 249 

mo-laγ-ur-i 257 

mo-mšev-a 305 

morgv-i 296 

mor-i 270, 295 

mor-iel- 295 

mos-av-s 296 

mo-sa-sx-am-i 381 

mo-sev-ad-eb-a 354 

mos-el-i 296 

mo-sen-a-e 356 

mo-stul-eb-a-j 366 

mo-sḳw-n-a 374 

mo-sr-v-a-j 350 

mo-s-av-l-e 561 

mo-ṭap-v-a 386 

mo-γav-i 449 

mo-γav-ian-i 449 

moγver-a 85 

mo-γrub-v-la 465 

mo-γuš-v-a 468 

mo-γuš-ul-i 468 

mo-var-e 480 

mo-vas-i 481 

mo-ir-eb-a 486 

mo-ur-iad-e 493 

mo-wan-a-j 480 

mo-čb-un-av-i 505 

mo-cal-e 512 

mo-car-ul-i 514 

mocv-i 297 

mo-ʒag-e 538 

mo-ʒal-ad-e 539 

mo-ʒgip-ul-i 547 

mo-ʒil-i 553 

mo-ʒil-ob-a-j 553 

mo-ʒγun-eb-a 560 

mo-abl-e 560 

mo-od-eb-a 577 

mo-on-eb-a 590 

mo-sr-ap-e 566 

mo-en-a 598 

mo-xwev-a 616 

mo-xwe-il-i 617 

mo-xuṗ-v-a 625 

mo-ǯv-a 643 

mraval- 272 

mraval-i 115 

mrez- 297 

m-rešw-el-i 39, 164 

mrtel-i 37, 297 

m-tvr-al-i 207 

mriz- 297 
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mrol-e 118 

m-rγw-i-e 339 

m-rem-i 573 

m-saxw-r-al-i 353 

m-svl-iḳ-i 362 

m-siv-an-a-i 369 

m-siv-an-i 369 

m-su-e 378 

msxal-i 306 

msxvil- 279 

m-sxvr-ev-a 383 

m-ṭev-an-i 391 

m-ṭḳav-el-i 394 

m-ṭḳav-l-eul-i 394 

mṭḳvar-i 394 

mṭḳwar-i 394 

m-ṭuv-ar-i 398 

mu-guz-al-i 153 

muzr-u 300 

muml-i 299 

muran-i 300 

murʒ-i 300 

musa 301 

mu-sr-i 46, 350, 594 

muṭel-i 301 

muk-i 301 

mu-ux-i 594 

mu-a 302 

mu-i 302 

muḳ-a 302 

muql-i 303 

m-γal-av-i 450 

mγe 276 

mγ-er-i 303 

m-γvim-e 458 

m-γw-ier-i 458 

mγi-er-i 303 

m-γu-ar-i 465 

m-γuv-ar-i 465 

mγul-i 303 

m-γv-an-i 458 

m-γm-e 458 

m-γn-v-ier-i 459 

mav-i 304 

mar-i 304 

m-a-e 305 

m-ov-ar 487 

m-ov-ar-i 487 

mšew-a 611 

mšev- 305, 397 

mšev-a 241, 305 

m-šven-ier-i 499 

m-šw-id-ad 498 

m-šw-id-i 498 

m-šw-id-ob-a-j 498 

m-šr-al-i 499 

m-šr-om-el-i 500 

m-čaṭ-e 523 

m-čor-e 506 

m-cal-ia 512 

mcire 291, 523 

m-cire 299 

mciv-i 525 

mci 525 
m-cox-n-el-i 529 

mcxv- 307 

m-cxov-an-i 535 

m-cxr-al-i 53, 536 

m-ʒag-s 538 

mʒaγe 308 

mʒae 308 

m-ʒax-al-i 546, 555 

m-ʒeval-i 549 

m-ʒeval-i 550 

m-ʒl-e 539 

mʒn-a 308 

mʒn-el-i 308 

mʒor-i 557 

m-ʒuʒ-e 558 

m-aḳ-e 561 

m-are 299 

m-d-e 571 

m-em- 573 

mer-i 309 

m-van-e 576 

m-van-v-il-i 576 

m-ver-v-al-i 578 

m-vir-e 579 

m-it-ur-i 581 

m-iḳw-l-i 582 

mir-i 309 

mir-i 310 

m-is-e 446, 586 

mipe 277 

m-ov-ar-i 590 

m-ov-el-i 590 

m-sr-ap-l 566 

m-uan-v-il-i 576 

m-ux-r-i 595 

mazar-i 248 

mer-čiṭ-a 509 

mirṭ-u 310 

m-w-el-i 575 

m-wis-i 580 

maxe 310 

m-ax-i 310 

mel-eul-i 311 

mel-i 311 

m-l-e 600 

mxal-i 52, 427 

mxar-e 283 

mxar-i 311 

mxev-al-i 312 

mxol-o 431 

mxolo-j 431 
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m-xox-av-i 623 

mqar-e 283 

mqar-i 290, 311 

mqev-al-i 312 

m-qm-il-av-i 635 

m-qn-e 630 

mqce 633 

-mǯa 312 

na-bag-ev-i 72 

na-bad-ev-i 72 

na-baḳ-ev-i 75 

na-baγ-v-i 83 

na-bi-ev-i 108 

na-bi-i 108 

na-bol-ar-i 323 

na-val-i 175 

nawγel-i 314 

na-terʒ-i 206 

na-tes-av- 210 

na-txz-en-i 447 

na-ḳaṗ-ar-i 223 

na-ḳec-i 226 

na-ḳves-i 235 

na-ḳu-i 246 

na-loḳ-i 263 

na-m-sxvr-ev-i 383 

na-mor-i 295 

na-m-cec-i 519 

na-mcxv-ar-i 307 

na-m-cwec-i 519 

na-mat-o 596 

na-mǯa 312 

nan-ia 313 

Nanul-i 320 

Na-žon-ev-i 185 

nar-čiṭ-a 509 

na-sḳw-  374 

na-sxl-ev-i 382 

naṭ-r-v-a 314 

na-pas-eb-i 404 

na-pšwen-i 426 

na-pxven-i 430 

na-kan-d-a 434 

na-kurc-en-i 447 

naγvel-i 314 

na-vr-i 485 

naše 314 

naše 315 

na-šr-om-i 500 

na-cil-i 522 

na-cxren-i 536 

na-ʒax-i 546 

naʒv-i 315 

naʒ-ov-an-i 315 

naʒ 315 
na-wet-i 576 

na-ib-ur-i 580 

na-il-i 584 

nal-i 133 

na-a 315 

na-er-i 600 

na-(w)eṗ-i 603 
na-xev-ar-i 611 

naxš-ob-a 608 

nd-ob-a 316 

neb-i 316 

nezw- 267 

neḳ- 316 

neḳ-ev- 317 

neḳ-i 230 

neḳ-n-i 316 

ne-ms-i 126, 317 

nems-ḳav-i 219 

nems-maxat-i 280 

nena-j 317 

nene-j 317 

nerb-v-a 318 

nerb-i 318 

nerγ-i 318 

nesw- 40, 319 

nesv-i 40, 319 

nesovan-i 319 

nesu-ṗumṗula 319 

nes 319 
neṭ-av(i) 314 

neṭ-ar-i 314 

nepxwa 287, 573 

nepxwa-v-n 287 

nepxw-av-s 287 

nepxwa-j 287 

nekv-i 288 

ni-guz-al-i 153 

nid-ao 352 

ni-dav-i 158 

niḳel-i 320 

ninvel-eb-a 320 

ninvel-i 320 

niži 439 

nirγ-i 40, 318 

nisl-i 320 

nisl-is-per-i 320 

nipxav-i 321 

ni-b-er-i 470 

ničv- 331 

nixr-i 321 

noo 319 

nusa-di-a 165 

nuš-a 322 

nuš-i 322 

ob- 323 

ob-a 323 

obol-i 323 

ogvado 143 

o-gved-a-j 143 

o-tur-a 203 

o-man-e 285 

ombalo 326 

om-i 324 
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onǯaro 326 

or- 324 

orb-i 325 

orgo 344 

or-e 324 

orem-i 325 

o-rtom-el-i 365 

orḳ-iol-e 325 

orḳ-iol-i 325 

oro 192 

osaro 326 

Osi-ma-švil-i 473 

osx-i 54, 326 

okimo 326 

oksilo 326 

oaro 326 

oc-i 255 

oʒ-el-i 144 

oʒ-is-i 144 

ṗars- 44, 327 

ṗars-av-s 44, 327 

ṗaṭron-m-ob-a 478 

ṗaγw 327 

ṗa-a 328 

ṗa-a-a 328 

ṗa-ia 328 

ṗa-ua 328 

ṗa-uḳ-a 279 

ṗez-an-i 328 

ṗenṭel- 329 

ṗeṗel-a 330 

ṗeṗel-i 330 

ṗe-i 330 

ṗilenʒ-i 263 

ṗilojs-ʒwal-ed-i 551 

ṗinčv-i 331 

ṗinč-i 331 

ṗir-v-a 332 

ṗir-v-el-i 332 

ṗir-i 332 

ṗir-i-el-i 332 

ṗir-mšo 332 

ṗir-pxin-a 430 

ṗḳur- 333 

ṗḳur-eb-a 333 

ṗoz-an-i 328 

ṗoṗl-iḳa 334 

ṗosl-iḳ-a 334 

ṗras-i 327 

ṗr-ial-i 334 

ṗrṗen-i 37, 118 

ṗar-i 305 

žini 439 

žn-ob-a 48, 334 

Žon-ev-i 185 

žr-ob-a 335 

ra 335 

-ra 336 

rabo 336 

ra-gvar-i 335 

ra-mden-i 335 

rand-a 337 

rand-v-a 337 

ra-oden 335 

ra-rig 335 

ra-per 335 

ra-γa-ca 133 

ra-am-s 564 

rbola 112 

reḳ- 475 

rexv-i 340 

rex-i 340 

-rv- 340 

rva 177 

rv-eul-i 177 

rval-nalev-i 341 

rwa 177 

rwal-i 341 

rwa-n-i 177 

rtv- 341 

rtvel-i 366 

ri-sx- 382 

ri-sx-av-s 382 

rḳwev- 131 

roba 336 

rom-i 324 

ro- 342 

ro-v-a 342 

roš- 339 

roš-av-s 339 

rul-i 324 

rux-a 343 

rux-i 343 

rka 343 

rk-en-a 343 

rkw- 344 

rγw-n-a 339 

rcxven- 344 

rcxv-en-a 344 

rʒe 102, 380 

rʒγvaml-i 559 

rǯ- 47, 345 

sa-begr-o 91 

sa-b-el-i 71 

sa-gz-al-i 139 

sa-gog-av-i 149 

sa-gog-an-i 149 

sa-da 346 

sa-da-j 346 

sa-da-jt 346 

sa-val-i 175 

sa-varʒ-el-i 178 

sa-vs-e 179 

Sa-zan-o 185 

sat-i 347 

sa-txev-el-i 213 

sa-i-dum-l-o 169 

sal- 348 

sal-ia 348 

sam-a 348 
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sam-a-ia 348 

sa-mal-av-i 268 

sa-me 346 

sa-men-e 285 

sa-m-zar-eul-o 186 

sa-mze-o 291 

sam-i 324, 348 

sa-mos-el-i 296 

sa-mar-o 304 

sam-šabat-i 348 

sa-mšn-el-i 306 

sa-mšn-v-el-i 306 

sa-mxar-i 281, 293 

sa-mxr-eb-a 281 

sa-na-eṗ-o 603 

sa-na-weṗ-o 603 

sang-i 349 

sa-nd-o 316 

saneba 349 

sa-nepxw-av-i 287 

sa-om-ar-i 324 

sa-osx-e 326 

sa-osx-e-eb-i 326 

sa-ṗars-i 44, 327 

sa-ṗḳur-eb-el-i 333 

saṗar-i 349 

sar- 350 

sar- 350 

sargan- 351 

sarḳe 351 

sa-rkw-an-i 344 

sa-rkw-el-i 344 

sa-sr-ev-i 357 

sa-sʒe-ur-i 380 

sa-par-v-el-i 402 

sa-par-i 402 

sa-pet-i 407 

sa-pšin-v-el-i 306 

sakv-e 439 

sako 439 

sa-krtil-e 444 

sakumel-i 327 

saγar-a 533 

sa-d-ar-i 490 

sa-e 351 

sa-e-burt-i 351 

sa-ev-ar-i 476 

sa-ud-ar-i 490 

sa-ud-el-i 490 

sa-šin-el-i 502 

sa-ʒag-el-i 538 

sa-ʒax-av-i 546 

sa-ber-i 569 

sa-d-e 571 

sa-wn-e 578 

sa-ret-el-i 603 

saxa 352 

sax-ao 352 

saxel-i 555 

sa-xve-ar-i 618 

saxw- 353 

sa-xwev-el-i 616 

sa-xl-i 606 

sa-xup-i 641 

sa-qam-r-ob-el-i 629 

saqw-in-i 353 

saqiv-i 353 

sa-qmar-i 638 

sa-qum-il-av-i 635 

saqn-i 353 

sev-ad-i 354 

sel-i 355 

sen-a 356 

sen-aḳ-i 356 

sen-e 356 

ser-av-s 358 

ser-i 46, 357 

ser-i 358 

ser-i 358 

ser-is-ḳud-i 358 

ser-ob-a 358 

ses- 358 

sv-am-s 359 

sve 361 

sve 362 

sve 416 

svel-i 361 

sv-el-i 361 

sven-eb-a 44, 359 

svia 356 

svia 362 

sviv-a 363 

svina 364 

svina-ob-a 364 

s-vl-a 175 

svr-e 360 

svr-el-i 360 

svr-eṭ-a 360 

sw- 360 

sw- 360 

swe 416 

swel-i 361 

stam- 365 

stvel-i 366 

stvel-ob-a 366 

stuel-i 366 

stwel-i 366 

sib-a 369 

si-grʒ-e 138 

si-grʒ-o 138 

si-gwes-e 146 

siv- 369 

siv-d-eb-a 420 

siv-n- 420 

sitbe 213 

sitbo 213 

sit-i-ḳan-i 370 

sit-i-ḳin-i 370 

si-tx-e 212 

si-ḳwd-il-i 232 
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sil-a 417 

sila 354 

sim- 370 

si-magr-e 265 

sim-ur-i 370 

si-mγi-er-e 303 

si-m-wis-e 580 

si-m-qn-e 630 

sin-i 371 

sinib-i 70 

sin-i zarbaznisa 371 

sin-is kva 371 

siṗ-i 371 

sira 372 

si-rcxv-il-i 344 

sisv-i 372 

sisin-i 373 

siso 373 

siso-n-i 373 

siso-xerx-i 373 

sipl-i 374 

si-arṭl-e 474 

si-var-ul-i 480 

si-civ-e 521 

si-rp-o-eb-a-j 587 

sḳ- 374 

sḳa 379 

sḳv- 374 

sḳw- 374 

sḳ-ul-i 374 

sloḳin-i 273 

sm-en-a 355 

sov-el-i 361 

som-i 375 

som-in-i 375 

soγo 375 

soxv-i 376 

sr- 46, 350 

sr- 350 

sr- 357 

sr-e 358 

sr-el-a 358 

sr-ial-i 377 

sr-ol-a 377 

sṭwir-i 123 

sṭev-i 366 

sṭo 367 

s-ṭr-ev-a 389 

suḳ-i 377 

sul-i 44, 215, 359 

sulis xuc-i 627 

sul-ux-i 594 

sumpe 376 

sun-i 44, 359 

sur-o 124, 459 

sus- 378 

sumpe 376 

su-p-ev-a 400 

su- 378 

sux- 379 

sux-ier-i 379 

sk-el-i 51 

s-ʒal-i 345 

sʒe 380 

s-ʒe 345, 380 

s-ʒe 549 

s-av- 561 

s-av-l-a 561 

s-r-ap-i 566 

sx- 381 

sx- 381 

Sxal-ta 306 

sxal-i 306 

sxam-ean-i 382 

sxam-i 382 

sxven- 353 

sxw-il-i 53, 307 

sxiv-eb-a-j 384 

sxiv-i 384 

sxl-av-s 382 

sxr-ial-i 54, 384 

sxur-eb-a 385 

sxur-eb-ul-i 385 

sqen-i 385 

ṭab- 386 

ṭaba 387 

ṭab-an-i 386 

ṭaba-uro 387 

Ṭaba-ur-i 387 

Ṭaba-qmela 387 

ṭab-el-a 387 

ṭal-i 388 

ṭan-a 388 

ṭanṭal-i 388 

ṭa-o 386 

ṭarb-i 390 

ṭar-b-i 481, 640 

ṭap-v-a 386 

ṭba 387 

ṭev- 241, 305, 390, 397 

ṭev- 476 

ṭel-a-j 391 

ṭen-i 392 

ṭew-a 611 

ṭiv- 392 

ṭil-i 392 

ṭilip-i 393 

ṭilip-ob-a 393 

ṭiγv-i 394 

ṭoṭ-i 477 

ṭr-v-a 389 

ṭubo 387 

ṭub-i 398 

ṭub-n-i 398 

ṭuv-il-i 398 

ṭuṗ-i 298 

ṭu-i 398 

ṭv-a 397 
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ṭv-i 397 

u-bn 77, 340 

u-bn-ob-s 77 

u-dab-n-o 39, 155 

u-dab-ur-i 39, 155 

u-dar-es-i 157 

uzan-i 399 

u-zv-i 42, 190, 192, 515 

u-txar-i 212 

u-ḳet-ur-i 227 

u-m-gb-ar-i 134 

u-m-rem-es-i 573 

u-mcr-o-js-i 523 

u-mcxv-ar-i 307 

una-gir-i 148 

u-rv-a 340 

u-rv-eul-eb-a 340 

u-rv-eul-i 340 

uran-i 399 

u-sw-am-s 360 

u-sus-ur-i 378 

u-skel-es-i 51, 379 

usx-i 326 

u-p-al- 400 

u-p-eb-a 340 

u-pl-eb-a 340 

uγel-i 399 

uγl-eul-i 399 

u-ur-eb-s 493 

u-šn-o 499 

u-il-ad-a 584 

u-- 340 

u-i-s 595 

u-qam-ur-i 629 

u-qmar-i 638 

u-ǯr-a 642 

pand- 401 

pand-ur-i 401 

pankl-i 421 

par- 402 

pareš-t-uxuces-i 403 

pareš-i 403 

par-i 402 

pasa 404 

Pasa-na-ur-i 404 

pas-i 404 

Pas-is mta 404 

papa 405 

pakl-i 421 

paša 404 

pac-er-i 406 

pax-an-i 407 

pax-a-pux-i 403 

pax-i-pux-i 403 

pax-un-i 403 

pax-ur-i 403 

pet- 407 

pet-a 405 

petx-um-i 263 

pel- 407 

per- 408 

per-i 408 

per-o 408 

per-ua 408 

perpl-i 409 

pesv-i 404 

pesw-i 404 

peṭv-i 410 

peṭw-i 410 

peko 288 

pešw- 411 

pešw-eb-a-j 411 

pta 412 

ptil-a 412 

pitil-a 412 

pirxvl-i 413 

pis-i 413 

pic-eb-a 424 

pic-i 424 

pic-il-i 424 

plo-kv-i 438 

polo 438 

porṭ-n-a 414 

porcx-i 81 

posroniḳ-i 414 

pocx-av-s 114 

pocx-i 81, 114 

pox-i 415 

pr-en- 402 

pre-s 421 

prtx-eb-a 412 

prtx-il-i 412 

pr-ial-i 402 

pri-a 421 

ps-el-i 416 

psval-i 616 

psve 416 

psven-i 417 

psin- 418 

ps-m-a 416 

psr-iṭ-i 419 

psu-ar-i 298 

psu-i 298 

psuṭ-i 419 

psuṭ-ian-i 419 

psxil-i 54, 298 

pud-ul-i 419 

pud-ul-ob-a 419 

puv-i 420 

putx-o 421 

putxo 418 

punčul-a 424 

purtx-i 421 

purc-el-i 422 

pus-pus-i 422 

puṭ-i 423 

puš-i 423 

puc-un-a 424 

pšal-a 425 

pše 425 

pšvn-i-s 48, 426 
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pšwen- 48, 426 

pšwin- 426 

pši-ṭ-i 426 

pxa 427 

pxal-a 52, 428 

pxal-i 52, 427 

pxan-a 428 

pxa-n-a 429 

pxa-n-i-s 429 

pxeḳ- 428 

pxeḳ-a 612 

pxvn-a 430 

pxvn-il-i 430 

pxvr-a 431 

pxw- 430 

px-ian-i 427 

px-ier-i 427 

pxin-i 430 

pxu-eb-a 430 

px-ul-i 426 

pxur-a 431 

kada 568 

kav-i 432 

katam- 141 

katam-i 432 

kala 433 

kal-ak-i 433 

kal-ṭa 433 

kam-i 433 

kan- 434 

kard-i 435 

kart-a 435 

Kart-l-i 435 

karš-iḳ-i 140 

kaš-ag- 436 

kacv-i 436 

Kacv-ia 436 

kevx- 437 

kevx-a 437 

Kevx-i-švil-i 437 

kek-av-s 437 

-kv- 438 

kvab-i 438 

kvas-i 439 

Kva-ud-e 490 

kve-da 439 

kvevr-i 441 

kve-mo 439 

kve-še 439 

kveša-ps-ia 416 

kvinč-i 447 

kvisel-i 441 

kvisl-i 441 

kviš-in-i 448 

kviǯ-a 441 

kviǯ-e 441 

kw- 438 

kwab-i 438 

kwe 439 

kwevr-i 441 

kwe-re 439 

kisṭ-i 442 

kišṭ-i 442 

kom-i 443 

kon-eb-a 438 

kon-i 443 

kor-beγel-a 84 

kosa 95, 333 

kosṭ-i 180 

krtil-i 444 

ksen-a 444 

ksin-v-a 444 

ksin-i 444 

kube 445 

kub-i 445 

Kuta-t-ur-eb-i 436 

Kuta-is-i 436 

kums-i 446 

Kums-ia-švil-i 446 

kun- 446 

kur-o 447 

kurc-i 447 

kus-ia 448 

kups-i 446 

kuc-i 436 

kucur-a 448 

krdeml-i 154 

γav- 449 

γal-a 450 

γal-v-a 450 

γandal-a 451 

γandar-a 451 

γan-i 452 

γan-mokceuli 452 

γažo 454 

γarda 452 

γar-i 452 

γd-in-i 449 

γebil- 453 

γel-e 453 

γel-o 453 

γerγ-av-s 454 

γerγ-il-i 454 

γvar-naš-i 455 

γvar-cop-i 455 

γvarʒla 308 

γvelp-i 457 

γvta-eb-a 466 

γvtiv- 466 

γvt-is 466 

γv-ia 457 

γvin-a-γvin-a 459 

γvin-o 105, 292, 346, 459 

γvin-ue 459 

γvir-γvil-i 460 

γwar-i 455 

γwelp-i 457 

γiv-il-i 461 
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γiv-i-s 461 

γiz- 461 

γin-i 461 

γiγ-il-o 462 

γiγ-o 462 

γlav-i 462 

γlan-i 462 

γl-ia 453 

γmert-i 450 

γmu-il-i 467 

γmu-i-s 467 

γon-i 40, 463 

γran-i 464 

γra-i 464 

γred-i 464 

γrṭil-i 464 

γrub-el-i 465 

γr-ial-i 502 

γuar-i 455 

γub-l-i 465 

γuv-il-i 465 

γuv-i-s 465 

γuz-a 466 

γu-il-i 465 

γu-i-s 465 

γul-i 467 

γumel-i 467 

γurγur-i 468 

γuš- 468 

γiv-i-s 461 

ad-e 470 

av- 471 

ana 513 

and-a 473 

anča 258, 473 

aran-a 474 

arṭl-i 474 

arṭl-ian-i 474 

araṭ- 474 

arx-ila 474 

ap- 469 

aa 476 

av-i 479 

a-i 476 

ba 184, 452 

b-a 470 

b-ed-i 470 

d-a 470 

da-n-i 470 

ev-ar-i 391, 476 

ew- 476 

ew-ar-i 476 

el- 477 

el-i 477 

ep-a 633 

e- 478 

e-v-a 478 

van- 480 

vancal-a 480 

var-eb-a 480 

vel-i 482 

vim-i 482 

vin-i 484 

vin-ia 484 

viniz-i 483 

vinč-il-a 485 

vinč-il-i 485 

wav- 479 

wan- 480 

warṭ-i 482 

was- 481 

wr- 485 

iv-il-i 530 

in- 486 

in-el-i 486 

in-v-a 486 

in-ul-i 486 

inč-i 486 

ir- 486 

is-in-a 487 

iv-i 478 

ma 473 

ma 478 

m-ob-a 478 

ov- 487 

ov-a 472 

ov-n-i-s 487 

oš-i 495 

ond-ur-a 473 

or-ad-a-j 488 

or-an-i 55, 488 

or-v-a 342 

or-i 489 

rdel-i 489 

rma 473 

ua 491 

ud- 490 

ud-r-o 490 

ud-r-o-eb-j 490 

ud-ul-i 473 

uva 491 

uv-i 491 

ul- 484 

ul-iv-i 484 

un-i 492 

unc-ul-i 492 

un-i 493 

ur-i 493 

urs- 495 

urs-al-i 495 

urs-el-a 495 

urut-i 494 

ur-ʒen-i 494 

uč- 495 
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uč-eb-a 495 

uǯur-i 496 

 478 
šal- 497 

še-a-ḳav-a 218 

še-a-rcxv-in-a 344 

še-bed-v-a 289 

še-bra-v-a 116 

še-bus-v-a 78 

še-bus-ul-i 125 

še-bγal-v-a 130 

še-bγal-ul-i 130 

še-gn-eb-a 139 

še-e-sem-i-n 356 

še-e-si-a 369 

še-e-šal-a 497 

še-vi-gen 139 

še-ḳoi-eb-a 247 

še-mtxv-ev-a 292 

šemo-tarǯ-v-a 206 

še-mcir-eb-a 523 

še-m-v-ar-i 575 

še-m-iḳ(w)-eb-a 582 

še-u-vi-eb-el-i 181 

šeša 39, 164, 190 

še-šl-il-i 497 

še-šl-is 497 

še-ʒr-un-eb-a 555 

še-am-eb-a 563 

še-xvev-a 616 

šv- 500 

švel-i 38, 47, 306, 499 

švid-i 611 

švid-qer-i 633 

švil-d-i 219 

švil-i 497 

švr-om-a 500 

šw- 497 

šw- 497 

šw- 498 

šw- 498 

šw- 499 

šw- 500 

šwan-i 506 

šw-eb-a 500 

šwel-i 38, 499 

šwen-ier-i 49, 499 

šwen-i-s 49, 499 

šwer- 499, 500 

šwer-i 500 

šwr- 499 

šta-kun-i 446 

šib-i 501 

šibu 501 

šig 502 

šig-a 502 

šig-an 502 

šigan 502 

šign-it 502 

šign-oan 502 

šil-i 502 

šin- 502 

šḳiǯ-i 508 

šl- 497 

šleg-i 503 

šmag- 503 

šn-o 499 

Šot-a 347 

šot-i 347 

šr-ob-a 499, 500 

šṭa-kun-i 446 

šṭo 367 

šub-l-i 503 

šud- 103 

šur-i 215 

šua 504 

šuš-uṭ-i 612 

šxep-i 504 

šxep-s 504 

čad-a 505 

čad-i 505 

čad-ḳoḳo 505 

čad-una 505 

čat-o 47, 505 

čat-ua 47, 505 

ča-i-gd-o 135 

čaḳva 517 

čanta 439 

ča-kol-v-a 100 

čava 517 

čb-un-v-a 505, 553 

čeo 73, 220, 432 

čečk-v-a 601 

čven 47, 507 

čven-i 47, 507 

čwev-a 507 

čwe-ul-eb-a-j 507 

čwe-ul-i 507 

čin-i 508 

čir-i 47, 508 

čir-i 49, 508 

Čir-in-a-švil-i 47, 508 

čiṭ-bade 509 

čiṭ-vašla 509 

čiṭ-i 509 

Čiṭ-i-švil-i 508 

čikv-i 525 

čla 509 

člig-i 509 

čling-i 509 

člung-i 509 

čoma 514 

čor- 506 

ču-a 69 

čk-er-a 510 

čk-er-i 510 

čxaṗ-n-a 212 

c- 510 

ca 43, 510 
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cav- 261 

cal- 511 

cal-i 43, 511 

calk-ia 513 

car-iel-i 514 

cacxv-i 68 

Cd-o 511 

cev- 261 

ceḳ- 515 

ceḳ-v-a 515 

ceḳ-v-a-na 515 

cel-av-s 516 

cel-v-a 516 

cel-i 516 

cer-i 516 

cvar-i 518 

cvil-i 208 

cvin-i 520 

cwet-s 518 

cwec- 519 

cwil-i 520 

ci- 520 

ci-al-i 520 

ci-aṭ-i 520 

cida-m-ṭḳav-el-i 394 

civ-i 521 

cil- 291 

cil-eb-a 522 

cil-i 521 

cil-i 522 

cil-is šeameba 522 

cimcim-i 522 

cimcim-ian-i 522 

cipo 524 

cikv- 581 

ciγw-i 525 

ciγ 525 

civ-i 525 

ci 525 
cica 120, 137, 184, 258, 527 

ci-cab-i 520 

cica-i 527 

cic-a-j 527 

cic-i-natela 526 

cixe-si-magr-e 265 

cn-ob-a 514 

cn-ob-il-i 514 

col-eb-a-j 527 

col-i 527 

col-ier-i 527 

cop-i 45, 528 

cop-moreuli 45, 528 

cox-n-a 529 

cru-ṗenṭel-a 329 

cuga 529 

cug-r-ia 529 

cug-r-iḳ-a 529 

cuv-a 530 

cu-il-i 530 

cul-d-i 219 

curne 530 

cux-i 41, 531 

ckn-ap-a 51, 531 

ckr-ial-a 54, 532 

ckr-ial-i 532 

cxar- 533 

cxar-e 533 

cxar-i 533 

cxel-i 290 

cxeml-a 534 

cxem-l-a 533 

cxem-l-i 533 

cxv- 307 

cxv-eb-a 307 

cxven- 353 

cxim-i 53, 535 

cxov-n-eb-a 53, 535 

cxov-r-eb-a 535 

cxr-o 536 

cxr-om-a 53, 536 

Cxum- 491 

ʒab- 538 

ʒab-v-a 308  

ʒab-un-i 538 

ʒag- 538 

ʒag-eb-a 538 

ʒal-a 539 

ʒala-in-i 539 

ʒal-i 539 

ʒal-i 434, 539 

ʒal-ovan-i 539 

ʒal-um-i 539 

ʒaml-i 540 

ʒarγv- 187 

ʒarγv-i 137, 222, 257, 313, 

347, 352, 512, 542 

ʒarγw-i 542 

ʒaγl-ur-ʒen-a 494 

ʒax-av-s 546 

ʒax-v-a 546 

ʒaxvel-i 547 

ʒax-il-i 546 

ʒax-il-i 546, 555 

ʒaqvel-i 547 

ʒaqwel-i 210, 291, 547 

ʒgib- 547 

ʒgib-v-a 547 

ʒgide 308 

ʒgip-i 547 

ʒe 346, 548 

ʒegv- 549 

ʒeg-v-a 549 

ʒegv-e 548 

ʒegv-i 548 

ʒeval-i 549 

ʒeval-i 550 

ʒev-s 549 

ʒeḳ-i 538 

ʒel-i 550 

ʒe-s 549 
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ʒeʒv-i 551 

ʒeʒv-nar-i 551 

ʒval-i 43, 551 

ʒvel- 553 

ʒvel-man-i 553 

ʒwal-ed-i 43, 551 

ʒwal-i 43, 551 

ʒwel-i 41, 552 

ʒil-i 539 

ʒil-i 553 

ʒil-il-a 553 

ʒir-ta 202 

ʒir-xven-a 111 

ʒin- 553 

ʒiʒa 558 

ʒl-ev-a 539 

ʒl-ier-i 539 

ʒl-iv-s 539 

ʒma 95  

ʒmar- 540 

ʒm-ar-i 541 

ʒn-el- 298 

ʒroxa 70 

ʒr-ol-a 555 

ʒr-ol-eb-a 550 

ʒr-un-eb-a 550 

ʒu 557 

ʒumel-a 558 

ʒuʒu 558 

ʒuʒu-j 558 

ʒuʒu-js-mṭe 558 

ʒuw-i 557 

ʒr-pas-i 404 

ʒγwn-/ʒγwen- 560 

ʒγvaml-i 53, 559 

ʒγven-i 560 

ʒγwaml-i 559 

ʒγwen-i 560 

ʒ-ol-a 555 

ʒ-ol-eb-a 555 

abl-a 560 

abl-i 560 

a-vel- 176 

a-v-u-sv-i 360 

aḳ-a 561 

aḳ-i 561 

al- 562 

al-a 562 

alam-i 563 

al-d-i 219 

al-o 562 

am- 564 

am- 574 

am-al-i 574 

am-eb-a 563 

amo-roš-av-s 339 

ar- 567 

arb-i 567 

ar-val 175 

ar-i-ṭar-a 389 

ar-wan-a 480 

a-ṭap-v-a 386 

ap-ia 567 

ap-ur-i 567 

ak-a 568 

ak-i 568 

aγa 568 

ax-an-ai 569 

ax-an-e 569 

axn-ag- 436 

ber- 569 

ber-v-a 569 

ber-i 569 

d-ev-a 571 

e- 570 

eb-av-s 570 

ebar-i 571 

eb-eb-a 570 

eb-o 570 

ed-a 571 

ed-i 571 

el- 573 

el-i 572 

el-i 573 

el-s 572 

embešo 565 

en-i 574 

en-ul-i 574 

er- 565 

er-i 567 

e-γan 570 

v-a 575 

vet-av-s 576 

vet-i 576 

vel-a 577 

vel-i 577 

ven-i 578 

ver-gamo 136 

ver-ta 202 

ver-i 578, 579 

vir-e 579 

w-a 575 

wet-i 576 

wel-i 577 

wen-i 578 

wer-i 578 

wer-i 579 

ib-o 580 

ig- 581 

ig-ura 581 

iv-il-i 581 

iv-i-s 581 

it-el-i 581 

it-s 581 

iḳ-o-j 582 

iḳu-j 583 
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il-i 583 

im-ar-o 584 

im-ar-o al-i 584 

in- 294 

in-a 294 

ina-da-cwet-a 518 

in-aṗar-i 62 

inda 584 

ir-i-tav-i 586 

is- 586 

ipx-i 587 

i-aḳ- 588 

iil- 141, 588 

iil-i 588 

iil-a 588 

im-ar-aṭ-i 588 

im-ar-iṭ-a 588 

im-aṭ-i 588 

ḳa 589 

ḳnd- 565 

ḳr-ial-a 532 

nd- 565 

nor-i 68 

od- 577 

od-eb-a 577 

ov-a 590 

ov-n-a 590 

ov-s 590 

oṗ-i 591 

oṗ-i 591 

ṗer-v-a 569 

riṗ-a 585 

riṗ-i 585 

rip- 585 

rp-el-i 587 

u-a 593 

uen-i 578 

utul-i 591 

uḳ- 592 

uḳ-al-a 592 

ul- 592 

ul-ebriv-i 592 

ul-i 393 

ulil- 279 

umṗe 593 

un-ux-i 578 

uṗ-aḳ-i 592 

urv-il- 399 

ux- 594 

ux- 594 

ux-el-is 595 

at-i 596 

al-i 598, 632 

al-ṭubo 387 

er- 598 

v- 599 

n-et-i 599 

n-or-i 599 

r-om-a 597 

anu-va-ʒe 473 

ar-iḳ-a 600 

ar-il-a 600 

ed- 271, 596 

eo 220 

eḳ-v-a 601 

vav-i 130, 530 

iḳ-n-a 602 

il-i 602 

il-ob-i 602 

inal-a 602 

inar- 142, 602, 648 

inr-aka 142, 648 

irxl-i 603 

ret-a 603 

eṗ-a 603 

l-em-a 604 

l-eṭ-a 604 

xad-a 605 

xad-il-i 605 

xad-il-ob-a 605 

xal- 605 

xal-a 605 

xalta 629 

xal-i 605 

xam-i 606 

xan-da-zm-a 45, 188 

xan-da-zm-ul-i 45, 188 

xaṗ-er-a-j 630 

xaṗ-er-i 630 

xaṗ-i 630 

xar-o 608 

xas-ob-a 609 

xaṭis xuc-i 627 

xap-i 631 

xapr-an-a 631 

xašar-i 609 

xaa 609 

xa-a-ṗur-i 610 

xava 610 

xao 610 

xe 610 

xev-i 631 

xevis-ber-i 94 

xev-s 611 

xems-i 621 

xe- 612 

xex-uṭ-i 612 

xval 614 

xval-e 614 

xvanʒ-a 616 

xvar-ad-i 615 

xvar-i 615 

xvev-n-a 616 

xvev-n-a-xvena 616 

xve- 618 

xve-a 618 
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xvir-a 619 

xviriḳ-a 620 

xvirḳil-a 620 

xvirḳil-i 620 

xvl-iḳ-i 614 

xw- 612 

xwav-i 613 

xwav-r-el-i 613 

xw-eb-a 613 

xwedr- 619 

xw-ev- 616 

xwe- 617 

xwe-a 617 

xw-m-a 613 

xiba-xuba 80 

x-il-v-a 604 

ximsl-i 621 

xir- 637 

xir-aṭ-i 637 

xmal-i 37, 632 

xmar-eb-a 638 

xoḳ- 83 

xord-i 635 

xo-i 609 

xo-i 464 

xox- 622 

xox-av-s 623 

xoxe 623 

xoxe-i 623 

xox-i 622 

xram-i 623 

xrṭil-i 464 

xsen-i 385 

xuzal-a 624 

xut-v-a 624 

xumar-i 625 

xumr-ob-a 625 

xunča 635 

xu-ob-s 613 

xuṗ- 625 

xursa 626 

xup-i 641 

xuš-i 626 

xuc- 467, 510 

xuces 237, 252, 490 

x-u-c-e-s-i 510 

x-u-c-e-js-i 510 

xuc-i 627 

xuc-ob-a 627 

xuc-ur-i 627 

x-u-od-a 577 

xčol-v-a 641 

qado 628 

qam-ier-i 629 

qam-l-i 629 

qaro 629 

qde 628 

qev-i 631 

qev-is-ber-i 631 

qev-is-upal-i 631 

qev-n-eb-i 631 

qer-i 633 

qerco 633 

qeq-i 623 

qweza 636 

qweza-j 636 

qwel-a-j 636 

qwim-ir-i 648 

qip-i 637 

qleč- 502 

qm-a 634 

qmal-i 37, 632 

qmar-eb-a 638 

qm-ev-a 634 

qm-ob-a 634 

qn- 630 

qoc- 639 

qoqo-b-i 481, 640 

qrmal-i 37, 632 

qsen-i 385 

quwil-i 640 

qum-il-v-a 635 

qunč-i 640 

qm-ir-i 648 

qčol-i 641 

qčol-v-a 641 

ǯagv-i 548 

ǯag-i 548 

ǯavr-i 566 

ǯav-ed-aj 488 

ǯav-i 137, 562 

ǯgr-o 642 

ǯer- 643 

ǯer- 643 

ǯer-e 643 

ǯval-o 553 

ǯw-am-s 643 

ǯimqwa 644 

ǯinwel-i 229 

ǯinqva 644 

ǯiqv-i 556 

ǯiqw-i 556 

ǯiq 556 

ǯmn-a 643 

ǯr-a 642 

hav-i 324 

hamb-or- 59 

han-i 318, 644 

hasaḳ-i 324 

h-gi-es 147 

Her-et-i 646 

Her-i 646 

h-/x-i-dv-a 162 

h-lal-v-id-es 253 

h-loḳ-s 263 

hom-i 324 

hrom-i 324 

hrul-i 324 

h-rkw-i-an 338 

hune 148 

h-puc-av-s 424 

h-kon-d-a 438 
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Laz-Megrelian 

(Colkhian) 

*baḳin- 93 

*bogo 216 

*borkwa 112 

*boṭḳ-i 82 

*brvo 177 

*buṭḳ-i 82 

*bγu 131 

*-ga 136 

*gd- 135 

*gurdamur-i 154 

*dow 156 

*dol-i 156 

*zo-moxa 282 

*ḳvaḳvar-i 233 

*ḳord-ila 224 

*ḳur-ḳur-ia 249 

*ḳur-un-i 249 

*Laḳv-ia 260 

*la-i 259 

*mat-ar-i 267 

*ma-ḳwat-i 233 

*manǯ- 180 

*mtar-i 37, 298 

*mi-t-ga 133 

*mi-t-γa 133 

*m-ḳuš-in-er-i 251 

*mozv-ar-i 295 

*morʒgv-an-i 274 

*mu-t-ga 133 

*mu-t-γa 133 

*mǯavol- 550 

*noḳa 218, 487, 507 

*noška 315 

*no-ḳor-i 600 

*orgun-i 63 

*oržvon-i 62 

*o-pat-aš-e 407 

*oč-i 313, 403 

*rbula 112 

*ṭab-ar-ua 597 

*poš-poš-i 404 

*konu 435 

*ksin- 444 

*γoǯ-i 313 

*šonḳa 351 

*šor- 350 

*šorḳa 351 

*čanǯ-uxa 516 

*čvir-i 520 

*čikv-ap-a 581 

*ʒaʒv-i 551 

*ʒoḳv-i 562 

*vanǯ-i 578 

*in- 598 

*xoc- 639 

*ǯagv-i 548 

*ǯikv-i 556 

*ǯorγv-i 137, 222, 257, 313, 

352, 512, 562 

{boč-i} 87 

{ḳonǯ-} 246 

{ḳord-il-} 224 

{boḳer-} 110 

{bžin-} 132 

{gol-} 135 

{goǯ-i} 138 

{zorγa} 43, 544 

{tur-} 203 

{bul-} 76 

{mač-a} 285 

{moxa} 282 

{mutu} 295 

{munč-i} 297 

{murγul-i} 276 

{muču} 279 

{nob-i} 316 

{žona} 185 

{žor-} 42, 184 

{soxuu} 352 

{skind-i} 500 

{pačka} 86 

{karš-} 140 

{konu} 435 

{Šot-a} 347 

{šoxuu} 352 

{šuxu} 376 

{škiǯ-i} 49, 508 

{čanǯ-} 516 

{čoma} 513 

{embešo} 565 

{xol-i} 605 

agapa 63 

agvarta 146 

a-tak- 58 

a-ia 58 

aḳi-ǯorg-es 642 

aḳo-sir-ua 46, 350 

aḳm-rγv-an-s 339 

alage 63 

al-erṭ-i 173 

a-mar- 58 

ambar-i 130, 530 

an-el-a 173 

anṭama 68 

anala 645 

anola 645 

ar čkva 534 

argun-i 63 

ar-t-i 174, 537 

art-o 183 

a-rt-u-n 341 

art xeš por-i 402 

ariḳ-i 64 

ar-ʒa 537 

ar-ʒa-per-i 537 

ar-ʒo 537 
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ar-ʒo-i 537 

ar-ʒo-per-i 537 

ar-o 537 

ar-o-i 537 

ar-xi 621 

ar-xi-mar-xi 621 

aṭam-a 388 

a-k-on-i 58 

aš-i 65 

aš-o 65 

a-škur-in-e(n) 503 

aču 69 

bag-u-a 90 

bad- 91 

bad-i 91 

bad-ob-a 91 

baz-i 91 

baz-ir-i 92 

batar-ia 92 

baḳ- 92 

baḳ-il-iš-i 92 

baḳ-ir-i 92 

baḳ-un-s 92 

bal-a 105 

baniḳ- 93 

bara 94 

bar-am-i 94 

barg- 86 

bars-el-i 95 

bar-u-a 93 

baṭ-i 83 

baṭ-ia 83 

baṭḳ-i 82 

baγ- 96 

baγil-i 97 

baγir- 96 

baγir-e 97 

baγ-u 129 

baγu 97 

baγ-una 97 

baγr-e 97 

bav-a 85 

bačka 86 

baḳa 99 

bax 89 

bahe 89 

bav-a 85 

ba-u-a 98 

bed-an-i 79 

berg- 86 

berg-i 227 

berǯγ-el-i 53, 98 

beṭ-ar-i 359 

bek-ja-i 96 

bek-jar-i 96 

bex-a 89 

beǯγ- 98 

beh-a 89 

bibil-i 36, 105 

b-i-bγ-i 83 

bigva 216 

bila 122 

bilonc-a 108 

bin-ur-i 106 

bin-ur-ar-i 106 

birbil-i 36, 105 

biš-in 107 

b-i-čin-am 514 

biv-al-i 36 

b-nʒgv-i 643 

boga 95 

bod- 72 

bod-a 72 

bozo 267 

bozo-mota 267 

bozu 267 

bozu-mota 267 

boz- 73 

boz dixa 73 

Boḳer-ia 110 

boḳon-i 75 

bol- 76 

bol-ona 76 

bonḳver-i 121 

bonʒor-a 78 

bonǯ-i 300 

bora 73 

borzal-i 115 

borḳ- 80 

borḳ-il-i 80 

borḳ-u-a 80 

borǯ-al-i 81 

borǯg-i 46, 81 

borǯ-i 81 

bov-i 113 

boč-i 179 

boč-iḳa 179 

boč-ob-a 179 

boǯg-i 46, 81 

bov-i 113 

boo-r-ia 112 

bža 44, 104, 291 

bža 102, 380 

bžaḳ-e 45, 102 

bža-čxa 291 

bžin- 104 

bžin-ap-a 104 

Bžin-ev-i 132 

bžir-ap-a 101 

bžir-ap-il-i 101 

bžol-a 100 

bžol-i 100 

bž-ou 73 

bžr- 101 

bra- 421 

bra-el-i 421 

brewl-i 115 
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brel-i 115 

breul-i 115 

bri- 421 

bri-el-i 421 

bruo 177 

bugu-ʒir-i 197, 399 

buz-al-a 105, 120 

buzuḳ-i 121 

buz-ul-a 120 

buta 37, 412 

bul-ep-i 68 

b-um-ap-a 71 

bura-el-i 421 

bura-il-i 421 

bura-u-a 421 

buri-u-a 421 

burb-u 123 

burs-ap-i 124 

burs-i 124 

burso 124 

bur-kv-i 438 

burγ-in-i 83 

burǯ-i 88 

burǯ-i/burǯ-ap-i 111 

bust-i 127 

busṭ-i 127 

buγ- 84 

buγ-i 126 

buγ-in-i 83 

bu-i 114 

buin-i 113 

buun-i 113 

bucx-a 81 

bucx-an-s 81, 114 

bucx-i 81, 114 

bucx-up-s 81, 114 

buʒga 87 

buʒi 128 

buʒu 128 

buʒul-on-i 128 

bux-ir-ia 128 

buxu 128 

bu- 113 

buin-i 113 

buun- 113 

bγ- 52, 128 

bγ- 83 

bγ- 129 

bγ-er-i 83 

bγor- 130 

bγor-in-i 130 

bγoǯ-i 51, 131 

bγu 131 

b-čod-un 512 

b-ʒgv-i 643 

b-ʒgib-um 547 

b-v-i 575 

bǯa 102 

b-ǯog- 538 

bg-ʒir-i 197 

gale 567 

gal-ob-er-i 136 

gama-b-i-txv-ap-u-r 215 

gama-ṗ-il-up 584 

gama-il-ap-a 584 

gama-il-er-i 584 

gama-il-u 584 

gama-il-up-s 584 

Ga-raxa 340 

ga-γ-ier-i 449 

gaʒ-i 141 

gaʒ-ig-ia 141 

ge-/me-rčkvan-a 507 

ge-bžal-ia 102 

gegn-m-a-ršv-u 359 

gegno-lol-u 253 

ge-ndγa-n-i 164 

ger-i → // ge-i 137 

mger-i → // mgver-i 607 

ge-kun-al-i 446 

ge-ʒu-n 549 

ge-v-er-i 575 

ge-v-ian-s 575 

ge-v-i-an-s 581 

ge-v-il-i 575 

gvala 639 

gvan- 145 

gvan-ap-a 145 

gvangv-al-i 149 

gvan-er-i 145 

gvan-il-i 145 

gvar-d-a 145 

gver-d-i 145 

gver-i 144 

gver-i 145 

gvigvil-i 220 

gz-a 139 

gib-u-a 134 

gid-el-i 152 

gi-m-o-b-u-n 71 

gina-on-u 590 

gino-šaš-u-a 46, 358 

ginʒ-e 138 

gir-in-i 153 

girʒ-e 138 

go-bonǯ-u-a 300 

go-b-sḳv-i 374 

go-bγ-u 52, 128 

go-val- 647 

go-i-m-it-an-u 581 

gola 639 

go-ligv-in-ap-a 261 

Gol-ub-ian-i 135 

go-m-i-dγan-u-n 449 

go-m-skvan-er-i 499 

go-ndγil-in-ap-ir-i 172 

go-nirs-el-i 320 
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go-nor-u-a 597 

go-nǯog-u 538 

go-ṗanṭ-ap-a 329 

go-ṗusk-or-il-i 44, 327 

go-ṗusk-or-u-a 44, 327 

go-žiž-in-ap-a 195 

go-žiž-in-ap-il-i 195 

gor- 136 

gorgol-ia 150, 151 

gorgor-e 151 

gor-i 142 

gor-o 145 

goro-goro 145 

go-runǯ-el-i 258 

go-rčv-il-i 543 

gos- 142 

go-sant-il-i 355 

gos-ia 142 

go-ṭ-eb-a 390 

go-ṭiṭin-ap-il-i 393 

go-pars-al-ap-a 409 

go-γviγv-in-ap-a 458 

go-v-i 471 

goš-i 237 

goš-ua 237 

go-čv-er-i 543 

go-čv-es 543 

go-o 572 

go-o-s 572 

go-o-x 183 

go-ab-u 570 

go-xva-xv-ap-a 616 

go-xu-ap-a 616 

go-ǯog-ap-a 538 

go-al-ap-a 477 

go-v-i 471 

greš-u-a 140 

guda 152 

Guda-va 473 

guda-va 473 

gu-i 147 

gu-m-a-ps-e-n 416 

gum-i 150 

gumur-i 136 

gunʒ-e 138 

gur- 147 

gur- 153 

gur-i 147 

gur-un-i 153 

Gurʒ-em-i 138 

gup-u-a 152 

gd-el-i 152 

gmna-an-i 597 

gnʒ-e 138 

gr-in-i 153 

grʒ-e 138 

da 155 

dad-a 160 

dad-al-i 160 

dada-xa 610 

dad-i 161 

dad-ia 161 

dad-ra 161 

dadul- 160 

dal-ep-e 156 

dal-ep-i 156 

danʒ-ep-un-a 551 

danʒ-i 551 

darga 162 

daγ-i 84, 396 

daγ-u-a 157 

dav-i 158 

daʒ-i 551 

dede 165 

dei 161 

dem-i 161 

der-i 161 

de-cork-u 513 

dv-al- 162 

di 164 

di-bar-u 93 

di-b-on-a-t 488 

dida 95, 160, 165 

di-dg-in-e-n 159 

did-i 165 

did-o 165 

di-mur-eǯ-u 272 

dimḳu 229 

dino 166 

dinḳu 229 

dira 166 

dirx-al-i 167 

dirx-in-a 167 

dišḳa 39, 164 

diška 39, 164, 190 

dic-a 554 

dixa 167 

di-on-u 487 

di-on-u 488 

d-nv-i 599 

d-kun-u 446 

d-šir-u(n) 350 

dlav-i 158 

do 155 

doba 39, 155 

dobar-čala 155 

do-baγ-in-e 96 

doba-ii 39, 155 

dob-era 155 

dob-ira 155 

do-b-i-šv-an-a-ša 44, 359 

do-b-nv-i 599 

do-buγ-eren 126 

do-bucx-es 81 

do-gz-ap-a 153 

do-dg-in-u 159 

dod-u 155 

do-txin-ap-a 213 
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do-ḳin-ap-a 219 

do-ḳon-ap-a 219 

dolo-kun-s 446 

dolo-kun-u 446 

do-m-i-ṭal-es 390 

do-m-i-on-d-i 487 

dono-ḳin-d-er-i 598 

do-ṗ-ḳond-i 565 

dord-i 168 

do-rz-am-a 153 

do-rz-am-al-i 153 

do-rskin-el-i 502 

do-rčkvan-a 507 

do-ṭal-eb-a 390 

Do-u 156 

Do-u 156 

do-u-n-i 572 

do-u-um-u 563 

do-pav-ap-a 99 

do-p-čač-i 519 

do-p-čit-i 518 

do-kurč-ol-um-an 447 

do-γinč-es 456 

do-ḳond-u 565 

do-ḳin-d-in-u 598 

do-an-ap-a 597 

door-e 169 

do-ia 157 

dung-i 284 

dur-a 170 

dorgo 170 

dorgu 170 

dundu 170 

dur-e 170 

durγen-i 171 

durγun-i 171 

duru 168 

duru 168 

duγ-i 168 

du-i 168 

duu 168 

du-i 158 

du-i 168 

du-ia 157 

dγa 164 

dγan- 52, 171 

dγa-ur-i 164 

dra 166 

ebr-i 58 

e-bur-u 421 

e-dg-in-a 159 

ei-o-pš-u 179 

eḳi-sḳv-e 374 

ela-mux-er-i 569 

ela-ḳir-u 565 

e-mḳut-in-u 224 

e-mḳut-u 224 

-en 216 

e-n-a 313 

e-n-ep-i 313 

ent-er-e 63 

en-t-ep-e 313 

e-ntx-ap-il-i 412 

e-ntx-u 412 

e-n-u-al-a 596 

e-ṗixv-in-ap-a 332 

e-ṗixv-in-ap-il-i 332 

e-žvirt-ap-a 44, 194 

erb-i 58 

erg-e 215 

Erg-eṭa 215 

-er-e 63 

er-eb-i 646 

erḳina-čxa 342 

erskem-i 65 

erckem-i 65 

e-pš-a 179 

eš-a-nʒgv-i 643 

eš-a-čvalu 174 

eš-a-xtim-a 174 

eš-e 174 

eš-rs 174 

eč-i 313, 403 

e-on-u 487 

vad-m-a-txin-u 213 

vava 270 

vava-a 270 

va-v-o-nd-u-k 316 

val-er-i 647 

val-i 482 

val-i 647 

val-um-s 647 

val-un-s 647 

ve-te 204 

veli-uǯ-or-u 493 

vex-i 179 

v-i-gin-an-k 139 

v-i-gz-al-am 139 

v-i-gz-e-r 153 

vit-i 50, 67 

vit-oš-i 67 

v-i-sv-ap 360 

v-i-st-ol-a-t 365 

v-i-sim-in-i 355 

v-o-mčxv-in-am 307 

v-o-ngor-ap 151 

vorer-a 176 

v-o-rz-an-k 153 

vorir-a 176 

v-o-šuv-um 361 

v-o-čxon-e 535 

v-u-or-e 566 

z-a 139 

Zan-a 185 

Zana-t-i 185 

zant-ia 189 

zarza 198 

zen-i 189 
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Zes-a-skir-i 187 

Zes-a-švil-i 187 

zim- 199 

zior-i 103 

zior-u-a 103 

ziṗ- 197 

ziṗ-al-i 197 

ziṗ-i 197 

ziṗ-in-ap-a 197 

zirza 198 

zog- 199 

zor-i 185 

zorγa 43, 95, 544 

Zorγa-t-i 43, 544 

zoγa 43, 544 

zo- 182 

zo-x-o 182 

zul-ap-i 194 

zum- 199 

zum-in- 467 

zund-i 187 

zunǯ-i 187 

zura 527 

zuγa 43, 544 

zm- 199 

-ta 202 

tal-u-a 205 

tant- 204 

tant-e 39, 204 

tant-ia 204 

tanǯ- 206 

tanǯ-u-a 206 

tanǯ-un-s 206 

tar-i 39, 298 

Tarx-on-i 163 

tarx-un-ia 163 

Tarq-uǯ-i 163 

tas- 255 

taxa 203 

taxa-šxa 203 

taxa-čxa 203 

te 204 

teγ-i 208 

ti- 208 

titxu 52, 165, 379 

tir-i 368 

tiγ-i 208 

tiš-in-er-a 208 

tiš-in-er-i 208 

toli-mčxu 307 

to-šxu 307 

to-uǯ-i 493 

tu(n)t-i 337 

tu-al-a 368 

tu-as 368 

tuta 50, 171 

tuta-s-te 204, 365 

tuta-š-te 204, 365 

tut-er-i 171 

tutxu 165 

tkva 50, 367 

tkvan 367 

tkvan-i 50, 367 

tx- 292 

txal-ep-e/i 158 

txv- 215 

txv-al-a 215 

txv-ap-a 215 

txitxu 52, 165 

txombr-i 395 

txombur-i 395 

txom-u 210 

txomur-i 395 

txon-s 215 

txor- 211 

txor-u-a 211 

txor-um-s 211 

txu- 215 

txu-al-a 215 

txu-ap-a 215 

txum-u 210 

txun-s 215 

txtx 165 

tr-i 368 

i-baγ-in-u 96 

i-burǯ-an-s 111 

i-bucx-an-s 114 

i-dγan-o 52, 171 

i-txin-u-an-s 213 

i-txu-ap-u-n 215 

iḳina-čxa 342 

i-ḳul-e 231 

i-ḳum-in-u(-n) 248 

i-lom-ṭ-es 324 

imγva 215 

in-a 216 

Ingoro-va 473 

in-ep-i 216 

inγva 215 

in-a 562 

i-nval-s 577 

inir-i 61 

inir-ia 61 

inr-ia 61 

i-ṗeǯ-an-e-n 329 

i-rd-en-s 135 

i-r-eb-e-n 595 

i-ser-u-n 358 

i-sim-ad-u-n 370 

i-sim-e-n 355 

isir-i 324 

i-v-e-n 471 

i-šir-e-n 350 

iš- 217 

iš-o 217 

i-škv-an-s 498 

i-šx-an-s 382 

i-čin-u 514 

i-v-en-an 596 
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i-val-s 577 

i-i-ol-u-n-an 555 

i-xor-u(n) 606 

i-ǯorg-u-n-an 642 

ḳaḳal-i 220 

ḳaḳv- 227 

ḳam-i 229 

ḳan- 228 

ḳant-i 227 

ḳanǯo 228 

ḳanǯ-u-a 228 

ḳaṗ-un-ia 59 

ḳard-ila 224 

ḳašin-a 229 

ḳax-i 230 

ḳax-u 230 

ḳem-a 222 

ḳema-svasva 222 

ḳer-ie 223 

ḳerp-i 229 

ḳepa 226 

ḳep-i 229 

ḳva 491 

ḳvaḳv- 227 

ḳvaḳvar-i 233 

ḳvaḳ-u-a 227 

ḳval-i 482 

ḳvaγ-a 235 

ḳvaš- 234 

ḳvaš-il-i 234 

ḳvaš-u-a 234 

ḳveḳv-a 227 

ḳvec-u-a 236 

ḳviḳvil-i 210 

ḳvinṭ-i 236 

ḳvinǯ-a 249 

ḳvinǯ-al-i 249 

ḳvinǯ-a-ǯgua 249 

ḳvirṭ-i 237 

ḳvirṭ-u-a 237 

ḳvii-i 247 

ḳvii-u-a 247 

ḳib-ir-i 238 

ḳib-ir-u-a 238 

ḳib-o-ia 238 

ḳiḳ-a 219 

ḳiḳa-če 219 

ḳiḳ-i 243 

ḳiḳin-a 238 

ḳil-a 221 

ḳil-i 221 

ḳin- 218 

ḳina 342 

ḳina-xona 342 

ḳinḳ-i 243 

ḳino-x 183 

ḳi-op-i 238 

ḳir-a 223 

ḳirda 225 

ḳirḳ-i 243 

ḳip-i 229 

ḳip-iš osare 229 

ḳič-u-a 226 

ḳic-i 229 

ḳodor-ep-i 241 

ḳoḳ-i 242 

ḳoḳo 220 

ḳoḳor-i 233 

ḳol-a 221 

ḳol-i 294 

ḳomṗul-i 243 

ḳon-d-i 219 

ḳont-i 225 

ḳonḳ-i 242 

Ḳonǯ-ar-ia 246 

ḳoṗa 244 

ḳoṗal-i 243 

ḳoṗ-eš-ia 240 

ḳoṗul-i 243 

ḳoṭa 241 

ḳošk- 245 

ḳud-el-i 489 

ḳut-ap-i 224 

ḳut-u-a 224 

ḳuḳu-l-i 242 

ḳu-ḳur-ia 249 

ḳul- 231 

ḳul-e 231 

ḳul-un-i 249 

ḳum-er-i 249 

ḳum-in-i 234 

ḳum-u-a 249 

ḳumuš-i 222 

ḳun-i 223 

ḳun-o 243 

ḳur- 249 

ḳurt-a 615 

ḳurḳa 250 

ḳusin- 483 

ḳurṭ-i 247 

ḳurṭum-el-i 250, 489 

ḳurṭum-u-a 250 

ḳurut-i 494 

ḳuš-in-i 251 

ḳu-i 252 

ḳu-u 232 

ḳu-u 246 

ḳu-u 251 

ḳu-ur-ia 246 

ḳl-a 221 

ḳl-i 221 

ḳn- 218 

ḳnḳ-i 243 

ḳp- 229 
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ḳč-u-a 226 

lag-e 259 

laḳv-i 259 

laḳ-i 259 

Laḳ-ia 260 

laḳ-oṭ-i 259 

lala 260 

lar-em 574 

las-ir-el-i 42, 260 

las-ir-er-i 42, 260 

las-ir-u-a 42, 260 

le-mš-i 317 

les-id-i 255 

leṭa 40, 257 

le-pš-i 317 

lexera 259 

ligv-al-i 261 

liḳv-i 108, 109 

linǯ-i 262 

lisir-i 324 

liṭe 256 

li-pš-i 317 

liγ-on-u-a 261 

liš-i 109 

li-š-i 317 

liǯ-i 262 

log-in- 253 

log-in-an-s 253 

log-in-i 253 

log-o 253 

log-o-ia 253 

loḳ-u-a 263 

lol-u-a 253 

longor-ia 254 

losḳ- 263 

loṭḳ- 263 

loṭḳ-u-a 263 

lo-a 258 

luba 324 

lug-a 108 

luγ-i 257 

lux- 263 

lux-um-i 263 

lm-a 324 

lṭ 256 

maga 283 

Mag-an-a 284 

ma-ḳat-i 233 

m-a-ḳut-u(-n) 224 

ma-lim-ur-i 324 

ma-luγ-a 257 

ma-luγ-ia 257 

m-a-mškor-in-u 305 

ma-m-xir-e 637 

man- 285 

manta 92 

mant-ar-i 267 

ma-nam-ur-e 574 

ma-nval-u 577 

margv-i 116 

marḳv-a 284 

markvališ ǯarǯ-u-a 551 

ma-ršvin-e 364 

ma-rčx-a 53, 536 

marʒgv-an-i 274 

marḳ-ind-i 289 

ma-rix-ol-i 345 

ma-rix-ol-i 586 

mar-xi 621 

m-a-sim-en 355 

masḳ-ur-i 287 

mask-ur-i 287 

ma-paṭ-ia 410 

m-a-ps-e-n 416 

ma-pskal-ia 379 

m-a-p-u-n 400 

ma-pšal-e 362 

ma-pšal-ia 362 

-mapxa 287 

m-a-or-op-e-n 480 

ma-čin-e 514 

ma-cir-ia 523 

maḳ-ind-i 289 

m-a-on-e-n 590 

ma-or-ap-al-i 566 

ma-val-i/-u 577 

ma-irx-ol-i 345 

ma-irx-ol-i 586 

maxva 290 

ma-xir-al-i 637 

ma-xir-ǯ-i 637 

ma-xor-ob-a 606 

ma-xut-a 626 

ma-al-e 391, 476, 483 

mbar-u-a 93 

mbul-ap-i 110 

mga 283 

mger-i 607 

mgvan-a 145 

mgver-i 144 

mgver-i 607 

mo-ṭur-ap-a 398 

me-b-u-uǯ-am 493 

me-g-ap-a 139 

me-v-o-xol-um 606 

me-lol-un-s 253 

me-m-skvan-er-i 499 

menǯel-i 539 

menǯ-i 180, 181, 356, 515 

Menǯ-i 180 

me-rsx-u-ap-il-i 381 

mes-ep-i 275 

me-skur-u 499 

meš-i-xors-ar-s 639 

me-škv-in-u 497 

me-ur-ap-a 561 

me-ur-u 593 
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me-ab-u 570 

me-iš-u 580 

me-xul-e 608 

m-zes-a 187 

mzoγa 43, 95, 544 

mzunǯ-i 187 

mzuγa 43, 544 

mzuǯ-i 187 

mtv-a-s 368 

mtvir-i 368 

mtuta 171 

mtur-i 368 

mi(n) 180 

mi-b-š-a-t 346 

mi-d-ga 133 

mita-žam-i 45, 188 

mi-t-xa 133 

miḳi-on-u 590 

mi- 181 

mi-n 181 

mindor-i 292 

mindor-ia 292 

mindor-o 292 

mi-n-ep-i 181 

mi-ntxor-u 214 

m-i-ntx-u 292 

m-i-nč-an-s 510 

mi-o-šx-u-n 381 

m-i-γ-u(n) 455 

m-i-γ-u-n 455 

mi-o-xen 294 

m-i-uǯ-i 493 

mḳol-i 294 

m-ḳus-in-er-i 251 

mo-b-i-šv-aǯ-i 44, 359 

moz-a-i 295 

moz-ar-i 295 

moz-in-a 266 

mo-zog-mo-zog-o 199 

mozu-ḳia 295 

mo- 265 

mo-t 265 

mo-tx-u 292 

momo 269 

mona 270 

mo-ntal-iri 205 

mo-ntxor-il-i 214 

mo-nʒe 548 

mo-n-il-i 596 

mona 276 

mo-nǯol-ir-i 539 

mo-nǯol-un-s 539 

moro 272 

mo-sv-an-ǯ-a 359 

mo-sr-il-i 350 

moṭ-i 314 

mo-ṭur-ap-a 398 

mo-pižv-in-ap-a 401 

Mokv-i 288 

moγa 276 

moγ-ia 276 

moš- 296 

mo-šv-an-d-a 44, 359 

mo-ʒu-n 549 

mo-vat-an-s 576 

mo-v-en-u 596 

mo-vat-an-s 576 

mo-iš-e 580 

moxa 280 

Moxa-š-i 280 

mo-xv-er-i 619 

mža 44, 291 

mža 102, 380 

m-žor-a 192 

msḳver-i 499 

msua 416 

msuǯ-i 459 

mska 379 

mskver-i 38, 47, 499 

mṭi 392 

mṭir-i 392 

mṭḳo 394 

mu 38, 264 

mu-d-ga 133 

mud-i-s 269 

muz-ar-i 295 

muz-er-a 266 

mut-iḳa 267 

mu-t-xa 133 

muḳo-nv-il-i 599 

mula 268 

muma 299 

mu-na-txu-a 215 

mund-e-s 269 

mund-i-s 269 

mu-n-ep-i 38, 264 

munṭur-i 40, 273, 275 

Munč-ia 297 

munčkv-i 38, 278 

munčk-i 278 

munčx-i 278 

munǯ-i 270 

mur- 272 

murg-i 296 

mur-eǯ-i 55, 272 

mur-ua 295 

murγul-i 276 

mu-k 38, 264 

mu-i 277 

muḳ- 302 

muḳ-a 302 

muḳ-a-muḳ-a 302 

muxura 276 

muxur-i 283 

muxur-i/a 283, 303 

mu-e 277 

mu-i 277 
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mu-ia 277 

m-ksin-aǯ-e 444 

mksin-i 444 

mγu 131 

mγul-a 303 

mšaxu-i 298 

mšaxur-i 298 

mšḳel-a 306 

mškel-a 306 

mškva 506 

mškor-in-er-i 305 

mškor-in-i 611 

m-škur-in-aǯ-e 503 

mč-an 288 

mčir-i 520 

mčkv- 344 

mčkva 506 

mčkval-ep-e 506 

mčkir-i 47, 508 

mčxv- 307 

mčxv-ap-a 307 

mčxu 53, 279, 307 

mcel-a 43, 512 

m-cik-a 41, 524 

m-cik-a-m-cik-a 41, 524 

mcka 379 

mcxul-i 306 

mʒga 307 

mʒgida 308 

mḳ-ir-i 148 

maǯ-i 309 

mwima 233 

mima 233 

m-ip-a 587 

moxa 310 

moxw- 569 

mux- 569 

mxa 427 

mxen-i 430 

m-xir-aǯ-e 637 

mxuǯ-i 290, 311 

mǯa 102 

mǯve 41, 457, 552, 553 

mǯve-š-i 41, 552 

mḳa-kun-al-i 446 

n-a-b-e-n 71 

na-burš-el-a 126 

naḳa 218, 369 487, 507 

Na-ḳip-u 229 

naḳ-u 230 

na-lm-a 324 

nana 317 

nana-ia 317 

nan-did-i 317 

Nara-zen-i 189 

na-ps-um-a 416 

na-čal-u/-i 516 

naa 316 

na-xva-a 617 

nau 319 

nbar-u-a 93 

nbul-ap-i 110 

ngver-i 144 

ngor- 151 

ndem-i 161 

ndixa 167 

ndγa 52, 164 

ndγen-i 171 

ndγil-in- 172 

ne 313 

nenxar-e 321 

ntal-u-a 205 

ntal-um-s 205 

ntal-up-s 205 

ntomb-u 210 

ntx- 292 

ntx-ap-a 52, 212 

ntx-ap-a 412 

ntxombu 395 

ntxom-u 210 

ntxor- 210 

ntxor- 214 

ntxor-u-a 211, 214 

niḳi 320 

Nini 320 

Ninu 320 

Ninu-a 320 

nirs-i 320, 384 

niṭ-e 314 

nḳir-a 223 

nḳol-i 294 

no-baγul-e 96 

no-baγul-en-i 96 

No-bod-en-i 72 

n-o-b-u 71 

n-o-b-u-n 71 

no-b-γv-e 455 

nog-r-o 265 

no-vel-i 176 

noz-u-a 266 

noz-u-a 291 

no-mur-e 295 

no-mč-a 344 

no-mčk-a 344 

no-mčkv-a 344 

norg-o 265 

norγ-i 314 

no-rcxv-a 344 

noṭ-e 314 

no-čeč-i 519 

no-ḳer-ia 565 

no-ḳir-e 565 

no-ḳer-i 600 

n-o-xors-ar-s 639 

noǯ-i 315 

nṭina 225 

nṭir- 241, 305, 397 

nṭol- 397 
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nṭol-u-a 397 

nuzu 315 

nuḳu 320 

nunḳu 320 

n-u-sv-i 360 

nuxu 303 

nuxu 322 

nčvir- 208 

nčir- 208 

nčoma 513 

nčxv- 307 

nʒgv- 643 

nḳr-/ḳir- 565 

nu-al-a 599 

nǯa 550 

nǯim-u 540 

nǯir-a 553 

nǯir-i 553 

nǯol- 539 

nǯumor-i 541 

nḳ 320 

je-xoṗ-u 630 

j-opš-u 179 

juǯ-i 493 

o-bar-u 93 

o-baγ-e(n) 129 

o-baγil-e 96, 97 

o-baγ-in-u 96 

o-baγ-u-n 96 

o-baγl-e 96 

obed-i 58 

o-beǯγ-in-u 98 

o-beǯγ-u 98 

ob-i 323 

ob-išxa 323 

o-bod-al-e 72 

o-broḳ-u 80 

o-b-u 71 

o-b-un-s 71 

o-bucx-an-s 114 

o-bγe 52, 129 

o-bγ-u 83 

o-bγ-u 129 

o-g-am-ap-s 147 

o-gz-al-on-i 139 

ogapa 63 

o-gvad-o 143 

o-gib-u 134 

o-ginʒ-an-u 138 

o-gn-ap-u 139 

o-gn-u 139 

o-gub-u 134 

o-dg-in-an-s 159 

odo- 59 

odo-ia 59 

o-val-u 647 

ovro 177 

O-zan-e 185 

o-tant-al-aia 40, 204 

o-ti-al-e 208 

o-tur-a 203 

o-ḳan-u 228 

o-ḳib-in-u 238 

o-ḳ-n-u 218 

oḳo-bγ-al-a 96 

oḳo-bγ-al-a 129 

oḳo-bγ-er-i 129 

oḳo-bγ-in-u 129 

O-ḳord-il-a 224 

oḳo-u-il-u 584 

o-ḳul-e 231 

olage 63 

o-las-ir-u 42, 260 

o-l-ma-l-u 176 

o-loḳ-u 263 

o-lom-u 324 

o-losḳ-u 263 

o-l-u 176 

o-man-e 285 

ombol-i 323 

o-mtu 368 

o-moš-er-i 296 

o-moš-ir-i 296 

o-mṭin-u 344 

o-mškor-in-u 305 

o-mcxvar-o 559 

o-mǯven-u 552 

o-mǯvin-u 552 

on-a 644 

ona-gir-u 148 

on-a-dida 644 

ona-nger-i 148 

ona-ngir-i 148 

Ona-švil-i 644 

o-ngip-u 547 

o-ngor-u 151 

o-nd-u(n) 316 

o-ndγ-e 164 

o-ndγ-er-i 164 

o-ndγil-in-an-s 172 

o-ntal-u 205 

o-ntxor-u 211 

o-nṭḳol-u 397 

o-nṭol-eš-i 53, 397 

o-nčal-u 516 

O-nčom-et-i 514 

o-ncal-u 516 

o-n-un-s 596 

o-n-u-n 572 

o-ṗinǯ-in-an-s 329 

o-žval-u 193 

o-žvar-u 193 

o-žor-a 42, 184 

oram-o 325 

or-e 63 

or-e(n) 63 

orvo 177 

orz-o 178 
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o-rz-ol-i 139 

o-rtom-el-i 50, 365 

orḳ-ol-i 325 

or-om-e 324 

or-om-i 324 

oržvend-i 62 

oržven-i 62 

oržon-i 62 

oržon-ia 62 

o-rskin-an-s 502 

orko 344 

o-rku 344 

o-ršvin-al-i 364 

orʒ-o 178 

orʒ-u 178 

or-e-n 641 

orxe 353 

orxu 353 

osare 66, 358 

o-ser-š-e 358 

o-ser-š-o 358 

o-st-ol-u 365 

o-st-om-il-u 365 

o-st-om-il-u-š-i 365 

o-sim-in-u 355 

o-sin-ap-u 370 

o-sḳv-u 374 

o-sur-u 377 

o-skal-e 379 

o-skvan-s 499 

o-sx-ir-i 381 

o-ṭiγv-in-an-s 394 

o-ṭr-eb-i 389 

o-ṭr-eb-ul-e 389 

opare 150 

o-pet-aš-e 407 

o-por-al-i 402 

o-psin-u-n 56, 418 

o-ps-u 416 

o-pskal-e 379 

o-purṭ-u 415 

o-purč-u 424 

o-puč-u 424 

o-pučx-ol-u 406 

o-pucx-u 81 

o-pš-a 179 

o-kank-u 437 

o-kvas-u 440 

o-kos-al-e 439 

o-kos-al-i 439 

o-kos-u 439 

o-kc-in-u 641 

o-γir-u 461 

o-γuz-u-(n) 466 

o-γum-in-aia 467 

o-γum-in-u 467 

o-v-op-um-e 471 

o-ir-u 530 

o-on-d-in-u 487 

o-šav-u 354 

o-šv-ap-u 360 

oš-i 42, 67 

o-šir-u 350 

o-širšil-u 373 

Ošḳ-i 68 

ošḳil-i 68 

ošḳir-i 68 

o-šuw-u 361 

o-škv-an-s 497 

oč-i 179 

o-čit-u 518 

o-čil-u 527 

o-čin-u 514 

oč-iš ka 179 

o-čod-in-ap-u 512 

o-čod-u 512 

o-čkar-u-n 510 

O-čxamur-i 534 

o-cur-u 530 

o-ʒgib-al-i 547 

o-ʒgip-u 547 

o-val-e 645 

o-v-ap-am-s 590 

o-ir-u 461, 530 

o-on-u 590 

o-u-ap-u-an-s 590 

o-ur-u 561 

o-ur-u 593 

o-ur-u-an-s 561 

o-ḳir-u 600 

o-ḳor-u 600 

o-ot-ur-a 576 

o-um-ar-e 564 

o-m-ar-e 564 

o-xar-u 611 

o-xen-ap-u 607 

o-xen-on-i 607 

o-xen-u 184, 607 

o-xval-u 636 

o-xvam-e 634 

oxin-i 71 

o-xin-u 622 

o-xir-u 637 

o-xol-u-n 606 

o-xom-al-a 634 

o-xom-in-u 634 

o-xon-u 184 

o-xor-am-ṭ-u 606 

o-xor-u-a 606 

o-xor-u-an-s 606 

o-xop-an-i 641 

o-xo-on-u 590 

o-xox-u 623 

o-xc-in-u 641 

o-ǯal-eš-i 550 

o-ǯil-aš-e 539 

o-inč-in-an-s 486 

o-on-u 488 

ṗanṭal-i 339 
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-ṗaṗa 330 

ṗarṗal-a 330 

ṗarṗal-ap-a 330 

ṗarṗal-i 330 

ṗaa 88 

ṗeǯ-i 329 

ṗinḳ- 331 

ṗinḳ-u 331 

ṗinǯ-al-i 329 

ṗir-u-a 332 

ṗixv-i 332 

ṗiǯ-i 332 

ṗonṭ-o 329 

ṗorsa 333 

ṗrinǯ-i 263 

ṗrosk-ia 327 

ṗul-a 110 

ṗusk- 327 

ṗuγu 327 

ṗuxu 327 

ṗuxu-am-i 327 

žal-v-a 188 

žal-v-a-nana 188 

žam-i 45, 188 

žam-o 45, 188 

žarž-al-i 190 

žarž-ol-I 190 

ža-šxa 44, 291 

žval- 193 

žvar-i 193 

žvaržval-a 194 

žvaržval-i 194 

žvar-u-a 193 

žvirt-i 44, 194 

žin-ap-a 196 

žin-ap-a 334 

žin-ap-il-i 334 

žon-e 185 

žulu 267 

žum-in-i 45, 200 

žur-i 103 

žur-žul-i 195 

žur-u 103 

žur-u 193 

žγirṭ-al-i 291 

žγirṭ-i 291 

žn-ap-a 334 

žn-ap-il-i 334 

raž-al-i 297 

raskv-al-i 339, 500 

rak-a 338 

rakv- 338 

rakv-al-i 338 

raš-i 337 

rax-a 340 

ra- 475 

rz-a 139 

rzen-i 189 

rtom- 365 

rtu-ap-a 341 

rinṭu 341 

riž-al-i 297 

riž-in-i 297 

rḳina 342 

-ro 336 

robu 336 

rongo-ia 254 

Rond-el-i 337 

rond-i 337 

Rond-iš-i 337 

rond-u-a 337 

Roxv-a-ʒe 337 

rsin- 444 

rskin- 502 

rskin-i 502 

rṭina 225 

ruba 608 

rula 112 

ruo 177 

rux- 343 

Rux-aia 343 

Rux-i 337 

rux-uškur-i 337 

Rux-ar-i 337 

ruǯ- 258 

ruǯ-u-a 258 

rγv-ap-a 339 

rγv-ap-il-i 339 

rγ-ia 453 

ršv- 359 

ršvin- 364 

ršvin-u-a 364 

ršx-iol-i 54, 384 

rče 641 

rču-al-a 543 

rčx- 536 

rcam-i 515 

rc-i-eb-a 641 

rcxv-an-a 344 

rix- 586 

Sa-tanǯ-o 206 

sal-i 355 

sal-i 616 

sa-manǯ-el-i 289 

sant- 355 

sant-un-s 355 

sarḳ-u-a 351 

sa-al-e 477 

ser-i 358 

sekv-i 439 

sva 361 

sv-anǯ-i 44, 359 

sva-ǯoxo 361 

sim-a 355 

sim-ad-i 370 

sisa 372 

sisa-ṭura 372 

sisin-i 373 

sisu 373 

siγin-i 374 
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si-šxu-a 307 

siǯ-i 124 

sḳv- 374 

sḳv-er-i 374 

sḳv-il-i 374 

sḳv-ir-i 374 

sḳir- 497 

sḳir-i 497 

sḳir-u-r 499 

sḳu-al-a 374 

sḳul-i 374 

sḳur- 499 

so 347 

so-d 347 

so-t-i 347 

so-iš-a 347 

so-le 347 

so-le-n 347 

sona 349 

so-n-i 347 

sorγo 376 

sua 416 

suḳ-i 377 

suḳ-ia 377 

sum-en-eč-i 216 

sum-i 348 

sur- 377 

suǯ-i 459 

suǯ-una 459 

ska 379 

skvam-i 499 

skvan-a 499 

skver- i 38, 47, 306, 457 

Skind-ona 500 

skin-i 444 

skir- 499 

skir-i 49, 497 

skir-u 499 

skua 49, 497 

skur- 499 

skwer- 500 

skr- 499 

skr-u-d-u 499 

sx- 381 

sxul-i 306 

skr- 499 

skr-u-d-u 499 

sso 373 

ssu 373 

ṭab-an-i 391 

ṭab-u 391 

ṭal-ar-i 391 

ṭala-pxe 312 

ṭal-er-i 391 

ṭar-buγa 391 

ṭen-i 392 

ṭvin-ga 136 

ṭi 392 

ṭiba 387 

ṭiṭin-ap-a 393 

ṭiγv-al-i 394 

ṭḳeb-i 597 

ṭḳo-u 394 

ṭḳu 394 

ṭḳub-i 53, 398 

ṭḳur-a 54, 394 

ṭḳu-ṭḳub-ur-o 398 

ṭoba 387 

Ṭoban-ier-i 387 

ṭomba 387 

ṭoṗ-i 387 

ṭriṗ-i 395 

ṭub- 386 

ṭub-er-i 386 

ṭub-i 53, 398 

ṭumb-u 395 

ṭumu 395 

ṭab-ar-u-a 227 

ṭab-txir-i 396 

ṭab-i 396 

ṭa-l-ep-i 242 

ṭeb-i 227 

ṭvir-i 40, 397 

Ṭviri 40, 397 

ṭub-i 53, 398 

ṭuṗ-i 53, 398 

ṭur-a 398 

uba 324 

u-bγ-u 83 

u-do-ḳin-d-in-u 598 

u-ḳul-i 231 

ul-a 176 

ul-u 176 

u-mč-an-e 288 

una-ngir-i 148 

u-nč-a-š-i 510 

u-nʒe-o 548 

una 645 

ur-o 176 

ur-ʒen-i 494 

u-sv-an-s 360 

u-sisin-u-an-s 373 

uγu 399 

u-ov-u-n 471 

u-o-u-n 471 

u-č-a-š-i 510 

uškur-γal-i 68 

u-xen-e 617 

u-xven-e 617 

u-xwen-e 617 

u-xwen-i 617 

uǯ-i 493 

u-or-s 480 

pat- 407 

pal- 407 

pal-ir-i 407 
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pal-u-a 407 

pan-ia 408 

par- 408 

par-el-i 408 

par-on-i 408 

parpal-i 409 

par-i 95 

paṭ-i 410 

pap-al-a 410 

pap-ir-i 405 

pap-u 405 

paγ- 411 

Paγ-a-va 411 

paγ-u 411 

paγ-u-a 411 

paγ-u-ob-a 411 

paγ-ur-i 411 

pav-  99 

pax- 99 

pax-ul-a 99 

pet- 407 

pen-e 286 

pen-o 286 

penǯg-ir-e 51, 88 

perčv-el-i 403 

perčv-el-u-a 403 

perčv-i 403 

per-o 286 

pe-e 286 

pe-o 286 

pinc-i 424 

pižv- 401 

pižv-al-i 401 

pirsa 413 

pirṭ-xval-i 636 

pisa 413 

piṭ-i 423 

pic-i 424 

pic-ol-u-a 424 

piv-i 99 

polo 438 

pono 286 

por- 402 

por-i 402 

por-un-s 402 

porcxal-ṭura 372 

posv-e 404 

posv-i 404 

pos-i 404 

pos-o 404 

poš-oš-i 404 

poč-o 127 

psil-a 417 

psin- 418 

psua 416 

psual-ep-i 416 

pska 379 

pska- 425 

pska-ia 425 

pud-a 419 

pud-a čxou 419 

pul-e 420 

pul-i 420 

pu-n-ap-a 420 

pu-n-s 420 

punčx-a 406 

pur-in-i 37, 402 

purḳ-i 420 

purḳ-i 421 

purḳ-megamil-i 420 

purḳ-u-a 420 

purk-i 421 

purkir-i 421 

purča 422 

purč-um-ale 422 

purx-in-i 403 

purx-on-i 403 

pus-i 414 

puṭ-ol-u-a 414 

pukir-i 421 

puγu 277 

pušk-i 48, 423 

puč-ap-a 424 

puč-i 424 

puč-in-er-i 424 

pučx-a 406 

pučx-ol-i 406 

puc- 406 

puc-ol-u-a 406 

pšal- 362 

pšal-i 362 

p-šv-i 360 

pšin-ap-a 417 

pšin-ap-il-i 417 

p-šir-un-k 350 

pškvel-a 425 

p-škir-en-s 305 

pxe 312 

pxen-i 430 

pxor-u-e 614 

p-xuṗ-un-k 625 

pxuǯ-i 311 

pṭ-i 423 

ka 343 

kank-up-s 437 

karč-i 633 

karč-u-a 633 

ka-škvil-i 343 

kvata 443 

kvara 112 

kvašt-i 180 

kvaš-xor-i 136 

kvib-ia 438, 622 

kvinǯ-e 441 

kvišil-i 441 

kidna-sim-in-u 355 

komio-rsx- 381 

kin-i 443 

ko-g-o-b-u 71 
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ko-d-skvam-u 499 

kod-ṭ 390 

ko-do-dv-i 162 

kodo-m-o-xv-i 619 

kota 443 

kotom-i 432 

kotum-e 432 

ko-i-ntx-ap-ee 212 

kolo 433 

ko-mi-b-š-i 346 

ko-m-i-sv-i 360 

kom-čxur- 536 

komo-i-iḳv-eren 582 

koni-iḳv-a-s 582 

ko-n-i-uǯ-u 493 

kora 112 

korba 37, 112 

korm-e 432 

korsa 95, 333 

kos- 439 

kos-u-a 439 

kop-e 648 

ko-ps-i 416 

koš-aṭ-i 444 

kra 343 

ksin-i 444 

kuba 445 

kut-a 442 

kuta 436 

Kuta-ia 39, 436 

Kuta-iš-i 39, 436 

kut-i 444 

kulamur-i 154 

kum-in-i 434 

kun-i 443 

kun-ier-i 435 

kunu 435 

kunč-i 447 

kurd-ia 435 

Kurd-i-on-i 435 

kurta 436 

Kurta-t-i 436 

kurs-i 439 

kurč- 447 

kuš-ia 448 

kuč-i 447 

kuc-i 436 

kuǯ-i 448 

kče 633, 641 

kc- 638, 641 

kc-al-a 638, 641 

kc-ap-er-i 638, 641 

kt-m-a-ršv-u 359 

kwal-ep-e 100 

ki-gin-u 139 

kmša-poč-u 127 

kr-txor-en-k 212 

kta 435 

kn 435 

krta 435 

γal-a-ǯiǯi 453 

γal-i 454 

γal-u 454 

γal- 454 

γarγ-il-i 454 

γarγ-un-s 454 

γažo 454 

γap-u-a 453 

γair-i 455 

γao 455 

γaǯo 455 

γele-va 473 

γerp-ul-i 457 

γeǯ-i 313, 542 

γvar-ap-i 130 

γveb-e 465 

γveb-ere 465 

γv-en-a 455 

γvenḳ-i 456 

γverḳ-i 456 

γverḳ-in-i 456 

γvib-a 465 

γvibal-i 465  

γ(w)in-i 105 

γvin-i 292, 459, 538, 633 

γvinǯa 649 

γviγv- 456, 616 

γviγv-al-ia 458 

γvišk- 469 

γvišk-al-i 469 

γ-ia 453 

γi-an-s 461 

γi-ap-i 461 

γilam-i 462 

γin-i 459 

γinč-u-a 456 

γir- 461 

γirz-al-i 461 

γirz-in-i 461 

γirḳ-in-i 502 

γip-al-i 466 

γip-in-i 466 

γiγ-e 462 

γlam-i 462 

γol-a-ḳibiri 463 

γol-a-š-i 463 

γol-i 463 

γor-an-s 130 

γor-ap-i 130 

γor-tol-i 455 

γor-tol-ʒga 455 

γormot-i 450 

γoront-i 450 

γrudo 452 

γu 131 

γul-a 303 
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γum-in-i 467 

γun-i 468 

γurdo 452 
γurγul- 468 

γurγul-am-s 468 

γur-γul-e 460 

γur-γul-i 460 

γp-al-i 466 

γlam-i 462 

γnč-u-a 456 

a 476 

al- 277 

av-i 479 

a-il-i 478 

a-u-a 478 

-va 473 

val-i 482 

vil-i 484 

vil-on-i 484 

vin-g-i 484 

viṗ-i 482 

in-i 486 

i-e 305 

on-ap-a 480 

or-op-er-i 480 

or-el-i 489 

orš-i 475, 493 

oš-i 475 

ua 479 

ul-e 491 

ul-ev-i 491 

ul-i 491 

ul-iš-ḳar-i 491 

ul--ar-i 491 

un-i 491 

ur-i 488 

uršup-i 481 

ur-ʒen-ep-un-a 493 

ur-ʒen-i 494 

ur-i 493 

uǯ-i 493 

-e 305 

šamaia 356 

šanḳo 351 

šaš- 46, 358 

šaxv-ar-i 359 

šetx-i 347 

šembu 376 

še-am-ap-a 563 

še-er-i 351 

šv- 360 

švan-i 363 

švela 42, 362 

šven-i 363 

šv-er-i 360 

šib-i 369 

šib-u-a 369 

šim-e 370 

ši-n-ap-a 369 

ši-n-ap-il-i 369 

šir- 350 

širšin-i 373 

šḳvit-i 233, 611 

šḳit-i 233 

šot- 347 

šoxa 352 

šum- 348 

šum-i 348 

šum-or-i 348 

šur-a 59 

šur-i 44, 215, 359 

šuṭu 378 

šux-i 379 

šux-u 379 

Šuxu-t-i 376 

škvid- 103 

škvit-i 233, 611 

ški 497 

škit-i 233 

škir- 305 

škir-en-i 611 

škir-en-ul-i 305 

škur-in-i 225, 503 

škur-inǯa 503 

škr- 305 

šx- 381 

šxan-i 383 

šxan-up-i 383 

šx-ap-a 382 

šxap-al-i 504 

šx-el-i 382 

šxva 534 

šxva-do 534 

šxva-š-o 534 

šxip-i 504 

šxu 53, 279, 307 

šxun-a 385 

š 361 

šr- 350 

ča 43, 510 

čaḳ- 515 

čaḳ-ap-i 515 

čaḳ-al-i 515 

čal-u-a 516 

čap-ul-a 517 

čap-l-a 517 

čava 517 

ča-šxa 43, 510 

čač-u-a 519 

ča-čxa 43, 510 

če- 521 

če-čxur-i 521, 536 

čvama 513 

čvama 528 

čvar-a 514 

čvar-a neʒi 514 

čvig- 519 

čvig-al-i 519 
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čvig-in-i 519 

čit- 518 

čil-am-i 527 

čil-er-i 527 

čil-i 523, 527 

čil-ort-i 527 

čil-or-i 523, 527 

čin- 523 

čin-eb-a 514 

čin-or-i 523 

čir-i 520 

čikv-i 525 

čič-i 526 

čix-u 529 

čix-u-a 529 

čod-i 511 

čod-o 511 

čod-ol-i 511 

čol-am-a 512 

čol-u-a 512 

čoma 513 

čong- 401 

čong-ur-i 401 

ču 69 

čkančk-u-a 601 

čkar-i 51, 510 

čkva 506 

čkva 534 

čkval-ep-i 506 

čkv-ap-a 581 

čki 507 

čkim-zum-a 199 

čkin 507 

čkin-i 507 

čkiǯ-i 508 

čku 47, 507 

čkun 47, 507 

čk 47 

čkn-i 507 

čxamur- 534 

čxom- 53, 535 

čxom-i 535 

čxom-abu 535 

čxon-ap-a 53, 535 

čxor- 533 

čxor-ia 533 

čxoro-ḳun-i 223 

čxur- 536 

čxur-i 536 

čxur-u 536 

čxur-u-a 537 

čxr-u-a 537 

čx-u-a 529 

čx- 529 

ca 43, 510 

cal-i 516 

cal-u-a 516 

cam-i 515 

cam-u-ia 515 

ca-šxa 43, 510 

cel-a 43, 512 

ciz-an-s 521 

ciz-ap-i 521 

cira 523 

cik- 524 

cik-a 41, 524 

cik-ob-a 524 

cic-i 526 

cic-il-i 526 

civ-i 525 

cor-i 43, 511 

cork-in-i 513 

coco-b-e 529 

cur- 530 

curne 530 

cur-u 518 

cur-u-ia 518 

cux-i 41, 531 

ckir- 506 

ckir-an-s 506 

ckir-ṗaṗa 330 

ckr- 506 

ckr-an-s 506 

ck-šon-ur-i 532 

cxvanṭ-i 535 

cxven-i 353 

cxvin-i 353 

cxon-i 385 

ʒarʒ- 551 

ʒga 307 

ʒgv-er-i 643 

ʒgib-il-i 547 

ʒgib-un-s 547 

ʒgida 308 

ʒgip- 308, 538 

ʒgip-er-i 547 

ʒgoṗ-i 591 

ʒgup- 308, 538 

ʒemur-i 540 

ʒenur-i 540 

ʒeḳv-i 137, 562 

ʒi-vava 270 

ʒiḳva 554 

ʒikva 554 

ʒic-a 554 

ʒiʒ-a 558 

ʒiʒ-e 558 

-ʒo- 537 

ʒoḳ-o 538 

ʒuḳur-ia 292 

ʒu-n 549 

ʒuγ-e 44, 543 

ʒuγ-u 544 

ʒuγ-ul-a 544 

ʒuγ-l-a 544 

ʒuʒu 558 

ʒγa 559 

ʒγa-b-i 559 

a- 570 
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a-le 570 

a-le-n 570 

a-le-n-i 570 

a-le-n-ǯixa 570 

a-mapxa 287 

an-a 574 

an-as 574 

an-er-i 574 

eb-i 566 

er-i 566 

va-ta vanǯ-i 202 

vat-i 576 

vand-i 578 

vanǯ-i 578 

v-ap-er-i 590 

ver-e 579 

vir-aia 580 

vir-al-i 580 

i 573 

iḳ-an-i 582 

iḳv- 582 

iḳv-er-i 582 

iḳv-il-i 582 

il- 584 

im-i 294 

im-o-x 294 

imo-xen 294 

im-o-x-on-i 294 

iṗa 591 

ḳa 589 

ḳal-ep-i 589 

ḳond- 565 

ḳond-a 565 

ḳoṗ-i 591 

o 573 

otir-a 591 

on- 590 

on-u-a 578 

or-ap-a 566 

ox-le 569 

ox-le-n-do 569 

ox-ole 569 

ox-le 569 

u-al-a 590 

ulu 279 

um- 563 

ur- 561 

ur-ap-a 561 

uk-i 568 

uγa 568 

ar- 598 

ar-i 598 

it-e 596 

-ir-i 148 

ot- 597 

u 598, 632 

u-rgil-i/e 287 

t-e 596 

t-ar-i 596 

 573 

a 562 

ab-u 570 

ab-u-a 570 

aḳ-l-a 572 

aḳ-ul-a 572 

am-i 574 

and-i 309 

anu-va-ʒe 473 

anǯ-i 309 

ar- 562 

apur-ia 571 

el-i 562 

ep(r)-i 229 

epx-e 587 

v- 581 

vat- 576 

vat-i 576 

val-o 577 

val-u-a 577 

val-um-s 577 

var-i 130, 530 

ven- 576 

ven-ier-oba 576 

ven-ur-ob-a 576 

v-iap-i 575 

vin-a 579 

it-a 581 

it-on-d-u-n 581 

iḳo 583 

iḳu 583 

il- 583 

il-a 567 

imḳa 229 

im-a 574 

inḳa 229 

ino 585 

in-a 574 

iṗ-a/e 585 

iṗ-e 585 

iṗ-i 591 

irḳu 583 

irḳu-irḳu 583 

irka 587 

irx- 586 

irx-ol-ia 345 

ipe 552 

ipe-š-i 552 

ika 587 

iš- 580 

ia 588 

iam-i 588 

ie 588 

i-e/a 141 

ii-b-i 588 
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ii-ḳvar-i 588 

ii-ḳver-i 588 

i-iṭa 588 

i-ol-i 555 

ḳaḳ-u-a 601 

ḳem-i 597 

ḳin- 598 

ḳir- 600 

ḳol-a 600 

ḳon-i 599 

ḳr- 600 

ob-i 567 

ot 576 

or-i 567 

ubur-i 560 

ubur-o 560 

uḳ-an-i 592 

uḳ-i 592 

um-an-i 564 

um-e 564 

um-en 564 

urḳ-i 592 

ura 142 

uele 142 

inṭ-u 310 

iṗ-u-a 604 

on-i 599 

or-in-i 597 

or-inǯa 597 

nṭ- 310 

l-a 567 

xa 427 

-xa 134 

xab-o 631 

xat-e 611 

xa-ia 610 

xaḳ-ar-u-a 612 

x-al-a 617 

xam-i 37, 632 

xamu 632 

xar-u-a 611 

xarck- 502 

xa- 612 

xa-ar-u-a 612 

xax-a-ia 612 

xax-ar-ia 612 

xaǯ-i 616 

xe 312 

xe go-u-xv- 616 

xen-duγ-i 158 

xe-ršvin-i 364 

xec-a 621 

xv- 613 

xv- 619 

xv-i-eb-a 613 

xval-i 636 

xval-u-a 636 

xvam- 634 

xvanǯ-a 38, 619 

xvaža 636 

xvaž-ia 636 

xvar- 638 

xvara 639 

xvarčin-i 617 

xvarc-a 636 

xva- 617 

xva-i 617 

xva-u-a 617 

xve 614 

xvel-ar-i 614 

xvito 466 

xvit-or-i 466 

xvil-ar-i 614 

xvir-al-i 619 

xvirḳil-i/a 620 

xvica 620 

xvica 621 

xvica 648 

-xi 621 

xiba 634 

ximsa 621 

xin-er-i 622 

xin-i 622 

xin-u-a 622 

xir- 637 

xir-u-a 637 

xip-i 638 

xip-u-a 638 

xix-i 623 

xmar- 638 

xozo 624 

xoḳ- 83 

xolar-i 67 

xol-o 614 

xol-o-s 606 

xol-ur-a 614 

xom-a 634 

xoma 606 

xoṗ-o 630 

xoṗ-or-o 630 

xora 639 

xor-ga 136 

xor-i 136 

xor-u-a 606 

xos- 639 

xos-ar 639 

xop- 641 

xošḳa 609 

xoč-i 609 

xo-i 609 

xox-u-a 623 

xox-ul-ia 622 

xox-um-s 623 

xox-up-s 623 

xox- 623 

xram-i 623 

xu-a 615 

xu-al-a 612 
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xut-i 626 

xul-a 608 

Xul-a 608 

xul-i 427 

Xulo 608 

xum-a 634 

Xun-ev-i 615 

xun-i 614 

xunča 635 

xuṗ-u-a 625 

xur-a 615 

xušḳ-i 626 

xuǯ-i 311 

xče 641 

xc-al-a 638, 641 

xc-ap-er-i 638, 641 

xnda 628 

ǯa 550 

ǯab-i 567 

ǯal-ep-e 550 

ǯal-i 549 

ǯal-ona 550 

ǯang-ar-a 548 

ǯan-i 494 

ǯanǯ-uxa 516 

ǯarb-i 567 

ǯar-i 567 

ǯarǯ- 551 

Ǯgirja-zen- 189 

ǯgor- 642 

ǯgor-u-a 642 

ǯerγv-i 137, 222, 257, 313, 

347, 352, 512, 542, 

562, 565 

ǯval-o 553 

Ǯvar-zen-i 189 

ǯve-š-i 41, 552 

ǯi-ta ǯins 202 

ǯil- 539 

ǯima 95 

ǯimor- 540 

ǯim-u 44, 540 

ǯir-i 553 

ǯir-om-a 553 

ǯorg- 642 

ǯorg-u-(n) 642 

ǯorγv-i 137, 222, 257, 313, 

352, 512, 542, 562 

ǯiki 556 

ǯolo-ḳeṭ-i 539 

ǯoγor-ur-ʒen-i 494 

ǯuma 95 

ǯumen-e 558 

ǯumen-ia 558 

ǯumor- 540 

ǯumor-i 541 

ǯum-u 44, 540 

ǯunǯ-ur-i 552 

ǯurǯan-i 558 

ǯm-u 540 

ham-o 572 

ha-š-o 66 

hi- 647 

hi-n-i 647 

a 476 

al- 476 

al-a 477 

al-a-nger-i 477 

al-er-i 476 

al-ep- 476 

a-u-a 478 

eve 471 

-va 473 

va 491 

vab-ur-ia 470 

vab-r-a 470 

val-i 482 

va-ia 588 

vere 119 

vil-i 484 

vin-g-i 484 

vinč-a 485 

viṗ-i 482 

wab-ur-a 470 

il-i 483 

inva 101 

inč-al-i 486 

inč-in-i 486 

on- 487 

on- 488 

on-ap-a 480 

on-e 472 

in-v-a 486 

in-i 486 

in-u 486 

on-ia 472 

on-ier-i 472 

or-ad-u-a 488 

or-op-a 480 

or-op-er-i 480 

or-op-il-i 480 

orš-i 475, 493 

oš-i 475 

ua 479 

ud-e 490 

un-ga 136 

ur-zen-i 494 

urs- 495 

urut-i 494 

ur-ʒen-i 494 

uǯ-i 493 
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Svan   

*abiwn- 59 

*a-š-i 65 

*beγw 97 

*bn 110 

{bžn-} 101 

*brgi 116 

*ban- 132 

*ganǯ 138 

*gara 137 

*gršwa 140 

*gicw-ra-il 436 

*gi- 139, 148 

*gul- 147 

*wwer 182 

*wr 182 

*txew-n 52, 212 

*i-dagw-al 254 

*i-zw-al 42, 190 

*ḳwač 232 

*ḳuḳw 242 

*laš-i 255 

*ma-laγw 257 

*mančkw 278 

*mer 309 

*mqar 311 

*mher 43, 309 

*ṗan- 334 

*žinaγa-iš 198 

*rweb 336 

*určin- 178 

*pḳ-i 420 

*kib 441 

*wel- 482 

*od- 490 

*štagw 543 

*štew-a 208 

*štow- 368 

*čx- 529 

*ʒaγw 543 

*ʒgib- 547 

*ʒgb 591 

*ʒγ 543 

*eb 513 

*wer 579 

*wer-e 578 

*ǯwel-in 41, 552 

*hwer 579 

*hwer-e 578 

{gwanc-} 142 

{gwa-} 143 

{laγu} 257 

{motaw} 295 

{motw} 295 

{neb-} 316 

{j}-er-wale 174 

{paša} 404 

{γanḳ-} 452 

{wančal-} 480 

{ʒip-ra} 556 

{or-} 599 

abed 59 

abin- 59 

abn-e 59 

ad-ra 336 

ad-kin-e 434 

ad-xiw-r-e 611 

a-tw-n-e 207 

at-par-e 402 

a-tx-j 292 

a-ḳil 221 

a-la 58 

a-lag-wen-i 253 

a-lš-i 254 

a-lg-on-i 253 

a-lǯ-i 265 

a-maw 58 

ama-šwam 613 

ama-xw 613 

a-meču 58 

am-mš 293 

a-žw-e 191 

ara 177 

arḳ 64 

ar-i 63 

aršwil 66, 358 

a-ṭab-e 386 

a-ṭb-e 386 

a-puršgwin-e 426 

a-puršgwn-e 426 

aγwir 69 

a-γwr-a 457 

a-šdm-e 365 

a-š-i-a-š 66 

ašir 67 

a-šm-un-e 348 

a-šṭm-e 365 

a-šxal 382 

a-šxwn-i 385 

a-šxun-i 385 

aču 69 

ackw 175 

a-an-e 334 

a-n-e 334 

awal 645 

aol 645 

a-xr-i 428 

a-xw-r-e 611 

a-xuṗ-e 625 

a-x-wip 485 

aq 71 

aǯa 541 

b 58 

bed 59 

-r 63 

r-i 63 

-knk-e 437 
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-γwr-a 457 

šir 67 

ckw 175 

b- 71 

bagw-ra 197 

bad 72 

baw 72 

baz-i 115 

bal-e 76 

bal-e 78 

bale 76 

ban- 77 

baž 73 

baž 87 

baž-ur 87 

bard-an 79 

barḳ- 80 

barwen 80 

barwen-d 80 

baṭḳ 82 

baγw 84 

bac-(a) 98 

baciḳ-i 87 

baciḳuḳu 87 

bz-i 115 

bǯg- 81 

bǯw 88 

bǯw 89 

bgw-ra 336 

bd 72 

bz-i 115 

ble 76 

bl-e 55, 78 

bž-in 87 

bṭḳ 82 

bγ 96, 97 

bγw 97 

bč 375 

bǯg 81 

bǯw 88 

bǯw 89 

bgw-ra 336 

brwen 80 

bb- 71, 90 

bg- 90 

bgw- 72 

ben 110 

berež 263 

bereǯ 263 

beγ 97 

bew 113 

bew-il 114 

beḳw-en-i 108 

beqw-n-i 100 

beǯg 46, 81 

bib- 71, 90 

bid-e 72 

biw 126 

bilw-a 110 

bin-il 106 

bin-ul 106 

birw-a 110 

bikw 125 

biw 113 

bi 107 

bi-ai 107 

bi-j 107 

biḳw-e 108 

biqw-e 100 

bihw 126 

boo-r-j 112 

boǯg 51, 88 

boǯg-er 51, 88 

bžl- 105 

bžl-ma-bžl 105 

bžl-ma-bžl 105 

breg- 117 

bru 118 

bugwir 119 

buz-ul 105, 120 

burγw-j 107 

burǯ- 111 

bukw 125 

buγul 277 

buγl 277 

bγ 126 

bγe 52, 129 

bγel-i 130 

bγer 51, 131 

bγeh 52, 129 

bγej 52, 129 

bγl-i 130 

bbil 299 

bgi 116 

bl- 105 

bl-aj 105 

bl- 105 

bl-j 105 

bx 428 

gaw- 135 

gaḳ-a 220 

gaḳš 220 

gangal 134 

ganz 138 

ganw 61 

gargal-a 138 

gargl-a 138 

garw 137 

garwaš-a 140 

garwš-a 140 

garand 474 

ga-γ-ab 449 

ga-γ-b 449 

ga-γ-eb 449 

gd- 135 

gw 135 
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gw-al 135 

gnw 61 

grgal-a 138 

gṭ 513 

gd- 135 

ged- 135 

gem 141 

gwal 141 

gwanc 142, 648 

gwanc-w 142, 648 

gwar- 145 

gwar-a 145 

gwa- 143 

gwa-aj 143 

gww- 141 

gw 143 

gw-in-j 143 

gww- 141 

gww- 141 

gweg- 149 

gwew- 144 

gwem 141 

gwej- 144 

gweš 146 

gweš-i 179, 288 

gweš-ur 146 

gweh- 144 

gwi 147 

gwid-ra 152 

gin 147 

gicar 436, 513 

gicw-r-il 436 

gog- 149 

gogwer 150, 151 

gogor-l 150 

go 143 

gu 147 

gud-ra 152 

guw- 147 

guw-ar 147 

gur 154 

gur-an 151 

gur 375 

gu-šgwe-j 47, 507 

gr 154 

dab 155 

dad-l 155 

dad-l 160 

dal 156 

darg 162 

da-čwir 528 

da-čur 528 

daql 158 

d 161 

db 155 

dd-il 155 

dd-ipx 155 

dd-ixa 155 

dd-ix 155 

dd-l 155 

ddw 160 

dw 161 

dl 156 

d-j 156 

dw 161 

de- 159 

dede 160 

dede-š 165 

de-tj 159 

de-tj 159 

de-ma 159 

de-m-šw 159 

dena 166 

de-r 159 

des-a 163 

dešdw 324 

d-ma 159 

ds-a 163 

dwešd-iš 171 

di 155 

did- 165 

dna/dina 166 

dir 166 

diq 167 

dd- 165 

dr 166 

došd-iš 171 

došd-ul 171 

došṭ-ul 171 

duw-en 396 

dum- 170 

dγ-b 172 

dγ-eb- 172 

dγil-ai 172 

dγil-j 172 

dtxel 165 

-ed-u 173 

ed-am 564 

et-am 564 

el 173 

El-ja 173 

El-j-ilam 173 

en-b-e 590 

er-e 174 

er-xi 174 

ešd 67 

e-š-i 65 

ešxw-in 216 

ešxu 534 

e-ǯ-a 133 

e-ǯ-i 133 

e-ǯ-i-r 133 

eǯ-mš 293 

warg 177 

wz 175 

wrg 177 

wed 45, 576 
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wer 182 

werb 325 

wer-e 579 

werxw 179 

wr-e 578 

wid 45, 576 

wisxw 326 

wisxw-a 326 

wicx 306 

wiǯ 144 

wor 182 

worb 325 

woršaw 64 

woal 64 

wo-xwišd 626 

wo-xušd 626 

wč- 261 

zagr 145, 457 

zaj-maxe 282 

zar 185 

zr 185 

zetq-ar 377 

zesxw 220, 432 

zek 190 

zek-mxir 190 

zek-ra 190 

zw- 42, 190 

zwig-w 377 

zi 549 

ziz- 139 

zitq-r 377 

zis 139, 148 

zo-mxa 282 

zug-w 377 

zural 527 

zurl 527 

zur--j 190 

zuγwa 43, 544 

z 549 

zz- 139 

ztq-r 377 

zm- 199 

zm-r 199 

zm-r 199 

zm-šw 199 

zs 148 

taw- 204 

taw-e 204 

tal 203 

taš(w) 323 

taxš 204 

tr 203 

tr 203 

te 204 

tetw- 204 

tetw-ne 40, 204 

tetw-ra 40, 204 

tet-ne 204 

tel- 205 

teṭ-en 207 

tw- 207 

twetw-ne 40, 204 

twi 533 

twir 210 

tm- 209 

tu 533 

tr 210 

tx- 292 

tx-an-j 412 

txwas 214 

txwaš 214 

txwim 211 

tx-il 412 

txr- 211 

txum 211 

txun- 212 

tm- 209 

tm-i 209 

i-bl-i 93 

i-dog-al 254 

i-gwew 144 

i-gweh 144 

i-gwej 144 

Iel-ja 173 

i-z-l 42, 190 

i-ḳwar-el 231 

i-ḳwar-i 231 

i-ḳwr-i 231 

i-ḳwr-il 231 

i-ḳwr-i 231 

i-ḳwr-il 231 

i-leč-e 261 

i-m-ban-l 77 

i-m-ban-l 77 

i-meǯr-i 289 

i-mǯer-i 289 

-in 216 

inaγa 215 

inγa 215 

i-žwm-i 199 

i-žom-i 199 

i-rkw-i 344 

i-kwem 446 

i-kn-e 434 

i-krt-e 435 

i-γwen-e 616 

i-γwn-e 616 

išgwid 611 

i-šdb-i 365 

ištxw 377 

i-ši-l 369 

i-ši-l 369 

i-š 369 

i-čxw 529 

icx 306 

i-cx-em 532 

icx(w) 377 
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i-b-i 570 

i-b-un-e 570 

i-xwi-e 619 

ḳabw 184 

ḳaw- 218 

ḳaw 219 

ḳ-aw- 218 

ḳaḳ-a 220 

ḳaḳš 220 

ḳal 221 

ḳan- 223 

ḳaṗ- 243 

ḳar-r 223 

ḳač 232 

ḳr-al 223 

ḳr-l 223 

ḳw 219 

ḳl 221 

ḳn- 223 

ḳṗ 223 

ḳer 234 

ḳex 230 

ḳeh 230 

ḳ-w- 218 

ḳw- 218 

ḳwar- 231 

ḳwaš- 235 

ḳwa 232 

ḳwax-nesg 319 

ḳwax-nesg-l 319 

ḳwr- 231 

ḳwd- 232 

ḳw 232 

ḳwr- 231 

ḳwer 234 

ḳwerṭ 237 

ḳweš- 235 

ḳwe-ol 246 

ḳweh- 131 

ḳwiḳw 242 

ḳwinǯ- 236 

ḳwirṭ 237 

ḳwiš- 235 

ḳwic- 237 

ḳwic-ra 237, 314 

ḳwi 252 

ḳiw- 238 

ḳil- 221 

ḳir 239 

ḳir-w 342 

-ḳicw 239 

ḳw- 238 

ḳltx-i 225 

ḳob 244 

ḳobešia 240 

ḳoṗ 244 

ḳoṗešia 240 

ḳoṭol 252 

ḳošg/ḳ 245 

ḳošd- 241 

ḳošṭ- 241 

ḳošk 245 

ḳo-ol 246, 252 

ḳo-l 246, 252 

ḳoǯ 246 

ḳoǯ-r- 63 

ḳb 244 

ḳṗ 244 

ḳrṭ 237 

ḳuḳum 248 

ḳuḳur 210 

ḳum 249 

ḳurṗ-i 250 

ḳurṭum 250 

ḳu 253 

ḳltx-i 225 

ḳr 239 

ḳltx-i 225 

la-bw 72 

la-bw 72 

lag-wen- 253 

lg-on- 254 

la-deγ 39, 52, 164 

la-di-a 165, 252 

la-mu-a 252, 299 

la-mž 291 

lan- 317 

lan-g 317 

la-r-e 600 

la-rswen-i 343 

la-sg-ar 643 

la-γl-ia-š 453 

laš- 254 

la-šer 357 

la-šr 357 

laš-i 254 

la-čxw 529 

la-or-a 599 

laxa 259 

la-x-breg-e 117 

laxw  258 

la-xwb-a 302 

laxw-ni 258 

la-x-sim-n-e 355 

la-qwam 634 

la-qwm 634 

lš- 254 

lš-i 254 

ls- 260 

ls-ir 260 

l-γel-ia-š 453 

l-γwer-a 457 

lš-i 254 

lxw 259 

lš-i 254 
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leg- 259 

le-ziz 139 

le-zz 139 

le-tr-e 207 

le-txr-e 211 

le-mes 287 

le-mesg 287 

le-mesḳ 287 

le-rten 287 

lersgw-en 274 

lersgw-en-j 274 

lersḳw-en 274 

le-sḳw-er 374 

lekw 440 

le-kwa 440 

le-kwa-w 440 

le-kw-w 440 

leγw 261 

leγw-ora 261 

leγw-ra 261 

leγw-ra 261 

leγw-r 261 

le-ur-zel-a 494 

lešṭer 256 

leč- 261 

le-x-od-n-i 577 

le-hn-a 574 

li-ama-xw 613 

li-aq-al-i 71 

li-bč-l 375 

li-bg-i 116 

li-bg-un-e 90 

li-bel-e 93 

li-b-em 71 

li-bl-e 93 

li-bz-e 77 

li-biḳw-e 108 

li-burǯ-iel 111 

li-bγul-i 200 

li-bḳw-e 108 

li-gww-e/i 141 

li-gww-i 141 

li-gww-i 141 

li-gwš-il-e 179 

li-gur 154 

li-gur-e 375 

li-gr 154 

li-d-esgi 162 

li-dum-e 170 

li-zw-el 42, 190 

li-tel-a 205 

li-tel-e 205 

li-tm-in-e 209 

li-tr-e 207 

li-txun-e 212 

li-ḳw-en-i 218 

li-ḳiw-e 238 

li-ḳw-e 238 

li-ḳl-i 221 

li-laš-un-e 254 

li-lš-un-e 254 

li-loḳ-e 263 

li-lḳ-e 263 

li-lč-e 261 

li-mar-e 272 

li-mr-e 272 

li-mer-in-e 285 

li-nšḳir-i 380 

li-nš-e 378 

li-nw-e 599 

li-jbn-e 59 

li-ṗer 329 

li-žr 185 

li-žwm-i 184 

li-žγm-e 202 

li-r-ṭ-l-al 398 

li-rkw-i 344 

li-ṭwm-e 395 

li-ṭm-e 395 

li-ṭṭn-e 393 

li-pet-e 407 

li-pt-i 407 

li-pr-en-i 402 

li-pusd-li-gr 154 

li-kwem 446 

li-knk-e 437 

li-krt-e 435 

li-γwiw-e 458 

li-γw- 455 

li-γḳ-e 452 

li-l-e 482 

li-l-e 477 

li-šg-l-i 48, 496 

li-šg-i 48, 496 

li-šgw-an 497, 498 

li-šd-ab-n-e 379 

li-šd-er 379 

li-šwem 613 

li-šwil-iel 375 

li-šwl-iel 375 

li-štxr-i 211 

li-ši-l 369 

li-ši-l 369 

li-šḳ-i 48, 496 

li-šm-e 348 

li-šwm-e 348 

li-čkwn-e 507 

li-cx-em 532 

li-ʒgub-e 547 

li-an-e 334 

li-n-e 334 

li-wen-e 590 

li-wx-an 594 

li-ux-an 594 

li-a-al 568 

li-em-in-e 573 

li-m-n-e 573 
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li-- 575 

li-r 597 

li-ṗ-e 604 

li-xwi-e 619 

li-xi(w)-or-e 611 

li-xwmar-l 625 

li-ǯb 134 

li-hl-al-i 647 

l-z-i 139 

l-nšgir-i 380 

lo-x-meǯ-l 289 

lḳ- 263 

lu-gwr 145 

lu-m-d--ol-on-x 596 

lu-ncrow-e 518 

lu-px-w 426 

lu-uber-e 569 

lč- 261 

l-b-e 71 

l-did-e 165 

l-dd-e 165 

l-ḳw 218 

lmb- 264 

l-m-bec 98 

l-jq-e 71 

l-žag 538 

l-žg 538 

lrgim 253, 589, 630 

l-ṭṭn-e 393 

l-šdm-e 365 

l-šṭm-e 365 

lǯe 102, 380 

l-ǯrx-an 546 

l--g 147 

l-ḳ-w 218 

l-ṭal-ur-e 388 

l-ṭal-r-e 388 

l-ṭl-r-e 388 

l-šer-e 357 

l-šr-e 357 

l-t-e 561 

l-ber-e 569 

l-xwi-e 619 

lq 385 

l-ǯmar-e 541 

-ma- 38, 264 

ma- 265 

m-a-b-a 71 

ma-bc 98 

ma-d 265 

ma-de 269 

ma-dr-en-e 157 

ma-zig 202 

mama 269 

mama-gweš 269 

m-a-m-gn-a 139 

manza-w 266 

manǯ- 270 

m-a-žr-d-a 185 

mar- 272 

mar(e) 272 

ma-s 264 

ma-paš 409 

ma-pš 409 

ma-peš 409 

ma-pn 401 

ma-γw-n 455 

ma-γlaw 257 

m-a-a 471 

m-a-r-a 480 

ma-šr-i 357 

mašd 273 

mašd 274 

mašḳ 271 

ma-šr-i 357 

ma-x 594 

maxt 281 

maxe 282 

ma-xr-a 428 

mr- 272 

mr-e 78 

mšḳ 271 

mxe 282 

m-xer-a 428 

mgn- 139 

mebwil 299 

mebl 299 

me-dgw-a 284 

me-dγ-b-e 172 

me-dγ-eb-e 172 

mer-e 272 

mer-i 272 

merč-il 285 

mer-in- 285 

-mesg 287 

-mesḳ 287 

me-ps-j 416 

me-px-e 426 

mekw 288 

me-kwšel 441 

me-γw-e 458 

me 296 

me-wep-e 469 

meč- 288 

meč-i 288 

meqra 290 

meqer 290 

meǯ- 289 

meǯar 289 

meǯr 289 

mr 309 

mr-e 272 

minčkw 38, 49, 278 

miž 44, 291 

miž-ladeγ 44, 291 

mis- 293 
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mis-as 293 

misw 320 

mš 293 

mo-r 296 

mu 299 

mubil 299 

mubl 299 

mu-gwr-an-e 151 

muz 299 

mu-ḳ-w-en-i 218 

mursgw-en 49, 274 

mus 320 

mu-sgwen 499 

muγul 277 

muγl 277 

m-u-γw-a 455 

muw 277 

mu-wsḳ-i 481 

muxwbe 302 

muqwr-i 283 

muqwr-i 283 

mǯ- 289 

m-d-i 162 

m-l-deγ 164 

m-lmb 264 

mjš 293 

mž 44, 291 

m-žir 193 

msḳ-ad 289 

msḳ-d 289 

msḳ-ṭ 289 

mṭ 255, 273, 275, 475, 

541, 546 

m-pšgw-i 411 

m-γḳ-e 452 

ml-a 277 

ml-i 277 

m-čxim 535 

m-čxm-r 535 

m-čxm-r 535 

m-ʒiγ 543 

m-x 594 

m-a-i 568 

mxar 281 

mxr 281 

m-qep-ia 633 

m-qp-ia 633 

m-ǯim 540 

m-lč-e 261 

m-mn-e 270 

m-nčxir 290 

mrtx 273 

mrsgw-en 274 

m-wasg-i 481 

m-ši 369 

m-šiw 369 

m-axw-i 569 

m-t-e 561 

m-- 575 

mxar 281 

m-ǯb 134 

mxir 290 

mxar 281, 293 

mxr 281, 293 

mǯl-aj 308 

mǯl-j 308 

na-ban- 77 

na-bn- 77 

na-bur 77 

na-dau-ra 161 

na-dw-ra 161 

na-du-ra 161 

na-diq 167 

naḳ 611 

na-ḳicw 239 

nan- 317 

nan-g 317 

na-n-ḳošd 241 

na-n-ḳošṭ 241 

nanl 320 

naj 313 

nažar- 539 

naṭ-il 314 

naṭ-iel 314 

na-ṭub-ar 398 

na-pas 404 

na-ps 404 

na-šger 379 

na-šdek 115, 239, 373 

na-šdb 365 

na-šdk 115 

na-šḳar 379 

na-šxun 385 

na-ul-aš 592 

na-xw-i 627 

na-xw-m-ara 627 

n-ṗu 37, 328 

n-boz 115 

n-diq 167 

nḳ 611 

nḳa 507 

nnl 320 

nnl 320 

nj 313 

n-γl-ia-š 453 

n-šger-w 379 

neb-r 316 

ne-bgwa 470 

ne-boz 115 

nezw-ra 267 

nezw-ra 315 

ne-ḳṗ-a 72 

ne-ṗr 329 

nesg- 319 

ne-sg-a 574 
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ne-sḳ-a 574 

nese 317 

ne-pxwn-a 72, 574 

ne-k-a 72 

ne-γšd 180 

ne-γešd 209 

ne-γešṭ 180 

ne-šḳ-a 574 

nec-in 87, 240 

ne-qšd 180 

ne-hn-a 574 

nse 317 

ni-bga 470 

ni-ka 470 

ni-γašṭw 180 

ni-γšṭ 180 

ni-šgwe-j 47, 507 

nš- 378 

n- 599 

Jel 173 

jer 647 

jerxw 179 

jere-xi 621 

jer-xi 621 

ješd 50, 67 

ješṭ 67 

jnš-i 255 

jrž-i 255 

ot-ziz 139 

ot-zz 139 

ot-tw -in 207 

ot-žag-ar 548 

ot-ṭum-ir 395 

ot-xiw-r 611 

o-laǯ 265 

ombel 323 

o-x-gwš-il 179 

o-xw-xr 428 

ṗž-w 329 

ṗer- 329 

ṗer-n-i 339 

ṗerṗel 330 

ṗil 332 

ṗi 330 

ṗi 332 

ṗr- 329 

žag- 538 

žaj 191 

žaxe 546, 555 

žaqer 210 

žaqwr 210 

žaqwer 291 

žaqwr 547 

žaqwr-a 547 

žah 191 

žj 191 

žeγ(w) 545 

žwm- 184 

žwm- 199 

žinaγ 198 

žinγ 198 

žinγ-š 198 

žinγ-iš 198 

žir- 184, 193 

žul 45, 200 

žuw- 200 

žuqw 201 

žuqw-i 201 

žγm- 202 

žr- 184, 193 

ž 545 

žan-štxar-e 211 

-ra 336 

rkw 338 

ršw 337 

rekw 340 

reγw- 339 

reγw-n-i 339 

rešw 337 
riγw- 339 

riγw-e 339 

-rswen- 343 

rueb 336 

sab-el 346 

san-j 356 

sb-el 346 

sb-el 346 

sw 355 

sw-čw 355 

sng 349 

s 351 

sg- 643 

sgj- 367 

sgeb-in 503 

sgel 51, 379 

sgel-ra 51, 379 

sg-e-j 497 

sg-er 379 

sgw- 499 

sgwn 499 

sgweb-in 503 

sgwind 501 

sgwir 372 

sgim 370 

sgob-in 503 

sew 355 

sew-čew 355 

sem-i 324, 348 

sem-in 216 

sen-a 356 

sen-aj 356 

sen-j 356 

swina 364 

swinj 364 

sḳel 51, 379 

sḳw- 374 

sḳwind 501 
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sḳim 370 

ṭab- 386 

ṭal- 388 

ṭb- 386 

ṭelep-i 393 

ṭelp-i 393 

ṭweṭ 477 

ṭwib 387 

ṭwim- 395 

ṭiw 392 

ṭiṭ-g 317 

ṭiš 392, 592 

ṭl- 388 

ṭub 387 

ṭum- 395 

ṭurpa 396 

ṭep 396 

ṭwal 397 

ṭwl 397 

ṭwep 53, 396 

ṭwi 397 

ṭwib 53, 398 

ṭwij 397 

ṭub 53, 398 

už- 553 

uršun-a 178 

usxw-aj 326 

u-pešṭw-a 405 

u-pšdw-a 405 

u-γd-u 449 

uγw-a 399 

ušxw-r-s 534 

učx-a 383 

patw- 412 

paḳan 75 

paḳn 75 

paḳn-i 75 

paž 401 

par- 402 

pas 404 

pas-j 404 

pakrawan 418 

pačxw 406 

pr-w 408 

ps 404 

pṭw 410 

pšgw- 411 

pčxw 406 
pet- 407 

peḳwna 121 

peṭw 410 

peṭw-ra 410 

pew 75, 85, 113, 121 

peš-a 409 

pešdw- 405 

peš-en-i 409 

pešṭw- 405 

peškw 411 

pt- 407 

pitw 412 

piḳw 121 

piḳw-i 420 

pirk 413 

pise 413 

pisr-j 107 

piš 419 

pol 438 

po 113 

po-ra 113 

pou 121 

pox 415 

poxal 415 

poxl 415 

pr- 402 

ps- 416 

puḳw 121 

puḳw-n-ir 420 

purtxw 418 

purtx-w 422 

puršgwin- 426 

pusd 414 

pusn 414 

pusṭ 414 

puswn 414 

puw 85 

puxw 418 

puw- 420 

puw-e 420 

pḳw 121 

pšeḳw 416 

pšiḳw-in-e 416 

px- 426 

pxa 427 

pxw- 427 

pxw-j 427 

pxule 415, 431 

pxl 614 

pxṭ- 429 

pxṭ-n 429 

pn- 401 

pn-i 401 

pṭ-e 414 

pṭ-r- 414 

pṭ-r-j 414 

kadar 568 

kawkan 418 

katal 141, 375, 432 

kam-e 282 

kan 435 

kana- 435 

ka-γ-e 450 

kan-š 435 

kašag 436 

km-a 434 

krd 435 

Krt 435 
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kel 433 

kerčw 447 

kešṗ 446 

kwab 438 

kwas- 439 

kwas-i 439 

kwaǯ 447 

kwb 438 

kwb-a 438 

kwǯ 447 

kwel 433 

kwep 152, 440 

kwep-d 152, 440 

kwiǯ 441 

kwšel 441 

kin- 434 

kiṗ 442 

kisin 418, 444 

kip 441 

kn- 434 

kolb 445 

kb 445 

kund-r 446 

kuril 154 

kurmil 154 

kučir 448 

kučir-i 448 

kučir-il 448 

kučwir- 448 

kučr- 448 

kuxw 418 

ktx 418 

-krt- 435 

γadal 451 

γan-aw 617 

γandal 451 

γn-aw 617 

γzw 454 

γnw-iš 461 

γed 449 

γezw 454 

γel-a 454 

γemešd 451 

γemešṭ 451 

γenw 461 

γenw-iš 461 

γen-iš 461 

γerbet 451 

γermet 451 

γeʒw 454 

γwarčin 617 

γwasḳ 49, 456 

γwaṭ 459 

γwaš 179 

γwz 175 

γwr 456 

γwsḳ 456 

γweb 648 

γwem-l 468 

γwen- 457 

γwin-al 459 

γwin-el 459 

γwin-l 459 

γwn- 616 

γob-ra 648 

γom-el 468 

γorγol 463 

γγa 462 

γub-ab 465 

γul-j 303 

γuč 469 

γuh 131, 191 

γn 463 

γn-ma-γn 463 

γn-jru 463 

γn-jem-ur 463 

γn-jru 463 

γw-e 458 

a- 471 

ab- 470 

abw 184 

ančw  258, 473 

anǯw 473 

arš 475 

er 472 

l- 482 

wa 491 

wsg- 481 

wsḳ- 481 

wed-i 490 

wep- 485 

wil 483 

wiž 483 

wiže 649 

wir-j 119 

wip- 485 

law 473 

or 493 

oš 475 

r 493 

š 475 

r- 480 

uwa 491 

un- 488 

unṭ-aj 492 

unṭ-j 492 

uže 649 

uršd 494 

ur-zel 494 

ur-manǯ 271 

ur-mnǯ 271 

uč-i 496 

gn- 486 

l-e 477 

sr 475 
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š- 510 

šatw 347 

šalu 267 

šam 375 

šar 358 

šaulu 267 

šm 375 

šj-ra 336 

šr- 357 

šr 358 

šg- 48, 496 

šg-er- 379 

šger-ob 379 

šgw- 497 

šgwe 47, 507 

šgwib 501 

šgwir 503 

šgwir-i-žaxe 503 

šgin-il 508 

šgn-l 508 

šgur 225, 503 

šdeb- 365 

šdekw  208 

šdwixw 367 

šdik 115, 373 

šdixw 367 

šdug 543 

šduw- 368 

šduw-e 50, 368 

šdḳn 273 

šdm- 365 

šed- 354 

šed-il 354 

šed-maḳwed 354 

šemw 375 

šer- 357 

šr- 357 

šw- 364 

šwal-š 362 

šwar 44, 361 

šwt 347 

šwl 362 

šwel 361 

šwem- 363 

šwil- 375 

šwl- 375 

štm- 365 

ši- 369 

ši- 369 

šib 369 

šiw- 369 

šiw- 369 

šišdg 505 

šḳ- 47, 496 

šḳd- 271 

šḳ-er- 379 

šḳer-ob 379 

šḳwib 501 

šḳwir 503 

šom- 363 

šom-a 363 

šom-a-d 363 

šom-ri-as 363 

šm 375 

šṭuw- 368 

šṭm- 365 

šuḳ 120 

šuḳw 120 

šul- 377 

šum- 349 

šl- 375 

šk-er- 379 

šxr 532 

šxiw 383 

šxun- 385 

šm- 349 

čalg- 513 

čw 432 

čp 517 

čxw- 529 

čew 73, 220 
čew 432 

čer-šdol 517 

čep 517 

čexw- 529 

čwep-en-i 524 

čwir- 528 

čwip-e 524 

čirt 45, 523 

čipw 524 

č-ot-ḳ-w 218 

čot-ḳw 218 

ču 440 

ču-be 440 

Čube-qew 631 

čur- 528 

čkwa- 506 

čkwar-r 506 

čkwn- 507 

čxr 532 

čx-ep- 536 

čx-ep-en-i 536 

ca 43, 510 

ca 525 

c 43, 510 

c 525 

c-š 43, 510 

cew 515 

cwic 527 

cib 520 

cil 291 

cir 291 

cicw 527 

ckr 506 

cx- 532 

cxam 52, 382 

cxwi 533 

cxu 533 
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cx- 531 

ʒaγw- 544 

ʒaγw-iṭ 544 

ʒg- 549 

ʒgeb 591 

ʒgub- 54, 547 

ʒer 557 

ʒwer 557 

ʒin-ar 554 

ʒin-r 554 

ʒiγ- 44, 543 

ʒiʒil 555 

ʒor 557 

ʒuγwa 43, 544 

ʒγu-d 560 

ʒγ-d 560 

ʒγ-d 560 

ʒn 541 

aḳ 561 

aḳa-r-aj 561 

al 562 

alam 563 

akw 568 

aγar-l 568 

n- 132 

mšw  565 

emašw  565 

wx- 594 

ilm 563 

ir 586 

is-r 586 

ikw 568 

ḳa 589 

ḳr-a 566 

ḳer-a 566 

b- 590 

ur- 593 

ux- 594 

zm 248 

x-i 594 

rn-i 288 

at- 561 

al 220 

ar-r 562 

apr 571 

apr 571 

apxwir 571 

aw 220 

a- 568 

em- 573 

wd- 577 

wed- 577 

wiš 580 

in-il 574 

ik 587 

ik-ld 587 

iu 588 

iw 588 

m- 573 

m-in- 584 

od- 577 

ub 593 

uber- 569 

ul- 592 

uš 393, 580, 592 

š 580 

inṭ 310 

n- 555 

x-a-gd-i 135 

x-a-z 549 

xalt 629 

xalta 629 

xam 607 

xam-ora 607 

xam-ra 607 

xam-ra 607 

x-a-nw-e 599 

x-a-sg-en-i 643 

x-a-ṭm-e 395 

x-a-ṭw-e 395 

x-a-pšgw-e 411 

x-a-wp-e 485 

x-a-t-e 561 

x-a-t-e 561 

x-a-r-n-e 597 

xm 607 

x--gd-i 135 

x--ged-ur 135 

xr- 428 

x--wp-e 485 

x--cx-en-a-x 531 

x--ek-wn-e 568 

x-e-burǯ-iel 111 

xed-a/i 611 

xed-ra 611 

x-e-mǯ-l 289 

x-e-ṗ-en-i 37, 328 

xer- 428 

x-e-γwer-i 616 

x-e-γwr-en-i 616 

x-e-γwr-i 616 

x-e-wep-en-i 485 

x-e-wp-en-i 485 

xe-šwm-i 348 

x-e-šm-i 348 

x-e-ʒgub-en-i 547 

x-e-wd-jel-l 577 

x-e-wed-iel 577 

x-e-qep-i 633 

xw- 611 

xw- 613 

xw-a-b-em 71 

xw-a-l-ʒg-n-e 549 

xwa-lḳ-e 263 

xwan 615 
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xwaj 614 

xwars 636 

xwarc 637 

xwj 614 

xw-e-lč-a 261 

xwi- 619 

xwib- 302 

xwib-d 302 

xwib-i 302 

xw-i-tr-e 207 

xwir 619 

xwmar- 625 

xw- 181 

xiw- 611 

xḳn- 428 

xḳn- 428 

x-o-gd-ur 135 

x-o-dr-a 157 

x-o-dr-am-d 157 

x-o-z 549 

xo-l-dar-a 157 

x-o-nsgl-a 51, 379 

x-o-n-xu-a 627 

x-o-kw-a-x 338 

xoša 252, 237, 490 

x-o-š-a 510 

x-o-šxwn-i 385 

x-o-šxun-i 385 

x-o-cx 531 

x-o-wr-e 593 

x-o-ur 593 

x-o-ur-e 593 

xub-da 302 

xumar- 625 

xuṗ- 625 

xu- 627 

xṗ- 625 

xn- 611 

xn-sga 611 

xn-sḳa 611 

qabw 628 

qam- 630 

qam-ša 630 

qam-aš-a 630 

qam-ir 629 

qan 101 

qan-r 63 

qanr-e-š 78 

qar 311 

qap 628 

qbw 628 

qr 311 

qp(w) 628 

qew 631 

qem-ur 629 

qem-r 629 

qer 633 

qep- 633 

qep-i 633 

qr 633 

qwam- 634 

qwm- 634 

qwm- 634 

qwš-a 636 

qweš-a 636 

qic 638 

qul 640 

ǯa-j 44, 541 

ǯaw 550 

ǯaw-š 550 

ǯ-a-r-a 480 

ǯw 550 

ǯrγw 542 

ǯgr-g 317 

ǯgr-g 317 

ǯe-j 44, 541 

ǯ-e-sm-i-a 355 

ǯwed-i 556 

ǯwid 520 

ǯwin- 552 

ǯwinel 41, 552 

ǯwn- 552 

ǯi 44, 541 

ǯil- 539 

ǯil-ag 549 

ǯil-aj 539 

ǯim 44, 540 

ǯinir 41, 540 

ǯiǯw 551 

ǯih-ra 556 

ǯ-ra 556 

ǯmar- 541 

ǯod-i 556 

ǯod-ia 138 

ǯod-il 556 

ǯd-i 556 

ǯd-i-s 556 

ǯdi-š 556 

ǯd-i-š 556 

ǯuwa 557 

ǯurγw 542 

ǯurǯwm-a 558 

ǯm 540 

ǯrx- 546 

ǯl- 549 

ǯl-ag 549 

habed 59 

had-ra 336 

ham 564 

ham-s 564 

hanwal 645 

har-i 514 

harḳ 64 

harḳw  645 

hrḳw  645 

haγwir 69 

hašiḳ 191 
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ha-b-a 470 

hašdeḳw 212 

hawal 645 

hš-i 66, 645 

hb 58 

h-γwr-a 457 

hγwir 69 

heb 59 

heb 513, 560 

heb-ra 560 

hew- 646 

hel 647 

hn- 574 

hn-gir 148 

hn-gr-il 148 

-m-sg-e 497 

 

Basque 

abes 107 

-ar 63 

arazi 380 

*askwil 68 

a-soka (azoka) 187 

aspil 68 

atso (ačo) 511 

barau 268 

baso 414 

be-atz 517  

bi-zkar 201 

bizi 74 

e-go-n 147 

e-torr-i 390 

ezko 379 

ingurru 217 

izu 503 

garagar 454  

gindar 229 

kale 433 

kale-tar 433 

lag-un 259 

magal/bagal 112 

mara-mara 272 

mendi 292 

oso 180 

or 174 

or-i 174 

para 78 

potzo 448 

sabel 372 

sar 350 

txiki 524 

une 285 

ur 325 

usta 367 

ze (se) 372  

 

Etruscan 

zilath 196 

 

Sumerian 

dingir 170 

lag-ar 259 

pirig 116 

šágar 143, 525 

šennur 501 

 

Sindy Languages 

 

Abaza 

*argwa 217 

*a-ωan 463 

*a-ωwa-ra 493 

*zwl- 554 

*twa 203 

*ḳjwec 236 

*žwrala 642 

*ṭwan 395 

*ptwa 37, 412 

*kw-bá 438 

*ʒwl- 554 

a- 58 

ab 318 

aba 62 

abana-t() 202 

ab-ḳ 318 

a-wi 181 

az 539 

az-da-ra 337 

a-zn-a 189 

a-t-ra 341 

ala-bǯ 115 

alaha-ra 336 

a-mħwa-ra 636 

a-ni 58 

an 644 
aja-wa 579 

aj-baš-ra 124 

ajgwa 217 

aj-kwá 446 

aj-cal-a 528 

aj-xs-ra 381 

aj-ǯj 642 
ajħa 70 

argjan 351 

a-žw 552 

arba 325 

argwa-n  217 

a-ri 58 

arma 217 

arc-na 518 

a-kw-šwa-ra 498 

a-γa 450 

aša 548 

ašwa 349 

ašw 322 

ašja 364 

ača 485 
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a-c 520 

aʒ 65 

a-á 600 

a-xwšw 621 

axja-ra 336 

aqw- 611 

aħa 70 

a-ωa 463 

a-ωa-ra 493 

a-a-z-la-ra 471 

ála-r-w-ra 487 

baba 36,105 

baga 116 

bagj 77 

bagjan-da 91 

ba-ra 58 

baγa 411 

baγja 84 

ba 75 

 ba 98 

bac-á 114 

ba 99 

bax 100 

bax 430 

baǯ-a 99 

baωwa-ra 115 

bga-ra 117 

bza 73 

bza-ra 73 

bzi 92 

bzi 267 

bz 73 

bḳ-ra 238 

bna 111 

bž 107 

bžja-ra 56, 104 

bγa 328 

bγ-ra 83 

bγ 95 

ba-ra 98 

bw-l 113, 250 

bčwa 37, 412 

b 108 

bωa 86 

bωa-ra 86 

bωw 85 

bz-šwa 339 

bz-šwá 500 

bž-bž 105 

bl-ra 110 

bž 92 

brg 117 

bγ-ra 83 

-bǯ- 115 

gara 137 

ga-ra 136 

gdi 443 

gwarta 146 

gwaš-w 235 

gwʒv-ra 246 

gw 147 

gwrgwr 151 

gwp 152, 440 

gl-a-ra 253 

g-la-rta 147 

g-l-ra 147 

gjagja 150 

gjaj 144 

da 156 

-da 159 

dagw 254 

dáda 161 

dw 155 

dw 161 

du 161 

d-s vwj-s vwj-wa 364 

wa-w 564 

w-ra 340 

ws 146 

w-ωa-la-ṭ 449 

va-rá 43, 552 

za-ḳ 183 

zar 197 

zar 399 

zvwtqá 377 

z-n 216 

zωwa 202 

zá-ra 335  

tažw 208 

-tara 389 

ta-r-pa-ra 402 

tačw-rá 169 

tačw- 169 

taca 527 

taq-ra 605 

taq- 209 

t-bωa 277 

tʒ- 206 

tħwa 162 

t 388 

-t 202 

tp 206 

tp 396 

tγ 209 

t-š 338 

ḳata 232 

ḳaḳan 220 

ḳa-ḳḳwa-ra 248 

ḳanʒa 236 

ḳanʒa-ra 236 

ḳanra 247 

ḳas- 487 

ḳačwa-ra 242 

ḳaa 148 

ḳaʒva 246 

ḳwada- 241 
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ḳwažwa 441, 444 

ḳwar 231 

ḳwar 250 

ḳwara 222 

ḳwarma 333 

ḳwar-ra 231 

ḳwaγa 235 

ḳwaša-ra 251 

ḳwaʒ 249 

ḳwdr 241 

ḳwdr 241 

ḳwṗi 244 

ḳwácw 232 

ḳwħa-ra 437 

ḳwdr 242 

ḳws-ra 251 

-ḳlams 247 

ḳ-ra 218 

ḳḳa  242   

ḳl-s-ra  346 

ḳjan-a 240 

ḳjanǯja 228 

ḳjapa 226 

kjaxw  437 

ḳ:a-ra 238 

la 106 

laga-ra 262 

laḳw 64 

laḳw- 64 

la-r-ṗaṭa-ra 329 

las-a 255 

las 256 

la-ps 267 

la-šw 354 

laš- 260 

lága 253 

loḳ 64 

loḳw 64 

l-ʒωa-ra 544 

lωwa 647 

lg 259, 270 

-m- 265 

ma 272 

maza-j- 291 

mat- 268 

mamá-w 269 

mam-w 269 

mažwa-ʒa 266 

mara 164 

maraḳwa 278 

marda-ra 292 

marta-n 92 

ma-xa-ra 304 

ma- 304 

-maša 357 

maʒa 289 

maa 309 

ma 280 

maa 311 

maqa 38, 290, 311 

maqr 283 

mgwa 37, 112 

mgjal 110 

mza 44, 291 

mza-ωw  100 

mz 171 

-mla 293 

mla- 61 

mla-šjra 61 

-msa 125 

mγ 216 

mš- 293 

mšw 278 

mš 306 

mš 282 

mčja- 86 

mč 98 

mč-da 98 

mca 279 

mc 279 

mʒa-ḳ 308 

m va 75 

m 271 

mx 280 

-mqa 303 

mħa-wa 286 

mħw 302 

mωa 297 

mωwa 319 

mž-ra 199   

m-γra 453 

naṗ-x 415 

na-ṗ 62 

naša 40, 319 

naš-l- 176 

na-qa-ra 264 

nčwa 288 

nxa-ra 606 

nxa-ra 607 

nwa-ra 480 

nšw 298 

nšw 315 

nxa 321 

ja-wa 576 

j-asa-w 495 

j-m-cir-u 514 

j-r-ωw 458 

ṗarṗar 330 

ṗaṭa- 329 

žaḳja 45, 102 

ža-ra 56, 193 

ža-w 550 

žaħwa 543 

žwa 62 

žwa-ba 50, 67 
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žwažwa 198 

žwa-ωwand 188 

žwla 550 

žwla 550 

žwṗa 197 

žw-žwa-ra 192 

žw-ra 48, 335 

žw-ra 50, 360, 365 

žwčwqa 377 

žw-ωwand 193 

žw 552 

žwnd-u 186 

žž-ra 195 

ž 643 

žjaħwa 543 

žjwa-ra 192 

žwla-ra 642 

-ra 336 

raz-ra 186 

rasá 255 

rapħa 413 

ra-šwa-n 255 

ra-šwa-ra 255 

raxw 158 

ráčwa 344 

rác vwa 344 

r-b-ra 570 

r-pa-ra 402 

rka 338 

rqa 167 

r-asa-ra 495 

r 539, 625, 647 

r-kwaša-ra 440 

rzn-a 263 

rmʒa 178 

-s 502 

sab-i 346 

sa-ra 44, 361 

sa-ra 65 

sa-ra 103 

-sas 310 

s vwt-ra 368 

s vwj-s vwj 364 

s-ra 372 

s-r-čwħwa 206 

ssa 372 

sγa 376 

s 321 

ṭaḳw 394 

ṭama 387 

ṭaṭa 389 

ṭw- 391 

ṭsa 40, 397 

ṭṭa-ra 392, 393 

ṭ 341, 388 

ṭwp-la 393 

u-žw 188  

pasa 107 

psa 126 

psa- 44, 327 

psa-ra 301 

psa-ra 416, 425 

psa-rt 44, 327 

psaṭa 419 

psa-qwa 37, 413 

ps-tħwa 162 

psḳja 416 

psla-čwa 515 

ps-lmʒ 256 

ps-ra 409 

ps-ωa-w 417 

ps 359 

psl-a 424 

psla-ra 424 

ps-lmʒ 417 

ps:a-ra 44, 327 

pud 420 

p-ra 285, 472, 485 

pša 418 

pš-ra 56, 418 

-pš 404 

pč-ra 406 

pč 424 

px-a 426 

pxa-ra 427 

pxt-ra 429 

pxt- 429 

pxja-ra 283 

pq-ra 100 

pq:-ra 100 

pħa 312 

pħw-s 96, 502 

pza 81 

prγa 457 

pšw 503 

pc 114 

p-maw-a 119 

pna 331 

pr-ra 402 

kd 143 

kwa 301 

kwa 434 

kwa-j-wa 301 

kwaša- 440 

kwba 438 

kw-ra 338 

kwṭu 432 

kwṭ 432 

kwa-ra 252 

kw-s 252 

kw 344 

kwsa 439 

kwǯj-ma 448 

kb 445 

kt 436 
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kjala 433 

kjšw-ra 445 

γba 648 

γdr 452 

γwa-ʒ 459 

γwra 69 

γn 486 

γra 452 

γč-ra 456 

γjal 454 

a-pš 404 

a-ra 478 

wa- 470 

wa-ra 488 

-wara 354 

wart 248 

wart-ra 248 

w-ra 604 

wd- 489 

w 582 

ru 474 

r 489 

jaṭa 474 

j 476 

šat-a 370 

ša-mza 274 

ša-ṗ 56, 348 

šaa 352 

šw- 498 

-šw- 42, 362 

-šwa 339 

šwa-ra 50, 367 

šwa-ra 404 

šwa-ra 504 

šwa-ra-xj 38, 47, 499 

šwaq 504 

-šwá 500 

šw-ra 360 

šwe-j-ra 369 

šw-ḳ 42, 67 

šw-ra 360 

šw-ra 368 

šw-w 363 

šwx 376 

šwa 504 

šw- 363 

šw- 536 

šw 369, 501 

šwnd-wara 354 

šwr 508 

šw-r 499 

š-ra 46, 350 

šša 46, 359 

šš-ra 187, 616 

šxa 352 

šqa 353 

šr-ʒa 362, 375 

ššá 359 

šħw-tara 389 

šja- 75 

šja-ma 75 

šja-mx 415 

šja-mqa 303 

šja-ž 363, 643 

šjačw-ḳjs 442 

šj-ca-ra 507 

šj- 363 

šj-bžan 363 

ša 51, 380 

ča-ga 516 

ča-ra 516 

čwa 203 

čwa 208 

čwa 505, 553 

-čwa 515 

čwa-ba 520 

čwa-žwa-ra 508 

čwa-ra 505 

čwaγra 532 

čwa-γwara 49, 175 

čwa-w 205 

čwaq-ra 637 

čwgja 519 

čwgja-zla-ra 519 

čw-ra 207 

-čw-ħa 613 

čwħwa 206 

čw 87 
čw 207 

čw-  293 

čwt 519 

čw-mla 293 

čta 505 

č-r-aj-ǯj-ra 642 

čpa-ra 45, 528 

č 69 

čt 519 

čja- 86 

čja-ra 86 

čjga-ra 142 

čjga-ra 524 

čj-ḳlams 247 

čjr-n 523 

čj 530 

čjkj 524 

ca  43, 512 

cagw 548 

ca-ra 512 

cáγja 545 

cgw 529 

cwgja 382, 519 

ckja 532 

ckja-ra 532 

cxa 41, 531 

cxa-ra 53, 535 

cħa- 536 

cħa-ra 529 
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cħa-šw 536 

-c 511 

c-ḳ 520 

cra 523 

cc 526 

-ʒ 541 

-ʒa 537 

ʒagwa 548 

ʒamqwa 452 

ʒanza 558  

ʒaʒ 207 

ʒbωa 387 

ʒvwa-ra 644 

ʒn 101 

ʒ-ra  366 

ʒωa- 544 

ʒ 362, 545 

ʒ-r-la-šw- 362 

ʒ-čwa 513 

ʒʒ-c 545 

ʒωw 545 

a 583 

a 585 

aḳwa-ra 602 

ar-a 578 

a-ra 584 

ar-á 566 

apxa 587 

da 584 

wa-ra 590 

ḳwa-ra 602 

la 563 

-ra 574 

ja- 597 

ja-ra 599 

a-ωwa 569 

- 569 

x 595 

ωa 311, 597 

ωa-ra 595 

-ωwa 570 

nḳra 247 

kw  587 

γ 526 

ʒ 588 

qwa 493 

ω 599 

a 562 

a 600 

aw-ra 588 

wa 280 

wa 560 

wag-ra 581 

wan 395 

wa-ra 395 

wax-ra 182 

wec 236 

wr 580 

wr- 586 

wqá 569 

w-ωwaŋ 468 

wωwa 633 

w-ωwan 577 

w- wan 492 

w 602 

w-wa-ra 593 

ta-ra 577 

ḳw-n 583 

a-ra 601 

ḳw 592 

-s 580 

t-ra 577 

-s 565 

jaja 41, 575 

xa 605 

xa-c 607 

xri-xc 609 

xr-xc 533 

x-pa 348 

xš 626 

xa-ra 612 

xa-rá 612 

xwa 614 

xwad-i 172 

xwaš 627 

xwaca 648 

xw-ba 626 

xwša 385 

xwxwa 623 

xw- 611 

xw-r-ta 611 

xwc- 628 

x 431 

xrw 610 

xc 609 

xca 533 

xja-apš 64 

xjat 629 

xja-ra 604 

xja-pš 404 

xjz 546 

xjz 546 qa-bra 76 

qa-da 159 

qata 628 

qam 629 

qarpa 631 

qarpa-ra 631 

qapa-ra 638 

qa-čwax-ra 41, 531 

qwa 337 

qwad-i 635 

qwa-ra 463, 464 

qwa-ra 638 

qwašj- 469 
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qwač-ra 641 

qwaca 142 

qwa-ωω-ra 633 

qwda 211 

qwmar-ga 625 

qwmar-ra 625 

qwʒ- 616 

qwa 464 

qw 611, 619 

qwc-ra 639 

qsa-ra 382 

q-ša-ra 617 

qč 620 

qb 641 

q-čča-ra 555 

qčw 635 

qǯ 640 

qjaba 632 

ǯwa-ra 47, 644 

ǯwǯwa-ra 543 

ǯ-msa 125 

ǯr 518 

ǯj- 103 

ǯja 47, 345 

ǯjaba-ra 538 

ǯjaħwa 543 

ǯjḳa 561 

ǯjma 70 

ǯj-ra 258 

ǯjm-šj 132 

ǯjḳa 561 

ǯ-w 88 

ħa 306 

ħa-ra 605 

ħaqw 622 

ħwa 607 

ħwa-ra 215 

ħwa-ra 619 

ħwra 112 

ħw-ra 606 

ħwn-ap- 304 

ħwn-gw 304 

ħwn-wa 455 

ħw-s 619 

ħwħw 640 

ωa 61, 177 

ωa-l-ħwa-ra 485 

ωamst-a 451 

ωan-ša-ra 617 

ωa-s-ra 321 

ωapn 61 

ωa-š-ra 370 

ωwa 341 

ωwa-n 216 

ωwažj 649 

ωwara 131 

ωwa-ra 129 

ωwa-ra 458 

ωwa-ra 461 

ωw-ba 476 

ωwba-ra 465 

ωwna 490 

ωw-ra 89 

ωw-ra 339 

-ωwŋ 468 

ωwnw 646 

-wan 492    

 

Apkhazian 

*a-an 644 

*a-t-bωa 277 

*a-patwa 412 

*a-ωa 311 

*a-ωa 598 

*a-ωa-ra  595 

*a vωá 597 

*a-ωan  40, 463 

*a-ωanda 473 

*a-ωa-ra 449 

*zwl- 554 

*kw-bá 438 

*čjwačja-  519 

*ʒwl- 554 

*xj-pš 404 

*ωw 473 

{bγa} 84 

a-  58 

aa-ba 177 

a-a-ra 449 

a-apsa 409 

a-apsa-ra 409 

(a)-bzia 267 

ab 62 

a-ba 71 

a-ba-ra 58 

a-baṭ 82 

a-baγa 411 

a-baγr 97 

a-baγja 84 

a-ba-w-ra 487 

a-baħa 89 

a-baωw 85, 484 

a-bába 36, 105 

abá-t 202 

a-báw 114 

a-báčw 297 

a-b 86 
a-b 97 

a-b-ra 86 

a-bga 116 

a-bga-ra 117 

a-bg 399 

a-bg-ʒara 399 

a-bgʒr 197 

a-beγrej 97 

a-bza-rá 73  
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a-bza-ṭwrá 73 

a-bza-xa-rá 73 

a-bzá 73 

a-bzia 331 

a-bna 111 

a-bow-ra 73, 95 

a-bra 95 

a-bž 107 

a-bž 92, 121 

a-bžja-ra 56, 104 

a-bráčw 297 

a-bṭ 117 

a-bγa 328 

a-bγa-ra 83 

a-bγá-b 84 

a-bγá-ǯjma 84 

a-bγ 95 

a-bw-l 113, 250 

a-ba-ra 334 

a-b 108 

a-bħwá 80 

a-bωa 86 

a-bωwa 341 

a-bb 90 

a-bz-s vwá 339 

a-bz-šwá 339 

a-bl-ra 110 

a-brg 117 

a-bγ-ra 83, 303 

a-bw 114 

a-bc-a 114 

a-bc v 114 

a-ga 283 

a-ga-ra 136 

a-gaʒa 539 

a-gára 137 

a-gd 443 

a-gw-a-m-ra 309 

a-gwargwal-j 150 

a-gwa-wá 280 

a-gwa-wá  280 

a-gwárta 146 

a-gw 147 

a-gwp 152, 440 

a-gwʒ-ra 246 

a-gwž 237 

a-gb-ra 134 

a-gr- 154 

a-g-la-ra 147 

a-gjalgjal-a-ra 138 

a-dagwa 254 

a-daxja 167 

a-dá 156 

a-dw 161 

a-du 161 

a-wr-a 176 

a-ws 146 

a-ws-da-r 146 

a-vaḳj-c 317 

a-vanza 558 

a-va-ra 43, 552 

a-va--s 317 

a-va--c 317 

a-zarza 198 

a-zkwa 201 

a-z-ja-ra 597 

a-zvwtx-ra 377 

a-zvw-ra 360, 365 

a-zvw 335 

a-zvωwá 202 

a-ta-ra 39, 341 

a-ta-r-pa-ra 402 

a-taca 527 

a-ta-cw 514 

a-tac vw-ra 169 

a-tac vw- 169 

a-tax-ra 605 

a-tax- 209 

a-tax- 209 

a-tá-la- 176 

a-tážw 208 

a-t-b 277 

a-twa 205 

a-twa 208 

a-twa-ra 207 

a-twá 203 

a-tw 207 

a-t--ra 472, 486 

a-tʒá-mc 520 

a-tʒ-tp 206 

a-tʒ- 206 

a-tʒv-a-mc 206 

a-t 388 
a-tp 206 

a-tp 396 

a-tγ 209 

ai-gwš-w 235 

ai-b 573 

ai-xaw 618 

a-ḳaḳa-č 220 

a-ḳaḳa-c 219 

a-ḳaḳán 220 

a-ḳan 223 

a-ḳanʒa 237 

a-ḳanʒa-ra 237 

a-ḳanʒva 237 

a-ḳanʒva-ra 237 

a-ḳan--ra 223 

a-ḳanra 247 

a-ḳan v vr 247 

a-ḳaṗ-an 223 

a-ḳaṗ-an-ra 223 

a-ḳas- 487 

a-ḳaá 148 
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a-ḳjánǯja 228 

a-ḳwada 241 

a-ḳwadr 241 

a-ḳwaḳwár 234 

a-ḳwaža 441 

a-ḳwara 222 

a-ḳwa-ra 234 

a-ḳwar-ra 231 

a-ḳwasá 246 

a-ḳwac 240 

a-ḳwaħa-ra 437 

a-ḳwác v 232 

a-ḳwác vw-ra 232 

a-ḳwáʒv  249 

a-ḳwṭ 432, 513 

a-ḳw-s 252 

a-ḳwmṗ-l 250 

a-ḳwna 243 

a-ḳwrma 333 

a-ḳwr-ra 244 

a-ḳws-ra 251 

a-ḳ-ra 218 

a-ḳutwa-ra 242 

a-ḳuá-ra 252 

a-ḳčj-ra 226 

a-ḳnṭ-r-šw 236 

a-ḳla 221 

a-ḳl-da-ra 337 

a-ḳčj- 226 

a-ḳḳa 242 

a-ḳjaḳja 225 

a-ḳjapa 226 

a-ḳja 447 

a-lala-ra 253 

á-las 256 

á-las-a 255 

a-las v 255 

a-la-šw 182, 354 

a-lah-a 257 

alaha-ra 336 

a-lá 646 

a-láḳw 64 

a-lωwa 647 

a-lg 253 

a-lg 259 

a-lmṭ 257 

a-lḳw  221 

a-l-ḳwḳwa-ra 248 

a-lḳw 64 

a-mazá-j 291 

a-mažwa 266 

a-mara 272 

a-maṭa-nj-ra 314 

a-ma-γrá 453 

a-maa 469 

a-ma 280 

a-maá 311 

a-máa 309 

a-mgwa 37, 112 

a-mgjal 110 

a-mza 44 

a-mza 100 

a-mla 61 

a-mla-ra 61 

a-mra 164 

a-mwb-a 240 

a-mš 306 
a-mšn 275 

a-mca 279 

a-mcxw 53, 307 

a-mʒ-r-xa 308 

a-mʒ v-r-x 308 

a-ma 294 

a-mr- 61 

a-mr-bγj-ra 61 

a-m- 271 

a-mx 280 

a-mǯjaxja 644 

a-mħa-bsta 286 

a-mħa-p 286 

a-mħ-w 286 

a-mrgwzv-ṭama 446 

a-mrgwzv-pħwa 446 

a-mrx 273 

a-nan-ra 313 

a-naṗ-x-c v 415 

a-naṗ-x-c 415 

a-na-ṗ 62 

a-na-px-s v 415 

a-nacwx-b 94 

a-náša 40, 319 

a-ni 58 

an-psa 126 

a-nčwa 288 

a-ncwa 288 

a-nxar-a 606 

a-nxa-ra 607 

a-nxar-ra 606 

a-nxa-ωw 607 

a-nwa-ra 480 

a-nšw 298, 315 

a-n-šwa-ra 498 

a-nxa 321 

aja-wa 579 

a-ja-wa 576 

a-ja-wa 576 

a-ja- vwa 576 

a-jba 324 

aj-bašj-ra 124 

a-jwar 456 

aj-ḳwáγa 235 

a-j-kwa 301 

a-j-kwa-wa 301 

aj-xa 609 

aj-xa v 609 
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aj-xs-ra 381 

ajħa 70 

a-ṗarṗar 330 

a-ṗaṭa-ra 329 

a-ṗazv 329 

a-ṗá 585, 600 

a-ṗáš 333 

a-ṗáš-ra 333 

a-ṗá 99 

a-ṗá- 328 

a-ṗáa 99 

a-ṗáxw  333 

a-ṗa 474 

a-ṗa-ra 98 

a-ṗxw 333 

a-ž 175 

a-žaḳja 45, 102 

a-ža-ra 56, 193 

a-žágj-ra 538 

a-žw 399 

ažw-baṭ 82 

a-žw-wr 399 

a-žw-ωwan 193 

a-žž-ra 195 

a-žu-ra 360 

a-ž-mžwa 175 

a-ž-ra 516 

a-ž-ga 516 

a-žjaħwa 543 

a-žwla 642 

-ar 63 

a-raḳ 158 

a-rasá 255 

a-ras vá 255 

a-raš 39, 164 

a-ra-ʒa-ra 380 

a-raʒn- 263 

a-rácw 344 

a-rácwa 344 

a-r-b-ra 570 

ar-t 174 

ar-i 174 

a-r-ḳ-ra 218 

arma 217 

a-rmáʒv 178 

a-r-pa-ra 402 

a-rpħa 413 

a-r-cw-ra 486 

a-ršw-ra 377 

a-r-wr-a 580 

a-rmʒv 178 

a-rpħa 413 

a-rʒvn- 263 

a-rmʒ 178 

a-sab-i 346 

a-saḳjr 68 

a-sa-ra 44, 361 

as-ar-kwa 63 

a-sw 363 
a-s-ra 372 

a-s-twħwa 206 

a-s- 66 

a-s 321 

a-s vwáx 504 

a-s vwaxwá 384 

a-s vwt 368 

a-s vwt-ra  368 

a-s vwj-s vwj 364 

a-s vwr 508 

a-s vḳjr 68 

a-s v-ra 372 

a-s v 321 

a-s vs v-ḳlams v 247 

a-ṭaḳw 394 

a-ṭamá 387 

a-ṭwan 395 

a-ṭwa-ra 395 

a-ṭwá-ra 395 

a-ṭsá 397 

a-ṭp-la 393 

a-ṭ-ša 357 

a-ṭ-ωwarωwar 390, 463 

a-ṭ 390 

a-parpal-ḳj 409 

a-pasa 107 

a-paá 99 

a-pátxj 268 

a-psa 126 

a-psá 413 

a-ps-ṭw 417 

a-ps-lmʒ 256, 425 

a-ps-ra 409 

a-ps 359 

a-ps-lmʒ 417 

a-ps-ʒ 356 

a-psn-ḳwa 417 

a-psl-a 424 

a-ps:a-ra 301 

a-psv 417 

a-psv-ṭw  417 

a-psvl-a 424 

a-pa-ra 98 

a-pa-ra 285, 472, 485 

a-pš- 545 

a-pša 418 

a-pšwm-a 414 

a-pšw- 82 

a-pš-ra 56, 356, 418  

a-pška 410 

a-pš-ʒá 540, 545 

a-pš 414 

a-pwa-ra 421 

a-pwa-xa 421 

a-pxa-ra 427 
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a-pxt- 429 

a-pxja-ra 283 

a-pħá 312 

a-pħwá 80 

a-pħw-s 96, 312, 502 

a-pħw- s v  96, 502 

a-pza 81 

a-pza 293 

a-pn 331 

a-pr-ra 402 

a-prγ 457 

a-pšw 503 

a-p-maw- 119 

a-pn v 331 

aka-ms 78 

a-kd 143 

a-kva-psa-ṭa 392 

a-kw 344 

a-kwa 434 

a-kwamáš 222  

a-kwn 152 

a-kwn 435 

a-kw-ra 338 

a-kwǯj-ma 528 

a-kwšw 140 

a-kwǯj-ma 448 

a-kla-pad 79 

a-kuc 437 

a-kúc 525 

a-kúc-ra 525 

a-kta 436 

a-kžw 444 

a-kjál 433 

a-kjála 433 

a-γá 450 

a-γč-ra 456 

a-ása 495 

a-wa 491 

a-waz 483 

a-wa-ra 491 

a-waran 489 

a-warasá 481 

a-wardw 470 

a-wárt 248 

a-wárčj 493 

a-wars va 481 

a-warṭw-ra 482 

a-w-ra 604 

a-wd 489 

a-wjt 490 

a-r 489 

a-č-ra 495 

a-jčr-xwmar-ra 625 

a-j 476 
aša 548 

a-šat-a 370 

aša-ṗ 62 

a-šar-a 46, 357 

a-ša-ra 617 

a-šar-gwac vw 138 

a-šaa 352 

a-še-ž 643 

ašw 322 

a-šw 369, 501 

a-šwa-j 343 

a-šwa-ra 255 

a-šwa-ra 404 

a-šwar--la-ra 499 

a-šwa-pšj 354 

a-šwaxwá 384 

a-šwáx 504 

a-šw-ra 364 

a-šwt 368 

a-šw-ra 360 

a-šw-ra 366 

a-šw-rá 368 

a-šw 504 

a-šwnd-wra 354 

a-šwr 49, 508 

a-šw-ga 360 

a-š-ra 370 

a-ššá 46, 359 

a-šxa 353 

a-š-bž- 363 

a-š-ž 643 

a-šš 46, 359 

a-š 362, 375 

a-šš-ḳamsa-a 247 

ašja 364 

a-šja-mx 303 

a-šja-mx-s v 415 

a-šjaṗ-x-c v 415 

a-šja-px-c v  415 

a-šjacwx-b 94 

a-šja-c vv-ḳjs 442 

a-šja-v-ḳjs 442 

a-šj-c-la-ra 507 

a-šj-me 363 

a-ša 51, 380 

a-šham 383 

a-ča 65 

a-čadá 515 

a-ča-ra 516 

a-ča-rá 86 

a-ča-r-ʒ 86 

a-čapa-ra 45, 528 

a-čawa 517 

a-čača 526 

a-čá 86 

a-čá-ra-ʒ 86 

a-čá-ga 516 

a-čád-ħws 515 

a-čwa 522 

a-čwa-γwa-ra 175 

a-čwá 520 
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a-čwá-žwa-ra 508 

a-čw-ejxa 49, 175 

a-čwγra 532 

a-čwčw-ra 529 

a-č-ḳwar 250 

a-č-r-aj-ǯj-ra 642 

a-čča-ra 555 

a-č 69 

a-čt 519 

a-čjga-ra 142 

a-čjga-ra 524 

a-čjxw-ra 383, 537 

a-čjčj 526 

a-ca 533 

a-cagw 548 

a-camcám-ra 522 

a-ca-ra 512 

a-car-ra 185 

a-caja  525 

a-cgw 529 

a-cḳ 554 

a-cra 523 

a-ckja 55, 532 

a-ckja-ra 532 

a-cxa 41, 352, 531 

a-cxwa-r 537 

a-cwama 528 

a-cwax-ra 41, 531  

a-cwá 505 

a-cwgja 382, 519 

a-cwgja-xa-ra  519 

a-cw-mza 291 

a-cra 523 

a-cx-ṭw 536 

a-cγ 526 

a-c v 532 

a-c vw 87 

a-c vwama  528 

a-ʒ 425 

a-ʒ 541 

a-ʒamqwa 452 

aʒ-ar-kwa 63 

a-ʒaʒ 207 

a-ʒaʒa  65 

a-ʒaxwa 547 

a-ʒax-ra 43, 546 

a-ʒáγj 545 

a-ʒáγja 545 

aʒmax 387 

a-ʒ-rá  50, 366 

a-ʒ 559 

a-ʒ-r-la-s vw 362 

a-ʒ-r-la-šw 362 

a-ʒʒ-kwa 559 

a-ʒ 180 

a-ʒ-ṭwa  397 

a-ʒʒ 207, 551 

a-ʒʒa-ra 555 

a-ʒʒ-ra 555 

a-ʒωwa 545 

a-ʒ-cwa 513 

a-ʒ-c vw(a) 513 

a-ʒvwa-ra  644 

a-ʒv-rá 366 

a-ʒvs v-aamta 521 

a-a 562 

a-ar 578 

a-a-rá 561 

a-a-rá 584 
a-ar- 566 

a-apxa 587 

a-á 536 

a-á-ra 585 

a-  597 

a-  598 
a--ra 595 

a-wa 560 

a-wa-ra 590 

a-wr 580 

a-w-ωwan 577 

a-w-wa-ṭw 579 

a-w-wa-ra 579, 593 

a-wua-ra 578 

a-ḳwa-rá 602 

a-ḳ 554 

a--rá 574 

a-sa 397 

a-ja-ra 598 

a-x 595 

a-x 595 

a--ʒ 541 

a-xw-ád 584 

a-b-ra 571 

a-twa 591 

a-γ 526 

a-ʒ 588 

a-xwa 493 

a- var 578 

a- v 597 

a- vwa 560 

a- vwax-ra 182 

a- vwax- 594 

a- vwx-rá 594 

a- vw-ωwan 577 

a- vb-r 571 

a- vtw 591 

a- v-s 565 

a- vʒ v 588 

a-ata-ra 561 

a-aṗ-an 85, 591 

a-aṗ-án 223 

a-a-ra 566 

a-a-ra  572 

a-waγwa 542 

a-w-wán 492 
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a-ww 588 

a-w 602 

a-ḳw-n 583 

a-n-š 585 

a-a-ra 601 

a-t-ra 577 

a--s 565 

a--c 565 

a- 562 

a-ḳw 592 

a-s 580 

a- v-s 565 

a-jap 587 

a-jaja 41, 575 

a-jxj 603 

a-a-rá 601 

a-xa 605 

a-xam 629 

a-xa-pc 114 

a-xá 607 

a-xáħw 622 

a-xwa 337 

a-xwažwa  636 

a-xwa-ra 463, 464 

a-xwa-ra 638 

a-xwárč 642 

a-xwáčj 617 

a-xwda 211 

axw-t 611 

a-xwmar-ra 625 

a-xwčw 469 

a-xwʒ 616 

a-xwʒv 616 

a-xwa 464 

a-xwxwa 623 

a-xw 615 

a-xw 619 

a-xw 639 

a-xwša 385 

a-xwšw 621 

a-xwc-ra 639 

a-xwʒ 640 

a-xw 628 

a-xw-xa-ra 628 

a-xw--m 628 

a-xmǯ 640 

a-xsa-ra 382 

axuš-tara 389 

a-xu 628 

a-x-ša-ra 617 

a-xčj 620 

a-xc vw 635 

a-xá-ra 612 

a-xwa-ra 618 

a-x-jat 576 

a-xb 641  

a-xrγ 454 

a-xr vw 610 

a-xrw 610 

a-xc 533, 609 

a-x 431 
a-xwc vw- 469 

a-xwc v-ra 639 

a-xǯ 640 

a-xja-ra 604 

axja-ra 336 

a-xjat-ra 629 

a-xjápa 638 

a-xjʒ 546 

a-xjrxjr-ra 403 

a-xj 64 

a-ǯgwa-ra 547 

a-ǯr 518 

a-ǯja 47, 345 

a-ǯjaba-ra 538 

a-ǯjaǯa  552 

a-ǯjaħwa 543 

a-ǯj-rá 258 

a-ǯjm-šj 132 

a-ǯjḳa 561 

a-ha 306 

a-hata 629 

aħara 70 

a-ħa-rá 605 

a-ħá 306 

a-ħwa-ra 619 

a-ħwá 607 

a-ħw-ra 606 

a-ħwn-ap 304 

a-ħwn v-wa 455 

a-ħwħw 640 

a-ħw-s 619 

a-ωwažj 649 

a-ωwa-rá 458 
a-ωwá 458 

a-ωwn 490 

a-ωw-ra 339 

a-ωwn vw 646 

a-ωwn vw-š 456 

a-ωw 459 

á-amst-a 451 

ába-cwa 62 

á-bz 73 

á-btwa 412 

á-bla 106 

á-z 539 

á-zla 184 

á-z-xa-ra 264 

á-zv 539 

á- zvw 557 

á-zvwṗa 197 

á-zvw-ra 335 

á-zn-a 189 

ái-mž-ra 199 
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ái-šwa 374 

á-ḳat 232 

á-ḳata 232 

á-ḳwaša-ra 251 

á-ḳwejc-ej-ra 236 

á-ḳwic 236 

á-la 106 

á-laga-ra 262 

á-las 256 

á-las-a 255 

á-laš-a 42, 260 

á-l-žž-ra 194 

á-mada-ra 316 

á-maza-j-ra 291 

á-mat 268 

á-marda 292 

á-maṭa-naj-ra 314 

á-maʒa 289 

á-maxa 290 

á-maʒva 289 

á-maħw 302 

á-mza 50, 171 

ámra-px-iṭ 427 

á-mγ 216 

á-mš 293 

á-mšw 278, 333 

á-mč 98 

á-mč-da 98 

á-mč-da-ra 98 

á-mc 279 

á-mc v 279 

á-mωa 297 

á-mωwa 319 

á-n 644 

á-nawa 482 

ája-s-ra 346 

á-ješ 178 

áj-kwa 446 

á-ža 550 

á-žw 295 

á-žw 552 
ážwa 62  

á-žwla 550 

á-žwṗa 197 

á-žw-ra 335 

á-žw-ωwan 188 

á-r 539, 625, 647 

á-ra-šwa-ra 255 

á-ra-cwa 335 

á- raxw 158 

árba 325 

árba-γj 325 

árc-na 518 

árc-na 178 

á-rxa 167, 273 

árxjna 178 

á-ssa 372 

ás vwa 349 

á-s vwi-j-ra 369 

á-s vs v-ʒa 372 

á-ṭwωwa 633 

á-pta 423 

á-ptwa 37, 412 

á-ps 105, 267 

á-psa 37,413 

á-pš 425 

á-px-a 426 

á-pxt-ra 429 

á-pn 61 

á-kw-šwa-ra 498 

á-γba 648 

á-γdar-ra 452 

á-γdára 452 

á-γdr-ra 452 

á-γwra 69 

á-γw-γwa 472 

á-γra 452 

á-a-la-ra 471 

á-a:-ra 478 

ášwa 349 

á-šwa-bga 41, 540 

á-šwa-ra-x 38, 499 

á-šwt-ra 368 

á-šwi-j-ra 369 

á-šxa 352 

áča-ḳ 485 

á-čwa 505 

á-čwa-ra 505 

á-čw-matwa 175 

á-čta 47, 505 

á-čjr--gw 530 

á-c 506 

á-ca 43, 512 

á-ca 528 

á-cagw 509 

á-cagw-ra 509 

á-cc 526 

á-cħ-ra 529 

á-crḳj 513 

á-crḳj-ra 513 

á-c va 528 

á- c vw 562 

á- c vu 562 

á-c vx-ra 53, 536 

á-c vc v 526 

á-ʒ 121 

á-ʒn 101 

á-a 570 

á-la 563 

á-a 600 

á-xw 322 

á-xwa 214 

á-xwa 614 

á-xwa-a-ra 633 
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á-xwac 648 

á-xwašj() 469 

á-xwašj-ra 469 

á-xwač-ra 641 

á-xwa-ωa-ra 633 

á-xw-ra 611 

á-xš 626 

á-xjaž 455 

á-xjšj 218 

á-xjž 455 

á-xwac 142 

á-xwaca 142 

á-ǯwǯwa-ra 543 

á-ǯma 70 

á-ǯ-mš 78, 125 

á-ǯ 88 

á-ħwa-ra 215 

á-ωw-ra 89 

á-ωw-ra 493 

n 462 

nda 473 

jgwa 217 

baωw 168 

bzi 92 

ba-ra 132 

-b 94 

gwal 142 

-gwac vw 138 

-da 159 

dad 161 

di 165 

d-lala-n 253 
ei-mž-weiṭ 199 

wa-žw 188 

wašxo 326 

wa- w 564 

wi 181 

za- 542 

zegj 199 

z-n 183, 216 

z-n-ʒa 537 

-tara 389 

twħwa 206 

-t 202 

ia-lal-o-m 253 

ḳaḳa- 220  

-ḳams-a 247 

-ḳwažwa 444 

ḳwáḳj 242 

-ḳjat- 227 

-lg 270 

-m- 265 

ma 272 

mad- 269 

mad-ḳja 269 

maza-j- 291 

mamá-w 269 

mamou 269 

-maša 357 

-mš 125 

mčja- 86 

-mc- 520 

m- 309 

m va 75 

-mx 303 

-mrgwzv- 446 

nan 318 

na 75 

ja-c 511 

j-pču 424 

žwa-ba 50, 67 

žž- 194 

žúej-za 183 

ž- 643 

-ra 336 

ra-cwá-ḳ 335 

r-ḳ-ra 218 

-s 502 

-s v 502 

sa-ra 44, 103 

sa-ra 65 

-sas 310 

s-árxjna 178 

-s vw- 362 

-s vwá 498 

s vwt-ḳ 368 

-ṭa 392 

ṭáṭa 389 

ṭw- 391 

ṭṭa-ra 392, 393 

ps- 425 

psaṭa 419 

ps-l 425 

ps- 417 

-pš 404 

pc 127 

-pc 114 

piw-ejṭ 421 

kw-s vwa-ra 498 

a-pš 404 

wa- 470 

wart-ra 248 

cw 486 

-šw- 42, 362 

-šwa- 41, 540 

-šwa- 498 

-šwar- 499 

-šwa-ra- 38 

šwa-ra 50, 367 

šwa-ra 504 

-šwá 500 

šwt- 368 

šw-ḳ 42, 67 

-šš-ra 357 

šš-ga 187 
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-š 404 

šja- 75 

šja-na 75 

šjašw 372 

šjá-n va 75 

šj- 363 

čwa- 553 

čwt 519 

čjačja- 519 

cagw- 509 

-cwa 336 

-c 511 

-ʒa 537 

ʒr-ωw-ra 493 

-ád 584 

-wr 399 

 vwr- 586 

 vwr-máps-(ʒa) 586 

-wá 280 

xw-ba 626 

xwl 614 

xwl-bzia 614 

x-pa 348 

x-da 159 

xx-ra 612 

xj-š 404 

ǯar-á 643 

ǯar-á-ǯar-a 643 

ǯj- 103 

ωa-ba 177 

ωwa 89 

ωw-ba(-ǯa) 476 

-wán 492 

 

Adygean 

*txjwa-j 210 

*saxjw-r-an 352 

*pxa 428 

*pxjw-n 407 

*ša-xjw-n 322 

*w- 592 

* vw 280 

*xjw 362 

*xjw-n 616 

*ħaL-γwa 467 

{arxjw} 64 

{daw} 157 

{dngl} 170 

{zn} 189 

{zvwxj} 560 

{xwca} 627 

a-  58 

a-taq 158 

ana-j 174 

arm-w 217 

ar- 63 

auš-iger 215 

a-pr- 332 

ač179 

ač 179 

 648 

ana-j 174 

bab 405 

bagw 120 

bagj-na 445 

baʒ 120 

baqw: 113 

baǯ 116 

bawa-n 420 

bd-n 72 

bza 73 

-bza 267 

bza-bzaw 101 

-bz 88 

bz 267 

bzw- 417 

bz-n 103 

bz-j 291 

bž- 401 

bž-m 120 

bžn- 132 

bž-ʒa 121 

bž-ʒ 541 

bγ 131 

-bγ 130 

bγ-zv 131 

bγwa 276 

bγw 51, 131 

bγw-ta 126 

bγ- 126 

bγ-qw 126 
bb-n 123 

bn 408 

bn 122 

bn 408 

bǯ 77 

b- 94 

bwa-n 59 

bn- 123 

bžjn-d 91 

bγ-n 112 

-bzv 74 

bzva-p 300 

bzva-p 74, 300 

bzva-qw: 633 

bzv 92 

bzv-b 106 

bzv-ħ 106 

bLa 299 

-bLa 76 

bLa-γ 104 

bL-n 110 

bLn- 79 

bžj-mat 92 
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bʒ-n 111 

b- 78 

bḳw 122 

bḳw-r 122 

bL- 78  

bL- 268 

bLm 109 

bγw 84 

bxw 128 

gja 133 

gjan435 

gnš 145 

gwašja 441 

gwd 150 

gw-n 144 

gw-γa-n 449 

gw 145 

gw 147 

gw-bž-n 401 

gwr-γ 137 

gjr-i 137 

-da- 337 

dam-a 387 

daj 156 

da-j 336 
dax 167 

da-fa-n 498 

d- 155 

dgw 254 
dd 165 

dj 157 

dγ 172 

dħa-šjx-n 384 

dgj 284 

dd 160 

dd 207 

d 258 

dǯ 284 

dǯj  284 

ds v 347 

epš-an 180  

waλ 460 

wajm 324 

warz 312 

war 177 

warq 177 
wa-s 321 

wašx-wa 54, 326 

wa-šjx 383 

wr 456 

wrd 176 

wrq 177 

wšj 146 

w 181 

w-b-n 77 

wgj-n 262 

wd 466 

w-t-an 205 

w-ḳwara-j-n 244 

w-ḳjt 224 

w-ḳj-n 220 

wna 285, 490 

wn-qwš- 481 

wž 202 

wr-zv 325 

w-pxw- 431 

w-š-n 356 

w-šj-n 356 

wc 422 

w-t 224 

w--n 220 

w-j-n 220 

w-jt 224 

w-xwm-n 635 

w-q:-n 613 

wǯ-n 262 

wc 422 

wc 422 

zaw- 191 

zaw- 191 

-zaz-n 190 

zand 183 

z-j 44, 197 

zj 399 

zrgj 548 

zrǯj 548 

zγ--n 572 

zwa-n 184 

z 183 

ztγ--n 572 

z-n 380 

zvazv 198 

zvazv-j 41, 575 

zva-n 366 

zvaγ 198 

zvw- 42, 190 

zvw-pxw 188 

zvw-n 193  

zvγ-j 291 

zvγrb 559 

zv 552 

zv-n 184 

tat 160 

tam 205 

tam 205 
tam  396 

takja-xw 163 

tača-xw 163 

taq 169 

txjs v 214 
tx-λṗ 254 

txwa 214 

txwa-n 214 

txw-n 212 
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txw 318 

-txw 213 

txw-n 292 

txwrb 422 

tx-n 213 

tx-j 412 

txj 212 

txj-n 212 

tfa-j 210 

tf 626 

tgj-n 159 

tħa 204 

tħa-bz 405 

t-ħarqw:a 640 

tħa-pš 52, 172 

tħa-L 624 

tħac vw 638 

tħ-m-bL 55 

tħj 263 

tħj-n 263 

tħc vw 638 

tgj-n 159 

tzvn 263 

tzvn- 263 

tmn 387 

t-n 341 

trw- 157 
tγa 164 

tγw 398 

tγw-an 398 

t-γwrγw 463 

t-γwrγ 390  

tǯj-n 159 

tam-a 387 

tzvn 263 

tmn 387 

ḳj 222 

ḳj 239 

ḳjn 239 

ḳjḳja 220 

ḳan- 223 

ḳan- 223 

ḳjn 239 

ḳjanṭ- 236 

ḳap 226 

ḳjaj 447 

ḳwad-n 233 

ḳwa 232 

ḳwa- 252 

ḳw-n 228 

ḳwn 243 

ḳwr 231, 250 

-ḳwħa- 437 

ḳt 233 

ḳjšj-n 234 

ḳjħ 230 

-λa- 363 

λa-pad 79 

λa-ps 405 

λašj 378 

λa-qw 348 

λa-qw 348 

λaħa 259 

λ-mǯ 301 

λ-fa-n 617 

λ 56, 348 

λna 363 

λ-n 357 

Lb 264 

LanL 260 

ma 276 

maz 50, 171 

maz 100 

mat 92 

m-tx-j 412 

marḳwa 278 

mas-t 126, 317 

masḳj 287 

masj 287 

ma-š 356 

ma 309 

ma-w 279 

max 282 

maxw-λ 302 

maf 281, 293 

mšj 86 

mqw:- 288 

mq:a 634 

m 264 

-m- 265 

mgj-r 265 

mL 55, 272 

m-j 336 

ms v-a 278 

m 271 

m 289 

mjw 302 

-mǯ 301 

mǯj-r 265 

na-bγa 36, 86, 119 

na-bγw 129 

naz 308 

naḳw 320 

nan 318 

nanw 320 

na-s-n 346 

naṭ 275 

naš 40, 319  

n-ah 70 

nj-ps-j 419 

nγw 314 

n-jap 567 

n-pca 297 

n 313 
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nb 316 

n-bγw 453 

n-bǯ 85, 591 

nx 179 

nqw:a 471 

nǯj 283 

j 177 

ja-bžja-n 103 

ja-bγa-n 130 

ja-t-n 341 

jažj 44, 541 

jaṭ 257 

ja-pša-n 418 

ja-kw-n 338 

j-čd 505 

ja-caq:a-n 529 

ja-xwmṗ-a-γw 625 

ja-qw:- 614 

j-z 189 

j-ḳwt-n 242 

j-ṭaṭ-n 392, 393 

jš-haγ 174 

j-λa-s 363 

jγa-ṭḳwa-n 394 

j-ħa- 176 

jba 324 

j-zv-ra-bγw 274 

ṗa 75 

ṗa 585 

ṗzvγ-ja-n 98 

ṗrṗr 330 

ṗwa 75 

ṗḳjaw 294 

ṗḳj 420 

ṗr-n 334 
ṗṣ v 50, 67 

ṗa 75 

ṗ 571 

ṗ- 581 

ṗa-n 310 

ṗašxw- 345 

ṗasvxw- 345 

ṗ 278 

ṗ-n 334 

-ṗ- 332 

-ṗra 329 

-ṗraṗ- 330 

ṗrḳw 284 

ṗjaw 294 

žjaw 192 

ža-wa 47, 644 

žaγw 452 

žaγw-n 544 

ža 102 

žwa- 188 

žr 518 

žj 554 

žj-n 184, 575 

žjw-aj 200 

sam 375 

san 185 

saf-r-an 352 

sakw 140 

sax 383 

sw- 361 

swr- 350 

st-n 533 

sgj 349 

sd 347 

smaǯj- 503 

-s-n 360 

sǯ 349 

s va 42 

s vab 376 

s vaw 49, 497 

s vaj 178 

s vaf- 353 

s v-n 372 

s vrm 349 

s vs v 372 

s vwa 50, 367 

s vwaja 178 

s vww 294 

-s vw- 182 

s vwn-bzv 74 
s vwj- 364 

s vx 299 

s vxj-j 299 

s v 348 

s vgw- 377 

s vmgj- 503 

s vγj 556 

s vħ 374 

ṣw- 584 

ṣw- 592 

ṣw-gwaš 592 

ṣw-pšj 592 

ṣ vat-n 582 

ṣ vwaw-n 308 

ṣ vwm--j 574 

ṣ vw 280 

ṣ vw 584 
ṣ vw-j-n 581 

ṣ vwnč 589 

ṣ vwnj 589 

ṣ v-n 596 

ṣ v-n 596 

ṣ vn 590 

ṣ v-a 117 

ṭḳw 394 

ṭwa-j 396 

ṭw 398 

ṭḳwa-ps 394 

ṭw 398 
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ṭ-n 387 

ṭ-s-n 395 

ṭγwa-n 394 

-pad- 79 

pa-ṗ 581 

pas 107 

pakw 108 

pašj 293 

pašj 95 

pa 99 

pax 99, 430 

p-n 401 

pγ 411 

pλa-n 56, 418 

ps 359 

ps- 417 

-ps 405 

ps-j 413 

ps 266 

ps 296 

ps 359 
ps 425 

ps- 416 
ps-txw 213 
ps-n 409 

ps-sw 416 

ps-γw 426 

ps-γ 409 

ps v 133 

ps va-tq 211 

ps vr--ħ 403 

ps v-sa 422 

pša 124 

pšan 426 

pš-n 411 

pšr--ħ 403 

pš-s 422 

pšja 124 

pšj-ar 48, 423 

pšjt-n 127 

pšj 414 

pšj-n 418 

pšj-ṗa 283 

pča-γw 468 

pč 133 

pč-n 119 

pč 81, 115 

pč 424 

pčja-j 88 

pčjan- 70 

pča-j 88 

pčj-ħa 81 

pca 406 

pcaL- 109 

-pc 78 

pc 114 

pxa 286 

pxa-bLa 76 

pxa-a 572 

px-n 321 

(p)xwá-mba 431 

pxw 312 

pxw- 80 

pxw- 431 

pxw-s vwta 80 

px 428 

pxj-n 613 

pqw:-tan 408 

pgj-n 90 

pwt 420 

pzv 88 

pta 298 

pt-n 407 

prq-n 403 

ps-bb 90 

ps-xw 340 

pf-n 407 

p- 108 

p-- 108 

p:q:aw 114 

p:q: 85 

pč 133 
pč-n 119 

pac 403 

far 615 

f- 362 

f-n 616 

f-γwa 362 

kwa 438 

kwam 296 

kwand 435 

kwaj 441 

kwart 146 

kwaj 149 

kw 442 

kw- 447  

-kw 136 

kwn 443 

kwn 152 

kw-s 447 

kw 327 

kww 440 

kws 439 

kwp 152, 440  

kjt 436 

kjr-z-n 151 

kjj 433 

kjcw 447 

kwn 443 

kwc 143 

kw 327 

kjt 432, 513 

γa 463 

γa-w-La-n 56, 193 
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γa-ṣ v 574 

γzvw 624 

γr 450 

γs-n 140 

γ-ṭ-λ-n 395 

γ-x-n 607 

-γw 467 

γwa 457 

γwažj 649 

γwa-pλa 341 

γwaγwa-n 468 

γw-n 467 

γw-w 460 

γw 131, 463 

-γw 468 

γwm- 451 

γwm- 465 

γw-n 458 

γwn 457 

γw-rb 458 

γwrz 466 

γw-pč 285 

γwγa 479 

γw 464 

γ-n 461 

γrz-n 461 

 477 

-γaγ 462 

wa-ja 482 

waL//oL 489 

was vw- 495 

was vw--bšj 495 
waǯ 496 

w 473 

w-m-s vħa 484 

wš 495 

b- 240 

w-xwm-n 635 

šagw 187 

ša-wa 355 

ša-n 370 

šaf- 531 

ša-f-n  322 

šakw 379 

šaxjw 531 

š 380 

šm 514 

šwa- 522 

št-n 355 

šḳw-n 374 

šḳ 410 

šx 353 

šx-n 381 

šxwa 384 

šxwa- 353 

-šxwa 307 

šxw-mč 534 

šxja-n 381 

šxja-ps 381 

š 348 

š 364, 548 

šn-n 503 

šn-i 200 

šr 508 

š-w 627 

šps() 422 

šfa-n 385 

šγw 544 

šja 362 

šja 431 

šjat 45, 576 

šjaxj 50, 359 

šjaǯa-γw 502 

šjwa-n 497 

šjxw- 535 

šjx-n 384 

šj-n 496 

šr 508 

šjγw 540, 544 

šjšj-n 373 

čaL 433 
čm 514 

čj 433 

čj-a 553 

čj-an 553 

č-j-n 531 

čLa 550 

čr 518 

čγj 556 

čca 436 

čžj 556 

čja- 582 

čjt 436 

čjt 432 

čjj 433 

čjr 508 

čjγw 544 

čar 51, 510 

čp 547 

č-j-n 531 

čLa 642 

čm 514 

čr 518 

čγj 556 

caγj 542 

cac 551 

c 506 

cwa-bz 81, 175 

cw 87 

cj 509 

cγwa 525 

caγj 542 

c 506 

cL 557 
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cf 543 

cxjw 543 
cwaq 568 

c vw-ja 506 

c vw-j 506 

c vvwaq 568 

ʒa 539 

-ʒ 541 

ʒ- 549, 623 

ʒw 553 

a 563 

a 583 

aw 566 

aṗ 593  

aa 148 

- 584 

w-n 576 

ḳw 583 

n 578 

rγ 542 

 599 

-n 569 

a 565  

ad 571 

ana 220 

ap 226 

- 572 

pšj 230 

šj-n 234 

 219 

b 591 

m-sm 249 

svwa-n 594 

ja 239 

jaḳw 243  

janṭ- 236 

jas 436 

jas vw- 229 

-jap 567 

japš 565 

ja--n 584 

jaj 447 

jn 239 

jn 598 

jp 229 

j- 573 

j-maf 287, 573 

jm-sm 249 

jšj-n 234  

jħ 230 

-r 579 

xa 428 

xa-da-n 337 

xa-n 605 

xas 608 

xaxw- 623 

-x- 607 

xt 611 

xr 608 

xwa- 215 

xwa-w 340 

xwa-t  340 

xwa-n- 613 

xw-w 624 

xw-j 400 

xw 427 

xw 619 
xw- 611 

xw- 625 

xwm- 635 

xwra-j 619 

xwṣ v-an 618 

x 275 

x:m 282  

qamṗ 631 

qb 630 

qm-zagw 104 

qwa-ja 482 

qw 473 

qws- 481 
qws-n 448 

qw- 633 

qw-j 639 

qwrt 247 

-q 263 

q:a-s-n 346 

q:e-šjx-n 383, 537 

qw:a 607 

qw:a 632 

qw:a-š 364 

qw:zv 306 

qw:-j 479 

qj:a-ps 104 

q:-n 632 

q:ca 480 

qarab 631 

qb 630 

qm-zagw 104 

qw 473 

qw-p-s vħa 484 

ǯa-n 136 

ǯaj- 144 

ǯ-n 139 

ǯr-i 137 

ǯǯ- 551 

ǯja 133 

ǯjagw-n 149 

ǯjanazv 558 

ǯjan 435 

ǯnd-n 135 

ǯLa 642 

h-warz 312 

h 648 

ħa 640 
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ħagj-n 262 

ħad- 172 

ħad- 635 

ħaL-γw 467 

ħam-ṗra-s vw 329 

ħam-ṗraṗ-j 330 

ħanc 633 

ħa(n)ʒvw 645 

ħanʒvw 645 

ħaw 645 

ħa- 310 

ħa-qw-n 633 

ħaǯj-n 262 

ħa-j 310 

ħ 646 

a- 471 

as v 475 

ašj 475 

- 168 

wa-s vħa 491 

w 484 

w-  493 

-w- 342 

wn 492 

w-n 477 

w-γw 484 

w-La 56, 193 

n-n 488 

-γ-n 455 

-gj 134 

-ǯǯ-γ 551 

 

Kabardian 

*bd-n 72 

*bʒ-n 111 

*zar 399 *zvw-n 193 

*txwa-j 210 

*ḳjanṭ- 236 

*ḳja 447 

*na-bǯ 591 

*n-šjw 182 

*ṗa 75 

*žwa-γwa 188 

*žjwa-j 45, 200 

*s vwa 367 

*ṣ vw 584 

*kn- 434 

*γzvw 624 

*w-j 639 

*sjwand-ra 354 

*cw 87 

*c vwa 568 

*c vw-j 506 

*xjw 427 

*q:raw 474 

{gwl-} 153 

{ž}wa 188 

{sxa} 383 

a- 58 

a-bγw 52, 129 

a-da 158 

ad 59 

a-ms v 245 

an 644 

až 179 

armu-w 217 

arγ-j 462 

arǯn 351 

a-r 340 

auš-iger 215 

aǯ 179 

 648 

bab 405 

bagw- 120 

bad 59 

baž 116 

bac- 403 

baʒ 120 

bax- 99 

baqw: 113 

baL 77 

baw-n 420 

b 94 

bw-n 59 

bn 123 

bžn-d 91 

bλ-waca 421 

bγw-n 115 

bγ-n 112 

bq 75 

bz- 308 

bza 73 

-bz 267 

bzi-j 101  

bzi-j 291 

bzuw 417 

bz-n 103 

bz 267 

bzva 106, 274, 300 

bzva-qw: 633 

bzv 74 

bzv-w 106 
bzv-p 300 

bzo 106 

bzv 120 

bzv- 401 

bzv-mat 92 

bzvn 132 

bzv-ʒa 121 

bzv-ʒ 541 

bLa 299 

bLa-γ 56, 104 
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bL-n 110 

bLn 79 

bža-γw 468 

bž 133 

bž-γw 81 
bže-j 88 

bž 115 

bž-n 119 

bžj 92 

bf- 126 

bf-pxw 126 

bf-w 126 

bγ 131 

bγ 276 

bγă-bz 83 

bγ-n 83 

bγwa 276 

bγw 131 

bγ 84 

bγ- 126 

bγ 328 

bγ-w 126 

bʒa 406 

-bʒ 78 

bʒan 89 

bʒ 114 

bǯ 81 

bǯ115 

bda 298 

bd 91 

bLm 109 

bn 122 

bnža 591 

b-rb 93 

bʒ 128 

bxw 128 

bq:ow 114 

bǯ 77 

gš 145 

-gwa 136 

gwan 296 

gwan 152 

gwar- an 141 

gwart 146 

gwas va 441 

gw 145 

gwn 443 

gwn 243 

gwʒ 143 

gw 147 

gw 327 
-gw 63 

gw-bzv-n 401 

gw-bγ-n 130 

gwd 150 

gww 150 

gwr-γ 137 

gwp 152, 440 

gw-γa-n 449 

gjan 435 

-da- 337 

dad 160 

dam 396 

da-j 336 

da-ps v 172 

daγ 172 

dax 167 

daq: 169 

d- 155 

d- 155 

dd-j 155 

dgw 254 
dmn 387 

d-n 166 

dj 157 

dħ-sx-n 384 

dgj 2845 

dd 207 

dd- 160 

dd 165 

dzvn 263 

dm 170 

d-n 72 

ds v-a 347 

drw- 157 
dγa 164 

dγw-an 398 

d-γwrγw 463 

dǯ 284 

v- 190 

va-bʒ 81, 175 

va 568 

va-γw 188 

vxj 560 

ve-j 506 

v 87 

v-n 193 

wa-n 184 

wa-n 335 

wa-n 339 

wa-j 45, 200 

wa-s 321 

wa-ṭ 392 

wa-j 472 

wa-šx 54, 383 

wašx 218 

wašx-w 326 

wr 456 

wrd 176 

wr 177 

wgj-n 262 

wd 466 

w-d-an 205 

wzva 202 
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w-ḳwr-j-n 244 

w-ḳjt 224 

w-ḳj-n 220 

wna 285 

wn-was v 481 

w-ṗṣ vata-n 603 

w-ps-n 327 

wʒ 422 

w-t- 224 

w--n 220 

w-xwanṣ v-n 622 

w-q:-n 613 

wǯ-n 262 

za 399 

zad 183 

zaw- 191 

-zaz-n 190 

z 44, 197 

zeγ-ṣ v-n 572 

z 183 

ztγ-ṣ v-n 572 

z-n 111 

z-n 380 

z-n 575 

z-r--z 189 

z-px-n 321 

zγrb 559 

zvaw- 192 

zvazv() 198 

zvazva-j 41, 575 

zva-n 366 

zvaγ 198 

zvaγw 452 

zva 102 

zvanfan 558  

zv 193 

zv 552 

zv 554 

zv-n 184 

t- 204 

t-xjw 204 

te-ps-n 104 

te-xwa-n 498 

tx-λmṗ- 254 

txwa 214  

txwej 52, 210 

txw 318 
txw 626 
txw-n 292 

txwrmb-a 422 

tx-n 213 

txj-n 212 

tħa 204 

tħa-bza 405 

t-ħarqw:a 640 

tħv 638 

tħ-m-bL 55, 78 

tħṣ v-n 263 

te-ps-n 104 

t-n 341 

tǯ-n 159 

ḳad 224 

ḳwa 252 

ḳw-n 228 

ḳwr 231, 250 

ḳwpx 230 

ḳt 233 

ḳj 222 

ḳj 239 
ḳjn 239 

ḳjs v-n 234 

ḳjħ 230 

λa-bz 88, 405 

λa-ms 405 

LanL 260 

λa-pad 79 

λa-ps 405 

λa-w 348 

λ-mž 301 

λ-xwa-n 617 

L-xw-n 604 

λ-n 357 

λna 363 

λs v 378 

ma 276 

maz 100 

maz 171 

ma-z vvv 184 
man 270 
maža-ǯa 266 

mas-t 126, 317 

masḳj 287 

mas 287 

ma-s v 356 

maṣ vw 279, 302 
ma- 575 

ma  309 

max 282 

maxw 281, 293 

maxw-λ 302 

mq: 634 

mrḳwa 278 

mw 288 

mš 86 

ms 405 
m 264 

m 273 
-m- 265 

mzv 295 

mL 272 

m-j 336 

-mž 301 

mṣ v- 271 

mṣ va 289 
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na-bγa 36, 86, 119 

naz 308 

naḳw 320 

nan 318 

na-s-n 346 

naṣ va-s v 361 

naṭ 275 

na-ps-j 419 

n-ax 70 

n-f 182 

nb 316 

nbγwa 85 

n-bγwa 453 

nqw:a 471 

-ja 336 

ja-bγa-n 130 

jaz- 541 

janṭ-r 257 

ja-ps va-n 418 

ja-pr-j 332 

ja-kw-n 338 

(ja)-ʒaq:a-n 529 

ja-xwa-n- 613 

j-ħa- 176 

j 177 

jba 324 

j-bzva-n 103 

j-z 189 

j-zv 274 

j-ḳwt-n 242 

j-ṭaṭ-n 393 

j-λa-s 363 

j-ri-qw:- 614 

js v-hm 174 

j-ǯj 133 
j-qw:-a 614 

ṗa 75 

ṗaṣ v 585 

ṗrṗr 330 

ṗḳjaw 294 

ṗra-n 334 

ṗṣ v-n 334 

ṗṣ v 50, 67 

ṗa-n 310 

ṗasvxw-a 345 

ṗ 116 

ṗ- 581 

ṗ 278 

ṗaw 294 

ṗ-n 93 

žam 514 

ža-γw 186 

žp 547 

žej 506, 553 

žej-n 51, 531 

žej-n 553 

žum 501, 558 

žum-r 501, 558 

žzv 556 
žLa 550 

žž 556 

žr 518 

žγj 556 

ž--n 477 

sa 65 

sam 375 

san 185 
sn 501 

sxw-r-an 352 
sokw 140 

st 347 

stxw 207, 347 

smaǯ 503 

-s-n 360 

s-n 533 

s vab 376 

s vaw 49, 497 

s va-n 370 

s vax 367 

s vaxw- 353 

s va-xw-n 322 

-s v 361 

s v 380 

s vw 497 

s v-n 372 

s vt-n 355 

s vxwa 54, 382 

s vxwa 384 

s vxrb 559 

s vgw- 377 

s vn 200 

s vxwa-n 385 

s vħ 374 

ṣ va 565 

ṣ va- 570 

ṣ v- 572 

ṣ vops v 230 

ṣ v-n 574 

ṣ v-n 596 

ṣ vxo 568 

ṣ v-573 

ṣ vb 591 

ṣ v-maxw 287, 573 

ṣ vn 590 

ṣ vf-n 594 

ṣ vx-w 594 

ṭḳw 394 

ṭw 398 

ṭ 341, 388 

ṭ-gw 391 

ṭ-n 387 

ṭγwa 394 

pagw 108 

-pad- 79 
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pa-ṗ 581 

pas 107 

paš 95 

pa 99  

pž 87 

pγ 411 

pǯ 87 

pλa-n 56, 418 

ps 359 

pse-j 413 

ps 105, 425  

ps 266 

ps 296 

ps- 44, 327 

ps-bb 90 

ps-s 422 

ps-f 416 

ps-γw 426 

ps va-dq 211 

ps v-ar-ħa- 426 

ps vt-n 127 

ps vn 426 

ps v- 283 

ps v-ħa-sħa 414 

pša 124 

pš-ar 48, 423 

pc 424 

pxa 286 

pxa 428 

pxa-bLa 76 

pxa-ʒa 572 

px-ps 327 

(p)xwa-mba 431 

px 428 

pxj-n 613 

pq:ow 114 

pwd 420 

pzv 88 

pt-n 407 

pn-n 110 

prq-n 403 

ps-xwa 340 

pṣ-- 108 

p-ṭḳw-n 394 

p-pxw-  431 
pxjw-n 407 

pǯ-n 90 

p:q: 85 

fa 367 

fand-ra 354 

f- 578 

fow 294 

aw-n 308 

 427 

 584 

-a 117 

kwa 438 

kw 442 

kwd 446 

kw-č 447 

-kw- 125 

kww() 440 

kjt 436 

kjj 433 

γa 40, 463 

γa-xw- 606 

γa-w-La-n 193 

γw 624 

γr 450 

γs-n 140 

γwa 457 

γwa 463, 464 

γwaz v 649 

γwaγwa-n 468 

γwm-b 458 

γw-n 460 

γwo-w 460 

γw-bža 285 

γwda 451 

γwm 465 

γw-n 458 

γwn 457 

γwr 488 

γwṣ v 464 

γw 464 

γz- 461 

γ-n 461 

ap 226 

a-w-š-n 356 

-w-ps-n 356 

e-š-n 496 

waL 489 

was v 481 

w 473 

wž- 496 

wi-j 639 

w 491 
wd- 449 

wrt 247 

wrt 494 

ws v 495 

b 240 

n-n 488 

r 637 

ša 362 

ša 431 

šat 576 

šakw 379 

šaxw 41, 531 

šaq: 504 

šb-r 501 

šḳ 410 

šxa-ps 381 

šx 353 
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šx-n 381 

šxwa 353 

-šxwa 53, 307 

šxw- 535 

šd 511 

šd 515 

šl-k 602 

šn-n 503 

šndr-xwa 378 

šr 508 

št 370 

šγw 544 

šjǯ-γw 502 

l-k 602 

čL 433 

čn- 434 

čnd-r-xwa 535 

čj 433 

čca 436 

č 582 

čjt 436 

čar 51, 510 

cj 509 

cwcw 526 

cwcw-w 526 

ʒa 539 

ʒagw 548 

ʒa-m-q: 263 

ʒaž 542 

ʒas 551 

ʒaʒ 559 

ʒaxjw 543  

ʒ 506 

-ʒ 541 

ʒl 557 

ʒL- 109 

ʒxw 547 

ʒ- 549 

ʒ-n 111, 365 

ʒγw-a 525 

ʒvγrb 559 

a 563 

a 583 

aṗ 593 

aa 148 

aq: 556 

ob 118 

u-n 576 

- 584 

w-n 576 

ḳw 583 

n 578 

-ra 247 

rx 586 

pa 593 

aḳw 243 

anṭ- 236 

aṣ v 246 

aṣ v 447 
ap 226 

 222 

n 239 

s 436 

jaṣ v 229 

apš 565  

a--n 584 

 219 

sv-n 234 

ħ 230 

xa-da-n 337 

xa-n 605 

xas 608 

xaxw 623 

xwa- 215 

xwan-λ 370 

xwar 615 

xwr-j 619 

xw 362, 375 

xw 619 

xw- gw 362 

xwm-n 635 

xwn 111 

xw-n 616 

xw-reṭ 625 

xwrz- 466 

xwṣ v-an 618  

xwp 622 

xwp-n 625 

x 275 

x:am 282 

qaṗ 631 

qwa 607 

qwarp 631 

qwγ 475 

qw-j 482 

qwzv 306 

qos v-n 448 

q:a-zv- 644 

q:a-s-n 346 

qw:a 632 

qw:arγ 475 

qw:a-š 364 

qw:i-j 479 

qw:-tan 408 

q:-n 632 

q:ruw 474 

ǯagw-n 149 

ǯaj 144 

ǯa-n 136 

ǯara-z-n 151 

ǯm 514 

ǯp 547 

ǯej-n 51, 531 

ǯda 154 
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ǯ-n 139 

ǯž 556 

ǯr 518 

ǯjan 435 

ha-waz 312 

h  648 

ħa 640 

ħad- 172 

ħanš 609 

ħanc 633 

ħaža-n 262 

ħa-ṣ v 310 

ħaš 609  

ħa- 310 

ħ 646 

ħd- 635 

a- 471 

aL 477 

 477 

-daγw 168 

gw-bzv 74 
n-dγw 168 
-γ-n 455 

w 484 

w- 493 

-w- 342 

wn-a 492 

w-γw 484 

 

Ubykh 

*baγ 84 

*bʒvn 309 

*bžam- 132 

*bγw- 129 

*bγw 131 
*bb 90 

*bbá 105 

*gw 261 

*d-qam 620, 629 

*wc-γaγ 422 

*zwa-aʒ 65 

*txwrb 422 

*lγwa 647 

*maγ-mγ-mʒv 216 

*msa 275 

*ma 563 

*mḳwa 112 

*mḳwa 171 

*mxw 302 

*pan- 402 

*pxja 428 

*fa-b va 581 

*fa- vbá 591 

*- 449 

*cwanx-canxwa 648 

* vḳw 589 

*axjw-a 569 

*xwa- 427 

*xwxw-da 623 

*xjwa 322 

*qba 89 

*qwa 633 

*ǯw 550 

*ǯL 550 

{arxj} 64 

{bzv} 121 

{-gj} 136 

{wnḳj} 590 

a- 58 

aba 350 

a-bγj a 52, 129 

azv- 274 

andγa a--n 449 

anṭá 268 

a-j-da 58 

a-ž-žwá-n 366 

arma-w 217 

arm 217 

a-s-ḳwr-n 244 

a-s-swá-n 44, 361 

a-s-ṭw-n 387 

a-s-fá-n 322 

a-s-kwá-n 338 

a-s-šj-n 364 

a-s- vá-n 561 

a-s-xa-n 605 

a-s-xwážj-n 534 

a-s-qj- 429 

as 256 

as- 66 

aγja 69 

aše 67 

a-cw 87 

a-cwá 505 

a-c vw 522 

a-qwá-n 472 

a-qžw--n 201 

á-mšw-a 278 

á-na 313 

á-ṗ 85 

á-γba 648 

bag-xa 77 

bagw 120 

bagj-na 445 

baḳj- 80 

baḳj- 238 

banʒv 120 

bar- 72 

baṭ 82 

baṭá 410 

baγwa 453 

baγj-r 97 

baw-r 113 
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baʒv 120 

ba- va 570 

ba v-ṭw 389 

baxa- 130 

bxw 128 

bagjá-šw 540 

bagj-šw 116 

bza 105 

bzabza 190 

bz 104 

bz- 103 

bz-pá 417 

bz-ʒan 74 

bzva 73 

bzva-mm 300 

bλa-msá 125 

bLa  56, 104 

bLa 106 

bLa-msa 78 

bL 55, 123 

bLn 79 

bža 274 

bža-m 92 

bž- 193 

bžj 101 

bžj- 103 

bžj- 401 

brcw 297 

bγ 276 

bγjaw 129 

bγjaw-i 128 

bγj 276 

bγj 130 

bz 102 

bn-i 106 

bn- 123 

b-ja- 58 

bqw 112, 114 

bc v- 114 

bʒ 128 

b- 570 

b 107 

bwa 59, 420 

ba 129 

b-ǯj 131 

bb 90 

gwaγ-  141 

gwáγj 603 

gw- 135 

gw- 144 

gwma 151 

gwm 514 

gwʒv- 246 

-gja 134 

gjar- 154 

gjaš-wa 235 

-gjaca 138 

gján-wa 118 

gj 103, 147, 261 

gjṭw  154 

gjʒ- á 138 

gjn- 145 

gjn-ṭwa 145, 169 

-da 155 

dagw 254 

dad 160 

dašwan 263 

dašw- 255 

dwadwa 168 

dw- 166 

dwdwá 105 

dma 170 

dγ- 172 

dma 170 

dma- v 583 

dn-kja 166 

dr-k 166, 602 

-dγwa 171 

dx 163 

wa 181 

w-an-a 216 

wana-gw 148 

wa-n- 313 

wan 472 

wanʒvá 270 

war-al 325 

warḳj 326 

wasa 354 

was- 256 

was v- 260 

wa 472 

wašx-wa 54, 326 

wa-ca 43, 511 

wá-j-n 481 

wnʒv 309 

wanǯá 270 

wgj- 262 

wdwa 473 

wd 466 

wzw 483 

wna 457 

wžw 483 

wγwa 647 

w-γwa 484 

wc- 261 

wc v- 456 

wʒ-γaγ 422, 462 

wwa 464 

za 183 

za 189 

za-za 539 

zaj-a 191 

z- 380 

zwa 193 
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zwa- 184 

zwa- 48, 335 

zwand-a 44, 195 

zwa-ps-ǯ 414 

zwa-ps- 115 

zw-aʒ 65 

zva- 42, 184 

zvaγwa 202 

zvaγwa-gjʒa 202 

zvngwa 104 

zvnt-w 189 

tašj- 277 

tašj-mw 277 

táq- 158 

tw- 341 

twatwa 40, 204 

twan 402 

twa-s 205 

twa-šjx 383 

twa-xwa 340, 624 

twáz va 209 

tw- 400 

tws 210 

twq 211 

txa 52, 165 

t-xam 620, 629 

txw- 292 

txwa 167, 273 

txwa 214, 337 

txw 318 

txj- 212 

t- 209 

i-n-j 313 

ḳwa 223 

ḳwaḳwa- 248 

ḳwačá 236 

ḳw- 248 

ḳw 219 

ḳw- 221 

ḳwr- 244 

ḳws- 251 

ḳja- 228 

ḳjama 235 

ḳjarda 227 

ḳjaṭw- 245 

ḳjačja- 515 

ḳjt- 242 

ḳjn- 239 

ḳj- 234 

ḳjnḳj 228, 238 

ḳjr- 250 

ḳjs 442 

laxj- 257 

La 79, 625, 646 

La- 56, 193 

Laḳwa- 263 

LaLa 260 

LanL 260 

Laj- 260 

La-šwa 374 

-λa 364 

λa-gjáca 138 

λa-msa 405 

λa-ṗá 56, 348 

λa-ṗ 310 

λa-pád 79 

λaš 378 

λa-šwá 499 

λaxa 258, 259 

λṗá 62 

 -λ 132 

-m(a) 265 

maza 297 

masa 371 

maγ- 216 

maγ-γ-mʒv 216 

maγja 304 

mašwa 305 

maš 282 

maʒv- 100 

ma- vw 564 

maj 47, 280, 302 

maxwta 281 

ma 309 

mašw 271 

mṗa 37, 118 

-msa 78 

-msa 405 

-msá 125 

mx-mq 281 

mz-dwa 317 

mzwγa 557 

mzw-γ 295 

mḳja- 171, 278 

mḳja-dγwa 171 

mLa-s 269 

m-žwn-a 200 

mrḳja 278 

msa- 371 

msw-a 293 

mswá 282 

mγa- 300 

mγa-wa 300 

mγ-s 300 

mγjá 319 

mšw-a 278 

mšw 279 

mc vá 279 

mʒá 171  
mʒá 291 

mʒv- 315 

m 286 

m v 309 

m v- 180 
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mx- 281 

mx 302 

mx 428 

mxja- 286 

mxj-w 286 

mxj-ja 286 

mqja 311 

m-ǯja 575 

m-aʒ 65 

maʒ 289 

na 313 

nabγja 85 

nanáw 320 

nán(a) 318 

náš 40, 319 

ngja 283 

ndaá 390 

ndwš 296 

ndγa 39, 52, 164 

nḳwa 223 

nḳja 483 

nḳw 112 

nswa 500 

ns vwa 500 

nj 491 

nq- 322 

nba 316 

-ja- 58 

ja-txw- 292 

jbá 324 

jn-a 216 

ṗala- 407 

ṗr  334 

ṗ 85 

ṗja 76 

ṗa 563 

ṗa 585 

-ṗ 310 

ṗva 37, 331 

ṗ 310 

ṗ-ṗ-da 331 

žaḳj 102 

žwa 65 

žwa 188 

žwa 550 

žwa-  366 

žwam 132 

žwam-λ 132 

žw 552 

žjaw-a 192 

rawa 494 

-s- 360 

sa 347 

swa- 44, 361 

swan 294 

sw-ḳja 499 

swbá 375 

swa 378 

swqa 385 

s-ḳja-n 228 

sṭa 180 

s-c va-n 514 

s-bžj-n 103 

s-gjʒ- a- š-n 138 

s-txj-n 212 

s-ḳjačja-n 515 

s-pλa-n 418 

s-pr-n 402 

s-γwa 65 

s-warṭá-n 492 

s-šwa-n 498 

sšj 373 

s-cwá-n 505 

s-cwxá-n 344 

s-c v-n 530 

s-xw-n 215 

s-q-n 632 

s-ǯ-n 644 

s va 348 

s vwa 275 

s vwand-r 354 

s v 348 

ṭa 386 

ṭa-ḳj 393 

ṭḳw 394 

ṭapsa 262, 418 

ṭa- v 393, 583 

ṭwa 388 

ṭwa 391 

ṭw-s 395 

ṭw- 387 

ṭw- 391 

-ṭw 389 

ṭwa 398 

ṭ 392 

ṭma 387 

ṭγwa- 394  

ua 646 

pada 61 

paǯ 87 

-pád- 79 

pλa 56, 418 

psa 356 

psa-f-γwnd- 465 

psáxwa 298, 417 

ps-w 419 

psta 127 

ps-γwn 413 

ps va- 418 

ps váxw 379 

ps v- 426 

puut 420 

pš 425 

pšja 428 
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pšj 283 

pča- 285 

pčja 406 

pxja- 96, 502 

pxja-šw 96, 502 

pxja-ʒa 96 

pxj 312 

pq 80 

pr- 402 

fa- 322 

fa- va 581 

fa- vá 591 

fna 331 

kwa- 338 

kwac 143 

kwcwe 437 

-kw 442 

kw 125, 434 

kw 327 

kwp 152, 440 

γab 84, 411 

γaw- 400 

γa-za 189 

γa-txw- 292 

γwa 457, 466, 484, 649 

γwa 463, 464 

γwa- 460 

-γwa 367 

γw 468 

γw 468 

γwna 457 

γwnd- 465 

γwnd 451 

γwn- 459 

γwrz-a 466 

γwpčjá 285 

γa 479 

γ-a 458 

γ- 458 

γbá 648 

γz- 461 

γr 450 

γja 261 

γja 463 

γj- 467 

γjrγj 463 

ánc 462 

a(n)cwa-ḳjs 442 

a-γ 471 

a-γ 455 

a 305 

á- 477 

ṗá 62 

a- 478 

warṭa- 492 

wa-á 604 

w 473 
w- 493 

w-Lá 193 

- 472, 486 

jaj 479, 489 

j- 481 

jw- 476 

šaḳw- 377 

šaḳja- 380 

šan- 371 

ša-ṗ 310 

ša- va 570 

š- 357 

šen- 371 

šw 502 

-šw 41, 540 

šwa 42 

šwa 404 

šwa- 499 

-šwa 361 

šwa-n 498 

šwača- 555 

šw- 369 

šw 616 

šw- 368 

šw-bb 368 

šw-wá 358 

šw-γwá 367 

šwa 378 

šwa 504 

šxwa 53, 307 

šxwa 384 

šxwab 422 

šx 626 

š 508 

šj- 358 

šj- 500 

šja 431 

šjnṭa 187 

šj- 496 

šjḳj 351 

šja 370 

-šjx- 383 

šjx 422 

šj 621 

šj- 364 

šj-γwa 507 

šjšj-n  373 

čaw 517 

čwrγw 517 

čgw- 549 

čd 515 

čt 524 

čṗ 229, 442 

č-a 62 

č-á- 477 

čja 45, 530 

čja- 512 
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čjat 576 

čj 69 

čj 521 

čjgw 237 

čj-kw 442 

ca 533 

-ca 280 

caḳj 506 

can-cáxwa 648 

can 516 

caca 551 

caxj- 307 

c- 140, 507 

cwa 505 

cwa 521 

cwa-bz va 175 

cwa-mγja 520 

cwapá 567 

cwáa 568 

cw-bγa 96 

-cw 517 

cw 87 

cw-ja 562 

cwkw-a 525 

cw-xa- 613 

cwxá- 344  

cgw 237 

cza 545 

cšx  345 

c v- 530 

c va- 514 

c vaxw 532 

c vc 527 

c vx 537 

c vc v 527 

ʒa- 549 

ʒa-da- 549 

ʒamγa 452 

ʒwa- 360, 365 

ʒwaʒwa 555 

ʒγa- 595 

ʒ 65 

ʒ-da- 623 

ʒva-d-  365 

aw 582 

- 574 

p 593 

wa- 578 

wanḳj 572 

wa-ca 280 

wa-cá 573 

n 578 

rx-a 345 

šx- 345 

šx-a 345 

- v- 583 

 va 565 

 va- 561 

 va- 570  

 v- 574 

 vwaḳj 589 

 vwanḳj  589 

 vḳj 589 

aw- 564, 573 

af-a 569 

a-a- 108 

a 575 

 584 

č- 601 

- 572 

náγj 603 

ja 562 

jaγwa-šwa 361 

j-j 239 

xa- 605 

xa- 52, 428 

xašj 609 

xa- 613 

xwa 375, 640 

xwanḳj 620 

xwážj- 534 

xw- 617 

xw 619 

xwn- 304 

xwraj 619 

xw v-a 618 

xw-a 618 

xe- 606 

xja 71 

xja 306 

xja 427 

xja- 498 

xjaxj- 623 

xa- 429 

xwa 607 

qat 629 

qar-da- 637 

qaráw 474 

qas v 496 

qaγ 475 

qa 89 

qaba 634 

qazva 636 

qwa 632 

qwa 472 

qwmaL-a 625 

qwe-γ 633 

q- 632 

qmbr 628 

qžw 201 

qja 633 

qja 636 

qj- 429, 603, 618 

ǯ- 548 

ǯ- 644 
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ǯgw- 549  

ǯz 139 

ǯj 550 

ǯ-λa 548 

ǯjγj 542 

ǯj 540 

ǯj- λá 364 

ǯjj 550 

aL 477 

 

Hattic 

al- 60 

al-ip 60 

ašti 509 

-b- 58 

barn-ul-i 273 

cip 524 

-du 173 

eš 182 

eš 217 

(eš)-wur 182 

gul 142 

Haša 645 

Haša-mil 645 

her 637 

hukur 645 ḫuza-ša 464 ḫun 443 ḫun-zinar 200, 402 ḫur 615 

il 173 

ipni-zinar 402 

ka 343 

kait 444 

kant-i 225 

kap (=kab) 434 

kaš 226 

kinawar 432 

ku 438 

kuka 250 

kupal 243 

kur-kupal 243 

kurt 237 

kuz-an 153 

kušim 439 

kut 251 

le- 252 

le-zar 252 

liš 109 

ma-zilat 196 

mar- 78 

mil 122  

miša- 371 

mu 299 

muḫal 290 

muru 295 

mut 301 

parai 94 

paru 408 

pašun 306 

pinu 122 

pip 410 

puluku 421 

putu 415 

pušan 306 

ram 336 

šah 382 

še 346 

šep 517 

šip 371 

šter(aḫ) 366 

šuh 385 

šumil 368 

šup 118 

tal 203 

ta-riš 338 

taš (=daš) 163 

tauwaa 161 

telli 392 

teli-pinu 392 

tete 165 

tete-kuzz-an 153 

teti-mu 299 

ti-/te- 162 

til 210 

tili 392 

tu- 207 

tumil 368 

tuntu 171 

tup 386 

wal 60 

wall 60 

warai 94 

wašḫ-ab 326 

waašul 424 

waṫuḫ-kante 163 

wu-laš-ne 186 

wun 270 

-wur 182 

witanu 295 

zar 185 

zar 192 

zar-du 173 

zel 195 

zen-a 194 

zi- 196 

zibina 541 

ziḫer 190 

zil 195 

zilat 196 

zinar 200 

ziyan-a 194 

zuḫ- 554 

zuli 554 

 

Common-Nakh 

 

*awle “village” 60 

*azw	“voice” 63 
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*-at:- “baking, roasting/ 

frying/grilling” 366	

*as “I/me” 66 

*ax- “half” 611 

*baza “spruce” 100 

*b-arst- “swelled up, plump 

/fat/stout” 127 

*barħ	“eight” 177 

*baħ-e “wooden spade” 89 

*berg “wolf” 116 

*beṭw	“dough” 410 

*be-e “snail” 286 

*boḳ  “calf” 122 

*b-ocw- “weaving 

(basketwork)” 114 

*but-aw	“strong, solid” 298 

*bu “waist” 113 

*bωin “nest” 129 

*bωo- “army; numerous/ 

lots” 115 

*gast-  “hand end” 442 

*gir- “itch” 149 

*datew- “silver” 204 

*dal-e “god” 157 

*dapxu “cloth” 321 

*daγ-u “rain” 164 

*da-o		“dead, corpse” 258 

*dašew	“gold” 347	

*dašw- “word” 339 

*d-ek- “calling” 339 

*dol “elbow” 158 

*dub “oath/vow”170 

*duqa “lots of” 264 

*-et:-  “milking” 50 

*wa-ǯal “brother” 548 

*woǯ- “pack-saddle” 178 

*tow- “fog/mist” 368 

*txir  “hoar-frost, dew” 211 

*txir  “carved, etc. 

ornamentation/ 

fretwork” 212  

*txo “we” 507 

*isten- “felt (wool)” 366 

*-iš- “lying” 498 

*ḳam- “itching” 238 

*lag “slave” 259 

*lat- “wrestling” 205 

*lahw	“meat kept for 

winter” 261	
*lo- “hiding; stealing” 

182 

*mag- “mighty”  266 

*maz- “propolis” 267 

*malx “sun” 293 

*marc- “singeing/ 

scorching, 

burning” 279 

*mažar- “flint gun”  75 

*ma-a-ṗelg “little finger” 

280 

*mae “louse” 309 

*maqu “razor” 632 

*mer- “horse’s tail hair” 99 

*moz- “insect” 121 

*mu “handle; back blunt 

side of blade” 297 

*mčar-  “bear” 278 

*nars “cucumber” 278 

*necw-  “son/brother-in-

law, future son/ 

brother-in-law”  

288 

*(j)-at:	“cow” 65	

*ja-ǯal “sister” 548 

*žom-en “small; a small 

amount” 200 

*rqa  “ash mixed in water” 

343 

*stiḳ “sky” 236 

*psar-  “evening” 358 

*pstu “bull/ox” 87 

*pša “ice” 101 

*keg- “mixing, blending/ 

seasoning/mingling” 

437 

*kold- “bush” 435 

*kor- “hand” 447 

*kms “grape” 446 

*an- “oldness/antiwuity/ 

ageness” 470 

*urṭ- “broody hen” 248 

*šaḳa “white marble/ 

marble” 351 

*šar- “buttermilk” 362 

*čiw- “coldest season” 521 

*can-o “to be sown” 516 

*cest-/*cast- “cutting, 

carving” 519 

*caħ	“one" 43, 511 

*cel- “hoe” 516	

*cwaḳ-al “fox” 526 

*ʒax- “listening, hearing/ 

understanding” 546 

*ar “name” 563 

*ir-em-g “bug” 583 

*om-g “navel” 591 

*xa- “knowing” 604 

*qaba “pot” 326 

*ǯaγa  “sand, crushed rock” 

559 

*ħaše “guest” 310 

*ħaʒu-ḳ “bird” 455 

*ħa- “pressing/mashing, 

squeezing” 604 

*ħax- “greasing, spraying, 

spreading” 385 

*ħoʒw-	“spinning/ twinning 

(thread)” 546 

 

Proto-Nakh 

 

*baωw  “eight” 177 

*daωw  “elbow” 158 
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Chechen 

awst 180 

ans 338 

arg 351 

a-par-i 402 

ašar- 349 

z 63 

l- 60 

γor 69 

badir 80 

bar-am 76 

barg-al 120 

barz/borz-a- 300 

b-ax- 212 

bruol 95 

b-l-a 76 

bħa 89 

bedar 80 

beze 286 

ben 123 

bep-ig 405 

bγ-la 411 

bga 413 

bjl 78 

but 298 
bula 122 

bukar-aŋ 112 

buc 422 

bka 439 

borc 86 

bωe (Akh.) 129 

bωow 97 

gst-eš//gjest-ješ 442 

gjez-dan 139 

gjema 137 

djla 157 

da-a 258 

daħuo 288 

dxni 159 

det//detiw 204 

ddi 167 

dork 162 

du 169 

ewla 60 

zing-at//zong-at 104 

tall 205 

tarγa 209 

tum → //tħum 208 

tup 155 

irγ//irγo 462 

istan-g 366 

ḳaj 219 

ḳurz 153 

ḳog 243 

ḳora 224 

laḳ (Cheb.) 239 

lar-am 481 

ljel-ar 254 

maza-ṗelg  280 

malx- 282 

maša 102 

max 179 

max 322 

mag-ar 265 

mgar 266 

mžar 75 

mng-a 253 

meg-er/meg-ar 266 

merγa-d 216 

mjxa 607 

moħ 276 
moħ 281 

muz 297 

muš 296 

m-xa 621 

nab 316 

nečx 53, 535 

n-ca 313 

nuc 288 

or//wor 325 

saḳer/ḳaser/ḳesar 225 

sam-a-dala 356 

sen- 357 

sram 349 

ṭjeda 388 

ṭjqa 390 

urγ 400 

patar 412  

pax (Ichk.) 413 

pna 111 

par 350 

pl-ag//pl-ang 421 

pis 419 

pjear 350 

pul (Kisṭ.) 421 

pxa 427 

kart//kert 436 

kas- 439 

kems 446 

kjes- 439 

kow//kuo 445 
kta 444 

kra 441 

kog 149 

kol//kol 435 

γam-maγa 80 

γant 470 

γarb 453 

γrγ-i (Cheb.) 454 

γuda 449 

γudan-aš 449 

γuγ 468 

žar-š 44, 542 

žωolam 563 

šaga 351 

šal-maz 267 

šr-olg 42, 362 
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šja 504 

šan 371 

šu 367 

čaxk-in 51, 510 

čiš- 521 

čoa 509 

čurt 45, 524 

čuħara 533 

čopa 45, 528 

cana  516 

cano//cono (Cheb.) 516 

cic-ig 527 

ʒaγa/zaγa 560 

ʒeʒ 551 

a 563 

jet: 577 

an- 579 

až- 569 

ar 567 

ap-a//ap-aŋ 585 

ba 567 

p-dan 585 

im 574 

ug 592 

//uj 602 

xal 605 

xara 608 

xc- 534 

qa 607 

qanča 635 

qba 648 

qn-j 614 

qn- 614 

qin 312 

qoq-a 640 

ǯjer-aħ→//žjer-aħ 643 

ǯr-a-baba 553 

ǯr-g//žr-g 520 

huož//huoǯ 178 

ħak 608 

ħzu (Cheb.) 455 

ħʒ-ilg (Kisṭ.) 455 

husam//fusam 414 

ħun 615 

ħn-alla 444 

ɦonžar//ɦonǯar 649 

 

Ingush 

al- 60 

a-pr 402 

ašir- 349 

rga 351 

bagje 72 

barg-al 120 

bedr- 80 

bjel 78 

bje//pje 114  
boarl 95 

boarz 300 

bos-je 125 

b-uwc- 114 

butuw 298 

bukar- 112 

buk//bik 439 

boga 277 

boga-pħid 277 

bog 413 
boγa 126 

bωal 130 

bωi 129 

bωow 131 

get 444 

gjem 137 

goaʒ//goaz 139 

got-a 443 

da- 258 

dašuo//došuw 263  

dla 157 

doaxn 159 

dotuw//dotuo 204 

doxk 162 

voǯ//vož 178 

wr 647 

zag-al 190 

zaγ 560 

zung-at 104 

zω 202 

zω 192 

tl-g 203 

tum 208 

inza 291  

istin-g 366 

ḳog 243 

ḳor 224 

ḳor 224 
ḳuws 222 

laj 259 

lel-o 254 

magr 266 

mag-r 265 

maγ-a//marγ-je 276 

maša 102 

maγal-di 216 

max 322 

mng-ij 253 

mžr 75 

mital 268 

mix 179 

moaž-a (←*maun) 576 

mos 125 

mox-ča 302 

muš 296 

muħ 276 

muħ 281 
nejc 288 

nexč 535 
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j-ašx-ar 353 

jirγ//lirγ 257 

oaz 63 

oarγuw 462 

oast 180 

oaγor 69 

o-quz 58 

žer-nana//žer-babij 41, 553  

žim/ǯim 540 

saw- 370 

som-a-dala 356 

ṭangr 170 

ṭd 388 

ṭq 390 

ṭol-g 393 

ṭo 398 

patr//petr 412 

pr 350 

pan 111 

pex-k 413 

pil-anjk 421 

pis 419 

pxo 428 

pħid 277 

kjes-//kas- 439 

kog 149 

koms 446 

koč 447 

kuwra 441 

kjjert 436 

γa-maγa 80 

γand 470 

γandl 453 

γarbuw 453 

γn 459 

γod 449 

γoz//γoʒ//γoc 466 

γorγ- 454 

on-g-iš 473 

šaḳ 351 

šar-ij 42, 362 

š 504 

šo 367 

šup//šip 502 

čiš- 521 

čop 45, 528 

čurt 45, 524  

cisk//cic 527 

con- 516 

a 563 

er-ḳga 598 

i 563 

merg 583 

jet: 577 

aǯ- 569 

im 574 

or 567 

ug 592 

uw 602 

xa- 494  

xara 608 

xc-//xuwc- 534 

x 610 

qaba 648 

qč 201 

q 343 

qer- 637 

qoq 640 

ǯjer-aħ 643 

ǯr-g//žr-g 520 

ħoan-al 444 

ħoʒ-iljg//ħoz-iljg 455 

ħu 615 

ɦinǯar-ilg 649 

 

Tsova-Tush 

    (Batsb) 

ab- 71 

as 67 

apeŋ 408 

g 166 

bak- 72 

b-epc- 114 

borλ  84 

borc 86 

bos 82 

boṭ 410 

boγur 126 

bωoḳ 122 

gogo 150 

gudur 144 

dale 157 

dali 157 

darino 310 

da-px-en 427 

da-px-n-a 427 

da- 258 

daxne 159 

d-eps-ar//d-ops-ar 180 

d-ex- 215 

d-iv-ar 162 

dopx 321 

doxḳ 162 

doħa- 288 

d-u- 342 

vasṭ 405 

zar-o 399 

zor-an 539  

zora-ajš 539 

teg-//tag 159 

teṭ-ar 207 

tx- 53, 213 

tx-uš 53, 213 

tx-ujn 53, 213 
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tiš-ar 208 

tiš-iŋ 208 

is 217 

is-bi 217 

ḳaṗ 223 

ḳa 252 

ḳed 227 

ḳel 294 

ḳiḳ 219 

ḳiḳel 220 

ḳoḳ 243 

ḳor 224  

lag 259, 269 

lal-ar 254 

lal-dar 254 

lam-ωer 598 

las-/les- 255 

laħ 299 

lev 260 

ma-rš-ol 498 

maq 632 

maš-a 293 

ma 309 

mil- 272 

mil-dar 55, 272 

mura 300 

mox-ḳ 283 

moq 635 

moħ//muħ 281 

na-psor 405 

načx 535 

netx-dar 165 

netx-iš 165 

netx-iŋ 165 

o 58 

žab- 557 

žiŋ 540 

žom-eŋ 200 

žom-eŋ-ḳa 200 

sab- 370 

san-  357 

sḳiv 287 

sṭab-o 367 

sṭaħ 543 

sṭiur 123 

ṭateb 204 

ṭaṭ-eŋ 393  

ṭap-laqar/leqar 423 

uš-ṭar 182 

pešḳar 410 

peŋ 402 

psa 425 

psar-eħ 414 

psar-lo 414 

kaniz 446 

kars-aŋ 140 

koḳ 149 

γa 462 

an-ol 470 

eŋ 478 

šar-eŋ 46, 357 

šar-iŋ 44, 542 

šu 367 

cic-ao 526 

coḳal 526 

ʒiʒ 559 

e 563 

et: 577 

in 565 

ijb 587 

a- 569 

im 574 

uḳ 592 

xen//xeŋ 610 

qa 607 

qač 636 

qos 381 

ħau-ḳ 455 

ħaor-na 646 

ɦalb 318 

 

Hurrian-Urartian 

anšu 338 

bacin 406 

kussu 439 

pah 431 

šani 371 

šer 358 

šur 361 

 

Hurrian 

abi 58 

at:aj 60 

ažuγ 556 

ewri 340 

erwi 340 

eššə 338 

zug 524 

arra 523 

tale 205 

il-mi 60 

niγari 322 

kate 444 

kul- 136 

šen-i 365 

šeγ-iri 379 

arme 563 

xaž 546 

xill- 60 

an- 451 

 

Urartian 

at 60 

ewre 340 

ewri 340 

zilib 550 
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meš 404 

ješ 66 

pap 411 

ka 432 

ker 137 

šux-ori 379 

opa 593 

 

Common-Dagestanian 

*baz- “bowl; cup” 74 

*biš- “smile” 306 

*boƛ ̣“pig” 123 

*gazw “room; house” 187 

*ḳwiḳwer- “round loaf” 234 

*m:ew- “guest” 310 

*niḳw-  “rib, armpit” 317 

*ni-mae “louse” 309 

*joγor- “rein” 69 

*riṭan-a “lamb” 342 

*sas-  “grease, fat” 359 

*kwas- “human being” 441 

*ṗiʒw “tip/top/point” 332 

*wima “cloud, rain” 483 

*ʒwaγ- “grape vine; one-

year old vine 

shoot” 559 

*čwam-a “large cattle” 514 

*čwrd- “marsh/swamp” 511 

*irq-(a) “swatch, patch of 

fabric” 586 

*qaba “clay pot” 326 

*qaqw “cheating/lying/ 

deceiving” 612 

*ωarci “silver” 179 

*ωenše “apple” 179 

 

 

 

Dagestanian languages  

 

Agul 

*-ga 134 

amsar 321 

a-ar-ħas 566 

-aq- 613 

bang-iš 116  

bec 87 

bizi 128 

bi-if 328 

buš-diaed 376 

gaš 143 

gužal/žigal 539 

gurd-ar 144 

da-/da-va 159 

duruc 206  

du-ur 169 

eq 321 

zaz 198 

ḳeḳw 242 

ḳuṭum 251 

max/maγ 281  

maxjw 283 

muxur 312 

mz-mz 121 

nand-i/nend-i(-as) 269 

nenej 320 

neṭ/niṭ 393 

ṗar 86 

ru 342 

rux 340 

ru-x-as 604 

sib/siw 501 

sur-ar 49, 508 

ṭaw-ar 396 

ṭak 390 

uz- 192  

uz- 380 

pas- 423 

pex-er 413 

put 412 

p:uz 332 

-ka 134 

kan-ar 435 

kwas:i 439 

γaw-ur 449 

γul 463 

an-a 488 

win 492 

ulul-f 305 

ur 489 

ša-w 346 

ši-bar 497 

šiš 373 

š:umer  370 

čin 507 

č:ixar 307 

a- 584 

im-il-ar 564 

irir 588 

ux 311 

ux-as 595 

x-as 604 

xam 629 

xar 608 

xurt 422 

qani 614 

ǯal-la 537 

ǯarx 616 

ħl 460 

ωaban-ir 94 

f-ac 261 

 

Akhvakh 

*pera 330 

aža-naq:e 399 

axwa-ƛ:i 607 
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baƛ:̣a 79 

bez-e 286 

b-i-žur-u-la 335 

biγwa-d-e 86 

boγo 411 

buž- 87 

buša 151 

biqw-ari 100 

b-iq:ur- 173 

gaš-/k:aš- 525 

gwandi 150 

-di/-do 173 

diŋγ-i 157 

eƛ:̣-  60 

zoro- 378 

ičwik-abe 510   

iŋsa 323 

ḳači 447 

ḳaŋzi 487 

ḳuṭi 237 

ḳ:eme 243 

lezi 263 

ƛẹ 592 

ma-kwač-e 525 

maala 277 

migo 296 

mie 492 

miča 86 

mix:iƛ:i 281 

mu:u 303 

nixo 288 

or:-//u:- 365 

ži 44, 542 

žinwu 557  

ráωi//rei 493 

ṭam- 395 

ṭan-i 393 

unḳ 317 

uŋs:i 315 

koro 433 

γani 468 

:ar-eda 304 

eni 223 

od-a 490 

on-uƛ:a 488 

uŋ- 480 

uče//orčo 480 

:eŋda 474 

w:aj-γandi 479 

šeṭo 371 

čir-de 520 

čub-dala 98 

cwa-j 530 

c:or-o 536 

c:oc:olo 526 

:ad-aḳe 571 

:ari 577 

:eber 581 

:ew-e 310 

w:ar-i 579 

ame 574  

eḳ-e 582  

uli 577 

:iḳ:u-da 561 

xvan-i 148 

xw:e 620 

xw:er-ar 620 

quri 167 

qw:ati 466 

hera 330 

here-daba 580 

hu 648 

ωoino//ωorini 399 

 

Andi 

*gjabi- 117 

*cir (languages) 520 

abax-//abah- 112 

an-hanḳwa/anḳw 492 

baḳwal(i) 112 

bel- 78 

b-e-/b-i- 108 

bex-un 416 

bex:ir-il 428 

bizi 128 

biγwa-n-eb 86 

bio 258 

biqu 100 

bol-on 76 

bor: (languages) 171 

boso 82 

bo-i-du 571 

buž 87 

bu:ir 118 

gigil/gigim/gigin 

(languages) 220  

gird 135 

dan 342 

eenc-u 485 

zigar-du 202 

ziwu 557 

zubu 188 

zun-nu 184 

iso 323 

ixo 625 

ḳamu//ḳama (languages) 

222 

ḳorḳon 220 

ḳ:ara (languages) 294 

ƛẹru 592 

ƛ:̣ir-i 148 

mas-u-j 287 

miƛ(i) (languages) 293 

misq:ara 417 

miši 322 

mii- 280 

mii-gu 302 
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miol-gu 280 

mun 285 

nas:-il 287 

nakwa (languages) 338 

no:i 309 

onš:-i 298 

žoga//žaga 549 

že 45, 188 

ži 542 

žono 185 

reša/roša/ruša (languages) 

39, 164 

re-šol-lu 360 

r-i:-/r-e:-/r-a:- 398 

r-ošin 616 

rošo 339 

ser-u 357 

sir-u//sir-du 504 

sosi 46, 359 

ṭar-di 390 

ṭam- 395 

ṭan-a 393 

ṭuši 397 

unso-ziŋw 319  
urγ-un-nu 461 

pera 330 

pirinpa 409 

kab-d- 434 

kwanno 446 

kwol 221, 445 

kin 435 

kokom 608 

γurin(i) 399 

γuγu//γunγu (languages) 

640 

:urru 474 

urči 480 

š:ir(i)//š:iwi 294 

čanaγi 452 

čil 506 

čon 514 

c:u-du 530 

at-oralo 582 

eṭ-un-nu 603 

iḳa-dami 568 

il-ii 602 

ino/inu (languages) 565  

ora 588 

in-nu 590 

i 599 

:a 579 

:e 310 

:eḳ-ir 582 

:er-i/:er (languages) 563 

xwarč:in 641 

xis- 534 

xo-du 617 

xor-ol 625 

ǯabi 117 

harḳu 645 

hin:ir 315 

hiri 580 

ho 648 

ωanǯi (Rikv.) 545 

ωonži 202 

 

Archib 

*taλ 210 

*ehu 475 

*at-u 571 

abaj 62 

-an 216 

anx 613 

-ax 613 

ari 647 

biw 76 

boƛ ̣55, 123 

bos 423 

bu-va 299 

bux 427 

gwac:i 237 

gurgi 150 

daṗ-ar 396 

di-ja 165 

dogo 163 

d-uλ:u 354 

wiš-du 497 

zul-u 554 

twa-s 203 

inž 44, 542 

inx 318 

ḳad-i 224 

ḳehu 475 

ḳos 235 

ḳo-o 232 

labx-an 400 

lag-um 136 

lac:-ut 263 

λat 210 

marz-ut 267 

marw 492  

mar 331 

mas 404 

makw 296 

makw 434 
max 281 

miƛ:̣or 269 

mosol 375 

moxor 312 

murtila 295 

naṭ 393 

na 309 

niš 338 

noon 304 

no 594 

noš 338 

no- 585 

oƛ:̣ 400 
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or 274 

oṭi 388 

o 575 

oq 463 

žan 540 

sarba 349 

s:ap 502 

s:in 200 

s:ob 501 

ṭal-as 391 

ṭi 386 

ṭid-ut 156 

ṭo 159 

ṭummul 387 

pač 95 

kwici 437 

a- 471  

we 476 

we-d 476 

wer-ṭi 474 

wil 491 

ii-naƛ ̣308 

ura:a- 479 

čama 70 

čuč-bos 543 

čuħ 307 

cal 522 

eḳw 561 

ix:- 618 

ix-di 182 

or 563 

ar 567 

aw 518 

ut 571 

xonx 623 

xw:an 615 

x:at-moƛ:̣or 269 

x:urḳ 620 

qar 632 

qwab 634 

qenz-bos 546 

hal- 173  

hil 647 

holo-t:u 55, 460 

 

Avar 

azali 399 

ač-in-e 512 

baḳ 75 

baḳu 76 

baḳwal(i) 112 

baƛ:̣ 55, 79 
bas 151 

bača 403 
ba-war-ab 488 

baħar-a-b 131 

bel- 78 

bel 122 

ber 645 

be- 116 

boλ-on 123 

bož- 87 

bo:i 118 

boωolo 84 

busen- 361 

buc-ur 521 

buh-un 416 

gal- 136 

garga-d-ize 138 

germez 446 

gwend 150 

-gi 134 

-go 147 

goz (Kus.) 187 

goren 141, 603 

gul 221 

emen-//emem- 199 

zaz-ωunḳ: 546 

zizi 559 

zob 188 

zun-ize 184 

tarq:-án-ab 163 

tur- 203 

ic:iko 529 

ḳaz 487 

ḳač 447 

ḳorḳnu 220 

ḳuda-b 446 

ḳul//ḳol 221 
ḳuṭeb (Ants.) 251 

ḳ:ará 294 

lab (Ants.) 254 
laγ 259 

lem-ag 318 

ƛar 343 

ƛ:̣ib-il 386 

ƛ:̣il- 148 
mal//mili 293 

marṭ 55, 272 

marxi 283 

makari 110 

ma (Chad.) 280 

mau 75 

max: 281 
maħ 276 

megž 45 

miƛ:̣ir  269 

mi:a 569 

mi:ir 308 

mo 114 

mo:: 85  

mo: 171 
muḳur- 91 

muṭú 301 

muš: 296 
muč 86 

mux 322 
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náku 438 

nak:ú 288 

na: 309 
naħ (Chad.) 318 

nisu//nišu 323 

nuc-al/nuc--ja-w 288 

nu:a 133 
ogb 445  

or 325 

oc 87 

ža 185 

žaga 549 

žan 540 

ži 542 

žodi (Batl.) 183 

žun-ize 199 

raλad- 275 

raž 132 
ras/raš (Chad.) 256  

raγ 450 

raq:ú//roq 343 
raq:u 337 

raω-/ri- 493 

rez 263 

r-e:- 593 

rexd 159 

riṭel 257 

r-i:-/r-e:-/r-a:- 398 

ruƛ:̣ 168 

rus:o 66 
r-uxn- 616 

r-u:- 342 

ru: 490 

sem-i-ze 371 

swer-i 355 
sob 502 

sor-do 358 

s:an: 504 

ṭam- 395 

ṭina-b 394 

ṭoxi//ṭuxi 397 

urγ-ize 461 

paṭ-an 314 

paxj 404 

pú- 420 

puruc:- 81  

kwas 140 

kwarṭa 154 

kwer 447 

kode-x:el 153 

kort 436 

kokam//kokan 608 

γaná 462 
γana 228 

γweṭ 459 

γob (Chad.) 634 

γun (Batl.) 459 

γun-k 465 

γur- 339 

γuγáj 468 

in-a-j 451 

:ed 474 

šeer (Her.) 469  

ša:i 504 

š:ar 362 

š:enḳel 226 

šw:e- 346 

čanaγ 452 

či 528 

č:amá 70 

ci 278 

cindi 585 

co 43, 511 

cogi 199 

cur 540 

c:in 573 

c:uṭ (Ants.) 535 

al-ize 561 

:an/:am 199 

ex:-e 595 

wa 576 

w:a 579 

il-i 602 

u-ze//:u-zi 590 

ul 577 

ux:/ux- 618 

:ad 577 

:al 563 

:ax-a 586 

:ḳa-b 561 

:er- 563 

:ibil 560 

:il-i: 602 

:o 594 

:oh- 182 

wa- 108  

iri 567 

xwan-i 148 

xwel- 173 

xis- 534 

xon-λi 615 

x:ara-d-da 619 

x:eč 633 

qanḳwa 492 

qa-a 486 

qwer 468 

ha 648 

hal-i//hwal-i 647 

hwar (Chad.) 633 

hoj//hwe//hwej 646 

hobol 324 

horko 327 

ħap- 634 

ωansi 321 

ωers 495 

ωin-u 459 

ωwes 495 
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ωoren 399 

ωor 456 

ωunž-ru 202 

ωus-bi 495 

ωuž 545 

ωu 493 

 

Bagval 

*:ani 597 

awal 60 

bas 74 

be:ur 118 

beh-un 416 

bia 258 

miča 406 

žana 185, 294 

seb-idila 371 

ṣ:ew 310 

ṭan- 395 

unš: 315 

pars 125 

pera 330 

perc: 81 

polon 76 
γandw 465 
amča 635 

in-ub 451 

š:ir 294 

šw:aŋ-š:ḳwa 515 

:aŋi 597 

wara 576 

w:ar-a 579 

:ab-ajla 570 

:iḳula 568 

im-id-ib 552 

:ob 593 

q:apa 648 

haga-b 253 

had-il-a 605 

haḳa 645 

hei-la 64 

heu 618 

ħab- 634 

ωabu 277 

 

Bezhit 

an:o 579 

aṗa 62 

axo 70 

bab 36, 105 

baba//bb 405 

bež 133 

bina 408 

bizo 300 

birz-ola 92 

bisa 356 

bii aq 119 

bogoλ 110 
bozo 274 

box 111 

boxl- 416 

bšer 423 

buƛ ̣79 

buƛ-o 123 

bu-o 113 

gol-al 253 

gd 432 

emeda 61 

eŋxe 340 

wa- 181 

ttil 168 

ḳḳ 250 

ḳeṭ-o 227 

ḳis-l 251 

ḳoco 232 

ḳuṗi-jo 152 

λibo 254 

maš-ol-a 293 

mžr 297 

miso 417 

moṭo 301 

muo 492 

mušo 301 

muš-o 306 

muc-al//munc-al 309 

nani 320 

naqo 300 

nda-js 269 

niži//nezi 132 

nuq-uƛ 322 

je-š-al 360 

joho 69 
ju--l 601 

oŋg 64 

-oŋ- 480 

oŋxo 430, 431 

ṗṗdl/ṗaṗadahal 330 

žen-sa 45, 188 

rṭ 392 

r 316 

r-ow- 340 

r-ow-al 340 

roγo 69 

siz-al 187 

sobo 502 

ṭiga 163 

ṭimo 390 

par-ƛ 402 

papa-ṭo 409 

pax 430 

por-o 332 

pudo 401 

kalo 433 

k(w)es-al 440 

kore 433 

kor-o 447 
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ema 478 

ejo 477 

o-oro 305 

t-jo 225 
šugo 237 

šun-a 375 

ššj//ššijo 372 
čax-al//čx-l 212 

čeni 520 

caŋ 579 

coƛ-ƛal 595 

coco 529  

cum-ri 521 

ika 587 

amal 271 

ei (Tladar) 526 

xo 615 

xoj//xor 625 

qimaro 483 

ǯaǯu 546  

ho-n-o (khash.) 313 

hono 216 

ωuωud-o  464 

 

Botlikh 

baħar-a 131 

biγwa-b 86  

beγuj 97 

bex-un 416 

boc:u 127 

buča 86 

bu:i 118 

buqu- 100 

go-v/go-j/go-b/go-l 133  

-de/-di 173 

zuḳ:u 292 

ḳarḳamu 220 

muḳur-i 91 

muγ-i 276 

muxu 607 

nas:-ir 287 

na:i 309 

na-x-i 604 

žana 185, 294 

žol-a 43, 552 

reṭan-a 342 

sur-d-i 378 

ṭam- 395 

paxji 404 

pera 330 

unš:i 315 

urγ-i 461 

or-o 481 

:iŋda 474 

š:iru 294 

uli 577 

:aj 579 

:aŋi 597 

:elli 513 

ab-ṭi 585 

idu 557 

xad-i 605 

haga-w 253 

hii 64 

ha 648 

 

Budukh 

ada 60 

bar 78 

buš-ur 376 

b 332 

goda 443 

golu 142 

dide 299 

emzir 541 

ḳeḳ 242 

ḳuḳ 234 

merx 286 

mz 306 

nik 338 

nusu 48, 323 

sip-e 346 

ṭam 166 

ṭombul 387 

pas 414 

pe 95 

pn 123 
pr sii 402 

kud 153 

el 453 

ol 491 

ura 494 

ur-u 488 

ši-/š-ma 347 

šid 365 

čar 523 

čin 516 

čħr 307 

cc 526 

ile 563 

il 557  

u 583 

q:u-šr- 372 

ǯaγa 559 

ħaraǯ 610 

 

Chamal 

axaša 218 

b-a-xn-a 604 

bela 79 

berγwa 97 

beγ-l-a//beγ-l-a 129 

b-izzal-i-b 189 

b-iz-i-b 189 

bisa 419 

biī -la 119 
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boz- 87 

boč 403 

bo: 118 

bu- 285 

bu-la 285, 486 

gwanz-ab 138 

goše 146 

ex:ila 71 

zi- 542 

ḳuḳuŋ 242 

ḳjači 447 

lazi 132 

λan 363 

λila/λuλa 385 

marxwa 283 

mes:exu 218 

mizw 74 
mirča 286, 406 

mixi 607 

mu: 274 

nikw 288 
jeṭan-a 342  

jiṭi 257 

r-aλir//b-aλi(r) 354 

sina-lw: 187 

s:ara 362 

s:iru//s:irw 294 
ṣiḳu-b 561 

ṣiw:a//iwa//i:a 252 

ṣ:ab-la 570 

ṭan- 395 

uba-b 324 

uŋs://uns:i 298 

piŋaŋ 330 

kwel 445 

γada 452 

γul 463 

in-ub 451 

išw 476 

uṭun 494 

w:aha 475 

car-a 530 

al-dila 561 

ar- 566 

aka 572, 589 

akwa 589 

amara 574 

a:ulda 310 

et-w 571 

iḳu-b 583 

iḳ:u 246 

iḳ:u-b 246 
innila 334 

xad-i-la 605 

quq-la 612 

heu-b 580 

hii-la 64 

 

Dargwa 

*ḳime (Chir.) 222 

*murs 301 

*px:ar 428 

*šaxwa 298 

*uḳ-ul 592 

-ar/-ir 471 

bal-a 76 

baš-es 412 

ba-si 331 

baωu-si 277 

ber-es 116 

beṭu/beṭwi 410 

b-ulx:- 173 

burt//birt 295 

bur-caq-es//ver-caq-es//u-

caq-es 536 

bura (Akhush) 470 

bt (Kubachi) 295 

b-uqVn- (Urakh) 90 

gaš-i 143 

gil-i 148 

guṭi (Sir.) 237 

d-a-bγ- 408 

dada (Meheb) 161 

daγa//daγwa 158 

daqal 264 

darq:u 632 

daħi//duħa 211 

deḳw 158 

dert:- 337 

dex 39 164 

d-irωw- 398 

dude-š 165, 313 

durac 206 

elg-i (Chir.) 142 

-erγw/-urγw 458 

-erš-/-irš- 372 

eč:a (Itsar) 179 

wra 181 

waca 178 

zanze 183 

zanzi-bul 198 

zara-ze (Tsud.) 92 

zerzer-biḳes 190 

zubar-i 579 

zuil 184 

zur-i/zur-e 579 

tala 205 

talqan 163 

t:ali 203 

tum 156 

ib- 71 

irš-es 358 

-irħw- 613 

iš (Tsud.-Tant.) 217 

-iʒ- 380 

ḳaw 222 
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ḳanti-ci (Sir.) 241 

ḳvara 224 

ḳwe (Kubachi) 476 

ḳwi (Urakh) 476 

ḳib-aj 238 
ḳimi (Urakh) 222 

ḳuṭum (Chir.) 251 

ḳuul 592 

lamʒe/lamze 256 

luṭi 40, 257 

manṭu 301 

marze 267 

markwa 434 

maxi 283 

maq//maqw  286 

mel-i-deš 61 

mel-i-ubni 61 
mex//meh//mirh//mih 281 

miž-ze (Chir.) 541 

mur 271 

muza 74 

muza 272 

mu 328 

ms 301 

naq//naq: 322 

ne-š 313 

neṭ (Chir.) 393 

nexr/nixx 318 

nisu 48, 323 

jergwa 162 

ṗarṗa 90 

žarma 518 

sih (Kubachi) 379 

seħ (Tsud.-Tant) 379 

siħ (Itsar) 379 

ṭal/laṭ 257 

ṭaa 390 

ṭuma 390 

ṭuṭu-j-es 207  

uba-j 324 

unc 87 

urkura 327 

urc-es 518 

uc- 261 

uc:- 533 

ucm-ij 288 
pah 430 

pen (Gavsh-Shuk.) 571 

piš- 306 

pua 76 

pxa 427 

kkn 608 

kia 588 

kuṭ-ze 443 

kw:ač:-a 448 

kw:ač:e  (Kubachi) 448 

k:uč:a (Tsud.) 448 

kw:ac:a 237 

γa(ne) (Chir.) 486 

γm-i (Urakh, Usish, Muir) 

459 

γen-a 468 

γwaṭ-a 459 

γwer (Itsar) 181 

γum-ul 492 

amp 634 

ad 470 

ani 243 

an-ne/an-le 488 

aṗ-//ḳaṗ-bires 631 

ard 453 

a 475 

ab 470 

ali 477 

urči 480 

urc (Chir.) 236 

us:a 495 

uš 476 

//i 235 

u (Kubachi) 235 

šali (Muir) 348 

šax//š:ax 347 

šax:a (Kubachi) 298 

šam-ze 370 

šinqa 504 

š:axwa 384 

š:i- (Itsar) 363 

čad-ur//čad-ura 505 

čaqw-ze 307 

čašari (Meh.) 527 

čuma (Khaid.) 514 

čurt (Tsud.-Tant) 511 

čuṭa (Urakh) 509 

č:aw-alla (Urakh) 554  

ca 511 

cula 506 

c:ak 236 

c:e (Kubachi) 540 

c:uma-ci 98 

ʒanʒi 551 

ʒaw/zab/c:aš 188 

ʒe//ʒen 540 

ab 118 

iḳ-si (Urakh)//aḳ-se 

(Kharb.) 561 

er 588 

ili 294 

a 563 

anḳu-si 310 

iḳa 582 

ḳimi (Urakh) 222 

ḳume (Kubachi) 222 

ime (Chir.) 222 

ap (Akhush) 568 

oma-se//čoma-se 98 

x:ar 428 

x:ar-qil 428 

xws:a//xwca 641 
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xwis:a (Kubachi) 641 

x:urt 422 

qaša 218 

qe 633 

qunul 312 

q:uč: 143, 496, 616 

ǯaw-le//č:aw-le 554 

harg-si 215 

ωar-čiṭu (Gap.) 509 

ωč:a (Tsud.) 179 

ωinʒ//ωinc://ωiniz 180 

ωuta//guta//uta 470 

ini (Urakh) 486 

 

Dido (Tsez) 

*šm 375 

aṭju 392 

aŋq 321 

besuro 356 

bizo 274 

box 111 

gagali 220 

gul-u 153 

guṗ 152 

dada 161 

elbo 325 

eƛ- 60 

eṭw-a 391 

eč-n- 644 

magalu 110 

zedo 187 

zow-era 196 

tex-ra 212 

tiri 167 

igo 217 

igu 177 

izu 323 

i-šw-a 360 

išw-a 498 

ḳeš-a-nada (Moqoq) 251 

ḳiṭi 227 

magalu 110 

maṭa 275 

mecu 119 

mina 285 

moqu 297 

mus (languages) 125 

muš-a 306 

noxu 288 

noqi 300 

oz 539 

red- 337 

re--a//re-w-a 601 

riu (languages) 602 

rož-i 500 

sasju 354 

ṭaḳ-i 302, 394 

ṭumi 390 

kud 153 

kudi 435 

kuš-a 440 

γudi 164 

γun 459 

ec 455 

i-si 305 

ur-u 482 

šetr-o 378 

šem 375 

šiṭu 371 

šomoraλ 363 

ca 579 

cax-a//cax-va 212 

ceḳ-i 582 

ceṭwa 505 

cud-i 530 

iγu 542 

xom-i 614 

qema 483 

qeri 612 

qiči 496 

qudi 466 

hedo (Sah.) 611 

hiγu 71 

 

Godobery 

bakja 72 

baγan//bagan 129 

b-a-x-iŋ 604 

baħar-a 131  

beγu 411 

biγwa-n 86 

buc i 118 

buqu 100 

-di 173 

wuši 180 

ḳari 244 

muxu 607 

nas:-i 287 

ooča 485 

žana 185, 294 

raš-a 500 

sat-i 355 

seṭil 368 

ṭar-i 390 

urγ-iŋ 461 

pera 330 

koli 221 

γada 452  

at-i 582 

eḳ-ir 582 

uli 577 

uma 271 

xad-i 605 

xvani 148 

qeru 637 

ha 648 

hii 64 
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Hinukh 

aṗa 62 

aṭṭu 393 

awe 304 

bab 36, 105 

be-gwe-j 135 

bezo 274 

besuro 356 

bošolḳa 45, 102 

bγ-a 83 

gaga 220 

gor-a 253 

gul-u 153 

tex-era 212  

to-ƛa 341 

ižu 323 

i-šw-a 360 

ixu 340 

ḳes 226 

mese 417 

mos 301 

muṭ 301 

noce 309 

noqe 300 

og 64 

olbo 325 

žuha 595 

ra-i 258 

rou 169 

ro--a 601 

os-u 174 

papa-ṭu 409 

pe 420 

pe-λa 334 

kab-addu 302 
kwedin//kodin 154 

kwid 153 

γwand(e) 465  

γwede 164 

ep-e kura 631 

e-er-iš 305 

ilu 477 

o-no 476 

ut 225 

šegwe 237  

šotr-a 378 

čux-ƛa 595 

cax-a 212 

ceḳ-e 582 

ceni 520 

ceṭa 47, 505 

cwa 579 

iγi 542 

xaru 618 

xw 615 

xos-λa 637 

xu 615 

qema 483 

qic:a 621 

heγu 71 

 

Hunzib 

aṗa 62 

-aŋ- 480 

baba 405 

bxs 218 

bod-ol 59 

bošeru 48, 423 

bzu 300 

bs 356 

b-u 113 

bx 111 

bužilo 105 

buƛ-u 123 

bu--a 601 

gil-a 253 

gudo 432 

gl-a 253 

emeda 61 

e-š-a 360 

eŋxu 340 

wd 164 

zz 190 

todil 168 

ḳiš- 251  

ḳoṭ-u 227 

ḳoc//ḳos 232 

ḳŋḳi 250 

lax-i 264 

λibu 254 

maṭa 275 

maš-un 293 

maab 576 

mišu (←*miču) 406 

moṭo 301 

muš-e 306 

nani 320 

niži 132 

niq 322 

oŋg 64 

že 188 

roγo 69 

rou 169 

ṭeṭ-a 207 

ṭiga 163 

ṭṭ-a 207 

ṭp-i 396 

pob 90 

pode 401 

polop 90 

por-o 332 

px 430 

kare 433 

kor-o 447 

koč 448 

eru 477 

-ru 305 
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šugu 237 

šuŋš 372 

čax-a 212 

ca 579 

cini 520 

iγu 464 

xa 618 

xo 615 

xor 625 

qor- 488 

haṭu 410 

haz 539 

ωoωod-u 464 

ŋxu 430 

 

Inkhoqwary 

aṭam-u 392 

aŋwa 304 

beγ 97 

ez 539 

iz-u 217 

ḳue 252 

c 455 

mii-ḳi 310 

muqu-rḳa 300 

og 64 

ove-n-u/oje-n-u/ore-n-u 

313 

oxo 430, 431 

kode 435 

kwerti 436 

caŋ 579 

ceṭo 47, 505 

qeče 496 

qiri 612 

Karata 

bačw:-aλa 406 

bertin 295 

be:ur 118 

beh-um 416 

biγwa-m-kwa 86 

bia 258 

gal- 136 

gargal-edu 138 

gur-il 151 

ebal-e-du 268 

tor- 203 

ḳaze 487 

ḳaŋṭa 227 

ḳarḳan 220 

ḳaru 244 

ḳor-o 232 

leb-lab 318 

max:iƛ:u (Tokit.) 281 

muxu 322 

že- 542 

žwal-a 43, 552 

žwanžwa 546 

r-e:- 471 

re:-ema 471 

seb-i ledu (Tuk.) 371 

s:uh-an 379 

ṭam- 395 

ṭar-e 390 

unš:i 315 

páxje 404 

pera 330 

puwa- 420 

kot-o 443 

kole 221 

γwam-ob 465 

γwar:-a 469 

eda 629 

en-ob 451 

:urun 474 

šam-//xam- 369  

cw:-λa 530 

eḳwa-dela 568 

ex:- 595 
:ebil-a 560 

:ebir//:iber 581 

:ew 310 

w:aj 579 

ir-aλa 566 

:ida 557 

:ope 568 

w:ar-  566 

xvane//xoni 148 

ha-no-b 279 

harḳa 645 

her:-b (Tuk.) 580 

ħab 634 

ħulo 639 

ħu:e 464 

ωanži (Tuk.) 545 

Khinalug 

šp-i 369 

baba 405 

ber 78 

biž-u-vi 111 

biš-i 329 

gn 137 

gma 151 

dab 425 

drd 171 

di-m 159 

-erder/-urdur 173 

wa 181 

zix- 385 

ing 400 

inḳ 317 

ixer 70 

ḳan 240 

ḳwar 231 
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ḳil-i 483 

ḳinaz 446 

ḳuḳu 234 

ḳba 244 

lat:ir 205 

lq 260 

liḳe-bir 239 

lož-i 195 

lg-d 259 

max-a 427 

miža 266 

mi 569 

mda 292 

nim 309 

nuk 288 

ṭw-i 387 

ṭumbol 387 

uḳur-a 326 

pil 106 

pša 425 

p 420 

pt 412 

px-u 89 

kuma 443 

γucar 467, 627 

a-i 493 

i 471 

ši 497 

šiḳ-wi/šiḳ-iri 375 

čin 516 

čxi 307 

cuw-az 521 

culoz 506 

w 563 
iza-kiri 556 

iin 575 

iin 588 

xac-al 609 

xiči-ḳan 621 

xob 626 

qac-ol 609 

q:i 632 

ǯugar 554 

hu 648 

mzaw-l 306 

stal 368  
Khvarshi 

agol 217 

a-w-ed 181 

aŋxwa 430, 431 

beγ 97 

beγw-a 83 

b-ixwad 173 

bu-u 113 

gangi- 220 

gub 152 

guz 139 

ezw 539 

eŋxu 340 

ilba 325 

iŋzu 323 

zaru 540 

ḳiro//ḳora 482 

ḳiš-a 251 

ḳui 252 

li--a 601 

mane 270 

muqu-rḳa 300 

og 64 

žiž-a 187 

sas:u  354 

ṭema 390 

kwere 433 

γwade 164 

γwan 459 

γono-bo 459 

γonṭu 451 

e 477 

o-a 305 

čwaŋ 515 

ca 579 

ceṭo 505 

aγa 542 

xar-am 615 

xupa 622 

qema 483 

qiri 612 

we-ne 476 

hanu 89 

hod-a 605 

 

Krits 

a-m 264 

mzur- 541 

bil-d 106 
bi 332 

bu 94 

gli 142 

gwd 443 

dj 165 

zig 201 

iǯ 542 

ḳd-r 224 

ḳwani 239 

ḳwaṭin 251 

ḳḳl 220 

ḳp-ǯu 238 

merx 286 

nenaj 320 

nisi 323 

nik 338 

jeǯ-i//jerǯ//riǯ 345 
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ṗz 332 

rud- 337 

ṭṗ-n 396 

ṭk 390 

ṭe 393 

ṭub 390 

pex 333, 413 

pušun 426 

kva-ni 442 

kum 443 

kurs-i 448 

aṭul 305 

äsu 633 

wa-d 476 

iri 476 

ši 347 

ši-bi 497 

šid 365 

šišl- 187 

čin 516 

ʒar 557 

ad-d 577 

ili 563 

uḳ 590 

nal 588 

 583 

er 567  

uw- 590 

xt-l 422 

ǯir- 366 

ǯħr 307 

ωil 55, 460 

ωu-ša 346 

 

Lak 

*bu 299 

*sawra 349 

*šwad-a 378 

*ǯiǯi 555 

apiṭ-a 59 

ač-i 512 

aci- 261 

ar-al 647 

bart 295 

bart-bisu 92 

bark 125, 434 

b-ai- 108 

brč 87 

bes-a//bis- 74 
bizanu 74 

bursa 124 

burki 110 

burču 403 

b-uqa- 430 

bur-na 76 

ga/ge 133 

gwanz-s:a 138 

-gu 134 

wa 181 

waz 274 

wilun 399 

zannu//zandu (Vits) 183 

zil-u 554 

zini 185 

zu-n 184 

zurzu 190 

tun-nu//tun-du 156 

t:a 342 

t:ala 203 

t:uʒ- 380 

-is:u-n 364 

-i-ši 498 

ḳar 252 

ḳača 149 

ḳwara 224 

ḳis:a 442 

ḳut 233 

ḳula 221 

ḳuj 219 

lagma 217 

laḳ-ri 239 

lau- 258 

mazu 128 

mar 331 

mas//maz 102 

maša 404 

mak 296 

maq//maqw (Vits) 286 

mina 285 

miṭi 301 

mi 308 

mix 415 

mu 264 

murlu 84 

nah 318 

nis 323 

nisw-arti 319 

nikw 438 

niṭa 275 

nix 340 

nuwi 290 

jarg-s:a 215 

r-aj-š: 346 

raħ 259 

sra 349 

s:iħ- 379 

ṭimu 396 

ṭu 393 

ulu 176 

uru 274 

u-šw:i-n 360 

plu 286 

piš- 306 

piu 89 

ppu 299 

purḳu 420 

puru 86 
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p:al 76 

kwkwn 608 

kuru-š:ar 502 

k:urmuz  446 

k:urk:ur ṭun 151 

a- 479 

uri- 308 

ša- 361 

ša-wa 361 

šat:-a 378 

šašl-an 187 

šuši 543  

š:ar 502 

š:aš:a-n 187 

šw:aṭ-i 195 

š:ii 504 

čawa-q 515 

čiṭ-u 509 

čuw 528 

ččar-dan 519 

č:ič:i 555 

ca 511 

cu-ša 278 

c:ix 537 

a- 563 

a 563 

iq-a 586 

u 575 

uku 589 

ux:/ux- 618 

aw 562 

aku 582 

 594 

xum 607 

xw:i 569 

x:uṗ 626 

x:urt 422 

x:urt:a-ma 38 

qamal//qamal-u 282 

qami 312 

qara-lu 290 

qi 633 

quna bain 619 

q:aγu 475 

q:unču 236 

q:usa 633 

haw 418 

harč: 617 

hurt:u- 146 

ħuč:-a 639 

 

Lezgian 

*gur 137 

*lab-ag 318 

*el- 477 

akur 327 

bub-ux 105 

br 119 

gadr-un 135 

ganur 137 

gerg 454 

gwa 145 

gurd 144 

gṭ 443 

dide 160 

d-dγwer 172 

eri 274 

warz 171 

wil 106 

wi-nel 181 

wiš 43, 68 

trez 206 

txa 204, 647 

t:ab 425 

t:exw 211 

i:i 578 

ḳaṗ-al 440 

ḳew- 219 

ḳew-ir-un 219 

ḳew-un 219 

ḳel- 477 

ḳwaṭ-un 482 

ḳwenḳ 242 

ḳuḳ 242 

ḳunu-ḳ 239 

ḳurt 232 

lap:-ag 318 

lac:u 263 

lux 264, 400 

mas 404 

mac 521 

maq:u-n t:ar 300 

ms 287 

meže 266 

murz (languages) 291 

ṗuz 332 

nasu 48, 323 

nik 338 

žiw 191 

žiḳi//šiḳi 68 

ra 342 

ri 316 

seb gun 371 

swas//swax//sas 373 

siw 501 

sur 350 

ṭib 390 

per 78 

penw 95 

pix 333, 413 

put 412 

pušun 426 

p:i 332 

p:i 332 

kas 441 

kek- 149 
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kwt-kun//kut-kun 153 

kuma 443 

k:aš 143 

k:ur 137 

γwe-i 628 

γuc 467 

γ 456 

wal 491 

urṭ 248 

usu 495, 633 

d 486 

šex-un 383 

šiw 70 

čin 516 

čirq-un 41, 531 

čun 47, 507 

čukur-un 510 

čuwe- 604 

čux 537 

č:xwer 307 

cur 518 

im-il 564 

irx 586 

i 588 

p:az 560 

wel 562 

xam 629 

xan 455 

xw:eš- 384 

xw:eš-i 384 

xnub 312 

xurt 422 

xu-n 617 

xuṗ 626 

xuc-ar 627 

x- 606 

x:at 281 

qwarc 467 

qc-gan 621 

Rutul 

ada-rc-un 522 

arg-n/arg-as 142 

bad-u 80 

b-axa- 90 

bi (Khni.) 332 

bi 108 

bre-d 119 

bš-d 376 

b 332 

b-bir 108 

gaš 143 

gniš//jiniš 451 

gr 137 

da-dγwar//da-dγwer 172 

daq 211 

daw 161 

did 161, 299 

wš 42, 68 

zuγ 559 

im 273 

-iǯ 44, 542 

ḳaṭ 432 

ḳwaḳ 242 

ḳiḳer- 234 

ḳuni 239 

maγγul 216 

maxi 283 

mi 264 

mu 76 

nis 323 
ṗz 332 

sex-d 383 

ss 373 

ṭak 390 

ṭur 388 

ṭb 390 

kwam 439 

ul 491 

d 486 

la 477 

r-b 484 

šwt 378 

ši-v//š-v 347 

šu-d 363 

cr 518 

ʒirʒe-n 198 

am 574 

war 290 

in-d 565 

b 560 

 588 

uw 583 
rm-d 588 

xuṗ 626 

xurt 422 

qwarc-alj 627 

q:uqwaj 640 

ǯugal 539 

ǯka 524 

ha-n 590 

haxa- 623 

Tabassaran 

*bid 59 

*jirxjw 64 
*šwi-bar 497 

ams//ams:a//ams: 321 

ana 645 

axu 70 

bar 86 

bit 59 

biṭr-u-ḳar 117 

bi-uv//bi-ub 328 

buš-uw 376 

gaš 145 

gargar 454 
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gur 141 

da-ši 165 

daxa 647 

daxa-adaš 647 

diw-ub 162 

duruc 206 

dur-ar 342 

d-us-uz 360 

du-an 169 

ede-j 60 

vur 133 

wa-i 472 

tab 156 

tuw-ub 341 

ižm-ib 335 

ḳaḳ 242 

ḳwar-ar 231 

ḳeḳel 220 

linǯi 256 

lis-in 109 

miz-miz 121 

miǯi 405 

mux 179 

muu 119 

muxur 312 

muq:u-n har 300 

nini 320 

nis 323 

niṭ 393 

jirf 64 

již 263 

žweleržw 558 

žixir 307 

račin 344 

rii-ular 316 

ruu 342 

saw-al//sab-al 346 

sax 352 

ṭip: 390 

uz- 192 

urtim 208 

urž-ub 186 

uγin 400 

u-ču 47, 507 

uru 579 

rγ-ub 339 

paǯ 95 

purpu 105 

kas 441 

kuma 443 

kumiš 446 

kuš 140 

kmes 222 

kk 220 

γaw-ri 449 

γar 454 

γul 463 

ab-i/aw-i 470 

an-di 488 

arni 474 

asu 495 

amar 85 

irina- 476 

u 476 

um 492 

urul-i 305 

urš 609 

u-u 493 

švum-zan 501 

šiw 96, 502 

šiš 373 

šḳi 68 

šmi//šemi 370 

šu-bar 497 

čau 525 

čik-i 51, 510 

čux 537 

č:iw/ǯup 550 

circir-aj 523 

cix 537 

ʒaʒ 551 

am-a 564 

ib 574 

i 588 

ur 602 

ux 568 

wal 562 

wuw- 590 

il-uw//il-ib 600 

u- 604 

xam 629 

xar 608 

xa-xan 455 

xwašw//xašw 417 

xumṗ 626 

qwarc 627 

ǯigri 581 

ħeržil 202 

 

Tindi 

*γara 454 

*:iw:a 252 

awal 60 

bela 79 

bec:i 81 

bex:i 428 

bož- 87 

boča 86 

boc or 118 

b-ux 430 

gord- 135 

ela 336 

ex:al 71 

ḳaḳaṭ-u-b 225 

λana 363 

maala 277 

miš-ta 300 
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nixw:a 288 

žana 185, 294 

žwal-a 552 

ṭan- 395 

unš:i 315 

paxji 404 

pera 330 

koru 433 

koṭa 154 

γaja 454 

γoj 476 

γul 463 

en-uj 451 
š:ari 362 

c:ab-diλa 570 

c:aru 579 

c:ela 513 

c:ikw:a 252 

akw-a 589 

et-u 571 

idu 557 

xaw-i-λa 617 

haga-b 253 

heu-b 580 

ħab- 634 

 

Tsakh 

*beǯ 87 

*gz 139 

*gžla 539 

*ǯaγa 559 

ana-j 645 

aq//aq 321 

bad-a 80 

barw/barḳw 85 

baṭrajn 240 

bix 89 

boš-ena 376 

bz-bza 121 

bre-na 119 

gš 143 

gor 141 

gžwa 539 

da-kj 165 

dš 163 

di 159 

didej 161 

didi 161 

waa →//woa 472 
waš 42, 68 

weǯ 87 

zoγ 559 

zlzam 558 

ts-baγa 277 

i-xwa- 616 

i-x-z 604 

-iǯ 44, 542 

ḳaṭe 432 

ḳunu 239 

ḳurṭel 251 

ḳn-in 240 

matxa-na 412 

man 264 

maxi 283 

muxu 312  

mswa-lla 306 

mswa-n 306 

nekj 338 

jušen-as 349 

juxw:a 64 

ṗz 332  

ṭap-an 396 

ṭeṭ 160 

panale 95 

pšnj 503 

γulj 463 
aṭ 470 

uw 491 

d-im 486 

š 385 

šibr-i 374 

šiṭ 509 

čaγa//aγa 559 

cuma 288 

cw-l 521 

edn 565 

ib 560 

ire//ije 580 

rm-an//urum-an  

//irim-an 588 

xawsi 417 

xana 605 

xurt 422 

q-ale 176 qenek-e 620 

qči-jn 642 

ǯz 139 

ǯxä 307 

ha-ḳan 228 

ha-war- 485 

ωniš 451 

 

Udi 

*aṗer 62 

*biž-o 329 

*meel 304 

*sar-a 357 

*čawal-i 515 

*cul-ux 506 

*o 562 

apči 425 

ap:er 62 

axš-um 54 

axš-um-pesun 384 

bele 122 

bes-besun 124 

boč:-o 329 



877 

bs-a 125 

gez 139 

gena 137 

dango 254 

t 159 

tum 386 

t:ap:-an 396 

izak 104 

iž 65 

ḳur 491 

ḳurṭ 248 

mai//mac:i 331 

me 264 

mel 304 

mii-ḳ 310 

moz-i 295 

muš 306 

mux 415 

oḳ-sun 532

o 400

saja 357 

ser- 500 

ṭe 393 

ul-ux 506 

ppl-k: 409 

pes-un 423 

pul 645 

kii 141 

kusr 146 

k:aša 442 

γurum 467 

γul 463 

o//q:oq: 489 

čara-x 523 

čali 515 

čiš- 521 

č:o  562 

ca-pesun 516 

cec 526 

c:iq://i 526 

iri 294 

xaš 645 

q:uzi 483 

Kassite 

sah/šah 645 

Indo-European Languages 

Armenian 

age 80 

araḳ 64 

baḳ- 75 

ḳol-ol 221 

laḳ-oṭ-i 259 

o-rwel- 341  

sel 355 

pinǯ 332 

ǯnar 200 

ov- 593 

Czech 

zubr 556 

Danish 

deig 284 

English 

ask 618 

dough 284 

play 262 

play-fool 262 

language 339 

tangue 339 

French 

Rosse 338 

German 

Ross 338 

Pr. Indo-European 

*ker-/*krā-  343

Latin 

cicindēla 526 

ōrāculum 634 

ōrāre 634 

ser-um 362 

plumb-um 118 

Ossetian 

agw-bz 74 
agw-vz 74 
aṭami 388 

rγaj 462 

rxw 64 

px 428 

xs-n 381 

-xs-r 626 

bḳw 266 

bgn 445 

boγol 84 

bun 123 

bzḳj 121 

bn 123 

gaj-a 144 

gl-w 153 

gn 435 

gn 435 

goren 141 

daw-g 157 

deden-g 160 
didi 156 

vast-irǯi 215 

vrcc 485 



zaz 183 

zaḳ 102 

zd 183 

zna 189 

zeḳ  102 

ziv-g 186 

irǯi 215 

ḳward 146 

ḳord 146 

lg 270 

mḳwl 266 

m-gwr 154 

m-gur 154 

mes 287 

mia 290 

murḳ 278 

ma 290 

nas 319 

nixas- 608 

jzd 183 

sγ 374 

ser 362 

sr  362 

ṭr 389 

kaw  432 

kaw-  432 

γosin- 448 

γos 448 

wm-iag 478 

čz-g 527 

cxx 597 

cnx 597 

cirt 523 

ʒala 109 

ʒdur 505 

ʒḳol 554 

ʒḳl 554 

ʒedr-ag 505 

ʒilag 549 

ʒiʒi 559 

ʒonγ 452 

t 233 

j 562 

ilin 563 

ln 563 

if  593 

eps 296 

epsi 296 

xaxwr 612 

xaxur 612 

xz 466 

xʒ 610 

xwca 627 

xwc--w bon 627 

xvcau 467 

xvcau-bon 467 

xox 623 

xs: 638 

fusun 414 

fsm 414 

fnʒ 331 

tewa 366 

Persian 

bēl 78 

yazdān 627 

Russian 

вера 87 

верный 87 

весна 273 

веснушки 273 

вид 58 

видеть 58 

вокруг 217 

вторник 476 

второй 476 

высечь  235 

горчица 284 

горький 284 

капуста  448 

кидать 381 

крапива 142 

крапивник 142 

кувшин  448 

моча 416 

мочить 416 

мочиться 416 

накидка 381 

накип 528 

орать 634 

отрава 548 

печь 95 

престол 196 

просеять 255 

сеять  255 

сказать 423 

сказка 423 

трава 548 

травить 548 

ящик 191 

Swedish 

deg 284 

Turkic languages 

Balqar 

narš-a 319 

xž 610 

xǯ 610  
Nogaic 

banz 175 

baz 175 

Turkish 

buğa 84 

buγa 126 

taǯ  277 

čuval 553 




